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Preface

Physiology is a dynamic discipline, and as new information and concepts emerge and our
understanding evolves, the material we teach must also change. Each chapter of the third edition of
Essential Medical Physiology has been updated and revised to encompass this new information.
The authors and I have tried to eliminate errors that appeared in the previous edition without
introducing new ones. We are grateful to our colleagues and students for help in identifying
mistakes and inconsistencies, and we ask for their continued aid in improving future editions. In
addition, four new chapters have been added integrating material in the important areas of
exercise, heart failure and circulatory shock, maternal adaptations to pregnancy, and diabetes.

Each of the authors is an acknowledged expert in the field he or she is writing about. This is the
major strength of this text. In contrast to many texts, which are single-authored or written by
members of a single department, the authors represent seven different medical schools. Each has
more than 20 years of experience teaching medical students in his or her area of expertise. All are
nationally and internationally known for their research and contributions in the field about which
they are writing. This expertise is manifested in many different ways. Six authors have written
monographs for medical or graduate students. Seven are, or have been, the chairs of their
departments and responsible for the content of the course in medical physiology. Six have served as
consultants for developing the Part I examination for the National Board of Medical Examiners,
and three have chaired the Physiology Test Committee for that organization. This experience has
made it possible for each author to select the material that is essential to the discipline of medical
physiology. Each is an excellent writer and has provided a thorough, up-to-date treatment of this
material. As editor, I am grateful to them for their willingness to contribute their time and abilities
to this project.

Most modern textbooks contain features to make them easier for students to use and to identify
important concepts. Each chapter begins with a page-indexed chapter outline and a bulleted
summary of the major points covered. Basic items and concepts in the text appear in bold type the
first time they are used and defined. Chapters contain clinical notes emphasizing the relationships
between physiology and clinical medicine. This clinically-related material has been highlighted and
serves to reinforce the physiology as well as identify clinical relevance.

With this edition, however, we have gone one step further and created a set of outlines
integrated with the figures in the text. As our research has become more cellular and molecular the
classical boundaries between basic science departments have disappeared. Most departments
responsible for teaching physiology have faculty members who were not trained as medical
physiologists. It is our hope that these outlines, presented as a compact disc, will aid in the
organization of lecture notes or serve as the basis for student handouts.

Simply stated, physiology is the study of function. Function occurs at three levels: molecular,
subcellular, and cellular. Events at these levels in turn determine the activities of tissues, organs,
and systems. Understanding at each level is necessary to appreciate the overall function or
dysfunction of an individual. The overriding principle of physiology is the integration of a variety
of mechanisms. For example, how does the kidney produce urine? And how is this process
regulated so that the volume and salt content of urine are matched to the salt and water intake of
the individual and the loss of salt and water via other processes such as respiration and sweating?
Each of the authors has presented and integrated in his or her section the material that is necessary
to medical physiology as it is taught in most medical schools. Cell biology is integrated as part of

xv



the physiologic discipline as it arises, not in a separate section. Chapters often found in physiology
textbooks that are better suited to disciplines such as histology, immunology, or biochemistry have
been omitted. This textbook contains the information the authors and editor believe essential to
providing a strong background in physiology for the practice of medicine. This is the basis of the
title chosen for the text.

Physiology is the primary basic medical science. It is essential to pharmacology, the study of the
effects of drugs on physiologic processes. Most of medicine itself is pathophysiology. We hope that
each student will realize that the study of physiology should continue throughout his or her career.
With that in mind, a few references are included at the end of each chapter. They cite well-written,
recent articles that provide a wealth of information as well as extensive bibliographies for further,
more detailed reading.
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C H A P T E R

1

The Internal Environment

STANLEY G. SCHULTZ

KEY POINTS
� Physiologic processes have evolved to maintain

the constancy or stability of the internal envi-
ronment. This tendency toward maintenance of
physiologic stability is homeostasis.

� Living things are open systems.
� The total body water is contained within two

major compartments—the intracellular com-
partment and the extracellular compartment.
The intracellular compartment is further sub-
divided into the plasma and the interstitial fluid
compartments.

� The intracellular compartment is characterized
by low intracellular Na+ and Cl� concentrations
and a high K+ concentration. The intracellular
compartment comprises approximately 25 L,

which is approximately 35% of total body
weight.

� The extracellular compartment is divided into
the plasma and interstitial compartments; the
former comprises approximately 3 L and the
latter approximately 12 L. These compart-
ments are characterized by high Na+ and Cl�

concentrations and a low K+ concentration.
� Four organs provide the interfaces between the

extracellular fluid compartment and the outside
world: the skin, alimentary canal, lung, and
kidney. The proper interactions among these
organs and the external environment is essen-
tial for homeostasis.
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Origin of Our Milieu Interieur 4
Living Things Are Open Systems 4
Body Fluid Compartments and Their Contacts with
the Outside World 4
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HOMEOSTASIS: THE SUBJECT
OF PHYSIOLOGY

If one had to describe, with a single word, what
physiology is all about, that word would be homeostasis.
This word was coined by the great American physiol-
ogist, Walter B. Cannon, in his book entitled The
Wisdom of the Body (1939) and refers to regulatory
mechanisms by which biologic systems tend to maintain
the internal stability necessary for survival while
adjusting to internal or external threats to that stability.
If homeostasis is successful, life continues; if it is
unsuccessful, disease and perhaps death ensue.

Cannon’s notion of homeostasis was an extension of
the concept first introduced by one of the founders of
modern physiology, Claude Bernard, a physician by
training who made many seminal contributions to our
early understanding of digestion, metabolism, vaso-
motor activity of nerves, neuromuscular transmission,
and other areas of physiology. But perhaps his greatest
lasting contribution was the notion that all physiologic
processes are designed to maintain the internal environ-
ment, the milieu interieur, that bathes our cells, tissues,
and organs. The following is from his opening lecture in
a course in general physiology given at the College de
France in 1887:

The living body, though it has need of the surrounding

environment, is nevertheless relatively independent of it. This

independence which the organism has of its external environ-

ment derives from the fact that in the living being, the tissues

are in fact withdrawn from direct external influences and are

protected by a veritable internal environment which is

constituted, in particular, by the fluids circulating in the body.

In short, he suggested that we exist within our own
‘‘hot houses’’ and that our existence depends on our
abilities to maintain that ‘‘hot house.’’

Although this notion may seem trivial now, at the
time when it was introduced it was revolutionary. It
proved to be prophetic and has influenced all physio-
logic thinking to this day.

ORIGIN OF OUR MILIEU INTERIEUR

There is good evidence that our predecessors, the
protovertebrates or prochordates, migrated from the
seas into brackish or fresh water during the Cambrian
period, almost 500 million years ago. During that
migration, which lasted some 200 million years, they
‘‘locked’’ within themselves a fluid similar in composi-
tion to that of the seas from which they emerged. Some
of these early vertebrates returned to the oceans, which
had become saltier; others stayed in brackish or fresh
water; and still others chose to live on land. But,

regardless of their final habitats, the ‘‘sea’’ within all
vertebrates is remarkably similar in ionic composition to
the salinity of the Cambrian seas from which they
emerged. This sea that bathes all cells is rich in Naþ and
Cl�, in contrast with the intracellular fluid, which, in all
living forms including microorganisms, is rich in Kþ and
poor in Naþ and Cl�.

LIVING THINGS ARE OPEN SYSTEMS

Maintaining a constant internal environment would
pose no problem if living things were closed systems, like
a solution in a sealed bottle. Instead, however, all freely
living forms are open systems constantly exchanging
matter and energy with the environment. The remark-
able thing is that despite this constant exchange,
essential for life, the compositions of our intracellular
and extracellular fluids are maintained remarkably
constant; this is what homeostasis is all about. How is
this accomplished?

BODY FLUID COMPARTMENTS AND THEIR
CONTACTS WITH THE OUTSIDE WORLD

The total body water (TBW) in higher animals is
distributed among three major compartments: the blood
plasma, the interstitial fluid (ISF), and the intracellular
fluid (ICF). The plasma is separated from the ISF
compartment by highly permeable capillaries; together,
plasma and ISF constitute the extracellular fluid (ECF)
compartment. This compartment is separated from the
ICF compartment by cell membranes, which in most
instances, as discussed in Chapter 3, are highly perme-
able to water but very selective with respect to the
passage of solutes. A fourth, small compartment, called
the transcellular fluid compartment, consists primarily
of fluid in transit in the lumina of epithelial organs (e.g.,
the gall bladder, stomach, intestines, and urinary
bladder), as well as the cerebrospinal fluid and the
intraocular fluid.

In an average human adult weighing approximately
70 kg, the TBW makes up approximately 60% of body
weight or about 40 L. The distribution of this water
among the plasma ISF and ICF compartments is shown
in Fig. 1, and the way in which the sizes of these
compartments are determined is discussed below. The
transcellular fluid compartment in such an individual
comprises approximately 2 to 4% of the TBW and
contains approximately 1 to 2 L of water.

The ECF of all vertebrates is in intimate contact
with four organs that interface with the external
environment. One is a tube that runs from mouth to

4 Body Fluid Compartments and Their Contacts with the Outside World



anus—the alimentary canal. It is responsible for absorb-
ing water, essential elements, and the metabolites that
form our building blocks and fuel our activities; for the
most part, however, it is indiscriminant with respect to
what it will permit to enter the body. The second organ is
the lungs, which are responsible for exchanging oxygen
and carbon dioxide with the environment and, as
discussed below, are a source of water loss. The third
organ is the kidneys, which turn over the sea within us
many times each day and correct for the indiscretions of
our gastrointestinal tracts. In short, the composition of
our body fluids is determined not by what the mouth
takes in but by what our kidneys keep (Smith, 1961). The
final organ in contact with the external environment is,
of course, the skin, which plays a primary role in
temperature regulation, but is also a source of water loss.

It is the precise interplay of these interfaces (particu-
larly the alimentary canal, lungs, and kidneys) and the
external environment that maintains the constancy of
our milieu interieur and permits us to live a relatively free
and independent life. A large portion of this text is
devoted to considering how these organs perform those
essential tasks. But, for the moment, the precision of
these homeostatic processes can be illustrated by water
balance in the normal human. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
water is gained by the body via three sources: (1) water
ingested in the form of liquids, (2) water contained in
solid foods, and (3) water derived from oxidative
metabolism of carbohydrates. A small amount of water
(100–200 cc) is lost daily in the feces, and a rather
substantial amount of water (approximately 900 cc) is
lost by vaporization from the respiratory tract and skin;
the latter is referred to as insensible water loss and must

be distinguished from perspiration. These two routes of
water loss are relatively constant under conditions of
normal activity in a moderate climate. The remaining
water that must be lost to account precisely for the total
intake is excreted by the kidneys. Were it not for this fine
balance, an individual might gradually enter a state of
negative water balance and become dehydrated or a state
of positive water balance and become water loaded, both
potentially serious conditions.

IONIC COMPOSITION OF THE MAJOR
FLUID COMPARTMENTS

A comparison of the compositions of the three major
body fluid compartments with respect to their major
ionic components is shown in Fig. 3 and summarized in
Table 1. The ionic compositions of the plasma and ISF
are similar, as expected, inasmuch as they are separated
by highly permeable capillaries. The major difference
between these two compartments arises from the fact
that the capillaries are only sparingly permeable to
proteins, particularly albumin, so that the protein
composition of the plasma is much greater than that
of the ISF. Because of the Gibbs–Donnan effect
discussed in Chapter 3, this asymmetric distribution of
anionic proteins brings about small asymmetries in the
distributions of the permeable ionic species, principally
Naþ and Cl�. Thus, the concentration of Naþ in the
plasma is between 5 and 10% greater than that in the
ISF, and the concentrations of Cl� and bicarbonate in
the ISF fluid are between 5 and 10% greater than those
in the plasma.

The ICF, separated from the ‘‘Cambrian sea within
us’’ by highly selective cell membranes, has a

FIGURE 1 Sizes of the major body fluid compartments and the four

organs that interface the extracellular fluid and the external environ-

ment. Total body water makes up approximately 60% of body weight.

Intake Output

FIGURE 2 Balance between intake and output of water in a normal

adult.
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composition resembling that found in all living cells
down to the most primitive microorganisms. The
predominant cation by far is Kþ, whose positive
charge is largely balanced by anionic proteins and by
organic and inorganic phosphates; the next major cation
is Mg2þ. The intracellular concentrations of Naþ, Cl�,
and bicarbonate are very low compared with those
found in the ECF.

BODY FLUID OSMOLARITY AND pH

Inasmuch as capillaries and most plasma cell mem-
branes are highly permeable to water, the osmolarity of
the plasma, ISF, and ICF compartments are equal and
have a value of approximately 295 mOsm/L. The pH of
the ECF compartment is approximately 7.4, whereas,
because of metabolic activities, that of the intracellular

compartment is somewhat more acidic and is approxi-
mately 7.1. The processes responsible for regulating the
osmolarity and pH of the body fluids are discussed in
Chapter 28.

MEASURING THE SIZES OF THE BODY
FLUID COMPARTMENTS

There is one simple principle underlying all
approaches to measuring the sizes of the fluid com-
partments—namely, the principle of conservation of
matter. As illustrated in Fig. 4, if a certain quantity (Q)
of some substance is injected into a fluid compartment
having a volume (V), then, when an equilibrium (or
steady-state) distribution is achieved, the concentration
of that substance in the container will be Q/V.

Concentration ¼ Q=V ð1Þ

If we know Q and can determine the value of Q/V,
it is a simple matter to determine V, the volume of
distribution.

Many substances can be employed to determine the
sizes of the body fluid compartments. The essential
characteristics of all are that they (1) are nontoxic at the
concentrations employed, (2) are neither synthesized nor
metabolized, and (3) do not bring about shifts in fluid
distribution among the compartments.

Plasma Volume

The simplest of all of the body fluid compartments to
measure is the plasma volume (PV). A substance is used
that does not readily permeate capillary walls so that,

200

150

100

50

0

FIGURE 3 The major components of plasma, interstitial fluid, and intracellular fluid. Crosshatching refers

to other or minor components. Pr�, anionic proteins.

TABLE 1 Important Components of Extracellular and
Intracellular Fluid Compartments

Extracellulara Intracellularb

Ca2þ (mmol/L) 2.5 1 � 10�4

CI� (mmol/L) 110 �10

HCO�3 (mmol/L) 20 �10

Kþ (mmol/L) 4 120

Naþ (mmol/L) 140 14

Osmolarity (mOsm/L) 295 295

pH 7.4 7.1–7.2

aThese are reasonably approximate values for the plasma and

interstitial fluid compartments. As noted in the text, because of

differences in protein concentration, these two compartments display

small differences in ion concentration.
bThese are approximate values for many cell types.
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after intravenous injection into the plasma, it remains
within the vascular bed at least for the time necessary to
achieve a uniform distribution (Fig. 5A). A substance
commonly employed for this purpose is serum albumin
labeled with radioactive iodine (I-albumin).

Example: An amount of 131I-albumin having
350,000 counts per minute (cpm) is injected intra-
venously. One hour later, 10 mL of whole blood are
withdrawn and centrifuged. The whole blood consisted
of 5.5 mL of plasma and 4.5 mL of packed blood cells.
Then, 1 mL of the plasma is removed and found to
contain 100 cpm. Thus,

PV ¼
Q

Q=V
ð2Þ

In this case, therefore,

PV ¼
350, 000

100 cpm=L
¼ 3:5L ð3Þ

Given these data, one can also determine the total blood
volume employing a measure known as the hematocrit,
which is defined as the fraction of the total blood
volume comprised of cells, mainly red blood cells. In this
case, the hematocrit (Hct) is

Hct ¼
4:5

10
¼ :45 ð4Þ

The total blood volume (TBV) is given by:

TBV ¼
PV

1�Hct
ð5Þ

In this case, therefore,

TBV ¼
3:5

:55
¼ 6:4 L ð6Þ

Another substance that is frequently employed to
measure plasma volume is a dye, Evan’s blue dye or
T-1824, which binds avidly to serum albumin and can be
determined colorimetrically.

Finally, one can employ the same principle to
determine the volume of red cells in the plasma using
red cells that have been labeled with chromium-51. In
this case, an amount of chromium-labeled red cells is
injected intravenously, but instead of counting the
plasma collected after 1 hour, one discards the plasma
and determines the concentration of chromium-51 in
the packed red cells. This provides a measure of the

FIGURE 4 Principle underlying all methods for measuring the

volumes of the body fluid compartments.

FIGURE 5 Principles underlying the measurement of (A) plasma volume, (B) extracellular fluid volume, and (C) total body water.
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total volume of red blood cells in the circulation.
Then, knowing the hematocrit, one can determine the
total PV.

Extracellular Fluid Volume

To determine the volume of the ECF compartment, a
substance is used that can readily permeate capillary
walls but not cell membranes (Fig. 5B). The most
commonly employed substance for this purpose is a
polyfructoside, inulin, which has a molecular weight of
approximately 5500 and a radius of approximately 15
Å, or 1.5 nm. This substance is inert and nontoxic.
(Another important use of inulin is discussed in
Chapter 26.)

The only minor complication that arises in determin-
ing the size of the ECF compartment (illustrated in
Fig. 5B), stems from the fact that substances that can
readily permeate the capillary wall are readily filtered by
the renal glomeruli and may be excreted; this is
particularly true for inulin, which, after filtration, is
excreted completely. Thus, in applying the principle of
conservation of mass, one must take into account the
amount of the substance lost from the body in the
course of the measurement.

Example: An individual’s urinary bladder is cathe-
terized and drained, then 2.4 g of inulin is injected
intravenously; 6 hours later, a venous sample is with-
drawn and found to have a plasma inulin concentration
of 0.1 mg/mL. During those 6 hours, 200 mL of urine
was produced having an inulin concentration of 5 mg/
mL. Thus, 1.0 g of the original 2.4 g of inulin injected
was lost. It follows that the ECF volume is given by:

ECF ¼
Qðinjected Þ �QðlostÞ

Q=V
ð7Þ

In this case, therefore,

ECF ¼
2400� 1000

0:1
¼ 14 L ð8Þ

Total Body Water

The volume of TBW can be determined using a
substance that can rapidly permeate cell membranes
and distribute itself uniformly throughout the ECF and
ICF compartments. One commonly used substance for
this purpose is antipyrine, which is highly lipid soluble
and inert. Other substances that can be used for this
purpose are isotopic forms of water such as deuterated
water or tritiated water. As illustrated in Fig. 5C, this
measurement is complicated because these substances
are lost from the body via every route open for the loss

of water. Fortunately, however, only approximately 2
hours are needed for them to achieve a uniform
distribution in the TBW and, during that period, the
amount of water lost by the body is less than 1% of
the TBW.

Interstitial and Intracellular

Fluid Compartments

The sizes of the ISF and ICF compartments cannot
be measured directly. The volume of the ISF compart-
ment is the difference between those of the ECF
compartment and the PV:

VISF ¼ VECF � PV ð9Þ

The volume of the ICF compartment is given by the
difference between the volume of total body water and
that of the extracellular fluid compartment:

VICF ¼ TBW� VECF ð10Þ

ALTERATIONS IN BODY
FLUID COMPARTMENTS

The sizes of the body fluid compartments can be
altered under a variety of normal and pathophysiologic
circumstances. In attempting to analyze how this
happens, several principles must be kept in mind. The
first is that most cell membranes are highly permeable
to water, so that at all times the body fluid compart-
ments are isotonic with the plasma; the only exception is
the renal medulla, which is discussed in Chapters 27 and
28. The second is that the driving force for water
movement across biologic barriers is a difference in the
effective osmolarity across those barriers. As will be
discussed in Chapter 3, the effective osmolarity is
determined only by those solutes that exert an osmotic
force across the membrane.

Dehydration

Dehydration (water deprivation, intense perspiration,
vomiting), which initially is a loss of water from the
ECF compartment, causes an increase in the concen-
trations of NaCl (the predominant ions in that
compartment) and plasma proteins and, hence, the
effective osmolarity of that compartment. This increase
results in water being drawn out of the intracellular
compartment to maintain isosmolarity. The final result
is a decrease in the volume of all of the fluid
compartments.
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Infusion of 2 L of Isotonic Saline

(150 mmol/L NaCl)

Because of the pump-leak properties of the cell
membranes discussed in Chapter 3, Naþ and Cl� are
excluded from the cells. Because the infused fluid is
isosmotic, almost all the infused fluid remains in the
extracellular compartment and there is no change in the
size of the intracellular compartment.

Infusion of Isotonic Urea (300 mmol/L)

Because urea permeates most cell membranes rapidly,
the isotonic urea infusion distributes itself throughout
the TBW, leading to an increase in the volumes of all
fluid compartments.

Rapid Infusion of Pure Water

Because water permeates all cell membranes rapidly,
all body fluid compartments expand.

Ingestion of 100 g of NaCI Tablets

The ECF becomes hyperosmotic and draws fluid
from the intracellular compartment. There is no change
in TBW, but water redistributes from the intracellular to
the extracellular compartments.

Infusion of Isosmotic Saline (NaCI) Solution

Containing 20% Albumin

The ECF compartment expands and the IFC
compartment shrinks. This occurs because Naþ and
albumin distribute almost entirely in the extracellular
fluid compartment, and the albumin results in increased
osmotic pressure of that compartment. Because most
albumin remains in the plasma, the PV expands much
more than the ISF volume.

Infusion of Isosmotic (5%)

Glucose Solution

Because the end products of glucose metabolism are
carbon dioxide and water, the situation is not much
different from infusion of water: all body fluid com-
partments expand.
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Control of Cell Function

H. MAURICE GOODMAN

KEY POINTS
� Survival of a multicellular organism requires

that different cells assume different functions.
� Genetic information is encoded in the nucleo-

tide sequence of DNA. Complementary pairing
of purine and pyrimidine bases permits accu-
rate replication and transmission of stored
information.

� Synthesis of a complementary strand of RNA is
the first step in gene expression.

� The primary RNA transcript is converted to
messenger RNA by removal of extraneous
intervening sequences and splicing the remain-
ing segments together. Alternate splicing may
produce more than one messenger RNA
template.

� Synthesis of proteins depends on base pairing
of each transfer RNA with the mRNA template
and the enzymatic activity of the ribosomes.

� Proteins can change their shape and conse-
quently their activity when bound to other
molecules or when covalently modified.

� Cells change their activity in response to
signals received from the internal or external
environment. The most common means of
information exchange is through chemical
signals.

� Target cells convert information they receive
from their environment to intracellular biochem-
ical reactions that produce changes in cellular
behavior.
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SPECIALIZATION OF CELLULAR FUNCTION

All cells in a multicellular organism have the same
basic needs for survival and, because they share a
common genetic heritage, have the same potential for
carrying out all of the various cellular functions.
However, the ‘‘social contract’’ that governs cells in a
complex organism requires that different cells selectively
develop particular capabilities that allow them to
perform or participate in the performance of certain
specialized tasks on behalf of the organism as a whole.
Red blood cells, for example, have the highly specialized
ability to transport oxygen and carbon dioxide, while
some cells in the gastric mucosa are specialized to secrete
acid, and muscle cells are equipped with the structural
and enzymatic apparatus that generates the contractile
force that propels the organism toward its next meal or
away from predators. Determination of which cellular
capacities will be expressed and which will remain dor-
mant resides in the province of the differentiation pro-
gram to which a particular cell or cell lineage commits in
the course of development. Such programs of differentia-
tion require the timely expression of some genes and the
silencing of others, with the result that different cells
develop particular morphological, biochemical, and
physical features in addition to those general house-
keeping functions required for survival of all cells.

Specialized functions of cells and their arrangement
into tissues and organs provides the whole organism
with mechanisms to cope with a changing and often
hostile environment in ways that ensure survival of the

individual and perpetuation of the species. The complex
functions of organ systems that are discussed in
subsequent chapters require precise coordination of
the activities of the individual cells of which they are
composed. Such coordination is critically dependent
upon an exchange of information between cells, between
cells and their environment, and between the organism
and its environment. Control of cellular activity has two
separate but closely related aspects; one aspect relates to
determining the complement of the ‘‘machinery’’ that a
cell has available to carry out a particular task (i.e., what
genes are expressed and to what degree), and the second
aspect relates to governing the rate at which the
machinery operates to perform that task.

Regulation of Gene Expression

Although selective expression of some combinations
of genes during cellular differentiation accounts for the
wide range of cellular phenotypes in complex organisms,
regulation of gene expression does not end when cells
become terminally differentiated. Except for red blood
cells, which have no nuclei, all cells increase or decrease
expression of some of their genes to bring functional
capacity into alignment with changing physiological
demands. We therefore consider briefly some pertinent,
but general, aspects of gene regulation distilled from the
wealth of information that has come to light in recent
years. For a detailed understanding of this important
topic, the student is urged to consult one of the many
textbooks dedicated to molecular biology.

KEY POINTS (continued )
� Receptors bind signals with high specificity and

affinity and undergo a conformational change
sufficient to initiate a biochemical reaction.
Receptor number and activity are subject to
regulation.

� Receptors in the G-protein-coupled receptor
superfamily are glycoproteins that thread
through the plasma membrane seven times
and transmit their signal by activating guanine
nucleotide-binding proteins.

� The concept of the second messenger is that
information from activated surface receptors is
transmitted to intracellular effectors by mole-
cules that initiate biochemical responses within
the cell and its organelles. The ensuing
responses are a function of the differentiated
state of the cell rather than of the molecule

that causes activation or inhibition of cellular
responses.

� Receptors for steroid hormones, thyroid
hormone, and vitamins A and D are transcrip-
tion factors that bind directly to response
elements in DNA and, when bound to their
agonists, activate or repress expression of
responsive genes.

� Secretory cells synthesize their products from
simple precursor molecules taken up from the
blood.

� For chemical signals to deliver information
effectively, they must be eliminated from the
vicinity of the receptor as soon as possible after
the message has been received. This is accom-
plished by metabolic degradation, reuptake
into secretory granules, or dilution.
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DNA Structure

We may consider the gene to be a stretch of
deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) that contains both the
coded information that governs its regulation and the
amino acid sequence of one, or sometimes more than
one, protein. The sum total of all of the genes is called
the genome, which in humans is estimated to contain
between 30 and 35 thousand pairs of genes. DNA
consists of a chain of many millions of deoxyribose (a
five-carbon sugar) molecules linked together by phos-
phate groups that form ester bonds with the 30 hydroxyl
group of one sugar and the 50 hydroxyl group of its
neighbor (Fig. 1). Carbon 1 of each deoxyribose is
attached by N-glycosidic linkage to an organic base,
which may be adenine (A), guanine (G), thymine (T), or
cytosine (C). A nucleotide is the fundamental unit of the
nucleic acid polymer and consists of a base, a sugar, and
a phosphate group. The information stored in DNA is
encoded in the sequence of its constituent nucleotides.
The ability of purine bases A and G to form comple-
mentary pairs with pyrimidine bases T and C on an
adjacent strand of DNA is the fundamental property
that permits accurate replication of DNA and transmis-
sion of stored information (Fig. 2). In the cell, DNA
forms a double helix of two strands oriented in opposite
directions, with each A on one strand pairing with a T
on the complementary strand and each G pairing with a
C. The long double strands of DNA are organized into
nucleosomes, each of which consists of a stretch of about
180 nucleotides tightly wound around a complex of
eight histone molecules. The nucleosomes are linked by
stretches of about 30 nucleotides, and the whole strand
of nucleoproteins is tightly coiled in a higher order of
organization to form chromosomes. Each chromosome
contains one double helix of DNA in which 50 to 250
million base pairs code for thousands of genes lined up
like a string of beads. Humans have 23 pairs of
chromosomes, with one member of each pair inherited
from each parent.

Gene Transcription

For the information encoded in the DNA to guide
protein synthesis, a complementary strand of ribonucleic
acid (RNA) must be synthesized to serve as the template
that guides assembly of amino acids into proteins. The
synthesis of RNA transfers encoded information from
DNA to RNA and is therefore called transcription.
RNA differs chemically from DNA in two ways: Its
sugar is ribose instead of deoxyribose, and it contains
uracil (U) instead of thymine. Only part of each gene is
transcribed. Untranscribed portions include sequences
of bases involved in regulation of transcription and

FIGURE 1 Composition of DNA. DNA is a polymer of the five-

carbon sugar, deoxyribose, in diester linkage with phosphate (P)

forming ester bonds with hydroxyl groups on carbons 3 and 5 on

adjacent sugar molecules. The purine (adenine or guanine) and

pyrimidine (thymine or cytosine) bases are linked to carbon 1 of each

sugar. The numbering system for the five carbons of deoxyribose are

shown in blue at the top of the figure. The chemical bonds forming the

backbone of the DNA chain are also shown in blue. The 50 or 30 ends

refer to the carbons in deoxyribose.
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the sometimes very long stretches of DNA that lie
between the regulatory sequences. The promoter is the
particular nucleotide sequence located upstream of the
30 end of the transcribed portion that determines where
the enzymatic machinery attaches and in which direction
it will face. To initiate transcription, a multimolecular
complex of nuclear proteins called general transcription
factors and RNA polymerase II must be assembled on
the promoter. Assembly begins with the binding of one
of these transcription factors (called TFIID) to a
particular nucleotide sequence, usually TATA, in the
promoter. Sequential binding of other transcription
factors aligns the RNA polymerase on the promoter,
after which phosphorylation of the polymerase launches
its movement along the DNA template as it assembles
the RNA transcript. Access of the general transcription
complex to a promoter generally requires loosening of
the tightly coiled DNA strand and is accomplished in
part by acetylation of nucleosomal histones. The rate of
expression of a particular gene is controlled not only by
proteins that bind to DNA sequences in the promoter,
but also by proteins that bind to other sequences in
more distant regulatory regions of DNA. Regulatory
proteins are transcription factors that may act as
enhancers or repressors of gene expression (Fig. 3).

There are hundreds of such proteins, which are
expressed in different combinations in different cell
types and at different times in their life cycles. In many
cases, genes for regulatory proteins are themselves
targeted for regulation.

RNA Processing

Genetic information is stored in the nucleus, but
proteins are synthesized in the cytoplasm. The RNA
transcript that emerges from the nucleus to direct
synthesis of one or more proteins is called messenger
RNA (mRNA), and the process of converting informa-
tion carried by nucleic acids to proteins is called
translation. Each amino acid encoded in mRNA is
specified by a codon of three adjacent nucleotides. For
example, alanine is encoded as CGA, while serine is
specified as AGC. Not all of the nucleotides in the
transcribed part of the gene have counterparts in
mRNA. This is because the nucleotides that specify
portions of the protein product or untranslated regula-
tory components of mRNA are interrupted by long
stretches of DNA that have no known coding function.
The portions of the gene that have complementary
sequences in mRNA are called exons and the intervening
stretches of DNA are called introns (see Fig. 3). The
portions of RNA transcribed from introns are excised
from the primary RNA transcript and destroyed. The
remaining fragments representing the exons are spliced
together by a complex apparatus of RNA and protein
called a spliceosome to produce the mRNA. In proces-
sing the RNA transcribed from some genes, the
spliceosomes may sometimes skip over stretches of
RNA transcribed from one or more exons with the
result that alternately spliced mRNAs are formed. This
is one way that a single gene can give rise to several
different proteins (Fig. 4).

Translation

Translation of mRNA requires two additional forms
of RNA: ribosomal RNA and transfer RNA (tRNA).
Each tRNA molecule reacts at one end with a specific
amino acid, and at its other end it contains a triplet of
nucleotides that are complementary to the codon in
mRNA that specifies that amino acid. In this way,
complementary base pairing between the tRNA and the
mRNA lines up the amino acids in the appropriate
sequence. The ribosomes are comprised of a large and a
smaller subunit and are complexes of RNA and many
different proteins. The ribosomes hold the reaction
components together in the correct orientation and
catalyze peptide bond formation. Initiation of protein
synthesis requires a complex of regulatory and catalytic

Thymine

Adenine

Cytosine

Guanine

FIGURE 2 Complementary base pairing by the formation of

hydrogen bonds between thymine and adenine and between cytosine

and guanine. RNA contains uracil in place of the thymine found in

DNA. Uracil and thymine differ in structure only by the presence of

the methyl group (CH3) found in thymine.
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proteins called initiation factors, and its continuation
requires elongation factors. For translation to begin, the
two subunits of the ribosome must be assembled at a
precise position on the mRNA because deviation by
even a single nucleotide in either direction would specify
a totally different protein. Protein synthesis begins when
a special initiator tRNA carrying methionine binds to
the AUG start codon in the mRNA and proceeds to

elongate the peptide chain by adding one amino acid at
a time from the amino terminus toward the carboxyl
terminus. The ribosome moves stepwise along the
mRNA, catalyzing peptide bond formation and displa-
cing the newly unloaded tRNA as the next amino acid is
positioned by its tRNA (Fig. 5). When the ribosome
reaches any one of three ‘‘stop’’ codons it releases the
completed protein and dissociates from the mRNA.

FIGURE 3 Transcription and RNA processing. The DNA strand contains all of the stored information for

expression of the gene including the promoter, distant regulatory elements (not shown), binding sites (response

elements) for regulatory proteins, and the coding for the sequence of the protein (exons) interrupted by

intervening sequences of DNA (introns). Exons are numbered 1–5. The primary RNA transcript contains the

complementary sequence of bases coupled to a poly A tail at the 30 end and a methyl guanosine cap at the 50 end.

Removal of the introns and splicing the remaining exons together produce the messenger RNA (mRNA) that

contains all of the information needed for translation including the codons for the amino acid sequence of the

protein and untranslated regulatory sequences at both ends.

Primary RNA Transcript

Alternatively Spliced Messenger RNAs

Primary Protein Translation Products

FIGURE 4 Alternative splicing of mRNA can give rise to different proteins. Numbers indicate exons.

Exon 1 is untranslated. N, amino terminus; C, carboxyl terminus.
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During rapid protein synthesis multiple ribosomes bind
to a single mRNA separated by about 80 nucleotides to
form polysomes. In this way, a single molecule of mRNA
is used repetitively to synthesize multiple copies of a
protein.

Posttranslational Processing

Most newly translated proteins must be modified
and translocated to appropriate cellular or extracellu-
lar sites before they are ready to assume their
biological functions. The peptide chain that emerges
from the ribosome is subjected to various steps of
posttranslational processing and directed toward an
appropriate cellular compartment even before its
synthesis is complete. For example, the N-terminal
peptide of proteins destined to be secreted or inte-
grated into membranes passes through a specialized
pore in the membrane of the endoplasmic reticulum
where the proteins are folded into their proper
configurations and processed. Processing may include
removal of the N-terminal ‘‘leader’’ sequence that
provided the signal for entering the endoplasmic

reticulum, formation of disulfide bonds between
cysteines on adjacent loops of the protein, proteolytic
cleavage at one or more internal sites, attachment of
carbohydrate or lipid moieties, and the formation of
complexes with one or more products of other genes.
Cleavage may release one or more biologically active
proteins or peptides from a single precursor protein
(see Fig. 6). Cleavage may also produce separate
noncovalently attached subunits of a protein complex.
Instructions for posttranslational processing and
targeting to precise cellular loci are encoded in short
sequences of amino acids within the protein itself.
Mutations in these critical areas therefore can have
profound effects on the stability or functionality of a
protein even when amino acid sequences in catalytic
or regulatory domains are unchanged. Similarly, how
a protein folds or coils to assume its final shape is
determined largely by its amino acid sequence, but
proper folding is sometimes assisted by interaction
with other proteins called chaperones.

From the foregoing, it is apparent that expression of
the final product of any gene is controlled at multiple
steps. The most thoroughly studied, and perhaps most

FIGURE 5 Translation. A molecule of transfer RNA (tRNA),

charged with its specific amino acid, phenylalanine (Phe), and already

linked to the growing peptide chain, is positioned on the mRNA by

complementary pairing of its triplet of nucleotides with its codon of

three nucleotides in the mRNA. A second molecule of tRNA charged

with its specific amino acid, tryptophan (Try), has docked at the

adjacent triplet of nucleotides and awaits the action of ribosomal

enzymes to form the peptide bond with phenylalanine. Linking the

amino acid to the peptide chain releases it from its tRNA and allows

the empty tRNA to dissociate from the mRNA. A third molecule of

tRNA, which brought the preceding molecule of leucine (Leu), is

departing from the left, while a fourth molecule of tRNA, carrying its

cargo of glycine (Gly), arrives from the right and waits to form the

complementary bonds with the next codon in the mRNA that will

bring the glycine in position to be joined to tryptophan at the carboxyl

terminus of the peptide chain. The ribosome moves down the mRNA,

adding one amino acid at a time until it reaches a stop codon.

(Adapted from Alberts et al., Molecular biology of the cell, New York:

Garland Publishing, 1994.)

FIGURE 6 Examples of posttranslational processing. The straight

chain primary translation product (A) folds into its proper conforma-

tion (B), either spontaneously or with the aid of cellular proteins called

chaperons. Cysteines brought into alignment in the folded protein can

now be oxidized to form disulfide bridges (C). Proteolytic clipping by

processing proteases cleave peptide bonds (D), and one or more chains

of carbohydrate is added (E).
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important, of these regulated steps is the initiation of
gene transcription, when the assembly of a complex
array of regulatory factors provides a variety of
opportunities for cell-specific and temporally dependent
fine tuning. This is the principle site of regulation of
gene expression by extracellular agents. After transcrip-
tion, both the splicing process to form the mRNA and
the stability of the mRNA are also subject to regulation,
as is the process of mRNA transport out of the nucleus.
Splicing may be cell specific, so that the same RNA
transcript of a gene may give rise to different mRNAs
in different cells. The complex reactions associated
with the initiation of protein synthesis are also subject
to control. Enzymatic processing of the translation
product may determine whether or not an active protein
or multiple proteins are formed and targeted to
appropriate cellular loci. Proteolytic cleavage in differ-
ent cell types can form different protein products from
the same precursor depending on the availability and
activity of processing enzymes of different specificities.
In fact, as a result of alternate splicing of RNA and the
complexities of posttranslational processing, it has been
estimated that the 30 to 35,000 pairs of genes in the
human genome may give rise to as many as 2,000,000
proteins.

Protein Degradation

Synthesis is not the only determinant of the comple-
ment of proteins present at any time within a cell.
Proteins have limited life times and may be degraded
within a few minutes to a few years after synthesis. Each
cellular protein has a characteristic half-life, but chang-
ing physiological circumstances may shorten or lengthen
life spans of some proteins; protein degradation is a
regulated process. Most cellular proteins are destroyed
by the ubiquitin–proteosame proteolytic pathway.
Proteins destined for destruction are tagged by the
covalent addition of multiple copies of a 76-amino-acid
peptide called ubiquitin, which is named for its ubiqui-
tous presence in all eukaryotic cells. Understanding of
the factors that guide selection of any particular protein
molecule for destruction is incomplete. Ubiquinated
proteins attach to and are unfolded and threaded into a
barrel-shaped complex of proteins called the protea-
some. Proteolytic activity on the inner surface of the
proteasome cleaves proteins into small fragments that
are released into the cytosol along with intact ubiquitin,
which can then be recycled. The fragments are taken
up by the lysosomes and degraded to free amino acids.
The overall process requires an input of energy derived
from the breakdown of ATP and involves a series of
enzymatic transformations. Lysosomes also degrade
misfolded or otherwise impaired proteins immediately

after synthesis. Extracellular proteins, including signal
molecules and some membrane proteins, are taken up by
endocytosis and transferred to lysosomes, where they
are degraded.

Regulation of Protein Function

Much of cell function and its regulation depends
upon two basic characteristics of proteins and nucleic
acids. We have already seen that DNA and RNA bind
with high affinity and great specificity to complementary
sequences in other nucleic acid molecules. Similarly,
proteins bind to nucleic acids and to other proteins with
high specificity. Proteins can also bind specifically to
small molecules, including ions and metabolites. This
property depends upon the complementarity of shape,
charge, and hydrophobicity of interacting surfaces, Van
der Waals attractions, and the formation of hydrogen
bonds. Such interactions may position a protein at a
favorable or unfavorable location with respect to its
substrate or regulatory proteins. The second important
characteristic of proteins is their ability to assume
different conformations when bound to other molecules
or when modified covalently by the addition or removal
of a small substituent. Such conformational changes
may expose, reconfigure, or mask reactive surfaces and
thereby profoundly influence the ability of the protein to
bind other molecules, to catalyze biochemical reactions,
to migrate to or become fixed at a particular cellular
locus, and to provide cellular motility.

Protein Phosphorylation

The most important covalent modification of
proteins in this regard is the reversible transfer of the
bulky, negatively charged terminal phosphate group of
ATP (adenosine triphosphate) to ester linkages with
hydroxyl groups on serine, threonine, or tyrosine
residues. Phosphorylation of proteins is catalyzed by
enzymes called protein kinases, which typically contain
regulatory as well as catalytic domains. There are
hundreds and perhaps thousands of protein kinases
that each recognize particular amino acid sequences or
motifs in their substrates. Specificity of protein phos-
phorylation is conferred by the amino acid sequences of
substrates and by the accessibility of substrates to
kinases.

Protein phosphorylation was originally thought to
result from formation of phosphate esters of serine and
threonine residues. When it was later recognized that
the hydroxyl group in tyrosine residues may also be
phosphorylated, the term tyrosine kinases was coined to
distinguish this class of enzymes from the protein
kinases that phosphorylate serine and threonine
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residues. The enzymes that catalyze the dephosphoryla-
tion of proteins are known as protein phosphatases and
tyrosine phosphatases. These enzymes are less diverse
than their kinase counterparts, have a broader range of
substrate specificities, and often are constitutively
active, but there are important exceptions to these
generalizations.

Phosphorylation/dephosphorylation reactions re-
gulate a wide variety of cellular functions. Regulation
by this means often involves a cascade of phosphor-
ylation reactions, with each kinase serving as substrate
for the next kinase in a series. Sequential phosphoryla-
tion, and thereby activation, of protein kinases rapidly
amplifies a regulatory signal. For example, a single
activated protein kinase molecule might catalyze the
phosphorylation and hence activation of ten molecules
of a second kinase, each of which might then phos-
phorylate ten molecules of a third kinase which might
then phosphorylate and activate ten molecules of the
final effector of the controlled function. In just three
steps, the influence of the first activated kinase is
amplified 1000-fold. It is important to note that this
cascade of reactions can change cellular function
within just a few seconds because it modifies the
activity of molecules that are already present in the
cell. In contrast, changing cell function by modifying
gene expression requires many time-consuming steps
and usually has a latency of 30 minutes or more.

The consequences of phosphorylation and dephos-
phorylation are not limited to conformational changes
in the proteins that are the substrates for kinases and
phosphatases (Fig. 7). Phosphorylation-related changes
in one protein may increase or decrease its ability to
bind to other proteins, which may thereby become
activated or inhibited. In addition, the phosphate ester
of tyrosine residues along with the adjacent amino acids
in a loop of protein may provide a specific docking site
to which a complementary peptide sequence in another
protein may bind. These interactions are important in
regulation of cell function by extracellular agents and in
forming protein complexes required to carry out some
particular cellular task. One important task that may be
regulated in this way is control of gene expression
through modification of the activity of nuclear regula-
tory proteins.

Partial Hydrolysis

Another means of regulating protein function is
through proteolytic cleavage. Clipping off a segment of
protein can expose a reactive surface on the remaining
protein or may simply permit a conformational change
to occur. Additionally, the activities of some proteins
may be restrained by the presence of other proteins that

act as inhibitors. Proteolytic destruction or inactivation
of such an inhibitor allows expression of the activity.
Alternatively, the activities of some proteins are limited
by the binding of a portion of their peptide chains to a
particular cellular locus which restricts their access to
substrate. Cleaving a peptide bond in the portion of the
protein that anchors it frees the rest of the protein to
diffuse to its substrate.

COORDINATION OF CELLULAR ACTIVITY WITH
CHANGING DEMANDS OF THE INTERNAL AND

EXTERNAL ENVIRONMENT

Cells perceive a variety of chemical and physical
factors as indicators of environmental change and
respond to them in coordinated and characteristic
ways. The final response, or output, of any specific
cell and the signals, or inputs, to which it responds are
determined by its particular differentiated state. Thus,
a pancreatic beta cell perceives glucose and secretes
insulin, a muscle cell perceives acetylcholine and
contracts, and a retinal cell perceives light and stops
releasing inhibitory neurotransmitter. Despite their
different specialized functions, however, all cells draw
upon a surprisingly limited set of molecular mechanisms
to connect input and output.

FIGURE 7 Phosphorylation of proteins produces changes in

configuration that result in (A) increasing or umasking of catalytic

activity or (B) directly enabling proteins to interact. These phenomena

might also occur as a result of dephosphorylation. In (C), phosphory-

lation of one protein provided a docking site for a second protein

which permitted interaction with a third protein.
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Physiological Signals

Cells modify their activity in response to information
received from their immediate environment, including
such physical signals as light, heat, distortion of their
surfaces by stretching or compression, and a vast array
of chemical signals that may originate in the external
environment or in other cells. Chemical signals are the
most common form of information transfer that cells
use to communicate with each other. Chemical signals
may be simple substances such as ions, metabolites, or
derivatives of amino and fatty acids, or they may be
complex molecules such as peptides, proteins, glyco-
proteins, and steroids (Table 1). Signal molecules may
be fixed on the surfaces of cells or the supporting
extracellular matrix, or they may be dissolved in
extracellular fluids. In general, signals confined to
surfaces of cells or to extracellular matrix direct cellular
behavior during development, wound healing, blood
clotting, immunosurveillance, and other processes that
involve cell migration. Soluble messages govern the
various activities associated with maintenance of the
internal environment, coping with the external environ-
ment, and reproduction. Mechanisms for information
transfer, however, follow a similar pattern, regardless of
whether the cell moves to contact a fixed signal or a
mobile signal reaches a fixed cell. These activities are the
substance of physiology; hence, the molecular bases for
cellular communication are considered in detail below
and in later chapters.

Secretory Products

Soluble signals have been categorized according to
the cell of origin or the mode of delivery to the recipient,
or target, cells. Generic terms for signal molecules are
agonists, because they produce an effect, or ligands,
because, in producing their effect, they bind to target
cells. Secretions that are released from one cell and reach
nearby target cells by diffusion through the extracellular
space are called paracrine. Some secretory products may
also act on the cells that produced them, in which case
they are called autocrine secretions. Communication
that depends purely on diffusion is highly efficient when
the distances between communicating cells are short, but
it becomes increasingly inefficient when distances exceed
a few cell diameters. Nerve cells are specialized to
conduct electrical impulses with great speed (as high as
120 m/sec) over the long distances they span and to
release neurotransmitters from their terminals. Neuro-
transmitters diffuse across the synaptic spaces in a
paracrine manner to reach adjacent target cells. Alter-
natively, some secretory products enter the circulation
and are delivered to distant target cells by the blood
stream. This mode is called endocrine secretion, and the
secretory products are called hormones. Secretions of
nerve cells that are carried by the blood to distant target
cells are called neurohormones, and this category of
communication is referred to as neuroendocrine. Secre-
tions of cells of the immune system are called cytokines
or lymphokines and may behave in a paracrine,

TABLE 1 Some Examples of Chemical Signals

Signal type Signal molecule Cell or tissue of origin Target cell

Gas Nitrous oxide Vascular endothelium Smooth muscle

Simple ions Sodium

Calcium

Kidney (macula densa)

Parathyroid chief cell

Metabolites or

derivatives

Acetyl choline

Epinephrine

Histamine

�-Aminobutyric acid

Prostaglandins

Thromboxane

Various nerves

Adrenal medulla

Mast cells

Nerve cells

Many different cells

Platelets

Muscle, nerves

Heart, liver, muscle, fat

Vascular smooth muscle

Nerve

Many different cells

Vascular endothelium

Small peptides Gastrin

Substance P

Oxytocin

Glucagon

Platelet-derived

growth factor

Gastric mucosa

Nerve cells

Hypothalamic neurons

Pancreatic alpha cells

Platelets

Gastric parietal cells

Nerve cells

Uterine smooth muscle, mammary

myoepithelium

Hepatocytes

Vascular endothelium

Proteins Growth hormone

Interleukin 1

Pituitary somatotropes

Macrophages

Various

Lymphocytes

Glycoproteins Chorionic gonadotropin Fetal trophoblast Corpus luteal cells

Steroids Aldosterone

Progesterone

Adrenal cortex

Corpus luteal cells

Placenta

Renal tubular cells

Uterine endometrium and

myometrium
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autocrine, or endocrine manner. Paracrine or autocrine
secretions that stimulate cells to divide or differentiate
are called growth factors. Pharmacologists refer to all of
these secretions as autocoids. This array of terms arose
from the independent discovery of chemical messages by
workers in different disciplines. However, the terminol-
ogy should not obscure the fact that, from the perspec-
tive of the target cell, all of the foregoing are merely
chemical signals regardless of where they originate or
how they reach their targets. In the ensuing sections
we consider all of these secretions simply as chemical
signals to emphasize the generality of the cellular
processes involved.

Responses of Target Cells

The general sequence of events that occurs in cells
when a signal is received is shown in Fig. 8. The input
may be a physical signal or any of the classes of chemical
signals listed in Table 1. To perceive a signal, the target
cell must have a receptor for it. A receptor is a
specialized molecule or complex of molecules that is
capable of recognizing a specific signal and triggering
the chain of events that produces a characteristic
response. Interaction with a signal is thought to
change the configuration of the receptor and thereby
change the way the receptor molecule interacts with
nearby molecules in the response pathway. Transducer is
the term used to describe the molecular mechanism for

converting the receptor–signal interaction into a
biochemical change within the cell. The effector
describes the cellular machinery that produces the
cellular response(s). Examples of cellular responses
include secretion, contraction, relaxation, phagocytosis,
cell division, or cell differentiation. Defective, unneeded,
or unwanted cells may also receive signals that initiate
reactions that lead to their death. The process of
programmed cell death is called apoptosis.

Responses may be achieved by activation or inhibi-
tion of the enzymatic apparatus already present in the
target cell or may require production of new enzymes,
secretory products, or structures through changes in
gene transcription or translation. A response or output
from one cell may directly or indirectly become the input
signal to another cell. Cellular input and output
arranged in series may produce a feedback effect to
shut down (negative feedback) or reinforce (positive
feedback) production of the initial signal (see Chapter
37). Output from other cells may modulate the response
of a target cell by modifying some aspect of the receptor,
the transducer, or the effector.

Complex series of biochemical reactions referred to
as signaling pathways or transduction pathways connect
receptors with responses. Although thousands of signals
produce highly specific responses in their target cells,
relatively few families of signaling pathways may be
utilized in different combinations in different cell types.
In addition, the presence of multiple isoforms of key
intermediate molecules contributes to the uniqueness of
transduction pathways for different signals. By isoforms
we mean closely related molecules that perform similar
functions. Different isoforms of a protein may be
products of different genes, or they may be products
of the same gene and arise from alternative splicing of
RNA or posttranslational protein processing. Even very
small structural differences can confer significant differ-
ences in regulatory properties or in the specificity of
interaction with other molecules.

Characteristics of Receptors

Because most chemical signals reach their target cells
by way of extracellular fluids, they may be accessible to
many different types of cells, but only certain cells
respond to certain signals. This selectivity resides in the
receptors; only those cells that have receptors for a
signal can respond to it. All known receptors are
proteins or glycoproteins. To function as a receptor, a
molecule must have a domain that binds to the signal
molecule with a high degree of selectivity and a domain
that is sufficiently altered by agonist binding that its
ability to interact with other molecules is changed.
Similar considerations hold for photoreceptors and

Receptor

Response

Feedback
(+ or -)

Transducer

Effectors

FIGURE 8 Events in cellular communication. Input signals are

recognized by specific receptors and translated into a biochemical

change by a transducer mechanism. The biochemical signal then acts

on the cellular apparatus or effector to produce a physiological

response or output. The output may feed back directly or indirectly to

affect the source of the input signal and increase or decrease its

intensity. The output may also act directly or indirectly to modulate

the cellular response to a signal by augmenting or damping events at

the level of the receptor, the transducer, or the effector apparatus.
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mechanoreceptors, for which photons of a specific
wavelength or a mechanical perturbation produce a
characteristic conformational change.

Photo-, mechano-, and most chemoreceptors reside
on the cell surface and thus provide unimpeded access to
signal molecules; however, receptors for some chemical
signals are also found within the cytosol or the cell
nucleus. To interact with receptors that are located in
the cell interior, signal molecules must be able to cross
the plasma membrane readily and resist degradation
by intracellular enzymes. Receptors have very limited
tolerance for variations in the structure or nature of
signals. This property confers specificity and ensures
that cells recognize and respond only to certain appro-
priate signals. Receptors for chemical signals can
recognize and bind their agonists even though most
agonists are present at very low concentrations, usually
less than 0.1 �M (10�7 M ). In addition to high affinity,
receptors have a limited capacity and hence may become
saturated when the concentration of agonist is high.
Affinity and capacity of receptors for their agonists are
two important determinants of the range of responses
that a given cell can express.

The number of receptors in a cell is not fixed. Some
receptors may only be expressed at certain stages of the
life cycle of a cell or after a cell has been stimulated by
other signals. Many cells adjust the number of receptors
they express in accordance with the abundance of the
signal that activates them. Frequent or intense stimula-
tion may cause a cell to decrease the number of
receptors expressed. This phenomenon is called down-
regulation. Conversely, cells may upregulate receptors in
the face of rare or absent stimulation by their agonists or
in response to another signal. Consequences of changes
in receptor abundance are discussed in detail in Chapter
37. In addition, cells may temporarily activate or
inactivate receptors by adding or removing phosphate
or by sequestering them in vesicles to prevent access to
agonists. Inactivation of receptors, called adaptation or
desensitization, is called homologous desensitization
when produced by its own ligand, and heterologous
desensitization when caused by other agonists acting
through their receptors.

Receptors that reside in the plasma membrane may
be uniformly distributed over the entire surface of a cell
or they may be confined to some discrete region such as
the neuromuscular junction or the basal surface of renal
tubular epithelial cells. Receptors in many cells are not
fixed in place by attachments to the cytoskeleton, and
can migrate laterally in the plane of the membrane.
Some cell surface receptors are concentrated in
specialized surface invaginations called caveolae. In
some cells, receptors that are occupied by their ligands
may cluster at one pole, a phenomenon known as

capping. Clustering may be important for initiating some
cellular responses. Also, membrane receptors are inter-
nalized either alone or bound to their ligands by a
process called receptor-mediated endocytosis. Some cells
recycle receptors between the plasma membrane and
internal membranes and can vary the rate of transfer
and hence the relative abundance of receptors on the
cell surface. Receptors, like other cellular proteins, are
broken down and replaced many times during the
lifetime of a cell.

SIGNAL TRANSDUCTION THROUGH
RECEPTORS THAT RESIDE IN THE

PLASMA MEMBRANE

The G-Protein-Coupled

Receptor Superfamily

The most frequently encountered cell surface recep-
tors belong to a very large superfamily of proteins
that couple with guanosine nucleotide binding proteins
(G-proteins) to communicate with intracellular effector
molecules. This ancient superfamily is widely expressed
throughout eukaryotic phyla. G-protein-coupled recep-
tors are crucial for sensing signals in the external
environment, such as light, taste, and odor, as well as
internal signals in the form of hormones, neurotrans-
mitters, immune modulators, and paracrine factors
(Table 2). So pervasive are the responses mediated by
these receptors in this superfamily that about 30% of
all effective pharmaceutical agents target actions medi-
ated by them. Considerably more than 1000 different
G-protein-coupled receptors are expressed in humans,
with perhaps as many as 1000 expressed in the olfactory
epithelium alone (see Chapter 54).

All G-protein-coupled receptors contain seven
membrane-spanning �-helices comprised of about 25
amino acids each (Fig. 9). The single long peptide chain
that constitutes the receptor threads back and forth
through the membrane seven times, creating three
extracellular and three intracellular loops. For this
reason, these receptors are sometimes called heptahelical
receptors, or serpentine receptors. The amino terminal
tail is extracellular and along with the external loops
may contain covalently bound carbohydrate. Outward
facing components of the receptor, including parts of
the �-helices, contribute to the agonist recognition and
binding site. They tend to be more extensive in receptors
for larger proteins and may also form all or part of the
binding pocket for such agonists. The intracellular
domain consists of the carboxyl-terminal peptide and
the internal loops that connect the transmembrane
helices. The intracellular domain also contains one or
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more surfaces that interact with the G-proteins. In
addition, the intracellular portion may contain amino
acid sequences required for receptor internalization by
endocytosis and phosphorylation sites that regulate
receptor function.

G-proteins are heterotrimers comprised of alpha,
beta, and gamma subunits, which are products of
different genes. Lipid moieties covalently attached to
the alpha and gamma subunits insert into the inner leaflet
of the plasma membrane bilayer and tether the
G-proteins to the membrane (Fig. 10). The alpha
subunits are GTPases, enzymes that catalyze the conver-
sion of guanosine triphosphate (GTP) to guanosine
diphosphate (GDP). In the unactivated or resting state,
the catalytic site in the alpha subunit is occupied byGDP.
When the receptor binds to its ligand, a conformational
change transmitted across the membrane allows its
cytosolic domain to interact with the G-protein in a
way that causes the alpha subunit to release GDP in
exchange for a molecule of GTP and to dissociate from
the beta/gamma subunits, which remain tightly bound

to each other. Though tethered to the membrane, the
dissociated subunits can diffuse laterally along the inner
surface of the membrane. In its GTP-bound state, the
alpha subunit interacts with and modifies the activity of
membrane-associated enzymes that initiate the physio-
logical response. The liberated beta/gamma complex can
also bind to cellular proteins and modify enzyme
activities or membrane permeability to ions.

Hydrolysis of GTP to GDP restores the resting state
of the alpha subunit, allowing it to reassociate with the
beta/gamma subunits to reconstitute the heterotrimer.
Because the hydrolysis of GTP is relatively slow, the
alpha subunit may interact multiple times with effector
enzymes before it returns to its resting state. In addition,
because some G-proteins may be as much as 100
times as abundant as the receptors they associate with,
a single liganded receptor may interact sequentially
with multiple G-proteins before it dissociates from the
agonist. These characteristics provide mechanisms for
amplification of the signal. That is, interaction of a
single signal molecule with a single receptor molecule
may result in multiple signal-generating events within
a cell.

Desensitization and Downregulation of G-Protein-

Coupled Receptors

In addition to simple dissociation of an agonist from
its receptor, signaling is often terminated by active
cellular processes that may also desensitize receptors
to further stimulation. G-protein-coupled receptors
may be inactivated by phosphorylation of serine or
threonine residues in one of their intracellular loops
catalyzed by a special G-protein receptor kinase. Such
phosphorylation uncouples the receptor from the �
subunit and promotes binding to a cytoplasmic protein
of the �-arrestin family. �-Arrestin was originally
described in photoreceptors, where rapid arrest of the

TABLE 2 Some Examples of Molecules That Signal Through G Protein-Coupled Receptors

Agent Target cell Major effect on cell

Calcium Parathyroid chief cell Inhibits hormone secretion

Adenosine Cardiac muscle Decreases contractility

Epinephrine Hepatocyte Increases glucose production

Angiotensin II Vascular smooth muscle Increases contraction

Acetylcholine Cardiac node cells Slows heart rate

Interleukin-8 Lymphocytes Increases cell migration

Thyroid-stimulating hormone Thyroid follicle cell Increases hormone synthesis and secretion

Glutamate Hippocampal neurons Induces long-term potentiation

Prostaglandin E2 Uterine smooth muscle Increases contractility

Somatostatin Pituitary somatotrope Inhibits secretion

Cholecystokinin Pancreatic acinar cell Stimulates enzyme secretion

Vasopressin Renal tubular cell Increases water permeability

Receptor

Membrane

Cytosolα
β

γ

G-Protein subunits

GDP

FIGURE 9 G-protein-coupled receptor. The seven transmembrane

alpha helices are connected by three extracellular and three intracel-

lular loops of varying length. The extracellular loops may be

glycosylated, and the intracellular loops and C- terminal tail may be

phosphorylated. The receptor is coupled to a G-protein consisting of a

GDP-binding � subunit closely bound to a �� component. The � and �

subunits are tethered to the membrane by lipid groups.
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response to light is crucial for visual acuity. Similar
proteins were subsequently found in other G-protein
signaling systems where binding to �-arrestin may lead
to receptor internalization and downregulation by
sequestration in intracellular vesicles. Sequestered recep-
tors may recycle to the cell surface, or, when cellular
stimulation is prolonged, they may be degraded in
lysosomes.

G-Proteins and Signal Transduction

At least 20 different isoforms of G� have been
identified and can be categorized into four different
classes according to similarities in their amino acid

sequences. Each class includes the products of several
closely related genes, and, in general, each class signals
through characteristic transduction pathways. Alpha
subunits of the ‘‘s’’ (stimulatory) class (G�s) stimulate
the transmembrane enzyme, adenylyl cyclase, to cata-
lyze the synthesis of cyclic 30,50 adenosine monophos-
phate (cyclic AMP, or cAMP) from ATP (Fig. 11).
Alpha subunits belonging to the ‘‘q’’ class stimulate the
activity of the membrane-bound enzyme phospholipase
C-beta (PLC-�) which catalyzes hydrolysis of the
membrane phospholipid phosphatidylinositol 4,5-
bisphosphate to liberate inositol 1,4,5 trisphosphate
(IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) (Fig. 12). Alpha sub-
units of the ‘‘i’’ (inhibitory) class (G�i) inhibit the

Effector
β

α
β

γ
GDP

α
β

γ
GDP

II

III

IV

I

GTP

α
γGTP

GDP

Hormone

Hormone

Hormone

β

γ
Effector

Effector

Effector

αGDP

FIGURE 10 Activation of G-protein-coupled receptor. (I) Resting state. (II) Hormone binding

produces a conformational change in the receptor that causes (III) the � subunit to exchange ADP for

GTP, dissociate from the �� subunit, and interact with its effector molecule. The �� subunit also

interacts with its effector molecule. (IV) The � subunit converts GTP to GDP which allows it to

reassociate with the �� subunit, and the hormone dissociates from the receptor, restoring the resting

state (I).
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activity of adenylyl cyclase and may also activate other
enzymes. Beta/gamma subunits released from their
association with this class of G� subunits may interact
with membrane proteins that allow passage of potas-
sium (potassium channels), and activate PLC-�. Alpha
subunits of the 12/13 class are understood less well, but
appear to activate pathways that lead to gene transcrip-
tion. The differences in transduction pathways activated
by the different classes of G-proteins are not absolute,
and many points of crossover of these pathways have
been observed.

The Second Messenger Concept

For a chemical signal that is received at the cell surface
to be effective its information must be transmitted to
the intracellular organelles and enzymes that produce the
cellular response. To reach intracellular effectors, the
G-protein-coupled receptors rely on intermediate mole-
cules called second messengers, which are formed and/or
released into the cytosol in response to agonist stimula-
tion (the first message). Second messengers activate
intracellular enzymes and also amplify signals. A single

agonist molecule interacting with a single receptor may
result in the formation of tens or hundreds of second
messenger molecules, each of which might activate an
enzyme that in turn catalyzes formation of hundreds
of thousands of molecules of product. Most of the
responses that are mediated by second messengers are
achieved by regulating the activity of protein kinases that
catalyze the phosphorylation of serine or threonine
residues in effector proteins. Unlike responses that
require synthesis of new cellular proteins, responses
that result from these reactions occur very quickly;
therefore, such second-messenger-mediated responses
are turned on and off without appreciable latency.
However, second messengers can also promote the
phosphorylation of transcription factors and thus
regulate expression of specific genes. These responses
require considerably more time and are seen only after
a delay.

Although a very large number of agonists act through
surface receptors, to date only a few substances have
been identified as second messengers. This is because
receptors for many different extracellular signals utilize
the same second messengers. When originally proposed,
the hypothesis that the same second messenger might
mediate the vastly different actions of many different
agents was met with skepticism. The idea did not gain
widespread acceptance until it was recognized that the
special nature of a cellular response is determined by the
particular enzymatic machinery with which a cell is
endowed rather than by the signal that turns on that
machinery. Thus, when activated, a hepatic cell makes
glucose, and a smooth muscle cell contracts or relaxes.

The Cyclic AMP System

Cyclic AMP was the first of the second messengers to
be recognized. The broad outlines of cAMP-mediated
cellular responses to hormones are shown in Fig. 13.
Cyclic AMP transmits a signal primarily by activating
the enzyme protein kinase A (PKA). When cellular
concentrations of cAMP are low, two catalytic subunits
of PKA are firmly bound to a dimer of regulatory
subunits which keeps them in an inactive state. An
increase in cAMP leads to reversible binding of two
molecules of cAMP to each regulatory subunit and
liberates the catalytic subunits, which are now free to
phosphorylate their substrates. Cyclic AMP that is not
bound to regulatory subunits is degraded to 50-AMP
by the enzyme cyclic AMP phosphodiesterase, which,
though subject to regulation, is usually constitutively
active. As cAMP concentrations fall, bound cAMP
separates from the regulatory subunits, which then
reassociate with the catalytic subunits, thus restoring
the basal activity of PKA. Constitutively active phos-
phatases rapidly remove phosphate groups from the

FIGURE 11 Cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP).
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FIGURE 12 Phosphatidylinositol-bisphosphate. When cleaved by
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activated proteins and return the cell to its unstimu-
lated state.

Protein-kinase-A-dependent phosphorylation of
enzymes leads to rapid responses, including mobilization
of metabolic fuels, secretion, muscle contraction or
relaxation, and changes in membrane permeability.
Cyclic AMP can also signal changes in gene expression.
Some activated PKA migrates to the nucleus, where it
catalyzes the phosphorylation of certain transcription
factors that regulate the expression of certain genes by
binding to nucleotide sequences called response elements,
in the promoter region. Because regulation of these
genes is sensitive to cAMP, the regulatory sequence
is called the cAMP response element (CRE), and
the phosphoprotein that binds to it is called a cAMP
response element binding (CREB) protein. One or more
forms of CREB are found in the nuclei of most cells and
control expression of genes that are involved in such
diverse processes as learning, glucose synthesis, and ion
excretion.

Some effects of cAMP are independent of PKA.
Cyclic AMP can also bind directly to certain plasma
membrane proteins that function as cation channels.
These proteins form tetrameric structures that span the
entire thickness of membrane. When bound to cAMP,
they change their configuration in such a manner that
they form an open channel that allows sodium and

calcium ions to enter the cell. Activation of cAMP gated
cation channels in olfactory receptor cells, for example,
initiates the transmission of an electrical impulse in
olfactory nerves. Cyclic AMP gated cation channels are
widely distributed, but except for their role in sensory
perception their function is not understood.

Calcium and Calmodulin

Although calcium is always abundantly available in
extracellular fluid, it too can serve as a second
messenger, largely because its concentration in cyto-
plasm can undergo abrupt dramatic changes. In the
resting state, the intracellular free calcium concentration
is about 10,000 times lower than that of the extracellular
fluid. This enormous discrepancy is maintained by
limited permeability of the plasma membrane to
calcium, the presence of a large reservoir of intracellular
proteins that can bind calcium and therefore buffer its
concentration, and by membrane proteins that can
transfer calcium out of the cell or sequester it in storage
sites in the endoplasmic reticulum. The pumps and
exchangers that carry out these tasks are discussed in
Chapter 3. After stimulation by some agonists, the
concentration of free calcium may increase tenfold or
more. This dramatic change is brought about in part by
release of calcium from within the endoplasmic reticu-
lum, and in part by an influx of calcium from the
extracellular fluid through channels that can be induced
to open and allow calcium ions to diffuse across the
membrane. Some calcium channels are voltage sensitive
and open when the membrane depolarizes to some
critical level (see Chapter 4). Opening of voltage-
sensitive calcium channels requires the flow of current
in the form of positively charged ions that cross the
membrane through other ion-specific channels. Some
calcium channels are controlled by phosphorylation–
dephosphorylation reactions and some are even activa-
ted by calcium itself.

Increased calcium concentrations activate a variety of
enzymes and trigger such events as muscular contrac-
tion, secretion, and polymerization of tubulin to form
microtubules. Although calcium can directly activate
some proteins, it generally does not act alone. Virtually
all cells are endowed with a protein called calmodulin,
which reversibly binds four calcium ions. When
complexed with calcium, the configuration of calmodu-
lin is modified in a way that enables it to bind to certain
enzymes, usually protein kinases, and thereby activate
them. Calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II
(CAM-kinase II) is a widely distributed multifunctional
protein kinase that may catalyze the phosphorylation of
many of the same substrates as PKA, including CREB
and other nuclear transcription factors. Several other
proteins (e.g., troponin C) that are closely related to
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calmodulin also bind calcium and activate enzymes in
some cells (see Chapter 7). Increased cytosolic calcium
can also activate calcium-dependent protein phospha-
tases and proteases and thereby also modify the
activities of some proteins. Free calcium is removed
from the cytosol by proteins in the plasma membrane
that transfer one molecule of calcium to the extracellular
fluid in exchange for two molecules of sodium and by
ATP-dependent membrane pumps that may resequester
it in intracellular storage sites or transfer it to the
extracellular fluid. As the intracellular concentration of
free calcium is restored to its resting low level, calcium is
released from calmodulin, which then dissociates from
the various enzymes it has activated, and the resting
state is reinstituted.

The DAG and IP3 System

Both products of phospholipase-C-catalyzed hydro-
lysis of phosphatidylinositol 4,5 bisphosphate, DAG,
and IP3 behave as second messengers (Fig. 14). IP3

diffuses through the cytosol to reach its receptors in the
membranes of the endoplasmic reticulum and stimulate
release of stored calcium into the cytoplasm. Because
of its lipid solubility, DAG remains associated with
the plasma membrane, promotes the translocation of
another protein kinase (protein kinase C, or PKC) from
the cytosol to the plasma membrane by increasing its
affinity for phosphatidylserine in the membrane, and
activates it. Protein kinase C has also been called the

calcium, phospholipid-dependent protein kinase because
the members of this enzyme family that were initially
discovered require both phosphatidylserine and calcium
to be fully activated. The simultaneous increase in
cytosolic calcium concentration resulting from the
action of IP3 complements DAG in stimulating the
catalytic activity of some members of the PKC family.
Some members of the PKC family are stimulated by
DAG even when cytosolic calcium remains at resting
levels. Proteins phosphorylated by the various forms
of PKC are involved in regulation of metabolism,
membrane permeability, muscle contraction, secretion,
and gene expression.

Inositol 1,4,5 trisphosphate is cleared from cells by
stepwise dephosphorylation to inositol. DAG is cleared
by addition of a phosphate group to form phosphatidic
acid, which may then be converted to a triglyceride or
resynthesized into a phospholipid. Phosphatidylinosi-
tides of the plasma membrane are regenerated by
combining inositol with phosphatidic acid, which may
then initiate stepwise phosphorylation of the inositol.

Arachidonic Acid Metabolites

The phosphatidylinositol precursor of IP3 and DAG
also contains a 20-carbon polyunsaturated fatty acid
called arachidonic acid (Fig. 15). This fatty acid is
typically found in ester linkage with carbon 2 of the
glycerol backbone of phospholipids and may be liber-
ated by the action of a diacylglyceride lipase from the
DAG formed in the breakdown of phosphatidylinositol.
Liberation of arachidonic acid is the rate-determining
step in the formation of the thromboxanes, the pros-
taglandins, and the leukotrienes (see Chapter 40). These
compounds, which are produced in virtually all cells,
diffuse across the plasma membrane and behave as local
regulators of nearby cells. Thus, the same ligand–
receptor interaction that produces DAG and IP3 as
second messengers to communicate with cellular orga-
nelles frequently also results in the formation of
arachidonate derivatives that inform neighboring cells
that a response has been initiated. Phosphatidylinositol
is only one of several membrane phospholipids that
contain arachidonate. Arachidonic acid is also released
from more abundant membrane phospholipids by the
actions of the phospholipase A2 class of enzymes that
can be activated by calcium, by PKC-dependent phos-
phorylation, and by �� subunits of G-proteins.

G-Protein-Coupled Receptors and Ion Channels

Evidence is accumulating that G-proteins also link
activated receptors to ion channels, which act as the
effectors of agonist stimulation in much the same
manner that adenylyl cyclase or phospholipase C are
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the effectors of responses to other G-protein receptors.
In particular, it appears that the �� subunit complex
may activate potassium channels, and that � subunits
may interact with calcium channels. The exact nature
of the interaction of these proteins with ion channel
proteins is not yet known. Because some membrane
channel proteins are substrates for PKA and perhaps
PKC, G-proteins also affect channels indirectly. Alter-
ing ion channel activity by the actions of G-protein-
dependent agonists frequently results in modulating the
responsiveness of target cells to the actions of other
agonists.

Complexities of G-Protein-Related Transduction

We have described only a very limited set of generic
mechanisms by which hundreds or perhaps thousands of
diverse agonists arising in the external environment
(e.g., light, odorants) and internal environment, includ-
ing neurotransmitters and hormones, modify the behav-
ior of their target cells through G-protein receptors. At
first glance, there seem to be too few postreceptor
mechanisms to accommodate the vast array of signals
that impinge on cells. Actually, enormous diversity and
complexity of responding systems can be achieved
through selective, cell-specific expression of specific
isoforms of almost every component of the response

systems described above. To date, 16 genes for the
G-protein � subunits have been isolated. Including alter-
nately spliced products, mammals express at least 20
different � subunits, each endowed with unique proper-
ties that shape its activity. Considering that 5 different �
and 7 different � subunits have also been described, the
number of possible heterotrimeric G-proteins is poten-
tially quite large. Eight different genes code for isoforms
of adenylyl cyclase that are stimulated or inhibited by
different isoforms of G� and that have different
sensitivities to phosphorylation (and hence modulation)
by PKA, PKC, or CAM-kinase. Cyclic AMP can be
degraded by phosphodiesterases belonging to four
different families, one of which is activated by
calcium/calmodulin and another by cyclic GMP. There
are 2 major classes of PKA and at least 12 isoforms. Of
the 9 isoforms of PKC, only 4 are considered to be
conventional and require calcium for activation. Other
forms are calcium independent, and all 9 are down-
regulated by prolonged stimulation.

Cyclic GMP

Cyclic guanosine 30,50-monophosphate (cGMP) is
formed from guanosine triphosphate by the enzyme
guanylyl cyclase which is not coupled to G-protein
receptors. Though considerably less versatile than
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by the action of phospholipase C, may be cleaved by DAG lipase to release arachidonate, the

precursor of the prostaglandins and leukotrienes. Arachidonate is also released from other
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cAMP, cGMP plays an analogous second messenger
role in many cells, particularly in smooth muscle cells, in
platelets, and in the rods and cones of the visual system
where it has been most thoroughly studied. Absorption
of a photon of light causes a conformational change in
rhodopsin, the visual pigment in rod cells, in much the
same way that other G-protein linked receptors are
activated by ligands (see Chapter 51). Activation of
rhodopsin causes the � subunit of the heterotrimeric
G-protein, transducin, to exchange its bound GDP for
GTP and to dissociate from the �� subunits. Instead of
protein kinase, the catalytic component activated by
transducin is a cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase that
converts cyclic GMP to 50-GMP (Fig. 16). In the dark
or resting state, cGMP binds to and activates cation
channels in the membrane that allow sodium and
calcium ions to enter. Activation of phosphodiesterase
accelerates the hydrolysis of cGMP, lowering its
concentration and allowing the channels to close.
Closure of the channels changes the electrical properties
of the cell membrane and the rate of neurotransmitter
release. The decline in intracellular calcium concentra-
tion that results from closure of cGMP-gated cation
channels de-inhibits guanylyl cyclase, and allows cGMP
concentrations to return to the resting level.

In smooth muscle cells, guanylyl cyclase activity may
either be an intrinsic component of some transmem-
brane receptors or reside in the cytosol as a soluble
protein. Both the transmembrane and the soluble forms
of guanylyl cyclase are directly stimulated by agonists
without the intercession of G-proteins. Increased

formation of cGMP in these and other cells activates
protein kinase G, which, like PKA, catalyzes the
phosphorylation of serine and threonine residues in
various regulatory proteins. In platelets, activation of
protein kinase G prevents clot formation by interfering
with a constellation of reactions that promote clotting.
Cyclic GMP also activates phosphodiesterase in some
cells, and at least some of its biological effects may be
explained by accelerated degradation of cAMP.

Receptor Channels

Activation of G-proteins and formation of second
messengers require several seconds and cannot account
for the rapid transfer of information seen at neural
synapses or the neuromuscular junction (see Chapter 6).
Rapid transfer of information leading to electrical
changes in membranes (depolarization or hyperpolar-
ization) is mediated by a special group of receptors
found in nerves and muscles. These receptors are
bifunctional. They have both recognition and effector
domains and do not require the intercession of transdu-
cer molecules. A good example is the nicotinic receptor
for the neurotransmitter acetylcholine. This receptor is a
large complex that spans the thickness of the membrane.
It is also an ion channel comprised of five subunits, the
products of four genes. When a molecule of acetylcho-
line binds to each of the two � subunits, an allosteric
shift in configuration opens the channel for about a
millisecond to allow passage of both sodium and
potassium ions. Initially, influx of sodium exceeds the
efflux of potassium, so that the membrane depolarizes
rapidly, causing the muscle to contract. Other examples
of transmitter-gated ion channels are the receptor
channels in the central nervous system that open to
admit sodium when stimulated by glutamate or seroto-
nin and those that open to admit chloride when
stimulated by glycine or �-aminobutyric acid (GABA).

Receptors That Signal Through

Tyrosine Kinase

A large group of agents, including hormones, cyto-
kines, and growth factors, stimulate their target cells by
exciting receptors that signal through activated tyrosine
kinases (Table 3). The intracellular portions of the
receptor tyrosine kinases have intrinsic tyrosine kinase
activity. The tyrosine-kinase-associated receptors have
no intrinsic tyrosine kinase activity, but the intracellular
domain contains a sequence of amino acids that
interacts with cytosolic tyrosine kinase molecules of
the Janus kinase (JAK) family (Fig. 17). Although these
receptors belong to several different structural families,
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there are sufficient similarities in their modes of signal
transduction to consider them as a group. These
receptors rely on physical association between proteins
(protein–protein interactions) and trigger formation of
large aggregates of proteins to transmit the signal.

The tyrosine-kinase-dependent receptors have only a
single membrane-spanning region and a seemingly less
complex architecture than the G-protein receptors. The

extracellular portions contain the ligand binding site.
Agents that excite these receptors often promote cell
division (mitogens) or differentiation. Their actions,
which generally, but not exclusively, involve changes in
gene expression, are slower in onset and more prolonged
than most effects of ligands that act through G-protein-
linked receptors. A notable exception is insulin (see
Chapter 41), which may increase glucose transport
across plasma membranes within just a few minutes.

For most of the tyrosine-kinase-dependent recep-
tors, agonist binding causes two receptor molecules to
come together to form a dimer as the first step in signal
generation. Dimerization brings the cytosolic portions
into close proximity to each other and permits the
tyrosine kinase associated with each member of the
dimer to phosphorylate tyrosine residues on the other.
Dimerization generally produces a complex of two
receptor tyrosine kinase molecules along with one or
two agonist molecules. The insulin and insulin-like
growth factor (IGF) receptors, which are dimeric even
in the unliganded state (see Chapters 41 and 44),
become activated upon binding two agonist molecules.
The platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF) receptor
complex is formed when a dimer PDGF binds to two
receptor molecules. Tyrosine-kinase-associated recep-
tors for growth hormone (see Chapter 44), prolactin
(see Chapter 47), erythropoietin and many cytokines
form dimers when two receptor molecules bind a
single agonist molecule. Some of the tyrosine kinase-
associated receptors have two or three subunits so that
each half of the dimer contains an agonist binding
subunit and a signaling subunit that binds to tyrosine
kinase. Curiously, the same signaling subunit, called
gp130, is found in receptors for several different
cytokines.

The protein substrates for receptor-activated tyrosine
kinases may have catalytic activity or may act only as
scaffolds or adaptor proteins to which other proteins are
recruited and positioned so that enzymatic modifica-
tions are facilitated. Phosphorylated tyrosines act as
docking sites for proteins that contain so-called Src
homology 2 (SH2) domains. SH2 domains are named
for the particular configuration of the tyrosine phos-
phate binding region originally discovered in v-Src, the
cancer-inducing protein tyrosine kinase of the Rous
sarcoma virus. SH2 domains represent one type of a
growing list of modules within proteins that recognize
and bind to specific complementary motifs in other
proteins. Different SH2 groups recognize phosphory-
lated tyrosines in different contexts of adjacent amino
acid residues. Typically, multiple tyrosines are phos-
phorylated so that several different SH2-containing
proteins are recruited and initiate multiple signaling
pathways.
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Receptor tyrosine kinases contain an intrinsic tyrosine kinase catalytic

domain (indicated in blue) in the part of the receptor that extends into

the cytosol. In the absence of ligand, they usually consist of a single

peptide chain (1) which forms a dimer after binding to its agonist (A).

Some receptor tyrosine kinases (2) are more complex, with subunits

held together by disulfide bonds, whether or not the agonist is present.

The tyrosine-kinase-associated receptors have no intrinsic catalytic

activity but associate with cytosolic tyrosine kinases (indicated in blue).

Some of these receptors (4) are composed of two or more dissimilar

subunits in the absence of agonist, but all form dimers in the presence

of agonist. Dimers of receptor tyrosine kinases contain two molecules

of agonist, while dimers of the tyrosine-kinase-associated receptors

contain only one molecule of agonist. Dimerization upon receptor

binding leads to phosphorylation (P) on tyrosine residues in the

receptor itself or perhaps on the associated kinase as well.

TABLE 3 Some Examples of Tyrosine-Kinase-Dependent
Receptors

Receptor tyrosine kinases

Tyrosine kinase-associated

receptors

Insulin Erythropoietin (EPO)

Insulin-like growth

factor I (IGF-1)

Growth hormone (GH)

Epidermal growth factor (EGF) Prolactin

Fibroblast growth factor (FGF) Interleukins 2,3,4,5,6,7,9,11,12,15

Platelet-derived growth

factor (PDGF)

�-Interferon

Nerve growth factor (NGF) Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF)
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Tyrosine-kinase-dependent receptors generally signal
to the nucleus and regulate gene transcription through
multiple pathways. One way that these receptors
communicate with the genome is through activation of
the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase cascade
(Fig. 18). MAP kinase is a cytosolic enzyme that is
activated by phosphorylation of both serine and tyro-
sine residues and then enters the nucleus, where it
phosphorylates and activates certain transcription
factors. Activation of MAP kinase follows an indirect
route that involves a small G-protein, called Ras, which
was originally discovered as a constitutively activated
protein present in many tumors. Ras proteins belong to
a family of small G-proteins that function as biochem-
ical switches to regulate such processes as entry of
proteins into the nucleus, sorting and trafficking of
intracellular vesicles, and cytoskeletal rearrangements.
The small G-proteins are members of the same super-
family as the � subunit of the heterotrimeric G-proteins
but do not form complexes with �� subunits or interact
directly with receptors. The small G-proteins are
GTPases that are in their active state when bound to
GTP and in their inactive state when bound to GDP.
Instead of liganded receptors, the small G-proteins are
activated by proteins called nucleotide exchange factors
that cause them to dissociate from GDP and bind GTP.

They remain activated as they slowly convert GTP to
GDP, but inactivation can be accelerated by interaction
with GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs).

One of the proteins that docks with phosphorylated
tyrosine residues is the growth factor binding protein 2
(Grb2). Grb2 is an adaptor protein that has an SH2
group at one end and other binding motifs at its
opposite end which enable it to bind other proteins,
including a nucleotide exchange factor called Sos. By
means of these protein–protein interactions, the activa-
ted receptor can thus communicate with Sos, which
activates Ras. Ras in turn activates the enzyme Raf
kinase which phosphorylates and activates the first of a
cascade of MAP kinases that ultimately result in
phosphorylation of nuclear transcription factors.

The gamma isoform of phospholipase C is another
effector protein that is recruited to tyrosine-phosphory-
lated receptors by way of its SH2 group. It is also a
substrate for tyrosine kinases and is activated by
tyrosine phosphorylation it catalyzes the formation
of DAG and IP3 in the same manner as already
discussed for the beta isoforms associated with
G-protein coupled receptors. In this manner, tyrosine-
kinase-dependent receptors stimulate cellular changes
that depend on protein kinase C and the calcium/
calmodulin second messenger system, including phos-
phorylation of nuclear transcription factors by calmod-
ulin kinase (see Fig. 18).

Another mechanism for modifying gene expression
involves activation of a family of proteins called Stat
(signal transducer and activator of transcription)
proteins. The Stat proteins are transcription factors
that reside in the cytosol in their inactive state and have
an SH2 group that enables them to bind to tyrosine-
phosphorylated proteins. Upon tyrosine phosphoryla-
tion, Stat proteins dissociate from their docking sites,
form homodimers, and migrate to the nucleus, where
they activate transcription of specific genes (Fig. 19).

Yet another important mediator of tyrosine kinase
signaling is phosphatidylinositol-3 (PI-3) kinase, which
catalyzes the phosphorylation of carbon 3 of the inositol
of phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate in cell and orga-
nelle membranes to form phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5
trisphosphate (PIP3). PI-3 kinase consists of a regulatory
subunit that contains an SH2 domain and a catalytic
subunit. Binding of the regulatory subunit to phos-
phorylated tyrosines of the receptor-associated complex
activates the catalytic subunit. Activation of PI-3 kinase
plays a key role in transducing signals from tyrosine-
kinase-dependent receptors to downstream events. The
enzymes activated by PIP3 are protein kinases that
regulate cellular metabolism, vesicle trafficking, cyto-
skeletal changes, and nucleotide exchange factors that
control the activity of the small G-proteins.
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FIGURE 18 Phosphorylation of tyrosines on a receptor (R)

following agonist (A) binding provides docking sites for the attach-

ment of proteins that transduce the hormonal signal. The growth

factor binding protein 2 (GRB2) binds to a phosphorylated tyrosine in

the receptor and binds at its other end to the nucleotide exchange

factor SOS, which stimulates the small G-protein Ras to exchange its

GDP for GTP. Thus activated, Ras in turn activates the protein kinase

Raf1 to phosphorylate mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinase and

initiate the MAP kinase cascade that ultimately phosphorylates

nuclear transcription factors. The � isoform of phospholipase C

(PLC�) docks on the phosphorylated receptor and is then tyrosine

phosphorylated and activated to cleave phosphatidylinositol 4,5

bisphosphate (PIP2), releasing diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol

trisphosphate (IP3) and activating protein kinase C (PKC).
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INTRACELLULAR RECEPTORS

To reach intracellular receptors, agonists must get
across the plasma membrane. The steroid hormones and
vitamin D (see Chapters 40, 43, and 45–47) are
derivatives of cholesterol and readily diffuse through
the lipid bilayer of the plasma membrane because they
are highly lipid soluble. Similarly, the thyroid hormones
(see Chapter 39), which are �-amino acids, have large
nonpolar constituents and penetrate cell membranes
both by diffusion and to some extent by carrier-
mediated transport. Retinoic acid (vitamin A) is also
quite lipid soluble, as is the gas nitrous oxide (NO). With
the exception of the soluble form of guanylyl cyclase,
which is an intracellular receptor for NO (see Chapter
17), all of the known intracellular receptors belong to
the nuclear receptor superfamily of transcription factors
that includes receptors for the steroid hormones, thyroid
hormone, vitamins D and A, and derivatives of

arachidonic acid. Because no ligands have yet been
identified for some members of this superfamily, they
are known as ‘‘orphan’’ receptors.

Nuclear receptors enhance or repress expression of
some genes in a manner that is both agonist specific and
cell specific. They are comprised of a single long peptide
chain that ranges in length from about 350 amino acids
for the thyroid hormone receptor (see Chapter 39) to
more than 1000 amino acids for the mineralocorticoid
receptor (see Chapter 40). Functionally, they can be
divided into three domains. The N-terminal region,
which accounts for most of the variability in length,
contains an activation function (AF1) that regulates the
transcription-promoting activity of the receptor as a
consequence of its interaction with other transcription
factors. It may be phosphorylated at multiple sites,
usually on serine or threonine residues but sometimes
also on tyrosine residues. Phosphorylation may increase
its ability to interact with other transcription factors.
The middle portion is the region with the greatest
similarity of amino acid sequence among family
members and is the part that binds to DNA. The
carboxyl-terminal portion contains the hormone bind-
ing domain and a second activation function. It also
contains a leucine-rich sequence that provides a surface
for dimer formation with another nuclear receptor
molecule.

In the unactivated state, the steroid hormone receptor
subfamily of nuclear receptors may be located in the
cytoplasm or in the nucleus. In the absence of ligand, the
steroid hormone receptor is associated with a large
complex of chaperon proteins (also called heat shock
proteins) and is folded in such a way that the DNA
binding surface is masked by the associated proteins.
Ligand binding produces a change in shape that
activates the receptor and causes it to dissociate from
the chaperon proteins. Upon activation, the receptor
forms a dimer with another activated receptor molecule
and binds to specific nucleotide sequences in DNA
called hormone response elements. These elements might
be located in the immediate vicinity of the promoters of
responsive genes or at appreciable distances away. The
receptors activate or repress transcription of specific
genes either by interacting directly with the basal
transcription complex at the promoter or indirectly
through interactions with other proteins that serve as
accessory factors and coregulators (Fig. 20). It is likely
that there are many coregulatory proteins, and that the
complement of such factors available in any particular
cell contributes to the determination of which genes will
be affected. It is noteworthy that the receptors for
several different steroid hormones may bind to the same
hormone response elements, although the complement
of genes activated is quite hormone specific. This
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from the receptor, form homodimers, and migrate to the nucleus where

they activate gene transcription.
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apparent paradox may be resolved if we assume that the
role of the hormone response element is simply to
anchor the receptor to the DNA in responsive genes,
but whether or not a particular gene is transcribed is
also determined by the combination of interacting
transcription activators that associate with the receptor
and the basal transcription complex. The thyroid
hormones and retinoic acid act by a slight variation
of this scheme; unoccupied receptors are already bound
to their response elements in the DNA and do not
form complexes with chaperons. Unoccupied receptors
are either inactive until the ligand is bound or act as
repressors in the absence of hormone. These receptors
may form heterodimers with each other and in some
cases with orphan receptors. Further discussion of signal
transduction by this superfamily is found in chapters
that discuss the actions of the various hormones.

INTEGRATION OF SIMULTANEOUS SIGNALS

As must already be quite obvious, binding of a signal
molecule to its receptor sets in motion intracellular
signaling pathways that are both intricate and complex.
Cells express receptors for multiple signaling molecules
and are simultaneously bombarded with excitatory,
inhibitory, or a conflicting mixture of excitatory and
inhibitory inputs from different agents whose signaling

pathways may run in parallel, intersect, coincide,
diverge, and perhaps intersect again before influencing
the final effector molecules. Some signaling pathways
must compete for common substrates as well as for the
final effector molecules that express the final alterations
in cellular behavior. Target cells must integrate all
inputs by summing them algebraically and sometimes
geometrically and then respond accordingly. For exam-
ple, in the hepatocyte, both glucagon and epinephrine
stimulate adenylyl cyclase, each by way of its own
G-protein-coupled receptor. The effects of these signals
combine to produce a more intense activation of
adenylyl cyclase than would result from either one
alone. At the same time, these cells may also be receiving
some input from insulin, an action of which is activation
of cAMP phosphodiesterase, which breaks down
cAMP. In the pancreatic beta cell, which secretes
insulin, epinephrine binds to two classes of G-protein-
coupled receptors: �2 receptors, which couple to adeny-
lyl cyclase through a G�i, and � receptors, which couple
to adenylyl cyclase through a G�s. The two receptors
thus transmit conflicting information; in this case, the
inhibitory influence of the �2 receptor is stronger and
prevails. Figure 21 shows an example of how several
signaling pathways might operate simultaneously.

Integration occurs at various levels along signal
transduction pathways, with cross-talk among the
various G-protein-receptor-mediated signaling path-
ways or among the various tyrosine-phosphorylation-
dependent pathways and among G-protein- and tyro-
sine-kinase-mediated pathways and nuclear-receptor-
mediated pathways. Integration thus is not limited to
the rapidly expressed responses that result from phos-
phorylation/dephosphorylation reactions but can also
occur at the level of gene transcription or may involve a
mixture of the two. In fact, phosphorylation of nuclear
receptors catalyzed by MAP kinase, CAM kinase II, or
PKC alters their ability to bind to other nuclear factors
and hence may increase or decrease their ability to
influence gene transcription. In responding simulta-
neously to multiple inputs, cells are able to preserve the
signaling fidelity of individual hormones even when
their transduction pathways appear to share common
effector molecules. Understanding of how cells accom-
plish this is still incomplete, but part of the explanation
may derive from the findings that many of the protein
molecules involved in complex intracellular signal
transmission do not float around freely in a cytoplasmic
‘‘soup’’ but are anchored at specific cellular loci by
interactions with the cytoskeleton or membranes of
intracellular organelles. Protein kinase A, for example,
may be localized to specific regions in the cell by special-
ized proteins called AKAPs (A kinase anchoring
proteins), and various forms of PKC are localized by
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FIGURE 20 General scheme of steroid hormone action. Steroid

hormones penetrate the plasma membrane and bind to intracellular

receptors found largely in the nucleus (except adrenal steroid

receptors). Hormone binding activates the receptor, which forms

complexes with other proteins and binds to specific acceptor sites

(hormone response elements, HRE) on DNA to initiate transcription

and formation of the proteins that express the hormonal response. The

steroid hormone is then cleared from the cell.
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interacting with RACKs (receptors for activated C
kinase). It is also possible that different agents use
specific combinations of signal transduction pathways
and that convergence of signals at critical reactions
provides the reinforcement or dampening that enables
cells to distinguish between agonists and appropriate
cellular responses.

BIOSYNTHESIS, STORAGE, AND SECRETION OF
CHEMICAL SIGNALS

Signal molecules generally are formed from simple
precursors within the signaling cell, but occasionally
common metabolites are used as signals without enzy-
matic modification. For example, glycine and glutamate
are neurotransmitters in the brain. Sometimes only one or
two enzymatic steps are needed to convert a common
metabolite to a potent signal; histamine, for example, is
formed by decarboxylation of the amino acid histidine,
and adenosine is formed when adenosine monophos-
phate (50AMP) is dephosphorylated. A complex series of
enzymatic reactions may be used to build steroid
hormones from a simple metabolite such as acetate, or
secretory cells may accomplish the same end simply by
putting the finishing touches on cholesterol that they take
up from the blood (see Chapters 40 and 45–47).
Enzymatic reactions may take place in the cytosol or
within cellular organelles. Often, the biosynthetic path-
waymeanders fromone cellular compartment to another,

requiring energy-consuming, carrier-mediated transport
to transfer precursors across intracellular membranes. As
already described, all protein and peptide signal mole-
cules, like other cellular proteins, are synthesized on
ribosomes, processed in the endoplasmic reticulum and
Golgi apparatus, and then packaged for later secretion by
the process of exocytosis (Fig. 22). Specific reactions in
biosynthesis and processing of signal molecules are
discussed in subsequent chapters.

Secretory Granules and Vesicles

Cells usually maintain ample stores of the signal
molecules they produce and therefore can respond
rapidly and repeatedly to whatever changes in the
internal or external environment might call forth
secretion. Notable exceptions are the steroid hormones
and the derivatives of arachidonic acid which are
synthesized from stored precursors in the initial phase
of the secretory process. Secretory products are usually
segregated from the rest of the cell and stored in highly
concentrated form in membrane-bound vesicles. In
histological sections, stored secretory products appear
as vesicular or granular inclusions for which the staining
properties are often sufficiently distinctive to give the
cell its name (e.g., eosinophils, chromaffin cells). At
present, there is little reason to believe that synaptic
vesicles that store neurotransmitters in nerve terminals
are fundamentally different from the secretory granules
of cells that secrete protein hormones or from the

FIGURE 21 Cells may simultaneously receive inputs from agonists A, B, and C. Agonist B,

acting through a G-protein-coupled receptor activates adenylyl cyclase (AC) through the a

stimulatory subunit (�s). Agonist C binds to its G-protein-coupled receptor which, through the

inhibitory subunit (�i), inhibits adenylyl cyclase and, through the �q subunit, activates

phospholipase C (PLC), resulting in the cleavage of phosphatidylinositol 4,5 bisphosphate (PIP2)

and the release of diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol trisphosphate (IP3). Agonist A, acting through

a tyrosine kinase receptor, activates cAMP phosphodiesterase (PDE), which degrades cAMP. The

cell must then sum all of these signals into an integrated response.
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granules in white blood cells that give rise to the name
granulocyte.

Secretory vesicles are not inert receptacles;
rather, they are active participants in the production,
processing, and delivery of secretory products to the cell
exterior. Their membranes are formed in the Golgi
apparatus and are similar or identical in composition to
the plasma membrane; they are selectively permeable
and are endowed with the capacity for active transport
of ions and complex molecules in either direction.
Consequently, the composition of fluids in the interior
of the vesicles is different from the composition of the
cytosol. Carrier molecules in vesicular membranes
account for the uptake of small signal molecules from
the cytosol. Even the large amounts of signal molecules
stored within vesicles have little osmotic impact because
they are either complexed to macromolecules or precip-
itated out of solution.

The secretory granule provides a unique environment
for enzymatic processing of secretory products and for
protecting them from the degradative apparatus of the
cell. Some enzymes required for synthesis or modi-
fication of secretory products may be intrinsic proteins
in the vesicular membrane. In some cases, enzymes

necessary for final processing of protein and peptide
signal molecules are packaged along with the signal
precursor before the vesicle is released from the Golgi
apparatus. More than 200 different proteins have been
found within the secretory vesicles that store the
hormone insulin, but only a few of these are precursors
of insulin or byproducts of processing of insulin.

Exocytosis

The process by which the contents of secretory
vesicles are delivered to the extracellular fluid is called
exocytosis. Depending upon the type of cell, exocytosis
may occur over the entire surface or be localized to a
small discrete area. For example, nerve cells release their
neurotransmitters only at synapses that comprise only a
tiny fraction of their surface area. When an appropriate
signal is received by the secretory cell, storage granules
move to the cell surface generally triggered by an
increased concentration of cytosolic calcium, and their
surrounding membranes fuse with the plasma
membrane. The area of fusion then breaks down and
opens the storage vesicle to the extracellular fluid
(Fig. 23). Membranes that surrounded secretory vesicles
before fusion are retrieved from the plasma membrane
by endocytosis. In some cells, particularly in nerve
endings, these fragments of membrane are reformed into
new secretory vesicles, refilled with signal molecules, and
recycled many times over. In addition to providing some
economy, reuptake of vesicular membranes or their
equivalent prevents expansion of the cell surface area
that would otherwise occur as secretory vesicles repeat-
edly fuse with the cell membrane.

During exocytosis, the entire contents of the secretory
vesicle are released, including signal molecules, precur-
sors, byproducts, and processing enzymes. In some
instances (e.g., adrenal medullary cells, pituitary corti-
cotropes), more than one of these products may
have biological activity. Although one normally
thinks of this process in terms of secretion of signal
molecules, occasionally the processing enzyme is the
critical secretory product. For example, the proteolytic
enzyme renin is released by the kidney when blood
volume decreases (see Chapter 29 and 40). Renin
catalyzes the rate-determining step in the formation of
the hormone angiotensin from its precursor, which
circulates in the blood.

The cellular events that control exocytosis are still
incompletely understood, but it has been recognized
for many years that an increase in the concentration
of free calcium in the cytosol is essential both for
fusion of the vesicular membrane with the plasma
membrane and for extrusion of vesicular contents.
Movement of secretory granules to peripheral areas of

FIGURE 22 The leader sequence or signal peptide of proteins

destined for secretion enters the cisternae of the endoplasmic reticulum

even as peptide elongation continues. In the endoplasmic reticulum (1),

the leader sequence is removed, (2) the protein is folded with the

assistance of protein chaperons, sulfhydryl bridges may form (3), and

carbohydrate may be added (glycosylation) (4). The partially processed

protein is then entrapped in vesicles (5) that bud off the endoplasmic

reticulum and fuse with the Golgi apparatus (6), where glycosylation is

completed, and the protein is packaged for export in secretory vesicles

(7) in which the final stages of processing take place.
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the cell is a necessary prelude to fusion and probably
also requires calcium. Positioning of granules in the
submembranous zone usually occurs before the actual
secretory event. Some of the calcium-activated mole-
cules and the proteins in the vesicular and plasma
membranes that enable docking and fusion to occur
have been identified, but a discussion of this complex
topic is beyond the scope of this text; the interested
student is encouraged to consult recent texts of cell
biology.

Calcium that triggers secretion is released from
intracellular organelles or gains access to the cytosol
through calcium channels in the plasma membrane. In
nerves and some glandular cells, the arrival of an
electrical signal, the action potential, opens voltage-
sensitive calcium channels. In some cells, calcium
channels may open when they are phosphorylated by
PKA or when they interact with an activated G protein.

These processes were considered above in the discussion
of the molecular events set in motion after a signal
molecule interacts with a receptor. Secretion, after all, is
one of the common responses of cells to stimulation by a
signal molecule.

It is obvious that synthesis must be coupled in some
way with secretion, as cells rarely exhaust their supply of
secretory product. It is likely that the same events that
initiate secretion simultaneously initiate synthesis. It is
also possible that cells have some mechanism for
monitoring how much signal is stored and synthesize
signal molecules when storage depots fall below some
threshold level.

Clearance of Chemical Messages

For a molecule to function as a signal, it must be
present in the environment of the target cell only during
periods of information transfer. If the signal were not
eliminated once the message was received, the target cell
would remain in a state of constant activation or
inhibition or would become exhausted and unresponsive
to subsequent stimulation. Thus, elimination of signal
molecules is as important as their secretion, and
elaborate mechanisms have evolved to accomplish this
task. In some cases effective signaling may be term-
inated simply by dilution followed by elimination at a
distant site.

In general, signal molecules interact reversibly with
their receptors and little is consumed or transformed in
delivering their message. Target cells may take up signal
molecules bound to their receptors (receptor-mediated
endocytosis), separate signal from receptor in the
endosomes, and then deliver the signal to the lysosomes
for destruction and the receptor back to the cell
membrane. Target cells may also produce hydrolytic
enzymes on their surface in the vicinity of their receptors
(e.g., acetylcholin esterase at the neuromuscular junc-
tion; see Chapter 6), thus efficiently destroying signal
molecules that are not bound to receptors. One
economical way to eliminate signal molecules is for the
secreting cell to take them up again and repackage them
in secretory vesicles for future use. This mechanism is
utilized by terminals of sympathetic nerves and neurons
in the brain. Most target cells rely on dilution of signal
molecules in the large volume of extracellular fluid as
they diffuse away from their receptors after the message
has been delivered. Signal molecules are then destroyed
by enzymes in extracellular fluid or blood or by
specialized organs such as liver or kidney which alter
the signals chemically and excrete the degraded
products. Signals may be totally degraded or simply
transformed so that they are no longer recognizable by
receptors in target cells.

FIGURE 23 Exocytosis. Secretory vesicles bud off the trans-Golgi

compartment (1) and move into the cytosol (2), where they await a

signal for secretion. Secretion (3) is usually accompanied by increased

cellular calcium which causes elements of the cytoskeleton to

translocate secretory granules to the cell surface (4). The membrane

surrounding the granule fuses with the plasma membrane, opening the

secretory vesicle to the extracellular fluid and releasing the processed

protein(s) along with enzymes and peptide fragments.
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The subject matter of this chapter covers a broad range of topics
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biology and are therefore changing at a breath taking rate. Superb

coverage of these and other relevant topics can be found in: Alberts B,

Bray D, Lewis J, Raff M, Roberts K, and Watson JJ, Molecular

biology of the cell, fourth ed., New York: Garland Publishing, 2002.

Up-to-date reviews can also be found in Cell, Annual Review of

Biochemistry, Annual Review of Physiology, Endocrine Reviews, and

many other excellent journals.
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Membrane Transport

STANLEY G. SCHULTZ

KEY POINTS
� Biologic membranes are composed of a phos-

pholipid bilayer containing peripheral and inte-
gral proteins.

� Diffusion of nonelectrolytes takes place from a
higher concentration to a lower concentration.
The rate of diffusion across a membrane is a
linear function of the concentration difference.

� The permeability coefficient for diffusion of a
solute through the lipid matrix of the
membrane increases with increasing solubility.

� Water-soluble solutes cross membranes by
restricted diffusion though water-filled protein
channels. The permeability coefficient for diffu-
sion of uncharged solutes through channels
decreases with increasing molecular radius.

The permeability coefficients of ions depend
on radius and charge.

� The rate of diffusion of charged solutes
depends on both the concentration gradient
and the electrical potential difference across
the membrane.

� Diffusion potentials arise to preserve electro-
neutrality in the face of differences in ion
mobility.

� The orientation of a diffusion potential is such
that it accelerates the movement of less mobile
ions and retards the movement of more mobile
ions.

� The Nernst potential is the electrical potential
difference at which there is no ionic flow in
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MEMBRANE COMPOSITION AND STRUCTURE

Historical Perspectives: The Dawning of

Membrane Biology

The first suggestion of the existence of biological
membranes is generally attributed to the botanist Carl
Wilhelm Nageli (1817–1891), who became a pioneer in
the application of microscopic techniques to the study
of cell detail through his attempts to relate structure
and function. In his classic work Primordialschlauch,
published in 1855, he pointed out that the region
immediately adjacent to the inner surfaces of the walls
of plant cells appeared to differ from the underlying
protoplasm and conjectured that this may be because
the protoplasm becomes a firmer gel on contact with
the extracellular fluid. Two decades later, another
botanist, W. Pfeffer, noted that, when plant cells were
placed in concentrated solutions, the protoplasm
shrank away from the wall and appeared to be
surrounded by a distinct structure, or ‘‘membrane.’’ In
his treatise dealing with these studies (Osmotische
Untersuchungen), he argued that these membranes
were discrete structures that could serve as selective
barriers for the passage of substances into and out of
cells. This was merely a guess, but one that had the
virtue of being correct; that guess is sometimes
referred to as Pfeffer’s postulate.

It was not until 1890 that Ernst Overton confirmed
Pfeffer’s guess. Overton compared the solubility of a
large number of solutes in olive oil with the ease with
which they permeate (enter) cells and, as is discussed in
greater detail in the following sections, concluded that

Pfeffer’s membrane behaved very much as if it were
made up of lipids similar to olive oil and thus differed
from the aqueous protoplasm.

This first clue to the composition of biological
membranes takes us back many years, and, indeed, it
would not be too much of an exaggeration to say that
the earliest contribution in this area can be attributed to
Pliny the Elder (A.D. 23–79) who noted, ‘‘Everything is
soothed by oil, and this is the reason why divers send out
small quantities of it from their mouths, because it
smoothes every part which is rough’’ (Natural History,
Book II, Section 234). Apparently, pearl divers made a
habit of diving with a mouthful of oil when the surface
of the water was rippled by winds; when they ejected the
oil, it would ‘‘soothe the troubled waters’’ and increase
underwater visibility.

In 1762, Benjamin Franklin was purportedly
reminded of this calming effect of oil by an old sea
captain, and, in 1765, when he was the American
ambassador to the Court of St. James, he performed an
experiment that is a landmark in the science of surface
chemistry. Franklin poured olive oil onto a pond in
Clapham Common (near London) and noted that the
ripples caused by the wind were indeed calmed. He also
astutely noted that a given quantity of oil would only
spread over a definite area of the pond; the same
quantity of oil would always cover the same area, and
twice that volume of oil would cover twice that area.
Knowing the volume of oil poured on the pond and the
area covered, Franklin calculated that the thickness of
the layer formed by the oil was about 25 Å (2.5 nm) and
that it ‘‘could not be spread any thinner.’’ Current
measurements of the thickness of a monomolecular

KEY POINTS (continued )
spite of the presence of a concentration
difference. An ion is said to be ‘‘actively
transported’’ if its distribution cannot be
described by the Nernst equation.

� The osmotic pressure is the hydrostatic pres-
sure necessary to prevent volume displace-
ment when there is a concentration difference
of a solute across a semipermeable membrane.
The osmotic pressure is a linear function of the
concentration difference across the membrane.

� The reflection coefficient of a solute is a
measure of the relative permeabilities of the
membrane to water and solute or the ability of
the membrane to distinguish between solute
and solvent.

� The rate of volume displacement across a
membrane is a linear function of the hydro-
static pressure difference across the
membrane.

� Facilitated diffusion refers to carrier-mediated
processes that are not coupled to a source of
energy.

� Primary active transport refers to carrier-
mediated processes directly coupled to a
source of chemical energy. All primary active
transporters in animal cells are ATPases.

� Secondary active transport refers to carrier-
mediated processes indirectly coupled to
a source of energy—for example, an ion
gradient.
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layer (Fig. 1A) of olive oil on water have not signifi-
cantly improved on Franklin’s estimate.

In 1925, Gorter and Grendel, stimulated by the
findings of Franklin and Overton, performed a series of
studies that had a major impact on all subsequent
thinking dealing with membrane structure. These inves-
tigators extracted the lipids from erythrocyte
membranes of a variety of species and calculated the
area covered by these lipids when spread on water to
form a monomolecular layer. They also approximated
the total area of the membranes from which the lipid
was extracted and concluded that the area of the
monomolecular layer was twice the membrane area;
that is, there was sufficient lipid to form a double or
bimolecular layer of lipid around the cells, with each
layer being about 25 Å thick (Fig. IB).

In 1935, Davson and Danielli modified the model
proposed by Gorter and Grendel by including protein in
the membrane structure. The bimolecular lipoprotein
model they proposed is illustrated in Fig. 1C. The
essential features of this model are (1) a bimolecular
lipid core that is 50 Å (5 nm) thick and corresponds to
the Gorter–Grendel model; and (2) inner and outer
protein layers attached to the polar head groups of the
lipids by ionic interactions. This model enjoyed 25 years
of essentially universal acceptance.

Current Concepts: The Fluid-

Mosaic Membrane

Since 1945, the application of increasingly sophisti-
cated analytical and ultrastructural techniques to the
study of the composition and structure of biologic
membranes has met with remarkable success. First, the
early notion that biologic membranes are made up of a
mixture of lipids and proteins has been firmly estab-
lished for all such barriers throughout the animal and
plant kingdoms. The proportions of these two compo-
nents differ among different cell membranes. In general,
membranes that primarily serve as insulators between
the intracellular and extracellular compartments and
have few metabolic functions (e.g., myelin) are made up
of a relatively high proportion of lipids compared to
proteins. On the other hand, membranes that surround
metabolic factories (e.g., hepatocytes, mitochondria) are
relatively rich in protein content compared to lipid
content.

Second, it is now generally accepted that the lipids
that comprise biologic membranes are primarily from
the group referred to as phospholipids. While cholesterol
is present in the membranes of many eurokaryotic cells,
it is not found in most prokaryotic cells. All phos-
pholipids are derivatives of phosphatidic acid, which
consists of a phosphorylated glycerol backbone to
which two fatty acid tails are attached by ester bonds.
The most prevalent phospholipids found in biologic
membranes, such as phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidyl-
serine, phosphatidylinositol, and phosphatidylethanol-
amine, result from esterification of the free phosphate
group of phosphatidic acid with the hydroxyl groups of
choline, serine, inositol, and ethanolamine, respectively.
The important point is that all phospholipids contain a
water-soluble (hydrophilic) head group (i.e., the phos-
phorylated glycerol backbone and its conjugates) and
two water-insoluble (hydrophobic or lipophilic) tails.
Such molecules are referred to as amphiphatic (or
amphipathic). The prefix amphi- derives from both the
Greek and Latin and means ‘‘having two sides’’; e.g.,
amphibians live in air (on land) and in water. When
these compounds are poured onto water, their hydro-
philic head groups enter the aqueous phase and their
hydrophobic tails simply wave in the air (Benjamin
Franklin’s observation; see Fig. 1A). But, when these
molecules are confronted with two aqueous compart-
ments, they will spontaneously form a bilayer (per the
Gorter–Grendel model; see Fig. IB), with their water-
soluble head groups immersed in the two aqueous
phases and their lipid tails forming a hydrophobic core.

Finally, perhaps the most revolutionary advance in
this area has been our understanding of the way
in which these proteins and lipids are assembled in

A

B

C

FIGURE 1 (A) Monolayer formed by phospholipids at an air-water

interface. (B) A phospholipid bilayer separating two aqueous

compartments. (C) A bimolecular lipoprotein membrane.
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biological membranes. It is now clear that the phos-
pholipids and cholesterol form an ‘‘oily’’ fluid bilayer in
which the adherent proteins are free to float around at
will. Some of these proteins span the thickness of the
bilayer; these so-called integral proteins have hydro-
phobic middles and hydrophilic ends, so that their ends
protrude into the intracellular and extracellular watery
compartments, while their middles are glued by hydro-
phobic bonds within the oil (Fig. 2). Other proteins are
electrostatically attached to either the inner or outer
surface of the bilayer; they are referred to as peripheral
proteins. In stark contrast to the Davson–Danielli
bimolecular lipoprotein model (Fig. 1C), which has a
rather static appearance, this fluid-mosaic model is
dynamic and possesses structural features that afford
avenues for communication between the extracellular
milieu and the intracellular compartments by virtue
of signal transduction and the selective exchange of
solutes. In short, the fluid-mosaic model provides an
ideal basis for the correlation of membrane structure
and function.

DIFFUSION OF NONELECTROLYTES

The term diffusion refers to the net displacement
(transport) of matter from one region to another due
to random thermal motion. It is classically illustrated
by an experiment in which an iodine solution is placed
at the bottom of a cylinder and pure water is carefully
layered above this colored solution. Initially, there is a
sharp demarcation between the two solutions; however,
as time progresses, the upper solution becomes
increasingly colored, and the lower solution becomes
progressively paler. Ultimately, the column of fluid
achieves a uniform color, and the diffusion of iodine
ceases. This state of maximum homogeneity, or
uniformity, will persist as long as the cylinder is
undisturbed; a perceptible deviation from homogeneity

on the part of the entire column or any bulk
(macroscopic) portion of the column will never be
observed. The properties of the system, at this point,
are said to be time independent, or, stated in another
way, the system is said to have achieved a state of
equilibrium.

The kinetic characteristics of diffusion can be readily
developed by considering the simplified case illustrated
in Fig. 3. Compartment o and compartment i both
contain aqueous solutions of some uncharged solute (i)
at concentrations Co

i and Ci
i, respectively, where the

superscripts designate the compartment and the
subscript designates the solute. (An uncharged solute
refers to a molecule that bears no net charge and thus
includes solutes that have an equal number of oppositely
charged groups such as zwitterions.) These compart-
ments are separated by a sintered glass disk, which,
because it possesses many large pores, may be treated as
if it were an aqueous layer having a cross-sectional area
A (the total area of the pores) and a thickness �x; the
disk simply serves as a barrier to prevent bulk mixing of
the two solutions. We assume that each compartment is
well stirred so that the concentrations Co

i and Ci
i are

uniform. Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, we will
also assume that both compartments have sufficiently
large volumes so that their concentrations remain
essentially constant during the period of observation,
despite the fact that solute i may leave or enter these
compartments across the disk.

Because the solute molecules are in continual random
motion, due to the thermal energy of the system, there is
a continual migration of these molecules across the disk
in both directions. Thus, some of the molecules origi-
nally in compartment o will randomly wander across the
barrier and enter compartment i. The rate of this
process, because it is the result of random motions, is
proportional to the likelihood that a molecule in
compartment o will enter the opening of a pore in the

Compartment "o"             Compartment "i"

FIGURE 3 Random movement of solute i across a highly porous

sintered disk having a thickness of �x.

FIGURE 2 Schematic representation of the fluid-mosaic model

proposed by Singer and Nicholson, featuring a phospholipid bilayer

containing peripheral and integral proteins. Some proteins actually

form channels that allow ions to move across the membrane.
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disk and is therefore proportional to Co
i . Thus, we may

write:

Rate of molecular migration (diffusion)

from o to i ¼ kCo
i

where k is a proportionality constant. Similarly, we
may write:

Rate of molecular migration (diffusion)

from i to o ¼ kCi
i

The rate of net movement of molecules across the
barrier is the difference between the rates of these two
unidirectional movements so that:

Rate of net molecular migration (diffusion)

across barrier kðCo
i � Ci

iÞ ¼ k�Ci

Thus, the net flow of an uncharged solute across a
permeable barrier due to diffusion is directly propor-
tional to the concentration difference across the barrier.
In addition, the rate of transfer is directly proportional
to the cross-sectional area A and inversely proportional
to the thickness of the barrier �x; that is, for a given
concentration difference �Ci, doubling the area of the
disk will result in a doubling of the rate of transfer from
one compartment to the other, whereas doubling the
thickness of the disk will halve the rate of transfer.
Therefore, we may replace k with a more explicit
expression that contains a new proportionality constant,
Di, where k ¼ ADi/�x, and we obtain:

Rate of net migration (diffusion) across

the barrier ¼ ADi�Ci=�x

Dividing both sides of this expression by A, we obtain
the rate of net flow per unit area, which is often referred
to as the flux (or net flux). This is commonly symbolized
by Ji, which is expressed in units of amount of substance
per unit area per unit time (e.g., mol/cm2 hr). Thus,

Ji ¼ Di�Ci=�x ð1Þ

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of the solute i and is
a measure of the rate at which i can move across a
barrier having an area of 1 cm2 and a thickness of 1 cm
when the concentration difference across this barrier is
1 mol/L. The coefficient Di is dependent on the nature of
the diffusing solute and the nature of the barrier or the
medium in which it is moving (interacting); we shall
examine this dependence in further detail below. If Ji is

expressed in mol/cm2 hr, �x in cm, and �Ci in mol/1000
cm3, then Di emerges with the (somewhat uninforma-
tive) units of cm2/hr.

Equation 1 describes diffusion across a flat or planar
barrier having a finite thickness. Such systems are often
called discontinuous systems, inasmuch as the barrier
introduces a sharp and well-defined demarcation
between the two surrounding solutions. Diffusion of
iodine into water, in the experiment described above,
represents a continuous system, as there is no discrete
boundary between the two solutions. The general
expression for diffusion in a continuous system can be
derived from Eq. 1 by simply making the thickness of
the disk vanish mathematically. Thus, as �x approaches
0, �Ci/�x approaches dCi/dx so that:

Ji ¼ Di½dCi=dx� ð2Þ

Equation 2 was derived in 1855 by Fick, a physician,
and is often referred to as Fick’s (first) law of diffusion.
It simply states that the rate of flow of an uncharged
solute due to diffusion is directly proportional to the
rate of change of concentration with distance in the
direction of flow. The derivative dCi/dx is referred to as
the concentration gradient and is the driving force for the
diffusion of uncharged particles. Thus, Eq. 2 states that
there is a linear relation between the diffusional flow of i
and its driving force, where Di is the proportionality
constant. Equation 2 is but one example of many linear
relations between flows and driving forces observed in
physical systems. For example, Ohm’s law states that
there is a linear relation between electrical current (flow)
and its driving force, the voltage (electrical potential
difference), where the proportionality constant is the
electrical conductance g (recall that g ¼ 1/R, where R is
resistance). Thus, we can write:

I ¼ gV or IR ¼ V ð3Þ

We will see below that the diffusion of charged
particles (ions) can be described by a combination of
Eqs. 2 and 3, where the driving force is a combination of
the concentration difference (or gradient) (chemical
force or potential) and the electrical potential difference
(or gradient).

DIFFUSION THROUGH SELECTIVE BARRIERS

A sintered glass disk is highly porous, and the
dimensions of the water-filled pores that penetrate the
disk are extremely large compared with molecular
dimensions. For this reason, the diffusing solute
molecules behave as if they were passing through an
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aqueous layer and are unaffected by the presence of the
barrier; in other words, they are not significantly
influenced by either the openings or the walls of the
pores through which they pass. The diffusion coefficient
of a solute within the disk is the same as its diffusion
coefficient in a continuous aqueous system (free solu-
tion), and the concentration of the solute just within the
disk at each interface is the same as its concentration in
the immediately adjacent aqueous solution. Thus, the
sintered glass disk is a nonselective barrier because the
properties of the solute within the disk are the same as
those in the surrounding solutions.

If, as illustrated in Fig. 4, the sintered glass disk is
replaced by a lipid membrane, the description of
diffusion becomes slightly more complicated. First the
concentration of the solute just within the membrane at
each interface, in general, will not be equal to the
concentration in the immediately adjacent aqueous
solutions. If the solute is hydrophilic (or lipophobic;
e.g., an ion), it will prefer the aqueous phase to the lipid
phase, and its concentration just within the membrane
will be less than that in the adjacent aqueous solutions.
On the other hand, if the solute is lipophilic (e.g., fats,
sterols, phospholipids), it will distribute itself so that the
concentration at the interfaces just within the lipid
barrier will exceed that in the adjacent aqueous solu-
tions. The distribution of a given solute between the
aqueous phase and the adjacent oil or lipid phase is
described, quantitatively, by a unitless number termed a
partition coefficient (also, a distribution coefficient). The
partition coefficient of a given solute i between two
solvent phases is determined in the following manner:
The two immiscible solvents, for example, olive oil and

water, together with an arbitrary amount of solute
are placed in a separately funnel. The funnel is then
stoppered and shaken until an equilibrium distribution
of solute i in the two phases is achieved. The olive oil–
water partition coefficient is defined as:

Ki ¼
Equilibrium concentration of i in olive oil

Equilibrium concentration of i in water

In this simple way, partition coefficients between lipid
and aqueous phases have been determined for a large
variety of solutes.

Returning to the example illustrated in Fig. 4A, it
follows that if the solute in the two compartments is
hydrophobic or lipophilic (Ki > 1), the concentration
just within the membrane at the interface with compart-
ment o will be KiC

o
i , and the concentration just within

the membrane at the interface with compartment i will
be KiC

i
i. Thus, the concentration difference within the

membrane is Ki, �Ci, so that the partition coefficient
has essentially amplified the driving force for the
diffusion of the solute across the membrane. The flux
of solute through the lipid membrane due to diffusion is
now given by:

Ji ¼ KiDi�Ci=�x ð4Þ

where the diffusion coefficient Di now reflects the ease
with which the solute can move through the lipid and will
differ from the value of Di in an aqueous solution. (We
are assuming that diffusion through the membrane is
slow, or rate-limiting, compared to partitioning into and
out of the membrane at the two interfaces.) Conversely, if
the solute is highly water soluble (i.e., hydrophilic or
lipophobic), then Ki < 1 and its concentration difference
within the membrane will be attenuated.

Now, in general, Ki, Di, and �x cannot be readily
determined. For this reason, these unknowns have been
lumped together to give a new term, the permeability
coefficient, Pi , which is defined as:

Pi ¼ KiDi=�x ð5Þ

Because Ki is unitless, when Di is given in cm2/hr and
�x in cm, then Pi has units of cm/hr. The permeability
coefficient of a given membrane for a given solute is
simply:

Pi ¼ Ji=�Ci ð6Þ

and can be readily determined experimentally.
Clearly, the permeability coefficient of a membrane for
an uncharged solute is the flow of solute (in moles per
hour) that would take place across 1 cm2 of membrane

FIGURE 4 Partitioning of a lipophilic solute (A) and a hydrophilic

solute (B) across the interfaces of a lipid membrane. The solid lines

illustrate concentration profiles in the two solutions and within the

lipid membrane.
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when the concentration difference across the mem-
brane is 1 M.

We now recapitulate some of the laws that apply to
diffusional movements across artificial as well as biologic
membranes. First and foremost, the driving force or sine
qua non for the net diffusion of an uncharged solute is a
concentration difference. In the absence of a concentra-
tion difference, a net flux due to diffusion is impossible.
In the presence of a concentration difference, diffusion
will take place spontaneously and the direction of the net
flux is such as to abolish the concentration difference. In
other words, diffusion only brings about the transfer of
net uncharged solutes from a region of higher concen-
tration to a region of lower concentration; the reverse
direction is thermodynamically impossible! For this
reason, transport due to diffusion is often referred to as
downhill (because the flow is from a region of higher
concentration to one of lower concentration) or passive
transport (because no additional energy need be supplied
to a system to enable these flows to take place; the
inherent thermal energy responsible for random mole-
cular motion is sufficient). As we shall see, there are
numerous biologic transport processes that bring about
the flow of uncharged solutes from a region of lower
concentration to one of higher concentration. These
uphill, or active, transport processes cannot be due to
diffusion and are dependent on an energy supply in
addition to simple thermal energy.

Within the membrane, the link between the driving
force, �Ci, and the flow, Ji, is the diffusion coefficient,
Di. This is the factor that determines the flow per unit
driving force, and it is determined by the properties of
the diffusing solute and those of the membrane through
which diffusion takes place. At the molecular level, the
diffusion coefficient is a measure of the resistance
offered by the membrane to the movement of the
solute molecule.

At the turn of the century, Einstein (1905) proposed
that the resistance experienced by a diffusing particle
results from the frictional interaction between the
surface of the particle and the surrounding medium
because the two, in essence, are moving relative to each
other. Drawing on Stokes’ law, which describes the
friction experienced by a sphere falling through a
medium having a given viscosity, Einstein demonstrated
that the diffusion coefficient of a spherical molecule
should be inversely proportional to both the radius of
the molecule and the viscosity of the surrounding
medium. Thus, when one is concerned with the diffusion
of a variety of solutes through a single medium
(fixed viscosity), the relative diffusion coefficients
should be inversely proportional to their molecular
radii. Einstein’s contributions to our understanding of
diffusion and the nature of the diffusion coefficient have

been repeatedly confirmed, and the Stokes–Einstein
equation has proved to be a valuable approach to the
calculation of molecular dimensions from measurements
of diffusion coefficients.

We can now make several educated guesses about the
permeability of biologic membranes to uncharged
solutes. First, because biologic membranes are primarily
composed of lipids, Eq. 5 suggests that the permeability
coefficients of solutes having approximately the same
molecular dimensions (same diffusion coefficients)
should vary directly with their partition coefficients
(Ks); that is, the more lipid soluble the molecule, the
greater its permeability coefficient. This deduction has
been verified repeatedly and is a statement of Overton’s
law. In fact, as already noted, Overton’s observation
that lipid-soluble molecules penetrate biologic
membranes more readily than water-soluble molecules
of the same size predated the chemical analyses of
membranes and was the first clue that biologic
membranes are made up of lipids.

Second, Eq. 5 also predicts that the permeability
coefficients of solutes having the same lipid solubilities
(same Ks) should vary inversely with their molecular
sizes; that is, the larger the molecule, the lower its
permeability coefficient. It should be noted that Ks can
vary over many orders of magnitude, whereas Ps
generally do not differ by more than a factor of five.
Thus, the permeability coefficients for simple diffusion
of uncharged solutes across biologic membranes are
more strongly influenced by differences in lipid solubi-
lity than molecular size.

MEMBRANE PORES AND
RESTRICTED DIFFUSION

By the early 1930s, the ability of Eq. 4 to describe
diffusion across biologic membranes was experimentally
well established, and the prevalent view was that cells
are surrounded by an intact or continuous lipid
envelope. This view was soon challenged by the
exhaustive studies of Collander and his associates on
the permeability of the plant cell Chara to a large
number of solutes. The results of these studies are
summarized in Fig. 5, where the permeability coeffi-
cients of a number of solutes (ordinate) are plotted
against their oil–water partition coefficients (abscissa).

Clearly, there is, in general, a direct linear relation-
ship between these parameters, as previously demon-
strated by Overton, but Collander also noted that small
water-soluble molecules tend to lie above the line
describing the best fit of the data. In other words,
small water-soluble molecules appear to permeate the
membrane more rapidly than could be accounted for on
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the basis of their lipid solubilities alone. This astute
observation led Collander to conclude:

It seems therefore natural to conclude that plasma membranes

of the Chara cells contain lipoids, the solvent power of which is

on the whole similar to olive oil. But, while medium sized and

large molecules penetrate the plasma membrane only when

dissolved in the lipoids, the smallest molecules can also

penetrate in some other way. Thus, the plasma membrane

acts both as a selective solvent and as a molecular sieve.

In short, he proposed that small, highly water-soluble
molecules can penetrate biologic membranes through
two parallel pathways: (1) they can dissolve in the lipid
matrix and diffuse through the membrane just as lipid-
soluble molecules do but to a very much lesser extent, or
(2) they can pass through channels or pores that
perforate the lipid envelope.

During the years that have elapsed since Collander’s
suggestion of a mosaic lipid membrane (i.e., a discon-
tinuous lipid layer perforated by water-filled channels),
a compelling body of evidence has accrued for the
presence of proteinaceous channels that span the lipid
bilayer and serve as the routes for the diffusional flows
of highly water-soluble solutes across biologic
membranes. These flows are often referred to as
restricted diffusion inasmuch as their rates are dramati-
cally influenced by molecular size.

DIFFUSION OF UNCHARGED SOLUTES

The prevalent view of diffusion of uncharged solutes
through biologic membranes is that:

1. Lipid-soluble molecules readily penetrate the
membrane by diffusion through the lipid bilayer.

The permeability coefficients of large lipid-soluble
molecules may be quite high due to partition
coefficients that strongly favor their entry into the
lipid phase. These movements are often referred to as
simple diffusion.

2. Small water-soluble molecules, which have little
affinity for the lipid phase, may penetrate the
membrane through pores. This restricted diffusion
is, however, limited to small molecules; most cell
membranes are essentially impermeable to water-
soluble molecules having five or more carbon atoms.
Most, if not all, essential metabolic substrates (e.g.,
glucose, essential amino acids, water-soluble vita-
mins) cannot enter the cell to any appreciable extent
by this mechanism. As we shall see, other mecha-
nisms (carrier-mediated processes) are present that
mediate the entry of these substances into cells at
rates that are sufficiently rapid to sustain essential
metabolic processes.

3. Inasmuch as water and small water-soluble un-
charged molecules have finite lipid solubilities, it is
often difficult to determine experimentally the extent
to which they traverse biologic membranes by
diffusing through the lipid phase and/or by restricted
diffusion through pores. It is generally accepted that
the permeation rates of water and other small, polar
nonelectrolytes (e.g., urea, glycerol) through biologic
membranes (where determined) are too fast to be
accounted for by diffusion through the lipid phase
and that pores must be invoked. There is no doubt
that inorganic ions traverse biologic membranes
virtually exclusively via pores inasmuch as their
solubilities in lipid are minute. Indeed, a large
family of integral membrane proteins that serve as
selective channels for water movements across biolo-
gical membranes, named aquaporins, have been
identified, isolated, and extensively studied at the
molecular level. Some of these channels are almost
exclusively permeable to water, while others are also
permeable to small uncharged solutes such as urea.
Further, highly selective channels have been identi-
fied, as have clones and sequences for virtually
all major ions of physiological significance (e.g.,
Naþ, Kþ, Ca2þ), and they will be discussed later in
this book.

DIFFUSION OF ELECTROLYTES

The previous section dealt with the diffusion of
uncharged particles, but many of the fundamental
properties of the diffusional process described therein
also apply to the diffusion of charged particles. In both
instances, net flow due to diffusion is the result of

FIGURE 5 Relation between permeability coefficients and oil-water

partition coefficients for a number of solutes. The sizes of the circles

are proportional to the molecular diameters of the solutes.
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random thermal movements, and the diffusion coeffi-
cients of the particles are inversely proportional to their
molecular or hydrated ionic radii. However, because
ions bear a net electrical charge, the diffusion of a salt
such as NaCl, which exists in aqueous solution in the
form of oppositely charged dissociated ions, is some-
what more complicated for two reasons. First, because
of the attractive force between particles bearing opposite
electrical charges, the ions resulting from the dissocia-
tion of a salt do not diffuse independently. Second,
under conditions of uniform temperature and pressure,
only a difference in concentration can provide the
driving force for the diffusion of uncharged particles;
net flows do not occur in the absence of concentration
differences. For the case of a charged particle, the
driving force for diffusion is made up of two compo-
nents: (1) a difference in concentration, and (2) the
presence of an electrical field. The effect of an electrical
field on the movement of charged particles is readily
illustrated by the familiar phenomenon of electropho-
resis. If an anode and a cathode are placed in a beaker
that contains a homogeneous solution of NaCl, Cl�

will migrate toward the anode, and Naþ will migrate
toward the cathode. These net movements are due to
attractive and repulsive forces that act on charged
particles within an electrical field and take place despite
the initial absence of a concentration difference. Each of
these aspects of ionic diffusion is separately discussed
below.

Origin of Diffusion Potentials

Consider the system illustrated in Fig. 3. If a solution
containing equal concentrations of urea and sucrose is
placed in compartment o and distilled water is placed in
compartment i, both urea and sucrose will diffuse across
the sintered glass disk independently. Because urea is
smaller than sucrose, its diffusion coefficient will be
greater than that of sucrose (i.e., Durea>Dsucrose), and it
will move more rapidly in response to the same driving
force (�Curea=�Csucrose) so that, after sufficient time
has elapsed, the solution in compartment i will contain
more urea than sucrose. In essence, we have employed
differential rates of diffusion as a separatory method. If
the barrier is permeable to urea but impermeable to
sucrose, only urea will appear in compartment i; this is
the principle of separation by dialysis. Now, let us
replace the solution in compartment o with an aqueous
solution of potassium acetate (KAc). This salt dissoci-
ates into a relatively small cation (Kþ) and a larger
anion (Ac�). If the diffusion of these ions were
independent (as in the example with urea and sucrose),
it would be possible, in time, to withdraw from
compartment i a solution that contains more cation

than anion—that is, a solution that has excess Kþ. This,
in fact, has never been observed. Indeed, the failure to
observe a separation of charge in solutions, as well as
compelling theoretical arguments, are the bases of a
universally accepted postulate known as the law of
electroneutrality. In essence, this law states that any
macroscopic or bulk portion of a solution must contain
an equal number of opposite charges; that is, it must be
electrically neutral. This is a very important statement
that must be kept in mind whenever we consider the
bulk movements of ions. Returning to our example of
the diffusion of KAc, we may ask, ‘‘Why does Kþ not
outdistance Ac�? What is responsible for the mainte-
nance of electroneutrality under these conditions?’’ The
answer is that the tendency for Kþ to outdistance Ac�

because of the difference in ionic size (and, hence,
diffusion coefficients) is counteracted by the electro-
static attractive forces that exist between these two
oppositely charged particles. This mutual attraction,
which tends to draw the two ions closer together, exactly
balances the effect of the difference in ionic size, which
would tend to draw them apart.

One may conceptualize the physical process as
follows. In Fig. 6, we see the small ion (Kþ) and the
larger ion (Ac�) lined up along a partition (the starting
line). When the partition is removed, the race begins.
Each ion initially moves from left to right at a rate
determined by its ionic size; in other words, each ion
initially diffuses from left to right at a rate determined
by its inherent diffusion coefficient (denoted by DK and
DAc). Because DK>DAc, there will be an initial
separation of these oppositely charged ions, which, if
unopposed, would eventually lead to a violation of the
law of electroneutrality. However, the electrostatic
attraction between these particles tends to hold them
together. Thus, the attraction of Ac� for Kþ tends to
slow down the rate of diffusion of Kþ, and, conversely,
the attraction of Kþ for Ac� tends to speed up the rate
of diffusion of Ac�. The net result is that the two ions
move from left to right at the same rate but in an
oriented fashion (Kþ in front of Ac�) and thus form a
small diffusing dipole (or ion pair). The diffusion co-
efficient of this ion pair, or dipole, is greater than that of
Ac� alone but less than that of Kþ (DK >DKAc >DAc).

FIGURE 6 Illustration of dipole (ion pair) formation as a result of

the differential rates of diffusion of Kþ and Ac�.
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(The situation resembles what would happen if a fast
swimmer and a slow swimmer were connected by an
elastic cord; there would be an initial rapid separation of
the two swimmers, but soon the pair would move
together at a rate intermediate to the rate at which each
could swim independently.)

Now let us apply this ‘‘dipole’’ concept to diffusion of
KAc across a sintered glass disk. Consider the system
illustrated in Fig. 7. We place a well-stirred solution of
KAc in compartment o and a more dilute solution of
KAc in compartment i; diffusion from o to i is initially
prevented by the presence of a solid partition adjacent to
the sintered glass disk (Fig. 7A). If we now pair up a Kþ

ion with a neighboring Ac� ion so as to form
hypothetical dipoles (using the convention that the
head of the arrow represents the positive ion), we find,
as shown in Fig. 7A, that the dipoles are randomly
oriented simply because the distribution of ions in a
homogeneous solution is random. Thus, for every dipole

pointed in a given direction there will be another dipole
of equal magnitude oriented in the exactly opposite
direction. The total dipole moments in compartments o
and i, as well as within the membrane, are therefore
equal to zero, and if electrodes are inserted into the two
compartments the electrical potential difference between
these electrodes will be zero.

If we suddenly remove the solid partition, Kþ and
Ac� will diffuse from the higher concentration in
compartment o to the lower concentration in compart-
ment i (Fig. 7B). For the reasons discussed above, this
diffusional process can be represented as a series of
dipoles crossing the sintered glass disk in an oriented
fashion. The random orientations of the dipoles,
characteristic of the two well-stirred homogeneous
solutions in compartments o and i, have been converted
within the disk to an oriented distribution by the
presence of a concentration difference across the disk.
The sum of all these oriented dipoles can be represented
by a single dipole whose positive end is pointed toward
compartment i and whose negative end is pointed
toward compartment o. If electrodes are inserted into
compartments o and i, compartment i will be found to
be electrically positive with respect to compartment o.

It is important to emphasize that there is no bulk
separation of charges because the distance between the
leading Kþ ion and the lagging Ac� ion averages only a
few (�10) angstrom units. The electrical potential
difference across the membrane is not due to a bulk
(chemically detectable) separation of charge but to the
fact that the ions cross the disk in an oriented fashion
rather than in a random fashion. In essence, the
orientation of the dipoles within the disk can be
viewed as having converted the disk into a battery
with the positive pole facing compartment i. (Techni-
cally speaking, there is a small separation of charges
sufficient to charge the capacitance of the membrane,
which is completed very rapidly; thereafter, the move-
ment of anions and cations across the membrane is one
to one. Furthermore, the amount of charge separation is
minute compared to the number of ions present in the
two solutions so that bulk electroneutrality is preserved;
see also Chapter 9.)

The electrical potential difference arising from the
diffusion of ions derived from a dissociable salt from a
region of higher concentration to one of lower concen-
tration is referred to as a diffusion potential. It arises
whenever the ions resulting from the dissociation of the
salt differ with respect to their mobilities or diffusion
coefficients. The orientation of the diffusion potential is
such as to retard the diffusion of the ion having the
greater mobility and to accelerate the diffusion of the
ion with the lower mobility so as to maintain electro-
neutrality. Thus, the magnitude of a diffusion potential

FIGURE 7 Generation of a diffusion potential as a result of oriented

ionic diffusion through a uniform membrane separating two well-

stirred compartments. The head of the arrow represents the positive

ion. (A) With the partition in place, the dipoles are randomly oriented,

and there is no electrical potential difference between compartments.

(B) When the partition is suddenly removed, the concentration

difference across the membrane causes the dipoles to orient within

the membrane and diffuse into the compartment with the lower

concentration.
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will be directly dependent on the difference between the
mobilities of the anion and cation.

It can be shown that the diffusion potential (V )
arising from the diffusion of a salt that dissociates
into a monovalent anion and a monovalent cation is
given by:

V ¼
Dþ �D�
Dþ þD�

� �
�

2:3RT

F

� �
� log

Co
i

Ci
i

� �
ð7Þ

where Dþ is the diffusion coefficient of the mono-
valent cation; D� is the diffusion coefficient of the
monovalent anion; Co

i and Ci
i are the concentrations

of the salt in compartments o and i, respectively;
R is the gas constant; T is the absolute temperature;
and F is the Faraday constant. At 37�C (T ¼ 310K),
2.3 RT/F ’ 60 mV. Thus,

V ¼
Dþ �D�
Dþ þD�

� �
� 60 log

Co
i

Ci
i

� �
ðmVÞ ð8Þ

Equation 8 discloses the following characteristics of
diffusion potentials:

V ¼ 0 when Co
i ¼ Ci

i

Clearly, when Co
i ¼ Ci

i, there can be no net flow due
to diffusion. Diffusion potentials can arise only in a
system containing ion gradients:

V ¼ 0 when Dþ ¼ D�

Clearly, if both ions have equal mobilities (or sizes),
there is no inherent leader and no inherent lagger, so
dipoles are not formed. Another way of viewing this
condition is that, when both ions have the same
mobility, a one-to-one flow across the disk (i.e., bulk
electroneutrality) is assured by the fact that both ions
are driven by the same �C; a diffusion potential is not
necessary for the preservation of bulk electroneutrality.

When Co
i is not equal to Ci

i, the magnitude of V is
directly proportional to the difference between the
individual ionic diffusion coefficients. The orientation
of V is such that it retards the more mobile ion and
accelerates the less mobile ion. Thus, if the mobility of
the anion exceeds that of the cation, the more dilute
solution will be electrically negative with respect to the
more concentrated solution. Conversely, if the cation
has a greater mobility than the anion, the more dilute
solution will be electrically positive with respect to the
concentrated solution.

A particularly interesting situation arises when the
barrier is impermeant to one of the ionic species—say,

for example, the cation. When Dþ ¼ 0, Eq. 8 reduces to:

V ¼ �60 log
Co

i

Ci
i

� �
ðmVÞ ð9Þ

The same expression, with the opposite sign, is
obtained if we set D�=0.

Equation 9 states that, when one of the ionic species
of a dissociated salt cannot penetrate the barrier, V is
dependent only on the concentration ratio across the
membrane and is independent of the permeability (or
diffusion coefficient) of the ion that can penetrate the
barrier. The reason for this independence becomes
evident when we recall the law of electroneutrality. If
the membrane is impermeant to one of the ions, there
can be no net flow of the other, permeant, ion across the
membrane, or bulk electroneutrality would be violated.
Thus, despite the presence of a concentration difference,
there can be no net diffusion of salt across the barrier,
and the system is in a state of equilibrium. Because the
net flow of the permeant ion is prohibited, the mobility
of this ion is of no importance.

The following example may serve to clarify this point
and the roles played by concentration differences and
electrical potential differences in the overall driving force
for the diffusion of ions. Let us place a 0.1-M solution of
Kþ proteinate in compartment o and a 0.01-M solution
of the same salt in compartment i. If the barrier is
impermeant to the large proteinate anion, the electrical
potential difference across the barrier at 37�C will be:

V ¼ 60 log 0:1=0:01
� �

¼ 60 mV

with the dilute solution electrically positive compared to
the concentrated solution. Now we may ask, ‘‘Why is
there no diffusion of Kþ from compartment o to
compartment i down a tenfold concentration difference
despite the fact that the membrane is highly permeable
to Kþ?’’ The answer derives from the fact that there are
two forces acting on the Kþ ion. There is a chemical
force arising from the fact that the concentration of Kþ

in compartment o is ten times that in compartment i;
this force tends to drive Kþ from compartment o to
compartment i. In addition, Eq. 9 tells us that there is a
60-mV electrical potential difference between compart-
ments o and i, with compartment i electrically positive.
This electrical potential difference tends to drive the
positively charged Kþ ion from compartment i to
compartment o. These two oppositely directed driving
forces (the chemical force and the electrical force)
exactly balance each other so that there is no net
driving force for the diffusion of Kþ and, hence, no net
movement.
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Equation 9 was derived by the great German physical
chemist Walther Hermann Nernst (1864–1941) from
thermodynamic considerations and is referred to as the
Nernst equation (also under these conditions it is often
referred to as the Nernst potential or the Nernst
equilibrium potential). In essence, it embodies the fact
that (under conditions of uniform temperature and
pressure) there are only two driving forces that influence
the diffusion of charged particles: a force arising from
concentration differences and a force arising from
electrical potential differences. When solutions having
different concentrations of the same dissociable salt are
placed on opposite sides of a barrier that is impermeant
to one of the dissociation products, there will be no net
movement of salt across the barrier despite the concen-
tration difference. Net movement of the permeant ion is
prevented by the development of an electrical potential
difference across the barrier whose magnitude and
orientation are such that they exactly cancel the driving
force arising from the chemical concentration difference
across the barrier. (A more detailed discussion of this
point is beyond the scope of this presentation. In
essence, the two forces that influence the movements of
charged particles—concentration differences and elec-
trical potential differences—can be converted into the
same units of force per ion or force per mole [e.g., dynes/
mol], and a tenfold concentration ratio at 37�C exerts
the same force on a monovalent ion as does a 60-mV
electrical potential difference. When, as in the above
example, the two forces are oriented in opposite
directions, the net force is zero, and there can be no
net flow.)

Criteria for Active Transport of Ions

In a previous section we distinguished between
passive (or downhill) and active (or uphill) transport
of uncharged molecules. The sole criterion for this
distinction is the relation between the direction of the
net movement of the molecule and the direction of the
concentration gradient. If an uncharged molecule moves
or is transported from a region of higher concentration
to one of lower concentration, the transport process is
said to be passive (or downhill) because the flow is in
the direction of the driving force and thus can be
attributed entirely to the thermal energy prevalent at
any ambient temperature. Conversely, if the molecule
moves or is transported from a region of lower
concentration to one of higher concentration, the flow
is termed active (or uphill) because thermal energy alone
cannot account for this movement, and additional forces
must be involved.

The distinction between active and passive transport
of ions is slightly more complicated because both

concentration differences and electrical potential
differences can provide driving forces for the diffusional
movements of charged particles. This important point
may be clarified by the following example. Consider the
movement of Kþ across a membrane separating
compartment o from compartment i (see Fig. 3) under
the following conditions: (1) the concentration of Kþ in
compartment o is 0.1 M; (2) the concentration of Kþ in
compartment i is 0.2 M; and (3) compartment i is
electrically negative with respect to compartment o by
60 mV. Thus, the chemical force acting on Kþ is a
twofold concentration ratio tending to drive Kþ from
compartment i to compartment o. The electrical force
acting on Kþ is a 60-mV electrical potential difference
tending to drive it from compartment o to compart-
ment i. As we noted previously, a 60-mV electrical
potential difference is equivalent to a tenfold concen-
tration ratio; thus, in this example, the electrical driving
force exceeds the chemical driving force, and Kþ will
diffuse from compartment o to compartment i sponta-
neously, even though the direction of net movement is
against the concentration gradient.

Now, in general, we can determine the equivalent
electrical force, Ei, corresponding to a given concentra-
tion ratio by using the Nernst equation; that is,

Ei ¼ ðRT=zFÞ lnðC
o
i =C

i
iÞ ð10Þ

where z is the valence of the ion i, and Ei is the
equivalent electrical potential of ion i across the mem-
brane (compartment i minus that of compartment o).
Thus, if compartment o is arbitrarily chosen as the
ground state and is defined as having a zero electrical
potential, then Ei is the equivalent electrical potential
difference corresponding to a given concentration ratio
across the membrane with the magnitude and sign of
compartment i. (A voltmeter does not measure an
electrical potential but rather the difference between the
electrical potentials of the two points to which its
electrodes are connected. Thus, when we refer to the
electrical potential of one compartment, it must be with
reference to that of the other compartment, which is
chosen as the ground or zero potential compartment.
The universally accepted convention today is that the
extracellular, or outer [o], compartment is designated
to be the ground or reference in electrophysiologic
studies.)

At 37�C, Eq. 10 reduces to:

Ei ¼ ð60=zÞ logðC
o
i =C

i
iÞðmVÞ ð11Þ

Now, using Eq. 11, we can determine the direction in
which an ion will diffuse in the artificial system
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illustrated in Fig. 3, knowing the concentrations of the
ion in compartments o and i and the electrical potential
difference across membrane Vm, where Vm is the
electrical potential of compartment i with respect to
that of compartment o. Let us illustrate this point by
considering some examples.

Example 1: Co
i ¼ 10 mmol/L; Ci

i ¼ 100 mmol/L; z ¼
þ1; and Vm ¼ �60 mV. Substituting these values into
Eq. 11, we obtain Ei ¼ 60 log(l/10) ¼ �60 log(10/l) ¼
�60 mV. Thus, the force of the tenfold concentration
ratio which is driving the cation to flow from compart-
ment i to compartment o is equivalent to 60 mV. But, at
the same time, compartment i is 60 mV negative with
respect to compartment o and this force tends to ‘‘hold’’
the cation in compartment i. Thus, the net force on the
cation is zero, and there will be no net movement across
the membrane in either direction. The system is at
equilibrium. In short, when Ei ¼ Vm, the chemical
driving force arising from the concentration difference
(ratio) across the membrane is exactly counterbalanced
by the electrical driving force across the membrane, and
there will be no flow.

Example 2: Co
i ¼ 5 mmol/L; Ci

i ¼ 100 mmol/L; z ¼
þ1; and Vm ¼ �60 mV. Now, from Eq. 11, Ei ¼ �78
mV. Thus, the chemical driving force for the flow of i
from compartment i to compartment o is 78 mV, but the
electrical holding force is only 60 mV. Thus, i will diffuse
across the membrane from compartment i to compart-
ment o.

Example 3: Co
i ¼ 20 mmol/L; Ci

i ¼ 100 mmol/L; z ¼
þ1, and Vm ¼ �60 mmol/L. In this case, Ei ¼ �42 mV.
Thus, the chemical driving force tending to push i from
compartment i to compartment o is less than the
electrical driving force tending to pull the cation from
compartment o to compartment i. The net result will be
the diffusion of i from compartment o into compartment
i despite the fact that this flow is against a concentration
difference.

In summary, an uncharged substance is said to be
actively transported if net movement is directed against
a concentration difference. An ion is said to be actively
transported only if its net movement is directed against a
combined concentration and electrical potential differ-
ence; flow of an ion from a region of lower concentra-
tion to one of higher concentration is not by itself
inconsistent with simple diffusion. The Nernst equation
permits us to determine whether the movement of a
charged solute is passive or active.

For an uncharged solute, the rate and direction of
diffusion across a membrane can be described by the
equation:

Ji ¼ PiðC
o
i � Ci

iÞ ð12Þ

where we define Ji as positive when the flow takes
place from compartment o to compartment i; thus, when
Ci

i > Co
i , the flow is from compartment i to compart-

ment o and is negative.
For an ion, Ji is determined by the permeability of the

membrane and the total electrochemical driving force.
Now, it is often convenient to express Ji as a current
given by Ii ¼ zFJi, where zi is the valence of the ion, and
F is the Faraday constant, which has the value of 96,500
coulombs (C)/mol. Thus, if Ji is in units of moles per
unit area per unit time (e.g., mol/cm2/hr), then Ii ¼ ziFJi
is in units of C/cm2/hr. Because electrical current flow is
given in amperes, which is in units of C/sec (i.e., the
amount of charge flowing per second), Ii is in units of
amperes per unit membrane area, or A/cm2.

Now, the equation describing the rate of diffusion of
an ion is:

ziFJi ¼ Ii ¼ GiðV� EiÞ

¼ Gi V�
2:3RT

ziF
log

Co
i

Ci
i

� �
ð13Þ

where the total electrochemical driving force is V – Ei

(analogous to �Ci for an uncharged particle), which
takes into account the two forces acting on the charged
particle, and Gi is the conductance of the membrane to i
(the inverse of the resistance of the membrane to the
flow of i) and is analogous to Pi.

Equation 13 has the form of Ohm’s law (i.e., I ¼
GV), which, as discussed above, has the same form
as Fick’s (first) law of diffusion, which relates the
rate of diffusion of an uncharged solute to its driving
force.

ION DIFFUSION THROUGH
BIOLOGIC CHANNELS

To this point, we have considered the diffusion of
ions across barriers without specifying the nature of the
pathway(s) traversed. Because all of the reasoning was
based on thermodynamic principles, the conclusions
arrived at in that chapter are valid regardless of the
nature of the barrier; that is, it could be a sintered glass
disk, a sheet of cellophane, a sheet of filter paper, a lipid
bilayer—whatever! Turning now to biologic mem-
branes, it has long been recognized that because ions
are scarcely soluble in lipids, they can only cross those
barriers by reversibly combining with some mobile
component of the membrane and/or by diffusion
through aqueous channels. There is now undeniable
evidence for both types of mechanisms, and in this
section we focus on the latter.
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Let us start by inquiring how rapidly ions might be
expected to traverse a lipid bilayer through an aqueous
pathway assuming that the diffusion coefficient is the
same as that in free aqueous solution. Let us assume that
the ion has a ‘‘naked’’ or crystal radius, ri=0.15 nm, and
that its diffusion coefficient (Di) ¼ 2 � 10�5 cm2/sec;
these are close to the values for Kþ. Let us further
assume that the channel has a radius (rp) of only 0.2 nm,
that the bilayer has thickness �x ¼ 5 nm, and that the
concentration difference across the channel (�Ci) ¼ 100
mmol/L. From Eq. 1, it follows that:

J ¼ ð�r2pDi�Ci=�xÞ ¼ 4� 10�18mol=sec

and, multiplying by Avogadro’s number, Ji ¼ 2.5 �
106 ions/sec. If the ion is monovalent, then, because the
electronic charge is e¼ 1.6 � 10�19 C, the current
attributable to this flux of ions is 0.4 � 10�12 C/sec, or
0.4 pA. The important point of this exercise is that
ballpark estimates are consistent with the notion that
more than a million ions can diffuse per second across a
lipid bilayer through a very snug pore; this is sufficient
to generate a current that can be readily measured using
available amplifiers.

Since the mid-1970s, measurements of bursts of ionic
currents across biologic membranes have proven to be
entirely consistent with the above estimate and, together
with other evidence, leave little doubt that these bursts
are the results of ion movements through pores or
channels that are integral membrane proteins. During
the past two decades, many such channels have been
identified, cloned, sequenced, expressed, and subjected
to extensive study of structure–function relations.

The two methods that are employed to measure
single-channel activities of ion channels are illustrated in
Fig. 8. The first (Fig. 8A) was introduced in 1976 and is
referred to as the patch-clamp technique. Briefly, a
polished glass micropipette tip having a diameter of
approximately 1 mm is pressed against a patch of cell
membrane, forming a seal that is essentially leakproof to
ions (seal resistance is greater than 1 billion ohms).
Thus, if there happens to be an ion channel in the
membrane patch, ionic currents into or out of the cell
will be entirely constrained within the pipette and the
connected circuitry. One may also mechanically rip
(excise) the patch of membrane together with the
channel off the cell and examine single-channel proper-
ties under artificial but well-defined and easily
controlled conditions.

The other technique involves reconstituting or incor-
porating membrane vesicles containing channels, or
purified channel proteins, into planar artificial lipid
bilayers separating two easily accessible and controlled
solutions (Fig. 8B).

A recording of the activity of a single ion channel is
illustrated in Fig. 9. (Note that the ordinate is in pA [i.e.,
10�12 A] and the abscissa is in milliseconds.) The
openings are characterized by abrupt upward deflections
from the baseline that reach a plateau and then abruptly
close. An important characteristic of single-channel
activity is that the openings and closings are stochastic
or random processes. That is, when a channel will open
and how long it will remain open under fixed conditions
are independent of its past history (e.g., how long it was
closed before this opening or how long it was open the
last time it was open); the channel does not have a
memory. This characteristic enables one to analyze
single-channel activity using statistical or probability

A

B

FIGURE 8 (A) Measurement of ion currents through a single

channel by ‘‘clamping’’ a patch of membrane with a micropipette. (B)

Apparatus for reconstituting vescicles containing channels into a

planar lipid bilayer. The current-voltage (i-V) converter measures the

small membrane currents by determining the voltage and developed

across a very large resistor.

FIGURE 9 Bursts of current accompanying the random openings of

an ion channel.
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theory. For example, by analyzing a large number of
opening and closing events, such as those shown in
Fig. 9, one can determine the open-time probability of
the channel, Po; that is, the likelihood that the channel
will be found in the open or conducting state at any
given moment or the fraction of time the channel is
open. Furthermore, if the channel can only randomly
switch between two states due to thermal motion, then
the transition between these states is given by:

ðclosed stateÞ )������*
k1

k�1

ðopen stateÞ

where the ks are rate constants analogous to
those employed in chemical kinetics. In this instance,
k1 is the probability of transitions from the closed
to the open state in unit time so that (l/k1) is the
mean duration of the closed states or the mean closed
time (�c). Likewise, k�1 is the probability of transitions
from the open state to the closed state in unit time,
so that (l/k�1) is the mean open time (�o). It follows
that the open-time probability will equal the mean
open time divided by the mean total time; hence, Po= �o/
(�o þ �c).

Now, because of the random nature of the openings
and closings of a channel, the mean duration of either
the open or closed states is determined only by the rate
constants acting away from that state. Thus, by analogy
with a simple first-order chemical reaction, we can write
d(open)/dt ¼ k�1(open), where the term in parentheses,
roughly speaking, refers to the duration of a single
channel in the open state. Integrating this equation, we
obtain:

ðopenÞt ¼ ðopenÞoe
�tk�1 ¼ ðopenÞoe

�t=�o ð14Þ

which states that once a channel opens the likelihood
or probability that it will remain open decays exponen-
tially with a rate determined by k�1 (or �o); the
probability that a channel, once opened, will remain
open for t msec or longer is given by e�t=�o .

We can determine the mean open time (�o) by
examining a large number of open events of a single
channel and sorting them into ‘‘bins’’ based on their
durations. For example, the first bin could contain the
number of events when the channel was open for at least
0.5 msec; the second bin could contain all of the open
events lasting at least 1 msec; the third, all of the open
events lasting at least 1.5 msec; and so on in 0.5-msec
increments. We can then construct a histogram as
shown in Fig. 10, where the ordinate is the number or
frequency of events per 0.5 msec and the abscissa is
open time (t, in msec). If the channel conforms to the
two-state model (i.e., either fully closed or fully open),

then the midpoints of the histogram bars can be joined
by a curve described by a single exponential decay with
increasing time and k�1 or �o can be derived by simple
curve-fitting procedures. A similar approach can be
employed to determine the mean closed time, �c. If,
however, the channel’s behavior is more complicated,
the open-time and closed-time histograms will not
conform to single exponentials. For example, a channel
could reside in one of three possible states—very closed,
not quite as closed but still not open, and open. In this
case, one exponential might describe the open-time
probability histogram but two might be needed to
describe the closed-time histogram.

Finally, by determining single-channel activity when
the membrane is clamped at a number of different
electrical potential differences one can obtain valuable
information regarding the conductance and ionic selec-
tivity of the channel. For example, Fig. 11 illustrates the
relation between the size of ionic currents flowing
through a single channel (ic) and the membrane
potential, Vm, when the solution facing the outer surface
of the channel contains 15 mmol/L KCl and that facing
the inner surface contains 150 mmol/L KCl. Note that
in this example, the relation between ic and Vm is linear
(or ohmic) and can be described by a relation analogous
to Eq. 13:

ic ¼ gcðVm � VrÞ ð15Þ

where gc, the slope, is the conductance of the single
channel. (Recall that the accepted convention is that the
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FIGURE 10 Histogram of number of open events versus cumulative

duration of opening for a single channel observed over a long period of

time. The curve corresponds to an exponential decay where �o �

2 msec. Thus, �63% of the openings had durations less than 2 msec

and �37% had longer open times.
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outer or extracellular solution is considered ground
[zero potential] so that Vm is the electrical potential of
the inner compartment with respect to that of the outer
compartment and that the flow of cations [i.e., a positive
current] from the inner or intracellular compartment to
the outer compartment results in an upward or positive
deflection.)

Now, using the Nernst equation (11), we can
calculate the equilibrium potentials for Kþ (i.e., EK)
and Cl� (i.e., ECl); recall that EK is the value of Vm at
which there is no ionic flow if the membrane is
permeable to Kþ but impermeable to Cl�, and ECl is
the value of Vm at which there is no ionic flow if the
membrane is permeable to Cl� and impermeable to Kþ.
As indicated on Fig. 11, for this tenfold concentration
ratio, EK ¼ �60 mV and ECl ¼ 60 mV. Note, however,
that the observed value of Vm at which the current is
zero (referred to as the zero-current or reversal potential,
Vr) is �50 mV. The fact that Vr is not equal to either EK

or ECl indicates that the channel is not exclusively
permeable to either Kþ or Cl�. Moreover, the observa-
tion that Vr is much closer to EK than to ECl indicates
that the channel is much more permeable to Kþ than to
Cl�. The actual ratio of PK/PCl can be obtained using
the expression for the diffusion potential (Eq. 8), which
can be written as follows:

Vr ¼ PK=PClð Þ � 1½ �= ðPK=PClÞ þ 1½ �
� �
� 60 log KClð Þo= KClð Þi

� �
ð16Þ

Solving this equation for the condition, (KC1)o ¼ 15
mmol/L, (KCl)i ¼ 150 mmol/L, and Vr ¼ �50 mV yields
(PK/PCi) ¼ 11.

Clearly, if the channel were ideally permselective for
Kþ, the current–voltage relationship shown in Fig. 11

would have been described by the equation iK ¼ gK(Vm

� EK) and the intercept on the abscissa would be where
Vm ¼ �60 mV.

Determinants of Channel Selectivity

One amazing property of many biological ion
channels is their ability to sharply distinguish among
ions of the same charge whose dimensions differ by less
than 0.1 nm. For example, as we will consider in greater
detail below, some channels in nerve and muscle
membranes may be more than 1000 times more perme-
able to Kþ than to Naþ in spite of the fact that the
former has a crystal radius of 0.133 nm, and the latter is
actually smaller, having a radius of 0.095 nm!

The best explanation for the exquisite ability of many
channels to discriminate among ions with a high degree
of selectivity is the closest fit theory advanced by Hille.
It has long been recognized that because water is a polar
molecule, ions float around in aqueous solution in
association with a cloud or shell of water molecules; that
is, ions in aqueous solution are hydrated. Furthermore,
the electrostatic attractions between ions and water
molecules are quite strong (recall that the heat of
solution of salts can be quite large), so a considerable
amount of energy is needed to dehydrate an already
hydrated ion. Now, Hille argues, suppose the steric
arrangement of fixed charged groups in the region of
the channel that determines ionic selectivity is such
that an ion traversing that region can be stripped of its
water of hydration without its knowing it. In other
words, if, as illustrated in Fig. 12 for the case of a cation,
the water of hydration can be replaced by the negative
poles, or dipoles, of amino acids that line the channel
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FIGURE 12 The left side shows a monovalent cation in free solution

with the hydration shell of three water molecules. On the right, the same

cation is in a cylindrical channel where the interaction with electro-

negative fixed charges in the wall of the pore exactly mimics the

interactions with the water dipoles. The dashed circle represents a

smaller cation that cannot fit in the channel while retaining its

hydration shell but is energetically uncomfortable without it.
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FIGURE 11 Relationship between single channel current, ic, and the

electrical potential difference across the channel, Vm, in the presence of

asymmetric KCl solutions. EK and ECl are the menst equilibrium

potentials for Kþ and Cl– and Vr is the electrical potential difference

across the channel when current flow is zero (i.e., the ‘‘reversal’’ or

‘‘equilibrium’’ potential for the channel under the given conditions). gc
is the conductance of the channel.
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(e.g., carbonyl groups) in such a way that the cation is as
energetically ‘‘comfortable’’ in the channel as it is in
water, then the ion would not recognize the fact that it
left its aqueous environment for that of the channel. (In
the language of thermodynamics, the energy needed to
partition into or out of the channel would be negligible
so that, according to the Boltzman distribution, the
probability of being in the channel is equal to the
probability of being in the aqueous solution; this is
analogous to an amphipathic molecule whose oil–water
partition coefficient is unity so that it is just as
comfortable in an aqueous solution as in a lipid solvent.)
Clearly, if the radius of the dehydrated ion is too large to
be accommodated by the channel, it will be excluded.
But, if the radius of the dehydrated ion is too small to fit
snugly (dashed circle in Fig. 12), it will be energetically
disadvantaged compared to the ion with the closer fit; it
will not be as willing to shed its comfortable coat of
water molecules for the more foreign environment of the
channel, and its partitioning into the channel will be
energetically less favorable than that of the ion with the
closer fit. An elegant discussion of the structure–
function relations of a prototypical Kþ channel may
be found in the paper by Doyle et al. (1998).

Regulation of Channel and

Membrane Currents

Up to this point, we have considered single-ion
channels whose currents are given by an equation
having the form of Eq. 11. We also observed that a
single channel is not open all of the time, but, instead,
undergoes spontaneous transitions between open and
closed states. It follows that the total current of an ion, i,
across a unit area of membrane containing an ensemble
of channels selective for i that are opening and closing at
random, is given by:

Ii ¼ NiPoii ¼ NiPogiðVm � EiÞ ð17Þ

where Ni is the total number of single channels per
unit membrane area and Po is the open-time probability.
Comparing Eq. 17 with Eq. 13, we see that the total
conductance of a membrane to i (Gi) is simply NjPogi.
Furthermore, because (as we will soon see) Po and gi
may be functions of Vm, a more general expression of
Eq. 17 is:

Ii ¼ NiPo Vmð Þii ¼ NiPogi Vmð Þ Vm � Ei½ � ð18Þ

Now, under steady-state conditions when Co
i and Ci

i

are constant so that Ei is constant (see Eq. 13), changes
in Ii can result only from changes in Ni, Po, and/or gi.
Under conditions where Ni is constant, physiologic

regulation of channel activity or (Ji) is the result of
changes in Po; that is, the channel is either nonconduct-
ing or fully conducting at fixed values of Vm and Ei and
the parameter that is regulated is the fraction of time
that the channel is in either of these two states.

The two major physiologic determinants of Po are Vm

and/or chemical regulators. Thus, channels are roughly
categorized as voltage-gated or ligand-gated. It should
be emphasized, however, that this classification is not
ironclad; many channels that are predominantly consid-
ered voltage-gated are also influenced by chemical
regulators, and some ligand-gated channels are influ-
enced by Vm.

OSMOSIS

Osmosis refers to the flow or displacement of volume
across a barrier due to the movements of matter in
response to concentration differences. Although, in
principle, any substance (solutes as well as solvents)
may contribute to the volume of matter displaced during
osmotic flow, the term osmosis has come to have a much
more restricted meaning when applied to biologic
systems. Because biologic fluids are relatively dilute
aqueous solutions in which water comprises more than
95% of the volume, osmotic flow across biologic
membranes has come to imply the displacement of
volume resulting from the flow of water from a region of
higher water concentration (a dilute solution) to a
region of lower water concentration (a more concen-
trated solution).

Osmosis and the diffusion of uncharged solutes are
closely related phenomena. Both are spontaneous
processes that involve the flow of matter from a region
of higher concentration to one of lower concentration;
both are the results of random molecular movements
and, hence, are dependent only on the thermal forces
inherent in any system; and the end result of both
processes is the abolition of concentration differences.

How do diffusion and osmosis differ? As we shall see,
the answer to this question carries with it the key to
understanding osmosis. Let us start by reexamining the
definitions of these two processes. Osmosis refers to the
flow of matter that results in a displacement of volume,
and diffusion refers to a flow of matter in which
displacements of volume are not involved. As it turns
out, the key to understanding osmosis is the answer to
the question, ‘‘Why is there no displacement of volume
in diffusion?’’

The answer to this question emerges when we care-
fully reconsider the molecular events involved in the
diffusion of uncharged solutes. Referring once more to
Fig. 3, when we say that the concentration of an
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uncharged solute in compartment o is greater than that
in compartment i, we are, at the same time, implying
that the concentration of water (or solvent) in compart-
ment i is greater than that in compartment o. When
there is a concentration difference across a membrane
for one component of a binary solution (one solute and
one solvent), there must also be a concentration
difference for the other component. Thus, there are
two concentration differences, two driving forces, and
two diffusional flows: solute diffuses from compartment
o to compartment i and water diffuses from compart-
ment i to compartment o. In short, when we say that
there is diffusion of a solute down a concentration
difference we are describing only one half of the mixing
process and are overlooking the fact that diffusion (or
mixing) in the closed system illustrated in Fig. 3 is, in
fact, interdiffusion. Clearly, in the closed system illu-
strated in Fig. 3, if the membrane is rigid, mixing
or interdiffusion of solute and solvent must take
place without any change in the volumes of compart-
ments o or i.

To appreciate how diffusion can result in the
displacement of volume, let us consider the system
illustrated in Fig. 13. Compartment o is open to the
atmosphere and contains pure water. Compartment i is
closed by a movable piston and contains an aqueous
solution of some uncharged solute. The membrane
separating the two compartments is assumed to be freely
permeable to water but impermeable to the solute (i.e., a
semipermeable membrane). Although there are two
concentration differences, there can be only one flow.
Water will flow from compartment o to compartment i,
driven by its concentration difference. The volume of
water associated with this flow, however, cannot be
counterbalanced by a flow of solute, so there will be a
net displacement of volume; the volume of compartment
o will decrease, whereas that of compartment i will
increase. This volume flow, referred to as osmosis or
osmotic flow, arises because the properties of the barrier
or membrane are such as to prevent interdiffusion;
mixing, which is the end to which all spontaneous
processes are directed, can now only come about as the
result of one flow rather than two flows.

Now, we can prevent the flow of volume from
compartment o to compartment i by applying a sufficient
pressure on the piston. The pressure that must be applied
to prevent the flow of volume is defined as the osmotic
pressure. When the solutions on both sides of the
membrane are relatively dilute (as in the case of biologic
fluids) and when the membrane is absolutely imper-
meable to the solute (i.e., interdiffusion is completely
prevented), the osmotic pressure is given by the following
expression, which was derived by the Dutch Nobel
Laureate Jacobus Henricus van’t Hoff (1852–1911):

�� ¼ RT�Ci ð19Þ

where �� denotes the osmotic pressure; R is the gas
constant; T is the absolute temperature; and �Ci, is the
concentration difference of the impermeant, uncharged
solute across the membrane in moles per liter. At 37�C
(T ¼ 310K), this expression reduces to:

�� ¼ 25:4�Ci ðatmÞ

Thus, if the concentration difference across the
membrane is 1 mol/L, the pressure that must be applied
on the piston to prevent osmotic flow of water is 25.4
atm.

At this point, we digress briefly to consider the full
meaning of the term �Ci in Eq. 19. The ability of a
solution of any solute to exert an osmotic pressure
across a semipermeable membrane (i.e., a membrane
permeable to the solvent [water] but ideally impermeable
to the solute) is a colligative property of the solution
that is dependent on the concentration of individual
solute particles (other such colligative properties are the
vapor-pressure depression, boiling-point elevation, and
freezing-point depression of solutions). We must there-
fore introduce a new unit of concentration that is a
measure of the number of free particles in the solution
and thus reflects the osmotic effectiveness of a dissolved
solute. For a nondissociable solute such as urea
(molecular weight, 60), when we dissolve 60 g (i.e., 1 g
weight) of this solute in a sufficient amount of water to
yield a total volume of 1 L, we have a 1-M solution of
urea that contains about 6 � 1023 individual particles
(Avogadro’s number). However, when we dissolve 58 g
of NaCl (molecular weight, 58) in a sufficient amount of
water to yield a total volume of 1 L, we obtain a 1-M
solution of NaCl, but the number of individual particles
in solution will be twice that of a 1-M solution of urea.
Thus, one must distinguish between the molarity (the
number of gram weights of a solute in a liter of aqueous
solution) and the osmolarity (the number of individual
particles per liter that results from dissolving 1 g weight
of a solute in that volume). A 0.15-M solution of NaClFIGURE 13 Apparatus for determining osmotic pressure and flow.
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that consists of 0.15 mol/L Naþ particles and 0.15 mol/L
Cl� particles has approximately the same osmolarity as
a 0.3-M sucrose solution (i.e., 300 mOsm/L). Indeed,
historically, this observation provided the crucial
evidence for the Arrhenius theory of the dissociation
of salts in solution into their constituent ions.

In short, the osmolarity or the osmotically effective
concentration of a solution of a dissociable salt will be n
times its molarity, where n represents the number of
individual ions (particles) resulting from the dissociation
of the salt.

Finally, before considering osmotic flow across
biologic membranes, it is important to gain deeper
insight into the nature of osmotic pressure. When, as in
the example given above, sufficient pressure is applied to
the piston to prevent volume flow, the system is in
equilibrium. There will be no flow of water despite the
presence of a concentration difference for water across
the membrane. This is because the pressure applied to
compartment i exerts the same driving force for the flow
of water as does the difference in water concentration,
but in the opposite direction. Therefore, when the
osmotic pressure is applied, there is no longer a net
driving force for the movement of water, and volume
flow ceases.

One may find this easier to understand by arbitrarily
dividing the water flows into two hypothetical streams.
One stream is directed from compartment o into
compartment i and derives its driving force from the
difference in the concentration of water across the
membrane. The second stream is directed from compart-
ment i to compartment o and is driven by the pressure
applied by the piston. Flow ceases when these two
oppositely directed streams are of equal magnitude; the
pressure needed to achieve this equilibrium state is given
by van’t Hoff’s law (Eq. 19). This balancing of driving
forces is analogous to the condition discussed with
reference to the Nernst equilibrium potential, where an
electrical potential difference counterbalances the driv-
ing force arising from a concentration difference of a
permeant ion when the counterion is impermeant.

Osmotic Flow and Osmotic Pressure Across

Nonideal Membranes

Up to this point, we have considered the case of
osmotic flow across a semipermeable membrane—that
is, one that is permeable to solvent but impermeable to
the solute so that interdiffusion is completely prevented.
What would happen if the membrane in Fig. 13 could
not distinguish at all between a solvent molecule and a
solute molecule; that is, both could cross with equal
ease? Suppose, for example, that compartment o

contains pure water so that the concentration of water
in that compartment (CH2O

) ¼ 55.6 M. And, suppose
that compartment i contains a 1-M solution of deuter-
ium oxide (D2O, or heavy water) in water. Under these
circumstances, CH2O

¼ 54.6 M, so �CH2O ¼ �CD2O ¼ 1
M. Thus, H2O would diffuse from compartment o to
compartment i driven by a concentration difference of
1 M, and D2O would diffuse from compartment i to
compartment o driven by an equal but oppositely
directed concentration difference. Because both species
can cross the membrane with equal case, interdiffusion
or mixing would not be restricted and would take place
with no displacement of volume. In short, when the
membrane cannot distinguish between solute and
solvent, osmotic flow, Jv ¼ 0 and, obviously, �� ¼ 0.

Clearly, the situation in which the membrane is
ideally impermeable to the solute and the one in which
the membrane cannot distinguish between solute and
solvent are extreme examples. In most instances, we are
faced with a situation somewhere between these two
extremes—that is, a situation in which interdiffusion is
to some extent, but not completely, restricted. Under
this condition, for a given concentration difference the
volume displacement, or osmotic flow, will be some-
where between zero and the maximum that would be
observed with an ideal semipermeable membrane. Also,
the osmotic pressure (the pressure necessary to abolish
osmotic flow) will be between zero and that predicted by
van’t Hoff ’s law.

In 1951, the Dutch physical chemist Staverman
provided a quantitative expression for the osmotic
pressure across nonideal membranes, which was based
on the following reasoning: Let us perform the ultra-
filtration experiment illustrated in Fig. 14. In the upper
cylinder, we place an aqueous solution of a solute at a
concentration of Ci. We then apply pressure to the
piston, force fluid through the membrane, and collect
the filtrate. If the membrane does not restrict the
movement of solute relative to that of water, then the
concentration of solute in the filtrate (Cf) will be equal
to Ci; that is, both components passed through the
membrane in the same proportion as they existed in
the solution of origin. At the other extreme, if the
membrane is impermeable to the solute, the filtrate will
be pure water (i.e., Cf ¼ 0). Between these two extremes
is the condition where the membrane partially restricts
the movement of the solute relative to that of water, and
under these conditions Cf will be lower than Ci but
greater than zero. We can now define a parameter that
tells us something about the relative ease with which
water and solute i can traverse the membrane:

�i ¼ 1� Cf=Ci

� �
ð20Þ
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where �i is the reflection coefficient of the membrane
to i, because it is a measure of the ability of the
membrane to ‘‘reflect’’ the solute molecule i; that is, it
tells us how perfect the membrane is as a molecular
sieve. Clearly, the reflection coefficient must have a
value between zero (for the case where the membrane
does not distinguish between the solute and water) and
unity (for a membrane that is absolutely impermeant to
the solute). Staverman then showed that if the same
membrane used in the ultrafiltration experiment is
mounted in the apparatus shown in Fig. 13, and if two
solutions of the same solute at two different concentra-
tions are placed in compartments o and i, the effective
osmotic pressure necessary to prevent volume flow is
given by:

��eff ¼ �iRT�Ci ð21Þ

Because �i, must have a value between zero and
unity, the effective osmotic pressure across a real
membrane must fall between zero and that predicted
by van’t Hoff’s law for ideal semipermeable membranes;
the exact value depends on the concentration difference
and the relative permeability of the membrane to water
and the solute i given by �i.

In short, Eq. 21 permits quantitation of the effect of
interdiffusion between solutes and solvent (water) across
membranes on the effective osmotic pressure that is
exerted across those membranes. If a membrane is
equally permeable to the solvent (water) and the solute
(i), then �i ¼ 0, and the presence of a concentration
difference for i across the membrane will not generate an

osmotic pressure. Conversely, if the membrane is
impermeant to i, then interdiffusion is prohibited, and
the effective osmotic pressure across the membrane will
be given by van’t Hoff’s equation.

Volume Flow in Response to a

Difference in Pressure

Volume flow (Jv) across a membrane in response to a
difference in hydrostatic pressure, �P, is given by the
linear relation:

Jv ¼ Kf�P ð22Þ

where Kf is a proportionality constant referred to as
the hydraulic conductivity of the membrane (or, the
filtration coefficient); Eq. 22 is analogous to Fick’s law
of diffusion (Eq. 2) inasmuch as it describes a linear
relation between a flow and its driving force, which in
the case of volume flow is the pressure difference across
the barrier. Now, �P can be the difference in hydro-
static pressure, the difference in osmotic pressure, or a
combination of both. For example, referring to Fig. 13,
if the concentration in compartment o is equal to that in
compartment i so that �� ¼ 0, application of pressure
to the piston will bring about the flow of volume from i
to o given by Eq. 21. Alternatively, if Co

i < Ci
i and no

pressure is applied to the piston, there will be a flow of
volume from o to i given by:

Jv ¼ Kf�i C
o
i � Ci

i

� �
ð23Þ

An important empirical observation made many
years ago is the equivalence of osmotic and hydrostatic
pressure as the driving forces for volume flow. That is,
Jv across a given membrane will be the same when it is
driven by a hydrostatic pressure difference as when
driven by the equivalent osmotic pressure difference. In
other words, for a given membrane, the same value of Kf

applies to both forces. Thus, we can combine Eqs. 22
and 23 and derive a general equation that describes the
situation when there are both osmotic and hydrostatic
pressure differences across the membrane:

Jv ¼ Kfð��eff ��PÞ ð24Þ

where ��eff ¼ �iRT Co
i � Ci

i

� �
.

Thus, when �P ¼ ��eff, Jv ¼ 0; this is the definition
of osmotic pressure. When �P 6¼ ��eff, there will be a
flow from one compartment to the other, driven by the
difference.

Equation 24 provides a general description of the
effects of hydrostatic and osmotic forces on volume flow

Ci

Cf

FIGURE 14 Determination of the reflection coefficient of a solute i,

employing ultrafiltration through a membrane.
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across all membranes. In the physiologic sciences, it is
often referred to as the Starling equation, after the great
British physiologist Ernest Starling, who applied it to
the study of fluid movements across the walls of
capillaries.

CARRIER-MEDIATED TRANSPORT

During the first quarter of this century, compelling
evidence began to surface that life would not be possible
if diffusion were the only mechanism available for the
exchange of solutes across cell boundaries. There are
two sets of observations that most strongly implied the
necessity for additional transport mechanisms:

1. Most biologic membranes are virtually impermeable
to hydrophilic molecules having molecular radii
significantly greater than 4 Å or that have five or
more carbon atoms. Thus, virtually no essential
nutrients and building blocks (e.g., glucose, amino
acids) can penetrate biologic membranes to any
significant extent by diffusion, so other mechanisms
are necessary to provide for their entry into cells.
Similarly, biologic membranes are generally imper-
meant to essential multivalent ions such as phos-
phate, so their movements across cell membranes
must also be mediated by mechanisms other than
diffusion.

2. The intracellular concentrations of many water
soluble solutes differ markedly from their concentra-
tions in the extracellular medium bathing the cells.
For example, as discussed in Chapter 1, a character-
istic of virtually every cell in the animal and plant
kingdoms is that the intracellular Kþ concentration
greatly exceeds that in the extracellular fluid (in
some cases by a factor of more than 1000 to 1), and in
cells from higher animals the intracellular Naþ

concentration is much less than that in the bathing
media (often by a factor greater than 10). This
ionic asymmetry is essential for a number of vital
processes and, as we shall see, is the basis of many
bioelectric phenomena that play an essential role
in nerve conduction and muscle contraction.
Diffusional processes alone cannot be responsible
for the production and maintenance of these
asymmetries.

To accommodate these two sets of observations, a
concept referred to as carrier-mediated transport or the
carrier hypothesis evolved. This hypothesis is generally
attributed to Osterhout, who, in 1933, suggested that
biologic membranes contain components (‘‘carriers’’)
that are capable of binding a solute molecule at one side
of the membrane to form a carrier–solute complex,

which then crosses the membrane, dissociates, and
discharges the transported solute on the other side.

Since then an overwhelming body of evidence for
the role of membrane components, or carriers, in
biologic transport processes has accumulated. Carriers
have been implicated in the transport of a wide variety
of solutes, and the specific properties of numerous
carrier systems have been described in considerable
detail. Needless to say, a comprehensive discussion of
biologic carriers is beyond the scope of this presen-
tation, and we will limit ourselves to a brief consid-
eration of some of the general characteristics of
carrier-mediated transport processes. Specific systems
will be considered in later sections of this volume
dealing with specific tissues or organs.

SOME GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
CARRIER-MEDIATED TRANSPORT

The following features are so widely characteristic of
carrier-mediated transport processes that they are
generally considered sufficient and often necessary
criteria for the implication of carriers in the transport
of a given solute:

1. Virtually all carriers appear to display a high degree
of structural specificity with regard to the substances
they will bind and transport. For example, the
carriers responsible for the transport of glucose
into animal cells are highly stereospecific; they will
rapidly bind and transport the dextrorotary form
(D-glucose) but have little affinity for the levorotary
form (L-glucose). Conversely, the carriers responsible
for the transport of amino acids into animal
cells possess a high degree of selectivity in favor
of the L-stereoisomer and little affinity for the
D-stereoisomer.

2. All carrier-mediated transport processes exhibit
saturation kinetics; that is, the rate of transport
gradually approaches a maximum as the concen-
tration of the solute transported by the carrier
increases. Once this maximum rate is achieved, a
further increase in the solute concentration has no
effect on the transport rate. Plots of the rate of
transport against concentration often closely resem-
ble the hyperbolic plots characteristic of Michaelis–
Menten enzyme kinetics, and, under these condi-
tions, the kinetics of the transport process can be
described by defining the maximum transport rate
(Jmax) and the substrate concentration at which the
transport rate is half-maximum (Kt). Thus, Ji ¼
[Jmax(Ci)/(Kt þ Ci)], where Ci is the concentration
of the solute.
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A graph illustrating the saturation kinetics character-
istic of carrier-mediated transport is shown in Fig. 15b.
In contrast, as illustrated by Fig. 15a, transport due to
simple diffusion is usually (but not always) characterized
by a linear relation between transport rate and solute
concentration as predicted by Eq. 4. It should be
emphasized that ionic diffusion through channels may
exhibit saturation but usually only when concentrations
are well beyond the physiologic range.

The saturation phenomena observed in carrier-medi-
ated transport processes reflect the presence of a fixed
and limited number of carrier molecules or binding sites
in the membrane. When the solute concentration is
sufficiently high so that all of the carrier sites are
occupied (or complexed), a further increase in concen-
tration cannot elicit a further increase in transport rate.

One consequence of the presence of a limited number
of carrier molecules for a given class of transported
solutes is the phenomenon of competitive inhibition.
This is observed when two or more solutes that are
capable of being transported by the same carrier are
present simultaneously, competing with one another for
the limited number of available binding sites. This
phenomenon is closely analogous to competitive inhibi-
tion in enzyme–substrate interactions and often may
also be described by classic Michaelis–Menten kinetics.

In addition to providing evidence for carrier-medi-
ated transport, the phenomenon of competitive inhibi-
tion has proved to be extremely useful for the purpose of
defining the transport specificity of a given carrier
mechanism. Thus, if two solutes A and B are each
transported by carriers and exhibit mutual, classic
competitive inhibition, one may conclude that the same
carrier mechanism is involved; if they in no way compete
with each other, at least two distinct carrier mechanisms
must be involved. For example, all of the D-hexoses that
are absorbed by the small intestine mutually compete
with one another for the same limited transport system.

When glucose and galactose are separately present in the
intestinal lumen at high concentrations, they are each
absorbed at approximately the same maximum rate. On
the other hand, if the same concentrations of glucose
and galactose are instilled into the intestinal lumen in
the form of a mixture, each will be absorbed at a rate
significantly lower than that observed when they were
present separately. The total rate of sugar transport will
be equal to the maximum rates observed when each
sugar was present separately, indicating that the two
sugars are competing for the same carrier system and are
sharing in the saturation of the total number of available
sites. On the other hand, the transport of glucose is not
inhibited by the presence of hexoses that are not subject
to carrier-mediated transport.

Nature of Membrane Carriers

The characteristics of carrier-mediated transport
processes that we have just described—the high
degree of structural specificity and saturation kinetics
and competitive inhibition—strongly resemble the
characteristics of enzyme–substrate interactions. After
the introduction of the carrier hypothesis, it was
suspected that carriers were enzyme-like molecules that
comprise part of the protein portion of the lipoprotein
membrane. However, for many years, these carriers
defied isolation and characterization, and until recently
there was a relatively large group of investigators
who doubted, and even denied, their existence, but the
results of numerous studies during the past few decades
have dispelled these doubts. The development of tech-
niques for isolating cell membranes and gently detaching
their protein components has led to the isolation of
integral proteins that are capable of specifically
binding transported solutes. In many instances, these
purified proteins have been reinserted into artificial
lipid membranes, and these artificial (reconstituted)
systems are capable of mediating the transport of specific
solutes.

In short, considerable progress has been made
toward defining the biochemical and/or molecular
basis of carrier-mediated transport. The precise
mechanism(s) by which the transported solutes are
translocated across the membrane after binding,
however, remains a mystery. But, in light of our current
understanding of the assembly of proteins in biologic
membranes, it is certain that the notions that carriers
are ferry boats or that integral proteins flip-flop across
the lipid bilayer are incorrect. It is more likely that
carriers are integral proteins that in many respects
resemble channels and that binding and translocation of
solutes from one side of a gate to the other takes place
within these channels.

FIGURE 15 Linear relation between flux and concentration

characteristic of diffusional processes (a). Relation between flux Ji,

and concentration Ci for a saturable process illustrating Jmax and Kt

(the concentration at which Ji is one half Jmax (b).
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Facilitated Diffusion and Active Transport

As discussed above, the two functions that membrane
carriers must fulfill are (1) to provide a mechanism by
which otherwise impermeant solutes can enter or leave
cells across membranes, and (2) to provide a mechanism
by which substances can be actively transported into or
out of cells. The two classes of carrier-mediated
transport processes that fulfill these functions are
referred to as facilitated diffusion and active transport,
respectively.

Facilitated Diffusion

Facilitated diffusion is the term reserved for carrier-
mediated processes that are only capable of transferring
a substance from a region of higher concentration to one
of lower concentration. These processes are sometimes
also referred to as equilibrating carrier systems, inas-
much as net transport ceases when the concentrations of
the transported solute are the same on the two sides of
the membrane—that is, when the system is equilibrated
with respect to the solute in question. Thus, facilitated
diffusion resembles noncarrier-mediated diffusional
processes in that the direction of net flow is always
downhill. It differs from them in that it exhibits all of the
characteristics of carrier-mediated processes and often
results in the transmembrane transfer of a solute that
could not otherwise permeate the membrane; indeed, the
latter is its sole function.

The classic example of facilitated diffusion is glucose
transport across the membranes surrounding many
animal cells, such as erythrocytes, striated muscle, and
adipocytes. The glucose concentrations in these cells are
much lower than the glucose concentrations in the
extracellular fluid because glucose is rapidly metabolized
by these cells after gaining entry. The only well-
documented exceptions to this statement are renal
proximal tubular cells, small intestinal epithelial cells,
and the cells of the choroid plexus. These cells are
responsible for transepithelial glucose absorption, and
their intracellular glucose concentrations may exceed
those in the extracellular fluid; as is discussed below,
mechanisms other than facilitated diffusion are respon-
sible for the uptake of hexoses by these cells. Thus, for
most cells, the problem is not that of transporting
glucose against a concentration difference but of
transporting glucose rapidly across an essentially imper-
meant barrier. This is accomplished by a carrier
mechanism, illustrated in Fig. 16. Glucose (represented
by the small circle labeled S) combines with the carrier
from one side of the membrane to form a glucose–
carrier complex. This is followed by a change in
conformation of the complex that permits glucose to

dissociate from the carrier and enter the solution on the
other side of the membrane. The free carrier site is then
available for another passenger. Because there are a
limited number of carriers, the process is saturable and
subject to competitive inhibition.

One of the important features of the carrier model for
facilitated diffusion, as illustrated in Fig. 16, is that the
carrier itself is unaltered during the translocation
process, and only thermal energy is required for the
conformational change that exposes the binding site to
one or the other side of the membrane. Thus, the
transport process is symmetrical, and it is just as easy for
the solute (S) to move from the extracellular fluid
into the cell as in the opposite direction. Consequently,
when the concentrations of solute on the two sides of the
membrane are equal, the system is entirely symmetrical,
and the carrier-mediated flows in both directions will be
equal. This is the reason why this transport process is
not capable of bringing about net transport from a
region of lower concentration to one of higher concen-
tration and why net transport ceases when the solute
distribution is equilibrated.

To date, five carrier proteins capable of mediating the
facilitated diffusion of glucose have been identified; in
the jargon of molecular biology, they are referred to as
GLUT1-5. All five consist of a polypeptide chain
composed of approximately 500 amino acids and
possess a high degree of homology, including 12
putative transmembrane-spanning segments. Their
specific properties and differences are pointed out in
other chapters.

Active Transport

Active transport is the term reserved for carrier-
mediated transport processes that are capable of
bringing about the net transfer of an uncharged
solute from a region of lower concentration to one of
higher concentration or the transfer of a charged solute
against combined chemical and electrical driving
forces. Thus, active transport processes are capable of
counteracting or reversing the direction of diffusion, a

FIGURE 16 Model for carrier-mediated facilitated diffusion of a

solute S.
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spontaneous process, and therefore are capable of
performing work. The concept that active transport
processes perform work may be difficult to grasp for
those who have not had some acquaintance with
thermodynamics. Because this is an extremely impor-
tant concept, we digress for a moment and attempt to
provide it an intuitive basis.

The direction of all natural change in the universe is
for systems to move from a state of higher energy to one
of lower energy. Thus, an unsupported weight will fall
from a position of higher gravitational (or potential)
energy to one of lower gravitational energy; electrons
will flow through a conductor from a region of
electronegativity (the cathode of a battery) to one that
is electropositive (the anode); uncharged solutes will
diffuse from a region of higher concentration to one of
lower concentration. All of these processes are sponta-
neous inasmuch as they are accompanied by a decrease
in the free energy of the system and do not require any
external assistance or intervention; they will occur in a
completely isolated system. It is a universal experience
(and one of the basic tenets of thermodynamics) that
once a spontaneous change has taken place, the initial
conditions cannot be restored without an investment of
energy; that is, the only way one can reverse a
spontaneous process is by performing work. In the
examples cited above, mechanical work is required to
restore the weight to its original height, and electrical
work is needed to recharge the battery. A thoroughly
mixed solution can be unmixed by ultracentrifugation,
ultrafiltration through an appropriate molecular sieve,
or distillation, but, whatever means are chosen, it is clear
that unmixing will never occur spontaneously and that
the result of diffusion can only be reversed through the
investment of energy. The means by which a biologic cell
reverses diffusional flows is referred to as active
transport; here, too, work is performed, and energy
derived from metabolism must be invested.

It follows that the ability of a cell to carry out active
transport processes is dependent on an intact supply of
metabolic energy, and all active transport processes can
be inhibited by deprivation of essential substrates or
through the use of metabolic poisons. Indeed, the sine
qua non of active transport is the presence of a direct or
indirect linkup or coupling between the carrier mecha-
nism and cell metabolism; when an active transport
process is initiated or accelerated, there is a concomitant
increase in the metabolic rate (as measured by glucose
utilization, oxygen consumption, etc.), and inhibition of
active transport results in a decrease in the metabolic
rate. The two classes of active transport processes are
primary active transport and secondary active transport,
which differ in the ways they derive (or are coupled to) a
supply of energy.

Primary Active Transport.

Primary active transport implies that the carrier
mechanism responsible for the movement of a solute
against a concentration difference or a combined
concentration and electrical potential difference (for
the case of ions) is directly coupled to metabolic energy.
The best-studied primary active transport processes in
animal cells include:

1. The carrier mechanism found in virtually all cells
from higher animals that is responsible for maintain-
ing their low cell Naþ and high cell Kþ concentra-
tions

2. Carrier mechanisms found in sarcoplasmic reticulum
and many plasma membranes responsible for active
transport of Ca2þ

3. Carrier mechanisms capable of actively extruding
protons from the cells present in the gastric mucosa
and renal tubule and actively pumping protons into
intracellular organelles (e.g., lysozomes)

These carrier proteins have been purified, and all
possess adenosine triphosphatase (ATPase) activity; that
is, the same protein that is involved in the binding and
translocation of Naþ and Kþ is also capable of
hydrolyzing adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and using
the chemical energy released to perform the work of
transport. The same holds for the Ca2þ pumps and the
proton pumps. The precise mechanisms whereby the
chemical energy of the terminal phosphate bond of ATP
is converted into transport work is not clear.

Secondary Active Transport.

Secondary active transport refers to processes that
mediate the uphill movements of solutes but are not
directly coupled to metabolic energy; instead, the energy
required is derived from coupling to the downhill
movement of another solute. Let us illustrate such
systems by considering Fig. 17. Figure 17A portrays a
rotating carrier molecule (C) within a membrane that
has two binding sites, one for Naþ and the other for a
solute (S), which, at this instant, are shown facing
compartment o. Let us assume that the carrier can rotate
only when both binding sites are empty or filled and is
immobile when only one site is filled. Thus, it can
transport Naþ and S from compartment o to compart-
ment i in a one-to-one fashion. Now let us assume that
there is no (or very little) Naþ in compartment i and that
every Naþ that enters from compartment o is removed.

Clearly, under these conditions, S can only move (to
any appreciable extent) from compartment o to
compartment i; because there is no Naþ in compartment
i, S that enters this compartment cannot move back out
and is trapped. In time, the concentration of S in
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compartment i will exceed that in compartment o so that
the system will have actively transported S without a
direct linkup to metabolic energy. This system is referred
to as secondary active cotransport.

How is this possible? We have stipulated that every
Naþ that enters compartment i is removed. In animal
cells, which is accomplished by the (Naþ–Kþ) pump that
is directly linked to (energized by) ATP hydrolysis.
Thus, in essence, energy is directly invested into a
primary active transport mechanism that is responsible
for extruding Naþ from the cell (in exchange for Kþ)
and thereby maintaining a low intracellular Naþ

concentration. The Na–S cotransport mechanism can
then bring about the uphill movement of S energized by
the downhill flow of Naþ. There are many Naþ-coupled
secondary active cotransport processes in animal cell
membranes. They include sugar and amino acid uptake
across the apical membranes of small intestinal and
renal proximal tubule cells; the uptake of many L-amino
acids by virtually all nonepithelial cells; and Cl� uptake
by a variety of epithelial and nonepithelial cells.

Figure 17B illustrates another mechanism for second-
ary active transport that operates along similar princi-
ples. Let us assume that the carrier C has two sites, one
facing compartment o and the other compartment i. Let

us further assume that the carrier can rotate only when
both sites are either empty or filled but not when only
one site is filled. Clearly, this mechanism can bring
about a one-to-one exchange of Naþ for S across the
membrane. If there is little or no Naþ in compartment i,
the system will only be able to exchange Naþ in
compartment o for S in compartment i and not vice
versa. Thus, the downhill movement of Naþ from o to i
can bring about uphill flow of S from i to o; this
mechanism is referred to as secondary active counter-
transport. And, once more, the trick is the removal of
Naþ from compartment i, which is accomplished by the
primary active Naþ transport mechanism that is ener-
gized by ATP hydrolysis. Two examples of such a
countertransport system are (l)Naþ–Hþ exchange and
(2) Naþ–Ca2þ exchange; both of these mechanisms have
been found in a wide variety of cell types. In both
instances, Hþ and Ca2þ are extruded from the cell
coupled to the downhill influx of Naþ into the cell.

Cellular models of these co- and countertransport
processes are illustrated in Fig. 18. The essential
common feature of these transport processes is that
metabolic energy is directly invested into the operation
of the (Naþ–Kþ) pump, a primary active transport
mechanism. The operation of this pump results in a
cell Naþ concentration that is much lower than that
in the extracellular fluid. This transmembrane Naþ

A

B

FIGURE 17 Naþ-coupled co-transport (A) and countertransport

(B). S, solute; C, carrier molecule.

A

B

FIGURE 18 Cellular models of Naþ-coupled co-transport (A) and

countertransport (B).
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gradient in turn provides the energy for many Naþ-
coupled secondary active co- and countertransport
processes. (The terms symport and antiport are some-
times employed to describe co- and countertransport
processes, respectively.)

THE PUMP–LEAK MODEL, THE ORIGIN OF
TRANSMEMBRANE ELECTRICAL POTENTIAL
DIFFERENCES, AND THE MAINTENANCE OF

CELL VOLUME

All biologic membranes possess an assortment of
pathways that permit the diffusion of water-soluble
solutes, mainly ions (i.e., ‘‘leak’’ pathways) and carriers.
These components, acting in concert, are responsible for
the uptake of essential nutrients and building blocks by
cells, the extrusion of the end products of some
metabolic processes from cells, the maintenance of a
near-constant (time-independent, or steady-state) intra-
cellular composition and volume, and the establishment
of transmembrane electrical potential differences.

In this section, we illustrate the interactions among
carrier-mediated pumps and channel-mediated leaks by
considering the processes responsible for the mainte-
nance of the high intracellular concentrations of Kþ and
the low intracellular concentrations of Naþ character-
istic of virtually all cells in higher animals. We have
chosen this system as a prototype for other pump–leak
systems, not only because of its ubiquity but also
because of the essential role it plays in energizing a wide
variety of other secondary active pumps, in essential
bioelectric processes, and in the maintenance of cell
volume.

The (Naþ–Kþ) Pump

The fact that cells from higher animals contain a
high Kþ concentration and a low Naþ concentration
compared to the extracellular fluid was established in
the 20th century shortly after analytic techniques
for measuring these elements were developed. In the
period from 1940 to 1952, Steinbach demonstrated
that, when frog striated muscle is incubated in a Kþ-
free solution, the cells simultaneously lose Kþ and
gain Naþ, a process that could be reversed by the
addition of Kþ to the extracellular fluid. In the ensuing
decade, abundant evidence accrued for the presence of
carrier-mediated processes in biologic membranes that
bring about the extrusion of Naþ from cells obligato-
rily coupled to the uptake of Kþ by cells that are
directly dependent on ATP; this mechanism is referred
to as the (Naþ–Kþ) pump. Furthermore, the stoichio-
metry of this process is that three Naþ ions are

extruded in exchange for two Kþ ions for each ATP
consumed.

In 1958, Skou identified an ATPase in a homogenate
of crab nerve tissue whose hydrolytic activity was
dependent on the simultaneous presence of Naþ and
Kþ in the assay medium. In addition, ATPase activity in
the presence of Naþ and Kþ could be inhibited by
glycosides derived from the wild flower Digitalis
purpurea (foxglove) (e.g., ouabain), known since 1953
to be potent inhibitors of the carrier-mediated transport
mechanisms responsible for the active extrusion of Naþ

from cells coupled to the active uptake of Kþ (i.e., the
[Naþ–Kþ] pump).

During the past five decades, innumerable studies
have incontrovertibly established that the (Naþ–Kþ)
pump and the (Naþ, Kþ)-ATPase are one and the same.
Furthermore, this (pump) ATPase has been isolated,
purified, and reconstituted in active form in artificial
lipid vesicles. It is now clear that it consists of two
subunits: � and �. The � subunit has a molecular weight
of approximately 100,000 Da, is minimally, if at all,
glycosylated, and is the subunit that possesses the
ATPase (catalytic) activity as well as the ability to
bind Naþ, Kþ, and digitalis glycosides such as ouabain.
The � subunit has a molecular weight of about 55,000
Da, of which approximately two-thirds can be attrib-
uted to polypeptides and one-third to glycosylation; the
� subunit has no ATPase activity, and its function may
be to direct and insert (or anchor) the � subunit to the
plasma membrane. Coassociation of the � and �
subunits is necessary for pump activity.

The results of studies on the biochemical behavior of
this ATPase are consistent with the very simplified
sequence of events illustrated in Fig. 19. In the presence
of intracellular Naþ and Mg2þ, the (Naþ, Kþ)-ATPase
(E) is capable of hydrolyzing ATP to form the high-
energy intermediate (E–P), which is capable of binding
Naþ. The interaction between (E–P) and extracellular
Kþ results in its hydrolysis, thereby reforming E and
completing the cycle. Thus, the recycling of this enzyme-
pump from the E stage through (several) high-energy

FIGURE 19 Simplified schematic of the partial reactions involved

in coupled Naþ – Kþ transport by (Naþ, Kþ)-ATPase.
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(E–P) stages back to the original E stage requires the
simultaneous presence of Naþ in the intracellular
compartment and Kþ in the extracellular compartment.
Digitalis glycosides (such as ouabain) appear to bind
tightly with (E–P) at or near the site where Kþ interacts
with the enzyme and thereby prevent the conversion of
(E–P) to E, which aborts the cycle. This sequence of
events is shown in Fig. 20.

The Pump–Leak Model

The plasma membranes surrounding cells of higher
animals not only contain (Naþ–Kþ ) pumps but are also
traversed by channels that permit the diffusional flows
(leaks) of Naþ and Kþ across those barriers. The
interaction between these pumps and leaks is illustrated
in Fig. 21. Briefly, the (Naþ–Kþ) pumps extrude Naþ

from the cells and simultaneously propel Kþ into the
cells at the expense of metabolic energy (ATP). This
results in a low intracellular Naþ concentration and a
high intracellular Kþ concentration, which in turn sets
the stage for Naþ diffusion into the cell and Kþ

diffusion out of the cell through their respective leak
pathways. The final result of the interactions between
the pump and leaks is a time-independent or steady-
state condition, where the movements of Naþ and Kþ

mediated by the pumps are precisely balanced by the
oppositely directed flows of these ions through their leak
pathways.

This pump–leak system is present in all cells in
higher animals and is responsible for maintaining the
low cell Naþ and high cell Kþ concentrations char-
acteristic of those cells. As discussed previously, the
resulting Naþ gradient (or concentration difference)

FIGURE 20 The possible operation of the Naþ – Kþ pump, (Naþ, Kþ)-ATPase.

FIGURE 21 Model of a cell containing an ATP-dependent (Naþ –

Kþ) exchange pump, leak pathways for Naþ and Kþ, and a pathway

for Cl– diffusion across the membrane; Pr– denotes negatively charged

intracellular macromolecules (mainly proteins). Reasonable values for

intracellular and extracellular Kþ are 140 and 5 mmol/L, respectively;

for intracellular and extracellular Naþ, 15 and 140 mmol/L,

respectively.
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across the plasma membrane can serve to energize a
number of secondary active transport processes, such
as the Naþ-coupled accumulation of amino acids
(cotransport), the extrusion of Hþ produced by meta-
bolic processes via the Naþ–proton countertransport
mechanism, and the regulation of cell Ca2þ by the
Naþ–Ca2þ countertransport mechanism. In the final
analysis, all of these secondary active transport
processes derive their energy from the ATP hydrolyzed
by the (Naþ–Kþ) pump—a truly remarkable design.

Transmembrane Electrical

Potential Differences

All biologic membranes are characterized by trans-
membrane electrical potential differences, which are, in
almost all instances, oriented so that the cell interior is
electrically negative with respect to the extracellular
compartment. The size of the electrical (membrane)
potential difference, Vm, ranges from �10 mV to as high
as about �100 mV. Furthermore, in a number of cell
types, Vm is variable, and this variation is responsible for
the propagation of signals by nerve tissue, contraction
of muscle, and stimulus-secretion coupling in exocrine
and endocrine secretory cells.

What Is the Origin of Vm?

To appreciate how transmembrane electrical poten-
tial differences arise as a consequence of the interaction
between pumps and leaks, let us consider a hypothetical
cell, such as that illustrated in Fig. 22, which contains a
coupled potassium acetate (KAc) pump, energized by
the hydrolysis of ATP, and leak pathways for Kþ and
Ac�. Let us assume that this cell is initially filled with
distilled water and is then dropped into a solution with a
concentration [KAc]o ¼ 10 mmol/L. Initially, KAc will
enter the cell, some via the pump and some via diffusion
through the leaks. When the intracellular concentration
reaches 10 mmol/L, diffusion of Kþ and Ac� into the

cell will cease. But, because the pump continues to
operate, in time the concentration of KAc concentration
in the cell will exceed that in the extracellular solution,
and then Kþ and Ac� will diffuse out of the cell through
their leak pathways. At a subsequent time, a point will
be reached when the rate at which KAc is pumped into
this cell is precisely balanced by the rates at which Kþ

and Ac� diffuse out of the cell; let us say, for the sake of
discussion, that when this steady state is reached the con-
centration of KAc in the cell ([KAc]i) = 100 mmol/L.
Furthermore, because the stoichiometry of the pump is
one to one, the rates at which Kþ and Ac� diffuse out of
the cell must also be equal or the law of electroneutrality
will be violated.

Because the concentration differences for Kþ and
Ac� across the membrane are equal—�CK ¼ �CAc ¼

90 mM—if the membrane is equally permeable to Kþ

and Ac� (i.e., PK ¼ PAc), equal rates of diffusion out
of the cell (i.e., JK ¼ JAc) would not pose a problem.
But, what if the membrane is more permeable to the
small ion, Kþ, than to Ac�? Then, Kþ will tend to
leave the cell faster than Ac� and possibly cause a
violation of the law of electroneutrality. This is
prevented by the establishment of an electrical poten-
tial difference across the membrane oriented such that
the cell interior is electrically negative with respect to
the extracellular solution. This retards the diffusion of
Kþ out of the cell and accelerates the outward
diffusion of Ac� so that JK ¼ JAc.

This situation is precisely analogous to that which we
considered above dealing with the diffusion of KAc
across an artificial membrane separating two solutions
having different concentrations. The only differences are
as follows:

1. In the artificial system, we provided the ‘‘muscle’’
(energy) to set up the concentration difference,
whereas in our hypothetical cell, the energy is
provided by the pump at the expense of ATP.

2. The artificial system will run down in time as KAc
diffuses out of compartment o into compartment i,
whereas in our hypothetical cell, the KAc leaving the
cell is constantly being replenished by the pump; this
is the essence of a steady state displaced from
equilibrium by the investment of metabolic energy.

Finally, we can estimate Vm by employing Eq. 8,
which describes the diffusion potential across a
membrane arising from a concentration difference of a
dissociable salt and differences in the permeabilities of
the membrane to the resulting ions; that is,

Vm ¼ ½PK � PAc�=½PK þ PAc�

� 60 log ð½KAc�o=½KAc�iÞ ð25Þ

(100mM)
K+

(10mM)
K+

Ac Ac

FIGURE 22 Hypothetical cell containing an energy-dependent

pump for KAc and leaks for Kþ and Ac–.
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(Note: In Eq. 8, we employed diffusion constants, but
the use of permeability coefficients as defined in Eq. 5 is
also correct.) Thus, if PK ¼ PAc, then Vm ¼ 0. But, if
PK > PAc, then, because [KAc]i > [KAc]o, Vm will be
oriented such that the cell interior is electrically negative
with respect to the extracellular solution. Furthermore,
because ([KAc]o/[KAc]i) ¼ 0.1 (i.e., 10 mmol/L/100
mmol/L), if PK is very much greater than PAc, then Vm

will approach �60 mV, that is, the Nernst potential for
Kþ. If PAc > PK, then the cell interior will be electrically
positive with respect to the extracellular solution; in this
case, Vm can approach þ60 mV if PAc is very much
larger than PK. Thus, Vm can assume any value between
approximately þ60 mV and approximately �60 mV,
depending on the relation between PK and PAc. Recall
that in no instance is bulk electroneutrality violated;
indeed, it is Vm that assures that JK ¼ JAc, thereby
preventing a bulk separation of charge.

Now let us examine the behavior of the somewhat
more realistic model illustrated in Fig. 21. Suppose that
the only two ions subject to active transport are Naþ and
Kþ and that a one-to-one coupled carrier mechanism is
involved; Cl� is assumed to cross the cell membrane only
by diffusion through water-filled pores. Under steady-
state conditions, (1) Naþ must diffuse into the cell at a
rate equal to the rate of its carrier-mediated extrusion,
and (2) Kþ must diffuse out of the cell at a rate equal to
the rate of its carrier-mediated uptake. If the Naþ and
Kþ carrier mechanism is coupled such that for every Kþ

pumped into the cell one Naþ is extruded, the diffusional
flows of these ions in opposite directions must also be
equal; otherwise, electroneutrality would be violated.
Now, in the example given, the concentration differences
for Naþ and Kþ across the membrane are approximately
equal and opposite (this is approximately the case for
many cells in higher animals) so that, if the permeabil-
ities of the membrane to Naþ and Kþ were also equal,
the rates of diffusion in opposite directions would be
equal and electroneutrality would be preserved.
However, if the membrane is much more permeable to
Kþ than to Naþ (as is the case for most cells), the rates
of net Naþ and Kþ diffusion would not be equal in the
absence of a transmembrane electrical potential differ-
ence. Thus, a Vm is generated that it is oriented such as
to retard the diffusion of the more permeant ion (Kþ)
and accelerate the diffusion of the less permeant ion
(Naþ) so that the inward diffusion of Naþ is equal to the
outward diffusion of Kþ. Under these conditions, the
cell interior will be electrically negative with respect to
the exterior. To repeat, a diffusion potential arises across
the membrane that maintains equal diffusion rates and
preserves electroneutrality despite the fact that the
permeabilities of the membrane to the two ions are not
equal.

Several important points should be noted:

1. The example dealing with Naþ and Kþ diffusion in
opposite directions is formally analogous to our
earlier example (Fig. 22) in which Kþ and Ac�

diffused in the same direction, because, as far as
electroneutrality is concerned, the flow of a cation in
one direction is equivalent to the flow of an anion in
the opposite direction. In both examples, when Kþ is
the more permeable ion, the orientation of Vm will be
the same (i.e., so as to retard the flow of Kþ and
accelerate the flow of the less permeable ion).

2. The electrical potential differences (Vm) described
in both examples are diffusion potentials resulting
from the diffusional flows of ions down concentra-
tion differences. Although Vm is dependent on ion
pumps, the relation is indirect; the pumps merely
serve to establish the ionic concentration differences
that provide the driving forces for the diffusional
flows.

The orientation of Vm is always such as to retard the
diffusional flow of the more permeant ion and
accelerate the flow of the less permeant ion, and the
magnitude of Vm is dependent on the individual
permeabilities and concentrations of these ions
(because these are the direct determinants of the
diffusional flows that must be equalized by this
electrical potential difference). We can generate an
expression that defines the magnitude and orientation
of Vm using an argument similar to that employed
when we considered the diffusion potential generated
by KAc diffusion out of the hypothetical cell shown in
Fig. 22. Thus, if PK is much greater than PNa, then Vm

will approach the Nernst potential for Kþ—that is,
60 log ([Kþ]o/[K

þ]i)—and, because [Kþ]o < [Kþ]i, the
cell interior will be electrically negative with respect to
the extracellular compartment (i.e., Vm < 0). Conver-
sely, if PK is much less than PNa, then Vm will
approach the Nernst potential for Naþ—that is, 60 log
([Naþ]o/[Naþ]i)—and, because [Naþ]o > [Naþ]i, under
these conditions Vm > 0. These two extremes are
satisfied by Eq. 26, which is sometimes referred to as a
double Nernst equation:

Vm ¼ 60 log
PK K½ �oþPNa Na½ �o

PK K½ �iþPNa Na½ �i

( �
ð26Þ

This equation can be rewritten in the form:

Vm ¼ 60 log
K½ �oþ � Na½ �o

K½ �iþ � Na½ �i

( �
ð27Þ
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where � ¼ (PNa/PK). When PK is much greater than
PNa, � is very small and Vm approaches the Nernst
potential for Kþ; conversely, when PK is much less than
PNa, � is very large and Vm approaches the Nernst
potential for Naþ. Thus, Vm can have any value between
these two extremes depending on the value of �.

An expression having the form of Eq. 26 was first
formally derived by Goldman in 1943. It was reder-
ived by Hodgkin and Katz in 1949 and, discussed in
Chapter 4, was first applied successfully to the
analysis of the ionic basis of the resting and action
potential of the squid axon. During the past three
decades, it has provided the basis for understanding
the origin of Vm across a wide variety of biologic
membranes.

Finally, it should be noted that the stoichiometry of
the (Na–K) pump is three Naþ for two Kþ (not one to
one). All this means is that, when a steady state is
achieved, three Naþ ions must diffuse into the cell for
every two Kþ ions that diffuse out of the cell. But, if
PNa < PK the final result will still be that Vm is oriented
such that the cell interior is electrically negative with
respect to the extracellular fluid.

Before concluding this section, let us consider the
distribution of Cl� resulting from this pump–leak
system. If, as stipulated above, the Cl� distribution is
determined solely by diffusion, then, when there is no
net movement of Cl� across the membrane (i.e., the
composition of the cell is constant), the chemical
potential forces acting on Cl� must be balanced by the
electrical forces acting on this anion. Thus, if Vm is
negative (with respect to the outer solution), then the
intracellular concentration of Cl� (i.e., [Cl]i) will be less
than that in the extracellular solution (i.e., [Cl]o). The
precise relation among Vm, [Cl]i, and [Cl]o is given by the
Nernst equation, which, as discussed above, describes
the condition for the balance or equality of chemical and
electrical forces:

Vm ¼ �60 log½Cl�o=½Cl�i ð28Þ

or, transposing,

Cl½ �i= Cl½ �o¼ 10 Vm=60½ � ð29Þ

When Vm is negative, the right-hand side of Eq. 29
has a value less than 1 so that [Cl]i < [Cl]o. Thus, if Vm is
approximately �60 mV, then [Cl]i will be approximately
one-tenth [Cl]o.

Electrogenic (or Rheogenic) Ion Pumps

It is important to stress once more that the trans-
membrane potential differences we have discussed to

this point do not arise directly from the (Naþ–Kþ)
pump but indirectly from the ionic asymmetries that are
generated by this pump. It is now clearly established,
however, that under most circumstances, the (Naþ–Kþ)
pump is not neutral (i.e., one to one) but actually
extrudes three Naþ from the cell in exchange for two
Kþ. Thus, the pump itself brings about the movement of
charge across the membrane (i.e., one positive charge
from inside to outside for every cycle) and can be viewed
as a current generator. Clearly, inasmuch as the pump
generates a current across a membrane with a resistance,
its action must directly result in an electrical potential
difference given by the product of the pump current and
the membrane resistance.

Thus, in general, transmembrane electrical potential
differences have two origins. By far the largest fraction
of these potential differences is attributable to diffusion
potentials due to ionic asymmetries established by
(Naþ–Kþ) pumps. But, definite contributions to these
potential differences arise directly from the current
generated by the (Naþ–Kþ) pump.

Transmembrane Distribution of Solutes

Under Steady-State Conditions

The above considerations provide us with the prin-
ciples that permit us to deduce important information
with regard to the nature of the distributions of
metabolically inert solutes across cell membranes when
the cell composition is constant (i.e., in a steady state).
Thus, let us assume that we can measure the electrical
potential difference across a cell membrane, Vm, and at
the same time determine the intracellular and extracel-
lular concentrations (or, more properly, activities) of
any solute i (i.e., Ci

i and Co
i , respectively).

Now, the Nernst equation provides us with the
criterion for determining whether the ratio of the
concentrations (activities) of i across the membrane
can be attributed entirely to thermal (passive) forces or
whether additional (active) forces are necessary. Thus, if
(at 37�C),

Vm ¼ Ei ¼ 60=zið Þ log Co
i =C

i
i

	 

ðmVÞ ð30Þ

or, multiplying both sides of Eq. 30 by zi,

ziVm ¼ 60 log Co
i =C

i
i

	 

ðmVÞ ð31Þ

then, the steady-state distribution of i across the
membrane can be considered passive. If this equality
does not hold, then forces in addition to thermal energy
must be involved in establishing the observed distribu-
tion ratio of i.
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Now, we can rearrange Eq. 31 to provide the
somewhat more useful expressions:

Co
i =C

i
i

	 

¼ 10 ziVm=60½ �

or

Ci
i ¼ Co

i 10
�ziVm=60½ � ð32Þ

Thus, if we know Vm and the extracellular concen-
tration of solute i, Co

i , we can predict the intracellular
concentration Ci

i that would be consistent with a passive
distribution of i across the membrane and then compare
that predicted value with the actual measured value.

For a neutral solute (i.e., zi ¼ 0), Eq. 32 states that the
distribution of i across the cell membrane is independent
of Vm and that if Ci

i ¼ Co
i , this distribution can be

accounted for by passive transport processes that do not
require direct or indirect coupling to a source of
metabolic energy. If Ci

i > Co
i , then metabolic energy

must be invested into the transport process to pump i
into the cell. Conversely, if Ci

i < Co
i , then energy must be

invested to extrude i from the cell. Thus, for a neutral,
inert solute, Ci

i 6¼ Co
i , transport across the cell

membrane cannot be attributed to diffusion or carrier-
mediated, facilitated diffusion.

Now let us turn to charged solutes and illustrate this
approach by considering a cell bathed by a plasma-like
solution,where [Naþ]o¼140mmol/L, [Kþ]o=4mmol/L,
[Cl�]o ¼ 120 mmol/L, and [Ca2þ]o ¼ 2 mmol/L. The
electrical potential difference across this membrane is
determined to be �60 mV, and the intracellular concen-
trations of Naþ, Kþ, Cl�, and Ca2þ are determined to be
10, 120, 12, and 10�3 mmol/L, respectively.

With respect to Naþ, Eq. 32 predicts that the
intracellular concentration consistent with a passive dis-
tribution should be [Naþ]i ¼ 10[Naþ]o ¼ 1400 mmol/L,
but the observed value of [Naþ]i was only 10 mmol/L.
Thus, the distribution of Naþ across the cell membrane
cannot be attributed to passive transport processes.
Instead, energy must be invested by the cell to extrude
Naþ and thereby lower its intracellular concentration to
a level well below that predicted for a simple passive
distribution.

Turning to Kþ, Eq. 32 predicts that if Kþ is passively
distributed across the membrane, its intracellular concen-
tration should be [Kþ]i ¼ 10[Kþ]o ¼ 40 mmol/L. The
observed intracellular concentration (120 mmol/L) is
muchgreater than this predicted value so that energymust
be invested to actively pump Kþ into the cell.

With respect to Cl�, the predicted value for [Cl�]i is
0.1 [Cl�]o, or 12 mmol/L. This agrees with the actual
measured value so that one can conclude that the

distribution of Cl� across the cell membrane is the result
of passive transport processes that do not require an
investment of energy on the part of the cell.

Finally, applying Eq. 32 to the case of Ca2þ, we see
that its predicted intracellular concentration is [Ca2þ]i ¼
2 � 102 [Ca2þ]o ¼ 200 mmol/L. This predicted value is
much greater than the observed value of only 10�3

mmol/L so that the cell must invest energy into active
transport processes to extrude Ca2þ from its interior. In
short, the application of the Nernst equation, which
defines the thermal balance of chemical and electrical
forces across a membrane, permits us to determine
whether the distribution of any inert solute across a cell
membrane is passive or active.

Two caveats with regard to the application of the
Nernst equation to the steady-state distributions of
solutes across cell membranes must be noted. First,
nonconformity with the predictions of the Nernst
equation simply means that the observed distribution
of a solute cannot be attributed to passive forces alone,
but such nonconformity provides no insight into the
detailed mechanism(s) responsible for this active distri-
bution. Second, this line of reasoning does not apply to
solutes that are either produced or utilized by cells. For
example, the steady-state glucose concentration in most
cells is much lower than that in the extracellular fluid
because this nutrient is rapidly metabolized after gaining
entry into the cells. As another example, the steady-state
concentration of urea in most cells is greater than that in
the extracellular fluid inasmuch as it is produced by
protein catabolism and exits the cell by passive transport
processes; thus, under steady-state conditions, there
must be a concentration difference across the membrane
that provides the driving force for urea exit at a rate
equal to that at which it is produced. Clearly, an
uncritical application of the criteria discussed above to
these two neutral solutes would suggest that glucose is
actively extruded from the cell and that urea is actively
accumulated by these cells.

GIBBS–DONNAN EQUILIBRIUM, ION PUMPS,
AND MAINTENANCE OF CELL VOLUME

So far we have considered three of the functions that
are fulfilled by the operation of (Naþ–Kþ) pumps. First,
they are responsible for the high Kþ and low Naþ

concentrations characteristic of the intracellular fluid of
higher animals. A number of enzymes involved in
intermediary metabolism and protein synthesis appear
to require relatively high concentrations of Kþ for
optimal activity and are inhibited by high concentra-
tions of Naþ; the activities of these enzymes would be
markedly impaired if the intracellular Naþ and Kþ
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concentrations were the same as those in the extracel-
lular fluid. Second, these ionic asymmetries are largely
responsible for establishing the electrical potential
differences across membranes and the bioelectrical
phenomena essential for the functions of excitable cells
such as nerve and muscles as well as many cells that are
not in this category. Finally, the Naþ gradients estab-
lished by these pumps energize the secondary active
transport of a number of solutes whose movements are
coupled to those of Naþ (cotransport or counter-
transport).

(Naþ–Kþ) pumps fulfill yet another, extremely vital
function in cells that do not possess a rigid cell wall;
namely, they are in part responsible for maintaining the
intracellular osmolarity equal to that of the extracellular
fluid, thereby preventing osmotic water flow into the
cells and, in turn, cell swelling. To appreciate why ion
pumps are necessary for the maintenance of cell volume,
we should first consider the artificial system illustrated
in Fig. 23. The two compartments illustrated are
assumed to be closed to the atmosphere and separated
by a membrane that is freely permeable to Naþ, Cl�,
and water but is impermeable to proteins. A solution of
NaCl is added to compartment o, and a solution of the
sodium salt of a protein (Naþ–proteinate [NaP]) is
added to compartment i; assume that at the outset
[Naþ]o ¼ [Naþ]i. The system is then left undisturbed for
a sufficiently long time until equilibrium is achieved.

Let us now consider the characteristics of this final,
time-independent, equilibrium condition, which was
derived by Josiah Willard Gibbs (1839–1903) and

Frederick George Donnan (1870–1956) and is often
referred to as the Gibbs–Donnan equilibrium, Donnan
equilibrium, or Donnan distribution. Because the
membrane is permeable to Naþ and Cl�, but there is
no Cl� initially present in compartment i, some Cl�

must diffuse from compartment o into compartment i,
but this must be also accompanied by an equal amount
of Naþ; otherwise, electroneutrality would be violated.

At all times, the system must obey a balance of
electrical charges such that:

½Naþ�o ¼ ½Cl
�
�o and ½Naþ�i ¼ ½Cl

�
�i þ zp½P

��i ð33Þ

where zp is the net anionic valence of the protein
molecule.

When equilibrium is achieved, the system will be
characterized by three properties:

1. Because we started out with equal Naþ concentra-
tions in both compartments and Naþ and Cl�

subsequently diffused into compartment i (at equal
rates), the equilibrium condition must be character-
ized by asymmetrical distributions of both of these
permeant ions across the membrane. As we have
already learned, if there is an asymmetric distribution
of a passively transported ion across a membrane,
then, at equilibrium, there must be an electrical
potential difference, Vm, across that membrane that
balances the concentration difference and is given by
the Nernst equation. Thus, one value of Vm must
simultaneously satisfy the equilibrium distributions
of both Naþ and Cl�, namely,

Vm ¼ 60 logð½Naþ�o=½Naþ�iÞ ¼ 60 logð½Cl��i=½Cl
�
�oÞ

ð34Þ

2. It follows from Eq. 34 that:

ð½Naþ�o=½Naþ�iÞ ¼ ð½Cl
�
�i=½Cl

�
�oÞ ð35Þ

If we consider the initial and final (equilibrium)
conditions illustrated in Fig. 23 together with Eq. 33,
it should be clear that when equilibrium is achieved
[Naþ]o < [Naþ]i and [Cl�]i < [Cl�]o) with the precise
relation given by Eq. 35. Furthermore, it follows
from Eq. 34 that compartment i will be electrically
negative with respect to compartment o.

3. Finally, if we consider the initial and final conditions
together with Eq. 33, it should be clear that when
equilibrium is achieved, the concentration of osmo-
tically active solutes in compartment i will be greater
than that in compartment o, so that a pressure will
have developed across the membrane given by van’t
Hoff’s law, Eq. 19. Furthermore, if instead of being

FIGURE 23 The development of the Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium

condition. �P, difference in hydrostatic pressure; Pr, protein anion.
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rigid the membrane is distensible, it would bulge into
compartment o.

We chose the initial condition [Naþ]o ¼ [Naþ]i simply
to make it easier for students to comprehend the
evolution of the asymmetries that characterize this
equilibrium condition, but these equilibrium character-
istics can be formally generalized to any set of initial
conditions. Thus, if compartment i has a greater
concentration of impermeant charged species than
compartment o, the three additional asymmetries that
will characterize the Gibbs–Donnan equilibrium when it
is reached are as follows:

1. There will be an asymmetric distribution of all
permeant monovalent cations (Cþ) and anions (C�)
that conforms to the relation:

Co
þ=C

i
þ ¼ Ci

�=C
o
� ¼ r

where r is often referred to as the Donnan ratio and is,
in part, a function of the difference in total charge
between compartments o and i borne by impermeant
ions. If compartment i contains a preponderance of
impermeant anions, then Co

þ < Ci
þ and Ci

� < Co
�; if

the impermeant species are predominantly cationic,
then these relations will be reversed.

2. There will be an electrical potential difference across
the membrane given by the relation:

Vm ¼ 60 log Co
þ=C

i
þ

� �
¼ 60 log Ci

�=C
o
�

� �
¼ 60 log r

If compartment i contains a preponderance of
impermeant anions then Vm will be oriented such
that compartment i is electrically negative with
respect to compartment o; if the impermeant species
are predominantly cationic, then this orientation will
be reversed.

3. Regardless of the sign of the total charge carried by
the preponderance of impermeant species in
compartment i, at equilibrium that compartment
will contain a greater number of osmotically active
particles than compartment o. Thus, there will be an
osmotic driving force for the movement of water into
compartment i. If the membrane is rigid then an
osmotic pressure would balance that driving force; if
the membrane is distensible, then it would bulge into
compartment o.

We can appreciate the function of ion pumps in the
maintenance of cell volume by considering what would
happen if there were no ion pumps. Because the
intracellular concentration of charged, largely anionic,
impermeant macromolecules is much greater than that
in the extracellular fluid, cells lacking ion pumps would

resemble the passive system illustrated in Fig. 23 and
would move toward the direction of achieving a Gibbs–
Donnan equilibrium. The total osmotic activity of
intracellular solutes would exceed that in the surround-
ing fluid, and there would be a driving force for osmotic
water flow into the cell. If the cells possess rigid cell
walls that prevent any increase in cell volume, an
osmotic pressure difference would develop across the
cell walls and the cell interiors would be subjected to a
pressure greater than the extracellular fluid (‘‘turgor’’).
If, as in the case of animal cells, the membrane is
distensible, water would flow into the cell, leading to cell
swelling and, perhaps, rupture.

The (Naþ–Kþ) pumps in animal cell membranes
serve to reduce the intracellular content of osmotically
active solutes, thereby counteracting the osmotic effect
of intracellular macromolecules. The pumps extrude
three sodium ions in exchange for two potassium ions
and also establish an electrical potential difference
across the membrane (negative cell interior) that reduces
the steady-state intracellular concentrations of
permeant, passively distributed anions (mainly Cl�).

If the (Naþ–Kþ) pumps are inhibited by digitalis
glycosides or metabolic poisons, the cells will lose Kþ

and gain Naþ and Cl�; in many cells, three Naþ plus one
Cl� will be gained for every two Kþ lost, so that the
total amount of Naþ and Cl� gained by the cell exceeds
the amount of Kþ lost, and the total intracellular solute
concentration will increase. This will result in an
osmotic uptake of water and cell swelling and may
lead to the destruction of the integrity of the cell
membrane. (Recall that inhibition of the pump would
not only lead to the dissipation of the asymmetric
distributions of Naþ and Kþ, but also the Vm (cell
interior negative) arising from these asymmetries.
According to Eq. 32, if Vm becomes less negative, then
intracellular Cl� will increase. Also note that the
redistribution of ions following inhibition of the pump
does not, indeed cannot, violate the law of bulk
electroneutrality.)

In summary, the membranes that surround most
animal cells are distensible and highly permeable to
water. If these cells are immersed in a hypertonic fluid,
water rapidly leaves the intracellular compartment and
they shrink. If these cells are immersed in a hypotonic
solution, water flows rapidly into them and they swell,
possibly rupturing. In higher animals, the osmolarity of
the extracellular fluid is carefully regulated by the
kidneys in response to neurohormonal stimuli so
that it normally remains within very narrow limits.
However, the maintenance of isotonicity between the
intracellular and extracellular fluids depends, in part, on
the presence of ion, particularly (Naþ–Kþ), pumps in
the cell membranes. These pumps serve to lower the
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intracellular concentration of permeant solutes and
thereby balance and offset the osmotic effects of
impermeant intracellular macromolecules. (Other trans-
port mechanisms come into play when the preservation
of cell volume is threatened by conditions that lead to
swelling and, in some instances, shrinking; a discussion
of these mechanisms is beyond the scope of this
introductory text but can be found in the suggested
readings.)
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Resting Potentials and Action Potentials in
Excitable Cells

JOHN H. BYRNE

KEY POINTS
� Action potentials are very brief electrical events

and are elicited and propagated in an all-or-
nothing fashion.

� Information about intensity is encoded as the
frequency of firing of action potentials.

� The resting potential is due to a high resting
permeability to K+ and a low resting perme-
ability to Na+.

� The Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation can be
used to predict the resting potential.

� Na+ is essential for the nerve action potential.
� The initiation of the action potential is due to the

opening of voltage-dependent Na+ channels.

� Na+ inactivation and a delayed opening of K+

channels underlie the repolarization phase of
the action potential.

� The slow recovery of the delayed increase in K+

conductance underlies the hyperpolarizing
afterpotential.

� No significant changes in the intracellular con-
centrations of Na+ or K+ occur during an action
potential.

� Action potentials have absolute and relative
refractory periods, and are affected by neuro-
toxins.
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Resting potentials are characteristic features of all
cells in the body, but nerve cells and other excitable cells,
such as muscle cells, not only have resting potentials but
are capable of altering these potentials for the purpose
of communication, in the case of nerve cells, and for the
purpose of initiating contraction, in the case of muscle
cells. The material that follows introduces the ionic
mechanisms that endow excitable membranes with this
ability.

EXTRACELLULAR RECORDING OF THE NERVE
ACTION POTENTIAL

The existence of ‘‘animal electricity’’ had been known
for more than 200 years, but the first direct experimental
evidence for it was not provided until the development
of electronic amplifiers and oscilloscopes. Figure 1
illustrates one of the earliest recordings that demon-
strated the ability of nerve cells to alter their electrical
activity for the purpose of coding and transmitting
information. In this experiment, performed in 1934 by
Hartline, extracellular recordings were made from the
optic nerve of an invertebrate eye. Details of the
techniques and interpretation of these extracellular
recordings are described in Chapter 5, but for now it
is sufficient to know that it is possible to place an
electrode on the surface of a nerve axon and record
electrical events that are associated with potential
changes taking place across the axonal membrane. In
the experiment illustrated in Fig. 1, light flashes of
different intensities were delivered to the eye. With a
very weak intensity light flash, there was no change in
the baseline electrical activity. When the intensity of the

light flash was increased, however, small spike-like
transient events associated with the onset of the light
were observed. Increasing the intensity of the light flash
produced an increase in the rate of these spike-like
events. These spike-like events are known as nerve
action potentials, impulses, or, simply, spikes.

Even though this experiment was performed more
than 60 years ago, it nonetheless illustrates three basic
properties of nerve action potentials and how they are
used by the nervous system to encode information.
First, nerve action potentials are very brief, having a
duration of only about 1 msec (1 msec ¼ 10�3 sec).
Second, action potentials are initiated in an all-or-
nothing manner. Note that the amplitude of the action
potentials does not vary during a sustained light flash.
Third, and related to the above, with increasing stimulus
intensity it is not the size of action potentials that varies
but rather their number or frequency. This is the general
means by which intensity information is coded in the
nervous system, and it is true for a variety of peripheral
receptors. Specifically, the greater the intensity of a
physical stimulus (whether it be a stimulus to a
photoreceptor, a stimulus to a mechanoreceptor in the
skin, or a stimulus to a muscle stretch receptor), the
greater is the frequency of nerve action potentials. This
finding has given rise to the notion of the frequency code
for stimulus intensity in the nervous system.

Most of the information transmitted to the central
nervous system from the periphery is mediated by nerve
action potentials. Moreover, all the motor commands
initiated in the central nervous system are propagated to
the periphery by nerve action potentials, and action
potentials produced in muscle cells are the first step in
the initiation of muscular contraction (see Chapter 6).
Action potentials are therefore quite important, not only
for the functioning of the nervous system, but also for
the functioning of muscle cells, and for this reason it is
important to understand the ionic mechanisms that
underlie the action potential and its propagation.

INTRACELLULAR RECORDING OF THE
RESTING POTENTIAL

The action potentials illustrated in Fig. 1 were
recorded with extracellular electrodes. To examine the
properties of action potentials in greater detail, it was
necessary to move from these rather crude extracellular
techniques to intracellular recording techniques. Figure 2
illustrates schematically how it is possible to record the
membrane potential of a living cell. The upper left of
Fig. 2A is an idealized nerve cell, composed of a cell
body with a portion of its attached axonal process.
Outside the nerve cell in the extracellular medium is

1 sec

Nerve Activity
Light Stimulus

Light Intensity

Bright

Dim

FIGURE 1 Action potentials recorded from an invertebrate optic

nerve in response to light flashes of different intensities. With dim

illumination no action potentials are recorded, but with more intense

illumination the number and frequency of action potentials increase.

(Modified from Hartline HK. J Cell Comp Physiol 1934; 5:229.)
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a glass microelectrode that is connected to a suitable
voltage recording device, such as a voltmeter, a pen
recorder, or an oscilloscope. A glass microelectrode is
nothing more than a piece of thin capillary tubing that is
stretched under heat to produce a very fine tip having a
diameter less than 1 mm. The electrode is then filled with
an electrolyte solution such as KCl to conduct current.
Initially, with the microelectrode in the extracellular
medium, no potential difference is recorded, simply
because the extracellular medium (the extracellular
fluid) is isopotential. If, however, the microelectrode
penetrates the cell membrane so that the tip of the
microelectrode is inside the cell, a sharp deflection is
obtained on the recording device (Fig. 2B). The
potential suddenly shifts from its initial value of 0 mV
to a new value of �60 mV. The inside of the cell is
negative with respect to the outside. The potential
difference that is recorded when a living cell is impaled
with a microelectrode is known as the resting potential.
The resting potential remains constant for indefinite
periods of time as long as the cell is not stimulated or
no damage occurs to the cell with impalement. The
resting potential varies somewhat from nerve cell
to nerve cell (�40 to �90 mV), but a typical value is
about �60 mV.

INTRACELLULAR RECORDING OF THE NERVE
ACTION POTENTIAL

The techniques for examining resting potentials can
be extended to study the action potential. Although
nerve action potentials are normally initiated by
mechanical, chemical, or photic stimuli to classes of

specialized receptors or by a process known as synaptic
transmission (see Chapter 6), it is possible to elicit action
potentials artificially in nerve cells and study their
underlying ionic mechanisms in considerable detail and
in a controlled fashion.

Figure 3 shows another idealized nerve cell with its
cell body and attached axon. One microelectrode has
penetrated the cell membrane so that the tip of the
electrode is inside the cell. This electrode will be used
to monitor the potential difference between the outside
and inside of the cell. When this electrode penetrates
the cell, a resting potential of about �60 mV is
recorded. The cell is also impaled with a second
microelectrode that will be used to alter the membrane
potential artificially. This second electrode, called the
stimulating electrode, is connected to a suitable current
generator (in the simplest case, this current generator
can be considered a battery). Obviously, there are two
ways that a battery can be connected to any circuit.
The battery can be inserted so that either its positive
pole or negative pole is connected to the electrode. A
switch is placed in the circuit so that the battery can be
connected to and disconnected from the circuit at will.
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FIGURE 3 Intracellular recording of the action potential. (Top) A

second intracellular microelectrode is used to hyperpolarize or

depolarize the cell artificially. (Middle) Hyperpolarizing and then

depolarizing current pulses of increasing amplitudes were passed into

the cell. (Bottom) If the magnitude of the depolarization current is

sufficient to depolarize the membrane potential to threshold, an action

potential is initiated. (Modified from Kandel ER. The cellular basis of

behavior. San Francisco, Freeman, 1976.)
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FIGURE 2 Intracellular recording of the resting potential. (A) One

input to a voltmeter is connected to a microelectrode, and the second

input is connected to a reference electrode in the extracellular medium.

No potential difference is recorded when the tip of the microelectrode

is outside the cell. (B) When the tip of the microelectrode penetrates

the cell, a resting potential of �60 mV is recorded. (Modified from

Kandel, ER. The cellular basis of behavior. San Francisco: Freeman,

1976.)
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Assume that a small battery is inserted and its negative
pole is connected to the stimulating electrode. With the
switch open, a resting potential of �60 mV is recorded.
As a result of closing the switch, however, the negative
pole of the battery is connected to the stimulating
electrode, which tends to artificially make the inside of
the cell more negative relative to the external solution.
There is a slight downward deflection of the recording
trace.

If this experiment is repeated using a slightly larger
battery, more current flows into the cell, and a
larger increase in the negativity of the cell is recorded.
Larger batteries produce even greater increases in the
potential. Any time the negativity of the cell interior is
increased, the potential change is known as a hyperpo-
larization. The membrane is more polarized than normal.

Now consider the consequences of repeating this
experiment with the positive pole of the battery
connected to the stimulating electrode. Turning on the
switch now makes the inside of the cell artificially more
positive than the resting potential. The polarized state of
the membrane is decreased. Increasing the size of the
battery produces a greater decrease in the negativity of
the cell, and over a limited range the resultant potential
is a graded function of the size of the stimulus that is
used to produce it. Any time the interior of the cell
becomes more positive, the potential change is known as
a depolarization. These hyperpolarizations and depolar-
izations that are artificially produced are known as
electrotonic, graded, or passive potentials (some addi-
tional features of electrotonic potentials are discussed
later in Chapter 5); however, the point to note here is
that, within a limited range of stimulus intensities,
hyperpolarizing and depolarizing electrotonic potentials
are graded functions of the size of the stimulus used to
produce them.

An interesting phenomenon occurs when the magni-
tude of the battery used to produce the depolarizing
potentials is increased further. As the size of the battery
and thus the amount of depolarization is increased, a
critical level is reached, known as the threshold, wherein
a new type of potential is produced that is different in its
amplitude, duration, and form from the depolarizing
pulse used to produce it. This new type of potential
change elicited when threshold is reached is known as
the action potential, which is elicited in an all-or-nothing
fashion. Stimuli below threshold fail to elicit an action
potential; stimuli at threshold or above threshold
successfully elicit an action potential. Increasing the
stimulus intensity beyond threshold produces an action
potential identical to the action potential produced at
the threshold level. In this experiment, the duration of
the depolarization is so short that only a single action
potential could be initiated. If the duration is longer,

multiple action potentials are initiated, and their
frequency depends on the stimulus intensity. This is
simply a restatement of the all-or-nothing law of action
potentials presented earlier. Below threshold, no action
potential is elicited; at or above threshold, an all-or-
nothing action potential is initiated. Increasing the
stimulus intensity still further produces the same
amplitude action potential; only the frequency is
increased.

Not only are action potentials elicited in an all-or-
nothing fashion, but, as described in Chapter 5, they
also propagate in an all-or-nothing fashion. If an action
potential is initiated in the cell body, it will propagate
along the nerve axon and eventually invade the synaptic
terminals and initiate a process known as synaptic
transmission (see Chapter 6). Unlike action potentials,
electrotonic potentials do not propagate in an all-or-
nothing fashion. Electrotonic potentials do spread but
only for short distances (see Chapter 5).

There are several interesting features of the action
potential. One is that the polarity of the cell completely
reverses during the peak of the action potential.
Initially, the inside of the cell is �60 mV with respect
to the outside but, during the peak of the action
potential, the potential reverses and approaches a value
þ55 mV inside with respect to the outside. The region
of the action potential that varies between the 0-mV
level and its peak value is known as the overshoot.
Another interesting characteristic of action potentials is
their repolarization phase (the return to the resting
level). The action potential does not immediately return
to the resting potential of �60 mV; there is a period of
time when the cell is actually more negative than the
resting level. This phase of the action potential is
known as the undershoot or the hyperpolarizing after-
potential.

As indicated earlier, nerve potentials are the vehicles
by which peripheral information is coded and propa-
gated to the central nervous system; motor commands
initiated in the central nervous system are propagated to
the periphery by nerve action potentials, and the action
potential is the first step in the initiation of muscular
contraction.

IONIC MECHANISMS OF THE
RESTING POTENTIAL

Although the major focus of this chapter is to explain
the ionic mechanisms that underlie the action potential,
it is first necessary to review the ionic mechanisms that
underlie the resting potential, because the two are
intimately related. The basic principles have been
introduced in Chapter 3.
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Bernstein’s Hypothesis for the

Resting Potential

In 1902, Julius Bernstein proposed the first satisfac-
tory hypothesis for generation of the resting potential.
Bernstein knew that the inside of cells have high Kþ and
low Naþ concentrations and that the extracellular fluid
has low Kþ and high Naþ concentrations. In addition,
there appeared to be large negatively charged molecules,
presumably proteins, to which the cell was impermeable.
Bernstein also knew (a critical piece of information) that
cells were highly permeable to Kþ but not very perme-
able to other ions. Furthermore, Bernstein knew of the
work of the physical chemist, Nernst. Bernstein there-
fore suggested that the resting potential could be
predicted simply by applying the Nernst equilibrium
equation for potassium:

Vm¼
?
ENa ¼ 60 log

Kþ
	 


o

Kþ
	 


i

ðmVÞ ð1Þ

where Vm is the membrane potential and EK the
potassium equilibrium potential (see also Chapter 3).

Although Bernstein’s hypothesis was interesting, it
could not be directly tested at the time (hence, the
question mark in the equation) because microelectrode
recording techniques had not been developed. It was not
until the 1930s and 1940s and the advent of microelec-
trode recording techniques that it became possible to
test the hypothesis directly. The testing of Bernstein’s
hypothesis was done primarily by Hodgkin and Huxley
and their colleagues in England. As a result of this work,
a general theory was developed for the generation of the
resting potential that appears to be applicable to most
cells in the body.

Testing Bernstein’s Hypothesis

How would one go about testing Bernstein’s hypoth-
esis? If the membrane potential (Vm) is equal to the Kþ

equilibrium potential (EK), one should be able to
substitute the known outside and inside concentrations
ofKþ into theNernst equation and determine the equilib-
rium potential (EK), which should equal the measured
membrane potential (Vm). Furthermore, because of the
logarithmic relationship in the Nernst equation, if the
outside Kþ concentration is artificially manipulated by a
factor of 10, then the equilibrium potential will change by
a factor of 60 mV. If the membrane potential is governed
by the Kþ equilibrium potential, then the membrane
potential should also change by 60 mV.

Figure 4 illustrates one direct experimental test of
Bernstein’s hypothesis performed by Hodgkin and

Horowicz. A cell was impaled with a microelectrode
and the resting potential was measured. The extracel-
lular Kþ concentration was systematically varied, and
the change in the resting potential was monitored. When
the Kþ concentration was changed by a factor of 10, the
resting potential changed by a factor of 60 mV. The
straight line on the plot is the relationship predicted by
the Nernst equation (note that it is a straight line
because these data are plotted on a semilog scale).

The fit is not perfect, however, and the experimental
data deviate from the predicted values when the
extracellular Kþ concentration is reduced to low levels.
If there is a deviation from the Nernst equation, the
membrane must be permeable, not only to Kþ, but to
another ion as well. That other ion appears to be Naþ.
As indicated earlier, Naþ has a high concentration
outside the cell and a low concentration inside the cell. If
the cell has a slight permeability to Naþ, Naþ will tend
to diffuse into the cell and produce a charge distribution
across the membrane so that the inside of the membrane
will be positive with respect to the outside. This slight
increase in the positivity on the inside surface of the
membrane will tend to reduce the negative charge
distribution produced by the diffusion of Kþ out of
the cell. The slight permeability of the membrane to Naþ

will tend, therefore, to make the cell slightly less negative
than would be expected were the membrane only
permeable to Kþ. If a membrane is permeable to more
than one cation, the Nernst equation cannot be used to
predict the resultant membrane potential. However, in
such a case the Goldman equation can be used.
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FIGURE 4 Effects of altered extracellular concentrations of Kþ on

the membrane potential: (�), measured membrane potential at each of

a variety of different concentrations of Kþ; the straight line is the

potential predicted by the Nernst equation. The value of 140 in the

Nernst equation is the estimated intracellular concentration of Kþ for

the cell used in the experiment. (Modified from Hodgkin AL,

Horowicz P. J Physiol 1959; 148:127.)
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GOLDMAN–HODGKIN–KATZ EQUATION

The Goldman equation is also known as the Goldman–
Hodgkin–Katz (GHK) equation because Hodgkin and
Katz applied it to biologic membranes. As has already
been seen in Chapter 3, the GHK equation can be used
to determine the potential developed across a membrane
permeable to Naþ and Kþ. Thus,

Vm ¼ 60 log
Kþ
	 


o
þ � Naþ

	 

o

Kþ
	 


i
þ � Naþ

	 

i

ðmVÞ ð2Þ

where Vm is the membrane potential in millivolts and
� is equal to the ratio of the Naþ and Kþ permeabilities
(PNa/PK). This equation looks rather complex at first,
but it can be simplified by examining two extreme cases.
Consider the case when the Naþ permeability is equal
to zero. Then, � is equal to zero, and the Goldman–
Hodgkin–Katz equation reduces to the Nernst equation
for Kþ. If the membrane is highly permeable to Naþ and
has a very low Kþ permeability, � will be a very large
number, which causes the Naþ terms to be very large so
that the Kþ terms can be neglected and the Goldman–
Hodgkin–Katz equation reduces to the Nernst equation
for Naþ. Thus, the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation
has two extremes. In one case, when Naþ permeability is
zero, it reduces to the Nernst equation for Kþ; in the
other case, when Naþ permeability is very high, it
reduces to the Nernst equation for Naþ. The GHK
equation allows one to predict membrane potentials
between these two extreme levels, and these membrane
potentials are determined by the ratio of Kþ and Naþ

permeabilities. If the permeabilities are equal, the
membrane potential will be intermediate between the
Kþ and the Naþ equilibrium potentials.

Figure 5 illustrates a test of the ability of the
Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation to fit the same
experimental data shown in Fig. 4. The straight line is
generated by the Nernst equation, whereas the curved
trace is generated by the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz
equation. The value of � that gives the best fit is 0.01.
Thus, although there is some Naþ permeability at rest, it
is only one-hundredth that of the Kþ permeability. To a
first approximation, the membrane potential is due to
the fact that there is unequal distribution of Kþ, and the
membrane is selectively permeable to Kþ and to a large
extent no other ion. Therefore, the membrane potential
can be roughly predicted by the Nernst equilibrium
potentials for Kþ. However, there is a slight Naþ

permeability that tends to make the inside of the cell
more positive than would be predicted, based on the
assumption that the cell is permeable only to Kþ.
The GHK equation can be used to calculate or predict

the membrane potential knowing the ratio of Naþ and
Kþ permeabilities and the individual extracellular and
intracellular concentrations of Naþ and Kþ.

THE SODIUM HYPOTHESIS FOR THE NERVE
ACTION POTENTIAL

Is it possible to specify ionic mechanisms that
account for the action potential just as it was possible
to do so for the resting potential? It is interesting to note
that Julius Bernstein in 1902, when proposing his theory
for the resting potential, also proposed a theory for the
nerve action potential. Bernstein proposed that during a
nerve action potential, the membrane suddenly became
permeable to all ions. Bernstein predicted, based on this
theory, that the membrane potential would shift from its
resting level to a new value of about 0 mV. (Can you
explain why?) However, from Fig. 3 it is clear that the
potential changes during the action potential do not
range from a value of �60 to 0 mV, but actually go well
beyond 0 mV and approach a value of þ55 mV. So,
whereas Bernstein’s hypothesis for the resting potential
was nearly correct, his hypothesis for the action
potential clearly missed the mark.

At the same time that Bernstein proposed theories for
resting potentials and action potentials, Overton,
another early physiologist, made some interesting
observations about the critical role of Naþ. Overton
observed that Naþ in the extracellular medium was
absolutely essential for cellular excitability. In general,
in the absence of extracellular Naþ, nerve axons cannot
propagate information, and skeletal muscle cells are
unable to contract.
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Overton, like Bernstein, could not test his hypothesis
experimentally because microelectrodes were not avail-
able. Just as Hodgkin and his colleagues critically tested
Bernstein’s hypothesis for the resting potential, they also
examined and extended Overton’s observations. One of
the earlier experiments performed by Hodgkin and Katz
is illustrated in Fig. 6.

Hodgkin and Katz repeatedly initiated action poten-
tials in the squid giant axon while they artificially altered
the extracellular Naþ concentration. When the extra-
cellular Naþ concentration was reduced to 70% of its
normal value (Fig. 6A), there was a slight reduction in
the amplitude of the action potential. Reducing the Naþ

concentration to 50% and 33% of its normal value
produced further reductions in the amplitude of the
action potential. These experiments, therefore, directly
confirmed Overton’s initial observations that Naþ is
essential for the initiation of action potentials. (Excep-
tions to this are action potentials in cardiac and smooth
muscle cells; see Chapters 8 and 11.)

Hodgkin and his colleagues took these observations
one step further. They suggested that, during an action
potential, the membrane behaved as though it was
becoming selectively permeable to Naþ. In a sense, the

membrane was switching from its state of being highly
permeable to Kþ at rest to being highly permeable to
Naþ at the peak of the action potential. If a membrane
is highly permeable to Naþ at the peak of the action
potential (for the sake of simplicity we assume that the
membrane is solely permeable to Naþ and no other
ions), what potential difference would one predict across
the cell membrane? If the membrane is only permeable
to Naþ, the membrane potential should equal the Naþ

equilibrium potential (ENa), and

V¼
?
ENa ¼ 60 log

Naþ
	 


o

Naþ
	 


i

ðmVÞ ð3Þ

Indeed, when the known values of extracellular and
intracellular Naþ concentrations for the squid giant
axon are substituted, a value of þ55 mV is calculated.
This is approximately the peak amplitude of the action
potential. Is this simply a coincidence? It is possible that
the membrane is permeable to other ions as well.
Perhaps the action potential is due to an increase in
Ca2þ permeability; Ca2þ is in high concentration outside
and low concentration inside the cell, so part of the
action potential might be due to a selective increase in
Ca2þ permeability. How can this issue be resolved? If
the peak amplitude of the action potential is determined
by ENa, one would expect that as the extracellular
levels of Naþ are altered, the peak amplitude of the
action potential would change according to the Nernst
equation. Furthermore, because of the logarithmic
relationship in the Nernst equation, if the extracellular
Naþ concentration is changed by a factor of 10, the
Naþ equilibrium potential and the peak amplitude
of the action potential should change by a factor of
60 mV.

Figure 7 illustrates a test of this hypothesis. The peak
amplitude of the action potential, shown on the vertical
axis, is measured as a function of the extracellular Naþ

concentration. The dots on the graph represent the peak
amplitude of the action potential recorded at various
extracellular concentrations of Naþ. The straight line is
the relationship that describes the Naþ equilibrium
potential as a function of extracellular Naþ.

Although there are some deviations between the
predicted Naþ equilibrium potential and the peak
amplitude of the action potential (the action potential
never quite reaches the value of the Naþ equilibrium
potential), the critical observation is that the slopes of
these two lines are nearly identical. For a tenfold change
in the extracellular Naþ concentration, there is approxi-
mately a 60-mV change in the peak amplitude of the
action potential. These experiments, therefore, provide
strong experimental support for the hypothesis that
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during the peak of the action potential the membrane
suddenly switches from a high permeability to Kþ to a
high permeability to Naþ.

APPLYING THE GOLDMAN–HODGKIN–KATZ
EQUATION TO THE ACTION POTENTIAL

There are two important positively charged ions (Kþ

and Naþ), and the membrane potential appears to be
governed by the relative permeabilities of these two ions.

As a result, the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation can
be used:

Vm ¼ 60 log
Kþ
	 


o
þ � Naþ

	 

o

Kþ
	 


i
þ � Naþ

	 

i

ðmVÞ

where � ¼ PNa/PK.
Figure 8 is a sketch of an action potential. One

important observation is that the action potential
traverses a region that is bounded by ENa on one extreme
and EK on the other. Because the action potential
traverses this bounded region, it is possible to use the
Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation to roughly predict
any value of the action potential simply by adjusting the
ratio of the Naþ and Kþ permeabilities. For the resting
level, we have already seen that the ratio of Naþ and Kþ

permeabilities is 0.01. Thus, we can substitute these
values into the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation and
calculate a value of approximately �60 mV.

Assume that the Naþ permeability is very high. Then
� is a very large number, and the Naþ terms dominate
the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation. In the limit,
the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation reduces to the
Nernst equation for Naþ. So, when there is a high Naþ

permeability and a low Kþ permeability, we can
calculate a potential that approximates the peak ampli-
tude of the action potential. During the repolarization
phase of the action potential, we can simply assume that
the ratio of Naþ and Kþ permeabilities returns back
to normal, substitute this value into the Goldman–
Hodgkin–Katz equation, and calculate a membrane
potential of �60 mV. The hyperpolarizing afterpotential
could be accounted for by a slight decrease in Naþ

permeability to less than its resting level or by a Kþ

permeability greater than its resting level. The important
point is that by adjusting the ratio of Naþ and Kþ

permeabilities, it is possible to predict the entire
trajectory of the action potential.

THE CONCEPT OF VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT
NAþ PERMEABILITY

Even though the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation
gives a good qualitative fit to the trajectory of the action
potential, it fails to provide any insight into the
fundamental question of how the presumed switch in
permeability takes place. How can a membrane at one
instant in time be highly permeable to Kþ and a short
time thereafter be highly permeable to Naþ ? Hodgkin
and Huxley proposed that there is a voltage-dependent
change in Naþ permeability; Naþ permeability is low at
rest, but as the cell is depolarized, Naþ permeability
increases (Fig. 9A).
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Assume that the cell is depolarized by some stimulus.
As a result of the depolarization, there will be an
increase in Naþ permeability. If Naþ permeability is
increased (assume for the moment that Kþ permeability
remains unchanged), � in the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz
equation will be increased. If � is increased, the Naþ

terms are multiplied by a larger value, and they will tend
to dominate the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation.
The membrane will become less negative (i.e., more
depolarized), but, as the cell depolarizes, Naþ perme-
ability increases further and � increases further. A
positive feedback cycle is entered (Fig. 9B) such that
once the cell is depolarized to a critical level, the cell will
rapidly depolarize further in a regenerative fashion.
Eventually, the membrane potential will approach the
Naþ equilibrium potential. Thus, a voltage-dependent
relationship between membrane potential and Naþ

permeability can in principle completely account for
the initiation of the action potential.

TESTING THE CONCEPT OF VOLTAGE-
DEPENDENT NAþ PERMEABILITY: THE

VOLTAGE-CLAMP TECHNIQUE

So far we have just a theory. The critical hypothesis is
that Naþ permeability is regulated by the membrane
potential. The simple way of testing this hypothesis is to
depolarize the cell to various levels and measure the
corresponding Naþ permeability. The problem,
however, is that as soon as the cell is depolarized, Naþ

permeability changes, an action potential is initiated,
and because of practical reasons, there is insufficient
time to measure the permeability change. This was a
major obstacle in the further analysis of the ionic
mechanisms that govern the action potential.

The major breakthrough came when Hodgkin and
Huxley used an electronic feedback device known as a
voltage-clamp amplifier to hold the membrane potential
at various levels for indefinite periods of time (Fig. 10).

The voltage-clamp amplifier takes the difference
between the actual recorded membrane potential and
the desired level and generates sufficient hyperpolarizing
or depolarizing current to minimize the difference. The
amount of current necessary to hold the membrane
potential fixed at the desired level is proportional to the
membrane permeability, or conductance, at that parti-
cular voltage-clamp level. For example, by measuring
the ionic current as a function of time, l(t), and knowing
the potential difference (which is constant), the conduc-
tance as a function of time, G(t), can be determined
simply by using Ohm’s law (conductance for our
purpose can simply be considered an electrical measure-
ment of permeability, so we will use permeability and
conductance interchangeably):

GðtÞ ¼ IðtÞ=�V ð5Þ

By changing the potential difference with the voltage-
clamp amplifier, the corresponding conductances at a
variety of different potentials can be determined.

Figure 11 illustrates some typical results. The proce-
dure is as follows. Initially, the membrane potential is at
its resting level of �60 mV. It is then artificially changed
from the resting level to a new depolarized level (e.g.,
�35 mV) and held there for 5 msec or longer. The
membrane potential is then returned back to its resting
level, and the membrane is stepped or clamped to a new
depolarized level of �20 mV. By performing a sequence
of these voltage-clamp measurements, changes in Naþ

permeability as a function of both voltage and time can
be determined.

In the upper part of Fig. 11, the horizontal axis shows
the time and the vertical axis shows the measured Naþ

conductance. As the membrane potential is forced to
various depolarized levels from the resting level, there is
a graded increase in Naþ permeability. The greater the
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level of depolarization, the greater the Naþ permeabil-
ity. This experiment therefore provides strong experi-
mental support for the proposal that Naþ permeability
is voltage dependent and demonstrates the existence of a
mechanism that could explain the rising phase (initia-
tion) of the action potential.

MOLECULAR BASIS FOR THE REGULATION OF
NAþ PERMEABILITY

At the molecular level, the relationship between the
membrane potential and Naþ permeability (Fig. 9A) is
due to the existence of membrane channels that are
selectively permeable to Naþ and that are opened or
gated by the membrane potential. This discovery was
made possible by the patch-clamp technique, which
allows the conductance of individual channels to be
measured. With the patch-clamp technique, a micropip-
ette with a tip several microns in diameter is positioned
so that the tip just touches the outer surface of the
membrane. A high-resistance seal develops that allows
the electrode and associated electronic circuitry to
measure the current and thus the conductance of a
small number of Naþ channels or, indeed, a single Naþ

channel (Fig. 12). One of the major conclusions that has
been derived from these studies is that, in response to
membrane depolarization, single Naþ channels open in

an all-or-nothing fashion. A single channel has at least
two states—open and closed—and once opened it
cannot open further in response to depolarization. The
gating process is subserved by a membrane-bound
protein that is charged, such that when the membrane
is depolarized, a conformational change in the protein
takes place that results in the channel becoming more
permeable to Naþ (see also below).

In response to membrane depolarization (Fig. 13A),
individual channels open briefly and then close (Fig.
13B). The opening of single channels is a probabilistic
function of time and voltage; however, when the
opening of many channels is averaged, the averaged
conductance predicts the conductance change of the
entire population of channels (Fig. 13C). Thus, the time
course of the changes of Naþ permeability (Fig. 11) is a
reflection of the average opening and closing times of
many individual Naþ channels. At the molecular level,
the voltage dependence of the total membrane Naþ

permeability (Fig. 9A) can be viewed as the probability
that a depolarization will open single Naþ channels; the
more the cell is depolarized, the greater the number of
individual Naþ channels that will be opened, each in its
characteristic all-or-nothing fashion.

STRUCTURE OF THE VOLTAGE-GATED
NAþ CHANNEL

The principal structural and functional unit of the
voltage-gated Naþ channel consists of a single polypep-
tide chain exhibiting four homologous domains (I–IV,
Fig. 14), with each domain having six hydrophobic
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membrane-spanning regions designated S1 to S6. The
functional significance of specific regions has been
elucidated. For example, region S4 contains a high
density of positively charged residues and is believed to
represent the voltage sensor of the channel. The channel
pore is believed to be formed by the four homologous

regions between S5 and S6 (also designated the SS1 and
SS2 regions, the H5 region, or the P region). Channel
inactivation (see below) seems to be associated with the
region that links domains III and IV. In particular, a
hinged-lid structure formed by the amino terminus of
domain IV has properties consistent with an ability to
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FIGURE 13 Single-channel changes in Naþ conductance. In response to a pulse

depolarization, the probability of single Naþ channels opening is increased. (A) Voltage step

used to depolarize the membrane. (B) Successive traces obtained in response to multiple

presentations of the voltage step in A; with any single trace the relationship is not particularly

clear. (C) When the traces are averaged, a conductance change resembling that of the

macroscopic conductance (see Fig. 11) change is observed. (Modified from Sigworth FJ, Neher

E. Nature 1980; 287:447–449.)
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move into the channel pore and cause its blockade.
Finally, the Naþ channel can be regulated by protein
phosphorylation. Specifically, the region that links
domains I and II contains phosphorylation sites for
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP)-dependent
protein kinase, whereas the region that links domains
III and IV contains a phosphorylation site for protein
kinase C.

NAþ INACTIVATION

There is one other important aspect of the data
illustrated in Fig. 11. Even though the membrane
potential is depolarized throughout the duration of
each trace, Naþ permeability spontaneously falls back
to its resting level. Thus, although Naþ permeability
depends on the level of depolarization, it does not
remain elevated and is only transient. Once it reaches its
maximum value, it spontaneously decays back to its
resting level. The process by which Naþ permeability
spontaneously decays back to its resting level (even
though the membrane is depolarized) is known as
inactivation. At the molecular level, the process of
inactivation can be considered to be a separate voltage-
and time-dependent process regulating the Naþ channel.
In Fig. 15, the Naþ channel is represented as having two
regulatory components: an activation gate and an
inactivation gate. For the channel to be open, both the
activation and inactivation gates must be open. At the
resting potential, the activation gate is closed, and even
though the inactivation gate is open, channel perme-
ability is zero (Fig. 15A). With depolarization, the
activation gate opens rapidly (Fig. 15B), and the channel
becomes permeable to Naþ. Depolarization also tends
to close the inactivation gate, but the inactivation
process is slower. With depolarization occurring over a
longer time, the inactivation gate closes, and even
though the activation gate is still open, channel perme-
ability is zero (Fig. 15C).

What is the physiologic significance of Naþ inactiva-
tion? Let us return to the positive feedback cycle once
again. Depolarization increases Naþ permeability, and
the increase in Naþ permeability depolarizes the cell.
Eventually, as a result of this regenerative cycle, the cell
is depolarized rapidly up to a value near ENa. The
problem with this mechanism is how to account for the
repolarization phase of the action potential. Based on
the relationship between Naþ permeability and
membrane potential, one would predict that once the
membrane potential moves to ENa it would stay there
for an indefinite period of time. The steep relationship
between voltage and Naþ permeability is only transient,
however. After approximately 1 msec, Naþ permeability

spontaneously decays. If Naþ permeability decays,
because of inactivation, the potential would move
closer to EK or, stated in a slightly different way, it
will become less depolarized. Depolarization would be
reduced, and the reduction in depolarization would
produce a further reduction in Naþ permeability (i.e.,
deactivation) because of the basic relationship between
voltage and Naþ permeability (Fig. 9A). As a result, a
new feedback cycle is initiated that would tend to
repolarize the cell.

It is therefore intriguing to think that simply by
accounting for (1) the voltage-dependent increase in
Naþ permeability and (2) the process of Naþ inactiva-
tion, both the initiation and the repolarization phases of
the action potential could be explained fully. However,
there are at least two problems with this hypothesis.
First, the duration of the action potential is only about
1 msec, yet the Naþ permeability change takes 4 msec or
so to return to the resting level (fully inactivated). So, by
extrapolating these voltage-clamp measurements, one
might expect that the action potential would be some-
what longer in duration than 1 msec. Second, it is
difficult to explain the hyperpolarizing afterpotential.
From the voltage-clamp data (Fig. 11), it is clear that
Naþ permeability increases dramatically and then
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FIGURE 15 Schematic diagram of three states of the Naþ channel:

(A) rest; (B) peak gNa; and (C) inactivated.
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inactivates. To explain the hyperpolarizing afterpoten-
tial, Naþ permeability would have to be less than its
initial value (� would have to be less than 0.01). So,
based on the observed changes in Naþ permeability, it
would be impossible to account for the hyperpolarizing
afterpotential.

ROLE OF VOLTAGE-DEPENDENT Kþ

CONDUCTANCE IN REPOLARIZATION OF THE
ACTION POTENTIAL

Not only does Naþ permeability change, but there is
also a change in Kþ permeability during the course of an
action potential. Figure 16 illustrates these results. The
upper portion of the illustration simply reviews the
experimental data of Fig. 11. When the membrane is
depolarized and held fixed at various levels, there is an
increase in Naþ permeability that is proportional to the
depolarization. Keep in mind that during this entire
sequence of events, the membrane potential is held
depolarized by the voltage clamp at the levels indicated.
The traces in Fig. 16 illustrate that in addition to

changes of Naþ permeability, there are also voltage-
dependent changes in Kþ permeability. The greater the
level of depolarization, the greater the increase in Kþ

permeability. There are two important differences
between these two permeability systems. First, the
changes in Kþ permeability are rather slow. It takes
some time for Kþ permeability to begin to increase,
whereas the changes in Naþ permeability begin to occur
immediately after the depolarization is delivered.
Second, whereas Naþ permeability exhibits inactivation,
Kþ permeability remains elevated as long as the
membrane potential is held depolarized.

Now that it is clear that there are changes in both
Naþ and Kþ permeabilities, how can this information be
used to better account for the entire sequence of events
that underlies the action potential? The initial explana-
tion for the rising phase of the action potential is
unaltered, simply because for a period of time less than
about 0.5 msec, there is no major change in Kþ

permeability (i.e., the change in Kþ permeability is
slow). In later phases of the action potential (at times
greater than roughly 0.5–1 msec), we not only have to
consider Naþ permeability changes but also changes in
Kþ permeability. What would be the consequences of
not only having a fall in Naþ permeability (due to
inactivation), but also a simultaneous increase in Kþ

permeability? Let us return to the Goldman–Hodgkin–
Katz equation. At the peak of the action potential
(about 0.5–1 msec from its initiation), there is very high
Naþ permeability. At this time, Kþ permeability begins
to increase significantly. Thus, at any time after about
0.5 to 1 msec, not only will there be a certain increase in
Naþ permeability, but there will also be a Kþ perme-
ability that is greater than its resting level. As a result,
the value of � will be smaller than if only changes in
Naþ permeability were occurring. If � is smaller, then
the Naþ terms make less of a contribution to the
Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz equation. Stated in a slightly
different way, the Kþ terms make more of a contribu-
tion, and the membrane potential will be more negative.
Thus, by incorporating the finding that there is a
delayed increase in Kþ permeability, the membrane
potential will be more negative for any given time
(greater than about 0.5–1 msec) than it would have been
without the changes in Kþ permeability. The delayed
changes in Kþ permeability will tend to make the
membrane potential repolarize more quickly because
now there are two driving forces for repolarization. The
first is Naþ inactivation, and the second is the delayed
increase in Kþ permeability. By incorporating the
simultaneous changes in Kþ permeability, we can in
principle account for a shorter duration action potential.

Can the changes in Kþ permeability help explain the
hyperpolarizing afterpotential? The key is to understand
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the time course of the changes in Kþ permeability. Note
that the changes in Kþ permeability are very slow to
turn on. They are also slow to turn off. As the action
potential repolarizes to the resting level, Naþ perme-
ability returns back to its resting level. Because the Kþ

permeability system is slow, however, Kþ permeability is
still elevated. Therefore, � in the Goldman–Hodgkin–
Katz equation will actually be less than its initial level of
0.01. If � is less than 0.01, the contributions of the Naþ

terms become even more negligible than at rest, and the
membrane potential approaches EK. Thus, because Naþ

permeability decays rapidly and Kþ permeability decays
slowly, during the later phases of the action potential
Kþ permeability is elevated, and the hyperpolarizing
afterpotential is produced.

Figure 17 summarizes the time course of the changes
in Naþ and Kþ permeability underlying the nerve action
potential. Assume that by some mechanism the cell is
depolarized to threshold. The depolarization initiates
the voltage-dependent increase in Naþ permeability.
That voltage-dependent increase in Naþ permeability
produces a further depolarization, resulting in further
increases in Naþ permeability. This positive-feedback
cycle leads to rapid depolarization of the cell toward
ENa. At the peak of the spike, which occurs about
3/4 msec from initiation of the action potential, two
important processes contribute to the repolarization.
First, there is the process of Naþ inactivation. As a
result of the decay of Naþ permeability, the membrane
potential begins to return to the resting level. As the
membrane potential returns to the resting level, the Naþ

permeability decreases further (i.e., deactivates), which

further speeds the repolarization process. A new feed-
back cycle is entered that moves the membrane potential
in the reverse direction. Second, there is the delayed
increase in Kþ permeability. At the point in time when
the action potential reaches its peak value, there is a
rather dramatic change in Kþ permeability. This change
in Kþ permeability tends to move the membrane
potential toward EK. Therefore, there are two indepen-
dent processes that contribute to repolarization of the
action potential. One is Naþ inactivation, and the other
is the delayed increase in Kþ permeability. Note that
when the action potential returns to its resting level of
about �60 mV or so, the Naþ permeability has reached
its resting level; while Naþ permeability has returned to
its resting level, Kþ permeability remains elevated for a
period of time. Thus, the ratio of the two permeabilities
will be less than it was initially, and the membrane
potential will move closer to EK. Over a period of time,
Kþ permeability gradually decays back to its resting
level, and the action potential terminates.

In summary, the initiation of the action potential can
be explained by the voltage-dependent increase in Naþ

permeability and the repolarization phase of the action
potential by (1) the process of Naþ inactivation and (2)
by the delayed increase in Kþ permeability. Finally, the
hyperpolarizing afterpotential can be explained by the
fact that Kþ permeability remains elevated for a period
of time after the Naþ permeability has returned to its
resting level.

Students frequently question the necessity for such an
elaborate series of steps to generate short-duration
action potentials. This question brings us back to a
point raised at the beginning of the chapter. Recall that
the nervous system codes information in terms of the
number of action potentials elicited; the greater the
stimulus intensity, the greater the frequency of action
potentials. To encode and transmit more information
per unit time, it is desirable to generate action potentials
at a high frequency. With short-duration action poten-
tials, a new action potential can be initiated soon after
the first, and this requirement can be met.

The analysis of Hodgkin and Huxley, originally
performed on the squid giant axon, has proved generally
applicable to action potentials that are initiated in nerve
axons and in skeletal muscle cells. The concept of
voltage-dependent ion channels is now universal. What
varies from cell to cell is the particular ion to which the
channel is permeable. For example, a significant
component of action potentials in smooth muscle and
cardiac muscle cells is due to voltage-dependent Ca2þ

channels. Many different types of voltage-dependent Kþ

channels have also been described.
The structure of voltage-gated Ca2þ channels is

similar to that of the Naþ channel (see Fig. 14).
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FIGURE 17 Time course of changes in Naþ and Kþ conductance

that underlie the nerve action potential.
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Voltage-activated Kþ channels have similar six-
membrane-spanning regions, but they differ in that the
polypeptide chain does not contain multiply repeated
domains. Rather, Kþ channels are formed by the
functional association of four separate peptides,
termed � subunits, to form an ionophore. A specific
region of the N-terminal domain of the � subunit
appears to be essential for proper aggregation of the
subunits to form the tetrameric structures of the
functional channel. Variations in the structure of
individual subunits as well as different combinations
of the subunits contribute to the great diversity of Kþ

channel properties that has been observed in excitable
membranes. For example, some Kþ channels exhibit
inactivation similar to Naþ channels. For these inacti-
vating Kþ channels, the amino terminal sequence of the
polypeptide appears to act as a plug to close the channel.
Another important class of Kþ channels is activated by
intracellular levels of Ca2þ.

SPECIFICITY OF ION CHANNELS UNDERLYING
THE ACTION POTENTIAL

Other types of experiments further confirm the
Hodgkin–Huxley hypothesis for the initiation and
repolarization phases of the action potential.
Compounds have been discovered that can be used
selectively to block or inhibit these voltage-dependent
permeability changes. One of these substances is known
as tetrodotoxin (TTX), and the other is known as
tetraethylammonium (TEA). TTX, a toxin that is
isolated from the ovaries of the Japanese puffer fish,
blocks the voltage-dependent changes in Naþ perme-
ability but has no effect on voltage-dependent changes
in Kþ permeability. In contrast, TEA has absolutely no
effect on the voltage-dependent changes in Naþ perme-
ability but completely abolishes the voltage-dependent
changes in Kþ permeability. Thus, one substance (TTX)
is capable of blocking the voltage-dependent Naþ

permeability, and another (TEA) is capable of blocking
the voltage-dependent Kþ permeability.

Given the effects of TEA and TTX on permeabilities,
how would one expect these substances to affect the
action potential? If the voltage-dependent change in
Naþ permeability is blocked, one would expect that no
action potential could be initiated or propagated. If the
voltage-dependent change in Kþ permeability is
blocked, one would expect the action potential to be
somewhat longer in duration and, in addition, it should
not have a hyperpolarizing afterpotential. Figure 18
illustrates these results; Fig. 18A is a normal action
potential, and Fig. 18B is an action potential recorded in
TEA. In TEA, the initiation and rising phase of the

action potential as well as its peak value are unaffected,
but there is a dramatic increase in the spike duration and
an absence of the hyperpolarizing afterpotential. Thus,
the use of TEA confirms the Hodgkin–Huxley theory
that the delayed increase in Kþ permeability contributes
to the repolarization phase of the action potential and to
the undershoot. In the presence of TEA, the process of
Naþ inactivation accounts entirely for the repolariza-
tion. When one perfuses the axon with TTX, one finds
that no action potential can be elicited and no action
potential can be propagated. Thus, the use of TTX
confirms the Hodgkin–Huxley theory for the critical
role that the increase in Naþ permeability plays in
initiating the action potential in nerve axons.

These experiments with TTX and TEA are also
interesting in another respect because they demonstrate
that the voltage-dependent changes in Naþ permeability
are mediated by completely different membrane chan-
nels from the voltage-dependent change in Kþ perme-
ability because it is possible to selectively block one but
not the other.

DO CHANGES IN NAþ AND Kþ

CONCENTRATIONS OCCUR DURING
ACTION POTENTIALS?

It is clear that, as a result of the voltage-dependent
increase in Naþ permeability, some Naþ ions will flow
from the outside of the cell to the inside of the cell.
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FIGURE 18 Effects of TEA on action potentials: (A) normal, and

(B) in the presence of TEA.
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A frequently asked question is whether the flux of Naþ

that occurs during the action potential produces a
concentration change on the inside of the cell. Alter-
natively, because of the increase in Kþ permeability
during an action potential, there is a tendency for some
Kþ to flow out of the cell. Does that flux of Kþ cause a
change in the intracellular Kþ concentration? Although
some Naþ does indeed enter the cell with each action
potential and some Kþ leaves the cell with each action
potential, these fluxes are generally minute compared
with the normal intracellular concentrations. For exam-
ple, as a result of an action potential, the change in Naþ

concentration for a 1-cm2 surface area of the membrane
is equal to only approximately 1 pM (1 � 10�12 M) and
that concentration change is restricted to the inner
surface of the membrane. Therefore, even though some
Naþ does enter the cell with each action potential, the
concentration change is minute compared with
the normal millimolar concentration of Naþ within the
cell. Some Kþ also leaves the cell during an action
potential, but the concentration change again is minute
compared with the normal Kþ concentration. Indeed, if
the (Naþ–Kþ) exchange pump is blocked in the squid
giant axon, it is possible to initiate more than 500,000
action potentials without any noticeable change in either
the resting potential or the amplitude of the action
potential.

The role of the membrane (Naþ–Kþ) pump is to
provide long-term maintenance of the Naþ and Kþ

concentration gradients. Eventually, if one were to
generate more than 500,000 action potentials, there
would be a change in ionic distribution, but this is a
long-term phenomenon, and in the short term the
(Naþ–Kþ) pump is not essential. Even with the
(Naþ–Kþ) exchange pump blocked, a cell is capable of
initiating a large number of action potentials without
any major change in either the resting potential or the
peak amplitude of the action potential. If the resting
potential is unchanged, it can be inferred that the Kþ

equilibrium potential is also unchanged. Similarly, if the
peak amplitude of the action potential is unchanged, the
Naþ equilibrium potential is also unchanged.

THRESHOLD, ACCOMMODATION, AND
ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE

REFRACTORY PERIODS

The Hodgkin–Huxley analysis not only described
quantitatively the mechanisms that account for the
initiation and repolarization of the action potential but
also provided the explanation for some phenomena that
had been known for some time but were poorly
understood. Four of these phenomena are threshold,

accommodation, and the absolute and relative refrac-
tory periods.

Threshold

The voltage dependence of Naþ permeability explains
the initiation of the action potential but by itself does
not explain completely the threshold phenomenon,
because the relationship between depolarization and
Naþ permeability, although steep, is a continuous
function of membrane depolarization (e.g., see Fig.
9A). Threshold can be explained by taking into account
the fact that Kþ permeability (both resting and voltage-
dependent) tends to oppose the effects of increasing Naþ

conductance in depolarizing the cell and initiating an
action potential. Threshold is the point at which the
depolarizing effects of the increased Naþ permeability
just exceed the counter (hyperpolarizing) effects of Kþ

permeability. Once the inward flow of Naþ exceeds the
outward flow of Kþ, threshold is reached, and an action
potential occurs through the positive feedback cycle.

Absolute and Relative Refractory Periods

The absolute refractory period refers to that period of
time after the initiation of one action potential when it is
impossible to initiate another action potential no matter
what the stimulus intensity used. The relative refractory
period refers to that period of time after the initiation of
one action potential when it is possible to initiate
another action potential but only with a stimulus
intensity greater than that used to produce the first
action potential. At least part of the relative refractory
period can be explained by the hyperpolarizing after-
potential. Assume that a cell has a resting potential of
�60 mV and a threshold of �45 mV. If the cell is
depolarized by 15 mV to reach threshold, an all-or-
nothing action potential will be initiated, followed by
the associated repolarization phase and the hyperpolar-
izing afterpotential. What happens if one attempts to
initiate a second action potential during the undershoot?
Initially, the cell was depolarized by 15 mV (from �60 to
�45 mV) to reach threshold. However, if the same
depolarization (15 mV) is delivered during some phase
of the hyperpolarizing afterpotential, the 15 mV depo-
larization would fail to reach threshold (�45 mV) and
would be insufficient to initiate an action potential. If,
however, the cell is depolarized by more than 15 mV,
threshold can again be reached and another action
potential initiated. Eventually, the hyperpolarizing
afterpotential would terminate, and the original 15-mV
stimulus would again be sufficient to reach threshold.
The process of Naþ inactivation also contributes to the
relative refractory period (see below).
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The absolute refractory period refers to that period of
time after an action potential when it is impossible to
initiate a new action potential no matter how large the
stimulus. This is a relatively short period of time that
varies from cell to cell but roughly occurs approximately
1/2 to 1 msec after the peak of the action potential. To
understand the absolute refractory period, it is necessary
to understand Naþ inactivation in greater detail. In
Fig. 19, a membrane initially at a potential of �60 mV is
voltage clamped to a new value of 0 mV (pulse 1,
Fig. 19A). With depolarization, there is a rapid increase
in Naþ permeability, followed by its spontaneous decay.
When this first pulse is followed by an identical pulse
(pulse 2) to the same level of membrane potential soon
thereafter (Fig. 19B), there is still an increase in Naþ

permeability, but the increase is much smaller than it
was for the first stimulus. Indeed, when the separation
between these pulses is reduced further, a point is
reached where there is absolutely no change in Naþ

permeability produced by the second depolarization
(Fig. 19C). The two pulses must be separated by several
milliseconds before the change in Naþ permeability is
equal to that obtained initially (Fig. 19A). How do we
explain these results, and what do they have to do with
the absolute refractory period? Just as it takes a certain
amount of time for the Naþ channels to inactivate, it
also takes some time for these channels to recover from
the inactivation and be able to respond again to a
second depolarization. Therefore, as a result of initiating

one action potential, if one attempts to initiate a second
action potential soon after the first, the Naþ perme-
ability will not have recovered from inactivation,
making a second depolarization ineffective in initiating
a voltage-dependent change in Naþ permeability. If
there is no voltage-dependent change in Naþ perme-
ability, no action potential will be produced. Thus, the
absolute refractory period is understood most simply in
terms of this process of recovery from Naþ inactivation.
The recovery from Naþ inactivation may contribute to
the relative refractory period as well. During this
recovery time, the threshold for an action potential
will be higher because greater depolarization will be
required to activate sufficient Naþ influx to exceed the
Kþ efflux.

Accommodation

Accommodation is defined as a change in the
threshold of an excitable membrane when slow depo-
larization is applied. In the previous examples, rapid
depolarization is applied, and the threshold occurs at a
relatively fixed membrane potential (e.g., Fig. 3). When
a slowly developing depolarization is applied, however,
the threshold is frequently at a more depolarized level
and, indeed, if the depolarization is slow enough, no
action potential will be initiated despite the level of
depolarization. The process of Naþ inactivation contri-
butes to the phenomenon of accommodation. Essen-
tially, slow depolarization provides sufficient time for
the Naþ channels to inactivate before they can be
sufficiently activated. In terms of the molecular model of
Fig. 15, an insufficient number of Naþ channels are in
state B because they are already in state C.
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Propagation of the Action Potential

JOHN H. BYRNE

Up to this point, we have been considering the ionic
mechanisms that underlie the action potential in a
dimensionless nerve cell. However, one of the important
features of action potentials is that, not only are they
elicited in an all-or-nothing fashion, but they also are
propagated in an all-or-nothing fashion. If an action
potential is initiated in the cell body, it will propagate
without decrement along the axon and eventually invade
the synaptic terminal. An action potential recorded in
the nerve axon has an amplitude and time course
identical to the action potential that was initiated in the

cell body. It is the ability of action potentials to
propagate in this all-or-nothing fashion that endows
the nervous system with the capability to transmit
information over long distances.

BASIC PRINCIPLES

To begin to consider the mechanisms that account for
propagation of the action potential, it is useful to
examine the charge distribution that is found in an

KEY POINTS
� Propagation of action potentials occurs by the

movement of charge along the inner and outer
surface of axons.

� Propagation velocity depends on the passive
properties of the axonal membrane.

� The velocity of propagation is directly propor-
tional to the space constant and inversely
proportional to the time constant.

� Myelination of axons increases the propagation
velocity of action potentials.

� Action potentials can be recorded by placing
electrodes near the surface of the nerve.

� The magnitude of the signal extracellularly
recorded depends on the number of axons
that are active.

� Peaks that occur at different times after a
stimulus reflect differences in the propagation
velocity of action potentials in the different
axons.
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isolated section of a nerve axon. When an axon is at rest,
the potential of the inside is negative with respect to the
outside (Fig. 1A). The distribution of charge is simply
due to the tendency of Kþ to diffuse from its region of
high concentration inside the axon to its region of low
concentration outside the axon. Consider what will
happen if at some point along the axon an action
potential is initiated. At the peak of the action potential
the inside of the cell will be positive with respect to the
outside (Fig. 1B). At this point, there is a new charge
distribution at a localized portion of the membrane.
Adjacent regions of the axon, however, still have their
initial charge distribution (inside negative). Opposite
charges attract each other, so the positive charge
produced by the action potential will tend to move
toward the adjacent region of membrane (still at rest),
which has a negative charge (Fig. 1C). As a result of this
positive charge movement, the adjacent region of the
axon will become depolarized. If sufficient charge moves
to depolarize the adjacent portion of the membrane to
threshold and elicit voltage-dependent changes in Naþ

permeability, a new action potential at this adjacent
region will be initiated. So, as a result of an action
potential in one portion of an axon and the subsequent
charge transfer along the surface of the membrane, a
new action potential will be generated. This new action
potential then will cause charge transfer to its adjacent
region, causing, in a sense, another new action potential
to be initiated. It should be clear that this process, once

initiated, will propagate all the way to the end of
the axon.

DETERMINANTS OF PROPAGATION VELOCITY

What are the factors that determine the rate of
propagation of the action potential? To address this
question, some details of the passive properties of
axonal membranes must be examined. Two important
passive properties that are directly related to the rate at
which an axon can propagate action potentials are the
space (or length) constant and the time constant. The
space and time constants are known as passive proper-
ties because they do not depend directly on metabolism
or any voltage-dependent permeability changes such as
those that underlie the action potential. These are
intrinsic properties that are reflections of the physical
properties of the neuronal membrane. Indeed, they are
properties of all membranes.

Time Constant

To consider the time constant, first consider a very
simple thermal analog. Take the case where a block of
metal that is initially at 25�C is placed on a hot plate
that is at 50�C. Assume that the hot-plate temperature is
constant. What will be the consequences of placing the
block on the hot plate? It is obvious that over a period
of time the temperature of the block will change from its
initial value of 25�C to a final value of 50�C, but it will
not do so instantaneously. It will take a certain period of
time for the heat transfer to occur. If the temperature of
the block is measured as a function of time, the
temperature will change as an exponential function of
time, approaching a final value of 50�C.

A similar phenomenon is observed in membranes
when one applies an artificial depolarizing or hyperpo-
larizing stimulus. This phenomenon is illustrated in
Fig. 2. A nerve cell is impaled with one electrode to
record the membrane potential and another electrode
to depolarize or hyperpolarize the cell artificially
(Fig. 2A). The cell is initially at its resting potential
of �60 mV. At time zero, the stimulating electrode is
connected to a battery. The size of the battery is such
that the stimulus eventually will depolarize the cell by
10 mV (Fig. 2B). As a result, the membrane potential
will change from its initial value of �60 mV to a final
value of �50 mV. Note that even though the current
flow (i.e., stimulating current) is instantaneous (and
constant), the membrane potential does not change
instantaneously. There is a period of time during which
the membrane potential charges to its new final level of
�50 mV. This charging process is an exponential
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FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of sequence of steps underlying

propagation of the action potential. (A) Rest, (B) initiation, (C)

propagation.
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function of time. Just as the temperature in the block
changed exponentially as a function of time, the change
in potential in the neuron produced by an applied
depolarization (or hyperpolarization) also follows an
exponential time course. For such exponential func-
tions of time it is possible to define what is known as a
time constant (�). The time constant refers to the time
it takes for the potential change to reach 63% of its
final value.

The general equation for a response that changes as
an exponential function of time is:

% repsonse ¼ 100ð1� e�t=�Þ ð1Þ

where t is time and � is the time constant. At time 0,
e�0 is equal to 1, and the % response is zero. At infinite
time, e�1 is equal to zero, so the % response is 100.
A special case occurs when t ¼ �. Then, e�1 ¼ 0.37, and
the % response ¼ 63%. A detailed understanding of the
mathematics is not important. What is important is that
the time constant is a simple index of how rapidly a
membrane will respond to a step stimulus.

The time constant for the cell illustrated in Fig. 2B is
10 msec. Thus, in 10 msec the potential has changed
from �60 mV to �53.7 mV (63% of its final displace-
ment). The smaller the time constant of the cell, the
more rapidly the cell will respond to an applied stimulus.
If the time constant is 1 msec, the potential change
would occur very rapidly, and the potential would reach
�53.7 mV in just 1 msec. If the time constant is 40 msec,
the potential change would occur very slowly, and the
potential would reach �53.7 mV in 40 msec.

A simple formula that describes the time constant in
terms of the physical properties of the membrane is:

� ¼ RmCm ð2Þ

Here, Rm simply reflects the resistive properties of the
membrane and is equivalent to the inverse of the
permeability, because the less permeable the membrane
the higher the resistance. Cm represents the membrane
capacitance. This is a physical parameter that describes
the ability of a membrane to store charge. It is
equivalent to the ability of the metal block to store
heat. The larger the size of a block, the better able it is to
store heat. Similarly, the larger the membrane capaci-
tance, the better able it is to store charge.

Space Constant

Before discussing how the time constant is related to
propagation velocity, the other passive membrane
property, the space (or length) constant, will be
discussed. To introduce this phenomenon, it is useful
to turn again to a thermal analog. Instead of considering
a small block on a hot plate, consider what might
happen when one end of a long metal rod touches the
hot plate. The hot plate is at constant 50�C, and the rod
is initially at 25�C. If the one end of the rod is placed in
contact with the hot plate and a sufficient period of time
elapses for the temperature changes to stabilize, what
will be the temperature gradient along the rod? It is
obvious that the temperature at the end of the rod in
contact with the hot plate will be 50�C (i.e., the same
temperature as the hot plate). The temperature of the
rod, however, will not be 50�C along its length. The
temperature near the hot plate will be 50�C, but along
the rod the temperature will gradually fall, and if the rod
is long enough the temperature may still be 25�C at its
other end. If the temperature of the rod at various
distances from the hot plate is measured, the tempera-
ture will be found to decay as an exponential function of
distance.

Just as there is a spatial degradation of temperature
in a long rod, there is also a spatial degradation of
potential along a nerve axon, which is referred to as
electronic conduction. Figure 3A illustrates how it is
possible to demonstrate this. One electrode is in the cell
body and will be used to depolarize the cell artificially. A
number of other electrodes are placed at various
distances along the axon to record the potential gradient
as a function of distance from the cell body. Initially, the
cell body and all regions of its axon are at the resting
potential of �60 mV. A sufficient subthreshold depolar-
ization is then applied to the cell body to depolarize the
cell body to �50 mV. Just as the temperature of the end
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FIGURE 2 Measurement of the membrane time constant. (A)

Experimental setup; (B) change in membrane potential as a function of

time after the delivery of a constant step of depolarizing current.

(Modified from Kandel ER. The cellular basis of behavior.

San Francisco: Freeman, 1976.)
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of the rod placed on the 50�C heat source became the
same as the hot plate, the cell body is forced from its
resting potential to a potential of �50 mV. After waiting
a sufficient period of time for the potential changes to
stabilize, the measurements are made. Very near the cell
body the potential is �50 mV (Fig. 3B). However, the
membrane potential sampled at various points away
from the cell body has changed from the value of
�50 mV at the cell body to more negative values distal
from the cell body. Measurements made a great enough
distance from the cell body reveal that the potential
recorded is not changed from the resting potential
(�60 mV). The potential profile is an exponential
function of distance and can be used to define a space
constant (denoted by the symbol �). The space constant
is the distance it takes for the depolarizing displacement
(i.e., 10 mV) to decay by 63% of its initial value. In this
particular cell, the space constant is 1 mm. This means
that 1 mm away from the cell body the potential would
have changed from its value of �50 mV in the cell body
to a value of �56.3 mV in the axon. The greater the
space constant, the greater will be the extent of the
propagation of this electrotonic potential. If the space
constant is 2 mm, this potential profile would decay less
so that at 2 mm the potential would be at �56.3 mV.

Just as it is possible to provide a formula for the time
constant in terms of the physical properties of the
membrane, it is also possible to derive a formula for the
space constant. The space constant is equal to:

� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dRm

4Ri

s
ð3Þ

where Rm once again refers to the resistive properties
of the membrane (the inverse of the membrane perme-
ability), Ri is a term that refers to the resistive properties
of the intracellular medium (the resistance of the
axoplasm to the flow of ions), and d is the diameter of
the axon.

Relationship Between Propagation Velocity

and the Time and Space Constants

It is possible to make some qualitative predictions
about the way in which the space and time constants
affect propagation velocity. If the space constant is
large, a potential produced at one portion of an axon
will spread greater distances along the axon. Because the
potential will spread a greater distance along the axon, it
will bring distant regions to threshold sooner. Thus, the
greater the space constant, the greater will be the
propagation velocity. The time constant is a reflection of
the rate that a membrane can respond to an applied
stimulus current. The smaller the time constant, the
greater will be the ability of a membrane to respond
rapidly to stimulus currents. Action potentials will be
initiated sooner, and the propagation velocity will be
greater. Therefore, the smaller the time constant, the
greater will be the propagation velocity.

Thus, the propagation velocity is directly proportional
to the space constant but inversely proportional to the
time constant. Because relationships for both the space
and time constants are known, it is possible to derive a
new formula that describes the propagation velocity:

Velocity /

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
dRm=4Ri

p
RmCm

ð4Þ

Thus,

Velocity /
1

Cm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d

4RmRi

s
ð5Þ

It is desirable to have axons that have high propaga-
tion velocities because there is great survival value to
rapid information transmission. For example, to initiate
a motor response to some noxious stimulus, such as
touching a hot stove, action potentials must propagate
rapidly along sensory and motor axons.

Given that the propagation velocity can be described
in terms of the physical properties of nerve axons, we can
begin to examine strategies used by the nervous system to
endow axons with high propagation velocities. One of
the simplest and most obvious ways of doing this is to
increase the diameter of the axon. By increasing the
diameter, the propagation velocity is increased. This is
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FIGURE 3 Measurement of the space constant. (A) Experimental
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body to depolarize the cell body from rest (�60 mV) to �50 mV.
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exactly the strategy that has been used extensively by
many invertebrate axons, of which the squid giant axon
is the prime example. The giant squid axon has a
diameter of about 1 mm, which endows it with perhaps
the highest propagation velocity of any invertebrate
axon. A severe price is paid, however, when the propa-
gation velocity is increased in this way. The key to
understanding this problem is the square root relation-
ship in the formula for propagation velocity. The square
root relationship requires that to double the propagation
velocity the fiber diameter must be quadrupled.

To get moderate increases in propagation velocity,
therefore, one has to increase axons to very large
diameters. Although this is frequently observed in
invertebrates, it is not generally used in the vertebrate
central nervous system. For example, it is known that
the propagation velocity of axons in the optic tract is
about the same as that of the squid giant axon. If all the
axons in the optic tract were the size of the squid giant
axon, however, the optic tract by itself would take up
the space of the entire brain.

Conduction in Myelinated Axons

Clearly, there must be another means available by
which axons can increase their propagation velocity
without drastic changes in fiber diameter. You will note
from the relationship for propagation velocity that by
changing the membrane capacitance velocity can be
affected directly without involving the square root
relationship. It is possible to decrease the membrane
capacitance simply by coating the axonal membrane
with a thick insulating sheath. This is exactly the
strategy used by the vertebrates. Many vertebrate
axons are coated with a thick lipid layer known as
myelin. As a result of myelin, the capacitance is greatly
reduced and propagation velocity is greatly increased. In
principle, there is one severe problem with increasing the
propagation velocity with this technique. Coating the
axon with a lipid layer would tend to cover the channels
or pores in the membrane that endow the axon with the
ability to initiate and propagate action potentials. The
nervous system has solved this problem by coating only
portions of the axon with myelin. Certain regions called
nodes are not covered. At these bare regions, voltage-
dependent changes in membrane permeability take place
that generate action potentials.

The process of conduction in myelinated fibers is
illustrated in Fig. 4. The dashed lines show a nerve axon
that is covered with a layer of myelin. Note that the
myelin does not cover the entire axon; there are bare
regions or nodes where voltage-dependent changes in
permeability can take place and action potentials can be
elicited. Assume an action potential is elicited at the

node to the left. As a result of the action potential, there
is a large depolarization. The inside of the cell becomes
positive with respect to the outside. The action potential
cannot propagate along the myelinated region via the
active process that was described earlier, simply because
the voltage-dependent changes in permeability cannot
take place; however, the action potential can conduct
passively. That conduction will occur rapidly because
the membrane capacitance is reduced. Because of the
small amount of decrement, the potential that "emerges"
at the next node will be of a sufficient level to depolarize
the next node to threshold. A new action potential will
be initiated, and the process will be repeated.

The type of propagation that occurs in myelinated
fibers is known as saltatory conduction because the
action potential appears to jump from node to node. At
the nodes, there are voltage-dependent changes in
membrane permeability, whereas in the internodal
regions the potential is conducted in a passive fashion.
No voltage-dependent changes in permeability take
place in the internodal region.

EXTRACELLULAR RECORDINGS FROM
EXCITABLE MEMBRANES

In many cases, it is not possible to monitor the
electrical activity of nerve cells using intracellular
microelectrode recording techniques; however, it is
possible to measure a reflection of that intracellular
activity from the immediate extracellular environment
of excitable cells. Typical examples of this type of
recording are the electromyogram (EMG), electrocar-
diogram (ECG), electrooculogram (EOG), and electro-
encephalogram (EEC). Each of these recordings reflects
the intracellular activity from a host of simultaneously
excited cells.

Axon Node Myelin

FIGURE 4 Saltatory conduction in myelinated axon. The electrical

activity jumps from node to node. Between the nodes the action

potential is propagated electronically with little decrement. At the

nodes, where ionic current can flow, the electrotonic potential emerges

from the internodal region, reaches threshold in the nodal region, and

triggers an action potential. The process is then repeated. Arrows

indicate regions of the axon where the potentials are recorded.
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Extracellular Recording From a Single Axon

To introduce the principles of extracellular recording,
it is useful to begin with the simplest case—the extra-
cellular recording of activity from a single nerve axon.
Figure 5 illustrates both the general strategy and typical
results. Two metal electrodes, A and B, are placed in
close proximity to an isolated nerve axon. They do not
impale the axon but are very near its outside surface.
The electrodes are connected to a suitable electronic
amplifier that is designed so that the voltage displayed is
the difference between the voltage sensed at electrode
B (VB) and the voltage sensed at electrode A (VA):

V ¼ VB � VA ð6Þ

The recording device measures voltages B and A and
subtracts the two to generate a visual display. In this
example, the display is such that an upward deflection
on the recording device reflects a positive difference
(e.g., VB �VA ¼ þ), and a downward deflection reflects
a negative difference (e.g., VB � VA ¼ �).

Let us first examine the case where no action
potential is propagating along the nerve axon (Fig. 5,
trace 1). At rest, the membrane potential of the axon is
approximately �60 mV inside with respect to the
outside. Although this is not the usual convention,
another way of stating it is that the axon is þ60 mV
outside with respect to the inside. Thus, the electrodes
placed in the immediate environment of the cell
membrane will both sense equal positive charges on
the outside of the membrane. By taking the difference
between the potentials at the recording electrodes, the
electronic amplifier will record a potential difference of
0. This will correspond to no deflection on the recording
device. To summarize, at rest,

V ¼ VB � VA

at point 1 (Fig. 5) and

V ¼ ðþÞ � ðþÞ ¼ 0 ¼ no deflection

Let us now initiate an action potential at some distant
point to the left of the axon illustrated in Fig. 5 and
allow that action potential to propagate along the nerve
axon toward the recording electrodes. Consider the
consequences of the changes in charge distribution when
the wave of depolarization representing the propagating
action potential first comes near the region of electrode
A. Assume for the moment that we can freeze the action
potential at this point in time. We have learned that
during the peak of the action potential, the potential
inside the cell becomes approximately þ55 mV with
respect to the outside. Stated in a different way, the
outside of the axon will be negative with respect to the
inside. So, electrode A will now sense a negative outside
surface charge, but electrode B will sense the same
positive outside charge (because the action potential has
not yet propagated to electrode B). Thus, at point 2
(Fig. 5), the electronic amplifier will take the difference
between the two potentials and determine a positive
difference. The positive difference will correspond to an
upward deflection of the recording device. To summar-
ize, at point 2 (Fig. 5),

V ¼ VB � VA

V ¼ ðþÞ � ð�Þ ¼ ðþÞ ¼ upward deflection

If we now unfreeze the action potential and allow the
wave of depolarization to continue to propagate, it
eventually will reach a point where the action potential is
in the region of both electrodes A and B (trace 3, Fig. 5).
We now freeze the action potential at the point at which
each electrode senses equal parts of the action potential.
The regions under both electrodes will be positive inside
with respect to the outside or negative outside with
respect to the inside. So, electrode B will sense a negative
charge, and electrode A will sense the same negative
charge. The electronic amplifier will subtract the two and
determine that there is no difference. The recording
device will return to its initial state and display no
deflection. To summarize, at point 3 (Fig. 5),

V ¼ VB � VA

V ¼ ð�Þ � ð�Þ ¼ 0 ¼ no deflection

The potential recorded at point 3 is an interesting
case. The recording device is back to its initial state, but
that does not mean that the recorded potential is equal
to the resting potential. Rather, it means that electrodes
A and B are recording the same potential.

A B
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Time
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FIGURE 5 Experimental arrangement for the extracellular record-

ing of electrical activity from a single nerve axon.
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What happens as the action potential continues to
propagate along the axon? The area of excitation under
the two electrodes will move away from electrode A and
eventually will reach a point at which the excited region
(the action potential) is predominantly in the vicinity of
electrode B. As a result, the region under electrode A will
repolarize so that the inside of the axon will become
negative with respect to the outside, or the outside will be
positive with respect to the inside (as it was initially). The
region under electrode B will still be excited so that it will
be negatively charged. Thus, at point 4 (Fig. 5), the
difference between the potentials at the two electrodes
is negative, and a negative difference corresponds
to a downward deflection of the recording device: At
point 4,

V ¼ VB � VA

V ¼ ð�Þ � ðþÞ ¼ ð�Þ ¼ downward deflection

Eventually, the excited region will move away from
the electrodes, and both electrodes will sense positive
charge. The difference between the two will be zero, and
the recording device will return to its initial state.

Thus, by using extracellular recording techniques, it
is possible to obtain signals that correspond to the
passage of an action potential along a nerve axon. Note
that the form of the measured potential is very different
from the action potential recorded with an intracellular
microelectrode. In addition, it is only a rough reflection
of the magnitude and duration of the underlying
membrane permeability changes. This type of recording
is used primarily as a simple index of whether or not an
action potential has occurred.

Extracellular Recording From a Nerve Bundle

Figure 6 illustrates stimulation and recording of a
nerve bundle rather than a single axon. Recall that a
nerve bundle, or nerve, is made up of a group of
individual axons. Stimulating electrodes are placed near
one end of the nerve bundle to depolarize the axons to
threshold and initiate action potentials, and recording
electrodes are placed at the other end to record the
resulting extracellular potential changes produced by the
action potentials propagating along the nerve. Trace 1
of Fig. 6 shows that when a very weak stimulus is
delivered no action potential is recorded. The small
transient diphasic deflection is due to interference
picked up by the recording electrodes from the stimu-
lating electrodes; this small initial deflection is known as
a stimulus artifact.

Increasing the stimulus intensity further produces a
larger artifact, but still no action potential is produced

(trace 2); however, as the intensity is increased further, a
point is reached at which a diphasic action potential is
recorded (trace 3, Fig. 6). Note that there is a delay
between the stimulus artifact and the diphasic action
potential, which is a reflection of the time it takes for the
action potential to propagate from its site of initiation
(at the stimulating electrodes) to the recording electro-
des. (Knowing the time delay and the distance between
the stimulating and recording electrodes, the propaga-
tion velocity of the action potentials can be calculated.)

An interesting observation occurs when the stimulus
intensity is increased still further. Now the amplitude of
the extracellular action potential is increased (trace 4,
Fig. 6). Increasing the stimulus intensity further
produces yet a greater increase in the size of the action
potential (trace 5, Fig. 6). Eventually, a point is reached
at which increasing the stimulus intensity produces no
further increase in the size of the action potential.

At first, these results may seem somewhat paradox-
ical because they appear to contradict the all-or-nothing
law of the action potential. Recall that an action
potential not only is propagated in an all-or-nothing
fashion but is also initiated in an all-or-nothing fashion.
We learned earlier (Fig. 3 in Chapter 4) that an increase
in stimulus intensity beyond threshold produces an
action potential identical in its amplitude and time
course to the action potential produced with a threshold
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FIGURE 6 Extracellular recording of the electrical activity from a

nerve. One pair of electrodes is placed so that the nerve can be

electrically stimulated while a second pair of electrodes records the

neural activity. With weak intensity stimulation (traces 1 and 2), only

stimulus artifacts are produced, and no neural activity is observed. As

the stimulus intensity to the nerve is increased, the amplitude of

the action potential increases (traces 3–5) until a point is reached

where further increases in intensity (although producing a larger

artifact) do not produce a larger action potential (traces 5 and 6).

(Modified from Katz B. Nerve muscle and synapse. New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1966.)
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stimulus. In Fig. 6 the action potential amplitude
increases as a function of the stimulus intensity. The
key to understanding this apparent paradox is that we
are now dealing with a nerve bundle that contains many
different axons. The individual axons in the nerve have
different diameters and therefore different thresholds to
extracellularly applied stimulating currents. As a result,
when the stimulus intensity is increased, the first axon to
initiate an action potential is the nerve axon that has the
lowest threshold. That action potential is then sensed by
the recording electrodes and displayed on the recording
device. As the stimulus intensity is increased further,
more axons are brought to threshold so that there are
multiple action potentials propagating along the nerve
bundle, and these individual action potentials will each
make a contribution to the signal sensed by the
recording electrodes. Eventually, a stimulus intensity is
reached that brings all the axons above threshold so that
further increases in the stimulus intensity initiate no
additional action potentials, and the size of the extra-
cellularly recorded action potential remains at its peak
value. The action potential that is recorded with
extracellular electrodes from a nerve bundle is known
as a compound action potential (compound because it
is a summation of contributions from the individual
action potentials in the axons that compose the nerve
bundle).

One additional variant on this theme is illustrated in
Fig. 7. This is a case in which the stimulating and
recording electrodes are separated by a considerable
distance. An interesting observation is that the potential
change recorded can be quite different from the shape of
the potential changes seen in Figs. 5 and 6. Previously,
there was a relatively smooth rise, fall, and then
recovery—a diphasic action potential. In this new case,
the action potential has multiple peaks (in some cases,
there can be three or more different peaks). What is the
origin of these different peaks? The important point is
that a nerve bundle may contain many different axons,
many of which have different diameters. In addition,
some of these axons may be myelinated and others
unmyelinated. As a result, action potentials that are
initiated in these axons will have different propagation
velocities. The action potentials will reach the recording
electrodes at different times so the different peaks reflect
differences in the time of arrival of action potentials.
The situation is somewhat analogous to a fast runner

and a slow runner in a race. Initially, they are both at
the starting line, but over a period of time the faster
runner outdistances the slower runner and reaches the
finish line sooner. The stimulating electrodes are analo-
gous to the starting line, whereas the recording electro-
des are analogous to the finish line.
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Neuromuscular and Synaptic Transmission

JOHN H. BYRNE

KEY POINTS
� Synaptic transmission occurs by electrical and

chemical synapses; chemical synapses are the
predominant type in the nervous system.

� The end-plate potential is due to the release of
ACh from the presynaptic terminals of motor
axons.

� ACh is removed from the synaptic cleft by
diffusion and hydrolysis by AChE.

� ACh opens channels in the postsynaptic mem-
brane that are equally permeable to Na+ and K+.

� Ca2+ is essential for the release of neurotrans-
mitter; the presynaptic terminal contains
voltage-dependent Ca2+ channels, and Ca2+

influx during an action potential in the presy-
naptic terminal promotes the exocytosis of
vesicles of transmitter.

� Transmitter release is quantized.
� Synaptic potentials can be either excitatory or

inhibitory and are mediated by ionotropic and
metabotropic receptors.

� Synaptic responses mediated by ionotropic
receptors are generally fast because they
involve the direct opening of a channel by the
transmitter.

� Synaptic responses mediated by metabotropic
receptors are generally slow because they can
involve the activation of second messenger
pathways.

� Integration of synaptic potentials occurs
through temporal and spatial summation.
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Nerve cells are capable not only of initiating action
potentials but also of communicating directly with other
cells. Transferring information from one nerve cell to
another or from one nerve cell to a muscle cell is a
process known as synaptic transmission. Synaptic trans-
mission is mediated by specialized junctions called
synapses.

TYPES OF SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION

There are two categories of synaptic transmission:
electrical and chemical. Each category is associated with
a number of characteristic morphologic and physiologic
properties. Features of these two types of synaptic
transmission are illustrated in Fig. 1. Electrical synaptic
transmission is mediated by specialized structures known
as gap junctions. The gap junctions associated with
electrical synapses provide a pathway for cytoplasmic
continuity between the presynaptic and the postsynaptic
cells. As a result, a depolarization (or a hyperpolariza-
tion) produced in the presynaptic terminal produces a
change in potential of the postsynaptic terminal. The
potential change in the postsynaptic cell is due to the
direct ionic pathway between the presynaptic and
postsynaptic cell. For electrical synapses, there is a
minimal synaptic delay. As soon as a potential change is
produced in the presynaptic terminal, there is a reflec-
tion of that potential change in the postsynaptic cell.

Electrical junctions are found not only in the nervous
system but also between other excitable membranes,
such as smooth muscle and cardiac muscle cells. In these
muscle cells, they provide an important pathway for the
propagation of action potentials from one muscle cell to
another.

For chemical synapses, there is a distinct cytoplasmic
discontinuity that separates the presynaptic and post-
synaptic membranes. This discontinuity is known as the
synaptic cleft. The presynaptic terminal of chemical
synapses contains a high concentration of mitochondria
and synaptic vesicles, and there is a characteristic
thickening of the postsynaptic membrane. As a result
of a depolarization or an action potential in the
presynaptic terminal, chemical transmitters are released
from the presynaptic terminal, which diffuse across the
synaptic cleft and bind to receptor sites on the
postsynaptic membrane. This leads to a permeability
change that produces the postsynaptic potential. For
chemical synapses, there is a delay (usually, approxi-
mately 0.5–1 msec in duration) between the initiation of
an action potential in the presynaptic terminal and a
potential change in the postsynaptic cell. The synaptic
delay is due to the time necessary for transmitter to be
released, diffuse across the cleft, and bind with receptors
on the postsynaptic membrane. Chemical synaptic
transmission is generally unidirectional. A potential
change in the presynaptic cell releases a transmitter that
produces a postsynaptic potential, but a depolarization
in the postsynaptic cell does not produce any effects in
the presynaptic cell because no transmitter is released
from the postsynaptic cell at the synaptic region. The
most predominant type of synapse is the chemical
synapse, and for that reason this chapter will focus on
chemical synaptic transmission.

SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION AT THE
NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION

The chemical synapse from which most of our
information about synaptic transmission has been
derived is the synaptic contact made by a spinal motor
neuron with a skeletal muscle cell. Figure 2 is a
schematic diagram of some of the general features of
this synapse. The myelinated axon of a motor neuron
whose cell body is located in the ventral horn of the
spinal cord innervates a number of individual muscle
fibers (Fig. 2A). At each muscle fiber, the axon branches
further and forms a series of contacts with the muscle
cell. An expanded view of one such synaptic contact,
which illustrates some of the characteristic morphologic
features of the chemical synapse, is shown in Fig. 2B.
There are (1) a large concentration of small vesicles and
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Synaptic Cleft
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FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of two types of synaptic junctions.

(A) Electrical synapse; transmission takes place through gap junctions

that provide an ionic pathway between the pre- and postsynaptic

junctions. (B) Chemical synapse; neurotransmitter is released from the

presynaptic terminal, which diffuses across the synaptic cleft and

interacts with receptor sites on the postsynaptic membrane.
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mitochondria in the presynaptic terminal, and (2) a
distinct synaptic cleft that separates the presynaptic
terminal from the postsynaptic cell (in this case, the
skeletal muscle cell). This particular synapse, because of
its characteristic shape, is known as the motor end plate.
It is also known as the neuromuscular junction because it
is the junction made by a motor axon with a muscle cell.
Additional morphologic features of the synapse at the
neuromuscular junction are illustrated by the expanded
view in Fig. 2C. Here, it is seen that: (1) the synaptic
vesicles are clustered in distinct regions of the terminal
known as the active zone; (2) the active zone is opposite
an invagination of the muscle membrane known as the
junctional fold; and (3) there is a characteristic thicken-
ing of the postsynaptic membrane, perhaps due to the
high density of postsynaptic receptors for acetylcholine
(ACh). In addition, the synaptic cleft is filled with a
fibrous matrix and the enzyme acetylcholinesterase
(AChE). The functions of ACh and AChE are described
below. Figure 3 is an electron micrograph of the
synaptic junction illustrating the high concentration of
vesicles and mitochondria in the presynaptic terminal,
the fibrous matrix in the synaptic cleft, and the
characteristic thickening of the postjunctional
membrane.

END-PLATE POTENTIAL

It is possible to study various aspects of chemical
synaptic transmission in a reduced preparation. One can
dissect a skeletal muscle cell (with its intact neural
innervation) from an animal and place it in an
experimental solution, where it can remain viable for
long periods of time (Fig. 4). The postsynaptic muscle
cell is impaled with a microelectrode to record potentials
in the muscle cell, and the motor axon is stimulated to
initiate action potentials in the axon.

Figure 5A illustrates a typical result. At the arrow, an
electrical stimulus is delivered to the motor axon. This
stimulus elicits an action potential in the axon, which
then propagates down the axon, invades the synaptic
terminal, and leads to the release of chemical transmit-
ter. The transmitter diffuses across the cleft and binds
with receptor sites on the postsynaptic membrane to
trigger the illustrated sequence of potential changes.
Note that there is a distinct delay between the applica-
tion of the electrical stimulus and the production of any
potential change in the muscle cell. The delay is due to
two factors: (1) it takes time for the action potential to
propagate from its site of initiation down the motor
axon, and (2) there is a delay due to the time necessary
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FIGURE 2 Sketch of the skeletal neuromuscular junction. (Modified from Lester

HA. Sci Am 1977; 236:106; Hille B. Ionic channels of excitable membranes.
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for the chemical transmitter substance to be released
from the presynaptic terminal, diffuse across the synap-
tic cleft, and produce the permeability changes that
trigger the potential changes recorded in the postsynap-
tic muscle cell.

There are two components to the potential changes in
the muscle that are produced as a result of stimulating
the motor axon. At first, there is a relatively slow rising
potential. At a potential of about �50 mV, there is a
sharp inflection at which a second potential is triggered.
This second potential, the action potential, quickly
reaches a peak value and then rapidly decays back to the
resting potential. In the discussion here, the major focus

is not the action potential but the somewhat
slower initial underlying event that triggers the action
potential.

An important chemical substance that has facilitated
the analysis of synaptic transmission at the neuromus-
cular junction is curare. (Curare is derived from plants
and is used by some South American Indians for arrow
poison.) If a low dose of curare is added (Fig. 5B) and
the motor axon is again stimulated, the slower under-
lying event is reduced in amplitude but is still capable
of depolarizing the muscle cell to threshold and
initiating an action potential (assume that threshold
in this cell is about �50 mV). If a somewhat higher

FIGURE 3 Electron micrograph of a synaptic contact at the neuromuscular junction. The

presynaptic terminal (upper portion) contains many small vesicles and larger mitochondria. There

is a distinct separation (the synaptic cleft) between the membranes of the pre- and postsynaptic

cells. (Micrograph produced by Dr. John E. Heuser of Washington University, St. Louis, MO.)
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dose of curare is added, the slower underlying event is
reduced further (Fig. 5C) and now fails to reach
threshold. This underlying postsynaptic potential that
is produced as a result of stimulation of the presynap-
tic motor axon and release of chemical transmitter
substance is known as the end-plate potential (EPP). It
is called the end-plate potential because it is the
potential that is recorded at the motor end plate. One
of the clear results of this experiment is that curare
reduces the amplitude of the EPP. If sufficient curare is
added, the EPP is completely abolished. A person
poisoned with curare will asphyxiate because curare
blocks neuromuscular transmission at the respiratory
muscles. Note that if the muscle cell is artificially
depolarized to threshold in the presence of a high dose
of curare, an action potential can still be initiated that
is indistinguishable from an action potential produced
artificially in the absence of curare. Thus, although
curare is effective in blocking the EPP, it has no direct
effect on the action potential. Because curare does not
affect the action potential, it does not affect the
voltage-dependent Naþ and Kþ channels that underlie
the action potential.

The EPP is the critical event underlying the initiation
of an action potential in a muscle cell. For this reason,

we will explore some of the properties of EPPs in
considerable detail.

PROPAGATION OF THE END-PLATE POTENTIAL

One obvious question is whether the EPP is propa-
gated in an all-or-nothing fashion like the action
potential. Figure 6 shows a simple experiment designed
to answer this question. In this experiment, the motor
axon is electrically stimulated, and multiple intracellular
recordings are made from the muscle cell at 1-mm
intervals from the end plate. There is a large EPP (Vo) at
the region of the motor end plate; however, at more
distant regions from the end plate, the amplitude of the
EPP becomes smaller. In fact, the decay is an exponen-
tial function of distance. This indicates that the EPP is
not propagated in an all-or-nothing fashion; rather, it
spreads with decrement, just as weak, artificially
produced hyperpolarizations or depolarizations
(subthreshold) spread with decrement along a nerve
axon. As shown in Fig. 6, an agent such as curare is used
so that the EPP is reduced in size and fails to trigger an
action potential. When the EPP triggers an action
potential (as occurs in the absence of curare), the action
potential propagates without decrement along the
muscle cell.

ACETYLCHOLINE HYPOTHESIS FOR
SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION AT THE

NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION

One of the major breakthroughs in the characteriza-
tion of the sequence of events that underlie synaptic
transmission at the neuromuscular junction was the
identification of the chemical transmitter substance. In
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FIGURE 5 The recording of the end-plate potential (EPP) and the effects of curare. (A)

Normal; (B) low dose of curare; (C) high dose of curare.
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1936, Dale and his colleagues found that electrical
stimulation of motor axons led to an increase in the
concentration of a substance in the perfusing solution,
which they identified as ACh. When the isolated ACh
was injected into the arterial supply it was capable of
producing large muscular contractions. Subsequent
studies on the transmitter substance used by the
neuromuscular junction have confirmed and greatly
extended the original observations. As a result, it is now
possible to describe the total sequence of events under-
lying synaptic transmission at the neuromuscular junc-
tion (Fig. 7).

ACh is synthesized and stored in the presynaptic
terminals of motor axons. As a result of a nerve action
potential that invades the presynaptic terminal, ACh is
released into the synaptic cleft. Acetylcholine diffuses
across the synaptic cleft and combines with receptors on

the postsynaptic or the postjunctional membrane. When
ACh binds with these receptors, there is an increase in
Naþ and Kþ permeabilities. The increase in Naþ and
Kþ permeabilities depolarizes the postjunctional, or the
postsynaptic, membrane. This depolarization is known
as the EPP. Normally, the EPP is approximately 50 mV
in amplitude, so the threshold level of the muscle is
easily reached and an action potential is triggered. The
action potential in the muscle cell leads to muscular
contraction. The EPP is a transient event that persists
for about 10 msec. There are two reasons for its
transient nature. First, ACh diffuses away from the
synaptic cleft and produces no further permeability
changes. Second, there is a substance in the synaptic
cleft known as AChE. AChE hydrolyzes ACh into
inactive substances. In the following sections, this
sequence of events is examined in greater detail.

Vo V1 V2 V3 V4
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Vo V1V 2 V3 V4

1mm
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Muscle Cell
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FIGURE 6 Propagation of the EPP. A muscle cell is impaled at multiple points from the end

plate, and the motor axon is stimulated. The amplitude of the EPP is maximal at the motor end

plate. As recordings are made more distant from the end plate, the amplitude of the EPP becomes

smaller. (Modified from Fatt P, Katz B. J Physiol 1951; 115:320–370.)
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Role of Acetylcholinesterase

One aspect of the ACh hypothesis for chemical
synaptic transmission at the neuromuscular junction
involves the action of AChE. If AChE acts to break
down ACh into inactive forms, one would predict that
preventing this hydrolysis would allow ACh to act in the
synaptic cleft for a longer time and produce a larger and
longer lasting EPP. A group of substances have been
identified, one of which is known as neostigmine, that
block the action of AChE. Figure 8 illustrates the effects
of neostigmine on the EPP. The lower trace shows a
normal EPP. Once again the EPP is reduced (e.g., by a
low dose of curare) such that it fails to trigger an action
potential. The upper trace shows the effect of adding
neostigmine to the extracellular medium. In the presence
of neostigmine, the amplitude and duration of the EPP
are increased.

Iontophoresis of Acetylcholine

Another prediction of the ACh hypothesis is that it
should be possible to mimic the release of ACh from the
presynaptic terminal by artificially applying some ACh
to the vicinity of the neuromuscular junction. A simple
technique called iontophoresis is available to precisely
deliver very small amounts of ACh to restricted regions
of a cell. The technique is illustrated in Fig. 9. One
intracellular microelectrode is used to record the
membrane potential. Another extracellular microelec-
trode is filled with ACh and is placed close to the
neuromuscular junction (but it does not impale either
the motor axon or the muscle). ACh is a positively
charged molecule. If the positive pole of a battery is
connected to the ACh electrode, the positive charge of
the battery will force ACh out of the electrode. The
small amount of ACh ejected from the tip of the
micropipette could then bind with any ACh receptors on
the muscle cell. If ACh is the transmitter at the
neuromuscular junction, iontophoretic application of

ACh should produce a potential change in the muscle
cell similar to that produced by stimulation of the motor
axon.

Figure 10 illustrates the results. The upper trace is a
normal EPP produced by stimulating the motor axon.
The small initial downward deflection is the stimulus
artifact that indicates the point in time when the motor
axon is electrically stimulated. The lower trace shows the
result of the iontophoretic application of ACh. The
potential changes produced are nearly identical. Experi-
ments similar to Fig. 10 have demonstrated a number of
other aspects of synaptic transmission at the neuromus-
cular junction. When ACh is applied in the presence of
neostigmine, the size of the potential is enhanced. These
results are consistent with the cholinergic nature of
synaptic transmission. If the preparation is perfused
with neostigmine, ACh is not broken down by AChE,
more receptors are bound, the permeability changes are
greater, and the resultant potential change is greater.
The iontophoretic potential is also affected by curare.
By adding curare to the experimental preparation, the
size of the iontophoretic response is reduced. In
addition, the iontophoretically produced response is
not affected by tetrodotoxin (TTX). We have already
learned that TTX blocks the voltage-dependent change
in Naþ permeability underlying the action potential.
Because TTX has no effect on the iontophoretic
application of ACh, channels in the membrane that
are sensitive to ACh must be different from the channels
in the membrane that underlie the action potential. It
has also been observed that injecting ACh into the
muscle cell produces no potential change. Thus,
the receptors for ACh must be on the outer surface of
the muscle cell. Iontophoretic applications of ACh to
points along the muscle distant from the end plate yield
no potential changes. A potential change due to local
application of ACh is obtained only in the immediate
vicinity of the motor end plate. Presumably, there is no
potential change produced by ACh at sites more distant

1 mV

5 msec
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Neostigmine

Stimulate Motor Axon

FIGURE 8 Effects of neostigmine on the EPP. In a saline solution

containing an agent such as a small dose of curare to keep the EPP

subthreshold, a small EPP is produced. When neostigmine (an agent

that blocks the actions of AChE) is also added to the bath, the

amplitude and duration of the EPP increase.
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FIGURE 9 Procedure for iontophoretic application of ACh.

Standard intracellular recordings are made from a skeletal muscle

cell while a second micropipette filled with ACh is positioned near the

neuromuscular junction. By applying a positive voltage to the ACh-

filled micropipette, small quantities of ACh can be ejected in the

vicinity of the motor end plate.
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from the motor end plate because there are no receptors
for ACh at these more distant sites. The receptors for
ACh are located at the neuromuscular junction. One
additional insight has been obtained from the ionto-
phoretic application of ACh. As indicated above, curare
blocks the EPP. The action of curare could be at two
basic sites, however. Curare could be acting to reduce
the release of chemical transmitter from the presynaptic
terminal, or, alternatively, it could have a postsynaptic
effect. When ACh is artificially applied, the possibility
of presynaptic changes is eliminated. Therefore, the
reduction of the iontophoretic potential with curare is
due to a postsynaptic action. As a result of these and
other studies it is now known that curare is a
competitive inhibitor of ACh. Curare binds with the
same receptor site on the postjunctional membrane as
does ACh. Although it binds with the receptors, it does
not produce the resultant permeability changes.

IONIC MECHANISMS UNDERLYING THE
END-PLATE POTENTIAL

How does ACh produce the permeability change
responsible for the EPP? In the early 1950s, Bernard
Katz and his colleagues proposed that the binding of
ACh with receptors on the postjunctional membrane led
to a simultaneous increase in Naþ and Kþ permeabil-
ities. If a membrane is permeable only to Naþ and Kþ,
then the Goldman–Hodgkin–Katz (GHK) equation is
applicable:

Vm ¼ 60 log
Kþ
	 


o
þ� Naþ
	 


o

Kþ
	 


i
þ� Naþ
	 


i

ðmVÞ

where � ¼ PNa/PK. If � ¼ 1 and the Kþ and Naþ

concentrations on the inside and outside of the cell are
substituted into the equation, a membrane potential of
about 0 mV is predicted.

Even though the EPP is due to the opening channels
that have equal permeability to Naþ and Kþ, an EPP
with a peak value of 0 mV does not occur for two
reasons. First, as the muscle membrane depolarizes
toward 0 mV, threshold is reached, and an action
potential is initiated or triggered and the EPP is
obscured. Second, the membrane channels opened by
ACh are only a small fraction of the ion channels in the
muscle cell. These other channels (not affected by ACh)
tend to hold the membrane potential at the resting
potential and prevent the membrane potential from
reaching the 0-mV level. (When the EPP triggers an
action potential, a potential more positive than 0 mV is
reached, but this is a reflection of the ionic mechanisms
underlying the action potential and not the ionic
mechanisms underlying the EPP.)

During the past 15 years, considerable evidence has
accumulated about the molecular events associated with
the actions of ACh. Using patch recording techniques
(Fig. 11), it has been possible to measure the ionic
current flowing through single channels opened by ACh.
When the micropipette contains normal saline without
ACh, no electrical changes are observed. However,
when ACh is added to the electrode, small, step-like
fluctuations are observed which are the result of ions
flowing through specific membrane channels that are
opened by ACh. The electrical events associated with the
opening of a single channel are extremely small and, as a
result, any single channel makes a small contribution to
the normal EPP.

As a result of these patch recording techniques, three
general conclusions can be drawn. First, ACh causes the
opening of individual ionic channels (for a channel to
open, two molecules of ACh must bind to the receptor).
Second, when an ACh-sensitive channel opens, it does
so in an all-or-nothing fashion. Increasing the concen-
tration of ACh in the patch microelectrode does not
increase the permeability of the channel; rather, it
increases its probability of opening. And, finally, when a
larger region of the muscle, and thus more than one
channel, is exposed to ACh the net permeability is larger
because more individual channels are opened, each in
their characteristic all-or-nothing fashion. It is this
summation of the permeability of many individual
open channels that gives rise to the normal EPP. The
properties of ACh-sensitive channels and voltage-sensi-
tive Naþ channels are similar in that both channels open
in an all-or-nothing fashion and, as a result, the
macroscopic effects that are recorded are due to the
summation of many individual open ion channels.

10 msecEject ACh

Stimulate Motor Axon

A

B

FIGURE 10 Comparison of the EPP (A) and the response to

iontophoretic application of ACh (B).
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The two types of channels differ, however, in that one is
opened by a chemical agent, whereas the other is opened
by depolarization.

Structure of the Ligand-Gated

Acetylcholine Receptor

Unlike the Naþ channel, which consists of a single
polypeptide chain with four homologous domains (each
of which has six membrane-spanning regions; see
Chapter 4, Fig. 14), the cation channel of the ACh
receptor consists of five subunits, four of which are from

separate gene products. The subunits have been desig-
nated �, �, �, ", and 	, and in fetal muscle are arranged
in the stoichiometry of �2��	 (Fig. 12A,B), whereas in
adult muscle the stoichiometry is �2�"	. The subunits
are approximately 50% homologous at the amino acid
level, indicating that they evolved from a common
ancestral gene. A common feature to all subunits is their
four membrane-spanning regions (designated M1 to
M4; Fig. 12B,C). The pore of the channel is believed to
be formed by the proper alignment of the M2 regions of
each of the five subunits (Fig. 12B). A key difference
between the � subunit and the other subunits is its
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FIGURE 12 Model of the fetal ligand-gated ACh receptor/channel.
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extended amino terminal (NH2) domain that contains
the extracellular binding site for ACh (Fig. 12C). The
long cytoplasmic loop found between the M3 and M4
regions is present in all the ACh subunits. It may
function as a binding site to the cytoskeleton.

PRESYNAPTIC EVENTS UNDERLYING THE
RELEASE OF NEUROTRANSMITTER

Voltage-Dependent Release

of Neurotransmitter

One of the most interesting aspects of synaptic
transmission is the mechanism by which an action
potential in the presynaptic terminal triggers the release
of the chemical transmitter substance. One possibility is
that transmitter release is due to some aspect of the
sequence of permeability changes underlying the action
potential in the presynaptic terminal. The action poten-
tial is associated with a slight influx of Naþ and a slight
efflux of Kþ. Perhaps in some way either the small influx
of Naþ or efflux of Kþ disturbs the intracellular
environment and causes the release of transmitter.

Figure 13 illustrates an experiment to examine this
hypothesis. Rather than using the neuromuscular junc-
tion, a more advantageous experimental preparation,
the squid giant synapse, is used. The squid giant synapse
is so large that the presynaptic terminal can be impaled
with two electrodes: one to record the presynaptic
potential and the other to depolarize the terminal
artificially (Fig. 14) (this is not possible at the skeletal
neuromuscular junction). A third electrode is used to
record the potential changes in the postsynaptic cell. To
examine the possible roles of Naþ influx and Kþ efflux
in triggering release, the preparation is exposed to TTX
(to block Naþ influx) and tetraethylammonium (TEA)
(to block Kþ efflux). By passing brief current pulses of
various amplitudes into the stimulating electrode, the
membrane potential of the presynaptic terminal can be
depolarized to a variety of different membrane poten-
tials without initiating action potentials (Fig. 13). When
the presynaptic cell is depolarized by a small amount,
there is no postsynaptic potential. A striking observa-
tion is made, however, when greater levels of depolar-
ization are applied. In this case, postsynaptic potentials
are produced, and their amplitudes depend on the level
of depolarization. Thus, this experiment indicates that
transmitter release is voltage dependent and that
artificial depolarization of the presynaptic terminal is
able to produce a postsynaptic potential. Because the
preparation has been treated with TTX and TEA,
this experiment clearly demonstrates that the voltage-
dependent changes in Naþ and Kþ permeability that

underlie the action potential have no direct effect on
the release of chemical transmitter substance from the
presynaptic terminal. One merely has to depolarize
the cell to get the release of transmitter. Normally, the
action potential is essential because it is the vehicle by
which the terminal is depolarized. Although changes in
Naþ and Kþ permeability are important for producing
an action potential, the direct influx of Naþ and efflux
of Kþ are, by themselves, not causally related to the
release of the chemical transmitter substance.

ROLE OF CA2þ IN TRANSMITTER RELEASE

If Naþ and Kþ are not directly involved in the release
of chemical transmitter, might other ions be involved? It
has been known for many years that Ca2þ in the
extracellular medium is important for chemical trans-
mission. If the concentration of Ca2þ in the extracellular
medium is decreased, synaptic transmission is reduced
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(increasing the concentration of Mg2þ in the extracel-
lular medium also reduces transmitter release). An
experiment that examines the role of Ca2þ in the release
of chemical transmitter substances is illustrated in
Fig. 14. Here the neuromuscular junction is used; one
electrode is placed in the muscle cell to record the
postsynaptic potential, and stimulating electrodes are
placed close to the presynaptic terminal but not inside
the terminal. The stimulating electrodes are sufficiently
close to the presynaptic terminal to depolarize the
terminal by extracellular means. A third electrode filled
with CaCl2 is positioned near the presynaptic terminal.
The preparation is perfused with a Ca2þ-free medium.
Figure 14B illustrates the results. In panel 1, stimulation

of the presynaptic terminal produces no postsynaptic
potential. Thus, in a Ca2þ-free medium, transmitter
release is abolished. In panel 2 (Fig. 14B), the presy-
naptic stimulation is preceded by a brief ejection of Ca2þ

from the electrode containing CaCl2. Calcium ions are
positively charged, so it is possible to eject a small
amount of Ca2þ from the Ca2þ electrode simply by
connecting the electrode to the positive pole of a battery.
As a result of the brief ejection of Ca2þ prior to the
stimulus, the depolarizing stimulus now produces a
postsynaptic potential in the muscle cell. If Ca2þ is
ejected after depolarization of the presynaptic terminal,
no postsynaptic potential is produced in the muscle cell
(panel 3, Fig. 14B). This experiment clearly indicates
that Ca2þ is absolutely essential for the release of
chemical transmitters. Furthermore, it illustrates that
Ca2þ must be present just before (or during) depolar-
ization of the presynaptic terminal. Based on these and
other experiments, Katz and his colleagues proposed the
Ca2þ hypothesis for chemical transmitter release.

Calcium ions are in high concentration outside the
cell and in low concentration inside the cell. Further-
more, the inside of the cell is negatively charged with
respect to the outside. As a result, there is a large
chemical and electrical driving force for the influx of
Ca2þ. Normally, the cell is relatively impermeable to
Ca2þ, so even though there is a large driving force, Ca2þ

does not enter the cell. It is proposed that there is
a voltage-dependent change in Ca2þ permeability
(Fig. 15A). Thus, depolarization of the presynaptic
membrane results in an increase in Ca2þ permeability,
and Ca2þ moves down its electrical and chemical
gradient and flows into the synaptic terminal. The
resultant elevation of intracellular Ca2þ concentration
leads to the release of chemical transmitter (Fig. 15B).

Thus, according to this hypothesis, Ca2þ is the critical
trigger for the release of chemical transmitter. One can
artificially depolarize the presynaptic terminal to
produce a voltage-dependent change in Ca2þ influx
and release of transmitter. Normally, however, the
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action potential invades the terminal, depolarizes it, and
leads to the subsequent voltage-dependent increase in
Ca2þ permeability, influx of Ca2þ, and chemical trans-
mitter release.

Quantal Nature of Acetylcholine Release

What is the mechanism by which Ca2þ causes the
release of chemical transmitter? Figure 16 illustrates an
experiment that provided some initial insights. As
discussed above, the EPP is a relatively large event,
50 mV or so in amplitude under normal situations. Most
scientists who had been recording the EPP at the
neuromuscular junction were doing so with the ampli-
fication of their oscilloscope set at a relatively low level.
Katz and his colleagues increased the amplification and
examined the background noise in the absence of any
stimulation. (This would be equivalent to tuning your
stereo receiver to a portion of the band that has no
station and maximally increasing the volume to listen to
the noise.) Figure 16 illustrates the type of electrical
measurements made at the neuromuscular junction
under these conditions. The traces in Fig. 16A are a
continuous recording from the same experiment going

from left to right and down the illustration. (It is
important to keep in mind that in this experiment the
motor axon is not stimulated and that the recordings are
made from the unstimulated muscle cell.) It is evident
that without stimulation there is no absence of activity.
Indeed, numerous small voltage deflections (on the
average only about 0.5 mV in amplitude; Fig. 16B) are
observed. They are small compared with the relatively
large potential changes observed in response to a
presynaptic action potential. The potentials occur in a
random fashion at an average rate of about once every
50 msec.

The small potential changes have some interesting
features. When the recording electrode is placed in
regions distant from the motor end plate, the potentials
disappear. For this reason, these potential changes are
called miniature EPPs, or MEPPs, because they are
EPPs that have occurred in the vicinity of the motor end
plate and are much smaller than the EPP normally
produced by stimulating the motor axon. If curare is
added to the extracellular medium, the size of the
MEPPs decreases. If neostigmine is added to the
extracellular medium, the size of the MEPPs increases.
Based on these considerations, it appears that MEPPs
are due to the spontaneous and random release of ACh
from the presynaptic terminal. Acetylcholine presum-
ably is in relatively high concentration in the presynaptic
terminal. So, by chance, some of that ACh might diffuse
out of the presynaptic terminal, bind with postsynaptic
receptors, and produce small permeability changes.

How much ACh is necessary to produce a MEPP?
The simplest answer is that a MEPP is produced by one
ACh molecule binding to a receptor and opening a
single ACh-sensitive channel. When small amounts of
ACh are ejected into the vicinity of the neuromuscular
junction, however, potentials much smaller than MEPPs
are produced. Indeed, the single-channel recording
techniques (e.g., Fig. 11) indicate that the opening of a
single ACh-sensitive channel produces a potential
change of approximately 0.4 mV. This indicates that
the MEPPs are not due to the release of a single
molecule of ACh. Because the opening of a single ACh-
sensitive channel produces a potential change of
approximately 0.4 mV, it would take at least 1000
molecules of ACh to produce a potential change the size
of one MEPP (0.4 mV). Indeed, because of loss due to
diffusion in the synaptic cleft and the fact that two ACh
molecules are necessary to open a channel, approxi-
mately 104 ACh molecules are required to produce a
MEPP. Therefore, it appears that it is not a single
molecule of ACh that is spontaneously and randomly
released from the presynaptic terminal, but a package of
104 molecules of ACh. It is now well established that the
morphologic locus of this package of 104 ACh molecules
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FIGURE 16 The miniature end-plate potential (MEPP). (A) In the

absence of nerve stimulation, small spontaneously occurring potentials

are recorded. The successive traces are continuous recordings from a

neuromuscular junction. The MEPPs are approximately 0.4 mV in

amplitude and occur about once every 50 msec. (Modified from Liley

AW. J Physiol 1956; 133:571–587.) (B) Histogram representing the

number of times a MEPP of a given amplitude is recorded. There is a

variation in amplitude, but MEPPs appear to be derived from a single

population and have an average amplitude of 0.4 mV. (Modified from

Boyd IA, Martin AR. J Physiol 1956; 132:74–91.)
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is the synaptic vesicle found in high concentration in a
presynaptic terminal. Chemical analyses have revealed
that the synaptic vesicles in the motor axon contain
ACh.

Is the normal EPP due to the release of these
packages of ACh as well? One observation consistent
with this hypothesis is that when Ca2þ is injected into
the presynaptic terminal, the frequency of occurrence
of the MEPPs is increased. This indicates that the release
of the vesicles is Ca2þ dependent. As a result, it is
attractive to think that, when a larger amount of Ca2þ

enters the presynaptic terminal during an action poten-
tial, a large number of vesicles is released synchronously.

Figure 17 illustrates a test of this hypothesis. To
make the interpretation of the experiment easier, the

Ca2þ concentration in the extracellular medium is
reduced to a point at which the evoked EPPs are quite
small (approximately the same size as the MEPPs). The
left side of the traces in Fig. 17A illustrate some of the
spontaneous MEPPs (approximately 0.4 mV in ampli-
tude [asterisks]). The small vertical lines on the traces
illustrate the point in time at which the stimulus is
applied to the motor axon. When the motor axon is
stimulated in the low-Ca2þ solution, very small EPPs are
produced, but there is considerable variation in their
size. For example, sometimes the EPP is about the same
size as the MEPP (spontaneously occurring) (trace 3,
Fig. 17A). Such a response is called a unit EPP.
Sometimes no EPP is produced by the stimulus (traces
2 and 6, Fig. 17A) and at other times an EPP is
produced that is about twice the size of the unit (double)
(traces 4, 7, and 8, Fig. 17A). In other cases, EPPs are
produced that are about three times the size of the unit
or the spontaneous EPP. Sometimes an EPP is produced
that is about four times the size of the unit EPP and is
referred to as a quadruple (trace 1, Fig. 17A).

By measuring the amplitude of all the evoked EPPs, a
plot can be drawn of the number of times the EPPs of a
given amplitude are observed. Similarly, an amplitude
distribution of the spontaneous MEPPs can be made
(e.g., Fig. 16B). As we have already learned, the
spontaneous MEPPs have an average value of approxi-
mately 0.4 mV. The plot of the evoked EPPs produced
in low Ca2þ reveals a remarkable finding; namely, there
is a multimodal distribution of sizes (Fig. 17B). There is
a large proportion of EPPs that have an average value of
approximately 0.4 mV, another large percentage that
have an average value of approximately 0.8 mV, and
some that have an average value of approximately
1.2 mV. The critical finding is that the size of the first
peak of the evoked EPP (0.4 mV) is nearly identical to
the size of the spontaneous MEPPs and that subsequent
peaks are multiples of the first.

Based on these observations, Katz and his colleagues
proposed the quantal nature of transmitter release. The
hypothesis was developed at the neuromuscular junc-
tion, but the quantal nature of release appears to be
widely applicable to chemical synapses. Transmitter
release at some synapses may be nonvesicular, however.
According to the quantal hypothesis, the size of the EPP
fluctuates because different numbers of packages
(quanta) of ACh are released with each stimulus. The
smallest EPP is due to the release of a single package of
ACh containing 104 molecules. An EPP twice that size is
due to the release of two packages, and so forth. The
EPP of about 50 mV produced in normal concentrations
of Ca2þ is a compound of the individual contributions
of many packages of ACh. Because each package of
ACh produces an amplitude of approximately 0.4 mV,
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FIGURE 17 Quantal nature of transmitter release. (A) In a low-

Ca2þ solution, the motor axon is repeatedly stimulated, and the

amplitude of the EPP is monitored. In such a solution, the amplitude

of the EPP is small and variable. Asterisks indicate spontaneous

MEPPs. (Modified from Liley AW. J Physiol 1956; 133:571–587.) (B)

A histogram showing the number of times EPPs of various amplitudes

are recorded in the low-Ca2þ solution. There are many EPPs that have

an amplitude identical to the amplitude of the MEPP (0.4 mV). Other

peaks are multiples of the first. (Modified from Boyd IA, Martin AR.

J Physiol 1956; 132:74–91.)
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the normal EPP is due to the simultaneous release of
more than 100 packages of ACh, each containing 104

molecules and each quanta producing a potential change
by itself of 0.4 mV. Calcium ions appear to be the
critical step in causing the release of the vesicles. In low
extracellular Ca2þ, an action potential in the presynaptic
terminal results in a small amount of Ca2þ influx and a
small number of vesicles released. When the extracel-
lular Ca2þ concentration is high, a large amount of Ca2þ

flows into the terminal and causes a larger number of
vesicles to be released (and therefore a larger EPP). The
Ca2þ that enters the cell promotes the binding of vesicles
with the inside membrane of the presynaptic terminal to
promote exocytosis (Fig. 18). Considerable progress has

been made in identifying the specific proteins involved in
the docking, fusion, and regulation of vesicular release.

SUMMARY OF THE SEQUENCE OF EVENTS
UNDERLYING SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION AT

THE SKELETAL NEUROMUSCULAR JUNCTION

As a result of work during the past several decades, a
fairly complete understanding of the sequence of events
underlying synaptic transmission at the skeletal neuro-
muscular junction is available (Fig. 19; see also Table 1).
The resting potential at both the presynaptic terminal of
the motor axon and the postsynaptic muscle cell is due

FIGURE 18 Exocytosis. Transmitter vesicles caught in the process of excocytosis. The top portion of the

photograph is the presynaptic ending. (Micrograph produced by Dr. John E. Heuser of Washington University

School of Medicine, St. Louis, MO.)
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to the high resting Kþ permeability. At rest, a small
amount of transmitter release occurs because of the
spontaneous release of vesicles (quanta) from the
presynaptic terminal. The spontaneous release is
presumably due to the low basal levels of Ca2þ in the
presynaptic terminal. The resultant MEPPs are only
approximately 0.4 mV and are insufficient to trigger an
action potential in the muscle cell. When an action
potential propagates down the motor axon, it eventually
invades the presynaptic terminal. As the action potential
invades the terminal, the terminal is depolarized, and

that depolarization leads to the opening of voltage-
dependent Ca2þ channels. Calcium ions move down
their electrochemical gradient and enter the terminal.
The resultant increase in the intracellular Ca2þ concen-
tration leads to the release of 100 or so synaptic vesicles,
each containing 104 molecules of ACh. The released
ACh diffuses across the synaptic cleft and binds to
receptors on the postsynaptic membrane. The binding of
ACh with ACh-sensitive channels causes individual
channels that are normally closed to open in an all-or-
nothing fashion. The chemically gated channels opened
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FIGURE 19 Summary diagram of the membrane channels important for the process of

synaptic transmission at the skeletal neuromuscular junction. Dep, depolarization.

TABLE 1 Properties of Action Potentials and Synaptic Potentials at the
Skeletal Neuromuscular Junction

Synaptic potential (End-plate potential) Action potential

Changes in membrane

conductance

Initiated by ACh Initiated by depolarization

(the end-plate potential)

Duration, rising

phase (initiation)

Simultaneous chemically gated

increase in gNa and gk

Specific voltage-dependent increase in gNa

Duration, falling phase Passive decay; diffusion and

acetylcholinesterase (AChE)

Specific increase in gk and decrease in gNa

Duration 10–20 msec 1–3 msec

Equilibrium potential Reversal potential close to 0 mV ENa (þ55 mV)

Pharmacology Blocked by curare; enhanced by neostigmine;

not blocked by tetrodotoxin (TTX)

Blocked by TTX but not by curare;

not affected by neostigmine

Propagation Propagates with decrement All-or-nothing

Other features No evidence for regenerative action

or refractory period

Regenerative rise, followed by absolute and

relative refractory periods
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by ACh are distinct from the voltage-gated channels
(Naþ and Kþ) that underlie the action potential in the
axon and skeletal muscle cell. The channel opened by
ACh is equally permeable to Naþ and Kþ, and as a
result the postsynaptic membrane is depolarized. This
postsynaptic potential (the EPP), if sufficiently large (as
it normally is), brings the muscle membrane potential to
threshold. A new potential, the action potential, is
initiated in the muscle cell by the voltage-dependent
changes in Naþ and Kþ permeabilities. The muscle
action potential propagates along the muscle cell
membrane and leads, by a process known as excita-
tion–concentration coupling, to the development of
muscle tension.

SYNAPTIC TRANSMISSION IN THE CENTRAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM

The study of synaptic transmission in the central
nervous system (CNS) is both an opportunity to learn
more about the diversity and richness of mechanisms
underlying this process and an opportunity to learn how
some of the fundamental signaling properties of the
nervous system, such as action potentials and synaptic
potentials, work together to process information and
generate behavior. One of the simplest behaviors
controlled by the central nervous system is the knee-jerk

or stretch reflex. The tap of a neurologist’s hammer to a
ligament elicits a reflex extension of the leg, illustrated in
Fig. 20. The brief stretch of the ligament is transmitted
to the extensor muscle and is detected by specific
receptors in the muscle and ligament. Action potentials
initiated in the stretch receptors are propagated to the
spinal cord by afferent fibers. The receptors are
specialized regions of sensory neurons with somata
located in the dorsal root ganglia just outside the spinal
column. The axons of the afferents enter the spinal cord
and make at least two types of excitatory synaptic
connections. First, a synaptic connection is made to the
extensor motor neuron. As the result of its synaptic
activation, the motor neuron fires action potentials that
propagate out of the spinal cord and ultimately invade
the terminal regions of the motor axon at neuromus-
cular junctions. There, ACh is released, an EPP is
produced, an action potential is initiated in the muscle
cell, and the muscle cell is contracted, producing the
reflex extension of the leg. Second, a synaptic connec-
tion is made to another group of neurons, interneurons
(nerve cells interposed between one type of neuron and
another). The particular interneurons activated by the
afferents are inhibitory interneurons, because activation
of these interneurons leads to the release of a chemical
transmitter substance that inhibits the flexor motor
neuron. This inhibition tends to prevent an uncoor-
dinated (improper) movement (i.e., flexion) from
occurring.
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FIGURE 20 Features of the vertebrate stretch reflex. Stretch of an extensor muscle leads to the initiation of

action potentials in the afferent terminals of specialized stretch receptors. The action potentials propagate to the

spinal cord via afferent fibers (sensory neurons , SN). The afferents make excitatory connections with extensor

motor neurons (E). Action potentials initiated in the extensor motor neuron propagate to the periphery and lead

to the activation and subsequent contraction of the extensor muscle. The afferent fibers also activate interneurons

(I) that inhibit the flexor motor neurons (F).
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Mechanisms for Excitation, Inhibition, and

Integration of Synaptic Potentials

The stretch reflex provides a suitable model system to
study the properties of excitatory and inhibitory synap-
tic transmission in the CNS and to illustrate how these
properties are used to process information and generate
simple behavior. Figure 21A illustrates procedures that
can be used to examine experimentally some of the
components of synaptic transmission in the reflex
pathway for the stretch reflex. Intracellular recordings
are made from one of the sensory neurons, the extensor
and flexor motor neurons, and an inhibitory inter-
neuron. Normally, the sensory neuron is activated by
stretch to the muscle, but this step can be bypassed by
simply injecting a pulse of depolarizing current of
sufficient magnitude into the sensory neuron to elicit
an action potential. The action potential in the sensory
neuron leads to a potential change in the motor neuron
known as an excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP)
(Fig. 21B). The potential is excitatory because it
increases the probability of firing an action potential
in the motor neuron; it is postsynaptic because it is a
potential that is recorded on the receptive (postsynaptic)
side of the synapse.

Postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) in the CNS can be
divided into two broad classes based on mechanisms
and duration of these potentials. One class arises from
the direct binding of a transmitter molecule with a
receptor–channel complex; these receptors are ionotro-
pic. The resulting PSPs are generally short lasting and
hence are sometimes called fast PSPs; they have also
been referred to as classical because these were the first
synaptic potentials that were recorded in the CNS. Fast
EPSPs also resemble the synaptic potentials at the
neuromuscular junction (i.e., the EPP). One typical
feature of the classical synaptic potentials is their time
course. Recall that the duration of an EPP is about
20 msec. An EPSP, or an inhibitory postsynaptic
potential (IPSP), recorded in a spinal motor neuron is
of approximately the same duration.

The second class of PSPs arises from the indirect
effect of a transmitter molecule binding with a receptor.
For these PSPs, one common coupling mechanism is an
alteration in the level of a second messenger. The
receptors that produce these PSPs are metabotropic. The
responses can be long lasting and are therefore referred
to as slow PSPs. The mechanisms for fast PSPs
mediated by ionotropic receptors will be considered
first.
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FIGURE 21 Excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials in spinal motor neurons.

(A) Intracellular recordings are made from a sensory neuron (SN), interneuron, and

extensor (E) and flexor (F) motor neurons. (B) An action potential in the sensory neuron

produces a depolarizing response in the motor neuron (MN). This response is called an

excitatory postsynaptic potential (EPSP). (C) An action potential in the interneuron

produces a hyperpolarizing response in the motor neuron. This response is called an

inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP).
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Postsynaptic Mechanisms Produced by

Ionotropic Receptors

Ionic Mechanisms of EPSPs

Mechanisms responsible for fast EPSPs mediated by
ionotropic receptors in the CNS are fairly well known.
Specifically, for the synapse between the sensory neuron
and the spinal motor neuron, the ionic mechanisms for
the EPSP are essentially identical to the ionic mecha-
nisms at the skeletal neuromuscular junction. Transmit-
ter substance released from the presynaptic terminal of
the sensory neuron diffuses across the synaptic cleft,
binds to specific receptor sites on the postsynaptic
membrane, and leads to a simultaneous increase in per-
meability to Naþ and Kþ, which makes the membrane
potential move toward a value of 0 mV.

Although this mechanism is superficially the same as
that for the neuromuscular junction, two fundamental
differences exist between the process of synaptic trans-
mission at the sensory neuron–motor neuron synapse
and the motor neuron–skeletal muscle synapse. First,
these two different synapses use different transmitters.
The transmitter substance at the neuromuscular junc-
tion is ACh, but the transmitter substance released by
the sensory neurons is an amino acid, probably gluta-
mate. (Although beyond the scope of this chapter, many
different transmitters are used by the nervous system—
up to 50 or more, and the list grows yearly. Thus, to
understand fully the process of synaptic transmission
and the function of synapses in the nervous system, it is
necessary to know the mechanisms for the synthesis,
storage, release, and degradation or uptake, as well as
the different types of receptors for each of the trans-
mitter substances. The clinical implications of deficien-
cies in each of these features for each of 50 transmitters
cannot be ignored. Fortunately, most of the transmitter
substances can be grouped into four basic categories:
ACh, monoamines, amino acids, and the peptides.)

A second major difference between the sensory
neuron–motor neuron synapse and the motor neuron–
muscle synapse is the amplitude of the postsynaptic
potential. Recall that the amplitude of the postsynaptic
potential at the neuromuscular junction was approxi-
mately 50 mV and that a one-to-one relationship existed
between an action potential in the spinal motor neuron
and an action potential in the muscle cell. Indeed,
because the EPP must only depolarize the muscle cell by
approximately 30 mV to initiate an action potential,
there is a safety factor of 20 mV. In contrast, the EPSP
in a spinal motor neuron produced by an action
potential in an afferent fiber has an amplitude of
only 1 mV.

The small amplitude of the EPSP in spinal motor
neurons (and other cells in the CNS) poses an interesting

question. Specifically, how can an ESP with an ampli-
tude of only 1 mV drive the membrane potential of the
motor neuron (i.e., the postsynaptic neuron) to thresh-
old and fire the spike in the motor neuron that is
necessary to produce the contraction of the muscle? The
answer to this question lies in the principles of temporal
and spatial summation.

Temporal and Spatial Summation

When the ligament is stretched (see Fig. 20), many
stretch receptors are activated. Indeed, the greater the
stretch, the greater the probability of activating a larger
number of the stretch receptors present; this process is
referred to as recruitment. Activation of multiple stretch
receptors is not the complete story, however. Recall the
principle of frequency coding in the nervous system (see
Chapter 4). Specifically, the greater the intensity of a
stimulus, the greater the number per unit time or
frequency of action potentials elicited in a sensory
receptor. This principle applies to stretch receptors as
well. Thus, the greater the stretch, the greater the
number of action potentials elicited in the stretch
receptor in a given interval and, therefore, the greater
the number of EPSPs produced in the motor neuron
from that train of action potentials in the sensory cell.
Consequently, the effects of activating multiple stretch
receptors add together (spatial summation), as do the
effects of multiple EPSPs elicited by activation of a
single stretch receptor (temporal summation). Both
these processes act in concert to depolarize the motor
neuron sufficiently to elicit one or more action poten-
tials, which then propagate to the periphery and
produce the reflex.

Temporal Summation. Temporal summation can be
illustrated by considering the case of firing action
potentials in a presynaptic neuron and monitoring the
resultant EPSPs. For example, in Fig. 22A and B, a
single action potential in SN1 produces a 1-mV EPSP in
the motor neuron. Two action potentials in quick
succession produce two EPSPs, but note that the
second EPSP occurs during the falling phase of the
first, and the depolarization associated with the second
EPSP adds to the depolarization produced by the first.
Thus, two action potentials produce a summated
potential that is 2 mV in amplitude. Three action
potentials in quick succession would produce a
summated potential of 3 mV. In principle, 30 action
potentials in quick succession would produce a potential
of 30 mV and easily drive the cell to threshold. This
summation is strictly a passive property of the cell. No
special ionic conductance mechanisms are necessary.

A thermal analog is helpful to understand temporal
summation. Consider a metal rod that has thermal
properties similar to the passive electrical properties of
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a dendrite and the flame of a cigarette lighter that will
generate heat equivalent to a depolarization generated
by a synaptic current at the synapse. Now consider the
consequences of presenting the flame to one end of
the rod on the temperature measured in the middle of
the rod. Obviously, a temperature change would be
produced; assume, for the sake of the example, that the
temperature change is 1�C. If the flame is presented
twice in quick succession, a greater temperature change
would be recorded, because the heat generated would
produce temperature changes that would summate
because of the passive properties (heat capacity) of the
rod. If the two flames were presented in quick succes-
sion, a temperature change of 2�C would be produced. If
a long time elapses between the presentation of the two

flames, there would be little or no summation, because
the initial 1�C increase in temperature would have
dissipated. Similarly, potentials in dendrites summate
because of the passive properties of the nerve cell
membrane. Specifically, the membrane has a capaci-
tance and can store charge. Thus, the membrane can
temporarily store the charge of the first EPSP, and the
charge from the second EPSP can be added to that of
the first.

Spatial Summation. Spatial summation (Fig. 22C)
involves a consideration of more than one input to a
postsynaptic neuron. An action potential in SN1
produces a 1-mV EPSP, just as it did in Fig. 22B.
Similarly, an action potential in a second sensory neuron
(SN2) by itself also produces a 1-mV EPSP. Now,
consider the consequences of action potentials elicited
simultaneously in SN1 and in SN2. The net EPSP
is equal to the summation of the amplitudes of the
individual EPSPs. Here the EPSP from SN1 is 1 mV, the
EPSP from SN2 is 1 mV, and the summated EPSP is
2 mV (Fig. 22C). Thus, spatial summation is a mecha-
nism by which synaptic potentials generated at different
sites can summate. Spatial summation in nerve cells
is determined by the space constant, which is the ability
of a potential change produced in one region of a
cell to spread passively to other regions of a cell (see
Chapter 5).

Again, a thermal analog is useful to help understand
this phenomenon. Consider the metal rod as an analogy
for a dendrite. As before, temperature is recorded in the
middle, but now heat sources can be delivered to either
end separately or both ends at the same time. A flame
presented to only one end of the metal rod produces a
1�C increase in temperature at the middle of the metal
rod; if a flame is presented simultaneously to each end of
the metal rod, a 2�C increase in temperature is
produced. The temperature changes induced by the
two flames presented simultaneously will summate
because of the ability of heat to spread passively along
the rod.

In summary, whether a neuron fires in response to
synaptic input is dependent, at least in part, on how
many action potentials are produced in any one
presynaptic excitatory pathway, as well as how many
individual convergent excitatory input pathways are
activated. The final behavior of the cell is also due to the
summation of other kinds of synaptic inputs—specifi-
cally, inhibitory synaptic inputs.

Inhibitory Postsynaptic Potentials

Some synaptic events decrease the probability of
generating spikes in the postsynaptic cell. Potentials
produced as a result of these events are called inhibitory
postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs). Consider the inhibitory
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FIGURE 22 Temporal and spatial summation. (A) Intracellular

recordings are made from the two sensory neurons (SN1 and SN2) and

a motor neuron (MN). (B) Temporal summation; a single action

potential in SN1 produces a 1-mV EPSP in the MN. Two action

potentials in quick succession produce a dual-component EPSP, the

peak amplitude of which is approximately 2 mV. (C) Spatial

summation; alternative firing of single action potentials in SN1 and

SN2 produce 1-mV EPSPs in the MN. Simultaneous action potentials

in SN1 and SN2 produce a summated EPSP, the amplitude of which is

approximately 2 mV.
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interneuron illustrated in Fig. 21C. Normally, this
interneuron would be activated by summating EPSPs
from converging afferent fibers. These EPSPs would
summate in space and time such that the membrane
potential of the interneuron would reach threshold and
fire an action potential. This step can be bypassed by
artificially depolarizing the interneuron to initiate an
action potential. The consequences of that action
potential from the point of view of flexor motor neurons
are illustrated in Fig. 21C. The action potential in the
interneuron produces a transient increase in the
membrane potential of the motor neuron. This transient
hyperpolarization (the IPSP) looks very much like the
EPSP, but it is reversed in sign.

What are the ionic mechanisms for these fast IPSPs
and what is the transmitter substance? Because the
membrane potential of the flexor motor neuron is
approximately �65 mV, one might expect an increase in
the conductance to some ion (or ions) with an equilib-
rium potential (reversal potential) more negative than
�65 mV. One possibility is Kþ; indeed, the Kþ

equilibrium potential in spinal motor neurons is
approximately �80 mV. A transmitter substance that
produced a selective increase in Kþ conductance would
lead to an IPSP. The Kþ-conductance increase would
move the membrane potential from �65 mV toward the
Kþ equilibrium potential of �80 mV. Although an
increase in Kþ conductance mediates IPSPs at some
inhibitory synapses, it does not do so at the synapse
between the inhibitory interneuron and the spinal motor
neuron. At this particular synapse, the IPSP seems to
be due to a selective increase in Cl� conductance.
The equilibrium potential for Cl� in spinal motor
neurons is approximately �70 mV. Thus, the transmit-
ter substance released by the inhibitory neuron diffuses
across the cleft and interacts with receptor sites on the
postsynaptic membrane. These receptors are coupled to
a special class of receptor channels that are normally
closed, but when opened they become selectively perme-
able to Cl�. As a result of the increase in Cl�

conductance, the membrane potential moves from a
resting value of �65 mV toward the Cl� equilibrium
potential of �70 mV.

Like the case of the sensory neuron–spinal motor
synapse, the transmitter substance released by the
inhibitory interneuron in the spinal cord is an amino
acid, but in this case the transmitter is glycine. Indeed,
glycine is used frequently in the CNS as an inhibitory
transmitter, most often in the spinal cord. The most
common transmitter associated with inhibitory actions
in many areas of the brain is gamma aminobutyric acid
(GABA). The agents bicuculline and picrotoxin are
specific blockers of the actions of GABA. Strychnine is
a specific blocker of the actions of glycine.

General Features of lonotropic-Mediated PSPs and the
Molecular Biology of the Receptor–Channel Complexes

The general features of ionotropic receptors in the
CNS are similar to those of the ligand-gated ACh
receptor-channel found in the skeletal muscle. In
particular, ionotropic receptors in the CNS for ACh,
glycine, and GABA are made up of multiple subunits
(usually a pentameric structure), with each of the
subunits having four membrane-spanning regions (see
Fig. 12).

Neuronal nicotinic ACh receptors and GABA recep-
tors have been particularly well characterized. Unlike
the skeletal muscle ACh receptor, which is made up of
four types of subunits (�, �, 	, and " or �), the neuronal
ACh receptor is made up of only two types of subunits
(� and �). A considerable diversity of channel properties
is possible, however, because there are at least eight
different � subunits and three different � subunits.
Indeed, it has been estimated that the combinatorial
possibilities could result in more than 4000 different
types of receptors. The ionotropic GABA receptor
(called GABAA) are generally comprised of a combina-
tion of three different subunits, �, �, and �, in a
stoichiometry of 2�2�1�. Each subunit type has
multiple isoforms; therefore, the considerable diversity
of GABAA receptors observed in vivo appears to be due
to the various stoichiometric combinations of different
subunit isoforms.

Glutamate is the predominant transmitter with
excitatory actions in the CNS, and in recent years
insights into the structural characteristics of its receptors
have been obtained. Like many other ion channels,
ionotropic glutamate receptors are homo- or hetero-
multimeric proteins consisting of four subunits. Each
subunit consists of an extracellular amino-terminal
domain, three transmembrane domains, a re-entrant
loop that forms the channel pore, and a cytoplasmic
carboxy terminal. Although the structure of the full-
length channel has not yet been resolved, the crystal
structure of the amino-terminal ligand-binding region
has been resolved and conformational changes associ-
ated with ligand binding have been identified. However,
the mechanisms by which ligand binding drives channel
opening are not fully understood. Ionotropic glutamate
receptors can be divided into two broad classes based on
their sensitivity to the agonist N-methyl-D-aspartate
(NMDA) and are referred to as NMDA and non-
NMDA receptors. Both types are located throughout
the nervous system, but their relative abundance differs.
Non-NMDA glutamate receptors have the functional
properties described previously for fast ionotropic-
mediated synaptic actions at the sensory neuron–motor
neuron synapses (e.g., Fig. 21B). Specifically, as a result
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of glutamate binding, a channel opens that is highly
permeable to both Naþ and Kþ (Fig. 23A). The agent
�-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methylisoxazol-4-propinoic acid
(AMPA) is a specific agonist of non-NMDA receptors.
Inhibitors of non-NMDA receptors include the
quinoxaline derivatives 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-
dione (CNQX) and 1,2,3,4-tetrahydro-6-nitro-2,3,-
dioxo-benzo[f ]quinoxaline-7-sulfonamide (NBQX).

The NMDA glutamate receptors differ from non-
NMDA receptors in four ways. First, they are selectively
blocked by the agent 2-amino-5-phosphonovalerate
(APV). Second, they have a high permeability to Ca2þ

as well as Naþ and Kþ. Third, at normal values of the
resting potential, the pore of the channel is blocked by
Mg2þ. Thus, even if glutamate binds to the receptor,
there will be no ionic flow (and no EPSP) because the
channel is blocked. The block can be relieved by
depolarization, which presumably displaces the Mg2þ

from the pore (Fig. 23B). A fourth and final difference
between non-NMDA and NMDA channels is a glycine-
binding site on the NMDA channel. Glycine must
be present for NMDA receptors to function. The

physiologic role of this binding in regulating the channel
is unclear, however. Basal levels of glycine in the vicinity
of cells with NMDA receptors seem to be sufficiently
high to maintain function of the NMDA receptor.
Several of these unique features of the NMDA channel
have important physiologic consequences. First, activa-
tion of the NMDA receptor results in more than a
simple EPSP. The influx of calcium associated with the
channel opening can induce a cascade of biochemical
reactions, including activation of Ca2þ-dependent phos-
phatases, kinases, and proteases. Second, the dual
regulation of the channel by glutamate and voltage
(depolarization) allows other synaptic inputs through
electrotonic propagation and spatial summation to
profoundly regulate the ability of an NMDA-mediated
synaptic input to affect a postsynaptic cell.

Slow Synaptic Potentials Produced by

Metabotropic Receptors

A common feature of the types of synaptic actions
described above is the direct binding of the transmitter
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Glutamate
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K+

B3.  Open (+ Glutamate 
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FIGURE 23 Features of non-NMDA and NMDA glutamate receptors. (A) Non-

NMDA receptors: (A1) In the absence of agonist, the channel is closed; (A2) glutamate

binding leads to channel opening and an increase in Naþ and Kþ permeability, which

depolarizes the cell to produce an EPSP. (B) NMDA: (B2) The presence of agonist leads

to a conformational change and channel opening, but no ionic flux occurs because the

pore of the channel is blocked by Mg2þ; (B3) in the presence of depolarization, the Mg2þ

block is removed and the agonist-induced opening of the channel leads to changes in ion

flux (including Ca2þ influx into the cell).
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with the receptor–channel complex. An entirely separate
class of synaptic actions is due to the indirect coupling
of the receptor with the channel. So far, two types of
coupling mechanisms have been identified. These
include a coupling of the receptor and channel through
an intermediate regulatory protein or coupling through
a diffusible second messenger system. Receptors that
activate the latter mechanism are called metabotropic,
because they involve changes in the metabolism of
second messengers or other compounds such as ATP
and phospolipids. Because they are the most common,
attention will be focused on the responses mediated by
metabotropic receptors.

A comparison of the features of direct, fast iono-
tropic- and indirect, slow metabotropic-mediated synap-
tic potentials is shown in Fig. 24. Slow synaptic

potentials are not observed at every postsynaptic
neuron, but Fig. 24A illustrates an idealized case in
which a postsynaptic neuron receives two inputs, one
that produces a conventional fast EPSP and the other
that produces a slow EPSP. An action potential in
neuron 1 leads to an EPSP in the postsynaptic cell whose
duration is approximately 30 msec (Fig. 24B1). This is
the type of potential that might be produced in a spinal
motor neuron by an action potential in an afferent fiber.
Neuron 2 also produces a postsynaptic potential (Fig.
24B2), but its duration (note the calibration bar) is more
than three orders of magnitude longer than that of the
EPSP produced by neuron 1.

How can a change in the postsynaptic potential of a
neuron persist for many minutes as a result of a single
action potential in the presynaptic neuron? Possible
answers to this question include a prolonged presence of
the transmitter due to continuous release, slow degrada-
tion, or slow re-uptake of the transmitter; but the
mechanism here involves a transmitter-induced change
in metabolism of the postsynaptic cell. Figure 25
compares the general mechanisms for fast and slow
synaptic potentials. Fast synaptic potentials are
produced when a transmitter substance binds to a
channel and produces a conformational change in the
channel, causing it to become permeable to one or more
ions (both Naþ and Kþ in Fig. 25A). The increase in
permeability leads to a depolarization associated with
the EPSP (Fig. 25A3). The duration of the synaptic
event is critically dependent on the amount of time the
transmitter substance remains bound to the receptors.
The transmitters that have already been mentioned
(ACh, glutamate, and glycine) remain bound for only
a very short period of time. These transmitters are
either removed by diffusion, enzymatic breakdown, or
re-uptake into the presynaptic cell; therefore, the
channel closes rapidly.

One mechanism for a slow synaptic potential is
shown in Fig. 25B. In contrast to the fast PSP for
which the receptors are actually part of the ion–chan-
nel complex, the channels that produce the slow
synaptic potentials are not directly coupled to the
transmitter receptors. Rather, the receptors are physi-
cally separated and exert their actions indirectly
through changes in the metabolism of specific second
messenger systems. Figure 25B illustrates one type of
response that involves the cyclic adenosine monophos-
phate (cAMP)–protein kinase A system, but other
slow PSPs use other second messenger–kinase systems
(e.g., the protein kinase C system). In the case of
cAMP-dependent slow synaptic responses, transmitter
binding to membrane receptors activates G proteins
and stimulates an increase in the synthesis of
cAMP. Cyclic AMP then leads to the activation of

Post

Neuron 2

B2  Slow EPSP

20 sec

B1  Fast EPSP

Post

Neuron 1

20 msec

A

Neuron 1

Neuron 2

Post

Pre

Pre

FIGURE 24 Fast and slow synaptic potentials. (A) Two neurons

(1 and 2) make synaptic connections with a common postsynaptic

follower cell (Post). (B1) An action potential in neuron 1 leads to a

conventional fast EPSP with a duration of about 30 msec. (B2) An

action potential in neuron 2 also produces an EPSP in the postsynaptic

cell, but the duration of this slow EPSP is more than three orders of

magnitude greater than that of the EPSP produced by neuron 1. Note

the change in calibration bar.
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FIGURE 25 (A) Ionotropic receptors and mechanisms of fast EPSPs: (A1) Fast EPSPs are produced by the

binding of transmitter to specialized receptors that are directly associated with an ion channel (i.e., a ligand-gated

channel); when the receptors are unbound, the channel is closed. (A2) Binding of transmitter to the receptor

produces a conformational change in the channel protein such that the channel opens. In this example, the

channel opening is associated with a selective increase in the permeability to Naþ and Kþ. The increase in

permeability results in the EPSP shown in A3. The duration of the EPSP is directly related to the time that the

transmitter remains bound to the receptor. (B) Metabotropic receptors and mechanisms of slow EPSPs; unlike

fast EPSPs that are due to the binding of a transmitter with a receptor–channel complex, slow EPSPs involve the

activation of receptors (metabotropic) that are not directly coupled to the channel. Rather, the coupling takes

place through the activation of one of several second-messenger cascades (in this example, the cAMP cascade).

Binding (B) of the transmitter to the receptor leads to activation of a G protein (G) and adenylyl cyclase (AC).

The synthesis of cAMP is increased, cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA) is activated, and a channel protein is

phosphorylated. The phosphorylation leads to closure of the channel; the subsequent depolarization associated

with the slow EPSP is shown in panel B3. The decay of the response is due to both the breakdown of cAMP by

cAMP-dependent phosphodiesterase and the removal of phosphate from channel proteins by protein

phosphatases (not shown).
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cAMP-dependent protein kinase, protein kinase A
(PKA), which phosphorylates a channel protein or
protein associated with the channel. A conformational
change in the channel is produced which then leads to
a change in ionic conductance. Thus, in contrast to a
direct conformational change produced by the binding
of a receptor to the receptor–channel complex, in this
case a conformational change is produced by protein
phosphorylation. Indeed, phosphorylation-dependent

channel regulation is one of the general features of
slow PSPs.

Another interesting feature of slow synaptic
responses is that they are sometimes associated with
decreases rather than increases in membrane conduc-
tances. For example, the particular channel illustrated in
Fig. 25 is selectively permeable to Kþ and is normally
open. As a result of the activation of the second
messenger, the channel closes and becomes less

Clinical Note

Myasthenia Gravis

Myasthenia gravis is a debilitating neuromuscular
disease associated with weakness and fatigability
of skeletal muscle. The condition is aggravated by
exercise. The muscular weakness and fatigability
are in turn associated with EPPs that are smaller
in amplitude than normal. Recall that there is
generally a one-to-one relationship between an
action potential in a motor axon and an action
potential in the skeletal muscle cell. This is so
because the EPP is normally quite large (50 mV in
amplitude). As a result, an EPP in a muscle cell
with a resting potential of approximately �80 mV
is always capable of depolarizing the muscle cell
past threshold (approximately �50 mV) and
initiating a skeletal muscle action potential.
Note that to reach threshold, an EPP need only
have an amplitude of 30 mV (e.g., �80 mV þ 30
mV = �50 mV). Thus, there is normally a safety
factor of approximately 20 mV. In myasthenia
gravis, the EPP is smaller and there is less of a
safety factor. In severe cases, the EPP is so small
that it fails to reach threshold, and no muscular
contraction is produced.

The fatigability associated with myasthenia
gravis is explained by the tendency for transmitter
release to depress with repeated activation of a
motor neuron. Such depression may be due to
depletion of the pool of synaptic vesicles in the
presynaptic terminal. In normal healthy adults,
depression of transmitter release is of little
consequence because the safety factor is so
large. For example, the one-to-one relationship
between motor neuron activation and skeletal
muscle contraction can be maintained even if the
EPP is reduced from an amplitude of 50 mV to an
amplitude of 30 mV. In patients with myasthenia
gravis, however, the EPP is already reduced. As a
result, when the motor neuron is repeatedly

activated and transmitter release is depressed,
the EPP becomes subthreshold and fails to elicit
an action potential in the muscle cell. Thus,
whereas initial motor responses in myasthenic
patients may be relatively normal, they fatigue
rapidly as the EPP falls below threshold.

At the molecular level it is now known that the
reduction of the EPP in patients with myasthenia
gravis is due to reduction in the number of ACh
receptors in the postjunctional membrane.
Because of a reduced number of receptors, the
postsynaptic permeability changes and the EPP
are smaller. Current evidence indicates that the
reduction of ACh receptors is due to an auto-
immune response to the ACh receptor.

There is no known cure for myasthenia gravis.
A common treatment, however, is the use of
neostigmine. Neostigmine, by blocking the
actions of AChE, makes more ACh available to
bind with postjunctional ACh receptors and thus
partially compensates for the reduced number of
receptors in the myasthenic patient.

Tetany

Tetany is a pathologic condition accompanying
hypocalcemia (low extracellular Ca2þ) that is
associated with hyperexcitability of nerve and
muscle cells. We have just learned that low Ca2þ

tends to reduce chemical transmitter release, but
low Ca2þ also has an effect on the postsynaptic
cells as well (in this case, the muscle cell).
Lowering the Ca2þ concentration tends to
reduce the threshold for initiating action poten-
tials. The combined effect of low Ca2þ is to make
the membrane of the muscle cell easier to
depolarize and thus better able to initiate action
potentials, despite the decreased chemical trans-
mitter release.
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permeable to Kþ. The resultant depolarization may
seem paradoxical, but recall that the membrane poten-
tial is due to a balance of the resting Kþ and Naþ

permeabilities. The Kþ permeability tends to move the
membrane potential toward the Kþ equilibrium poten-
tial (�80 mV), whereas the Naþ permeability tends to
move the membrane potential toward the Naþ equilib-
rium potential (þ55 mV). Normally, the Kþ perme-
ability predominates and the resting membrane
potential is close to, but not equal to, the Kþ

equilibrium potential. If Kþ permeability is decreased
because some of the channels close, the membrane
potential will be biased toward the Naþ equilibrium
potential and the cell will depolarize.

At least one reason for the long duration of slow PSPs
is that second messenger systems are slow (second to
minutes). Take the cAMP cascade as an example. Cyclic
AMP takes some time to be synthesized but, more
importantly, cAMP levels can remain elevated for a
relatively long period of time (minutes) after synthesis.
The duration of the elevation of cAMP depends on the
actions of cAMP-phosphodiesterase, which breaks down
cAMP. The duration of an effect could even outlast the
duration of the change in the second messenger because
of persistent phosphorylation of the substrate protein(s).
Phosphate groups are removed from the substrate
proteins by protein phosphatases. Thus, the net duration
of a response initiated by a metabotropic receptor is
dependent upon the actions of not only the synthetic and
phosphorylation processes, but also the degradative and
dephosphorylation processes.

The activation of a second messenger by a transmitter
can have a localized effect on membrane potential
through phosphorylation of membrane channels near
the site of synthesis. The effects can be more widespread
and even longer lasting than depicted in Fig. 25,
however. For example, second messengers and protein
kinases can diffuse and affect more distant membrane
channels. Moreover, a long-term effect can be induced
in the cell by altering gene expression. For example,
PKA can diffuse to the nucleus, where it can activate
proteins (e.g., transcription factors) that regulate gene
expression.
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Striated Muscle

NORMAN W. WEISBRODT

KEY POINTS
� Actin and myosin, arranged in thin and thick

filaments respectively, are the main contractile
proteins in muscle.

� Myosin crossbridges interact with actin during
contraction to effect sliding of thick and thin
filaments over one another, thus effecting force
development and muscle cell shortening.

� Contractions are initiated by increases in calcium
that occur in response to action potentials.

� Skeletal muscle action potentials are initiated
by sudden increases in sodium permeability of
the sarcolemma.

� Cardiac muscle action potentials are initiated
by sudden increases in sodium permeability
followed by slower and longer lasting increases
in calcium permeability of the sarcolemma.

� The force of muscle contraction in vitro is a func-
tion of muscle length before stimulation. The
velocity of shortening is a function of the after-
load against which the muscle is contracting.

� The force and velocity of contraction of skeletal
muscle in vivo are regulated by recruitment
of muscle fibers and by alterations in the
frequency of stimulation of those fibers.

� The force and velocity of cardiac muscle
contraction in vivo depend on length; in
addition, force and velocity at any given
length and afterload can vary due to changes
in contractility.

� ATP is used to fuel crossbridge cycling, calcium
re-uptake, and the maintenance of ionic gradi-
ents across the sarcolemma. The rate of ATP
use is highest in fast-twitch skeletal muscle,
lower in slow-twitch skeletal and cardiac
muscle, and lowest in smooth muscle.

� ATP is generated by both glycolysis (in most
fast-twitch muscle cells) and oxidative phos-
phorylation (in most slow-twitch and cardiac
muscle cells).
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Many cells can change shape and/or move about. For
example, intestinal and renal epithelial cells have
microvilli that contract, perhaps to mix lumenal
contents, and white blood cells can move between
capillary endothelial cells and into tissues to combat
invading organisms. However, for some cells, the ability
to change shape is developed to a high degree. These
cells are arranged such that their contractions result in
the movement of attached structures (e.g., the skeleton)
or in a change in shape of the structure they in part
comprise (e.g., the heart, and arteries) (Fig. 1). These
cells are muscle cells, and in humans such cells compose
50 to 70% of the lean body mass.

Muscle cells can be classified on the basis of
structure, location, and function. All muscle cells can
be divided into two groups—striated and smooth—
based on their microscopic structure (see below). On the
basis of location, striated muscle can be divided into
three subgroups—skeletal, cardiac, and visceral—
whereas smooth muscle can be divided into many
subgroups (e.g., arterial, intestinal, uterine). Functional
classifications of muscle cells are based on contractile
behavior (e.g., fast twitch or slow twitch, tonic or
phasic, unitary or multiunit) and biochemical activities
(e.g., oxidative or glycolytic).

BASIC CONTRACTILE UNIT OF MUSCLE

In perhaps no other cell type is function explained so
well by structure and biochemical interactions as it is in
muscle cells. Contraction of muscle cells is associated
both qualitatively and quantitatively with specific struc-
tural arrangements of specific proteins. Actin and
myosin are proteins that form the basic structural

characteristic of muscle and are arranged in filaments—
actin in thin filaments and myosin in thick filaments
(Fig. 2). Each actin molecule (G-actin or globular actin)
is a globular protein with a molecular weight of
approximately 45,000 Da. In the thin filaments, the
monomers are polymerized together like two strands of
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FIGURE 1 (Left) The attachment of a skeletal muscle. Contractions of the muscle result in

movement of the arm, thus lifting the weight. (Center) Relaxation of cardiac muscle (top) allows

the heart to fill with blood. Contraction of cardiac muscle (bottom) reduces the size of the

ventricals, thus expelling blood into the pulmonary artery and the aorta. (Right) A small artery

whose wall is comprised mostly of smooth muscle. Relaxation (top) and contraction (bottom) of

the muscle increases and decreases, respectively, the diameter of the artery, thus altering the

resistance to blood flow.
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Z
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FIGURE 2 Longitudinal view of the organization of contractile

proteins into myofilaments and of myofilaments into a sarcomere. The

proteins actin and myosin comprise the major portions of the thin and

thick filaments, respectively. Thin filaments project outward from both

sides of the Z disks. Thick filaments lie between and overlap with thin

filaments from two adjacent Z disks. Regions of overlap appear darker

when viewed microscopically; thus, this region is referred to as the

anisotropic or A band. Regions that contain only thin filaments appear

lighter and are referred to as isotropic or I bands. The structure from

one Z disk to another is a sarcomere and is the basic contractile unit of

striated muscle. G, globular; F, filamentous.
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pearls that are twisted in an alpha helix to form F-actin
(filamentous). Each myosin molecule comprises six
monomers: two proteins, each with a globular head
and a filamentous tail (the myosin heavy chain) and
each with a molecular weight of approximately 200,000
Da, and four smaller, globular proteins (the myosin light
chains), each with molecular weights of 17,000 to 24,000
Da. The light chains associate with the globular heads of
the heavy chains by ionic bonds and Van der Waals
forces. Large portions of the tail segments from many
heavy chains interact with one another to form the
backbone of the thick filament. Part of their tails and
the globular heads protrude from the backbone to form
structures called crossbridges.

Actin and myosin are found in all muscle cells.
However, each protein monomer exists in multiple
isoforms that are present in different proportions,
depending on the particular type of muscle cell (e.g.,
striated or smooth, skeletal or cardiac, fast twitch or
slow twitch) and on its stage of development (e.g.,
embryonic or adult). The functional consequences of
some of the isoforms are discussed below.

The way in which the thick and thin filaments are
arranged within the cells defines in large part the two
main types of muscle: striated and smooth. In striated
muscle, the thick and thin filaments are very ordered in
their anatomic arrangement within the cell. Thin
filaments extend in opposite directions from protein
structures called Z disks. In relaxed muscle, the thin
filaments from two opposing Z disks extend toward
each other but do not touch or overlap. Bridging the gap
between the thin filaments, and overlapping with them,
are the thick filaments. This arrangement—Z disk, thin
filament, thick filament, thin filament, Z disk—defines
the functional unit called a sarcomere (see Fig. 2). In
striated muscle, sarcomeres are arranged in transverse
registry, thus accounting for the characteristic banding
pattern or striations. As shown in Fig. 2, the sarcomere
can be characterized in minute detail. This fine structure
was discovered long before the mechanisms responsible
for the shortening were elucidated, thus accounting
for the descriptive terminology used to describe the
sarcomere.

Sarcomeres not only have ordered structure when
viewed in the longitudinal axis, but they also exhibit
symmetry when viewed in cross section (Fig. 3). Each
thick filament is surrounded by six thin filaments in a
pattern that is repeated such that there are two thin
filaments for every thick filament (each thin filament
interacts with three thick filaments). Also, the cross-
bridges are arranged around the thick filament, sepa-
rated by angles of 60�, in such a way that they can
associate with the actin monomers in the thin filaments.
In smooth muscle, thick and thin filaments are present,

but they have no such structured arrangement and, thus,
give a homogeneous appearance under the microscope
(see Chapter 8).

The specific way in which the proteins actin and
myosin are arranged gives muscle cells the ability to
shorten. When striated muscles contract, crossbridges
from the thick filaments attach to specific regions on
the actin molecules (Fig. 4). The crossbridge heads then
change angles, causing the thick and the thin filaments
to slide over one another. The crossbridges then
release, and their angles assume the resting positions.
They now are ready to attach to a different actin
molecule, thus repeating the cycle until the stimulus to
contract ceases. Because two opposing sets of thin
filaments are associated with a single set of thick
filaments, filament sliding results in movement of the Z
disks toward one another without either the thick
or the thin filaments changing length. Also, because the
Z disks and the thin filaments are linked with other
cytoskeletal elements, movement of the Z disks
toward one another results in shortening of the
muscle cell.

BIOCHEMICAL INTERACTIONS OF ACTIN
AND MYOSIN

The myosin molecule is an adenosine triphosphatase
(ATPase), and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is required
for crossbridge cycling in intact muscle. Thus, muscle
contraction requires energy expenditure. Actin and
myosin can be extracted and purified. If purified striated
muscle myosin is dissolved under the ionic conditions
found in muscle cells, it exhibits a low level of ATPase
activity. Upon addition of striated muscle actin,

FIGURE 3 Longitudinal and cross-sectional views of the thick and

thin filaments. The cross section was made in a region of overlap of the

filaments. The crossbridges extend from the thick filaments toward the

thin filament. Each thick filament is surrounded by six thin filaments,

and each thin filament interacts with crossbridges from three thick

filaments.
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however, the ATPase activity increases dramatically. In
the cell, the cycling of the myosin crossbridge with actin
also results in the splitting of ATP. As depicted in Fig. 4,
this splitting takes place in several steps. Upon activa-
tion of the muscle, (1) the charged myosin crossbridges
present in resting muscle bind to the actin molecules; (2)
the crossbridges undergo a conformational change to
slide the thick and thin filaments over one another,
which also results in the loss of adenosine diphosphate
(ADP) from the myosin heads; (3) ATP binds with the
actin–myosin complexes to bring about a dissociation;
and (4) ATP is hydrolyzed to bring the crossbridges to
their original charged conformation. Because ATP is
required for the dissociation of actin and myosin,

a depletion of ATP results in muscle stiffness, not
relaxation. This is the cause of the rigor that is seen
shortly after death.

Because purified striated muscle actin and myosin are
always ready to interact to hydrolyze the ever-present
ATP and to cause contraction, regulatory mechanisms
must exist to ensure that muscle will contract only when
excited. Tropomyosin and troponin are two protein–
protein complexes located on the thin filament that
mediate the regulation (see Fig. 2). Tropomyosin is a
filamentous protein that lies close to the groove between
the two strands of actin. Troponin is a complex of
three globular proteins—troponin T, troponin I, and
troponin C. This complex is bound to tropomyosin
periodically along the thin filament. The tropomyosin–
troponin complex interferes with the interaction of the
myosin crossbridges with actin. In the resting muscle,
the crossbridge binding sites on the actin molecules
are protected. When the muscle is stimulated to
contract, a conformational change in the thin filament
uncovers the binding sites, and crossbridge cycling takes
place. The conformational change comes about because
of the interaction of calcium with troponin C of the
tropomyosin–troponin complex.

PIVOTAL ROLE OF CALCIUM

Whether a muscle is contracting or relaxed depends
on the level of cytosolic calcium available to interact
with the regulatory proteins. In relaxed muscle, the level
of free cytosolic calcium (calcium that is not bound to
other structures such as sarcoplasmic reticulum, mito-
chondria, or nuclei) is low (<10�7 M ). Upon stimula-
tion of the muscle, the calcium level increases into
micromolar or higher ranges to initiate contraction. In
striated muscle, calcium binds directly to troponin C of
the tropomyosin–troponin complex to bring about a
conformational change in the complex. Once the
stimulus for muscle contraction ceases, free calcium
levels decrease and calcium dissociates from the regula-
tory proteins. The muscle then relaxes. The relation
between free calcium levels and contraction force is
complex and indicates cooperation among the contrac-
tile proteins once calcium binds to troponin to initiate
contraction.

Free ionic calcium is the mediator between the events
of the cell membrane that indicate excitation and the
protein interactions that result in contraction. Thus, the
events that describe calcium movements in muscle cells
often are referred to as excitation–contraction (E–C)
coupling. E–C coupling differs among the various types
of muscles; similar to the contractile process, it is closely
linked to structure.

FIGURE 4 The events during a crossbridge cycle. First, activated

crossbridges attach to binding sites on the actin (attachment). Then, the

crossbridge heads tilt due to conformational changes. This tilt causes

movement of the thin filaments and the Z disks. The crossbridges then

release. Finally, the crossbridges are reactivated to assume the position

conducive for attaching to actin (conformational changes). If

cystosolic calcium levels are still high, the cycle will repeat. ATP

hydrolysis during a crossbridge cycle: The activated crossbridges that

attach to actin (attachment) contain bound adenosine diphosphate–

inorganic phosphate (ADP-Pi). Binding to actin results in release of

the ADP-Pi products and conformational changes in the crossbridge

heads. ATP binding to the attached crossbridge is necessary to

disassociate the crossbridge from the actin (release). Once disasso-

ciated, ATP is hydrolyzed, but the products are not released. This

induces conformational changes to produce activated crossbridges.
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E–C Coupling in Skeletal Muscle

In relaxed skeletal muscle, all the calcium that
normally takes part in E–C coupling is stored inside
the cell in the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) (Fig. 5). As
might be expected, the SR of these cells is highly
developed and extensive. Structurally, it is of two types:
the longitudinal SR, which runs parallel to the thick and
thin filaments, and the terminal cisternae, which form
large pouch-like structures at each end of the long-
itudinal SR. Functionally, the terminal cisternae serve as
storage places for calcium during muscle relaxation.
Upon muscle excitation, calcium moves into the cyto-
plasm down a large concentration gradient. Once in the
cytoplasm, calcium interacts with the tropomyosin–
troponin complex to allow full activation of the
contractile proteins. Calcium then is taken up by the
longitudinal SR by an active process that involves a
calcium ATPase. This pump has a high affinity for
calcium and, if no calcium is being released from the
terminal cisternae, can quickly lower cytosolic calcium
to levels that do not support contraction. Calcium taken
up by the longitudinal SR returns to the terminal
cisternae, from which it can be released again. The SR is
so well developed in most skeletal muscles that intra-
cellular calcium is conserved to the point that these
muscles can contract normally for some time, in vitro,
even in a medium devoid of calcium.

E–C Coupling in Cardiac Muscle

E–C coupling in cardiac muscle differs only slightly
from that in skeletal muscle, but the differences are
functionally extremely important. In cardiac muscle, the
SR is not as highly developed in that the terminal
cisternae are not as large (see Chapter 11). One
consequence of this is that variable amounts of calcium
are released from the SR to allow for variable activation
of the contractile proteins. However, the calcium that is

released into the cytoplasm acts just as it does in skeletal
muscle. That is, it binds to tropomyosin–troponin
complexes to initiate contraction. Another functionally
important difference between skeletal and cardiac
muscle is that some calcium must enter cardiac muscle
cells from the extracellular space in order to initiate
contraction (see Chapter 11). Although this amount is
small, cardiac muscle cells in vitro soon stop contracting
if placed in a medium that does not contain calcium. For
relaxation to occur, most of the calcium is taken up into
the longitudinal SR by an active process involving a
calcium ATPase just as in skeletal muscle. However,
between contractions, some calcium must leave the cell.
This is accomplished mainly by a sodium–calcium
exchange mechanism present on the sarcolemma.
There can be temporary imbalances between the
amount of calcium entering and the amount leaving,
such that the stores of releasable calcium in the SR
increase and decrease. These imbalances are important
in regulating cardiac contractile activity (see below).

EXCITATION OF THE MUSCLE CELL

All muscle cells have resting membrane potentials in
the range of �70 to �90 mV. As in nerve, this potential
is due to the presence of ionic concentration gradients
(with Kþ being greater intracellularly and Naþ greater
extracellularly) and to the resting membrane being much
more permeable to Kþ than to Naþ. Muscle cells are
excitable due to the presence of voltage-dependent ion
channels in their cell membranes. However, the type of
channels present, the manner in which channels are
activated, and the way in which their activation leads to
E–C coupling vary among muscle types.

Skeletal Muscle

Skeletal muscle closely resembles nerve in that the
voltage-dependent channel is a sodium channel. Once
the sarcolemma is depolarized to the threshold for
opening of sodium channels, a positive feedback open-
ing of channels occurs and the membrane potential
reverses toward the sodium equilibrium potential.
Opening of the sodium channel is time dependent; the
channel quickly inactivates and the membrane repolari-
zes. The entire action potential lasts about 1 msec.
Skeletal muscles do not exhibit spontaneous action
potentials because there are no inherent mechanisms to
depolarize the cells to threshold. Also, there are no
connections between individual skeletal muscle cells to
allow for conduction of activity from one cell to
another. Each cell depends on innervation by a motor
nerve. These nerves release acetylcholine (ACh) at their

FIGURE 5 Sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR) in skeletal muscle. The SR

consists of two components. The terminal cisternae serve as reservoirs

of calcium during relaxation. Upon stimulation, Ca2þ is released to

interact with the troponin complex. Once released, Ca2þ is avidly taken

up by the second component, the longitudinal SR. Uptake is mediated

by a calcium ATPase.
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junctions with the muscle cell (neuromuscular junction).
The ACh binds to specific receptors on the muscle cell
membrane to bring about an increase in permeability of
that portion of the cell membrane to Naþ and Kþ. This
results in depolarization of adjacent areas of the
membrane to threshold, at which point an action
potential ensues (see Chapter 6).

Skeletal muscle cells are large, multinucleated cells
that result from the embryonic fusion of many
myoblasts. Thus, sarcomeres and SR in the center of
the muscle are many microns away from the cell surface.
This would make it impossible for sarcolemmal action
potentials to have any effect on these structures, if it
were not for the fact that the sarcolemma invaginates to
make contact with each and every terminal cisterna. If a
muscle cell is sectioned properly, a sarcolemmal invagi-
nation, a transverse (T) tubule, can be seen running
between two terminal cisternae at right angles to the SR.
This complex of tubules is called a triad (Fig. 6).
Although there is intimate contact at the triad, the T
tubule and the SR retain their individual membranes so
that lumenal separation is maintained. The T tubules
allow action potentials to penetrate into the interior of
the cell and to influence the terminal cisternae of the SR.
The action potential does not propagate into the SR, but
it does bring about the release of calcium. Because the
action potential spreads rapidly over the entire sarco-
lemma, including the T tubules, the entire muscle can be
activated almost simultaneously.

Cardiac Muscle

The events in cardiac muscle differ from those in
skeletal muscle; in addition, there are differences among
the various types of cardiac muscle cells. As discussed in

Chapter 11, cardiac muscle cells in the sinoatrial and
atrioventricular nodes exhibit action potentials sponta-
neously and act as pacemakers, whereas other muscle
cells are specialized to conduct action potentials
throughout the ventricles. These cells are not discussed
in this chapter because their importance is not related to
their contractile activity. The cells described here are the
ventricular myocardial cells, which contract to pump
blood through the pulmonary and systemic circuits. In
these cells, the resting membrane potential has the same
basis as that in nerve and skeletal muscle. However,
when the membrane is depolarized to threshold, two
types of voltage-dependent channels open—a sodium
channel that opens and closes within a few milliseconds
(similar to what is found in skeletal muscle) and a
calcium channel that opens more slowly and can stay
open for several hundred milliseconds. It is this second
channel that accounts for calcium entry from the
extracellular space. Like the sodium channel, opening
of the calcium channel is also time dependent. It
eventually closes to allow for repolarization of the cell.

Myocardial cells normally do not exhibit sponta-
neous action potentials; however, they are connected to
one another via low-resistance membrane contact
points. If the myocardial cells are connected to pace-
maker cells and conducting cells, the action potentials
initiated in the pacemaker cells will rapidly propagate
throughout the myocardial cells. Conduction from cell
to cell is by way of electrotonic spread and does not
require a chemical transmitter such as ACh.

Cardiac muscle cells are smaller than skeletal muscle
cells; however, they do have an extensive T tubule
system. In fact, in cardiac muscle, the T tubules are
larger. They not only invaginate to run perpendicular to
the SR, but they also turn and run parallel alongside the
SR. Perhaps it is these structural characteristics that
allow the T tubules not only to participate in the release
of calcium from the terminal cisternae but also to
facilitate the entry of significant amounts of calcium
during the action potential. As in skeletal muscle, T
tubules allow for spread of excitation into the interior of
the cells so that all portions are excited almost
simultaneously (see Chapter 11 for further discussion
of these points).

MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF MUSCLE IN VITRO

When muscle contracts, it normally develops force
and shortens; however, much has been learned by
studying muscle under conditions that permit the
study of each function separately. A contraction that
generates only force, with no muscle shortening, is called
an isometric contraction. One that results in shortening

FIGURE 6 Transverse (T) tubules in skeletal muscle. The sarco-

lemma invaginates to reach the interior of the muscle cell such that it

contacts the terminal cisternae of the SR. Thus, events initiated by the

membrane action potential are brought into close proximity to the SR

to release CA2þ by mechanisms that are not understood. The rapid,

almost simultaneous propagation of the action potential down the T

tubules allows for almost simultaneous initiation of the contractile

event.
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against a constant force is called an isotonic contraction.
Isometric and isotonic contractions can be studied in
vivo—for example, by straining against an immovable
object (isometric contraction) or by moving a load
(isotonic contraction); however, contractions are more
easily studied in vitro using isolated strips of muscle.

Skeletal Muscle

Isometric Contraction

A small skeletal muscle, composed of hundreds of
individual muscle cells, can be placed in physiologic salt

solution with one end connected to a fixed point and the
other end connected to a transducer so that the time
course and force of isometric contractions can be
recorded (Fig. 7). If single, short-duration electric
pulses of increasing intensity are delivered to the
muscle, a threshold intensity will be reached at which a
mechanical response is elicited. This contraction is due to
the activation of one or a few of the most excitable muscle
cells. As stimulus pulse intensity is increased, contractile
force increases up to a point at which further increases in
intensity result in no further increase in force. Such pulses
are referred to as maximal or supramaximal. This
behavior is due to the fact that individual muscle cells

Clinical Note

Muscular Dystrophy

Muscular dystrophy is one of the most common
inherited childhood lethal disorders. In most
cases, this disorder, characterized by muscle
(primarily skeletal muscle) weakness and gradual
fibrotic replacement of tissue, is due to mutations
in the dystrophin gene. Dystrophin is a large
protein that in part comprises the cytoskeleton

that is connected to the sarcolemma. Defects in
dystrophin are believed to lead to instability of the
sarcolemma, making it more susceptible to
stress-induced damage especially during contrac-
tion. Such damage may then allow loss of
intracellular components and/or the influx
of calcium in concentrations that induce cell
death.

Transducer

Stimulator

Contraction
force

Shock
intensity

Shock
intensity

Contraction
force

Twitch summation Tetanus

Muscle
Time

FIGURE 7 Recording isometric contraction in vitro. A small bundle of skeletal muscle

fibers is placed in a warmed, oxygenated physiologic salt solution. One end is anchored

to the bottom of the bath and the other end to a movable force transducer. Wires from a

stimulator are placed so that the muscle can be excited with electrical pulses. (Top) The

muscle is stretched to its in vivo resting length and stimulated with single shocks of

increasing intensity. Once a threshold is reached, a single, longer lasting contractile

response, called a twitch, results. As simultaneous intensity is progressively increased,

contraction forces increase up to a point at which further increases in intensity result in

no further increase in force. (Bottom) If shocks that cause a single twitch of maximal

force are delivered at a higher frequency, the muscle does not have a chance to relax fully

before the second stimulus. This results in the second response generating a greater force

(summation). If a series of closely spaced shocks are delivered, muscle force rises

smoothly to a maximum and stays elevated (tetanus) until stimulation ceases.
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within a muscle bundle differ from one another in their
excitabilities, and that excitation of one muscle cell does
not spread to other muscle cells. Threshold stimuli induce
only the most excitable cells to contract. As stimulus
intensity is increased, more cells are recruited until all of
the cells comprising the muscle are recruited by maximal
and supramaximal stimuli. Although recruitment can be
demonstrated in this manner in vitro, as discussed below,
recruitment in vivo occurs at the level of the nervous
system.

If, instead of using only a single supramaximal pulse,
a second supramaximal pulse is delivered before the
muscle relaxes from the first stimulation, the second
contraction will be larger, a phenomenon known as
summation. The magnitude of summation is increased by
decreasing the time between successive pulses (i.e.,
increasing pulse frequency). Eventually, a pulse
frequency will be reached that is so high that muscle
responses to individual pulses cannot be detected; at this
point, a smoothly shaped contraction to a maximum
force is obtained that is referred to as a tetanic
contraction. Once reached, further increases in pulse
frequency will not increase peak contractile force.

The phenomena of summation and tetanus occur
because: (1) the time courses of excitation, excitation–
contraction coupling, and activation of the contractile
proteins are different; and (2) structures with elastic
properties exist within and between the cycling cross-
bridges and the ends of the muscle cells. Each short,
supramaximal electrical pulse elicits a single action
potential in each muscle cell (Fig. 8). Even though each
single action potential lasts only about 1 msec, it results
in the release of enough calcium to fully activate the
contractile proteins. However, the duration of each
calcium pulse is only a few milliseconds. Such a short,

but complete, activation of the contractile proteins does
allow some crossbridge cycling and sliding of the thick
and thin filaments over one another, but such short
activation does not allow the full force of this interac-
tion to be transmitted to the ends of the muscle. Also,
during an isometric contraction, there is no shortening
of the ends of the muscle even though some filament
sliding has taken place. How can this be? Muscle
proteins have elastic properties much like that of a
spring. These structures transmit the forces generated by
crossbridge cycling to the ends of the muscle and are
stretched as force is developed at the ends of the muscle.
This stretching takes energy and time. In response to a
single action potential, crossbridge cycling lasts too
short a time to stretch these structures fully, so full force
is not seen at the ends of the muscle. Although full force
is not seen, not all the energy expended in stretching the
elastic structures is lost. Much of the energy is stored
and released during and after crossbridge cycling, so
that the contractile response at the muscle ends has a
much slower rise time and a much longer duration than
either the action potential or the rise in calcium.

As pulse frequency is increased to produce summa-
tion, each pulse still produces a single action potential
and an associated rise and fall in calcium. However, the
contractile proteins are activated a second time before
the elastic structures of the muscle return to their resting
state. Thus, the energy of the second contractile protein
interaction can stretch the elastic elements more fully
and can develop more force at the ends of the muscle.
During tetanus, each pulse still is eliciting an action
potential, but now calcium levels do not fall between
action potentials. The maximum calcium level is no
higher than with a single, isolated action potential, but it
is maintained for a longer time. The continual level of

FIGURE 8 Action potentials, cytoplasmic calcium levels, and contraction forces of

skeletal muscle in response to a single shock (A) and tetanic stimulation (B). Note that each

shock is followed by an action potential of identical amplitude and duration and by an

increase in calcium to its maximal level. However, the time that calcium levels are increased

is greater during the tetanus. This is in part the cause of the increased force during tetanus.

(Modified from Berne RM, Levy MN, Physiology, 2nd ed. St. Louis: Mosby, 1988.)
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calcium allows for continual activation of the contractile
proteins, so that elastic elements can be stretched
completely and the full force of crossbridge cycling
can be realized at the ends of the muscle.

The force of contraction also depends on the resting
length of the muscle. If the relaxed muscle is hung in the
bath so that it is at the shortest length at which it hangs
straight, no resting force is recorded by the transducer.
If the relaxed muscle is slowly stretched by moving the
force transducer, the resting force remains at almost
imperceptible levels over the initial changes in length,
then force increases exponentially with further stretch.
The curve generated by such stretching describes the
length–passive force (sometimes called passive length–
tension) relationship (Fig. 9). Note that this curve is
similar to that seen for any elastic body. Another curve
will be obtained if the experiment is repeated, only this
time stretching the muscle in steps and, at each level of
stretch, stimulating with pulses of supramaximal inten-
sity at a frequency that will produce tetanus. If the peak
force during tetanus at each length is plotted, the
length–total force relationship is obtained. Total force at
each length is the sum of the passive force (defined

previously) and the active force developed by cross-
bridge cycling. Thus, a length–active force relationship
can be obtained by subtracting the passive force from
the total force at each length. By inspecting the
length–active force curve, it is obvious that there is
one length at which active force is maximal. This length
is the optimal length (Lo). Going to either shorter or
longer lengths results in less active force.

The length–force relationships can be explained on
structural grounds. The length–passive force relation-
ship is due to the elastic behavior of the cell membranes
and of the connective tissue between the muscle cells.
These structures resist the forces applied to a resting
muscle. The length–active force relationship is due to the
arrangements of the actin and myosin molecules within
the sarcomere. As described previously, the core of the
thick filament is made up of the tail regions of the
myosin molecules, and the crossbridges are due to
protrusion of a portion of the tail and of the globular
heads of the myosin (see Fig. 2). Additionally, each
thick filament is bilaterally symmetrical in the direction
of protrusion of the crossbridges. There is a bare zone in
the middle with no crossbridges. On each side of this
zone, crossbridges extend outward and upward toward
the thin filaments. At Lo, the thin and thick filaments
overlap such that almost every myosin crossbridge is
capable of interacting with an active site on the actin
(Fig. 9B). This allows for maximum active force to be
generated. Stretching the muscle lessens the overlap.
Recall that the thin filaments are attached to the Z disks
and that the Z disks are in turn attached to the cell
membrane. Stretching the membrane results in the Z
disks moving away from each other, dragging the thin
filaments with them. This results in not every cross-
bridge being able to reach an actin molecule (Fig. 9C).
Thus, active force is reduced. If stretched to the point of
no thick and thin filament overlap, no active force can
be generated. At lengths shorter than Lo, the mechan-
isms responsible for the decreased force are less clear. A
likely explanation is that, because cell volume must
remain constant, the lateral distance between thick and
thin filaments increases as the cell, and thus sarcomere,
length shortens. This reduces the possibility of strong
myosin crossbridge interactions with sites on actin.

In summary, the force of skeletal muscle contraction
under isometric conditions is influenced by: (1) the
number of cells in the muscle that are stimulated,
(2) the frequency at which they are stimulated, and
(3) the length of the muscle cells before stimulation.

Isotonic Contraction

Isotonic contractions can be recorded in vitro using a
movable lever (Fig. 10A) instead of the force transducer

FIGURE 9 The relationship between skeletal muscle length and

isometric forces developed by the muscle. (A) The length–passive force

curve represents the force exerted by the unstimulated muscle at each

length. The length–total force curve represents the force exerted by the

muscle during a tetanus at each length. The length–active force curve is

obtained by subtracting the passive from the total force at each length.

This represents the force developed by the crossbridges. The magnitude

of the active force at each length depends mostly on the overlap of the

thick and thin filaments at each muscle length. (B) The length at which

maximum force occurs is the length at which there is optimal overlap

(Lo). (C) As the muscle is stretched, some crossbridges cannot interact

with the thin filaments, and active force falls.
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used to monitor isometric contractions. This lever is
arranged so that changes in muscle length over time can
be monitored and so that a weight can be added such
that the muscle must bear the weight only after the
muscle is fully activated. Such a weight is called an
afterload. The experiment begins by setting the muscle
to a given length with a preload. Then an afterload is
added to the lever. The muscle is stimulated at a
supramaximal pulse intensity at a tetanic frequency. If
the muscle can develop force greater than that exerted
by the afterload, the muscle will shorten and the initial
velocity of shortening can be recorded. By using
different afterloads—which really are equal to the
forces that the muscle must develop in order to
shorten—a force–velocity relationship is determined. If
the experiment is repeated using different preloads to set
different resting lengths, a family of force–velocity curves
is generated (Fig. 10B). Note that all these curves have
one point in common. If the curves are extrapolated
back to zero afterload, a single velocity, the maximal
velocity (Vmax), is obtained.

The force–velocity relationship can be explained
partly by structure and partly by biochemical features
of the muscle. For any particular muscle, the difference

in velocity at any given afterload depends on the number
of crossbridges taking part in the contraction; the more
taking part, the higher the velocity, because each
crossbridge will have to bear less of the load. As
discussed above, the number of crossbridges taking part
depends on the initial length of the muscle. Thus, the
shortening velocity of an afterloaded muscle depends on
muscle length. On the other hand, Vmax depends on the
rapidity with which a single crossbridge can cycle
unimpeded by any load. Theoretically, as long as one
crossbridge is cycling under no load, the muscle will
shorten at its maximal velocity. That is why Vmax is not
affected by changes in initial muscle length. Vmax is
determined by molecular properties of the contractile
proteins (e.g., the ATPase activity of myosin).

Cardiac Muscle

As might be expected from their many structural and
biochemical similarities, cardiac muscle exhibits many of
the same mechanical characteristics as skeletal muscle;
however, there are some important differences. Cardiac
muscle cells, unlike skeletal muscle cells, are electrically
coupled (see Chapter 11). Thus, once a stimulus pulse
intensity is reached that effectively excites one cardiac
muscle cell, the action potential spreads to all cells.
Further increases in stimulus pulse intensity have little
effect on contractile force. Also, unlike the situation
seen in skeletal muscle, summation and tetanus do not
occur in cardiac muscle. Action potential durations in
cardiac muscle are almost as long as the contractile
responses. Thus, the muscle relaxes before it is possible
to stimulate it again because of the refractory period of
the membrane (see Chapter 11). Also, the long duration
of each action potential, through its associated rise in
cytosolic calcium, allows for prolonged activation of the
contractile proteins. This provides a longer time for
crossbridge cycling to stretch the elastic structures of the
muscle.

Cardiac muscle exhibits length–force and force–
velocity relationships similar to those of skeletal muscle
(Fig. 11): (1) isometric force is a function of muscle
length, (2) the velocity of contraction at any initial
length is a function of the afterload, and (3) the velocity
of contraction of an afterloaded muscle is a function of
the initial length of the muscle. The explanations for
these relationships in cardiac muscle are similar to those
given for skeletal muscle. However, in cardiac muscle
that normally functions in vivo at lengths less than Lo

(see Chapter 13), the sensitivity of myofilament interac-
tion to calcium may be modulated by more than the
lateral distance between thick and thin filaments. Length
effects on the affinity of troponin C for calcium also
have been proposed.

Afterload (force)

FIGURE 10 The relationship between the load against which a

skeletal muscle must shorten (afterload) and the initial velocity of

shortening. (A) A muscle is connected to a lever to which different

weights (afterload) can be attached in such a way that the muscle does

not bear the weight until it begins to contract. The initial muscle length

before stimulation can be set by attaching a preload and holding the

muscle at that length until shortening begins. (B) At any given initial

muscle length, the velocity of shortening decreases as the afterload is

increased. If the dashed line indicates values obtained with an initial

length of Lo, either increasing (solid line) or decreasing (dotted line) the

initial length will change the velocity at any given afterload, except for

the velocity at zero afterload (Vmax). This velocity, Vmax, depends

primarily on the isoform of myosin present in the muscle.
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Although there are many similarities in mechanical
function between cardiac and skeletal muscle, there are
some important quantitative and qualitative differences.
Quantitatively, cardiac muscle exhibits greater passive
force at all lengths. At Lo, skeletal muscle exhibits
almost no passive force, whereas cardiac muscle exhibits
passive force equal to approximately 20% of the total
force. This difference probably is related to differences
in connective tissue composition. Qualitatively, cardiac
muscle can exhibit moment-to-moment differences in:
(1) the isometric force developed at any given length, (2)
the velocity of shortening against an afterload at any
given muscle length, and (3) the maximum velocity
(Vmax) of an isotonic contraction.

Such changes in Vmax, in isometric force, and in
velocity of afterloaded contractions that occur at
constant thick and thin filament overlap are called
changes in contractility. Some changes in contractility
are due to differences in the amounts of calcium that are
released with each action potential. As stated above,
approximately the same level of cytosolic calcium is
reached in skeletal muscle in response to each action
potential, and this level of calcium is more than enough
to activate fully the contractile proteins. This is not the

case in cardiac muscle. Both the influx and efflux of
calcium during the cardiac action potential and the
amount of calcium released from the cardiac SR can
change from contraction to contraction. Thus, cytosolic
calcium levels can fluctuate from contraction to contrac-
tion. This means that during some contractions not all
the crossbridges that proximate actin binding sites will be
cycling because the binding sites will still be protected by
tropomyosin–troponin complexes that are not binding
calcium. Alterations in the number of cycling cross-
bridges will lead to differences in isometric force and in
velocities of shortening against afterloads. The strength
and velocity of crossbridge interaction also are influ-
enced by phosphorylation of contractile proteins
brought about through the actions of norepinephrine
and epinephrine.

In summary, the force of cardiac muscle contraction
is influenced by the length of the muscle cells before
stimulation and by changes in contractility. Force is not
influenced by variations in the number of excited cells
nor by the occurrence of summation and tetanus.

MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF MUSCLE IN VIVO

Skeletal Muscle

Contractions of skeletal muscles are graded in force
and in duration. For example, many of the same muscles
are used to pick up a pencil as to pick up this book, but
much more force will have to be developed to lift the
book. The ways in which muscle contractions can be
graded have been presented. However, not all the
mechanisms are used by all muscles. Most skeletal
muscles in the body are innervated by somatic nerves
and are under voluntary control. In each nerve are many
axons of �-motor neurons. Each of these axons branches
to innervate a number of skeletal muscle cells. An
�-motor neuron and the muscle cells it innervates
comprise a motor unit. Motor units are small in those
muscles over which fine motor control exists, and
large in muscles without such fine control. Because the
force generated by a whole muscle will depend on the
number of its motor units that are active at any one
time, the central nervous system can regulate muscle
contractions by regulating the number of motor units
activated and by the frequency of stimulation of each
motor unit.

Length–tension relationships are not important as
determinants of skeletal muscle force in vivo. Muscles
are attached near fulcrum points of the skeleton at
lengths near Lo (Fig. 12). Such attachment limits length
changes such that muscle cells seldom are at more than
�15% of Lo. Attachment of muscle near fulcrum points
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FIGURE 11 The mechanical responses of cardiac muscle. Note the

qualitatively similar shapes of the length–passive force, length–total

force, and afterload–velocity curves to those of skeletal muscle (see

Figs. 9 and 10). (A) The length–passive force curve indicates that there

is significant passive force at Lo. Also, note that there is more than one

total force curve, due to the presence of more than one state of

contractility. Thus, at any given length, active force can vary. (B) The

afterload–force curves indicate that the entire relationship, including

Vmax, can be shifted by changes in contractility. Thus, for any given

afterload, at any given initial length velocity can vary.
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also means that these muscles must generate forces
greater than those that would be needed to directly
affect the load at the end of the bone being moved;
however, such an attachment has the advantage that
small changes in muscle length are translated into large
movements of the load.

Skeletal muscles differ from one another in their
force–velocity relationships. Some (e.g., extensor digi-
torum longus) contract more quickly than others (e.g.,
soleus). This difference is due to variations in the
number and types of muscle cells that make up the
various muscles in the body. Although there is a
spectrum of velocities among various muscle cells, they
have been divided into two main groups—fast twitch
and slow twitch. Fast-twitch muscle cells generally are
found in those muscles associated with rapid movement;
slow-twitch cells are found in muscles associated more
with endurance and posture. Many muscles are
composed of a mixture of fast- and slow-twitch
cells. Fast- and slow-twitch muscle cells differ in the

contractile protein isoforms that are present and in the
ATPase activities of the myosin isoforms; other differ-
ences are given in Table 1.

Although force–velocity relationships in any given
muscle do not change acutely, they can change over long
periods of time (days to years). This is seen during
development from embryo to adult and in muscle that
undergoes hypertrophy. In these conditions, the
contractile protein isoforms that are expressed by the
cells change. This in turn affects velocity of shortening.

Cardiac Muscle

Cardiac muscle contractions are graded in both
frequency and force such that the cardiac output can
vary from approximately 5 L/min at rest to 20 L/min
during exercise. Factors that affect frequency influence
the pacemaker and conducting cells of the heart
(discussed in Chapter 11). The potential mechanisms
that alter force have been presented above; however, as
with skeletal muscle, not all mechanisms are operative.
Force of cardiac contraction is not influenced by
variations in the number of stimulated myocardial
cells in the heart because the cells are electrically
coupled and are excited as a unit (or syncytium), nor
is force altered by the occurrence of summation and
tetanus because these cannot occur. On the other hand,
force is influenced by the length of the muscle before
contraction and by changes in contractility.

Myocardial cells are not attached to rigid structures
such as the skeleton, but form chambers (the atria and
ventricles) that can be distended. Thus, myocardial cell
length can change significantly. The length of cardiac
muscle cells before contraction is determined by the
volume of blood contained in the cardiac chambers at
the end of diastole. In the normal case, the more blood,
the greater the length; the greater the length, the more
forceful the contraction. For this to be true, the volume
of blood must never be enough to stretch the cells to
lengths greater than Lo. Such extensive stretch is
prevented by the appreciable passive force at lengths
at and below Lo. The importance of this length–force
relationship in regulating cardiac output is discussed in
Chapter 14.

The force and velocity of myocardial cell contrac-
tions also are affected by the level of contractility that
exists during the contraction. The level of contractility
normally is determined by heart rate, by the levels of
circulating hormones such as epinephrine, and by the
level of activity of the sympathetic nervous system.
Contractility is decreased in diseases such as conges-
tive heart failure. Regulation of myocardial contrac-
tility also is discussed in more detail in Chapters 13
and 14.

FIGURE 12 The effects of skeletal attachment on contractions of

skeletal muscle. By having insertions near the joints, changes in muscle

length are amplified at the end of the bone being removed. This enables

the muscle to cause large movements of the skeleton while always

functioning near its ownLo. On the other hand, themusclemust develop

forces larger than those thatmust be overcomeat the endof the bone that

themusclemustmove. (Modified fromGuytonAC.Textbook ofmedical

physiology, 7th ed. Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 1986.)

TABLE 1 Skeletal Muscle Cell Types

Fast twitch Slow twitch

Vmax High Low

Myosin ATPase High Low

Glycolytic metabolism High Low

Oxidative metabolism Low High

Mitochondrial content Low High

Myoglobin content Low High
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ENERGY BALANCE IN MUSCLE CELLS

Crossbridge Cycling

Energy in the form of ATP is used to conduct many
functions of striated muscle cells. In addition to the
energy required for synthesis of structural components
of the cell, large amounts are needed to support the
events associated with contraction—crossbridge cycling,
calcium translocations, and membrane electrical
activity.

A large amount of ATP is used during contraction
because each cycle of each crossbridge involves the
hydrolysis of one ATP molecule; the higher the rate of
crossbridge cycling, the higher the rate of ATP use. As
discussed earlier, crossbridge cycling rate determines the
velocity of shortening, which is determined by the
afterload placed on the muscle. Thus, more ATP is
consumed by a muscle cell that is shortening rapidly
against a light afterload than is consumed during an
isometric contraction. Also, muscle cells that have
myosin isoforms with high ATPase activity (fast-twitch
skeletal) will use more ATP during contraction than will
muscle cells that have myosin isoforms with lower
ATPase activity (slow-twitch skeletal and cardiac).

Cycling of the Cytoplasmic Calcium

Adenosine triphosphate is also used during cycling of
the cytoplasmic calcium that couples cell excitation to
crossbridge cycling. In this case, ATP hydrolysis is not
needed directly to effect the rise in intracellular calcium.
This rise is due to the rapid release of calcium from the
SR and, in the case of cardiac muscle, to the influx of
calcium from the extracellular fluid. Both release and
influx occur down large concentration gradients for
calcium. ATP hydrolysis is required to lower cytosolic
calcium levels to allow the cell to relax. This requires
moving calcium against a large electrochemical gradient
to maintain the calcium gradients between the extra-
cellular fluid and sarcoplasmic reticulum, on the one
hand, and the cytoplasm, on the other. In skeletal
muscle, cytosolic calcium is reduced by the uptake of
calcium into the lateral SR. This involves a calcium
pump, with each cycle requiring hydrolysis of one ATP
molecule. In cardiac muscle, most of the calcium is
handled just as in skeletal muscle. However, some
calcium must be removed from the cell to balance, over
the long term, that which enters during the action
potential. This calcium is removed through the activity
of a sodium–calcium countertransport. Sodium–calcium
countertransport does not use ATP directly. It is driven
by the gradient in sodium that exists across the
membrane as a result of the sodium pump. This pump

uses ATP to remove sodium from the cell while bringing
in potassium.

Muscle Resting and Action Potentials

As with the events responsible for the rise in
intracellular calcium, the events associated with muscle
cell membrane resting and action potentials also do not
use ATP directly; rather, the ionic fluxes responsible for
these potentials are due to the opening and closing of
channels to allow ions to move down their electroche-
mical gradients. Resting potential is due mostly to
gradients in potassium, whereas action potentials are
due mostly to gradients in sodium and potassium in
skeletal muscle and to gradients in sodium, potassium,
and calcium in cardiac muscle cells. As in other cells,
gradients of sodium and potassium are maintained by
the sodium pump; as discussed previously, this pump
also helps maintain the calcium gradient in cardiac
muscle cells.

Resting ATP levels in muscle cells are enough to
sustain contraction only for brief periods. ATP must be
replenished as rapidly as it is hydrolyzed so that ATP
levels fall minimally during periods of contraction. Like
most other cells, muscle can derive ATP from both
glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation; however,
muscle cells also have a more immediate precursor for
the generation of ATP. Creatine phosphate is a high-
energy molecule that can rephosphorylate ADP to ATP.
Creatine phosphate concentrations do fall early during a
period of contraction and, if not replenished, can supply
enough energy for only a few contractions; however, it
does supply energy early on until the required increases
in glycolysis and/or oxidative phosphorylation take
place.

Glycolysis and Oxidative Phosphorylation

The proportions of ATP generated by glycolysis and
oxidative phosphorylation vary from cell to cell. Human
skeletal muscle cells are divided mainly into two types,
based on both the myosin isoform present and on
metabolic pathways (see Table 1). One type, fast-twitch
glycolytic, possesses a myosin isoform with high ATPase
activity. As expected, this muscle exhibits a large Vmax

and derives most of its ATP from glycolysis. The other
type, slow-twitch oxidative, possesses a myosin isoform
with a lower ATPase activity and a concomitant lower
Vmax. It generates most of its ATP via oxidative
phosphorylation. Cardiac muscle cells have their own
myosin isoform, which also has low ATPase activity.
Thus, it more closely resembles that found in slow
oxidative skeletal muscle cells. These cells also derive
most of their ATP from oxidative phosphorylation.
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The slow-twitch oxidative skeletal muscles and cardiac
muscle contain myoglobin. This heme-containing
protein aids in the transfer of oxygen from the
hemoglobin of blood to the mitochondria of the
muscle cells, thus facilitating ATP generation through
oxidative metabolism. Myoglobin also imparts a red
color to the muscle. On the other hand, fast-twitch
glycolytic skeletal muscles do not contain myoglobin
and, thus, lack the red color. This difference accounts
for the latter being referred to as white muscles.

Individual skeletal muscles vary in the proportion of
the slow oxidative and fast glycolytic cells they contain;
however, most muscles will contain both. Within each
muscle, motor units are organized such that an indivi-
dual �-motor neuron will innervate only one type of cell.
In general, motor units composed of fast glycolytic cells
will be smaller than those composed of slow oxidative

cells. When the muscle is called on to do work, the type
of motor unit activated will vary depending on the type
of work. Short, rapid movements use mainly fast
glycolytic units, whereas slower, more sustained, move-
ments use slow oxidative units.
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Smooth Muscle

NORMAN W. WEISBRODT

KEY POINTS
� The isoforms of actin and myosin in smooth

muscle differ from those in striated muscle.
� Filaments are not arranged in transverse regis-

try and the proportion of thin filaments is
higher than that found in striated muscle.

� Contraction is initiated by the phosphorylation
of the 20,000-Da light chains of myosin by
the enzyme myosin light-chain kinase, which
is activated by increases in intracellular-free
calcium. Contraction is due to crossbridge
cycling and requires ATP.

� Relaxation occurs when kinase activity decre-
ases and the light chains are dephosphorylated
by phosphatase; for relaxation to occur, calcium
is actively transported back into the sarcoplas-
mic reticulum and/or out of the cell.

� In many smooth muscles, excitation is due to
increases in calcium permeability in response
to the opening of voltage-gated channels and/
or ligand-gated channels.

� In unitary smooth muscles, individual muscle
cells are electrically coupled to one another
and respond as a unit; in multiunit smooth
muscles, cells are not coupled.

� Smooth muscles exhibit length–force and
force–velocity relationships qualitatively similar
to those seen for striated muscle.

� Maximal force per unit of smooth muscle is as
great as, if not greater than, that of striated
muscle; Vmax of smooth muscle is much lower.

� Many smooth muscles are supplied by both
excitatory and inhibitory nerves.

� Consumption of ATP is low compared with
striated muscle because of the relatively lower
myosin ATPase activity in smooth muscle;
many smooth muscles can sustain contraction,
once developed, with little crossbridge cycling
or use of ATP.
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BASIC CONTRACTILE UNIT

Actin and myosin are the major contractile proteins in
all smooth muscles. As in striated muscle, these proteins
are arranged in two sets of filaments: actin in thin
filaments and myosin in thick filaments. Although there
are many similarities between the smooth muscle
contractile proteins and their counterparts in striated
muscle, there are also qualitative as well as quantitative
differences. Smooth muscle actin is a globular protein
with a molecular weight of approximately 50,000 Da.
However, there are two, perhaps three, isoforms in
smooth muscle, and they all differ from the predominant
ones found in striated muscle. Most of the actin is
polymerized into thin filaments, but some appears to be
present in globular form. Each molecule of smooth
muscle myosin consists of two myosin heavy chains and
two pairs of light chains; however, each of these
monomers differs in isoform from those found in
skeletal muscle. Myosin molecules are thought to be
arranged in the thick filaments in the same way as those
in skeletal muscle, with crossbridges extending to make
contact with the actin filaments.

Although thick and thin filaments are present, their
arrangement in smooth muscle cells is different from
that seen in striated muscle (Fig. 1). The most striking
difference is that, in smooth muscle, filaments are not
organized into sarcomeres, thus giving a homogeneous
appearance under the light microscope. There are many
more thin filaments than thick, with the ratio being
closer to 10:1 than to the 2:1 seen in skeletal muscle.
Also, not every thin filament is in close proximity to a
thick filament. In fact, there may be two or more
populations of thin filaments: those associated with
thick filaments and those associated with other actin-
binding proteins and the cytoskeleton. Thin filaments
are attached to elements of the cytoskeleton, but these

attachments bear little anatomic resemblance to the Z
disks found in striated muscle. Most common are thin
filaments anchored to protein structures known as dense
bodies.

Even though thick and thin filaments are not
arranged in sarcomeres, the basic contractile model
given for striated muscle—the sliding of one filament
over the other due to crossbridge cycling—is thought to
hold for smooth muscle. The lack of a rigid structure
may account for some of the quantitative differences
seen in contractions of smooth muscle compared to
those of striated muscle (see below).

BIOCHEMICAL INTERACTIONS OF ACTIN
AND MYOSIN

Smooth muscle myosin is also an adenosine triphos-
phatase (ATPase), and energy is required for muscle
contraction. Like skeletal muscle myosin, pure smooth
muscle myosin exhibits little ATPase activity. Unlike
skeletal muscle myosin, smooth muscle myosin ATPase
activity is not increased upon addition of actin alone,
unless one set of the myosin light chains is phosphory-
lated. In smooth muscle cells, adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) hydrolysis due to the cycling of phosphorylated
myosin crossbridges with actin is thought to be similar
to what occurs in striated muscle cells (see Chapter 7).

Regulation of smooth muscle contraction is mediated
via the thick filaments rather than via the thin filaments.
Tropomyosin is present in smooth muscle and is
thought to reside on the thin filaments; however, there
is little or no troponin complex. Thus, regulatory
mechanisms must differ from those seen in striated
muscle (Fig. 2). The main mechanism appears to involve
phosphorylation of the 20,000-Da light chains of
myosin. In resting smooth muscle, phosphorylation is
low. Myosin light-chain kinase is the enzyme that, on
stimulation, is activated and quickly catalyzes the
phosphorylation of the myosin light chains. This results
in actin-activated ATPase activity and contraction.
When the stimulus to contract ceases, kinase activity
decreases, myosin light chains are dephosphorylated by
phosphatases, and the muscle relaxes. Although the
regulatory proteins are different in smooth muscle,
the sequence of events leading to contraction is due to
the actions of calcium.

Pivotal Role of Calcium

As in striated muscle, contraction and relaxation of
smooth muscle are regulated by changes in the amount
of cytosolic calcium available to interact with the
regulatory protein. In relaxed muscle, the level of free

FIGURE 1 (A) Schematic longitudinal view of the sarcomeric

structure of striated muscle. (B) Schematic longitudinal view of the

filaments of smooth muscle. (C) Schematic cross-sectional view of the

filaments of smooth muscle.
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cytosolic calcium (calcium that is not bound to other
structures such as sarcoplasmic reticulum [SR], mito-
chondria, and nuclei) is low (<10�7 M). Upon stimula-
tion of the muscle, the level increases into the
micromolar, or higher, range to initiate contraction.
Calcium binds first with calmodulin (one of the calcium-
binding proteins found in many tissues), and then the
calcium–calmodulin complex binds to and activates the
myosin light-chain kinase. Once the stimulus for muscle
contraction ceases, free calcium levels decrease, and
calcium dissociates from the regulatory proteins. The
muscle then relaxes.

The sources and sinks for calcium (and, therefore,
excitation–contraction coupling) vary markedly from
one smooth muscle to another (Fig. 3). Some have an
abundant SR. When these cells are excited, events
initiated at the cell membrane cause the release of
calcium from the SR. The manner in which this release
comes about is not clear; however, at least two

mechanisms have been demonstrated. During excitation
of the cell membrane, an influx of small amounts of
extracellular calcium through calcium channels may
trigger the release of the internal stores. Additionally,
receptor activation by ligands may stimulate the intra-
cellular production of second messengers, such as
inositol trisphosphate, which in turn cause the release
of SR calcium. Other smooth muscle cells have almost
no SR; these cells must rely on the entry of enough
calcium through membrane calcium channels to activate
their contractile proteins.

As in striated muscle, cytoplasmic free calcium must
be decreased to allow for relaxation. In those cells with
abundant SR, most of this calcium is pumped back into
the SR via a calcium ATPase. However, in these cells,
and especially in those cells with little SR, calcium must
also be expelled from the cell across the cell membrane.
Presumably, this is accomplished by a sodium–calcium
exchange mechanism and perhaps by a membrane-
bound calcium ATPase.

No smooth muscle has as well developed an SR as
that seen in striated muscle. Thus, as in cardiac muscle,
not enough calcium is normally present within smooth
muscle cells to activate fully the contractile proteins. As
in cardiac muscle, smooth muscles rely to varying
degrees on an influx of extracellular calcium for
contraction. During steady-state conditions, influx will
be matched by efflux. However, as in cardiac muscle,
varying rates of influx and efflux make it possible for
there to be moment-to-moment net gains and losses of
calcium available to initiate contraction.

Excitation of the Muscle Cell

Smooth muscles vary in the electrical events exhibited
by their cell membranes. During relaxation, all are
polarized, exhibiting resting membrane potentials of
�40 to �80 mV. The basis for this potential is primarily
the same as in striated muscle (Fig. 4). In many smooth
muscles the membrane potential in relaxed cells is not
stable. For example, in intestinal smooth muscle, cyclic
depolarizations and repolarizations of 10 to 15 mV
occur regularly (Fig. 5). The importance of these
fluctuations is discussed in Chapter 33. Although
different types of smooth muscle differ only slightly in
resting potential, they differ markedly from one another
and from striated muscle in the types of potentials
exhibited when they are excited (Fig. 6). Most smooth
muscles appear to have sarcolemmal calcium channels
that open upon stimulation of the cell. Many of these
are voltage dependent, like those in cardiac muscle.
However, some cells have calcium channels that are
activated not by voltage changes but by the combination
of a ligand with its receptor on the cell surface or by
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FIGURE 2 (A) Pathways for calcium regulation of contraction in

smooth muscle. (B) Pathways for calcium regulation in striated muscle.

FIGURE 3 Intracellular free calcium levels are the result of (1) the

influx and efflux of Ca2þ from the extracellular fluid, (2) the release

and reuptake of Ca2þ from the sarcoplasmic reticulum (SR), and,

perhaps, (3) the release and reuptake of Ca2þ from the mitochondria.
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stretch of the membrane. Action potentials do not occur
in all cells that are activated by ligand–receptor
interaction or stretch. In these cells, calcium influx
may be matched by an efflux of potassium, resulting in
small, or no, changes in membrane potential.

Smooth muscle cells also vary in the manner in which
they are excited. As stated above, many have membrane

potentials that fluctuate rhythmically to periodically
reach threshold levels. Others have stable resting
potentials. Most can respond to neurotransmitters,
hormones, or other ligands that combine with
membrane receptors, and many can even respond to
mechanical stimuli such as stretch. Each particular type
of smooth muscle usually will exhibit one of these
behaviors to a higher degree. Examples of each type are
found in those chapters that deal with specific organs
such as the intestine, uterus, and blood vessels.

Smooth muscle cells differ in their degrees of
coupling to one another. In some organs, such as the
intestine, membranes of adjacent smooth muscle cells
make intimate contact with one another so that low-
resistance electrical pathways exist (Fig. 7). Thus,
excitation of one cell quickly will spread and a group
of cells will contract in unison. Such muscle is referred to
as unitary smooth muscle. In other organs, such as the
vas deferens, no such intercellular pathways exist, and
each cell must be excited individually. Such muscle is
referred to as multiunit smooth muscle (Fig. 8).

Smooth muscle cells lack well-developed transverse
(T) tubules. Some have pockmarked indentations of
their membrane and collections of SR vesicles just under
the membrane, but these lack the structure of the T

FIGURE 6 Electrical (mV) and contractile (Gm, where Gm indicates

that the force is measured in grams) activities of two different smooth

muscles. (A) One muscle exhibits stepwise depolarizations and

repolarizations that cause increases and decreases in force, respec-

tively. (B) The other muscle exhibits rapid transients that arise from a

more stable baseline potential. These transients can occur alone or in

bursts such that they induce a muscle twitch, summation, or tetany.

Unitary NerveA

B Multiunit
Nerve

FIGURE 8 Schematic of unitary (A) and multiunit (B) smooth

muscle. Note the difference between the two types of muscle cells in

innervation and contact.

FIGURE 4 Schematic of the ionic events that may be responsible for

the resting membrane potential in smooth muscle. The shaded

horizontal bar indicates the cell membrane. The direction of the

arrows indicates the direction of the movement, and the thickness of

the arrows indicates the relative permeabilities. The coupling between

Naþ and Kþ indicates an active transport. The role of Cl is not

understood, as indicated by the question marks.

FIGURE 7 Schematic of three smooth muscle cells that are

connected by gap junctions. The dashed lines indicate the pathways

and spread of excitation.

FIGURE 5 Electrical (mV) and contractile (Gm, where Gm indicates

that the force is measured in grams) activities of intestinal smooth

muscle. The muscle exhibits spontaneous slow depolarizations and

repolarizations of membrane potential that cause little change in force.
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tubule system seen in striated muscle. Thus, excitation of
the cell membrane is not quickly transmitted to the
interior of the cell. Although sarcolemmal excitation
may not spread rapidly into the cell interior, the small
size of smooth muscle cells may enable the events that
lead to the increase in cytosolic free calcium necessary
for adequate activation of the contractile mechanism.
On the other hand, the lack of a well-developed T tubule
system also may be part of the reason why smooth
muscle contractions are rather slow in comparison with
those seen in striated muscle.

MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF SMOOTH
MUSCLE IN VITRO

Pure isometric and isotonic contractions of smooth
muscle are difficult to study under standard conditions.
Many smooth muscles are tonically contracted or
contract phasically, even when no discernible stimulus
is being applied (Fig. 9). Others are relaxed until
stimulated. Many smooth muscle tissues contain
neurons or other cells that contain active chemicals
that are released when the tissue is stimulated. These
chemicals may either enhance or inhibit contractions of
the muscle. Also, some smooth muscles are difficult to
stimulate electrically because of their membrane proper-
ties. Despite these difficulties, many smooth muscles
have been characterized.

Contractions of most smooth muscle vary in force
with variations in stimulus intensity; however, the
mechanisms may differ among muscles. Multiunit
muscle behaves more like skeletal muscle in that
increases in intensity are accompanied by increases in
force as more and more cells become active. Unitary

smooth muscle behaves more like cardiac muscle in that
once an adequate intensity is reached to stimulate a
small group of cells, the excitation spreads through low-
resistance pathways to excite the entire tissue. Increasing
stimulus intensity affects force in these muscles by
enhancing excitation–contraction coupling. The response
to variations in stimulus frequency in most smooth
muscles is similar to that of skeletal muscle: Summation
and tetany do occur (see Fig. 6). All smooth muscles
exhibit length–force (tension) relationships similar to
those seen in striated muscle, even though sarcomeres
are absent in smooth muscle (Fig. 10). This similarity of
length–force relationships is evidence for the contention
that a sliding filament mechanism for contraction is
present in smooth muscle; however, there are some
quantitative differences when compared with striated
muscle. Smooth muscle cells can develop active force
over greater variations in muscle length, and many can
generate greater force than skeletal muscle. The bases
for these differences are not known.

All smooth muscles also exhibit force–velocity rela-
tionships that are similar to those seen in striated muscle.
A major quantitative difference is that Vmax is much
lower. This is reflected in, and probably due mostly to,
the low ATPase activity of the myosin isoforms present
in smooth muscles. Finally, many smooth muscles
resemble cardiac muscle in that changes in contractility
occur. This probably is due to the varying amounts of
calcium that enter and/or are released with a single
action potential or other excitation event.

MECHANICAL RESPONSE OF SMOOTH
MUSCLE IN VIVO

Most smooth muscles form, along with other tissues,
the walls of hollow organs such as the gastrointestinal
tract, the uterus, and the blood vessels. In these organs,

FIGURE 9 Recordings of isometric forces from a tonically active

(A) and a phasically active (B) smooth muscle. The dashed lines

indicate 0 force when the muscles are relaxed completely. Gm indicates

that the force is measured in grams. Note that, during the time of these

recordings, the tonic muscle never relaxed, while the phasic muscle

went through two cycles of contraction and relaxation.

FIGURE 10 (A) Length–force relationship for a smooth muscle.

The solid line indicates active force, and the dashed line indicates

passive force. Length is expressed as a fraction of optimal length (Lo).

(B) Afterload–velocity relationship for a smooth muscle. Note that the

general shapes of these relationships are the same as for skeletal

muscle.
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smooth muscle contractions serve many purposes
such as the movement of lumenal contents, the regula-
tion of lumenal volume, and the alteration of the
resistance to flow through the lumen. For some of these
functions, contractions must be phasic to allow the
lumens to refill between contractions. For others,
contractions must be tonic to resist continual distending
forces. Thus, it is not surprising to learn that many
factors regulate smooth muscle contractions in vivo and
that the exact factors responsible for variations in the
contractile activities of most individual smooth muscles
are unknown.

Regulation of smooth muscle contraction is difficult
to study in vivo for many reasons. Most smooth muscles
are multiply innervated. Many have membrane recep-
tors for circulating hormones and locally released
paracrines and autocoids. In addition many smooth
muscles respond directly to stretch of their membranes.
Also, in contrast to what occurs in striated muscle,
certain ligand–receptor interactions in smooth muscle
lead to inhibition of contraction rather than excitation.
Thus, at any one time, a given smooth muscle cell will be
receiving multiple inputs, some excitatory and some
inhibitory.

Response to Stretch

Quick or sustained stretch of many smooth muscles
results in contraction of that muscle. In many instances,
contraction occurs even in the absence of nerves; thus, it
is not due to activation of a neural reflex as in skeletal
muscle. Contraction most likely results from membrane
depolarization or from the opening of stretch-activated
calcium channels. Such responsiveness may explain why
organs such as the stomach, bladder, and small arte-
rioles contract to oppose distension. In some smooth
muscles, especially those of some larger blood vessels, a
quick stretch is followed by a temporary increase in wall
tension; however, this increase is quickly followed by a
relaxation toward the original wall tension referred to as
stress relaxation (Fig. 11). The opposite, reverse stress
relaxation, occurs when the muscle is allowed to shorten;
that is, if an external stress is removed, wall tension
temporarily decreases. However, the decrease is
followed quickly by muscle contraction to return to
the original wall tension. Such responses allow the larger
blood vessels to accommodate to different blood
volumes while maintaining transmural pressure nearly
constant (see Chapter 14).

Response to Nerve Stimulation

There is wide diversity in the type and degree of
innervation of smooth muscle tissue in the body. For

example, smooth muscle of the gastrointestinal tract is
innervated by both the parasympathetic and sympa-
thetic divisions of the autonomic nervous system, as well
as by postganglionic nerves from the enteric nervous
system. On the other hand, many blood vessels receive
only sympathetic innervation. In addition to differences
in the degree and type of innervation, the response of
smooth muscle to a given neurotransmitter varies from
one smooth muscle to another. For example, norepi-
nephrine causes a marked contraction of vascular
smooth muscle; however, this same neurotransmitter
causes inhibition of most gastrointestinal smooth
muscles. Also, many smooth muscles respond to neuro-
transmitters, even if not innervated by nerves possessing
those transmitters. Thus, it is not surprising to find that
dysfunctions of the autonomic nervous system and
pharmacologic agents that alter the function of the
autonomic nervous system markedly affect many
smooth muscle tissues.

Smooth muscles differ in several ways from skeletal
muscle in their response to nerve stimulation. In
innervated skeletal muscle, a single nerve impulse leads
to release of enough neurotransmitter (acetylcholine,
ACh) to cause an end-plate potential that will invariably
lead to an action potential and contraction of the muscle
fiber. For innervated smooth muscle, there are more
types of neurotransmitters (such as ACh, norepineph-
rine, and serotonin); not every nerve impulse leads to a
mechanical response of the muscle, and the response of
the smooth muscle membrane may be either a depolar-
ization or a hyperpolarization (Fig. 12). Thus, integra-
tion takes place at the level of the smooth muscle cell
and not just within the central nervous system, as with
skeletal muscle.

FIGURE 11 Length and isometric force changes of a strip of

smooth muscle in vitro. (A) Stress relaxation; when the muscle is

stretched (seen as a quick increase in length), force increases at first but

then returns to almost the previous level. (B) Reverse stress relaxation;

when the muscle is allowed to shorten (seen as a quick decrease in

length), force decreases at first but then returns to almost the previous

level.
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Response to Circulating and Locally

Released Chemicals

In addition to responding to many neurotransmitters,
most smooth muscles respond to many hormones,
paracrines, autocoids, and tissue metabolic products.
Just a few examples can illustrate that the function of
most organ systems is influenced in this manner.

1. In the cardiovascular system, circulating epinephrine
and angiotensin cause marked contraction of vascu-
lar smooth muscle, whereas local tissue metabolites
such as adenosine cause arteriolar dilatation.

2. Both the growth and contractile activity of uterine
smooth muscle are influenced by the hormones
estrogen and progesterone. Also, it is believed that
the initiation of labor is brought about by hormonal
changes that induce uterine contractions.

3. Airway smooth muscle contracts dramatically in
response to the local release of histamine and relaxes
when circulating levels of epinephrine are increased
(note the diametrically opposite effects that epineph-
rine has on airways as compared to vascular smooth
muscle).

4. Both glomerular filtration and tubular reabsorption
of fluid are influenced dramatically by the state of

contraction of the smooth muscle in the afferent and
efferent arterioles of the kidney. Although little
understood, there are local and circulating chemicals
that markedly affect the smooth muscle of these
arterioles.

An important result of this responsiveness is that
practically every disease state has a component that is
characterized by altered smooth muscle function.
Furthermore, just about every pharmacologic interven-
tion that is attempted will, in one system or another,
affect smooth muscle.

ENERGY BALANCE IN SMOOTH MUSCLE

For smooth muscle as for striated muscle (Chapter 7),
ATP is required for many processes—for example,
activation of the contractile proteins, crossbridge
cycling, calcium sequestration and removal, membrane
electrical activity, and synthesis of structural compo-
nents. Although in many instances the processes are the
same in both smooth and striated muscles, both
qualitative and quantitative differences exist.

One ATP-consuming process is essential in smooth
muscle but relatively unimportant in striated muscle.
As described previously, activation of the contractile
proteins in smooth muscle, but not in striated muscle,
involves phosphorylation of one of the myosin light
chains. This requires ATP. Once phosphorylated, each
crossbridge can cycle many times, with each cycle also
consuming ATP. At first glance, it would seem that
more ATP would be required during smooth muscle
contraction, but the opposite is true: Less ATP is used
to generate contractions with forces equal to those
developed by striated muscle. This economy is due
partly to the myosin isoforms found in smooth muscle.
These isoforms have a low ATPase activity that imparts
low velocities of contraction but somehow enables
smooth muscle to develop force with low ATP consump-
tion. Also, many smooth muscles have the ability to
maintain a tonic contraction with even lower ATP
use than that needed during the initial stages of
the contraction. During the early stages of force

Clinical Note

Immune-mediated responses in many organs lead
to altered smooth muscle function. The breathing
in of an antigen by an individual who is sensitized
will result in the release of various cytokines that
induce contraction of airway smooth muscle, thus

increasing airway resistance. On the other hand,
antigen-induced responses taking place within or
in proximity to blood vessels can lead to vascular
smooth muscle relaxation and a decrease in
arterial blood pressure.

Gm

mV

1 1 2 2 2
1 sec

FIGURE 12 Recordings of contractile (Gm, where Gm indicates that

the force is measured in grams) and intracellular electrical activities

(mV) from an innervated smooth muscle. Arrows indicate stimulation

of excitatory (1) and inhibitory (2) nerves. Mild stimulation of an

excitatory nerve leads to a small depolarization but no change in

tension. Stronger stimulation leads to an action potential and con-

traction. Weak stimulation of an inhibitory nerve leads to a membrane

hyperpolarization but no change in resting tension. Stronger stimula-

tion leads to a larger hyperpolarization and relaxation.
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development, myosin phosphorylation and crossbridge
cycling are relatively high; however, during the tonic
phases of the contraction, both myosin phosphorylation
and crossbridge cycling fall, whereas force development
remains high. Thus, force can be maintained with
minimal expenditure of ATP. The exact basis for this
economy is not known.

As in striated muscle, smooth muscles use both
glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation for ATP
generation. The importance of each process varies
from smooth muscle to smooth muscle, with some
being more dependent on oxygen than others; however,
there do not appear to be the clear-cut distinctions

among smooth muscles that exist among striated
muscles.
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Autonomic Nervous System

NORMAN W. WEISBRODT

KEY POINTS
� The autonomic nervous system can be divided

anatomically into the sympathetic and para-
sympathetic divisions, with each division having
central (brain and spinal cord) and peripheral
components consisting of preganglionic and
postganglionic nerves, as well as an enteric
nervous system.
� Most visceral organs are innervated by both

divisions; the effects that stimulation of each
division has on a particular organ usually
oppose each other.
� Transmission across synapses occurs via

chemicals called neurotransmitters, the two
most important being acetylcholine and nor-
epinephrine.
� Neurotransmitters exert their effects by binding

to postsynaptic receptors. Acetylcholine binds
to nicotinic and muscarinic receptors; norepi-
nephrine binds to � and � adrenergic receptors.
� The intensity of response of an effector organ

depends in large part on the concentration of
neurotransmitters in the synapse.

� Each innervated organ usually receives contin-
uous but varying input from the autonomic
nervous system. This input generally modulates
rather than initiates organ activity.
� Alterations of autonomic nervous system activ-

ity can be en masse (fight or flight) or discrete.
� The enteric system is comprised of afferent

nerves, interneurones, and efferent nerves, all
contained within effector organs, mainly of the
gastrointestinal tract.
� The enteric system regulates many functions of

these organs without the need of extrinsic
innervation; however, the enteric system is
both innervated and influenced by the sympa-
thetic and parasympathetic divisions.
� Autonomic ganglia appear to be not just relay

sites but also sites at which integration of inputs
can take place. Also, chemicals other than
acetylcholine and norepinephrine appear to be
present within the autonomic nervous system
and to modulate autonomic activity.
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The peripheral nervous system can be divided
functionally and anatomically into two subsystems: the
somatic nervous system and the autonomic nervous
system (ANS). The efferent motor neurons of the
somatic system innervate the striated muscle fibers of
skeletal muscles. Because the contractions of many of
these muscles are consciously controlled, the system is
often referred to as the voluntary nervous system. The
ANS innervates organs and tissues, many of which are
located within the viscera, that normally do not require
control at the conscious level; thus, it often is referred to
as the visceral or involuntary nervous system. The ANS,
in turn, is composed of three major components: the
sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions (Fig. 1), and
the enteric nervous system. Acting in an integrated
manner, the ANS is one of the primary effectors of
homeostasis, in part regulating the function of those
organs involved in maintaining the constancy of the
internal environment of the body.

THE SYMPATHETIC AND
PARASYMPATHETIC DIVISIONS

The sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions have
both central and peripheral components. Clusters of
nerve cells that contribute to the control of many organs
via the ANS are located in the hypothalamus and brain
stem (Fig. 2). Many of these clusters seem to be involved
in regulating specific functions. For example, direct
stimulation of certain areas can induce an increase in
arterial blood pressure, whereas stimulation of other
areas alters body temperature, gastrointestinal activity,
and bladder function. To a great extent, these auto-
nomic regions in the lower brain stem are influenced by
neurons originating from cortical regions of the brain;
thus, many human behavioral responses include auto-
nomic responses that are mediated through the hypo-
thalamus and reticular formation. Examples of such
autonomic responses include increased gastric acid
secretion upon the sight and smell of food and increased
heart rate and dilatation of the pupils of the eye upon
being frightened.

In contrast to the peripheral efferent component of
the somatic nervous system, which consists only of the
axons of spinal motor neurons, the peripheral efferent
components (Figs. 1 and 3) of both the sympathetic and
parasympathetic divisions of the ANS are rather
complex, consisting of preganglionic axons, autonomic
ganglia, and postganglionic neurons. The somata of
efferent sympathetic preganglionic neurons are located
in the intermediolateral horn of the spinal cord in regions
from the first thoracic to the third or fourth lumbar
segment (see Fig. 1). Axons of these preganglionic

neurons leave the spinal cord and are traditionally
thought to make synaptic contact with postsynaptic
neurons located in either the paravertebral or pre-
vertebral ganglia of the sympathetic nervous division.
Axons of these postganglionic neurons then innervate
via synapses the various organs to be controlled.
Preganglionic axons of the parasympathetic nervous
division arise from neurons whose somata are located
within the motor nuclei of cranial nerves and the sacral
portion of the spinal cord (see Fig. 1). These preganglio-
nic axons make synaptic contact with postganglionic
neurons located in parasympathetic ganglia. These
ganglia are located near or in each innervated effector
organ.

Most organs that are influenced by the ANS are
innervated by both its sympathetic and parasympathetic
divisions. The actions of these two divisions on a given
organ are usually antagonistic. For example, an increase
in sympathetic neural input to the sinoatrial node of the
heart causes an increase in heart rate, whereas an
increase in parasympathetic input to the node causes a
reduction in heart rate. At first glance, such an
arrangement may seem to work at cross purposes;
however, the divisions usually function in a way such
that an increase in the input of one is accompanied by a
decrease in input from the other. On the other hand,
some organs are innervated by only one division of the
ANS. Two notable examples of this arrangement are
innervation by the sympathetic division of the sweat
glands and the peripheral blood vessels.

TRANSMISSION ACROSS SYNAPSES

Transmission across synapses in the ANS is mediated
by chemicals known as neurotransmitters. These chemi-
cals are synthesized within the nerves and in most
instances are stored in synaptic vesicles in the nerve
endings. Upon activation of the nerve, nerve action
potentials invade the nerve ending, causing the release of
a portion of the stored neurotransmitter. Once released,
the neurotransmitter binds to specific receptors located
on postsynaptic structures. Only those cells that possess
specific receptors for that neurotransmitter will be
affected. Shortly after its release, the neurotransmitter
is then inactivated.

As is the case in the brain, a multitude of neurotrans-
mitters act within the ANS. The two about which most
is known are acetylcholine and norepinephrine; thus,
this chapter will deal mainly with them. Acetylcholine
(ACh) acts as the neurotransmitter at synapses
between somatic motor nerves and skeletal muscle.
ACh also acts at the synapses between preganglionic
and postganglionic neurons in both the sympathetic
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FIGURE 1 Organization of the sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of the autonomic nervous system.

Parasympathetic pathways are denoted by dark blue lines, whereas sympathetic pathways are illustrated by light
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and parasympathetic divisions. Finally, ACh is the
transmitter acting between many postganglionic para-
sympathetic nerves and effector organs. Norepinephrine
acts as the neurotransmitter between many postganglio-
nic sympathetic nerves and the effector organs they
innervate.

Receptors are identified according to the specific
chemicals with which they interact (Table 1). Cholinergic
receptors are those that bind acetylcholine; adrenergic
receptors are those that bind norepinephrine and
epinephrine. In addition to binding and reacting to the
naturally occurring neurotransmitters, these receptors
also bind a number of other structurally related
chemicals. Many of these chemicals mimic the naturally
occurring neurotransmitters and initiate cellular reac-
tions; these chemicals are referred to as agonists. On the
other hand, some chemicals bind with receptors but do
not induce a cellular reaction. Furthermore, their
binding to a receptor inhibits the ability of an agonist,
when present, to bind with and/or activate the receptor;
such chemicals are referred to as antagonists.

The cholinergic receptors present on skeletal muscles
and in autonomic ganglia are activated by nicotine and
are blocked by the antagonists tubocurarine and
hexamethonium. On the other hand, cholinergic recep-
tors on many end organs are activated by muscarine and
are blocked by the antagonist atropine. Thus, these
receptors are referred to as nicotinic-cholinergic and
muscarinic-cholinergic receptors, respectively.
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FIGURE 3 Overview of synaptic pathways and mediators of the somatic, sympathetic, and

parasympathetic neural subsystems.

FIGURE 2 Autonomic control centers located in the brain stem.
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On the adrenergic side, two major classes of receptors
have been defined based on the potency of epinephrine,
norepinephrine, and the synthetic compound isoproter-
enol to act as agonists. Receptors for which the order of
potency is epinephrine > norepinephrine 	 isoproter-
enol are known as �-adrenergic receptors, and two
antagonists selective for these receptors are phentola-
mine and phenoxybenzamine. Receptors for which the
order of potency is isoproterenol > epinephrine 	
norepinephrine are known as �-adrenergic receptors.
Propranolol is an example of a �-adrenergic antagonist.
One should note that the pharmacology of cholinergic
and adrenergic receptor–agonist/antagonist interactions
is considerably more varied than just described. For
example, �-adrenergic receptors have been subdivided
into �1 and �2 receptors. However, the general concepts
presented here form much of the basic foundation upon
which traditional autonomic physiology and pharma-
cology are based.

EFFECTS OF NEUROTRANSMITTERS

The binding of ACh to nicotinic receptors located on
postganglionic neurons induces changes in membrane
potential called fast excitatory postsynaptic potentials.
Fast excitatory postsynaptic potentials, if strong enough
and frequent enough, in turn induce action potentials
that are transmitted to the synaptic terminals of the
postganglionic nerves. These action potentials in turn
result in the release of transmitter onto the effector
organs.

Terminals of postganglionic fibers of the parasympa-
thetic system release ACh, which interacts with muscari-
nic receptors located on the effector. It is impossible to
assign any general effector response such as excitation
or inhibition to this type of cholinergic receptor.
Stimulation of muscarinic receptors in the atria of the
heart decreases both heart rate and the force of
contraction, whereas activation of muscarinic receptors

on intestinal smooth muscle increases the number and
force of muscle contractions.

Terminals of postganglionic fibers of the sympathetic
system release norepinephrine, which interacts with
�- and �-adrenergic receptors located on the effectors.
Once again, it is impossible to assign a general response
to agonist–receptor interaction. Stimulation of �-adren-
ergic receptors on the heart increases both heart rate
and the force of contraction, whereas activation of
�-adrenergic receptors on intestinal smooth muscle
decreases the number and force of contractions.

A specific listing of responses that can be induced in
each organ of the body by the sympathetic and
parasympathetic nervous systems or by drugs that act
on autonomic receptors is not presented in this chapter;
such information is presented in the chapters on
individual organ systems. Also, additional information
is available in pharmacology texts. Many pharmacologic
agents have been developed to act preferentially on
specific receptors located in the tissue or tissues of one
or more organs. The �-adrenergic receptor antagonist
propranolol, for example, is often prescribed for the
treatment of certain forms of cardiac arrhythmias
because it competes with the binding of endogenously
released catecholamines to �-adrenergic receptors
located in the heart. However, because propranolol
will also block �-adrenergic receptors located on airway
smooth muscle, resulting in airway constriction, it is not
desirable to prescribe propranolol in patients with
airway disease. This lack of selectivity has led to the
development of drugs such as metoprolol that preferen-
tially block cardiac �1-adrenergic receptors over the
�2-adrenergic receptors of the respiratory system.

Thus, the diversity and specificity of action of the
ANS on the various organs of the body are due to
several factors (see Fig. 3): (1) the discrete anatomic
organization and projection of its sympathetic and
parasympathetic divisions, (2) the presence of multiple
neurotransmitters within each division, and (3) the
presence of multiple receptors for those transmitters
within effector organs.

REGULATION OF NEUROTRANSMISSION

The level of control exerted by either division of the
ANS at any instant depends largely on the concentra-
tion of transmitter available for binding to the receptors
located on the effector. Axons of sympathetic postgan-
glionic neurons release norepinephrine from varicosities
located at their terminals. These terminal regions
resemble strings of pearls in that the varicosities are
pearl-like expansions distributed along the axon. A
single varicosity is represented in Fig. 4. Several factors

TABLE 1 Agonists and Antagonists at Specific Receptors

Receptor Agonist Antagonist

Nicotinic-cholinergic ACh, nicotine Tubocurarine,

hexamethonium

Muscarinic-cholinergic ACh, muscarine Atropine

Alpha-adrenergic Epinephrine,

norepinephrine,

isoproterenola

Phentolamine,

phenoxybenzamine

Beta-adrenergic Isoproterenol,

epinephrine,

norepinephrinea

Propranolol

aIn order of potency, the most potent first.
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affect the temporal release of norepinephrine from
varicosities. The frequency of action potentials arriving
at a varicosity is a primary determinant of the flux of
calcium ions into that varicosity. This influx of calcium
in turn controls the vesicular release of norepinephrine
from the varicosity. The amount of norepinephrine
available for release depends on its synthesis and on its
reuptake by the varicosity. The steps in the synthesis
pathway are illustrated in Fig. 4. It should be noted that
dopamine is converted into norepinephrine by the
enzyme dopamine �-hydroxylase. This enzyme is also
packaged into the norepinephrine-containing vesicles
of the varicosities and is released along with norepi-
nephrine into the extracellular space. Because dopamine
�-hydroxylase is not degraded as rapidly as norepi-
nephrine, it is often used as an indicator of the level of
overall sympathetic activity.

The amount of norepinephrine released from a
varicosity in response to a specific pattern of axonal
action potentials is modulated by receptors located on
that varicosity. A varicosity having presynaptic recep-
tors located on its surface is illustrated in Fig. 5. A
variety of compounds, such as histamine, 5-hydroxy-
tryptamine, and acetylcholine, may act to decrease the
amount of norepinephrine released by a train of action
potentials, whereas other substances such as angiotensin
II may augment its release. The concentration of
norepinephrine within the junctional cleft may itself
modulate release of norepinephrine. Varicosities with
autoreceptors (�2-adrenergic receptors) inhibit the
release of norepinephrine when these receptors bind
with norepinephrine. This negative feedback mechanism

tends to conserve norepinephrine and stabilize its
concentration within the cleft.

In addition to the rate of norepinephrine release, the
concentration of norepinephrine available for binding to
receptors is modulated by several other factors, which
are illustrated in Fig. 6. These include neuronal uptake,
extraneuronal uptake and subsequent degradation by
some effector cells, and diffusion into capillaries.
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Tyrosine
Synthesis

Storage
vesicle

NE

Ca2+

Ca2+
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Cell membrane
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DβH

FIGURE 4 Synthesis, release, and reuptake of norepinephrine at sympathetic (adrenergic)

nerve varicosities. AAD, aromatic L-amino acid decarboxylase; DbH, dopamine �-hydro-

xylase; NE, norepinephrine; Tyr Hyd, tyrosine hydroxylase. (Modified from Vanhouette PM,

Fed. Proc. 1978, 37:181–186.)

FIGURE 5 Various excitatory (þ) and inhibitory (–) receptor

mechanisms located on sympathetic varicosities. ACh, acetylcholine;

�, �-adrenergic receptor; AT, angiotensin II; H2, histamine2 receptor;

5-HT, 5-hydroxytryptamine; M, muscarinic receptor; NE, norepi-

nephrine; PC, prostacyclin; PGE1, prostaglandin E1; ?, unknown

mechanism. (Modified from McGrath MA, Vanhouette PM, in

Vanhouette PM, Leusen S, Eds., Mechanisms of vasodilation. Basel:

S. Karger, 1978, pp. 248–257.)
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Diffusion of transmitter away from the target cells is
enhanced by the fact that the junctional cleft between
the varicosities and the effector cells is large compared
with the junctional cleft between somatic neurons and
end plates of skeletal muscles.

The mechanisms available for modulating the
concentration of ACh in the junctional clefts between
terminals of parasympathetic postganglionic neurons
and effector cells are not as varied as those associated
with sympathetic adrenergic neurotransmission. Some
parasympathetic postganglionic axons have terminal
regions lined with varicosities, and others have single
boutons at their ends. A bouton-type ending and its
mechanisms for regulating ACh in the junctional cleft
are illustrated in Fig. 7. Action potentials arriving at the
bouton induce an influx of Ca2þ ions, triggering the
release of ACh from the synaptic vesicles into the cleft.
ACh in the cleft is degraded by acetylcholinesterase into
choline and acetate. Some of the choline is taken up by
the bouton and resynthesized into ACh.

PATTERNS OF NEUROTRANSMISSION

Neural input to various organs via the postganglionic
neurons of the sympathetic and parasympathetic

divisions is varied in two general ways. The behavior
of many of the individual peripheral autonomic path-
ways can be altered in concert such that several organs
and organ systems are regulated simultaneously to meet
specific physiologic demands placed on the body. The
reaction of the overall autonomic nervous system to
imposed demands is often referred to as mass action or
the fight-or-flight mechanism. Alternatively, the neural
firing pattern of individual postganglionic pathways to
specific organs can be varied independently such that
the behavior of a single effector or group of effectors can
be altered without producing changes in the behavior of
other organs.

The fight-or-flight mechanism occurs in individuals
acutely concerned for their physical safety, as in the
case of someone about to be physically attacked. The
autonomic system immediately and simultaneously
increases heart rate, decreases blood flow to organs
not needed for rapid body movement, increases blood
flow to many skeletal muscles, and increases blood
glucose. A similar set of responses occurs when
someone is in a state of rage. In the fight-or-flight
mode of operation, there is a generalized increase in
the firing rate of sympathetic neurons and a general-
ized decrease in the firing rate of parasympathetic
neurons.

FIGURE 6 Mechanisms affecting the concentration of norepinephrine (NE) within the

junctional cleft available for binding to a receptor (R) on an effector cell. Norepinephrine is

removed by (A) neuronal uptake, in which some is degraded by monoamine oxidase (MAO) to 3,4-

dihydroxyphenylglycol (DOPEG), but most is restored in vesicles; (B) diffusion into capillaries; and

(C) uptake into effector cells and subsequent degradation by the enzymes MAO and catechol-O-

methyltransferase (COMT) to 3,4-dihydroxymandelix acid (DOMA), normetanephrine (NMN),

3-methoxy-4-dihydroxyphenylglycol (MOPEG), and 3-methoxy-4-hydroxymandelic acid (VMA).

These metabolites are inactive and diffuse into the extracellular fluid and the capillaries. Neuronal

uptake of norepinephrine is mediated by an active transport.
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Individuals do not, however, spend most of their time
in the fight-or-flight state. During the more mundane
physical and emotional states associated with typical
daily events, the firing rates of various sympathetic
pathways may increase, whereas the firing rates of other
sympathetic pathways decrease. A similar lack of
homogeneity is usually associated with the activity of
parasympathetic neurons. Furthermore, most of the
neural circuitry of the autonomic nervous system is
organized to produce specific reflexes. For example, the
smell of food initiates the secretion of digestive juices
even before food enters the mouth. Low blood pressure
in the carotid arteries causes a decrease in the firing rate
of baroreceptors located in these arteries, which in turn
causes appropriate changes to occur in the cardiovas-
cular system to increase carotid arterial pressure and,

hence, maintain blood supply to the brain. These are
only two examples of the many autonomic reflexes that
function to regulate the behavior of organ systems.

Autonomic regulation of organ function is usually
modulatory and not initiatory. The heart, for example,
pumps blood in the absence of sympathetic or para-
sympathetic inputs; thus, autonomic inputs do not
initiate cardiac contractile activity but only modulate
the existing autogenic capability of the heart. This
modulation is accomplished by the parasympathetic and
sympathetic postganglionic fibers maintaining a vari-
able, but omnipresent, discharge of action potentials
referred to as tonic discharge or, simply, tone. An
increase in sympathetic tone to the heart will, for
example, increase heart rate. Caution, however, is
warranted when one encounters or uses the phrase
sympathetic tone; unless the context in which the phrase
is used is clear, it is often impossible to determine if one
means tone along all efferent pathways of the sympa-
thetic nervous system or only along specific pathways to
one or more effectors.

ENTERIC SYSTEM

The enteric division of the ANS consists of the neural
plexuses that are contained within the walls of the
esophagus, stomach, small intestine, and colon (Fig. 8).
These plexuses within the gastrointestinal system are
indispensable in the control of gastrointestinal motility,
secretion, and transport. They form a complex nervous
system that is capable of functioning independently of
any extrinsic neural input from the sympathetic or
parasympathetic divisions. Most, if not all, of the
transmitters found in the brain are also found within
neurons of the enteric system. The neuronal mechanisms
and neural circuits that form the plexuses are capable of
high-level information processing and receive sensory
information directly from sensory receptors located
within the gastrointestinal tract. Such processing is
possible because of the many neurons present. In fact,
there are more neurons in the enteric nervous system

Clinical Note

Diabetic Autonomic Neuropathy

A significant percentage of patients with diabetes
mellitus exhibit a syndrome described as diabetic
autonomic neuropathy. The neuropathy involves
the loss of preganglionic and postganglionic
autonomic nerve fibers and is characterized by

hypotension upon standing, constipation and/or
diarrhea, decreased gastric emptying, impotence,
and abnormal sweating. The etiology of the
disorder is not known; however, both metabolic
defects and defects in blood flow to the nerves
have been implicated.
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than in the spinal cord. The enteric system is in turn
innervated by the sympathetic and parasympathetic
divisions. This extrinsic innervation appears to serve
primarily a modulatory function to alter the intrinsic
activity of the enteric neural network.

The intrinsic activity of the enteric nervous system
(ENS) is important in regulating most of the functions of
the gastrointestinal system. For example, during fasting,
contents of the stomach and small intestine are swept
toward the colon by a complex of contractions that
periodically starts in the stomach and systematically
progresses along the length of the bowel. This migrating
motor complex cycles such that a new one begins in the
stomach approximately every 90 minutes. This entire
pattern of spatiotemporal contractions of the intestinal
musculature is produced and controlled by the ENS.
Immediately after ingestion of a meal, a fed pattern of
intestinal contractile activity is generated. It appears that
this pattern also is preprogrammed within the ENS and
that it is activated by hormones such as cholecystokinin,
interacting with command neurons within the intrinsic
neural plexuses. Cholecystokinin is released by the
intestine in response to the meal. Both the migrating
motor complex and the fed pattern of contractile activity
are modulated by the sympathetic and parasympathetic
components of the autonomic nervous system.

ADDITIONAL COMPLEXITIES

The conceptual approach to the sympathetic and
parasympathetic divisions presented here is consistent
with the presentation of this topic in most general
textbooks and forms the basic foundation underlying
much of autonomic pharmacology; however, this foun-
dation omits many basic mechanisms that function in
autonomic ganglia. For example, traditionally, sympa-
thetic ganglia have been thought to function primarily
as relays in which neural information coming from the
spinal cord via preganglionic fibers is simply relayed to
postganglionic neurons. The synaptic mechanism imple-
menting this relay was thought to be the ACh-to-
nicotinic cholinergic receptor interaction that produces
fast excitatory postsynaptic potentials; however, it is
now known that neural terminals in these ganglia contain
numerous other substances that appear to be neuro-
transmitters. Many of these substances are polypeptides
that produce slow synaptic potentials that contribute to
the synaptic integration of neural information within
sympathetic ganglia. The cell bodies of neurons located
within prevertebral sympathetic ganglia also receive
input directly from sensory receptors located in most
organs of the abdominal viscera. Thus, these ganglia use
a variety of synaptic mechanisms to combine peripheral

FIGURE 8 Simplistic representation of the neural plexuses of the enteric division of the

autonomous nervous system, located within the small intestine (see Chapter 32, Fig. 3, for more

detail).
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sensory information with neural signals from the spinal
cord to form the neural commands sent to effector
organs via postganglionic fibers. Although it is now
clear that these ganglia are not simply relays, little is
understood about what kind of information is sent to
these ganglia, what rules are used to integrate this
information, and what roles postganglionic neural
commands play in the regulation of organ function.
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Clinical Note

Hirschsprung’s Disease

Hirschsprung’s disease is a congenital disorder
characterized morphologically by a narrowed
segment of distal colon and a hypertrophic
segment of intestine orad to the narrowing.
Histologically, the narrowed segment is char-
acterized by an absence of enteric nerves. Thus,
it appears as if enteric nerves are primarily

inhibitory, and their absence results in a failure
of the gut smooth muscle to relax. The etiology of
the disease appears to be a failure of neuroblasts
from the neural crest to migrate properly during
fetal development, perhaps because of a defect
in the microenvironment of the developing
bowel. Treatment usually involves surgical
removal of the aganglionic segment.
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KEY POINTS
� The left heart pumps oxygenated blood into the

systemic circulation from which the venous
blood returns to the right heart; the right heart
pumps deoxygenated blood into the pulmon-
ary circulation from which the venous blood
returns to the left heart.

� Hydrostatics refers to the physics of fluid at
rest; hydrodynamics refers to the physics of
fluid in motion.

� Pressure is a scalar quantity with units of force
per unit area; pressure in a fluid system
increases in proportion to depth because of
the force of gravity.

� Velocity refers to the linear rate at which the
molecules of a fluid are moving. In a tube the
mean velocity is determined by the flow rate
divided by the cross-sectional area. The

pressure within the fluid is reduced as the
fluid flows faster because of a kinetic energy
component.

� Fluid in a tube resists motion due to viscous
drag. Poiseuille’s equation describes the rela-
tionship between tube dimension and this
resistance to flow.

� Although blood flow in the body is approxi-
mated by Ohm’s law, it is not exactly described
by it because (1) the viscosity of blood which is
not a newtonian fluid changes with its velocity,
and (2) blood vessels are not rigid tubes and
change their dimensions as a function of
internal pressure.

� Pressure differs in each vessel type;
arteries have the highest pressure and veins
the lowest.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Although the vital nature of the cardiovascular
system was clearly apparent to the ancients, its actual
function was a mystery. An early attempt to explain the
function of the heart and the blood was made by the
Greek physician and writer Galen (130–201 A.D.).
He taught that there was an ebb and flow of fluid
between the heart and the abdominal viscera, where the
‘‘natural spirits’’ were formed; between the heart and the
brain, where the ‘‘animal spirit’’ was created; and
between the heart and the lungs, where ‘‘vital spirits’’
entered the body through the trachea. This erroneous
concept remained a major cornerstone of medical
thought for the next 14 centuries.

In 1628, William Harvey, an English physician and
anatomist, published an article in which he proposed
from ‘‘demonstrations and logical arguments’’ that
blood flows in a completely closed circulation. Even
though Harvey could not actually see the microcircula-
tion, he proposed its existence to complete the circuit
from arteries to veins. Harvey’s application of the
scientific method finally gave rise to a modern era of
understanding and investigation of cardiovascular
physiology. Although Harvey appreciated the fact that
the heart functioned as two pulsatile pumps connected
in series to move blood around the system, it would still
be another 200 years before the French physiologist
Claude Bernard proposed that complex, multicellular
organisms live in both an external and an internal
environment. In the 1850s, he introduced the concept of
the milieu intérieur to describe the fact that there is an
internal fluid environment that surrounds and bathes all
tissues of the body. The circulating blood, via a complex
network of microscopic capillaries, provides for the
exchange of ions, nutrients, wastes, heat, and chemical
messengers with every cell in the body. He further
recognized that the temperature and ionic and
chemical composition of the internal environment are
maintained remarkably constant even though the exter-
nal environment that we live in is subjected to major
fluctuations.

The constant state of this internal environment is
maintained by intricate control systems with many
sensors and effectors. In 1939, the American physiol-
ogist W.B. Cannon introduced the term homeostasis to
refer to this maintenance of a state of uniformity in the
fluid matrix of the body by the integrated activity of
various physiological controllers. Many of these
control systems work directly through the cardiovas-
cular system and are explained in detail in subsequent
chapters.

OVERVIEW OF THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

Conceptually, it is useful to subdivide the cardiovas-
cular system into the following four functional compo-
nents: blood, vessels, heart, and its associated control
systems. As shown in Fig. 1, blood circulates within a
closed series of vessels consisting of a systemic and a
pulmonary circuit that are in series with each other. The
blood functions as the carrier for transporting
substances to and from the various tissues. Although
simple diffusion can be an effective transporter of
material, it is practical only over relatively short
distances. The circulating blood keeps the internal
fluid matrix well stirred such that most of the transport
is by convection rather than by diffusion. Once a
substance arrives at the tissues, it diffuses across the
capillary walls as dictated by the concentration gradi-
ents. For example, the blood picks up oxygen in the
lungs, nutrients in the intestine, and hormones in the
various endocrine organs, where each of these
substances is in excess. These substances will then be
delivered to tissues where their concentrations are low
on a subsequent pass through the circulation. Blood
also acts to remove noxious products from the cells.
Carbon dioxide produced by metabolizing cells is picked
up by the circulating blood and transported to the lungs,
where it is removed. Metabolic wastes and excess
electrolytes are removed from the blood at the kidneys.
The blood even removes excess heat from metabolizing

KEY POINTS (continued )
� Arterial pressure is pulsatile, being highest

during ejection of the ventricle (systolic pres-
sure) and lowest between beats (diastolic
pressure). Mean arterial pressure can be
estimated by adding 1/3 of the pulse pressure
to the diastolic pressure.

� Tension in the blood vessel wall is proportional
to the pressure inside the lumen times the
radius of the vessel (law of LaPlace).

� Most of the blood volume resides in the venous
system.
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tissues and transports it to the skin where it can be
radiated into the environment.

The cardiovascular circuitry depicted in Fig. 1
illustrates that the right heart, lungs, left heart, and
systemic vasculature are in series with one another; thus,
the volume of blood flowing through any of these four
regions per unit of time must be equal. Flow leaving
either the right or left heart is cardiac output, whereas
flow returning to the heart is venous return. At a steady
state, cardiac output and venous return must be
equal. In Fig. 1, cardiac output and venous return are
illustrated as being 5 L/min. The right heart, pulmonary
artery, lungs, and pulmonary veins are collectively
referred to as the pulmonary circulation. The left heart,
systemic arteries, peripheral capillary beds, and systemic
veins make up the systemic circulation.

The study of the physical principles governing the
movement of blood within the cardiovascular system is
known as hemodynamics. In its simplest form, the
cardiovascular system can be considered to be a pump
(the heart) in series with a system of tubes through
which it pumps blood. In this chapter, we examine the
physical principles that dictate the motion of fluids and
see how they apply to the cardiovascular system.

HYDROSTATICS: THE PHYSICS OF FLUID
AT REST

A liquid within a container exerts a force on the walls
of the container that we call pressure and has the units of
force per unit area. Gravitational forces have a
profound effect on the pressure within a fluid system
because fluid at the bottom of a container is compressed
by the weight of the fluid above it. The pressure (P) at
any point in a container of fluid that is open to the
atmosphere depends on the vertical distance (h) between
that point and the surface of the fluid, the density of the
fluid ( p), and the acceleration due to gravity (g). This
relationship is given as:

P ¼ p� g� h ð1Þ

For the example given in Fig. 2, a tank is filled with
water having a density of 1 g/cm3. At a depth of 136 cm,
the pressure on a side tube would be 133,280 dynes/cm2

because the acceleration of gravity is 980 cm/sec2.
Because the fluid is not moving, the pressure is equal
in all directions and a second gauge oriented vertically at
the same point records the same pressure. The gauges in

FIGURE 1 Diagram of the human cardiovascular system illustrating how blood flow is distributed to the

various organ systems.
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the figure show 100 rather than 133,280, because the
units dynes/cm2 are seldom used in medicine. Rather,
pressure is usually expressed relative to that required to
push a column of mercury up a manometer tube. A
mercury manometer makes for a simple yet accurate
measuring device in the physician’s office. A direct
conversion is possible because mercury is 13.6 times as
dense as water (100 mm � 13.6 ¼ 1360 mm, or 136 cm).
Thus, a 100-mm-high column of mercury (10 cm) will
exert a pressure of 13.6 � 980 � 10, or 133,280 dynes per
cm2. That means that the 136-cm-high column of water
produces a pressure equal to a 100-mm-high column of
mercury. In this new system, we would express this
pressure as simply 100 mm Hg. Any other force that acts
on the fluid will either add to or subtract from the
pressure caused by the gravitational acceleration. For
example, in Fig. 3, a compressional force of 100 mm Hg
is applied to the surface of the tank. That pressure will
be added to the preexisting pressures throughout the
tank so that a pressure of 200 mm Hg will now be seen
at the bottom of the tank.

HYDRODYNAMICS: THE PHYSICS OF FLUID
IN MOTION

The movement of fluid is referred to as flow. Flow
can be viewed in two ways. One way is to consider the
displacement of a volume of fluid per unit of time. This
is what is conventionally meant by the term flow and the

units of liters/minute or gallons/hour are familiar.
Another way to appreciate flow is to consider the
linear displacement of the individual particles of the
fluid. As the fluid flows, each particle is moving at a
finite velocity. Although one does not normally think of
fluid movement in terms of velocity, fluid velocity is
actually the major determinant of the distribution of
forces within a moving fluid.

As a fluid flows through a tube, the mean velocity of
flow (v) must be directly proportional to the flow rate
(Q) and inversely proportional to the cross-sectional
area (A) at that point. Thus:

�vv ¼ Q=A ð2Þ

In Fig. 4, a tube has three different diameters along
its length. The flow rate will be the same in all three
regions (assuming that fluid is neither created nor
destroyed within the tube). If flow is set to 200 mL/
sec, the velocity of flow will be different in each region.
The individual fluid particles will be moving through
region 1 at an average of 100 cm/sec, through region 2 at
20 cm/sec, and through region 3 at 200 cm/sec. The
narrower the tube the faster the individual fluid particles
must travel to accommodate the flow. It should be
emphasized that these velocities represent an average.
As seen below, the velocities of the individual fluid
particles are actually heterogeneous, with some traveling
faster than this average and others traveling more
slowly.

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PRESSURE
AND VELOCITY

The distribution of forces (pressure) must be equal in
all directions in a fluid at rest. When fluid movement
occurs, however, that distribution of forces changes. As
expected, the magnitude of that change depends on the
velocity of flow. One way to appreciate this change in
force is to consider the energy within the fluid. First,
consider the pressures in an ideal system in which there
is no frictional resistance to fluid flow. In such a system
the total energy (TE ) is divided between potential
energy (PE ) and kinetic energy (KE ):

TE ¼ PEþ KE ð3Þ

In a fluid at rest all that energy exists as potential
energy and is responsible for the hydrostatic pressure,
which is equal in all directions. Once the fluid starts to
move, however, part of the potential energy is converted
to kinetic energy. This conversion of energy actually
causes the pressure in the flowing fluid to be reduced.

FIGURE 3 If an additional compressional force equal to 100 mmHg

is applied to the system described in Fig. 1, both end and side pressure

will equal 200 mm Hg.

FIGURE 2 In an open system in which there is no flow, the pressure

exerted by a column of water 136 cm high is 100 mm Hg. Also, side

pressure and end pressure are equal.
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How much it is reduced depends on the velocity of the
fluid. In Fig. 5, we can consider the pressures that would
be measured in the system described in Fig. 4. One
sensor is arranged to face upstream so that any fluid
particles striking it will be stopped. The deceleration
results in the conversion of kinetic energy back to
potential energy. This end pressure, therefore, measures
total energy. The other sensor is arranged to open
perpendicular to the axis of the flow. This sensor is said
to sense the side pressure, which would be the same as
that experienced by the walls of the vessel. Because we
are ignoring frictional losses in our example, the end
pressure is the same at all three points. Note that the
side pressure is always lower than the end pressure at
any point and that this difference increases with the
velocity.

The difference between the end and side pressures in a
flowing fluid is due to the kinetic component. The
kinetic component can be calculated if one considers
that the kinetic energy is equal to:

KE ¼ 1=2pv2 ð4Þ

In Fig. 4, the flow through region 3 was 200 cm/sec.
Thus:

1=2� 1 g=cm3 � 40;000 cm2=sec2

¼ 20;000 dynes=cm2
ð5Þ

To convert from dynes/cm2 to mm Hg, we divide by
1333. Dividing 20,000 by 1333 yields approximately
15 mm Hg, which is the difference between the end
pressure and the side pressure in region 3. The concept
that pressure decreases as the velocity of flow increases
always seems illogical to the beginning student, but this
is predicted by the Bernoulli principle, which, among
other things, keeps airplanes aloft. It should be pointed
out that for the most part the kinetic component is small
in the cardiovascular system, reaching a maximum value
of only 5 to 10 mm Hg at the aortic root where blood
velocity reaches its highest value in the body. Thus, any
measurement error due to an inappropriately positioned
catheter would normally be negligible. In the case of
high cardiac output syndromes, however, such as
arteriovenous fistulas, regurgitant valves, or heavy
exercise, the kinetic components can be much greater
and then must be taken into account when directly
measuring pressures in such individuals. Also, be aware
that it is the side pressure that stretches the vessel wall
and forces blood down an artery.

RESISTANCE TO FLOW

In the ideal system described above, friction during
flow was ignored. In a real system the fluid particles will
interact with each other to resist each other’s movement.

200 mL/sec

1 2 3

100 95 99 85100 100

2 cm2

10 cm2

1 cm2

FIGURE 5 In an idealized system in which there is no frictional resistance to flow, end

pressures are equal all along the system of tubes. However, the difference between end

pressure and side pressure in each segment depends on the velocity of flow in that segment.

The greater the velocity, the larger will be the difference in side and end pressures. The

velocity of flow depends, in turn, on the cross-sectional area of the tube.

200 mL/sec

2 cm2

10 cm2

1 cm2

1 2 3

200 cm/sec
20 cm/sec

100 cm/sec

FIGURE 4 When a fluid is forced to flow through a system of tubes of differing cross-sectional

areas, the velocity of flow in each tube depends on the cross-sectional area. The larger the diameter of

the tube, the slower will be the velocity.
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Thus, the total energy in a system must include the fric-
tional component as well as that which is lost as heat:

TE ¼ PEþ KEþ heat ð6Þ

Because heat energy cannot be converted back to
potential or kinetic energy, the total energy as reflected
in the end pressure will drop along the path of flow.
Thus, a real system with friction included would be more
like that shown in Fig. 6 where the end pressure drops
from left to right. Also note that in each location, side
pressure is less than the end pressure, as dictated by the
velocity, and that those differences remain the same as
those calculated under the previous conditions where
friction was ignored.

The frictional losses a tube imposes on a flowing
stream can be expressed as resistance to flow. Several
factors determine resistance. One is the character of the
flow, which can be either laminar (in other words,
streamlined) or turbulent. In laminar flow, the particles
of the fluid move in straight lines (laminae) parallel to
each other. Although fluid particles in different lami-
nae all move in a parallel direction, they do not move

at the same velocity, as shown in Fig. 7. In a round
tube, an infinite number of concentric circular lamina
are formed where all particles in a given lamina move
at the same velocity. The fluid immediately adjacent to
the walls wets the walls and does not move at all.
Moving toward the center of the vessel each lamina
goes slightly faster than the lamina that surrounds it.
This arrangement causes the fluid in the center of the
stream to move the fastest. An equilibrium will be
achieved with a parabolic velocity profile across the
vessel having a peak flow in the center equal to exactly
twice the average velocity. It is often remarked that
resistance to flow results from the friction between the
fluid and the walls of the vessel. This is wrong, of
course, as it was pointed out above that the lamina of
fluid adjacent to the wall does not move. The friction
results from the relative motion between each lamina.
Viscosity refers to the force generated by the particles
of the fluid that resists any relative motion between
them. The greater the viscosity of a fluid, the more it
resists such movement. The viscosity of blood is the
source of the frictional losses as it resists movement
between adjacent laminae.

Let us now consider laminar flow through a round
tube such as a blood vessel. Blood moves through the
blood vessels along pressure gradients in the cardiovas-
cular system. Flow through a tube is proportional to the
pressure difference across it, �P. That flow is impeded
by the resistance (R) of the tube such that:

Q ¼ �P=R ð7Þ

Resistance is determined in part by the viscosity (
) of
the fluid. The more viscous a fluid, the more resistance
the fluid will encounter passing through a tube, making
resistance proportional to viscosity:

R / 
 ð8Þ

Resistance is also affected by the length (L) of the
tube through which the fluid flows. The longer the
length, the more resistance the fluid will encounter so

200 mL/sec

1 2 3

100 95 79 6080 75

2 cm2

10 cm2

1 cm2

FIGURE 6 When friction is considered, end pressure falls along the length of the tube due to the

resistance to flow; however, at each point, side pressure will still be less than end pressure as

determined by the velocity of flow.
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FIGURE 7 As fluid flows through a round tube, an infinite number

of concentric lamina will be formed, with each lamina flowing slightly

faster than that surrounding it. Velocity of the fluid is zero at the vessel

wall and increases parabolically until a maximum velocity is achieved

at the center. If the flow rate is increased, the laminar flow profile may

break down, resulting in turbulent flow.
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that resistance is proportional to the length:

R / L ð9Þ

Finally, resistance is affected by the radius of the
tube. The larger the radius, the more easily fluid can
pass through the vessel. Although one might think that
resistance should be related to the cross-sectional area
and thus follow r2, it actually is inversely proportional
to the fourth power of the radius (r) of the tube.

R / 1=r4 ð10Þ

In the late 18th century, a French physician named
Poiseuille found that all these terms could be grouped
together into one equation by including the appropriate
constants. The following is known as Poiseuille’s
equation:

R ¼

� L� 8

�� r4
ð11Þ

Poiseuille’s equation also can be rearranged to solve
for flow rather than resistance:

Q ¼ �P=R ¼
�P� �� r4


� L� 8
ð12Þ

Fluid Flowing in Tubes is Described by

Ohm’s Law

The equations that describe current flow in electrical
circuits can also be adapted to describe fluid flow. By

substituting flow for current and pressure for voltage,
the analogy is almost exact. Ohm’s law for electrical
circuits states that the current through a device can be
determined by dividing the voltage across it by the
resistance of the device:

Current ¼ � voltage=resistance ð13Þ

Ohm’s law can be applied to the circulation as well.
Note that the relationship among flow through a
segment (Q), the difference in pressures (�P) across
the segment, and the resistance to flow (R) across the
segment given above in Eq. 7 is identical to Ohm’s law,
where Q is substituted for current and �P for � voltage.

A powerful feature of Ohm’s law is that if one
knows values for any two of the variables, the third
can be calculated. Also, remember that R is taken
directly from Poiseuille’s equation above and includes
terms for both the viscosity of the fluid and geometry
of the vessel. For example, if flow is to be kept
constant when the length of a tube is doubled, then the
driving pressure (AP) must be twice as great (Fig. 8).
It is important to remember that R (during laminar
flow) is determined only by tube radius, length, and
fluid viscosity and not by Q or �P. In the body, the
length of the blood vessels or the viscosity of the blood
cannot be easily changed from moment to moment. On
the other hand, the radius of smooth muscle in the
walls of the vessels is constantly changing. Because
resistance varies according to the fourth power of the
radius, small changes in radius have a profound
effect on flow. Thus, if the radius of the tube is

FIGURE 8 Fluid is added at the same rate of flow to two containers that differ only in the

lengths (l) of their outflow tubes such that the length in example 2 is twice that in example 1.

The radii (r) of tubes 1 and 2 are equal. The column of water in each container will rise until

the pressure exerted by that column is large enough to cause outflow to equal inflow.

Because the resistance to flow in example 2 is twice that in example 1, column height will be

twice as great in example 2 at steady state.
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doubled, Q will increase 16-fold for the same �P (Fig.
9). In the cardiovascular system, the dimensions of the
tubes seldom are known well enough to calculate
resistance directly. More often, both Q and �P are
measured and R is calculated.

Flow is proportional to driving pressure only under
laminar flow conditions. If the velocity of the fluid
particles becomes too great, turbulence may develop.
During turbulent flow the orderly pattern of flow is lost
and the particles frequently change direction abruptly
and move between lamina rather than along them. This
results in additional energy loss and an increased
resistance to flow. Generally, flow changes from laminar
to turbulent as velocity increases. The physicist,
Osborne Reynolds, empirically determined the factors
that lead to turbulence and expressed them quantita-
tively in Reynolds equation:

Re ¼
D� v� p



ð14Þ

whereD is the diameter of the tube, v is the mean velocity,
p is the density, and 
 is the viscosity of the fluid.
Turbulence can be expected whenever the Reynolds

number, Re, exceeds a value of about 2000. It should be
noted that some texts use radius in the derivation of Re
rather than diameter.When that is done, the critical value
of Re becomes 1000. While laminar flow is silent,
turbulent flow is audible. In practical terms Reynolds
numbers are highest where there is a deformity in the
vessel wall, such as at a branch point or in the root of the
aorta where velocity is very high, but normally turbulence
does not occur in a blood vessel unless its shape has been
modified by disease.

Resistance in Series and Parallel Circuits

Collectively, the arteries, arterioles, capillaries, ven-
ules, and veins are arranged in series. Also, each vessel
type, with the exception of the aorta and the pulmonary
artery, finds itself in parallel with other vessels of the same
type because of the extensive branching of the vascula-
ture. Thus, resistances to blood flow are arranged in both
series and parallel circuits. As will be discussed in other
chapters, this arrangement allows for each region of the
body to be perfused with blood in a regulated manner.

One can appreciate the consequences of whether the
resistance is in series or in parallel with the circuit by
again using the electrical analogy. Consider the follow-
ing example of three tubes with values of 5, 25, and 100
resistance units (RU). If these tubes are arranged in
series (Fig. 10), total resistance (Rt) is given as their
simple sum because the flowing fluid must overcome all
resistances in the circuit:

Rt ¼ R1 þ R2 þ R3

Rt ¼ 5þ 25þ 100 ¼ 130 RU
ð15Þ

Because the same fluid must pass through all
resistances in a series circuit, changing the resistance in
one segment changes the flow in all segments. For
example, constricting the arterioles in an organ equally
reduces flow through the arteries, capillaries, and veins
associated with that organ. When calculating the

Clinical Note

Bruits

Turbulence can occur in the cardiovascular system
at points where the flow velocity is high, such as
where a vessel is abruptly narrowed by an
atherosclerotic plaque. Turbulent flow at such
points can often be heard with a stethoscope;
when such a sound is heard in the peripheral
circulation it is referred to as a bruit. Bruits are not

infrequently heard in the carotid arteries of the
elderly and are usually accompanied by signs of
impaired cerebration because of inadequate cere-
bral blood flow. The Reynolds number is also
influenced by the viscosity of the fluid. When the
viscosity of the blood is reduced by severe anemia,
bruits may be heard at branch points in the large
vessels even without any vascular disease.

FIGURE 9 Fluid is added to two containers that differ only in the

radii of their outflow tubes. Because the radius of tube 2 is twice that of

tube 1, the resistance to flow through tube 2 is 1/16 of that through

tube 1. Thus, flow in tube 2 must be 16 times as great to maintain the

same column height.
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equivalent of several resistances in series, the total must
be greater than the greatest resistance in the circuit. If
you do not find that to be the case, then a calculation
error has been made.

If the same tubes are arranged in parallel (Fig. 11),
the fluid is offered alternative paths that make it easier
to flow through the circuit. Total resistance must be
calculated by adding reciprocals:

1

Rt
¼

1

R1
þ

1

R2
þ

1

R3

1

Rt
¼

1

5
þ

1

25
þ

1

100
¼

25

100
¼

1

4

Rt ¼ 4 RU

ð16Þ

Thus, it would take a �P 32.5 times as great to
maintain the same Q through the three tubes in series
compared with the tubes in parallel. Note that in parallel
circuits the overall resistance must be less than the
smallest individual resistance. In parallel beds, a change
in an individual resistance affects only the flow through
that leg. For example, flow to the intestine is in parallel
with that to the kidneys. An increased resistance to

flow in the intestine will not affect flow to the kidneys as
long as aortic pressure does not change. The cardiac
output would be reduced, however. The arterial pressure
in the systemic circulation perfuses many parallel vascu-
lar beds.

The principle of hydrodynamics can be applied to
understand blood flow in the cardiovascular system;
however, additional complications are added because:
(1) blood is a complex fluid, and (2) blood vessels are
distensible and many can change their radii by contrac-
tion of the muscle in their walls. Each of these
complications affects one or more of the parameters of
resistance, pressure, and flow.

BLOOD IS NOT A NEWTONIAN FLUID

Blood is comprised of water, electrolytes, proteins,
and cells. Many of these components can change in
various physiologic and pathologic states and some
changes affect the overall viscosity of the blood. The two
components with the most influence on viscosity are the
plasma proteins and the red blood cells. Figure 12
depicts the viscosity of blood (relative to water) as a

1              1     1       1

Flow

R total 
= 

 5 
+

 25 
+

 100

R1 = 5

R2 = 25

R3 = 100

FIGURE 11 If the same three tubes described in Fig. 10 are arranged in parallel, the reciprocal

of the resistance offered by the combination of tubes is equal to the sum of the reciprocals of their

individual resistances. Note that this total resistance will always be less than the smallest single

resistance.

Flow

R total = 5 + 25 + 100

R1 = 5 R2 = 25 R3 = 100

FIGURE 10 Three tubes of different radii offer different resistances (R) to flow. If these tubes

are arranged in series, the resistance offered by the combination of tubes is equal to the sum of

their individual resistances. Note that the total resistance will always be greater than the largest

single resistance.
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function of hematocrit (the percent of total blood
volume comprised of red blood cells). Even with no
cells present, blood plasma is about twice as viscous as
water because of the presence of proteins, mainly
albumin; however, at a normal hematocrit of 45%,
blood is about three times as viscous as water. Viscosity
will increase in conditions in which the number of red
blood cells is increased above normal (polycythemia) and
will decrease in conditions in which the hematocrit is
decreased below normal (anemia).

Unlike water, which is a newtonian fluid, the
viscosity of blood changes with flow. This can be seen
by observing the difference in driving pressure that it
takes to maintain flows at various rates through a rigid
glass tube (Fig. 13). For a newtonian fluid, flow would

always be exactly proportional to �P. A doubling of �P
would double Q no matter what the rate of flow. For
blood, however, the pressure flow curve becomes quite
nonlinear at low flow rates. Pure plasma is a solution,
and therefore, fact newtonian. The variable viscosity of
blood occurs because at low flow rates the formed
elements, including the red cells and platelets, begin to
stick to one another. This non-newtonian property of
blood, referred to as anomalous viscosity, in practice
causes only a small deviation from Ohm’s law at normal
blood flow rates and usually can be ignored. Never-
theless, anomalous viscosity can significantly increase
resistance to flow when perfusion pressure is low, as
occurs in shock and other hypotensive states, and can
exacerbate low blood flow state. This is sometimes
referred to as blood sludging.

In the microcirculation, the formed elements cause
the viscosity of blood to be dependent on the diameter
of the vessel through which it is flowing. This phenom-
enon is known as the Fahraeus–Lindquist effect. As
shown in Fig. 14, the viscosity of blood appears to
actually decrease as the vessel diameter decreases below
50 mm, which is just opposite of what might be
imagined. The explanation for the Fahraeus–Lindquist
effect appears to be due to the proclivity of red cells
to concentrate in the center of the blood vessel in a
process termed axial streaming. Because the velocity is
highest in the center of the vessel, the pressure is lowest
in that region and the cells are literally sucked into the
center. On the other hand, it can be shown that the
geometry of a round tube causes most of the viscous
drag to be concentrated nearest to the vessel wall. In the
small vessels where axial streaming is pronounced, the
blood in the critical region near the vascular wall is
left with a low hematocrit and thus a low viscosity. The
net result is that overall viscosity appears to drop.
Another consequence of the axial streaming of blood
cells is that they literally pass through an organ faster
than the plasma. This causes the intra-organ hematocrit
always to be somewhat lower than that of the central
circulation.

BLOOD VESSELS DO NOT BEHAVE AS
RIGID TUBES

In the discussion of hydrodynamics, only tubes with
rigid walls were considered. Blood vessels, on the other
hand, are distensible. If the diameter of a vessel
increases with increasing perfusing pressure, then its
resistance will fall. Such an effect will cause resistance
to be dependent on perfusion pressure, thus causing
additional nonlinearity in the pressure–flow relation-
ship. Such distensibility is very beneficial in the
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FIGURE 13 When a newtonian fluid flows through a rigid tube, the

flow is proportional to the pressure gradient across the tube. With

blood, however, the viscosity appears to increase at low flow rates,

causing a nonlinear pressure flow curve. The formed elements in the

blood are responsible for this anomalous viscosity.

FIGURE 12 The viscosity of blood (relative to water) is a function

of hematocrit. Note that at 0 hematocrit ( plasma), viscosity due to

plasma proteins is about twice that of water. For a normal hematocrit

of 45–50%, blood viscosity is about three times that of water.
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pulmonary system, where a large increase in cardiac
output causes only a small increase in pulmonary
arterial pressure. On the other hand, arterioles are not
very distensible. Because most of the peripheral
resistance resides in arterioles, flow through most
organs remains a remarkably linear function of the
perfusion pressure as depicted by Ohm’s law. The basis
for the distensibility of a blood vessel can be seen in
Table 1. The walls of different blood vessel types
consist of varying amounts of connective tissue and
muscle. Also, the vessels differ in radius and wall
thickness. Thus, distensibility differs among vessel
types. Distensibility of blood vessels is measured as
compliance (C), a change in volume (V ) in response to
a change in distending pressure (P):

C ¼ �V=�P ð17Þ

Because of the compliance relationship, the pressure
in a vessel cannot be raised without moving blood into
it. As a result, pressure changes within the cardiovas-
cular system are usually accompanied by shifts in the
blood distribution. For example, if arterial pressure is
increased, blood must be translocated into the arterial
system at the expense of some other compartment such
as the veins, whose pressure and volume must fall.
Figure 15 reveals that there is a large difference between
the compliance of arteries and veins. At any given
pressure, much more volume is contained in the veins.
This large capacitance contributes to the reservoir
function of the veins. Thus, in the above example, a
large rise in arterial pressure would usually be accom-
panied by a smaller drop in venous pressure. Notice that
at zero pressure the vessels still contain appreciable
blood. This volume is referred to as the unstressed
volume. Thus, the total volume of blood in a vessel is
given by:

ðP� CÞ þ unstressed volume ð18Þ

TABLE 1 Characteristics of Blood Vessels

Characteristic Aorta Arterioles Capillaries Venules Vena cava

Number in the body 1 10 1010 3 � 108 2

Total cross-sectional area (cm2) 9.6 300 5000 4000 18

Individual radius (mm) 17.5 0.010 0.004 0.02 17

Wall thickness (mm) 2 0.020 0.001 0.002 1.5

Elastin þ þ þ þ 0 þ þ

Smooth muscle þ þ þ þ þ 0 þ þ þ

Collagen þ þ þ þ 0 þ þ

Transmural pressure (mm Hg) 110 70 20 10 5

Peak velocity of flow (cm/sec) 50 0.3 0.017 0.02 4.6

þ, low abundance; þ þ, moderate abundance; þ þ þ, high abundance.
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FIGURE 14 The viscosity of blood appears to decrease as the

diameter of the tube it flows through decreases. Because most of the

peripheral resistance in the body resides in vessels with radii of 50 mm
or less, the Fahraeus–Lindquist effect allows blood to flow more easily

through the tissues. (Modified from Fahraeus R, Lindquist T, Am J

Physiol 1931; 96:562.)

FIGURE 15 Volume-pressure relationships of the venous and

arterial systems indicate that the venous compliance (indicated by

the slopes of the lines) is much greater than that of the arteries.

Also, the unstressed volume (the volume at zero pressure) is much

larger for the veins.
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PRESSURES AND RESISTANCES IN THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

The resistance to blood flow differs at each level in
the vasculature. Resistance in the aorta and the network
of large conducting arteries is minimal because of their
large radii. On the other hand, resistance is quite high in
the arteriolar network because of the small radius of
each vessel, even though there are many arterioles
arranged in parallel. This illustrates the major impor-
tance of vessel radius. The capillaries offer much less
resistance than the arterioles. Although the radius of
each capillary is less than that of an arteriole, the
capillaries as a group have a low resistance because there
are so many of them in parallel. Each arteriole supplies
many capillaries. This hierarchical arrangement lowers
capillary resistance and at the same time increases the
surface area for exchange of metabolites. Because of
their large radii and their parallel arrangement, the veins
offer minimal resistance to blood flow.

Although both length and radius of the vessel
contribute to its resistance, it is the radius that is altered
to modulate flow. Smooth muscle cells in the vessels,
especially the arterioles, are arranged such that their
contraction or relaxation results in reductions and
increases in vessel radius, resp., causing major changes
in the resistance to blood flow. Figure 16 illustrates the
change in resistance in a single vascular bed that occurs
during stimulation of its sympathetic nerves. The
perfusion pressure is held constant. Note that at
increasing stimulation rates the flow falls, indicating
an increase in resistance. Now let’s extrapolate this
experiment to the intact body under two conditions.
First, if there were generalized sympathetic stimulation
to all the organs, and if cardiac output (CO) remained
constant, then mean arterial blood pressure would
increase. That is because the total peripheral resistance

(TPR) would increase. By Ohm’s law:

Mean arterial pressure ¼ CO� TPR ð19Þ

If, on the other hand, stimulation were confined to a
single organ, the effect on TPR and thus mean arterial
blood pressure might be small. Blood flow to the
stimulated area would be reduced, whereas that to all
other tissues would remain the same. Modulation of
vascular resistance is a primary means of controlling
pressures and flow in the cardiovascular system.

Pressure Differs in Each Vessel Type

Because total energy for blood flow through the
blood vessels comes from the heart, total energy
(expressed as end pressure) is highest in the aorta. As
blood flows through the vessels, energy is lost because of
friction, and total energy will be lowest in the vena cava.
However, as one might suspect from the preceding
discussion of resistances in the system, the drop in
energy is not the same across each vessel type. Figure 17
illustrates the mean pressure recorded at all levels
throughout the system. Because the vessel types are
essentially in series with each other in each organ, the
resistance of each vessel type will be proportional to the
drop in pressure across it. As mentioned previously,
little pressure is lost as blood moves through the larger
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FIGURE 17 As blood flows from the root of the aorta to the vena

cava, the pressure within the vascular system decreases. The decrease is

due to the resistance to blood flow. As this figure illustrates, the greatest

decrease in pressure (due to large resistance) occurs in the arterioles.

There is little resistance to flow in the large arteries or in the veins.
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FIGURE 16 Arterial blood under constant pressure is introduced

into an artery supplying an organ. The sympathetic nerves to that

organ are stimulated at various rates. Note that flow falls because the

resistance to flow increases with stimulation rate. These nerves cause

constriction of vascular smooth muscle in the arterioles which

decreases their caliber.
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arteries and veins. Those vessels serve as efficient
conduits, bringing blood to and away from all parts of
the body. The greatest pressure drop occurs across the
arterioles. These vessels also have abundant smooth
muscle in their walls that can change their resistance to
flow moment to moment. Because they constitute a
major portion of the resistance to flow of an organ,
arterioles are the ideal site for local regulation of
blood flow.

Arterial Pressure is Pulsatile

The major energy source for blood flow in the
cardiovascular system is the heart. During systole the
heart ejects blood into the aorta, raising the pressure.
During the rest of the cycle (diastole), the aortic pressure
is falling as the heart refills with blood from the veins.
The shaded areas depicted in Fig. 17 are meant to
illustrate the pulsations in pressure. Note that the
pulsations are damped out in the microcirculation.
These pulsations are better appreciated in Fig. 18 where
pressure in an artery is plotted against time. The
difference between the peak pressure (systolic) and the
minimum pressure (diastolic) over the cycle is referred to
as the pulse pressure. The mean pressure refers to the
average pressure with respect to time as indicated by the
dotted line labeled 100 in Fig. 18. If the aortic pressure
varied as a perfect sign wave then the mean aortic
pressure would be simply halfway between the systolic
and diastolic pressure. Unfortunately, the aortic pres-
sure has a very peculiar shape. In practice, the mean
aortic pressure can be closely approximated by adding
1/3 of the pulse pressure to the diastolic pressure.

The basis for the pulse pressure is as follows. The
equation for compliance states that the pressure in
the distensible arterial tree at any instant depends on
the volume of fluid in those vessels divided by their
capacitance. Because arterial compliance changes little

from moment to moment, the factor that determines
arterial pressure is the volume of blood in the arterial
tree. This volume depends on the balance between
inflow from the heart and outflow through the
resistance vessels. Inflow occurs primarily during the
rapid ejection period of the heart (see Chapter 13)
while outflow depends on the peripheral resistance and
the aortic pressure and occurs throughout the cardiac
cycle. Because the rapid ejection period of systole is so
brief, little outflow occurs during that period, and it is
as if the entire stroke volume suddenly appears in
the aorta. Thus, pulse pressure (PP) will be closely
approximated by:

PP ¼ SV=C ð20Þ

Clinical Note

Measuring Blood Pressure

Blood pressure is measured in the human
noninvasively with a device called a sphygmo-
manometer. Basically, an inflatable cuff is
wrapped around the upper arm and inflated to
about 170 mm Hg. A stethoscope is placed over
the brachial artery just below the cuff and the air
is slowly let out of the cuff. To begin with, the
brachial artery is collapsed by the pressure. As the
pressure in the cuff falls below the systolic blood

pressure, the vessel pops open briefly during
each systole. As the flow starts and stops it is
turbulent and audible. As cuff pressure falls below
diastolic pressure, the vessel remains patent
throughout the cardiac cycle and the sounds
disappear. The cuff pressure where the sounds
are first heard is taken to be the patient’s systolic
pressure and the pressure at which they disap-
pear as the diastolic pressure.

FIGURE 18 Pressures recorded from three sites in the aorta. At all

three sites pressure fluctuates between a maximum systolic pressure

and a minimum diastolic pressure. The difference between systolic and

diastolic pressure is the pulse pressure. The amplitude and shape of the

pressure signal is altered as distance from the heart increases. Note

that pulse pressure in the abdominal aorta (bottom panel) is higher

than that in the aortic root. Mean pressure (100 mm Hg) are the

same at all levels. The vertical time lines reveal that the systolic

rise in pressure occurs much later in the abdominal aorta than in

the root.
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where SV ¼ stroke volume and C ¼ arterial compli-
ance. In Fig. 19, arterial volume is plotted as a func-
tion of arterial pressure, and the diagonal line indicates
vascular compliance. At the end of ejection the arterial
system is distended with the stroke volume and
pressure rises to 120 mm Hg. Over the ensuing diastole,
volume decreases and pressure falls to 85 mm Hg,
giving a pulse pressure of 35 mm Hg. If stroke volume
is increased as shown by the shaded area, a greater
pulse pressure will be achieved. Note that this increase

in stroke volume has resulted in an increase in both the
mean pressure and the pulse pressure, even though
compliance remained constant.

Changes in capacitance also affect pulse pressure.
Figure 20 illustrates the volume–pressure relationships
for aortas that were removed from individuals who had
died at various ages. The slope of the line relating
volume and pressure indicates compliance and is
relatively high for vessels taken from younger indivi-
duals. With age, compliance decreases because of a
change in the composition of the aortic wall. The effect
of a loss of arterial compliance, such as that associated
with aging, is shown in Fig. 21. In this figure, a person
with normal arterial compliance is compared to a
person with low compliance. If heart rate, ejection
time, and resistance are the same for both situations, it
follows that for any given stroke volume the pulse
pressure will be greater in the individual with the lower
compliance. Note that in this example a change in
compliance does not affect mean arterial pressure, just
the pulse pressure. The normal pulse pressure for a
60-year-old person averages 60 mm Hg, whereas that for
a 20-year-old person averages only 40 mm Hg. Because
the physical work done by the heart is the volume
pumped times the systolic pressure, this puts an added
burden on the elderly heart, even though the cardiac
output and the mean arterial pressure may be the same
as that in the young individual.

Distensibility of the arterial tree also allows for a
more efficient use of the energy generated by the heart in
the maintenance of blood flow. If blood vessels were
rigid, blood flow and pressures would be very high
during systole, but both would fall to zero during
diastole. Such a flow pattern would require excessive
work by the heart because it would have to pump
against an extremely high pressure to force the entire
cardiac output through the circulation during only a
small fraction of the cardiac cycle. Much of the energy
expended by the heart during ejection is stored in the
distended walls of the arterial system. This stored energy
serves to force blood into the periphery during the
remainder of the cardiac cycle. A good analogy is the
bagpipe player who blows into the bag in short spurts.
The energy from those spurts of air is stored in a
compliant bag so that air exits through the pipes in a
steady stream, giving an uninterrupted tone even while
the player is taking a breath.

The pressure pulse, like the blood, is transmitted
down the aorta to the peripheral vessels. The vertical
lines in Fig. 18 reveal that the pressure pulse takes
about 0.25 sec to travel 40 cm down the aorta. The
pressure profile becomes distorted as it traverses the
aorta. Interestingly, reflected waves in the aorta cause
the pulse pressure to actually increase in the distal

FIGURE 20 Aortas from individuals of three age groups (20–24,

36–42, and 71–78 years) were studied by filling them to various

pressures with fluid. At each pressure, the volume was noted. The slope

of each line relating volume to pressure describes the compliance for

each group. Note that compliance is much higher in the youngest

group. In older individuals, compliance is less, especially at higher

aortic pressures. (Modified from Hallock P, Benson JC, J Clin Invest

1937; 16:596.)
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aorta. Note, however, that the mean pressure and thus
the total energy are unchanged as the distance from the
heart increases. As the pressure pulse progresses
through the arterioles, the combination of arteriolar
resistance and compliance attenuates the pulse such
that it is almost completely damped out at the level of
the capillaries and beyond (see Fig. 17).

Forces in the Blood Vessel Wall

The side pressure exerted on the wall of a blood vessel
acts to distend the vessel. The hydrostatic pressure in the
interstitium that would oppose that distension is
normally very low. This distending force must, there-
fore, be balanced by forces within the vessel wall or else
the vessel would rupture. The magnitude of the tension
(T ) in the wall opposing the transmural pressure (Pt) is
influenced by vessel radius (r). The relationship among
the three factors is given by the law of LaPlace:

T ¼ Ptr ð21Þ

Note that the wall tension increases not only with the
internal pressure, which is obvious, but also with
the radius of the vessel, which is not so obvious. The
LaPlace relationship can be used to explain many of the
structural features found in the cardiovascular system.
For large arteries such as the aorta, both pressure and
radius are large so that a very large force is generated in
the aortic wall. However, the aortic wall is thick and
composed of strong connective tissue and muscle. In the
thin-walled veins, the radii are still large but the wall
tension is low because the pressures are low.

The capillaries pose an interesting case. The walls of
these vessels are a single layer of endothelial cells devoid
of connective tissue. Although the pressures are much
higher than those found in veins, this higher pressure is
offset by the very small radii of the capillaries. Because
of the small radius, the wall tension is very low. As a
result, the capillaries seldom burst, whereas rupture of
the thick-walled aorta is a relatively common medical
event.

Distribution of Flow and Volume in the

Vascular System

The volume of flow must be the same in all divisions
of the cardiovascular system. That is, cardiac output
must equal the volume of flow through the aorta, the
arteries, arterioles, capillaries, and veins. The velocity
of flow, on the other hand, differs markedly. This is
because the total cross-sectional area of each of the
divisions is different. The flow velocity is highest in the
root of the aorta. As Table 1 indicates, the cross-
sectional area of the aorta in the body is 9.6 cm2.
According to Eq. 2, if the cardiac output is 5000 cm3/
min (83 cm3/sec), then the mean velocity will be
approximately 8.65 cm/sec. The flow velocity is the
slowest in the capillaries. The total cross-sectional area
of all the capillaries (remember that the capillaries are
in parallel with each other) is about 5000 cm2. Because
flow through the capillary beds must also be 83 cm3/sec,

Clinical Note

Narrow Pulse Pressure

Patients with a very narrow pulse pressure are a
cause for concern. Equation 20 indicates that a
narrow pulse pressure could result from either
a reduced stroke volume or increased compli-
ance of the aorta. Reduced stroke volume can
result from inadequate blood volume as might
occur after hemorrhage or from a failing heart.

A common cause of increased aortic compliance
is the presence of a distended region of the aorta,
called an aneurysm. Aneurisms tend to be
unstable because, once distended, the wall
tension further increases because of the law of
LaPlace, putting the patient at risk of a cata-
strophic rupture of the aorta.
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velocity is only approximately 0.017 cm/sec in the
capillaries. This low velocity allows time for exchange
of oxygen, carbon dioxide, nutrients, and waste to take
place between the tissues and the blood in the
capillaries. If the kinetic energy component for the
flow in the root of the aorta is calculated from
the above figures, we arrive at only 0.028 mm Hg.
The calculation assumed that the cardiac output was
delivered over the entire cardiac cycle. Actually peak
velocity during the rapid ejection period exceeds 50
cm/sec, which would yield a peak kinetic component of
0.54 mm Hg.

The heart and blood vessels contain approximately
5000 mL of blood, approximately 4000 mL in the
systemic vascular system and 1000 mL in the pulmo-
nary system at any instant. The distribution of blood
among the various vessel types in both systems depends
on the side pressures existing in the vessels and the
vessel capacitances at any instant. As it turns out, the
large capacitance and unstressed volume of the veins
causes most of the blood volume to be found in the
veins (Fig. 22).

Because of their large blood volume, the veins serve
an important reservoir function in the body. Smooth
muscle in the walls of the veins allows them to change
their compliance as needed. As this compliance changes,
so does venous pressure, which is the filling pressure
for the heart. Modulation of venous compliance is an
important mechanism for controlling cardiac output.
Stimulating the sympathetic nerves to the veins causes
smooth muscle in their walls to contract, which raises
the venous pressure. As we will see in Chapter 13, filling
of the heart is determined by the venous pressure. The
more the heart fills, the more it will eject with every beat.
Thus, the body can easily increase the cardiac output by
simply constricting the veins.

GRAVITY CREATES HYDROSTATIC COLUMNS
WITHIN THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

Flow and pressure in the vasculature, especially in
the veins, are affected by gravity (Fig. 23). First
consider an individual who is lying down. In this
position, the only force affecting pressure in the blood
vessels is that generated by flow through them because
all levels of the cardiovascular system are at about the
same vertical height. Upon standing, however, the
pressures generated by the hydrostatic columns of
blood in the vessels become quite large. At the
beginning of this chapter, we stated that 100 mm Hg
are generated by every 136 cm (54 inches) of water (or
in this case blood, which is only slightly more dense
than water). Consider the arterial system of a 6-foot-
tall individual. When standing, the hydrostatic column
will cause the pressure in an artery at the base of his
foot to be 133 mm Hg higher than that in an artery in
the top of his head. That is remarkable considering
that mean arterial pressure at the heart is only about
100 mm Hg. Because of the position of the heart high
in the chest, arterial blood pressure is high enough to
force blood to the head because there is only about a
30-mmHg hydrostatic column between the two struc-
tures. If the gravitational acceleration were increased,
such as occurs in a high-performance aircraft during a
tight turn, the arterial pressure loss to the head due to
hydrostatic columns can be a problem. At three times
the acceleration of gravity, the arterial pressure to the
brain approaches zero and the pilot loses conscious-
ness. Hydrostatic columns augment the pressure in the
arteries below the heart. Figure 23 reveals that, upon
standing, an additional 100 mm Hg are added to the
arterial pressure at the feet.

Gravity markedly affects function of the veins as
well. Pressure in the central veins near the heart is
normally less than 5 mm Hg. Thus, upon standing,
pressure in the veins in the head and neck tends to
become negative, which causes these vessels to collapse.
That is why the jugular pulse is not normally seen in a
person in the erect posture but can be seen when
supine. Inside the cranium, rigid venous sinuses
actually allow venous pressure to become slightly
negative at the top of the head, as shown in Fig. 23.
If sinuses are ruptured during head trauma, air can
actually be drawn into them. Figure 23 also shows that
the hydrostatic column in the veins below the heart
would cause venous pressure in the feet to increase to
more than 100 mm Hg if compensatory mechanisms
did not come into play. Such a high venous pressure
would cause blood to pool in the dependent veins
because of their high compliance. Also, the increased
venous pressure would be reflected back into the

Veins
75%

Capillaries
5%

Arteries
20%

FIGURE 22 At any instant, the volume of blood in the systemic

circulation is distributed as indicated. Owing to their large unstressed

volume and capacitance, the veins contain most of the blood, even

though venous pressures are low.
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capillaries and cause massive filtration across the
capillaries (see Chapter 16). Fortunately, structural
and functional mechanisms exist to counteract the
effects of gravity. One-way valves in the veins prevent
the back flow of blood. The veins course through the
skeletal muscles of the legs and, when these muscles

contract, they squeeze the veins, actively forcing
blood across the valves toward the heart. When
the muscles relax the valves periodically break the
column of blood between the dependent limbs and
the heart, as shown in the left-most panel of Fig. 23.
The valves then allow the empty venous segments to

Clinical Note

Venous Pooling

Standing without periodically contracting the leg
muscles can lead to venous pooling of blood to
the point at which cardiac return is reduced
enough to make an individual faint. This often
occurs in military parades where soldiers are

asked to stand at attention for long periods of
time. If the erect posture is prolonged, the effects
of venous pooling can even prove fatal. This was
the mechanism for execution by crucifixion in
ancient times.
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Arterial pressure
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FIGURE 23 Schematic diagram of the effects of gravity on pressure in the arterial and venous systems. Note

that, in both, the pressure increases below the heart and decreases above the heart. The left panel shows that

valves in the veins in conjunction with the muscle pump help to break these columns in the dependent limbs,

which reduces venous pressure in that region. The numbers to the right show the �P between the arteries and

the veins.
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refill from the periphery. This ‘‘muscle pump’’ is very
important. Figure 24 shows venous pressure in the
foot of an individual standing quietly and while
walking. Note how walking causes the muscle pump
to greatly reduce venous pressure in the foot and that
the muscle pump also increases the �P for flow
through the leg muscles by lowering venous pressure as
they exercise.
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FIGURE 24 Venous pressure is measured in a patient’s foot. While the patient stands

quietly, pressure approaches 80 mmHg because of the hydrostatic column. When the muscle

pump is evoked by slow walking, however, pressure quickly falls to less than 20 mmHg.

(Modified from Noddeland H, Ingemansen R, Reed RK, Clin Physiol 1983; 3:573.)
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Electrical Activity of the Heart

JAMES M. DOWNEY

KEY POINTS
� Heart muscle cells contract in response to an

action potential on their membrane.
� Cells in the SA node region of the atrium

depolarize spontaneously and act as the
heart’s pacemaker.

� Action potentials spread electronically from cell
to cell over the entire heart.

� Slow conduction through the AV node, the only
excitation pathway from the atria to the
ventricles, allows atrial contraction to precede
ventricular contraction.

� Rapidly conducting Purkinje fibers cause rapid
activation of the ventricle.

� Cardiac muscle has a long plateau in the action
potential to maintain a prolonged period of
activation.

� The plateau (phase 2) is maintained by opening
of slow voltage-gated calcium channels and
closure of potassium channels.

� The plateau is preceded by rapid depolarization
(phase 0) because of opening of voltage-gated
sodium channels, and followed by repolariza-
tion (phase 3) because of the spontaneous
closure of calcium channels and a reopening of
potassium channels.
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CARDIAC MUSCLE IS SIMILAR TO OTHER
MUSCLE TYPES

Cardiac muscle, like skeletal muscle, is a striated
muscle and much of the mechanism of contraction is
similar between the two muscle types. The electrophy-
siology of the two muscles differs dramatically,
however. In skeletal muscle an action potential in the
synaptic terminal of a motor neuron coming from the
central nervous system releases a transmitter substance,
acetylcholine, which triggers a very brief action poten-
tial on the muscle cell, causing it to contract. Skeletal
muscle contracts in an all-or-none fashion and the
force generated, for any given length, will be the same
for every twitch (for a review, see Chapter 7). The
action potential is so short in skeletal muscle that a
single action potential generates an insignificant
amount of force. Usable force can only be achieved
by stimulating the fiber repeatedly with a train of
neural discharges (temporal summation). Individual
motor units can be stimulated within a muscle as a
further means of control. Cardiac muscle differs in
several important respects. First, the cardiac action
potential is not initiated by neural activity. Instead,
specialized cardiac muscle tissue in the heart itself
initiates the action potential, which then spreads
directly from muscle cell to muscle cell. Neural
influences have only a modulatory effect on the heart
rate. Second, the duration of the cardiac action
potential is quite long. As a result, the full force of
cardiac contraction results from a single action poten-
tial. The force of contraction is not the same for every
beat of the heart and can be modulated by the cardiac
nerves. Finally, all cells in the heart contract together
as a unit in a coordinated fashion with every beat.

This chapter examines the electrical properties of the
cardiac muscle cells. We begin by looking at the
different types of cells in the heart. The properties and
ionic mechanism of cardiac action potentials, the
processes of excitation–contraction coupling, and the
regulation of the heart rate will be explained.

EXCITATION ORIGINATES WITHIN THE HEART
MUSCLE CELLS

Two broad types of cells are found within the heart:
(1) contractile cells and (2) conductile cells. Contractile
cells are the cells of the working myocardium and
constitute the bulk of the muscle cells that make up the
atria and the ventricles. An action potential in any one
of these cells leads to a mechanical contraction of that
cell. Furthermore, an action potential in one cardiac
muscle cell will stimulate neighboring cells to undergo
an action potential, such that activation of any single
cell will be propagated over the whole heart. Conductile
cells are specialized muscle cells that are involved with
the initiation or propagation of action potentials but
have little mechanical capability. The principal conduc-
tile cells are indicated in Fig. 1. Of critical importance is
the sinoatrial (SA) node. The SA node (sometimes called
the sinus node) lies in the right atrium near the vena
cava. SA nodal cells generate spontaneous action

KEY POINTS (continued )
� Between beats (phase 4) the sodium and

calcium channels are closed and potassium
channels are open.

� Action potentials cause contraction by
liberating calcium from the SR into the
cytosol.

� Autonomic nerves modulate the heart rate.
Sympathetic stimulation increases the rate of
SA node firing and the rate of conduction
through the AV node. Parasympathetic sti-
mulation decreases the rate of SA node firing
and the rate of conduction through the AV node.

FIGURE 1 Structure of the conduction system of the heart.

Structures colored blue are those responsible for generating and

propagating the wave of excitation that leads to contraction of the

heart. (Modified from Katz AM. Physiology of the heart. New York:

Raven Press, 1992.)
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potentials and act as the normal pacemaker for the
heart. Because the SA node is located in the atria, action
potentials will first be propagated over the atria, making
them the first structures in the heart to contract.

Action potentials spreading across the atria even-
tually reach another conducting structure known as the
atrioventricular (AV) node. The AV node is located in
the interatrial septum between the ostium of the
coronary sinus and the septal leaflet of the tricuspid
valve. The AV node serves two important functions.
One is to relay the wave of depolarization from the atria
to the ventricles. A sheet of connective tissue associated
with the atrioventricular valves separates the atria from
the ventricles, and the AV node is the only conductive
link between the atria and the ventricles. The second
function is to delay the spread of excitation from the
atria to the ventricles. The AV node cells are specialized
to conduct very slowly. This delay permits the atria to
eject their blood and therefore fill the ventricles before
the latter begin to contract.

The fibers of the AV node give rise to fibers of the
AV bundle (common bundle or bundle of His), which
in turn divides into two major branches, the left bundle
branch and the right bundle branch. These branches
then divide into an extensive network of Purkinje fibers.
The Purkinje fibers are conductile cells that conduct
action potentials very rapidly. They are interwoven
among the contractile cells of the ventricles and serve
to quickly spread the wave of excitation throughout the
ventricles. Because they conduct so rapidly, all muscle
cells of the ventricles appear to contract in unison. It is
important to emphasize that all of these conductile
structures (e.g., SA node, AV node, Purkinje network)
are not nervous tissue but, rather, specialized cardiac
muscle cells.

EXCITATION IS CONDUCTED FROM CELL TO
CELL THROUGH GAP JUNCTIONS

Figure 2 is a micrograph of adjacent contractile
cells from the ventricle. Like all striated muscle,
ventricular muscle has the typical pattern of cross
striations because of its highly organized contractile

proteins (see Chapter 7 and Fig. 3). The region at which
the cell membranes of adjacent myocytes adjoin is
termed the intercalated disc. The myocytes are arranged
in the heart in a staggered pattern, much like bricks in
a wall. The intercalated discs occur at the junction
between the myocytes and would be analogous to the
mortar between the bricks. The discs run transversely
where the ends of two adjacent myocytes abut. The disc
then turns 90� and runs longitudinally between the
myocytes until another end-abutment begins. The

Clinical Note

If the heart were to beat in response to motor
nerve stimulation like a skeletal muscle, the
transplant procedure would be virtually impos-
sible because surgical reconnection of nerves is

not feasible. The surgeon would not be able to
attach the nerves and have a beating heart at the
end of the operation. Fortunately, the trans-
planted heart brings its own pacemaker with it.

FIGURE 2 An electron micrograph of ventricular muscle. The

sliding filaments display the I, A, and Z bands. A T tubule is indicated

by T and the mitochondria are indicated by M. Detail D shows a

desmosome on the transverse aspect of the intercalated disc between

two myocytes. Inset GJ shows a gap junction on the longitudinal

aspect of the intercalated disc. Electrical activation spreads from one

cardiac cell to the next via gap junctions. (Modified from Goodman

SR. Medical cell biology. Philadelphia: JP Lippincott, 1994.)
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transverse aspect of the intercalated disc is filled with
structures called desmosomes. The desmosomes make
strong mechanical attachments between the cells and
transmit the force of contraction. The transverse aspect
as well as the longitudinally oriented region of the
intercalated disc are rich in low-resistance connections
between the cells called gap junctions. Small pores in the
center of each gap junction allow ions and even small
peptides to flow from one cell to another along their
electrochemical gradients. Cardiac muscle gap junctions
serve an identical function as the gap junctions at
electrical synapses between nerve cells (Chapter 6) and
nexuses in smooth muscle cells (Chapter 8). An action

potential in one muscle cell is propagated to adjacent
muscle cells via direct electrotonic propagation across the
gap junctions. The gap junctions cause every cell in the
heart to be electrically coupled to its neighboring cells
and that is what causes the heart to behave like a single
motor unit. Theoretically, an ion inside an SA nodal cell
could travel through every cell in the heart without ever
having to enter the extracellular space.

The Purkinje cells are still muscle cells but contain
fewer contractile proteins than contractile cells. They are
specialized not for contraction but, rather, for fast
electrical propagation. The large diameter of the
Purkinje cells gives them a high conduction velocity.

Clinical Note

Any cell in the heart is in theory capable of a
spontaneous action potential. The SA node
happens to have the fastest intrinsic rate and,
hence, is the pacemaker. If the AV node is injured
by disease, conduction through it can be lost
and ventricular cells will be isolated from the
pacemaker in the atrium. In that case the cells
with the next highest rhythm, usually in
the bundle of His, will keep the ventricles

beating but at a much reduced rate. In this
condition, called complete heart block, the atria
and ventricles beat independently of one another.
While the appearance of a ventricular pacemaker
keeps the heart beating, the reduced ventricular
rate is usually too slow to maintain a suitable
cardiac output and the patients have severe
symptoms such as fatigue and even loss of
consciousness.

Sarcoplasmic
reticulum

I band A band

Mitochondrion

Mitochondrion

Sarcolemma T tubule

Sarcotubular
network

Cisterna

Z line

FIGURE 3 Ultrastructure of a contractile cell. A contractile cell in the heart is very similar to skeletal muscle in

its basic cellular organization. (Modified from Katz AM. Physiology of the heart. New York: Raven Press, 1992.)
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(Recall from Chapter 5 that the greater the diameter of a
nerve axon, the greater the propagation velocity of nerve
action potentials.) A Purkinje fiber has a particularly
high density of gap junctions between its cells, and they
will conduct action potentials at about 4 m/sec over the
ventricle. Atrial and ventricular muscle cells on the other
hand conduct at only 1 m/sec.

Cells of the SA and AV nodes, like the Purkinje
fibers, also have a reduced quantity of contractile
proteins. As discussed later, nodal cells lack fast
sodium channels and that reduces the rate at which
they depolarize. They also are much smaller than either
the contractile or Purkinje cells. Both of these properties
cause them to have a low conduction velocity. AV nodal
cells also have a reduced density of gap junctions that
even further depresses their conduction velocity to only
about 0.05 m/sec. It is the low propagation velocity of
the AV nodal cells that provides the delay between atrial
and ventricular contraction.

The ultrastructural features of a typical cardiac
muscle cell are illustrated in Fig. 3. At first glance, the
ultrastructure appears much like a skeletal muscle cell
(see Chapter 7). Common features include characteristic
A, I, and Z bands, a T-tubule system, and sarcoplasmic
reticulum (SR). Some subtle differences exist, however,
between cardiac muscle and the skeletal muscle ultra-
structure. One difference lies in the T tubules (which
stands for ‘‘transverse’’ tubules because they are trans-
versely oriented to the long axis of the cell). They are
centered on the Z band with only one tubule per
sarcomere. Mammalian skeletal muscle is modified to
have two T tubules per sarcomere, which reduces the
distance over which calcium must diffuse to reach
the sliding filaments. This results in an extremely fast
twitch that can provide an important survival benefit.
Cardiac muscle does not require such a fast activation
time and, hence, a single T tubule per sarcomere is
sufficient.

The SR in cardiac contractile cells consists of two
types of structures: (1) the sarcotubular network, making
up the bulk of the SR, is in proximity to the contractile
machinery, and (2) the subsarcolemma cisternae, the
region at which the SR abuts the T tubules. The
subsarcolemma cisternae are equivalent to the terminal
cisternae of skeletal muscle cells.

Finally, cardiac myocytes contain a large quantity of
mitochondria reflecting the aerobic nature of cardiac
muscle metabolism. Most of the metabolic energy of the
heart comes from oxidative metabolism of fatty acids
and lactate, with glucose accounting for only a small
fraction of the energy source. Although the heart can
derive some energy by anaerobic glycolysis of glucose, it
is not enough to keep up with the high energy demands
of a beating heart. As a result, interruption of the heart’s

oxygen supply will cause a cessation of mechanical
activity within less than 1 min and irreversible injury of
the cells will begin within 20 min if the oxygen supply is
not restored.

CARDIAC MUSCLE EXPERIENCES AN
ACTION POTENTIAL

Figure 4 shows an action potential typical of what
would be recorded from a contractile cell in the ventricle.
Superficially, this action potential appears similar to the
action potentials seen in nerve, skeletal, and smooth
muscle cells (Chapters 6, 7, and 8). One major difference,
however, is its duration. Note that the action potential
remains in a depolarized state for about 300 msec (almost
a third of a second) giving it a shape like a plateau. In
contrast, an action potential in a nerve or skeletal muscle
cell lasts only about 1 msec. It is the plateaued action
potential that keeps the heart activated long enough to
develop a forceful contraction from a single action
potential. The rapid phase of depolarization is termed
phase 0. Phase 1 is a trasient repolarization following the
overshooting of Phase 0. Phase 1 is followed by a long
period during which the membrane potential remains
depolarized, the plateau phase or phase 2. After the
plateau phase, a phase of repolarization occurs during
which the membrane potential returns to its resting level.
This phase is termed phase 3. The resting potential
between beats is referred to as phase 4.

CARDIAC MUSCLE EXHIBITS BOTH DIVERSITY
AND SPECIALIZATION

Just as there is morphologic diversity and specializa-
tion of individual cells in the heart, there is also electrical

FIGURE 4 Phases of the action potential in a contractile cell. The

action potential has 5 distinct phases.
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diversity and specialization. Figure 5 illustrates action
potentials recorded in several different regions of the
heart. Action potentials in contractile and Purkinje cells
are associated with a very rapid depolarizing phase and
a broad plateau region. Both the rapidity of depolariza-
tion as well as the plateau phase are less prominent in
action potentials recorded from nodal cells. None of
these cells experiences a hyperpolarizing afterpotential,
as is the case for action potentials in nerve and skeletal
muscle cells. Finally, note that the phase 4 baseline is
normally stable in contractile and Purkinje cells, but is
not stable in the SA nodal cells.

PROLONGED OPENING OF CALCIUM CHANNEL
CAUSES THE PLATEAU PHASE OF THE

ACTION POTENTIAL

In a nerve cell or a muscle cell, a rapid increase in
Naþ permeability (actually conductance, because we are
talking about charge movement) is seen that depolarizes
the cell, followed by an increase in Kþ conductance that
repolarizes it. The peculiar shape of the cardiac action
potential suggests that the ionic mechanisms are differ-
ent in heart cells, as indeed they are. Figure 6A shows
an action potential from a normal contractile cell,
whereas Fig. 6B shows the action potential after treating
the cell with tetrodotoxin (TTX). TTX selectively blocks

the voltage-gated fast sodium channels. TTX does not
completely block the action potential, as it does in nerve
or muscle; rather, it only attenuates the rate of phase 0
depolarization. Clearly, a sustained increased Naþ

conductance is not what prolongs the duration of the
cardiac action potential.

The long plateau phase is actually due to a prolonged
increase in Ca2þ conductance through voltage-dependent
calcium channels, often referred to as L-type calcium
channels. These channels are similar to those seen in the
presynaptic terminal (Chapter 6) or in smooth muscle
(Chapter 8). An increase in Ca2þ permeability will
depolarize the cell just as an increase in Naþ perme-
ability does. The concentration of Ca2þ is much higher
outside the cell than inside, with an equilibrium
potential of about þ120 mV. Therefore, if the
membrane were freely permeable to Ca2þ, the voltage
inside the cell would then approach þ120 mV.

Compare the action potential in the TTX-treated
contractile cell of Fig. 6 to the nodal cells in Fig. 5. The
slow phase 0 and lack of overshoot in the nodal cells
is due to the fact that fast sodium channels are not
expressed in these cells. The action potential in nodal
tissue is maintained entirely by the L-type calcium
channels. As expected, TTX has no effect on the action
potential in nodal cells.

PROLONGED REFRACTORY PERIODS PREVENT
THE HEART FROM BEING TETANIZED

The fast sodium channels trigger action potentials in
contractile and Purkinje cells. They have actually two
gates that control passage of Naþ through the channel.
The activation gate normally blocks the channel.
Because it is voltage-gated it opens only when the
membrane potential reaches threshold creating phase 0.
Shortly after the activation gate opens a second part of
the molecule, the inactivation gate closes the channel,
causing phase 0 to end. The inactivation gate is voltage
sensitive and does not reopen until the membrane
repolarizes. Only when the inactivation gate finally

FIGURE 5 Diversity of action potentials in four difference cardiac

cells. The action potentials in difference regions of the heart have

characteristic features. Note the significant differences between an

action potential in an SA nodal cell and an action potential in a

ventricular cell. (Modified from Katz AM. Physiology of the heart.

New York: Raven Press, 1992.)

FIGURE 6 Effects of sodium channel blocker, tetrodotoxin (TTX),

on action potential in a contractile cell. TTX affects the early phases

(phases 0 and 1), but has little effect on phases 2 and 3.
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opens will the cell be receptive to restimulation. This
causes an absolute refractory period all through phase 2
and into phase 3, making it impossible to tetanize
cardiac muscle. The refractory period ensures that the
heart will relax between beats, allowing it to refill with
the blood that will be pumped on the next beat. As the
inactivation gates begin to open, the heart goes through
a relative refractory period late in phase 3 where it can be
restimulated but the threshold required for stimulation
is elevated. Also an attenuated contraction will result
because not all cells have their inactivation gates open
yet. In nodal tissue lacking fast sodium channels the
L-type calcium channels are also refractory to re-
stimulation well into electrical diastole.

As the wave of excitation finishes traversing the
ventricles, the entire heart is in a refractory period,
causing the wave to die out and the heart to relax.
Sometimes conduction can be slowed in a diseased
region to the point where the rest of the heart is out of
the refractory period by the time the wave emerges from
the depressed segment. When that occurs the heart can
be restimulated by this delayed impulse causing a
reentrant rhythm, in which the cycle repeats itself over
and over. Under those conditions the heart may beat
very rapidly or even fibrillate.

IONIC FLUXES IN THE CARDIAC MUSCLE CELLS

Figure 7 summarizes some of the key changes in ion
permeability that contribute to the cardiac action
potential. The upper trace shows a typical cardiac
action potential and the lower traces illustrate the
changes in permeability to Naþ, Kþ, and Ca2þ. As a
consequence of a depolarizing stimulus, a voltage-
dependent increase in Naþ conductance occurs. A
regenerative cycle is initiated, which tends to depolarize
the cell toward the equilibrium potential of Naþ. This
regenerative increase in Naþ conductance rapidly
moves the membrane potential to its peak level of
þ20 mV. Thus, the voltage-dependent increase in

Naþ conductance underlies phase 0 and 1 of the
action potential. The inactivation gates in the sodium
channels spontaneously close within a millisecond or
two after activation gate opening. Although the cell
remains depolarized, Naþ conductance quickly returns
to its resting level.

Clinical Note

The AV node is unique in the body because
electrical conduction is mediated by calcium
rather than sodium channels. Atrial tachyarrhyth-
mias in which the atria beat at a very fast
rate are a common clinical occurrence. The high
atrial rate can cause the ventricles to beat too
fast to pump effectively. The ventricular rate

can be easily slowed by a class of drugs
called calcium antagonists that partially block
the L-type calcium channels. These drugs will
depress conduction in the AV node to the
point at which only a small percentage of
the atrial beats is actually conducted to the
ventricle.
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FIGURE 7 Simplified diagram of the sequence of some of the

permeability changes contributing to the action potential of contractile

cells. (Modified from Katz AM. Physiology of the heart. New York:

Raven Press, 1992.)
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Changes in Ca2þ permeability are shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 7. The initial depolarization of
the membrane causes Ca2þ conductance to increase in
a voltage-dependent manner. Unlike the sodium chan-
nels, the calcium channels are slow to close and there is
a sustained increase in Ca2þ conductance, which
maintains the plateau of the cardiac action potential.
Another factor contributing to the plateau of the
cardiac action potential is the change in Kþ conduc-
tance (Fig. 7). At rest, the Kþ conductance of cardiac
cells is high, just as it is in nerve and skeletal muscle
cells. The similarity, however, ends here. When nerve
and muscle cells repolarize, a transient increase is
observed in Kþ conductance over the resting value,
which quickly terminates the action potential and
momentarily hyperpolarizes the cell. In contrast, in
cardiac muscle Kþ conductance decreases with depo-
larization (Fig. 7), and during repolarization Kþ

conductance simply returns to its phase 4 value. That
is why cardiac muscle has no hyperpolarizing after-
potential. We should mention that there are many
different types of potassium channels in the cardio-
myocyte and their individual functions in controlling
Kþ conductance through the action potential are
complex. A detailed description of these is beyond
the scope of this chapter.

EXCITATION–CONTRACTION COUPLING IS
ACCOMPLISHED BY CALCIUM IONS

Cardiac muscle cells, like skeletal muscle cells, have
an extensive SR (see Fig. 3). Excitation–contraction
coupling in cardiac muscle cells is similar to that in
skeletal muscle cells. Specifically, an action potential
travels down the T tubules and causes the release of
Ca2þ from the SR, which in turn activates the
contractile machinery. Three pools of Ca2þ are impor-
tant to the cardiac muscle cell, as shown in Fig. 8: (1)
in the extracellular fluid, (2) in the SR, and (3) in the
cytoplasm. Only the cytoplasmic pool is available to
bind with the troponin-binding sites and initiate
contraction. Consider the consequences of an action
potential. Ca2þ entry through the sarcolemma increases
the concentration of Ca2þ in the cytoplasm. Because
the amount of Ca2þ entering is relatively small, it
accounts for only a fraction of the activation of the
contractile proteins and, hence, is indicated by a
dashed line in Fig. 8. In skeletal muscle, action
potentials on the T tubules electrically stimulate the
SR to release calcium. That is not the case in cardiac
muscle however. Rather the small amount of Ca2þ

entering the cell through the L-type calcium channels
actually triggers the release of the sequestered Ca2þ

FIGURE 8 Simplified model of calcium handling in cardiac muscle cells. EX, Naþ-Ca2þ

exchanger. See text for details.
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within the SR. The trigger calcium acts at ryanodine
receptors located on the SR. These are actually
calcium-gated calcium channels that open in the
presence of cytosolic calcium. The name derives from
the original observation that they bind the toxin
ryanodine, which blocks these release channels in the
SR and hence contraction. The importance of this
trigger calcium is evidenced by the fact that heart
muscle will not contract when the influx of Ca2þ across
the sarcolemma is blocked, even though adequate
stores of Ca2þ are still present in the SR.

RELAXATION IS ACCOMPLISHED BY REMOVING
Ca2þ FROM THE CYTOSOL

In cardiac muscle, as in skeletal muscle, there is a
Ca2þ pump in the SR membranes termed the sarco-
endoplasmic reticulum Ca2þ-ATPase (SERCA).
SERCA (Fig. 8) removes Ca2þ from the contractile
pool and pumps it into the SR. When enough Ca2þ is
removed from the cytosol, the muscle relaxes. With each
action potential some additional Ca2þ moves into the
cell during phase 2. After a period of time, the
intracellular Ca2þ concentration, if left unchecked,
would be the same as that outside. Clearly, a mechanism
is needed to remove Ca2þ from the cell. The Naþ-Ca2þ

exchange system in the sarcolemma is primarily respon-
sible for removing calcium from the cytosol. The
exchanger, which is not a pump, derives its energy
from the Naþ-Kþ pump. The exchanger will pass three
Naþ ions in one direction for one Ca2þ ion in the other
direction, but, being an exchanger rather than a pump,
will do so only along a favorable energy gradient.
Because the Naþ-Kþ pump maintains a strong trans-
membrane gradient for sodium, any free Ca2þ in the
cytosol will be favorably exchanged for three Naþ ions
in the extracellular fluid. There are also true calcium
pumps in the sarcolemma, but they account for only a
small percentage of the calcium flux. At a steady state,
the exact same amount of Ca2þ that entered the cell is
removed with each beat. In this system the sarcolemmal
exchanger and the SERCA compete for cytosolic Ca2þ

during diastole. The amount of Ca2þ available for
release in the SR is therefore dependent on the net
outcome of this competition.

STRENGTH OF CONTRACTION CAN BE
MODULATED IN CARDIAC MUSCLE

The force generated by cardiac muscle cells
depends on the cells’ contractility, sometimes called
the inotropic state. An increased contractility means that
for any given length of the muscle it contracts with a
greater force. It is important to note that the amount of
Ca2þ released from the SR with each action potential is
not sufficient to fully cover all of the troponin binding
sites and thus activate all of the contractile proteins.
Therefore, any manipulation that leads to enhanced
release of Ca2þ from the SR will result in more troponin
binding sites being occupied by Ca2þ and hence more
force being generated by the muscle. The Ca2þ fluxes
can, in turn, be altered by a variety of physiological
control systems. Three commonly encountered modula-
tors of contractility will be considered next: (1) stimula-
tion frequency, (2) catecholamines, and (3) cardiac
glycosides.

Stimulation Frequency

When the frequency of contraction increases, so does
the tension generated by each contraction. This
phenomenon, known as the positive staircase effect,
was first described by Bowditch, an early cardiovascular
physiologist, and is illustrated in Fig. 9. When Bowditch
stimulated the heart, he found that a different tension
was produced for each rate of stimulation. Stimulation
at low rates was associated with a low tension and when
the frequency of the stimulation was increased, the
tension increased as well. The tension associated with a
new rate of stimulation is not achieved instantaneously;
it instead takes a period of time and appears to develop
in a stepwise fashion. Hence the name ‘‘staircase.’’ The
positive staircase effect is an example of a positive
inotropic effect, because it is associated with increased

Clinical Note

As will be seen later, reducing the amount of
calcium released into the cytosol during an action
potential reduces the force of the resulting con-
traction. Attenuation of the mechanical activity of
the heart is indicated in certain diseases such as

high blood pressure and myocardial ischemia.
Calcium channel blocking drugs such as verapamil
allow less calcium to enter the cell during the pla-
teau phase and, hence, over time, there is a net loss
of releasable calcium from the intracellular pools.
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contractility. The model of excitation–contraction
coupling illustrated in Fig. 8 can explain the positive
staircase phenomenon. Increasing the heart rate
increases the number of action potentials per unit of
time and, thus, the rate of Ca2þ influx from the
extracellular compartment. At the same time, it shortens
the duration of diastole when the exchanger removes
Ca2þ. As a result, more cytosolic Ca2þ is pumped into
the SR than is removed by the Naþ-Ca2þ exchange
mechanism, causing more Ca2þ to be available for
release from the SR with each beat. Because the new
equilibrium will take several beats to be reached, the
increased contractility is seen to increase stepwise.

Catecholamines

When the catecholamines norepinephrine and
epinephrine secreted by the sympathetic nerve endings

and by the adrenal medulla bind to the heart’s
�1-adrenergic receptors, they exert a profound effect on
the cardiac its contractile state. Receptor binding, as
shown in Fig. 10, causes adenylyl cyclase to make cyclic
adenosine monophosphate (cAMP), which in turn acti-
vates cAMP-dependent kinase (PKA). Catecholamines
exert their effect by influencing both of the sarcolemmal
and SR Ca2þ fluxes. PKA phosphorylates the L-type
calcium channels, which causes more Ca2þ to enter the
cell with each action potential. If more Ca2þ enters the
cell, more will be available to be pumped into the SR,
causing more to be available for release with subsequent
action potentials (the same basic argument was used to
explain the positive staircase effect discussed earlier).
The second action of catecholamines is to increase the
activity of SERCA. This is accomplished when PKA
phosphorylates a protein called phospholamban on the
SR. If the activity of SERCA is increased, a greater
portion of the cytosolic Ca2þ will be pumped into the
SR, making a greater amount available for release by a
subsequent action potential. Catecholamines also tend
to shorten phase 2 and thus shorten the duration of
systole.

Inhibition of the Sodium Pump by

Cardiac Glycosides

Cardiac glycosides such as digitalis were traditionally
used to treat congestive heart failure. The rationale for
their use as a therapeutic agent at first may seem
questionable, because at the molecular level cardiac
glycosides block the Naþ-Kþ pump in all of the body’s

Ca2+
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FIGURE 10 Summary of some of the intracellular messengers that couple the �-receptor

to L-type calcium channels. P, phospholamban; C, adenylyl cyclase; Dep., indicates voltage-

dependent channel; PKA, cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase; NE, norepinephrine.

FIGURE 9 Positive staircase effect. As the frequency of stimulation

increases (first arrow), the tension produced by each contraction

increases. Several contractions at the new rate occur before the new

steady state is reached. When the frequency is returned back to its

starting level (second arrow), the tension produced by each contraction

gradually returns to the initial level.
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cells, including those in the heart, and are therefore
potent poisons. The key strategy in their use is to
carefully adjust the dose so that only a partial block of
the Naþ-Kþ pump occurs. When this is done, cardiac
glycosides lead to enhanced contractility of the heart by
the following mechanism. Due to decreased activity of
the Naþ-Kþ pump, the intracellular concentration of
Naþ in cardiac cells increases, decreasing the driving
force for Naþ to enter the cell. Because the Naþ gradient
is the energy source for the Naþ-Ca2þ exchanger, the
latter will remove less Ca2þ from the cell. Intracellular
levels of Ca2þ will increase, with more Ca2þ available to
be pumped into the SR.

PACEMAKER CELLS CONTROL THE HEART RATE

The SA node is the normal pacemaker of the heart.
The action potentials in the SA node are somewhat
different from the action potentials in contractile cells.
The most obvious difference is that the phase 4 resting
potentials are unstable, as shown in Fig. 11. Note that
the resting potential starts from its maximum value of
about �60 mV, then slowly depolarizes until it reaches
threshold and undergoes a regenerative action potential.
On completion of the action potential, the cell again
begins to depolarize and another action potential is
initiated. This process occurs about 60–100 times each
minute, resulting in the cardiac rhythm. The progressive
depolarization of the phase 4 potential is known as the

pacemaker potential. The ionic mechanism underlying
the pacemaker potential is not fully understood, but it is
thought to be due to an inward sodium leakage current.

Cells in the AV node also have pacemaker potentials
but they are slower (only about 40 beat/min) and thus
the SA node dominates with its faster rhythm. An
isolated strip of Purkinje fibers will spontaneously
generate action potentials with a frequency of about
25 action potentials per minute, a rate slower than that
of either SA or AV nodal cells. The AV node and
Purkinje fibers are called latent pacemakers because they
will assume the pacemaker role should the signal from
the SA node be interrupted. Atrial and ventricular cells
have virtually no pacemaker activity.

AUTONOMIC NERVES MODULATE
PACEMAKER ACTIVITY

The sympathetic and parasympathetic divisions of
the autonomic nervous system have profound influences
on the heart rate. The transmitter substance of the
parasympathetic division, acetylcholine (ACh), reduces
the heart rate, a negative chronotropic effect, whereas the
transmitter substances of the sympathetic division,
epinephrine and norepinephrine, increase the heart
rate, a positive chronotropic effect. The dashed line in
Fig. 11 illustrates the effect of ACh on the SA node.
ACh binds to Gi-coupled muscarinic cholinergic recep-
tors, which results in an increase in Kþ conductance.

Clinical Note

Although cardiac glycosides greatly increase the
force of contraction of the heart and over the
short-term reverse the symptoms of heart failure,
they do not prolong life and therefore their use is
decreasing. Interestingly cardiac glycosides have

been largely replaced by beta-blockers which
block the beta-adrenergic receptors for the
treatment of heart failure. By making the heart
work less it seems to actually reduce the factors
that cause the failing condition.

FIGURE 11 Effects of ACh on SA nodal cells. ACh hyperpolarizes nodal cells; thus, it takes a

longer time for the pacemaker potential to reach threshold. The rate of rise of the pacemaker

potential is also slowed. Consequently, the interval between action potentials is increased.

(Modified from Katz AM. Physiology of the heart. New York: Raven Press, 1992.)
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The increase in Kþ conductance hyperpolarizes the cell
so that it takes a longer time to reach threshold. ACh
also slows the rate of rise of the pacemaker potential
itself. Both of the preceding effects tend to decrease the
firing rate. If the vagus nerve is intensely stimulated, the
cells in the SA node will be so hyperpolarized that
the pacemaker potential will not reach threshold to fire
the cells and the heart will stop beating. After a short
time, however, the heart will resume beating with escape
beats. The escape rate is much slower because the latent
pacemakers in the AV node or the Purkinje network
have now taken control.

Catecholamines from the sympathetic nerves increase
the heart rate. The dashed line in Fig. 12 shows a
recording made after the addition of a catecholamine.
Note that the catecholamine increases the rate at which
the pacemaker potential approaches threshold. The
ionic mechanism causing this increased slope in the
pacemaker potential is thought to be an increased Naþ

conductance. For many years the channels responsible
for this current were not fully characterized and so the

current became known as the ‘‘funny’’ current, If. It is
now thought that If occcurs through the hyperpolari-
zing-activated cyclic nucleotide-gated cation channel
(HCN).

Transmitter substances of the autonomic nervous
system also affect the cell-to-cell conduction velocity in
both the atria and the ventricles. ACh slows the rate of
propagation, and catecholamines increase the rate of
propagation. Intense vagal stimulation can easily
depress conduction through the AV node to the point
at which conduction to the ventricle fails, a condition
called heart block. The ionic mechanisms that underlie
these changes in propagation velocity are still not well
understood.

Suggested Readings

Katz AM. Physiology of the heart. Philadelphia: Lippincott Williams &

Williams, 2001.

Sperelakis N, ed. Heart physiology and pathophysiology. London:

Academic Press, 2001

FIGURE 12 Effects of catecholamines on SA nodal cells. The catecholamines epinephrine and

norepinephrine increase the rate of rise of the pacemaker potential so that it takes a shorter time for

the pacemaker potential to reach threshold. Consequently, the interval between action potentials is

decreased, increasing the heart rate. (Modified from Katz AM. Physiology of the heart. New York:

Raven Press, 1992.)
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The Electrocardiogram

JAMES M. DOWNEY

KEY POINTS
� Deflections in the ECG correspond to electrical

events on the heart. Action potentials on
cardiac muscle cells create extracellular
voltages. The thorax acts as a volume conduc-
tor so that the voltages generated by the cells
are conducted to the body surface.

� The P wave represents atrial depolarization; the
QRS complex represents ventricular depolar-
ization; the T wave represents ventricular
repolarization.

� The PR interval is influenced by the conduction
time in the AV node.

� The QT interval is influenced by the duration of
ventricular action potentials and conduction
time over the ventricle.

� There are six limb leads, which can be used to
calculate the electrical vectors of the waves in
the frontal plane.

� Unipolar leads are used to explore the chest,
which gives front-to-back information about
the electrical vectors.

� Bundle branch block or hypertrophy of a
chamber can alter the angle of the QRS
wave’s electrical vector, which is normally in
the left lower quadrant.

� Myocardial ischemia produces a current of
injury that moves the ST segment off of the
baseline.
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ACTION POTENTIALS CREATE
EXTRACELLULAR VOLTAGES

Action potentials from the heart’s myocytes cause
minute voltages to occur on the surface of the thorax,
which can be measured with a machine called an
electrocardiograph. Normally, transmembrane voltages
are measured with a microelectrode placed inside the
cell. However, extracellular electrodes can also detect
action potentials within a tissue as illustrated in Fig. 1.
Imagine the rectangle to represent a block of cardiac
muscle containing many cells. One electrode is placed at
one end of the muscle, and another electrode at the
opposite end. These electrodes are connected to an
amplifier that measures the difference in potential
between the two electrodes. One electrode is labeled
‘‘positive’’ and another is labeled ‘‘negative.’’ The
output of the amplifier is connected to a pen recorder,
such that an upward deflection occurs whenever the
voltage on the electrode marked ‘‘positive’’ is more
positive than that on the electrode marked ‘‘negative.’’
Similarly, a downward deflection indicates that the
voltage on the ‘‘positive’’ electrode is negative with
respect to that at the ‘‘negative’’ electrode.

In the resting state (Fig. 1, panel Al), all of the cells in
the muscle strip have a transmembrane voltage differ-
ence of about 90 mV with the extracellular region
positive with respect to the intracellular region. Thus, at
rest, the electrode on the left senses the same positive
potential as the electrode on the right so that the
difference between the two is zero and no deflection is
recorded by the pen recorder (panel B, point Al).

Now consider the consequence of stimulating the
strip near the left electrode, causing the cells in that
region to depolarize, as shown in Fig. 1, panel A2. With
depolarization, positive charge enters the cells, leaving
the extracellular space negatively charged. At this time,
the right electrode becomes more positive than the left
electrode, and the pen is deflected in the positive
direction, as illustrated in Fig. 1, panel B, point A2.
As the depolarization is conducted from cell to cell,

the entire strip is eventually depolarized, as shown in
panel A3. At this time, there is again no potential
difference between the electrodes, and the pen returns to
the center, as shown in panel B, point A3. Soon, the cells
at the left side will begin to repolarize, returning the
extracellular fluid in that region to a positive state, as
shown in panel A4. At that time, the electrode on the left
finds itself more positive than the electrode on the right
so that the pen deflects downward, as shown in panel B,
point A4. Finally, when the entire strip repolarizes, all
potential differences disappear and the pen again returns
to the center position.

The following two points are important to remember:

1. Extracellular electrodes experience a potential differ-
ence only when part of the heart is in a depolarized
state and part of the heart is polarized.

2. The tissue ahead of a wave of depolarization is
positively charged and that behind the wave of
depolarization is negatively charged.

THE THORAX ACTS AS A VOLUME CONDUCTOR

The tissues of the body are bathed in an ionic fluid
that is conductive to electricity. Therefore, the thorax
becomes a volume conductor in which currents are free to
flow in three dimensions. This can be contrasted with a
linear conductor such as a wire in which current flow is
limited to movement along its length. Current flows
within a volume conductor whenever a dipole exists
within the volume conductor. A dipole can be defined as
a separation of charge in space. It is a vector quantity
whose magnitude is the charge difference times the
distance between the two points of charge (poles). Its
direction is determined by the orientation of a line
between the two poles. An ordinary flashlight battery is
a good example of a dipole. One end is positively
charged and the other end is negatively charged. If the
battery were to be suspended in a tank of saltwater,
current would flow from the positive end to the negative

KEY POINTS (continued )
� The heart rate (in beats per minute) can be

determined by multiplying the reciprocal of the
R-R interval (in seconds) times 60.

� Failure of conduction through the AV node
causes heart blocks.

� Ectopic foci in the atria or ventricles cause
premature contractions of the heart.

� Electrical impulses can reenter to cause fibrilla-
tions.
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end, setting up a voltage field in the water around the
battery. Imagine a plane through the center of the
battery perpendicular to its long axis. All the water on
the positive pole-side of that plane would have a positive
voltage, whereas everything on the negative pole-side
would have a negative voltage. The voltage within the
plane would be zero; hence, it is called the isoelectric
plane. Finally, the voltage fields become weaker as the
distance from the battery increases because the current
paths tend to be most concentrated near the battery.

When part of the heart is depolarized (a region at
which the extracellular fluid has a negative charge) and
part is polarized (a region in which the extracellular fluid
has a positive charge), then a dipole is created within the
heart and current will flow between the two regions. The
resulting electrical field can be detected on the surface of
the chest with electrodes, and the intensity of the voltage
will depend on the orientation of the electrodes with
respect to that of the dipole. The amplitude of the

dipole, as might be expected, will be proportional to the
mass of the tissue involved.

DEFLECTIONS IN THE ECG CORRESPOND TO
ELECTRICAL EVENTS IN THE HEART

The record of the heart’s electrical activity from the
surface of the body is called an electrocardiogram
(ECG). A typical ECG trace is shown in Fig. 2. For
this recording, the positive electrode was placed on the
left shoulder and the negative electrode was placed on
the right shoulder, which is the standard lead I electrode
placement. The activation sequence of the heart begins
with action potentials within the sinoatrial (SA) node.
No contribution from the firing of action potentials in
the SA node can be seen in the ECG tracing because the
mass of the SA node is too small. After activation of the
SA node, action potentials propagate across the atria.

Positive lead–  +

A1 Rest A2 Half of muscle cells depolarized

Negative lead
–  +

Positive lead–  +

A3 All muscle cells depolarized

Negative lead Positive lead–  +

A4 Half of muscle cells repolarized

Negative lead

Stimulate
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Time

V
ol
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FIGURE 1 Potentials generated from an isolated strip of ventricular muscle at sequential time

periods. (A1) The muscle at rest. The small blocks represent individual muscle cells within the strip of

muscle tissue. (A2) Half the fibers in the strip activated. (A3) All fibers activated. (A4) Half the fibers

repolarized. (B) ECG record from the muscle strip depicted in panel A. The labels (points A1–A4) on

the trace indicate the potential corresponding to the time periods depicted in panels A1, A2, A3, and

A4, respectively.
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The atria are large enough to produce a low-amplitude
signal called the P wave. The P wave is the first
deflection of the ECG and represents depolarization of
the atria. The termination of the P wave does not
represent relaxation of the atria (a common misconcep-
tion), but rather the time when all the muscle cells in the
atria are depolarized and contracting (analogous to
panel A3 in Fig. 1). Thus, the duration of the P wave
indicates the speed of propagation of action potentials
through the atria.

Soon after action potentials begin to spread across
the atria, they reach the atrioventricular (AV) node.
Action potentials propagate through the AV node and
the bundle of His very slowly; this continues even after
the entire atrium is depolarized. There are no potential
changes in the ECG during this period because of the
small size of the AV node/common bundle apparatus;
therefore, the deflection briefly returns to baseline after
the P wave.

The QRS complex represents the propagation of the
wave of depolarization across the ventricles. If the trace
begins with a negative deflection it is called a Q wave.
The Q wave is absent if the first deflection is positive
rather than negative. The first positive deflection, if one
is present, is named the R wave. If a negative deflection
follows an R wave, then it is called an S wave, even if it
is the first negative deflection. As explained later, the
shape of the QRS complex depends on where the

electrodes are attached. As a result, a trace may have
only an R wave or only a Q wave comprising the entire
QRS complex. The QRS complex normally has a greater
voltage than the P wave because the mass of the
ventricles is much larger than that of the atria. The QRS
complex is also shorter than the P wave (<0.1 sec)
because of the presence of the Purkinje network, which
rapidly propagates the wave of excitation to all the cells in
the ventricles. The QRS complex terminates when all
cells in the ventricles are depolarized.

After the QRS complex the deflection again returns to
baseline, indicating no potential differences. This, of
course, is because the entire ventricle is depolarized and
all action potentials are in their phase 2 plateau phase. As
the ventricle begins to repolarize, the T wave is created.
Figure 1 would lead us to predict that the T wave should
be a mirror image of the QRS complex, but instead it
usually has the same polarity as the QRS complex. That
is because the repolarization, unlike depolarization, is
not conducted from cell to cell. Rather, each cell
repolarizes independently whenever it is ready to do so.
Depolarization begins at the endocardium, where the
Purkinje fibers are located, and spreads to the epicar-
dium. For an unknown reason, action potentials in the
subepicardium are shorter in duration than those in the
subendocardium. Thus, repolarization appears to
progress in a reverse fashion from the epicardium back
toward the endocardium; hence, the upright T wave. The
termination of the T wave represents the point in time
when all the cells in the ventricles have returned to their
resting potential and the heart is fully relaxed. There is no
component in the ECG that corresponds to the repolar-
ization phase of the atria. The repolarization of the atrial
cells is disorganized and sets up negligible net voltage.
The voltage between beats is referred to as the baseline or
sometimes the TP segment and should be a flat line.

SEGMENTS ARE VOLTAGES AND INTERVALS
ARE TIMES

The student should distinguish between segments and
intervals in the ECG tracing. A segment refers to a part
of the ECG where the tracing is expected to be relatively
flat and is measured in terms of voltage (its vertical
position). Intervals indicate time periods and are
measured in seconds on the horizontal scale. For
example, the ST segment is the flat region after
the end of the QRS complex and the start of the
T wave. It is normally at the same voltage as the
baseline. The QT interval is defined as the time interval
between the beginning of the QRS complex and the end
of the T wave. It is typically about 0.3–0.4 sec in
duration. The R-R interval is the time interval between
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FIGURE 2 The ECG. Major waves (P, QRS, and T) of the ECG are

indicated as well as the timing of action potentials from the heart’s key

conductile structures.
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the R waves in two consecutive beats. Heart rate (in
beats per minute) can be calculated from the ECG by
dividing 60 by the R-R interval in seconds.

ATTACHING THE ELECTRODES TO THE PATIENT

The thorax can be considered to be an equilateral
triangle, with the two shoulders and pubis representing
the apices and the heart in its center. When electrodes
are attached to the wrists and ankles, the limbs act as
extensions of the wires such that the voltage at the wrist
(or ankle) is identical to that at the shoulder (or pubis).
The right leg is always attached to an electrical
‘‘ground’’ to reduce electrical interference. The electro-
cardiograph is normally calibrated to deflect the pen
1 cm vertically for each millivolt difference between the
electrodes. The paper moves at 25 mm/sec and a 1-mm
grid is printed on the paper. Thus, each small box is
0.1 mV high and 0.04 sec wide. The electrocardiograph
can record the voltage differences between any two
electrodes with the aid of an electrical switch. When lead
I is selected, voltages are being measured between the
left and right arms, as shown in Fig. 3. Lead II is
between the left foot and the right arm and lead III is
between the left foot and the left arm. Notice that each
of these leads is oriented at 60� to the other two leads.
The other three leads in the figure, aVL, aVR, and aVF

are explained later in the chapter as are the chest leads,
V1–V6.

VECTORS CAN BE DETERMINED FROM THE
LIMB LEADS

As action potentials are conducted through the heart,
the resulting dipoles are constantly changing in both
magnitude and orientation. Because of the physical
orientation of the limb leads, they are sensitive to the
orientation of the dipoles generated by the heart.
Consider a vertically oriented dipole whose positive
pole points down toward the patient’s foot. This would
cause the pubis to be positively charged with respect to
either shoulder. Thus, the pen would be deflected
upward in leads II and III because the positive lead of
the ECG is attached to the left foot in both of those
leads. On the other hand, lead I would show no
deflection because this lead is oriented at right angles
to the dipole and hence parallel to the dipole’s isoelectric
plane.

Figure 4 shows the wave of conduction spreading
across the heart at eight time points. As the wave of
conduction spreads, it sets up a dipole in the heart that is
the net sum of all potential differences in the heart at

that moment. Note how the orientation and magnitude
of the dipole are continuously changing throughout the
cardiac cycle. Each lead will be influenced by the vector
component of the dipole that is parallel to that lead at
each time point. Conversely, we could reverse the
process and reconstruct the entire history of the heart’s
electrical dipole by simply having a computer analyze
the ECG traces from several leads and determine the
dipole’s magnitude and orientation at all times through-
out the cardiac cycle. This is the basis of vector
cardiography. However, such an intricate analysis has
been found to be of little diagnostic value. It is easier
and more useful to just determine the mean electrical
axis of the ventricles.

The mean electrical axis is simply the average
direction of the dipole throughout the QRS complex.
It can easily be determined by estimating the area under
the QRS complex in any two leads and plotting those
quantities on the triaxial system shown in Fig. 5. A
number of approaches exist for estimating the area
under a QRS complex, but the simplest is to assume that
the areas are proportional to the height of the deflec-
tions. One then simply sums all positive deflections and
subtracts all negative deflections from a given trace to
determine the net deflection. The units for measuring the
deflections are not important because only the angle of
the vector—not its magnitude—is of interest. When
plotting vectors one must be careful to observe the
polarity, however. Deflections above the baseline are
plotted toward the positive end of the lead and those
below the baseline toward the negative end of the lead.
Refer to Figs. 3 and 5 to determine the polarity of each
lead configuration.

Figure 5 shows how to plot a vector on the triaxial
system. For each of the three sides of the triangle, draw
a line perpendicular to that side bisecting it at its
midpoint (see dashed lines in Fig. 5). Do this for all
three sides. All three lines should intersect at the center
of the triangle as shown in Fig. 5. That intersection is the
tail of the vector. Next plot the magnitude of
the deflection for each of the three leads along the leg
of the triangle corresponding to that lead. Start at the
center of the leg and measure a distance along it equal to
the net deflection of the QRS complex for that lead and
make a mark at that point. If the deflection is positive,
make the measurement toward the positive end of the
leg (þ). If the deflection is negative, the measurement
should be toward the negative end (�). Then on each of
the three legs draw a second perpendicular line going
through the mark on that leg. Where those three new
lines intersect is the head of the vector. Because all three
lines should converge at a single point, all that is really
needed to plot a vector is a calculation from any two
leads.
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FIGURE 3 A diagram of the 12-lead placements commonly used for a diagnostic ECG. The lower left diagram

represents a cross-sectional view of the chest as seen from above with the anterior surface of the chest is at the

bottom.
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FIGURE 4 Progression of depolarization and repolarization through the heart in eight steps. The arrow

indicates the resultant dipole at each step with its length indicating its magnitude. The influence of that dipole on

leads I, II, and III is illustrated as well.
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THE NORMAL AXIS IS IN THE LOWER
LEFT QUADRANT

Electrocardiographers use a special axis convention.
A horizontal line from the heart to the patient’s left side
is 0�, as shown in Fig. 5. The angle increases in a
clockwise manner as viewed from the front of the
patient. Thus, an orientation pointing directly down
from the heart would be þ90� and horizontal to the
right of the heart þ180�. Moving counterclockwise
from 0�, the numbers become negative. An orientation
pointing vertically above the heart would be �90�. This
continues to �180�, which is the same as þ180�.

It is interesting to note the peculiar way in which the
polarities of the attachments for leads I, II, and III are
arranged. This convention was adopted early in the
development of electrocardiography simply because it
caused a positive QRS deflection to occur in all three
leads in most people. It is easy to appreciate that a mean
electrical axis down and to the left, which is the normal
direction for most individuals, will point toward the
positive electrode in all three leads. The top panel of
Fig. 5 shows an example of a mean electrical axis of
30� and what the QRS complexes in leads I, II, and III
would look like. Note that lead III is parallel to the
isoelectric plane.

UNIPOLAR LEADS ARE USED TO EXPLORE
THE CHEST

A neutral reference lead can be made by connecting
all three of the limb leads and then connecting this to the
‘‘negative’’ lead of the ECG amplifier, as shown in the
bottom right panel of Fig. 3. This reference lead
approximates the voltage at the center of the chest
because it is the average of the two shoulders and the
pubis. The ‘‘positive’’ lead is then free to explore
the body surface. The positive electrode is moved from
the anterior chest to the axilla in six equal steps to make
leads V1 through V6. The V derives from the original
designation as a voltage lead. Although the limb leads
detect vectors only in the frontal plane, the chest leads
can determine the front-to-back orientation of the mean
electrical axis. This is called sense and normally the
electrical sense is toward the patient’s back.

The bottom left panel of Fig. 3 shows how the chest
leads V1 through V6 are orientated around a cross
section of the chest. A normal trace for each lead is also
shown. Notice how lead V4 is isoelectric with as much
positive deflection as negative. The mean axis must
therefore be at right angles to lead V4. Because lead V1
is at right angles to lead V4 and shows a net-negative
QRS complex (a deep S wave), the vector must point to
the left rear of the chest. If the axis had been to the
front, then an R wave would have been seen in lead V1
rather than the normal S wave. Note that the amplitudes
are not comparable between the chest leads and the limb
leads, and thus an accurate three-dimensional vector
calculation is not possible.

AUGMENTED LIMB LEADS PROVIDE THREE
MORE LIMB LEADS

Although any two leads should be sufficient to
calculate the mean electrical axis in the frontal plane,

FIGURE 5 The upper panel illustrates how the mean electrical axis

can be determined by plotting the deflection of any two leads

vectorially. Only leads I, II, and III are shown for simplicity. Note

that lead III shows a QRS complex that is of net-zero voltage and thus

has a vector of zero magnitude. A resultant mean electrical axis ofþ30�

was calculated. The lower panel shows the orientation and polarities of

all six limb leads. Note that a lead is oriented every 30�.
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in fact, six leads are routinely examined in a standard
ECG. We have already considered leads I, II, and III.
Using the unipolar lead system described earlier, it is
possible to put the exploring electrode on any of the
three limbs. Imagine that the exploring electrode is
placed on the left foot. This lead would be oriented from
the pubis to the center of the chest (the neutral lead) and
thus have a vertical orientation, halfway between leads
II and III. For technical reasons, eliminating the lead
from the left foot to the reference connection augments
the signal to a level comparable to that in leads I
through III. Such a lead is termed an augmented unipolar
lead from the foot, or aVF. Augmented unipolar leads
can also be similarly made for the left and right arms,
thus giving aVL and aVR, respectively. The advantage of
the augmented leads is that they can be used along with
leads I through III for calculating the electrical vectors.
Figure 3 shows the connections for these leads and a
normal trace for each of them.

The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the orientation of the
augmented limb leads with respect to leads I, II, and III.
The augmented limb leads aVR, aVL, and aVF bisect the
angle between standard limb leads I and II, I and III,
and II and III, resp. Thus, there is a limb lead oriented
every 30� in the frontal plane, which makes it much
easier to calculate vectors. For example, lead I can now
be plotted against aVF in the conventional Cartesian

coordinate system because they are at right angles to
each other. Note also that a patient with a mean electrical
axis in the normal quadrant should have a QRS complex
that is zero or net-positive in both lead I and aVF. If the
QRS complex is net-negative in either of those, then the
mean axis is outside the normal quadrant of 0� to 90�.
Note that aVF is indeed net-negative in both Figs. 6 and
7. Also, with leads oriented at six equally spaced angles
around the heart, one lead will invariably be nearly
perpendicular to the mean electrical axis and hence be
isoelectric. This usually allows the physician to estimate
the mean electrical axis at a glance without even plotting
the vectors. The direction of the vector is simply
determined by noting the polarity of the axis, which is
at right angles to the lead having the minimal deflection.
Use the lower panel of Fig. 5 to determine the
orientation and polarity of the six limb leads. Note
that aVR is nearly isoelectric in Fig. 6. That would make
the vector parallel to lead III. Because III is strongly
negative the vector must be �60� rather than þ120�.

DISEASES CAN AFFECT THE MEAN
ELECTRICAL AXIS

Because the normal sequence of activation is down
and to the left (from the SA node to the apex of the

aVL

IIIII

aVFaVR

I

FIGURE 6 An ECG from a patient with left ventricular hypertrophy. The mean electrical

axis is approximately �60�. Note that P waves are absent in this trace because the heart was

responding to a pacemaker near the bundle of His.
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heart), the electrical axis tends to have the same
orientation. As shown in Fig. 5, the normal range for
the mean electrical axis is from 0� to þ90�. Certain
pathologic conditions can cause a change in this axis.
For example, if the left ventricle were to become
hypertrophied (enlarged), then the mass of tissue would
be increased on the left side of the heart. This could
cause the dipoles generated from activation of the
left ventricle to be much greater in magnitude than
those from the right ventricle. Left ventricular hyper-
trophy might therefore shift the mean electrical axis
to the left. When the shift is sufficient to move the
mean electrical axis out of the normal range, it is called
a left axis deviation. Thus, a mean electrical axis of
�45� should alert the physician that left ventricular
hypertrophy may be present. That diagnosis, of
course, would have to be confirmed by additional tests
such as an echocardiogram. Figure 6 shows an ECG
from a patient with left ventricular hypertrophy. Hyper-
trophy of the right ventricle can cause a right axis
deviation and thus an electrical axis between þ90� and
þ180�.

An axis deviation is commonly caused by failure of
one of the bundle branches to conduct. If the left bundle is
blocked, then conduction over the left ventricle will
be slower than normal because the fast Purkinje
fibers will not be used for conduction. The slowed
activation will abnormally prolong the duration of the
QRS. The electrical axis will also be shifted to the left
because the wave of depolarization will continue on the
left ventricle long after it has been completed on the right
ventricle. Figure 7 shows an ECG from a patient with a
left bundle branch block. The distinguishing feature
between Figs. 6 and 7 is that the QRS interval in Fig. 6 is
about 0.08 sec, whereas that in Fig. 7 is about 0.16 sec.
Similarly, an abnormally prolonged QRS duration and a
right axis deviation would characterize a right bundle
branch block. Such blocks may occur as a congenital
defect and be of little consequence. If a bundle branch
block were instead to be acquired, as was the case in
the patient in Fig. 7, it would indicate the electrical
conduction tissue was being interrupted by either
progressive fibrosis as is seen in advanced age or by
necrosis as seen in myocardial infarction.

aVL aVFaVR

I II III

FIGURE 7 An ECG from a patient with left bundle branch block. The mean electrical axis is

approximately �30�, a left axis deviation. Note the long duration of the QRS complex, reflecting

the delayed conduction to the left ventricle. This patient also was in atrial fibrillation, as indicated

by the rhythm strip below.
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MYOCARDIAL ISCHEMIA PRODUCES A
CURRENT OF INJURY

Myocardial ischemia occurs when coronary blood
flow is inadequate to meet the requirements of the heart.
This commonly results from atherosclerotic obstruction
of one of the coronary arteries. When a region of the
heart becomes ischemic, it quickly loses its ability to
maintain transmembrane ionic pumps and the cells
become depolarized. This movement of positive charge
into the cells causes the ischemic region of the heart to
become negative with respect to the rest of the heart.
Thus, a dipole is created during diastole and it is termed
the current of injury. The amplifier in the electrocardio-
graph is not DC coupled, which means that there is
always an ambiguity as to where zero voltage actually is
on the recording. As a result, it is impossible to tell
whether a current of injury is present by simply
examining whether the baseline is at zero volts. A little
logic, however, can overcome this problem. Where the
QRS complex ends is called the J point. At that time, all
of the ventricular cells are depolarized and no voltage
differences exist on the heart. For that reason, the
voltage in the ECG returns to zero for a moment before
the onset of the T wave. The J point is more commonly
called the ST segment (the flat region between the end of
the QRS and the start of the T wave). In a normal ECG,
the ST segment should always be at the same level as the
baseline, zero volts.

Now consider the case in which there is an ischemic
region on the heart. Because the injured region is always
depolarized, it generates a current of injury between
beats when the rest of the heart is polarized. At the J
point, however, all of the heart is depolarized, including
the injured region. Therefore, the voltage from the
heart at the J point is truly zero. If the ST segment is
above or below the baseline in any lead, then the above
described injury is present. The actual location of the
injured region on the heart and thus the coronary
branch involved can be determined by plotting the ST
segment shifts vectorially.

Consider the example in Fig. 8. The greatest ST
segment shift is seen in aVF and in that lead the baseline

is below the ST segment. This means that the current of
injury caused the lower half of the body to be negative
between beats. Because the injured region is negatively
charged during diastole, that region must be on the
inferior surface of the heart. Note that no ST segment
shift is seen in lead I, which is at right angles to the
current of injury’s dipole.

THE ELECTROCARDIOGRAM CAN DETECT
CHANGES IN THE HEART’S RHYTHM

In the first part of this chapter we discussed factors
that affect the electrical vectors generated by the heart
and how they can be detected by an ECG. In the
remainder of the chapter, we will discuss factors
that affect the timing of events in the heart, the
arrhythmias.

Clinical Note

The common heart attack occurs when a blood
clot forms in a coronary artery, thus depriving a
region of the heart muscle of its nutrition. This is
accompanied by intense chest pain and a
compromised ability of the heart to pump

blood. To confirm that the pain is cardiac in
origin, the physician will look for shifted ST
segments in the ECG. ST segment changes
become apparent after only a minute or two of
interrupted blood flow.

Ischemic zone

True zero volts 
(J point)

Current of injury

Lead l

Lead aVF

FIGURE 8 A heart with an ischemic region on its inferior surface.

The injured region causes a current of injury that shifts the ST segment

above the baseline. The location of the injured region can be

determined by vector analysis of the ECG traces.
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DEPRESSED CONDUCTION THROUGH
THE ATRIOVENTRICULAR NODE CAUSES

HEART BLOCKS

Conduction through the atrioventricular (AV) node
is vulnerable to disease. When this is depressed we refer
to it as a heart block. In heart block’s mildest form,
conduction can be simply slowed. The PR interval
represents the time from the start of the P wave to the
first appearance of the QRS complex. The PR interval is
the sum of conduction time from the SA node to the AV
node plus the time required to traverse the AV node.
Conduction through the AV node comprises most of
this time. We are forced to use the PR interval as an
index of AV nodal conduction because there is no way
from the ECG tracing to determine precisely when the
depolarization wave enters the AV node. Normal values
for the PR interval range from 0.12–0.21 sec. If the PR
interval is longer than 0.21 sec and if every P wave is
followed by a QRS complex, we would suspect abnor-
mally slow conduction through the AV node, which
is termed first-degree heart block. Figure 9 shows a
normal ECG in panel A and a first-degree heart block in
panel B. If the process affecting the AV node intensifies,
a second-degree heart block can occur. In second-degree
block, conduction through the AV node intermittently
fails so that some but not all of the P waves are followed
by a QRS complex. Panel C shows a second-degree
heart block. Finally, injury can be so extensive to the
AV node that it does not conduct at all. In that case, we
call it a third-degree or complete heart block. Panel D
shows a complete heart block. Notice that the atria (P
waves) and ventricles (QRS complexes) are beating
independently of each other. The ventricles will beat
more slowly because they are responding to a latent
pacemaker in the ventricle. If complete heart block is
acquired as an adult, the heart rate will be too low to
maintain an adequate cardiac output. Interestingly
patients born with complete heart block increase their
stroke volume so that they have normal cardiac outputs
despite the low heart rate.

Although the preceding discussion might imply that
the AV node’s vulnerability makes it a liability, that is
hardly the case. Not only does the AV node provide a
delay between atrial and ventricular contraction to aid
ventricular filling, but it also protects the ventricle from

atrial tachyarrhythmias. The long refractory periods in
the AV node prevent rapid reactivation of the ventricle.
At a normal heart rate the AV node is barely out of its
refractory period before the next beat. When the
discharge rate of the SA node is increased by sympa-
thetic stimulation, the refractory period of the AV node
is also reduced, which allows the ventricle to follow the
increased rate.

AN ACCESSORY PATHWAY CAN SHORTEN THE
PR INTERVAL

Occasionally, a muscle bridge exists between the atria
and ventricles as a congenital defect. This is termed an
accessory pathway which can activate the ventricles
before the signal can traverse the AV node. In this case

Clinical Note

Heart block is now easily treated by simply
pacing the ventricles with an electrical stimulator
called a pacemaker. Modern microelectronics

allow pacemakers to be implanted under the
skin to operate for years before the need for
battery replacement.

Indicates P wave

A   Normal rhythm

B   First degree block

C   Second degree block

D   Third degree block

FIGURE 9 ECG tracings from (A) a normal individual, (B) a

patient with first-degree heart block, (C) a patient with second-degree

heart block, and (D) a patient with third-degree heart block. All four

recordings are from lead I.
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the PR interval will be abnormally short (less than
0.12 sec). This condition, termed Wolff-Parkinson-White
syndrome, puts the patient at risk because he or she now
lacks the long refractory period of the AV node. Should
an atrial arrhythmia such as atrial fibrillation or flutter
occur, the ventricle would try to follow it, resulting in
too fast a ventricular rate for efficient pumping, often
with disastrous consequences. Another problem with
these patients is that the accessory pathway may be a
source for reentry. Impulses can pass down the AV node
and then back up the accessory pathway to restimulate
the atria. Because the reentry path is short, the heart will
beat very fast, causing a condition termed atrial
tachycardia. Atrial tachycardia is common in these
patients. The condition is treated by surgically ablating
the accessory pathway.

ECTOPIC FOCI CAUSE PREMATURE
CONTRACTIONS OF THE HEART

The SA node is the normal pacemaker for the heart.
Occasionally cells outside the SA node can become
irritated and elicit an action potential before the SA node
fires. When this occurs, it is termed an ectopic focus and
that action potential will conduct over the entire heart,
causing a premature contraction often referred to as an
extrasystole. Extrasystoles can originate in the atria, the
ventricles, or the AV node region. Premature atrial
contractions have an early P wave, usually with a
modified shape because the pacemaker is outside the
SA node. The QRS complex may be normal or may be
altered if part of the ventricle is still partially a refractory.
Because the SA node will be reset, the following beat will
usually occur with a normal R-R interval.

Figure 10 shows an extrasystole that originated from
an ectopic focus located in the ventricles, often referred
to as a premature ventricular contraction (PVC). Because
the SA node did not initiate this beat, there is no P wave
preceding it. Furthermore, because the ectopic focus did
not activate the ventricles by traveling down the
Purkinje fibers, conduction is slow and the QRS
complex is consequently very broad and unusually
shaped. The AV node usually does not conduct well in
the retrograde direction; hence, the SA node often is not
reset by a PVC. This causes the ectopic beat to be
followed by a compensatory pause while the ventricle
waits for the next conducted impulse from the SA node.
If the ectopic focus is in the AV node region, a near
normal QRS complex will be seen since the normal
conduction system is used to activate the ventricle. It
will be early, however, and not preceded by a P wave.
PVCs occur occasionally in all healthy hearts and are
not a cause for alarm. When they suddenly become

numerous in patients with an impaired coronary circu-
lation, however, they can signal increased irritability of
the heart and possibly impending ventricular fibrillation
(see next section).

ELECTRICAL IMPULSES CAN REENTER TO
CAUSE FIBRILLATION

Normally, the action potentials spread over the entire
heart and die out with each beat. In disease states,
however, conduction through a region may be depressed
to the point that when the conducted wave exits that
region, it finds the surrounding myocardium out of its
refractory period and ready to respond with another
action potential. If this occurs, the wave is said to have
reentered and the wave of excitation can go around and
around the heart in a condition called fibrillation. In this
state the muscle only quivers rather than rhythmically
contracting and relaxing.

If the atria fibrillate, the AV node will be stimulated
in rapid succession. The AV node’s long refractory
period, however, prevents the ventricle from being
stimulated too rapidly to efficiently pump blood.
Whenever the AV node comes out of its refractory
period, the next wave of excitation will then be
conducted to the ventricle, resulting in a normal QRS
complex but at irregular intervals. Figure 7 and panel A
in Figure 11 both show atrial fibrillation. Note that P
waves are absent from the tracings and that the R-R
interval is irregularly irregular. Atrial fibrillation is not a
serious condition and is common in the elderly and in
patients with mitral valve disease. Unfortunately, blood

A   Atrial fibrillation

B   Ventricular fibrillation

FIGURE 11 ECG tracing from a patient with atrial fibrillation (A)

and a patient with ventricular fibrillation (B).

PVC

FIGURE 10 ECG tracings showing a premature ventricular

contraction.
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can stagnate in the nonbeating atria and become a
source for blood clots, putting these patients at risk of
stroke. Patients with chronic atrial fibrillation are often
put on anticoagulation medicines.

The heart continues to pump blood in atrial fibrilla-
tion because a coordinated atrial contraction is not vital
to pumping by the ventricle. That is not the case if the
ventricles fibrillate, however. Ventricular fibrillation
causes an immediate cessation of the rhythmic cycle of
contraction and relaxation of the ventricles. Rather they
simply quiver. Cardiac output falls to zero with rapid
loss of consciousness and ensuing death of the victim.
Panel B in Figure 11 shows that all coordinated
electrical activity is lost in ventricular fibrillation and
only an irregular baseline is seen. The most common
causes of ventricular fibrillation are occlusion of a

coronary artery (myocardial ischemia), advanced heart
failure, drug overdose, or electrocution. If detected early
enough, ventricular fibrillation can often be stopped by
a high-voltage shock to the heart from a device called a
defibrillator. That shock puts all of the heart cells into a
refractory period simultaneously so that a coordinated
beat can resume. Interestingly, although the electrical
energy from a defibrillator can shock a fibrillating heart
into a normal rhythm, a higher-voltage shock, it can
also cause a normally beating heart to fibrillate.

Suggested Reading

Marriot HJL. Practical electrocardiography. Baltimore: Williams and

Wilkins, 1988

Clinical Note

Forty years ago, ventricular fibrillation was a major
cause of in-hospital mortality in heart attack
patients because the infarcted heart is very
prone to fibrillation until it heals. That problem
has been largely solved now by the creation of the

intensive care unit, where the patient’s ECG is
continuously monitored. Should ventricular fibril-
lation occur, it is detected by the monitoring
equipment which alerts the staff to quickly use a
defibrillator to resuscitate the patient.
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The Mechanical Activity of the Heart

JAMES M. DOWNEY

KEY POINTS
� The heart is an example of a reciprocating

pump.
� During diastole, the semilunar valves

(aortic on the left and pulmonic on the
right) are closed and systemic and pulmo-
nary venous blood flows through the
respective atria and fills the relaxed ventri-
cles. The ventricular pressure is essentially
venous pressure.

� During systole, the atrioventricular (mitral on
the left and tricuspid on the right) valves
are closed and the contracting heart ejects
blood through the semilunar valves. Left

ventricular pressure is essentially aortic
pressure.

� The beating heart normally makes four sounds.
Two are audible and two are usually inaudible,
requiring instrumentation to appreciate.
The heart may make other sounds, including
murmurs or clicks.

� The mechanics of the ventricle are best ana-
lyzed by the pressure–volume plot on which an
ejection loop can be drawn.

� The force with which the ventricle contracts
is proportional to its filling (Frank-Starling
relationship).
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THE HEART IS AN EXAMPLE OF A
RECIPROCATING PUMP

The heart can be classified as a simple reciprocating
pump. The mechanical principles of a reciprocating
pump are illustrated in Fig. 1. The pumping chamber
has a variable volume and input and output ports. A
one-way valve in the input port is oriented such that it
opens only when the pressure in the input chamber
exceeds pressure within the pumping chamber. Another
one-way valve in the output port opens only when
pressure in the pumping chamber exceeds the pressure in
the output chamber. In the example, the rod and
crankshaft cause the diaphragm to move back and

forth. The chamber’s volume changes as the piston
moves, causing the pressure within to rise and fall. In the
heart, the change in volume is the result of contraction
and relaxation of the cardiac muscle that makes up the
ventricular walls. One complete rotation of the crank-
shaft in Fig. 1 will result in one pump cycle. Each cycle,
in turn, consists of a filling phase and an ejection phase.
The filling phase occurs as the pumping chamber’s
volume is increasing and drawing fluid through the
input port. During the ejection phase, the pumping
chamber’s volume is decreasing and fluid is ejected
through the output port. The volume of fluid ejected
during one pump cycle is referred to as the stroke
volume. The volume of fluid pumped each minute can be
determined by simply multiplying the stroke volume
times the number of pump cycles per minute.

CARDIAC CYCLE

The heart is actually composed of two separate
pumps, one on the right side that supplies the pulmon-
ary circulation and one on the left that supplies the
systemic circulation. The principles that regulate flow
into and out of the heart’s ventricles are somewhat
different from the pump in Fig. 1, which has a fixed
stroke volume. The temporal relationships between
ventricular contraction and blood flow in the heart are
illustrated in Fig. 2. When the ventricular muscle is
relaxed, a period referred to as diastole, pressures within
the veins and atria exceed the pressures in the ventricles,
causing blood to flow into the ventricles through the
atrioventricular (mitral on the left and tricuspid on the
right) valves. Unlike the mechanical pump in Fig. 1,
however, the relaxed ventricle cannot create a negative
pressure to pull blood into it. Instead, the ventricular
lumen can only be distended passively with blood under
a positive pressure. That pressure must be generated in

KEY POINTS (continued )
� The stroke volume is determined by the

contractility, the filling pressure, the arterial
pressure, and the ventricle’s diastolic compli-
ance. Hence, small changes in venous pressure
profoundly affect the stroke volume and thus
the cardiac output.

� Because the right heart is in series with the left
heart, the output of one generates the filling
pressure for the other, which keeps the two
outputs synchronized.

� The systolic pressure-volume area is pro-
portional to the oxygen consumption of the
heart.

� Wall stress in the heart is proportional to the
pressure in the ventricle times its radius (law of
LaPlace).

� The ejection fraction is the most commonly
used clinical index to assess contractility.
The end-systolic volume-pressure relation-
ship is the most accurate index available.

FIGURE 1 A schematic representation of a reciprocating type pump

having a pumping chamber and input and output ports with oppositely

oriented valves.
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the veins that feed the heart. Because ventricular filling
is in proportion to venous pressure, the heart’s stroke
volume is quite variable. At the end of diastole, the atria
contract. Because there are no valves between the atria
and the veins, much of the atrial blood is actually forced
back into the veins. Nevertheless, some additional blood
is also pushed forward into the ventricles, causing
further increases in ventricular pressure and volume.
Although the benefit of atrial contraction at normal
heart rates may be negligible, it can substantially
increase ventricular filling at high heart rates when
diastolic filling time is curtailed.

As the ventricular musculature contracts, a period
termed systole, the force in the walls is transmitted to the
blood within the ventricular lumen. Ventricular pressure
increases and, as it rises above venous pressure, the
atrioventricular valves close. The heart now begins a
period of isovolumetric contraction as pressure builds in
the lumen. No blood can enter or leave the ventricle
because both the inflow and the outflow valves are
closed, hence the term isovolumetric. When pressure in
the ventricular lumen finally exceeds that in the outflow
vessel (the aorta for the left heart and the pulmonary
artery for the right heart), the semilunar valves (aortic
on the left and pulmonic on the right) open and blood is
ejected.

As systole ends, the ventricular musculature relaxes
and the force exerted on the blood in the ventricular
lumen subsides. Ventricular pressure falls below outflow
pressure in the outflow vessel and the semilunar valves
close. At this point both the semilunar and the
atrioventricular valves are closed so that a second
isovolumetric period occurs. Atrial blood will not flow
into the ventricles until relaxation has proceeded to the
point when ventricular pressure falls below atrial
pressure. When that occurs, the atrioventricular (AV)
valves open and the filling phase of the cardiac cycle
once again repeats itself.

PRESSURES WITHIN THE
CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

The physician can best appreciate the events of the
cardiac cycle by measuring the pressures at various
locations in the cardiovascular system with a catheter.
Cardiac catheterization has become a powerful tool for
the diagnosis of cardiac disease and the student must,
therefore, become thoroughly familiar with the pressure
profiles in the atria, ventricles, and great vessels.
Formally, seven distinct phases during a single cardiac
cycle are recognized. Figure 3 illustrates how aortic
pressure, left ventricular pressure, left atrial pressure,
left ventricular volume, and the ECG are temporally
correlated throughout these seven phases.

Period A in Fig. 3 represents atrial systole. Note that
contraction of the left atrium causes both the left
ventricular and left atrial pressure to rise by a few mm
Hg. This rise in the atrial pressure is called the A wave.
As the atrium begins to relax atrial pressure falls causing
the X wave. The volume of blood present in the ventricle
at the end of atrial systole is termed the end-diastolic
volume. In period B, the isovolumetric period of contrac-
tion, ventricular pressure is seen to separate from atrial
pressure because of closure of the mitral valve. The
upward movement of the mitral valve into the atrium
causes the C wave. This is followed by a second fall in
atrial pressure, the X0 wave. The isovolumetric period
ends as left ventricular pressure reaches arterial pressure
and the aortic valve opens. During period C, most of the
stroke volume is ejected into the aorta, as shown by the
volume trace; hence the term rapid ejection phase. The
next phase, D, is termed the reduced ejection period.
During both ejection periods, the aortic valve is open,
making the aorta and left ventricle a common chamber
and the pressure within them nearly equal. Therefore,
the atrial pressure appears to closely follow the ventri-
cular pressure trace throughout the two ejection periods.

FIGURE 2 Mechanical events in the heart during a single cardiac cycle. Blood flow and wall motion are indicated by arrows.

Atrial and ventricular activation are symbolized by color in the respective wall. RA, LA, RV, and LV refer to right atrium, left

atrium, right ventricle, and left ventricle, respectively.
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During rapid ejection the velocity at which blood is
being ejected is increasing, causing ventricular pressure
to slightly lead that in the aorta by a few mm Hg. As the
rate of ejection slows during the reduced ejection period,
the inertia of the decelerating column of blood traveling
down the aorta reverses the gradient causing aortic
pressure to slightly lead ventricular pressure.

As the ventricle begins to relax, pressure in the
ventricle falls. As blood begins to flow backward across
the aortic valve, it closes its leaflets. That momentary
retrograde flow of blood at the aortic valve and its
abrupt deceleration as the valve snaps closed cause a
small rebound in the aortic pressure trace called the
dicrotic notch. The volume of blood left in the ventricle
at aortic valve closure is termed the end-systolic volume.
During the isovolumetric period of relaxation, E, left
ventricular and aortic pressure separate and ventricular
pressure continues to fall. The isovolumetric relaxation
period ends when ventricular pressure reaches left atrial
pressure and the mitral valve opens. Although the mitral
valve is closed during systole, blood continues to return
to the left atrium, causing its pressure to steadily rise,
generating the V wave in the atrial pressure tracing. This

elevated pressure causes blood to surge into the ventricle
as soon as the mitral valve opens. For that reason,
period F is called the rapid filling phase. The abrupt fall
in atrial pressure during the rapid filling phase gives rise
to the Y wave. During the remainder of diastole, the
reduced ventricular filling period, the pressure within the
ventricle has equilibrated with atrial pressure, and little
additional blood enters the ventricle. As atrial blood fills
the ventricle, atrial pressure rises once more as the H
wave.

The pressure in the aorta is the arterial blood
pressure. The peak pressure during ejection is referred
to as the systolic pressure, whereas the lowest pressure
just prior to aortic valve opening is called the diastolic
pressure. Blood pressure is usually reported as systolic/
diastolic, so for the example in Fig. 3 the patient’s blood
pressure would be 120/80 mm Hg.

The diagram in Fig. 3 is for the left heart and the
aorta. The pressure relationships within the right heart
and pulmonary artery are virtually identical to those
shown in Fig. 3, with the exception that the pressures are
only about one-fifth as great. The student should
meticulously study this diagram until the mechanisms
underlying these correlations are conceptually obvious.

HEART SOUNDS

Closure of the valves and rapid movement of blood
within the heart give rise to sounds that can be heard at
the chest wall. The first heart sound, S1 in Fig. 3,
accompanies the start of the isovolumetric contraction
phase and is caused primarily by tensing of the
atrioventricular valves as they close and the redistri-
bution of blood within the ventricles. Note that
antegrade flow through the semilunar valves does not
contribute to S1. As atrial systole forces blood through
the AV valves, the Bernoulli forces tend to keep the
valve cusps close to each other. Thus, as ventricular
contraction occurs, very little blood regurgitates back
into the atrium before the AV valves close. If ventricular
contraction is delayed, however, as in first-degree heart
block, then the cusps may have moved away from each
other before ventricular systole and an exaggerated first
heart sound will result because the valves must stop a
considerable regurgitant flow. S1’s pitch is low because
the large atrioventricular valves and associated ventri-
cular structures have a low resonant frequency. S1
sounds like the word lub. Because the vibrations involve
ventricular structures, the first heart sound is heard best
low in the chest near the apex of the heart. The second
heart sound, S2 in Fig. 3, is associated with the closing of
the aortic and pulmonic valves and is caused by the
resulting vibration of the valves and the large arteries

FIGURE 3 Phases of the cardiac cycle are correlated with pressure,

auditory, volume, and electrical events in and around the heart. The

seven phases of the cardiac cycle are as follows: (A) atrial systole, (B)

isovolumetric ventricular contraction, (C) rapid ventricular ejection,

(D) reduced ventricular ejection, (E) isovolumetric ventricular relaxa-

tion, (F) rapid ventricular filling, and (G) reduced ventricular filling.
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near the valves as blood is abruptly decelerated in the
outflow tract. The second heart sound occurs at the
beginning of the isovolumetric relaxation phase. The
semilunar valves, the aortic and the pulmonic, are small
and have a higher resonant frequency. The second heart
sound sounds like the word dub. Because the second
heart sound involves vibrations of the aorta and
pulmonary artery, it is best heard high in the chest.

The third heart sound (S3) results from turbulence
associated with the rapid filling of the ventricles; the
fourth heart sound (S4) results from the movement of
blood during atrial systole. The third and fourth heart
sounds are not usually audible with a stethoscope, but
can be seen when the sound waves are recorded
electronically and displayed as in Fig. 3. They are best
appreciated when the stethoscope is placed near the
apex of the heart. When S3 or S4 is heard, the sound is
referred to as a gallop because its cadence in conjunction
with S1 and S2 sounds like a galloping horse. S3 is
normally audible in children and some narrow-chested
adults. In certain disease states, the third or fourth heart
sound may be significantly augmented. The third heart
sound is most commonly audible when the ventricle is
dilated and atrial pressure is high as in heart failure. An
audible fourth heart sound occurs most commonly in
hearts in which the ventricle is very stiff, as is the case in
a hypertrophied heart.

Although the mitral valve normally closes slightly
before the tricuspid, the separate components are not
easily discerned. Because the right ventricle is normally
weaker than the left ventricle, the pulmonic valve closes
significantly later than the aortic, causing splitting of the
second heart sound. If the venous return is selectively
increased to the right ventricle by a deep inspiration,
pulmonic valve closure will be further delayed and the
splitting will be accentuated. We call this response
physiologic splitting. This is of diagnostic significance

because a failing left ventricle, which has abnormally
low contractility, will eject blood more slowly and valve
closure will be delayed. If the left ventricle were so
depressed that the aortic valve closed after the pulmonic
valve, then a deep inspiration would reduce the splitting
rather than accentuate it. This is referred to as
paradoxical splitting and it may occasionally be heard
in patients with left ventricular failure. Left bundle
branch block can also delay aortic valve closure and
produce paradoxical splitting of the second heart sound.

FRANK-STARLING RELATIONSHIP

An efficient way for the body to alter its cardiac
output is to change the heart’s stroke volume. Stroke
volume depends both on how much blood is in the heart
at the end of diastole and how much remains at the
termination of ejection. The German physiologist Otto
Frank was the first investigator to systematically
examine how stroke volume is controlled. His research
demonstrated that the amount of ventricular pressure
actively generated by a frog’s contracting heart depends
on the volume of fluid within the ventricle at the end of
diastole. A fluid-filled balloon was placed within the
ventricle of a beating frog’s heart and the pressure inside
the balloon was measured with a catheter. The balloon
was then filled to different volumes and ventricular
pressure was recorded at each volume both during
diastole and systole. The left panel of Fig. 4 shows the
time course of the ventricular pressure for four different
volumes. The right panel shows a plot of the pressures
against the volume in the balloon. The solid curve is for
the peak pressure achieved during systole and the
dashed curve is for the pressure during diastole. The
plot reveals that over a wide range the greater the
distention of the heart during diastole, the more forcibly

Clinical Note

Certain valve lesions and other anatomic defects
can give rise to sounds other than the four just
mentioned. For example, if the aortic valve fails
to close properly (aortic regurgitation), blood
will be forced across it in a retrograde manner
during diastole. This flow will be turbulent and
result in additional cardiac sounds collectively
referred to as a murmur. A murmur is by
definition a sustained sound that it not normally
present. Although a regurgitant aortic valve will
cause a diastolic murmur, a regurgitant mitral

valve will cause a murmur during systole,
because the inappropriate flow would be
during the systolic period. The timing and
quality of the murmurs help to identify the
nature of the defect causing them. Sometimes
the turbulent flow caused by a murmur is so
intense that the low-frequency vibrations can be
felt with the fingers on the chest wall. This is
called a thrill. Other conditions, such as mitral
value prolapse, can cause clicking sounds
termed clicks.
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it contracts during systole. This length dependency is a
consequence of the overlap between the actin and
myosin filaments inside the cardiac muscle cells. The
British physiologist Ernest Starling, studying the canine
heart, extended Frank’s concept to demonstrate that
this length dependency acts to ensure that the heart will
pump a volume of blood equal to that which it receives.
Because of the pioneering work of these two physiolo-
gists, we now refer to the concept that the force of
ejection is proportional to the length of the muscle fibers
as the Frank-Starling law.

PRESSURE-VOLUME RELATIONSHIPS IN
THE VENTRICLE

Let us examine the basis for Frank’s pressure-volume
plot. Ventricular muscle cells are organized into a
hollow spheroid with the muscle fibers oriented parallel
to the surface of that sphere. When the myocytes
develop tension, the ventricular walls are caused to
move inward, elevating the pressure of the blood in the
lumen of the ventricle. Because of this geometry, tension
in the individual ventricular myocytes is proportional to

the pressure in the lumen. Similarly, the length of each
myocyte will be proportional to the volume of blood
contained within the lumen. These relationships are
actually somewhat nonlinear because of the LaPlace
relationship (as discussed later) but, for now, a simple
linear relationship can be assumed. As a result of the
preceding relationships, the length-tension curve that
was presented for a cardiac muscle fiber in Chapter 7
can be relabeled, as shown in Fig. 4B. The vertical axis is
changed from tension to pressure and the horizontal
axis is changed from length to volume, but the shapes of
the curves are unchanged. This approach yields two
pressure-volume plots: one for the contracted state (the
upper curve) and one for the relaxed state (the lower
curve). As discussed in Chapter 10, the relationship
between pressure and volume for a distensible container
is described by its compliance. The more compliant a
structure is, the more its volume will change for a given
change in filling pressure. Figure 4 reveals that during
diastole the heart is very compliant because a small
increment in filling pressure will cause a large increment
in ventricular volume. Note that during systole, the
slope of the pressure-volume curve increases dramat-
ically, making it much less compliant.

FIGURE 4 A schematic representation of the frog-heart preparation used by Otto Frank to

demonstrate the relationship between the force of contraction and ventricular end-diastolic

volume. Four different end-diastolic volumes were selected and the corresponding diastolic and

systolic pressures generated by the heart are denoted as D1–D4 and S1–S4, respectively. (A) The

ventricular pressures for a complete cardiac cycle are shown for the four volumes. (B) The

diastolic (dashed line) and systolic (solid line) pressures from that heart are plotted against the

balloon volume, which gives a pressure-volume plot for the ventricle in both systole (upper line)

and diastole (lower line). The difference between the two lines at any volume is the actively

developed pressure.
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AN EJECTION LOOP CAN BE PLOTTED ON THE
PRESSURE VERSUS VOLUME GRAPH

When Frank tried to calculate how much blood the
frog heart would pump, he found that the relationship
was quite complex because the frog heart begins to relax
before the end of ejection. It was assumed that the
human heart behaved in a similar fashion until the
studies of Kichi Sagawa in the 1970s. Sagawa found that
the mammalian heart, unlike the frog heart, does
completely eject before it begins to relax and, as a
result, a relatively simple analysis, the ejection loop, can
be employed to calculate the heart’s output. Figure 5
depicts a pressure-volume curve for the human heart in
both systole (upper curve) and diastole (lower curve).
The ventricle fills with blood passively during diastole.
The filling pressure for the left ventricle is the pulmonary
venous pressure and for the right ventricle the systemic
venous pressure. These pressures typically will be from
3–7 mm Hg. Note in Fig. 5 that a filling pressure of
5 mm Hg causes the ventricle to fill to an end-diastolic
volume of 150 mL (point A). The filling pressure is often
termed the preload because this is the load on the muscle
fibers before contraction.

When the heart is activated, it moves from the
diastolic compliance curve to the systolic curve. Because
the pressure rises isovolumetrically in the ventricle, the
trajectory is a vertical line drawn between point A and
B. At a volume of 150 mL, the ventricle shown would be

capable of developing 200 mm Hg of pressure (point E),
but as soon as the ventricular pressure exceeds the
pressure in the aorta, the aortic valve opens and the
ventricle will begin to eject blood into the aorta. At
point B in Fig. 5, the mode of muscle contraction
changes abruptly from isometric (A to B) to isotonic (B
to C). The afterload for the contraction is the aortic
pressure, which for simplicity is depicted in these
examples as being constant through ejection. Actually,
aortic pressure rises and falls during ejection (see Fig. 3)
so that the contraction is not strictly isotonic from B to
C but is actually auxotonic, as discussed later in this
chapter.

Because of the Frank-Starling relationship, as the
ventricular volume gets smaller during ejection the
potential for the ventricle to develop pressure also
falls. At point C, a stable equilibrium has been reached.
Note that any further ejection into the aorta (moving to
the left) would put the fibers at a length that could not
support the aortic pressure. The heart then stays at point
C, the end-diastolic volume, until the action potential
subsides and the heart begins to relax.

At the end of ejection, the aortic valve closes and the
heart relaxes isovolumetrically so the plot moves
vertically from C to D, where it rejoins the diastolic
compliance curve. As pressure in the ventricle falls
below atrial pressure, the mitral valve opens, and the
ventricle refills with venous blood and returns to the
starting point A.

STROKE VOLUME CAN BE CALCULATED FROM
THE EJECTION LOOP

We have just described an ejection loop for the heart
that makes it easy to calculate the output of the heart.
For example, the stroke volume is given by:

Stroke volume ¼ end-diastolic volume

� end-systolic volume: ð1Þ

In the example shown in Fig. 5, stroke volume is
calculated as the difference between points B and C, or
75 mL. The fraction of the contents that the heart ejects
is called the ejection fraction and is calculated as the
stroke volume divided by the end-diastolic volume, and
in this case would be 50% (75/150). Of course, the shape
of the systolic and diastolic compliance curves will vary
from heart to heart, but if the curves are known for any
heart, then its output can accurately be calculated. The
next several sections reveal that only three variables
affect stroke volume in the normal heart: contractility,
venous pressure, and aortic pressure.
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FIGURE 5 A pressure-volume plot for a human left ventricle during

both systole and diastole. Note that the ventricle is very compliant
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(steep slope). The four points A, B, C, and D describe an ejection loop.
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FACTORS THAT AFFECT STROKE VOLUME

Contractility

When heart muscle is activated, insufficient calcium is
released into the cytosol to cover all the troponin C
calcium binding sites. As a result, the force generation is
less than maximal. Furthermore, the calcium concentra-
tion can be modulated by signal transduction systems
such as occurs when the �-adrenergic receptors are
stimulated by norepinephrine. If the amount of calcium
released into the cytosol is increased, the force generation
for any given muscle length is increased, causing an
upward shift of the systolic pressure volume curve, as
shown in Fig. 6. This is termed an increase in
contractility. The effect of an increase in contractility
on the ejection loop is to move point C to the left (toward
a smaller end-systolic volume). If filling pressure, which
is determined by the venous pressure, is unchanged, then
end-diastolic volume will be unchanged. The reduced
end-systolic volume will result in an increased stroke
volume. Conversely, decreasing contractility tends to
decrease stroke volume.

Venous Filling Pressure

The end-diastolic volume is determined by the venous
filling pressure. Because the ventricle is very compliant,
small changes in venous filling pressure have a major
effect on end-diastolic volume and thus stroke volume.
This relationship makes venous filling pressure a
primary determinant of cardiac output, which will be
discussed in further detail in Chapter 14, where the
control of cardiac output is considered. Because of its
pivotal role in controlling cardiac output, the central
venous pressure is of great importance clinically and is
often monitored closely in critically ill patients, particu-
larly those who have lost blood volume. Figure 7 shows
that an increase in venous pressure increases stroke
volume entirely by changing end-diastolic volume and
does not affect the end-systolic volume. Factors that

increase venous filling pressure tend to increase cardiac
output and those that decrease venous pressure decrease
cardiac output.

Aortic Pressure

It is easy to see in Fig. 8 that the end-systolic volume
is determined by the aortic pressure. As aortic pressure
rises, equilibrium point C will occur at a larger end-
systolic volume. Increasing end-systolic volume reduces
stroke volume. Thus, a rise in aortic pressure tends to
decrease stroke volume, whereas a falling aortic pressure
tends to increase it. As was seen with contractility,
changes in aortic pressure affect stroke volume by
changing only the end-systolic volume.

Clinical Note

Heart failure is a relatively common condition in
which left aterial pressure is abnormally high.
This is often caused by a depressed contractility.
A number of diseases can lead to heart failure
including hypertension, valve lesions, such as
aortic or mitral regurgitation coronary athero-
sclerosis, or myopathic processes within the

heart muscle. In patients with failure related
to depressed contractility, the primary
consequence is reduced stroke volume and
inadequate cardiac output. The condition is
often difficult to treat and the prognosis is
poor for advanced cases. Cardiac transplanta-
tion has emerged as an effective treatment.
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Diastolic Compliance

Although the body can change the heart’s contrac-
tility from moment to moment, no such control system
exists for changing the diastolic compliance curve,
because in the normal heart the myocytes are fully
relaxed and their stiffness is determined wholly by the
structures that make up their parallel elastic element. In
some patients, e.g., those with inadequate coronary
blood flow, the heart may be slow to relax during systole
and further impede filling as shown in Fig. 9.

AUXOTONIC BEAT

In the preceding examples, we simplified the ejection
phase of the loop by drawing it as a horizontal line.
Examination of the aortic pressure profile shown in
Fig. 3 reveals that pressure in the aorta actually rises by
about 40 mm Hg from the time when the aortic valve
opens to the end of the rapid ejection phase. This means
that the afterload for the contracting ventricle is not

constant and thus the contraction cannot be called
isotonic in the strict sense of the word. When the load on
a muscle changes as it shortens, it is called an auxotonic
contraction. Figure 10 shows how the ejection loop can
be redrawn to depict accurately the auxotonic condi-
tions. This simply means that end-systolic volume is
determined by the aortic pressure at the time of closure
of the aortic valve.

COORDINATION BETWEEN THE LEFT AND
RIGHT VENTRICLES

The heart consists of two separate sides, the left and
the right. These sides are in series with one another so
that blood pumped through the lungs by the right side
returns to the left side to be pumped through the
systemic circulation. Obviously, in the steady state
the stroke volume of one side must exactly equal that
of the other. This coordination is maintained by changes
in systemic and pulmonary venous pressure. If, for
example, the left ventricle were to reduce its output, then
blood pumped by the right ventricle would accumulate

Clinical Note

In the failing heart with diminished stroke volume
and cardiac output, an important therapeutic
strategy involves diminution of afterload with

vasodilating drugs. A decreased afterload would
result in a greater stroke volume, which in turn
would help to alleviate symptoms of heart failure.
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in the pulmonary veins, raising the pulmonary venous
pressure. This rise in venous pressure raises the end-
diastolic volume of the left ventricle and, thus, the left
ventricular stroke volume. At the same time, the reduced
output of the left ventricle will reduce systemic venous
return and thus the filling pressure for the right ventricle
will fall. An equilibrium will soon be met at which the
stroke volume will again be equal on both sides.

ASSESSMENT OF CONTRACTILITY

The contractile state of the ventricle is of much
interest to the physician because many disease states
involve abnormal contractility. In the hyperthyroid
patient, contractility may be elevated to the point at
which the heart may be caused to hypertrophy from
the hyperkinetic state. Conversely, in the patient with

cardiac failure, contractility may be reduced to the
point at which an adequate cardiac output cannot be
achieved. Because of the heart’s inaccessible position
in the chest, it has been surprisingly difficult to
measure the heart’s contractility in the clinical setting.
Over the years, several indices of cardiac contractility
have been introduced; the student should have some
understanding of the major ones, including the ventri-
cular function curve, the velocity index dP/dt, the
ejection fraction, and the end-systolic pressure-volume
plot. Each of these is discussed in the following
subsections.

Ventricular Function Curve

The most obvious approach to assessing contractility
is to find a way to relate the heart’s pump performance

Clinical Note

The diastolic compliance can be altered by
disease. When the heart becomes hypertrophied,
as often occurs with persistent hypertension (high
blood pressure), the walls of the ventricle become
very thick as the myocytes increase their diameter
and connective tissue is deposited within the

heart wall. The thickened wall reduces compliance
and opposes filling during diastole. Figure 9
shows how a reduced diastolic compliance
reduces stroke volume. This diastolic dysfunction
greatly reduces the efficiency of the hypertro-
phied heart often with fatal consequences.
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to its contractility. The problem with that approach is
that two other factors, venous pressure and aortic
pressure, also affect stroke volume. That problem was
cleverly solved by Stanley Sarnoff in the 1960s. To
isolate the effect of venous pressure, he proposed simply
to plot stroke volume as a function of venous pressure.
If one examines the ejection loop shown in Fig. 5, it can
be seen easily that if contractility and aortic pressure are
held constant, then a simple relationship exists between
stroke volume and venous pressure. That relationship
is depicted in Fig. 11A. Similarly, it can easily be
appreciated that increasing the contractility of the heart
will shift that line upward as indicated in the figure and
decreasing contractility will shift it downward.

The problem with the preceding approach is that the
stroke volume–venous pressure curve also depends on
the aortic pressure. As shown in Fig. 11B, increasing

aortic pressure shifts the curve downward and decreas-
ing aortic pressure shifts it upward. Thus, it is not
possible to tell if a shift in the stroke volume–venous
pressure curve resulted from a change in contractility or
aortic pressure. This ambiguity can be eliminated by
plotting stroke work rather than stroke volume on the
vertical axis. In a fluid system, physical work is given by
the volume pumped times the pressure it is pumped
against, in this case the product of stroke volume and
aortic pressure. Stroke work for the ventricle is fairly
independent of the aortic pressure because aortic
pressure and stroke volume are reciprocally related. As
a result, their product is surprisingly constant over a
wide range of pressures. Thus, the stroke work–venous
pressure plot shown in Fig. 11C, usually called the
ventricular function curve, is affected only by changes in
contractility. In practice, the venous pressure is changed
over several beats by rapid infusion of intravenous fluids
or suddenly lifting the patient’s legs. Stroke volume and
aortic pressure are monitored and from that data the
plot is made. Any factor that shifts that plot is said to
have changed contractility. The shortcomings are that
very invasive procedures are required to obtain such
data, which limits the clinical application.

Velocity-Related Indices of Contractility

As contractility increases, two factors change in
cardiac muscle: the isometric force and the velocity of
isotonic shortening. The velocity of shortening can be
assessed by measuring the rate at which ventricular
pressure rises (dP/dt) during the isovolumetric period of
contraction. In practice, the ventricular pressure record-
ing from a catheter is differentiated electronically so that
a continuous recording of ventricular dP/dt can be
monitored. Actually, ventricular filling pressure also
affects the dP/dt signal. As ventricular filling rises so does
the dP/dt. As will be seen in a subsequent chapter,
however, a rise in contractility usually evokes a fall in
venous pressure. Thus, an increase in dP/dt can be
interpreted unambiguously as an increase in contractility
if the end-diastolic pressure is either unchanged or falls.
The major shortcoming of dP/dt is that it is
imprecise and requires insertion of a ventricular
catheter. It is often used in animal experiments in
which a simple index of contractility is to be continuously
monitored.

Ejection Fraction

The ejection fraction, as mentioned earlier, is calcu-
lated by dividing the stroke volume by the end-diastolic
volume. It is literally the fraction of the ventricular
volume that is ejected with each beat. Ejection fraction
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can be measured by a variety of methods in the human
heart. These now include ultrasound, nuclear medicine
methods, and x-ray angiography. Although the ejection
fraction is strongly influenced by contractility, the
ejection loop analysis reveals that it is also influenced
by filling pressure and aortic pressure. Nevertheless,
the ejection fraction is the most important index of
contractility in the clinic today, primarily because of its
ease of measurement. Normally, the ejection fraction
should be about 0.6 for a healthy heart. Ejection
fractions below 0.5 suggest disease and those below 0.3
are associated with high mortality.

End-Systolic Pressure-Volume Relationship

The best measurement of contractility would be to
analyze the systolic pressure-volume curves for that
ventricle. It is now possible to obtain a continuous
ventricular volume recording with what is called a
conductance catheter. By having a computer plot the
ventricular volume signal against ventricular pressure,
an ejection loop for each beat can be displayed. If aortic
pressure is varied over several beats, the pressure and
volume at the end of systole can be determined for each
of those beats, as shown in Fig. 12. Connecting those
points plots a segment of the systolic pressure-volume
curve. The end-systolic pressure-volume relationship is
clearly the most accurate measurement of contractility
available today. Unfortunately, the method still requires
relatively invasive instrumentation, which limits its
clinical utility.

LAW OF LAPLACE

In the beginning of the chapter, we stated that the
tension on the individual muscle fibers is proportional to
the pressure in the ventricular lumen. The relationship
between wall tension and luminal pressure for a
spheroid is given by the law of LaPlace. When applied

to thin-walled structures like soap bubbles, the tension is
given by:

Tension ¼ PR=2: ð2Þ

where P is the pressure in the lumen and R is the
radius of the sphere. In a thick-walled structure like the
ventricle, one must divide by the wall thickness as well.
The LaPlace relationship not only predicts that tension
is proportional to pressure but also to the radius as
well. Muscle fibers in the ventricle generate a pressure
in the lumen that is in the proportion to their force of

Clinical Note

In some acute forms of heart failure, left atrial
pressure can become quite elevated. If this
continues for more than a day, the heart can
dilate such that the chamber diameter may
double or even triple. Dilation is caused by a
slippage of the points at which one fiber
attaches to its neighbor, in response to
sustained high wall tension. With a large

chamber radius and a thin wall, the geometry
may become so unfavorable that an adequate
stroke volume can no longer be generated by
the heart. This is a grave complication for the
already failing heart. The dilated heart has a
normal mass of muscle and should not be
confused with a hypertrophied heart in which
the muscle mass has been increased.
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contraction divided by the radius of the lumen.
Therefore, increasing end-diastolic volume acutally
diminishes the heart’s ability to convert its fiber
tension into pressure. In the physiologic range, this
disadvantage is greatly overshadowed by the increase
in force generation that results from the longer fiber
length. Thus, the normal heart responds to an
increased chamber volume with a more forceful
contraction. If the radius of the lumen becomes
excessive, however, as in the dilated heart, the effect
of increasing fiber length can be overwhelmed (see
clinical note on page 212).

SYSTOLIC PRESSURE-VOLUME AREA PREDICTS
THE OXYGEN CONSUMPTION OF THE HEART

Virtually all of the heart’s energy is derived from
oxidative metabolism. Substrate is primarily fatty acids
and to a much lesser extent carbohydrates. As a result, a
linear relationship exists between the heart’s energy
production and its oxygen consumption. Because most
of the heart’s energy expenditure goes into mechanical
work, it is not surprising that there is a close correlation
between the oxygen consumption of the heart and its
mechanical activity. Figure 13 reveals this relationship.
The external physical work done by the heart (pressure
times volume) is exactly given by the area within the
ejection loop. That area, however, correlates poorly with
the heart’s oxygen requirements. If, however, an internal
work component as shown in Fig. 13 is added to the
external work, that sum correlates almost perfectly with
the heart’s energy demands. This systolic pressure-volume
area index leads to some interesting and surprising
predictions. For example, notice that raising the aortic
pressure with no change in venous pressure decreases
stroke volume and may even decrease external work but
always increases oxygen demand. The preceding analysis
explains why high blood pressure is so stressful to the

heart. Conversely, reducing aortic pressure increases
cardiac output and decreases oxygen demand. The
analysis also explains why increased contractility
increases oxygen demand.

Suggested Readings

Frank O. On the dynamics of cardiac muscle (translated by Chapman

CB and Wasserman E). Am Heart J 1959;58:282–378.

Suga H, Hisano R, Goto Y, et al. Effect of positive inotropic agents on

the relation between oxygen consumption and systolic pressure

volume area. Circ Res 1983;53:306–318.

Suga H, Sagawa K. Instantaneous pressure-volume relationships and

their ratio in the excised and supported canine left ventricle. Circ

Res 1974;35:117–126.

Clinical Note

Angina pectoris is a condition in which one or
more coronary arteries have become narrowed
because of atherosclerosis. This causes the
blood flow to the heart muscle to be in-
adequate (ischemia), resulting in chest pain
and impaired contractility of the affected
regions. Such attacks are usually brought on
by physical exertion that transiently increases
the oxygen requirements of the heart. Many

drugs have been identified that can decrease
the incidence and severity of these attacks.
Virtually all of these act either to reduce the
contractility of the heart (beta blockers and
calcium antagonists) or to reduce the blood
pressure by venous dilation (nitrates). The
systolic pressure-volume area analysis predicts
that either of these will reduce the oxygen
demand of the heart.
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Regulation of Venous Return and Cardiac Output

JAMES M. DOWNEY

KEY POINTS
� Venous pressure is a major determinant of

cardiac output because it is the filling pressure
for the heart. Venous pressure at any cardiac
output can be predicted by the vascular
function curve.

� Venous pressure tends to be reciprocally
related to arterial pressure. Because venous
capacitance is much larger than arterial capa-
citance, large changes in arterial pressure cause
much smaller changes in venous pressure as
blood shifts from the arteries to the veins.

� The periphery interacts with the heart through
changes in venous pressure because venous
pressure falls as cardiac output increases.

� The crossing point of the cardiac and the
venous function curves determines cardiac
output.

� Increasing contractility increases cardiac
output and reduces venous pressure.

� Increasing blood volume increases cardiac
output and venous pressure.

� Increasing venous tone increases cardiac
output and venous pressure.

� Increasing arteriolar tone decreases cardiac
output but has an unpredictable effect on
venous pressure.

� Heart rate affects cardiac output in a triphasic
manner. Very low heart rates (bradycardia) limit
cardiac output. In the normal range of heart
rates (50–150 beats/min), stroke volume
changes reciprocally with heart rate so that
little effect is seen on cardiac output. High heart
rates (tachycardia) limit cardiac output because
of inadequate time for ventricular filling.
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VENOUS PRESSURE IS A MAJOR DETERMINANT
OF CARDIAC OUTPUT

The heart and the vascular system provide all body
tissues with a continuous flow of blood that closely
matches their metabolic demand. To overperfuse the
tissues would require the heart to perform unnecessary
work, and to underperfuse would cause ischemic injury
to the tissues. As the metabolic demands change from
moment to moment, so must the cardiac output. The
question arises: How can the body’s control systems alter
the cardiovascular system to change the cardiac output?
In Chapter 13, we learned that stroke volume of the heart
is sensitive to changes in venous pressure, the heart’s
filling pressure. Because venous pressure is determined
by the peripheral vascular system, changes in the
periphery can have profound effects on cardiac
output. This chapter analyzes the complex interaction
between the heart and the periphery so that a
basic understanding of cardiac output control can be
appreciated.

VENOUS PRESSURE IS RECIPROCALLY RELATED
TO ARTERIAL PRESSURE

Venous return refers to the amount of blood flowing
back to the heart per unit of time. At steady state,
venous return and cardiac output must be equal.
Because the atria lack valves, their contraction contri-
butes little to diastolic filling and blood flows into the
heart passively as a result of the pressure in the great
veins. Thus, systemic venous pressure can be consid-
ered to be the filling pressure for the right ventricle. To
develop a conceptual understanding of what affects

venous pressure, consider a situation in which a
patient’s heart is replaced by a heart-lung machine
for which cardiac output can be set to any desired level
and is not affected by changes in venous pressure. A
simplified view of this arrangement is presented in Fig. 1.
The cardiovascular system now consists of a heart-lung
machine that is pumping blood out of the veins and
into the aorta. Pressure in the arterial compartment
forces blood from the arterial compartment across the
microcirculation where most of the total peripheral
resistance (TPR) is located and into the veins. Blood in
the veins then returns to the heart-lung machine. A
steady state will be soon be achieved wherein output of
the heart-lung machine (cardiac output) equals the flow
across the TPR, which, in turn, equals venous return.
The system is self-regulating. If flow through the
microcirculation were less than cardiac output, then
blood would start to accumulate in the arterial vessels.
As the additional blood stretches the arterial walls, the
arterial pressure rises, which in turn increases the flow
into the microcirculation until the equilibrium is again
reached.

Let’s assume we start with a mean arterial pressure of
102 mm Hg and a venous pressure of 2 mm Hg. This
pressure difference of 100 mm Hg results in a flow of
5 L/min across the TPR (TPR in this case equals 20 mm
Hg XL‘‘1 X min’’1). If the heart-lung machine were
suddenly stopped, blood would continue to flow across
the microcirculation, propelled by the recoiling arterial
capacitance. Arterial pressure would fall as blood leaves
the arterial compartment and venous pressure would rise
as blood is shifted into the venous compartment. Flow
through the microcirculation will stop only when
arterial and venous pressures are equal. The equilibrium
pressure that is reached throughout the cardiovascular

Venous pressure

Veins

Arteries

Arterial pressure

Pump

Peripheral resistance

FIGURE 1 The circulation can be modeled by a heart-lung machine (pump) connected to a circulatory

system consisting of an arterial capacitance that is small, a peripheral resistance, and a venous capacitance

that is large. All components are connected in series. See text for details.
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system when cardiac output is stopped is called the mean
circulatory filling pressure. Mean circulatory filling
pressure is thought to be approximately 7 mm Hg and
is determined by the amount of blood within the
cardiovascular system and the pressure-volume relation-
ship (capacitance) of the blood vessels.

Withdrawing blood from a patient will decrease the
mean circulatory filling pressure. If blood were removed
until the mean circulatory filling pressure fell to zero (no
stretch on the blood vessel walls), the system would still
contain an appreciable amount of blood. That volume is
called the unstressed volume. The unstressed volume can
be varied by the body’s control systems by changing the
contractile state of the smooth muscle in the walls of the
veins. Venoconstriction decreases unstressed volume
and thus increases mean circulatory filling pressure,
whereas venodilation increases unstressed volume and
decreases the mean circulatory filling pressure.

Venous Capacitance Is Much Larger Than

Arterial Capacitance

In Chapter 10, we learned that the ratio of volume to
pressure for a compartment defines its capacitance. The
capacitance of the venous compartment is approxi-
mately 19 times greater than that of the arterial
compartment. We have tried to illustrate the differences
in capacitance in the shape of the arterial and venous
reservoirs in Fig. 1. The arterial reservoir is tall and
narrow so that a small increment in volume will greatly
increase the height of fluid in the reservoir and thus its
pressure. Conversely, the venous side is broad so that
the same increment in volume would have much less
effect on pressure. Movement of a volume of blood from
the arterial side to the venous side will cause arterial
pressure to decrease and venous pressure to increase.
Because of the differences in capacitances, however, the
arterial pressure change will be 19 times greater than
that in the veins. Thus, if the output of the heart-lung
machine were reduced from 5 to 2.5 L/min, arterial
pressure would fall to 54.5 mm Hg and venous pressure
would rise to 4.5. Although arterial pressure fell by
47.5 mm Hg, venous pressure rose by only 2.5 mm Hg,
19 times less. Note that any change in arterial pressure
will be accompanied by a reciprocal but smaller change
in venous pressure. Figure 2 shows the change in venous
and arterial pressures that occurs when cardiac output
goes from 0 to 1 L/min. At zero cardiac output, arterial
and venous pressures are equal and at the mean
circulatory filling pressure. As flow begins arterial
pressure rises markedly, whereas venous pressure falls
only slightly. Although these changes in venous pressure
may seem small, they are of paramount importance
because venous pressure is the filling pressure for the

heart and in the previous chapter we learned that filling
pressure is a primary determinant of stroke volume.

The Relationship between Cardiac Output

and Venous Pressure Is Termed the

Vascular Function Curve

When the steady-state venous pressure is plotted as a
function of cardiac output, one observes an inverse linear
relationship (Fig. 3). Venous pressure is equal to the
mean circulatory filling pressure when cardiac output is
zero (point A on Fig. 3). As cardiac output is increased,
venous pressure decreases linearly until zero venous
pressure is attained. At that point, so much blood is
sequestered in the arterial compartment that the veins
are at their unstressed volume. Zero venous pressure

FIGURE 3 A vascular function curve. Venous pressure is plotted as

a function of cardiac output.

FIGURE 2 Arterial pressure and venous pressure are plotted as a

function of time when the output of the heart-lung machine depicted in

Fig. 1 is increased from 0 to 1 L/min.
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represents the maximum possible cardiac output because
any further fall in pressure would result in a negative
pressure and the central veins would collapse. Hence, the
curves become flat in the range of negative venous
pressures. The plot in Fig. 3 is known as the vascular
function curve. By convention, plots of the vascular
function curve have cardiac output (the independent
variable) on the y axis and venous pressure (the
dependent variable) on the x axis. Thus, any point
(e.g., B) on the vascular function curve is associated with
a specific cardiac output and a venous pressure. This
convention facilitates a graphic analysis that is useful in
determining cardiac output, as explained later.

Periphery Interacts with the Heart through

Changes in Venous Pressure

In Chapter 13, we saw that venous filling pressure
was an important determinant of stroke volume. If
arterial pressure, heart rate, and contractility are held
constant, cardiac output will be a positive function of
venous pressure. The relationship between venous
pressure and cardiac output for the heart is shown by
the cardiac function curve in Fig. 4. The cardiac function
curve presented here is similar to the ventricular function
curve described in Chapter 13 except that cardiac output
rather than stroke work is plotted on the vertical axis.
We chose cardiac output so that the curve can be co-
plotted with the vascular function curve. Keep in mind
that unlike the ventricular function curve, the cardiac
output/venous pressure plot is affected by changes in
both contractility and aortic pressure.

Although venous pressure determines the output of
the heart, venous pressure is, in turn, inversely related to
cardiac output, as shown by the vascular function curve
in the same figure. Thus, a constant interplay occurs
between the heart and blood vessels at the level of venous
pressure. As cardiac output tries to increase, venous
pressure decreases, thus bringing cardiac output back to
its original value in a self-regulating fashion. To calculate
the equilibrium cardiac output, we must treat the two
relationships as simultaneous equations and solve for the
one cardiac output and venous pressure pair that would
satisfy both curves. In Fig. 4, we have solved the
simultaneous equations graphically by co-plotting
them. Where the two curves cross is their equilibrium
point. If the heart described by the cardiac function curve
in Fig. 4 is connected to the vascular system depicted by
the venous function curve in Fig. 4, then the cardiac
output will be 5.5 L/min and the venous pressure will be
1 mm Hg. It is important for the student to understand
that the system cannot operate off the equilibrium point.
The only way that cardiac output can be altered is to
change one or both of the curves.

CARDIAC OUTPUT CAN BE CHANGED ONLY BY
ALTERING EITHER THE CARDIAC OR THE

VENOUS FUNCTION CURVE

Effect of Changing Contractility

In Fig. 5, stimulation of the cardiac sympathetic
nerves has shifted the cardiac function curve upward and
to the left as a result of increased ventricular contractility
and heart rate. As predicted (see Chapter 13) this results
in a greater cardiac output for any given filling pressure.

FIGURE 4 Simultaneous plots on the same axis of the vascular

function and cardiac function curves. The intersection of the two

curves reveals the steady-state cardiac output and venous pressure that

must exist in the system.

FIGURE 5 Effect of cardiac sympathetic nerve stimulation on the

cardiovascular state as depicted on a simultaneous plot of the cardiac

and vascular function curves.
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Note that the equilibrium point has also been shifted
from A to B. Cardiac output will be increased as expec-
ted, but the increased cardiac output caused venous
pressure to fall, thus blunting the increase in output.

Effect of Changing Blood Volume

It was noted previously that mean circulatory filling
pressure is solely determined by the blood volume and
the capacitance of the blood vessels. Mean circulatory
filling pressure (cf. the venous function curve’s x
intercept in Fig. 6) would be increased by increasing

the blood volume, resulting in hypervolemia. Similarly,
mean circulatory filling pressure would be decreased by
reducing the blood volume, resulting in hypovolemia.
Assuming that TPR remains constant, the difference in
arterial and venous pressure required to force any
given cardiac output across the TPR will be unchanged
regardless of the blood volume and, therefore, the
slope of the curves remains the same. Changes in blood
volume shift the vascular function curve in a parallel
fashion, as indicated in Fig. 6.

An increase in blood volume resulting from a blood
transfusion (or perhaps renal fluid retention) would shift
the vascular function curve up and to the right, as shown
in Fig. 7. Note the change in the equilibrium point from
A to B in Fig. 7. Hypervolemia causes cardiac output to
increase with a concomitant increase in venous pressure.
Contrast the effect of hypervolemia with increasing
contractility in Fig. 5, in which cardiac output increases
but venous pressure falls.

Effect of Changing Venous Tone

Venoconstriction decreases the unstressed volume of
the venous compartment and shifts the function curve in
the same manner as transfusion. Whether one makes the
container smaller (venoconstriction) or the contents
larger (transfusion), the effect will be the same: a
greater venous pressure for any given cardiac output.
Venodilation increases the unstressed volume and shifts
the vascular function curve in the same manner as

Clinical Note

Physicians now understand the primacy of
venous pressure in cardiac output control. As
a result, a central venous catheter is almost
always placed in the critically ill patient to
monitor venous pressure and guide the physi-
cian in patient management. For example, if

cardiac output and venous pressure fall, fluids
are added to raise the blood volume. If, on
the other hand, venous pressure rises as
cardiac output falls, then the cause is low
contractility and a cardiac stimulant would be
indicated.

Clinical Note

A fall in contractility as is often seen in the failing
heart shifts the cardiac function curve down and
to the right. The equilibrium point would then be
shifted to a reduced cardiac output and an
increased venous pressure. The increased
venous pressure is the cardinal sign of heart

failure and can cause complications of its own.
Venous pressure can rise so high that fluid is
extruded from the capillaries into the tissue. The
resulting peripheral or pulmonary edema can be
more of a problem than the reduced cardiac
output.

FIGURE 6 Effect of altering blood volume on the vascular function

curve.
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hemorrhage. Cardiac output is carefully controlled in
the body primarily in association with blood pressure
control. The body adjusts both blood volume and
venous tone as an integral part of this control system.
The former is associated with long-term control,
primarily by the kidney over hours to days, whereas
the latter can be adjusted by the central nervous system
in a moment-to-moment fashion. These control systems
are explained in detail in Chapter 15.

Effect of Changing Arteriolar Tone

Arteriolar constriction or relaxation has a different
effect on the vascular function curve from that seen with
changing blood volume. At zero cardiac output, altering
the TPR will not affect the mean circulatory filling
pressure because the volume of blood contained within
the arterioles is negligible. However, except when
cardiac output is zero, an increase in arteriolar constric-
tion increases the pressure difference required to drive
the cardiac output across the TPR. To illustrate this, let
us return to our original example in which the heart has
been replaced by a mechanical pump. If the output of
the heart-lung machine is held constant, say, at 4 L/min,
a sudden increase in TPR will temporarily decrease
blood flow across the microcirculation. The mismatch
between cardiac output and flow through the micro-
circulation will cause blood to accumulate in the arterial
compartment until arterial pressure becomes high
enough to force the entire cardiac output across the
increased TPR. The additional blood in the arterial
compartment came from the venous compartment.
Therefore, increasing the TPR will cause venous

pressure to be lower for any cardiac output, causing a
counterclockwise rotation of the vascular function curve
about the mean circulatory filling pressure, as is shown
in Fig. 8. Arteriolar dilation decreases the TPR and has
the opposite effect, a clockwise rotation.

Increasing the TPR will cause the equilibrium point
to move toward reduced cardiac output and venous
pressure (A to B in Fig. 8). Decreasing the TPR will
likewise increase the cardiac output and the venous
pressure (A to C in Fig. 8). But there is more to the
story. Because changes in TPR have a marked effect on
arterial blood pressure, they also shift the cardiac
function curve. In Chapter 13, we learned that end-
systolic volume is directly related to the arterial
pressure. As a result, stroke volume decreases when
arterial pressure increases. We therefore have to draw a
new cardiac function curve down and to the right
(equivalent to that seen with reduced contractility) when
TPR is increased, as shown in Fig. 8. This shift of the
ventricular function curve further exaggerates the effect
on cardiac output beyond what would be expected by
the change in venous pressure alone. Therefore, the
equilibrium point actually moves from A to D (in Fig. 8)
after an increase in TPR. Decreasing the TPR has the
opposite effect and increases stroke volume, moving
the cardiac function curve up and to the left, so the
equilibrium point actually moves from A to E.
Unlike the effect on cardiac output, the change in
venous pressure resulting from a change in TPR will
be ambiguous because both curves are altered.
Depending on the exact characteristics of the individual,
venous pressure may either rise or fall with a change
in TPR.

FIGURE 7 Effect of hypervolemia on the cardiovascular state as

depicted on a simultaneous plot of the cardiac and vascular function

curves.

FIGURE 8 Effects of changes in total peripheral resistance on the

vascular and cardiac function curves.
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Intrathoracic Pressure Affects the Cardiac

Function Curve

Intrathoracic pressure is the pressure presented to the
outside of the heart. The pressure surrounding the heart
acts in parallel with the compliance of the cardiac
musculature to oppose ventricular distension by the
venous pressure. End-diastolic volume will, therefore, be
determined by the difference between venous pressure
and intrathoracic pressure. As a result, changing
intrathoracic pressure shifts the cardiac function curve
horizontally along the x axis. Normally, intrathoracic
pressure is 2–3 mm Hg negative because of the breathing
mechanics. Increasing the intrathoracic pressure to
atmospheric by opening the chest will reduce the cardiac
output and increase the venous pressure because it will
shift the ventricular output curve about 2–3 mm to the
right.

RIGHT HEART AND LEFT HEART PUMP AS
ONE UNIT

In our analysis we have considered systemic venous
pressure to be the filling pressure of the heart.
Systemic venous pressure is, of course, the filling
pressure only for the right heart. In actuality, the
output of the left heart will have to equal the output
of the right heart since they are in series. If the left
heart’s output were to lag behind that of the right,
blood would accumulate in the pulmonary veins and
raise filling pressure to the left heart. The increase in
stroke volume would quickly correct any mismatch.
Thus, the two ventricles are in tandem and really do
work as one unit. This relationship is maintained even
if one of the chambers is diseased and begins to fail.
Our analysis suggests that venous pressure could never
exceed mean circulatory pressure. However, if only
one side of the heart fails, the healthy ventricle can

actively pump blood into the veins feeding the failing
side, raising venous pressure on that side to 20–30 mm
Hg. That is enough pressure to force fluid out of the
capillaries and cause edema upstream of the failing
ventricle.

HEART RATE AFFECTS CARDIAC OUTPUT IN
A TRIPHASIC MANNER

Cardiac output is calculated as heart rate times
stroke volume. It would be reasonable, then, to assume
that heart rate is an important determinant of cardiac
output. Changes in heart rate within the physiologic
range, however, have surprisingly little effect on
cardiac output, as is shown in Fig. 9. That is because
venous return strongly governs cardiac output in the
normal heart. If the cardiac output starts to rise with

Clinical Note

A common medical condition is hemorrhage
(blood loss). The resulting hypovolemia moves
the equilibrium point down and to the left with a
decreased cardiac output and venous pressure.
Reduced cardiac output by this mechanism is the
primary problem facing these patients and
explains why transfusion is the only rational
treatment for the hemorrhagic patient. If blood
volume is not promptly restored, the peripheral

tissues will be irreversibly injured because of
inadequate blood flow, and hemorrhagic shock
will ensue. A low blood pressure is usually the
most obvious sign of hypovolemia and the
physician may be tempted to try to increase it
with an arteriolar constrictor like phenylephrine.
Although the constrictor would raise arterial
pressure, it would also further depress cardiac
output and only make the situation worse.
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FIGURE 9 The heart rate is varied by electrical pacing and the

effect on cardiac output is plotted. Note that cardiac output is

relatively insensitive to changes in rate within the physiologic range,

but cardiac output falls dramatically at both the high and low

extremes.
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an accelerated heart rate, venous pressure simply falls
and stroke volume is reduced proportionately. If the
heart is electrically paced to a very high rate (tachy-
cardia) or decreases to a very low rate (bradycardia),
cardiac output is severely impaired. At heart rates
below 50 beats/mm, as might occur in a patient with
complete heart block, stroke volume is maximal
and can no longer compensate for the reduced rate.
At heart rates above 150 beats/min, as might occur in a
patient in ventricular tachycardia, the filling time is
so short that the heart fails to fill adequately between
beats. It is interesting to note that when the heart rate is
increased by sympathetic stimulation, the duration of
the action potential is reduced in the ventricle so that
the systolic period is shortened, thus allowing more
time for filling between beats. That phenomenon
allows the heart to pump efficiently at rates in excess
of 200 beats/min during exercise.

REGULATION OF CARDIAC OUTPUT

Any change in cardiac output must be the result of a
change in either the vascular or the cardiac function
curves. Neural, endocrine, and other regulatory
mechanisms constantly change cardiac output to meet
the body’s metabolic needs by altering those curves.
Often, simultaneous changes in several parameters work
in concert or in opposition. For example, a decrease in
blood volume may have little or no effect on mean
circulatory filling pressure if the decreased blood volume
is accompanied by venoconstriction and a resulting
decrease in unstressed volume.

It is useful for the student at this point to consider
the cardiovascular system in three levels. The first
level is to understand the three determinants of the
heart’s stroke volume: filling pressure, contractility,
and afterload. The second level is to appreciate the

mechanical interaction between the vascular system
and the heart as described by the co-plotting of the
cardiac and venous function curves. The final level is
to appreciate how the body can capitalize on that
interaction to actually modulate the system through
the various control systems present in the body. These
control systems have only four variables that they can
alter—venous tone, TPR, contractility, and blood
volume—to effect the desired change in cardiac
output. As will be learned in the following chapters,
there are very few blood flow sensors in the system, so
that the body’s control systems actually monitor
arterial pressure and then change cardiac output
appropriately to control that pressure.

Clinical Note

Normally, the long refractory period of the
atrioventricular node protects the heart from
tachyarrhythmias that commonly originate in the
atrium. In Wolf–Parkinson–White syndrome, the
atrioventricular node is bypassed by a muscle
bridge between the atria and ventricles. Although
these patients are normally asymptomatic, a bout
of atrial fibrillation, normally a relatively benign

and not uncommon arrhythmia, can be life
threatening because the ventricle will attempt to
follow the rapid atrial rate. The resulting tachy-
cardia can depress cardiac output to the point of
circulatory collapse. For that reason it is recom-
mended that these patients get the bypass
pathway surgically ablated as soon as it is
detected.
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Exercise Moves Both the Cardiac and

Ventricular Function Curves

Consider exercise as an example of this control. The
onset of exercise causes a sudden drop in TPR as the
exercising muscles dilate their arterioles through a
phenomenon termed active hyperemia in order to
increase their perfusion (see Chapter 17). Hence, the
venous function curve is rotated clockwise, as shown in
Fig. 10. The decreased TPR causes a drop in blood
pressure, which is sensed by pressure sensors called
baroreceptors (see Chapter 15) that reflexively cause
venoconstriction, causing a rightward shift of the
venous function curve that further increases cardiac
output. Finally, the heart’s contractility is increased as
part of the baroreflex, shifting the ventricular function
curve in Fig. 10 upward and to the left, further
increasing cardiac output. To promote even more
perfusion of the muscles, the central nervous system
will increase the set point for arterial pressure so that
the baroreflex will actually overcompensate for the
transient fall in arterial pressure and elevated blood
pressure will occur during the exercise period.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the vascular function curve is directly
altered by changing one or more of the following:
(1) TPR, (2) venous tone, and/or (3) blood volume.
The cardiac function curve is directly altered by chang-
ing (1) heart rate, (2) cardiac contractility, (3) TPR,
and/or (4) external cardiac pressure. The only para-
meter directly affecting both relationships is TPR. All
changes in cardiac output must involve alteration of at
least one of the two function curves. In the following
chapters we learn how the body alters these parameters
to cause meaningful and appropriate changes in cardiac
output.
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Regulation of Arterial Pressure

D. NEIL GRANGER

KEY POINTS
� The vasomotor center integrates information

from sensory receptors that monitor various
cardiovascular parameters and sends efferent
commands to regulate cardiac function and
arteriolar tone.

� Vasomotor tone is a partial state of vascular
smooth muscle contraction sustained by
continuous repetitive firing of sympathetic
vasoconstrictor fibers.

� Baroreceptors are stretch receptors that
provide the central nervous system with infor-
mation regarding the blood pressure. The firing
frequency of the baroreceptors is proportional
to the pressure applied to them.

� The baroreceptor reflex allows the vasomotor
center to respond to a reduced arterial pres-
sure by increasing the firing rate of sympathetic
vasoconstrictor fibers to the arterioles so that
peripheral resistance increases.

� The carotid baroreceptors monitor arterial
pressure within the range of 50–200 mm Hg,
whereas the aortic baroreceptors monitor
pressure between 100 and 200 mm Hg.

� The baroreceptors adapt to increases in arterial
pressure after 1–2 days; hence, the barorecep-
tor system does not contribute to the long-
term regulation of arterial pressure.

� Low-pressure receptors in the atrium help
control blood volume, rather than blood pres-
sure, through the reflex release of antidiuretic
hormone.

� The reduced fluid loss from the kidneys initiated
by antidiuretic hormone increases blood volume
and consequently raises blood pressure.

� Changes in the chemical environment within the
carotid and aortic chemoreceptors activate the
vasomotor center to elicit vasoconstriction
when arterial pressure falls below 80 mm Hg.
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OVERVIEW OF ARTERIAL
PRESSURE REGULATION

In the previous chapter, the contributions of various
cardiovascular parameters, including peripheral vascu-
lar resistance, venous tone, and contractile state, to the
regulation of cardiac output were examined. In this
chapter, we explore the mechanisms that are directed
toward regulating arterial blood pressure. The overall
strategy of the cardiovascular system is to provide all
organs with a constant perfusion pressure and to allow
each individual organ to regulate its blood flow in
accordance with the local needs of the tissue. In Chapter
11, it was noted that virtually all capillary beds perfusing
the various tissues of the body are arranged in parallel
and, thus, the driving force for blood flow, the mean
arterial pressure (MAP), is the same for each tissue.
Increased demand for blood flow within a particular
organ activates local mechanisms that result in a
reduction in arteriolar resistance. As long as MAP
remains constant, blood flow into that tissue will
increase as mandated by Ohm’s law (see Chapter 11).
MAP, however, remains constant only if cardiac output
exhibits an equal increment. If cardiac output does not
increase accordingly, a reduction in the vascular resis-
tance of one organ would decrease total peripheral
resistance, which in turn would decrease MAP and cause
blood flow to fall in all of the other organs. The overall
effect would be to divert a greater fraction of cardiac
output through one organ at the expense of others.
Hence, to prevent changes in blood flow to one organ from
interfering with flow to the other organs, MAP must be
invariant.

Cardiovascular control is designed so that MAP is
closely monitored and normally held at approximately
100 mm Hg. If, for example, a decrease in MAP is
sensed, the control systems will alter cardiac function
and vascular resistance so that MAP is quickly
returned to its normal value. To meet the moment-
to-moment changes in local tissue metabolism, regional
vascular resistances are continuously being adjusted,
usually by local mechanisms that do not involve the
central nervous system. Central control mechanisms,
on the other hand, are directed toward sensing any
change in MAP and reacting to such changes by

adjusting the activities of the heart and vascular
smooth muscle, thereby promptly restoring MAP to
its normal value. The regulation of MAP involves both
neural reflexes, which can restore MAP within seconds,
and renal-hormonal pathways that have time constants
measured in hours or even days. In the following
sections, each component of blood pressure control is
examined and its relative importance explained.

NEURAL EFFECTORS FOR BLOOD
PRESSURE CONTROL

As was mentioned in the previous chapter, the heart
receives efferent innervation from both the sympathetic
and parasympathetic nervous systems. Sympathetic
cardiac efferents release norepinephrine, which acts via
various �-adrenergic receptors to increase heart rate and
contractility. Parasympathetic cardiac efferents release
acetylcholine, which stimulates muscarinic receptors and
reduces heart rate and, to a lesser extent, myocardial
contractility.

Both arteriolar and venous smooth muscles are
innervated by sympathetic efferent fibers that release
norepinephrine, which acts via �-adrenergic receptors to
produce smooth muscle contraction. Sympathetic stimu-
lation of arteriolar smooth muscle increases resistance to
blood flow, whereas activation of sympathetic constric-
tor fibers to venous smooth muscle decreases unstressed
volume and promotes venous return to the heart.
Although some vascular beds, like sweat glands and
some skeletal muscles, are innervated via sympathetic
dilator fibers, they do not participate in blood pressure
control.

All autonomic efferent (postganglionic) neurons arise
from peripheral ganglia, where they receive synaptic
input from preganglionic neurons of central origin. In
the sympathetic nervous system, the peripheral ganglia
are in the sympathetic chain, whereas parasympathetic
ganglia are near or in the organ they innervate (Chapter
9). The soma of parasympathetic preganglionic neurons
are located in the vagal nuclei, whereas the soma of
sympathetic preganglionic neurons are located in the
intermediolateral column of the spinal cord. Both
sympathetic and parasympathetic preganglionic neurons

KEY POINTS (continued )
� The most important long-term controller of

arterial pressure is the kidney, which makes
this contribution through its ability to regulate

blood volume. The kidney uses adjustments in
urine output as a means for regulation of blood
volume and arterial pressure.
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innervating cardiovascular efferent neurons receive
input from nerve tracts originating in the vasomotor
center.

NEURAL INTEGRATION IN THE
VASOMOTOR CENTER

The vasomotor center is located in the reticular
substance of the medulla and a portion of the pons.
Its anatomy and functional organization is complex and
still not completely understood; however, it is consid-
ered to have at least four important functional areas: (1)
the vasoconstrictor region (often referred to as C-l),
which is located in the upper medulla and lower pons,
sends fibers into the spinal cord where they activate
sympathetic vasoconstrictor neurons; (2) the vasodilator
region (often referred to as A-l), which is located in the
lower half of the medulla, sends axons into the
vasoconstrictor region that appear to inhibit neurons
within C-l; (3) a sensory region, which is located in the
tractus solitarius of the medulla and the pons, has
neurons that receive sensory input from glossopharyn-
geal and vagal fibers; and (4) the cardiac center regulates
heart rate and contractility. In terms of the cardiac
center, direct electrical stimulation of one part of it, the
cardiac accelerator area, increases heart rate and
contractility via the sympathetic nerves; stimulation of
another part of the cardiac center, the cardiac inhibitory
area, decreases the heart rate via vagal fibers.

Within the vasomotor center, spontaneous activity is
integrated with information from sensory receptors that
monitor various cardiovascular parameters. Efferent
commands are then generated as a result of this
integration to regulate cardiac and vascular function in
a purposeful manner. Neurons emanating from the
vasoconstrictor region are always active. This ongoing
activity produces a continuous repetitive firing of
sympathetic vasoconstrictor fibers that sustains a
partial state of vascular smooth muscle contraction,
referred to as vasomotor tone. Interrupting that basal
sympathetic activity by spinal anesthesia will reduce
MAP from 100 mm Hg to about 50 mm Hg, as shown in
Fig. 1. Vasomotor tone is important because the sympa-
thetic constrictor fibers are usually not paired with
corresponding dilator fibers. The vasomotor tone,
however, provides the vasoconstrictor center with the
ability to dilate blood vessels by simply withdrawing
sympathetic tone.

Arterial Pressure Sensors

Baroreceptors are stretch receptors located within the
walls of the heart and some blood vessels. Baroreceptors

provide the central nervous system with information
regarding the blood pressure. When they are stretched
by pressure within the vessel wall, they elicit action
potentials in the sensory neurons that innervate them.
The firing frequency of all baroreceptors is proportional
to the pressure applied to them.

One set of baroreceptors is within the walls of the
carotid sinuses near the bifurcation of the common
carotid arteries. Sensory fibers from the carotid barore-
ceptors enter the central nervous system via the sinus
nerve (Hering’s nerve), which is a branch of the
glossopharyngeal nerve. These afferent nerves go to
the sensory region of the vasomotor center, in particular
the tractus solitarius.

Baroreceptor Reflex

Cutting the sinus nerves causes an immediate rise in
MAP. Similarly, electrical stimulation of the central
end of the bisected sinus nerve produces a reduction in
MAP. These experiments, in conjunction with others
that have examined associated alterations in autonomic
control of the heart and the vasculature, have char-
acterized the carotid baroreceptor reflex. As illustrated
in Fig. 2, an increase in MAP stretches the walls of the
carotid sinus. This stretch increases the firing rate of
sensory fibers in the carotid sinus nerve, which
informs the vasomotor center that arterial pressure is
above 100 mm Hg, which seems to be the body’s set
point for MAP. The vasomotor center responds by
increasing the firing rate of cardiac vagal fibers and
decreasing the firing rate of cardiac sympathetic fibers
so that heart rate and contractility are decreased.
Simultaneously, the vasomotor center will decrease
the firing rate of sympathetic vasoconstrictor fibers

FIGURE 1 Sympathetic maintenance of mean arterial pressure.

Effects of spinal anesthesia and spinal anesthesia plus intravenous

injections of norepinephrine.
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to the arterioles and veins so that peripheral resistance
falls and the unstressed volume increases. All of
these changes will act to reduce arterial pressure.
Cutting the sinus nerves would be interpreted as a
precipitous drop in MAP by the vasomotor center,
hence, the pressor response. Similarly, repetitive stimu-
lation of the nerve would be interpreted as an increased
MAP.

A negative feedback relationship exists between
carotid sinus pressure and MAP as a result of the
baroreceptor reflex. This negative feedback can be
appreciated by dissociating carotid sinus pressure from
MAP. This can be accomplished easily by inde-
pendently perfusing the carotid sinus via a cannula,
while MAP is monitored. When the carotid sinus is
independently perfused, MAP becomes inversely
related to pressure in the carotid sinus, as shown in
Fig. 3.

Additional baroreceptors, the aortic baroreceptors,
are located in the wall of the aortic arch. Pressure

information from these receptors is carried to the
sensory region of the vasomotor center via vagal
afferent fibers. Both the carotid and aortic baro-
receptors monitor arterial pressure, and the informa-
tion from each is combined in the vasomotor center.
The dynamic ranges of these two receptor sets are
different because of the structure of the receptors
themselves. As shown in Fig. 4, the carotid baror-
eceptors provide the vasomotor center with informa-
tion regarding arterial pressure within the range of
50–200 mm Hg, whereas the aortic baroreceptors can
only provide pressure information within the range of
100–200 mm Hg.

Both the carotid and aortic baroreceptors are rate
sensitive, which means that a rising pressure causes a
more rapid rate of firing than a steady pressure. As a
result, the carotid and aortic baroreceptors provide the
vasomotor center with information regarding both MAP
and arterial pulse pressure. Recordings from single
baroreceptor afferents demonstrate that information
pertaining to both of these pressures is encoded within
the pattern of action potentials generated by the
baroreceptors. It has been further demonstrated that
the vasomotor center uses both mean and pulse pressure
information to modulate cardiovascular effectors.
Figure 5 illustrates this principle. As in Fig. 3, the
carotid sinus is perfused by a pump and MAP is
measured. The family of curves represents different
pulse pressures in the carotid sinus. Note that the more
pulsatile the pressure in the carotid sinus, the greater the
inhibitory effect seen on arterial pressure. Thus, the
functional relationship between carotid sinus pressure
and MAP is shifted when carotid sinus pressure is
pulsatile, and that effect is most pronounced at lower
pressures.
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FIGURE 2 Functional organization of the carotid sinus reflex. CSN, carotid sinus nerve.

FIGURE 3 Functional relationship between carotid sinus pressure

and mean arterial pressure in an isolated carotid sinus preparation.
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Importance of the Baroreceptor Reflex

The carotid sinus nerves and the vagal nerves from
the aortic arch are often called buffer nerves because, by
monitoring arterial pressure, they help the vasomotor
center to buffer any change in MAP associated with
daily activity. This buffer function can be readily
demonstrated with the frequency distribution of arterial
pressure over a 24-hr period for a normal dog and the
pressure distribution recorded in the same dog several
weeks after baroreceptor denervation (Fig. 6). Figure 6
reveals that when the buffer nerves are intact, MAP
rarely deviates more than 10 or 15 mm Hg away from
the 100-mm Hg set point. However, when the buffer
nerves are sectioned, pressure varies widely throughout
the day, often 50 mm Hg or more above or below the
100-mm Hg set point. Note from the figure that
denervation of the baroreceptors does not raise the
average blood pressure on a long-term basis. The reason
is that the baroreceptor reflex adapts to the pressure

input after a few days. This experiment vividly demon-
strates that long-term control of blood pressure is
regulated by other mechanisms, as explained later.

It is not a coincidence that the baroreceptors are
located in the upper thorax and neck. It is vital that the
brain and heart have a continuous blood flow because of
their high metabolic rates. Interruption of that flow for
even a brief period can spell disaster for an individual.
To protect those two circulations, the baroreceptors are
located close to the brain (carotid sinuses) and the heart
(aortic baroreceptors). In an erect adult, there may be a
100-mm Hg difference between the pressure in the
cerebral arteries and those in the foot because of the
hydrostatic column between them. The strategic loca-
tion of the baroreceptors prevents pressure differences
within the vascular system from depriving the brain and
heart of an adequate perfusion pressure.

As we will see in Chapter 17, the blood flow of many
organs is closely coupled to their metabolic needs via
local control systems. Organs exhibiting such a tight local
control include the brain, the heart, the digesting
intestines, and exercising skeletal muscles. Other organs
such as the skin, resting skeletal muscle, or nondigesting
intestines tend to be well perfused with respect to their
nutritional needs, and their blood flows are greatly
influenced by the autonomic nerves. The latter vascular
beds participate in baroreceptor reflexes from the
vasomotor center by sacrificing their flow when MAP
falls. When MAP begins to fall, vascular resistances in
the gut and skeletal muscle increase to buffer the changes
in MAP, while local control mechanisms in the heart and
brain override any central influences on their blood
flows. Skeletal muscle and gut are more readily recruited
into the baroreceptor reflex when they are resting, with
most neural commands being overridden when they are
active and a high blood flow is required.

The cardiovascular control system is also able to
handle perturbations associated with stressful situations
such as an extreme drop in cardiac output resulting from
hemorrhage. Under such a stress, peripheral sympa-
thetic stimulation will be so intense that even the
vascular beds under strong local control (except the
brain and heart) will constrict. The resulting increase in
total peripheral resistance will be at the expense of
tissues that can tolerate a period of reduced blood flow
and divert vital flow to the brain and heart. If that
condition persists, however, the organs that sacrifice
their flows will experience ischemic tissue injury.

Low-Pressure Receptors

The atria and pulmonary arteries also contain stretch
receptors that are often referred to as low-pressure

FIGURE 5 Pulse pressure modulation of the functional relationship

between mean arterial pressure and systemic vascular resistance

resulting from the baroreceptor reflexes.

FIGURE 4 Baroreceptor dynamic range. Pressure ranges over

which the carotid and aortic baroreceptors can monitor arterial blood

pressure.
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receptors because they are responsive to pressures
several times lower than those in the systemic arteries.
These atrial receptors are also often referred to as
volume receptors because venous pressure is primarily
dependent on total blood volume and because their
primary role is to help control blood volume rather than
arterial pressure. But, as you will recall, blood volume is
a primary determinant of cardiac output and, thus,
arterial pressure. A fall in atrial pressure initiates a reflex
release of antidiuretic hormone (also known as vasopres-
sin) from the hypothalamus. Antidiuretic hormone
causes the kidney to reabsorb filtered fluid at the level
of the collecting ducts. Stimulation of the low-pressure
receptors also causes constriction of the afferent renal
arterioles, and consequently reduces the glomerular
filtration rate, by a neural reflex. Both effects reduce
fluid loss at the kidneys, which in turn increases blood
volume. Vasopressin also constricts arteriolar and

venous smooth muscles, particularly in the splanchnic
circulation, producing an increase in peripheral vascular
resistance and a reduction in unstressed volume, respec-
tively. All of these effects tend to raise blood pressure.
The importance of the low-pressure receptors can best
be appreciated by denervation studies. When both the
arterial baroreceptors and the low-pressure barorecep-
tors are denervated, a transfusion of blood will cause
MAP to increase more than twice as much as would
occur if only the arterial baroreceptors were denervated.

Heart rate can also be affected by stimulation of
atrial baroreceptors. This reflex, called the Bainbridge
reflex, can increase heart rate by 75%. Receptors
eliciting the reflex are located in both the right and left
atria. Their afferent fibers are located in the vagus
nerves, and the efferent limbs of the reflex are present in
both sympathetic and parasympathetic cardiac nerves.
The magnitude and even the direction of the reflex are
influenced by the prevailing heart rate. When heart rate
is low, an increase in atrial pressure tends to increase
heart rate, whereas at high basal heart rates increasing
atrial volume may actually slow the heart. The
Bainbridge reflex is purposeful in that failure of the
heart to keep up with venous return will result in
elevated atrial pressure and stimulation of the heart. On
the other hand, it opposes the baroreceptor reflex under
most conditions in which filling pressure to the heart is
reciprocally related to cardiac stimulation. Finally, the
Bainbridge reflex is extremely selective in that sympa-
thetic activity to the heart is increased with virtually no
change in arteriolar and venous smooth muscle tone in
the periphery. The one exception is the dilatation of
renal arterioles, which promotes fluid loss through
enhanced glomerular filtration.

OTHER NEURAL REFLEXES INVOLVED WITH
BLOOD PRESSURE REGULATION

Although the baroreceptor reflex is the primary
moment-to-moment controller of aortic pressure, other

Clinical Note

Blood flow in the splanchnic circulation is often
compromised in individuals experiencing severe
blood loss due to trauma. A clinical problem that
can result from the prolonged ischemic perfusion
of the gut is pulmonary edema or adult respiratory
distress syndrome. This condition, which is often
fatal, results from the massive release of inflam-
matory mediators, bacterial toxins, and other

noxious agents into the systemic circulation after
gut blood flow is restored by volume resuscitation.
These mediators and toxins promote the activa-
tion and sequestration of circulating leukocytes in
the lung, which results in microvascular injury and
excess accumulation of edema fluid in the air
spaces. These fluid-filled lungs have a diminished
capacity to oxygenate blood.

FIGURE 6 Variations in mean arterial pressure over a 24-hr period

in a normal dog before and several weeks after baroreceptor

denervation. (Modified from Guyton AC, Hall JE. Textbook of

medical physiology, 9th ed. Philadelphia: WB Saunders, 1996.)
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mechanisms exist that come into play under periods of
extreme cardiovascular stress. These are discussed in the
following subsections.

Chemoreceptors

More severe reductions in mean arterial pressure (i.e.,
when MAP falls below 80 mm Hg) can also be detected
by chemoreceptors located in the carotid and aortic
bodies. These structures are located near the bifurcation
of the common carotid arteries and along the aortic arch.
They receive blood via a small nutrient artery and have
an extremely high rate of oxygen consumption for their
size. Each body contains cells that are sensitive to levels
of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and hydrogen ion. Although
much of their sensory input goes to the respiratory
control centers, some of it goes to the vasomotor center
as well. A decrease in MAP causes blood flow to these
bodies to fall with a corresponding reduction in
oxygen delivery (hypoxia) and an accumulation of CO2

and Hþ. Information regarding these changes in the
chemical environment within the carotid and aortic
bodies is transmitted via the carotid sinus and vagus
nerves to the vasomotor center. The excited vasomotor
center then generates the same responses that it
would issue for a fall in carotid sinus pressure, with a
resultant rise in arterial pressure. The chemoreceptors are
thought to be more intimately involved in detecting
changes in blood oxygenation than blood pressure.
Hence, only when MAP is drastically reduced do the
chemoreceptors reinforce the carotid baroreceptors’
efforts to stimulate the vasomotor center to restore the
blood pressure.

Cerebral Ischemia

If MAP is reduced to 60 mm Hg or less, blood flow to
the brain becomes significantly impaired. When flow to
the brain is reduced below an adequate level, ischemia
results. In cerebral ischemia, tissue levels of CO2 and
hydrogen ion increase. Chemosensitive cells within the
vasomotor center respond directly by sending efferent
commands that strongly stimulate both the vagal and
sympathetic nerves. Blood flow to virtually all other
tissues including the kidneys is reduced in a last ditch
attempt to maintain the required flow to the brain and
heart. What is peculiar about the cerebral ischemic
response is that simultaneous stimulation of both the
vagus and the sympathetic nerves results in an increase
in myocardial contractility but a net slowing of the heart
rate, because the vagus has the stronger influence at the
sinoatrial node. Thus, the cerebral ischemic response is
characterized by a profound bradycardia.

It is extremely important to recognize that reduced
blood flow to the brain may occur for reasons other
than a reduced MAP. If cerebrospinal fluid pressure
begins to increase, the vessels in the brain will be
compressed and cerebral blood flow will fall. A common
cause of increased cerebrospinal pressure is bleeding
within the skull. In an attempt to restore blood flow to
the brain after a cerebral hemorrhage, blood pressure
may exceed 250 mm Hg. The pressor response induced
by an increase in intracranial pressure is referred to as
the Cushing reaction. Although the Cushing reaction
may temporarily restore cerebral flow, it can also cause
further hemorrhage. Thus, a positive feedback situation
can occur in which death rapidly ensues unless the
intracranial pressure is relieved.

Hormonal Control Mechanisms

Four hormonal mechanisms are clearly identified as
important in blood pressure control: (1) epinephrine and
norepinephrine from the adrenal medulla, (2) vasopres-
sin released from the hypothalamus, (3) the renin-
angiotensin system, and (4) atrial natriuretic peptide
released in the atria.

The adrenal medulla is a functional extension of the
sympathetic nervous system. Activation of the pregan-
glionic fibers to the adrenal medulla triggers the release
of both epinephrine and norepinephrine directly into the
circulation. Norepinephrine is primarily an �-agonist,
whereas epinephrine is almost equally divided between �
and � effects. Activation of the adrenal medulla usually
occurs in concert with activation of the sympathetic
nerves to the cardiovascular effectors, and the circu-
lating catecholamines extend and augment their action.
The vasoconstrictor effects of circulating catechol-
amines persist for only 2–3 min, which is the time
required to degrade the adrenergic transmitters. Certain
vessels not innervated by adrenergic neurons, such as
the metarterioles, can be constricted via this hormonal
pathway.

In the section on atrial baroreceptors, it was noted
that atrial stretch and increased atrial pressure reduce
the hypothalamically controlled secretion of antidiuretic
hormone from the posterior pituitary gland. Antidiure-
tic hormone functions in both the acute and chronic
regulation of blood pressure. As the name implies, the
antidiuretic action of the hormone plays an important
role in regulating the production of urine by the kidney.
Although the hormone can contribute to the pressor
responses observed with hemorrhage, it is not thought
to be involved in moment-to-moment blood pressure
control. Antidiuretic hormone is more often released in
response to osmoreceptors in the hypothalamus, which
signal that extracellular fluid is becoming hypertonic.
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Another important consequence of increased filling of
the right atrium and the resultant increase in right atrial
pressure is the release of atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP)
from the myocytes that bear this increased mechanical
load. ANP acts on the peripheral vasculature and
kidneys in a manner that favors a reduction in arterial
blood pressure. The smooth muscle surrounding arteri-
oles relax when exposed to ANP, resulting in a reduction
in vascular resistance. ANP also diminishes the barrier
function of endothelial cells lining capillaries and post-
capillary venules, which favors a redistribution of plasma
volume to the extravascular space. Natriuresis, diuresis,
and a reduction in renin release are important responses
of the kidney to ANP. The combined actions of ANP to
cause vasodilation and reduce plasma volume account
for the tendency of elevated plasma ANP levels to exert a
hypotensive effect. ANP is metabolized by neutral
endopeptidases (NEP) that are found in blood, the
kidneys, lungs, the central nervous system, and other
tissues. Because drugs that inhibit NEP increase plasma
ANP levels several times normal and for several hours,
NEP inhibitors are gaining recognition as potential
therapeutic agents for the management of patients with
chronic arterial hypertension.

The kidney functions as an endocrine organ as well as
a blood purifier. When renal arterial pressure decreases,
the juxtaglomerular cells within the wall of the afferent
arterioles secrete renin. Renin secretion can also be
stimulated from these cells by activation of their
sympathetic innervation. Renin is an enzyme that
converts plasma angiotensinogen into angiotensin I. As
blood passes through the lungs, angiotensin I is
converted into angiotensin II by a converting enzyme
produced by the pulmonary endothelial cells. Angioten-
sin II is one of the most potent vasoconstrictors known.
On a weight basis, it is four to eight times more active
than norepinephrine. Angiotensin II increases total
peripheral resistance and elicits an intense venoconstric-
tion. The renin-angiotensin system represents a mechan-
ism for regulating renal blood flow at the expense of
mean arterial pressure. For example, if blood flow to the
left kidney is compromised as a consequence of
atherosclerotic narrowing of the left renal artery, the
kidney will interpret that flow reduction as a low blood
pressure and therefore secrete renin in an effort to
elevate blood pressure. In restoring the pressure down-
stream from the atherosclerotic stenosis back to a
normal level, the previously underperfused kidney will
elevate MAP to an abnormally high level. This condi-
tion, which exemplifies the potential impact of the renin-
angiotensin system in regulating blood pressure, is called
renovascular hypertension and can often be cured by
simply bypassing the narrowed artery with a grafted
vessel.

Endothelial Mechanisms

Endothelial cells contribute to the regulation of
arterial blood pressure by regulating vascular tone
through activation or inactivation of various circulating
vasoactive substances, and by producing numerous
agents that can act locally and/or systemically to affect
vascular tone. Nitric oxide (NO) is a potent vasodilator
that is produced in endothelial cells via the oxidation of
L-arginine by the enzyme NO synthase. Inhibitors of
NO synthase elicit a reduction in blood flow to some
tissues and a concomitant rise in arterial blood pressure,
suggesting that NO produced by endothelial cells exerts a
tonic inhibitory influence on arteriolar tone, thereby
contributing to basal blood pressure. Nitric oxide also
mediates the endothelium-dependent vasodilation that is
elicited by a variety of agents, including acetylcholine
and bradykinin. Patients with some forms of chronic
arterial hypertension exhibit an impaired endothelium-
dependent vascular relaxation, further supporting the
possibility that an inability of endothelial cells to produce
NO can lead to dysregulation of blood pressure.

Endothelin-1 (ET-1) is a potent vasoconstrictor
peptide that is produced by vascular endothelial cells.
Upon release by endothelial cells, ET-1 interacts with
specific receptors, designated as ETA and ETB, on
adjacent smooth muscle cells to mediate contraction.
Elevated plasma levels of ET-1 are associated with
hypertension, while treatment with antagonists directed
against ETA lowers blood pressure, suggesting that ET-1
contributes to the regulation of blood pressure. Further-
more, the vasoconstrictor responses to ET-1 are
exaggerated, and there is an increased expression of
ET-1 in the arteries of hypertensive patients.

LONG-TERM REGULATION OF
ARTERIAL PRESSURE

Although neural reflexes may buffer moment-to-
moment changes in MAP, they can quickly adapt to a
continued stimulus, thereby negating their effectiveness
in long-term control of blood pressure. The most
important long-term controller of arterial pressure is the
kidney, which makes this contribution through its ability
to regulate blood volume. Fluid loss by the kidney is
determined directly by the pressure perfusing it. The
higher the kidney’s perfusion pressure, the more fluid
will be filtered, which ultimately contributes to the
urine. When perfusion pressure is low, less urine is
formed and less salt and water will be lost. Also, the
renin-angiotensin system amplifies the relationship
between renal perfusion pressure and fluid loss.
Angiotensin II causes the kidneys to selectively retain
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salt and water, both through a direct effect and
through its effect on the release of aldosterone, a
hormone that controls salt excretion (see Chapter 32
for a detailed account of aldosterone’s action). By
retaining salt and water when MAP is low, blood
volume and the mean circulatory filling pressure are
increased, which, in turn, increases cardiac output and
finally restores the MAP. This renal-blood volume
mechanism for regulating blood pressure requires a few
hours to manifest a significant response; however,
unlike the baroreceptor reflex, it never fatigues or
adapts, and it will eventually restore blood pressure all
the way back to normal.

Figure 7 shows the effect of arterial pressure on urine
output in a normal person and it demonstrates the
sensitivity of the renal responses to changes in arterial
blood pressure. In a normal individual with a MAP of
100 mm Hg, urine output over a 24-hr period will equal
the amount of fluid intake (point A in Fig. 7). However,
if this individual experiences significant blood loss, the
arterial pressure will initially fall (with an effort by
neural mechanisms to raise the pressure toward normal)
and the kidneys will produce less urine (point B in
Fig. 7). If fluid intake remains normal, then the fluid
retention that accompanies the reduced urine output will
eventually (requiring days to weeks) restore blood
volume back to normal, leading to reestablishment of
arterial pressure and urine output. On the other hand, if
arterial pressure is elevated above normal, the renal

output of water (and salt) increases profoundly above
fluid intake (point C in Fig. 7); the resulting fluid loss
reduces blood volume, and arterial pressure eventually
returns to normal. The steepness of the relationship
between urine output and arterial pressure illustrates
how effectively the kidneys can respond to even small
changes in arterial pressure and in doing so use
adjustments in urine output as a means for precise
regulation of arterial pressure.

OTHER BLOOD VOLUME-RELATED
MECHANISMS INVOLVED IN BLOOD

PRESSURE REGULATION

Although the kidneys play a dominant role in
restoring blood pressure to normal values over the
long term, there are other blood volume-related
mechanisms that can contribute to arterial pressure
regulation. Two notable mechanisms that become
activated within minutes to hours after a pressure
change and whose effects can last for days are (1) the
capillary fluid shift mechanism and (2) the stress-
relaxation mechanism. The former mechanism involves
a role for capillary hydrostatic pressure in promoting
the filtration or absorption of fluid in the microvascu-
lature during periods of high or low arterial pressure,
respectively. Vascular beds that most likely contribute to
this process include skeletal muscle and the splanchnic
circulation. For example, if capillary pressure rises in
response to increased blood volume or arterial pressure,
then fluid will be filtered out of skeletal muscle
capillaries at an accelerated rate. The resultant reduction
in blood volume that occurs over hours will tend to
restore arterial pressure and capillary pressure back
toward their control values.

The stress-relaxation mechanism represents an effort
by the blood vessels to fit around the existing blood
volume. This phenomenon is related to the intrinsic
ability of smooth muscle to return to its original force of
contraction after it has been elongated or shortened.
Stress-relaxation is more pronounced in the visceral
smooth muscle surrounding hollow organs like the
urinary bladder, but it does occur to some extent in
vascular smooth muscle. Hence, if blood volume and
arterial pressure become too high, the blood vessels are
stretched and then slowly relaxed as though to accom-
modate a larger intravascular volume. As a result, the
pressure within the arterial tree will fall toward normal.
With hemorrhage, on the other hand, a reverse stress-
relaxation will cause blood vessels to contract around
the reduced blood volume, thereby tending to buffer the
fall in arterial pressure.
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Clinical Note

A common disease in Western cultures is
hypertension (high blood pressure). With hyper-
tension the MAP is elevated 10 or more mm Hg
above 100 mm Hg. Unfortunately, the body does
not tolerate hypertension well. The high MAP
puts an increased workload on the heart, causing
it to enlarge dangerously; it also promotes
accelerated atherosclerosis of blood vessels.
Hypertension is an established risk factor for
coronary artery disease, stroke, and renal failure.
Although some patients have renal hypertension
as described earlier, most (>90%) suffer from
essential hypertension. The word essential simply
means that the cause is unknown; however, there
is a strong hereditary tendency for this disease.
The treatment strategies for hypertension illus-
trate how the basic physiology of blood pressure
control can be manipulated. One of the
approaches is to limit salt intake and to give the

patient a natriuretic drug like furosemide, which
causes the excretion of both salt and water, thus
reducing blood volume. Another approach has
been to give a cardiac depressant, like propra-
nolol, which blocks norepinephrine’s effect on
the heart and reduces cardiac output. Still
another approach has been to give a vasodilator
like hydralazine to reduce peripheral resistance
and unstressed volume. One of the more popular
therapies today is to target angiotensin II bioac-
tivity using either angiotensin-converting enzyme
inhibitors, which block the formation of angio-
tensin II, or angiotensin II receptor blockers. All of
these approaches have undesirable side effects
but have been effective in controlling a deadly
disease. It is hoped the defect in blood
pressure control in these patients will someday
be identified so the disease can be treated
at its source.
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Capillary Exchange

D. NEIL GRANGER

KEY POINTS
� The microstructure of the capillary wall varies

between tissues, with the highest rate of
exchange of water and proteins noted in tissues
perfused by discontinuous capillaries, followed
by continuous and fenestrated capillaries,
respectively.

� Capillaries in most tissues behave like nega-
tively charged filters; that is, they retard the
transport of negatively charged plasma
proteins while enhancing the exchange of
positively charged proteins.

� The magnitude of solute exchange across a
vascular bed is determined by the number of
perfused capillaries and the patency of the
endothelial cell junctions.

� The rate and direction of fluid movement
across capillaries is governed by the balance
of hydrostatic and oncotic pressures exerted
across the capillary wall.

� Conditions that elevate capillary hydrostatic
pressure, such as arteriolar dilation or an
increased venous pressure, favor the filtration
of fluid out of the capillaries. Conditions that

elevate plasma oncotic pressure favor the
absorption of fluid from the interstitium to the
capillary lumen.

� The lymphatic system provides the only means
for removal of plasma proteins that escape the
blood and enter the interstitium.

� The principal driving force for the entry of
interstitial fluid into the terminal lymphatics is
the interstitial fluid pressure.

� When capillary pressure is increased, the
increased interstitial hydrostatic pressure and
lymph flow and reduced interstitial oncotic
pressure that result help prevent excessive
fluid accumulation in the interstitium.

� Edema generally occurs when the rate of fluid
filtration out of a capillary bed exceeds the
ability of its lymphatic drainage to return the
filtered fluid to the vascular system.

� The three most common vascular abnormalities
that result in interstitial edema are an increased
capillary hydrostatic pressure, a reduction in
plasma oncotic pressure, and an increased
capillary permeability.
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The cardiovascular system exists for one fundamental
purpose: the delivery of nutrients to, and removal of
metabolic end products from, tissues. The exchange of
solutes and water between blood and the interstitial
compartment largely occurs in capillaries, which are
ideally designed for this function. The numerous thin-
walled and porous capillaries that are found in all tissues
provide a huge surface area for exchange of gases
(oxygen, carbon dioxide), water, nutrients (glucose,
amino acids, fatty acids), and hormones, whereas
other elements of blood (such as platelets and plasma
proteins) do not leave capillaries readily. Although the
magnitude and direction of capillary exchange is
generally described in terms of simple physical principles
such as diffusion and convection (bulk flow), active
changes in the shape and function of vascular smooth
muscle and endothelial cells in arterioles and capillaries
can exert a profound influence on these exchange
processes. Hence, capillary exchange is a dynamic
process that often changes in relation to organ function.
Furthermore, many diseases are associated with
abnormalities in capillary exchange that may become
so severe as to impair organ function (e.g., pulmonary
edema) and cause death.

FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE
MICROCIRCULATION

Figure 1 illustrates an extensive capillary network
and its associated structures (arterioles and venules) that

constitute the microcirculation. Blood enters the micro-
circulation through arterioles, which are surrounded by
a thick, continuous layer of smooth muscle. Contraction
of smooth muscle reduces the internal diameter of this
microvessel and consequently increases the resistance to
blood flow in the entire vascular bed. This feature makes
the arteriole the major resistance element in the
circulation and the principal determinant of the total
peripheral resistance. Arteriolar smooth muscle tone
also governs the amount of pressure transmitted from
arteries to veins; hence, capillary pressure falls when
arterioles constrict and rises when arterioles dilate.
Blood flows from arterioles into a narrower vessel, the
metarteriole, which is surrounded by a discontinuous
smooth muscle layer. Capillaries branch off from the
metarteriole. The density of capillaries, which is an
important determinant of the total area available for
exchange between blood and tissue, varies significantly
between organs, with the lung exhibiting the largest
capillary area (3500 cm2/g) compared with muscle (100
cm2/g). The junction between the metarteriole and some
capillaries is encircled by a single band of smooth muscle
called the precapillary sphincter. These sphincters deter-
mine the percentage of capillaries open to blood
perfusion. Although all capillaries are normally open
to perfusion (and exchange) in tissues like the heart,
only 20–30% of capillaries are normally open in skeletal
muscle and intestine. In the latter tissues, relaxation of
the precapillary sphincter allows for the recruitment of
more open capillaries and hence greater transcapillary
exchange. Capillaries coalesce into a venule, which

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the microcirculation.
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possesses a discontinuous, thin coat of smooth muscle
that drains into small veins. Changes in venular smooth
muscle tone can exert a significant influence on capillary
exchange inasmuch as constriction of venules leads to an
increased capillary pressure, whereas dilation of venules
exerts the opposite effect.

PATHWAYS AND MECHANISMS OF
TRANSCAPILLARY SOLUTE EXCHANGE

The term exchange vessel is often used instead of
capillary by microvascular physiologists to denote the
fact that exchange processes occur on both sides of the
anatomic capillary bed, with oxygen readily diffusing
across metarterioles and proteins leaking across the
smallest venules. Nonetheless, a substantial component
of fluid and solute exchange does indeed take place
across capillaries; our discussion of this process will be
largely confined to this component of the microcircula-
tion. The microstructure of the capillary wall varies
between tissues, with capillaries classified into three
ultrastructural types based on unique characteristics of
the endothelial cell and its underlying basement
membrane: continuous, fenestrated, and discontinuous.
Some of the characteristics shared by all three types of
capillaries include a single layer of highly attenuated
endothelial cells that are less than 0.2 �m thick (except
in the region of their nuclei); thin slits (clefts) that are
created by the close apposition of adjacent endothelial
cells; a basement membrane lying beneath the endothelial
cells, which is composed of fine fibrillar material capable
of retarding the passage of macromolecules; and micro-
pinocytotic vesicles that are formed on the luminal and
abluminal surfaces of the endothelial cells and found
within their cytoplasm.

Continuous capillaries (Fig. 2a), the most abundant
and widespread type, are found in muscle, skin, lung,
connective tissue, and the nervous system. Lipid-soluble
(lipophilic) solutes, including dissolved oxygen and
carbon dioxide, can take the transcellular route, which
involves simple diffusion through the two cell
membranes that make up the capillary wall. Hydrophilic
solutes and water can cross the capillary wall through
intercellular junctions (clefts), which in most capillary
beds have a width of approximately 60 Å. These clefts
can be easily traversed by water, ions, and small organic
solutes dissolved in the plasma; however, albumin (with
a 70-Å diameter) and other plasma proteins have a
difficult time penetrating the clefts. Continuous capil-
laries in the nervous system exhibit a functionally closed
cleft between adjacent endothelial cells, giving rise to
vessels that are impermeable to passive diffusion of
solutes as small as glucose and some electrolytes.

A potentially important route for transfer of plasma
proteins between blood and the interstitial compartment
is the micropinocytotic vesicle. Plasma proteins are
thought to cross the capillary wall by endocytosis at the
luminal surface, vesicular transport through the cyto-
plasm, and exocytosis at the interstitial side of the
endothelial cell.

Fenestrated capillaries (Fig. 2b) are about 10 times
more permeable to water and small (hydrophilic) solutes
than most continuous capillaries. The unique structural
feature that accounts for the increased permeability of
these microvessels is the perforations (fenestrae) in the
endothelium with diameters between 500 and 600 Å.
The fenestrae are mostly open holes, but in some
vascular beds (intestine) the endothelial perforations are
bridged by a thin membrane or diaphragm, which can
offer significant restriction to the passage of plasma
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FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram of a cross section through the wall of

a continuous-, fenestrated-, and discontinuous-type capillary. The
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proteins. The existence of these diaphragms accounts for
the fact that fenestrated capillaries appear to be as
equally impermeable to plasma proteins as are many
continuous-type capillaries, but they are far more
permeable to water. Hence, it is not surprising that
fenestrated capillaries are found in tissues specializing in
fluid exchange (renal glomeruli, exocrine glands, intest-
inal mucosa, choroid plexus).

In discontinuous (sinusoidal) capillaries (Fig. 2c),
adjacent endothelial cells do not meet to form clefts at
all. As a consequence, intercellular gaps as large as
1000–10,000 Å are formed. These capillaries are highly
permeable to water and plasma proteins. They are found
in organs in which red blood cells are often seen to
migrate between blood and tissue, that is, spleen, bone
marrow, and liver.

Anatomic and physiologic studies indicate that there
is an increasing capacity for water and solute exchange
across endothelial cells from the arterioles to the
postcapillary venules. This axial gradient in vascular
permeability in continuous and fenestrated capillaries
can be explained by larger cleft widths on the venous
end of capillaries and in small venules, compared with
arterial segments of the capillary. In fenestrated capil-
laries, the density of fenestrae that pierce the endothe-
lium also increases in frequency from arterial to venous
ends of the capillary. A consequence of the axial
differences in exchange pathway dimensions and
frequency is the tendency to lose more plasma proteins
from the venous side of the microcirculation, both under
normal conditions and in pathologic states accompanied
by increased protein extravasation (e.g., inflammation).

The principal mechanism responsible for the move-
ment of small solutes between the blood and interstitium
is simple diffusion down chemical activity gradients.
Dissolved gases and small lipophilic molecules can
rapidly diffuse across the entire endothelial cell
membrane, with the rates of exchange within a tissue
governed primarily by their respective concentration
gradients and the number of capillaries that are perfused
and thus open for exchange. Although small hydrophilic
solutes like glucose and amino acids largely cross the
capillary wall through a more restricted area of the
capillary wall, that is, the interendothelial clefts, their
rates of diffusion are extremely rapid, reaching an
equilibrium across the capillary wall within a fraction
of a second. Another mechanism that contributes to
transcapillary solute exchange is convection or bulk flow.
This process represents the transfer of dissolved solutes
across a membrane via the movement of its solvent, for
example, filtered plasma. As the fluid filtration rate
across the capillaries increases, so does the convective
transfer of solutes dissolved in plasma. The diffusional
exchange of small solutes across the capillaries is much

faster than that which can be achieved by convection;
however, the latter process contributes significantly to
the movement of plasma proteins from blood to
interstitium. In some tissues (e.g., intestine) convection
accounts for almost half of the plasma protein
extravasation observed under normal conditions and
essentially all of the protein exchange that occurs in
conditions associated with a very high capillary fluid
filtration rate.

The rate of efflux of plasma proteins from the
capillaries can also be profoundly influenced by the
electrostatic charges of the protein and the interendo-
thelial cleft. Albumin is a negatively charged plasma
protein that appears to permeate capillaries at a rate
that is 1/100 the rate observed for hemoglobin, a protein
of nearly identical molecular size to albumin but which
is almost electrostatically neutral. Physiologic studies in
organs such as the kidney and lung have revealed that
the capillaries in these tissues behave like a negatively
charged filter, that is, they retard the transport of
negatively charged plasma proteins while enhancing the
exchange of positively charged proteins. Hence, it is
generally assumed that the fixed negative charges
associated with mucopolysaccharides found on the
endothelial cell surface and in interendothelial clefts
normally serve to minimize the loss of proteins from the
blood. Pathologic conditions that result in the loss of
these negative surface charges on capillaries, such as
glomerular capillaries in patients with nephrotic
syndrome, are characterized by excessive protein loss
and interstitial edema.

The exchange of solutes across capillaries is a very
dynamic process, with large fluctuations often occurring
in association with accelerated organ function (e.g., in
skeletal muscle during exercise and in intestine after
ingestion of a meal) and with organ dysfunction (e.g.,
liver cirrhosis). Two structural elements of the micro-
circulation represent major centers of control over the
magnitude of solute exchange in a vascular bed: the
precapillary sphincter and the endothelial cell junctions.
By virtue of its ability to determine the number of
perfused capillaries (and the surface area available for
exchange) at any given moment, the precapillary
sphincter can govern the overall flux of solutes from
blood into the interstitium, and vice versa, within an
organ. Contraction of the sphincters will reduce the
surface area for exchange and thereby limit overall
solute (and water) transfer, whereas dilation of the
sphincter will increase the number of perfused capil-
laries and enhance overall solute transfer. The contrac-
tile state of the endothelial cell can also exert a
profound influence on the rate of solute (and water)
exchange across a vascular bed. Endothelial cells
possess the capacity to contract through a process that
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involves rearrangement of cytoskeletal elements such as
F-actin and myosin. When endothelial cells do contract
in response to a physiologic stimulus, this results in an
opening of the cleft between adjacent cells, with a
consequent increase in capillary permeability. Bradyki-
nin and histamine are examples of endogenous inflam-
matory agents that can interact with their receptors on
endothelial cells and subsequently cause cell contraction
and an increased transfer of solutes across the micro-
vasculature. These agents and many others appear to
exert their permeability-increasing effects predomi-
nantly on the venous side of the capillary and on
small venules, suggesting that the density of their
receptors is greater on endothelial cells in this segment
of the microcirculation.

Fluid Movement across the Capillary

In most organs, fluid is normally filtered across
capillaries, passes through the interstitial spaces, and
returns to the bloodstream via the lymphatic system.
This process of fluid filtration is driven by a small
imbalance in the hydrostatic and osmotic pressures that
are normally exerted across the walls of capillaries.
Inasmuch as 2–3 L of fluid are filtered across all
capillaries in the body each day, regulation of this
process is critical for the maintenance of normal plasma
and interstitial volumes, with abnormalities of capillary
filtration forces often resulting in abnormal fluid
distribution and organ dysfunction.

Fluid movement across the capillary wall is a passive
process that can be described by the relation (Starling
equation):

Jv ¼ Kf½ðPc � PifÞ � �ð�c � �ifÞ�;

where Jv is the rate of fluid flow, Kf is the filtration
coefficient of the capillaries, Pc is the capillary hydro-
static pressure, Pif is the hydrostatic pressure of the
interstitial fluid surrounding the capillaries, � is the
reflection coefficient of the capillaries to plasma
proteins, �c is the oncotic (colloid osmotic) pressure
generated by plasma proteins within the capillaries, and
�if is the oncotic pressure generated by proteins in
interstitial fluid. The term [(Pc � Pif) � �(�c � �if)] is
referred to as the net filtration pressure (NFP) when it
has a positive value, and the net absorptive pressure
(NAP) when it is a negative value. When an NFP exists,
Jv is also positive and fluid flow across the capillary wall
is directed from the plasma to the interstitial fluid
(termed filtration). An NAP indicates that Jv is negative
and fluid flows from the interstitial compartment to the
plasma (termed absorption).

Permeability and Exchange Surface Area

Determinants of Capillary Filtration

Two components of the Starling equation relate
transcapillary fluid flow to the number and size of
capillary pores that are available for fluid exchange: Kf

and �. The filtration coefficient, expressed as milliliters
per minute per mm Hg, is an index of the capacity of a
membrane to transport water for a 1-mm Hg pressure
gradient across that membrane. In tissues, Kf (LpS) is
determined by the number and size of pores in
endothelial cells of each capillary (Lp) as well as by
the number of perfused capillaries (S). Hence, any
condition that results in either an increased capillary
permeability (increased pore size), an increased number
of perfused capillaries, or both will lead to an elevated
rate of transcapillary fluid flow. The capillary reflection
coefficient (�) is a membrane parameter that describes
the fraction of plasma and interstitial oncotic pressures
transmitted across the capillary wall. When plasma
proteins are too large to permeate (100% reflection) the
capillary pores (e.g., blood–brain barrier), � is 1.0,
whereas � is equal to 0 when proteins penetrate and
cross the pores as easily as water. If capillary perme-
ability is increased, � falls and the effectiveness of �c and
�if in influencing the rate of capillary fluid flow is
diminished.

The values for Kf and � differ considerably between
tissues. Organs (liver, spleen) perfused by capillaries of
the discontinuous (sinusoidal) type generally exhibit the
highest values for Kf and the lowest values for �,
indicating that the very large interendothelial clefts in
these capillaries can sustain high fluxes of both water
and proteins. On the opposite end of the capillary
permeability spectrum are the organs (muscle, lung)
perfused by continuous capillaries, which tend to exhibit
much lower values for Kf and higher values for �, with
the brain representing the extreme case in this group.
The substantial differences in Kf that are noted between
some organs in this group, such as skeletal muscle versus
lung, are largely due to corresponding differences in
capillary density, rather than permeability (pore size). In
all organs, there appears to be a gradient in Kf that
increases progressively from arterial to venous ends of
the capillary.

A number of physiologic and pathologic conditions
are associated with changes in Kf and/or �. For example,
the capillary recruitment (increased number of perfused
capillaries) that occurs in exercising skeletal muscle leads
to an increased Kf and a corresponding increase in
capillary filtration. Ingestion of a lipid meal appears to
affect both Kf and � in capillaries of the intestinal
mucosa. The meal-initiated rise in Kf and fall in �
suggest that there is an increased number of perfused
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capillaries (Kf) as well as an increased capillary perme-
ability, which may serve to facilitate the entry of newly
absorbed lipids into the blood and lymph circulations.
Inflammatory conditions are known to be associated
with the release of vasoactive agents that can profoundly
increase both capillary permeability (decrease �) and
perfused capillary density (increase Kf), with a resultant
enhancement of capillary fluid filtration that often leads
to interstitial edema.

Hydrostatic Forces Acting on the

Capillary Wall

The gradient of hydrostatic pressures between the
capillary lumen (Pc) and its surrounding interstitial
compartment (Pif) is a major determinant of the rate and
direction of transcapillary fluid flow. Pc tends to push
fluid out of the capillaries, whereas interstitial fluid
pressure opposes this outward movement of plasma
water. A number of factors govern the pressure gene-
rated within capillaries, most notably arterial pressure,
arteriolar resistance, venous pressure, and venous resis-
tance. Consequently, there are significant differences in
average capillary pressure between tissues, with organs
like the kidney and skeletal muscle exhibiting higher Pc

than lung or liver. Typically, there is a gradient of
pressure along the length of the capillary, with pressures
ranging between 25 and 45 mm Hg on the arterial end
and between 10 and 15 mm Hg on the venous end of the
capillary. This axial gradient in hydrostatic pressure
largely accounts for the view that capillaries tend to
filter fluid on the arterial end and then reabsorb some of
the filtered fluid on the venous end (with the remaining
fluid entering the lymphatics). Conditions that elevate
Pc, such as arteriolar dilation or an increased venous
pressure, would favor the filtration of fluid along the
entire length of the capillary. In most tissues, changes in
venous pressure and/or venous resistance have a more
profound effect on Pc than comparable changes on the
arterial side of the circulation. For example, with a 10-
mm Hg increment in venous pressure, 8 mm Hg is
transmitted to the capillaries, whereas a similar increase
in arterial pressure will result in less than a 1-mm Hg rise
in Pc. However, a significantly greater fraction of
arterial pressure is transmitted to capillaries when
arterioles dilate, as seen in inflammatory conditions in
which Pc is elevated secondary to an intense vasodila-
tory response.

The Pif in an organ is determined by the interstitial
fluid volume and the compliance of its interstitial
compartment. Interstitial volume varies widely between
tissues, from as little as 10% of total tissue volume in
skeletal muscle to more than 30% in skin. Similarly, the
absolute values of Pif differ between tissues, with

subatmospheric values measured in lung, skeletal
muscle, and subcutaneous tissue, whereas positive
values (1–3 mm Hg) are obtained in liver, kidney, and
intestine. These resting values of Pif can increase or
decrease dramatically if fluid is added to or removed
from the interstitial compartment. The fact that adding
small volumes of fluid into the normal interstitium
causes large increases in Pif suggests that interstitial
compliance is normally low (Fig. 3). This allows for
some control of the capillary filtration rate because the
sudden increases in Jv that accompany a rapid rise in Pc

can be offset by a simultaneous rise in Pif. However, if
there is excessive accumulation of fluid in the inter-
stitium, the interstitial matrix components are disrupted
and interstitial compliance rises. With an elevated
compliance in the interstitium, large volumes of fluid
can accumulate without major changes in Pif. Thus, the
capacity for increases in Pif to oppose further capillary
filtration is virtually lost when the compliance of the
interstitial compartment increases greatly above normal.

Osmotic Forces Acting across the

Capillary Wall

As discussed in Chapter 2, molecules that fail to
penetrate the pores of a semipermeable membrane will
exert an osmotic pressure across that membrane propor-
tional to the concentration of the impermeant molecule.
Proteins are the only dissolved constituents of plasma
and interstitial fluid that do not readily penetrate the
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interstitial fluid volume. Note that small increments in interstitial
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pores of the capillary membrane. Hence, these proteins
are largely responsible for the osmotic pressures
(commonly referred to as colloid osmotic pressures or
oncotic pressures) that are exerted across the capillary
wall. The concentration of proteins in plasma (7.0 g/dL)
can generate an osmotic pressure of about 28 mm Hg. A
similar protein concentration and oncotic pressure
is found in interstitial fluid of tissues perfused by
discontinuous-type capillaries (liver, spleen). Conse-
quently, the transcapillary oncotic pressure gradient,
which is essentially zero, does not influence the rate of
fluid filtration across these capillaries. However, in tissue
perfused by continuous or fenestrated capillaries, the
interstitial protein concentration (and oncotic pressure)
is only one-third to one-half that of plasma. In these
organs, a significant oncotic pressure exists across the
capillary wall, with plasma oncotic pressure favoring the
withdrawal of fluid from the interstitial compartment.

A number of factors can influence the oncotic
pressures generated in plasma and interstitial fluid.
Because plasma oncotic pressure is generated by
proteins dissolved in plasma, any factor that affects
plasma protein concentration can alter �c. Sudden
increases in plasma volume, as might occur in patients
receiving large volumes of physiologic salt solutions, will
cause �c to fall, with a resultant increase in capillary
fluid filtration. A sudden increase in Pc can also alter
the transcapillary oncotic pressure gradient because the
accompanying accumulation of filtered fluid in the
interstitium will dilute the interstitial proteins and
reduce �if. A consequence of the dilution-related fall in
�if is a braking effect on capillary filtration because �if
normally acts to facilitate fluid movement from blood to
interstitium. If capillary permeability is increased, then
plasma proteins leak out of the blood into the interstitial
compartment of the affected tissue, thereby leading to a
rise in �if and a dissipation of the normal transcapillary

oncotic pressure gradient. Here again, the ultimate
outcome is an accelerated rate of capillary fluid
filtration. Another perturbation that will cause �if to
rise is obstruction of lymph drainage from a tissue. The
lymphatic system provides the only means for the
removal of plasma proteins that escape the blood and
enter the interstitium. If lymph drainage is obstructed,
then the interstitial protein concentration will eventually
equilibrate with the plasma protein concentration and
the normal transcapillary oncotic pressure gradient will
be dissipated.

LYMPHATIC DRAINAGE SYSTEM

All of the fluid and protein that normally accumulate
in the interstitial compartment as a consequence of
capillary filtration are efficiently removed and carried
back to the bloodstream via the lymphatic system. It is
estimated that for a 70-kg man, the lymphatics return
nearly 3 L of fluid and approximately 120 g of protein to
the bloodstream every 24 hr. Because the recycling of
plasma proteins is essential for maintenance of the
normal oncotic pressure gradient between plasma and
interstitial fluid, any injury or blockage of the main
lymphatic channels may be life threatening.

Figure 4 illustrates some of the major functional
elements of the lymphatic system. The sac-like terminal
lymphatics are blind-ended endothelial tubes suspended
in the interstitium by connective tissue anchoring fila-
ments. The gaps between the endothelial cells of the
terminal lymphatics are very large, which, in the absence
of a basement membrane, allows ready access of
interstitial fluid, along with its suspended particles
(lipoproteins) and cells (lymphocytes), to the lymphatic
vessel lumen. Hence, the composition of lymph is
considered to be identical to that of interstitial fluid.

Anchoring
filament

Terminal
lymphatic

Gaps

Collecting
lymphatics

Lymph
vessels

Valves

Smooth muscle

FIGURE 4 Schematic diagram of the elements making up a lymphatic bed.
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The terminal lymphatics coalesce into larger vessels,
collecting lymphatics, that possess one-way valves similar
to those in the veins. These lymph channels ultimately
drain into the thoracic duct, which drains the lower part
of the body, and the right lymph duct, which drains the
upper body, and in turn empties into the venous system
at the internal jugular and subclavian veins.

The principal driving force for the entry of interstitial
fluid into the terminal lymphatics is the Pif. As fluid
filtered from capillaries accumulates in the interstitium,
Pif rises, thereby creating a hydrostatic pressure gradient
between the interstitial compartment and the lymphatic
vessel lumen. Expansion of the interstitium also causes
the anchoring filaments to pull open the terminal
lymphatic. This allows the elevated Pif to readily
propel interstitial fluid into the lymph vessel (Fig. 5).
Stretch-mediated, active contractions of lymphatics also
favor the propulsion of lymph. When a collecting
lymphatic becomes distended with interstitial fluid, a
myogenic response is elicited that causes the lymphatic
smooth muscle to automatically contract. The one-way
pumping action of collecting lymphatics is the most
likely explanation for the subatmospheric PIF measured
in some tissues, because it literally sucks fluid out of the
interstitial compartment. Additional lymph propulsive
forces are generated when external compression causes
local, transient increases in Pif. Because lymph vessels
have valves that prevent backflow, external intermittent
compression phenomena such as muscular contraction,
respiratory movements, and even arterial pulsations
tend to push the lymph toward the veins into which the
lymphatics terminate. Despite these mechanisms to
facilitate lymph flow, in most tissues lymph flow rate

cannot exceed about 20 times normal (Fig. 5). Thus, the
capacity for lymph drainage to increase is limited and
can be overloaded with high capillary fluid filtration
rates. When this occurs, interstitial edema is likely to
follow.

INTERACTIONS OF LYMPH FLOW AND
INTERSTITIAL FORCES DURING PERIODS OF

ENHANCED CAPILLARY FILTRATION

From the preceding discussion it is evident that the
direction and magnitude of fluid movement across the
capillary wall is determined by the balance of hydro-
static and oncotic forces that are exerted on this
membrane. As illustrated in Fig. 6A, the balance of
these forces across a typical resting capillary is such that
a small (0.2 mm Hg) NFP exists. However, the small
NFP is sufficient to generate a capillary fluid flow (Jv) of
0.02 mL/min (derived from the product of Kf and NFP).
This low rate of capillary filtration is matched by an
equal rate of lymph flow from the tissue and, conse-
quently, the interstitial fluid volume remains constant at
a normal level. If, however, the capillary hydrostatic
pressure is suddenly increased by 10 mm Hg because of
intense arteriolar dilation, the balance of forces across
the capillary wall and lymph flow is dramatically altered
(Fig. 6B). The rise in Pc results in an instantaneous and
comparable increase in NFP. However, as fluid rapidly
enters the interstitial compartment, interstitial volume
increases, which in turn causes Pif to rise and interstitial
oncotic pressure to fall (because of dilution of interstitial
proteins by filtered water). The elevated Pif serves to
drive the capillary filtrate into the lymphatics and
produce an 18-fold increase in lymph flow. The ultimate
impact of these adjustments in Pif and �if is an
attenuated increase in the net filtration pressure and
the creation of a new steady state, wherein the
interstitium is slightly more hydrated and lymph flow
continues to drain the interstitial fluid at a rate equal to
the elevated capillary filtration rate. This condition will
continue as long as capillary pressure remains elevated.
Once capillary pressure returns to its normal value, the
elevated lymph flow will remove the excess capillary
filtrate and interstitial volume will be eventually restored
to its original value.

INTERSTITIAL EDEMA

In the example presented in Fig. 6, the sudden and
substantial elevation in Pc did not lead to an excessive
accumulation of fluid in the interstitial compartment
because of the adjustments in interstitial hydrostatic and
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oncotic pressures, as well as the elevated lymph flow.
These compensatory responses that prevent excessive
fluid accumulation in the interstitium are called the
safety factors against edema. When these safety factors
are exhausted, the fluid filtered from capillaries can
accumulate in the interstitium in an unimpeded fashion.
This results in edema (derived from the Greek word
meaning ‘‘swelling’’), a condition in which there is an
abnormal and substantial increase in the interstitial fluid
volume. Edema can be localized (to a finger, a limb, or
the lungs) or it can be widespread. Edema occurs in a
number of diseases and it is a valuable diagnostic sign
for the physician. Furthermore, edema can be a life-
threatening condition when it occurs in tissues such as
the lung, where excessive interstitial fluid accumulation
can seriously compromise gas exchange in alveoli.
Edema in the brain is also dangerous because the
elevated Pif can compress and collapse cerebral micro-
vessels, thereby causing ischemia.

Edema generally occurs when the rate of fluid
filtration out of a capillary bed exceeds the ability of
its lymphatic drainage to return the filtered fluid to the
vascular system. Thus, edema results either from an
abnormally increased rate of capillary fluid filtration
and/or a decreased rate of lymphatic drainage. The three
most common vascular abnormalities that result in
interstitial edema are an increased Pc, a reduction in
plasma oncotic pressure, and an increased capillary
permeability.

Hydrostatic edema is the term frequently used to
describe the edema resulting from an increased capillary
hydrostatic pressure. A common cause of hydrostatic
edema is venous occlusion or congestion. Left-sided
heart failure, resulting from a myocardial infarction, can

lead to increases in left atrial and pulmonary venous
pressures. The subsequent elevation in pulmonary
capillary hydrostatic pressure can lead to pulmonary
edema. In right-sided heart failure, vena caval pressure
is elevated, resulting in an increased Pc, particularly in
the lower extremities and digestive system. If the edema
fluid generated by the intestine and liver accumulates in
the peritoneal cavity, it is called ascites. An example of a
more localized form of hydrostatic edema is the swelling
of the lower leg noted in patients with thrombophlebitis
of the deep vein in the calf muscle.

Low plasma oncotic pressure is another common
cause of interstitial edema. Plasma oncotic pressure is
frequently reduced in severe liver disease (the plasma
proteins are synthesized by the liver), malnutrition
(particularly an inadequate dietary intake of proteins),
and renal diseases, resulting in excessive filtration of
proteins into the urine. In these conditions, the edema
will be widespread. The bulging abdomen of the starving
individual generally reflects the accumulation of ascites
in the peritoneal cavity secondary to a nutrition-
dependent loss of plasma proteins.

Permeability edema results when capillary permeabil-
ity to water and plasma proteins is profoundly increased.
An increased capillary permeability leads to excessive
fluid filtration as a consequence of the resultant increase
in the capillary Kf and a reduction in the capillary
reflection coefficient. The most common causes of an
increase in capillary permeability are (1) burns and (2)
allergic and inflammatory reactions. Burns can physically
damage capillary walls, but when the burn is not severe
enough to destroy the epidermis (second-degree burn),
an increased capillary permeability in distant organs
(lungs) can result from circulating factors released from
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NFP = 0.2 mmHg
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FIGURE 6 Balance of the hydrostatic (Pc and Pif) and oncotic (�p and �if) pressures acting (A) across a normal

capillary and (B) after an acute (10 mm Hg) elevation in capillary hydrostatic pressure. Note that capillary fluid

filtration rate (Jv) and lymph flow increase almost 20-fold in response to the elevated capillary pressure.
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burned tissue. Allergic and inflammatory reactions are
generally associated with mast cell degranulation and the
release of histamine and other substances (cytokines)
that increase both capillary permeability and Pc (result-
ing in arteriolar dilatation). A common manifestation of
allergic reactions is the formation of subcutaneous
wheals or hives, which are localized regions of edema.
Severe generalized allergic reactions such as those
seen with anaphylaxis may be accompanied by life-
threatening edema of the airways. In addition, fluid shifts
into the interstitial compartment may be so large as to
reduce blood volume to the point at which cardiac output
is compromised and shock ensues.

Edema resulting from impaired lymphatic drainage is
almost always the result of obstructed lymphatic vessels.
This can result from malignancies of the lymph nodes or
from surgical removal or irradiation of the lymph nodes.
In the tropics, a common cause of obstruction of lymph
nodes is filariasis, which results from infestation of the
lymphatics by the parasitic nematode Wuchereria
(Filaria) bancrofti or W. malayi. The adult worm

resides in the lymph nodes, where it causes fibrosis
and eventual obstruction of lymph flow. This may result
in enormous, grotesque swelling of the legs and/or
scrotum, aptly described by the word elephantiasis (like
an elephant).
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Regulation of Regional Blood Flow

D. NEIL GRANGER

KEY POINTS
� The myogenic theory of blood flow regulation

invokes a role for arteriolar wall tension, rather
than blood flow, as the controlled variable in
the vasculature.

� The metabolic theory of blood flow regulation
links blood flow to the metabolic activity of the
tissue, with vasodilator metabolites (e.g.,
adenosine) and low tissue PO2 serving as
mediators of metabolic hyperemias.

� Activation of sympathetic nerves, via release of
norepinephrine, increases resistance to blood
flow in vascular beds that are richly innervated
with �-adrenergic nerve fibers.

� Blood flow to the heart is governed almost
entirely by intrinsic metabolic factors.

� The influence of autonomic nerve stimulation
on coronary blood flow is dictated by the action
of the released neurotransmitter on cardiac
work, with sympathetic stimulation resulting in
an increased flow and parasympathetic stimu-
lation in a reduced flow.

� Cerebral arterioles respond with dilation to
increases in metabolic activity in the brain.

� Cerebral arterioles are exquisitely sensitive to
the vasodilatory action of an increased arterial
blood PCO2.

� Exercise can elicit a profound increase (20-fold)
in skeletal muscle blood flow that is mediated
by vasodilator metabolites.

� The increased O2 demand that is associated
with exercise is met by both an increased blood
flow and an increased O2 extraction.

� Gastrointestinal blood flow increases after in-
gestion of a meal, with digested nutrients, meta-
bolic factors, gastrointestinal hormones, and
neuropeptides mediating the active hyperemia.

� Splanchnic blood flow is profoundly reduced
during sympathetic activation and with
increased blood levels of angiotensin II and
vasopressin.

� The amount of heat lost from the body is
regulated by the amount of blood flowing
through the skin.

� Blood flow through the skin is primarily
controlled by sympathetic fibers, whose activity
is linked to body temperature.
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Chapter 15 explained how the cardiovascular system
has multiple control systems, all directed at maintaining
a constant mean arterial pressure. An advantage of this
effort to maintain a constant blood pressure is that each
organ system is ensured a high and relatively stable
pressure to drive blood flow through its vascular bed.
Nonetheless, the burden of responsibility for regulating
the rate of blood perfusion in an organ lies within that
tissue. Placing the responsibility for blood flow control
at the local level appears appropriate in view of the
widely varying needs of different tissues for perfusion.
In some tissues, such as skin and kidney, the blood flow
at any given moment is related largely to the special
functions of those organs. However, in most organs, the
metabolic needs of the tissue dictate the level of blood
perfusion, and several intrinsic control mechanisms exist
to ensure that these needs are met by the vasculature.
Figure 1 illustrates how cardiac output (total body
blood flow) is distributed between tissues under resting
conditions. It is readily apparent that blood flow,
whether expressed as the total flow per organ or as a
fraction of cardiac output, varies substantially between
organs.

This chapter explores the factors that enable the
different organs in the body to regulate blood flow in
accordance with their specific functional and metabolic
needs. Special attention is given to those organ systems
that exhibit unique blood flow requirements or that
regulate blood flow through special mechanisms. (Note
that local regulation of blood flow in the lung and
kidney are discussed in Chapters 20 and 24, respec-
tively.) The unique anatomic arrangement and blood
flow distribution of the fetal circulation are also
discussed.

REGULATION OF BLOOD FLOW

As discussed in Chapter 10, the flow of blood
through a vascular bed depends on the pressure gradient
across it and its resistance to flow. Because arterial and
venous pressures are normally maintained within
narrow limits, regulation in flow through an organ is
achieved by changing the internal diameter of the major
resistance vessels, that is, the arterioles. Vascular
resistance within many organs is regulated by systems
that are intrinsic to the organ, as well as by extrinsic
influences, such as the autonomic nerves and hormones.
Intrinsic and extrinsic influences at times may act to
induce similar changes in blood flow. At other times,
they must oppose one another and balance the needs of
the organ with the needs of the entire body.

For most organs, blood flow is normally regulated to
ensure the adequate delivery of oxygen (O2), which is
usually the rate-limiting metabolite delivered by the
blood. Two vascular elements contribute to the regu-
lation of O2 delivery to metabolically active tissues:
arterioles and precapillary sphincters. Although the
arterioles govern the convection (or bulk flow) of O2

to the organ by regulating blood flow, the precapillary
sphincters modulate the diffusive exchange of O2 by
regulating the number of capillaries open to perfusion
and hence the surface area available for O2 exchange.
Thus, in some tissues, both arterioles and precapillary
sphincters will dilate when O2 demand increases. As
a result of these vascular responses, O2 supply and
demand are matched. The mechanisms responsible for
this matching are intrinsic to the tissue and no neural or
endocrine influence is involved. The intrinsic ability of a
tissue to regulate blood flow is usually defined in terms
of the intensity of vasoregulatory phenomena such as
pressure flow autoregulation, active (functional) hyper-
emia, and reactive hyperemia.

The most extensively studied and characterized
intrinsic vasoregulatory phenomenon in most organs is
pressure flow autoregulation. This term refers to the
ability of a tissue to maintain a relatively constant blood
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FIGURE 1 The distribution of cardiac output to different organs.
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flow over a wide range of arterial pressures. The
phenomenon of autoregulation is illustrated in Fig. 2,
which demonstrates that arterial pressure must be
reduced below a value of 60 mm Hg before blood flow
is significantly compromised. Similarly, increases in
arterial pressure above a normal value of 100 mm Hg
do not profoundly affect blood flow until arterial
pressure exceeds 140 mm Hg. This ability of the tissue
to autoregulate blood flow requires that arterioles dilate
at low arterial pressures, whereas the vessels must
constrict in order to maintain flow when arterial pressure
is increased. Although many organs (heart, brain,
kidney, intestine, and skeletal muscle) exhibit pressure
flow autoregulation, the intensity of this phenomenon
varies between tissues, with the more metabolically active
organs often exhibiting more precise control of blood
flow when arterial pressure is changed.

A second vasoregulatory phenomenon that is gener-
ally attributed to intrinsic control of blood flow is active

(or functional) hyperemia. Figure 3 shows that blood
flow to an organ tends to be proportional to its
metabolic activity. Hence, when an organ becomes
active, this leads to an increased metabolic demand and
blood flow rises in an effort to deliver more of the O2

and nutrients needed to sustain the increased level of
activity. In some tissues (e.g., myocardium), increasing
blood flow is the only means for enhancing O2 delivery
to more active tissue because opening additional capil-
laries to facilitate diffusive O2 exchange is not possible.
(In myocardium, nearly all capillaries are open under
resting conditions and there are no closed capillaries in
reserve.) However, other organs, like skeletal muscle
and intestine, are able to meet the increased O2 demand
associated with enhanced organ function (exercise and
nutrient absorption, respectively) by increasing both
blood flow (arteriolar dilation) and the number of
perfused capillaries (precapillary sphincter dilation).

The third phenomenon that supports the existence of
intrinsic blood flow control mechanisms is called
reactive hyperemia. As shown in Fig. 4, when an
artery supplying an organ is occluded temporarily, a
transient increase occurs in blood flow above the
preocclusion level after release of the arterial occlusion.
The longer the occlusion, the larger and longer the
subsequent increase in blood flow when the occlusion is
released. It would appear that the previously ischemic
tissue is attempting to repay the blood flow debt that
was incurred during the occlusion periods. Clearly, the
repayment of this O2 or blood flow debt is made
possible by a progressively more intense dilation of the
arterioles as the ischemic duration increases.

The responses associated with the three intrinsic
vasoregulatory phenomena described above are consis-
tent with mechanisms geared toward regulating either
blood flow and/or the delivery of O2 (or some other
critical nutrient). However, the possibility has been
raised that these phenomena are linked more closely to
stretch-related events that are intrinsic to smooth
muscle. The myogenic theory invokes a role for arte-
riolar wall tension, rather than blood flow, as the
controlled variable in the vasculature. This concept
evolved from observations that vascular smooth muscle
contracts in response to stretch and relaxes when
smooth muscle tension is reduced. According to the
law of LaPlace, T = P � r, where T is the vessel wall
tension, P is the pressure, and r is the radius of the
vessel. If T is indeed the controlled variable in arterioles,
then one would expect the vessel to dilate (r increases)
when pressure is reduced, whereas the opposite would
occur when pressure is increased, that is, r must fall in
order to maintain a constant T. These properties of
smooth muscle may well explain why vascular resistance
falls in response to a reduction in arterial pressure

FIGURE 3 The phenomenon of active hyperemia. An organ is

being perfused at a constant arterial pressure. As the rate of

metabolism of the organ increases, blood flow increases to deliver

the additional O2 needed to meet the metabolic needs.
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FIGURE 2 Relation between blood flow and arterial pressure. The

phenomenon of autoregulation illustrates the ability of an organ to

maintain a relatively constant blood flow over a wide range of arterial

pressures. In this example, the autoregulatory range lies between 60

and 140 mm Hg.
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(pressure flow autoregulation), as well as the sudden
vasodilation observed in tissues after release of a
temporary arterial occlusion (reactive hyperemia).
Indeed, there is strong evidence that myogenic responses
occur in the vasculature of organs like the intestine.
However, the importance of myogenic factors in the
regulation of blood flow appears to diminish when the
metabolic demands of the organ are increased (e.g., in
the intestine after ingestion of a meal). Thus, it would
appear that metabolic factors can override the myogenic
mechanism when the nutritive needs of the tissue are
increased.

The metabolic theory has been proposed to explain
the tight coupling of blood flow to tissue metabolism.
This mechanism is particularly attractive as an explana-
tion for the active hyperemia observed in a number of
organs. Many metabolites are known to be vasoactive.
Among those thought to be important for regulating
vascular resistance are carbon dioxide (CO2), H

þ, O2,
Kþ, and adenosine. Of these, all but O2 relax smooth
muscle and act as vasodilators. An increased O2 tension
is generally associated with vascular smooth muscle
contraction, whereas reducing O2 tension will relax
smooth muscle. The vasoactive properties of molecular
O2 and metabolites such as adenosine may provide the
link that exists between metabolism and blood flow for
conditions like pressure flow autoregulation, reactive
hyperemia, and active hyperemia. If blood flow is
suddenly increased in response to an elevation in mean
arterial pressure, the increased flow will promote the
washout of vasodilatory products of metabolism, such
as adenosine, and it will increase the O2 tension around
arterioles. The increased tissue PO2, coupled with the
decline in the concentration of vasodilator metabolites,
will induce smooth muscle contraction, increase vascular
resistance, and reduce blood flow until the normal
balance between blood flow, metabolite concentration,
and tissue PO2 is once again achieved.

The metabolic theory can also explain reactive and
active hyperemias. If the metabolic activity and O2

consumption of an organ are increased, tissue PO2 will
decrease and the levels of metabolites (adenosine) will
increase. This will result in dilation of both arterioles
and precapillary sphincters. The resulting increases in
blood flow and the number of perfused capillaries will
then enhance both the convective and diffusive delivery
of O2 to the more active tissue. Finally, if an artery
perfusing an organ is occluded, ongoing metabolic
activity without blood flow will result in a decrease in
tissue PO2 and an accumulation of vasodilator metabo-
lites. As a consequence of these changes, the arterioles
will already be dilated when the occlusion is released and
blood flow will rapidly increase above the preocclusion
level (reactive hyperemia). The increased flow or
hyperperfusion will be temporary, gradually subsiding
as tissue PO2 and vasodilator metabolite concentrations
return to their normal values.

Adenosine has received considerable attention as a
metabolic vasodilator. When flow is too low to meet the
O2 requirements of a tissue, adenosine triphosphate
(ATP) breakdown exceeds its synthesis. Adenosine, an
end product of ATP degradation, can readily exit cells
and enter the interstitial fluid, which bathes vascular
smooth muscle. Adenosine causes smooth muscle to
dilate by stimulating A2-adenosine receptors on the
smooth muscle cell. On restoration of blood flow,
adenosine production is diminished and that which was
released is quickly degraded or washed away. Although
adenosine is thought to contribute to metabolic control
of blood flow, it cannot explain phenomena such as
pressure flow autoregulation because this occurs in some
tissues even when A2 receptors are completely blocked.

Extrinsic Control

Although intrinsic mechanisms normally ensure that
an organ will receive a blood supply adequate to meet its
metabolic needs, in many instances blood flow through
particular organs serves a purpose other than simply
supplying nutrients and removing metabolites. Under
those circumstances, blood flow regulation is often
mediated via extrinsic pathways such as the autonomic
nervous system or circulating hormones. Norepineph-
rine is the principal neurotransmitter released at sympa-
thetic nerve terminals. Inasmuch as norepinephrine is a
potent vasoconstrictor in some vascular beds (skin and
intestine), its release from sympathetic nerve terminals
can exert a profound influence on blood flow. Most
vascular beds are innervated by adrenergic nerves;
however, the density of innervation varies markedly
between organs. For example, the arterioles of the skin
are heavily innervated by sympathetic fibers, whereas

FIGURE 4 The phenomenon of reactive hyperemia. An organ is

being perfused at a constant arterial pressure. Blood flow is stopped

for 20, 40, and 60 sec. Note that blood flow increased transiently on

release of each occlusion. Also note that the magnitude and duration

of the hyperemic response increased with the duration of arterial

occlusion.
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innervation to the coronary arterioles is quite sparse. As
might be expected, mild to moderate activation of the
skin’s sympathetic nerves will markedly increase vascu-
lar resistance and decrease skin blood flow, as illustrated
in Fig. 5. Various vascular beds also differ in their
density of receptors for vasoactive hormones such as
epinephrine and angiotensin II. Thus, release of these
hormones can greatly alter the distribution of blood
flow. Under such circumstances, flow will be diverted
from those beds with high receptor density, such as skin
and intestines, to those beds whose vessels have fewer
receptors, such as the coronary artery.

Parasympathetic neural influences on blood flow
have received less attention than sympathetic influences
because only a small proportion of the arterioles in the
body receive parasympathetic fibers. However, in tissues
such as the salivary glands and intestines, stimulation of
cholinergic fibers can elicit intense vasodilation. Ace-
tylcholine, a neurotransmitter released at cholinergic
nerve terminals, is known to produce a vasodilatory res-
ponse that is endothelium dependent; that is, when the
endothelial lining in small arteries is rubbed away, the
vessels will no longer relax in response to acetylcholine.
The apparent mediator of this endothelium-dependent
vasodilator response to acetylcholine is nitric oxide

(NO). NO is synthesized in endothelial cells via the
oxidation of the amino acid, L-arginine, by an enzyme
called NO synthase. Inhibition of this enzyme by stable
analogs of L-arginine causes a rise in mean arterial
pressure and a reduction in blood flow in different
vascular beds, suggesting that the NO produced by
endothelial cells exerts a tonic inhibitory influence on
arteriolar resistance. Endothelial cell-derived NO
appears to diffuse to the underlying smooth muscle in
arterioles, where it activates the enzyme guanylyl
cyclase, which in turn generates the vascular smooth
muscle relaxant, cyclic guanosine monophosphate. In
addition to acetylcholine, agents such as bradykinin,
substance P, and adenosine diphosphate, as well as an
increased shear stress on the wall of blood vessels, lead
to an increase in production of NO by endothelial cells.

SPECIAL CIRCULATIONS

In this section, we address how blood flow regulation
in several representative organs illustrates the principles
discussed above and we also describe the additional
features of blood flow control that are unique to certain
tissues and conditions (fetus).

Coronary Circulation

The coronary circulation must deliver O2 at a rate
that keeps pace with cardiac demand. Under resting
conditions, blood flow to the heart is about 70 mL/min
per 100 g, and it increases five- to sixfold during
maximal cardiac work. Blood flow in the left ventricle is
about 80 mL/min per 100 g, which is twice the flow in
the right ventricle and four times the flow in the atria.
Myocardial O2 consumption is also very high (8 mL/min
per 100 g) at rest (which is 20 times the resting value in
skeletal muscle), and it increases about fivefold during
maximal cardiac work.

Blood flow to the heart is governed almost entirely by
intrinsic factors. The rate of O2 use by the myocardium
is proportional to cardiac work; hence, factors such as
systolic pressure (afterload), heart rate, and stroke
volume all influence myocardial O2 consumption. As
cardiac work increases, the elevated metabolic activity
results in dilation of the coronary arterioles, thus

Clinical Note

Organic nitrates such as glycerol trinitrate and
isosorbide dinitrate have long been used in
the treatment of angina. It is now recognized

that these agents act on vascular smooth
muscle by releasing and/or mimicking the actions
of NO.

FIGURE 5 The response of vascular resistance to sympathetic nerve

stimulation. As the frequency of stimulation is increased, vascular

resistance increases.
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increasing blood flow to heart muscle (active hyper-
emia). The coronary vasculature normally exhibits
excellent pressure flow autoregulation and brisk reactive
hyperemias. Hormones and neurotransmitters exert
only a small direct influence on the coronary blood
flow because of the low density of receptors on coronary
vessels. The low density of adrenergic receptors enables
the heart to respond to sympathetic stimulation with
vasodilation. Although sympathetic nerves would ordi-
narily tend to constrict coronary arteries, the increased
cardiac work that accompanies sympathetic stimulation
also results in an elevated O2 demand. Thus, the feeble
vasoconstriction elicited by �-adrenergic stimulation is
easily overridden by the corresponding metabolic vaso-
dilation. The opposite scenario is seen with vagal
stimulation. Although acetylcholine tends to directly
dilate the coronary arterioles, cholinergic stimulation
reduces cardiac O2 demand by slowing the heart rate.
Here again, metabolic factors dominate coronary
vascular tone and the result of vagal stimulation is a
reduction in blood flow.

Although the average flow through the coronary
circulation is regulated by intrinsic factors, the moment-
to-moment flow of blood through the coronary vessels is
strongly influenced by the mechanical activity of the
heart. Figure 6 demonstrates the mechanical effects on
coronary blood flow. When the left ventricle starts to

contract, flow through the left coronary arteries falls
abruptly and, under conditions of increased contracti-
lity, may even reverse for a brief period. This reduction
of flow is due to compression of the coronary vessels
that pass through the left ventricular muscle. During the
ejection period of the cardiac cycle, the aortic pressure is
rising and some forward flow occurs. The compressional
forces are highest near the endocardium and diminish
near the epicardium. As a result, coronary flow during
systole is nonuniformly distributed across the heart wall,
with almost no blood flow reaching the inner layers.
Figure 6 also reveals that most of the coronary flow
takes place during early diastole; when the ventricular
muscle is relaxed, the mechanical compression forces are
low and aortic pressure is still high. At this time, the
blood flow gradient across the ventricular wall reverses,
with the inner muscle layers receiving most of the flow.
Although a similar pattern of blood flow changes is
observed in the right coronary artery during the cardiac
cycle, the changes in flow to the right ventricle are
relatively small because the compression forces gener-
ated in the right ventricle during systole are comparably
small.

It is interesting that the average blood flow over the
entire cardiac cycle is uniformly distributed across the
wall of the left ventricle. Although the intrinsic mecha-
nisms are too slow to keep blood flow constant through
the cardiac cycle, they can adjust flow so that the average
flow meets the metabolic needs of the myocardium. To
compensate for the blood flow deficit during each
systole, the arterioles in the inner layers are simply kept
in a more dilated state so these muscles will be
compensated with extra perfusion during each diastole.
Unfortunately, this compensatory response diminishes
the dilatory reserve of the inner muscle layers, and as a
result the subendocardium is always the most vulnerable
to ischemia whenever the coronary arteries are obstructed,
as occurs in coronary artery disease.

Another unique feature of the coronary circulation is
the high O2 extraction normally seen across this vascular
bed. The myocardium extracts >80% of the O2 from
coronary blood, which compares with the whole body
average of 25% at rest. The high O2 extraction can be
attributed to the great demand of this tissue for O2

under resting conditions. It is not surprising, therefore,
that all capillaries are open to perfusion in the resting
myocardium. In other organs (e.g., skeletal muscle),
recruitment of additional perfused capillaries is an
important mechanism for enhancement of O2 delivery
by both increasing the surface area available for O2

exchange and by reducing the diffusion distance for O2

between the blood and myocytes. The high O2 extrac-
tion in the heart would indicate that this tissue is on the
verge of underperfusion. However, because of the tight

FIGURE 6 Blood flow through the left coronary artery and aortic

pressure during the cardiac cycle. With the onset of ventricular

contraction (from just before the first dashed line), blood flow decreases

sharply as the coronary vessels are compressed by the ventricular

muscle. During the ejection phase (between the dashed lines), only

minimal flow occurs. Most coronary flow occurs during ventricular

relaxation (from the second dashed line on). Flow is highest in

early diastole when perfusion pressure is high and compressive forces

are low.
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coupling of coronary blood flow with oxidative meta-
bolism, the O2 requirements of the heart always appear
to be precisely met by changes in blood flow. Of the
chemical factors that have been invoked to explain
metabolic vasodilation, adenosine has received the most
attention in the heart.

If coronary blood flow is interrupted, myocardial
ischemia will quickly ensue. The heart normally oxidizes
fatty acids and lactate as its energy source. However, in
the absence of O2, cardiac myocytes switch to anaerobic
glycolysis (using its glycogen store), which is inefficient
and cannot maintain energy balance. Within 30 sec,
lactic acid buildup results in cellular acidosis, while the
accumulation of inorganic phosphate inhibits the func-
tion of actin-myosin filaments. A consequence of these
cellular events is an inhibition of muscle contraction that
occurs almost immediately after cessation of blood flow.
Although ATP falls at a relatively slow rate, such that
the myocytes will not begin to die until after at least 20
min of severe ischemia, the loss of mechanical function
of the heart can be disastrous. If only a small branch of
the coronary system is involved, the remaining well-
perfused myocardium can maintain cardiac output. If a
major branch is involved, however, the ventricle can be
so compromised that blood pressure will fall, rendering
the rest of the heart ischemic, and circulatory collapse
will soon follow. In this positive feedback situation,
death of the individual quickly ensues.

Collateral vessels connect adjacent branches of
coronary arteries so that occlusion of one arterial
branch, as occurs in a heart attack, does not completely
stop blood flow to the affected tissue. Some animals,
such as the guinea pig, have well-developed collaterals
and occlusion of a coronary branch is tolerated with no
tissue necrosis. Other animals such as the pig have few
collaterals and the same occlusion will result in infarc-
tion (death of tissue) of the entire downstream region.
Humans are somewhere between these two extremes. If
the occlusion of a coronary branch is gradual in onset,
that is, over weeks and months, the collateral vessels will
actually grow in response to the decreased blood flow. It
is not known what factors mediate collateral growth,
but it is probably related to the synthesis and release of
angiogenic factors (e.g., adenosine) from underperfused
tissue. Some coronary patients have such well-developed
collateral vessels that an entire arterial branch may be
completely occluded without compromising blood flow
to the muscle tissue that would normally be perfused
from that branch.

Cerebral Circulation

Under resting conditions, blood flow to the brain is
about 50 mL/min per 100 g, accounting for about 15%

of cardiac output. O2 consumption by the human brain
averages about 3.5 mL/min per 100 g. Gray matter has a
very high rate of oxidative metabolism and its flow rate
is up to six times higher than that of white matter. The
brain, particularly gray matter, is exquisitely sensitive to
hypoxia and consciousness is lost in humans after as
little as 10 min of ischemia, with irreversible cell damage
occurring within minutes. Thus, the primary function of
the cerebral circulation is to ensure an uninterrupted
supply of O2 to the brain.

As in the coronary circulation, cerebral resistance
vessels are predominantly under the control of intrinsic
factors. Cerebral arterioles respond with dilation to
increases in metabolic activity in the brain. Cerebral
blood flow falls when brain function and metabolism
are reduced during sleep or anesthesia. Any increase in
metabolism in a specific area of the brain will result in
an increased blood flow to that region. Unlike any other
organ, the brain is able to safeguard its own blood
supply by controlling the vascular resistance of other
organs through its autonomic outflow. Even though
sympathetic nerves can be demonstrated on the cerebral
blood vessels, the constrictor response to stimulation of
these nerves is weak, presumably reflecting a low density
of adrenergic receptors on cerebral arterioles. Parasym-
pathetic stimulation exerts a similarly weak vasodilatory
response in the brain. The cerebral vessels also respond
poorly to blood-borne vasoactive agents because of the
highly restrictive nature of cerebral capillaries. This
functional adaptation of the cerebral microvasculature
is called the blood–brain barrier. Although O2 and CO2

readily cross the blood–brain barrier, glucose (the
primary energy source for the brain) and amino acids
use bidirectional transport systems in the endothelium
of cerebral capillaries.

Pressure flow autoregulation is well developed in the
brain, which maintains a normal cerebral blood flow at
arterial pressures between 60 and 140 mm Hg. This
autoregulatory range is shifted to the right (blood flow
maintained constant over a range of higher pressures) by
chronic arterial hypertension and during acute sympa-
thetic stimulation. Both metabolic and myogenic
mechanisms have been implicated in cerebral autoregu-
lation. Unlike the heart, however, cerebral arterioles
appear to be more sensitive to changes in arterial blood
PCO2 than to changes in PO2. Figure 7 shows that even a
slight elevation in arterial PCO2 (hypercapnia) is accom-
panied by a large increase in cerebral blood flow. This
observation has led to the proposal that CO2 is an
important metabolite that mediates intrinsic blood flow
regulation in the brain. The vasoactive effects of CO2

have been attributed to its effect on tissue pH (increased
PCO2 leads to a reduced pH). Indeed, the hypercapnic
vasodilation seen in the brain is considered to be a
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mechanism for maintaining a constant pH in neuronal
tissue, which is an important objective in view of the
profound inhibitory effects of acidosis on neuronal
activity.

Skeletal Muscle Circulation

The circulations of skeletal muscle and cardiac
muscle have much in common; however, the two
vascular beds differ in several respects. The more
notable differences include a fiber type (tonic versus
phasic)-based heterogeneity of O2 demand and blood
perfusion in skeletal muscle, a greater role for extrinsic
factors in regulating skeletal muscle blood flow, and a
larger potential for increasing O2 extraction and the
number of perfused capillaries in skeletal muscle. Blood
flow in resting skeletal muscle consisting of mixed fiber
types (tonic and phasic) is about 3 mL/min per 100 g,
with a corresponding low basal O2 consumption (0.3
mL/min per 100 g). Flow in resting phasic (glycolytic,
rapid twitch) muscle is about 20% the value of resting
tonic (oxidative, postural) muscle, but the former can
increase more than 20-fold during exercise. The differ-
ences in resting flow to the two muscle types can be
attributed to the greater need for O2 by tonic muscles, a
premise supported by the correspondingly larger capil-
lary density surrounding tonic fibers.

Skeletal muscle arterioles are richly innervated by
sympathetic vasoconstrictor fibers, whose tonic
discharge contributes to resting arteriolar tone, as
evidenced by an increased muscle blood flow after
sympathetic denervation. Further stimulation of sympa-
thetic nerves to skeletal muscle results in an increased
arteriolar resistance and a reduction in blood flow. In
this manner, resting skeletal muscle can contribute to
the regulation of total peripheral resistance and arterial
pressure because of the shear mass of skeletal muscle in
the body. During periods of exercise, however, vascular
resistance falls in skeletal muscle because of a domi-
nance of metabolic vasodilation over vasoconstrictor
signals derived from the autonomic nervous system. The
active hyperemia observed in exercising skeletal muscle
is due almost entirely to local metabolic vasodilation,
rather than the relatively modest increase in arterial
pressure.

Unlike the heart, resting skeletal muscle extracts only
25–30% of the O2 from blood. The low O2 extraction
and low blood flow in resting skeletal muscle appears
more than sufficient to meet the low O2 demand of this
tissue. However, during severe exercise, blood flow
increases up to 20-fold, the number of perfused capil-
laries increases 3- to 4-fold, and O2 extraction can reach
90%. All of these responses are geared toward meeting
the 50- to 75-fold increase in O2 demand of skeletal
muscle known to occur in healthy, untrained humans
during strenuous exercise.

When skeletal muscle contracts, it compresses the
intramuscular arteries and arterioles sufficiently to
reduce blood flow, as shown in Fig. 8. However,
between contractions, blood flow is high because of the
dilated arterioles, and the transient hyperemic condition
is enough to meet the elevated O2 demand. If a strong
contraction is sustained, then the fibers become hypoxic
and lactate accumulates, causing ischemic pain, which
will eventually remind the individual to relax the muscle
momentarily so that its O2 debt can be repaid. The
massaging effect of rhythmic muscle contractions on the
deep veins of the calf muscle appears to assist limb
perfusion because this muscle pumping action lowers
venous pressure and consequently provides a larger
pressure gradient for blood perfusion.

Clinical Note

Physicians must be aware of the unique per-
meability properties of the blood–brain barrier
in order to treat diseases of the nervous
system effectively. For example, the antibiotics

chlortetracycline and penicillin enter the brain to a
very limited degree. Erythromycin, on the other
hand, enters quite readily.

FIGURE 7 Relation between cerebral blood flow and the partial

pressure of CO2 (normal PCO2=40mmHg). Note that elevating

PCO2 elicits a profound increase in blood flow.
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Splanchnic Circulation

The splanchnic circulation includes the vasculature of
the gastrointestinal tract, liver, spleen, and pancreas.
The principal functions of this vascular bed are to
transport absorbed nutrients to the liver and systemic
circulation and to mobilize blood to the systemic
circulation during periods of whole body stress. Some
of the features that distinguish the splanchnic circulation
from other regional circulations include an active
hyperemia elicited by food ingestion, an exquisite
sensitivity of splanchnic arterioles to extrinsic control
mechanisms, and reciprocal blood flow control between
the liver and other splanchnic organs.

After ingestion of a meal, all organs of the digestive
system become metabolically active. The increased acid
secretion in the stomach, nutrient absorption and
increased motility in the small bowel, and formation
of digestive juices in the pancreas all impose a need for
more blood flow to the respective tissues. The post-
prandial hyperemia in the gastrointestinal tract appears
to be mediated by multiple factors, many of which are

unique to specific regions of this organ system. For
example, in the proximal small intestine, ingested long-
chain fatty acids are the most potent stimulants for the
active hyperemia, whereas bile acids dominate as
mediators of the hyperemia in the distal ileum. Meta-
bolic factors, gastrointestinal hormones, and neuropep-
tides released from cholinergic nerve terminals have all
been implicated in the increased blood flow that is
elicited by a meal. Figure 9 illustrates the time course of
changes in resistance of the splanchnic vessels during
and after ingestion of a meal. There is a slowly
developing decrease in vascular resistance over the first
hour after eating. As the meal is digested and absorbed
over a period of several hours, vascular resistance and
blood flow return to their resting levels.

Splanchnic blood vessels are frequently called on to
sacrifice their blood flow for the remainder of the
circulation. The ability of the splanchnic circulation to
contribute in this way toward whole-body homeostasis
is made possible by the dense innervation of splanchnic
arterioles by sympathetic nerves and by the highly
responsive nature of these vessels to circulating vaso-
constrictors, such as vasopressin and angiotensin II.
Sympathetic stimulation elicits an intense reduction in
intestinal blood flow that is blunted only somewhat
by intrinsic metabolic factors. The combined vasocon-
strictor effects of norepinephrine, vasopressin, and
angiotensin II likely account for the intense reduc-
tion in splanchnic blood flow observed after severe
hemorrhage.

The liver receives blood from two sources, the portal
vein and the hepatic artery. The portal vein, with its low
O2 content (much of the O2 is extracted in the
gastrointestinal tract), normally provides 75% of liver
blood flow, whereas the hepatic artery, with its fully O2

saturated blood, delivers the remainder. Blood flows in
the hepatic artery and portal vein vary reciprocally.
When liver blood flow increases through the portal vein,
arterioles derived from the hepatic artery constrict,
thereby preventing sudden increases in flow and
pressure in downstream liver sinusoids. Because the
sinusoids are extremely permeable to water and plasma

Clinical Note

The pale, cold skin characteristic of hypovolemic
shock reflects a rise in cutaneous vascular
resistance that appears to help support arterial
blood pressure. During World War I, it was
noticed that men rescued quickly and warmed
in blankets (producing cutaneous vasodilation)

were less likely to survive than men who
could not be reached for some time and who
retained their natural cutaneous vasoconstriction.
Hence, patients in shock should not be warmed
to the point at which their body temperature
rises.

FIGURE 8 Blood flow through the vascular bed of a contracting

skeletal muscle. The muscle begins to contract rhythmically approxi-

mately once every 13 sec. Note that this causes an increase in mean

blood flow because of active hyperemia. Also note that each

contraction of the skeletal muscle transiently inhibits its blood flow

by mechanically compressing the blood vessels inside the muscle.
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proteins, the hepatic arterial constrictor response to
increases in portal flow serves to prevent excessive
filtration across this microvascular bed.

Cutaneous Circulation

The metabolic requirements of the skin are modest
and blood flow through this tissue is controlled
primarily by sympathetic fibers, whose activity is
linked to body temperature. The amount of heat lost
from the body is regulated by the amount of blood
flowing through the skin. The skin’s ability to serve as
the body’s radiator is due largely to the existence of
arteriovenous anastomoses (AVAs) beneath the skin
surface. These AVAs are low-resistance shunt pathways
that are richly innervated by sympathetic vasoconstric-
tor fibers. When body core temperature is low, thermo-
sensitive regions of the hypothalamus induce an
increased sympathetic activity to the fibers innervating
the AVAs. The resulting reduction in skin blood flow
leads to a diminished dissipation of heat from blood to
the environment and body temperature rises. Con-
versely, AVAs are dilated when core temperature is
high because of a reduced sympathetic drive. In this
instance, the cutaneous vasodilation favors the delivery
of more blood to the skin, where heat readily crosses the
vessel walls to reduce body temperature to a normal
level. These temperature-induced changes in cutaneous
vascular resistance account for the observation that
blood flow can vary between 1 and 200 mL/min per 100
g in human skin.

Cutaneous vessels are exposed to an additional
vasodilatory stimulus when increased body temperature

is accompanied by sweating. The heat-induced para-
sympathetic stimulation of sweat glands results in the
liberation of bradykinin, a potent vasodilator that acts
on AVAs situated in proximity to the sweat glands.
Figure 10 illustrates the effect of changes in ambient
temperature on skin blood flow in the hand of an
individual at rest and during exercise. In the resting
state, an increased ambient temperature results in
increased skin blood flow. During exercise, however,
comparable increases in ambient temperature elicit more
profound increments in hand blood flow. The difference
between the two conditions is that the rise in body core
temperature is greater in the exercising state and thus
the stimulus for vasodilation is greater.

Fetal Circulation

Several of the anatomic and functional characteristics
of the fetal circulation distinguish it from the adult
circulation. Because the lungs of the fetus are collapsed
and nonfunctional, some of the unique features of the
fetal circulation are directed toward ensuring the
absence of lung perfusion. In the fetus, the placenta
serves as the functional equivalent of the lung, providing
the oxygen and nutrients needed for survival, growth,
and development of the fetus. Oxygenated fetal blood
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FIGURE 10 Relation between hand blood flow and ambient

temperature in a healthy volunteer at rest and during leg exercise.

Ambient temperature was varied by hand immersion in water at

different temperatures. The difference in the two curves can be

attributed to a higher internal heat load (body core temperature)

during exercise. (Modified from Handbook of physiology: Cardiovas-

cular system, Vol 3, Peripheral circulation, Part 2. Bethesda, MD:

American Physiological Society, 1963:1325–1352.)

FIGURE 9 Active hyperemia in the gastrointestinal tract. Vascular

resistance in the splanchnic circulation before, during, and after

ingesting a meal is plotted. During eating, resistance increases

transiently but is followed quickly by a slowly developing and long-

lasting decrease in resistance that increases blood flow to the gut. As

the meal is digested and absorbed over the next several hours, vascular

resistance (and blood flow) return to the levels seen during ingestion of

a meal.
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from the placenta is delivered directly to the liver via the
umbilical vein (Fig. 11). A shunt called the ductus
venosus allows some of the umbilical vein blood to
bypass the liver and empty into the inferior vena cava.
There is little mixing of the poorly oxygenated blood
from the lower inferior vena cava with the well-
oxygenated blood from the ductus venosus. Hence, the
two streams remain distinct from one another in the
inferior vena cava, and as they enter the right ventricle
the larger, well-oxygenated bloodstream from the ductus
venosus is shunted to the left atrium via an opening, the
foramen ovale, in the septum. (The foramen is covered
by a flap that allows for right-to-left atrial flow, but it
opposes flow in the opposite direction.) This diversion
of well-oxygenated blood directly into the left heart, and
into the ascending aorta, ensures that the heart and
brain receive an adequate supply of oxygen.

Another shunt that diverts blood away from the fetal
lungs is the ductus arteriosus. This large opening
between the pulmonary artery and aortic arch diverts
most of the right ventricular output into the descending
aorta, rather than into the lungs. The mixture of poorly
oxygenated inferior vena caval blood and superior vena

caval blood that is pumped from the right ventricle
traverses the ductus arteriosus and mixes with blood
pumped out of the left ventricle. This arrangement,
therefore, ensures that blood with the lowest O2 content
perfuses the viscera and lower extremities.

There are several important physiological conse-
quences of the cardiovascular arrangement in the
fetus. Pulmonary blood flow is low and pulmonary
vascular resistance is high. Pulmonary artery pressure is
higher than aortic pressure because of the high pulmo-
nary vascular resistance as well as the low peripheral
vascular resistance resulting from the substantial distri-
bution of cardiac output through the low-resistance
placental circulation. Another consequence of the low
pulmonary blood flow is a left atrial pressure that is
lower than right atrial pressure.

At birth, the fetal circulatory and respiratory systems
undergo profound changes to ensure survival in the
extrauterine environment. Clamping the umbilical cord
and the taking of the first breath produce dramatic
effects on the circulation. Interruption of the umbilical
circulation leads to closure of the ductus venosus, and
systemic vascular resistance almost doubles by removing
the low-resistance placental circulation to produce an
increase in arterial pressure. Inflation of the lungs with
the first breath leads to a profound fivefold reduction in
pulmonary vascular resistance and increased lung blood
flow. The resultant increase in left atrial filling elevates
left atrial pressure by a few mmHg, which is sufficient to
reverse the pressure gradient between left and right atria
and abruptly close the valve over the foramen ovale.
The reduction in pulmonary artery pressure, coupled to
the elevated aortic pressure, reverses flow in the
ductus arteriosus, which then closes gradually over a
period of 1–2 days. The net result of these changes after
birth is the establishment of an adult pattern in the
circulation.
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FIGURE 11 Schematic of the normal fetal circulation.
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Structure and Function of the
Respiratory System
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KEY POINTS
� The primary function of the lung is gas

exchange—transporting oxygen from the envi-
ronment into the blood and eliminating carbon
dioxide from the blood to meet the metabolic
demands of the tissues.

� The lung is a series of branching tubes consist-
ing of conducting airways (trachea to terminal
bronchioles) and respiratory airways (respira-
tory bronchioles to alveoli).

� Transport of O2 from small air sacs in the lung,
called alveoli, into pulmonary capillary blood
occurs by diffusion. The total surface area for
diffusion in the lung is as large as a tennis court
because there are 300 million alveoli.

� Quantitative descriptions of gas exchange
depend on relatively simple applications of
the principle of mass balance and the ideal gas
law.

� Ventilation brings O2 into the lungs by bulk
flow. Total lung volume is more than 10 times
larger than a normal breath, providing a large
reserve capacity for increased ventilation.

� The pulmonary circulation is in series with the
systemic circulation, so the lungs receive the
entire cardiac output and pulmonary blood
flow equals total systemic blood flow.

� In the pulmonary circulation, compared with
the systemic circulation, pressures are lower,
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OVERVIEW OF THE RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

The primary function of the respiratory system is gas
exchange—delivering oxygen (O2) from the environment
to the tissues and removing carbon dioxide (CO2) from
the tissues. Generally, the respiratory system acts as a
servant to the rest of the body by delivering enough O2

and removing sufficient CO2 for metabolic demands. As
O2 demand increases, the body responds with a variety
of mechanisms to ensure an adequate supply of O2.
These physiologic mechanisms include the unique
functions of several cell types in the lung, pulmonary
circulation, mechanics of the respiratory system, trans-
port of O2 and CO2 in blood, respiratory gas exchange,
and coordination of all of these mechanisms by the
respiratory control system. Each of these topics is cov-
ered in subsequent chapters.

It is important that the respiratory system respond to
changes in O2 supply. Many of the responses to changes
in O2 supply are the same as those used to respond to
changes in O2 demand. If the supply-and-demand
relationship for O2 is disrupted by disease, then physical
activity is limited and organ failure may occur. Diag-
nosing and treating respiratory disease requires under-
standing how the structure, function, and control of the
respiratory system interact to match supply and demand
at each step in the chain of O2 transport.

Oxygen Cascade

Gas exchange between cells and the environment
occurs by a series of physiologic transport steps across
different structures, as shown in Fig. 1. (This figure uses
a standard set of symbols developed for quantitative
descriptions of respiratory physiology, which are
defined in Table 1 and in the section titled ‘‘Physical
and Chemical Principles in Respiratory Physiology.’’)
Breathing movements bring fresh air into the lungs, and

the heart pumps O2-poor blood to the lungs. O2 diffuses
from the lung gas into the blood, and this O2-rich blood
is returned to the heart via the pulmonary circulation.
Arterialized blood is pumped to the various organs and
tissues of the body via the systemic circulation. Finally,
O2 diffuses out of the systemic capillaries to metaboliz-
ing tissues and ultimately to the mitochondria inside
cells. CO2 moves out of the cells to the environment
through these same steps in the opposite direction from
O2. Figure 1 also shows normal values for the levels of
O2 and CO2, expressed as partial pressures, PO2, and
PCO2 (see later discussion). Note that the O2 level
decreases at each step in this series of transport
processes, so this transport chain is frequently called
the O2 cascade.

The physiologic principles governing O2 supply-and-
demand relationships can be studied by measuring
maximal O2 consumption while varying the supply.
Figure 2 shows how decreasing oxygen levels in the

KEY POINTS (continued )
the arterial-to-venous pressure drop is more
uniform, and vessels have thinner walls.

� Vascular resistance and regional blood flow in
the lungs are highly dependent on mechani-
cal forces, including pressure inside the
vessels, pressure around the vessels, and lung
volume.

� Blood flow is greater in the bottom of the lungs
than in the top, and gravity plays an important
role in determining this distribution.

� Hypoxia is a potent vasoconstrictor in the lung
and can divert blood flow to better ventilated
regions of the lung.

� Pulmonary edema occurs when an imbalance in
hydrostatic and colloid osmotic pressures
across the capillaries produces more filtrate
than can be removed by lymphatics.

� The lungs receive the entire cardiac output and
serve important nonrespiratory functions, e.g.,
immune system defense and biosynthesis.

Tissues
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PtCO2 > 46
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VCO2
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Heart
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 Q

 PaO2 ~ 100
PaCO2 ~ 40

Lungs
  PAO2 ~ 100
PACO2 ~ 40
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VCO2

 VA

 PaO2 ~ 100
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FIGURE 1 Oxygen uptake into the body ( _VVO2 in mL O2/min) and

carbon dioxide elimination ( _VVCO2 in mL CO2/min) occur in a series of

physiological transport steps from the atmosphere to mitochondria in

the tissues. Typical O2 and CO2 partial pressures (P in mm Hg) are

shown for gas in the alveoli of the lungs (A), arterial blood (a) and

mixed-venous blood ( �VV) and tissues (t). _VVA, alveolar ventilation; _QQ,

blood flow rate. Symbols and units used in this section are defined in

Table I.
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environment affect maximal O2 consumption, equivalent
to the maximum capacity for aerobic exercise in a
healthy individual. Maximal O2 consumption for the
whole body starts to decrease at relatively high levels of
O2, in comparison with mitochondria. Isolated mito-
chondria can continue to function until O2 levels
decrease to almost zero, whereas whole-body O2 con-
sumption is limited when environmental O2 decreases
only 25%. This is not an artifact of the in vitro methods
used to measure mitochondrial O2 consumption, but a
consequence of the decrease in O2 levels occurring at
each step in the O2 transport chain. A healthy respiratory
system functions to preserve high O2 levels at each step in
the transport chain.

Interface between the Respiratory System

and the Environment

High O2 levels are desirable in the respiratory system
because O2 transport ultimately occurs by passive
diffusion down an O2 gradient. Ventilatory and cardio-
vascular pumps are used to deliver O2 by bulk flow in air
or blood to large surface areas, where diffusion of O2 can
occur. The actual interface between the environment and
the body’s internal milieu occurs deep in the lungs at the
pulmonary blood–gas barrier. Figure 3A illustrates
the branching pattern of airways used to deliver gas to
the terminal lung units called alveoli. The trachea divides
into two smaller primary bronchi to each lung, and the
primary bronchi divide into still smaller bronchi to the
different lobes of the lung. The pulmonary blood vessels
undergo a similar branching pattern so the alveoli are
virtually covered with pulmonary capillaries (Fig. 3B).

The effect of this branching is to increase greatly the
surface area available for gas exchange by diffusion. If
the lungs were two simple spheres of about 3 L each,
they would have a total internal surface area of only 0.1
m2. However, the lungs branch more than 20 times, so
the lungs contain more than 300 million alveoli of only
about 300 �m in diameter. The surface-to-volume ratio
increases as the diameter of a sphere decreases, so
dividing the large volume of the lung into millions of
smaller units results in an extremely large area available
for gas exchange. The total surface area of the lung’s
blood–gas barrier is 50–100 m2, or about the area of a
tennis court!

TABLE 1 Symbols in Respiratory Physiology

Primary Variables and Their Units

C Concentration or content (mL/dL or mmol/L)

D Diffusing capacity (mLO2
/(min. ?mmHg)

F Fractional concentration in

dry gas (dimensionless)

P Gas pressure or partial

pressure (mmHg or cm H2O)
_QQ Blood flow or perfusion (L/min)

R Respiratory exchange ratio (dimensionless)

RQ Respiratory quotient (dimensionless)

T Temperature (�C)

V Gas volume (L or mL)
_VV Ventilation (L/min)

Modifying Symbols

A Alveolar gas

B Barometric

D Dead space gas

E Expired gas
�EE Mixed-expired gas

I Inspired gas

L Lung or transpulmonary

T Tidal gas

aw Airway

w Chest wall

es Esophageal

pl Intrapleural

rs Transrespiratory system (total system)

a Arterial blood

b Blood (general)

c Capillary blood

c0 End-capillary blood

t Tissue

v Venous blood
�VV Mixed-venous blood

Examples

PAO2 Partial pressure of O2 in alveolar gas

Pao2 Partial pressure of O2 in arterial blood

FE–CO2 Fraction of CO2 in dry mixed, expired gas
_VVO2 O2 consumption per unit time
_VVA Ventilation of the alveoli per unit time

PO2 (mm Hg)
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FIGURE 2 Maximal O2 consumption is less sensitive to decreased

O2 supply in isolated mitochondria than in the whole body, because O2

levels decrease between the environment and the mitochondria. PO2 is a

measure of O2 level in mitochondrial suspension medium or inspired

air. (After Winzler, J Cell Comp Physiol 1941;17:263, and Pugh et al.,

J Appl Physiol 1964;19:431.)
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Physical and Chemical Principles in

Respiratory Physiology

Quantitative descriptions of gas exchange depend on
relatively simple applications of the principle of conser-
vation of mass (or mass balance) and the ideal gas law
using the symbols defined in Table 1. The symbols may

appear complicated at first, but they are based on a few
simple conventions. Primary variables are symbolized
with a capital letter, and a dot over the variable indicates
the first derivative with respect to time (e.g., _QQ = blood
flow, or quantity of blood per unit time in liters per
minute). Modifiers are small capitals for the gas phase
(e.g., _VVA= alveolar ventilation) and lowercase letters for

A

Bronchiole

Pulmonary
artery

Pulmonary
vein       

Alveoli

Capillary
network

B

FIGURE 3 (A) Plastic cast of the lung airways showing extensive branching. (B) Diagram

of terminal airway branches in an acinus, which is the functional unit of gas exchange in the

lung. Pulmonary arterioles travel next to the bronchi to the level of respiratory bronchioles

and branch extensively to cover the alveoli with pulmonary capillaries. Pulmonary veins are

further from the bronchioles.
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liquid or tissues (e.g., Pa = partial pressure in arterial
blood). Finally, a specific gas species is indicated with a
subscript (eg, CAO2 = O2 concentration in arterial blood
in mL O2/dL blood).

The principle of conservation of mass is simply that
matter is neither created nor destroyed. This principle
was applied to physiologic transport by the German
physiologist Fick in the last century. The Fick principle
states that the amount of a substance consumed or
produced by an organ is the difference between the
amount of the substance entering the organ and the
amount leaving the organ. To calculate whole-body O2

consumption ( _VVO2 in milliliters per minute), one
measures the difference between the amount of O2

inspired and the amount of O2 expired from the lungs
per unit time. The amount of O2 inspired = _VV 
FIO2,
where _VV = ventilation (in liters per minute) and FIO2 =
fractional concentration of O2 in inspired gas (0.21 for
room air). The amount of O2 expired = _VV 
FEO2, where
FEO2 is the fractional concentration of O2 in mixed-
expired gas. If inspired ventilation equals expired
ventilation, then:

_VVO2 ¼ _VVEðFIO2 � FEO2Þ:

In a steady state, _VVO2 is equal at each of the steps in the
O2 cascade, so a similar equation can be written for the
cardiovascular system. The amount of O2 consumed by
the body equals the difference between arterial O2

delivery and venous O2 return:

_VVO2 ¼ _QQðCaO2 � CVO2Þ;

where _QQ= cardiac output (in liters per minute), CaO2 =
O2 concentration in arterial blood (mL O2/dL blood),
and C �VVO2 = O2 concentration in mixed venous blood.
The Fick principle can be used to calculate cardiac
output ( _QQ) from measurements of whole-body O2

consumption and arterial and venous O2 concentrations
by rearranging the preceding equation.

Chapter 21 considers more applications of the Fick
principle, which describes gas transport by convection,
or bulk flow of air or blood. In contrast, diffusion is the
mechanism of O2 transport across the blood–gas inter-
face in the lungs and across systemic capillaries in
metabolizing tissues. Fick also quantified diffusive gas
transport with Fick’s first law of diffusion:

_VVO2 ¼ �PO2D;

where �PO2 is the average O2 partial pressure gradient
between two compartments, and D is a diffusing
capacity, as defined in Chapter 21.

Note that the diffusive transport of respiratory gases
occurs down a partial pressure gradient. Partial pressure
of a gas is defined by Dalton’s law, which states that the
partial pressure of gas x in a mixture of gases is equal to
the pressure that gas x would exert if the other gases
were not present. Therefore:

Px ¼ FxðPtotÞ;

where Fx is the fractional concentration of gas x in a dry
gas sample. For example, PO2 in dry air at sea level is
160 mm Hg (= 0.21 
 760 mm Hg, where the O2

concentration is 21% in air and barometric pressure is
760 mm Hg at sea level). Partial pressure is also
expressed in units of Torr (1 Torr = 1 mm Hg) or SI
units of kilopascals (1 kPa = 7.5 mm Hg) in physiology.

For calculating partial pressure in the gas phase, it is
important to specify the total dry gas pressure because
of the effects of water vapor pressure in humidified
gases. Water vapor pressure is determined only by the
temperature and relative humidity of a gas, and it is
independent of total pressure. Inside the lungs, tempera-
ture is generally 37�C and relative humidity is 100%.
Saturated water vapor pressure at 37�C = 47 mm Hg,
so the total gas pressure available for O2 and CO2 inside
the body is reduced by this amount. Assuming baro-
metric pressure equals 760 mm Hg:

Pdry ¼ ð760� 47Þ ¼ 713 mmHg:

Therefore, PO2 in inspired gas, which is saturated with
water vapor at body temperature, is only 150 mm Hg
(= 0.21 
 713 mm Hg) at sea level.

Gases dissolved in fluids also exert a partial pressure,
and diffusion of gases also occurs down partial pressure
gradients between fluids. For example, O2 diffuses from
O2-rich blood in capillaries toward mitochondria where
it is near zero. The partial pressure of gas x in solution
equals Px in a gas mixture that would be in equilibrium
with that solution. Henry’s law describes the linear
relationship between the concentration (C in mL/dL or
mmol/L) and partial pressure (P in mm Hg) of gas x
dissolved in solution:

Cx ¼ �xPx;

where �x is the physical solubility of gas x in the
solution. The relationship between O2 and CO2 concen-
tration and partial pressure in blood is more complex
because of chemical reactions between these physiologic
gases and blood (Chapter 20).

The volume of a gas sample depends on temperature
and pressure according to the ideal gas law:

PV ¼ nRT;
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where n is the number of moles, R is the universal gas
constant, and T is temperature in degrees kelvins.
Avogadro’s law specifies that 1 mol of an ideal gas
occupies 22.4 L at standard temperature (0�C) and
standard pressure (760 mm Hg) when dry. Such volumes
are called standard temperature and pressure dry (STPD),
and can be used instead of moles to quantify the amount
of a gas. For example, _VVO2 and _VVCO2 are generally
expressed as mLSTPD/min.

Ventilation and lung volumes are not usually dry gas
volumes measured at 0�C and 760 mm Hg, however.
Lung volumes occur at body temperature, actual
barometric pressure, and saturated with water vapor.
Such physiologic volumes are called body temperature
and pressure saturated (BTPS) and they can be converted
to STPD volumes as follows:

VSTPD = VBTPS (273 K/TBODY in K)
(PB/760) ([PB � PH2O]/PB).

At 37�C and PB = 760 mm Hg, this simplifies to:

VSTPD = VBTPS (273�/310�) (713/760)
VSTPD = VBTPS (0.826).

This equation derives from two special applications of the
ideal gas law. Boyle’s law states that volume is inversely
proportional to pressure at constant temperature:

V1=V2 ¼ P2=P1:

Charles’ law states that volume is directly propor-
tional to temperature at constant pressure:

V1=V2 ¼ T1=T2:

Volumes are measured frequently at ambient
temperature and pressure, or ambient temperature and
pressure saturated (ATPS) conditions. For normal
values of PB = 760 mm Hg and T = 37�C, ATPS can
be converted to STPD or BTPS by:

VSTPD = VATPS (0.885)
VBTPS = VATPS (1.086).

LUNG AIRWAYS AND VENTILATION

Airways

The lung is a series of branching tubes leading from
the trachea to small terminal air sacs at the ends of the
airways called alveoli. At each branch point in this tree,
the daughter branches are smaller in diameter but there
are at least two more of them. For example, the single

trachea divides into two slightly smaller main stem (or
primary) bronchi to the right and left lungs. Figure 4
shows the types of airways in the 23 orders of bronchial
branching that occur in a human lung. Note that all
bronchi beyond the 16th generation contain some
alveoli, so the number of alveoli (300 million) is even
greater than the number predicted for one at the end of
each branch in a tree with 23 bifurcations (223; 8.4
million). Although each airway generation is smaller,
their number is increasing exponentially so the total
cross-sectional area of the airways increases dramat-
ically with each generation. The total cross-sectional
area of the first 10 generations of airways is relatively
constant at a few square centimeters. However, by the
17th generation, the total cross-sectional area of the
airways is more than 200 cm2.

This dramatic increase in cross-sectional area has an
important functional consequence for gas exchange.
Once the total area is large enough, and the distances to
the gas exchanging airways are short enough, the
forward velocity of bulk flow decreases and diffusion
becomes an effective mechanism for gas transport.
Hence, diffusion is the primary mechanism of gas
transport in airways after the terminal bronchioles.
The airways and alveoli served by a terminal bronchiole
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FIGURE 4 The airway tree consists of two functional zones: The

conducting zone includes the first 16 orders of branching and does not

participate in gas exchange; the respiratory zone includes the last 7

orders of bronchial branching, which have alveoli that are responsible

for gas exchange. (After Weibel, Morphometry of the human lung.

Berlin: Springer, 1963.)
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are called an acinus (Fig. 3B). There are about 150,000
acini, with a path length for gas transport of about 5 mm
in human lungs. The acinus is the functional unit of gas
exchange because diffusion is so effective at mixing and
equilibrating gas in it.

Figure 4 shows how the airways can be divided into a
conducting zone and a respiratory zone. Airways in the
respiratory zone are structurally stronger and function
to distribute air by convection to peripheral airways.
There is no significant uptake of O2 or elimination of
CO2 across the walls of conducting airways. The
respiratory zone consists of peripheral airways that
function to equilibrate blood with lung gases, and this
zone contains most of the lung volume. Airways and
alveoli in the respiratory zone can be extremely delicate
to facilitate diffusion from lung gas to blood because
they are not subject to the larger stresses associated with
ventilation and bulk flow.

Figure 5 shows how the structure and cellular biology
of the airways change between the conducting and
respiratory zones. These changes involve three principles
of organization: (1) The airways form a barrier between
gas and the body consisting of layers of epithelium,
interstitium, and endothelium; (2) airway cells are
differentiated according to their hierarchy in the tree of
bronchial branching; and (3) amosaic of airway cell types
changes between the conducting and airway zones.

In the trachea and large bronchi, the airway walls are
very thick and include cartilage and smooth muscle to
provide structural support. The airway epithelial cells
form a confluent (or continuous) sheet that is anchored
by basement membrane and covers the entire internal
surface of the airways, from the trachea to the alveoli.
Tight junctions between epithelial cells limit and control
molecular transport across this barrier. The mosaic of
columnar epithelial cells in the bronchi includes ciliated
cells and superficial Goblet cells that secrete mucous
glands. Other mucous cells form invaginations in the
airway that function as submucosal secretory glands.
The surface cilia move secreted mucus toward the mouth
to remove foreign objects from the airways. Neuroen-
docrine cells that secrete mediators into the bloodstream
are relatively rare. Endothelial cells in the bronchi are
part of the systemic circulation, which supplies the
nutrient demands of large airways by the bronchial
circulation.

In the transition zone, there is no cartilage, but helical
bands of bronchial smooth muscle surround the airways.
This smooth muscle controls bronchial caliber, airway
resistance, and the local distribution of ventilatory gas
flow. Ciliated epithelial cells are smaller and cuboidal in
the transition zone. Goblet cells on the airway surface
secrete mucus to be moved up and out of the airways by
the ciliated epithelial cells. Clara cells are another type

Bronchus Bronchiolus Alveolus
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BM

SM

FC

Goblet
Clara

Type I Type II

Capillaries

Smooth
muscle

Submucosal
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Cartilidge

FIGURE 5 Cellular structure of airways showing how the layering and cellular forms at

different levels from the trachea (left) to the alveoli (right). Both nonciliated epithelial cells

(goblet cells) and submucosal glands secrete mucus in the bronchi. Secretory Clara cells

occur in the bronchioles. The alveoli do not contain cilia but do contain type II epithelial

cells that secrete surfactant. The epithelium (EP), basement membrane (BM), and

interstitium (IN) are very thin in the alveoli to allow effective diffusion of O2 from alveolar

gas through pulmonary capillary endothelium and into blood. (After Burri and Weibel,

Rontgendiagnostik der lunge, Huber, 1973.)
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of secretory epithelial cell in the small bronchi but their
function is not known.

In the respiratory zone, there is no smooth muscle
and little connective tissue. Type I alveolar epithelial cells
are squamous (or flattened), with long and thin cyto-
plasmic extensions and no cilia so the epithelial barrier
to gas exchange is as thin as possible. The interstitial
layer and pulmonary capillary endothelial cells are also
very thin, reducing the barrier to gas exchange. Type II
alveolar epithelial cells are specialized cells that synthe-
size and secrete surfactant, a substance that influences
the mechanical properties of the lung, as described in
Chapter 19. Type II cells are also precursors for type I
cells and important for repair in lung injury.

Lung Volumes

The volume of gas in the lungs can be divided into
different components, and these individual volumes can
be useful in diagnosing certain pulmonary diseases.
Figure 6 shows the different volumes that can be
measured with a spirometer. A spirometer measures
the volume inspired or expired by a subject through a
mouthpiece connected to a container with a water seal
(as in Fig. 6) or a collapsible bellows (which is more
common today). The patient wears a nose clip to ensure
that an entire inhalation or exhalation is collected.

Total lung capacity (TLC) is the maximum volume
that can be contained by the lungs in vivo, and it includes
several different volumes. The convention is that capaci-
ties are composed of volumes that can be measured
independently. Residual volume (RV) is the one volume
that cannot be measured with a spirometer because it is

the volume of gas remaining in the lungs after a maximal
expiratory effort. Therefore, absolute values of TLC and
the functional reserve capacity (FRC) cannot be
measured with a spirometer. FRC is the volume of gas
left in the lungs at the end of a normal passive expiration.

Tidal volume (VT) is the normal volume inspired and
expired with each breath. Inspiratory reserve volume
(IRV) is the maximum volume that can be inspired
above the end of a normal inspiration, and the
expiratory reserve volume (ERV) is the maximum
volume that can be forcibly exhaled after a normal
expiration (i.e., below FRC). Inspiratory capacity (IC) is
the maximum volume that can be inspired from FRC
and the vital capacity (VC) is the maximum volume that
can be inhaled or exhaled in vivo.

Onemethod used to measure RV or FRC is that of gas
dilution, which is another application of the principle of
conservation of mass as illustrated in Fig. 7. The initial
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FIGURE 6 Only lung volumes that do not include residual volume (RV) can be measured with

a spirometer. TLC, total lung capacity; VC, vital capacity; IC, inspiratory capacity; ERV,

expiratory reserve volume; IRV, inspiratory reserve volume; FRC, functional reserve capacity.
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FIGURE 7 Measurement of FRC by helium dilution as described in

the text. V1, spirometer volume; V2, FRC; C1, initial helium

concentration; C2, final helium concentration.
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lung volume (V2), which can be FRC or RV, contains
none of a tracer gas such as helium. After the mouthpiece
is opened to the spirometer, the individual rebreathes in
and out of the spirometer until the tracer gas concentra-
tion equilibrates in the lung volume and the spirometer.
O2 can be added to the spirometer to replace that
consumed and CO2 can be removed by CO2 absorbents.
If the final tracer gas concentration (C2) is measured, and
the initial spirometer volume (V1) and tracer gas
concentration (C1) are known, then one can solve for
the unknown lung volume (V2).

Another method used to measure FRC is that of a
body plethysmograph as illustrated in Fig. 8. A plethys-
mograph is a sealed box in which an individual can sit
and breathe through a mouthpiece connected outside
the box. The mouthpiece is sealed at a specified lung
volume, such as FRC, and the person makes an
inspiratory effort. First, Boyle’s law is used to calculate
the change in box volume (�V) from the known initial
box volume (Vl) and pressure (P1), and the final box
pressure (P2) measured during inspiratory effort:

P1V1 ¼ P2ðV1 ��VÞ:

Next, Boyle’s law is applied to the lung where FRC
is the unknown initial lung volume and P3 and P4 are
the initial and final lung pressures measured at the
mouth:

P3FRC ¼ P4ðFRCþ�VÞ:

The decrease in box volume equals the increase in lung
volume (�V ), and the equation can be solved for FRC.

The measurement of lung volumes can be a useful
diagnostic tool for pulmonary disease. For example,
FRC increases with emphysema or chronic obstructive
lung disease. However, the methods for measuring lung
volumes can also be affected by disease. Gas dilution

depends on the tracer gas reaching all parts of the lung
volume, which may not occur with lung disease and gas
trapping in obstructed distal airways. In contrast, the
plethysmograph method will also measure trapped gas
volumes within the thorax.

Normal lung volumes also provide important lessons
about respiratory physiology in healthy individuals.
TLC is more than 10 times larger than the normal VT, so
there is a tremendous reserve capacity for increased
ventilation with increased O2 demand or reduced
supply. This is part of the reason why pulmonary
gas exchange is usually not a limiting factor in O2

uptake at sea level in anyone except highly trained elite
athletes. It is also important that the FRC is over three
times larger than normal VT. Ventilation is tidal (i.e.,
in and out), so oscillations in alveolar gas composition
can occur during the breathing cycle. However, the
large FRC relative to VT dilutes these oscillations in
alveolar gas composition so PO2 and PCO2 in blood
leaving the pulmonary capillaries is almost constant
(�2–4 mm Hg).

Ventilation

Ventilation is defined as the volume of air moved into
or out of the lungs in a given time, and it can be changed
by changing either the volume of a breath (VT) or the
respiratory frequency (fR). In an average healthy human,
VT is about 500 mL and fR is about 12 breaths/min, so
expired ventilation ( _VVE) is about 6 LBTPS/min (= 0.5
L/breath 
 12 breaths/min). If either VT or fR are
doubled, then _VVE will double. Similar reductions in fR or
VT also have equivalent effects on _VVE.

Because ventilation is a tidal process and the
conducting airways do not participate in gas exchange,
not all of the inspired volume is effective at gas
exchange. Figure 9 shows that only a part of VT is

VP
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FIGURE 8 Measurement of FRC with a body plethysmograph.

Pressure (P) and volume (V) changes measured when the subject

attempts to inspire against a closed airway are used to calculate lung

volume as described in the text (P 
 V = k).

End exp.

VD150 mL

VT500 mL
VA = VT – VD

End insp.

VD 150 mL

350 mLVA

FIGURE 9 Tidal volume (VT) includes a volume that reaches the

alveoli and is effective at gas exchange ( _VVA), and dead space volume

that remains in the conducting airways and is not effective at gas

exchange (VD).
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effective at bringing fresh gas to the alveoli because (1)
the first gas inspired is gas left in conducting airways
from the last expiration, which has already had O2

removed and CO2 added to it in the lungs; and (2) the
last part of an inhalation does not get past the
conducting airways and into the gas exchanging alveoli.
The volume in the conducting airways that is not
effective at gas exchange is called anatomic dead space
(VD). The portion of ventilation effective for gas
exchange is that portion actually reaching the alveoli,
or alveolar ventilation ( _VVA). In a normal individual,
anatomic VD is about 150 mL (or about 1 mL/lb body
mass) so _VVA is only about 4.2 L/min:

_VVA ¼ fRðVT� VDÞ:

The effects of changing fR on _VVA are different from
those of changing VT, in contrast to the case for _VVE.

Doubling or halving fR will double or halve _VVA,

respectively. However, doubling VT will more than
double _VVA if VD is constant. Similarly, decreasing VT

can decrease _VVA disproportionately. Differential effects
of VT and fR on _VVA have important implications for
artificial ventilation. It also means that the optimal
breathing pattern depends on gas exchange, in addition
to respiratory mechanics.

Anatomic dead space can be measured with a single
breath method as shown in Fig. 10. Nitrogen concentra-
tion is continuously measured at the mouth of a person
who inspires a breath of pure O2, and then slowly
exhales to RV. Expired volume is measured at the same
time. The first gas expired from the dead space contains
the pure O2 that was just inhaled. After the dead space

gas, alveolar gas that still contains nitrogen is expired.
There is not a perfectly sharp transition between the
anatomic dead space gas and alveolar gas because of
diffusive mixing at the interface between conducting and
respiratory airway zones. However, the average volume
at this interface can be determined as shown in Fig. 10,
and this equals the anatomic dead space volume.

In reality, anatomic VD can increase with VT as
conducting airways lengthen and dilate during inspira-
tion, and vice versa during expiration. Also, as discussed
in Chapter 21, _VVA may be reduced even more by
physiologic dead space, which can exceed anatomic dead
space.

PULMONARY CIRCULATION

There are important differences in structure and
function between the pulmonary and systemic circula-
tions. The first difference involves the correct use of the
words arteries and veins as delivery and return vessels,
respectively. Arteries and veins cannot be defined by the
O2 content of the blood they contain. Systemic venous
blood returns to the right atrium of the heart, and the
right ventricle pumps this deoxygenated blood to the
lungs through the pulmonary arteries. Oxygenated blood
from the pulmonary capillaries flows into the pulmonary
veins. The pulmonary veins return blood to the left
atrium and the left ventricle pumps blood through the
systemic circulation again.

Another important difference is that the lung is the
only organ to receive the entire cardiac output. Because
the amount of blood pumped by the right and left
ventricles is equal, and because the pulmonary and
systemic circulation are in series, the lungs receive the
same amount of blood flow as the rest of the body. This
places the lung in a unique position to process blood.
Also, many of the structure–function relationships in the
pulmonary circulation are explained by the fact that the
lungs must handle high rates of blood flow.

Bronchial Circulation

The bronchial circulation is part of the systemic
circulation, and it serves the metabolic needs of the large
airways and blood vessels. The bronchial circulation
does not extend to the respiratory zone, which is served
by the pulmonary circulation. Bronchial arteries arise
from the aorta and intercostal arteries, and the bron-
chial circulation returns blood to the heart by two
pathways. Bronchial veins from large airways return
about half the bronchial blood flow to the right
heart via the azygos vein. The other half of the
bronchial circulation drains directly into the pulmonary
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circulation. This adds deoxygenated blood to the
oxygenated blood returning to the left heart, and
constitutes an anatomic shunt. Blood flow through the
bronchial circulation is only 1–2% of cardiac output in
normal individuals, so this anatomic shunt has a small
effect on arterial O2 levels. However, the anatomic shunt
can increase with inflammatory airway disease and
cause significant reductions in arterial O2 levels.

Pulmonary Vascular Pressures

Table II shows that the pressures in the pulmonary
circulation are generally lower than in the systemic
circulation, for at least two reasons. First, the pulmon-
ary circulation supplies only a single organ, so a large
pressure head is not necessary to distribute blood flow
to multiple organs at different distances from the heart.
The right ventricle only needs to generate sufficient
pulmonary artery pressure to lift blood to the top of the
lung. Low pressures mean that the pulmonary artery
and its branches can have relatively thin walls, and they
have much less connective tissue and smooth muscle
compared with systemic arteries and arterioles. Pulmon-
ary vascular pressures are so low that they are often
measured with units of cm H2O, instead of mm Hg
(1.3 cm H2O= 1 mmHg). Second, pulmonary capillaries
are not supported on the outside by tissue. Pulmonary
capillaries are exposed to open gas spaces in the alveoli,
so they are more susceptible than systemic capillaries to
stress failure, or bursting open if their internal hydro-
static pressure is too high. All capillaries must be
extremely thin to allow effective diffusion of gases.

Table II also shows that the pressure drop from
artery to vein is more uniform in the pulmonary
circulation than in the systemic circulation. Direct and
indirect measurements indicate that pulmonary capillary
pressure is near the mean of the average pulmonary
arterial and venous pressures. Pulmonary capillaries
contribute to more of the total pressure drop from
artery to vein than do systemic capillaries. This means
that capillaries are more important determinants of total

resistance in the pulmonary circulation, compared with
the systemic circulation.

Pulmonary vascular pressures can be altered by a
variety of physiologic and pathologic conditions. For
example, mean pulmonary artery pressure can increase
to more than 35 mm Hg during exercise, and pulmonary
venous pressure can exceed 25 mm Hg in patients with
congestive heart failure. Pressures in the pulmonary
circulation also vary a small amount with the ventilatory
cycle. This is because the heart is surrounded by
intrapleural pressure, which decreases on inspiration
and increases on expiration (Chapter 19). Consequently,
vascular pressures tend to fall on inspiration.

Pulmonary Vascular Resistance

The hydraulic analogy of Ohm’s law can be used to
define the relationship between pulmonary vascular
pressure, flow, and resistance:

�P ¼ _QQ 
 PVR;

where �P is the pressure gradient between the inlet and
outlet of a vessel (in mm Hg or cm H2O), _QQ is blood
flow (in liters per minutes), and PVR is pulmonary
vascular resistance. PVR is by definition the resistance
for both lungs and is about 1.7 (mm Hg 
 min)/L for a
normal cardiac output of 6 L/min with an average
pressure drop of 10 mm Hg from the pulmonary artery
to left atrium.

The resistance to flow through a vessel obviously
depends on its dimensions. The dimensions of pulmon-
ary vessels are strongly influenced by several external
forces, which is different from the situation for rigid
pipes in a plumbing system, or even systemic arteries.
The fundamental geometry of the pulmonary capillary
network is also different from pipes or systemic
capillaries, as illustrated in Fig. 11. The numerous
capillaries in the alveolar wall constitute an almost
continuous sheet for blood flow between two flat
membranes held together by numerous posts. This is
called sheet flow, and the resistance to sheet flow can be
less than the resistance to flow through a network of
tubes. Therefore, Poiseuille’s law (Chapter 19) cannot be
used to calculate pulmonary capillary resistance from
capillary dimensions. Still, PVR increases with the
length and decreases by a power function with the
internal size of pulmonary capillaries.

The primary determinant of vessel size is the trans-
mural pressure, which depends on the pressure difference
between the inside and outside of the vessel:

Ptransmural ¼ Pinside � Poutside:

TABLE II Mean (or Systolic/Diastolic) Pressures in the
Pulmonary and Systemic Circulations (mm Hg)

Pulmonary Systemic

Ventricle Right (25/0) Left (120/80)

Artery 15 (25/8) 100 (120/80)

Arteriole 12 30

Capillary 10 20

Venule 8 10

Atrium Left 5 Right 2
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Therefore, increasing pulmonary arterial pressure will
increase flow by two mechanisms: (1) the pressure
gradient for Ohm’s law is increased and (2) the
transmural pressure is increased, which increases vessel
size and decreases PVR. Figure 12 shows how PVR
becomes even smaller when pulmonary arterial pressure
is increased. Increasing pulmonary venous pressure also
decreases PVR, because some of this pressure increase is
transmitted to the capillaries. As discussed earlier,
capillary dimensions significantly affect PVR. Hence,
pressure affects resistance and vice versa in the pulmon-
ary circulation, in contrast to the systemic circulation in
which resistance primarily affects pressure.

Alveolar pressure is the outside pressure for calculat-
ing transmural pressure in most pulmonary vessels.
Alveolar pressure varies with the ventilatory cycle, but it
is generally near zero (i.e., atmospheric pressure; see
Chapter 19). Therefore, vascular pressure is the primary
determinant of transmural pressure in pulmonary
vessels. However, large positive alveolar pressures can
occur with some forms of artificial ventilation, and this
will tend to collapse pulmonary capillaries.

Increasing transmural pressure can affect capillary
dimensions by two mechanisms: recruitment and disten-
tion. At very low pressures, some capillaries may be
closed, and increasing pressure will open them by
recruitment. At higher pressures, capillaries are already
open, but they may be distended or stretched by
increased transmural pressure. Together, recruitment
and distention increase the effective size of the pulmon-
ary capillaries and reduce PVR.

Another important determinant of pulmonary vessel
size is lung volume, but this effect differs for different
types of vessels. Extra-alveolar vessels are surrounded by
lung parenchyma, which acts as a tether or support
structure to hold the vessels open. Therefore, lung
volume is more important than alveolar pressure for
determining the dimensions of extra-alveolar vessels. At
high lung volumes, the extra-alveolar vessels are pulled
open by tissues outside the vessels. At low lung volumes,
this tethering effect is reduced and the extra-alveolar
vessels narrow. Also, extra-alveolar vessels have smooth
muscle and elastic tissue that tend to collapse the vessels
at low lung volumes. The effects of lung volume on

FIGURE 11 Blood flow in pulmonary capillaries (C) surrounds the alveoli (A) like a ‘‘sheet’’ of blood flow.

PA, pulmonary arteriole; marker = 50 �m. (From Weibel, Chap. 82 in Crystal et al., eds., The lung: Scientific

foundations. Philadelphia: Lippincott-Raven, 1997.)
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alveolar vessels are generally opposite those on extra-
alveolar vessels. At high lung volumes, the alveolar wall
is stretched and becomes thinner, reducing the size of
pulmonary capillaries and alveolar vessels. At low lung
volumes, the alveolar wall is not stretched and the
capillaries relax open to a wider dimension.

Distribution of Blood Flow

The distribution of pulmonary blood flow through-
out the pulmonary vascular tree and to different parts of
the lung is not uniform. This was first shown in humans
with a technique measuring pulmonary blood flow at
different heights in the erect human lung using an
insoluble radioactive gas. A saline solution containing
radioactive xenon was infused in a vein, so the gas
would enter the lung in proportion to blood flow
(similar to CO2 elimination from the blood). Radio-
active counters were placed at different heights outside
the chest to determine relative blood flow rates at
different heights in the lung. Relative blood flow
increased progressively from top to bottom of the lung.

The effect of gravity on pulmonary vascular pressures
is a major factor determining the regional differences in
blood flow in the upright human lung. The pulmonary
vasculature can be considered a continuous hydrostatic
column that is about 30 cm tall in the upright human
lung. This means there is a hydrostatic pressure
difference of 30 cm H2O (or 23 mm Hg) between vessels
at the top and bottom of the lung. This pressure

difference is nearly as large as the pulmonary artery
pressure, so it has profound effects on regional distribu-
tion of blood flow. Evidence for a gravitational
mechanism includes a reduction in the gradient of
blood flow in erect persons during exercise when
pulmonary arterial pressure increases, and a reduction
in the gradient of blood flow in the supine posture. A
dorsal-ventral gradient can be measured in people lying
supine and the vertical gradient is reversed in persons
suspended upside down.

Figure 13 illustrates these effects using the zone
model for pulmonary blood flow. This model concep-
tually divides the lung into three zones to explain how
gravity affects blood flow through alveolar vessels at
different heights up the lung. Zone 1 would occur at the
top of the lung, where the pulmonary arterial pressure
may not be sufficient to pump blood to the top of the
lung. In this case, pulmonary arterial pressure is less
than the hydrostatic pressure column between the heart
and the top of the lung. Alveolar pressure, even if 0, is
greater than arterial pressure so the capillaries collapse.
Normally, zone 1 does not occur because the normal
pulmonary arterial pressure (30 cm H2O) is greater than
the height of a water column between the heart and top
of the lung (about 15 cm).

Zone 2 occurs near the middle of the lung, where
pulmonary arterial pressure is increased by the hydro-
static column, and blood flow occurs. However, venous
pressure is less than alveolar pressure because these
veins may be below the level of the heart. Intravascular
pressure decreases from the arterial to venous level
along the capillary, and at some point the alveolar
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pressure exceeds capillary pressure. This tends to
collapse the capillary and reduce flow. If flow actually
stops, then pressure in the capillary rises toward the
arterial level until the capillary is reopened and flow
resumes. In zone 2, the relevant pressure gradient
driving blood flow is the arterial-alveolar difference
and venous pressure is not important in determining
zone 2 flow. Systems with flow determined by upstream
and outside (instead of downstream) pressures are called
Starling resistors. Figure 13 shows flow progressively
increasing down zone 2 because the hydrostatic column
increases arterial pressure while alveolar pressure is
constant. Both capillary recruitment and distention can
contribute to increased flow in zone 2.

Zone 3 occurs near the bottom of the lung, where
venous pressure is increased sufficiently by the hydro-
static column to exceed alveolar pressure. Therefore, the
arterial-venous pressure difference determines blood flow
in zone 3. Figure 13 shows flow increasing down zone 3
because the hydrostatic column distends the capillaries.
Some data suggest a zone 4, with decreased flows at the
very bottom of the lung. It was hypothesized that high
intravascular pressure leads to edema and vascular
compression by the interstitium. However, zone 4 can
be measured even after animals are inverted, suggesting
that factors other than gravity may be involved.

Other methods of measuring the distribution of
pulmonary blood flow suggest that factors other than
gravity are important also. Radioactive microaggregates
of albumin or plastic microspheres can be injected to the
pulmonary circulation and they will lodge in capillaries
in proportion to local blood flow. Gradients in blood
flow have been measured between the center and the
periphery of the lung at a given height up the lung.
Local stresses and the anatomic details of vascular
branching may contribute to such intraregional hetero-
geneity of blood flow. Intraregional heterogeneity may
explain up to half the total heterogeneity of blood flow
in the lungs.

Control of Pulmonary Blood Flow

The most important physiologic mechanism that
actively controls blood flow in the lungs is hypoxic
pulmonary vasoconstriction. Hypoxic pulmonary vaso-
constriction is a direct response of vascular smooth
muscle in pulmonary arterioles to decreased alveolar PO2.
The cellular mechanism involves potassium channels in
the pulmonary artery endothelium that are sensitive to
O2 level. Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction can be
reduced by low concentrations of inhaled nitric oxide (20
ppm NO) in humans. NO also relaxes systemic vessels
through a cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP)
pathway. Hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction is not

a reflex response, and it can even be induced in rings of
pulmonary arterioles in vitro. This is opposite the
vasodilatory effect of hypoxia in systemic arterioles.

A direct vasoconstrictor response to local alveolar
PO2 allows blood flow to be selectively diverted away
from poorly ventilated regions of the lung. Hence,
hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction is important for
matching unequal distributions of ventilation and blood
flow throughout the lungs. However, this response
might be more important during the transition in the
circulatory pattern at birth. Pulmonary blood flow is
only 15% of the cardiac output in the fetus. PO2 is
relatively low in amniotic fluid, so hypoxic pulmonary
vasoconstriction helps keep the pulmonary vascular
resistance high in the fetus. At birth, the alveolar PO2

increases with the onset of air breathing, and pulmonary
vascular resistance decreases dramatically so the lungs
can handle 100% of the cardiac output. Figure 14
shows the effect of PO2 on pulmonary vascular resistance
in a newborn animal; note that the main effect of PO2

occurs at very low levels. However, blood pH has an
effect even at high PO2, so the increase in pH with the
onset of air breathing will also reduce pulmonary
vascular resistance in the newborn.

Other physiologic factors capable of influencing the
pulmonary circulation include a weak vasoconstrictor
effect from the sympathetic nervous system and potent
vasoconstriction by endothelins, which are peptides
released by pulmonary epithelial and endothelial cells
(e.g., ET-1).
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Lung Fluid Balance

The pulmonary capillaries are extremely thin and
contain pores that allow fluid to move across their walls.
Starling’s law describes the forces that govern fluid flux
across capillary walls (see Chapter 16), and an under-
standing of these forces is necessary to understand both
normal and pathologic lung fluid balance. Starling’s law
states that the net fluid flux across the capillary depends
on a balance of hydrostatic forces (P) and colloid osmotic
(or oncotic) forces (�):

Net fluid flux ¼ Kfc½ðPc � PiÞ � �ð�c � �iÞ�;

where Kfc is a filtration coefficient that depends on the
total surface area of the capillary and on the number
and size of pores in the capillary. Hydrostatic pressure in
the capillary (Pc) tends to move fluid out, and interstitial
pressure (Pi) tends to move fluid into the capillary.
Conversely, capillary osmotic pressure (�c) tends to hold
fluid in the capillary, and interstitial osmotic pressure
(�i) tends to draw fluid out of the capillary. The osmotic
reflection coefficient (�) describes the effectiveness of
osmotic pressure at moving fluids, and it can range from
0 to 1. Conceptually, � compares the size of the pore to
the osmotically active solute: � = 0 if the solute can
move freely through the pore, and � = 1 if the solute
cannot move through the pore.

Normally, the balance of forces results in net filtra-
tion, or the movement of a fewmilliliters per hour of fluid
out of the capillaries. NormalPc� 10mmHg and normal
Pi in the lungs is subatmospheric so there is a positive
hydrostatic force moving fluid out of the capillaries. The
interstitial space around alveolar capillaries is not
compliant, so filtration in this region tends to increase
local interstitial pressure. This local pressure increase is
thought to provide a gradient moving filtrate toward the
interstitium around the extra-alveolar vessels. Filtrate in
this extra-alveolar region can be reabsorbed by the
bronchial circulation or collected by lymphatics, which
also return the fluid to the vascular system.

Normal plasma protein concentration is about 7.5
g/dL (mainly albumin); this exerts an osmotic pressure
of about 28 mm Hg. The interstitium contains only
about 5 g/dL of protein with an osmotic pressure of
15–20 mm Hg. Therefore, the osmotic forces promote
absorption. Also, osmotic forces provide a natural
feedback system, in which increased filtration dilutes
the interstitial space. This reduces the osmotic gradient
pulling fluid out of the capillaries. Recall that the
osmotic pressure depends on the number of molecules in
solution.

When this normal balance of forces is disturbed,
filtration can exceed the capacity of reabsorption, and

lymphatic drainage and fluid accumulates in the inter-
stitium. Edema is the accumulation of excess filtrate
outside the capillaries. Pulmonary edema fluid accumu-
lates first in the peribronchiolar and perivascular spaces;
this is called interstitial edema. Interstitial edema can
alter local ventilation and perfusion and make gas
exchange inefficient (Chapter 21). Alveolar edema, or
flooding of excess filtrate into the alveolar spaces, is
more serious because it can totally block ventilation and
cause blood flow shunts in affected lung regions
(Chapter 21). The exact mechanisms resulting in alveo-
lar edema are not known, but they involve exceeding the
lung’s capacity for lymphatic drainage and changes in
solute and fluid transport across airway epithelial cells.
Alveolar type II epithelial cells normally transport NaCl
to the basolateral surface, and water follows, keeping
the alveoli dry.

Edema fluid can have a low or high protein concen-
tration. Hydrostatic edema, which may occur with
elevated pulmonary capillary pressures in congestive
heart failure, results in filtrate with low protein concen-
trations. Other lung injuries, such as adult respiratory
distress syndrome, may alter the permeability of the
capillary endothelium (i.e., changes) and produce a
protein-rich edema fluid.

NONRESPIRATORY FUNCTIONS OF THE LUNG

Airway Defense Mechanisms

The exchange surface area of the lung is the largest
interface between the body and the environment. There-
fore, the lungs have an important set of mechanisms to
defend the body from foreign matter. The first line of
defense is the upper airways, including the mouth and
nose. A major function of the upper airways is to warm
and humidify air entering the respiratory system, which
prevents drying and cooling of the delicate epithelial
barrier in the lungs. Complex air passages in the nose,
called turbinates, also help trap large inhaled particles.
Inhaled air enters the pharynx from the oronasal
cavities, then passes to the larynx and through the
vocal cords, and finally enters the trachea. Food and
drink are kept out of the lungs by the epiglottis, which
moves over the entrance to the larynx during swallow-
ing. The lung is protected from very small particles
suspended in the air, called aerosols, by three mechan-
isms. Large aerosols, with diameters of 1 �m or more,
are removed from inhaled gas by impaction in the nose
and pharynx as just described . Impaction traps aerosols
when they fail to turn a corner with gas flow, and
inertia carries the particle onto a wet mucosal surface.
Medium-sized aerosols are trapped in the airways by
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sedimentation, as the particles fall out of the airflow
under their own weight. Sedimentation occurs in the
terminal and respiratory bronchioles because the total
cross-sectional area of the airways greatly increases, and
the forward velocity of inhaled air decreases (see Fig. 4).
This is the area at which most soot and coal dust is
deposited. The smallest aerosols, with diameters of 0.1
�m or less, can actually reach the alveoli by diffusion.

Particles that deposit in the lungs and airways are
removed by two mechanisms. First, mucociliary trans-
port removes foreign particles from the conducting
airways (Fig. 15). Particles deposited in mucus are
moved toward the mouth by the continuous beating of
cilia on the airway epithelial cells. The cilia beat about
20 times/sec in a coordinated manner to move mucus
upward out of the large airways at a speed of about 1–3
cm/min. When mucus reaches the pharynx, it can be
swallowed, so deposited particles are removed from the
respiratory system. Ciliary function can be impaired by
smoking and pollutants such as sulfur and nitrogen
oxides. Mucus is actually a complex secretion from the
airway epithelium consisting of a gel layer and a sol
layer. The top layer, or gel layer, is viscous and sticky to
trap particles deposited on the airways. It contains
macromolecules, such as mucin. The bottom layer is a
less viscous secretion that bathes the 5- to 7-�m-long
cilia on the airway epithelium. Therefore, the cilia can
move easily in the sol layer, and the gel layer floating on

top is moved up and out of the airways. Diseases such as
cystic fibrosis and chronic bronchitis can affect mucous
secretion. Second, alveolar macrophages provide an
additional mechanism for removing particles deposited
deeper in the lungs, where the blood–gas barrier must be
very thin for gas exchange. Macrophages originate in
the bone marrow and circulate in the blood as
monocytes before settling in the respiratory zone of
the lungs, where the epithelium is not ciliated. They
roam the airway surfaces by ameboid action and engulf
foreign particles by phagocytosis. Most foreign
substances are destroyed by lysozymes inside the macro-
phage. However, carbon and mineral particles may be
stored in residual bodies in the macrophage, which then
settles in the interstitium. The effects of mineral dusts
are especially insidious, leading to a progressive destruc-
tion of lung tissue, and even lung cancer in the case of
asbestosis. Normal macrophages that do not settle in the
interstitium leave the lung by the mucociliary transport
or the lymphatics.

Neutrophils can leave the pulmonary circulation and
provide a secondary line of phagocytic defense in the
alveoli. Phagocytes, as well as immune cells (see later
discussion), may release reactive oxygen species that can
cause tissue damage. However, such damage is limited
by the antioxidant glutathione, which occurs in surfac-
tant at levels 100 times higher than in other tissues.
Pulmonary cells have evolved efficient mechanisms to

FIGURE 15 Cross-sectional schematic of conducting airway showing ciliated epithelial cells interspersed with

mucous secretory cells. Mucociliary transport (MCT) moves the sticky surface layer of mucus (gel layer = shaded

globules) up the airways by the beating motion of cilia in the less viscous, lower layer of mucus (sol layer = stars).

(From Gabriel and Boucher, Chap. 20 in Crystal et al., eds., The lung: Scientific foundations. Philadelphia:

Lippincott-Raven, 1997.)
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defend against oxidant injury, presumably because PO2

is so high in the airways compared to other body
compartments.

Immune System Defense Mechanisms

The lung is similar to all other organs by containing
lymphocytes (T and B cells) in the interstitium. These
defense cells originate from the bone marrow and lymph
nodes and respond to foreign invaders with cellular
(acquired antibody) mechanisms. Dendritic cells present
antigens to the lymphocytes. Considering that up to
1010 antigenic particles may reach the alveoli every day,
the challenge for the pulmonary immune system is to
process this foreign material and not overamplify an
inflammatory response. Basic immune mechanisms in
the lungs are similar to the rest of the body and are not
covered here.

Lymphatics are the main pathway for removal of
immune cells that have already responded to foreign
substances or cells in the lungs. The lymphatic drainage
also removes excess fluid filtration from the pulmonary
capillaries as described earlier. Pulmonary lymphatics
start as blind end vessels in the acini, where they collect
fluid and lymphocytes through a leaky endothelium.
Lymphatics do not occur at the level of the alveoli.
Lymph flow is always directed out of the lungs by
numerous valves in a network of vessels that generally
follows the large airways and blood vessels. Lymph
nodes occur along this network and function as biolo-
gical filters. Macrophages and immune defense cells
collect in lymph nodes and present antigens to immu-
nocompetent cells in the nodes. This programs new
immune system defenses for future invasions. Ulti-
mately, pulmonary lymph returns to the venous system
near the junction of the subclavian and jugular veins.

Clinical Note

Cystic fibrosis (CF) is the most common lethal
genetic disease in Caucasians (1 in 2500 live
births). It involves the lungs, sweat glands,
pancreas, intestine, liver, and reproductive
system, but pulmonary disease causes 90% of
the deaths in CF patients. CF is characterized by
abnormally thick mucous secretion, which impairs
mucociliary transport in the airways and leaves the
lungs vulnerable to bacterial infections. Chronic
airway infection leads to abnormalities in gas
exchange and the pulmonary circulation and
ultimately to death by respiratory failure. Treating
gastrointestinal complications and enhancing
nutrition is important for preserving pulmonary
function in CF. Improved treatment of infections
has increased the life expectancy for CF patients
from infancy to young adulthood, but recent
results offer the promise for curing CF with gene
therapy.

Abnormal chloride transport occurs in all
tissues affected by CF, and this is explained by
mutations in the CF transmembrane conductance
regulator (CFTR). CFTR is involved in several
aspects of mucous secretion in the airways: (1)
Normal CFTR acts as a channel for chloride
secretion at the apical surface of airway epithelial
cells and (2) normal CFTR regulates sodium
conductance through different channels by an
unknown cell-signaling mechanism. Figure 15
shows that NaCl and water are normally absorbed
out of the airways, but secretagogues can

stimulate NaCl and mucous secretion into the
airways. Normally the NaCl pulls water into the
sol layer of the mucus so it is not too sticky and
ciliary motion is efficient; this process is impaired
in CF.

An autosomal recessive mutation results in
deletion of a single amino acid from CFTR in 70%
of CF patients. This mutant CFTR does not fold
properly in the endoplasmic reticulum and it is
catabolized before it can be inserted in the cell
membrane. New therapeutic trials have tried (1)
correcting ion transport by blocking sodium
absorption or stimulating sodium secretion with
non-CFTR mechanisms, (2) reducing the sticki-
ness of mucus with enzymes, and (3) rescuing
mutant CFTR from defective cell trafficking and
stimulating normal membrane insertion.
However, the most exciting possibility is that of
introducing a normal copy of the CFTR gene into
the airway in early life. Lung epithelial cells are
easily accessible to gene transfer agents and
adenoviruses have been used to deliver normal
CFTR and restore chloride secretion in the nasal
mucosa of patients for up to 3 weeks. Airway
submucosal glands, which are normally rich in
CFTR, are not as accessible to such gene transfer.
Hence, the future of this therapy depends on
delivering the gene to enough cells in the
respiratory tract to normalize function throughout
the airways and on lengthening the duration of
expression of the normal gene product.
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Biosynthetic Functions

The lung is ideally situated to carry out many
biosynthetic functions on substances in the blood because
it receives the entire cardiac output. Threemajormechan-
isms are used by the lung to process substances in blood:
(1) synthesis or addition, (2) degradation or removal, and
(3) activation or conversion, i.e., biotransformation.
Table III summarizes the effect of the lungs on substances
in blood that pass through the pulmonary circulation.

Biogenic amines are removed from the pulmonary
circulation in varying degrees. Serotonin (or 5-
hydroxytryptamine) occurs in the lungs as a product
of alveolar macrophages and pulmonary mast cells, in
addition to arriving by the circulation. A carrier-
mediated uptake process in the pulmonary endothelium
almost completely removes serotonin from the blood.
Norepinephrine occurs in the lungs from local activation
of sympathetic nerve endings. Norepinephrine is
removed from the blood by a carrier-mediated process
into pulmonary endothelial cells, which contain enzymes
to degrade the neurotransmitter. However, this pulmon-
ary uptake mechanism is not effective at controlling
systemic norepinephrine levels. Histamine is stored in
large amounts in pulmonary mast cells in the airway
walls and epithelium. Histamine can be released from
these cells by allergic reactions and causes bronchial
smooth muscle contraction and pulmonary vasocon-
striction. Enzymes for degrading histamine occur in the
lung, but the pulmonary circulation is not effective at
removing histamine, perhaps because a cellular uptake
mechanism does not occur.

Peptides are degraded or activated by the pulmonary
circulation. Angiotensin II is a vasoconstrictor produced
in the lungs by angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE).
ACE occurs in pulmonary capillary endothelial cells and
creates angiotensin II by cleaving two amino acids from

a precursor decapeptide called angiotensin I. Angioten-
sin I is not a strong vasoconstrictor and it is not changed
by the pulmonary circulation. ACE is the main example
of activation by the pulmonary circulation and it is
extremely effective, with almost 100% conversion in a
single pass of the blood through the lungs. Bradykinin is
a potent vasodilator that is not synthesized in the lung,
but is largely inactivated by the pulmonary circulation.
Enzymatic inactivation of bradykinin occurs at the same
endothelial site and uses the same enzyme (ACE) used to
activate angiotensin I.

Arachidonic acid metabolites, also called eicosanoids,
are either almost completely removed from blood by the
pulmonary circulation or they are not affected. Arachi-
donic acid is made in the lungs and other tissues by
breakdown of phospholipid membranes. Prostaglandins
(PG) and thromboxanes (Tx) are synthesized from
arachidonic acid by cyclo-oxygenase and peroxidase,
and can be released in pathologic states such as
embolism and anaphylaxis. PGF2� is a bronchocon-
strictor and vasoconstrictor, PGE2 is a vasoconstrictor,
and PGE1 is a vasodilator, but they affect only the local
airways and vessels where they are produced because
they are metabolized by the pulmonary circulation.
TxA2, a bronchoconstrictor, vasodilator, and platelet-
aggregating substance, is also metabolized by the
pulmonary circulation. On the other hand, PGI2 (or
prostacyclin), which is a vasodilator and inhibitor of
platelet aggregation, is not affected by the pulmonary
circulation so it can exert systemic effects also.

Leukotrienes (LTs) are synthesized from arachidonic
acid by a different pathway, and they are part of the
airway inflammatory response. LTC4, LTD4, and LTE4

may play a role in asthma. These LTs are 1000 times
more potent than histamine as bronchoconstrictors, they
stimulate mucous production, and they increase vascular
permeability, which can lead to edema. LTB4 induces
leukocyte chemotaxis, increased vascular permeability,
and vasodilation. LTs are removed almost completely by
the pulmonary circulation, so their effects are local.
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TABLE III Effect of the Pulmonary Circulation on
Substances in Blood

Biogenic Amines:

� Serotonin: 95% removed

� Norepinephrine: Up to 40% removed

� Histamine: No change

Peptides:

� Angiotensin I: Converted to angiotensin II by ACE

� Angiotensin II: No change

� Bradykinin: Up to 80% inactivated

Arachidonic Acid Metabolites:

� Prostaglandin E1, E2, F2a: 90% removed

� Prostaglandin A1, A2: No change

� Prostacyclin (PGI): No change

� Leukotrienes: 90% or more removed

� Thromboxane: Removed
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Mechanics of Breathing

FRANK L. POWELL, JR.

KEY POINTS
� Skeletal muscle contractions generate pressure

gradients to pull fresh air into the lung; the
diaphragm is the most important muscle for
inspiration.

� Expiration at rest is passive, but expiratory
muscles are recruited at higher levels of
ventilation (e.g., exercise).

� Lung volume is determined by the pressure
difference between the airways inside the lungs
and intrapleural space outside the lungs.
Intrapleural pressure is subatmospheric at
most lung volumes.

� Compliance quantifies the pressure–volume
relationship of the lungs, which changes with
both physiologic and pathologic conditions.

� Pulmonary surfactant, a lipoprotein that lines the
alveoliandreducessurfacetension,stabilizesthe
alveoli, reduces the pressures required for venti-
lation, and helps prevent pulmonary edema.

� The functional residual capacity of the lungs is
determined by a balance of lung and chest wall

forces, and is a sensitive indicator of lung
compliance changes with disease.

� The main site of airway resistance is in the
medium-sized bronchi. Pulmonary disease
usually starts in small airways, so it is difficult
to detect increased airway resistance in early
stages of disease.

� Maximum expiratory flow is independent of
muscular effort at most lung volumes less than
total lung capacity (TLC) and is very dependent
on lung compliance. In contrast, maximum
inspiratory flow rate is proportional to pres-
sures generated by respiratory muscles at most
lung volumes.

� Local differences in lung compliance and
airway resistance are the main causes of
regional differences in ventilation.

� The oxygen cost of breathing is small in healthy
individuals, ranging from 1–3% of total oxygen
consumption at rest and less than 15% at
maximal exercise.
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Respiratory mechanics explain how the forces gener-
ated by respiratory muscles cause effective ventilation of
the alveoli. Resistance and compliance are two physical
factors important in determining the relationship
between pressure and flow in the lungs, and in the
distribution of ventilation to different regions of the
lungs. The effectiveness of ventilation depends not only
on the amount of fresh air reaching the alveoli, but also
on the matching of ventilation blood flow in different
regions of the lung. Understanding how the mechanical
properties of individual components of the respiratory
system affect the behavior of the whole system is useful
in diagnosing and treating many pulmonary diseases,
such as asthma, emphysema, and infant respiratory
distress syndrome.

RESPIRATORY MUSCLES

Ventilatory flow is driven by pressure differences
between the alveoli and the atmosphere. In normal
individuals at rest, active contraction of skeletal muscle
generates this pressure difference during inspiration. In
contrast, expiration at rest results from passive elastic
recoil of the lungs.

The diaphragm is the main muscle of inspiration and,
therefore, the most important muscle for resting breath-
ing. The diaphragm is innervated by the phrenic nerve,
which originates from the third, fourth, and fifth
cervical spinal nerves. Figure 1 shows the normal
domed configuration of the diaphragm separating the

thoracic and abdominal cavities. Contraction of the
diaphragm flattens the floor of the thoracic cavity so
that the lung increases in height. The external intercostal
muscles also contribute to inspiration. Intercostal
muscles are innervated by intercostal nerves from
thoracic segments of the spinal cord. Figure 1 also
shows how the external intercostals move the ribs
upward and outward during inspiration to increase the
diameter of the thoracic cavity.

The abdominal muscles are the most important
muscles of expiration. These include the rectus abdomi-
nis, internal and external oblique muscles, and trans-
versus abdominis, innervated by lower thoracic and
lumbar spinal nerves. Abdominal muscles pull the ribs
downward and squeeze the abdomen to increase
abdominal pressure below the diaphragm. This moves
the diaphragm upward and decreases thoracic volume.
The abdominal muscles are also important for the
respiratory act of coughing and nonrespiratory acts of
vomiting and defecating. Internal intercostal muscles
contribute to expiration by pulling the ribs downward
(Fig. 1).

Accessory respiratory muscles include both inspira-
tory and expiratory muscles that are recruited at high
levels of ventilation (e.g., during exercise). These muscles
can also be important for ventilation in patients with
abnormal diaphragm function. Accessory respiratory
muscles include the scalene muscles, which lift the first
two ribs, and the sternomastoids, which lift the sternum.

Upper airway muscles in the pharynx and larynx also
contract in phase with breathing and are important in
determining airway resistance. Inspiratory activation of
pharyngeal muscles innervated by the hypoglossal nerve
stiffens the soft palate and holds the tongue out of the
way for breathing. Laryngeal muscles innervated by the
recurrent and superior laryngeal nerves dilate the airway
during inspiration, mainly at the level of the vocal cords.
Dilation of the nares by the alae nasi can also decrease
resistance to airflow, but larger decreases can be
achieved by switching to mouth breathing.

STATIC MECHANICS OF THE
RESPIRATORY SYSTEM

The first step in understanding respiratory mechanics
is understanding the determinants of static lung
volumes. Static lung volumes refer to conditions of no
flow (no ventilation). The lungs are elastic structures
and their volume depends on the pressure difference
between the inside and outside, similar to a balloon.
Figure 2 illustrates the important pressure differences
determining lung volume. Alveolar pressure (PA) is the
pressure inside the lungs. With an open airway and no

Diaphragm

Rib I

E
E

I

I

FIGURE 1 During inspiration (I) the diaphragm contracts and

flattens, and external intercostal muscles raise the ribs to expand the

thoracic volume. During expiration (E) the diaphragm relaxes to its

domed shape and external intercostal muscles pull the ribs down to

decrease thoracic volume.
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flow, PA equals atmospheric or barometric pressure
(PB). Intrapleural pressure (Ppl) is the pressure outside
the lungs, so static transpulmonary pressure (PL) and
lung volume are determined only by Ppl with open
airways and no air flow.

The intrapleural space is a sealed space filled with a
very thin layer (10–20 �m) of pleural fluid. This
provides lubrication between the visceral pleura
surrounding the lungs and the parietal pleura lining
the chest wall, and allows the lungs to move easily
against the chest wall surface during volume changes.
Ppl is determined by the elastic properties of the lungs
and chest wall, which vary with volume, as described
later. Ppl is negative relative to barometric pressure (i.e.,
subatmospheric) at normal lung volumes because the
lungs tend to collapse inward from the chest wall.
However, the pleural surfaces cannot separate because
the intrapleural space is sealed. The situation is similar
to two pieces of glass with a layer of water between
them: The panes cannot be pulled apart easily, but they
can slide over one another. Therefore, the positive PL

distending the lungs results from a negative pressure
outside the lungs and zero pressure inside the lungs. The
lungs expand whenever inside pressure exceeds outside
pressure (PA > Ppl). If the lungs were exposed to
atmospheric pressure outside the thorax, then the
comparable volumes could be achieved by blowing the
lungs up with equivalent positive pressure.

Compliance

Figure 3 illustrates the pressure–volume relationship
of a lung and how this changes under different
conditions. The curves demonstrate three important
features: (1) The pressure–volume relationship is nonlin-
ear and changes with volume, (2) the air curves show
hysteresis, i.e., a difference between inflation and
deflation, and (3) the curves are different for inflation

with air and saline. These observations can all be
described in terms of compliance, which quantifies the
volume change for a given pressure change in distensible
elastic structures. Compliance is the slope of the
pressure–volume curve:

C ¼ �V=�P;

where �V is the change in lung volume and �P is the
change in pressure distending the lungs.

Absolute values of compliance depend on body size
because lung volume changes with size, but pressures do
not. (In physical terms, volume is an extensive, or size-
dependent, property whereas pressure is an intensive, or
size-independent, property.) Specific compliance, or
compliance per unit lung volume, can be used to
compare lungs of different size. Elastance is a measure
of the stiffness of a structure and is defined as the inverse
of compliance.

Compliance of the air-filled lungs shown in Fig. 3
could be measured by blowing up a lung outside the
body. However, compliance can be measured physio-
logically by estimating intrapleural pressure from
esophageal pressure (Pes). The entire thoracic contents
outside of the lung are essentially in equilibrium with
Ppl. Therefore, Pes measurements at different static
lung volumes can be used to estimate Ppl and measure
compliance in vivo.

The air inflation compliance curve in Fig. 3 is
nonlinear. Volume does not increase on inflation until
a critical pressure level is achieved. A critical opening
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FIGURE 3 Volume versus pressure (compliance curves) for an

animal lung filled and emptied with air or saline. Surface tension

decreases compliance (�V/�P) in the air-filled lung compared to the

saline-filled lung. Compliance would be even lower in an air-filled lung

without surfactant (not shown). (After Clements, Physiologist

1968;5:11.)

PL = Ppl � PA Prs = PA � PB

PW = Ppl � PB

Ppl Ppl

FIGURE 2 Three transmural pressures in the respiratory system

should be considered: (1) transrespiratory system, Prs = PA � PB;

(2) transpulmonary pressure, PL = PA � Ppl; (3) trans-chest wall,

Pcw = PA � Ppl. PA, alveolar pressure; PB, barometric pressure;

Ppl, intrapleural pressure. The importance of these pressure differences

for determining lung volume are described in the text.
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pressure is not observed in lungs inflated with saline,
indicating that surface tension contributes to this
behavior (see later discussion). After the critical opening
pressure is reached, large increases in lung volume occur
with relatively small increases in pressure. Eventually,
compliance decreases as the lung becomes fully disten-
ded and cannot stretch anymore. The lung has reached
its elastic limits, set by the biomechanical properties of
cartilage in conducting airways and a network of
connective tissue in the alveolar walls. This network
has rubber-like elastin bands that can stretch to a point
at which the twine-like collagen fibers are fully extended
and can stretch no further.

Deflation of air-filled lungs also shows changes in
compliance with volume (Fig. 3). Lung volume
decreases relatively little for a given drop in pressure
near maximum volumes, but then compliance increases
at lower lung volumes. At the end of deflation, there is
no distending pressure but some volume remains in the
lungs. This is airway closure, or trapping of gas in
terminal spaces distal to collapsed airways. Airway
closure is at its worst with lung compliance changes
caused by aging or disease (see later discussion).

Inflating and deflating the lungs with saline elim-
inates hysteresis between the inflation and deflation
curves (Fig. 3). This indicates that the interface between
a gas phase and the wet alveolar surface contributes to
hysteresis. The consequences of this for lung mechanics
are considered next.

Surface Tension

Surface tension is a force generated in the surface of a
liquid at a gas–liquid interface. This occurs in the lungs
between the alveolar gas and the fluid lining the alveoli,
which is necessary to keep these delicate structures
moist. Surface tension has the units of force per unit
length in the surface of the interface (e.g., dynes per
centimeter) because it is the force holding the liquid
molecules together at the interface. It is the force that
forms a skin on water when a glass is filled slightly
above the rim. Surface tension tends to shrink the
surface area of the interface, so the tendency for the
alveolar surface area to shrink tends to decrease alveolar
volume. Therefore, surface tension acts like a pressure
outside the alveoli and tends to collapse them. The law
of LaPlace relates the surface tension (T ) and pressure
(P) in a gas-filled, liquid-lined sphere with radius r:

P ¼ 4T=r:

Figure 4 shows why surface tension and the law of
LaPlace are important in the lung. Pressures inside the
alveoli are inversely proportional to their radius.

Therefore, smaller alveoli would collapse and empty
into larger alveoli if the surface tension were equal in
both alveoli. This is an oversimplification because
alveoli are not simple bubbles, but are an interdependent
network of air cells resembling a sponge. The tendency
of one alveolus to collapse is opposed by elastic forces in
adjacent alveoli resisting further expansion. Still, the law
of LaPlace predicts a mechanical advantage if surface
tension could be decreased in smaller alveoli, so they
would not tend to empty into larger alveoli.

Pulmonary surfactant is a biologic secretion lining the
alveoli that reduces surface tension in the lung. Figure 5
shows two effects of surfactant on surface tension. First,
surfactant reduces the surface tension below that of
water (which would otherwise line the alveoli), and
second, surface tension of a surfactant layer depends on
surface area, in contrast with either water or detergent.
The low surface tension of surfactant reduces the
pressure necessary to inflate the lungs and reduces
the work of breathing. Lung compliance is reduced and
the work of breathing is increased if disease or injury
depletes surfactant from the lungs (see Clinical Note
later in this chapter on respiratory distress in newborns).

Detergent also has a lower surface tension than
water; this explains why bubbles in soap solutions last
longer than bubbles in a pure water. However, the
surface tension of detergent does not change with
surface area as it does for surfactant (Fig. 5), and this
dependence on area is physiologically important.
Surfactant promotes alveolar stability by decreasing
surface tension in small alveoli, and the law of LaPlace
predicts that this will reduce the difference in pressures
between alveoli of different radii (see Fig. 4).

Surfactant is a lipoprotein synthesized in lamellar
bodies in alveolar type II cells and turns over rapidly in
the lungs. It is 90–95% phospholipids with a glycerol
backbone on a polar head and two nonpolar fatty acid
chains. Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) is the
main phospholipid, and it spontaneously forms a

P2P1T1

r1 r2

T2

If T1 = T2 Then P1 < P2

FIGURE 4 The law of Laplace predicts instability between alveoli

of different radii (r) because pressure (P) = 2T/r, where T = tension.

Therefore, small alveoli will empty into larger alveoli unless surface

tension is lower in small alveoli.
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monomolecular firm on fluid surfaces. This behavior is
called adsorption. The hydrophobic fatty acid ends of
DPPC molecules face the surface and the polar phos-
pholipid heads contact the fluid (see Fig. 5). When the
surface film is compressed, this regular alignment of
surfactant molecules squeezes out water molecules from
the surface and effectively lowers surface tension.

The apolipoproteins in surfactant include large
collagen-like glycoproteins. Their function is not
completely understood, but they appear to be involved
in tubular myelin formation and surfactant removal and
recycling. Surfactant-associated proteins with antioxi-
dant and anti-inflammatory properties have also been
isolated (e.g., SP-A and SP-D). Surfactant is stored in
100-Å-thick stacks inside lamellar bodies, and it can be
transformed to tubular myelin during secretion from
type II cells onto the alveolar surface. Tubular myelin is
probably the direct precursor for the surface active film
lining the alveoli. Surfactant may be recycled into type
II cells or removed from the alveoli by macrophages.

The hysteresis for surfactant explains the hysteresis in
lung compliance curves. The plot of surface tension
versus area in Fig. 5 is analogous to the plot of the
pressure–volume curve in Fig. 3 except the axes are
reversed; surface area is proportional to volume,
and surface tension is proportional to pressure. As
alveolar surface area decreases during expiration, alveo-
lar surface tension is lower than at an equivalent area
during inspiration. Hence, less pressure is necessary to
maintain a given lung volume during expiration than
during inspiration and this helps prevent the lung from

collapsing to very low volumes during normal breathing.
The work of breathing is minimized because inspiratory
muscles do not have to generate large critical opening
pressures on every breath, which would be necessary to
expand the lung from minimal volume.

Surfactant is also important for fluid balance in the
lung. Surface forces tending to collapse the alveoli will
lower interstitial pressure around capillaries in the
alveolar walls, and tend to draw fluid out of capillaries
(see Starling’s law, Chapter 18). Therefore, the effect of
surfactant to reduce alveolar surface tension helps to
prevent edema.

Determinants of Functional

Residual Capacity

Lung volume is determined by the interaction of
elastic and surface tension forces in the lung and by the
elastic properties of the chest wall. This interaction is
illustrated in a relaxation pressure–volume curve,
obtained from a person breathing from a spirometer
(Fig. 6). At specified volumes, the mouthpiece is closed,
the person relaxes the respiratory muscles, and pressures
are measured. Figure 6 shows pressure–volume curves
plotted against the appropriate transmural pressure for
the lung alone (PL), the chest wall alone (Pcw), and
intact respiratory system (Prs). The lung curve is a
function of Ppl, estimated from esophageal pressure as
described earlier, and equals the curve that would be
measured using positive pressure inflation on an excised
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FIGURE 5 (A) A Wilhelmy balance can be used to measure surface tension on a film of water as

the surface area changes. Decreasing area, by moving the barrier to the left, increases surface

tension on the film. This pulls down the platinum strip, so surface tension can be measured as the

force on a string supporting the strip. (B) The surface tension of surfactant depends on surface area

and shows hysteresis, unlike water or detergent. The insets show how molecular organization of

surfactant changes with different surface areas. (After Clements and Tierney, Chap. 69 in Fenn and

Rahn, eds., Handbook of Physiology, Section 3, Respiration. Bethesda, MD: American

Physiological Society, 1964.)
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lung. Total respiratory system is a function of pressure
in the closed airway during relaxation at any volume.
(At FRC, the airway can be open because FRC is by
definition the relaxed lung volume.) Chest wall behavior
is calculated as the difference between the respiratory
system and lung curves, both of which can be measured
physiologically. In theory, the chest wall curve could be
measured by positive pressure inflation of an empty
thoracic cage.

FRC occurs at the end of a normal expiration when
respiratory system transmural pressure (Prs) is zero.
Figure 6 shows how this results from an interaction
between the lung and chest wall so transmural pressure
across the lung (PL) and chest wall (PW) are equal and
opposite at FRC. The tendency for the lung to collapse
is perfectly balanced by the tendency for the chest wall
to expand at FRC. At volumes below FRC, the chest
wall tends to expand even more. Residual volume (RV)
occurs when the expiratory muscles cannot generate

sufficient force to decrease volume further. Figure 6
shows that RV is greater than the minimal volume of the
lung (MV). MV includes gas in large stiff airways and
gas trapped in alveoli distal to small collapsed airways.
The lungs can never reach MV in an intact respiratory
system but a pneumothorax, or leak between the
intrapleural space and atmosphere, can cause total
deflation of the lungs and seriously compromise gas
exchange. A pneumothorax eliminates the subatmo-
spheric Ppl that holds the lungs open.

At high lung volumes, the chest wall has a tendency
to collapse. Therefore, a positive Prs is necessary across
both the lung and chest wall to achieve high lung
volumes. Total pressure to inflate the respiratory system
increases as the sum of lung and chest wall pressures
(Prs = PLþ PW). TLC occurs at the elastic limits of the
chest wall, but this is also very near the limits of the
lungs. Lung compliance decreases sharply at high
volumes (see Figs. 3 and 6), so volume could not

Clinical Note

Infant respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) occurs
in about 1% of deliveries worldwide, but it is most
common in preterm infants, and occurs in 75% of
babies delivered at 26–28 weeks of gestational
age. Infants with RDS have rapid shallow breath-
ing, hypoxemia, and acidosis, and can die without
treatment within 72 hr. In 1959, Avery and
Mead showed that extracts from infants with
RDS had abnormal surface tension. This led to our
current understanding of RDS as a disease
resulting primarily from abnormal surfactant
and to our current treatments with surfactant
replacement.

Surfactant production normally begins in utero
and term infants are born with lung surfactant
levels greater than adults. Such high surfactant
levels probably help protect the airway epithelium
from damage by high shear forces from amniotic
fluid during breathing movements in utero, and
improve lung mechanics during the transition
from fluid to air breathing upon birth. Normal
surfactant metabolism is assured only after 36
weeks’ gestation, and preterm infants appear to
suffer from surfactant dysfunction as much as
surfactant deficiency. The normal cycle of lamel-
lar body secretion, formation of tubular myelin,
and adsorption of surfactant to the alveolar
surfaces does not occur until after full-term
birth. Hyaline membranes, or a coagulation of
cellular debris and plasma proteins, line the

alveoli in infant RDS, which is also known as
hyaline membrane disease.

Surface tension is high with RDS, so normal
inflation pressures of 5–10 cm H2O are ineffec-
tive at expanding the lung. The stiff lung of RDS
and the compliant chest wall of the newborn
decrease FRC. RDS infants breathe with an
expiratory grunt, by contracting the vocal cords
during expiration to maintain lung volume. These
factors increase the work of breathing and can
lead to a metabolic acidosis. Rapid shallow
breathing increases dead space ventilation.
Abnormal surfactant also leads to hypoxemia
from edema and atelectasis (alveolar collapse) by
increasing alveolar surface tension, and probably
by changing epithelial permeability.

Surfactant replacement therapy has increased
infant RDS survival from 30% in the 1970s to 90%
today. Exogenous surfactant can be instilled in
the trachea and it spreads into the lungs and
alveoli during artificial ventilation. Surfactant can
be isolated from late gestational human amniotic
fluid or animal lungs, synthesized in the labora-
tory, or produced from bacteria using genetic
engineering. Synthesizing surfactant that contains
the normal apoproteins may be important for
correcting defects other than increased surface
tension, and the genetic engineering approach
holds the most promise for therapies in other
forms of RDS, such as acute RDS in adults.
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increase much more even without the constraints of the
chest wall.

Pulmonary disease frequently affects lung compliance
without affecting the chest wall; this explains the
particular changes in lung volume associated with
different diseases. Emphysema increases lung compli-
ance by destroying elastic tissue in the lungs. The disease
disrupts the normal balance between elastases in the
lung (e.g., from neutrophils) and endogenous elastase
inhibitors. For example, emphysema occurs in indivi-
duals with a genetic deficiency for �1-antitrypsin. The
normal elastase activity of trypsin destroys lung tissue
when it is not inhibited by endogenous �1-antitrypsin, as
is the case in normal subjects. Smoking also contributes
to emphysema by inhibiting �1-antitrypsin. FRC
increases in emphysema because the lung has less elastic
recoil to balance chest wall expansion, so FRC moves
toward the equilibrium position of the chest wall at a
higher volume.

Interstitial pulmonary fibrosis, a so-called restrictive
disease, can have the opposite effect. Fibroblasts lay
down thick bundles of collagen in the alveolar walls,
and this decreases lung compliance and volumes. FRC is
a useful diagnostic measurement because it is a
static volume that merely requires a person to relax
after a normal exhalation. However, changes in airway

resistance and the distribution of ventilation are the
most important mechanical factors in lung disease.

AIRWAY RESISTANCE AND THE DISTRIBUTION
OF VENTILATION

Ventilatory air flow occurs down pressure gradients.
Upon inspiration, the respiratory muscles generate
subatmospheric Ppl, which are transmitted to the
alveoli. Air flows into the lungs down a pressure
gradient from the atmosphere to the alveoli. During
expiration, the respiratory muscles compress the intra-
pleural space, creating positive pressure in the alveoli
that force air out to the atmosphere. Airway resistance is
the primary determinant of the pressure gradient
necessary to produce a given flow rate.

Physical Determinants of Resistance

Under conditions of streamlined or laminar flow, the
relationship between the pressure gradient (�P) and flow
( _VV) is directly proportional to airway resistance (R):

�P ¼ _VVR:

Ptm (cm H2O)
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This is the hydraulic equivalent of Ohm’s law, which is
used to describe pulmonary vascular resistance also.
Resistance to laminar flow through a straight and rigid
tube depends on the physical properties of the fluid and
the tube as described by Poiseuille’s law:

R ¼ 8
l=�r4;

where 
 is viscosity, l is tube length, and r is tube radius.
Notice that the radius is much more important than
length in determining the resistance to laminar flow
through a tube.

Under conditions of turbulent flow, a larger pressure
gradient is necessary, and it is approximately propor-
tional to the square of the flow rate:

�P ¼ _VV2R:

The physical factors determining whether flow is
laminar or turbulent include tube radius (r), gas velocity
(v), density (d ), and viscosity (
), which are used to
define the Reynolds number (Re):

Re ¼ 2rvd=
:

The Reynolds number quantifies the ratio of inertial
to viscous forces, and turbulence occurs when this
number exceeds 2000. In the airways, turbulence occurs
when velocities are high relative to airway radius, or
mainly in the upper airways before extensive branching
increases total cross-sectional area and decreases linear
gas velocity. Air flow is laminar in the small airways,
where velocity is low; Re approaches 1 in the terminal
bronchioles.

Flow in most of the airways is transitional, or
somewhere between being laminar and turbulent. In
general, the pressure gradient for ventilation is described
by the flow rate and the flow rate squared:

�P ¼ K1
_VVþ K2

_VV2;

where K1 and K2 are constants. This is Rohrer’s
equation, and under most conditions the second term is
relatively small, so the equation simplifies to Ohm’s law
(K1=R). Factors increasing the importance of turbu-
lence and increasing the pressures necessary for ventila-
tion include high gas velocities, such as may occur
during exercise, or breathing high-density gases, for
example, during deep-sea diving.

Measures of Airway Resistance

The physical principles just described can be used to
predict the main site of airway resistance in the

bronchial tree, and this can be verified on experiments
with isolated lungs or models of lungs. Figure 7 shows
that the main site of airway resistance is the large
airways, even though radius has a dominant influence
on resistance (cf. Poiseuille’s law). This is because the
small cross-sectional area in the upper airway branches
results in high velocities and turbulent flow. Small
airways contribute less than 20% of airway resistance
because their large number reduces their total resistance.
Unfortunately, many airway diseases start in the small
airways, where resistance changes have to be very large
before they can be detected by physiologic tests. This
level of the bronchial tree is called the silent zone.

Airway resistance can also be approximated by
solving Ohm’s law with measurements of flow and the
pressure gradient between alveoli and the mouth. Flow
is relatively easy to measure with a spirometer (see
Chapter 18, Fig. 6) or a pneumotachometer (a physio-
logic gas flow meter). Mouth pressure is also easy to
measure, but PA cannot be measured directly. PA can be
measured indirectly with a body plethysmograph by
solving Boyle’s law for lung pressure instead of volume
(see Chapter 18, Fig. 8).

PA can also be estimated from Ppl measurements.
Figure 8 shows two plots for Ppl: The solid line is the
pressure during resting ventilation, and the dashed line
is the pressure that could maintain the given lung
volume without flow. The dashed line is the same data
used to plot static compliance curves (see Fig. 3). The
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shaded area between the solid and dashed lines shows
the additional Ppl change necessary to overcome
resistance to flow. This pressure difference equals PA

at any time during flow if there is no tissue resistance
(which is a good approximation; see later discussion).

The plots of PA in Fig. 8 illustrate two important
points. First, these pressures are small for resting
breathing in healthy individuals. PA changes most
during maximal flow rates, near the midpoints of
inspiration or expiration, but the change is only about
1 cm H2O. This results in normal airway resistance
values of only 1.5–2.0 (cm H2O 
 sec)/L. However, even
such low resistances require substantially larger PA for
high ventilatory flow rates (e.g., during heavy exercise).
Second, the PA and flow curves have essentially the same
shape in healthy resting individuals. This is expected if
airway resistance is constant throughout the breathing
cycle. However, as described later, several physiologic
and pathologic factors may affect airway resistance,
even within a single breath.

Measuring airway resistance from PA is too difficult
for routine diagnosis, so forced expiratory volumes
(FEV) are more commonly measured as indexes of

airway resistance. For example, FEV1.0 is the volume
that can be exhaled with maximum effort in the first 1.0
sec of an expiration.

Physiologic Determinants of

Airway Resistance

Several physiologic factors are also important in
determining airway resistance, in addition to the physi-
cal factors discussed earlier. Tissue resistance requires
additional changes in Ppl to generate a given flow rate.
The elastic behavior of the chest wall and the network of
elastin and collagen in the lungs create a resistance to
volume changes during ventilation. This resistance can
be measured by getting a true measure of PA with a
plethysmograph by independently solving Boyle’s law
for pressure instead of volume (as described in Chapter
18, Fig. 8). Tissue resistance is typically only 20% of
pulmonary resistance, where pulmonary resistance is the
term used to distinguish total resistance from airway
resistance.

Lung volume is another important determinant of
airway resistance. As lung volume increases from RV to
TLC, airway resistance decreases nonlinearly from 4.0
to 0.5 (cm H2O sec)/L. Airway conductance is the inverse
of airway resistance, and it increases linearly over the
same volume range from near 0 to almost 2 L/(sec cm
H2O). This decrease in resistance with increasing volume
occurs because radial traction pulls the airways open as
lung volume increases. The opposite occurs at low lung
volumes, and small airways may even collapse, at the
bottom of the lung.

Bronchial smooth muscle is also important in deter-
mining airway caliber and resistance. Smooth muscle in
the airways is tonically active and is under the control of
the autonomic nervous system, as described in Chapter
22. Histamine released from mast cells in the airways, or
even reaching the lungs through the pulmonary circ-
ulation, causes powerful bronchoconstriction. Alveolar
PCO2 also affects airway resistance. Decreased PCO2

causes bronchoconstriction by a direct effect on
smooth muscle, and this tends to divert ventilation to
other parts of the lung that are not receiving as much
ventilation.

Dynamic Compression of Airways

Figure 9 is a flow–volume curve that shows how lung
volume affects inspiratory and expiratory flow rates
with different ventilatory efforts. (Ventilatory effort can
be quantified as the Ppl change generated by respiratory
muscles.) During normal breathing at rest, the small
circle near the center of Fig. 9 shows that peak
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inspiratory and expiratory flows are similar, and both
occur near the midpoint of the volume change above
FRC. This contrasts sharply with the outer curves in
Fig. 9 for maximal ventilatory effort. Maximum inspi-
ratory flow occurs over a wide range of lung volumes
between RV and TLC, but maximum expiratory flow
occurs only near TLC and it decreases progressively
with lung volume. Examining the curves for a half-
maximal ventilatory effort reveals further differences
between inspiration and expiration. Inspiratory flow
appears to increase in proportion to inspiratory effort,
but expiratory flow is independent of effort at lung
volumes less than about half of TLC.

Extensive measurements show that this envelope of
the expiratory flow–volume curve cannot be exceeded,
and expiratory flow at these lung volumes is referred to
as effort independent. Dynamic compression of airways is
the physiologic mechanism determining maximum
expiratory flow rate at low lung volume, and it depends
on airway transmural pressure (Ptm). Factors affecting
airway Ptm during expiration include (1) expiratory
effort, which raises Ppl outside the airway; (2) lung
volume and compliance, which affect pressures inside
and outside the airways by elastic recoil, as described in
Fig. 6; and (3) airway resistance, which causes a pressure
gradient inside the airways from the alveoli and the
mouth. Figure 10 illustrates how these factors interact

to collapse the airways at certain lung volumes,
independent of further increases in expiratory efforts.

Figure 10A shows the conditions before inspiration
with no air flow. A positive 5 cm H2O Ptm gradient
distends the alveoli and the entire length of the airways.
Inside pressure equals atmospheric pressure (0 cm H2O)
from the alveoli to the mouth with no flow. Outside
pressure equals the subatmospheric Ppl, caused by the
lung’s tendency to collapse, and the tendency of the
chest wall to expand, at FRC (see Fig. 6). In Fig. 10B,
the respiratory muscles expand the thoracic cavity and
decrease the Ppl. This Ppl decrease is transmitted to the
alveoli, so flow occurs down a pressure gradient within
the airways, from 0 at the mouth to �2 cm H2O in the
alveoli. Notice that this gradient of pressure inside the
airways that is driving flow during inspiration can
actually increase the positive Ptm and distend the
airways at some point.

The effects during expiration are very different. At
the end of inspiration (Fig. 10C), the alveoli and airways
are distended to a larger volume by a larger Ptm
difference. The Ptm is the same at all points along the
airways in this condition with no flow. A maximum
expiratory effort is initiated (Fig. 10D) by contraction
of expiratory muscle, which increases Ppl. PA increases
and expiratory flow occurs down the pressure gradient
inside the airways toward the mouth. However, the
decrement in airway pressure along the airways means
that outside (intrapleural) pressure can exceed inside
(airway) pressure at some point and cause a negative
Ptm, which collapses the airways. This is called dynamic
compression, and the point of airway collapse is called
the equal pressure point.

Dynamic compression occurs at low lung volumes
because the elastic recoil of the lung contributes less to
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PA at these volumes, so more positive Ppl are needed to
drive expiratory flow. Any increase in Ppl tends to
collapse the airways more, and makes expiratory flow
independent of effort at low lung volumes. Lung
compliance will influence dynamic compression by a
similar mechanism. If compliance is increased by lung
disease, the lungs have less elastic recoil to generate the
positive PA needed to drive expiratory flow.

Finally, increased airway resistance can increase
dynamic compression by causing larger gradients in
pressure inside the airways. Large peripheral airway
resistance will tend to move the equal pressure point
closer to the alveoli. This exacerbates dynamic compres-
sion because peripheral airways have weaker walls and
are more likely to collapse. Therefore, two mechanisms
contribute to increased dynamic compression and
limited maximal expiratory flow in patients with
obstructive diseases like emphysema. Lung tissue
damage increases lung compliance and airway obstruc-
tion increases airway resistance. In contrast, dynamic
compression is not such a problem in the restrictive
diseases like fibrosis. Maximum expiratory flow is
maintained, if it is normalized for the reduction in
lung volumes, in patients with interstitial pulmonary
fibrosis. Recall that this disease reduces lung compli-
ance, so the airways are less likely to collapse.

Distribution of Ventilation

The distribution of ventilation among the hundreds
of airways in the bronchial tree is not perfectly uniform.
This can be either harmful or helpful to gas exchange.
Any tendency to mismatch air and blood flow is
deleterious to gas exchange, as described in Chapter
21. On the other hand, an uneven distribution of
ventilation would be helpful if it tended to match the
distribution of pulmonary blood flow, as described in
Chapter 18. Fortunately, gravity is an important factor
in determining the distribution of both ventilation and
pulmonary blood flow, so ventilation and blood flow
are fairly well matched in the lungs.

Gravity affects the distribution of ventilation by
creating a gradient in Ppl between the top and bottom of
the lung (Fig. 11). The increase in Ppl at the bottom
relative to the top of the lung is caused by two
mechanisms: (1) The weight of the column of intra-
pleural fluid creates a hydrostatic column, similar to the
blood in the pulmonary capillaries; and, more impor-
tantly, (2) the weight of the lung pulls the lung away
from the top of the thorax and compresses the lung on
the diaphragm at the bottom. This local distortion in
volume results in different regions of the lung operating
on different parts of the compliance curve, as shown in
Fig. 11.

Figure 11 shows how this difference in Ppl between
the top and bottom of the lung and the nonlinear
compliance curve increases regional ventilation at the
bottom of the lung at FRC. If the whole-lung static
compliance curve is assumed to apply to any region of
the lung (a reasonable assumption for this discussion),
then the top of the lung is relatively more expanded and
less compliant than the bottom of the lung. The bottom
regions of the lung operate on a steeper portion of the
compliance curve, so an inspiratory effort is more
effective at increasing volume in the bottom of the lung.
The decrease in Ppl with inspiratory muscle contraction
is the same at the top and bottom of the lung.

At lower lung volumes, the situation may change. At
RV, for example, Ppl may be positive at the bottom, but
still negative at the top of the lung. The effects on
ventilation at RV can be estimated from the compliance
curve in Fig. 11 assuming a Ppl of þ3.5 cm H2O at the
bottom and �4.0 cm H2O at the top of the lung at RV.
At RV, the compliance curve is flat for the bottom of the
lung, so no volume change would occur, and all the
volume change would occur in higher parts of the lung
with greater compliance. Such airway closure traps gas
in alveoli behind small collapsed airways at the base of
the lungs and only occurs at very low lung volumes in
healthy young individuals. However, as lung compliance
decreases with age or pulmonary disease, reduced elastic
recoil tends to increase Ppl. This makes the lungs more
susceptible to airway closure, and ventilation to the base
of the lungs may be intermittent.
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Similar to the case for pulmonary blood flow, height
and gravity cannot explain all aspects of a nonuniform
distribution of ventilation. Ventilation is more uniform
in the supine lung than in the upright lung because the
vertical height is reduced. However, considerable differ-
ences in ventilation persist between the apex and base of
the supine lung, and these are called intraregional
differences in ventilation. Such intraregional differences
in ventilation are caused by local differences in resis-
tance (R) and compliance (C) of terminal airways, which
determines the airways time constant (�):

� ¼ RC:

Time constants are a measure of the time it takes to
fill a given volume, so terminal airways with greater
resistances or compliance are ventilated more slowly
than airways with lower resistance or compliance. Lung
disease can alter resistance and/or compliance and
increase time constants fivefold. Because lung disease
is frequently patchy in the lungs, this leads to large
intraregional differences in ventilation. The harmful
effects of such ventilatory inequality on gas exchange
are explained in Chapter 21.

The single breath nitrogen test can be used to assess
the degree of ventilatory inequality in humans. A single
breath of 100% oxygen (O2) is inspired, and the N2

concentration is plotted as a function of expired volume
on the following expiration; this is the same procedure
used to measure dead space by Fowler’s method (see
Chapter 18, Fig. 10). During the inspiration, O2 will
dilute the resident N2 more in better ventilated lung
regions. During a slow expiration, different lung regions
will empty at different rates and the alveolar plateau of
N2 concentration will slope upward (unlike the flat
plateau shown for an ideal lung in Chapter 18, Fig. 10).
Frequently, a large increase in nitrogen concentration
will occur at the end of the slow expiration, as airway
closure collapses airways in the bottom of the lung, and
the more poorly ventilated apical regions of the lung
contribute more to the expired gas.

WORK OF BREATHING

Mechanical work can be defined as the area inside a
pressure–volume curve. Therefore, the mechanical work
of breathing can be calculated from a plot of lung
volume versus alveolar pressure, measured under the
dynamic conditions of flow, as shown in Fig. 8. This
calculation would include work done by muscular
contraction and work done on the system by elastic

recoil of the lungs and chest wall. Work done on the
respiratory system is ultimately fueled by muscular
effort to inhale. Hence, O2 consumption by respiratory
muscles, called the O2 cost of breathing, is the physio-
logically relevant measure of the work of breathing.

The O2 cost of breathing is low in healthy individuals
at rest, comprising only 1–2% of resting _VVO2. The O2

cost of breathing depends on factors influencing the
pressure requirements for ventilation, such as lung and
chest wall mechanics, and airway and tissue resistance,
as discussed earlier. It also depends on the efficiency of
skeletal muscles converting chemical energy into
mechanical work. Efficiency is defined as the ratio of
effective mechanical work to the energy input, or O2

cost, and it is about 20–25%, for aerobic muscle
activities such as cycling and breathing. Muscle effi-
ciency is also influenced by the degree of overlap
between myosin and actin filaments (which influences
the length–tension relationship of skeletal muscle), so
posture and the resting length of sarcomeres in the
diaphragm can also influence the O2 cost of breathing.

During high levels of ventilation, the work of
breathing increases considerably and the O2 cost can
reach 15% of the total at maximal exercise. At high
levels of ventilation, it becomes more important to
minimize mechanical work by adjusting the breathing
pattern to optimize the pressure–volume and pressure–
flow relationships. As shown in Fig. 9, resting breathing
usually occurs around FRC, and maximum ventilation
tends to occur around midlung volumes too. Ppl can
change up to a maximum of 100 cm H2O during
inspiration and 150 cm H2O during expiration. Extreme
pressures and volumes do not usually occur during
physiologic breathing movements, and this reduces the
work of breathing. Pulmonary disease increases the
mechanical work and O2 cost of breathing not only by
increasing airway resistance, but also by altering lung
volume and compliance.
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Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide Transport
in the Blood

FRANK L. POWELL, JR.

KEY POINTS
� A small amount of O2 is physically dissolved in

blood, but most of the O2 in blood is chemically
bound to hemoglobin.

� O2 concentration in blood is a nonlinear
function of O2 partial pressure. Hemoglobin is
responsible for the S-shape of the blood-O2

equilibrium curve, which is advantageous
for O2 loading in lungs and O2 unloading in
tissues.

� Concentration of O2 in blood can vary with
hematocrit for a given PO2 and O2 saturation of
hemoglobin.

� CO2, pH, temperature, and organic phos-
phates can influence the position and shape
of the blood-O2 equilibrium curve and affect O2

exchange.
� CO2 is more soluble than O2 in blood, and

there are smaller differences in CO2 partial

pressure in the body, compared with the range
of O2 partial pressures.

� The blood-CO2 equilibrium curve is influenced
by hemoglobin-O2 saturation, and this effect
facilitates gas exchange.

� Carbonic anhydrase facilitates ion and gas
exchange between red blood cells, plasma,
and tissues.

� Blood is a bicarbonate and protein buffer
system, and the relationship between blood
pH and CO2 partial pressure can be described
by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation.

� Both the lungs and kidneys are involved in
blood pH homeostasis. The lungs can compen-
sate for chronic disturbances in acid–base
balance caused by the kidneys, and vice
versa, but the lungs work faster than the
kidneys
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This chapter describes blood oxygen (O2) and carbon
dioxide (CO2) equilibrium curves (also called dissociation
curves), and the physiologic factors that determine the
shape and position of these curves. Equilibrium curves
quantify O2 and CO2 carriage in blood as graphs of
concentration versus partial pressure. It is necessary to
consider both partial pressure and concentration because
partial pressure gradients drive diffusive gas transport in
lungs and tissues, but concentration differences deter-
mine convective gas transport rates in lungs and the
circulation (see Chapters 18 and 21).

This subject would be much simpler if O2 and CO2

were physiologically inert and occurred in blood only as
physically dissolved gases. The concentration of a
dissolved gas in a liquid is directly, and linearly,
proportional to its partial pressure according to Henry’s
law (C = �P, where � = solubility; see Chapter 18).
However, O2 and CO2 also enter into chemical reactions
with blood. These reactions (1) increase O2 and CO2

concentrations in blood, (2) allow physiologic modula-
tion of O2 and CO2 transport in blood, and (3) make
respiratory CO2 exchange an important mechanism of
acid–base balance in the body. The physiologic and
pathologic consequences of the these three factors for O2

and CO2 exchange are considered in Chapter 21.

OXYGEN IN BLOOD

Normal O2 concentration in arterial blood (CaO2) is
about 20 mL/dL. (The usual units for O2 and CO2

concentration in blood are mL/dL, also called volume%;
1 mL/dL 0.45 mmol/L.) However, only 0.3 mL/dL is
physically dissolved gas; normal arterial PO2 (PaO2)
is 100 mm Hg and the physical solubility of O2 in blood
is 0.003 mL/(dL 
 mm Hg) at 37�C. If arterial blood
contained only dissolved O2, then cardiac output would
have to be 100 L/min to deliver enough O2 to the tissues
for a normal metabolic rate of 300 mL O2/min!
Hemoglobin increases O2 concentration in blood so a
cardiac output of only 6 L/min is sufficient for resting
metabolic demands.

Hemoglobin

Hemoglobin (Hb) is a large molecule (molecular
weight = 64,485) consisting of four individual polypep-
tide chains, each with a heme (iron-containing) protein
that can bind O2 with iron in the ferrous (Fe2þ) form.
Methemoglobin occurs when the iron is in the ferric form
(Fe3þ), and it cannot bind O2. Small amounts of
methemoglobin normally occur in blood and slightly
reduce the amount of O2 that can be bound to
hemoglobin. One gram of pure human hemoglobin

can bind 1.39 mL of O2 when fully saturated, but
methemoglobin reduces this value to 1.34–1.36. Hemo-
globin is concentrated inside red blood cells, or erythro-
cytes. This cellular packaging is important for the
biophysics of the microcirculation, and it provides
physiologic control of O2 binding through cellular
changes in the hemoglobin microenvironment.

The four subunits of hemoglobin include two alpha
and two beta chains, and variations in the amino acid
sequence of these polypeptides explain the differences in
Hb-O2 affinity between species, at different stages of
development, and with some genetic diseases. Fetal
hemoglobin (HbF) has a high affinity for O2, which is
important for O2 transport across the placenta in utero.
In the first year after birth, HbF is gradually replaced by
adult hemoglobin, which has a lower affinity for O2.
Hemoglobin S (HbS) results from a single amino acid
substitution on the beta chain in sickle-cell anemia.
Deoxygenated HbS tends to crystallize within red blood
cells, distorting them into a crescent or sickle shape.
Sickle cells are more fragile and less flexible than normal
erythrocytes, and they tend to plug capillaries.

The three-dimensional shape of a hemoglobin mole-
cule, which is determined by the allosteric interactions of
its four subunits, causes the O2-equilibrium curve to be S
shaped, or sigmoidal (Fig. 1). O2-equilibrium curves for
individual alpha and beta chains are not sigmoidal, but
simple convex curves like the O2-equilibrium curve for
myoglobin. Myoglobin occurs in muscle and has only a
single polypeptide chain with one heme group. The
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sigmoidal shape of the O2-Hb equilibrium curve
facilitates O2 loading on blood in the lungs, and O2

unloading from blood in the tissues, as explained in
Chapter 21 on tissue gas exchange.

Blood-Oxygen Equilibrium Curves

Figure 1 shows the two forms of the O2-equilibrium
curve: (1) saturation of hemoglobin with O2 (SO2) versus
O2 partial pressures (PO2), and (2) O2 concentration in
blood (CO2) versus PO2. Saturation quantifies the
amount of O2 in blood as the percentage of the total
hemoglobin sites available for binding O2 that actually
bind O2 at a given PO2. Therefore, saturation equili-
brium curves are independent of hemoglobin concentra-
tion in blood. In contrast, concentration curves quantify
the absolute amount of O2 in a volume of blood with a
given PO2 and they depend on the amount of hemoglo-
bin available in blood for O2.

O2 capacity (O2cap) is defined as the O2 concentration
in blood when hemoglobin is 100% saturated with O2.
Pure hemoglobin binds 1.39 mL O2/g Hb, and Fig. 1
shows that the O2cap for normal blood with a hemoglo-
bin concentration of 15 g/dL is 20.85 mL/dL (= 1.39 

15). Physically dissolved O2 also contributes a small
amount to O2 concentration. Therefore, total O2 concen-
tration in blood (in mL O2/dL blood) is calculated as:

CO2 ¼ ðO2cap½SO2=100�Þ þ ð0:003PO2Þ;

where O2cap = O2 capacity, SO2 = saturation, and
0.003 = physical solubility for O2 in blood. This
equation and Fig. 1 show that dissolved O2 is not a
large component of O2 concentration at PO2 levels in
arterial or venous blood (i.e., 100–40 mm Hg).

The shape of the O2-Hb equilibrium curves is
complex, and it can be generated only experimentally
or by sophisticated mathematical algorithms. However,
remembering only four points on the curve allows one to
solve many common problems of O2 transport:

1. PO2 = 0 mm Hg, SO2 = 0% (the origin of the curve)
2. PO2 = 100 mm Hg, SO2 = 98% (normal arterial

blood, which is almost fully saturated)
3. PO2 = 40 mm Hg, SO2 = 75% (normal mixed venous

blood)
4. PO2 = 26 mm Hg, SO2 = 50% (P50, defined as the

PO2 at 50% saturation)

The P50 quantifies the affinity of Hb for O2. For
example, a decrease in P50 indicates an increase in O2

affinity because O2 saturation or concentration is
greater for a given PO2. In adult human blood, P50 =
26 mm Hg under standard conditions of PCO2 = 40 mm
Hg, pH = 7.4, and 37�C.

Modulation of Blood-Oxygen

Equilibrium Curves

The O2-equilibrium curve in blood can be physio-
logically modulated in three ways: (1) The vertical height
of the concentration curve (but not the saturation curve)
can change, indicating a change in O2cap; (2) the
horizontal position of saturation and concentration
curves can change, indicating a change in Hb-O2

affinity; and (3) the shape of saturation and concentra-
tion curves can change, indicating a change in the
chemical reaction between O2 and hemoglobin. The
maximum height of the saturation curve cannot change
by definition; the maximum is always 100% when O2 is
bound to all available hemoglobin sites. However,
changes in hemoglobin concentration [Hb] will change
the maximum height of the concentration curve, accord-
ing to the relationship between O2cap and [Hb]
described earlier. Mean corpuscular Hb concentration
(MCHC) quantifies [Hb] in red blood cells, and
hematocrit (Hcrit) quantifies the percentage of blood
volume that is red blood cells. Therefore [Hb], in g/dL of
blood, depends on both of these factors:

½Hb� ¼MCHC
Hcrit:

Typical human values of MCHC= 0.33 and Hcrit =
45%, and [Hb] = 15 g/dL are used for Fig. 1, which
shows normal O2 concentration in arterial blood (CaO2)
= 20 mL/dL and 15 mL/dL in mixed venous blood
(C�VVO2). If [Hb] decreases, for example with decreased
hematocrit in anemia, then O2cap and concentration
decreases at any given PO2. The O2cap increases when
[Hb] increases, for example, by the stimulation of red
blood cell production in bone marrow by the hormone
erythropoietin. Erythropoietin transcription is a regu-
lated hypoxia inducible factor (HIF-1�) and is released
from cells in the kidneys in response to decreases in
arterial O2 levels. Polycythemia, or increased hemato-
crit, occurs with chronic hypoxemia in healthy people
(e.g., during acclimatization to altitude) and with
disease.

The horizontal position of Hb-O2 equilibrium curves
reflects the affinity of Hb for oxygen, and changes in
horizontal position are quantified as changes in P50. A
decrease in P50 is referred to as a left shift of the
equilibrium curve, and indicates increased Hb-O2 af-
finity; O2 saturation or concentration is increased for a
given PO2. Similarly, increased P50 or a right shift reflects
decreased Hb-O2 affinity. Figure 2 shows the three
most important physiologic variables that can modulate
P50: pH, PCO2, and temperature.

The Bohr effect describes changes in P50 with changes
in blood PCO2 and pH. Decreased PCO2 causes Hb-O2
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affinity to increase (decreased P50), and increased PCO2

causes Hb-O2 affinity to decrease (increased P50). As
described later, pH decreases when PCO2 increases and
vice versa, and pH changes explain most of the Bohr
effect with PCO2 changes in blood. Hþ binds to histidine
residues in hemoglobin molecules, and this changes the
conformation of hemoglobin and the ability of heme sites
to bind O2. However, CO2 also has a small independent
effect on Hb-O2 affinity if pH is held constant. The
physiologic advantage of the Bohr effect is that it
facilitates O2 loading in the lungs, where CO2 is low
and pH is high (see later discussion). In muscles, the
opposite occurs and increased CO2 causes pH to decrease
and facilitates O2 unloading from hemoglobin to the
tissues.

The affect of temperature on Hb-O2 affinity also has
physiologic advantages. Warm temperatures in intensely
exercising muscles will increase P50, and decrease Hb-O2

affinity to facilitate O2 unloading to tissues.
A physiologic O2-blood equilibrium curve can be

defined as the curve showing the change in blood O2

concentration when PO2 decreases from arterial to venous
levels in the tissues or increases in the opposite direction
in the lungs. Figure 2 shows how the increase in PCO2,
decrease in pH, and potential increase in temperature
between arterial and venous points makes the physiologic
curve steeper than individual curves. This is an advantage
for gas exchange because it increases the change in O2

concentration for a given change in PO2, thereby increas-
ing O2 uptake or delivery. (The consequences of the shape
of the O2-blood equilibrium curve for gas exchange are
explained in more detail in Chapter 21.)

Hb-O2 affinity is also affected by organic phosphates,
with 2,3-diphosphoglycerate (2,3-DPG) being most
important in humans. 2,3-DPG is produced during
glycolysis in red blood cells, and increases P50 by

interacting with hemoglobin beta chains to decrease
their O2-binding affinity. Physiologic stimuli that lead to
enhanced O2 delivery, for example, chronic decreases in
blood PO2 levels, typically increase the concentration of
2,3-DPG and promote O2 delivery to tissues. In blood
stored in blood banks, 2,3-DPG is generally decreased
and the increased Hb-O2 affinity can lead to problems in
O2 delivery after blood transfusion.

Carbon Monoxide

Carbon monoxide (CO) is a deadly gas that also
modulates the Hb-O2 dissociation curve by changing the
shape and position of concentration or saturation curves.
The affinity of Hb for CO is 240 times greater than it is
for O2, so even very small amounts of CO greatly reduce
the capacity for hemoglobin to bind O2. Therefore, CO
decreases the O2cap, or maximum height of the concen-
tration curve (Fig. 3). However, CO also decreases the
P50 and makes the Hb-O2 curve less sigmoidal. Figure 3
illustrates these changes and compares the effects of CO
poisoning with anemia, when O2cap is reduced the same
amount in both cases. CO causes a left shift of the curve
by altering the ability of the hemoglobin molecule to bind
O2. This means blood O2 concentration remains high
until PO2 decreases to very low levels, which impairs O2

unloading from blood to tissues. CO poisoning also has
direct effects on cellular cytochromes, which contribute
to its deadliness. CO is particularly dangerous because it
is colorless, odorless, and the decrease it causes in arterial
O2 concentration is not sensed by respiratory control
systems (which respond only to O2 partial pressure as
explained in Chapter 22).Hyperbaric O2 exposure is used
to treat CO poisoning, because only very high PO2 levels
are effective at competing with CO for Hb-binding sites
and driving CO out of the blood.

CARBON DIOXIDE

Blood-CO2 equilibrium (or dissociation) curves are
nonlinear, but they have a different shape and position
than O2-blood equilibrium curves. Figure 4 shows how
blood holds more CO2 than O2 and this is, in part,
because CO2 is carried by blood in three forms (see later
discussion). Also, the blood CO2 equilibrium curve is
steeper than the O2 curve. This results in a smaller range
of PCO2 values in the body, compared with the range of
Po2 values, although the differences between arterial and
venous concentrations are similar for CO2 and O2

(about 5 mL/dL of blood). The resulting physiologic
CO2 dissociation curve between the arterial and venous
points is much more linear than the physiologic O2

dissociation curve (Fig. 4).
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Forms of Carbon Dioxide in Blood

Physically dissolved CO2 is a function of CO2

solubility in water or plasma, which is 0.067 mL/(dL
mm Hg) and 20 times more soluble than O2. Still,

dissolved CO2 contributes only about 5% of total CO2

concentration in arterial blood.
Carbamino compounds comprise the second form of

CO2 in blood. These compounds occur when CO2

combines with terminal amine groups in blood proteins,
especially with the globin of hemoglobin. However, this
chemical combination between CO2 and hemoglobin is
much less important than Hb-O2 binding, so carbamino
compounds comprise only 5% of the total CO2 in
arterial blood.

Bicarbonate ion (HCO�3 ) is the most important form
of CO2 carriage in blood. CO2 combines with water to
form carbonic acid, and this dissociates to HCO�3
and Hþ:

CO2 þH2O��+(��H2CO3��+(��HCO�3 þHþ:

Carbonic anhydrase is the enzyme that catalyzes this
reaction, making it almost instantaneous. Carbonic
anhydrase occurs mainly in red blood cells, but it also
occurs on pulmonary capillary endothelial cells and it
accelerates the reaction in plasma in the lungs. The
uncatalyzed reaction will occur in any aqueous medium,
but at a much slower rate, requiring more than 4 min for
equilibrium. The rapid conversion of CO2 to bicarbo-
nate results in about 90% of the CO2 in arterial blood
being carried in that form.

Figure 5 shows the carbonic acid reactions in plasma
and red blood cells, and it illustrates important ion
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fluxes occurring with CO2 transport in blood. CO2

rapidly enters red blood cells from the plasma because it
is soluble in cell membranes. Carbonic anhydrase
catalyzes the rapid formation of HCO�3 and Hþ in the
cells, and some of this HCO3

� is transported out by an
electrically neutral bicarbonate-chloride exchanger. The
Hamburger (or chloride) shift is an increased intracel-
lular chloride with increased CO2, or vice versa. The H

þ

produced from CO2 reacts with hemoglobin and affects
both the O2 equilibrium curve (Bohr effect) and CO2

equilibrium curve, as described later.

Modulation of Blood-Carbon Dioxide

Equilibrium Curves

Hb-O2 saturation is the major factor affecting the
position of the CO2 equilibrium curve. The Haldane
effect increases CO2 concentration when blood is

deoxygenated, or decreases CO2 concentration when
blood is oxygenated, at any given PCO2 (see Fig. 4). The
Haldane effect is actually another view of the same
molecular mechanism causing the Bohr effect on the O2

equilibrium curve (see earlier discussion). Hþ ions from
CO2 can be thought of as competing with O2 for
hemoglobin binding. Hence, increasing O2 decreases the
affinity of hemoglobin for Hþ and blood CO2 concen-
tration (Haldane effect), and increased [Hþ] decreases
the affinity of hemoglobin for O2 (Bohr effect). Figure 5
summarizes these interactions.

The physiologic advantages of the Haldane effect are
that it promotes unloading of CO2 in the lungs when
blood is oxygenated and CO2 loading in the blood when
O2 is released to tissues. The Haldane effect also results
in a steeper physiologic CO2-blood equilibrium curve
(see Fig. 4), which has the physiologic advantage of
increasing CO2 concentration differences for a given
PCO2 difference.

Clinical Note

Currently, there is tremendous commercial
interest in the development of blood substitutes
as an alternative to real blood for transfusions
during scheduled surgery or emergency resuscita-
tion. A 1994 World Health Organization survey
found that 90 million units of blood are collected
globally each year, yet blood shortages still occur
and the cost of banking blood has increased with
the need to screen for new blood-borne diseases
such as human immunodeficiency virus. Besides
increasing supply, blood substitutes could elim-
inate the need to cross-match blood types during
transfusions, because blood type is determined by
antigens on the surface of red blood cells.

Various hemoglobin solutions have been
tested as blood substitutes since the early
1970s, when scientists made advances in purifi-
cation and chemical modification of hemoglobin.
However, the effectiveness of these substitutes is
still not established and, surprisingly, some
problems with hemoglobin blood substitutes
relate to O2 delivery. When a person loses
blood, peripheral blood vessels constrict (e.g., in
muscle), and this helps sustain O2 delivery to vital
organs. Because blood flow in the microcircula-
tion is also controlled by local PO2 (Chapter 17),
hemoglobin blood substitutes may not be effec-
tive at reopening microvessels if too much O2 is
supplied; high PO2 can increase microvascular

resistance. Also, the iron in hemoglobin is an
extremely effective scavenger of nitric oxide
(NO), which is a powerful vasodilator also
known as endothelial derived relaxing factor
(EDRF). Finally, when blood flow and O2 delivery
are reestablished, hemoglobin solutions can
increase the production of oxygen radicals and
exacerbate so-called reperfusion injury of tissues.

Recent experiments have discovered new
chemical reactions between NO and hemoglobin,
and have suggested possible solutions for
problems with O2 delivery and the hypertension
that occur with hemoglobin blood substitutes.
NO can form S-nitrosothiols (RSNOs) with
cysteine residues in hemoglobin, and these
RSNO compounds retain vasoactive properties
like NO. Furthermore, hemoglobin oxygenation
modifies this reaction, so O2 exerts allosteric
control over NO transport. This promotes a cycle
of NO delivery to the microvasculature in tissues
(from deoxygenated Hb) and NO loading in the
lungs (onto oxygenated hemoglobin). The
cysteine residue on the (3-Hb chain responsible
for this reaction is highly conserved in all
mammals and birds, indicating that it has an
important physiologic function that has changed
little during evolution. Incorporating this chem-
istry into hemoglobin used for blood substitutes
may increase their clinical usefulness.
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ACID–BASE BALANCE

The conversion of CO2 to Hþ and HCO�3 ions has
tremendous implications for acid–base physiology.
Every day, resting metabolism produces more than
15,000 mmol of CO2, or 15,000 mmol/L of carbonic
acid, and this acid leaves the body through the lungs. By
comparison, the kidneys typically excrete only 100
mmol/L of acid per day. The ability to change blood
PCO2 levels rapidly by changing ventilation has a
powerful effect on blood pH, so acid–base balance
depends on the integrated function of respiratory and
renal systems.

Henderson-Hasselbalch Equation

The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation describes the
relationship between PCO2 pH, and [HCO3

�] in human
blood as follows:

pH ¼ 6:1þ logð½HCO�3 �=0:03 
 ½PCO2Þ;

where [HCO�3 ] is the bicarbonate concentration in
millimoles per liter, and 0.03 PCO2 is the total dissolved
CO2 concentration, also in millimoles per liter (0.03
mmol/L per mm Hg is the solubility of CO2 in water).

As described in Chapter 31, the Henderson-
Hasselbalchequation isbasedon thechemical equilibrium
between carbonic acid and its dissociation products:

H2CO3��+(��Hþ þHCO�3

The dissociation constant for a weak acid (Ka), like
carbonic acid, is calculated from the law of mass
action as:

Ka ¼ ½H
þ� 
 ð½HCO�3 �=½H2CO3�Þ:

By definition, pH = �log10[H
þ], and pKa =

�log10(Ka). Therefore, taking the logarithm10 of both

sides and rearranging the preceding equation results in a
general form of the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation:

pH ¼ pKa þ log½HCO�3 �=½H2CO3�:

For human blood, pKa = 6.1, which is essentially
constant in human blood under physiologic conditions,
and [H2CO3] = [0.03 
 PCO2], because total carbonic acid
is proportional to dissolved CO2 in blood.

The normal human value for arterial pH (pHa) is
7.4, and this can be calculated from the Henderson-
Hasselbalch equation using other normal values. In
human blood, pKa = 6.1, and it is essentially constant
under physiologic conditions. PCO2 = 40 mm Hg
and [HCO�3 ] = 24 mmol/L in normal arterial blood.
Therefore:

pH ¼ 6:1þ logð24=½0:03 
 40�Þ

¼ 6:1þ logð20Þ

¼ 7:4:

At a normal arterial pH of 7.4, the [Hþ] is only 40 mmol/
L, or significantly less than many other important ions
in the body, such as Naþ, C1�, or HCO�3 , which occur
in the millimole per liter range. Small changes in pH,
corresponding to very small changes in [Hþ] (see Table 1
in Chapter 31), can lead to large changes in physiologic
function. The effects of pH on organ function are
discussed in individual chapters throughout this book.

The Henderson-Hasselbalch equation shows how the
physiologic control of pH depends on the ratio of
[HCO�3 ] to [0.03 PCO2]. Notice that a normal pH of 7.4
could occur with a variety of [HCO�3 ] and PCO2 values,
so pH = 7.4 does not necessarily indicate normal
acid–base status (see later discussion).

Arterial PCO2 (PaCO2) is determined by alveolar
ventilation at any given metabolic rate (as described in
Chapter 21). Increasing ventilation will decrease PaCO2
and increase pHa; decreasing ventilation will have the
opposite effects. Therefore, ventilation is an extremely
effective mechanism for changing pHa quickly, and
ventilatory reflex responses to pH (described in Chapter
22) are the most important physiologic mechanisms for
rapid control of pH. The kidneys can also control pH by
changing [HCO�3 ] independent of CO2 changes, as
described in Chapter 31. The kidneys process large
amounts of [HCO�3 ] filtered from the plasma, so blood
[HCO�3 ] depends on bicarbonate reabsorption and
generation of new bicarbonate in renal tubules. Also,
the kidneys are responsible for processing Hþ from fixed
acids (other than carbonic acid, which is considered a
volatile acid because CO2 is a gas). Finally, renal
processing of other ions, such as Kþ, can affect blood
pH. Acid–base balance is described here in terms of the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, but another approach

O2 + HHb

CO2

O2

Tissue Carbamino

CO2 + H2O H2CO3

HbO2 + H+

CO2 + H2O H2CO3 HCO3
– + H+Slow

CA

HCO3
–

+

Plasma
O2

Cl– Cl–
HCO3

–

FIGURE 5 CO2 and O2 reactions in blood and tissues; the opposite

reactions occur in the lungs. CA, carbonic anhydrase. See text for

details.
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emphasizes the control of pH by concentration differ-
ences between strong ions, such as sodium and chloride.
Details on the strong ion approach to acid–base diag-
nosis can be found in the suggested readings listed at the
end of this chapter.

Bicarbonate-pH Diagram

The bicarbonate-pH diagram, also called a Hastings-
Davenport diagram, illustrates the three primary vari-
ables in the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Fig. 6A).
This diagram plots [HCO�3 ] as a function of pH. The
blue lines are called PCO2 isobars, and they show the
various combinations of [HCO�3 ] and pH values that can
occur with any given PCO2. Moving along a PCO2 isobar
shows how increasing [HCO�3 ] buffers Hþ ions and
increases pH for a given amount of carbonic acid.
Moving between PCO2 isobars shows how [HCO�3 ] and
pH change with changes in total carbonic acid. If
carbonic acid is increased (moving from point A to B in
Fig. 6A), then pH not only decreases, but the amount of
base, i.e., [HCO�3 ], increases also. Conversely, decreas-
ing carbonic acid (point A to C in Fig. 6A) increases pH
but decreases [HCO�3 ]. This is a graphical alternative to
the system of equations describing acid–base control in
Chapter 31, and readers can use whichever method they
find most helpful.

Respiratory pH changes result from changes in PCO2.
Pure respiratory changes in pH occur along a blood-
buffer line, shown as the dark line connecting points
A–B–C in Fig. 6A. If the blood-buffer line is steeper,
then pH will change less for a given change in acid
(i.e., PCO2). Because hemoglobin is a major buffer of
Hþ in blood, increasing [Hb] causes the slope of the
blood-buffer line to increase. Therefore, the slope of
the blood-buffer line is steeper than the slope of the
buffer line for plasma. However, the slope of the
blood-buffer line measured in vivo, by sampling pHa in
a person at different PaCO2 levels, is less than the in
vitro slope, measured by changing PCO2 in a blood
sample in a test tube. This is because the whole body
includes interstitial fluid and other fluid compartments
that do not contain hemoglobin and cannot buffer
PCO2 changes as well as blood.

Metabolic pH changes refer to changes in [Hþ] and
[HCO�3 ] that are not caused by PCO2 changes. As
described in Chapter 31, this generally involves renal
processing of HCO�3 and fixed acids. Pure metabolic
changes in pH will shift the blood-buffer line up or
down without changing its slope on the bicarbonate-pH
diagram (moving between points A and D on Fig. 6A).
Base excess is used to quantify the magnitude of
a metabolic change in pH, and it equals the vertical
displacement of the blood-buffer line. Conceptually,

base excess is the amount of base necessary to titrate a
blood sample with a metabolic disturbance back to
pH = 7.4 at PCO2 = 40 mm Hg. A negative base excess
(which occurs with a metabolic alkalosis as described
later) may be referred to as a base deficit.

In reality, it is rare to find a pure respiratory, or a
pure metabolic, pH disturbance. Ventilatory and renal
control mechanisms tend to return arterial pH to the
normal value of 7.4. There are four primary forms of pH
disturbance, and compensatory responses accompany
each of them. These primary disturbances and second-
ary compensations follow characteristic pathways on the
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pH-bicarbonate diagram (Fig. 6B), as described later.
The reader is referred to Chapter 31 for more details
about renal mechanisms.

Respiratory Acidosis

A respiratory acidosis occurs when PCO2 increases.
Increased PCO2 decreases the [HCO�3 ]/ PCO2 ratio and
decreases pH along the blood buffer line, between points
A and B in Fig. 6B. Hypercapnia, or an increase in
arterial PCO2, occurs when ventilation is not sufficient
for the existing level of CO2 production. Ventilation
may be depressed at rest, for example, with a drug
overdose that depresses respiratory centers (see Chapter
22), or ventilation may not increase sufficiently for
increased metabolism during exercise (see Chapter 21).

If an acute respiratory acidosis is not corrected, then
it is said to be a chronic respiratory acidosis, and renal
mechanisms will increase HCO�3 , as described in
Chapter 31, to return pH toward normal. The move-
ment from point B to D on Fig. 6B is termed a metabolic
compensation (or renal compensation) for a chronic
respiratory acidosis, and it represents an increase in base
excess. The final acid–base status at point D (Fig. 6B) is
called a compensated respiratory acidosis. Metabolic
compensation takes 1–2 days, and pH is not restored to
a completely normal value of 7.4 in reality. A hallmark
of an acute or compensated respiratory acidosis is an
increase in [HCO�3 ] and [Hþ].

Respiratory Alkalosis

A respiratory alkalosis occurs when PCO2 decreases.
This increases the [HCO�3 ]/PCO2 ratio and increases
pH along the blood-buffer line, between points A and C
in Fig. 6B. A respiratory alkalosis increases pH, but
[HCO�3 ] is decreased because less total acid is present.
Hypocapnia, or a decrease in arterial PCO2, occurs when
ventilation is in excess of that necessary for CO2

production, for example, when ventilation is stimulated
by low O2 levels at high altitude (Chapter 22).

If the respiratory alkalosis is chronic, then renal
mechanisms will decrease [HCO�3 ], as described in
Chapter 31, to return pH toward normal. The move-
ment from point C to F on Fig. 6B is termed a metabolic
or renal compensation for a chronic respiratory alkalosis,
and base excess is decreased. The final acid–base status
at point F (Fig. 6B) is called a compensated respiratory
alkalosis. Renal compensation for a respiratory alkalosis
can occur more quickly than compensation for a
respiratory acidosis, but it still takes a day or more
and does not return pH completely to normal. Both
[HCO�3 ] and [Hþ] are decreased in a compensated
respiratory alkalosis.

Metabolic Acidosis

A metabolic acidosis occurs when the kidneys do not
excrete sufficient fixed acid, or retain sufficient bicarbo-
nate, to maintain the normal [HCO�3 ]/PCO2 ratio when
PCO2 = 40 mm Hg. Metabolic acidosis increases [Hþ]
but decreases [HCO�3 ], and causes a parallel shift of the
blood-buffer line from points A to G in Fig. 6B. Base
excess is decreased (or base deficit is increased) in a
metabolic acidosis. Physiologic mechanisms causing a
metabolic acidosis are detailed in Chapter 31.

With a chronic metabolic acidosis, the respiratory
control system senses decreased pHa and causes a reflex
increase in ventilation (see Chapter 22). Increased
ventilation causes PCO2 to decrease, increases the base
excess, and returns pHa toward normal (point G to F in
Fig. 6B). In such a compensated metabolic acidosis, pH
may not return completely to normal because decreased
PaCO2 may limit the increase in ventilation necessary for
complete compensation (see Chapter 22). With an acute,
or compensated, metabolic acidosis, [Hþ] is increased
but [HCO�3 ] is decreased.

Metabolic Alkalosis

A metabolic alkalosis occurs when the kidneys excrete
excess fixed acid, or retain too much bicarbonate, for
the normal [HCO�3 ]/PCO2 ratio when PCO2 = 40 mm Hg.
Metabolic alkalosis increases pH and [HCO�3 ], and
causes a parallel shift of the blood-buffer line from
points A to E in Fig. 6B as base excess increases.
Physiologic mechanisms causing a metabolic alkalosis
are detailed in Chapter 31.

Respiratory compensation for a chronic metabolic
alkalosis involves decreased ventilation, which increases
PCO2 (points E to D in Fig. 6B). However, increased
PaCO2 and possible decreases in arterial O2 levels (see
Chapter 22), prevent a complete return to normal pH
with a compensated metabolic alkalosis. With an acute,
or compensated, metabolic alkalosis, [Hþ] is decreased,
but [HCO�3 ] is increased.

Diagnosing Acid–Base Disturbances

The primary cause of a chronic acid–base disturbance
cannot be determined from a bicarbonate-pH diagram,
or PCO2, pH, and [HCO�3 ] data alone. Notice that the
data are similar for a compensated respiratory acidosis
and a compensated metabolic alkalosis (point D, Fig.
6B), or a compensated respiratory alkalosis and
compensated metabolic acidosis (point F, Fig. 6B).
Therefore, other details of the patient’s history, pulmo-
nary function, or blood chemistry (see Chapter 31) must
be obtained for a proper diagnoses.
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KEY POINTS
� O2 moves from the atmosphere to tissues by a

series of convective (bulk flow) and diffusive
transport steps, which decrease PO2 at each
step.

� Alveolar PCO2 is inversely related to alveolar
ventilation at any given metabolic rate. Physiol-
ogic dead space is the functional difference
between total ventilation and effective ventila-
tion of the alveoli.

� O2 diffusion from alveolar gas to pulmonary
capillary blood is effective at equilibrating
alveolar and arterial PO2 in normal individuals
under most conditions.

� O2 delivery by the cardiovascular system
depends on cardiac output and the arterial-
venous O2 difference. The shape of the

blood-O2 equilibrium curve is advantageous
for O2 transport to tissues.

� The pathway for O2 diffusion is longer in tissues
than in the lung, so PO2 differences between
blood and tissue are much larger than the
blood–gas PO2 difference in the lung.

� There are four main causes of arterial
hypoxemia. Hypoventilation differs from
other causes of hypoxemia because it does
not increase the alveolar-arterial PO2 differ-
ence, and it can occur in patients with
normal lungs.

� Diffusion limitation can result from thickening
of the blood–gas barrier in lung disease, but
oxygen breathing rapidly alleviates this form of
arterial hypoxemia.
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PHYSIOLOGIC MECHANISM OF
OXYGEN TRANSPORT

Transport of respiratory gases is the primary function
of the respiratory system. Pulmonary gas exchange
describes the process of oxygen (O2) uptake and
carbon dioxide (CO2) elimination by the lungs. This
chapter focuses on pulmonary gas exchange and on how
the lungs load adequate O2 in the blood to meet tissue
O2 demand. It also covers the physiology of O2 and CO2

transport by the cardiovascular system and tissue gas
exchange. The relation between all of these elements is
illustrated by the O2 cascade, which shows how PO2

decreases along the O2 transport chain between the
environment and the mitochondria (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 shows normal PO2 values that could be
measured in gas, blood, and tissue samples from a
resting individual at sea level. The PO2 drop between dry
room air and tracheal gas is due to the humidification of
inspired gas. Ventilation is the primary determinant of
the much larger drop in PO2 between inspired and

alveolar gas. Diffusion across the blood–gas barrier, and
other factors such as shunts and the matching of
ventilation to pulmonary blood flow, explains the
relatively small decrease in PO2 between alveolar gas
and arterial blood. The circulation and O2 diffusion
from capillaries to tissues cause the large decreases in
PO2 between arterial and venous blood, and between
blood and mitochondria in the tissues.

Changes in O2 supply or demand can have different
effects on the O2 cascade, depending on the nature of the
change. Because O2 transport occurs in a series of steps,
changes at one level will affect PO2 at other levels.
Therefore, understanding the physiologic factors that
determine the PO2 at any step in the O2 cascade is useful
for diagnosing abnormalities in gas exchange.

Some General Principles of Gas Exchange

Before covering each step of O2 transport in detail, it is
helpful to introduce some general principles that apply to
all steps. Chapter 18 introduced the principles of mass
balance that will be used here to predict PO2 values for
each step in the O2 cascade. The reader should refer to
Chapter 18 for derivations of the simple models used here
to describe O2 transport by (1) convection, that is, ‘‘bulk
flow’’ transport by ventilation and blood flow; and
(2) diffusion across blood–gas or blood–tissue barriers. It
is important to note that O2 is not actively transported or
secreted across membranes in the human body.

Quantitative descriptions of gas exchange are also
referred to as ‘‘models’’ of gas exchange. Gas exchange
models in this chapter assume a steady state, defined as
an equal and constant rate of gas transport at each step
in the O2 cascade. Steady-state conditions do not
necessarily imply resting conditions. O2 transport can
be elevated but still equal at every step in the O2 cascade,
for example, during steady-state exercise. However, non-
steady-state conditions occur frequently, for example, at
the onset of exercise.

Gas exchange models are useful for quantifying
respiratory function. For example, in an ‘‘ideal ’’ model
of alveolar gas exchange, arterial blood equilibrates with

KEY POINTS (continued )
� Shunt of venous blood past gas exchange

surfaces causes arterial hypoxemia that is not
improved by oxygen breathing.

� Ventilation-perfusion mismatching is the most
common cause of increased alveolar-arterial
PO2 differences in health and disease.

� Lung disease affects arterial PCO2 less than PO2

because of differences in blood-O2 and CO2

equilibrium curves and the tight control of
arterial PCO2 by ventilatory reflexes.
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FIGURE 1 The oxygen cascade in a healthy subject breathing room

air at sea level shows the pattern of PO2 decrease between the different

steps of O2 transport as described in the text. The difference between

alveolar and arterial PO2 occurs because of pulmonary gas exchange

limitations.
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alveolar gas, so the ideal alveolar-arterial PO2 difference
equals zero. However, Fig. 1 shows that, in reality, the
alveolar-arterial PO2 difference exceeds zero, even in
healthy young adults. Several factors can increase the
alveolar-arterial PO2 difference, relative to the ideal value
of zero, and these are called gas exchange limitations.The
alveolar-arterial PO2 difference quantifies the net effect of
these limitations on pulmonary gas exchange. Gas
exchange limitations do not affect O2 consumption at
rest, but they will lower maximal O2 consumption and
PO2 values along the O2 cascade in a steady state.

The alveolar-arterial PO2 difference is useful for
diagnosing O2 exchange limitations. The physiologic
mechanisms responsible for an alveolar-arterial PO2

difference increase gradually with age or dramatically
with lung disease. However, different mechanisms
respond differently to simple tests such as O2 breathing.
This means that changes in the alveolar-arterial PO2

difference with such simple tests can be used to diagnose
pulmonary disease.

ALVEOLAR VENTILATION

Ventilation is the first step in the O2 cascade, and the
level of alveolar ventilation ( _VVA) is the most important
physiologic factor determining arterial PO2 for any given
inspired PO2 and level of O2 demand ( _VVO2) in healthy
lungs. As described in Chapter 18, anatomic dead space
reduces the fraction of the tidal volume that reaches the
alveoli:

_VVA ¼ fRðVT� VDÞ;

where _VVA is alveolar ventilation, fR is respiratory
frequency, VT is tidal volume, and VD is anatomic
dead space. Anatomic dead space can be measured with
the single breath method (see Chapter 18, Fig. 10) but
gas exchange principles can be used to obtain a more
direct measure of the effective, or functional, alveolar
ventilation.

Alveolar Ventilation Equation Predicts PACO2

The Fick equation (see Chapter 18) defines CO2

elimination from the lungs ( _VVCO2) as:

ð _VVCO2Þ ¼ ð _VVAFACO2Þ � ð _VVIFICO2Þ;

where _VVCO2 is the difference between the CO2 expired
from the alveoli and the amount of CO2 inspired to the
alveoli. FICO2 is nearly zero, so the inspired terms can be
dropped.

The alveolar ventilation equation is obtained by
substituting PACO2 for FACO2 and rearranging the Fick
equation:

_VVA ¼ ð _VVCO2=PACO2ÞK;

where K is a constant (= 0.863) to convert FCO2 to PCO2

in mm Hg, and _VVCO2 in mLSTPD/min to _VVA in LBTPS/min.
In practice, arterial PCO2 is substituted for alveolar PCO2

because the two values are equal in normal lungs and an
arterial blood sample is usually taken to measure arterial
PO2 for evaluating gas exchange.

The most important thing to remember about the
alveolar ventilation equation is that _VVA and PACO2 (or
PaCO2) are inversely related for any given metabolic rate.
For example, if _VVA is doubled, PACO2 is halved,
regardless of the exact values for either variable. There-
fore, the effectiveness of ventilation can be judged by the
PaCO2 at any given metabolic rate. Hyperventilation is
defined by a decrease in PaCO2 from the normal value,
implying excess _VVA for the given _VVCO2. Increased
ventilation does not always mean hyperventilation.
For example, _VVA must increase to maintain normal
PaCO2 when _VVCO2 increases during exercise. Hypoventi-
lation is defined by an increase in PaCO2 and this occurs
when _VVA is lower than normal for a given _VVCO2.

Physiologic Dead Space

Physiologic dead space is a functional measure of
‘‘wasted ventilation,’’ and it is always greater than
anatomic dead space. Physiologic dead space is defined
from another rearrangement of the Fick principle
applied to CO2 elimination by the lungs. In a steady
state, _VVCO2 measured in mixed-expired gas must equal
_VVCO2 measured from alveolar gas:

ð _VVEF�EEO2Þ � ð _VVIFICO2Þ ¼ ð _VVAFACO2Þ � ð _VVIFICO2Þ:

The inspired terms can be subtracted from both sides,
and ventilation is converted to volume by dividing both
sides by respiratory frequency. This yields:

VTF�EECO2ðVT� VDÞFACO2;

where VT � VD = VA. As illustrated in Fig. 2, mixed-
expired FCO2, which can be measured by collecting all
inspired gas in a bag or a spirometer, includes gas
exhaled from the alveoli and dead space. Therefore,
physiologic dead space can be defined as a ratio of
mixed expired and alveolar gas CO2 levels:

VD=VT ¼ ðFACO2 � F�EECO2Þ=FACO2:
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This measure of physiologic dead space is also called
Bohr’s dead space after the Danish physiologist who
developed the method. In practice, PCO2 is substituted
for FCO2 so measured PaCO2 can be substituted for
alveolar PCO2 as follows:

VD=VT ¼ ðPaCO2 � P�EECO2Þ=PaCO2:

Factors that may increase physiologic dead space
relative to anatomic dead space are considered in detail
later (see _VVA/ _QQ Mismatching between Different Alveoli
section).

Alveolar Gas Equation Predicts PAO2

Alveolar PO2 (PAO2) can be predicted from inspired
PO2 (PIO2) and alveolar PCO2 (PACO2) by the alveolar gas
equation:

PAO2 ¼ PIO2 � ðPAO2=RÞ þ F;

where R is the respiratory exchange ratio (see below),
and F = [PACO2 
 FIO2 (1 � R)/R]. Note that F increases
PAO2 about 2 mm Hg under normal conditions (FIO2 =
0.21 and PACO2 = 40 mm Hg), so F can be neglected
under normal conditions. The alveolar gas equation is
only valid if inspired PCO2 = 0, which is a reasonable
assumption for room air breathing (FICO2 = 0.0003).
Alveolar ventilation is a major determinant of PAO2

because _VVA determines PACO2, according to the alveolar
ventilation equation described earlier.

PIO2 is less than ambient PO2 because air is warmed
and humidified in the respiratory system. The vapor
pressure of water = 47 mm Hg at 37�C, and the total
pressure available for O2 is decreased by this amount,
whereas the fractional concentration of O2 in dry gas
remains constant (Chapter 18). Ambient PO2 = 160 mm
Hg (0.21 
 760 mm Hg) but inspired PO2 = 150 mm Hg
[0.21 
 (760 � 47)= 0.21 
 713 mm Hg].

The respiratory exchange ratio (R) is the ratio of O2

uptake by the lungs to CO2 elimination by the lungs:

R ¼ _VVCO2= _VVO2:

Under steady-state conditions, R equals the respira-
tory quotient (RQ), which is the ratio of CO2 produc-
tion to O2 consumption in metabolizing tissues. RQ
averages 0.8 but can range from 0.67 to 1, depending
on the relative amounts of fat, protein, and carbohy-
drate being metabolized. However, R can exceed this
range in nonsteady states, for example when R exceeds
1 during hyperventilation or at the onset of exercise.
CO2 stores in the body are much greater than O2 stores
because of bicarbonate in blood and tissues. R can
increase because it takes longer to wash out the CO2

stores than it does to charge up the much smaller O2

stores in the body.
Substituting normal values predicts that PAO2 = 100

mm Hg in normal individuals breathing room air (PAO2

= 150 � 40/0.8). Increases in _VVA (hyperventilation)
increase PAO2 by decreasing PACO2, whereas decreases in
_VVA (hypoventilation) decrease PAO2. The alveolar gas
equation calculates ideal alveolar PO2, which is greater
than measured arterial PO2 (Fig. 1). Reasons for this
difference are explained later.

DIFFUSION

Diffusion of O2 from alveoli to pulmonary capillary
blood is the next step in the O2 cascade after alveolar
ventilation. However, it is important to note that blood
leaving the pulmonary capillaries is in equilibrium with
alveolar gas in healthy lungs under normal resting
conditions. Hence, the small decrease between PAO2 and
PaO2 shown in Fig. 1 is not caused by diffusion, but by
ventilation-perfusion mismatching in healthy lungs
under normal conditions (see Ventilation-Perfusion
Mismatching section).

O2 moves from the alveoli into pulmonary capillary
blood barrier according to Fick’s first law of diffusion
(Chapter 18):

VO2 ¼ �PO2 
DO2;

where �PO2 is the average PO2 gradient across the
blood–gas barrier and DO2 is a ‘‘diffusing capacity’’ for
O2 across the barrier. Some readers may find it helpful
to note the analogy between Fick’s law for O2 flux and
Ohm’s law for the flow of electrons (current = voltage/
resistance). _VVO2 is analogous to current and �PO2 is
analogous to the potential energy difference of
voltage. However, DO2 is analogous to a conductance,

VT

VTFE = VA FA + VDFIEnd inspiration

VD

VA

VD

VA

VD

VA

Equilibrate

FIGURE 2 Not all of the tidal volume (VT) is effective at bringing

fresh gas into the alveoli during inspiration because of dead space

(VD). CO2 in the mixed expired gas (FE) is a mixture of dead space

(inspired gas that has not undergone exchange, FI) and alveolar gas

(FA). The equation can be rearranged to calculate VD/VT as described

in the text.
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which is the inverse of resistance (current = voltage

 conductance). O2 flux can be increased either by
increasing the PO2 gradient or increasing the O2

conductance (DO2).
DO2 depends on both the molecular properties of O2

and the geometric properties of that membrane:

DO2 ¼ ðsolubility=MWÞO2 
 ðarea=thicknessÞmembrane:

Solubility is important because gas molecules have to
‘‘dissolve’’ in a membrane before they can diffuse across
it and, once dissolved, low-molecular-weight (MW)
molecules move more quickly by the random motions
of diffusion. Large surface areas increase the probability
that an O2 molecule will come into contact with the
membrane through random motion, but membrane
thickness increases the distance over which O2 molecules
must travel.

Pathway for Oxygen

Figure 3 shows the pathway for an O2 molecule
diffusing from alveolar gas to hemoglobin inside an
erythrocyte (red blood cell). This is the anatomic basis
for DO2. The total area of the blood–gas barrier is nearly

100 m2 in the human lung (Chapter 18). The barrier is
also extremely thin but variable in thickness, and it
consists of several different layers. The ‘‘thin’’ side of a
pulmonary capillary (0.3 mm) separates gas from plasma
with (1) thin cytoplasmic extensions from type I alveolar
epithelial cells, (2) a thin basement membrane, and (3)
thin cytoplasmic extensions from capillary endothelial
cells. The thicker side of a capillary has collagen in the
interstitial space to provide mechanical strength in the
alveoli. Epithelial and endothelial cell bodies are in
alveolar corners between capillaries, to minimize further
the thickness of the gas exchange barrier. Finally, O2 has
to diffuse through plasma and across the red blood cell
membrane before it can combine with hemoglobin. The
diffusing capacity for O2 between the alveolar gas and
hemoglobin is called the membrane diffusing capacity for
O2, or DmO2.

After O2 diffuses into red blood cells, the finite rate of
reaction between O2 and hemoglobin (abbreviated with
the symbol �) offers an additional ‘‘resistance’’ to O2

uptake. The magnitude of this chemical resistance
depends on � and the total amount of hemoglobin,
which is a physiologic function of pulmonary capillary
volume (VC). This chemical resistance is in series with
the membrane resistance, so the total resistance to O2

FIGURE 3 Electron micrograph of a pulmonary capillary showing the pathway for O2 diffusion in the

lung. O2 diffuses from the alveolar space (open areas above and below capillary, C) through epithelial cell

(EP1), interstitial space and endothelial cell (EN), and plasma before combining with hemoglobin in the

erythrocyte (EC). Collagen fibers (F) and fibroblasts (Fb) thicken the interstitial space on one side of the

capillary. N, nucleus; J, endothelial cell junctions. Scale marker = 2 mm. (From Weibel, Chap. 82 in

Crystal et al., eds., The lung: Scientific foundations. Philadelphia: Lippincott-Raven, 1997.)
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diffusion in the lung can be defined as follows:

1=DLO2 ¼ 1=DmO2 þ 1=ð�VCÞ;

where DLO2 is the lung diffusing capacity for O2. (DLO2 is
a conductance; recall that conductance is the inverse of
resistance and resistors in series are additive.)

It is estimated that membrane and chemical reaction
resistances to O2 diffusion are about equal in normal
lungs. Both DmO2 and VC are under physiologic control
through pulmonary capillary recruitment and disten-
sion. Therefore, DLO2 increases with exercise by recruit-
ment of DmO2 and � VC. Methods for measuring DLO2

are described in a later section.

PO2 Changes along the Pulmonary Capillary

The �PO2 value used in Fick’s law is an average
value, corresponding to the mean partial pressure
gradient operating over the entire length of the pulmonary
capillary. Alveolar PO2 is constant everywhere outside
the capillary because diffusion is rapid in the gas phase
and effectively mixes O2 in the small alveolar spaces.
However, PO2 in the capillary blood must increase from
mixed-venous levels at the beginning to arterial levels at
the end of the capillary. Figure 4 shows the normal time
course of PO2 changes along the capillary in a healthy
lung at normal PO2 levels.

An average capillary transit time of 0.75 sec (Fig. 4) is
calculated from a cardiac output of 6 L/min and capillary

volume of 75 mL (time = volume/flow rate). Note that
diffusion equilibrium normally occurs between blood
and gas in only 0.25 sec, providing a threefold safety
factor. However, if DLO2 is decreased sufficiently with
lung disease, then capillary PO2 may not equilibrate with
PAO2 during the transit time (Fig. 4, abnormal O2 curve).
In the abnormal case, PC

0
O2< PAO2, which is defined as a

diffusion limitation for O2, where PC
0 is used to designate

end-capillary partial pressure.
Only two conditions lead to diffusion limitation for

O2 in healthy individuals: (1) Elite athletes at maximal
exercise, with very high O2 consumption and cardiac
outputs, can have transit times that are too short for O2

diffusion equilibrium. Capillary volume increases by
recruitment and distension with elevated cardiac output
(Chapter 18), but this is not sufficient to balance the
huge increase in flow rate that occurs in elite athletes. (2)
Normal individuals exercising at altitude may not achieve
diffusion equilibrium because transit time and PAO2

decrease. Transit time will decrease with elevated
cardiac output during exercise, but capillary volume
recruitment and distension can preserve enough time for
O2 diffusion equilibrium to occur if PAO2 is normal.
However, PAO2 is decreased at altitude, and this slows
O2 diffusion in two ways.

First, decreased PAO2 slows O2 diffusion by decreasing
the PO2 gradient driving diffusion. For example, at an
altitude of 3050 m (10,000 feet), the barometric
pressure is only 523 mm Hg and PIO2 is 100 mm Hg [=
0.21 (523 � 47) mm Hg]. In a normal individual doing
mild exercise at this altitude, PAO2 is measured to be
about 55 mm Hg. P�VVO2 decreases much less than this
because of the shape of the O2-blood equilibrium curve
(see below also, the Cardiovascular and Tissue Oxygen
Transport section). Measurements show P�VVO2 is 24 mm
Hg at altitude, compared with 30 mm Hg at sea level,
with this amount of exercise. Therefore, the PO2 gradient
at the beginning of the capillary decreases from 70 mm
Hg with mild exercise at sea level (= 100� 30 mmHg) to
31 mm Hg (= 55 � 24 mm Hg) at altitude. The exact
values in this example are not as important as the general
concepts that the shape of the O2-blood equilibrium curve
maintains P�VVO2 in exercise at altitude (see also Cardio-
vascular and Tissue Oxygen Transport section), and this
decreases the PO2 gradient for diffusion in the lung.

Decreasing PAO2 also slows the rate of rise in PO2

because gas exchange is occurring on the steep portion
of the O2-blood equilibrium curve. This means that a
given increase in O2 concentration is not effective at
increasing PO2 toward the alveolar equilibrium value. In
contrast, the flat shape of the O2-blood equilibrium
curve around normal PAO2 levels promotes diffusion
equilibrium. Small amounts of O2 diffusing from
alveolar gas into capillary blood cause large increases
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FIGURE 4 The time course of the increase in partial pressure for

different gases diffusing from alveolar gas into pulmonary capillary

blood. N2O and O2 under normal conditions equilibrate very quickly,

but CO or O2 under abnormal conditions does not equilibrate in the

time it takes blood to flow through the capillary (0.75 sec).
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in PO2, so capillary PO2 rapidly approaches equilibrium
with PAO2 in normoxia.

Diffusion- and Perfusion-Limited Gases

Figure 4 shows dramatic differences in the time
course of diffusion equilibrium for different gases in the
lung. The anesthetic gas nitrous oxide (N2O) achieves
equilibrium rapidly, whereas carbon monoxide (CO)
never comes close to diffusion equilibrium. Understand-
ing the differences between these gases is not only
important for anesthesiology and emergency medicine,
but it also helps one understand the physiologic
mechanisms for O2 diffusion limitations.

The uptake of a gas that achieves diffusion equilib-
rium depends on the magnitude of pulmonary blood
flow. For example, N2O diffuses rapidly from the alveoli
to capillary blood (Fig. 4), so the only way to increase its
uptake is to increase the amount of blood flowing
through the alveolar capillaries. N2O is an example of a
perfusion-limited gas. Changes in the diffusing capacity
have no effect on the uptake of a perfusion-limited gas or
its partial pressure in the blood and body. All anesthetic
and ‘‘inert’’ gases that do not react chemically with blood
are perfusion limited. Notice that under normal resting
conditions, O2 is a perfusion-limited gas also.

The uptake of a gas that does not achieve diffusion
equilibrium could obviously increase if the diffusing
capacity increased. CO is an example of such a diffusion-
limited gas (Fig. 4). Hemoglobin has a very high affinity
for CO, so the effective solubility of CO in blood is
large. Therefore, increases in the CO concentration in
blood are not effective at increasing PCO. This keeps
blood PCO lower than alveolar PCO, and results in a large
disequilibrium and diffusion limitation. Under abnor-
mal conditions, O2 may become a diffusion-limited gas
(Fig. 4).

The reason that some gases are perfusion limited and
some are diffusion limited is not related solely to their
solubility in blood. All anesthetic gases are perfusion
limited, yet they have a wide range of solubility in blood.
A gas is a diffusion-limited gas when its effective
solubility in blood is significantly greater than its
solubility in the blood–gas barrier (which is approxi-
mated by its solubility in water or plasma). This is
because a gas has to dissolve in the barrier before it can
diffuse across the barrier and dissolve in the blood. An
analogy is putting a liquid into different-sized containers
with different-sized openings. The supply of liquid is
assumed to be unlimited, analogous to a constant
alveolar partial pressure. The size of the container
represents solubility in blood and the size of the opening
represents solubility in the membrane. It takes a long
time to fill a large container through a small opening.

However, a larger container will not take longer to fill if
it also has a larger opening.

In practice, the only diffusion-limited gases are CO
and O2 under hypoxic conditions. All other gases are
perfusion limited, including O2 under normoxic condi-
tions in healthy lungs. CO is diffusion limited because it
is always much more soluble in blood than in the
blood–gas barrier. This is also the case for O2 in
hypoxia, when the slope of the O2-blood equilibrium
curve is much steeper than the slope for physically
dissolved O2 in plasma (see Chapter 20, Fig. 1).
However, at high PO2 levels, the slope of the blood-O2

equilibrium curve equals the slope of the solubility curve
in plasma, and O2 behaves like inert gases.

Measures of Diffusing Capacity

The diffusing capacity of the lung can be measured
from the uptake of a diffusion-limited gas like CO. If
very low levels of CO are inspired (about 0.1%), then
hemoglobin saturation with CO is very low, arterial
oxygenation is not disturbed, and there are no toxic
effects. Also, the amount of CO entering the capillary
blood does not increase blood PCO significantly because
CO is so soluble in blood. Therefore, the lung-diffusing
capacity for CO (DLCO) can be defined by Fick’s first
law of diffusion as follows:

DLCO ¼ _VVCO=PACO;

where _VVCO = CO uptake by the lung and the gradient
driving CO diffusion equals PACO because average
capillary PCO = 0. In theory, DLCO could be used to
calculate the DL for O2 by correcting for physical factors
that determine diffusing capacity (MW and solubility).
However, only DLCO is reported clinically.

In the steady-state DLCO method, the individual
breathes a low level of CO for a couple of minutes.
Then CO uptake is calculated from the Fick principle
using measurements of ventilation and inspired and
expired PCO. Alveolar PCO can be estimated from
expired PCO. In the single breath DLCO method, an
individual takes a breath with a low concentration of
CO and holds the breath for 10 sec. This method also
requires a simultaneous measurement of lung volume
(e.g., by helium dilution; see Chapter 18, Fig. 7) to
calculate _VVCO from PCO changes in the lung. Alveolar
PCO is estimated from expired PCO and corrected for the
change that occurs during the breath hold.

A normal DLCO is about 25 mL/(min 
 mm Hg). DLCO

can increase two- to threefold with exercise, as expected
for capillary recruitment and distension. DLCO also
changes with O2 level because the rate of chemical
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reaction between CO and hemoglobin is decreased by
hemoglobin oxygenation, and DLCO has a chemical
reaction rate component (� VC) similar to DLO2. In lung
disease, DLCO may be affected by other factors such as
unequal distributions of alveolar volume, pulmonary
blood flow, and diffusing properties. Such factors
explain why morphometric estimates of diffusing capa-
city, based on anatomic measurements of the blood–gas
barrier surface area, thickness, etc., are about twice as
large as functional measurements of diffusing capacity.
Because other factors can affect DLCOmeasurement, it is
sometimes referred to as a transfer factor instead of the
diffusing capacity.

CARDIOVASCULAR AND TISSUE
OXYGEN TRANSPORT

The cardiovascular system is responsible for trans-
porting O2 to metabolizing tissues after it has diffused
into pulmonary capillary blood. The heart pumps O2-
rich arterial blood to the tissues, where O2 leaves the
systemic capillaries and moves to the mitochondria
through tissue gas exchange. The heart also pumps O2-
poor venous blood back to the lungs, where it is
reoxygenated. The magnitude of the PO2 decrease
between arterial and venous blood (see Fig. 1) depends
on both the cardiovascular O2 supply and O2 demand in
the tissues.

Cardiovascular Oxygen Transport

O2 supply, or delivery, to tissues can be defined as the
product of cardiac output and arterial O2 concentration
( _QQ CaO2). The tissues will extract enough O2 to meet
their metabolic demands, as long as O2 supply is
sufficient. Hence, O2 supply and demand determine
venous O2 levels. These factors are related by the Fick
principle (Chapter 18), which describes O2 transport by
the cardiovascular system as follows:

_VVO2 ¼ _QQðCaO2 � C�VVO2Þ;

where _VVO2 is O2 consumption, _QQ is cardiac output, and
the last term is the arterial-venous O2 concentration
difference. This equation can be rearranged and used to
calculate cardiac output from measurements of VO2 and
blood O2 concentrations.

The Fick principle can be used to predict the arterial-
venous O2 concentration difference from normal resting
values for O2 consumption ( _VVO2 = 300 mL/min)
and cardiac output (Q = 6 L/min): (300 mL of
O2/min)/(6000 mL of blood/min) = 5 mL O2/dL
blood. If the normal value for CaO2 = 20 mL of O2/dL

of blood, then C�VVO2 = 15 mL/dL. Notice that venous
O2 level is determined by (1) the ratio of metabolism
to blood flow and (2) arterial O2 concentration, which
is determined by alveolar PO2 and the blood-O2

equilibrium curve. The O2-blood equilibrium curve
(see Chapter 20, Fig. 1) is used to convert C�VVO2 (15
mL/dL) to mixed-venous O2 saturation (75%) and P�VVO2
(40 mm Hg).

Figure 5 shows the cardiovascular Fick principle
graphically, to illustrate the importance of the shape of
the O2-blood equilibrium curve. In the right panel, the
height of the shaded rectangle represents the arterial-
venous O2 concentration difference, and its width
represents cardiac output (normalized to 100 g of body
mass). The area of the rectangle is the product of these
two factors, and represents _VVO2.

Changes in _VVO2 can be achieved by increasing cardiac
output (‘‘flow reserve’’) and/or increasing the arterial-
venous O2 difference. The dashed lines on Fig. 5 show
the consequences of increasing _VVO2 by increasing venous
O2 extraction (extraction reserve). Changes in P�VVO2, are
minimized with large decreases in venous O2 concentra-
tion by the shape of the O2-blood equilibrium curve. A
right shift of the O2-blood equilibrium curve can
increase P�VVo2 for a given C�VVO2 (O2-dissociation reserve).
Maintaining a high P�VVO2, is important for tissue gas
exchange and the microcirculatory and tissue reserve, as
discussed later. All of these reserves are important
mechanisms for meeting increased O2 demands during
exercise.
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Increases in O2 delivery are achieved primarily
through increases in cardiac output in normoxic
conditions. Increasing alveolar and arterial PO2 is not
effective at increasing CaO2 in normoxic conditions
because the slope of the O2-blood equilibrium curve is
flat at normal PaO2 values (ventilatory reserve; Fig. 5).
However, changes in PaO2 are much more effective at
changing O2 delivery when PO2 is low, for example, at
altitude, when exchange occurs on a steeper part of the
O2-blood equilibrium curve. Changes in hematocrit and
hemoglobin concentration, which occur with chronic
hypoxia (see Chapter 20), can increase O2 delivery by
increasing total O2 concentration for any given PO2

(erythropoietic reserve). The erythropoietic reserve is the
physiologic basis for the questionable practice of ‘‘blood
doping,’’ which uses blood transfusions or artificial
erythropoietin in attempts to increase maximal O2

consumption and athletic performance.

Tissue Gas Exchange

O2 moves out of systemic capillaries to the mitochon-
dria in cells by diffusion. Therefore, O2 transport in
tissues is described by Fick’s first law of diffusion, similar
to diffusion across the blood–gas barrier in the lung:

_VV�O2 ¼ �PO2 
DtO2;

where �PO2 is the average PO2 gradient between
capillary blood and the mitochondria, and DtO2 is a
tissue-diffusing capacity for O2. Interestingly, anatomic
estimates of DtO2 for the whole body are similar to
anatomic estimates of DmO2 in the lung.

The main difference between O2 diffusion in tissue and
in the lung is that diffusion pathways are much longer in
tissue. Tissue capillaries may be 50 mm apart, so the
distance from a capillary surface to mitochondria can be
50 times longer than the thickness of the blood–gas
barrier (<0.5 mm). Long diffusion distances can lead to
significant PO2 gradients in tissues. Also, the PO2 gradient
varies along the length of a capillary as O2 leaves the
blood, and capillary PO2 decreases from arterial to
venous levels. A mathematical model called the Krogh
cylinder can be used to predict PO2 profiles in metaboliz-
ing tissue. This model predicts that PO2 in cells farthest
away from a capillary, or at the venous end of the
capillary, may be zero when O2 demand is increased.
However, mitochondria function normally until PO2

decreases below a few mm Hg (see Chapter 18, Fig. 1),
so metabolism will continue under all but these most
extreme conditions.

During increased O2 demand (e.g., exercise in
skeletal muscle, absorption in the gut, nervous activity
in the brain), additional capillaries may be recruited

(Chapter 17). This helps maintain adequate O2 supply
by decreasing diffusion distances. Factors increasing, or
maintaining, P�VVO2 also help tissue O2 diffusion by
enhancing the PO2 gradient. These factors include the
steep shape of the O2-blood equilibrium curve in the
venous range and right shifts of the curve by tempera-
ture, PCO2, and pH changes, for example, in exercising
muscle. P�VVO2 is sometimes used as an index of tissue O2

exchange because it represents the minimum pressure
head driving O2 diffusion in the body.

Myoglobin may facilitate O2 diffusion in muscle by
shuttling O2 to sites far away from a capillary. Recent
measurements show that PO2 in skeletal muscle is much
more uniform than predicted by the Krogh cylinder
model and that myoglobin may shuttle O2 to the venous
end. The implications of this finding for differences in O2

transport between muscle (e.g., during myocardial ische-
mia) and brain (e.g., during a stroke) remain to be
determined.

LIMITATIONS OF PULMONARY
GAS EXCHANGE

Gas exchange limitations in the lungs can reduce PO2

throughout the O2 cascade. Recall that limitations do
not decrease resting _VVO2, although they may limit
maximal O2 consumption during exercise. Hypoxemia
is defined as a decrease in blood PO2, and arterial
hypoxemia, or decreased PaO2, indicates a limitation of
pulmonary gas exchange. Gas exchange limitation does
not imply a decrease in resting O2 consumption, because
PO2 will adjust throughout the O2 cascade to maintain
O2 consumption in a steady state. For example, PVO2

(and _QQ) will change as necessary to satisfy the cardio-
vascular Fick equation when O2 consumption increases.

Gas exchange limitations not only decrease PaO2, but
they also can increase the alveolar-arterial PO2 differ-
ence. The concept of an ‘‘ideal’’ lung without limitations
was introduced earlier, and under such ideal conditions,
PAO2 � PaO2 = 0 mm Hg. However, in reality, PAO2

calculated from the alveolar gas equation is greater than
PaO2, measured from an arterial blood sample, and this
alveolar-arterial PO2 difference increases with some, but
not all, mechanisms that limit gas exchange.

There are four kinds of pulmonary gas exchange
limitations: (1) hypoventilation, (2) diffusion limita-
tions, (3) pulmonary blood flow shunts, and (4)
mismatching of ventilation and blood flow in different
parts of the lung. The following subsections explain how
each of these limitations decreases PaO2 and how the
alveolar-arterial PO2 difference is useful for diagnosing
the causes of hypoxemia in a patient.
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Hypoventilation

Hypoventilation is the only pulmonary gas exchange
limitation that does not increase the alveolar-arterial
PO2 difference. Therefore, hypoxemia with an alveolar-
arterial PO2 difference in the normal range is diagnostic
of hypoventilation.

The magnitude of hypoxemia caused by hypoventila-
tion is predicted by the alveolar gas equation:

PAO2 ¼ PIO2 � ðPACO2=RÞ:

Hypoventilation increases PACO2, according to the
inverse relationship between _VVA and PACO2 described by
the alveolar ventilation equation. This is easiest to
understand when R = 1, and PAO2 decreases 1 mm Hg
for every 1 mm Hg increase in PaCO2. Conceptually, PIO2

represents the total amount of gas inspired, and gas
exchange replaces each molecule of O2 consumed with
one molecule of CO2. Hence, PAO2 is simply the
difference between PIO2 and PaCO2 when R = 1.
However, a normal value for R is 0.8, and this magnifies
the effects of hypoventilation and increased PaCO2 on
hypoxemia.

The two primary classes of problems that cause
hypoventilation are (1) mechanical limitations and (2)
ventilatory control abnormalities. Abnormal respira-
tory mechanics, such as increased airway resistance or
decreased compliance with lung disease, may limit the
effectiveness of the respiratory muscles in generating
volume changes and _VVA. Also, the respiratory muscles
themselves may be damaged and ineffective at generat-
ing the pressures necessary for normal ventilation. In all
of these cases, the ventilatory control system may be
normal, in terms of sensing PaO2 and PaCO2 changes and
sending neural signals to the respiratory muscles, to
increase ventilation. However, abnormal control of
ventilation can also occur, as described in Chapter 22.

Diffusion Limitations

Pulmonary diffusion limitation is defined as disequili-
brium between the partial pressure of a gas in the alveoli
and in the blood leaving the pulmonary capillaries.
Therefore, diffusion limitations decrease PaO2 by
increasing the alveolar-arterial PO2 difference. This
occurs when (1) the pressure head driving O2 diffusion
across the blood–gas barrier (PAO2) is too low, or (2) the
lung’s diffusing capacity for O2 (DL) is not sufficient for
the O2 demands of the body.

As described earlier, diffusion limitations can occur in
normal individuals when PAO2 is decreased at high
altitude and O2 demand is increased during hard
exercise. Increased O2 demand alone can increase the

alveolar-arterial PO2 difference and cause arterial hypox-
emia in some elite athletes during maximal exercise at sea
level. In lung disease, the measured DLCO can decrease
with destruction of surface area and capillary volume
(e.g., emphysema) or thickening of the blood–gas barrier
(e.g., interstitial lung disease) but DLCO has to decrease to
less than 50% of normal before arterial hypoxemia is
observed in resting patients. Hypoventilation and venti-
lation-perfusion mismatch can also lower PAO2 and
decrease the pressure gradient driving diffusion.

Arterial hypoxemia caused by a diffusion limitation
can be relieved rapidly by increasing inspired O2 (within
several breaths). This increases the driving pressure for
O2 from the alveoli into the blood.

Shunts

The ideal models used to analyze alveolar ventilation
and diffusion have considered gas exchange occurring in
a single compartment, so arterial PO2 equals PO2 in the
blood leaving the pulmonary capillaries (PaO2 = Pc0O2).
In reality, arterial blood is not pure pulmonary capillary
blood; it also includes shunt flow. Shunt is defined as
deoxygenated venous blood flow that enters the arterial
circulation without going through ventilated alveoli in
the pulmonary circulation. This kind of shunt is also
called right-to-left shunt, to distinguish it from left-to-
right shunt, which shunts systemic arterial blood into
pulmonary artery flow with some congenital heart
defects, and in the three-chambered hearts of some
lower vertebrates. Right-to-left shunt decreases PaO2 by
diluting end-capillary blood with deoxygenated venous
blood.

Shunt is calculated by applying the principle of mass
balance to a two-compartment model, which splits total
cardiac output ( _QQt) between a shunt flow to an
unventilated compartment ( _QQs) and flow to a normally
ventilated alveolar compartment (Fig. 6). O2 delivery in
arterial blood must equal the sum of O2 delivery from
the two compartments:

_QQtCaO2 ¼ _QQsC�VVO2 þ ð _QQt� _QQsÞCc0O2;

where Cc0O2 = O2 concentration in blood at the end of
the pulmonary capillaries. This can be rearranged to the
Berggren shunt equation defining shunt flow as a
fraction of total cardiac output:

_QQs= _QQt ¼ ðCc0O2 � CaO2Þ=ðCc
0
O2 � C�VVO2Þ:

The value of _QQs/ _QQt can be calculated in practice by
measuring arterial and mixed-venous blood samples in
an individual during 100% O2 breathing. This removes
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any diffusion limitation in ventilated alveoli, so Pc0O2 =
PAO2. CaO2 and C�VVO2 are measured directly. Cc0O2 is
estimated from PAO2 using an O2-blood equilibrium
curve, where PAO2, is calculated from the alveolar gas
equation. (Note that FIO2 appears in the constant F in
the alveolar gas equation, and this constant should not
be neglected when FIO2 = 1.0.)

Figure 6 shows the effect of shunt on PaO2. Alveolar
and end-capillary PaO2 are predicted to be more than
600 mm Hg during pure O2 breathing. However, shunt
significantly decreases PaO2 because of the shape of the
O2-blood equilibrium curve. The large increase in PO2

with O2 breathing does not increase Cc0O2 enough to
offset the low level of C�VVO2. Therefore, persistent
hypoxemia during 100% O2 breathing indicates a
shunt if all the alveoli are effectively ventilated with
100% O2. (Exceptions to this condition may occur with
ventilation-perfusion mismatching in lung disease, as
described later.) If PaO2 can be increased above 150 mm
Hg during O2 breathing, and cardiac output is normal,
then 1% shunt increases the alveolar-arterial PO2

difference about 20 mm Hg.
In healthy individuals, shunt during O2 breathing

averages less than 5% of cardiac output, including (1)
venous blood from the bronchial circulation that drains
directly into the pulmonary veins and (2) venous blood
from the coronary circulation that enters the left
ventricle through the Thebesian veins. If shunt is
calculated during room air breathing, it is called
venous admixture. Venous admixture is larger than the
shunt during O2 breathing because it is an ‘‘as if ’’ shunt,
which includes the effects of low PO2 from poorly
ventilated alveoli. This occurs even in healthy lungs with

ventilation-perfusion mismatching as described in the
next section.

Ventilation-Perfusion Mismatching

Mismatching of ventilation and blood flow in
different parts of the lung is the most common cause
of alveolar-arterial PO2 differences in health and disease.
It is also the most complicated mechanism of hypox-
emia, and will be approached in two steps. First, the
effect of the alveolar ventilation-perfusion ratio ( _VVA/ _QQ)
ratio on PAO2 is described for an ideal lung. Second, the
mechanisms resulting in different _VVA/ _QQ ratios in different
parts of real lungs and the effect of this on arterial PO2

are considered. It will be important to understand that
only this second factor increases the alveolar-arterial
PO2 difference.

Ventilation-Perfusion Ratio

The effect of changing _VVA/ _QQ on PAO2, has already
been introduced in the section on Alveolar Ventilation.
PAO2 increases with _VVA according to the alveolar
ventilation equation and alveolar gas equations. _VVA/ _QQ
adds the concept of blood flow. The effect of _VVA/ _QQ on
PAO2 can be understood by thinking of _VVA as bringing
O2 into the alveoli, and _QQ as taking it away. If _QQ
suddenly increases and removes more O2 from the
alveoli (recall that O2 is normally a perfusion-limited
gas), then PAO2, will decrease. However, if _VVA increases
O2 delivery to match increased O2 removal (returning
the _VVA/ _QQ ratio to normal), then PAO2 will return to
normal. Decreasing _VVA/ _QQ has the opposite effect and
decreases PAO2.

The O2-CO2 diagram of Fig. 7 shows the effects of
changing _VVA/ _QQ in an ideal lung, modeled as a single
alveolus in a steady state, with no shunts or diffusion
limitations. The ventilation-perfusion ratio ( _VVA/ _QQ) is
defined with alveolar ventilation to eliminate the effects
of dead space. The _VVA/ _QQ line on the CO2-O2 diagram
shows all possible PCO2-PO2 combinations that could
occur in this lung with _VVA/ _QQ ratios ranging from 0 to
infinity. When _VVA/ _QQ = 0, this indicates a shunt. The
shunt alveolus is not ventilated, so it will equilibrate
with mixed-venous blood and the _VVA/ _QQ = 0 point
corresponds to P�VVO2 and P�VVCO2. When _VVA/ _QQ is infinite,
this indicates dead space. There is no blood flow to dead
space, so this alveolus equilibrates with inspired gas, and
the infinite _VVA/ _QQ point corresponds to PIO2 and PICO2.
Normal PACO2 and PAO2 values are shown for a normal
_VVA/ _QQ of 0.8.

The important point to notice about the _VVA/ _QQ line is
that changes in _VVA/ _QQ around the normal value affect PAQZ

more than PACO2 (notice the different CO2 and O2 scales
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in Fig. 7). This generalization holds even if the _VVA/ _QQ line
is altered by changing mixed-venous or inspired gas
(which changes the end points), or by physiologic
changes in the blood-O2 or CO2 equilibrium curves
(which determine the exact shape of the _VVA/Q. line). The
_VVA/ _QQ line is calculated from the ventilation-perfusion
equation: _VVA/ _QQ = 8.63R(CaO2 � C�VVO2)/PACO2 with _VVA

in LBTPS/min, _QQ in L/min, O2 concentrations in mL/dL,
and PCO2 in mm Hg. This equation is not generally used
in clinical medicine, but is included here for reference.

_VVA/ _QQ Mismatching between Different Alveoli

In real lungs, total alveolar ventilation and cardiac
output must be distributed between some 300 million
alveoli, and this distribution is not perfectly uniform.
This results in _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity, or different _VVA/ _QQ
ratios in different parts of the lung; _VVA/ _QQ mismatching
refers to spatial _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity between functional
units of gas exchange in real lungs—not a mismatch
between total _VVA and _QQ or a deviation of the overall
_VVA/ _QQ from 1. Changes in the _VVA/ _QQ ratio in an ideal
lung, or in a single alveolus, change PAO2 as described
earlier (see Fig. 7), but this does not change the alveolar-
arterial PO2 difference from the ideal value of zero. In
contrast, _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity between lung units does
decrease PaO2 and it increases the alveolar-arterial PO2

difference.
Regional differences in alveolar ventilation occur

because of the mechanical properties of the lung, as
described in Chapter 19. Briefly, gravity tends to distort

the upright lung so alveoli in the apex are more
expanded than those in the base of the lung. This results
in basal alveoli operating on a steeper part of the lung’s
compliance curve, so _VVA is greater at the bottom than at
the top of the lung (see Chapter 19, Fig. 11). _VVAper unit
lung volume differs by a factor of 2.5 between the top
and bottom of the upright human lung (Fig. 8).

Regional differences in blood flow occur because of the
effects of gravity on the pulmonary circulation, as
described in Chapter 18. Briefly, capillary pressure is
greater at the bottom than at the top of the upright lung,
which reduces local vascular resistance at the bottom of
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FIGURE 8 Gravity results in regional differences in alveolar

ventilation ( _VVA) and blood flow between the apex and base of the

lung, as described in the text. This causes the _VVA/ _QQ ratio to decrease

about 2.5-fold from the top to the bottom of the lung. (After West,

Ventilation/blood flowand gas exchange.NewYork:Blackwell Scientific,

1990.)
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the lungs and increases regional blood flow (see Chapter
18, Fig. 13). Figure 8 shows that _QQ per unit lung volume
changes by a factor of 6 between the top and bottom of
the upright human lung, or relatively more than _VVA. The
net result is a large decrease in _VVA/ _QQ between the top
and bottom of the upright lung (Fig. 8).

This _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity between different regions of
the lung leads to regional differences in PAO2 and PACO2

corresponding to differences predicted by the _VVA/ _QQ line
on the CO2-O2 diagram (see Fig. 7). For example, _VVA/ _QQ
in the upright lung at rest ranges from 3.3 at the top of
the lung to 0.6 at the bottom. This decreases PAO2 from
132 mm Hg at the top of the lung to 89 mm Hg at the
bottom. PACO2 increases from 28 mm Hg at the top of
the lung to 42 mm Hg at the bottom. These regional
differences in alveolar gas cause O2 uptake and CO2

elimination to decrease from the top to the bottom of
the lung. However, O2 uptake decreases more than CO2

elimination, corresponding to the larger decrease in
PAO2 and this decreases R (the respiratory exchange
ratio) between the top and the bottom of the lung.
Exercise reduces regional heterogeneity of _VVA/ _QQ, alveo-
lar gases, and gas exchange by increasing blood flow at
the top of the lung.

_VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity also causes heterogeneity in PO2

of the end-capillary blood (Pc0O2), because alveolar-
arterial PO2 equilibrium occurs in any region with a
normal diffusing capacity. Figure 9 illustrates how this
leads to hypoxemia. Diffusing capacity is assumed
normal, so Pc0OO2 equals PAO2 in each functional unit
of gas exchange with a different _VVA/ _QQ. Arterial blood is
a mixture of blood draining each unit, so O2 concentra-
tion in the ‘‘mixed’’ arterial blood is a flow-weighted
average of blood from individual units. The ‘‘high’’
_VVA/ _QQ unit contributes relatively little to total blood
flow, and Cc0O2 is not increased significantly by the high
PAO2, because the blood-O2 equilibrium curve is flat at
high PO2. The ‘‘low’’ _VVA/ _QQ unit contributes relatively
more to total blood flow, and Cc0O2 is decreased
significantly because the blood-O2 equilibrium curve is
steep at low PO2. Consequently, CaO2 is weighted toward
the level in the low _VVA/ _QQ units, and PAO2 is lower than
the numerical average of PAO2 from all three alveoli.

Figure 9 also shows how _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity
increases the measured alveolar-arterial PO2 difference,
without increasing alveolar-arterial PO2 difference in any
single gas exchange unit. PO2 in the mixed alveolar gas
can be calculated as a flow-weighted mixture of the gas
expired from all the units. Increases in PO2 can
effectively balance decreases in PO2 in the gas phase,
because partial pressure and concentration (or fraction,
PO2) are linearly related for O2 in the gas phase,
unlike O2 in blood. However, mixed PAO2, exceeds the
numerical average of PO2 from the three units because

the high _VVA/ _QQ unit contributes more volume to mixed
alveolar gas.

Therefore, _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity decreases PaO2, and
increases PAO2 from ideal values, so the alveolar-arterial
PO2 is increased. This mechanism increases the alveolar-
arterial partial pressure difference for any gas, including
CO2 and anesthetic gases. However, _VVA/ _QQ affects O2

more than other gases because the shape of the blood-O2

equilibrium curve depresses PaO2. High and low _VVA/ _QQ
regions can offset the effects of each other more
effectively for CO2 and anesthetic gases because the
blood-equilibrium curves are relatively linear for these
gases. Consequently, increasing overall ventilation is
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effective at overcoming PACO2 increases from _VVA/ _QQ
heterogeneity, and the ventilatory control reflexes
are quite effective at maintaining normal PaCO2 by
this mechanism (see Carbon Dioxide Exchange and
Chapter 22).

_VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity occurs in normal lungs and
explains the normal alveolar-arterial PO2 in healthy
young individuals. However, only half the _VVA/ _QQ hetero-
geneity necessary to explain the normal alveolar-arterial
PO2 difference is caused by gravitational-dependent
differences in _VVA and _QQ at different heights in the
lung. Significant intraregional _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity occurs
between functional units of gas exchange (acini; see
Chapter 18) at any given height in the lung. _VVA/ _QQ
heterogeneity is also the most common cause of
hypoxemia in lung disease (see Clinical Note later in
this chapter).

Several methods are available for measuring the
exact nature of _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity, but they are
generally restricted to the research laboratory and not
useful clinically. _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity can be diagnosed
clinically by eliminating other causes of hypoxemia.
Hypoventilation can be ruled out if the measured
alveolar-arterial PO2 difference is greater than the
normal predicted value. Diffusion limitation can be
ruled out if the measured DLCO is at least 50% of
normal, or if breathing high inspired O2 relieves
hypoxemia and decreases the alveolar-arterial PO2

difference. However, 100% O2 breathing will also
eliminate hypoxemia from _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity if all
of the alveoli equilibrate with inspired PO2. With pure O2

breathing, only O2 and CO2 (plus water vapor) are in
the alveolar gas, so PAO2 is at least 600 mm Hg in all
alveoli. In practice, _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity includes poorly
ventilated lung units, so it may take up to 30 min to
wash nitrogen out of all the alveoli during O2 breath-
ing. Consequently, O2 breathing improves hypoxemia
from _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity, but not nearly as quickly as
it does with a pure diffusion limitation (which requires
< 1 min). If shunt is present, 100% O2 breathing will
never resolve the hypoxemia or decrease the alveolar-
arterial PO2 difference.

Other clinical measures of _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity
include physiologic shunt and dead space. Low _VVA/ _QQ
gas exchange units and shunt have similar effects on
PaO2. This means that physiologic shunt (or venous
admixture) can be used to quantify _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity.
Physiologic shunt is measured with the Berggren shunt
equation in an individual breathing less than 100% O2,
and usually room air (see Shunts section). _VVA/ _QQ
heterogeneity causes hypoxemia ‘‘as if’’ there were an
increase in shunt, so it increases physiologic shunt.
Similarly, the effects of high _VVA/ _QQ units on PaO2
resemble the effects of dead space. Therefore, physiolo-
gic dead space (see Physiologic Dead Space section) can
be used to quantify the effects of _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity on
PaO2 and PaCO2 ‘‘as if’’ there were an increase in
anatomic dead space. Note that both physiologic shunt
and dead space will be less than the actual amounts of
blood flow or ventilation going to abnormal _VVA/ _QQ units.
This is because shunt and dead space represent the
extremes of the _VVA/ _QQ ratio, and actual _VVA/ _QQ ratios
between 0 and infinity will have smaller effects on
alveolar and arterial PO2 and PCO2 (see Fig. 7).

Note that the alveolar ventilation equation intro-
duced earlier does not accurately quantify _VVA when
arterial PCO2 is substituted for alveolar PCO2 if _VVA/ _QQ
heterogeneity is present. _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity causes
alveolar PCO2 to be less than arterial PCO2. Hence, the
total ventilation to all alveoli is underestimated if
arterial PCO2 is used in the alveolar ventilation equation.
Because it is difficult to measure mixed alveolar PCO2,
the alveolar ventilation equation is not used on people
with lung disease.

CARBON DIOXIDE EXCHANGE

Physiologic CO2 transport follows the same general
principles described for O2 in the earlier sections. For
example, the Fick principle was used earlier to
calculate PACO2. The Fick principle can also be used to
calculate the normal arterial-venous CO2 concentration

Clinical Note

Most lung disease is patchy in nature, and leads
to considerable differences in ventilation ( _VVA) and
perfusion ( _QQ), and _VV A/ _QQ heterogeneity. This
increases the alveolar-arterial PO2 and, conse-
quently, it can be difficult to distinguish between
diffusion limitations and _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to routinely
measure _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity for diagnostic
purposes, although rapid progress is being
made in lung imaging techniques. However,
sophisticated experimental techniques have
been applied in special clinical studies and these
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Clinical Note (continued )

have revealed some important insights about the
exact causes of hypoxemia in certain lung
diseases, as well as how they respond to
treatment.
Diffuse interstitial pulmonary fibrosis is a thicken-
ing of the alveolar walls with collagen and scarring
in the interstitium. As expected, fibrosis decreases
the diffusing capacity (DLCO) experiments hypox-
emia in patients with fibrosis at rest can be
explained by _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity. Uneven scarring
of the lungs results in local changes in compliance
and resistance (airway obstructions), leading to
regional differences in time constants and ventila-
tion (see Chapter 19). Local scarring may also
affect resistance to pulmonary blood flow but not
always in the same way it affects ventilation,
leading to _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity. Diffusion limitation
for oxygen only becomes significant in patients
with fibrosis during exercise.

Another pulmonary disease that might be
expected to cause a diffusion limitation is adult
respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), which can
result from blunt trauma to the chest and lungs
(e.g., in a car crash). ARDS begins with pulmonary
edema and leads to interstitial fibrosis (which
eventually reverses if the patient recovers).
Oxygen therapy should relieve hypoxemia
caused by a diffusion limitation from a thickening
of the interstitium, but oxygen can actually
decrease PaO2 in ARDS. This is because shunt
can increase during oxygen breathing by a
mechanism called absorption atelectasis. Alveoli
with low _VVA/ _QQ ratios are especially susceptible to
atelectasis, or collapse, during oxygen breathing
because a large diffusion gradient is driving all of
the oxygen into pulmonary capillary blood, and
there is no nitrogen left in the alveoli to hold them
open. Experiments confirm that blood flow to low
_VVA/ _QQ regions in the lungs of ARDS patients is
converted to shunt during O2 breathing. Hence,
other treatments such as O2 administered with
positive end-expiratory pressure (PEEP) artificial
ventilation may be necessary.

Pulmonary thromboembolism occurs when a
blood clot obstructs part of the pulmonary
circulation, leading to increased pulmonary
artery pressure and high _VVA/ _QQ ratios in parts of
the lungs that are distal to the clot and poorly
perfused. This _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity leads to

hypoxemia but shunt may occur also. Surfactant
production requires substrates delivered by the
pulmonary circulation; this is impaired in poorly
perfused parts of the lungs, leading to increased
surface tension and alveolar collapse. Also,
pulmonary capillary pressures increase in
perfused regions of the lungs, with the
high pulmonary artery pressure, and this can
lead to edema and alveolar flooding that causes
shunt.

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) is a general term for patients with
emphysema (see Chapter 19) and chronic bron-
chitis. _VVA/ _QQ heterogeneity is the main cause of
hypoxemia in this disease too, but at least two
different patterns of _VVA/ _QQ distributions are seen
that correlate roughly with the arterial PCO2.
Some COPD patients maintain PaCO2 in the
normal range by increasing total ventilation in
the face of _VVA/ _QQ mismatching as described in the
text. Other COPD patients hypoventilate, so their
PaO2 is low and PaCO2 is elevated (suggesting a
problem with ventilatory control; see Chapter
22). The COPD patients with normal PaCO2 tend
to have less chronic bronchitis and high _VVA/ _QQ
regions in their lungs, consistent with emphy-
sema destroying part of the alveolar capillary
bed. In contrast, COPD patients with elevated
PaCO2 typically have advanced chronic
bronchitis and low _VVA/ _QQ regions in the lungs,
consistent with increased airway resistance in the
inflamed airways.

Asthma is the other main obstructive
pulmonary disease. Asthma causes severe
bronchoconstriction leading to low _VVA/ _QQ regions
in the lung but no shunt. A big advance in the
treatment of asthma was the development of
selective �2-adrenergic agents (e.g., albuterol)
to stimulate bronchodilation. Older, non-selec-
tive �-adrenergic agents (e.g., isoproterenol)
stimulated �1 receptors on the heart also,
which increased blood flow to low _VVA/ _QQ regions
of the lung and could actually decrease PaO2.
The benefits of relieving bronchoconstriction
and increasing ventilation generally outweighed
the negative side effects of �-adrenergic agents
on gas exchange, but the selective �2-adrener-
gic agents completely obviate these side
effects.
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difference:

_VVCO2 ¼ _QQðCaCO2 � C�VVCO2Þ:

For normal values of _VVCO2 = 240 mL of CO2/min and
_QQ = 6 L/min, the arterial-venous CO2 concentration
difference is 4 mL/dL. This differs from the normal
value for O2 only by the difference in _VVCO2 and _VVO2 (or
by their ratio, which equals R).

Differences between CO2 and O2 exchange result
mainly from (1) differences in the O2 and CO2 dissocia-
tion curves and (2) differences in the effects of CO2 and
O2 on ventilatory control reflexes. As explained in
Chapter 20, PCO2 differences are much smaller than PO2

differences between arterial and venous blood, although
the concentrations are similar, because CO2 is more
soluble in blood. As explained in Chapter 22, PaCO2 is
the most important value in determining the resting level
of ventilation, and ventilatory reflexes tend to increase
_VVA as much as necessary to restore normal PaCO2 when
gas exchange is altered.

Hypoventilation has almost the same effect on both
O2 and CO2. Differences between decreases in PaO2 and
increases in PaCO2 with hypoventilation are explained by
the effect of the normal respiratory exchange ratio (R) in
the alveolar gas equation. A normal R = 0.8 magnifies
PaO2 changes for a given PaCO2 change.

Diffusion limitation affects CO2 and O2 similarly, but
normal ventilatory control reflexes will increase _VVA and
return PaCO2 to normal. Calculating a diffusing capacity
for CO2 is less certain than for O2 because resistances
from the chemical reactions of CO2 in the blood are
more uncertain. Membrane-diffusing capacity for CO2

is greater than DmO2 because CO2 solubility is much
greater than O2 solubility, but other factors are similar
or identical. [Recall that D= (solubility/MW)gas 
 (area/
thickness)membrane]. However, under normal circum-
stances, the rate of equilibration between alveolar gas
and capillary blood is estimated to be similar for CO2

and O2, requiring approximately 0.25 sec for equili-
brium. CO2 equilibrium is slower than expected with its
large membrane-diffusing capacity, in part because
chemical reactions for CO2 in blood are slow. Also,

both membrane and blood solubility are high for CO2,
and the membrane-to-blood solubility ratio determines
rate of diffusion equilibrium (see the Diffusion- and
Perfusion-Limited Gases section).

The effects of shunts and ventilation-perfusion
mismatching on PaCO2 are similar, and relatively small
for two reasons: (1) PaCO2 changes little when shunt or
low _VVA/ _QQ units increase CO2 concentration, because the
CO2-blood equilibrium curve is so steep (see Chapter 20,
Fig. 4); and (2) the linearity of the physiologic CO2

dissociation curve (see Chapter 20, Fig. 4) means that
increases in CO2 concentration can be offset by
increasing _VVA, which decreases PaCO2. As explained
earlier, _VVA/ _QQ mismatching will increase the alveolar-
arterial partial pressure difference for any gas, including
CO2. However, the normal ventilatory control system
will increase the overall _VV as necessary to restore PaCO2
to normal. In fact, some patients with shunts and low
_VVA/ _QQ units may actually have decreased PaCO2 if
hypoxemia is severe enough to override the normal
control of PaCO2 arid induce hyperventilation (see
Chapter 22).

The extra ventilation necessary to compensate for
shunt and low _VVA/ _QQ units contributes to physiologic
dead space calculated by the Bohr method. The differ-
ence between physiologic and anatomic dead space is
sometimes called alveolar dead space. This represents an
‘‘as if’’ amount of wasted ventilation that could explain
measured CO2 exchange if there was no shunt or _VVA/ _QQ
mismatching in the lung.
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KEY POINTS
� Negative feedback systems control ventilation

to maintain normal arterial blood gases and
minimize the work of breathing in response to
changes in the environment, activity, and lung
function.

� The basic respiratory rhythm is generated by
neurons in the brain stem, and this rhythm is
modulated by ventilatory reflexes.

� Arterial PCO2 is the most important factor
determining ventilatory drive in resting humans.

� The ventilatory response to hypoxia depends
strongly on arterial PCO2 and it is not large in
normal individuals until arterial PO2 drops
below 60 mm Hg.

� Arterial chemoreceptors sense changes in
arterial PO2, PCO2, and pH, but central chemo-
receptors sense changes only in arterial PCO2.

� Vagal nerve endings sensitive to stretch in the
lungs mediate reflexes that fine-tune the rate
and depth of breathing.

� Vagal nerve endings sensitive to mechanical and
chemical irritation of the airways and lungs
stimulate coughing, mucous production, bron-
choconstriction, and rapid shallow breathing.

� The autonomic nervous system and vagal
sensory nerves in the airways are involved in
local control of airway function.

� The most common cause of increased ventila-
tion in healthy humans is exercise, but this
cannot be explained by negative feedback
ventilatory reflexes.

� The ventilatory response to arterial blood gases
changes with time during chronic hypoxemia at
high altitude or with lung disease.
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CONTROL OF VENTILATION

The body contains several physiologic control
systems to maintain arterial pH (pHa) within normal
limits, to meet the oxygen demands of the tissues, to
minimize the mechanical work of breathing, and to
prevent lung injury by environmental agents. This
means that limitations in lung function or gas exchange
can be masked by the physiologic control systems acting
to maintain homeostasis. Therefore, knowledge of the
normal physiology of respiratory control is critical for
understanding respiratory responses to activity, the
environment, and pulmonary disease. This knowledge
is also necessary to distinguish abnormalities in the
respiratory control system from primary disturbances in
lung function.

Reflexes and Negative Feedback

Breathing originates from a respiratory rhythm
generated in the brain, as described next in the
Respiratory Rhythm Generation section. However,
homeostasis requires reflexes to modulate the timing
and amplitude of the basic breathing rhythm in response
to changes in respiratory system function.

The reflex control system has three components
(Fig. 1). First, a sensory system detects and transmits
information about the level of some physiologic variable
in the body, called the physiologic stimulus. This sensory
information is called afferent input. Afferent nerves code
sensory information with frequency of action potentials
(see Chapter 49). Second, central integration processes
afferent input from multiple sensory systems and
determines an appropriate response. Such complex

information processing occurs in the central nervous
system (CNS) and involves the neurophysiologic and
neurochemical mechanisms of synaptic transmission
(Chapter 6). Central integration of respiratory reflexes
occurs in the medulla and pons, in proximity to the areas
that generate the respiratory rhythm. Third, efferent
output occurs when an effector system executes the
appropriate response. Negative feedback occurs when
the efferent output has an effect on the original
stimulus and afferent input, such as ventilation changing
arterial PCO2.

Figure 1 shows the important components of respira-
tory reflexes. Reflexes are involuntary by definition, but
notice that breathing can be changed voluntarily by
neural commands for behaviors from higher centers in
the CNS. For example, breathing may be changed
during speech, which requires a voluntary command
from the cortex. However, such voluntary commands
are integrated with all other afferent information to
generate an appropriate efferent response. This explains
why it is so difficult to speak in a normal voice
immediately after hard exercise, when other factors are
strongly stimulating ventilation.

Two main classes of sensory systems convey afferent
information about the function of the respiratory system:
the chemoreceptors and the mechanoreceptors (see
Fig. 1). Arterial PO2, PCO2, and pH are collectively
referred to as arterial blood gases, and they provide a
good index of gas exchange and lung mechanics, as
described in previous chapters. Chemoreceptors monitor
changes in arterial blood gases and cause reflex changes
in ventilation that return arterial blood gases toward
normal values. For example, increases in PaCO2 or
decreases in PaO2 stimulate reflex increases in ventilation.
Mechanoreceptors monitor pressure and volume in the
lungs and airways to provide afferent information about
pulmonary mechanics. Generally, mechanoreceptors
induce reflex changes in the rate and depth of breathing
to minimize the work of breathing under different
mechanical conditions and at different levels of ventila-
tion. Mechanoreceptors (and other sensory nerves from
the lungs and airways) are also involved in airway smooth
muscle and secretory responses that defend the lungs
from environmental insult. Note that, in this context, the
term receptor refers to a specialized sensory nerve ending
and not a neurotransmitter or drug receptor.

All of the reflexes described in this chapter are
examples of negative feedback control. Negative feed-
back describes the effect of the response (efferent
output) on the stimulus. For example, increased PaCO2
will stimulate chemoreceptors to cause a reflex increase
in ventilation and this, in turn, decreases PaCO2.
Negative feedback reduces the original deviation in the
stimulus from its normal level. In control systems

Central integration

medulla, pons

Afferent input

Higher CNS center
(behaviour)

Lung receptors
(mechanics)

Chemoreceptors
(arterial blood)

Efferent output

Ventilation
Bronchial muscle
Secretory glands

Gas exchange
Mechanics

Negative Feedback

FIGURE 1 Three components of negative feedback ventilatory

control by reflexes as described in the text. Lung receptors and

chemoreceptors sense changes in mechanics and arterial blood, and

cause reflex changes in ventilation and airways. These efferent

responses affect gas exchange and lung mechanics and also provide

negative feedback.
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terminology, the measured input from a regulated
variable (PaCO2) is held constant by changes in the
output of a controlled variable (ventilation). In most
physiologic control systems, increases or decreases in a
regulated variable stimulate the appropriate response
from a controlled variable to minimize the initial
disturbance. For example, decreases in PaCO2 will
decrease chemoreceptor stimulation and cause a reflex
decrease in ventilation. The resulting increase in PaCO2 is
also an example of negative feedback.

Note that the most common stimulus for increased
ventilation is exercise. However, despite years of study,
we still cannot explain exercise hyperpnea based on the
reflexes described in this chapter. The topic is discussed
more in the chapter on exercise.

Respiratory Rhythm Generation

Although breathing is similar to the heartbeat in
terms of being automatic and being continuous during
sleep or general anesthesia, the skeletal muscles driving
ventilation do not contract spontaneously like cardiac
muscle does. Rhythmic breathing results from periodic
activation of the ventilatory muscles by motor nerves
from the CNS. A so-called central pattern generator,

composed of networks of neurons, generates this basic
respiratory rhythm. The central pattern generator is
located in the medulla near other respiratory centers
that integrate afferent information for ventilatory
reflexes to fine-tune the motor output to ventilatory
muscles.

Figure 2 shows the areas of the brain that include the
(1) central pattern generator of respiration, (2) the
motor nuclei for respiratory muscles, and (3) the sites of
central integration for respiratory reflexes. The neural
structures responsible for these functions have been
identified by experiments on animals and studies of
patients with various brain injuries. Modern imaging
techniques hold promise for a better understanding of
human respiratory centers, but the current technology
does not have the resolution necessary to study these
small complexes of neurons in the brain stem.

The central pattern generator for ventilation has been
isolated in experimental animals to a very small region
of the medulla called the pre-Bötzinger complex. It has
been known for centuries that ventilation begins in the
CNS. Galen observed that Roman gladiators with
injuries in the neck stopped breathing, but breathing
continued if the same injury was below the neck. In the
1800s, physiologists identified most of the important
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FIGURE 2 Respiratory centers in the brain stem with functions described in text. Left, dorsal view

of the pons and medulla with the cerebellum removed; right, transverse sections from three levels of the

medulla; PRG, pontine respiratory group; preBot, pre-Botzinger complex, responsible for generating

the normal respiratory rhythm; VRG, ventral respiratory group; DRG, dorsal respiratory group; IX

cranial nerve (glossopharyngeal); X cranial nerve (vagus); AP, area postrema; NTS, nucleus tractus

solitarius; CC, central canal.
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respiratory centers by making discrete lesions in the pons
and medulla in experimental animals. Recently, neuro-
scientists targeted a specific class of neurons in the pre-
Bötzinger complex, which have neurokinin 1 (NK-1)
receptors that are responsive to the neurotransmitter
substance P. When these neurons are selectively killed by
a toxin targeted to the NK-1 receptor in rats, the
animals develop an abnormal and unstable ventilatory
pattern over several days, resulting in severe arterial
hypoxia and hypercapnia. However, the animals
survive, suggesting that other parts of the brain can
compensate for the loss of the central pattern generator
in the pre-Bötzinger, although the compensation is less
than perfect.

Experiments can be done on the pre-Bötzinger in
vitro, using slices of the brain from experimental animals
that continue to generate a basic respiratory rhythm.
Such studies have shown that the major inhibitory
neurotransmitters, GABA and glycine, are not necessary
for rhythm generation. This rules out a reciprocal
inhibition network model for rhythm generation.
Current evidence supports a hybrid network model,
which incorporates pacemaker neurons and synaptic
interactions that fine-tune the duration of, and transi-
tion between, inspiration and expiration. Glutamate is
the major excitatory neurotransmitter within the central
pattern generator, as well as between the rhythm
generating neurons and bulbospinal (premotor) neurons,
and at spinal (e.g., phrenic) motor neurons.

Other respiratory centers include the ventral and
dorsal respiratory groups in the medulla. The ventral
respiratory group (VRG) is a column of neurons that fire
action potentials in phase with respiration. It includes
neurons depolarizing during inspiration (inspiratory or
I neurons) and expiration (expiratory or E neurons).
The pre-Bötzinger is in the rostral VRG. The dorsal
respiratory group (DRG) contains mainly I neurons and
is part of the nucleus of the solitary tract (or nucleus
tractus solitarius, NTS). The afferent input from arterial
chemoreceptors and lung mechanoreceptor synapses on
neurons in the NTS near the DRG. The pons includes a
group of neurons in the pontine respiratory group,
which are involved in the phase transition between
inspiration and expiration, and the reflex effects of
lung mechanoreceptors on ventilation. Apneusis (abnor-
mally long inspiration) can occur if the pons is
lesioned in humans. All of these respiratory centers are
bilaterally symmetrical on the right and left sides of the
brain stem.

Efferent Pathways

Normal resting ventilation consists of the rhythmic
contraction of the diaphragm during inspiration and

expiration by passive elastic recoil of the lung and chest
wall (see Chapter 19). Figure 3 shows this pattern of
activity for the phrenic nerve (lower trace), which is the
motor nerve innervating the diaphragm. The rhythm
from the central pattern generator is synaptically
transmitted to phrenic motor neurons at the third to
fifth cervical levels of the spinal cord (C3–C5). Injuries
that disrupt this normal flow of information between the
medulla and C3–C5 spinal cord result in respiratory
paralysis, so high quadriplegics require artificial ventila-
tion. Phrenic nerve activity reflects basic features of the
central pattern generator, including (1) a sudden onset
of inspiratory activity, (2) a ramp-like increase in
activity during inspiration, and (3) a relatively sudden
termination of activity at the onset of expiration.
Low levels of phrenic activity at the onset of expiration
(Fig. 3) allow the diaphragm to smooth the transition to
passive expiration.

Inspiratory and expiratory intercostal muscles are
innervated by spinal nerves from all levels of the
thoracic spinal cord (T1–T11). The pattern of electrical
activity in the external intercostal nerves is similar to
that in the phrenic nerve, whereas the internal inter-
costals are activated during expiration (see Fig. 3).
Remember that expiration is passive at rest, so ventila-
tion is elevated in Fig. 3 to illustrate intercostal activity.
Electrical activity in lower thoracic and upper lumbar
spinal nerves, which innervate the abdominal expiratory
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FIGURE 3 Ventilatory volume changes and the pattern of motor

nerve activity to an expiratory muscle (internal intercostal, recorded

from 10th thoracic spinal nerve), and two inspiratory muscles (external

intercostal, recorded from 5th thoracic spinal nerve; and diaphragm,

recorded from phrenic or 5th cervical spinal nerve). (Nerve activity

after Hlastala and Berger, Physiology of respiration, Oxford, UK:

Oxford University Press, 1996.)
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muscles, is similar to the internal intercostal activity
shown in Fig. 3. Inspiratory and expiratory activity in
the vagus and hypoglossal (XII cranial) nerves, which
innervate the upper airway muscles in the larynx and
pharynx, is also similar to the patterns shown in Fig. 3.

The patterns of motor neuron discharge, which
determine ventilatory flow profiles and tidal volume,
are shaped by central integration of respiratory reflexes
in the brain stem. However, some central integration
does occur in the spinal cord through �-efferent control
of muscle spindles, as described in Chapter 55. Afferent
feedback from muscle spindles, and the modulation of
this feedback by the �-efferent system, is more impor-
tant for the intercostal muscles than the diaphragm.
This reflex may stabilize ventilation when mechanical
loads are applied to the chest wall, and act in concert
with reflexes from the lungs that fine-tune the pattern of
ventilation to minimize the work of breathing under
different conditions.

In addition to the ventilatory muscle pathways
described, respiratory reflexes can stimulate responses
from the autonomic nervous system, which are described
separately in the Reflexes from the Lungs and Airways
section.

VENTILATORY RESPONSE TO ARTERIAL PO2,
PCO2, AND pH

The chemical control of ventilation is a negative
feedback system that monitors arterial blood gases as
the output from gas exchange in the lungs and causes
reflex changes in ventilation that tend to keep arterial
blood gases at a normal level. Arterial PO2, PCO2, and
pH are sensed directly by arterial chemoreceptors, and
PaCO2 is also sensed indirectly by chemoreceptors in the
CNS. There is no strong evidence for mixed-venous or
alveolar chemoreceptors that can affect breathing.
Normally, the overall level of ventilation is determined
by arterial blood gases, with PaCO2 being the most
important stimulus. Differences in the ventilatory
response to PaO2, PaCO2, and pH can be explained by
differences in the sensory mechanisms for each stimulus,
which are described next.

Central Chemoreceptors

A ventilatory response to increases in PaCO2 can be
observed in experimental animals that have no afferent
input to the CNS from any peripheral sensory nerves.
This response to PaCO2 is mediated by central chemo-
sensitive areas of the medulla, including the retrotrape-
zoid nucleus, raphé, nucleus of the solitary tract, and the
ventral surface of the medulla at the fourth ventricle.

Many of the sites are near the respiratory centers
described earlier (see the Respiratory Rhythm Genera-
tion section). Clearly delineated chemosensory organs,
analogous to the arterial chemoreceptors described
later, have not been identified in the CNS but experi-
ments show certain neurons in these central chemosen-
sitive areas are sensitive to changes in PCO2 and pH.

A common feature of central chemosensitive neurons
is that they have dendrites with endings near cerebral
blood vessels. As shown in Fig. 4, these vessels and
nerve endings are also frequently near the surface of the
brain, which is bathed in cerebral spinal fluid (CSF).
Specialized chemosensitive nerve endings depolarize in
response to decreased intracellular pH, which occurs
when arterial PCO2 increases. CO2 is very soluble in
lipids so it moves easily across the capillaries and
membranes in the brain and generates Hþ inside central
chemosensitive neurons, as well as in the extracellular
space and CSF around these neurons. In contrast, the
so-called blood–brain barrier prevents polar molecules
like Hþ (and certain drugs) from moving across the
capillaries, or through tight junctions between capillary
endothelial cells, in the brain. Hence, changes in arterial
pH are not sensed by central chemosensitive neurons
because the Hþ stimulus cannot reach the chemosensi-
tive dendrites. This means that the ventilatory response
to changes in arterial pH requires other chemoreceptors,
i.e., the arterial chemoreceptors described later.

Although the mechanism is unknown, central chemo-
sensitive neurons may decrease CO2 sensitivity in
response to long-term increases in arterial PCO2 (e.g.,
in patients with chronic lung disease) and increase CO2
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FIGURE 4 Central chemoreceptor cells sense changes in PaCO2 by a

Hþ mechanism, but central chemoreceptors are not affected by

changes in arterial pH because the blood–brain barrier prevents Hþ

ion movement across capillaries in the brain. In contrast, PCO2 easily

crosses brain capillaries and changes pH in the chemoreceptor cells, in

the interstitial fluid surrounding the cells, and in the CSF between the

surface of the brain and the pia mater.
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sensitivity in response to chronic decreases in arterial
PCO2 (e.g., in normal subjects experiencing chronic
hypoxia at altitude). Previously, it was thought that
changes in central CO2 sensitivity could be explained by
metabolic compensations for respiratory disturbances in
CSF pH. However, the pH of CSF does not show
complete compensation to its normal value (7.3) during
chronic respiratory acidosis or alkalosis, but remains
acidotic or alkalotic. Renal compensation of respiratory
changes in arterial pH could not correct CSF pH
because metabolic acids do not cross the blood–brain
barrier (see Fig. 4). Nevertheless, ventilatory reflexes
from central chemoreceptors can adapt to chronic
changes in PCO2 ‘‘as if ’’ the Hþ stimulus at central
chemoreceptors changed in parallel with metabolic
compensations of arterial pH, at least under some
conditions (see Ventilatory Responses to PaCO2 section
later).

Arterial Chemoreceptors

Arterial chemoreceptors is a generic term for both the
carotid body chemoreceptors and aortic body chemo-
receptors. The carotid bodies are small (diameter � 2
mm) sensory organs located near the carotid sinus at the
bifurcation of the common carotid artery at the base
of the skull. The aortic bodies are on the aortic arch near
the aortic arch baroreceptors. Afferent nerves travel to
the CNS from the carotid bodies in the glossopharyngeal
(IX cranial) nerve, and from the aortic bodies in the
vagus (X cranial) nerve. Most of our knowledge about
arterial chemoreceptors is based on studies of the
carotid body, and the aortic bodies will be considered
similar throughout this chapter unless noted otherwise.

Carotid body chemoreceptors respond to changes in
arterial PO2, PCO2, and pH. These organs have the
highest blood flow per unit mass, and this rich blood
supply makes them efficient at sensing changes in
arterial blood gases. Carotid bodies are the most
important chemoreceptors for ventilatory sensitivity to
PaO2 and they respond to changes in O2 partial pressure,
but not changes in O2 content or hemoglobin saturation.
This is critical to understanding clinical problems such
as anemia or carbon monoxide poisoning. In these cases,
ventilation will not be stimulated because PaO2 is
normal, or even elevated, and there is no sensory
system for decreases in O2 content of hemoglobin
saturation.

The mechanism of PO2 sensing in the carotid bodies is
not completely understood but it depends on specialized
neurosecretory cells, called glomus (or chief ) cells. The
carotid body is a complex organ, consisting of glomus
cells, glial-like sustentacular (or sheath) cells, capillary
endothelial cells, afferent nerve endings from the

glossopharyngeal nerve, and even sympathetic efferent
nerve endings. Candidates for molecular O2 sensors are
specialized NADP(H) oxidases or cytochromes, or O2-
sensitive potassium channels, and O2-sensing appears to
involve signaling by reactive oxygen species. The glomus
cells contain several types of neurotransmitters and
neuropeptides. Hypoxia depolarizes these cells, causing
release of an (unknown) excitatory neurotransmitter
and excitation of the afferent nerve ending that sends
action potentials to respiratory centers in the brain.

Changes in PaO2 are coded as changes in the
frequency of action potentials in the afferent nerves
from the arterial chemoreceptors. Figure 5 shows that
carotid body afferent nerve activity has a low level of
tonic activity with normal PaO2 (100 mm Hg) and PaCO2
(40 mm Hg). Arterial chemoreceptor activity does not
increase until PaO2 falls below normal levels if PaCO2 is
normal. However, carotid body chemoreceptors are also
sensitive to PaCO2. If PaCO2 is below normal levels, then
PaO2 must decrease even further below normal to excite
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carotid body chemoreceptors. Conversely, carotid body
chemoreceptors can be stimulated at higher PO2 levels if
PaCO2 is increased. The interaction between PO2 and
PCO2 at carotid body chemoreceptors is synergistic, so
hypoxia and hypercapnia increase the effect of each
other as chemoreceptor stimuli. This synergistic, or
multiplicative, effect at arterial chemoreceptors is
important because it explains the multiplicative effect
of PaO2 and PaCO2 on ventilation, as described later (see
Ventilatory Response to PaO2 section).

The lower panel of Fig. 5 shows the effect of pH and
PCO2 on carotid body chemoreceptors. PaCO2 changes
can affect chemoreceptor activity even if pHa is held
constant, and vice versa. Aortic bodies in humans do
not respond to pHa changes, and this is one exception to
remember about the aortic bodies being qualitatively
different from the carotid bodies. Therefore, the carotid
bodies are the only chemoreceptors that respond to
metabolic changes in pHa when PaCO2 is constant.

The mechanism of CO2 and pH sensitivity may be a
common response to intracellular pH. PCO2 can diffuse
into chemoreceptor cells and cause large changes in
intracellular pH to stimulate the cells. Extracellular pH
changes in blood cause smaller changes in intracellular
pH, consistent with a smaller arterial chemoreceptor
response to a metabolic pH change, compared with an
equivalent respiratory pH change.

Arterial chemoreceptors respond rapidly within
seconds to changes in PaO2, PaCO2, and pH. Changes
in arterial blood gases that occur in phase with breath-
ing, especially during conditions such as exercise, can be
sensed by arterial chemoreceptors and may stimulate
ventilation. This rapid response explains how ventilation
can be altered within a single breath when arterial blood
gases change. Carotid body chemoreceptors contain
carbonic anhydrase, which will increase the speed of
response to PaCO2 according to the intracellular pH
sensing mechanisms described earlier.

Ventilatory Response to PaCO2

In healthy humans under normal resting conditions,
PaCO2 is the most important stimulus for ventilatory
reflexes. Figure 6 shows the ventilatory response to
changes in inspired CO2 for normal individuals and how
the response varies between individuals. The hypercapnic
ventilatory response is plotted as expired ventilation
versus PACO2, which is a noninvasive measure of the
actual physiologic stimulus, i.e., PaCO2. Ventilation
approximately doubles when PaCO2 increases 5 mm Hg
above the control value (0% inspired CO2). The average
increase in ventilation is about 2 L/(min 
 mm Hg) over
the physiologic range of 40–50 mm Hg PaCO2. The two
dashed lines in Fig. 6 show the ventilatory response to

CO2 for two subgroups of the population used to
establish the average curve. The range of differences
between these groups illustrates the large variability that
can occur in physiologic control systems between
individuals, which may be under genetic control.

The hypercapnic ventilatory response can be
measured in patients more easily by the rebreathing
method. A person breathes in and out of a bag filled with
7% CO2 and 93% O2, while continuously measuring
ventilation and end-expired PCO2 (�PACO2 or PaCO2).
Metabolic CO2, which is expired into the bag, progres-
sively increases PCO2 inspired from the bag, causing a
progressive increase in PaCO2 and ventilation. High O2

levels in the bag ensure high PaO2 to eliminate any
potential effects of hypoxia on ventilation. The slope of
the ventilation versus PCO2 plot quantifies the hyper-
capnic ventilatory response.

Both tidal volume and frequency increase with PaCO2,
but tidal volume reaches a maximum before frequency.
Further increases in ventilation at high PaCO2 levels
depend on increases in respiratory frequency and this is
less effective than increasing tidal volume at increasing
alveolar ventilation (because of dead space; see Chapter
21). Hence, the hypercapnic ventilatory response is most
efficient at low levels of PaCO2, and larger increases in
total expired ventilation are necessary at high levels of
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PaCO2 when only frequency increases. This helps explain
the increase in slope of the ventilatory response to CO2

at high of levels CO2 (see Fig. 5).
It is difficult to decrease PaCO2 below normal in an

individual without changing other ventilatory stimuli,
but ventilation can decrease if this does occur. This
indicates that chemoreceptors are tonically active at
normal PaCO2 levels (see Fig. 5), so hypocapnia decreases
chemoreceptor stimulation and ventilatory drive.
However, ventilatory sensitivity to low levels of PaCO2
is relatively low, as shown by the low slope of the
hypercapnic ventilatory response between 0% and 2%
inspired CO2, compared with higher levels (see Fig. 6).
Ventilation may actually cease if PaCO2 is lowered
enough to go below the so-called apneic CO2 threshold.
It is estimated that about two-thirds of the drive to
breathe in normal resting humans is from chemoreceptor
stimulation and the balance is from mental state (i.e.,
wakefulness).

The ventilatory response to CO2 is mainly a function
of central chemoreceptor stimulation, which explains
75% of the total response. The rest of the response is
explained by arterial chemoreceptors, which depend on
stimulation by arterial PCO2, as well as Hþ from
respiratory changes in arterial pH. The direct effect of
PCO2 on arterial chemoreceptors probably explains less
than 10% of the total ventilatory response. The
independent effect of arterial pH on ventilation and
important interactions between PaO2 and PaCO2 as
ventilatory stimuli are described later in separate
sections on pH and PO2.

The time course of the ventilatory response to PaCO2
begins rapidly (within a few breaths of inhaling CO2)
from stimulation of arterial chemoreceptors. It requires
a few minutes for ventilation to reach a steady value
after PaCO2 stabilizes at a new level. This probably
reflects the time it takes central chemoreceptors to
respond to PaCO2 by an indirect Hþ-sensing mechanism
(Fig. 4). When PaCO2 is experimentally increased in
normal subjects over hours to weeks, ventilation
remains near the level measured during the first few
minutes of exposure to CO2. This occurs despite a
reduction in arterial chemoreceptor stimulation, as Hþ

decreases with renal compensation for the respiratory
acidosis. Also, it is different than the case in patients
with lung disease and chronically high PaCO2 (see
Integrated Ventilatory Responses section later).

Ventilatory Response to Arterial pH

The ventilatory response to changes in arterial pH
is the result of arterial chemoreceptor stimulation,
and only the carotid bodies contribute to this response
in humans. Patients without normal carotid body

innervation do not have a response to metabolic changes
in pHa. Hþ cannot cross the blood–brain barrier, so a
metabolic acidosis or alkalosis cannot stimulate central
chemoreceptors. The ventilatory response to physiologic
changes in pHa of �0.1 pH units is very small (less than
10% of resting ventilation). Larger increases in pHa (to
7.6) also only cause small decreases in ventilation.
However, larger decreases in pH have a stronger effect,
so resting ventilation may double at pHa = 7.2. In
severe acidosis, ventilation increases even without the
involvement of arterial chemoreceptors. Very large
increases in arterial [Hþ] might allow some Hþ to
cross the blood–brain barrier, or this could represent a
generalized response to stress.

Increases in ventilation with chronic metabolic
changes in pH are essentially the same as the increase
with acute changes. For example, in a diabetic patient
with long-term ketoacidosis, ventilation remains eleva-
ted despite (1) pH being compensated toward normal,
which reduces Hþ stimulation of arterial chemorecep-
tors; (2) decreased PCO2 stimulation of arterial chemo-
receptors, after respiratory compensation of the
metabolic acidosis; and (3) decreased central chemo-
receptor stimulation from the low PaCO2. Recall that
metabolic Hþ changes in the blood are not sensed by the
central chemoreceptors so the small arterial acidosis
(from incomplete compensation) stimulates arterial
chemoreceptors and provides the only known stimulus
for ventilation. However, chronic decreases in PaCO2
may increase the sensitivity of central chemoreceptors
and restore some of that ventilatory drive, at least in the
case of normal subjects acclimatizing to chronic hypoxia
(see Integrated Ventilatory Responses section later).

Ventilatory Response to PaO2

The ventilatory response to PaO2 is called the hypoxic
ventilatory response, and it is notable for its nonlinearity.
Increases in PaO2 have relatively little effect on ventila-
tion, whereas decreases in PaO2 below about 60 mm Hg
cause large increases in ventilation (Fig. 7). This
nonlinearity is the reason why PaCO2 is more important
than PaO2 at controlling ventilation in normal indivi-
duals. Increases or decreases in PaCO2 from a normal
value of 40 mm Hg are effective at changing ventilation
(see Fig. 6). Normally, the hypoxic ventilatory response
is not large until PaO2 falls to a level at which O2-
hemoglobin saturation starts decreasing significantly
(Chapter 20) and ventilation is a linear function of
arterial O2 saturation. However, this linear relationship
is a coincidence and not a mechanistic explanation
because arterial chemoreceptors respond only to O2

partial pressure, and not O2 content or saturation
(see Arterial Chemoreceptors section). The hypoxic
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ventilatory response is explained completely by arterial
chemoreceptor stimulation. In fact, patients with both
of their carotid bodies removed have no hypoxic
ventilatory response.

Figure 7 illustrates the important interactions that
occur between PaO2 and PaCO2 as ventilatory stimuli.
The lower response curve shows a normal ventilatory
response to hypoxia where PaCO2 is decreasing as a
result of hypoxic ventilatory stimulation. This noniso-
capnic hypoxic ventilatory response would occur, for
example, during exposure to progressively higher alti-
tudes. As PaO2 decreases below 60 mm Hg, the arterial
chemoreceptors are stimulated and cause a small
increase in ventilation. This decreases PaCO2 and,
thereby, ventilatory drive from central and arterial
chemoreceptor stimulation. The net effect on ventilation
is the result of stimulation by hypoxia and inhibition
from decreased PaCO2 (i.e., 37 mm Hg). As PaO2
decreases more, hypoxic ventilatory stimulation
increases, and this causes further reductions in PaCO2.
Ventilation remains a compromise between hypoxic
stimulation and hypocapnic inhibition on the noniso-
capnic hypoxic ventilatory response.

In contrast, if PaCO2 is held constant during hypoxia,
for example, by increasing inspired PCO2, then the
hypoxic ventilatory response is increased. This is shown
on the middle normocapnic curve in Fig. 7. Although
this curve is normocapnic, in the sense of maintaining
PaCO2 at a normal value (42 mm Hg in this case), note
that it is not the normal hypoxic ventilatory response;

hypoxic stimulation of ventilation normally decreases
PaCO2, as shown on the nonisocapnic curve. The
increase in ventilation between the nonisocapnic and
normocapnic curves is explained by the removal of
hypocapnic inhibition and reflects the pure excitatory
response to hypoxia.

Increasing PaCO2 above normal reveals a synergistic
interaction between PaO2 and PaCO2. On Fig. 7, the pure
effect of increasing PaCO2 from 42 to 48 mm Hg equals
the change in ventilation between the normocapnic and
hypercapnic curves, at least at high PaO2 levels
when there is no hypoxic stimulation. This 6 mm Hg
increase in PaCO2 causes ventilation to increase, equaling
16 L/min at PaO2 = 140 mm Hg. The independent effect
of decreasing PaO2 from 140 to 60 mm Hg equals the
increase in ventilation along the normocapnic curve,
which is about 10 L/min in Fig. 7. The combined effect
of hypercapnia and hypoxia equals the increase in
ventilation between the normocapnic and hypercapnic
curves as PaO2 decreases from 140 to 60 mm Hg. The
combined effect equals 42 L/min, which is greater than
the sum of the individual effects (26 L/min). Therefore,
the PaO2–PaCO2 interaction is said to be synergistic, or
multiplicative. The physiologic advantage of this multi-
plicative effect is that combined hypoxia and hypercap-
nia, which usually occur together with physiologic or
pathologic limitations of gas exchange, increases venti-
lation more than either stimulus could alone.

The time course of the ventilatory response to
changes in PaO2 begins within a single breath of
breathing a low O2 mixture, as expected, given the
rapid response of arterial chemoreceptors. If hypoxemia
persists for several minutes, ventilation may show a
decrease relative to the acute increase but this varies
between individuals. This secondary decrease in ventila-
tion occurs when hyperventilation decreases PaCO2,
which induces slower changes in ventilation (see Venti-
latory Response to PaCO2 section). However, even when
PaCO2 is held constant, this secondary decrease in
ventilation is observed, and it involves a process called
hypoxic ventilatory decline. The physiologic mechanism
of hypoxic ventilatory decline is not known yet. The
time course of the ventilatory response to hours to years
of hypoxia (at altitude) are considered in the Integrated
Ventilatory Responses section.

REFLEXES FROM THE LUNGS AND AIRWAYS

Reflexes from the upper airways and lungs are
primarily defense reflexes, which protect the lung from
injury and environmental insults to the body. Pulmo-
nary reflexes also adjust frequency and tidal volume to
stabilize ventilation. The vagus nerve forms the afferent
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limb for most of these reflexes (Fig. 8). The following
sections describe reflexes associated with different types
of pulmonary receptors, where the term receptor refers
to a specialized sensory nerve ending in the lungs—not a
neurotransmitter or drug receptor. The efferent path-
ways for ventilation were described earlier, and auto-
nomic efferent pathways in the lung are described at the
end of this section.

Nose and Upper Airways

The nose has sensory nerves that transmit afferent
information to the respiratory centers via the trigeminal
(V) cranial nerve (Fig. 8). The ends of these sensory
nerves respond to mechanical and chemical irritants in
the nasal mucosa, so they are called mechanoreceptors
and chemoreceptors, respectively. The sneeze reflex
occurs when nasal mechanoreceptors are stimulated,
for example, by inhaled dust, or nasal chemoreceptors
are stimulated by noxious gases. Sneezing is a strong
inspiration that is followed immediately by strong
expiration, which directs air mainly through the nose
to remove the offending stimuli. Stimulation of nasal
chemoreceptors with water elicits the diving reflex. The
diving reflex causes apnea (breath holding), laryngeal
closure, and bronchoconstriction to protect the airways
from water inhalation. A secondary cardiovascular
reflex response to arterial chemoreceptor stimulation
during apnea also slows the heart rate and diverts blood
flow to vital organs such as the brain. This is considered
an important part of the diving reflex because it
conserves O2 supplies in the body until breathing can
resume safely.

The pharynx and epipharynx (the nasal passages just
above the pharynx) contain vagal mechanoreceptors
(Fig. 8). Mechanical irritants in the epipharynx stimu-
late the aspiration, or sniff reflex, consisting of several
short and strong nasal inspirations in rapid succession.
This sniffs material down into the pharynx where it can
be coughed out or swallowed. Mechanoreceptor stimu-
lation in the pharynx causes the swallowing reflex.
Swallowing inhibits inspiration and closes the larynx,
which protects the lungs, while the tongue and other
muscles move food or liquid into the esophagus.

The larynx contains mechanoreceptors and chemo-
receptors from the recurrent laryngeal and superior
laryngeal nerves, which are branches of the vagus
(Fig. 8). The laryngeal chemoreceptors are sensitive to
inhaled noxious gases (e.g., ammonia and sulfur diox-
ide) and smoke, which stimulate coughing and the
expiratory reflex. The expiratory reflex is a short and
strong expiratory effort, but coughing also involves
inspiratory activity. Liquid can also stimulate laryngeal
chemoreceptors to cause apnea, which protects the lungs
from inhaling fluids.

Laryngeal mechanoreceptors respond to changes in
airway pressure, upper airway muscle contraction, and
temperature. Airway temperature can change with
inspired gas temperature, ventilation rate and the
velocity of air flow, and mouth versus nose breathing.
Stimulation of laryngeal mechanoreceptors causes reflex
changes in upper airway muscle tone, which decrease
airway resistance and prevent upper airway collapse with
negative pressures during inspiration. A short and
strong inspiratory effort results in either a sigh or a
hiccup, depending on whether or not the upper airway
muscles are simultaneously activated. Changes in upper
airway reflexes during sleep can cause snoring and sleep
apnea (see Clinical Note).

Lungs and Lower Airways

Figure 8 show how the vagal sensory nerves from the
lungs and lower airways fall into two functional groups:
myelinated and nonmyelinated pulmonary receptors.
Myelinated nerves conduct action potentials rapidly
and are generally involved in fine motor control and
rapid defense responses. Nonmyelinated nerves conduct
action potentials more slowly and are involved in slower
defense reflexes.

Pulmonary Stretch Receptors

The vagus contains myelinated afferents called slowly
adapting pulmonary stretch receptors (sometimes abbre-
viated PSR or SAR), which are stimulated by changes in
lung volume (see Fig. 8). These mechanoreceptors are

Nasal
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Pharyngeal receptors

Vagal afferents

Laryngeal receptors

Slowly adapting stretch
Rapidly adapting, or irritant

Myelinated
pulmonary receptors

Non-myelinated
pulmonary receptors

Bronchial C fiber
Juxta-capillary (J) receptor

FIGURE 8 Mechanoreceptors and chemoreceptors in the upper

airways and lungs that are important for respiratory reflexes. All of

these sensory nerves travel in the vagus nerve, except the nasal

receptors.
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located in the smooth muscle of the trachea and
intrapulmonary airways. Stretch depolarizes these
receptors, sending action potentials to respiratory
centers in the brain via the vagus nerve. If volume is
increased rapidly and maintained at a new level, the
frequency of action potentials increases rapidly and then
settles to a slightly lower frequency. However, the
steady-state frequency is proportional to the steady-
state volume, and the receptors are described as slowly
adapting because frequency does not completely adapt
back to the basal rate. Slowly adapting pulmonary
stretch receptors are tonically active at functional
residual capacity (FRC), so they can send afferent
information about increases or decreases in lung volume
to the CNS.

Slowly adapting pulmonary stretch receptors are
involved in the control of tidal volume and respiratory
frequency through the Hering-Breuer, or inflation inhi-
bitory, reflex. Increasing lung volume causes increased
action potential frequency from pulmonary stretch
receptors. This afferent signal inhibits further inspira-
tory nerve activity and terminates an inspiration
through synaptic mechanisms in the pons and medulla.
Hence, the inflation inhibitory reflex limits a breath
from being larger or longer than necessary to achieve a
given level of ventilation. This reflex is of historic
interest because it was the first description of negative
feedback in a physiologic control system in 1868. It is of

physiologic interest because it explains the effect of the
vagus on the pattern of breathing.

Cutting the vagus nerves in anesthetized animals
results in slow, deep breathing, as predicted by the
inflation inhibitory reflex. In contrast, removing all
pulmonary afferent input in adult humans with a total
lung transplant does not cause slow deep breathing.
There is evidence that the inflation inhibitory reflex is
not important in awake adults unless tidal volumes
exceed FRC by more than 1 L. However, Fig. 9 shows
that pulmonary stretch receptor activity can be impor-
tant in adults during sleep. The inflation inhibitory
reflex is greatly reduced in lung transplant patients
during sleep, compared with normal individuals. This
could reflect changes in central integration of respira-
tory reflexes during the sleep state or changes in chest
wall mechanics. The inflation inhibitory reflex is more
powerful in neonates and experimental animals, which
have more compliant chest walls than adult humans.

Figure 9 also shows that the pattern of ventilation is
more irregular in lung transplant patients. This also
occurs in awake lung transplant patients and experi-
mental animals with pulmonary denervation. Hence,
pulmonary stretch receptors decrease breath-to-breath
variations in tidal volume and frequency for a given level
of ventilation. This fine-tuning of the ventilatory pattern
is hypothesized to reduce the mechanical work of
breathing.
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FIGURE 9 Ventilatory efforts (diaphragm EMG) and ventilation (tidal volume, VT changes) in a

normal subject (upper) and a bilateral lung transplant patient (lower panel) during sleep. Passive lung

inflation inhibits ventilatory efforts for 40 sec (length of inflation bar) in normal patient by inflation

inhibitory reflex; lung inflation is removed at the first sign of ventilatory effort on the EMG so breathing

resumes. The vagus nerves are cut during lung transplantation so this reflex is virtually absent in the

patient. Vagal denervation also increases variability in the breathing pattern of the lung transplant patient

compared to the normal subject. (After Iber et al., Am J Respir Crit Care Med 1995;152:217.)
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Pulmonary stretch receptors are also involved in the
deflation reflex, which increases respiratory rate at low
lung volumes. Recall that pulmonary stretch receptors
are tonically active at FRC, so at low lung volumes the
afferent input to respiratory centers is decreased.

Pulmonary Irritant Receptors

Pulmonary irritant receptors are the second type of
myelinated vagal afferent in the lung (see Fig. 8). These
sensory nerves are in the airway epithelium and respond
to inhaled chemical irritants such as smoke, dust, and
ammonia vapor. Irritant receptors also respond to
endogenous chemical stimuli such as histamine, which
is released from mast cells in the airways. It is
hypothesized that irritant receptors may play a role in
asthma because histamine is released during asthma.
The reflex response to stimulating irritant receptors in
the trachea and large bronchi includes (1) coughing, (2)
mucous production, and (3) bronchoconstriction. This
three-part response serves to remove noxious inhaled
substances and protect the lungs from further exposure.

Irritant receptors also respond to mechanical stimuli,
such as changes in lung volume. However, in contrast to
slowly adapting pulmonary stretch receptors, irritant
receptors are more sensitive to dynamic changes in
volume than absolute volumes. As lung volume is
increased, action potential frequency from irritant recep-
tors initially increases but then rapidly adapts back
toward the basal rate, despite the volume change being
maintained. Hence, another name for irritant receptors is
rapidly adapting pulmonary stretch receptors (sometimes
abbreviated RAR). It is possible that the response of
irritant receptors to some chemical stimuli results from
mechanical changes in the receptor’s microenvironment.

Mechanical stimulation of irritant receptors includes
decreased lung compliance and deflation of the lung.
Hence, irritant receptors may be involved in the deflation
reflex described earlier. Stimulating irritant receptors in
small bronchi can elicit the gasp reflex. This is an unusual
case of positive feedback, in which irritant receptor
stimulation by large rapid increases in lung volume
causes a further increase in tidal volume, or a gasp. The
physiologic significance of this reflex is not clear.

Bronchial C-Fibers

C-fiber is another term for a nonmyelinated fiber,
where the C designates conduction velocity in an
alphabetical system (C � 2.5 m/sec). Pulmonary C-
fibers can be defined further by their blood supply.
Bronchial C-fibers are supplied by the systemic circula-
tion, in contrast to juxtacapillary C-fibers, which are
supplied by the pulmonary capillaries (see Fig. 8).

Bronchial C-fibers can be stimulated by chemicals
injected in the bronchial circulation, such as capsaicin
(the hot ingredient in red chilies) and phenyldiguanide (a
serotonin receptor agonist). Physiologically, bronchial
C-fibers are probably stimulated by local release of
cytokines, such as histamine, prostaglandin, and brady-
kinin in the airways.

The reflex response to bronchial C-fiber stimulation
is an airway defense reflex, including rapid shallow
breathing, bronchoconstriction, and mucous secretion.
Bronchial C-fibers may contribute to the cough reflex
also. Finally, bronchial C-fibers are involved in broncho-
constriction and changes in vascular permeability in the
airways with airway inflammation. Bronchoconstriction
involves both autonomic effectors (see section titled
Autonomic Nervous System in the Lungs) and a local
axon reflex. The axon reflex is a local response to a
neuropeptide (substance P) released from a sensory
nerve ending.

Juxtacapillary Receptors

Pulmonary vagal C-fibers that can be stimulated by
chemicals in the pulmonary circulation are called
juxtacapillary receptors, or J-receptors, because of their
presumed location next to the pulmonary capillaries.
J-receptors can be stimulated by capsaicin injected in the
pulmonary artery, and the reflex response is tachypnea,
or rapid shallow breathing. Apnea (no breathing) may
precede tachypnea depending on the dose and timing of
chemical stimulation. The cardiovascular system also
responds with bradycardia (a decrease in heart rate) and
hypotension.

Physiologically, J-receptor stimulation occurs with
pulmonary embolism, congestion, and edema, and
causes the rapid shallow breathing observed in these
conditions. J-receptor stimulation probably explains the
tachypnea and sensation of breathlessness (dyspnea)
with interstitial lung disease also. Nonmyelinated vagal
afferents are responsible for all sensation, including
pain, from the lower airways.

Autonomic Nervous System in the Lungs

The airways in the lungs receive both parasympathetic
and sympathetic innervation, which controls bronchial
smooth muscle constriction, mucous secretion, vascular
smooth muscle, fluid transport across the airway
epithelium, and vascular permeability in the pulmonary
and bronchial circulations. In normal conditions, para-
sympathetic control of bronchial smooth muscle tone is
the most important of these functions. Acetylcholine
released from the vagus nerve causes bronchoconstric-
tion, and tonic vagal activity determines bronchial
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smooth muscle tone. Sympathetic innervation of the
lung is less important. Circulating epinephrine from
the adrenal medulla causes bronchodilation through
�-adrenergic receptors on airway smooth muscle. Nore-
pinephrine released from sympathetic nerves in the
airways can cause bronchodilation indirectly via
�-adrenergic receptors on parasympathetic ganglia in
the lung. Activating these �-adrenergic receptors inhibits
parasympathetic activity and cholinergic broncho-
constriction.

These different autonomic mechanisms provide a
physiologic basis for treating bronchoconstriction in
lung disease. Chronic bronchoconstriction from chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease is treated with acetylcho-
line receptor antagonists to reduce the effects of vagal
tone. Acute and severe bronchoconstriction during an
asthma attack is treated with �2-adrenergic agonists.
�2-Adrenergic agonists are selective for bronchial
smooth muscle and have fewer cardiac effects.

Neuropeptides are also important in controlling
airway function. The bronchoconstriction from
substance P released directly from sensory nerves by
the axon reflex was described earlier. This is also called
the excitatory nonadrenergic, noncholinergic system
(e-NANC) to distinguish it from autonomic control.
In contrast, the neuropeptide VIP (vasoactive intestinal
peptide) causes bronchodilation. VIP is released from

nerves arising from parasympathetic ganglia, which are
called the inhibitory nonadrenergic, noncholinergic system
(i-NANC). Nitric oxide (NO) may be involved in
i-NANC bronchodilation also.

INTEGRATED VENTILATORY RESPONSES

Integrated ventilatory responses to changes in activity
and the environment illustrate many important interac-
tions between elements of the respiratory control
system. Such interactions are typical in patients, and
the physician needs to understand them to make an
intelligent diagnosis and provide appropriate treat-
ments. The most common stimulus to increase ventila-
tion in healthy subjects is exercise. Relatively common
problems in control of ventilation during sleep are
described in the Clinical Note on sleep apnea. The next
sections compare and contrast the integrative response
to chronic hypoxemia in normal subjects during accli-
matization to high altitude and patients with lung
disease.

Acclimatization to High Altitude

Questions about how the body responds to decreased
O2 supply at high altitude have fascinated respiratory

Clinical Note

Sleep apnea is a group of conditions character-
ized by pauses or reductions in breathing during
sleep that last 10 sec or more. In most patients
this leads to arterial hypoxemia and CO2 reten-
tion. When hypoxic or hypercapnic stimuli reach a
sufficiently high level, breathing efforts increase
and this arouses or awakens the individual.
Apneas and arousals can occur repeatedly and
cause sleep fragmentation and excessive daytime
sleepiness. Cognitive and neurological effects
may result from sleepiness or direct effects of
intermittent hypoxia during recurrent apneas.

The two general classes of sleep apnea are
central and obstructive. Central apneas occur
when the efferent signal to the diaphragm is
insufficient to trigger inspiration. Central apneas
occur in all sleep stages but are more common in
the early stages of NREM sleep (NREM stands for
non-rapid eye movement). During NREM sleep
(also called quiet sleep), a generalized decrease
in neural and metabolic activity occurs. In NREM

sleep the threshold for the ventilatory response
to CO2 increases. Coupled with a drop in
metabolism, this pushes PaCO2 below the apneic
threshold (see Ventilatory Response to CO2

section) and causes central apneas. PaCO2

increases during apnea and will eventually
exceed the apneic threshold, so breathing
resumes. Patients with central apnea also tend
to have abnormally low ventilatory responses to
CO2 during wakefulness. The most extreme
example of a central sleep apnea is Ondine’s
curse, which is the complete cessation of breath-
ing in a patient whenever he goes to sleep. Pure
central sleep apnea is relatively rare, occurring in
only 5% of patients suffering from sleep apnea.

Obstructive sleep apnea is more common and
it occurs when the upper airways collapse during
inspiratory efforts. Patients with obstructive sleep
apnea are frequently sleepy during the day and
almost always have a history of loud snoring.
Obstructive sleep apnea occurs in almost 5% of
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physiologists for more than a century. The seminal
studies of Bert, a French physiologist and contemporary
of Claude Bernard in the late 1800s, established that the
respiratory response to altitude is a response to hypoxia,
or decreased inspired PO2. Barometric pressure decreases
with altitude, but the body does not respond to
hypobaric conditions per se. Rather, physiologic control
systems monitor the decrease in partial pressure of O2,
which decreases with barometric pressure: PIO2 = FIO2

(PB � PH2O), where PB = barometric pressure and
FIO2 = 0.21 in air at any altitude.

Acclimatization occurs during prolonged exposures to
altitude and is a physiologic response in an individual,
as opposed to evolutionary or genetic adaptation
occurring over generations. Acclimatization to hypoxia
involves multiple systems, including changes in
hemoglobin (Hb-O2 affinity, Hb concentration, and

erythropoiesis; see Chapter 20), the microcirculation,
and cellular metabolism. This section focuses on
changes in the ventilatory control system with chronic
hypoxia.

Ventilatory acclimatization is a time-dependent
increase in ventilation occurring over hours to weeks
of continuous hypoxic exposure. Figure 10 shows how
ventilation and PaCO2 change during 8 hr of continuous
exposure to PIO2 = 88 mm Hg, corresponding to an
altitude of 13,500 ft (4115 m) above sea level. Initially,
PaO2 decreases and stimulates arterial chemoreceptors,
which cause a rapid reflex increase in ventilation.
Metabolic rate is unchanged in humans resting at such
altitudes, so increased ventilation causes a decrease in
PaCO2. This decrease in PaCO2 inhibits ventilatory drive,
which limits the hypoxic ventilatory response (see Fig. 7).
Hence, the acute response to altitude is a compromise

Clinical Note (continued )
the middle-aged working population, and can
occur in 35–50% of some groups, such as
diabetics, the morbidly obese, or the elderly
(>65 years of age). Snoring is a mild form of
upper airway obstruction, where the soft palate
vibrates during inspiration at 40–60 Hz and
impedes airflow. Obstructive apneas can occur
during all sleep stages, however, often they are
longer and result in more severe hypoxemia
during REM (rapid eye movement) sleep. REM
sleep is also called active sleep and is the sleep
stage during which dreaming occurs. During REM,
there is atonia (lack of muscle tone) and a general
inhibition of sensory input, which inhibits afferent
information from the lungs and ventilatory
muscles, causing breathing to be more irregular.

Obstructive apnea can occur when reflexes do
not respond to the normal negative pressure in
the upper airways during inspiratory flow and
induce the normal contractions of upper airway
muscles to support the airways in an open
position. Increased inspiratory effort, for
example, in response to chemoreceptor stimula-
tion, makes the tendency for airway collapse
worse if the upper airways do not respond also.
Therefore, the fundamental problem in obs-
tructive apnea is a lack of coordination between
the inspiratory and upper airway muscles
and this is worst in REM sleep. The most
effective treatment for obstructive apneas is
nasal continuous positive airway pressure

(nasal CPAP). This treatment applies a positive
pressure to the upper airways by a mask fitted
over the nose of the sleeping patient, to counter-
act the decrease in airway pressure during
inspiration and support the airways in an open
position.

Sleep apnea also occurs in other conditions
also. High-altitude sleep apnea may occur in
normal subjects when sleeping on the mountains
because of instabilities in the ventilatory control
system. The ventilatory drive from PaO2 is
increased at high altitude, but the ventilatory
drive from PaCO2 is decreased (because hypoxia
stimulates hyperventilation). These changes can
lead to periodic central apneas when other
ventilatory drives are decreased during sleep.
Abnormal interactions in ventilatory control may
also be involved in sudden infant death syndrome
(SIDS). SIDS, or crib death, refers to the unex-
plained death of an infant during sleep. SIDS
probably results from multiple causes, but an
immature ventilatory control system that fails to
arouse an infant during sleep apnea is certainly
one cause. The risk for SIDS decreases with age,
as breathing becomes more regular. Periodic
breathing (recurrent apneas) occurs in 40–50%
of premature infants, and in 90% of babies
delivered at 28–29 weeks of gestational age.
There is currently no way to predict SIDS, and
treatment consists of carefully monitoring infants
who have shown signs of sleep apnea.
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between ventilatory stimulation by hypoxia and venti-
latory inhibition by decreased PaCO2. Hypoxic ventila-
tory decline (see Ventilatory Response to PaO2 section)
will also limit the increase in ventilation during early
exposure to altitude.

If hypoxia is sustained for several hours, ventilation
increases further so PaCO2 decreases more. An addi-
tional 5 mm Hg decrease in PaCO2 (e.g., Fig. 10) will
increase PaO2 about 6 mm Hg according to the alveolar
gas equation (Chapter 21). This is an obvious benefit in
hypoxia and it is remarkable that ventilation increases
when hypoxic stimulation of arterial chemoreceptors
actually decreases and hypocapnic (low PaCO2) inhibi-
tion of arterial and central chemoreceptors increases. If
the hypoxic exposure is extended beyond 8 hr, then
ventilation continues to increase toward a plateau value
over 2 days, but 2 weeks are required for full ventilatory
acclimatization. Hence, the stimulus–response relation-
ships of the arterial chemoreflexes are enhanced by
chronic hypoxia so ventilation is significantly greater
than during acute hypoxia.

The physiologic mechanisms of ventilatory acclima-
tization to hypoxia are not completely understood, but
it is clear that they involve both arterial chemoreceptors
and the CNS. Animal experiments show that carotid
body chemoreceptors become more sensitive to PaO2
during prolonged exposure to hypoxia. This will
increase afferent input (action potential frequency) for
any given level of PaO2 and contribute to an increased
hypoxic ventilatory response, and resting ventilation,
after a few days at altitude. A second factor increasing

arterial chemoreceptor stimulation during prolonged
hypoxia is renal compensation for primary respiratory
alkalosis that occurs with hyperventilation (see Chapter
20). Arterial pH will decrease back toward the normal
value over hours to days, increasing arterial chemo-
receptor stimulation for any given level of PaO2 and
PaCO2 (see Fig. 7). Finally, changes appear to happen in
the CNS responsiveness to sensory input from arterial
chemoreceptors during sustained hypoxia, which results
in a greater ventilatory response for any given afferent
input. The mechanism for this increased responsiveness
of respiratory centers in the brain curing chronic
hypoxia is not known.

Changes in PaCO2 during acclimatization to hypoxia
also support increased CNS responsiveness. When
normoxia is restored after prolonged hypoxia, PaCO2
remains lower than normal (see Fig. 10) despite removal
of the hypoxic stimulus. Arterial chemoreceptors should
not be stimulating ventilation at such high PaO2 and low
PaCO2 levels so a change in central chemoreceptor
function is likely. As discussed earlier in the Central
Chemoreceptors section, changes in CSF pH cannot
explain this increase in CO2 sensitivity. However, the
ventilatory response to PaCO2 during acclimatization to
altitude changes ‘‘as if’’ the Hþ stimulus at central
chemoreceptors changed in parallel with metabolic
compensations of the respiratory alkalosis.

In contrast to the increased hypoxic ventilatory
response described for acclimatization to hypoxia,
individuals who live at high altitude for years show a
decreased ventilatory response to hypoxia, at least until
PaO2 reaches extremely low levels (Fig. 11). This change
in the ventilatory response in high-altitude residents and
natives is called hypoxic desensitization, or blunting of
the hypoxic ventilatory response. In high-altitude natives
there is a genetic component to the low hypoxic
ventilatory response, and it is hypothesized that evolu-
tion reduced ventilation and the work of breathing
because other steps in the oxygen transport chain
adapted to hypoxia. However, hypoxic desensitization
in lowlanders who live at high altitude for years
indicates that these changes can occur by physiologic,
as well as genetic, mechanisms.

Chronic Lung Disease

Chronic hypoxemia can result from several forms of
heart and lung disease. One example is chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease (COPD), which is a general term
for chronic bronchitis and emphysema. Both of these
pathologies can lead to airway obstruction, _VV/ _QQ
mismatching, and hypoxemia (Chapter 21). This
severely limits the ability to exercise and patients with
PaO2 < 60 mm Hg may qualify for supplemental
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FIGURE 10 The time course of changes in ventilation and PACO2 in

a normal male subject during 8 hr of breathing 12% O2, to simulate an

exposure to a 13,500-ft (4115-m) altitude. Values measured during

normoxia (before and after hypoxia) are circled. Note the immediate

increase in ventilation and decrease in PACO2 at onset of hypoxia, and

slower changes during sustained hypoxia, indicating ventilatory

acclimatization. When normoxia is restored, ventilation remains

elevated and PACO2 remains low, but these values return toward the

original control levels over a similar time course to the onset of

ventilatory acclimatization (not shown).
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oxygen, called long-term oxygen therapy (LTOT). To put
this in some perspective, a healthy person has PaO2 < 60
mm Hg when breathing room air at rest at 12,500 ft
(3800 m) above sea level.

Ventilatory control in COPD patients is dominated
by hypoxic stimulation of arterial chemoreceptors, in
contrast to PaCO2 being the most important determinant
of resting ventilation in healthy subjects. For example, if
a patient with COPD has an acute health problem that
further impairs gas exchange (e.g., pneumonia), then it is
often counterproductive to administer supplemental
oxygen. In some patients, supplemental oxygen causes
ventilation to decrease, presumably by relieving hypoxic
stimulation of arterial chemoreceptors. This will
increase PaCO2 but it does not appear to stimulate
central chemoreceptors as it would in normal
subjects. The central chemoreceptors seem to be desen-
sitized to increases in PaCO2. Extremely high PCO2 levels

(80 mm Hg) may lead to respiratory failure and further
depression through a narcotic effect of CO2.

Patients with COPD can be classified into two
groups: normal and elevated PaCO2. CO2 retention
(chronic increases in PaCO2) is often associated with a
decreased ventilatory response to CO2. It is difficult to
determine if this represents a time-dependent decrease in
the responsiveness of central chemoreceptors, a defi-
ciency in the motor output from the respiratory centers,
or reduced function of ventilatory muscles. Increasing
airway resistance decreases the ventilatory response to
PaCO2 in normal individuals, suggesting that patients
with obstructive lung disease might retain CO2 to
minimize the work of breathing. Ventilation in patients
with COPD and CO2 retention behaves ‘‘as if’’ the
increased PaCO2 is no longer increasing Hþ ion in the
central chemoreceptors. However, pH in the CSF, at
least, remains acidotic in people with chronic increases
in PaCO2, so the mechanism of decreased central
chemoreceptor responsiveness in some COPD patients
remains unknown.

Ventilatory acclimatization would be expected to
reduce the physiologic consequences of chronic hypox-
emia, but it is not known if the changes described for
ventilatory control in the previous section occur in
patients with chronic hypoxemia or not. It is possible
that abnormal ventilatory acclimatization in only some
patients contributes to differences in the degree of
hypoxemia and CO2 retention between patients.
Certainly genetic differences exist in the acute ventila-
tory responses to arterial blood gases in healthy
individuals.
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FIGURE 11 Hypoxic ventilatory response measured in normal

adults living at low altitude (controls), adults who were born at low

altitude but who have lived at 3100-m altitude for 3–39 years (high-

altitude residents), and adults who were born at 3100-m altitude and

lived there all of their lives (high-altitude natives). The hypoxic

ventilatory response is ‘‘blunted’’ between 100 and 60 mm Hg PaO2 in

both high-altitude groups. This must be a physiologic mechanism in

high-altitude residents, but a genetic component may be involved in

high-altitude natives. (After Weil et al., J Clin Invest 1971;50:186.)
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KEY POINTS
� The cortex of the kidney is the outer, richly

vascular layer; the medulla is the inner, less
vascular layer.

� The ureter exits the kidney in the same region
as the renal artery and renal vein and conveys
urine to the bladder.

� The glomerular capillaries and the peritubular
capillaries form the microcirculation of the
kidney. Fluid is filtered from the high-pressure
glomerular capillaries, whereas solutes and
fluid are absorbed from the interstitial space
by the low-pressure peritubular capillaries.

� The afferent arterioles and efferent arterioles
control pressure in the capillaries.

� Each of the nephrons (there are about 1 million
in each kidney) is divided into functional units,
beginning with Bowman’s space in the glomer-
ulus, where the initial filtrate collects and enters
the proximal tubule.

� The ascending loop of Henle in the nephron
returns from the medulla and extends to

contact the arterioles in the glomerulus of its
origin. This specialized region of contact is
called the juxtaglomerular apparatus and is
involved in regulating secretion of the hormone
renin.

� Superficial nephrons are so named because
their glomeruli lie in the outer region of the
cortex and they have short loops of Henle,
whereas juxtamedullary nephrons arise from
glomeruli in the minor cortex and have long
loops of Henle.

� The kidney is essential for the conversion of
vitamin D3 to its most active form, 1,25-
dihydroxycholecalciferol, and for the produc-
tion of erythropoietin, an endocrine hormone
that stimulates the production of red blood
cells. The kidney also releases angiotensin II
and the prostaglandins PGE2 and PGI2,
which play important rolls in the maintenance
of extracellular fluid volume and blood
pressure.
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The kidney is of paramount importance in the
maintenance of homeostasis. Despite its relatively
small mass, the kidney processes enormous amounts of
solute and water daily and finely regulates the excretion
of most substances to match their rates of ingestion and
production by metabolism.

Data compiled for the 2002 Annual Report of U.S.
Renal Data System (http://www.usrds.org/adr.htm)
show that in 2000 (the latest year for which complete
data were available) more than 96,000 people in the
United States developed end-stage renal disease (ESRD),
a condition in which the patient has little or no kidney
function and would die without hemodialysis or a
kidney transplant. In that same year, more than 275,000
patients received hemodialysis and more than 103,000
were sustained by a successful renal transplant. Treat-
ment of ESRD in 2000 cost more than $12.3 billion in
Medicare and even more in private, charitable, and
other public health care funds! The increasing preva-
lence and incidence of ESRD are especially disappoint-
ing in view of the fact that diabetes mellitus (especially
type 2 diabetes) and hypertension accounted for,
respectively, �44% and �25% of the cases. Early
treatment in both types of cases would greatly reduce
the enormous human and monetary costs of ESRD.
Furthermore, ESRD represents only the tip of the
iceberg among chronic and acute renal diseases. Many
nonfatal conditions such as urinary incontinence and
other disorders of urination severely compromise the
quality of life for millions.

One usually thinks of the kidney in terms of its role in
ridding the body of metabolic by-products, and this
function is certainly important. When the operation of
the kidneys is compromised to a sufficient extent,
numerous metabolites such as urea, creatinine, uric
acid, sulfate, and phosphate begin to accumulate in the
body fluids. The accumulation of these and other
substances in blood leads to the syndrome called
uremia, which signals the progression of renal failure.
The kidneys are also a primary component of the body’s
defense against toxins and other foreign substances in
the environment. The kidney excretes many of these
substances and their metabolites, whether they are taken
into the body directly or produced by the metabolism of
other substances.

Despite the importance of the excretion of metabolic
waste products and potential toxins, the threat to life in
renal failure typically comes not from the accumulation
of metabolic wastes or environmental toxins, but from
the loss of the body’s ability to balance the daily intake
of salts and water by an appropriate rate of excretion. In
the patient with renal failure, a frequent presenting
symptom is the edema that results from the resulting
retention of salt and water. The expansion of the blood

plasma volume increases the workload of the heart and
eventually leads to heart failure and pulmonary edema.
These events are often complicated by acidosis and
hyperkalemia (a high blood Kþ concentration), which
result from the inability of the kidneys to excrete acids
and potassium at the proper rates.

To understand the progression of these disorders and
their management, it is necessary to understand the
normal functions of the kidney and the location and
mechanisms that underlie those functions. But even
more important is an understanding of how these
processes are regulated by a variety of hormonal,
neural, and local control mechanisms to respond
appropriately to various factors that tend to disturb
homeostasis.

FUNCTIONAL ANATOMY OF THE KIDNEY

A person’s kidney is about the size of a clenched fist.
When examined in cross section as shown in Fig. 1, the
kidney is easily divided into two regions: the cortex and
the medulla. The blood, lymphatic, and neural supply of
the kidney enter through the hilus together with the
ureter, which carries the urine from the kidney to the
bladder, where it is stored until emptied by micturition
(urination).

In the human kidney, the medulla terminates in
several conical structures called papillae. The renal pelvis
is essentially an enlarged extension of the ureter. It is
divided into individual cup-shaped structures called
calyxes that surround each papilla and convey the
effluent urine into the ureter.

A layer of tough connective tissue called the capsule,
which protects the more delicate parenchyma, covers
the kidney. About 1 million nephrons constitute the

FIGURE 1 Schematic cross section of a human kidney. The ureter,

renal artery, and renal vein exit the kidney in the hilus region. The

calyces collect the urine as it flows out of the ducts of Bellini (see Fig. 4)

at the tips of the papillae and convey it into the ureter, which carries it

to the urinary bladder.
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majority of the parenchyma in each human kidney. As
discussed in detail in subsequent chapters, the nephron
is the functional unit that produces an initial ultrafiltrate
of the plasma at its point of origin in the glomerulus and
modifies that ultrafiltrate by the processes of reabsorp-
tion and secretion to control the rate of excretion of
solutes and water.

Vasculature

Although the two kidneys together constitute less
than 0.5% of the body mass, they receive almost 25% of
the total cardiac output when the body is at rest. This
blood flows into each of the two kidneys via the right
and left renal arteries, which branch directly from the
abdominal aorta. On entering the hilus, the renal artery
divides into several interlobar arteries that radiate from
the hilus toward the cortex (Fig. 2). Near the boundary
of the cortex and the medulla, the interlobar arteries
divide into arcuate arteries that run parallel to the arc of
the corticomedullary junction and give off the radial
arteries. These major vessels of the arterial side are
paralleled in their course by the interlobar, arcuate, and
radial veins. The interlobar veins come together to form
the renal vein, which exits from each kidney at the hilus
and carries the venous blood to the vena cava.

The network of arterioles, capillaries, and venules
connecting the arterial and venous sides of the renal
circulation is quite different from that found in other

organs and is responsible for many of the functional
characteristics of this organ. The unique feature of the
microcirculation is the presence of two capillary beds in
series. Afferent arterioles branch off the radial arteries
and feed the first of the two capillary networks, the
glomerular capillaries. As discussed later, the blood
pressure in these capillaries is relatively high, so it serves
to filter fluid. The glomerular capillary bed is effectively
embedded in the epithelial layer referred to as Bowman’s
capsule (which forms the initial portion of the nephron,
as described later), and fluid filtered from the glomer-
ular capillaries enters Bowman’s space (Fig. 3). The
complex of the glomerular capillaries and Bowman’s
capsule is termed the renal corpuscle, or, more
frequently, the glomerulus.

In contrast to other capillary beds, the glomerular
capillary network empties not into a venule but into
another resistance vessel, the efferent arteriole. The
efferent arteriole gives rise to a second capillary bed, the
peritubular capillaries. As the name implies, this capil-
lary network lies adjacent to the tubular components of
the nephron. In the cortex, the peritubular capillaries
form a dense plexus surrounding all the tubular
components. Efferent arterioles from glomeruli that lie
near the corticomedullary junction give rise to a
different type of capillary network that supplies the
renal medulla as long, hairpin-shaped capillary loops.

FIGURE 3 Schematic illustration of the glomerulus. The afferent

arteriole distributes into the glomerular capillary network. The

pressure in these capillary loops is higher than in other systemic

capillaries, which results in filtration of fluid from the capillaries into

Bowman’s space, from which it passes to the proximal convoluted

tubule. The blood that remains after filtration flows from the

glomerular capillaries into the efferent arteriole, from which it

proceeds to the peritubular capillary network. The thick ascending

limb from the same nephron is closely associated with the afferent

arteriole to form the juxtaglomerular apparatus. This structure is

comprised of the macula densa cells of the thick ascending limb and

the specialized juxtaglomerular smooth muscle cells of the afferent

arteriole.

FIGURE 2 Schematic diagram of the major blood vessels of the

kidney. All of the glomeruli are located in the cortex and each is

supplied by an afferent arteriole. The efferent arteriole conveys the

blood from the glomerular capillary tuft to the peritubular capillary

circulation, which is not shown in the figure. The peritubular capillary

network arising from glomeruli in the outer regions of the cortex is

confined to the cortex in close association with the nephron of origin.

The peritubular capillary network arising from glomeruli near the

corticomedullary junction penetrates deeply into the medulla in a series

of long hairpin loops referred to as vasa recta. OM, outer medulla; IM,

inner medulla. (Modified from Kriz W. A standard nomenclature for

structures of the kidney. Am J Physiol Renal Fluid Electrolyte Physiol

1988;254:F1–F8.)
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Blood in these capillaries descends first downward into
the medulla via the descending vasa recta and then
returns to the cortex via the ascending vasa recta. Blood
pressure in both the cortical and medullary regions of
the peritubular capillaries is relatively low and, thus,
these capillaries can take up the fluid and solutes that
have been reabsorbed by the renal tubules from the
ultrafiltrate formed by the glomerulus.

Glomeruli and Nephrons

The nephrons begin as an extension of Bowman’s
space, which surrounds the glomerular capillaries. All
glomeruli are located in the cortex, but those that lie
near the cortical surface give rise to what are referred to
as superficial nephrons, whereas those near the cortico-
medullary junction are referred to as juxtamedullary
nephrons. Although the pattern is not invariant, super-
ficial nephrons give rise to short loops of Henle that end
in the outer medulla and have at most a short, thin
ascending limb. A larger proportion of the juxtamedul-
lary nephrons have long loops of Henle that extend to
varying depths in the inner medulla and even to the tip
of the papilla. The various regions of the nephron have
quite different structural characteristics that reflect
differences in their metabolism and function.

Throughout its length, the nephron is comprised of a
single epithelial cell layer with an underlying basal

lamina (basement membrane). However, the cells that
constitute the different tubular segments of the nephron
shown in Fig. 4 differ both anatomically and function-
ally. To simplify these details, the nephron is discussed
in subsequent chapters as if it were divided into six
functional regions: (1) the proximal tubule, comprised of
the convoluted and straight tubules; (2) the thin
descending limb of the loop of Henle; (3) the thin and
thick segments of the ascending limb of the loop of
Henle; (4) the distal convoluted tubule; (5) the connect-
ing tubule; and (6) the collecting duct, including the
initial cortical collecting tubule, and the cortical and
medullary collecting ducts.

As shown in Fig. 4, the proximal convoluted tubule
arises from Bowman’s space and folds in a complex series
of turns in the region of its own glomerulus. The proximal
straight tubule is a straight continuation of the convo-
luted segment, and the convoluted and straight segments
are called collectively the proximal tubule. The straight
segment runs radially through the cortex into the outer
medulla, and in this region, its morphology changes to
become the thin descending limb of the loop of Henle.

The thin descending limb of the loop of Henle runs
radially into the medulla, where it makes a hairpin turn at
a level determined, in part, by the location in the cortex of
its glomerulus of origin (see later discussion). The thin
ascending limb of the loop of Henle then returns toward
the outer medulla. Both these regions of the nephron are

FIGURE 4 Primary structural elements of the nephron. A juxtamedullary nephron is shown on the left,

and a superficial nephron on the right. Note the longer loop of Henle, which occurs in many but not all

juxtamedullary nephrons. Also, in the juxtamedullary nephron the connecting tubule (CNT) is elongated

in structures called arcades to reach from the deeper cortex to the superficial cortex where it merges with

other CNTs, including shorter CNTs of superficial nephrons, to form the cortical collecting duct.

(Modified from Kriz WA. Standard nomenclature for structures of the kidney. Am J Physiol Renal Fluid

Electrolyte Physiol. 1988;254:F1–F8.)
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comprised of a very thin epithelial cell layer, thus giving
rise to their names. The thin ascending limb changes in
the outer medulla to an epithelium with taller cells and
numerous mitochondria, which is called the thick
ascending limb, but is sometimes referred to as the
distal straight tubule. The thick ascending limb proceeds
through the outer medulla into the cortex, where it comes
into close contact with the afferent and efferent arterioles
associated with the glomerulus from which the nephron
originated. This region of contact is referred to as the
juxtaglomerular apparatus (see Figure 3).

The juxtaglomerular apparatus consists of specialized
regions of both the cortical thick ascending limb and the
afferent arteriole. The thick ascending limb cells in this
region of contact form a plaque of taller and larger cells
referred to as the macula densa (see Fig. 3), which
monitors the flow and composition of the tubular fluid.
Specialized cells of the afferent arteriole in the juxtaglo-
merular apparatus, referred to as granular cells or
juxtaglomerular cells, store a hormone, renin, that can
be released into the circulation. The functions of this
hormone and the juxtaglomerular apparatus are
discussed in Chapters 24 and 29.

The distal convolution lies between the macula
densa and the collecting ducts, and it consists of two
segments, the distal convoluted tubule and the connect-
ing tubule (see Fig. 4), which are structurally and
functionally distinct. Beyond the macula densa, the
thick ascending limb cells continue for a short distance
until they are abruptly replaced by the distal convo-
luted tubule cells (DCT cells). DCT cells have the
greatest density of mitochondria and Naþ-Kþ-ATPase
of any nephron segment and the basolateral membrane
is highly folded and interdigitated with adjacent cells.
The connecting tubule, which is populated primarily by
connecting tubule cells (CNT cells), follows the distal
convoluted tubule but the transition is gradual and
CNT cells begin to appear together with DCT cells
near the end of the distal convoluted tubule. Finally,
the connecting tubule at its distal end has the same
structural and functional characteristics as the cortical
collecting duct, and therefore, it is referred to as the
initial collecting tubule.

In the human kidney, individual nephrons do not
begin to merge until the cortical collecting duct, which is
characterized by yet another cell type, the principal cell.
Principal cells begin to appear among CNT cells at the
transition from the connecting tubule to the initial
collecting tubule. On the average, the confluence of
10–12 initial collecting tubules near the cortical surface
forms a cortical collecting duct, which then runs
unbranched through the cortex and the outer medulla
until it reaches the inner medulla. The inner medullary
collecting ducts fuse successively to form the ducts of

Bellini, each of which carries the urine originating from
approximately 2800 glomeruli.

Yet one additional cell type has not been discussed.
The intercalated cells, which are responsible for urinary
acidification, begin to appear in the early part of the
connecting tubule where they are intermingled in
varying proportions with CNT cells. In the cortical
collecting duct, the proportion of intercalated to princi-
pal cells is about 1:2, but this proportion decreases in the
medullary collecting duct until intercalated cells disap-
pear in the inner medullary collecting duct.

The localization of different cells along the distal
nephron segments is of more than histological interest
because the cell type determines both the transport
processes that occur and the hormones that regulate
them. For example, as will be discussed in detail in
Chapter 27 in the section titled Transport in the Distal
Tubule and Collecting Duct, CNT and principal cells
respond to the hormones aldosterone and vasopressin
that regulate, respectively, Naþ reabsorption via an
electrogenic Naþ channel and water reabsorption. In
contrast, DCT cells reabsorb Naþ and Cl� by an
electroneutral cotransporter that is inhibited by thiazide
diuretics, and they do not reabsorb water in the presence
or absence of vasopressin.

ENDOCRINE FUNCTIONS OF THE KIDNEY

In addition to its role in the regulation of solute and
water excretion, the kidney has several endocrine
functions, including the synthesis of erythropoietin, the
release of angiotensin I and angiotensin II, the conver-
sion of vitamin D3 to its final form, and the production
of several autocrine and paracrine agents. Vitamin D3

from the diet and that produced by the skin must be
hydroxylated to be fully active. Enzymes in the kidney
are responsible for the final conversion of vitamin D3 to
its most active form 1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol
[1,25(OH)2D3; see Chapter 43].

Erythropoietin is interesting because it is a growth
factor (or cytokine) that behaves like a hormone.
Erythropoietin is a 34-kDa glycoprotein that is secreted
by interstitial cells in the kidney, and its synthesis and
release is increased by a low hematocrit or a fall in blood
oxygen carriage. Erythropoietin acts on erythroid
progenitor cells in bone marrow as a colony-stimulating
factor and increases the production of red blood cells. As
might be expected, renal failure is accompanied by
anemia as one of its many side effects. However, the fall
in erythropoietin production is not the only reason for the
anemia. Disseminated tissue hemorrhaging and a
decrease in hemoglobin and red blood cell production
accompany uremia. Nevertheless, the anemia of renal
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failure can be reduced effectively by the administration of
erythropoietin, which was one of the first human
hormones to be produced industrially by recombinant
DNA technology. Recombinant erythropoietin is also
used extensively to boost red blood cell production in
patients who wish to donate their own blood before
surgery.

As discussed in more detail in the next chapter,
juxtaglomerular cells in the afferent arterioles release
renin, which results in the production of angiotensin I
and angiotensin II. Both within the kidney and in the
general circulation, angiotensin has broad effects as a
pressor agent by increasing the total peripheral resis-
tance of the circulation and by maintaining or increasing
extracellular fluid volume. Several organs including the
adrenal cortex, vascular smooth muscle, the brain, and
the heart have receptors for circulating angiotensin II
(see also Chapter 40).

The kidney produces several substances whose
actions are limited to neighboring cells (paracrine
agents) or on the cells that secrete them (autocrine
agents). For example, prostaglandin E2 (PGE2) and
prostacyclin (PGI2) are produced throughout the
kidney, especially by medullary interstitial cells. They
have various autocrine and paracrine functions within
the kidney; however, these actions are usually manifest
only when other stimuli such as circulating catechol-
amines and sympathetic nerve input to the kidney are
high. In this setting, prostaglandins help to maintain
renal blood flow, glomerular filtration rate, and salt
excretion. When the production of prostaglandins,
especially PGE2, is high, they can also act as systemic
vasodilators and tend to decrease blood pressure;
however, they are rapidly converted to inactive
metabolites.

MICTURITION

The urine that enters the calyces from the papillae is
the final urine that will be excreted from the body, its
composition having been determined by the functional
characteristics of the nephrons. Urine is carried from the
kidneys via the ureter to the bladder, where it is stored
until it exits the body via the urethra (Fig. 5). The
composition of the urine is altered little if at all by any of
these structures. Nevertheless, the renal pelvis, ureters,
bladder, and urethra are frequently the origin of urinary
tract pathology. Obstruction of the urinary tract by
calculi (stones) or tumors can lead to impaired renal
function. The lower urinary tract is also frequently the
site of infection, which may ascend the ureters and
infect the kidneys. Finally, many neurologic and
anatomic abnormalities can affect voiding of the

bladder (micturition) and lead either to incontinence
or to urinary retention.

Urine that collects in the hollow structure of the
renal pelvis is propelled through the ureter toward the
bladder by peristaltic contractions of the renal pelvis
and ureter, both of which are invested with smooth
muscle in their walls. As in the case of other visceral
smooth muscle, this action is enhanced by parasympa-
thetic and inhibited by sympathetic innervation. The
walls of the pelvis and ureters are also invested with
pressure receptors that convey pain sensations to the
central nervous system if pressure rises in these
structures. This is the origin of the extreme pain
associated with obstruction of the urinary tract by
kidney stones. These receptors are also the sensory
input to a reflex arc, the ureterorenal reflex, which
produces a sympathetic efferent discharge to the kidney
that reduces the rate of glomerular filtration.

As shown in Fig. 5, the ureters enter the bladder
through the detrusor muscle in the trigone region. The
normal tone of this muscle tends to occlude the ureter as
it passes through the bladder wall, thus forming a
functional valve referred to as the ureterovesicular valve,
which prevents the backflow of urine from the bladder
to the ureter. Each peristaltic wave along the ureter
increases the pressure within the ureter so that the
region within the bladder wall opens, allowing urine to
flow into the bladder.

FIGURE 5 Schematic illustration of the bladder. The bladder wall

is heavily invested with smooth muscle layers that provide the

contractile force in voiding. The ureters enter the bladder on its

posterior side, above the bladder neck in the region of the trigone

called the ureterovesicular junction. The tension of the detrusor muscle

in the bladder wall keeps the ureteral openings closed so that urine

does not reflux toward the kidneys. When the pressure of a ureteral

peristaltic wave exceeds the pressure in the bladder, this functional

sphincter opens transiently, allowing urine to flow into the bladder.

The muscle in the trigone region also forms part of the internal

sphincter of the bladder neck. Beyond this, the urethra passes through

the urogenital diaphragm, where voluntary muscle fibers form the

external sphincter. Both the external and internal sphincters prevent

urine movement out of the bladder until micturition is initiated.
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As urine enters the bladder, it distends. The volume
of the bladder can increase from essentially zero after
micturition to a maximum of about 500 mL in the adult.
This is the largest volume change of any hollow
structure in the body, and it is accompanied by thinning
and an increase in the tension in the bladder wall that is
proportional to the radius of the bladder according to
the law of LaPlace. The increase in bladder wall tension
as the bladder expands stimulates the firing of stretch
receptors on afferent nerves. Expulsion of urine from
the bladder is driven by contraction of the detrusor
muscle. Normally this muscle is flaccid and allows
the bladder to expand as it fills. At the tip of the trigone,
the urethra exits from the bladder in a region called the
bladder neck. Leakage of urine from the bladder during

filling is prevented by contraction of the muscle fibers in
what is referred to as the internal urethral sphincter. The
internal sphincter is not a discrete anatomic structure
but represents the combined effects of circular smooth
and striated muscle fibers in the urethra to keep its
lumen closed. The relative importance of different
regions of the urethra in performing this sphincter
function also differs between males and females. At the
point where the urethra passes through the urogenital
diaphragm, the striated muscles of the pelvic floor act as
an external urethral sphincter. Voluntary or reflex
contractions of these muscles increase the outflow
resistance of the urethra and can prevent voiding even
during strong constrictions of the detrusor muscle in the
bladder wall.

Clinical Note

Urinary Tract Calculi (Kidney Stones)

The formation of kidney stones is a relatively
common and potentially serious renal disorder.
Kidney stones are crystalline precipitates of
solutes that are present in the urine, and they
usually form in the calyces because the urine is
the most concentrated there. However, the
presence of high concentrations of ions with
low solubility products, such as calcium and
phosphate, is not the sole reason for the
formation of calculi. A normal individual may
have even higher average concentrations of such
solutes in his or her urine than an individual who
is susceptible to kidney stones, and yet never
have kidney stones. Although the biochemistry of
the processes remains poorly understood, it is
thought that endogenous substances are
produced by renal epithelia that inhibit crystal-
lization from supersaturated urine. Stone formers
may be deficient in these agents. In other
cases, such as the formation of oxalate, uric
acid, or cystine stones, the underlying cause may
be a metabolic disturbance that leads to abnor-
mally high concentrations of these solutes in the
urine.

Infection is also a frequent cause of stone
formation, especially in women with frequent
urinary tract infections (UTIs). Some bacteria,
especially Proteus, metabolize urea and increase
the urine concentration of ammonium ion,
which can result in the formation of a triple
phosphate stone, calcium magnesium ammo-
nium phosphate.

Kidney stones can remain in the renal calyxes,
or they may be small enough that they produce
no symptoms when excreted. However, when
larger stones are passed through the ureters to
the bladder, extreme acute pain can result that
brings most patients to the emergency room. The
danger of stone formation is that persistent
occlusion of the ureter may lead to deterioration
of renal function and eventual destruction of the
renal parenchyma. Kidney stones are diagnosed
by severe pain, usually extending from the loin to
the groin, and accompanied by microscopic
hematuria and often crystals in the urine sedi-
ment. These crystals can be recognized by
appearance or chemically analyzed, and include
(in order of most to least frequent) calcium
oxalate, calcium oxalate and phosphate, triple
phosphate, uric acid, and cystine.

In many cases, kidney stones can be passed
without intervention other than pain medication
and fluids to increase urine flow. When the stones
are too large, extracorporeal shockwave litho-
tripsy has proved to be very effective. Shock-
waves from, for example, a shock generator or
electromagnetic plate generator, are concen-
trated under x-ray visualization through the skin
and tissues on the stone, and are used to break
the stone into pieces small enough to be passed
in the urine. In the extreme, kidney stones can be
too large for even this treatment. For example,
‘‘staghorn’’ calculi, so-called because of a shape
that conforms to the shape of the calyxes, usually
have to be removed surgically.
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Neural Regulation of Micturition

Bladder function is normally regulated by a coordi-
nated switching between two states: a storage phase and
an emptying phase. As shown in Fig. 6, during the
storage phase the volume of urine in the bladder can
increase to 200–300 mL with little rise in pressure due to
the remarkably high compliance of the bladder wall. The
bladder wall is made up of an extracellular fibrous
matrix of collagen and elastin, and the detrusor muscle
fibers, which can lengthen more than threefold during
bladder filling. Nevertheless, as the radius of the bladder
increases, the wall tension increases and activates stretch
receptors. The resulting afferent firing is conveyed to
the lumbar spinal cord via the hypogastric nerve. When
the pressure in the bladder increases above about 10 cm
H2O, this afferent input causes reflex firing of para-
sympathetic cholinergic efferent fibers that run from the
sacral cord via the pelvic nerves to the detrusor muscle.
This efferent input causes the muscle to contract,
resulting in transient pressure waves and heightened
afferent firing that, when conveyed to higher brain
centers, gives the sensation of bladder fullness and the
urge to urinate.

When the bladder is only partially filled, these
pressure waves relax spontaneously, the detrusor
muscle ceases to contract, and the pressure falls back
to the baseline, as shown by the spikes of pressure
(dashed lines) in Fig. 6. In the storage phase, continence
is maintained by the influence of descending fibers from

the pons that suppress the firing of parasympathetic
efferents to the detrusor muscle while augmenting the
output of parasympathetic efferents to the internal
urethral sphincter. The pressure of the filling bladder on
the pelvic floor also activates reflex arcs that increase the
tension of the external sphincter via cholinergic efferents
in the pudendal nerves. Contraction of the external
sphincter is an important part of the ‘‘guarding reflex’’
that prevents urinary leakage during the bladder pres-
sure waves. The voluntary augmentation of this reflex
and constriction of other muscle groups in the pelvic
floor are important for maintaining continence when the
bladder is filled and afferent output is high or when
other regulatory pathways are defective.

In the absence of any input from higher nervous
centers as occurs, for example, after spinal cord
transection, the bladder can fill and empty sponta-
neously, a condition referred to as an automatic bladder.
When the bladder reaches a certain volume, the reflex
contraction of the detrusor muscle becomes sufficiently
strong to force open the internal sphincter and urine
distends the bladder neck, initiating a reflex inhibition of
the external sphincter. However, voiding that occurs in
the absence of input from the pons is sporadic and
incomplete because the afferent output from the bladder
drives parasympathetic output that constricts both the
detrusor muscle and the internal sphincter muscle.

Even in infants and unconscious adults, the emptying
phase of the bladder is usually coordinated by input
from the micturition center in the pons. When afferent
output from the bladder due to distension reaches some
threshold, the pontine center reverses its influence on
the spinal reflexes by decreasing efferent output to the
internal and external sphincters and augmenting the
output to the detrusor muscle. However, the decrease in
urethral outflow resistance precedes contraction of the
detrusor muscle by a few seconds, thereby decreasing
the pressure necessary to expel the urine from the
bladder. When urine enters the urethra, afferent output
acts to maintain detrusor contraction and sphincter
relaxation until the bladder has completely emptied and
flow ceases.

During development of the nervous system in the
toddler, voluntary control of voiding is established by
input to the pontine center primarily from the right
frontal cerebral cortex. Older children and adults can
voluntarily stop voiding with a partially emptied
bladder. It has been found that such voluntary stoppage
is accomplished by constriction of the internal and
external sphincters followed by detrusor muscle relaxa-
tion. When voiding is reinitiated voluntarily, detrusor
muscle contraction is preceded by relaxation of the
sphincters. Thus, the voluntary regulation and timing of
urination is exerted by facilitory or inhibitory input to

FIGURE 6 Relationship between pressure in the bladder and

bladder volume. As filling of the bladder progresses beyond 200 mL,

pressure waves begin to appear. These transient contractions of the

bladder detrusor muscle are shown by the vertical dotted lines

superimposed on the smooth pressure curve. These waves of

contraction contribute to the sensation of bladder fullness and increase

in frequency and intensity as the bladder continues to fill.
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the pontine center rather than by direct stimulation of
efferents to the internal or external sphincter. However,
even when the bladder is painfully full and the pontine
center cannot be suppressed, voluntary constriction of
the pelvic floor muscles can delay or greatly reduce
voiding.
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Clinical Note

Urinary Tract Infection

An otherwise healthy 21-year-old woman is seen
at an outpatient clinic. She complains of a burning
sensation upon urination and an increase in her
frequency and urgency of urination. A review of
her medical history reveals no significant medical
problems, but she has had a recent increase in
sexual activity. Physical examination reveals no
abnormalities. Her blood pressure and pulse are
normal and she has no fever; however, laboratory
results show that her urine sediment has abun-
dant bacteria and white blood cells. The diagnosis
is cystitis, that is, an infection of the bladder.

Cystitis is a frequent medical complaint of
sexually active young women, with an incidence
of up to 5% yearly in women of reproductive age.
Women are particularly susceptible to UTI because
of the typical bacterial flora of the vagina and the
shorter length of the female urethra. The incidence
of UTI in males is much less also because the
prostate and seminal vesicles secrete antibacterial
agents. However, when prostatic or other diseases
interfere with complete voiding, cystitis is a

frequent presenting symptom in the male as well.
UTI is usually confined to the bladder and urethra
because of the barriers provided by the ureterove-
sicular valve and the normal descending flow of
urine from the kidneys to the bladder. However,
congenital abnormalities and incomplete develop-
ment can lead to failure of this valve, such that
contraction of the bladder during micturition
produces reflux of the urine from the bladder to
the kidneys. Reflux can lead to pyelonephritis, an
infection that ascends from the bladder and
reaches the kidneys. Pyelonephritis is a more
serious disease and is usually accompanied by
fever, chills, and tenderness and pain in the flank
region over either or both kidneys. In addition, the
white blood cells in the urinary sediment frequently
form long cylindrical clumps called casts because
they take the cylindrical form of the nephrons in
which they form. These characteristics usually
allow the physician to discriminate between
cystitis and pyelonephritis based on the history
and physical, and an examination of the urinary
sediment.
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KEY POINTS
� Renal blood flow (RBF) is 1.0–1.2 L/min or

about 20% of the cardiac output. At a normal
hematocrit, the renal plasma flow (RPF) is
~670 mL/min.

� Glomerular filtration refers to the ultrafiltration
of a protein-free fluid from the blood plasma
into Bowman’s space, the beginning of the
nephron.

� Reabsorption by the nephron restores most of
the filtered water and solutes to the blood, but
in a carefully regulated manner.

� The afferent and efferent arterioles are the
primary resistance vessels in the renal circula-
tion. Their independent regulation determines
RBF and the glomerular filtration rate (GFR).

� The GFR is normally about 130 mL/min, or
more than 180 L/day. The filtration fraction (FF)

is the ratio of GFR to RPF and is approximately
0.2 (20%).

� The forces favoring glomerular filtration are the
high hydrostatic pressure in the glomerular
capillaries and the small or absent colloid
osmotic pressure (COP) in Bowman’s space.
The forces opposing filtration are the higher
COP of the glomerular capillary plasma and the
hydrostatic pressure in Bowman’s space.

� Increased afferent arteriolar resistance
decreases both RBF and GFR. A small increase
of efferent arteriole resistance may augment
GFR, but larger increases diminish RBF and GFR.

� The filtration barrier comprises the endothelial
cells, the basement membrane, and the epithe-
lial cells of Bowman’s capsule. The ultrafiltra-
tion coefficient (Kf) relates GFR to the net
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The two kidneys are supplied with massive blood
flow in comparison with other organs. In the young
healthy adult, the renal blood flow (RBF) ranges from
1000–1200 mL/min, or �20% of the resting cardiac
output. At a hematocrit of 0.40 to 0.45, the renal plasma
flow (RPF) is about 670 mL/min. Because the metabolic
cost of the many transport processes that are constantly
occurring in the nephrons is considerable, the kidneys,
despite their small mass, account for �8% of the total
body oxygen consumption. Nevertheless, the very high
blood flow rate is far in excess of that needed to meet
these metabolic demands, resulting in the small differ-
ence of 1.7 mL/dL between the oxygen levels in arterial
and venous blood. Instead of merely supplying oxygen
and metabolic substrates, this large rate of blood flow is
required to produce the high rate of glomerular
filtration needed for excretion of metabolic by-products
such as urea, uric acid, and creatinine.

Glomerular filtration, the initial event in the formation
of the urine, results in the movement of a large volume of
fluid from the glomerular capillaries into Bowman’s
space. Most solutes that are smaller than proteins pass
freely across the glomerular membranes, and thus
glomerular filtration results in the production of an
ultrafiltrate of the plasma. This ultrafiltrate contains very
little protein, but has approximately the same concentra-
tions of the smaller solutes as plasma. Reabsorption is the
regulated transport of water and solutes from the urine to
the blood that occurs along the nephrons. Given the high
rate of filtration, solutes that are to be removed from the
body can be excreted in large amounts merely by a failure
to reabsorb them along the nephron. On the other hand,
the high rate of filtration imposes a high energy cost in
order to reabsorb those ions andmetabolic substrates that
must be conserved by the body.

Filtration and reabsorption are functions not only of
the nephron; they are coordinated with the unique

properties of the vasculature. Ultrafiltrate is formed
from the glomerular capillaries, but solutes and water
that are reabsorbed from the nephronmust be returned to
the circulation by uptake into the peritubular capillaries.
The same Starling forces that apply to all capillary beds
govern the movement of fluid into and out of the renal
capillaries. However, the series arrangement of two
capillary beds in the kidney is unique. The high hydro-
static pressure in the capillary network of the glomerulus
produces rapid net filtration of fluid, whereas the higher
colloid osmotic pressure (COP) and lower hydrostatic
pressure of the peritubular capillaries allow for net fluid
uptake. The importance of these functions is reflected by
a phenomenon referred to as autoregulation, which
permits glomerular filtration to be maintained relatively
constant over a wide range of systemic blood pressures
and despite other extrarenal changes. Autoregulation
depends primarily on alterations in the resistance of the
afferent arteriole in response to such external factors.
However, changes in glomerular filtration rate away from
the autoregulated set point can also be produced in
response to certain physiologic stimuli by neurally or
hormonally induced changes in the resistance of the
afferent and efferent arterioles.

This chapter describes the basic mechanisms involved
in the regulation of blood flow, glomerular filtration,
and peritubular capillary uptake in the kidney and how
these processes may be altered under normal as well as
pathologic conditions.

BLOOD FLOW VELOCITIES AND PRESSURES IN
THE RENAL VASCULATURE

The glomerulus is a unique structure designed to
produce rapid ultrafiltration of fluid from the plasma
across the glomerular capillary endothelium and into

KEY POINTS (continued )
filtration driving force. The hydraulic con-
ductivity of the filtration barrier and the
surface area of the filtering capillaries deter-
mine Kf.

� Renin is released from the juxtaglomerular cells
by a fall in blood pressure or by neural and
hormonal signals that indicate a decrease in
extracellular fluid volume. Renin catalyzes the
cleavage of angiotensin I from circulating
angiotensinogen. Converting enzyme catalyzes
the conversion of angiotensin I to its active
circulating form, angiotensin II.

� Angiotensin II has three major effects: (1) It
acts systemically as a pressor to increase blood
pressure; (2) in the proximal tubule, it increases
salt and water reabsorption; and (3) it stimu-
lates the adrenal cortex to secrete aldosterone,
which increases Na+ reabsorption and K+

secretion in the distal nephron.
� Because of intrinsic renal autoregulation, RBF

and GFR remain constant over a wide range of
fluctuations in the systemic blood pressure.
Autoregulation involves a myogenic mechanism
and tubuloglomerular feedback.
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Bowman’s space. As shown by the scanning electron
micrograph in Fig. 1, the glomerular capillaries are
supplied by the afferent arteriole. However, the blood
that leaves the glomerulus does not flow out through a
venule as in most capillary systems, but through a
second resistance vessel, the efferent arteriole. Because
of this arrangement, most of the total drop in pressure
from the arterial to the venous side of the circulation is
divided between the two arterioles, resulting in a higher
blood pressure in the glomerular capillary network and
a lower blood pressure in the peritubular capillary
network. The distribution of the fall in hydrostatic
pressure is given in Table 1.

As can be seen in Table 1, the largest drop in pressure
from the mean systemic arterial pressure occurs in the
afferent and efferent arterioles, which have roughly
equal resistances. Because of the higher transmural
pressure in the afferent arteriole, thick rings of vascular
smooth muscle that provide the contractile force to
maintain and alter the resistance surround it. The
afferent arteriole provides about 35% of the total
resistance to flow within the kidney, causing a fall in
blood pressure from 90 mm Hg in the medium-sized

arteries to �60 mm Hg in the glomerular capillaries.
Because of the lower transmural pressure, the smooth
muscle of the efferent arteriolar is thinner and distrib-
uted more irregularly, but it drops the pressure by a
further 33–35 mm Hg.

Glomerular Capillaries

The relative resistance of these two arterioles deter-
mines the average pressure within the glomerular
capillaries, and it is estimated to be about 60 mm Hg
in humans. This pressure is considerably higher than in
the capillary beds of other organs. Because of the large
cross-sectional surface area provided by the numerous
capillary loops (Fig. 1), the blood pressure falls by at
most 2 mm Hg along the glomerular capillaries and the
flow velocity is relatively slow.

The tone of the smooth muscle in the arterioles is the
primary determinant of their resistance. However, it is
conjectured that their resistance might also be altered by
mesangial cells, which are interstitial cells located
between the afferent and efferent arterioles within the
glomerulus and just external to it. Mesangial cells
contract or relax in response to various hormones.
Contraction of the mesangial cells could augment the
resistance of the arterioles and possibly change the
number of open capillary loops in the glomerular tuft, but
there is presently no definitive information about the role
of these cells in regulating arteriolar resistances.

On leaving the glomerulus, the efferent arteriole
branches to form the peritubular capillary network. The
densest region of the peritubular capillary network is in
the cortex. Each efferent arteriole supplies capillaries
near the nephron of its glomerular origin, and about
90% of the postglomerular blood flows only through the
cortex. The remaining 10% of the blood flow supplies
the medulla via the elongated capillary loops formed by
the ascending and descending vasa rectae. Vasa rectae

FIGURE 1 Scanning electron micrograph showing a vascular cast

of a glomerular capillary tuft and its associated afferent arteriole (AA)

and efferent arteriole (EA). Within the glomerular tuft smaller

capillaries are seen interconnecting larger loops. (Electron micrograph

courtesy of Dr. Andrew P. Evan, Indiana University Medical Center,

Indianapolis, IN.)

TABLE 1 Pressures and Resistances in the Renal
Vasculature

Pressure in

Vessel (mm Hg)

Relative

Resistance

Vessel Beginning End %

Renal artery 92 �92 �0

Interlobular, arcuate,

and arcuate arteries

92 90 2

Afferent arteriole 90 61 34

Glomerular capillaries 61 59 2

Efferent arteriole 59 25 40

Peritubular capillaries 25 6 22

Major renal veins 6 �6 �0
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arise primarily from efferent arterioles of juxtamedul-
lary nephrons (see Chapter 23, Fig. 2).

The average blood pressure in the peritubular capil-
laries is only 15–20 mm Hg. This is considerably lower
than in the capillaries of other organs because the two
series resistances of the afferent and efferent arterioles
have dropped it. This lower pressure means that the sum
of the Starling forces favors the uptake of water and
solutes that have been reabsorbed by the renal tubules,
which is the primary function of this capillary bed.

GLOMERULAR FILTRATION

The high hydrostatic pressure of the blood in the
glomerular capillaries is responsible for a net driving
force favoring ultrafiltration from the glomerular capil-
laries. In the young male adult, the glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) averages about 130 mL/min, which amounts
to a whopping 187 L/day. The high rate of glomerular
filtration means that as plasma flows through the
kidneys at a rate of 670 mL/min, 130 mL/min, or
�20%, is filtered. This 20% represents what is referred
to as the filtration fraction (FF). The FF is calculated as
the ratio of the GFR to the RPF:

FF ¼ GFR=RPF: ð1Þ

As discussed later, the filtration fraction, which is usually
given as a percent rather than a fraction, determines the
effect of the renal blood flow on the GFR.

The GFR, as with most extensive parameters of
body function, is proportional to body size and is
correspondingly lower in females. Thus, reported
values of the normal GFR vary over a wide range, but
for the purposes of the following discussion, we will
consider the average GFR to be 130 mL/min, or an
average of �180 L/day. This should be regarded as the
optimal value that would be found in a young adult with
healthy kidneys. GFR declines with age and in renal
disease because of a decrease in the number of function-
ing glomeruli. Therefore, measurement of the GFR is an
important index of renal function and the progression
or amelioration of renal disease. The following
section considers the individual driving forces that
determine the net force for glomerular filtration
and how those forces are modified by physiologic or
pathologic mechanisms.

Forces Driving and Opposing Glomerular

Ultrafiltration

As in all capillaries, the movement of fluid into or
out of the glomerular and peritubular capillaries is

governed by the balance of the so-called Starling forces
(see Chapter 16), that is, the hydrostatic and osmotic
pressure differences between the capillary lumen and
the region surrounding the capillary. In the case of the
peritubular capillaries, this region is the interstitial
fluid, whereas the glomerular capillaries are surroun-
ded by Bowman’s space, as shown in Fig. 2.
According to the Starling Law, the rate of fluid
movement (Jv) will be determined by the following
equation:

Jv ¼ Lp 
 A 
 ð�P���Þ; ð2Þ

where Lp is the hydraulic conductivity of the capillary
wall, A is its area, �P is the difference in hydrostatic
pressure, and �� is the difference in osmotic pressure
across the capillary wall. The osmotic pressure is
produced only by macromolecules because both the
peritubular and glomerular capillaries are virtually
impermeable to plasma proteins, but they are quite
permeable to smaller solute molecules. In other words,
the reflection coefficients of solutes smaller than proteins
are zero (see Chapter 3). Therefore, the relevant osmotic
pressure difference is the difference in COP.

FIGURE 2 Scanning electron micrograph of a fractured glomerulus

revealing the beginning of the proximal tubule (PT) at the urinary pole

(lower edge). The cross-sectional plane of the fracture has exposed the

lumens of several glomerular capillaries. These capillaries have

attenuated endothelial cells. In addition, one can see the visceral

epithelium (VE) that covers the capillary loops, and the parietal

epithelium (PE) that forms the outer wall of Bowman’s space. Red

blood cells (arrow) can be seen in some of the capillary loops. (Electron

micrograph courtesy of Dr. Andrew P. Evan, Indiana University

Medical Center, Indianapolis, IN.)
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In the case of the glomerular capillary, because
plasma proteins normally appear in the glomerular
ultrafiltrate only in extremely low concentrations, the
COP of Bowman’s space can be regarded to be zero.
However, in diseases affecting the glomeruli, the perme-
ability of the filtration barrier to proteins may rise and
their concentration in Bowman’s space can become
appreciable, thus reducing the difference in COP
between the plasma and the space.

It is difficult to estimate accurately the area of most
capillary beds including the glomerular capillary
network; consequently a parameter referred to as the
ultrafiltration coefficient (Kf) is used to represent the
product of the hydraulic conductivity and the area.
Taking all of the preceding factors into consideration,
Eq. [2] can be modified to give the rate of fluid movement
(Jv), which in this case represents the GFR, as follows:

Jv ¼ GFR ¼ Kf 
 ðPc � Pb � �cÞ; ð3Þ

where Pc is the average glomerular capillary pressure, Pb

is the pressure in Bowman’s space, and �c is the average
COP of the blood along the glomerular capillaries. As
discussed later, COP rises in the glomerular capillaries
because of the fluid lost during filtration.

The directions and usual magnitudes of these three
forces—the glomerular capillary pressure, the hydro-
static pressure of Bowman’s space, and the capillary
COP—are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 3. The values

presented in this figure are not known directly in the
human, but have been extrapolated from measured
values in experimental animals. These estimates are used
to illustrate the relative magnitudes of the driving forces
producing glomerular filtration. Under normal condi-
tions, the glomerular capillary hydrostatic pressure
averages 60 mm Hg and falls little along the length of
a capillary loop because of the large cross-sectional area
available for flow. The hydrostatic pressure in
Bowman’s space, which is estimated to be 20 mm Hg,
opposes this hydrostatic pressure. The colloid osmotic
pressure of the plasma rises along the glomerular
capillary because as the protein-free fluid is filtered,
the protein concentration in the plasma remaining in
the capillaries rises. Thus, the average COP in the
glomerular capillaries is higher than that of systemic
plasma, and is estimated to be about 28 mm Hg. As
shown in Fig. 3, the net filtration pressure is the
algebraic sum of these three separate forces and is
approximately 12 mm Hg. The factors that influence
each of these individual forces, and thus govern the net
filtration pressure, are considered in the following
sections.

Glomerular Capillary Pressure

As discussed earlier, the relative resistances of the
afferent and efferent arterioles determine glomerular
capillary pressure. These resistances are in turn deter-
mined by hormonal and neural input to the smooth
muscles of these arterioles. As illustrated by Fig. 4,
when the resistance of the afferent arteriole is greater
than that of the efferent arteriole, a greater fraction of
the total arteriovenous pressure drop occurs across the
afferent arteriole, and thus the glomerular capillary
pressure is lower. Conversely, when the efferent arter-
iolar resistance is greater than that of the afferent, the
glomerular capillary pressure is higher than normal. In
some circumstances, the changes in the two resistances
are offsetting so that glomerular pressure remains
constant while blood flow decreases, as they do
whenever the afferent and efferent arteriolar resistances
increase about equally. It might be expected that when
glomerular pressure rises due to an increase in the
resistance of the efferent arteriole (as shown in the third
panel of Fig. 4) the GFR would increase, but the
increased resistance also decreases RPF. The decreased
flow rate causes the FF and thus the glomerular
capillary COP to rise. In other words, ultrafiltration
from the smaller blood flow produces a larger increase
in the concentration of the remaining proteins. As
discussed later, the rise in COP may result in a lower net
effective filtration pressure, despite the increased capil-
lary hydrostatic pressure.

FIGURE 3 Balance of hydrostatic and osmotic pressures governing

glomerular filtration. The hydrostatic pressure in the glomerular

capillaries is considerably higher than in other systemic capillaries and

falls only modestly along the length of the glomerular capillary. On the

other hand, the plasma COP rises along the glomerular capillary

because of the filtration of fluid into Bowman’s space. The pressure in

Bowman’s space is about 20 mm Hg; and this pressure is required to

propel the urine along the nephron. The net filtration pressure is given

as the difference between the capillary hydrostatic pressure and the

sum of the capillary COP and the hydrostatic pressure in Bowman’s

space.
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Hydrostatic Pressure in Bowman’s Space

The hydrostatic pressure of 20 mm Hg in Bowman’s
space is required to drive the flow of urine along the
nephron against the resistance presented by the long,
thin, tubular segments leading eventually to the ducts of
Bellini. These ducts empty into the renal calyces, which
are approximately at atmospheric pressure. Based on
Poiseuille’s law (see Chapter 10), the pressure in
Bowman’s space will be proportional to the resistance
of the nephron and the rate of urine flow in the nephron.
When urine flow is increased, for example, by diuretics,
or when there is an obstruction of the lower urinary
tract, the pressure in Bowman’s space rises. This
increase in pressure in Bowman’s space decreases the
net filtration pressure, and thus decreases the GFR.

The length and inside diameter of each nephron
segment is relatively invariant and, therefore, its resis-
tance to flow is constant. However, pathologic processes
may affect the outflow resistance. This is frequently seen
in elderly men with benign prostatic hypertrophy. The
resulting urethral outflow resistance often leads to

incomplete emptying of the bladder and to increased
pressure in the bladder, which is transmitted up the
urinary tract. This results in a higher pressure in the
calyces and the necessity for a higher pressure in
Bowman’s space to drive urine flow. Partial or complete
obstruction of the lower urinary tract by kidney stones or
tumors also leads to increases in the pressure in
Bowman’s space. These conditions produce a decrease
in the net filtration pressure and, thus, a decrease inGFR.

Colloid Osmotic Pressure in the

Glomerular Capillaries

As protein-free fluid is filtered from the glomerular
capillary plasma, the protein concentration of the
remaining plasma rises, producing a corresponding rise
in the COP, as illustrated in Fig. 5. When RPF falls to a
greater degree than the GFR, the COP rises more rapidly
along the glomerular capillaries. In the extreme, the COP
rises sufficiently to reduce the net filtration pressure to
zero in the distal end of the glomerular capillary, as
shown in Fig. 5 (lower panel). The resulting balance of
forces is referred to as filtration equilibrium, and it results
in the loss of filtration in the distal portion of the
capillary. The rise of COP in the glomerular capillary is
inversely related to the FF as shown in Fig. 6. Because in
humans FF is normally about 20%, filtration equili-
brium probably never occurs under physiologic condi-
tions. However, if renal blood flow is reduced by
proportional changes in the resistances of the afferent
and efferent arterioles so that the net hydrostatic pressure
driving force remains the same, FF rises. Figure 6
indicates that filtration equilibrium would be attained
at any filtration fraction in excess of about 37%. It is for
this reason that the RPF has an important influence on
the net filtration pressure and hence on GFR.

Absorption of Fluid in Peritubular Capillaries

In the peritubular capillaries, the situation is much
different. Because of the resistance of the efferent
arteriole, the hydrostatic pressure in the peritubular
capillaries is much lower than in other capillary networks
in the body. Conversely, because of the filtration of
protein-free fluid from the glomerular capillaries, the
plasma entering the peritubular capillaries has a much
higher COP. Both the low hydrostatic pressure and the
high COP of the peritubular capillary plasma favor the
reabsorption of fluid from the interstitial spaces
surrounding the nephrons, which is the primary function
of the peritubular capillary network.

Reabsorption by the peritubular capillaries can be
altered by changes in either the hydrostatic or the COP

FIGURE 4 Effects of changes in the relative resistances of the

afferent and efferent arteriolar resistances. For simplicity, it is assumed

that the total resistance of the two arterioles together is constant in the

three situations. Thus, in each panel, the total pressure drop from the

renal artery (90 mm Hg) to the peritubular capillaries (30 mm Hg) and

the RBF remains constant. When afferent and efferent arteriolar

resistances are nearly equal (upper panel), the pressure drop across

each arteriole is 30 mm Hg. If the afferent arteriolar resistance is

greater (middle panel), the glomerular capillary pressure is lower. If the

efferent arteriolar resistance is greater (lower panel), the glomerular

capillary pressure is increased.
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across them. For example, if the COP of the peritubular
capillary plasma is reduced because of a lower FF, fluid
will not be reabsorbed from the interstitium as rapidly,
and hydrostatic pressure will rise in the interstitium until
it is sufficient to drive uptake into the capillaries at the
same rate at which it is reabsorbed by the nephrons.
However, this interstitial pressure increases only when
the interstitial volume has increased. The absorption of
fluid by peritubular capillaries is considered further in
Chapters 26 and 29 in connection with the regulation of
salt and water reabsorption by the proximal nephron.

THE FILTRATION BARRIER

As discussed earlier, the process of glomerular filtra-
tion produces an ultrafiltrate of plasma, that is, a fluid
that has approximately the same composition as the
blood plasma but virtually no protein. It is estimated that
in humans much less than 1% of the plasma albumin that
enters the kidney via the renal artery is filtered at the
glomerulus, and this small amount of filtered protein is
reabsorbed by the proximal nephron. Only trace
amounts of the larger globulins are filtered and reab-
sorbed. On the other hand, substantial amounts of
smaller proteins such as myoglobin, hemoglobin, and
light chains from immunoglobulins can be filtered.
However, these small proteins appear in the plasma
only under pathologic conditions, for example, when a
transfusion reaction causes the release of hemoglobin
from damaged erythrocytes.

Because of their small molecular dimensions, solutes
with molecular weights of less than 5000 Da are freely
filtered; this includes all components of the plasma
except proteins and those solutes that bind to plasma
proteins. Because of the Gibbs-Donnan effects of the
plasma proteins (see Chapter 3), the concentrations of
cations in the glomerular ultrafiltrate will be 4–5% lower
than in the plasma and the concentrations of anions will

FIGURE 5 Effect of glomerular capillary plasma flow on net

filtration pressure. At normal flow rates (upper graph), the COP of the

plasma in the glomerular capillaries rises as fluid is filtered from the

capillaries. If the plasma flow rate is slowed (lower graph) by increased

vascular resistance, the plasma COP in the capillaries rises more

steeply and may become equal to the net hydrostatic pressure, which is

the difference between the glomerular capillary pressure (Pc = 60 mm

Hg) and the pressure in Bowman’s space (Pb = 20 mm Hg). In this

situation, called filtration equilibrium, the net filtration pressure

becomes zero before the end of the glomerular capillary network,

and no filtration occurs beyond that point.

FIGURE 6 Rise in the COP at the end of the glomerular capillaries

with increasing filtration fraction. Because the glomerular filtrate is

protein free, the COP of the plasma remaining in the glomerular

capillary is increased by ultrafiltration. If the COP rises to the same

level as the net hydrostatic pressure (Pc � Pb; see Eq. [3]) at some point

along the length of the capillary, there is no filtration beyond that

point. The graph assumes that the net hydrostatic pressure is 40 mm

Hg and the COP of the plasma entering the glomerular capillary is 25

mm Hg (as in Fig. 3). For a filtration fraction greater than 0.37, the net

filtration pressure would fall to zero before the end of the glomerular

capillary.
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be 4–5% higher, but for practical purposes their
concentrations in the ultrafiltrate are considered here to
be the same as in plasma. On the other hand, some anions
(such as phosphate) and some cations (especially the
divalent cations Ca2þ and Mg2þ) bind in substantial
amounts to plasma proteins, and their rate of filtration
will be proportional to their free ionized concentration.
For example, in the case of Ca2þ, approximately 50% of
the total amount in the plasma is bound to plasma
proteins and, consequently, the rate of Ca2þ filtration is
only�50% of the rate calculated from the product of the
GFR and the total Ca2þ concentration in the plasma.

Bowman’s space normally contains negligible concen-
trations of plasma proteins, so that the COP difference
across the filtration barrier is simply the average
glomerular capillary COP. However, in pathologic

states that lead to the presence of smaller proteins in
the plasma, or that increase the permeability of the
filtration barrier to albumin and globulins, proteins in
Bowman’s space can produce a significant COP. This
would reduce the net COP that normally opposes
glomerular filtration and, thus, the GFR may actually
increase in the early stages of renal diseases in which the
filtration barrier becomes permeable to proteins. The
GFR diminishes as these diseases progress because of a
decrease in the number of functioning glomeruli.

The anatomic barrier between the plasma in the
glomerular capillary and Bowman’s space is a composite
of the three structures shown in Fig. 7: the capillary
endothelium, the basement membrane or basilar lamina
covering the capillary endothelium, and the epithelium
surrounding Bowman’s space. The endothelium of renal

Clinical Note

Glomerular Diseases

Glomerular diseases are the primary cause of
chronic renal failure that often progresses, either
rapidly or more typically over 10–20 years or
more, to end-stage renal disease (ESRD). ESRD is
defined by a sufficient reduction of GFR (usually
to �10% of normal) such that dialysis or kidney
transplantation is required to maintain life. The
glomerular filtration barrier is the site of primary
pathology, which is usually often produced or
exacerbated by the immune system. Immune
damage can be due either to an abnormal
reaction against the normal components of the
glomerular filtration barrier, so-called autoim-
mune disease, or to the deposition of immune
complexes against exogenous antigens. Because
of the rapid rate of blood flow through the
glomerular capillaries, the relatively permeable
architecture of the endothelial cells, and the high
rate of ultrafiltration, glomerular cells and the
basement membrane are particularly susceptible
to leukocyte infiltration, and the accumulation of
immunoglobulins and immune complexes. The
hallmark of glomerular damage is the presence of
significant amounts of protein in the urine
(proteinuria), which indicates failure of the filtra-
tion barrier.

Often the pattern of damage is not one of
acute inflammation, and there may be histolo-
gical evidence only of immunoglobulins trapped
in the endothelial and basement membrane
layers, with no cell proliferation. Early in such

disease, there is often little evidence of
glomerular capillary damage. This pattern is
typical of the nephrotic syndrome. In some
cases, the patient is asymptomatic, and the
disease is first revealed only by proteinuria in a
routine urine sample. More often, the disease is
characterized by marked edema due to the loss
of plasma proteins and renal salt retention.
However, early in the course of the nephrotic
syndrome, RBF and GFR can be normal and
there is no uremia.

In contrast, the more prevalent glomerular
disease, glomerulonephritis, is characterized by
mild to severe proteinuria, with the presence of red
and white blood cells, and epithelial cell casts in the
urine. These are signs of an active inflammatory
process in the glomeruli that is accompanied by
proliferation of inflammatory cells among the
endothelial, mesangial, and epithelial cells, and
often within Bowman’s space. Glomerulonephritis
may occur acutely, for example, as the result of
immune complex deposition after a streptococcal
infection, or in a slow and patchy fashion.
However, the GFR is usually reduced from the
outset because of the closure of glomerular
capillary loops by immune cells.

Both the nephrotic and nephritic forms of
glomerular disease usually progress with destruc-
tion of the glomeruli by fibrotic infiltration, called
glomerulosclerosis, resulting in a progressive
decline in the number of functioning nephrons
and hence in the RBF and GFR.
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glomerular capillaries, much like the liver, has fenestra-
tions occupying nearly 10% of its surface area that allow
plasma proteins to reach the basement membrane. On
the other side of the basement membrane, the plasma
membrane of the epithelial cells is folded intricately into
so-called foot processes or podocytes (shown in cross
section in Fig. 7) where they contact the basement
membrane.

Although good evidence suggests that damage to the
basement membrane can lead to proteinuria, recent
studies of the congenital nephrotic syndrome have provi-
ded evidence that the podocyte layer is at least of equal
importance. In contrast to the usual forms of glomerular
pathology discussed in the Clinical Note on glomerular
diseases, the congenital nephrotic syndrome is an auto-
somal recessive disorder that is characterized by severe
proteinuria, which begins at birth with no underlying
immune damage. Although this disorder is relatively rare
worldwide, in Finland it has an incidence of 1 in 8000,
and it is associated the usual morbidity and mortality
associated with rapidly progressive glomerulonephritis.
Recently, the gene defect responsible for the congenital
nephrotic syndrome has been identified. The gene
encodes a protein, named nephrin, which is truncated
by a mutation in affected individuals. Nephrin is a
member of an immunoglobulin family that is involved in
cell adhesion and it is found exclusively in the junctional

complexes between glomerular epithelial cells in the
region of the podocyte layer. Thus, it appears that an
abnormality in a single protein results in sufficient
disruption of the cell-to-cell contacts in the epithelial
layer to allow substantial protein filtration.

The thickness of the glomerular basement membrane
(about 50 nm) is considerably more than that of other
capillaries, because this basement membrane is formed
by a merging of the capillary and epithelial basement
membranes during development. Like all basement
membranes, the glomerular basement membrane is a
gel-like structure formed from collagenous and noncol-
lagenous glycoproteins called proteoglycans. Laminin is
one of the more important of these proteoglycans in the
glomerular basement membrane. The proteoglycans
have a net negative charge because of their sialic and
dicarboxylic amino acids. Podocyte membranes also
have a high density of negative charge due to the presence
of other glycoproteins and, together with the basement
membrane, they electrostatically repel negatively
charged plasma proteins. Therefore, the ability of
macromolecules to permeate the filtration barrier is
determined by their size and their valence. These two
factors have been well demonstrated by experiments in
humans and animals in which the excretion of test
macromolecules has been measured as shown in Fig. 8.
These test substances have included synthetic polymers

FIGURE 7 Electron micrograph of the filtration barrier. The blood space of the capillary lumen is

separated from the ultrafiltrate in Bowman’s space by three layers: the endothelial cell layer of the

capillary (En), the glomerular basement membrane (B), and the visceral epithelial layer of Bowman’s

capsule (Ep). The cells in this epithelial layer (Ep) are characterized by the foot processes (podocytes)

that lie against the basement membrane (B). A portion of a red blood cell (RBC) is seen in the lower

right-hand corner of the micrograph surrounded by blood plasma (Pl). The plasma contains

significant amounts of protein, as indicated by the diffuse, electron-dense, granular regions. In

contrast, the ultrafiltrate (FI) seen in Bowman’s space contains no electron-dense material. The scale

bar is 0.5 mm in length; magnification is 54,000�. (Electron micrograph courtesy of Dr. Dale R.

Abrahamson, University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS.)
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that are available in a wide range of molecular sizes such
as polyvinylpyrrolidone or dextran (a sucrose polymer to
which anionic sulfate residues can be bonded), as well as
naturally occurring protein molecules.

The ultrafiltration coefficient, Kf, can be altered not
only by changes in the thickness or composition of the
basement membrane and the podocyte slits, but also by
their effective areas. It has been proposed that this
filtration area may be regulated by humorally regulated
contraction or relaxation of mesangial cells within the
glomerulus. Disease processes can also change the
number and size of the endothelial fenestrae, the shape
and size of the epithelial podocytes, or the thickness and
properties of the basement membrane. Any of these
processes may change the permeability characteristics of
the filtration barrier, leading to changes in Kf as well as
the loss of proteins into the filtrate. When the filtration
of proteins exceeds the ability of the proximal tubule to
reabsorb them, they appear in the final urine, a condi-
tion known as proteinuria. Excessive albumin losses in
the urine may exceed the capacity of the liver to synthe-
size albumin, leading to a reduction in plasma albumin
concentration and a decrease in plasma COP. This can

contribute to the severe edema (see Chapter 16), which is
a characteristic of the nephrotic syndrome (see earlier
Clinical Note).

RENIN-ANGIOTENSIN SYSTEM

Many factors regulate RBF and GFR, but perhaps
the most important is the renin-angiotensin system
(RAS). Not only does the RAS regulate renal hemody-
namics, but it is also more globally involved in
regulating the ionic composition and volume of the
extracellular fluid, and the systemic blood pressure.
Blood pressure within the kidney is tightly regulated and
is sensed by mechanisms that feed back and regulate
systemic blood pressure through the RAS. Modified
vascular smooth muscle cells, referred to as granular
cells or juxtaglomerular cells, are present within the
afferent arteriole. These cells store the enzyme renin in
numerous cytoplasmic secretory granules, and they are
extensively coupled to mesangial and smooth muscle
cells by gap junctions. Juxtaglomerular cells release
renin in response to an increase in intracellular cAMP or
a fall in cytoplasmic Ca2þ. The effect of cAMP is
understandable because it is the intracellular second
messenger for receptors that respond to sympathetic
afferent nerves and circulating catecholamines. On the
other hand, the response to intracellular Ca2þ is
opposite from most systems in which an increase in
Ca2þ stimulates secretion. However, decreased stretch in
the afferent arteriole and juxtaglomerular cells, as would
occur when the blood pressure falls, closes Ca2þ

channels and lowers intracellular Ca2þ in these cells.
As discussed later, the resulting release of renin
counteracts the fall in blood pressure, thus completing
a negative feedback system.

Renin itself has no direct hemodynamic effects,
however, as shown in Fig. 9, it acts as a protease
that cleaves the decapeptide angiotensin I from a specific
�2-globulin (angiotensinogen) circulating in the blood.
A second protease, angiotensin-converting enzyme
(ACE), in turn cleaves two amino acids from angioten-
sin I to produce the active octapeptide angiotensin II.
ACE is found primarily in the lungs, but it is also
present in the kidneys and other tissues where it rapidly
converts angiotensin I to angiotensin II.

As illustrated in Fig. 9, angiotensin II has two major
systemic effects: (1) It is a direct vasoconstrictor that
acts on resistance vessels throughout the body, resulting
in an elevation of total peripheral resistance and blood
pressure; and (2) it acts via receptors in the adrenal
cortex to increase secretion of the hormone aldosterone.
As discussed later in relation to the function of the distal
nephron (see Chapter 27), aldosterone increases the

FIGURE 8 Effect of molecular size and charge on filtration of

macromolecules in the glomerulus. The ratio of the concentrations of the

macromolecule in the ultrafiltrate compared to the plasma is plotted as a

function of the molecular radius of the test molecule. These experiments

were performed with different sizes of uncharged polymers of dextran

(m) or polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP;œ) and with the negatively charged

polymer dextran sulfate (g). Note that concentration ratios for dextran

sulfatewere significantly lower throughout the size range tested, and that

the ratio for the largest molecule of dextran sulfate tested closely

approximated that of albumin, which is also negatively charged. For

comparison, the concentration ratios for inulin, myoglobin, and

hemoglobin are also included. (Replotted data from Chang et al.,

Kidney Int 1975;8:212–218; Lambert et al., Pflügers Arch 1975;359:1–22;

Vanrenterghem et al., Clin Sci 1980;58:65–75; andWhiteside, Silverman,

Am J Physiol Renal Fluid Electrolyte Physiol 1983;245:F485–F495.)
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reabsorption of Naþ as well as the secretion of Kþ and
protons. Thus, the release of renin has two actions that
counteract any reduction of blood pressure and blood
volume. Its pressor effects elevate the blood pressure,
and its effects via aldosterone conserve Naþ and thus
expand the extracellular fluid volume, which also
indirectly elevates blood pressure and cardiac output
(see also Chapter 29).

As might be expected if the RAS were involved in
feedback regulation of blood pressure and volume, renin
is released in response to signals that indicate a decrease
in extracellular fluid volume, such as increased afferent
sympathetic nerve input to the kidney. However, renin is
also released in response to a fall in blood pressure that
is sensed directly by the afferent arteriole. A fall in
systemic blood pressure would cause renin release;
however, a fall in the renal arterial pressure, independent
of any change in systemic blood pressure, also causes
renin release (see the Clinical Note on renovascular
hypertension).

Renin-mediated hypertension may also be treated by
drugs referred to as ACE inhibitors, which inhibit the
formation of angiotensin II from its inactive precursor
angiotensin I. The actions of angiotensin II can also be
blocked by drugs that block its receptors. There are at
least two angiotensin II receptors and the drugs now in
common use block both. Investigators are currently
working to identify differences in the actions of the two
types of receptors, and type-specific receptor blockers
have been developed, but it is presently unclear if there
are advantages to blocking one or the other receptor
type. Both ACE inhibitors and receptor antagonists
have been extremely important antihypertensive drugs,
especially in treating salt-sensitive hypertension with
elevated plasma renin and hypertension in diabetic
patients, who frequently develop kidney failure.

Because ACE is present in the kidney, renin secretion
results in the production of angiotensin II in the renal
cortex where it can act as a paracrine factor. Angioten-
sin II increases proximal tubule volume absorption (see
Chapter 26), and it acts directly on the afferent and
efferent arterioles to increase their resistance, thus
decreasing RBF and GFR. The RAS also responds to
changes in salt delivery to the ascending limb of the loop
of Henle and, thus, to the macula densa cells. In
situations where the GFR is elevated or proximal tubule
reabsorption of NaCl and water is diminished, for
example, with isotonic volume expansion, there is an
increased delivery of both to the loop of Henle. This
results in an increased NaCl concentration at the end of
the loop of Henle. The increased NaCl delivery is sensed
by the macula densa cells, which signal adjacent
juxtaglomerular cells to decrease renin secretion. A
resulting decrease is seen in circulating angiotensin II
levels and a corresponding decrease in aldosterone
production, both of which would contribute to natri-
uresis and diuresis.

AUTOREGULATION

As shown in Fig. 10, RBF and GFR remain relatively
constant over a wide range of systemic blood pressures.
To prevent changes in blood flow and GFR with changes
in systemic blood pressure that occur normally during the
day with changes in activity, the resistance to flow must
change appropriately. As systemic blood pressure
increases, total renal vascular resistance increases so
that blood flow and GFR remain constant. Autoregula-
tion, which is exhibited in the circulation of many organs,
refers to an intrinsic adjustment of vascular resistance
that counterbalances any extrinsic factors that would
change flow other than by a direct effect on the vascular
resistive elements themselves.

Arterial blood pressure

Extracellular fluid volume

Sympathetic input

FIGURE 9 Production of angiotensin II by the release of renin from

juxtaglomerular cells. A variety of signals associated with falling blood

pressure and/or extracellular fluid volume loss cause release of renin

from juxtaglomerular cells. Renin acts as an enzyme to cleave

angiotensin I from an �2-globulin, angiotensinogen. Angiotensin I is

changed to angiotensin II by the cleavage of two amino acids, a

process catalyzed by ACE. Angiotensin II acts on vascular smooth

muscle to increase systemic blood pressure. Angiotensin II also acts on

the adrenal cortex to release aldosterone, which increases renal Naþ

reabsorption and Kþ secretion.
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In the kidney, autoregulation is more precise, and it
appears to act primarily to regulate GFR rather than
blood flow, because GFR remains constant not only with
increased mean arterial pressure, but also with changes in
venous pressure, increased ureteral pressure, and
increased systemic plasma COP. For example, an
increase in COP of the systemic plasmamight be expected
to decrease GFR but not to affect RBF, yet it has been
found that GFR is maintained by a compensating
increase in RBF. Similarly, obstruction of the lower
urinary tract would decrease GFR by increasing the
hydrostatic pressure in Bowman’s space but, again,

unless the obstruction is severe, GFR is usually main-
tained nearly constant by an increase in RBF.

The maintenance of a constant GFR in the face of
changes in mean arterial pressure, venous pressure, or
obstruction (i.e., renal autoregulation) appears to be
accomplished largely by changes in the resistance of the
afferent arteriole. Decreasing afferent arteriolar resis-
tance increases the effective filtration pressure and
counteracts events tending to reduce GFR. Alterna-
tively, increasing afferent arteriolar resistance counter-
acts increases in GFR. Two mechanisms, the myogenic
response and tubuloglomerular feedback, contribute to
this regulation of afferent arteriolar resistance.

When the pressure in the afferent arteriole increases,
stretches the vessel wall, and this stretch directly
stimulates the arteriolar smooth muscle to contract.
The resulting constriction of the arteriole increases its
resistance, thereby counteracting the tendency of
increased blood pressure to increase flow. This intrinsic
regulation is referred to as a myogenic response.
Although this mechanism operates in many organs
(see Chapter 17), it cannot be the only autoregulatory
mechanism in the kidney because, as described earlier,
GFR is the primary parameter that appears to be
regulated, even at the sacrifice of a constant RBF. Thus,
it seems reasonable that the parameter sensed and
regulated is GFR or some factor dependent on GFR,
rather than RBF.

The tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism is respon-
sible for this sensitive autoregulation of GFR and it

Clinical Note

Renovascular Hypertension

Because the juxtaglomerular cells release renin in
response to lower renal vascular pressures and
not systemic blood pressure, stenosis of a renal
artery or one of its branches stimulates renin
secretion. Even if renin secretion is augmented in
only one portion of one kidney, it can be sufficient
to raise systemic plasma renin levels. The resulting
formation of angiotensin II has a direct pressor
effect by increasing the resistance of arterioles
throughout the body. Furthermore, as discussed
in more detail in Chapters 27 and 29, angiotensin
II stimulates aldosterone secretion, which drives
salt retention by its effect on Naþ reabsorption in
the connecting tubule and collecting duct.

Patients with atherosclerotic plaques or
tumors that compress the renal artery and produce
renal artery stenosis usually present clinically

because of their hypertension. Laboratory work
often reveals hypokalemia secondary to high
plasma aldosterone levels because aldosterone
drives Kþ secretion. More specialized laboratory
work may reveal an elevated plasma renin level, but
in some cases the increased renin can be observed
only by measuring unilateral renal vein renin levels,
in which case the renin activity on the stenotic side
is elevated but depressed in the contralateral renal
vein. Renal arteriography is used to confirm the
stenosis, its origin, and to determine the method of
treatment.

Because renovascular hypertension (some-
times called renoprival hypertension) is treatable
by relief of the occlusion (e.g., by angioplasty or
surgery), it is imperative that this cause of
hypertension be excluded early in the normal
workup of the hypertensive patient.

FIGURE 10 Autoregulation of RPF and GFR with changes in

arterial blood pressure. The relative resistance of the renal vasculature

increases as the mean blood pressure in the renal artery increases,

thereby maintaining relatively constant RPF and GFR over mean

arterial blood pressures ranging from 80–180 mm Hg.
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depends of the effect of changes in the GFR on the
delivery to NaCl to the macula densa. When, for
example, the filtration rate of a single nephron (the so-
called single nephron GFR, or snGFR) increases, the
rates of fluid and NaCl delivery to the loop of Henle and
the macula densa increase in direct proportion. This
increase in NaCl delivery is found to cause a decrease in
the snGFR of that nephron, thus forming a negative
feedback loop. In animal experiments, it has been shown
that perfusion of the distal nephron with a maximal flow
rate reduces snGFR by 40–80%. Alternatively, when
distal nephron flow is reduced, snGFR is increased. This
behavior is called tubuloglomerular feedback, and it
provides a mechanism by which each nephron maintains
a constant snGFR. Recent studies, such as the one
illustrated in Fig. 11, have shown that increased NaCl
delivery to the macula densa causes the cells to swell.
This swelling causes the release of adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) and/or adenosine, which acts via receptors
on the juxtaglomerular cells in the afferent arteriole to
increase its resistance by contraction.

Taking all nephrons together, the result of tubulo-
glomerular feedback would be the maintenance of a
constant total kidney GFR. For example, if arterial
pressure were to increase, the initial increase in

glomerular capillary pressure would cause an increase
in snGFR of all nephrons. The resulting increase in
NaCl and water delivery to the macula densa would
then produce an increase in afferent arteriolar resistance
that would decrease glomerular capillary pressure and
snGFR would fall toward normal. The increase in
afferent arteriolar resistance would also maintain a
constant RBF despite the increase in blood pressure.

Tubuloglomerular feedback depends on signaling
between the macula densa cells that sense a change in
NaCl delivery and the afferent arteriole, which is
mediated by the release of either ATP or adenosine
from the macula densa cells in response to increased
NaCl delivery. However, students (and professors) are
often confused by what seem to be contradictory effects
of changes in salt delivery to the macula densa.
According to the tubuloglomerular feedback mecha-
nism, decreased NaCl delivery to the macula densa
should produce relaxation of the afferent arteriole and
an increase in GFR. However, as noted in the previous
section, decreased NaCl delivery to the macula densa is
a stimulus for renin release by the juxtaglomerular cells.
The resulting increase in angiotensin II should constrict
afferent and efferent arterioles and decrease the renal
blood flow and GFR.

FIGURE 11 Effect of increased NaCl concentration on macula densa cells and afferent arteriole. Both panels show the same

isolated glomerulus and adhering components of the juxtaglomerular apparatus. The cell membranes were visualized using a

fluorescent dye, and optical sections were obtained by two-photon laser scanning fluorescence microscopy. (A) A micropipette

was used to perfuse the thick ascending limb (upper left, arrowhead in lumen) with a solution containing 25 mmol/L NaCl. The

macula densa cells form a plaque of cells on the side of the tubule toward which the arrowhead points. The diameter of the

lumen of the afferent arteriole (aa) is indicated by the space between the two arrows. A portion of a capillary loop (cap) is

shown at the lower edge of the glomerulus. (B) When the solution perfusing the thick ascending limb in the same preparation

was changed to one containing 135 mmol/L NaCl, the macula densa cells swelled dramatically, while the lumen of the afferent

arteriole was almost obliterated by constriction. The increased afferent arteriolar resistance and the reduction in blood flow are

reflected by the reduction in the diameter of the capillary. (From Petri-Peteroli, J. et al. (2002). Am. J. Physiol. 283:F197–F201.

With permission of the journal and the author.)
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There are two important points to note in addressing
this apparent contradiction. First, the tubuloglomerular
feedback mechanism is mediated by direct signaling
from macula densa cells to the afferent arteriole. This
signaling does not involve renin release or angiotensin II
production. Second, tubuloglomerular feedback is direc-
ted at the rapid regulation of the filtration rate of
individual nephrons, whereas the release of renin when
NaCl delivery is reduced has systemic effects but only
when it involves many nephrons. The subsequent
production of angiotensin II and aldosterone, and
their effects to elevate systemic blood pressure and
extracellular fluid volume, can be viewed as an emer-
gency response to a general reduction in the filtration
rate of all nephrons, which might occur in dehydration
or when systemic blood pressure falls.

In summary, the tubuloglomerular feedback mecha-
nism is a rapidly responding local mechanism for the
regulation of snGFR, whereas the effect of flow and
NaCl delivery to the macula densa on renin release is a
more slowly responding system that has significant
effects only when multiple nephrons are involved.
Furthermore, flow and NaCl delivery to the macular
densa is one of only several factors that regulate renin
release see Chapter 29.

PHYSIOLOGIC AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGIC
CHANGES IN RENAL BLOOD FLOW AND

GLOMERULAR FILTRATION RATE

Although GFR and RPF are normally relatively
constant, they can change from their normal set point
when influenced by other signaling systems. Under
normal conditions, the GFR is nearly maximal so that
most of the normal physiologic changes occur in the
direction of decreasing GFR. Presuming there are no
changes in plasma protein concentration, this could be
accomplished by changes in afferent or efferent arteriolar
resistance, or in the ultrafiltration coefficient Kf. The
effects of arteriolar resistance changes on RBF are
predictable as in any capillary bed. However, because the
relative resistances of the afferent and efferent arterioles
affect both glomerular capillary pressure and the average
glomerular capillary plasma COP, the effects of resis-
tance changes on GFR are more complex. It is also likely
thatKf may be altered by changes in the level of arteriolar
contraction, and by the configuration of mesangial cells
surrounding the glomerular capillaries, which may alter
the capillary area available for filtration.

Both the arterioles and mesangial cells constrict in
response to circulating catecholamines, and they receive
sympathetic adrenergic innervation and constrict in
response to increased firing. Other hormones, including

vasopressin (also called antidiuretic hormone or ADH),
angiotensin II, and glucocorticoids (the latter probably
by the increase in circulating angiotensin II it produces),
also cause constriction of the arterioles and mesangial
cells. In addition to these circulating hormones, the
arterioles and mesangial cells respond to agents that are
produced locally in the kidney rather than in extrarenal
endocrine glands. These substances are referred to as
autacoids when they act on the same cells that produce
them, and as paracrine factors when they act on
neighboring cells.

Effect of Changes in Afferent and Efferent

Arteriolar Resistances

As illustrated previously in Fig. 4, if the efferent
arteriolar resistance is constant, the glomerular capillary
pressure is inversely proportional to the afferent arte-
riolar resistance. Alternatively, if the afferent arteriolar
resistance is constant, the glomerular capillary pressure
is directly proportional to the efferent arteriolar resis-
tance. However, if there is no offsetting decrease in the
resistance of the other arteriole, as in the examples in
Fig. 4, increases in either afferent or efferent resistance
cause a decrease in RPF. Furthermore, as shown in
Figs. 5 and 6, when RPF decreases without a propor-
tional decrease in GFR, the resulting increase in FF
leads to an increase in the average COP in the
glomerular capillaries, which diminishes the net filtra-
tion pressure.

When the afferent arteriolar resistance decreases with
no change in efferent resistance, both GFR and RPF
rise, and both fall when the resistance increases, as
shown in Fig. 12. This can be understood easily because
changes in afferent arteriolar resistance affect net
filtration pressure in a direct way that parallels the
effect on RPF. For example, when afferent arteriolar
resistance rises, the glomerular capillary pressure falls,
as does the RPF. Therefore, changes in only afferent
arteriolar resistance give rise to large and parallel
changes in both GFR and RPF.

The effects of changes in efferent arteriolar resistance
on GFR, although sometimes difficult to understand,
are predictable. As shown in Fig. 13, a decrease in the
efferent arteriolar resistance with no change in
afferent resistance leads to a rise in RPF and a fall in
GFR, because the fall in efferent arteriolar resistance
causes a fall in glomerular capillary pressure and thus a
fall in net filtration pressure. GFR increases with a small
increase in the efferent arteriolar resistance, but only
slightly. At higher efferent arteriolar resistances, GFR
falls even though glomerular capillary pressure rises.
This apparent paradox occurs because the rise in COP
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caused by the decreased RPF is greater than the rise in
glomerular capillary pressure, and the net filtration
pressure falls. Therefore, there is only a limited
capacity to increase GFR by increasing efferent arte-
riolar resistance because of the opposing effects on FF
and COP.

In the two examples of Figs. 12 and 13, it is assumed
that only one or the other arteriolar resistance changes
alone with no other changes except for COP. In most
circumstances, both resistances change in parallel.
Generally, when both resistances increase by 20% or
less, as occurs with a moderate increase in sympathetic

firing via the renal nerves, GFR changes little and RPF
falls. When both afferent and efferent resistances
increase more than about 20%, both RPF and GFR
fall because of the effects of the increased FF on the
average COP.

Renal Nerves and Circulating

Vasoactive Hormones

Nerve fibers from the sympathetic celiac plexus supply
the kidney via renal nerves with both nonmyelinated and
myelinated fibers, although the latter are not found in
glomerular structures. The nerve endings are primarily
�-adrenergic and secrete norepinephrine. These nerve
endings are found in association with the afferent and
efferent arterioles, with mesangial cells, and with the
juxtaglomerular apparatus. In addition, there are nerve
endings in the epithelial cell layer of both proximal and
distal regions of the nephron. Because these nephron
segments have receptors that respond to adrenergic and
dopaminergic agonists and antagonists, the sympathetic
nervous system is also involved in the regulation of
reabsorptive and secretory functions, as well as with the
regulation of vascular resistance.

Intravenous infusions of epinephrine and norepi-
nephrine decrease RBF and GFR. However, under
normal conditions renal nerve activity is so low that it
exerts only minimal effects on the GFR. However, in
this setting, it has been shown that a small increase in
sympathetic stimulation that has little effect on RBF
augments renin release. Modest increases in renal nerve
activity or the infusion of low concentrations of
adrenergic agonists also have little effect on GFR,
although they reduce RBF because they produce
equivalent constriction of both afferent and efferent
arteriolar resistances. Increased sympathetic stimula-
tion, such as that produced by occlusion of a carotid
artery, increases both afferent and efferent arteriolar
resistances, and RBF and GFR decrease significantly. It
has also been proposed that increased renal nerve
activity may decrease Kf, thus contributing to the fall
in GFR seen with moderate renal nerve stimulation or
epinephrine infusion.

Strong stimulation via the renal nerves can markedly
increase both resistances. In the extreme, such stimula-
tion leads to marked diminution in RPF and a cessation
of GFR. This is obviously an extreme response;
however, renal ‘‘shutdown’’ such as this is often
observed in severe hemorrhage, as sequelae of surgical
procedures (e.g., during coronary bypass), shock, or
trauma. These events are common precipitants of
ischemic damage to the kidney, resulting in acute renal
failure.

FIGURE 13 Effect of changes in the relative resistance of the

efferent arteriole on GFR and RPF. As in Fig. 10, the normal

resistance is taken to be 1.0. At this resistance, GFR is nearly maximal

so that an increase in resistance gives only a small increase in GFR and

then a decrease for the reasons discussed in the text. The afferent

arteriolar resistance in this example is presumed to remain constant.

(Modified from Navar LG, Bell PD, Evan AP. The regulation of

glomerular filtration rate in mammalian kidneys. In Andreoli TE et al.,

eds., The physiology of membrane disorders, 2nd ed. New York:

Plenum, 1986, pp 637–667.)

FIGURE 12 Effect of changes in the relative resistance of the

afferent arteriole on GFR and RPF. The normal resistance is taken to

be 1.0 so that, for example, a relative resistance of 2.0 is two times the

normal resistance. The efferent arteriolar resistance in this example is

presumed to remain constant. (Modified from Navar LG, Bell PD,

Evan AP. The regulation of glomerular filtration rate in mammalian

kidneys. In Andreoli TE et al., eds., The physiology of membrane

disorders, 2nd ed. New York: Plenum, 1986, pp 637–667.)
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Autocrine and Paracrine Regulators of Renal

Blood Flow and Glomerular Filtration Rate

Table 2 lists several endogenous substances that have
been shown to produce changes in afferent and efferent
arteriolar tone. Many of these substances are autacoids
and paracrine factors that are released by the glomerular
capillary endothelium and that act locally on their
associated arterioles and mesangial cells. Nitric oxide
(NO), previously referred to as endothelial-derived
relaxing factor, is also released by endothelial cells in
response to increased shear stress or pressure. NO is a
potent vasodilator in most arterioles including the
afferent and efferent renal arterioles. The binding of
acetylcholine, bradykinin, or histamine to endothelial
cells results in the production of NO and decreased
arteriolar resistance. Prostaglandins, particularly PGE2

and PGI2 (prostacyclin), which are produced from
arachidonic acid in vascular smooth muscle, mesangial,
and epithelial cells, are also important vasodilators,
but they act primarily by moderating the effects of
strong vasoconstrictor stimulation to the kidney. For
example, prostaglandins have little vasodilator effect
when administered to a normal individual, but when
sympathetic tone to the kidney is high or when circulating
levels of angiotensin II are reducing RBF and GFR, they
have a marked antagonistic effect, as illustrated by the
clinical note in this section on the effect of NSAIDs.
Prostaglandin production by the kidney is stimulated by

angiotensin II and, conversely, renin release is inhibited
by PGE2.

The most potent vasoconstrictor of endothelial origin
is endothelin. Endothelin actually represents a family of
21-amino-acid peptides that are synthesized by
various endothelial cells. Endothelin acts on neighbor-
ing vascular smooth muscle cells in arterioles to increase
intracellular Ca2þ by releasing it from intracellular
stores and thus increasing arteriolar resistance. The
production of endothelin has been implicated in the
nephrotoxicity of some drugs such as cyclosporine,

Clinical Note

Effect of NSAIDs in the Presence of Stimuli for Renal
Vasoconstriction

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs;
e.g., ibuprofen, naproxen, aspirin, and acetami-
nophen) exert analgesic, antipyretic, and anti-
inflammatory effects because they inhibit the
enzyme cyclooxygenase, which is necessary for
the synthesis of prostaglandins from arachidonic
acid. In normal individuals, the use of these drugs
has little or no effect on RBF or GFR. However, in
patients who have hemorrhaged or who are
dehydrated (volume contracted), or who are
otherwise physically stressed, these drugs may
exacerbate damage to the kidney and increase the
likelihood of acute renal failure. In these situa-
tions, the pathologic event increases the activity of
the renal nerves, which is accompanied by the
release of renin and the production of angiotensin
II. Both increased renal nerve activity and

angiotensin II increase afferent and efferent
arteriolar resistance and decrease both RBF and
GFR. When severe, these responses can diminish
RBF to the point of renal infarction. This extreme
situation is normally countered by the release of
prostaglandins whose vasodilatory actions
oppose the vasoconstrictors. When the patient is
being treated with NSAIDs, prostaglandin synthe-
sis is inhibited and, consequently, the likelihood of
acute renal failure is increased with hemorrhage,
dehydration, or surgical stress. For this reason,
NSAIDs are counterindicated before many surgical
procedures, or when circulating renin or catecho-
lamine levels, or renal sympathetic nerve activity,
are expected to be high. For example, NSAIDs
must be used with caution or avoided in patients
with chronic renal failure, congestive heart
failure, cirrhosis of the liver with ascites, or
before surgery.

TABLE 2 Circulating Hormones, Paracrine Factors,
and Autacoids That Alter Resistances of Afferent
and Efferent Arterioles

Vasoconstrictors Vasodilators

Circulating Hormones Circulating Hormones

Catecholamines

Angiotensin II

Vasopressin (ADH)

Glucocorticoids

Dopamine

Paracrine Factors & Autacoids Paracrine Factors & Autacoids

Endothelin

Thromboxane A2

Leukotrienes

Nitric oxide (NO)

Acetylcholine

PGE2

PGI2 (prostacyclin)

Bradykinin
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which is used to inhibit the immune response in
transplant recipients.

Redistribution of Renal Blood Flow

The factors regulating RBF and GFR may differ in
various regions of the kidney so that the distribution of
glomerular filtrate can be shifted between superficial
and juxtamedullary nephrons. Superficial nephrons
have lower rates of glomerular filtration than do
midcortical nephrons, and juxtamedullary nephrons
have higher filtration rates than either. Juxtamedullary
nephrons appear to have a greater intrinsic capacity to
reabsorb salt and water, and glomerular filtration may
be shifted to these nephrons when salt and water
conservation is dictated. There may be an increase in
flow to the superficial nephrons during periods of
increased salt intake and extracellular fluid volume
expansion. Although such changes in the distribution of
RBF and glomerular filtration could play an important
role in the renal response to volume expansion or
contraction, there is no conclusive evidence about the

extent to which they contribute to regulation of salt and
water excretion.
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KEY POINTS
� Mass flow is the amount of solute or water that

moves per unit of time. Mass flow is calculated
as the product of volume flow and the
concentration of the solute in that volume.

� Mass balance in the body refers to the relation-
ship between the rates at which substances are
taken into the body and/or produced by
metabolism, and the rate at which they leave
the body. A steady state exists when the rate of
intake plus production and the rate of output
are equal.

� Homeostasis refers the maintenance of a
constant and optimal body content for each
substance. The constancy requires the main-
tenance of a steady state despite relatively
high rates of intake, production, and loss for
some substances, and changes in those
rates.

� The fundamental mass balance relationship for
the nephrons is that the rate of excretion is
equal to the sum of the rate at which a
substance is filtered and the rate at which it is
secreted, minus the rate at which it is reab-
sorbed.

� The filtration rate of a solute is the mass flow
defined as the product of the glomerular filtra-
tion rate (GFR) and the solute concentration in
the glomerular ultrafiltrate. The excretion rate of
a solute is the product of the urine flow rate and
the solute concentration in the urine.

� Inulin is a good indicator of the GFR because it
is neither reabsorbed nor secreted; thus its rate
of excretion is equal to its rate of filtration.

� The clearance of a substance is an index of the
rate (in milliliters per minute) at which the solute
is being removed from the renal plasma flow.
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Understanding the role of the kidney in maintaining
the constancy of the internal environment requires an
appreciation of the quantities of substances that are
taken into the body, produced by metabolism, and
excreted from the body, as well as the quantities
exchanged among body fluid compartments. Because
substances are exchanged continuously and rapidly
among these compartments, static parameters such as
the concentration of a solute do not provide sufficient
information about the rates of material movement or the
regulatory adjustments that are occurring constantly. To
appreciate the rate of movement into or out of a
compartment, it is necessary to think in terms of mass
flow, that is, in terms of an amount per minute. This flow
can be expressed, as examples, in terms such as milliliters
of water per minute, millimoles (or milliequivalents) of
Naþ per minute, or milligrams of creatinine per minute.

The total amounts of all solutes and water entering the
kidney via the renal artery leave in the combined flows of
the urine, the renal vein, and the lymphatics. Some of
these solutes and water are filtered from the plasma in the
glomerulus. Solutes and water are returned from the
tubular fluid to the peritubular capillary circulation by
the process of reabsorption. For some solutes, the
amount filtered may be augmented by transport from
the peritubular circulation into the tubular fluid, a
process referred to as secretion. Thus, the rate at which a
particular solute is excreted is given by the sum of the rate
at which it is filtered and the rate at which it is secreted,
minus the rate at which it is reabsorbed.

EQUATION OF MASS FLOW

It is easy enough to calculate a mass flow when
talking about the amount of a solid material ingested.
For example, if someone ingests 7.2 g of NaCl over a
24-hr period, the average rate of ingestion is 300 mg/hr
or 5 mg/min (equivalent to about 0.09 mmol of Naþ per

min). On the other hand, when the substance is present
in solution, as is usually the case, the mass flow is
calculated as the product of the concentration of the
solute and the volume flow of the solution in which the
solute is present, or

Mass flow
amount=min

¼ concentration
amount=vol


 volume flow
ðvol=minÞ

: ð1Þ

Equation [1] provides an easy and direct way of
computing the rate of mass flow for solutes in a
number of different settings by using any combination
of convenient units as shown by the following.

With careful attention to maintaining consistent
units, the same principles can be applied to any solute
mass flow, for example, to the rate of ingestion of Naþ

in liquids. This principle is applied to quantifying and
comparing mass flows throughout this examination of
renal function, so Eq. [1] is fundamental to a complete
understanding of the material in the chapters that follow.

MASS BALANCE IN THE TOTAL BODY

The body normally maintains a constant total
content of all substances including water, solutes, and
solid material stores. This constancy of the internal
environment, with optimal amounts of all relevant
substances, is referred to as homeostasis (see Chapter
1). To maintain a constant composition, every substance
introduced into the body by either ingestion or paren-
teral infusion must leave the body at the same rate.
However, the form of the eliminated substance is not
necessarily the same as that taken in. For example,
glucose in the diet is normally eliminated as equimolar
amounts of carbon dioxide and water, but the atoms of
carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen of the glucose molecule
exit from the body at the same rate as they enter the
body in the form of glucose.

Examples

1. What is the mass flow of Naþ excreted in
the urine if the rate of urine flow (UF) is 1.5 mL/
min and the Naþ concentration in that urine is 78
mmol/L? To apply Eq. [1], it is first necessary
to convert the volume flow and concentration
into consistent volume units. The Naþ concentra-
tion can be expressed as 0.078 mmol/mL, or the
UF can be expressed as 0.0015 L/min. The rate of

Naþ mass flow in the urine, referred to as the
excretion rate, can then be calculated: 1.5 mL/
min � 0.078 mmol/mL or 0.117 mmol/min.
2. If 2 L of urine are produced over a 24-hr
period, and the creatinine concentration in
that urine volume is 1.0 mg/mL, then the rate
of creatinine excretion is (2 L/day) � (1000 mg/L)
= 2000 mg/day or 83.3 mg/hr or 1.4 mg/min.
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Other substances may not normally be ingested but
are produced by metabolism. In this case, the rate at
which a particular substance is eliminated must equal
the rate at which it is produced in order for the total
amount of the substance in the body to remain constant.
In the most general terms, balance for any given
substance can be maintained only when the rate of
output from the body is equal to the sum of the rates at
which the substance is ingested (or administered paren-
terally) and produced by metabolism:

Rate of output ¼ rate of intakeþ rate of production:

ð2Þ

This equality is referred to as a condition of steady state
and is shown diagrammatically in Fig. 1. Although
there may be a continuous flow of a substance into the
body, a steady state (and, thus, a constant total amount
of the substance in the body) will occur as long as the
rate of output equals this intake plus any additional
metabolic production.

MASS BALANCE IN THE KIDNEY

The same principles of mass balance apply to the
kidney as apply to the whole body. If any given
substance leaves the kidney at a rate different from
that at which it enters, the renal content of that
substance would constantly increase or decrease. The
route of input into the kidney is the renal artery, but
there are three routes of output: the renal vein, the renal
lymphatics, and the urine. (Note that, for simplicity, any
losses or gains due to metabolism within the kidney are
not considered here, but in the case of some substances
these changes may be important.) The renal vein and the
lymphatics return substances to the systemic circulation,

but the amounts in the urine represent a net loss from
the systemic circulation and from the whole body. Of
course, this process of excretion and its regulation
constitutes the essential function of the kidney. Consid-
ered in terms of mass balance, the relevant equation is:

Input rate to kidney ¼ output rate from kidney: ð3Þ

(via renal artery) (via renal vein, lymphatics,

and urineÞ

This relationship and the routes of mass flow into and
out of the kidney are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2.

The rate of mass flow for a substance by each of these
four routes can be calculated from Eq. [1] as the product
of the rate of plasma, lymphatic, or urine flow times the
concentration of the substance in that flow.

MASS BALANCE CONSIDERATIONS ALONG
THE NEPHRON

The same considerations of maintaining mass balance
apply to the nephron as apply to the whole body and the
kidney. To maintain a steady state, the water and solutes

Examples

1. A typical adult human ingests of 8–10 g about
NaCl each day. There is no metabolic production
of this inorganic compound, so for a steady state
to be maintained (as is further discussed in
Chapter 29) NaCl must be excreted (by the sum
of urinary, sweat, and fecal routes) at the same
rate of 8–10 g per day.
2. Water is typically ingested at a rate of 1–2 L/
day with about 150–250 mL/day added from
metabolism of various substrates such as

glucose. Water loss, which occurs via the
same routes as for NaCl, must equal this daily
intake.
3. Little urea is ingested in the diet, but it is
synthesized in the liver at a rate of about 30 g/day
or 20 mg/min from the HCO3

� and NH4
þ

produced by the degradation of amino acids.
Thus, for a steady state to exist, urea must be
eliminated at the same rate, and this occurs
primarily via urinary excretion.

Production
From Metabolism

Total
Body

Content

Intake
Food
Drink

Output
Urine
Feces

Respiration

FIGURE 1 Mass balance relations in the whole body. The total

body volume is indicated by the box. For the total body content of any

substance to remain constant, the rate of output must equal the rate of

intake plus the rate of production.
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that flow into the nephron must flow out. There are two
routes of inflow into the nephron: the filtered mass flow
and contributions due to secretion along the nephron.
Water enters the nephron only by filtration. On the
other hand, solutes may not only be filtered at the
glomerulus but also secreted into various nephron
segments by epithelial transport processes that are
described in the two following chapters. Solutes and
water that enter the nephron by these routes must leave
the nephron in equal amounts by two routes: the mass
flow excreted in the final urine and absorption across
the epithelium of the various nephron segments.

Figure 3 shows diagrammatically the operation of all
2 million nephrons together as if they were one giant
nephron. For any given substance, inflow to the
nephron must equal outflow, or, in terms of the rates
of these processes:

Filtrationþ secretion ¼ excretionþ reabsorption: ð4Þ

If this equation is rearranged, the rate of excretion of a
substance can be calculated directly as:

Excretion ¼ filtration� reabsorptionþ secretion: ð5Þ

Equation [5] is the fundamental mass balance
equation that must be appreciated in understanding

Examples

1. If the urea concentration in the arterial plasma
[expressed in the usual clinical units of blood urea
nitrogen concentration (BUN)]; see later discus-
sion in this chapter] is present in arterial plasma
at 25 mg/dL, and the total rate of plasma flow
into the kidneys via the two renal arteries is 690
mL/min, the input rate of urea is 172.5 mg/min
(25 mg/dL � 6.9 dL/min). The normal rate of urea
excretion is about 20 mg/min. Therefore, the
difference between the rate of urea flow into the
kidney (via the renal artery) and the rate of its
excretion into the urine must be equal to the rate
of urea return to the plasma via the renal vein and
lymphatics, or approximately 152.5 mg/min.

2. In the case of water, the mass flow may be
calculated as for any substance. However,
because water is by far the main body constitu-
ent, its ‘‘concentration’’ is virtually the same in all
biological fluids, and its mass flow is proportional
to the volume flow. Thus, the rate of delivery of
water to the kidney is equal to the rate of plasma
flow, or about 690 mL/min (for convenience,
ignoring the volume occupied by macromole-
cules such as proteins). If the UF is 1 mL/min,
then the sum of the renal venous and lymphatic
flow must be 689 mL/min.

FIGURE 2 Mass balance relations for the kidney. In the steady

state, the output of any substance from the kidney via the urine, renal

vein, and lymphatic flows must be equal to the rate of input via the

renal artery. For simplicity, this neglects any production or

metabolism of the substance within the kidney, which is negligible

for most substances.

FIGURE 3 Mass balance relations along the nephron. The rate of

excretion must equal the rate of filtration plus the rate of secretion

minus the rate of reabsorption.
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the components that regulate the final excretion of water
and solutes by the kidney, as shown in Fig. 3. A solute is
filtered at the glomerulus at a certain rate. This may be
augmented by secretion and diminished by reabsorp-
tion, resulting in the final rate of excretion. This view
does not specify where the reabsorptive and secretory
processes occur. Some solutes may be reabsorbed in one
region of the nephron and secreted in another; some
solutes are only reabsorbed and not secreted, and some
are neither reabsorbed nor secreted.

When a solute is reabsorbed across the epithelium of
the nephron, it is taken up into the peritubular
capillaries; this subtracts from its rate of excretion in
the urine and adds to its outflow from the kidney via the
renal vein. When a substance is secreted, it is trans-
ported by the epithelium from the renal interstitium into
the tubular fluid, whereas the interstitial concentration
of the substance is maintained by passive diffusion of
the solute out of the peritubular capillaries. Thus,
secretion of a solute enhances its rate of excretion via
the urine and reduces its rate of outflow from the kidney
via the renal vein. These processes are shown diagram-
matically in Fig. 4.

As for all mass flow processes, the rates of filtration
and excretion are equal to the product of the volume flow

rate and the solute concentration in that volume (see Eq.
[1]). In the case of glomerular filtration, the volume flow
is the glomerular filtration rate (GFR). For most
substances that are freely filtered and not bound to
plasma proteins, their concentration in the glomerular
ultrafiltrate will be equal to their plasma concentration
Px, where x stands for any solute meeting these
criteria. The filtration rate of the substance x can be
calculated as

Filtration rate ¼ GFR 
 Px: ð6Þ

Similarly, the excretion rate for a given substance x can
be calculated from the rate of UF and the concentration
of the substance in the urine (Ux):

Excretion rate ¼ UF 
Ux: ð7Þ

These calculations become important when one
attempts to determine quantitatively the effectiveness
of the kidney in filtering and excreting substances, as
illustrated by the determination of the glomerular rate.

Determination of the Glomerular

Filtration Rate

The GFR is an important clinical index of the extent
and rate of progression of renal disease. In most renal
diseases, there is a progressive loss of filtering glomeruli
due to sclerosis and destruction. Consequently, the GFR
falls as the disease progresses. The clinician tries to
obtain an indication of the GFR first to determine the
extent of renal damage that has already occurred and
then, at intervals, to determine the rate at which the
disease is abating or progressing.

Ideally, one would like to be able to measure the
GFR directly. This could be accomplished if one could
measure the rate of excretion of a substance that is
neither reabsorbed nor secreted. If such a substance
were freely filtered, the rate of its excretion would be
precisely equal to the rate of its filtration (see Eq. [5]
and Fig. 5). One substance that meets the criteria is
inulin. Inulin is a polyfructose molecule with a
molecular weight of 5500 Da. The molecular size of
inulin is sufficiently small that it is freely filtered at the
glomerulus. However, inulin is too large to be reab-
sorbed passively by the nephron, and there are no
active transport processes that reabsorb or secrete
inulin. This relationship can be expressed quantitatively
as follows, using Eqs. [6] and [7]:

Rate of inulin filtration ¼ rate of inulin excretion

GFR 
 Pin ¼ UF 
Uin; ð8Þ

FIGURE 4 Schematic diagram of solute movements between the

nephron and renal capillary networks. An ultrafiltrate of plasma is

formed by filtration out of the glomerular capillaries. The amount of a

given substance that is filtered can be reduced by reabsorption along

the nephron, which returns solute through the renal interstitium to the

peritubular capillaries and, thus, to the systemic circulation. Secretion

adds to the amount of the substance excreted by moving the substance

through the renal interstitium from the peritubular capillaries into the

lumen of the nephron and, thus, reduces the amount of the substance

that returns to the systemic circulation via the renal venous plasma.
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where the subscript ‘‘in’’ refers to inulin. Rearranging
gives:

GFR ¼ ðUF 
UinÞ=Pin: ð9Þ

The right-hand side of Eq. [9] is referred to as the
clearance of inulin. Conceptually, it represents the
milliliters per minute of plasma that flow through
the kidney from which inulin is completely removed.
In the case of this substance, which is neither reabsorbed
nor secreted, this clearance equals the GFR.

Clearance Concept

Plasma clearance, although a complete abstraction, is
widely used to describe the effectiveness with which the
kidney excretes various substances, and the student
should study carefully the following discussion and
quantitative relationships to understand the concept.
Consider the relationship between the flows of fluid and
their inulin concentrations in Fig. 6. In this example, it
is assumed that the inulin concentration in the plasma is
1 mg/dL. Of the approximately 130 mL/min of fluid that
are filtered at the glomerulus, more than 99%, or about
129 mL/min, is normally reabsorbed, resulting in a UF
of 1 mL/min. Because inulin is neither reabsorbed nor
secreted, its concentration in the tubular fluid rises along

the nephron until it reaches a maximum concentration
130-fold higher than in the plasma: 130 mg/dL. This
figure is determined by rearranging Eq. [9] to give Uin =
(GFR 
 Pin)/UF.

On the other hand, the reabsorbed fluid that is
returned to the peritubular circulation contains no
inulin and, thus, the inulin concentration of the renal
venous plasma is diluted. The concentration of inulin in
the renal venous plasma can be calculated for the
example in Fig. 6 by dividing the amount of inulin
flowing out of the kidney via the renal vein by the
volume flow rate. As seen in Fig. 6, if we neglect the
small amount of inulin that leaves the kidney by the
lymphatics, the amount of inulin flowing out of the
kidney by the renal vein will be equal to the amount
flowing in by the renal artery minus the amount that is
excreted. The urea inflow via the renal arteries is 6.9 dL/
min 
 1 mg/dL = 6.9 mg/min, and the amount that is
filtered (and therefore, excreted) is 0.01 dL/min 
 130
mg/dL = 1.3 mg/min. Thus, the amount of inulin
leaving the kidney via the renal vein will be (6.9 � 1.3)
= 5.6 mg/min. The renal venous plasma flow equals the
arterial inflow minus the UF, or 689 mL/min (6.89 dL/
min). Thus, the inulin concentration in the renal venous
blood will be (5.6 mg/min)/(6.89 dL/min) = 0.81 mg/
dL. This flow would be equivalent to a combined flow of
560 mL/min containing 1 mg/dL of inulin (equivalent to
the flow through the efferent arterioles after filtration)

FIGURE 5 The rate of inulin excretion is equal to the rate of inulin

filtration at the glomerulus because inulin is neither secreted nor

reabsorbed.

FIGURE 6 The clearance of inulin is equivalent to the renal plasma

flow from which inulin has been completely removed plus the urine

flow rate (UF). See text for explanation.
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plus a flow of 129 mL/min containing no inulin
(equivalent to the reabsorbed fluid).

These considerations lead directly to the clearance
concept. The clearance of inulin is equal to the flow of
renal venous blood that can be considered to be free
(cleared) of inulin plus the UF that is lost: 129 mL/minþ
1 mL/min = 130 mL/min. This is equal to the clearance
of inulin calculated using Eq. [9]. Thus, in general, the
clearance of any substance (Cx) from the plasma is:

Cx ¼ ðUF 
UxÞ=Px: ð10Þ

If the urine and plasma concentrations in Eq. [10] are in
the same units (e.g., mg/dL or mmol/L), the clearance
has the same units as the urine volume flow rate. Thus,
clearances are traditionally reported in units of milli-
liters per minute.

A substance that is reabsorbed along the nephron has
a clearance that is less than the GFR because some of
the filtered amount returns to the peritubular capillaries
and adds to the amount flowing out of the renal vein.
Alternatively, any substance that is secreted along the
nephron has a clearance that is higher than the GFR
because the peritubular blood flow loses some of the
solute due to secretion, resulting in a lesser amount of
solute flowing out of the kidney via the renal vein.

Practical Indicators of the Glomerular

Filtration Rate

The importance of inulin, a substance that is neither
reabsorbed nor secreted, is that it allows the GFR to be
determined from three parameters that are measured
relatively easily: UF, the plasma concentration of inulin,
and the urine concentration of inulin. The only problem
is that inulin does not occur naturally in the mammalian
body and, therefore, to measure its clearance, inulin
must be infused intravenously to produce readily
measurable plasma concentrations.

Because of its large size, inulin distributes only in the
extracellular space. To obtain a plasma inulin concen-
tration of 1 mg/dL, as in the preceding example, if the
extracellular fluid volume is 15 L, one has to infuse a
priming dose of 150 mg. However, because of the renal
clearance of the inulin, its plasma concentration imme-
diately begins to fall. To maintain a constant plasma
inulin concentration while the clearance is being
measured, inulin has to be constantly infused at the
same rate at which it is being lost in the urine, for
example, at 1.3 mg/min in the preceding example.
Obviously, the measurement of an inulin clearance can
be conducted only in the hospital, where intravenous
infusions are possible. In practical terms, this is seldom

done in a patient except as part of a research protocol
when the best estimates of GFR are required. Other
substances that are neither reabsorbed nor secreted can
be used clinically, but, as with inulin, they must be
infused because they are not normally present in the
body.

To avoid the complications of intravenous infusion, it
is preferable to measure the clearance of an endogenous
substance that approximates the GFR. Historically,
physicians sometimes measured the clearance of urea as
an approximation. However, urea is reabsorbed to a
substantial degree along the nephron, and its rate of
reabsorption is quite dependent on the UF. Conse-
quently, the urea clearance not only underestimates the
true GFR substantially, but it is dependent on the UF.

A better approximation of the GFR is obtained by
measuring the clearance of creatinine. Creatinine is
produced in the body by the metabolism of creatine and
phosphocreatine derived from the breakdown of muscle.
Muscle tissue is constantly being broken down and
rebuilt in the body, and meats (i.e., animal muscle)
provide an additional source in the usual Western diet.
Almost no creatinine is directly ingested; therefore, in
order for the body to maintain a constant creatinine
content, the rate of creatinine excretion must equal its
rate of metabolic production, which in a 70-kg man is
somewhat less than 2 g/day. Creatinine is actively
secreted into the urine in the late proximal nephron,
but at a relatively slow rate in comparison with its rate
of glomerular filtration. Consequently, the rate of
creatinine excretion is normally only about 10%
higher than its rate of filtration, and the creatinine
clearance provides a useful measure, albeit a slight
overestimate, of the GFR.

In practical terms, the rate of creatinine production
and, thus, its rate of excretion, varies in the course of a
day. Production increases about 1 hr after a meal and
wanes during the night. Therefore, in order to estimate
the GFR of a kidney patient, the nephrologist will
usually have the patient collect his or her entire urine
volume over a 24-hr period. The creatinine concentra-
tion in that urine is an average of the urine concentra-
tion over a 24-hr period, the so-called clearance period.
A blood sample is usually drawn at some point during
or just at the end of the clearance period, when the
patient comes to the physician’s office with his or her
sample of urine. Knowing both the urine and plasma
creatinine concentrations, one needs only the average
UF rate during the clearance period in order to calculate
the creatinine clearance according to Eq. [10]. The
average UF rate is simply the quotient of the total urine
volume and the total minutes over which it was
collected, with the final answer given in units of
milliliters per minute.
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However, in following a patient over a long period of
chronic renal failure, the physician may only occasion-
ally measure the creatinine clearance. Instead, the
physician may more conveniently follow the plasma
creatinine concentration (Pcr) as an index of the GFR.
The reason that this concentration reflects the GFR can
be understood from the following analysis of the mass
balance concepts developed in this chapter.

As noted earlier, creatinine is produced by metabo-
lism at a rate of �2 g/day. To maintain mass balance of
creatinine, the body must match this rate of production
by the excretion rate. However, the creatinine excretion
rate is approximately equal to the rate of creatinine
filtration, if one neglects the small contribution of
secretion. Thus, from Eq. [8]:

GFR 
 Pcr ¼ UF 
Ucr ð11Þ

¼ 2g=day ¼ 1:39 mg=min

where the subscript ‘‘cr’’ indicates creatinine. Actually,
because of the small amount of creatinine secreted, the
rate of creatinine filtration is closer to 1.3 mg/min.
Using this approximation and rearranging the equation,
one can see that the plasma creatinine concentration is
inversely proportional to the GFR:

Pcr ¼
1:3 mg=min

GFRðmL=minÞ
ð12Þ

Therefore, for a normal GFR of 130 mL/min, one
would predict that the plasma creatinine concentration
would be (1.3 mg/min)/(1.3 dL/min) = 1.0 mg/dL. (As
in the case of many plasma nonelectrolytes, the
creatinine concentration is given in clinical units of
milligrams per decaliter.) Thus, the equation predicts
what is regarded as the normal plasma creatinine
concentration rate of 0.8–1.2 mg/dL. Using Eq. [12],
we can examine what happens to the plasma creatinine
concentration when the GFR is progressively decreased
by renal disease.

If the GFR were halved to 65 mL/min by a loss of
functioning nephrons, Eq. [12] predicts that the plasma
concentration of creatinine would double to 2 mg/dL.
The increase in plasma creatinine concentration would
occur merely because of the necessity of the rate of
filtration to increase to match the rate of creatinine
production. With GFR reduced by half, Eq. [6] indicates
that the same rate of creatinine filtration can be
maintained only by a doubling of the creatinine
concentration in the plasma. If the GFR fell progres-
sively over a period of years, as in chronic renal failure,
the plasma creatinine concentration would slowly rise,
so that at any given time the rate of creatinine excretion

would equal the rate of production. There would be only
imperceptible transient periods in which the rate of
excretion lagged behind the rate of production resulting
in a rise in the plasma creatinine concentration.

It is again most important to realize that an elevated
Pcr does not indicate that the kidneys are not excreting a
normal amount of creatinine. When a physician sees a
normal patient or one with renal damage, either patient
is usually approximately in balance with respect to
creatinine, that is, he or she is excreting it at the rate at
which it is being produced. The problem is that the
patient with the damaged kidney requires a higher
plasma creatinine concentration to maintain this normal
rate of excretion, which is determined primarily by
filtration.

If the loss of functioning nephrons progresses in the
patient, the creatinine concentration will rise in inverse
proportion to the fall in GFR. According to Eq. [12],
when the GFR is 25% of normal, the creatinine
concentration will be 4 mg/dL; at a GFR of 12.5%,
8 mg/dL, etc. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 7, the plasma
creatinine concentration rises geometrically as the GFR
falls.

Because the rate of urea excretion is also primarily
dependent on the GFR, measurements of plasma urea
concentration are also followed. The urea concentration
is traditionally reported in the rather obscure clinical
units of blood urea nitrogen (BUN, mg/dL). The BUN
actually is the concentration of the nitrogen atoms
associated with urea. Because there are two nitrogen

FIGURE 7 Change in the plasma creatinine concentration (Pcr) as a

function of the glomerular filtration rate (GFR). In this example, the

rate of creatinine production, which is assumed to remain constant,

was �1.8 g/day, or 1.3 mg/min.
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atoms per urea molecule, a 1.0 mmol/L urea concentra-
tion is equivalent to a BUN of 2.8 mg/dL. The normal
BUN is in the range of 10–20 mg/dL, which is, therefore,
equivalent to a urea concentration of 3.6–7.1 mmol/L.

Note from Fig. 7 that even a doubling of the normal
plasma creatinine concentration indicates a significant
fall in the GFR to one-half normal, but the diagnosis of
renal damage should never be based on a single such

Clinical Note

Creatinine Balance and the Plasma Creatinine
Concentration

Consider the following hypothetical and idealized
example to understand why a patient with
reduced renal function remains in creatinine
balance, but with a higher plasma creatinine
concentration.

An 80-kg patient has a normal metabolism and
diet and produces 1.8 g of creatinine per day. He
then undergoes a uninephrectomy to remove a
renal carcinoma. Presume that after the unine-
phrectomy the function of his remaining kidney is
unchanged with one half of his normal total (two-
kidney) GFR, and that his metabolism and diet
also remain unchanged.
� How is body creatinine balance normally main-

tained so that the total body creatinine and
plasma creatinine concentration remain
unchanged from day to day?

� If, before the uninephrectomy, the patient had
a plasma creatinine concentration of 1.0 mg/
dL, what was his GFR?

� What is the patient’s rate of creatinine excre-
tion immediately after removal of the other
kidney and why?

� What happens to the plasma creatinine
concentration in the hours immediately after
surgery?

� When is a new steady state of creatinine
balance achieved, and what are the plasma
creatinine concentration and the daily rate of
creatinine excretion at this new steady state?
These questions relate to the normal renal

handling of creatinine, the necessary equality of
production and excretion in the steady state, and
the effect of the GFR on the plasma creatinine
concentration. Because creatinine is assumed to
be neither reabsorbed nor secreted, creatinine
excretion is equal to the rate of filtration. The rate
of creatinine production depends on the rate of
turnover of endogenous muscle and that in the
diet, and is relatively constant on a fixed diet
unless the individual is in a markedly anabolic or
catabolic state.

If the excretion of creatinine is decreased by a
fall in GFR, the plasma creatinine concentration
will rise rapidly. This can be appreciated semi-
quantitatively by considering that retention of one
day’s production of creatinine (1.8 g), which
would distribute primarily in the extracellular
volume compartment (~15 L in this person),
would raise the plasma creatinine concentration
by about 12 mg/dL. In other words, even if the
GFR decreases abruptly, there is only a short
transient period during which the rate of produc-
tion exceeds the rate of excretion. The resulting
rise in plasma creatinine concentration causes a
proportional increase in filtration and thus in
excretion until a new steady state is achieved with
an elevated plasma creatinine concentration.

It is important to understand that partial renal
failure does not mean that the rate of excretion of
solutes is chronically less than the rate of
ingestion or production. Rather, the patient
reaches a new steady state but one that is not
normal or optimal. Only when the renal disease
reaches end stage is it no longer possible to
achieve a steady state, leading to death in the
absence of intervention.

Here are the answers to the questions:
� The rate of filtration of creatinine (= GFR � Pcr)

is equal to the rate of excretion of creatinine
(= UF � Ucr), which is equal to the rate of
production = ~1.8 g/day; thus, the GFR can be
calculated to be ~180 L/day.

� Immediately after uninephrectomy, the rate of
excretion is one-half normal, or ~0.9 g/day.

� Because the rate of filtration and thus the rate
of excretion is less than the rate of production
initially, the Pcr rises.

� A new steady state is achieved when the rate of
filtration of creatinine again becomes equal to
the rate of production of creatinine, that is,
when:

Pcr ¼
1:8 g=day

90 L=day
¼ 20 mg=L ¼ 2 mg=dL
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determination. A higher-than-normal plasma creatinine
concentration can be due to abnormal rates of produc-
tion (e.g., catabolic processes associated with an under-
lying disease or excessive meat intake) or even to lab
error. Similarly, a low plasma creatinine concentration
can sometimes be observed in the severely ill or fasting
patient (e.g., a patient who has been unable to eat or
retain food because of gastrointestinal problems). For
these reasons, the plasma creatinine concentration or
BUN must be regarded with thoughtful interpretation in
trying to estimate renal function and the patient’s GFR.
Although an elevated plasma creatinine concentration
and BUN in a routine blood sample are indicators of
deficient renal function that should be followed up

immediately, these parameters are best used to follow
the progress of renal disease in the relatively stable
patient, rather than as quantitative estimates of GFR in
an acute illness.
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KEY POINTS
� The proximal tubule reabsorbs two-thirds of the

volume of fluid filtered by the glomeruli. The
fluid reabsorbed by the proximal tubule is
essentially an isotonic salt solution; however,
the proximal tubule preferentially reabsorbs
solutes that are useful for metabolism and
secretes those that are by-products of meta-
bolism.

� All nephron segments consist of an epithelial
cell layer with an underlying basement

membrane. Solutes may move across this
epithelium transcellularly by crossing both the
apical membrane and the basolateral
membrane of the epithelial cells, and/or
through the junctional complexes and lateral
intercellular spaces between epithelial cells.

� The most important primary active transporter
in the proximal tubule, as in all nephron
segments, is the Na+,K+-ATPase. Because this
transporter is present only in the basolateral
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Glomerular filtration delivers approximately 130 mL
of plasma ultrafiltrate to the nephrons every minute.
Approximately two-thirds of this volume is reabsorbed
by the proximal tubules and returned to the blood via
the peritubular capillaries. Although it is important that
the proximal tubule reabsorb most of the filtered load of
water and solutes, this is a selective process: Useful
substrates for metabolism, such as glucose and amino
acids, are rapidly reabsorbed, whereas some by-products
of metabolism, such as creatinine and urea, are reab-
sorbed slowly or not at all. The proximal tubule also
actively secretes many organic solutes that must be
excreted rapidly from the body, including metabolic by-
products and ‘‘foreign substances’’ such as toxins and
drugs.

The proximal tubule is a ‘‘mass transporter’’ in that it
transports the largest fraction of most substances
handled by the nephron. Segments that are more distal
are better adapted for the fine regulation of reabsorp-
tion and secretion that matches the final excretion rate
to the rate of intake plus production for each substance.

The proximal tubule is the major reabsorber of the
massive quantities of salts and water that are filtered
and must be returned to the plasma. The rate at which
the proximal tubule reabsorbs NaCl and water is a
major determinant of the rate of their excretion. Thus,
the regulation of this reabsorptive process is of utmost
importance in maintaining a normal extracellular fluid
volume (as discussed in Chapter 29).

In this chapter, the general function of the proximal
tubule is presented as if this segment of the nephron
were a homogeneous structure. Thus, the convoluted
and straight segments of superficial and juxtamedullary
nephrons are referred to collectively as the proximal
tubule when considering both their morphology and
function. In fact, the proximal tubule segments differ in
length and size between superficial and juxtamedullary
nephrons. There are also three cell types in the
proximal tubule. However, these details are ignored
here, except in those instances in which the localization
of certain reabsorptive or secretory processes may be
important. In addition, this chapter examines the

KEY POINTS (continued )
membrane, it is constantly transporting Na+

actively from the cell toward the interstitial fluid
and the plasma.

� The luminal membrane contains specialized
transporters that allow Na+ entry into the
epithelial cell down its electrochemical
potential gradient. This polarization of Na+

transporters—passive influx at the luminal
membrane and active efflux at the basolateral
membrane—imparts the directionality, i.e.,
reabsorption, to net Na+ transport all along
the nephron.

� Solute reabsorption slightly reduces the osmo-
lality of the tubular fluid and increases the
osmolality of the interstitial fluid, which
provides a small osmotic pressure difference
to drive nearly isosmotic volume reabsorption.

� The active reabsorption of solutes and water by
the proximal tubule causes a positive hydro-
static pressure of ~7 mm Hg in the renal
interstitium.

� Protons (H+) are actively secreted in the
proximal tubule and in the most distal nephron
segments. Intracellular HCO3

� rises due to the
loss of H+ from the cytoplasm, and produces
an electrochemical gradient for HCO3

�

transport across the basolateral membrane,
thus returning this base to the plasma.

� In the proximal tubule, an Na+/H+ antiporter
couples the energy from downhill Na+ entry
across the luminal membrane to drive second-
ary active H+ secretion.

� As water is reabsorbed from the proximal
tubule fluid, the concentrations of passively
reabsorbed solutes rise, which favors their
passive reabsorption by diffusion. The rate of
passive reabsorption of a given solute is
proportional to its permeability across the
proximal cell membranes or through the junc-
tional complexes.

� The preferential reabsorption of many solutes
such as glucose and amino acids is driven by
secondary active transport driven by Na+

cotransport down its electrochemical potential
gradient. Each of these transporters is char-
acterized by a transport maximum (Tm), which
limits the amount of solute that can be
reabsorbed.

� Active secretion of metabolic by-pro-
ducts, drugs, and potential toxins in the
proximal straight tubule accelerates their
excretion.
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collective operation of all proximal tubules, in other
words, the total effect of all two million proximal
tubules in reabsorbing substances from the total
glomerular ultrafiltrate or adding substances to it.

EPITHELIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE NEPHRON

All nephron segments, from the glomerulus to the
ducts of Bellini, consist of epithelial cells that are joined
in a continuous layer by specialized structures called
junctional complexes, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Although
some epithelia consist of multiple cell layers, a single
cell layer forms the epithelium of the nephron. On the
basal side of all epithelia a continuous basement
membrane composed of collagen, laminin, and other
extracellular matrix proteins provides structural
support that is essential for the organized growth,
development, and organization of the epithelial cells.
Epithelia separate the extracellular fluid compartment
of the body on their basal side from a compartment
with a different composition on the apical side (usually
called the luminal side in the nephron). For example,

epithelial layers of the skin and respiratory tract
separate the extracellular fluid from, respectively, the
external environment and inspired air. Most epithelia,
e.g., the nephron and the gastrointestinal tract,
serve not only as a barrier that protects the extra-
cellular fluid, but they also modify the composition of
the fluid on the apical or luminal side by absorptive
and secretory processes that transport solutes and
water, respectively, out of or into the apical com-
partment.

The epithelium of the nephron is somewhat different
from other epithelia because it consists of the single-
cell epithelial layer and a basement membrane, with no
other cell layers on the basal (or serosal) side. Epithelia
in most other tissues have a thick serosal matrix
consisting of stromal fibers and other tissues such as
muscle layers. The absence of these serosal elements in
a nephron allows the length of the path from the lumen
to the peritubular capillaries running through the
interstitium to be quite short, on the order of 20–30 mM,
and permits an efficient exchange of large amounts
of solutes and water between the lumen and the
capillaries.

Solutes and water can move between the lumen of the
nephron and the interstitium by one or both of two
routes: through the cells or between the cells. Most
substances that utilize the transcellular route require
specialized transporters that facilitate their movement
across the apical and the basolateral membranes, and
these transporters are generally regulated to produce
physiologic changes in the rates of reabsorption or
secretion. The paracellular route involves movement
through the junctional complex and the lateral inter-
cellular space. The lateral intercellular space is a free
solution layer that provides little resistance to solute or
water movement in the nephron. The junctional
complexes are often referred to as ‘‘tight junctions’’
because they typically serve as relatively impermeant
barriers to the movement of most solutes and even
water. However, in many epithelia such as the proximal
tubule, the junctional complexes are quite permeable to
many ions and small solutes such as urea. The junctional
complexes in such epithelia are often referred to as
‘‘leaky,’’ and they have a low electrical resistance.

Junctional complexes have long been assumed to be
relatively nonselective, such that the permeability of a
solute is determined solely by its size and valence.
However, more recent evidence has shown that the
junctional complexes in some epithelia may provide
selective channels through which specific ions can move.
This is the case with paracellin, which, as will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 27, allows Mg2þ to
be reabsorbed through the paracellular pathway in the
thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle.

FIGURE 1 Components of an epithelial cell layer. Adjacent

epithelial cells are joined by junctional complexes (‘‘tight junctions’’),

which form the closed ends of the lateral intercellular spaces between

cells. The luminal membrane borders the urinary (luminal) side of the

nephron, whereas the basolateral membrane consists of the lateral

membrane bordering intercellular space and the membrane on the

basal (interstitial) side of the epithelial cell. The basement membrane

separates the basal side of the epithelial cell layer from the extracellular

fluid in the interstitial space.
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General Characteristics of Active Naþ

Reabsorption in the Nephron

The active reabsorption of Naþ is the most important
active transport process in the nephron. It occurs by the
same basic mechanism in all nephron segments and it
accounts for the majority of oxygen consumed by the
kidney. As in the case of many epithelia, Naþ reabsorp-
tion is driven by Naþ,Kþ-ATPase in the basolateral
membranes. As discussed in Chapter 3 (‘‘Membrane
Transport’’ section on ‘‘The Naþ-Kþ Pump’’), Naþ,Kþ-
ATPase actively transports three Naþ ions out of the cell
in exchange for the transport of two Kþ ions into the
cell. The operation of this ion pump maintains the
normal low intracellular Naþ and high intracellular Kþ

concentrations as well as the transmembrane electrical
potential difference, which is normally oriented with the
cell negative by 60–90 mV with respect to the extra-
cellular fluid. The energy required for the operation of
the ion pump is provided by ATP hydrolysis.

The net absorptive transport of Naþ and other
solutes across the nephron and other epithelia is
dependent on the asymmetrical distribution of
membrane transporters between the apical and basolat-
eral membranes. This polarization of the membrane
transporters, which is illustrated in Fig. 2, is a funda-
mental characteristic of epithelia that underlies their
ability to produce transepithelial active transport. The

Naþ,Kþ-ATPase transporters are found exclusively in
the basolateral membranes of all nephron segments;
therefore, Naþ can be actively extruded from the cell
only into the lateral intercellular space and the inter-
stitial space that borders the basolateral membrane, and
not into the lumen. The low intracellular Naþ concen-
tration maintained by the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase and the
negative intracellular electrical potential difference
provide a large electrochemical potential difference
that favors the passive entry of Naþ down its electro-
chemical gradient into the cell. Throughout the
nephron, Naþ enters the cells much more easily across
the luminal than across the basolateral membrane, and
then is actively transported into the interstitium by the
Naþ,Kþ-ATPase.

Differences in the details of Naþ reabsorption among
nephron segments relate only to the mechanism by which
Naþ enters the cells across the luminal membrane, i.e.,
the X transporter in Fig. 2. The movement of Naþ into
the cell is ‘‘downhill’’ and embodies a considerable
amount of potential energy—energy that can perform
work. In the proximal tubule, this energy is used to drive
the reabsorption and secretion of other solutes by
various specialized transporters in the luminal membrane
as discussed later in this chapter. In fact, Naþ is the only
quantitatively important substance whose transport is
directly coupled to metabolic energy production in the
proximal tubule. The energy required for the transport of
most other solutes into or out of the proximal tubule is
derived from the Naþ electrochemical potential differ-
ence that is generated by the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase.

The transporters responsible for reabsorptive and
secretory processes in the nephron were first identified
only by their functional characteristics, but during the
past 20 years the genetic messages for most channels and
carriers in the kidney and other epithelia, including
Naþ,Kþ-ATPase and the various luminal membrane
Naþ transporters, have been determined by DNA
sequencing. Knowledge of the amino acid sequence
(from the DNA sequence) in turn permits models of the
structure of the transport proteins to be developed.
These analyses have revealed marked similarities among
transport proteins, allowing them to be grouped into
families whose members have a high degree of homol-
ogy, that is, similarity of structure and function.
Furthermore, the homology extends across species,
ranging from bacteria to humans. This conservation of
structure during evolution is a clear indication of the
importance of such transporters to survival. Most
transport proteins have 2–12 regions (domains) consist-
ing of stretches of relatively lipophilic amino acids. The
lipophilic regions allow the protein to reside as a
complex structure within the membrane, where it
provides the route for transmembrane transport. In

FIGURE 2 Fundamental mechanism of Naþ reabsorption in all

nephron segments. Naþ is extruded from the cell by the Naþ,Kþ-

ATPase located in the basolateral membrane. This transporter pumps

three Naþ ions out of the cell in exchange for two Kþ ions, which enter

the cell to maintain the high intracellular Kþ concentration. Naþ

enters the cell passively by moving down its electrochemical potential

gradient from the higher concentration in the lumen to the lower

concentration in the cell. The greater negative voltage of the cell

interior also adds to the electrochemical potential gradient for Naþ

entry. The mechanism of Naþ entry across the luminal membrane

(indicated by ‘‘X’’) is left unspecified in this diagram, and occurs by a

variety of transporters depending on the nephron segment.
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most cases the molecular mechanisms that allow a
carrier to transport a specific substance have not been
established, but it is clear that these specialized proteins
possess specific binding sites for the molecules they
transport.

Transepithelial Voltages

Another characteristic of many epithelia is the
presence of a transepithelial voltage, or an electrical
potential difference (PD), between their luminal and
interstitial sides. A transepithelial voltage implies that
there must be a difference between the voltage across the
apical membrane and that across the basolateral
membrane. The voltage across the basolateral membrane
in most segments of the nephron, as in nonepithelial cells,
is determined by the dominance of Kþ-selective channels
(see Fig. 2), as discussed in Chapter 3 (‘‘Membrane
Transport,: in the section ‘‘What Is the Origin of Vm?’’)
and Chapter 4 (section on ‘‘Ionic Mechanisms of the
Resting Potential’’). Thus, voltage between the cyto-
plasm and the interstitial (extracellular) fluid is near the
Kþ diffusion potential, or �60 to �90 mV. The voltage
across the apical membrane of individual nephron
segments, however, varies considerably and depends on
ion conductances that are present in the apical
membrane. For example, if the luminal Naþ transporter
in Fig. 2 were a Naþ channel, it would cause the voltage
across that membrane to be depolarized in much the
same way that a nerve membrane is depolarized by the
opening of Naþ channels. (However, epithelial Naþ

channels, in contrast to those in nerves, are not voltage
inactivated and remain open much longer.) Thus, for
example, if the voltage from the lumen to the cytoplasm
is only 30 mV, whereas the voltage from the cytoplasm to
the interstitium is �70 mV (as in Fig. 2), the transepithe-
lial voltage could be as high as�40 mV. Why not exactly
�40 mV? The presence of a transepithelial voltage also
depends on the electrical resistance of the paracellular
pathway. If the resistance of the junctional complexes is
very high, i.e., if the junctions are truly tight, the
transepithelial voltage approaches the maximum of
�40 mV in this example. However, if the junctions are
very leaky to ions as is the case in the proximal tubule,
ion movement through the paracellular pathway effec-
tively short-circuits the epithelium and diminishes the
transepithelial voltage.

SALT AND WATER REABSORPTION IN THE
PROXIMAL TUBULE

As shown in the following sections, it is important to
think of the transport of each substance along the

nephron in terms of its rate of movement rather than by
its concentration in the tubular fluid. The same consid-
erations of mass balance that apply to the kidney as a
whole also apply to the proximal tubule. In the case of
the proximal tubule, the rate of input of substances is
determined by the product of the glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) and the concentration of the substance in
the glomerular ultrafiltrate. The rate at which the
substance is delivered to the next segment of the
nephron, the loop of Henle, is determined by the rate
of filtration minus the rate at which the substance is
reabsorbed. In the case of substances that are secreted,
the rate of delivery to the loop of Henle will be greater
than the rate of filtration by an amount equal to the rate
of secretion. Thus, comparison of the rate at which a
substance is delivered to the loop of Henle with its rate
of filtration indicates whether there has been net
addition (secretion) or loss (reabsorption) of the
substance along the proximal tubule. However, as in
the case of the whole nephron, it does not indicate
whether only reabsorption or only secretion is occur-
ring, or the mechanism by which these processes occur.

Isosmotic Volume Reabsorption

Quantitatively, the most impressive event in the
proximal tubule is the reabsorption of more than two-
thirds of the filtered load of salt and water. Thus, with a
GFR of �130 mL/min, the proximal tubule reabsorbs
more than 85 mL/min and passes less than 45 mL/min on
to the loop of Henle. This rate of reabsorption is
substantially larger than occurs across any other epithe-
lium in the body. The reabsorption is driven by a massive
transport of solutes from the lumen of the proximal
tubule to the interstitial fluid and, thus, to the peritubular
capillary circulation. The cells of the proximal tubule
exhibit morphology consistent with these high transport
rates, as shown in Fig. 3. On the apical surface of the
cells, the luminal membrane forms a dense carpet of
microvilli, which, as in the small intestine, greatly
expands the surface area available for transport. The
surface area of the basolateral membrane is also drama-
tically amplified by being folded into long undulating
ridges like a very full drapery, and the basal membrane
has finger-like microvilli that abut the basement
membrane. As in the case of other leaky epithelia such
as the distal small intestine and the gallbladder (see
Chapter 36), the reabsorption occurs with virtually no
change in the osmolality of the luminal fluid. Thus, the
process has come to be referred to as isosmotic volume
reabsorption.

If there is no change in the osmolality of the tubular
fluid, how can one determine that any solutes or water
have been reabsorbed? This question is answered most
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easily if we consider what would happen to a solute that
is not reabsorbed or secreted. Inulin is ideal in this
regard, as discussed in connection with the determination
of the GFR (see Chapter 25). If inulin were present in the
plasma at a concentration of 1 mg/dL (0.01 mg/mL), it
would enter all the proximal tubules collectively at a rate
equivalent to the product of the GFR times the plasma
concentration, or (130 
 0.01) = 1.3 mg/min. Because
inulin is neither reabsorbed nor secreted, it must leave the
proximal tubule to enter the loop of Henle at the same
rate as it is filtered. If the rate of volume flow to the loop
of Henle is given as VL, and the concentration of inulin in
the tubular fluid at the end of the proximal tubule is TFin,
the mass flow equality can be expressed as:

GFR 
 Pin ¼ VL 
 TFin; ð1Þ

where Pin is the plasma inulin concentration. From this
relation, it can be seen that as VL is reduced due to fluid
reabsorption, there must be an inversely proportional

rise in the inulin concentration. If the fluid flow to the
loop of Henle is only one-third of the GFR, the inulin
concentration must become three times higher than that
in the plasma.

Historically, this is how the rate of fluid reabsorption
was determined experimentally by micropuncture
experiments in individual proximal tubule segments. In
these experiments, inulin was infused into an experi-
mental animal to maintain a constant plasma concen-
tration. Very fine glass micropipettes were then used to
collect samples of proximal tubule fluid, and the inulin
concentration (TFin) in these samples (1–5 nl in volume)
was measured and compared with the inulin concentra-
tion in the plasma (Pin). From the ratio of these
concentrations, the rate of fluid delivery to the point
of sampling (Vx) could be calculated using Eq. [1] as:

Vx ¼ GFR 
 Pin=TFin ð2Þ

Thus, because inulin is neither reabsorbed nor secreted,
volume reabsorption in the proximal tubule is matched
by a proportional increase in inulin concentration. It
was found that the inulin concentration in the proximal
tubule fluid samples was always greater than that in the
plasma, indicating that the volume flow at the point of
sampling was less than the GFR. In other words, the
higher concentration of inulin in the proximal tubule
fluid sample indicated that some of the volume flow had
been reabsorbed between the glomerulus and the point
of sampling. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 4, it was
observed that the ratio of the inulin concentration in the

FIGURE 3 Scanning electron micrograph showing several cells in

the midportion of a proximal tubule. A frozen segment of a proximal

tubule was fractured to expose the lateral aspects of the cells with their

luminal surfaces toward the upper right and the basement membrane

toward the lower left. These cells possess an elaborate apical (luminal)

surface of microvilli (AM). The lateral cell membrane is folded into

long lateral ridges (LR), and the basal membrane also forms microvilli

that lie on the basement membrane. (Courtesy of Dr. Andrew P. Evan,

Indiana University Medical Center, Indianapolis, IN.)

FIGURE 4 Change in the TF/P ratio of inulin and osmolality with

distance along the proximal tubule. The ratio of the inulin concentra-

tion or osmolality in tubular fluid (TF) samples to that in the plasma

(P) is plotted as a function of the distance along the proximal tubule

from the glomerulus.
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fluid sample to that in the plasma rose as the distance of
the sampling point from the glomerulus increased,
whereas the osmolality remained nearly the same as
the plasma; i.e., the reabsorption was isosmotic.
However, micropuncture can be used to sample only
from those regions of the proximal convoluted tubule
that are accessible on the surface of the cortex just
beneath the capsule of the kidney. Thus, it measures the
operation of only superficial proximal tubules, and only
the convoluted segments of these superficial nephrons.
However, if one extrapolates the rise in inulin concen-
tration in the superficial proximal convoluted tubules to
the proximal straight tubule, and assumes similar rates
of reabsorption in the juxtamedullary proximal tubules,
it can be calculated that the (TF/P) concentration ratio
for inulin reaches 3 by the end of the proximal tubule.
Thus, from Eq. [2], one can calculate that the rate of
fluid delivery to the loop of Henle is one-third of the rate
of glomerular filtration and, thus, that two-thirds of the
GFR must be reabsorbed in the proximal tubule.

Because the tubular fluid osmolality remains nearly
the same as that of the plasma, the total amount of
solute reabsorbed must be in proportion to the water
reabsorbed. Considered from this perspective as shown
in Fig. 5, the total rate of solute filtration at the
glomerulus would be approximately 37.7 mOsm/min
(290 mOsm/L 
 130 mL/min), and the rate of reabsorp-
tion would be two-thirds of this, or 25.1 mOsm/min,
leaving 12.6 mOsm/min to flow on into the loop of Henle,
as shown schematically in Fig. 3. The next sections
consider what solutes comprise the 25.1 mOsm/min
reabsorbed and how these reabsorptive processes drive
water (volume) reabsorption.

Transepithelial Voltage in the

Proximal Tubule

As Naþ is actively reabsorbed along the proximal
tubule, an equivalent amount of anions must

accompany it to maintain electrical neutrality. In the
early part of the proximal tubule, the active reabsorp-
tion of Naþ leads to the development of a lumen-
negative electrical potential difference—the lumen of the
early proximal convoluted tubule is negative with
respect to the interstitium by about �5 mV. This
potential difference is relatively low because the elec-
trical resistance of the junctional complexes in the
proximal tubule epithelium is very low, which essentially
‘‘short-circuits’’ the transepithelial voltage. Neverthe-
less, even this small lumen-negative voltage across the
epithelium serves as an effective driving force for passive
Cl� reabsorption across the junctional complexes in the
early proximal convoluted tubule.

In the more distal portions of the proximal tubule,
the lumen-negative electrical potential decreases and
becomes positive in the proximal straight tubule. This
change is due to slower rates of Naþ reabsorption in
the later regions of the proximal tubule and to the
development of diffusion potentials as concentration
differences of the anions develop. As discussed in
subsequent sections, the concentration of Cl� rises
along the proximal tubule because HCO�3 is preferen-
tially reabsorbed. Therefore, there is a concentration
gradient of Cl� from the lumen to the interstitium that
imposes a diffusion potential that is lumen positive by
as much as 5 mV, as shown in Fig. 6. Because of the
change in the electrical potential difference from lumen
negative to lumen positive, and because this potential
difference is small, it is most convenient to regard the
average electrical potential difference in the proximal

FIGURE 6 Change in the transepithelial voltage along the proximal

tubule. In the early regions of the proximal tubule, the active,

electrogenic transport of Naþ out of the lumen causes development of

a lumen-negative voltage that favors passive Cl� diffusion to

accompany Naþ. Owing to the preferential reabsorption of HCO�3
along the proximal tubule, the HCO�3 concentration in the tubular

fluid falls, whereas the Cl� concentration rises. Because Cl� is more

permeant than HCO�3 , a lumen-positive diffusion potential develops in

the late proximal tubule, but the concentration gradient for Cl� favors

its continued reabsorption.

FIGURE 5 Reabsorption of solutes and water in the proximal

tubule. Approximately two-thirds of the filtered solute and water is

reabsorbed along the proximal tubule. The remainder is passed to the

descending limb of the loop of Henle.
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tubule to be negligible. Using this assumption, the
net passive movement of ions across the proximal
tubule is determined simply by their concentration
differences.

WATER REABSORPTION DRIVEN BY
SOLUTE REABSORPTION

As described earlier, reabsorption of Naþ with its
accompanying anions is driven by the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase.
This movement is also accompanied by the reabsorption
of other solutes linked to Naþ reabsorption including
glucose, amino acids, and other organic solutes. The net
effect of the reabsorption of all of these solutes is to
deplete the tubular lumen of solutes while adding them
to the lateral intercellular spaces and interstitium.
Therefore, the fluid in the proximal tubule should
become relatively dilute, whereas that in the lateral
intercellular space and interstitium becomes concentra-
ted. This conclusion seems to be contradicted by the
observation that the osmolality of the fluid in the
proximal tubule remains the same as that of the plasma,
giving rise to the term isosmotic volume absorption to
describe the process. The explanation for the contra-
diction is that the proximal tubule is extremely perme-
able to water; in fact, the water permeability of the
proximal tubule is higher than any other epithelium.
Because of its high water permeability (or hydraulic
conductivity), water flow across the epithelium can be
driven quite rapidly by a very small difference in the
osmolality of the tubular fluid compared with the
interstitium (Fig. 7). A difference of 5–20 mOsm/kg
H2O has been shown to develop and to provide the
driving force for water reabsorption.

The high water permeability of the proximal tubule is
due to the presence of water channels that are formed by
the protein aquaporin-1. Aquaporin-1 belongs to a large
family of aquaporins, some members of which transport
ions and small nonelectrolytes in addition to water.
Aquaporin-1 transports only water, and it is found to be
abundant in both the luminal and basolateral
membranes of the proximal tubule. Aquaporin-1 is the
most widely distributed member of the aquaporin
family. Not only is it expressed in many other epithelia,
but it is one of the most abundant proteins in the red
blood cell in which it also serves to provide a high water
permeability of the plasma membrane.

Capillary Uptake of Reabsorbed Fluid:

Peritubular Factors

Due to the solute concentration gradient across the
epithelium and the high hydraulic conductivity in the

proximal tubule, water follows the reabsorption of
solute in nearly exact proportion. The reabsorbed
fluid must be returned to the general circulation via
the peritubular capillaries. As fluid enters the inter-
stitial space, it distends it; thus, the interstitial fluid
pressure rises to about þ7 mm Hg, in contrast with
the negative interstitial fluid pressure found in most
tissues. As discussed in Chapter 24, the hydrostatic
pressure of the blood in the peritubular capillaries is
lower than in most capillary beds, and the colloid
osmotic pressure is higher. Thus, the Starling forces
across the peritubular capillary endothelium are poised
for rapid uptake of the fluid reabsorbed by the
proximal tubule. The colloid osmotic pressure is high,
and the net opposing hydrostatic force (capillary
blood pressure minus interstitial pressure) is low.
Normally, this allows fluid to be taken up by the
capillaries as rapidly as it is reabsorbed by the
proximal tubule, with little expansion of the interstitial
fluid. However, when the Starling forces favoring
uptake are reduced, the interstitial fluid may expand,
with a corresponding rise in its hydrostatic pressure.
The rise in interstitial fluid pressure with volume
expansion may also cause morphologic changes in the
epithelium of the proximal tubule, opening junctional
complexes between proximal tubule cells and allowing
a backflux of solutes and water, with a resulting
decrease in their net reabsorption (Fig. 8). These
changes in Starling forces and interstitial pressure are
often referred to as peritubular factors, and they may
alter the rate of volume reabsorption.

Tubular
Lumen

Tubular
Epithelial

Cells

Renal
Interstitium

Peritubular    
Capillary

FIGURE 7 Development of a transepithelial osmolality difference

in the proximal tubule. Active transport of Naþ (indicated by the

circles with arrows) and the passive movement of anions and other

solutes into and through the cells and junctional complexes (dashed

arrows) cause the luminal fluid to become slightly dilute and the

interstitial fluid to become slightly concentrated relative to the cells or

the plasma (as indicated by the differential shading). This small

difference in osmolality between the luminal fluid and the interstitium

serves as the osmotic driving force for water reabsorption.
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ACTIVE AND PASSIVE SOLUTE TRANSPORT

Up until this point, solute reabsorption in the
proximal tubule has been discussed in general terms as

if all filtered solutes were being reabsorbed equally. In
fact, some solutes, such as amino acids and glucose,
are reabsorbed much more rapidly due to their direct
coupling to Naþ reabsorption by specialized transport
proteins in the luminal membrane. This preferential
reabsorption causes the concentration of these
substances in the proximal tubule fluid to fall below
that in the plasma and the original ultrafiltrate. The
movement of other substances down a concentration
gradient from the lumen to the peritubular fluid
results in passive reabsorption. This gradient develops
as water is reabsorbed, producing a higher concentra-
tion of the passively reabsorbed solute in the lumen.
The concentration of the passively reabsorbed solute
increases in the tubular fluid until its rate of passive
diffusion out of the tubular lumen is sufficient to
match the rate of volume reabsorption. Therefore, the
steady-state concentration of the passively reabsorbed
solute will depend on its ability to pass through the
tubular epithelium. The lower the permeability of the
proximal tubule to the solute, the more its concentra-
tion must rise in the tubular fluid before it is
reabsorbed at a sufficient rate to maintain a constant
concentration in the lumen. Other substances are

Clinical Note

Infusion of Isotonic Saline Solution

Perhaps the most frequently administered intra-
venous fluid is isotonic saline (0.9% = 0.9 g of
NaCl/dL). Isotonic saline is used as a replacement
for extracellular salt and water that may be
depleted by dehydration, or when a patient is
not eating and drinking normally. Thus, unless
there is reason to suspect that a patient is actually
volume overloaded, which may occur with
congestive heart failure or liver or kidney failure,
ample isotonic saline is given as a means of
maintaining normal extracellular fluid volume. If
the kidneys are operating normally, it is difficult to
expand the extracellular fluid volume significantly
because the kidney increases its excretion of salt
and water to match the increased input. Most of
this adaptation occurs quickly and is due to
decreased salt and water reabsorption in the
proximal tubule.

One explanation for the decreased proximal
tubule reabsorption is the effect of the saline
infusion on the uptake of salt and water into the
peritubular capillaries. Because the isotonic saline
is a protein-free fluid, the plasma colloid osmotic

pressure drops when it is added to the blood.
This favors an increased GFR, but as discussed in
Chapter 24, autoregulatory adjustments in affer-
ent and efferent arteriolar resistances generally
act to maintain a constant GFR, and no change is
observable. However, the colloid osmotic pres-
sure of the blood in the peritubular capillaries is
also reduced by the saline expansion, giving a
lesser net force for fluid uptake. For a short period
after the saline infusion, the rate of fluid reab-
sorption by the proximal tubule will exceed
uptake into the capillaries, leading to an increase
in interstitial fluid volume and, because of
distension, an increase in interstitial fluid hydro-
static pressure. The increase in interstitial fluid
pressure counteracts the fall in colloid osmotic
pressure, so that the net Starling force again rises
until the uptake of fluid into the capillaries
matches its reabsorption from the proximal
tubule, and the steady state is restored but with
a new balance of peritubular factors. However,
this rise in interstitial fluid pressure may increase
paracellular backleak and, thus, reduce volume
reabsorption.

FIGURE 8 Effect of reduced plasma colloid osmotic pressure and

increased interstitial fluid pressure on the permeability properties of

the junctional complexes. It has been proposed that an increase in

interstitial fluid pressure may be associated with an increased

permeability of the junctional complexes between proximal tubule

cells that would enable backflux diffusion of Naþ, Cl�, HCO�3 , and

water from the interstitium to the lumen, thus reducing the net

reabsorption of solutes and water.
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actively secreted into the proximal tubular fluid and,
consequently, have higher concentrations in the tubu-
lar fluid.

Because of these specialized transport processes, the
composition of the proximal tubule fluid is markedly
altered along the length of the proximal tubule. As
shown schematically in Fig. 9, at the beginning of the
proximal convoluted tubule, the fluid is simply an
ultrafiltrate of plasma, but by the end of the proximal
tubule virtually all filtered amino acids, glucose, and
other metabolic substrates have been reabsorbed.
Consequently, the concentration of Naþ salts is higher
because they replace the solute deficit left by the
preferentially reabsorbed solutes. Secreted solutes such
as para-aminohippurate (PAH, discussed later; see also
Chapter 24) develop TF/P ratios exceeding that of inulin
(3.0) by the end of the proximal tubule; however, their
actual concentrations are quite small, so they contribute
little to the osmolality of the tubular fluid. The next
sections describe the transport processes responsible for
the preferential reabsorption of some solutes and
secretion of others.

ACTIVE Hþ SECRETION AND HCO�3
REABSORPTION

As mentioned earlier, one of the primary changes in
the composition of the proximal tubular fluid is a rise in
its Cl� concentration, which is a consequence of the

preferential reabsorption of HCO�3 . This preferential
reabsorption process causes the HCO�3 concentration of
the proximal tubular fluid to fall, but, because electro-
neutrality must be maintained, there must be a corre-
sponding rise in the concentration of the most abundant
anion, Cl�.

Active secretion of protons (Hþ) into the lumen of
the proximal tubule drives the preferential reabsorption
of HCO�3 . Protons entering the lumen are buffered by
HCO�3 , resulting in a loss of HCO�3 consumed in the
formation of carbonic acid and its subsequent diffusion
from the lumen as CO2. This complex process needs to
be considered in more detail because it is essential not
only to reabsorptive processes in the proximal tubule
but also to the regulation of body acid–base balance.

As shown in Fig. 10, both proximal tubule cells and
intercalated cells, which are found in the connecting
tubule and collecting duct, are capable of actively

FIGURE 10 General mechanism of Hþ and HCO�3 transport by

the nephron. In this model, which applies to both the proximal tubule

cells and intercalated cells, which are found in the connecting tubule

and collecting duct, the details of the active Hþ secretory mechanism

and basolateral HCO�3 exit are left unspecified in order to focus on the

intracellular reactions producing Hþ and HCO�3 . Because of mass

balance considerations, the active extrusion of Hþ from the cell into

the lumen causes the flow of the reactions increasing the HCO�3
concentration in the cell. Because of this rise in the cell HCO�3
concentration, there is a favorable electrochemical potential gradient

for the passive movement of HCO�3 from the cell, and this process

occurs only across the basolateral membrane because of specialized

HCO�3 transporters in that membrane.

FIGURE 9 Changes in the ratio of tubular fluid concentration to

plasma concentration for various solutes along the length of the

proximal tubule. The concentration ratio (TF/P) is plotted as a

function of the percent of the total proximal tubule length. The tubular

concentrations of the preferentially absorbed solutes such as HCO�3 ,

glucose, and amino acids fall rapidly as they are actively reabsorbed.

The tubular concentrations of passively reabsorbed or nonreabsorbed

substances such as Cl� and inulin rise as water is reabsorbed. The

tubular concentration of an actively secreted substance such as PAH

rises even more rapidly.
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secreting Hþ into the lumen. This Hþ is derived from
CO2 that is produced by metabolism or that enters the
cells by diffusion from the extracellular fluid. As a gas,
CO2 permeates cell membranes and rapidly attains
diffusion equilibrium. CO2 in the cell is hydrated to
form carbonic acid (H2CO3), a weak acid that partially
dissociates to Hþ and HCO�3 (see also Chapter 20). The
reaction of CO2 with water to form carbonic acid is
normally at equilibrium because of the presence of the
enzyme carbonic anhydrase in all cells. Proximal cells
differ from intercalated cells in the mechanism used for
active transport of Hþ from the cytosol into the lumen,
but this secretory process lowers the Hþ concentration
in the cell. As shown in Fig. 9, when intracellular pH
rises (i.e., Hþ concentration falls) the CO2/carbonic acid
system in the cell favors the flow of equilibrium
reactions to produce more product, that is, more Hþ

and HCO�3 . Thus, the active transport of Hþ from the
cell decreases the intracellular Hþ concentration and
increases the intracellular HCO�3 concentration.

The HCO�3 concentration in the cell would normally
be low. If it were in electrochemical equilibrium with the
extracellular fluid, its concentration would be only
about 2 mmol/L. Because of the active Hþ secretion
from the cell, the HCO�3 concentration can be much
higher, leading to an electrochemical potential difference
favoring HCO�3 movement out of the cell. In both
proximal tubule cells and intercalated cells, HCO�3
leaves the cells across the basolateral membrane because
this membrane has facilitated exit transporters, whereas
the luminal membrane does not. The net effect is that
Hþ is actively transported into the lumen and HCO�3
diffuses passively from the cell into the peritubular fluid.

The details of this process in the proximal tubule are
shown in Fig. 11. The active Hþ transport across the
luminal membrane in the proximal tubule is driven
primarily by an exchange mechanism for Naþ, which is
called an Naþ/Hþ antiporter. The active transport of
Hþ out of the cell against its electrochemical potential
difference is driven by the energy made available by Naþ

movement into the cell down its electrochemical poten-
tial difference. Just as the kinetic energy of moving
water can be converted into useful work by a turbine,
the kinetic energy of Naþ moving into the cell can be
converted into work to move Hþ into the lumen and
acidify the tubular fluid. As Hþ enters the lumen, the pH
of the tubular fluid drops. This fall in pH is buffered by
the filtered HCO�3 in the lumen. The HCO�3 buffers Hþ

as the pH falls, exactly the reverse of the process
occurring in the cell. The resulting carbonic acid can
dissociate to CO2 and water. Carbonic anhydrase is
bound to the luminal brush border membrane in the
proximal tubule. It catalyzes the dissociation of carbonic
acid to CO2 and water, thereby allowing a rapid

conversion of the secreted Hþ and the HCO�3 buffer to
CO2. As this reaction proceeds, the CO2 produced in the
lumen rapidly diffuses down its concentration gradient
back to the blood. The result is that HCO�3 disappears
from the lumen as the tubular fluid is acidified.

Given these reactions, why is the process referred to
as bicarbonate reabsorption rather than HCO�3 titration
or some other term? Close inspection of the reaction
scheme shown in Fig. 11 shows that the net result is the
same as if the HCO�3 were reabsorbed directly. For each
Hþ that is secreted and titrated by one HCO�3 in the
lumen, one HCO�3 is also formed in the cell and diffuses
across the basolateral membrane to the blood. Thus,
each bicarbonate that disappears from the lumen is
matched by one that appears in the peritubular capil-
laries and is returned to the systemic circulation. In
producing the Hþ and HCO�3 within the cell, one CO2

produced by metabolism within the proximal tubular
cell or elsewhere in the body is consumed; however, one

FIGURE 11 Mechanism of HCO�3 reabsorption in the proximal

tubule. Active Hþ secretion into the lumen is driven by exchange

diffusion (antiport) for Naþ entering the cell. Movement of HCO�3 out

of the cell across the basolateral membrane occurs by a specialized

transporter involving cotransport of three HCO�3 ions with one Naþ

ion. The high concentration of Hþ in the tubular fluid titrates filtered

HCO�3 to produce CO2. This reaction is catalyzed by carbonic

anhydrase enzyme bound to the luminal brush border membrane.

HCO3
� disappearing from the lumen is replaced by an equimolar

amount of HCO�3 leaving the cell across the basolateral membrane.
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CO2 is produced in the lumen by the titration of HCO�3
and returns to the blood. The net effect of this circuitous
process is that the luminal pH falls, and there is a loss of
bicarbonate from the lumen and the addition of
bicarbonate to the blood. There is no net gain or loss
of CO2. Therefore, the process is equivalent to bicar-
bonate reabsorption with a corresponding luminal
acidification.

As discussed in more detail in Chapter 31, this
reabsorption of bicarbonate is essential to the main-
tenance of normal acid–base balance. Filtered HCO�3 is
reclaimed from the glomerular filtrate and returned to
the blood, where it can serve as a buffer for the Hþ ions
produced by metabolism.

The active Hþ secretory process in the proximal
tubule is limited in the extent to which it can acidify the
lumen and, thus, reabsorb bicarbonate by the energy
available from the Naþ electrochemical potential differ-
ence across the luminal membrane. It is also limited
because the proximal tubule is a leaky epithelium and
allows Hþ to diffuse back toward the blood. Both
factors set a lower limit of 6.6–6.8 on the pH that can be
achieved in the lumen of the proximal tubule under
normal systemic acid–base conditions.

At a pH of 6.6, the equilibrium concentration for
HCO�3 in the lumen is about 3.8 mmol/L. Thus, the
bicarbonate concentration falls from a normal filtered
concentration of about 25 mmol/L to 3.8 mmol/L.
However, about 95% of the filtered HCO�3 is reab-
sorbed. How is this possible? Consider bicarbonate mass
balance along the proximal tubule. If 130 mL/min of
fluid is filtered at the glomerulus containing 25 mmol/L
of bicarbonate, the rate of HCO�3 filtration is (0.13 
 25)
= 3.25 mmol/min. Because 66% of the filtered fluid is
reabsorbed along the proximal tubule, the flow entering
the loop of Henle is 44.2 mL/min. If the HCO�3
concentration of this fluid is 3.8 mmol/L, 0.168 mmol/
min of HCO�3 (0.0442 
 3.8) leaves the proximal tubule.
Thus, (3.25 � 0.168) = 3.082 mmol/L, is reabsorbed
along the proximal tubule, which is equivalent to a
fractional reabsorption of 95% of the filtered load of
HCO�3 .

As discussed in Chapter 31, HCO�3 reabsorption is
regulated according to the requirements for acid–base
balance. Merely by reducing the fractional reabsorption
of bicarbonate in the proximal tubule, its excretion can
be increased markedly, thus, causing the loss of base
from the body.

PASSIVE REABSORPTIVE PROCESSES

The preferential reabsorption of bicarbonate repre-
sents a sizable fraction of the anion reabsorption that

accompanies Naþ reabsorption in the proximal tubule.
As a consequence of the fall in the luminal bicarbonate
concentration from 25 mmol/L to 3.8 mmol/L, the
luminal Cl� concentration rises a corresponding amount
from about 105 mmol/L to 126 mmol/L so that the total
concentration of these major anions in the luminal fluid
remains nearly constant. Given our approximation that
the average transepithelial electrical voltage is zero, the
increase in the luminal Cl� concentration gives rise to a
driving force that favors the passive diffusion of Cl�

from the lumen to the blood side of the proximal tubule
epithelium. The rate at which Cl� is reabsorbed depends
on the magnitude of its transepithelial concentration
difference and its relatively high permeability across the
epithelium. Therefore, the rate of Cl� reabsorption
increases as the Cl� concentration in the lumen rises
until, in the late proximal tubule, HCO�3 reabsorption
has ceased and the reabsorption of Cl� equals that of
Naþ. By means of this passive mechanism, about 60%
of the filtered Cl� is reabsorbed. This is less than the
fractional volume reabsorption of 66%, accounting for
the rise in the Cl� concentration.

The same passive mechanism serves to drive Kþ

reabsorption—as fluid is reabsorbed, the Kþ concentra-
tion of the luminal fluid rises, leading to the diffusion of
Kþ from the lumen. Because Kþ is also relatively able to
permeate the epithelium, this mechanism accounts for
the reabsorption of about 60% of the filtered load of
Kþ, and the Kþ concentration in the lumen also rises
slightly.

There is also no active reabsorptive mechanism for
urea. Urea is a metabolic by-product of protein
metabolism that must be eliminated from the body,
therefore, active reabsorption would be counterpro-
ductive. Nevertheless, passive urea absorption does
occur. Because the ability of urea to permeate the
epithelium is less than that of either Cl� or Kþ, it is
reabsorbed somewhat more slowly, and its tubular
fluid (TF) concentration increases as water is reab-
sorbed. The normal concentration of urea in plasma
and, thus, in the initial filtered fluid is 4 mmol/L [in
clinical units this is equivalent to a blood urea
nitrogen concentration (BUN) of 11.2 mg/dL]. By the
end of the proximal tubule, the urea concentration rises
to about 6 mmol/L, meaning that slightly less than
50% is reabsorbed. Because urea reabsorption is
passive along the entire nephron, the extent to which
it is reabsorbed depends on the rate of fluid flow along
the nephron and, thus, on the GFR and final urine
flow (UF). This flow dependence occurs because the
urea is in contact with the tubular epithelium for a
longer time at slower flow rates, giving more time
for diffusional equilibration and, thus, increased reab-
sorption. At high rates of UF, the urea clearance
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approaches 60–70% of the GFR but it decreases
markedly with slower UF rates. This effect gives rise
to the fact that urea clearance by the kidney increases
with more rapid UF.

Poorly Permeant Solutes and

Osmotic Diuresis

Water reabsorption leads to an even greater increase
in the luminal concentration of solutes that permeate the
tubular epithelium poorly. Any such solute that is
filtered in appreciable quantities becomes concentrated
in the lumen and opposes fluid reabsorption because of
its osmotic effect. Normally, no such solute is filtered in
any appreciable concentration at the glomerulus.
However, the effect can be used to advantage clinically
by introducing a poorly reabsorbed substance into the
circulation so that it will be filtered into the proximal
tubule and oppose reabsorption. The result is the
development of an osmotic diuresis as described in the
following Clinical Note.

In mannitol diuresis, the reabsorption of Naþ is
decreased because its concentration in the lumen falls
due to the water retained by the osmotic effect of the
mannitol. This decrease in luminal Naþ concentration
has little effect on the active transport of Naþ out
of the lumen; however, there is a concentration

gradient that favors the backflow of Naþ from the
interstitium to the lumen because of the reduced Naþ

concentration in the latter compartment. Historically,
mannitol diuresis was used to demonstrate experimen-
tally that Naþ reabsorption must be active. It was
difficult to establish that Naþ was actively transported
under normal conditions because the Naþ concentra-
tion in the lumen remained about the same as that in
the blood and interstitial fluid. However, in the
presence of mannitol it was readily shown that net
Naþ reabsorption occurred against a concentration
gradient and against an electrochemical potential
gradient.

SECONDARY ACTIVE
REABSORPTIVE PROCESSES

In addition to HCO�3 , several other solutes are
actively reabsorbed in the proximal tubules. Most of
these are organic substrates such as glucose, amino
acids, and other organic acids that must be reclaimed
and returned to the blood for utilization by the mills of
metabolism. As in the intestine, these active transport
processes are driven not by the direct expenditure of
energy, but by coupling to the Naþ electrochemical
potential gradient. A vast quantity of Naþ is reabsorbed
in the proximal tubule, and in the process it diffuses

Clinical Note

Osmotic Diuresis Produced by Mannitol Infusion

In certain clinical situations, such as congestive
heart failure or liver failure, fluid reabsorption by
the proximal tubule is excessive. In these settings,
the proximal tubule may reabsorb up to 90%
of the filtered load of salt and water so that
diuretics that act on segments that are more
distal may have relatively little effect. Therefore,
one must interfere with the proximal reabsorptive
process to effect a diuresis and natriuresis and rid
the body of excess extracellular fluid volume.

Decreasing proximal reabsorption could be
attempted by using a carbonic anhydrase inhibi-
tor such as acetazolamide, which reduces prox-
imal HCO�3 reabsorption by slowing down the
dehydration of carbonic acid to CO2 and water,
but carbonic anhydrase inhibitors are relatively
weak diuretics and produce a metabolic acidosis
as a side effect of their interference with HCO�3
reabsorption. The solution is to use a freely

filtered but poorly reabsorbed solute. A useful
substance for this purpose is mannitol, a mono-
saccharide not normally found in mammals. It has
a molecular weight of 182 Da so that it is freely
filtered at the glomerulus, but it has a poor ability
to permeate the proximal tubule epithelium due
to its size and polarity, and the absence of
specialized transporters for its reabsorption.
Mannitol is also fairly water soluble [solutions of
25 g/dL (1400 mmol/L) are prepared for intrave-
nous administration], so that infusion of a small
volume can produce a high plasma mannitol
concentration. Let us consider quantitatively
what would happen along the nephron after the
infusion of a typical diuretic dose of mannitol. The
following numerical example illustrates not only
the effects of an osmotic diuretic but gives some
insight into the mechanism of isosmotic volume
reabsorption and the rates of salt and water
delivery to the distal nephron.
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down its electrochemical potential gradient into the
proximal tubule epithelial cells and is pumped out of the
cells across their basolateral membrane into the inter-
stitial space (see Fig. 2). The movement of Naþ into the
cells represents the loss of a considerable amount of
potential energy. By coupling this downhill movement
to the uphill transport of sugars, amino acids, and other
solutes into the cells, the proximal tubule realizes a
considerable energy savings. It requires no more energy
investment than that already obligated for the Naþ,Kþ-
ATPase to transport Naþ out of the cell.

The energy available from downhill luminal Naþ

entry is coupled to the transport of several organic
solutes by specific membrane transporters that simulta-
neously transport the solute plus Naþ across the
membrane. This process is referred to as cotransport or
symport. The transcellular movement of the cotrans-
ported solute is shown in Fig. 12. The solute enters
across the luminal membrane against a concentration
gradient, driven by the energy available from the
cotransport of Naþ down its electrochemical potential
gradient. Owing to the higher concentration of the

Numerical Example of Osmotic Diuresis Produced by
Mannitol

Consider first the normal rates of salt and water
reabsorption in the proximal tubule. Normal
plasma osmolality is 290 mOsm/kg H2O, which
is primarily due to Naþ present at a concentration
of 140 mmol/L with its associated anions. With a
normal GFR of 130 mL/min, the rate of Naþ

filtration would be (0.13 
 140) = 18.2 mmol/min.
By the end of the proximal tubule, two-thirds of
the filtered fluid has been reabsorbed, leaving a
flow rate of (0.333 
 130) = 43.3 mL/min,
containing approximately the same Naþ concen-
tration as the plasma so that the delivery of Naþ

to the loop of Henle would be (0.0433 
 140) =
6.1 mmol/min. The rate of proximal reabsorption
is the difference between the rate of filtration and
the rate of delivery to the loop of Henle. For
water, the reabsorption rate is (130 � 43.3) =
86.7 mL/min. For Naþ the reabsorption rate is
(18.2 � 6.1) = 12.1 mmol/min.

Consider now the consequences of giving an
intravenous infusion of hypertonic mannitol
sufficient to produce a plasma mannitol concen-
tration of 30 mmol/L, which would give a plasma
osmolality of 320 mOsm/kg H2O, a typical
increase in clinical practice. For convenience,
we assume that the plasma Naþ concentration
remains the same. Note that there would be an
equivalent increase in the osmolality of the
intracellular fluid, even though mannitol would
not enter the cells to any appreciable extent.
Owing to the high water permeability of most
cell membranes, water leaves the cells rapidly
until intra- and extracellular osmolality are equal.
Thus, the movement of water would expand the
extracellular space at the expense of the
intracellular fluid compartment.

Assuming the GFR also remains constant, the
rate of Naþ filtration would still be 18.2 mmol/
min. The rate of mannitol filtration would be
(0.13 
 30) = 3.9 mmol/min. At the end of the
proximal tubule, because of the osmotic effect
of the mannitol, which is only poorly reabsorbed
passively, assume that only 58% of the filtered
water has been reabsorbed so that the flow rate
is now (0.42 
 130) = 54.6 mL/min. Assume that
only 5% of the filtered mannitol has been
reabsorbed so that its concentration has risen
to (3.9 
 0.95/.0546) = 67.9 mmol/L. Because
the water permeability of the proximal tubule is
very high, the tubular fluid always has nearly the
same osmolality as the plasma, which in this
case is 320 mOsm/kg H2O. However, if the
mannitol concentration is about 68 mmol/L, the
remainder of the osmolality of the tubular fluid
that is not due to mannitol would be (320 � 68)
= 252 mOsm/kg H2O. If Naþ makes up
approximately one-half of this osmolality, the
Naþ concentration at the end of the proximal
tubule would be 126 mmol/L, and its delivery to
the loop of Henle would be (0.0546 
 126) =
6.9 mmol/min. [It is important to note that, even
though the Naþ concentration of the tubular
fluid is much less than in normal circumstances,
the Naþ delivery to the loop of Henle is still
increased by (6.9 � 6.1) = 0.8 mmol/min
because of the increased flow rate!] The rate
of volume reabsorption in the proximal tubule is
(130 � 54.6) = 75.4 mL/min, and the rate of
Naþ reabsorption is (18.2 � 6.9) = 11.3 mmol/
min. This illustrates that the reabsorption of both
water and Naþ are decreased because of the
osmotic diuresis created by mannitol.
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solute in the cell, there is a concentration gradient
favoring its movement out of the cell. Other transport
proteins facilitate passive solute exit across the baso-
lateral membrane. These facilitated diffusion mechan-
isms allow the solute to move readily across the cell
membrane to the interstitial space.

Glucose

All useful organic substrates are reabsorbed by Naþ

cotransport mechanisms. These include glucose, amino
acids, lactate, acetate, citrate, succinate, oxalate, and
various carboxylic acids. However, the carriers involved
in a given cotransport process are limited in number, so
there is a maximal rate of transport for each of
these substrates based on the number of transporters
available in the proximal tubule. The effect of this
limitation on the overall renal handling of these solutes
is best illustrated by glucose. As shown in Fig. 13, at
plasma concentrations of glucose up to double the
normal �100 mg/dL, there is no glucose in the urine.
(Actually, there are normally trace amounts that are not
detected by the usual clinical laboratory methods.) In
other words, for all practical purposes, 100% of the
filtered glucose load is reabsorbed. However, when the
plasma glucose concentration exceeds 200–220 mg/dL,
readily detectable amounts of glucose appear in the
urine.

The plasma glucose concentration at which glucose
begins to appear in the urine is called the renal plasma
glucose threshold. Above the threshold, the rate of
excretion increases until it parallels the rate of filtration.
The rate of glucose reabsorption can be calculated as
the rate of filtration minus the rate of excretion, and as
the plasma glucose concentration rises above about
350 mg/dL, the rate of reabsorption reaches a maximum
of about 375 mg/min. This maximum, which is referred
to as the transport maximum (Tm), is reached when all
nephrons are reabsorbing glucose at their maximal rate
and any additional amount filtered is excreted. The
maximal rate of transport is a function of the total
transport capacity of each transporter and their number.
Because the number is proportional to the number of
functioning nephrons, the Tm for glucose decreases in
acute or chronic renal failure in proportion to the
decrease in the number of functioning nephrons.
However, the renal plasma glucose threshold remains
relatively constant.
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FIGURE 13 Glucose handling by the kidney. The rates of

filtration, excretion, and reabsorption of glucose are plotted as a

function of the plasma glucose concentration. It is assumed that the

GFR remains constant at 130 mL/min so that the rate of glucose

filtration rises linearly with the plasma glucose concentration (see

Chapter 25, Eq. [6]). Up to a plasma glucose concentration of 200 mg/

dL, the rate of reabsorption equals the rate of filtration, and thus there

is no glucose excretion. Above this plasma glucose concentration

(referred to as the plasma threshold), the excretion rate begins to rise,

and the reabsorptive rate plateaus at a transport maximum (Tm) of

approximately 375 mg/mm. Splay refers to the gradual increase in

excretion and gradual plateauing of reabsorption as the plasma glucose

concentration rises above the renal plasma threshold.

FIGURE 12 Active reabsorption of organic solutes by cotransport

with Naþ. The active transport of many organic solutes (S) from the

lumen into the proximal tubule cell is driven by cotransport with Naþ

on specific carrier molecules. The Naþ moves into the cell down its

electrochemical potential gradient, thus making energy available to

concentrate S in the cell. The potential energy for Naþ entry is

maintained by the operation of the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase in the basolateral

membrane. The basolateral membrane contains a facilitated diffusion

mechanism that allows S to diffuse out of the cell down its

electrochemical potential gradient into the interstitial fluid and the

plasma in the peritubular capillary network.
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The gradual rise in the rate of excretion with
increasing glucose concentration is referred to as splay.
In other words, the renal plasma glucose threshold is
lower than the plasma glucose concentration at which
maximal reabsorption is achieved. The reasons for this
are twofold: (1) Various nephrons have different capa-
cities to reabsorb glucose. Some reach their maximum at
relatively low plasma glucose concentrations and others
at high concentrations, but glucose will begin to appear
in the urine as soon as the nephrons with the lowest
capacity are saturated. However, it requires higher

filtered loads to saturate all carriers. (2) The transpor-
ters are known to demonstrate enzyme-like kinetics;
they require high luminal glucose concentrations to be
fully saturated, but before they are saturated they let
measurable amounts of glucose pass to the urine.

Amino Acids

Separate but similar transporters reabsorb all the
organic solutes mentioned previously. Depending on
the particular solute, the normal filtered load may or

Clinical Note

Differential Diagnosis of Glucosuria

In normal individuals, no glucose is detectable in
the urine by clinical tests. Mild glucosuria is
usually not accompanied by any clinical signs,
but if the excretion of glucose becomes signifi-
cant, the presenting symptom is often complaints
of thirst, frequent voiding, and nocturia (waking
at night to urinate). Why? When glucose is not
completely reabsorbed, it acts like an osmotic
diuretic. Glucose has the same molecular size and
polar hydroxyl groups as mannitol. Thus, the only
reason that glucose is normally reabsorbed is that
there is a special transporter for glucose but not
for mannitol. The osmotic diuresis produced by
hyperglycemia is the cause of the frequent
voiding and nocturia, and the thirst is a conse-
quence of persistent water loss in the urine,
which can be confirmed by the demonstration of
significant glucose in the urine.

The physician must next determine the cause
of the glucosuria. Pregnancy may produce an
apparent glucosuria (more accurately termed
glycosuria) because of the presence of lactose
and galactose in the urine. Also, in pregnancy a
normal increase in GFR may raise the filtered
load of glucose beyond the Tm. Other than
pregnancy, Fig. 13 shows there are two potential
reasons for the abnormal appearance of glucose
in the urine: a plasma glucose concentration
exceeding the plasma threshold of 200 mg/dL
(which is often indicative of diabetes mellitus) or
an abnormality in the glucose transporter such
that significant amounts of glucose appear in the
urine even at normal plasma concentrations. In
the latter case, there may be a decreased renal
plasma threshold for glucose, possibly in combi-
nation with a decreased Tm. This condition is

referred to as renal glucosuria—that is, glucose
appearance in the urine due to a renal defect.
Most glucosuria is a consequence of elevated
plasma glucose concentrations, LCA in although
renal glucosuria is a rare hereditary disorder, it
should be ruled out as a cause of glucosuria. A
diagnosis of diabetes mellitus, on the other
hand, can be confirmed by additional clinical
laboratory tests.

A further note: Intestinal glucose intolerance
and renal glucosuria provide an interesting side
light on the genetics of glucose transport
abnormalities. Glucose is also absorbed in the
small intestine by a Naþ cotransport mechanism,
but two different Naþ/glucose cotransporters are
encoded by separate genes. The first, SGLT1, is
the more common and is found in the intestine
as well as in the kidney. It has a relatively high
affinity for glucose, and an even higher affinity
for galactose. Mutations in SGLT1, which are
inherited as an autosomal recessive trait, lead to
a combination of mild glucosuria (due to
increased splay) and an intestinal malabsorption
of galactose and glucose, which produces severe
and even fatal diarrhea in neonates. A rarer
mutation in the second transporter, SGLT2,
leads to severe glucosuria because of a reduc-
tion in Tm. SGLT2 is a low-affinity, high-capacity
transporter that is present in the proximal
convoluted tubule and the early proximal straight
tubule, whereas SGLT1 is present only in the late
proximal straight tubule. Because most of the
filtered glucose is reabsorbed in the proximal
convoluted tubule, it is not surprising that a
defect in SGLT2 leads to severe glucosuria
but no significant effects on intestinal sugar
absorption.
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may not exceed the Tm. There are several different
transporters for various groups of amino acids such as
neutral, acidic, and basic, and subgroups of these.
However, the reabsorption of most amino acids is not
complete and, depending on the amino acid, 0.5–2% of
the filtered load normally appears in the urine. This
incomplete reabsorption does not indicate that the Tm

for the amino acid transport systems are exceeded but
rather that the plasma concentrations of the amino
acids exceed their renal plasma thresholds. The filtered
loads of the amino acids are normally much less than
their Tm but the transport mechanisms exhibit consid-
erable splay, meaning that the renal plasma amino acid
thresholds occur at concentrations lower than the
plasma concentrations at which the filtered loads
exceed the Tm. There are several known congenital
abnormalities in the reabsorption of various groups of
amino acids that result from a lack of expression or
mutation of the gene for specific transporters. This
can result in the excretion of large amounts of those
amino acids that are normally reabsorbed by the
affected transporter.

Organic Acids

Most of the filtered weak organic acids that are
useful metabolic substrates are reabsorbed by the
proximal tubule. These include acetate, lactate, citrate,
oxalate, and mono- and dicarboxylic acids such as the

Krebs cycle intermediates. These organic acids are
normally present at very low concentrations in the
plasma, resulting in low filtered loads that are comple-
tely reabsorbed. However, under abnormal metabolic
conditions such as diabetic ketoacidosis [in which the
plasma contains high concentrations of acetoacetate
and (3-hydroxybutyrate)] and lactic acidosis (in which
the plasma has high concentrations of lactate), the
filtered load of these particular solutes exceeds the
renal plasma threshold and the Tm, resulting in
excretion of a large amount of the solutes. This
incomplete reabsorption can produce an osmotic
diuresis, but has a salutary effect in delivering a large
amount of buffer anions to the more distal nephron
segments so that more buffered protons (titratable
acidity; see Chapter 31) can be excreted in the urine,
thus counteracting the acidosis.

Proteins and Peptides

Tm-limited transporters in the proximal tubule also
reabsorb proteins and small peptides. Although the
glomerular filtration barrier is impermeable to
proteins with molecular weights in excess of 60,000 Da,
a finite but small amount of albumin still remains in
the glomerular filtrate. The concentration of albumin
in the filtrate is normally less than 30 mg/dL, that is,
less than 1% of the plasma concentration. Never-
theless, if the filtered load of albumin were not
reabsorbed, up to (30 mg/dL 
 180 L/day) = 54 g

Clinical Note

Proteinuria Due to Other Small Proteins

Other than the low concentrations of the
hormones noted earlier, plasma normally contains
no significant amounts of low molecular weight
peptides or proteins. However, some disease
states are associated with the production or
release of small peptides into the plasma. These
include (1) multiple myeloma, in which large
concentrations of the light chains of immunoglo-
bulins appear in the plasma; (2) hemoglobinemia,
in which hemoglobin is released from red blood
cells due to hemolysis, as in a transfusion reaction;
and, (3) myoglobinemia, in which the myoglobin
normally present in muscle cells is released, as
occurs in trauma and in the presence of toxins
including chemotherapeutic agents.

The presence of significant concentrations of
any of these peptides in the plasma results in a

filtered load that far exceeds the protein reab-
sorptive capacity of the proximal tubules. Conse-
quently, these proteins appear in the urine, but
because they become concentrated as fluid is
reabsorbed along the tubules, they may precipi-
tate and occlude the lumens of the nephrons.
Protein precipitates can be seen as cylindrical
casts when the urinary sediment is examined
under the microscope. Also, as these proteins are
reabsorbed in proximal tubule cells, they are
degraded to smaller peptides and amino acids.
For reasons that are not completely understood,
the by-products of this degradation can be toxic
to proximal tubule cells, especially in the case of
certain light chains. Both the toxicity and the
occlusion of nephrons by these small proteins can
lead to acute renal failure as the number of
functioning nephrons is reduced.
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would be excreted per day. The kidney conserves this
filtered protein by reabsorption so that the usual
renal loss is less than 100 mg of albumin per day.
This process is also Tm-limited. If the plasma
albumin concentration increases above 6–7 g/dL, the
rate of albumin excretion increases markedly and in
proportion to the plasma concentration. Thus, the
renal plasma albumin threshold is 6–7 g/dL, and the
Tm is on the order of 30–40 mg/min. When the
glomerular barrier is altered by disease so that more
protein is filtered, massive amounts can appear in the
urine, as seen in the nephrotic syndrome.

The kidney also reabsorbs the small amounts of low
molecular weight peptides that are normally present
in the plasma. These include hormones such as
insulin, parathyroid hormone (PTH), glucagon, cal-
citonin, vasopressin, and angiotensin. The peptides are
taken up by specific transporters located in the brush
border membrane and are degraded to amino acids
within the cell. Renal metabolism of the filtered
hormones is one of the primary routes of their normal
turnover.

Phosphate and Sulfate

Both phosphate and sulfate anions are reabsorbed in
the proximal tubule by cotransport with Naþ, and their

reabsorption demonstrates the same Tm-limited trans-
port as observed for the organic solutes. The reabsorp-
tion of phosphate is of particular interest because of its
importance in maintaining a normal plasma phosphate
concentration and, thus, a normal calcium-phosphate
solubility product in the plasma. Furthermore, the
plasma phosphate concentration (2–3 mmol/L)
normally exceeds its renal plasma threshold, so that it
is excreted continuously in the urine where it is normally
the most important buffer anion. In fact, because the
filtered load of phosphate is poised near the Tm, the
excretion of phosphate rises in almost direct proportion
to its plasma concentration. If the plasma phosphate
concentration rises above normal levels, excretion
increases, tending to reduce the excess. If the plasma
phosphate concentration is too low, less is excreted.
However, the Tm for phosphate can also be regulated
physiologically. PTH (see Chapter 43) regulates phos-
phate reabsorption as shown in Fig. 14. Normally
phosphate excretion is determined primarily by filtra-
tion, but high or low levels of PTH can alter this
markedly. PTH has a phosphaturic action and reduces
the Tm. In the patient with renal failure on hemodialysis,
the management of plasma phosphate and calcium
becomes one of the most difficult problems. Such a
patient usually has a high plasma phosphate level that
results in secondary hyperparathyroidism and osteody-
strophy.

Sulfate is also reabsorbed by a Tm-limited mecha-
nism. The usual plasma concentration of sulfate, 2–3
mmol/L, exceeds the renal plasma threshold so that
sulfate appears in the urine. As in the case of phosphate,
the filtered load is above or near the Tm so that the rate
of sulfate excretion is proportional to its plasma
concentration, and renal excretion serves as the main
regulator of the plasma concentration. However, in
contrast to phosphate, no known hormone regulates
sulfate excretion.

SECRETORY PROCESSES IN THE PROXIMAL
STRAIGHT TUBULE

The proximal tubule has an important function in
secreting many substances that can be regarded as
metabolic by-products or potential toxins. Given
normal rates of production of some metabolic by-
products, the body requires a renal secretory process to
maintain acceptable plasma concentrations. Renal
secretory processes serve a more important role in
excreting exogenous toxic substances that are ingested in
the diet. Secretion of these substances results in an
excretion rate that exceeds their rate of filtration, and
serves as a means of rapidly clearing them from the

FIGURE 14 Regulation of phosphate reabsorption in the proximal

tubule. The ratio of the phosphate concentration in the tubular fluid

compared with plasma (TF/P) is plotted as a function of the percent of

the proximal tubule length. Under normal conditions, somewhat more

than 70% of the filtered phosphate is actively reabsorbed along the

proximal tubule by a Tm-limited mechanism. Consequently, the

tubular fluid phosphate concentration falls below that in the plasma

along the length of the proximal tubule. After acute parathyroidect-

omy (lower line), an even greater fraction of the filtered phosphate is

reabsorbed. Ingestion or infusion of large amounts of phosphate

causes a decrease in phosphate reabsorption in the proximal tubule,

with a corresponding rise in its luminal concentration.
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plasma. Secreted solutes include many organic acids and
bases, creatinine, PAH, radiocontrast agents, and
various drugs. In each case, the secretory process
involves active accumulation of the solute into proximal
tubule cells across the basolateral membrane from the
plasma. This active accumulation is driven energetically
in different ways, including Naþ cotransport and other
cotransport and exchange processes. The accumulation
of the solute in the cell provides a favorable electro-
chemical potential gradient for the solute to move into
the tubular lumen, and various transporters located in
the brush border membrane facilitate this movement.
Secretion of these organic solutes occurs almost exclu-
sively in the straight portion of the proximal tubule, and
can produce luminal concentrations that are much
higher than their plasma concentrations.

All of these secretory processes, because they are
mediated by a fixed number of transporters, are
saturable and exhibit the same Tm-limited rates of
transport as the active reabsorptive processes discussed
earlier. However, it is the rate of secretion rather than
reabsorption that reaches a maximum as the plasma
concentration increases.

Secretion of Para-Aminohippurate:

Measurement of Renal Blood Flow

Of particular interest are those substances that are
the most avidly secreted, including para-aminohippurate
(PAH) and certain radiocontrast agents. At arterial
plasma PAH concentrations of less than 10 mg/dL,
blood flowing out of the kidney via the renal vein
contains almost no PAH because it is all excreted in the
urine. If PAH were cleared only by filtration, the
amount excreted could be at most 20% of the amount
flowing into the kidney. The greater clearance of PAH is
achieved by its secretion from the peritubular capillaries
into the lumen of the proximal straight tubule. This
secretory process has such a high affinity for PAH that it
can reduce the PAH concentration on the blood side of
the epithelium to almost zero. Actually, however, the
amount of PAH flowing out of the kidney is reduced not
to zero but to about 10% of the amount delivered to the
kidney via the renal artery. This residual amount is
thought to be due to a fraction of the renal blood flow
that is not exposed to filtration or secretion because it
perfuses nontransporting structures such as the renal
capsule.

The significance of the avid secretion of PAH is that
this agent can be used as an indicator of renal plasma
flow. If we assume that 100% of the PAH entering the
kidney is excreted in the urine, then the amount excreted
must be equal to the amount entering the kidney, which is
the product of the renal plasma flow (RPF, mL/min) and

the arterial PAH concentration (PPAH, converted to units
of mg/mL). The amount excreted will be the product
of the urine PAH concentration (UPAH) and UF. Thus:

RPF 
 PPAH ¼ UF 
UPAH; or

RPF ¼
UF 
UPAH

PPAH
¼ CPAH: ð3Þ

In other words, the clearance of PAH is equal to the
renal plasma flow. Actually, it is an underestimate by
10–15% because not all of the PAH entering the kidney
is excreted. Nevertheless, this is a good index of the rate
of renal blood flow.

As noted earlier, PAH is excreted completely only at
arterial concentrations of less than 10 mg/dL. This is
because the secretory process is saturable, as illustrated
in Fig. 15. At concentrations less than 10 mg/dL, the
rate of PAH excretion rises linearly with plasma
concentration, and virtually all of the PAH entering
the kidney is excreted. The rate of secretion of PAH,
which is determined as the difference between the rate of
excretion and the rate of filtration, thus also rises
linearly. But above this plasma concentration, the rate
of secretion falls off and reaches a maximum of about 80
mg/min, referred to as the secretory Tm. The Tm is
reached when all the basolateral membrane transporters
involved in the secretion of PAH are saturated. This Tm,
as is the case for reabsorptive processes, is a function of
the total number of functioning nephrons and decreases
with the loss of nephrons in renal failure.

The renal plasma flow is an important clinical index.
It can be decreased by partial occlusion of the renal

FIGURE 15 PAH secretion in the proximal tubule. The rates of

PAH filtration, secretion, and excretion are plotted as a function of the

plasma PAH concentration. In calculating the rate of filtration, a

constant GFR of 130 mL/min is assumed. The excretion rate of PAH

is always higher than the filtration rate because of the contribution of

secretion in the proximal tubule; however, as the plasma PAH

concentration rises above 10 mg/dL, the rate of secretion approaches

a Tm of approximately 80 mg/mm. When the Tm is exceeded, the rate

of excretion parallels the rate of filtration.
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vasculature or by a reduction in renal mass as occurs in
renal failure. However, because of the difficulty in
determining plasma PAH concentrations in the clinical
laboratory, it is used primarily for laboratory or clinical
research protocols. In clinical practice, it is more
convenient to use the excretion of radiocontrast agents
as rough indicators of renal plasma flow. Because these
agents are secreted, their rate of clearance is propor-
tional to the renal plasma flow and the functional renal
mass. For example, the time required to excrete a bolus
of the radiocontrast agent given during renal angiogra-
phy is measured and compared with a standard to
obtain an index of renal plasma flow. Radioisotope
scans are also used for this purpose.

Urate

The renal excretion of urate is also determined
largely by secretion into the proximal tubule, although
in the normal individual, the rate of urate excretion is
lower than its rate of glomerular filtration, indicating
that it is reabsorbed along the nephron. However, the
excretion of urate actually depends on the balance of
opposing reabsorptive and secretory transport
processes in the proximal tubule. Both processes
involve active urate transport, and the net excretion
of urate is determined by which process dominates.
The secretory process is the one that is physiologically
regulated to maintain a normal plasma urate concen-
tration in the face of changing dietary intake and
metabolic production. Thus, when there is an excess of
urate, secretion is stimulated, and it is decreased when
there is a deficit.

Secretion of Organic Acids and Bases

Many other organic acids and bases, including many
not normally found in the body, can be secreted into the
proximal tubule. Coupled with hepatic metabolism, renal
filtration and secretion processes are essential for clearing
potentially harmful substances from the blood. However,

many drugs are also cleared rapidly from the body by
secretion in the proximal tubule. Sometimes this is
helpful, as in the case of diuretics. Because of tubular
secretion, the most widely used diuretics reach an
effective concentration in the tubular fluid without
requiring potentially harmful plasma concentrations. In
the case of other drugs such as salicylates, the penicillin-
like antibiotics, and sulfonamides, secretion tends to
clear the drug rapidly and can be a problem in achieving
an optimal plasma concentration. In such cases, probe-
necid, a competitive inhibitor of the secretory transpor-
ter, can be administered to reduce secretion.

Because the doses of most drugs are based on the
assumption of normal renal function, care must be
exercised in adjusting the doses for the patient with renal
failure. Because of the reduction of functioning renal
mass by disease, there is a decreased rate of filtration
and secretion of drugs. For those drugs that are cleared
from the plasma primarily by the kidney, dosages must
be adjusted downward in consideration of the decreased
renal clearance.
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KEY POINTS
� The nephron beyond the proximal tubule is

specialized to produce urine of variable com-
position that can be quite different from the
plasma. Urine osmolality can vary from 50–1200
mOsm/kg H2O, and the Na+ excreted can vary
from nearly zero to 2% of the amount filtered at
the glomerulus.

� The thin descending limb of the loop of Henle is
surrounded by medullary interstitial fluid, the
osmolality of which can be as high as 1200
mOsm/kg H2O in the papilla. Urea contributes
approximately one-half of this osmolality, and
NaCl contributes approximately one half.

� Due to the presence of aquaporin-1, the thin
descending limb of the loop of Henle is very
water permeable regardless of the final urine
osmolality, but it is less permeable to solutes.

� In contrast to the descending limb, the water
permeability of the ascending limb of the loop of
Henle is nearly zero regardless of the final urine
osmolality. In the thin segment of the ascending
limb, NaCl reabsorption is due to passive
diffusion from a higher concentration in the
tubular fluid to the interstitium. Active reabsorp-
tion of NaCl in the thick segment is produced by
a cotransporter carrying one Na+, one K+, and
two Cl� ions. The most potent diuretics, such as
furosemide, directly block this transporter.

� NaCl reabsorption in the medullary thick ascend-
ing limb produces the hypertonicity of the
interstitium, but in the cortex the continued
active reabsorption of NaCl dilutes the tubular
fluid to less than one-half the osmolality of the
plasma.
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Beyond the proximal tubule, the nephron is different
structurally and functionally. The proximal tubule is a
bulk reabsorber—most of the filtered salt and water is
returned to the plasma in this region in a relatively
nonselective fashion. Therefore, the concentrations of
most of the major ions and the total osmolality of the
proximal tubular fluid remain approximately the same
as those of the plasma. Among the major filtered ions
only Cl� shows a significant change; its concentration
increases as HCO�3 is selectively reabsorbed. Thus, the
fluid at the end of the proximal tubule resembles plasma,
except that it contains no plasma proteins and that most
of the organic substrates have been removed by specific
transporters. Only trace amounts of glucose, amino
acids, and organic acids are delivered to the loop of
Henle. On the other hand, other substances that have
been secreted into the proximal tubule, such as para-
aminohippurate (PAH), are present in higher concen-
trations than in the plasma. However, these secreted
substances are present in such low concentrations in the
plasma that their concentrations are also negligible in
the tubular fluid and their contribution to its osmolality
can be ignored in discussing the function of the
remaining regions of the nephron.

The loop of Henle and the distal portions of the
nephron have specialized and tightly regulated transport
characteristics that allow them to develop urine that
can have a composition different from plasma. Urine
osmolality can vary from one-fifth to four times that of
plasma. Depending on the physiologic circumstances,
the Naþ excretion rate may vary between nearly zero to
more than 2% of that filtered at the glomerulus, which is

called the filtered load. The thick ascending limb of the
loop of Henle, the distal tubule, and the collecting duct
regulate excretion of other important ions such as
potassium, calcium, and magnesium. The urine also
contains a high urea concentration in comparison with
plasma. Furthermore, the phosphate that has been
filtered but not reabsorbed by the proximal tubule is
titrated by hydrogen ions that are secreted into the distal
regions of the nephron, producing a final urine pH that
may vary from 4.5–8.0.

The following sections describe the transport
processes necessary to produce urine that can vary so
markedly in composition from the plasma. Later
chapters discuss how the final daily excretion of the
most important ions is hormonally regulated to match
their daily intake.

TRANSPORT IN THE THIN DESCENDING LIMB

As anatomically described, the descending limb of the
loop of Henle begins with the proximal straight tubule.
In the outer medulla, the epithelium of the proximal
straight tubule transforms into the thin descending limb
of the loop of Henle, which is named for its very thin
epithelium. Functionally, the proximal straight tubule
can be regarded as a continuation of the proximal
tubule, whereas the thin descending limb is functionally
quite different from the proximal tubule. The length of
the thin descending limb varies among nephrons. Most
superficial nephrons have relatively short loops of
Henle, whereas many juxtamedullary nephrons have

KEY POINTS (continued )
� The distal convoluted tubule is also water

impermeable so that continued NaCl reabsorp-
tion further dilutes the urine.

� However, beyond the distal convoluted tubule,
the water permeability of the connecting tubule
and the collecting duct is regulated by the
hormone vasopressin (antidiuretic hormone or
ADH), which regulates the number of aquaporin-
2 water channels in the luminal membrane of the
CNT cells in the connecting tubule and of the
principal cells in the collecting duct.

� DCT cells in the distal convoluted tubule reab-
sorb NaCl via an electroneutral NaCl cotran-
sporter that can be blocked by thiazide diuretics.

� The connecting tubule and the collecting duct
comprise the aldosterone-responsive distal

nephron (ARDN). CNT cells and principal cells
in these segments actively reabsorb Na+ via a
Na+ channel (ENaC) in the luminal membrane.

� Principal cells and CNT cells in the ARDN also
secrete K+ by K+-selective channels in the
luminal membrane. Depolarization of the lumi-
nal membrane by ENaC channels and increased
urine flow enhance the favorable driving force
for K+ secretion.

� Aldosterone increases Na+ reabsorption and K+

secretion in principal and CNT cells in the ARDN
by three mechanisms: increased activity of Na+

and K+ channels in the luminal membrane,
increased Na+,K+-ATPase transporter activity
in the basolateral membrane, and increased
synthesis of Krebs cycle enzymes.
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long ones that may extend to the tip of the papilla. In
this discussion, both long and short thin descending
limbs are considered collectively.

A unique feature of the loop of Henle is that it resides
in an interstitial fluid having a composition completely
different from any other tissue—one that, under typical
conditions, is markedly hyperosmotic to the plasma.
The osmolality of the medullary interstitial fluid rises
from approximately isosmotic at the border between the
cortex and the medulla and increases progressively to a
maximum of about 1200 mOsm/kg H2O at the papillary
tip. The interstitial fluid at the papillary tip has a urea
concentration of about 600 mmol/L and a NaCl con-
centration of about 300 mmol/L. Thus, approximately
50% of the osmolality is due to the osmotic effect of
NaCl and 50% is due to urea.

The fluid flowing into the thin descending limb of the
loop of Henle from the proximal tubule has an osmo-
lality that is approximately the same as plasma—about
280 mOsm/kg H2O. The concentrations of Naþ and Kþ

are approximately the same as in plasma, but Cl� is the
primary anion because of the reabsorption of most of the
filtered HCO�3 by the proximal tubule. The urea
concentration is about 6 mmol/L. As this fluid flows
through the thin descending limb, an osmotic pressure
gradient occurs between this initially isosmotic tubular
fluid and the hyperosmotic medullary interstitium.

Figure 1 illustrates schematically the transepithelial
transport processes that occur as fluid flows from the
outer medullary to the papillary regions of a thin
descending limb. There is no active transepithelial
transport in the thin descending limb of the loop of
Henle. The cells that constitute this epithelium are thin
and contain few mitochondria. The most important
transport characteristic of the thin descending limb is
that it is highly permeable to water because aquaporin-1
water channels are present in the luminal and basolat-
eral membranes of thin descending limb cells as they are
in the proximal tubule. The epithelium of the thin
descending limb is also somewhat permeable to urea and
to a lesser extent NaCl, which would allow the diffusion
of these solutes from the interstitium to the tubular
fluid, but these permeabilities are significantly less than
that of water. Therefore, because of the hyperosmolality
of the medulla, there is an osmotic water flow from the
tubular fluid into the interstitium with a relatively small
diffusional entry of urea and NaCl from the interstitial
fluid. The net result is that the tubular fluid becomes
concentrated as it flows down into the medulla, and this
increase in osmolality develops primarily because of the
water loss rather than solute gain.

Because of the loss of water, and to a much lesser
extent the entry of urea and NaCl, the osmolality of the
tubular fluid rises along the thin descending limb from

280 mOsm/kg H2O at its proximal end to 1200 at the tip
of the loop of Henle. In other words, osmotic equilibra-
tion of the tubular fluid with the surrounding medullary
interstitium occurs continuously along the thin descend-
ing limb because of its high water permeability.
Therefore, at the tip of the loop of Henle for the long-
looped nephrons, only approximately 10% of the
filtered volume remains, and its osmolality has risen to
1200 mOsm/kg H2O. At this point, most of the total
1200 mOsm/kg H2O osmolality of the tubular fluid is
due to NaCl, and 50–100 mOsm/kg H2O is due to urea.
In the short-looped nephrons, about 25–30% of the
filtered fluid volume remains, and the osmolality has
increased to a lesser extent, depending on the level
within the medulla at which the tip of the loop resides.

TRANSPORT IN THE THIN AND THICK
ASCENDING LIMB

When the tubular fluid turns the bend at the tip of the
loop of Henle, it enters the thin ascending limb of the
loop of Henle. At this point, the epithelial transport
properties change dramatically. Both the thin and the
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FIGURE 1 Reabsorption of water but not solute in the thin

descending limb of the loop of Henle. The interstitial fluid in the

medulla has an osmolality that rises from 280 mOsm/kg H2O to 1200

mOsm/kg H2O at the tip of the papilla, as shown by the shading in the

figure. As fluid flows from the proximal tubule toward the papillary

tip, it is concentrated by the movement of water out of the lumen into

the hyperosmotic medullary interstitium. This causes the NaCl and

urea concentrations to rise in the tubular fluid so that the total

osmolality equals that of the adjacent interstitium. Although the

osmotic equilibration occurs primarily by the loss of water to the

interstitium, some urea also diffuses into the tubular fluid.
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thick regions of the ascending limb of the loop of Henle
are water impermeable because of the absence of
aquaporin water channels, and there is no significant
transepithelial water flow. On the other hand, these
regions avidly reabsorb NaCl and can remove 20–25%
of the filtered load of Naþ, which is more than two-thirds
of the amount delivered to the loop of Henle from the
proximal tubule.

Although differences exist in the transport character-
istics of the thin and thick ascending limbs of the loop of
Henle, and between the medullary and cortical regions
of the thick ascending limb, this discussion concentrates
on their common ability to reabsorb salt while leaving
water behind in the tubular fluid, resulting in dilution of
the urine. This is the first region of the nephron in which
water and solute transport are dissociated so that the
tubular fluid can have an osmolality that is significantly
different from the surrounding interstitial fluid.

Because the urine becomes concentrated in the thin
descending limb of the loop of Henle, the NaCl
concentration of the tubular fluid is higher than that of
the medullary interstitium, about 575 mmol/L compared
with 300 mmol/L in the interstitium, as shown in Fig. 2.
(Chapter 28 examines how the medullary interstitium is
made hyperosmotic and how the osmolality gradient is
maintained.) Thus, a large concentration gradient favors
passive diffusion of NaCl from the lumen into the
interstitial fluid. Because the thin ascending limb is
permeable to Naþ and Cl�, this diffusion occurs rapidly,
allowing an equilibration of the NaCl concentration
between the tubular fluid and the adjacent medullary
interstitium. There is also a gradient for urea that favors
its entry into the ascending limb of the loop of Henle
because of its higher concentration in the medullary
interstitium; however, because this segment is relatively
impermeable to urea, there is little entry.

As NaCl diffuses from the lumen of the thin
ascending limb to the medullary interstitium, the tubular
fluid becomes dilute compared with the interstitium.
This osmolality difference would favor water movement
out of the tubule, but this does not occur because of the
low water permeability of this segment. The low water
permeability, which is different from what is normally
observed for most cell membranes and epithelia, results
in a tubular fluid that is dilute with respect to the
surrounding interstitium and becomes progressively
more dilute as the urine flows into the less hyperosmotic
regions of the medullary interstitium.

At the junction between the inner and outer medulla,
the characteristics of the tubular epithelium change
again. The thinner cells of the thin ascending limb
(which contain relatively few mitochondria) disappear,
the cells contain numerous mitochondria, and the
epithelial cell layer thickens, giving the name to the

thick ascending limb. This segment also serves to
transport NaCl from the tubular lumen into the inter-
stitial fluid without accompanying water movement.
However, in this region, the transport of NaCl out of the
lumen is an active, energy-requiring process, as shown in
Fig. 3. Furthermore, the transporters that carry out this
active NaCl reabsorption are unique. When isolated
perfused segments of thick ascending limb were first
examined in the early 1970s, it was recognized that, in
contrast with most epithelia, these segments developed a
lumen-positive voltage proportional to the rate of
transport. They also actively reabsorbed Naþ and Cl�

and reduced the NaCl concentration in the tubular fluid.
This meant that Cl�was being transported against both a
concentration gradient and an electrical potential differ-
ence (the positive luminal voltage). Initially, the process
was referred to as active Cl� transport. Later investiga-
tion showed, however, that this transport process
ultimately depended on energy from ATP hydrolysis by
the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase. The mechanisms involved are
shown in Fig. 3.

1200
mOsmol/kg H2O

NaCl
Urea

NaClNaCl

NaClNaCl

H2O

300300

600
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575575
NaClNaCl

50
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mOsmol/kg H2O
280

NaClNaCl

FIGURE 2 Reabsorption of NaCl in the thin and thick ascending

limb of the loop of Henle. At the papillary tip, approximately one-half

of the interstitial osmolality of 1200 mOsm/kg H2O is due to 600

mmol/L urea, and half is due to 300 mmol/L NaCl (= 600 mOsm/kg

H2O). In the thin ascending limb of the loop of Henle, NaCl is

reabsorbed passively by diffusion down its concentration gradient

from the lumen, where its concentration is �575 mmol/L to the inner

medullary interstitium. In the thick ascending limb, NaCl is actively

reabsorbed, which further dilutes the tubular fluid. Because both the

thin and thick segments of the ascending limb are virtually water

impermeable, both mechanisms of NaCl reabsorption cause the

osmolality of the luminal fluid to become less than that of the

adjacent interstitium (shown by the lighter shading in the lumen).
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The unique characteristics ofNaCl reabsorption by the
thick ascending limb are imparted by the Naþ/Kþ/2 Cl�

cotransporter, which cotransports one Naþ, one Kþ,
and two Cl� ions. Thus, an electrically neutral combi-
nation of ions is transported into the cell from the
tubular fluid. This is a ‘‘downhill’’ or passive transport
process because of the favorable chemical potential
gradients of Naþ and Cl�. (The electrical gradient is not
of any consequence when one considers the movement
of a neutral combination of ions coupled by a single
transporter, as in this case.) Of course, energy is
available for this process only as long as the cell
maintains a low intracellular Naþ concentration. This
ultimately depends on extrusion of Naþ from the cell
across the basolateral membrane via the Naþ,Kþ-
ATPase. Because of the operation of the cotransporter,
the Cl� concentration in the cell rises above its
equilibrium value. Consequently, there is a favorable
electrochemical potential difference across the basolat-
eral membrane for Cl� diffusion out of the cell via Cl�-
selective channels, as shown in Fig. 3. Kþ transported
into the cell by the luminal cotransporter and by the

Naþ,Kþ-ATPase leaves the cell by Kþ channels in the
luminal and basolateral membranes.

Another significant characteristic of the Naþ/Kþ/
2Cl� cotransporter in the thick ascending limb of the
loop of Henle is its sensitivity to the most powerful
diuretics. The class of diuretics that includes furosemide
and bumetanide have a high affinity for the Cl� site on
the cotransporter and block its operation. Because these
diuretics are actively secreted into the proximal straight
tubule, they have a much higher concentration in the
lumen of the thick ascending limb than in the plasma.
When the cotransporter is blocked, NaCl reabsorption
by the thick ascending limb is greatly diminished, and
increased loads of NaCl and isotonic fluid are delivered
to the distal regions of the nephron. Because furosemide,
bumetanide, and related drugs act on the medullary and
cortical regions of the thick ascending limb, they are
referred to as loop diuretics, and they interfere with the
ability to concentrate or dilute the urine as will be
discussed in Chapter 28.

The active NaCl reabsorptive mechanism described in
Fig. 3 is present in both the medullary and cortical
regions of the thick ascending limb and operates to
dilute the tubular fluid in comparison with the medul-
lary and cortical interstitium. However, the transporter
is limited in its capacity to form a transepithelial NaCl
gradient—as the NaCl concentration in the lumen falls,
there is a gradient for diffusion of NaCl from the
interstitium back into the tubular fluid. Thus, the
medullary and cortical regions of the thick ascending
limb can develop an NaCl gradient of approximately
75–100 mmol/L, resulting in a tubular fluid that is
150–200 mOsm/kg H2O dilute in comparison with the
adjacent medullary interstitium, as shown in Fig. 4.

The rate of NaCl reabsorption by the thick ascending
limb increases when the rate of NaCl delivery to the loop
of Henle is increased by an increased GFR or by a
decrease in proximal tubule reabsorption; however, this
increase in reabsorption does not fully compensate for
the increased delivery. Consequently, when more NaCl is
delivered to the loop of Henle, although the rate of NaCl
reabsorption by the thick ascending limb increases, less
dilution of the tubular fluid osmolality occurs.

The rate of NaCl reabsorption in the thick ascending
limb is also hormonally regulated. Vasopressin (also
known as antidiuretic hormone or ADH) stimulates
NaCl reabsorption in the medullary regions of the thick
ascending limb and thus increases the transport of NaCl
into the medullary interstitium and increases the inter-
stitial fluid osmolality. (The regulation of vasopressin
release and its role in the concentration and dilution of
the urine are considered in Chapter 28.) In addition,
increased osmolality of the medullary interstitium
decreases NaCl reabsorption, as do locally produced

FIGURE 3 Active NaCl reabsorption in the thick ascending limb of

the loop of Henle. The unique transporters in this nephron segment are

highlighted in color. The movements of Naþ, Kþ, and two Cl� ions

across the luminal membrane are coupled by a furosemide-sensitive

NaK2Cl cotransporter. Active Cl� accumulation in the cell is driven

by the movement of Naþ down its concentration gradient, which is

maintained by the basolateral Naþ,Kþ-ATPase. Kþ channels in the

luminal membrane allow Kþ accumulated in the cell by the

cotransporter to recirculate, and they give rise to the lumen-positive

voltage in this region of the nephron, which serves as a driving force

for passive Naþ diffusion through the junctional complexes. Cl� leaves

the cell primarily by Cl� channels in the basolateral membrane.
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prostaglandins. This constitutes a negative feedback arc
such that rising medullary osmolality counteracts exces-
sive NaCl reabsorption via the thick ascending limb
both by a direct effect on the thick ascending limb cells
and by the production of prostaglandins.

As fluid leaves the medulla in the thick ascending
limb, it is always hypotonic to plasma and to the
adjacent interstitium, which is approximately isotonic to
plasma. Thus, the tubular fluid that flows from the thick
ascending limb to the distal convoluted tubule has an
osmolality of 100–150 mOsm/kg H2O, with a urea
concentration of 50 mmol/L or more. The collective rate
of fluid delivery from the thick ascending limb to the
distal convoluted tubule is �15 mL/min, which is
slightly more than 10% of the water volume filtered at
the glomerulus (the GFR). The cortical region of the
thick ascending limb is sometimes referred to as the
diluting segment because it produces a tubular fluid that
is dilute with respect to plasma, and this occurs
regardless of the osmolality of the final urine.

TRANSPORT IN THE DISTAL CONVOLUTION
AND COLLECTING DUCT

As discussed in Chapter 23 (see Fig. 5 in that
chapter), the distal convolution, i.e., the portion of the

nephron between the macula densa and the beginning of
the cortical collecting duct, consists of the distal
convoluted tubule and the connecting tubule. The initial
portion of the distal convolution is a very short
continuation of the thick ascending limb, which is
followed by the abrupt appearance of distal tubule cells
(DCT cells), which have highly amplified basolateral
membranes, as well as the highest density of mitochon-
dria and Naþ,Kþ-ATPase activity of any nephron
segment. Beyond the middle of the distal convolution,
connecting tubule cells (CNT cells) appear with
increasing frequency as the nephron transitions to
become the connecting tubule. Intercalated cells also
appear as a minority cell type scattered among the
CNT cells, and they appear in increasing frequency
along the length of the connecting tubule. The density
of intercalated cells rises to �30% in the cortical
collecting duct, but it then diminishes along the
medullary collecting duct and falls to zero in the inner
medullary collecting duct. The functional properties of
the intercalated cells will be discussed in subsequent
chapters concerning renal potassium and acid–base
balance, whereas this section focuses on the functional
properties of the primary cell types in these nephron
segments.

Along a short segment at the end of the connecting
tubule, principal cells, which are the major cell type in
the collecting duct, replace the CNT cells and form the
initial collecting tubule. These initial collecting tubules
converge, with the confluence of 10–12 forming a
cortical collecting duct. Cortical collecting ducts run
through the cortex and enter the medulla, where they are
referred to as medullary collecting ducts. Within the
inner region of the medulla, these collecting ducts come
together to eventually form the larger ducts of Bellini
that empty into the renal calyces.

It is more convenient to discuss the functions of the
distal convolution and collecting duct according to the
cell types that populate it rather than by the traditional
segmental divisions. In the early to mid-distal convo-
luted tubule, DCT cells are the majority cell type and
they have distinct functional properties. Although the
majority cell types in the connecting tubules (CNT cells)
and collecting ducts (principal cells) have somewhat
different morphology, they appear to be functionally
quite similar. As discussed later, CNT and principal cells
reabsorb Naþ by an electrogenic channel mechanism in
contrast to an electroneutral NaCl cotransporter found
in DCT cells. The CNT and principal cells are also
unique as the primary sites of action of the hormones
aldosterone and vasopressin in the nephron. In this and
subsequent chapters of this section, the connecting
tubule and the collecting duct, which are populated
primarily by CNT and principal cells, will be referred to

FIGURE 4 A reduction in tubular fluid osmolality is a consequence

of NaCl absorption along the ascending limb of the loop of Henle.

Because of passive NaCl reabsorption in the thin segment and active

NaCl absorption in the thick segment (shown in Fig. 2), the osmolality

of the tubular fluid falls to a steady-state value that is �200 mOsm/kg

H2O less than the adjacent interstitial fluid.
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collectively as the aldosterone-responsive distal nephron
(ARDN).

Approximately 10% of the filtered load of water
collectively enters the distal convolution and it contains
less than 10% of the filtered load of NaCl and KC1 and
more than 50% of the filtered urea. Along the distal
convolution, Naþ is actively reabsorbed and Kþ is
secreted. Because the net reabsorption ofNaþ is normally
greater than the secretion of Kþ, there is a net loss of
solute from the lumen. Thus, the tubular fluid in the early
distal convolution would continue to be diluted if the
cells in all segments were water impermeable. This is true
in the distal convoluted tubule because, just as with the
thin and thick ascending limb, the epithelium formed by
the DCT and intercalated cells is impermeable to water.
However, the water permeability of the luminal
membrane of CNT and principal cells in the ARDN is
regulated by vasopressin, and it can range from negligible
to very high. As will be discussed in detail in Chapter 28,
when there is an excess of body water, the water
permeability of the luminal membranes of CNT and
principal cells is very low. In this condition, the final urine
osmolality can be as low as 50 mOsm/kg H2O or less with
a urine flow rate as much as 10% of the GFR. In
dehydration, the water permeability of the luminal
membranes of the CNT and principal cells is high,
allowing osmotic equilibration between tubular fluid and
the adjacent interstitium. In the cortex, this results in a
tubular fluid that becomes isosmotic to plasma. In the
medullary regions of collecting duct, where the inter-
stitium is hypertonic, the tubular fluid also becomes
hypertonic as water is osmotically reabsorbed. In a
maximum antidiuretic state, the urine osmolality can rise
as high as 1200 mOsm/kg H2O with a urine flow rate
down to 0.5 mL/min.

NaCl Reabsorption by DCT Cells in the Distal

Convoluted Tubule

An important function of the distal convoluted
tubule is the reabsorption of NaCl. Active transport of
Naþ occurs by the same fundamental mechanism in
other nephron segments. Naþ enters the cell across
the luminal membrane down an electrochemical poten-
tial gradient that is generated by the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase
in the basolateral membrane. This pump uses energy
from the hydrolysis of ATP to drive Naþ from the cell in
a ratio of three Naþ exiting for two Kþ entering the
cells.

As shown in Fig. 5, Naþ enters DCT cells across the
luminal membrane by a mechanism that cotransports
one Naþ and one Cl�, in contrast to the Naþ/Kþ2Cl�

cotransporter in the thick ascending limb. The Cl� that

enters the cell by this route exits the cell primarily by
Cl�-selective channels in the basolateral membrane. The
NaCl cotransporter has been cloned and sequenced, and
it is different from the Naþ/Kþ/2Cl� cotransporter in
the thick ascending limb. This difference is also reflected
by the fact that different diuretics selectively inhibit the
two transporters. Whereas the Naþ/Kþ/2Cl� cotrans-
porter is inhibited by furosemide and other loop
diuretics (see earlier discussion), the NaCl cotransporter
is inhibited by thiazide diuretics such as hydrochloro-
thiazide. Because the thick ascending limb reabsorbs
much more Naþ than the early distal convoluted tubule,
the loop diuretics are more effective than the thiazide
diuretics.

Because the luminal entry of Naþ in DCT cells is
electroneutral, it does not depolarize the luminal
membrane and, thus, the transepithelial voltage in the
distal convoluted tubule is nearly zero. However, the
voltage becomes progressively more lumen-negative as
the transition to the connecting tubule is made. The
luminal membrane of DCT cells also contains Kþ

channels of the type found in the thick ascending limb
and in CNT and principal cells. These channels can
mediate Kþ secretion but probably only in the very late
distal convoluted tubule where a rising lumen-negative
transepithelial voltage provides the necessary driving
force.

FIGURE 5 Active NaCl reabsorption by DCT cells in the distal

convoluted tubule. The unique transporters in the DCT cells are

highlighted in color. NaCl entry across the luminal membrane is

mediated by a thiazide-sensitive NaCl cotransporter. As in the thick

ascending limb, Cl� leaves the cell primarily by selective channels in

the basolateral membrane. There are Kþ conductive channels in the

luminal and basolateral membrane.
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Ion Transport in the

Aldosterone-Responsive Distal Nephron

The mechanisms involved in NaCl reabsorption and
Kþ secretion in CNT cells and principal cells, in the
connecting tubule and collecting duct, are shown in
Fig. 6. Naþ enters the cells via a Naþ-selective channel
(ENaC) in the luminal membrane and is pumped out of
the cell by the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase. The ENaC-mediated
Naþ conductance of the luminal membrane causes it to
be depolarized relative to the basolateral membrane
and, thus, it gives rise to a lumen-negative transepithelial
voltage. As discussed in the previous section, this
lumen-negative transepithelial voltage is small at the end
of the distal convoluted tubule but it can be as high as
–50 mV in the connecting tubule and collecting duct.

The epithelial Naþ channel is highly selective to Naþ

compared with Kþ, although it can also transport Liþ.
These channels can also be selectively blocked by the
diuretics amiloride and triamterene. Because the ARDN
reabsorbs less than 2% of the filtered load of Naþ,

amiloride and triamterene are not nearly as potent in
producing natriuresis (increased Naþ excretion) as the
loop or thiazide diuretics. However, they are often used
in combination with the latter diuretics because, as
discussed later, they counteract the tendency of those
diuretics to produce hypokalemia.

The high Kþ concentration in CNT and principal
cells favors the movement of Kþ from the cells into the
lumen. This movement occurs through another type of
channel that is specific for Kþ ions. The membrane
potential opposes the movement of Kþ out of the cell,
because the cell is negative with respect to the lumen.
However, because of the depolarization produced by
Naþ channels in the luminal membrane, this voltage is
lower than across most cell membranes. Thus, there is a
net electrochemical driving force for the movement of
Kþ into the lumen. This results in secretion of Kþ so
that the tubular fluid Kþ concentration can become
much higher than in the plasma.

Two important factors favor increased secretion of
Kþ. First, whenever fluid flow to the connecting tubule
and collecting duct is increased, the secretion of Kþ

causes less of a rise in the luminal concentration because
that secretion occurs into a larger volume flow. Thus,
the amount of Kþ secreted and finally excreted can be
markedly increased by an increased flow out of the loop
of Henle. Again, this is an illustration of the principle of
mass flow: although the luminal Kþ concentration is
lower, its mass flow (the product of the tubular fluid Kþ

concentration and the volume flow rate) is greater.
Second, the secretion of Kþ is also increased when the
delivery of Naþ to the connecting tubule and collecting
duct is increased, because Naþ entry into the cell
depolarizes the luminal membrane and makes the
lumen more negative. Thus, when Naþ reabsorption is
augmented, the more lumen-negative transepithelial
voltage favors increased potassium secretion and excre-
tion. These are important principles in considering the
effects of diuretics on Kþ balance (see Clinical Note).

ALDOSTERONE REGULATES ION TRANSPORT IN
CNT AND PRINCIPAL CELLS

The processes of Naþ reabsorption and Kþ secretion
in the connecting tubule and collecting duct are regula-
ted by the mineralocorticoid hormone aldosterone.
Aldosterone is produced by the adrenal cortex in the
zona glomerulosa (see Chapter 40, the section on
‘‘Physiology of the Mineralocorticoids’’). It increases
Naþ reabsorption and Kþ secretion by the CNT and
principal cells, and Hþ secretion by the intercalated cells
in the distal nephron. Aldosterone, like most steroids,
is lipophilic and easily permeates cell membranes.

FIGURE 6 Naþ reabsorption and Kþ secretion by CNT cells and

principal cells. These cells are the majority cell type in, respectively, the

connecting tubule and the collecting duct. Naþ enters both types of

cells by ENaC. This channel can be selectively blocked by the diuretics

amiloride and triamterene. The luminal membrane also contains Kþ

channels, but the predominance of Naþ channels depolarizes the

luminal membrane and gives rise to the lumen-negative transepithelial

voltage. The depolarization of the luminal membrane is a significant

driving force for the preferential efflux of intracellular Kþ across this

membrane into the lumen. Thus Kþ secretion results from Kþ

accumulation in the cell produced by the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase and the

favorable electrochemical potential gradient for movement from the

cell to the lumen.
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Intracellularly, it binds to cytoplasmic and nuclear
receptors that are present exclusively in the CNT and
principal cells and produces the changes shown sche-
matically in Fig. 7. First, the activity of Naþ channels in
the luminal membrane is increased. More Naþ enters the
cells, and the transepithelial transport of Naþ rises. The
increased luminal membrane Naþ conductance also
further depolarizes the luminal membrane and enhances
Kþ secretion. Second, aldosterone increases the activity
and synthesis of Naþ,Kþ-ATPase and it can expand the
basolateral membrane surface area by more than
twofold. Increases in the activity and number of
pumps and the basolateral membrane surface area
enhance the ability of the CNT and principal cells to
pump Naþ out of the cell and Kþ in, again resulting in
enhanced Naþ reabsorption and Kþ secretion. Third,
the hormone increases the synthesis of some of the
Krebs cycle enzymes, which increases the ability of the
cells to produce ATP and supply energy to the Naþ,Kþ-
ATPase. Finally, aldosterone may also increase the
activity of Kþ channels in the luminal membrane, thus
directly stimulating Kþ secretion.

The reabsorption of Naþ and secretion of Kþ by the
distal convolution and collecting duct are not entirely
dependent on aldosterone. Even in the complete absence
of aldosterone, as in Addison’s disease, the kidney
excretes a maximum of about 500 mmol of Naþ per
day, or about 2% of the filtered load, and 6–8% of the
filtered load is still reabsorbed by the distal nephron.
At the other extreme, in the presence of maximal

aldosterone levels, the kidney excretes less than 0.1% of
the filtered load of Naþ. Thus, the normal range of
regulation of Naþ excretion by aldosterone is 0.1–2% of
the filtered Naþ load.

Aldosterone secretion by the adrenal cortex is
regulated in the manner of a negative feedback mecha-
nism as described in more detail in Chapter 40. Table 1
lists the normal stimuli for increases and decreases in
aldosterone secretion. As might be expected, extracel-
lular fluid (ECF) volume contraction, which is usually
the result of a reduction in total body Naþ (see Chapter
29), is a stimulus to increased aldosterone secretion.
However, the signal to the adrenal zona glomerulosa
cells for the decreased ECF volume is an increase in
plasma angiotensin II, which is the most potent stimulus
of aldosterone production and secretion (see Chapter 24,
the section on the ‘‘Renin-Angiotensin System’’). A fall
in extracellular fluid volume, a fall in renal arterial
pressure, or increased sympathetic outflow to the
kidneys increases the release of renin from juxtaglomer-
ular cells in the afferent arteriole. Renin leads to an
increase in plasma angiotensin II. On the other hand,
increases in ECF volume inhibit the release of aldoste-
rone. This effect appears to be mediated by the release of
atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP) from distended atrial
muscle in the heart, which directly inhibits zona
glomerulosa cells (see also Chapters 29 and 40).

Small changes in the plasma Kþ concentration affect
aldosterone secretion. Hyperkalemia stimulates
aldosterone secretion, while hypokalemia inhibits it.

Clinical Note

Effect of Diuretics on Potassium Balance

Loop diuretics, that is, diuretics that act primarily
on the Naþ/Kþ/2Cl� cotransporter in the thick
ascending limb of the loop of Henle, increase the
delivery of salt and water to the more distal
portions of the nephron because they interfere
with Naþ and water reabsorption in the loop of
Henle (see also Chapter 28). For the reasons
given in the text, the increase in Naþ delivery and
volume flow to the connecting tubule and
collecting duct favor Kþ secretion and excretion,
and can lead to a low plasma Kþ concentration
(hypokalemia) and depletion of total body Kþ.
The thiazide diuretics have a similar effect
because they act on the electroneutral NaCl
cotransporter in DCT cells, but not on the Naþ

channel in the CNT and principal cells. Thus,
hypokalemia is a frequent side effect of diuretic

therapy. Mild to moderate hypokalemia is asso-
ciated with muscle weakness, reduced reflexes,
and fatigue. When severe, it can lead to coma
and fatal cardiac arrhythmias. Patients who are
given loop diuretics should be encouraged to eat
foods rich in potassium such as fruit juices and
bananas, but may still need to take potassium
supplements.

In contrast, those diuretics that act on the Naþ

channel such as amiloride and triamterene, and
spironolactone, which blocks the action of aldos-
terone (see next section), are referred to as
"potassium-sparing" diuretics because they do
not result in increased Kþ secretion. Amiloride
and triamterene block the Naþ channel in the
luminal membrane of principal cells; therefore,
they decrease the depolarization of the luminal
membrane, resulting in decreased Kþ secretion.
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Again, this is a logical negative feedback mechanism
because aldosterone release counteracts hyperkalemia
by increasing Kþ secretion by the CNT and principal
cells. Aldosterone release from the adrenal cortex is also
increased by some less specific stimuli such as trauma,
stress, fright, and general sympathetic discharge. In
contrast with its role in regulating the glucocorticoids,
adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) has little effect
on aldosterone secretion. Nevertheless, ACTH weakly

stimulates aldosterone release, and aldosterone secretion
is diminished when plasma ACTH levels are decreased.
Interestingly, glucocorticoids also stimulate Kþ secre-
tion but, in contrast to the mineralocorticoid aldoste-
rone, this effect is indirect. Glucocorticoids enhance
glomerular filtration and thus augment the delivery of
Naþ and fluid to principal cells in the distal nephron,
which, as discussed earlier, increases Kþ secretion.

As discussed in Chapter 40, the aldosterone receptors
in CNT and principal cells can be activated by the
glucocorticoid cortisol almost as well as by aldosterone.
Because the plasma levels of cortisol are usually several-
fold higher than those of aldosterone and exhibit
large diurnal variations, the aldosterone signal would
be drowned out if it were not for the presence of the
enzyme 11�-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase, which
converts cortisol to cortisone, a steroid that does not
bind to the mineralocorticoid receptor. Only the CNT
and principal cells in the nephron express this enzyme,
but it is found in other epithelia that are regulated by
aldosterone (e.g., the colonic epithelium and sweat
ducts), and it is responsible for the selective response
of these cells to aldosterone and not to cortisol.

PROTON SECRETION BY INTERCALATED CELLS
IN THE CONNECTING TUBULE AND

COLLECTING DUCT

Acidification of the urine also occurs in the connect-
ing tubule and collecting duct. The residual amounts of
bicarbonate are reabsorbed, and the pH of the final
urine is lowered so that substantial amounts of titrated
buffers can be excreted. Protons (Hþ) are actively
secreted by intercalated cells that appear among the
principal cells from the midregion of the distal convo-
luted tubule into the medullary collecting duct, although
they are absent in the inner medullary collecting duct.
The regulation of proton secretion in the distal nephron
is an important determinant of acid–base balance, as is
discussed in Chapter 31. Figure 8 shows the luminal
surfaces of intercalated cells surrounded by principal
cells in the cortical collecting duct.

Intercalated cells acidify the urine by secreting
protons in much the same way as the proximal tubule
cell. As in most cells, the usual intracellular reaction
between Hþ, HCO�3 , carbonic acid, CO2, and water is
catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase (see Chapter 26, Fig. 9).
Thus, CO2 from metabolism within the intercalated
cell and diffusing from the plasma provides a ready
supply of Hþ and HCO�3 ions within the cell. As in the
proximal tubule, protons are then secreted into the
lumen by an active transport process, and HCO�3 anions
selectively diffuse across the basolateral membrane back

TABLE 1 Factors That Alter Aldosterone Secretion by the
Zona Glomerulosa Cells of the Adrenal Cortex

Increased aldosterone secretion Decreased aldosterone secretion

" Plasma angiotensin II (via

angiotensin II receptors on

zona glomerulosa cells)

# Plasma angiotensin II

# ECF volume, # cardiac output,

or functional hypovolemia; see

Clinical Note (primarily via

the renin-angiotensin system)

" ECF volume (via suppression

of the renin-angiotensin system,

and the release of ANP

from the atria)

" Plasma K+ (direct effect

on zona glomerulosa cells)

# Plasma K+

Trauma, stress (via generalized

sympathetic discharge?)

# Plasma ACTH (loss of a small

trophic effect on zona

glomerulosa cells?)

FIGURE 7 Actions of aldosterone on CNT and principal cells in the

ARDN. Aldosterone, acting through nuclear receptors, increases the

activity of Naþ and Kþ channels in the luminal membrane, increases

the activity of Naþ,Kþ-ATPase, and increases the synthesis of Krebs

cycle enzymes. Spironolactone is a competitive inhibitor of aldosterone

binding to its receptor and thus acts as a diuretic by antagonizing the

action of this hormone.
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to the plasma. The primary difference between the
proximal and the distal tubule is the large gradient of
protons that can be developed across the epithelium by
the intercalated cells in the distal nephron, which can

produce urine with a pH as low as 4.5. This is equal to a
hydrogen ion concentration of 31.6 mM, compared with
a concentration of 40 nM in the plasma—almost an 800-
fold increase! Obviously, a high-energy active transport

Clinical Note

Aldosteronism and Liddle’s Syndrome

Bilateral hyperplasia or a discrete tumor of the
adrenal cortex (adrenal adenoma) can result in
the secretion of aldosterone at high and unregu-
lated rates. In such patients, an elevated stimulus
is observed in Naþ reabsorption and Kþ secretion
by CNT and principal cells, and in Hþ secretion by
the intercalated cells (see later discussion). The
resulting increases in Kþ and Hþ secretion lead to
hypokalemia and alkalosis, whereas the
decreased excretion of Naþ leads to extracellular
volume expansion. The resulting syndrome,
referred to as primary aldosteronism, is charac-
terized by mild to moderate hypertension from
the expanded vascular volume and by muscle
weakness, cramping, and cardiac arrhythmias
from the hypokalemia and alkalosis. In diagnosing
this condition, it is important to rule out diuretic
use as a cause (see the preceding Clinical Note).
Then, typically, the serum renin level is measured.

If the renin level is low, it indicates that the
plasma angiotensin II level is also low, and the
physician can rule out excessive aldosterone
production being driven by excessive renin
production, as might occur with atherosclerotic
blockage of blood flow to one or both renal
arteries. The physician can then order a measure-
ment of the aldosterone level in a plasma sample
taken after the patient is given intravenous saline
to be sure that extracellular fluid volume contrac-
tion is not driving aldosterone production. If
plasma aldosterone is high in this setting, it
confirms a diagnosis of aldosteronism because
all of the stimuli for aldosterone release are either
absent or working in an opposing direction:
Extracellular fluid volume is normal or expanded,
the plasma Naþ concentration is normal or
slightly elevated, the plasma Kþ concentration is
low, and angiotensin II levels are low. At this
point, a computed tomography scan or adrenal
venous catheterization can demonstrate the
presence of a renal adenoma or may indicate
bilateral adrenal hyperplasia. The syndrome can
then be treated surgically or, if less severe, by

administering the aldosterone renal receptor
blocker spironolactone.

In the early 1960s, the endocrinologist Grant
Liddle described a patient with all of the
symptoms of aldosteronism but with a low
plasma aldosterone. Treatment of this patient
with spironolactone, a competitive inhibitor for
aldosterone receptors, was ineffective, but the
hypertension and hypokalemia were diminished
by the Naþ channel blocker triamterene, leading
Liddle to suggest that the cause was abnormally
stimulated Naþ reabsorption in the distal tubule
and collecting duct. This turned out to be a
prescient hypothesis.

This condition, which came to be known as
Liddle’s syndrome or pseudoaldosteronism, was
found to be due to an autosomal dominant
genetic disorder. More than 30 years after the
first patient was described, the genetic messages
coding the proteins of the Naþ channel were
cloned and sequenced. Three similar proteins
called subunits (for epithelial Naþ channel) ENaC
were found to make up the channel and all
affected members of the kindred had a mutation
in one of these three proteins. This mutation
prevents normal regulation of the channel so it
remains in a permanently active state in the
luminal membranes of CNT and principal cells,
regardless of the aldosterone level. It is interest-
ing to note that the resulting syndrome is an
example of hypertension caused by a renal
defect. In fact, the original patient later in her
life underwent a kidney transplant because of
end-stage renal disease and experienced a
subsequent abatement of her hypertension.

Apparent mineralocorticoid excess is a
syndrome similar to Liddle’s syndrome and
includes hypertension, hyperkalemia, and alkalo-
sis in the presence of low plasma aldosterone. In
this case, the defect is caused by a variety of
mutations in the gene for 11�-hydroxysteroid
dehydrogenase, which lead to a loss in its activity.
The enzyme is also inhibited by some exogenous
agents including licorice!
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process is required to transport protons up such a steep
electrochemical potential gradient. Furthermore, the
epithelium of the distal nephron segments must be
relatively impermeant to the back-leak of protons from
the lumen to the plasma, which would dissipate the
luminal acidity.

The mechanism used for active proton secretion
across the luminal membrane of the proximal tubule is
Naþ-Hþ exchange. However, the amount of energy
available in the Naþ electrochemical potential
gradient is not sufficient to generate the steep proton

concentration gradient observed in the distal nephron.
As shown in Fig. 9, proton secretion by intercalated cells
is directly coupled to ATP hydrolysis by the proton-
activated Hþ-ATPase in the luminal membrane.

As protons are secreted into the lumen, the proton
concentration within the cells falls and drives the
production of additional HCO�3 . Therefore, just as in
the proximal tubule cell, the secretion of Hþ results in a
higher HCO�3 concentration in the cells that favors the
diffusion of HCO�3 out of the cell down its electro-
chemical potential gradient. As in the proximal tubule,
the efflux of HCO�3 must be mediated across the cell
membrane, and the only transporter available is located
in the basolateral membrane. However, in contrast with
the proximal tubule, this transporter is an anion
exchanger. HCO�3 movement out of the cell occurs in
exchange for Cl� movement into the cell, as shown in
Fig. 9. The net result is that Hþ is secreted actively into
the lumen and HCO�3 diffuses passively into the plasma.

Hþ secretion by the intercalated cell is also sensitive
to aldosterone. Aldosterone increases Hþ secretion,
particularly in the outer medullary regions of the
collecting duct, but the mechanisms involved in this
stimulation are not yet fully understood.

The Hþ-ATPase in the luminal membrane of the
intercalated cell is of a type referred to as a vacuolar
ATP that is also found in some intracellular organelles.

FIGURE 8 Scanning electron micrographs of epithelial cells in the

cortical portion of the collecting duct. (Top) A collecting duct has been

fractured along its axis to reveal the luminal surface of several cells.

This segment of the nephron possesses two distinct cell types, principal

(P) and intercalated (I) cells. The principal cell has only a few short

microvilli on its luminal surface and a single cilium; the apical

membrane of the intercalated cell is folded in numerous ridge-like

microplicae. (Bottom) A higher magnification scanning electron

micrograph showing the microplicae of an intercalated cell. This

intercalated cell is surrounded by several principal cells. (Micrographs

courtesy of Dr. Andrew P. Evan, Indiana University Medical Center,

Indianapolis, IN.)

FIGURE 9 Hþ secretion by intercalated cells. Hþ is actively secreted

from the cell into the lumen by an Hþ-ATPase located in the luminal

membrane. HCO3
� exits across the basolateral membrane down its

electrochemical potential gradient into the interstitium via an antiport

mechanism in exchange for Cl�.
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In severe acidosis or hypokalemia, the intercalated cell
also expresses another proton pump that is identical to
that responsible for acid secretion in the stomach (see
Chapter 34). This pump is the electroneutral Hþ,Kþ-
ATPase that secretes Hþ into the lumen while actively
transporting Kþ into the cell. Thus, this ATPase not
only acidifies the lumen but also reduces Kþ secretion.
In fact, during chronic potassium depletion the
expression of the Hþ,Kþ-ATPase is enhanced suffi-
ciently to produce net Kþ reabsorption in the distal
nephron, thus conserving body Kþ.

Up until this point, we have spoken primarily of Hþ

secretion in the distal nephron, and this process

normally occurs in omnivores including the human.
However, it is also possible for the distal tubule and
collecting duct to reverse the net direction of Hþ

transport. In severe chronic alkalosis, the urine is not
acidified in the distal nephron; instead, HCO�3 is
secreted. This conversion occurs primarily in the
intercalated cells of the cortical collecting duct, in
which the normal arrangement of the Hþ-ATPase
and the HCO�3 /Cl

� exchanger is reversed as shown in
Fig. 10. This reversal of the transporters causes Hþ to be
actively extruded toward the plasma while HCO�3 is
secreted into the lumen. Both the Hþ and the HCO�3
secreting types of intercalated cells may differentiate
from a common precursor cell, or individual interca-
lated cells may reorganize the location of their trans-
porters.
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KEY POINTS
� The kidneys maintain the normal constant

osmolality of body fluids and normal constant
body water content.

� Because the hydraulic conductivity of most cell
membranes is high, all body fluid compartments
have approximately the same osmolality.

� The nonapeptide hormone vasopressin (or
antidiuretic hormone, ADH) regulates the
water permeability of the collecting duct and
thus controls the osmolality of the urine.

� Osmoreceptors in the supraoptic and para-
ventricular nuclei of the hypothalamus
respond rapidly to an increase in plasma
osmolality (Posm) and increase the secretion
of vasopressin from their nerve endings in the

posterior hypothalamus. Thirst receptors in the
hypothalamus also respond to increased Posm

and lead to the sensation of thirst.
� In the absence of vasopressin, the luminal

membrane of the collecting duct is water
impermeable. Continued solute reabsorption
without water can reduce the urine osmolality
to 50 mOsm/kg H2O. In the presence of high
vasopressin, the collecting duct is very water
permeable and the urine osmolality
approaches 1200 mOsm/kg H2O.

� Osmolal clearance (Cosm) is the clearance of
all solutes calculated as (UF � Uosm)/Posm.
Typically, it is in the range of 1.5–2.5 mL/min.
Free water clearance (CH2O) is a measure of the
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One of the most important functions of the kidney
is the regulation of the total body water content
(volume) and the osmolality of the body fluid
compartments. Because most cell membranes are
highly water permeable, any water is rapidly distrib-
uted among the various body fluid compartments, and
a water excess dilutes them equally. Similarly, in
dehydration, the osmolality of all body fluid compart-
ments rises equally. Changes in the total body water
content are reflected by changes in the osmolality of
the plasma. The osmolality of the body fluid compart-
ments is determined by the total body solute content
divided by the total body water volume. In response to
changes in the plasma osmolality, the kidney regulates
the osmolality of the urine to restore the normal
plasma osmolality.

The volume of water excreted by the kidneys
depends on the amount that is reabsorbed in the
segments of the nephron from connecting tubule to the
ducts of Bellini, which are the same nephron segments
that constitute the aldosterone-responsive distal
nephron (ARDN). Water reabsorption in these
segments is controlled by vasopressin (more precisely,
arginine vasopressin in man and most mammals; also
called antidiuretic hormone or ADH), which regulates
the water permeability of the luminal membranes of the
CNT and principal cells. In addition, thirst regulates
the intake of water. The same stimuli that produce
changes in plasma vasopressin levels also regulate the
thirst drive that increases water intake when the plasma

osmolality rises. This chapter considers those mechan-
isms involved in regulating thirst and vasopressin
secretion, the action of vasopressin on the kidney,
and the mechanism by which the kidney concentrates
and dilutes the final urine.

BODY WATER BALANCE

As discussed in Chapter 25, the homeostatic regula-
tion of any substance in the body requires a careful
balance of input to the body, production by the body,
and output from the body. The same is true with water
balance. To maintain a constant amount of water, the
body must eliminate as much water as is taken in and
produced by metabolism. The intake of water can vary
markedly from day to day, depending on our dietary
habits and whether we are relatively sedentary or
exercising.

The commonly accepted ‘‘classical’’ values for the
daily intake and output of water by healthy adults
under sedentary conditions in a temperate climate are
given in Table 1. Data from studies before 1980
indicate that the average intake of water in this setting
(as fluids that are drunk as well as the water in solid
foods) ranges from 2200–2700 mL of water per day;
however, as discussed in the following Clinical Note,
the quantity of water drunk has increased in the last
two decades. Metabolism of foodstuffs ultimately
leads to the production of another �300 mL, as well

KEY POINTS (continued )
kidneys’ ability to excrete water in excess of
solute. CH2O is the difference between the urine
flow (UF) and Cosm.

� The loop of Henle and the early distal convo-
luted tubule dilute urine to about one-third the
osmolality of the plasma. Because the fluid
entering the loop from the proximal tubule is
nearly isosmotic, the loop reabsorbs a hyper-
osmotic fluid into the medulla, thus raising its
interstitial osmolality.

� The slow medullary blood flow and the
arrangement of the capillaries in the long
hairpin loops (vasa recta) allow for counter-
current exchange, which minimizes dilution of
the medullary interstitium by equilibration with
the blood plasma.

� Although the ascending limb of the loop of
Henle can generate at most a 200 mOsm/kg

H2O transepithelial osmolality difference,
countercurrent multiplication establishes the
900 mOsm/kg H2O gradient of interstitial
osmolality from the corticomedullary junction
to the tip of the papilla.

� Urea provides half the osmolality of the
medullary interstitium. The nephron is
impermeable to urea from the tip of the
loop of Henle to the inner medullary collect-
ing duct. Thus, during antidiuresis the urea
concentration in the urine in the inner
medullary collecting duct exceeds 600
mmol/L, producing a favorable gradient for
passive urea diffusion from the urine into the
medulla. The urea permeability of the inner
medullary collecting duct is increased by
vasopressin, thus allowing urea reabsorption
to occur.
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as CO2 and other metabolic by-products such as urea
and creatinine. The metabolic production of water
varies with the diet, but it is generally a small fraction
of the total intake. On the other hand, the intake of
water in the diet can be changed considerably by our
thirst drive. When an uncontrolled loss of water
occurs, for example, when we are sweating due to
exercise in a hot environment, or in diarrhea, the thirst
mechanism comes into operation to increase our day’s
intake of water.

The primary route of output under sedentary
conditions is via the urine. About 1.5–2 L of urine
are produced per day, but this can also vary consider-
ably depending on the dietary intake. At least 500 mL
of urine per day is required just to excrete urea,
creatinine, and other solutes. Thus, unless glomerular
filtration is greatly diminished or ceases with volume
contraction, the urine output does not go below 500
mL/day even in dehydration. On the other hand,
with excessive water intake or in the absence of
vasopressin, urine output can be as high as 10% of
the glomerular filtration rate or approximately 18 L
per day.

Considerable ‘‘insensible’’ losses of water from the
skin and from the lungs also occur, even when resting
at normal room temperature. Losses from the skin can
increase up to as much as 3.5 L/hr during exercise in a
hot environment. Just being exposed to a hot environ-
ment without exercise can result in losses of 1–2 L per
day of water in sweat. Under these conditions, because
urine volume can be decreased only to 500 mL/day, the
only way body water balance can be achieved is if
drinking increases intake.

The output of water from the lungs is also
variable. Because inspired air has a lower water
content, dependent on the relative humidity, and expired
air is saturated with water at body temperature, a
considerable amount of water is lost by respiration. This
loss is increased markedly during exercise, with its
accompanying hyperventilation, especially in hot, dry
climates when the inspired air has a low water content.

The loss of about 100 mL/day of water in the feces is
typical for a normal diet; however, gastrointestinal
losses of water can be increased dramatically as a
consequence of diarrhea or vomiting. Again, if these
losses exceed the ability of the kidney to conserve water
by concentrating the urine and reducing its volume, they
must be replaced by increasing water intake.

Estimation of Plasma Osmolality

The regulation of total body water content is based
primarily on a sensing system designed to respond to
plasma osmolality. Plasma osmolality is determined by
the total solute content in the plasma and the total plasma
water volume. Because Naþ, Cl�, and HCO�3 are the
major solutes in plasma, they are the primary determi-
nants of plasma osmolality. However, in pathologic
conditions, such as renal failure in which the blood urea
nitrogen concentration (BUN) increases, or in diabetes
with an elevated plasma glucose concentration (Pglu),
urea and glucose may contribute significantly to the total
plasma osmolality. Plasma osmolality is not a routine
measurement by the clinical laboratory, but it is conve-
niently estimated from the plasma Naþ concentration
(PNa), Pglu, and BUN, which can be provided by
most clinical laboratories, by adding the osmotic con-
tribution of each solute according to the following
equation:

Plasma osmolality ffi 2 
 PNa þ
Pglu

18
þ
BUN

2:8
ð1Þ

Equation [1] is a surprisingly accurate approximation of
the plasma osmolality. The first term gives the
contribution to the osmolality from Naþ and accom-
panying anions such as Cl� and HCO�3 . Because most
Naþ salts in the plasma are monovalent, their contribu-
tion to the total osmolality is approximately equal to
two times the plasma Naþ concentration. The osmol-
ality in mOsm/kg H2O produced by the urea and
glucose is approximately equal to their mmol/L concen-
trations because they are small nonelectrolytes;
however, in contrast to Naþ, the plasma glucose
concentration and the BUN are traditionally given in
clinical units of mg/dL. In the case of glucose, Pglu in

TABLE 1 Daily Balance of Water Intake and Production in
Sedentary Healthy Adults in a Temperate Climate

Intake and production (mL/day) Output (mL/day)

Water intake:

in fluids

drunk in solid foods

1200–1700

1000

Urine 1500–2000

Metabolic production 300 Feces 100

Insensible losses from

the skin and lungs

900

TOTAL 2500–3000 2500–3000

Note: The values presented here are typical of those presented in

other textbooks of physiology and medicine. The upper end of the

range of fluids drunk, 1700 mL/day, is based on a survey conducted by

the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 1977–1978. As discussed in the

Clinical Note about how much water we should drink and as reported

in a 1994–1996 survey, the average water consumption has increased to

�2200 mL/day, which may reflect a public perception that an

increased water intake is desirable.
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units of mg/dL can be converted to mOsm/kg H2O by
dividing by the molecular weight of glucose (180 mg/
mmol) times the unit conversion of 0.1 L/dL. Similarly,
the BUN in mg/dL is divided by 2.8 in order to obtain
the concentration of urea in mmol/L. The reason for the
divisor of 2.8 may be difficult to understand at first. This
factor takes into account that there are 28 g of nitrogen
per mole of urea, or 28 mg/mmol.

As an example, let’s consider the plasma osmolality
that would be predicted by Eq. [1] for typical values of
plasma solutes: a Naþ concentration of 137 mmol/L, a
glucose concentration of 100 mg/dL, and a BUN of 15
mg/dL. Using Eq. [1], the calculated plasma osmolality
is approximately 285 mOsm/kg H2O. Plasma osmol-
ality is usually maintained in the range of 280–290
mOsm/kg H2O by the regulation of thirst and the urine
osmolality.

Osmoreceptors and the Regulation of

Vasopressin Secretion

The system for the maintenance of a constant
plasma osmolality is typical of most negative feedback
systems. First, there are receptors that sense plasma
osmolality, referred to as osmoreceptors, located in the
supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the hypo-
thalamus. Second, the plasma vasopressin concentra-
tion serves as a signaling mechanism that is regulated
in response to changes in receptor activity. Finally,
the water permeability of the region of the distal
nephron that contains CNT and principal cells consti-
tutes an effector mechanism, which is regulated by
vasopressin and counteracts the stimulus to the osmo-
receptor by changing the urine and thus the plasma
osmolality.

Clinical Note

How Much Water ‘‘Should’’ We Drink?

In recent years, the popular media have
promoted what appears to have become an
urban myth: We hear repeatedly that one
should drink at least eight 8-oz. glasses (i.e.,
one-half gallon or 1.9 L) of water every day for
good health. Furthermore, we are told that
caffeinated and alcoholic beverages should not
be included in this total because they act as
diuretics and cause water loss. The origins of this
advice and its validity have been examined
recently by Dr. H. Valtin, an authority on the
physiology of body water balance (see reference
in the ‘‘Suggested Readings’’ section), who found
that the source is obscure and not supported by
either physiologic or nutritional studies.

From Table 1 it appears that before 1980 the
water intake of healthy adults in the United States
was considerably below the minimum 8 � 8 oz.
per day, especially if one takes into account that
about half of the 1200–1700 mL of fluids drunk
was in the form of caffeinated and alcoholic
beverages. Apparently, however, the message
has been heeded by the public. An analysis of
daily water intake in the United States by the
Department of Agriculture in 1998 indicates that
the average daily water consumption (as fluids
drunk) by adults in 1994–1996 was ~2200 mL,
or the equivalent of more than two additional
8-oz. glasses in comparison with the ‘‘classical’’
data in Table 1. It is interesting to note that more
than one-half of the increased intake was in the

form of caffeinated and alcoholic beverages.
When one subtracts the latter, the average
healthy adult is still lagging behind the eight
glasses of water per day that is alleged to be
needed. More recent studies, however, have
shown that the diuretic effects of caffeinated
beverages have been greatly overemphasized,
and that these amounts, which constitute more
than 50% of the water intake in a large proportion
of the population, should be included as part of
the daily water intake.

Certainly, some medical conditions may indi-
cate a need for increased water consumption,
and it is always important to increase water
intake appropriately when exercising or when
exposed to environmental conditions such as
high heat and low humidity, high altitude (due to
an increase in minute ventilation of dry air), or
long airplane flights. On the other hand, in some
medical conditions and with the use of some
‘‘recreational’’ drugs, excessive water intake can
produce fatal hyponatremia. So, how much water
should a normal healthy adult drink if he or she is
just leading a relatively sedentary life in a
temperate climate? Perhaps the best answer is
just to let thirst be our guide. Some proponents of
increased water consumption argue that when
we become thirsty we are already significantly
dehydrated. As will be discussed later in this
chapter, this argument is false. The thirst drive is
very sensitive to changes in hydration far smaller
than those regarded to be of clinical significance.
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When the plasma osmolality rises, the osmoreceptor
cells shrink. This serves as a signal for increased firing of
nerve fibers running primarily from the supraoptic
nucleus, with a limited contribution from the paraven-
tricular nucleus, through the stalk of the pituitary gland
to the posterior pituitary. Action potentials conducted
along these axons change the permeability of the nerve
endings in the posterior pituitary to allow Ca2þ entry.
Vasopressin is stored in secretory vesicles that are
located in the nerve endings. In response to Ca2þ

entry, these vesicles fuse with the membrane and release
vasopressin into the circulation, as shown schematically
in Fig. 1. When the osmoreceptors sense a decreased
plasma osmolality, firing of these nerve fibers is
suppressed, and vasopressin release ceases.

A similar receptor mechanism serves to regulate
thirst. Osmoreceptors are also located in the lateral
preoptic hypothalamus near the supraoptic nucleus.
This area is referred to as the hypothalamic thirst center.
The sensation of thirst and the associated drinking
behavior come about when these osmoreceptors are
stimulated by a high plasma osmolality. The osmo-
receptors that regulate both vasopressin release and
thirst are stimulated most effectively by increases in the
Naþ concentration of the plasma. Small nonelectrolytes
such as urea have a lesser effect on stimulating either
thirst or vasopressin release because they can readily
penetrate cell membranes, whereas Naþ is confined to
the extracellular space and has a greater osmotic
effect on the receptor cells. Thus, NaCl or larger
solutes such as glucose produce more shrinkage of the
osmoreceptors.

Vasopressin (ADH)

The hormone released from the posterior pituitary by
osmoreceptor firing is now most commonly referred to
simply as vasopressin. This name reflects the history of
our knowledge of the hormone. It was originally
observed that pituitary extracts caused an increase in
blood pressure because of an increase in total peripheral
resistance. However, at normal physiologic levels,
vasopressin is not a vasoconstrictor, and its action is
confined to augment the water permeability of the
connecting tubule and collecting duct. Thus, vasopressin
is also referred to as antidiuretic hormone (ADH).

Vasopressin isanonapeptidewithamolecularweightof
1100 Da. Because of its small size, vasopressin is readily
filtered at the glomerulus, but it is taken up by proximal
tubule cells that degrade it to its constituent amino acids.
The liver also metabolizes vasopressin, so its plasma
concentration falls rapidly when its pituitary secretion
ceases. Secretion of vasopressin in response to hyperos-
motic plasma is also rapid, and plasma vasopressin levels
rise accordingly. Because of this rapid secretion and
clearance, plasma levels of vasopressin respond within a
period of a fewminutes to changes in plasma osmolality.

Cellular Action of Vasopressin

Vasopressin acts on CNT and principal cells located,
respectively, in the connecting tubule and the collecting
duct to increase the water permeability of their luminal
membranes. Thus vasopressin operates on the same
region of the nephron as does aldosterone, i.e., the
ARDN. The basolateral membranes of the CNT and
principal cells are always quite water permeable due to
the presence of water channels of the aquaporin family
(aquaporin-3 and -4), which are similar to aquaporin-1 in
the proximal tubule and thin descending limb. However,
the transepithelial movement of water is limited by the
water permeability of the luminal membrane. In contrast
to most cell membranes, the luminal membranes of
CNT and principal cells are quite water impermeable in
diuresis. However, the water permeability of these
membranes is high in antidiuresis due to the action of
vasopressin, which causes the insertion of yet another
type of water channel, aquaporin-2, into the luminal
membrane and thereby increases the transepithelial
water permeability.

Aquaporin-2 is structurally quite similar to the other
aquaporins already mentioned, but it is unique because
it can be moved into and out of the luminal membrane
of CNT and principal cells by the cytoskeleton. In the
absence of vasopressin, aquaporin-2 channels are stored
in vesicles that lie just under the luminal membrane. As
shown in Fig. 2, when vasopressin is present in the

VP

VP VP

VP

FIGURE 1 Release of vasopressin (VP) from nerve endings in the

posterior pituitary. Action potentials conducted along axons from

nerve bodies in the supraoptic nucleus trigger an influx in Ca2þ. Ca2þ

entry is associated with increased fusion of secretory granules

containing vasopressin with the plasma membrane, leading to the

release of vasopressin into the circulation.
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plasma, it binds to V2 receptors located on the baso-
lateral membranes of CNT and principal cells. (These
receptors are different from the V1 receptors found on
vascular smooth muscle that mediate the pressor effect
of vasopressin.) Upon binding of vasopressin to the V2

receptor, the following sequence of events occurs. The
receptors act through a GTP-binding protein (Gs) to
stimulate adenylyl cyclase. The resulting increase in
intracellular cAMP activates a protein kinase that phos-
phorylates yet unknown proteins. This phosphorylation
causes the aquaporin-2-containing vesicles to fuse with
the luminal membrane, thereby inserting the water
channels into the membrane and raising its water
permeability.

Although this mechanism is complicated, it is also
rapid. When the vasopressin concentration of the
plasma rises, vasopressin is released by the posterior
pituitary and the water permeability of the luminal
membrane of the CNT and principal cells increases
within 10 min. On the other hand, when vasopressin
levels in the plasma decrease, the aquaporin channels are
rapidly retrieved from the luminal membrane by endo-
cytosis. Therefore, changes in plasma osmolality result
in rapid changes in urine osmolality.

Plasma Osmolality Normally Regulates

Vasopressin Secretion

With a high plasma osmolality and increased vaso-
pressin release, the water permeability of the connecting
tubule and collecting duct is high, and urine osmolality
rises as water is reabsorbed (Fig. 3). In maximal
antidiuresis, the urine osmolality can be as high as
1200 mOsm/kg H2O, and the urine volume flow can
decrease to about 0.5 mL/min. Alternatively, under
conditions of decreased plasma osmolality when vaso-
pressin secretion is suppressed, the water permeability of
the connecting tubule and collecting duct is low and
little water is reabsorbed (Fig. 4). Because of continued
NaCl reabsorption along the connecting tubule and
collecting duct, the urine becomes even more dilute,
resulting in a final urine osmolality that can be as low as

FIGURE 3 Concentration of the urine along the connecting tubule

and collecting duct in the presence of high vasopressin levels. The urine

enters the connecting tubule from the distal convoluted tubule dilute

(upper left: shown as 130 mOsm/kg H2O). In the presence of

vasopressin (VP), the water permeability of the luminal membranes

of CNT and principal cells is high, allowing water to be reabsorbed

and the development of osmotic equilibrium between the tubular fluid

and the interstitium. With maximal vasopressin levels, the osmolality

of the tubular fluid rises to become isosmotic in the cortex, and the

final urine is as concentrated as the interstitium at the tip of the

papillae, 1200 mOsm/kg H2O.

FIGURE 2 Vasopressin (VP) causes the insertion of aquaporin-2

water channels into the luminal membrane of CNT and principal cells.

Vasopressin from the plasma binds to V2-type receptors on the

basolateral membrane. This receptor is coupled to a GTP-binding

protein (Gs), which stimulates adenylate cyclase (AC), resulting in

increased synthesis of cAMP from ATP. A cAMP-dependent kinase

phosphorylates proteins, which are as yet unidentified, and causes the

fusion of intracellular vesicles containing aquaporin-2 water channels

with the luminal membrane thereby increasing the water permeability

of the luminal membrane.
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50 mOsm/kg H2O but is usually in the range of 50–100
mOsm/kg H2O. This is referred to as a water diuresis.
During water diuresis, the medullary hypertonicity is
reduced, as shown in Fig. 4, for reasons that are
discussed later.

Plasma vasopressin levels are measured by radio-
immunoassay. The normal range of plasma concentra-
tion is 0.5–20 pg/mL (0.5–18 pmol/L). The lowest
plasma vasopressin level detectable by the assay is
about 0.5 pg/mL. As expected, the plasma vasopressin
concentration varies in proportion to plasma osmolality,
as shown in Fig. 5. At a plasma osmolality of 270
mOsm/kg H2O or less, plasma vasopressin levels are
below detectable limits. When plasma osmolality rises
above some threshold in the range of 270–280 mOsm/kg
H2O, detectable levels of vasopressin appear in the
plasma and increase progressively with plasma osmo-
lality, reaching the maximum of about 20 pg/mL
when the plasma osmolality rises above 290–295
mOsm/kg H2O. As plasma osmolality rises, thirst is

also experienced subjectively at a plasma osmolality in
the range of 280–285 mOsm/kg H2O and becomes
maximal at about 290–295 mOsm/kg H2O. The integra-
tion of these two effects of rising plasma osmolality into
the negative feedback regulation of plasma osmolality is
illustrated schematically in Fig. 6. Both the increased
thirst and increased release of vasopressin act to restore
plasma osmolality to normal. Similarly, as shown
schematically in Fig. 7, a hypo-osmotic plasma sup-
presses thirst and vasopressin release and returns plasma
osmolality toward normal levels.

Effect of ECF Volume Depletion on

Vasopressin Secretion

Although plasma osmolality is the normal stimulus
for vasopressin release, extracellular fluid volume is also
an important factor. An increase in extracellular fluid
volume, as evidenced by an increase in venous filling in
the thorax, may produce a water diuresis. This can be
seen, for example, with water immersion up to the neck,
which results in compression of the veins in the
extremities and increases central venous pressure. Alter-
natively, decreased vascular filling, as occurs during
forceful exhalation and increased intrathoracic pressure,
decreases the volume of the central veins and stimulates
increased vasopressin release. Normally, these effects are
relatively minor, and serve to enhance or decrease the
effects of the vasopressin normally released in response
to changes in plasma osmolality. However, under
conditions of severe volume contraction, the volume
stimulus may override the normal regulation of vaso-
pressin release by plasma osmolality.

As shown in Fig. 8, plasma vasopressin levels may
rise to much higher levels with severe decreases in
extracellular fluid volume. When extracellular fluid
volume falls by 5–10%, there is a marked stimulation

FIGURE 4 Dilution of the urine in the connecting tubule and

collecting duct in the absence of vasopressin (VP). With low plasma

vasopressin levels, the water permeability of the luminal membranes of

the CNT and principal cells is low, allowing little water reabsorption.

The continued reabsorption of salt further dilutes the urine to as low as

50 mOsm/kg H2O. In this state of water diuresis, increased water

delivery to the medulla dilutes the interstitium, as discussed in the text.
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FIGURE 5 Effect of plasma osmolality on the plasma vasopressin

(VP) concentration and thirst.
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of vasopressin release; larger fluid volume decreases
can lead to extremely high plasma vasopressin levels,
approaching 50 pg/mL. In clinical situations, the
decrease in extracellular fluid volume can override the
normal response to plasma osmolality and cause
the urine to be concentrated even when the plasma
osmolality becomes dangerously low. Consider the
following Clinical Note.

QUANTIFYING RENAL CONCENTRATING
ABILITY: FREE WATER CLEARANCE

The ability of the kidney to concentrate or dilute the
urine decreases with age and may be considerably
compromised in the elderly. Urinary concentrating and
diluting ability is also disturbed in renal failure and,
consequently, it can be a useful index of renal function.

Clinical Note

Hyponatremia Due to Gastrointestinal Fluid Losses

A patient has had a severe gastrointestinal
disturbance during the past week or more, and
has lost large volumes of salt and water through
diarrhea and vomiting. Because of this illness, the
patient has been unable to eat, but has been able
to drink clear fluids. The large losses of salt and
water deplete the patient’s extracellular fluid
volume. Under these circumstances, the dehy-
dration is a strong volume signal to increase
vasopressin release. The release of vasopressin
causes urinary concentration with a resulting

dilution of the plasma. Thus, the patient
conserves most of the water she or he ingests,
which expands the extracellular fluid compart-
ment and all other body fluid compartments.
However, because the patient cannot eat solid
food, plasma osmolality will decrease as water is
retained because it is not matched by an
equivalent salt intake. Normally, this decrease in
plasma osmolality, which is reflected by a
decrease in the plasma Naþ concentration
(called hyponatremia when the plasma Naþ

falls below 135 mmol/L), would decrease the

FIGURE 6 Normal physiologic response to a hyperosmotic plasma.

Increased water ingestion and the excretion of a hyperosmotic urine

cause a decrease in the plasma osmolality toward normal.

FIGURE 7 Normal physiologic response to a hypo-osmotic plasma.

Decreased water ingestion and excretion of a hypo-osmotic urine cause

an increase in the plasma osmolality toward normal.
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Often, the presenting symptom of renal disease is a
patient’s complaint that he or she has to get up
frequently during the night to urinate, a symptom
referred to as nocturia. Nocturia often results when the
kidneys are unable to concentrate the urine adequately
and, thus, reduce its volume. However, nocturia and
frequent voiding are symptoms of more common
disorders such as urinary tract infection or inflamma-
tion, or prostate enlargement in the aging male.

The ability of the kidneys to dilute or concentrate the
urine depends on the rate at which they excrete water in
relation to solute. Therefore, to assess the efficacy of the
kidney in producing dilute or concentrated urine, it is
first necessary to quantify the rate of excretion of total
solute. The parameter used for this purpose is referred
to as the osmolal clearance (Cosm). The osmolal clear-
ance is calculated in the same manner as the clearance of
any substance (see Chapter 25), except that the con-
centrations of all solutes (which are reflected by the
osmolality) are considered in the calculation. As shown
in Eq. [2], the osmolal clearance is simply the product of
the urine volume flow rate and the ratio of the urine
osmolality to the plasma osmolality:

Osmolal clearance ¼ Cosm ¼
UF 
Uosm

Posm
ð2Þ

The symbols in Eq. [2] have the same meaning as
in Chapter 25. UF is the urine volume flow rate in
mL/min; Posm is the plasma osmolality and Uosm is the
urine osmolality, both in mOsm/kg H2O. The osmolal
clearance is normally fairly constant in the range of
2 � 0.5 mL/min because it represents the rate at which
solutes are being removed from the plasma and excreted
in the urine, and this depends in turn on the daily dietary
intake, which is typically fairly constant. In effect, the
osmolal clearance represents the rate of plasma flow
from which solute is totally removed.

Clinical Note (continued )

secretion of vasopressin. However, in this situa-
tion, the serious volume depletion overrides the
normal osmotic stimulus, and vasopressin
continues to be released.
Hyponatremia is the most common fluid and
electrolyte disorder observed in the hospital
setting. Especially when acute, hyponatremia is
associated with lethargy, hyporeflexia, and
mental confusion progressing to seizures and
coma. Severe acute hyponatremia (plasma Naþ

less than 120 mmol/L) has a 50% mortality rate.
In the case of the patient just described, the
hyponatremia could be treated effectively merely
by infusing isotonic saline (possibly with a Kþ and/
or Ca2þ supplement) to slowly replace the
gastrointestinal salt and water losses. A slow
return of the plasma osmolality toward normal is
important to avoid brain damage from rapid

shrinking of neurons that have adapted to a
lower plasma osmolality.

It is important to understand that the above
case is just one example of how hyponatremia
can develop. Hyponatremia can also occur in
patients who have a normal or even an expanded
extracellular fluid volume. For example, increased
vasopressin secretion and hyponatremia often
occur despite severe volume expansion caused
by heart or liver failure. This settings, which is
often referred to as a functional hypovolemia, the
body is reacting to a decrease in the ‘‘effective’’
circulating blood volume that is actually perfusing
the tissues. In this setting, the hyponatremia
should be treated with fluid restriction and
diuretics. Thus, the differential diagnosis of
hyponatremia is extremely important in deciding
on a course of therapy.
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FIGURE 8 Increase in plasma vasopressin (VP) in response to

reduction in extracellular fluid volume. As the extracellular fluid

volume decreases below the normal level of 15 L (for a typical 70-kg

person), there is a progressive increase in plasma vasopressin, even if

plasma osmolality is less than 280 mOsm/kg H2O.
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To compare the rate of solute excretion with the rate
of water excretion, the concept of free water clearance
has been developed. To understand the meaning of free
water, consider the following example.

The free water clearance (CH2O
) is calculated as a

difference between the rate of urine volume flow and the
osmolal clearance:

Free water clearance ¼ CH2O ¼ UF� Cosm ð3Þ

Using Eq. [2], Eq. [3] can be rearranged to a form that is
sometimes more convenient:

CH2O ¼ UF 
 1�
Uosm

Posm

� �
ð4Þ

Equation [4] indicates that the free water clearance will
be greater than zero whenever the urine osmolality is less
than the plasma osmolality. In other words, whenever
the urine is dilute compared with the plasma, free water
is being lost from the body and the plasma is being
concentrated. On the other hand, whenever the urine
osmolality is greater than the plasma osmolality, the free
water clearance becomes negative. A negative free water
clearance indicates that relatively more solute than
water is being excreted and that water is being conserved
and returned to the plasma. The negative free water
clearance is sometimes given by a different symbol,
TCH2O; however, there is little justification for this
additional term and it is simpler to refer to a negative
CH2O as indicating urinary concentration.

As described earlier, when the kidneys are excreting
hypo-osmotic urine, the plasma is being concentrated.
On the other hand, when hyperosmotic urine is being
excreted, the kidneys are effectively diluting the plasma.
To understand this more fully, the mass balance
relations involved in urinary dilution and concentration
are shown in the following examples. The few
minutes spent working out and understanding the

calculations in each example will be rewarding in
appreciating the concentrating and diluting capacity of
the kidneys.

From these two examples, it can be seen that the
kidney is more effective in clearing free water from the
plasma than in concentrating the urine and conserving
water. The maximal rate of free water clearance can be
as high as 10–12 mL/min in a maximal water diuresis.
On the other hand, with maximal vasopressin levels, free
water clearance can become only as negative as about
2.0 mL/min. The human kidney is less able to conserve
water than are the kidneys of many other mammals. For
example, desert animals can develop urine osmolalities
up to 5000 mOsm/kg H2O, and certain desert rats in
Australia can develop urine osmolalities of 9000 mOsm/
kg H2O!

DEVELOPMENT AND MAINTENANCE OF
MEDULLARY HYPEROSMOLALITY

Thus far, this chapter has discussed the effects of the
hyperosmotic medullary interstitium on the abstraction
of water from the thin descending limb and from the
medullary collecting duct in the presence of vasopressin.
How does this medullary hyperosmolality develop, and
how is it maintained in the face of plasma flow through
the medulla? In any other tissue, one would expect that
the constant blood flow, as well as the constant water
entry from the thin descending limb of the loop of Henle
and the medullary collecting duct, would dilute the
medullary hypertonicity, soon causing it to become
isotonic. Water reabsorption from the thin descending
limb actually does not dilute the medullary interstitium
because salt is actively reabsorbed from the thick
ascending limb, keeping the medullary salt concentra-
tion high. That is why the urine delivered to the distal
convoluted tubule is always dilute; in essence, a
hyperosmotic fluid is being reabsorbed from the loop

Example

If a person is excreting urine with an osmolality of
50 mOsm/kg H2O at a rate of 10 mL/min, it is
obvious that there is a greater than normal
proportion of water to solute in the urine, and
therefore this production of dilute urine is acting
to concentrate the plasma. If the plasma osmol-
ality is 300 mOsm/kg H2O, the osmolal clearance
can be calculated to be 1.67 mL/min. In other
words, a urine flow of 1.67 mL/min is what would

be required to excrete this quantity of solutes
with a urine osmolality of 300 mOsm/kg H2O.
The actual urine flow of 10 mL/min is mathema-
tically equivalent to this flow of 1.67 mL/min plus
a flow of 8.33 mL/min of pure water. In this case,
we consider the 8.33 mL/min to be the free water
clearance, i.e., the volume of urine flow in excess
of the amount required to excrete the solutes in
the urine with the same osmolality as the plasma.
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of Henle and is deposited in the medullary interstitium.
In other words, salt delivery to the medulla by the loop
exceeds the delivery of water.

Medullary hyperosmolality is also conserved because
most of the water reabsorbed by the connecting tubule
and collecting duct during antidiuresis is reabsorbed in
the cortex. This appears to be counterintuitive because
the osmolality of the urine rises to only 300 mOsm/kg
H2O in the cortex, but to 1200 mOsm/kg H2O in the
medulla. However, consider the amount of water
reabsorbed to achieve these increases in osmolality.
Assuming a flow of 12 mL/min into the distal convolu-
tion, for the osmolality to rise from 100 mOsm/kg H2O
to 300 mOsm/kg H2O, the flow must be reduced by at

least two-thirds to 4 mL/min, which flows on into the
medullary collecting ducts. This flow into the medulla
is actually even less because NaCl is constantly reab-
sorbed in the cortical collecting tubule and must be
accompanied by water in antidiuresis. This would
reduce the flow into the medulla by at least another
1 mL/min. If 3 mL/min flows into the medulla and
the osmolality rises from 300 mOsm/kg H2O to 1200
mOsm/kg H2O at a final urine flow rate of 0.5 mL/min,
then 2.5 mL/min of water must have been reabsorbed.
This is about one-third of the 8 mL/min reabsorbed in
the cortex to raise the urine osmolality to 300 mOsm/kg
H2O. In other words, more water must be reabsorbed to
raise the osmolality of a given volume of solution from

Numerical Examples

1. In the example shown in Fig. 9, we assume
that the plasma is dilute at 270 mOsm/kg H2O. In
these circumstances, vasopressin release would
be completely suppressed and plasma levels
would be undetectable. If plasma flow into the
kidney via the renal artery is 690 mL/min, then the
rate of solute entry into the kidney via the renal
artery would be (0.69 L/min � 270 mOsm/kg H2O)
= 186.3 mOsmol/min. (1 kg of water is equiva-
lent to 1 L; however, the unit of kg H2O has
usually been used for expressing osmolalities.)
For this example, assume that the resulting urine
flow in the absence of vasopressin is 12 mL/min
with an osmolality of 50 mOsm/kg H2O. This
would give a solute excretion rate of (0.012 L/min
� 50 mOsm/kg H2O) = 0.6 mOsmol/min. Because
this volume of fluid is lost from the plasma
flowing through the kidney, the plasma flow out
of the renal vein would be (690 � 12) = 678 mL/
min. The solute flow out of the renal vein would
be the difference between the inflow via the renal
artery and the loss in the urine; that is, (186.3 �
0.6) = 185.7 mOsm/min. If this solute flow rate is
divided by the volume flow rate in the renal vein
(185.7 mOsmol/min � 0.678 L/min), the resulting
osmolality of the plasma flowing out of the renal
vein would be 274 mOsm/kg H2O. In other
words, by producing hypo-osmotic urine, the
kidney returns a more concentrated plasma to
the general circulation via the renal vein. If we
calculate the free water clearance in this example,
we obtain �9.78 mL/min. The plasma that flows
through the kidney is being concentrated at a rate
equivalent to that which would be produced if

9.78 mL/min of pure water were removed from
the plasma each minute. The difference between
this free water clearance and the urine volume
flow rate is that fraction of the urine flow that can
be regarded to be isosmotic to plasma.
2. An example for the case of urinary concentra-
tion is shown in Fig. 10. In this case, we assume
that the plasma osmolality is 300 mOsm/kg H2O,
which would cause plasma vasopressin to be
elevated. The rate of solute entry into the kidney
via the renal artery would be (0.69 L/min � 300
mOsm/kg H2O) = 207 mOsmol/min. Because of
the high vasopressin levels, the urine flow rate
is quite low at 0.5 mL/min, and the urine
osmolality is maximal at 1200 mOsm/kg H2O.
Thus, the rate of solute excretion is the same as
in the previous example, or 0.6 mOsmol/min.
Because only 0.5 mL/min of fluid has been lost
from the plasma flow, the rate of plasma flow out
of the renal vein is 689.5 mL/min. The solute flow
out of the renal vein would be (207 � 0.6) =
206.4 mOsmol/min. If we divide this by the renal
vein plasma flow (206.4 mOsmol/min � 0.6895
L/min), we obtain a renal vein plasma osmolality
of 299.3 mOsm/kg H2O. In other words, the
production of hyperosmotic urine has resulted in
a dilution of the plasma flowing through the
kidney by 0.7 mOsm/kg H2O. If we calculate the
free water clearance from these data, we obtain a
negative free water clearance of 1.5 mL/min.
The kidney in this case is operating to dilute
the plasma at a rate equivalent to the effect
of adding 1.5 mL/min H2O to the renal plasma
flow.
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100 mOsm/kg H2O to 300 mOsm/kg H2O in the cortex
than the additional water that must be reabsorbed in the
medulla to further increase the osmolality to 1200
mOsm/kg H2O.

It may also seem to be paradoxical that more
water may be reabsorbed in the medulla in water
diuresis than in antidiuresis. Although the permeability
of the medullary collecting duct is very low in the
absence of vasopressin, there is a large osmotic gradient
between the dilute tubular fluid and the more concen-
trated medullary interstitium. Because of the larger
osmolality difference, despite its very low water perme-
ability more water may be reabsorbed in the medullary
collecting duct in water diuresis than in antidiuresis.
Furthermore, there is an increase in medullary blood
flow during diuresis, and both increased blood flow and
increased water entry in diuresis serve to dilute the
osmolality of the medullary interstitium during diuresis,
as illustrated in Fig. 4 compared to Fig. 3.

Medullary Blood Flow

Although the loop of Henle delivers more solute than
water to the medullary interstitium as discussed earlier,
it is still not readily apparent why the blood flow does
not simply wash away solutes in the medulla and bring
the osmolality back to isosmotic. One reason is that the
blood flow is slow through the medulla. Only 5–10% of
the renal plasma flow, or an average of about 50 mL/
min, flows into the medulla.

Despite the blood flow, one would still expect that if a
capillary bed in the medulla were organized as in other
tissues, the interstitium would be diluted. Consider the
hypothetical capillary arrangement shown in Fig. 11. In
this example, blood is flowing into a capillary bed at a
rate of 50 mL/min and has an osmolality of 300 mOsm/
kg H2O. If the capillary bed lies in a tissue region with a
hyperosmotic interstitial fluid, one would expect a
rapid diffusion of solutes into the isosmotic capillary
from the hyperosmotic interstitial fluid, because of
the high permeability of the capillary bed. (Little water
flow would occur because small solutes exert no osmotic
force across the capillary endothelium.) Thus, blood
would flow out of the region with an osmolality that
would be the same as the hyperosmotic interstitial fluid.

The reason why the renal medulla escapes this type of
washout of solute is because of the organization of each
capillary into a long loop, called the vasa recta. The
blood first flows down the long descending limb of the
vasa recta and then returns in a countercurrent flow up
the ascending vasa recta. The result of this counter-
current flow is shown in Fig. 12. The total blood flow
into the medulla is about 50 mL/min, and, for the sake
of convenience, assume that the plasma osmolality is
300 mOsm/kg H2O. As this isosmotic fluid flows down
the descending limb, it is exposed to the hypertonicity of
the medulla. Just as in the capillary shown in Fig. 11, the
plasma in the descending vasa recta is concentrated by
the entry of NaCl and urea and to a much lesser extent

FIGURE 10 Example of negative free water clearance resulting in

dilution of the plasma leaving the kidney. (See Numerical Example box

for explanation.)

FIGURE 9 Example of positive free water clearance resulting in

increased concentration of the plasma leaving the kidney. (See

Numerical Example box for explanation.)
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by the loss of water to the hyperosmotic medulla. Thus,
at the tip of a vasa recta, which extends to the papillary
tip, the osmolality would be 1200 mOsm/kg H2O and
the plasma flow rate would be somewhat less than 50
mL/min.

The blood flow then reverses direction at the tip of
the vasa recta and proceeds back up through the less
concentrated regions of the medulla. As it flows upward
through the medulla, NaCl and urea diffuse from the
capillary into the interstitium and some water is
regained from the less concentrated medullary intersti-
tium. For this reason, solute recirculates in loops within
the medullary interstitium, first entering the descending
limb of the vasa recta and then exiting from the
ascending limb as the blood flows back upward.

The process just described is referred to as a
countercurrent exchange. However, it is not perfectly
efficient. The osmolality of the blood flowing out of
the ascending vasa recta into the cortex is still
hyperosmotic to the normal plasma, but much less so
than it was at the tip of the vasa recta. The rate of
blood flow out of the ascending vasa recta is also more
rapid than the flow in. This is a necessary consequence
of mass balance. Because fluid is constantly being
delivered to the medullary interstitium by water lost in

the descending limb of the loop of Henle and the
medullary collecting duct, the medulla would continu-
ously swell unless net fluid were removed by the blood
flow. Consequently, the blood flow out of the medulla
is 20–50% higher than the blood flow in, as shown in
Fig. 12.

Countercurrent exchange explains how the medullary
blood flow is organized so that it does not rapidly wash
out the medullary hypertonicity. However, this still
leaves the question of how this medullary hyperosmo-
lality is generated in the first place. The high concentra-
tion of solutes in the medullary interstitium compared
with the adjacent tissue of the cortex represents a
nonequilibrium distribution of the solutes that requires
energy to be maintained. The development and main-
tenance of the medullary hyperosmolality is a function
of the unique permeability properties of the loop of
Henle and the active NaCl reabsorptive process in the
thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle.

Countercurrent Multiplication System

Clues to the mechanism involved in medullary
concentration came early in this century with the
observation that the ability of different mammals to
concentrate the urine was correlated with the length of
the papilla and, thus, of the loop of Henle. For example,
the Australian desert rat mentioned previously has an
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Hyperosmotic

Interstitial
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600
mOsmol/kg

H2O

Solutes

FIGURE 11 Hypothetical equilibration of isosmotic capillary

plasma with a hyperosmotic interstitial region. Plasma flowing through

a capillary bed in a hyperosmotic region would rapidly gain solutes by

diffusion so that, on exiting, it would have the same osmolality as the

hyperosmotic region.

  Capillary Plasma  

50 ml/min

300
mOsmol/kg H2O

60-75 ml/min

310-330
mOsmol/kg H2O

HH22OO

HH22OO

NaClNaCl
UreaUrea

NaClNaCl
UreaUrea
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Recta

FIGURE 12 Countercurrent exchange in the vasa recta. The plasma

flowing down the descending limb of the vasa recta becomes

concentrated primarily because of solute entry. However, in the

ascending limb of the loop of Henle, solute diffuses back outward.

Note that the water movements are much less significant for osmotic

equilibration than the solute movements.
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extremely long loop of Henle. Early studies of the renal
medulla of various mammals revealed the gradient of
osmolality from most concentrated at the tip of the
papilla to isosmotic at the corticomedullary junction.
The final step in demonstrating where the medullary
solute must come from and where the urine is concen-
trated occurred when micropuncture experiments
showed that tubular fluid in the early distal convolution
(the distal convoluted tubule) was always hypo-osmotic
to plasma. Some samples were as low as 100 mOsm/kg
H2O, and most fell in the range of 100–150 mOsm/kg
H2O. This hypo-osmolality was observed regardless of
whether the final urine osmolality was maximally dilute
or maximally concentrated.

These micropuncture results demonstrated that in
antidiuresis the final urine was concentrated by water
reabsorption along the connecting tubule and the
collecting duct. The results also showed that solute
was added to the medullary interstitium in excess of
water by the loop of Henle because the proximal tubular
fluid samples were always isosmotic, whereas the
samples from the early distal convolution were always
hypo-osmotic. In vitro experiments with isolated
perfused segments of the thick ascending limb also
showed that active NaCl absorption could produce a
tubular fluid that was dilute compared with the
peritubular bathing solution. Nevertheless, even at
slow flow rates, the maximal osmolality difference that
could be generated was about 200 mOsm/kg H2O.
Therefore, how does the kidney manage to develop a
total osmolality difference of 900 mOsm/kg H2O from
the corticomedullary junction to the tip of the papilla?

The development of this large osmolality gradient is
a consequence of the hairpin arrangement of the
descending and ascending limbs of the loop of Henle,
much like the vasa recta. The effect of the counter-
current flow together with active NaCl absorption in
the thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle can be
best understood from the classic sequence of diagrams
of Pitts, shown in Fig. 13. For the moment, consider
the effects only in a short loop of Henle in which the
hairpin turn occurs at the junction between the inner
and the outer medulla. In this loop of Henle, there is
no thin ascending limb, so the effects only of the
actively absorbing thick ascending limb are significant.
Figure 13 presents what occurs during the development
of medullary hyperosmolality from a starting point
with an isosmotic fluid in the loop of Henle (step 1)
and in the interstitium. Due to active NaCl absorption,
the osmolality of the fluid in the thick ascending limb
will fall by approximately 100 mOsm/kg H2O, and the
interstitial fluid will rise by an equivalent amount to
give a transepithelial osmolality gradient of 200 mOsm/
kg H2O. Because of the high water permeability of the

thin descending limb, it has the same osmolality as the
medullary interstitium, as shown in step 2. In step 3,
the effects of fluid flow into the thin descending
limb are shown. This flow shifts new isosmotic fluid
into the thin descending limb and shifts the hyper-
osmotic fluid around the hairpin turn. In step 4,
active NaCl absorption again dilutes the osmolality of
the fluid in the thick ascending limb and concentrates
it in the medullary interstitium and the thin descending
limb. However, in this case, there is a difference
in osmolality along all of the structures due to the
shift of isosmotic fluid into the descending limb.

DLH TAL

FIGURE 13 Countercurrent multiplication in the loop of Henle.

Structures are the thin descending limb (DLH), the medullary

interstitium (MI), and the thick ascending limb (TAL). (Based on

Pitts RF. Physiology of the kidney and body fluids, 3rd ed. Chicago:

Yearbook Medical Publications, 1974, p126.)
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The cycle is again completed in step 5 with an inflow of
isosmotic fluid and in step 6 with the active transport
process establishing a 200 mOsm/kg H2O gradient.

In the steady state that is established by this counter-
current multiplication, one expects there to be a gradient
of osmolality along the thin descending limb and the
medullary interstitium from 300 mOsm/kg H2O at
the corticomedullary junction to 700 mOsm/kg H2O at
the tip of the loop for the example in Fig. 13. On the
other hand, there is a gradient from 100–500 mOsm/kg
H2O along the thick ascending limb. This example is
shown in a stepwise manner in Fig. 13, assuming
separate steps of flow into the descending limb and
active transport out of the thick ascending limb.
Obviously, these processes normally go on concurrently
and continuously in the development and normal
maintenance of the osmolality gradient. It can be seen
from the figure that the longer the loop of Henle, the
greater will be the difference in osmolality from the
corticomedullary junction to the tip of the loop.

Countercurrent multiplication also occurs in the inner
medulla by NaCl absorption from the thin ascending
limb. The only difference is that, in the case of the thin
ascending limb, the NaCl absorption is not active but
occurs down a concentration gradient, as discussed in
Chapter 27. This NaCl gradient develops because water is
reabsorbed from the thin descending limb of the loop of
Henle and because half of the osmolality of the medullary
interstitium in the inner medulla is made up of urea,
whereas most of the hyperosmolality of the fluid in the
thin descending and thin ascending limb is due to NaCl.
This results in an effective passive countercurrent multi-
plication in the inner medulla (Fig. 14), which depends
ultimately on the maintenance of a high urea concentra-
tion in this region of the kidney.

Urea Recycling in the Medulla

The final component of the medullary hyperosmo-
lality is urea. This solute is delivered passively to the
medulla and kept there in high concentration by counter-
current exchange. Figure 15 shows the primary perme-
ability characteristics that allow urea to be concentrated
in the inner medulla. As described in Chapter 26,
approximately 50% of the filtered urea is reabsorbed
passively in the proximal tubule. Because of the high urea
concentration in the medulla, some urea diffuses
passively into the thin descending limb of the loop of
Henle. However, beyond the tip of the loop the thin and
thick ascending limbs of the loop of Henle, the distal
convoluted tubule, the connecting tubule, the cortical
collecting tubule, and outer medullary collecting duct are
all impermeable to urea. Consequently, as water is lost
from the tubular fluid in the descending limb of the loop

of Henle and, in antidiuresis, in the connecting tubules
and collecting ducts, urea reaches a high concentration
by the time the tubular fluid reaches the inner medulla.

The collecting duct of the inner medulla is, however,
permeable to urea, and this permeability is increased by
vasopressin. Because of the higher urea permeability in
antidiuresis, the urea that has been concentrated in the
tubular fluid can diffuse from the concentrated tubular
fluid into the inner medulla. In the presence of
vasopressin, when there is considerable water reabsorp-
tion, the urea concentration equilibrates at about 600
mmol/L in both the urine and the medulla.

In diuresis, the tubular fluid flowing into the inner
medulla has a lower urea concentration because less
water reabsorption has occurred in the cortex and in the
outer medulla. Thus, there is a gradient for urea to
diffuse from the medullary interstitium into the urine.
This is prevented to some extent by the lower urea
permeability in the absence of vasopressin. But the loss

DLH MI TAL
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FIGURE 14 Passive countercurrent multiplication in long loops of

Henle within the inner medulla. Water is abstracted from the thin

descending limb of the loop of Henle (DLH) by the osmotic gradient

and there is some urea diffusion from the medullary interstitium into

the DLH. NaCl diffuses passively down its concentration gradient

from the thin ascending limb of the loop of Henle into the medullary

interstitium, leaving water and urea behind because they are imperme-

able. Thus, the tubular fluid flowing to the thick ascending limb (TAL)

has the same urea concentration as at the tip of the medulla, but the

NaCl concentration is progressively reduced.
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of urea into the tubular fluid, in combination with the
increased water entry from the collecting duct and the
increased medullary blood flow discussed earlier, is
responsible for the fall in the inner medullary hyper-
osmolality during diuresis.

IMPAIRMENTS IN URINARY CONCENTRATING
AND DILUTING ABILITY

Deficiencies in the ability of the kidney to regulate
plasma osmolality by appropriately forming either
dilute or concentrated urine may have several causes.
There may be a defect in production or regulation of
vasopressin release, an inability of the collecting duct to
respond to vasopressin, or a failure to form a medullary
osmolality gradient.

Diabetes Insipidus

Diabetes insipidus refers to high rates of production
of dilute urine either because the posterior pituitary
fails to release vasopressin or because the kidney does

not respond to the hormone. This should be contrasted
with diabetes mellitus in which increased urine flow is
a consequence of the osmotic diuresis produced by
the filtration and incomplete reabsorption of large
amounts of glucose (see Chapter 26, the section on
‘‘Passive Reabsorptive Processes’’). (The modifier melli-
tus refers to the fact that urine was sweet to the taste,
whereas insipidus refers to a urine without taste using
archaic diagnostic procedures!) The failure to produce
or release vasopressin is referred to as central diabetes
insipidus. This is a rare congenital disorder, but it may
also be caused by surgical procedures (such as hypo-
physectomy to treat a pituitary tumor), infections,
cerebrovascular accidents, or trauma. Removal of the
pituitary does not always cause a total lack of vaso-
pressin production because some of the nerves respon-
sible for releasing the hormone end in the pituitary stalk
and are not lost.

Inability to release vasopressin in response to plasma
hyperosmolality leaves only the thirst mechanism to
regulate plasma osmolality. Because the urine cannot be
concentrated, dilute urine is continually produced, with
volumes that can reach 18 L/day. To combat the

-50% of filtered urea-50% of filtered urea
passively reabsorbedpassively reabsorbed
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FIGURE 15 Sites of urea reabsorption along the nephron. Urea is reabsorbed passively in the proximal

tubule; some urea diffuses into the thin descending limb of the loop of Henle (i.e., secreted; not shown).

The nephron segments beyond the tip of the loop of Henle, with the exception of the inner medullary

collecting duct, are impermeable to urea. Consequently, the urea concentration rises because of water

reabsorption from the thin descending limb of the loop of Henle, and in the connecting tubule and

collecting duct. This is shown by the increasing size of the letters ‘‘Urea.’’ The inner medullary collecting

duct is permeable to urea and that permeability is increased by vasopressin, therefore, in antidiuresis, urea

diffuses passively into the medullary interstitium.
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consequent concentration of the plasma, the thirst
mechanism drives compensatory water ingestion. As
long as the individual with diabetes insipidus has access
to water, normal plasma osmolality can be maintained,
the only inconvenience being thirst and polyuria day
and night. However, individuals with diabetes insipidus
can become critically dehydrated very rapidly when their
water intake is impaired.

In some cases, the kidney fails to respond to vaso-
pressin, although release of the hormone is normal. These
instances are referred to as nephrogenic diabetes insipidus.
The collecting duct may not respond appropriately to
vasopressin for a variety of reasons. The disease may be
congenital, or may be acquired due to the effects of toxins
and some drugs such as derivatives of the antibiotic
tetracycline, and lithium, which is used for treatment of
bipolar disorder. Hypokalemia and hypercalcemia are

also associated with a decreased response to vasopressin.
Congenital nephrogenic diabetes has been shown to be
due to genetic mutations of two types. In some pedigrees,
the V2 receptors have mutations that decrease vasopres-
sin binding or prevent the receptor from increasing
intracellular cAMP. In other pedigrees, mutations in the
aquaporin-2 gene reduce the ability of the channel
protein to transport water or interfere with its insertion
into the luminal membrane of the collecting duct.

Loss of Medullary Concentrating or

Diluting Ability

The concentration of the urine ultimately depends on
the presence of a concentrated medullary interstitium,
and dilution of the urine depends on active NaCl
reabsorption without water in the thick ascending limb

Clinical Note

Differential Diagnosis of Polyuria/Polydipsia

Often it is difficult to differentiate patients who
have diabetes insipidus from patients who have a
primary disorder of polydipsia, that is, who
habitually ingest water in excessive quantities.
Psychogenic polydipsia is a neurotic disorder in
which the patient feels compelled to drink
excessive amounts of water. In severe cases,
the amount of water ingested (above 15 L/day!)
can exceed the capacity of the kidneys to excrete
it, resulting in severe and even lethal hyponatre-
mia. Typically, patients with psychogenic poly-
dipsia are secretive about their drinking behavior
or believe they are drinking only when very thirsty.

The problem in the differential diagnosis is a
classic example of which came first, the chicken
or the egg: Does the patient have polydipsia
because he or she has diabetes insipidus resulting
in polyuria, or does the patient have polyuria
because he or she has psychogenic polydipsia? In
the first case, one might expect that the plasma
osmolality would be elevated because of the
urinary water loss and this would drive thirst. In
the latter case, one might expect that the plasma
osmolality would be low because of the water
ingestion that is suppressing vasopressin secre-
tion and leading to urine dilution. However,
determination of plasma vasopressin levels
alone usually does not provide a definitive
diagnosis. Because of the large flux of water
into and out of the body, the plasma vasopressin

level may vary markedly depending on whether
the patient has just drunk a lot of water, or
whether she or he has been without water for a
while.

To make a diagnosis, it is helpful to withhold
water for at least a 12-hr test period. This water
deprivation test requires a hospital stay with
close monitoring of potential water sources (no
flower vases in the room, etc.!). After water
deprivation, it is found that patients with poly-
dipsia have significant vasopressin levels in the
plasma, and they excrete hyperosmotic urine. On
the other hand, a patient with central diabetes
insipidus still does not have detectable plasma
vasopressin levels and does not concentrate
urine despite the water deprivation, but will
concentrate the urine if given vasopressin. The
patient with nephrogenic diabetes insipidus
develops high plasma vasopressin levels with
water deprivation, but does not concentrate the
urine even when given exogenous vasopressin.
However, it should be recognized that even in the
presence of vasopressin and normal kidney
function, the urine osmolality might be only
slightly above isosmotic in patients who have
had polyuria and polydipsia before the water
deprivation test. The reason is that diuresis
reduces medullary hypertonicity (see next
section), and it takes several hours or days for
the kidneys to reestablish their medullary concen-
tration gradient.
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of the loop of Henle and in the distal convoluted tubule.
These processes can be compromised in a variety of
conditions. First, the loop diuretics such as furosemide
directly inhibit active NaCl absorption by the medullary
and cortical regions of the thick ascending limb of the
loop of Henle. Consequently, they result in a reduction
in medullary interstitial hypertonicity and impairment in
the ability of the kidney to concentrate the urine. The
thiazide diuretics inhibit NaCl cotransport in the distal
convoluted tubule and result in a diminished ability to
dilute the urine.

Medullary hypertonicity can also be compromised by
an excessive delivery of fluid to the loop of Henle from
the proximal tubule. For example, with saline diuresis
(produced by excessive intake of salt and water and
decreased proximal tubule reabsorption; see Chapter 29)
or with osmotic diuresis, an increased amount of water
is delivered to and reabsorbed by the descending limb of
the loop of Henle. This dilutes the medullary hyperto-
nicity and reduces the concentrating ability. Volume
expansion and increased renal blood flow also increase
medullary blood flow, which ‘‘washes out’’ the medul-
lary hyperosmolality.

On the other hand, the development of a hyperos-
motic medullary interstitium also depends on the
delivery of adequate amounts of salt to the thick
ascending limb in order to provide sufficient solute to
produce the hyperosmolality. Therefore, when delivery
from the proximal tubule is diminished by excessive
volume reabsorption in that segment, medullary hyper-
tonicity is compromised.

The passive countercurrent multiplication mechanism
in the inner medulla also depends on urea recycling, as
described in the previous section. This mechanism
requires the delivery of adequate amounts of urea to
the medullary collecting duct so that urea will diffuse
into the medullary interstitium and contribute to the
hyperosmolality that concentrates NaCl in the thin
descending limb of the loop of Henle. Therefore,
conditions of decreased urea production (as associated
with malnutrition, especially with a deficit in dietary

protein) result in decreased plasma levels of urea and a
consequent decrease in the filtered load of urea. Thus, a
smaller amount of urea is delivered to the medullary
interstitium and the maximum urinary osmolality is
reduced. It should, however, be noted that the decreased
intake of food and production of urea reduces the
necessity of maximal urinary concentration.

A decrease in concentrating and diluting ability is
also associated with both age and renal failure. The
ability to concentrate the urine maximally is reduced in
infants because of their lower protein intake and
relatively anabolic metabolism. Urinary concentration
in the infant depends primarily on active NaCl absorp-
tion with little contribution of medullary urea. With old
age and with renal failure, the number of functioning
nephrons decreases and, consequently, there are fewer
thick ascending limbs to concentrate NaCl in the
medulla. The result is a decrease in both concentrating
and diluting ability. Thus, a common presenting symp-
tom associated with an elderly patient or a patient with
compromised renal function is nocturia due to an
impaired ability to concentrate the urine.
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KEY POINTS
� Extracellular fluid volume is directly propor-

tional to the total amount of Na+ in the body.
� The plasma Na+ concentration is not an

indicator of total body Na+ but of water
balance. Changes in plasma Na+ concentration
occur only when water loss or gain from the
body exceeds the capacity to regulate plasma
osmolality by controlling water drinking through
thirst and water excretion by the kidneys.

� A typical American diet contains 8–15 g NaCl,
equivalent to 150–250 mmol of NaCl. An equal
amount must be excreted to maintain a
constant and normal extracellular fluid volume.

� About 25,000 mmol of Na+ are filtered per
day, but only 150–250 mmol are usually
excreted; thus, more than 99% of the filtered
Na+ is reabsorbed by the nephron.

� The large veins and atria have stretch receptors
that increase their rates of firing with changes
in filling. Arterial baroreceptors are also stretch
receptors that respond to changes in blood
pressure and pulse pressure, and relay infor-
mation about cardiac output.

� The kidney responds to changes in volume
sensed by stretch receptors through three basic
mechanisms: changes in the glomerular filtra-
tion rate (GFR), regulation of aldosterone secre-
tion, and secretion of natriuretic hormones.

� Reabsorption of water and salt in the proximal
tubule normally is a constant fraction of the
filtered amount irrespective of the GFR. This is
referred to as glomerulotubular balance.
However, a small change in GFR results in a
relatively large change in NaCl delivery to the
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The volume of extracellular fluid (ECF) volume is
kept constant by a variety of homeostatic mechanisms.
This multiplicity of regulation is essential for survival
because the ECF volume determines the circulating
plasma volume and, thus, mean circulatory filling
pressure and cardiac output. ECF volume is deter-
mined directly by Naþ balance, which maintains a
constant total body content of Naþ. Thus, the total
amount of Naþ in the body is the important regulated
parameter, and not the Naþ concentration.

The relative unimportance of the concentration of
Naþ in the plasma as an indicator of ECF volume is
often confusing. However, as shown by Eq. [1] in
Chapter 28, the plasma Naþ concentration is kept
constant by the regulation of free water excretion by
the kidneys via alterations in vasopressin secretion. The
vasopressin mechanism maintains a constant plasma
osmolality, and thus a constant plasma Naþ concentra-
tion. Therefore, changes in this concentration reflect a
loss or gain of body water but not necessarily a loss or
gain in the total amount of Naþ in the body. Changes in
the Naþ concentration in the plasma occur only when
fluid losses or gains have exceeded the capacity of the
thirst mechanism and the renal concentrating and
diluting mechanism to regulate water balance. This
may occur with extreme loss or intake of water, or
when the thirst or vasopressin mechanisms are impaired
(see Chapter 28).

Why is the ECF volume so dependent on body
Naþ balance? Equation [1] illustrates the determinants
of the plasma Naþ concentration (PNa). As with any
solute concentration, it can be calculated as the total
amount of solute divided by the volume of distribu-
tion. Because Naþ is actively pumped out of most cells
in the body, the volume of distribution of Naþ is

approximately the ECF volume.

PNa ¼
amount of Naþ in ECF

ECF volume
ð1Þ

As discussed earlier and in Chapter 28, vasopressin and
thirst maintain a constant plasma osmolality, but
because the primary determinant of the plasma osmol-
ality is the concentration of Naþ and its associated
anions, a constant osmolality also requires a constant
Naþ concentration. However, the body could maintain a
constant PNa despite an increase of the total amount of
Naþ if extracellular fluid volume were increased.
Conversely, Naþ loss accompanied by an equivalent
decrease in extracellular fluid volume would also lead to
a constant PNa.

The primary parameter of concern is the ECF
volume, which can be expressed in terms of the other
two parameters in Eq. [1] as follows:

ECF volume ¼
amount of Naþ in ECF

PNa
ð2Þ

Because PNa is normally kept constant by the vaso-
pressin and thirst mechanisms, the extracellular fluid
volume is proportional to the total extracellular fluid
Naþ content. Thus, in order to maintain a constant ECF
volume the total amount of Naþ in the body must be
regulated. This regulation revolves around the usual
considerations of body mass balance in order to main-
tain homeostasis of the extracellular fluid. As a fixed
cation, Naþ is not produced by metabolism. Therefore,
the maintenance of a constant amount of Naþ in the
body involves matching its daily output to daily intake
primarily by adjustments in its urinary excretion.

KEY POINTS (continued )
distal nephron and a corresponding increase or
decrease in salt and water excretion.

� An increase in blood pressure can also
produce a significant increase in Na+ excretion
without changes in GFR or renal blood flow.
This phenomenon is referred to as pressure
natriuresis.

� Aldosterone stimulates Na+ reabsorption in the
connecting tubule and collecting duct (called
the aldosterone-responsive distal nephron,
ARDN), thereby regulating the excretion of
~2% of the filtered Na+.

� The primary response to true or functional
hypovolemia is to increase the plasma levels of
the three hypovolemic hormones: vasopressin,
renin, and norepinephrine. These hormones act
to decrease the GFR, decrease Na+ reabsorp-
tion, and retain water.

� In hypervolemia, the three hypovolemic
hormones are suppressed and natriuretic hor-
mones increase both GFR and Na+ reabsorption.
Peritubular factors and locally released auta-
coids also act to decrease the fractional reab-
sorption of salt and water by the proximal tubule.
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DAILY Naþ INTAKE AND OUTPUT

On a typical American diet, the average adult human
ingests on the order of 8–15 g (0.3–0.5 oz., or 2 to more
than 3 cooking teaspoons) of NaCl per day. This
represents 150–250 mmol of Naþ per day, which would
result in a dramatic expansion of the ECF volume if it
were not matched by an equivalent daily output of Naþ.
For example, if one were to retain just 1 day’s intake of
Naþ (let’s say, 150 mmol), this would obligate the
retention of 1 L of water in order to maintain an isotonic
extracellular fluid. (A solution of 150 mmol Naþ with
accompanying monovalent anions in 1 L of water is
approximately isosmotic to plasma.) This extra water
comes from increased intake of water in response to
thirst and the retention of water by the kidneys. The
retention of just 1 day’s Naþ and an accompanying 1 L of
water would increase the body weight by 1 kg (2.2 lb).
The body weight of most individuals is relatively
constant as long as their daily caloric intake is relatively
constant. Therefore, weight gain or loss over a short
period on a constant diet is an important indicator of
the status of Naþ balance. Patients with chronic renal
failure and patients on dialysis are requested to follow
their daily weight as an indicator of the extent to which
they are retaining fluid and, thus, how much hemodia-
lysis may be required to return them to a state of Naþ

balance.
The kidneys are typically the primary route of Naþ

output, but there are also losses from the gastrointest-
inal tract and from the skin. Normally the feces contain
little Naþ, but gastroenteritis with diarrhea can produce
dramatic losses of NaHCO3. Vomiting also results in the
loss of an isotonic NaCl solution plus a further Cl� loss
as HC1. Sweat is approximately one-half isosmotic, and
the usual daily insensible loss of perspiration by the skin
is less than 50 mmol/day. However, with exercise or
work, or in a hot environment, Naþ losses in the sweat
can be considerable.

The body normally has no difficulty matching Naþ

output to Naþ input. However, with severe gastroin-
testinal losses, especially when these are not replaced by
adequate salt and water intake, or with excessive
sweating, net daily Naþ losses may compromise the
maintenance of ECF volume. The normal balance of
Naþ input and output is also disturbed when the ability
of the kidney to retain Naþ is compromised, for
example, with the use of diuretics.

As noted earlier, the plasma Naþ concentration is not
a good indicator of a deficit or excess in ECF volume.
Therefore, the clinician must rely on other signs of
extracellular volume excess or deficit. Extracellular
volume contraction is often indicated by a decrease in
systemic blood pressure (hypotension). Although this

may not be marked when the patient is lying in a
hospital bed, it often occurs when the patient stands up.
Because of cardiovascular regulatory mechanisms,
which operate effectively in a well-hydrated individual,
little change is typically seen in blood pressure
upon standing. However, when plasma volume is
significantly reduced, these reflex mechanisms cannot
restore blood pressure upon standing, and both
systolic and diastolic blood pressure fall and the pulse
rate rises. This sign is referred to as orthostatic
hypotension and is generally an indicator of an extra-
cellular volume deficit.

Extracellular volume expansion, when moderate to
severe, is usually indicated by the presence of edema.
Edema is evidenced as a swelling of the lower extremities
in the ambulatory patient, but it may be seen more
frequently in the tissues of the back in the bedridden
patient, because excess interstitial fluid pools in those
parts of the body that are the lowest in relation to the
heart. Although localized edema may be observed in
several settings not associated with significant volume
expansion, generalized edema is evident clinically only if
the ECF volume is increased by 2.5–3 L. The presence of
generalized edema is often the presenting symptom in
patients with chronic renal failure or heart failure due to
excessive salt and water retention.

As ECF volume expansion progresses, pulmonary
edema may also develop. This is diagnosed by a chest X
ray or by hearing fine rales upon auscultation of the
lungs. These rales are due to the presence of fluid in the
alveoli. Excess ECF volume is also indicated in the heart
sounds by the presence of an S3 gallop, which occurs as
venous return and venous congestion progressively
increase.

The extent of distension of the large veins is also an
indicator of ECF volume. With volume expansion, one
expects to find an elevated central venous pressure.
This rise in central venous pressure can also be inferred
without direct measurement by the degree of distension
of the neck veins. In the normal patient, as the
upper body is raised from the recumbent to the
sitting position, it is found that the neck veins
(the internal jugular is the best indicator) collapse at
a body angle of about 25� to 45� from the horizontal.
However, in the severely volume-expanded patient,
neck vein distension may occur even in the full upright
position.

LOCATION AND AMOUNTS OF RENAL
Naþ REABSORPTION

Chapters 26 and 27 discussed the mechanisms of Naþ

reabsorption in the proximal tubule, the loop of Henle,
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and the distal segments of the nephron. Figure 1 shows
schematically the major locations of Naþ reabsorption
and the relation to amounts filtered and excreted on a
daily basis. In this example, the glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) is 180 L/day and the plasma Naþ concen-
tration is 139 mmol/L. This gives a daily rate of Naþ

filtration of (139x180)= 25,000 mmol/day. To maintain
Naþ balance, the kidney must excrete only as much Naþ

as ingested, or 150 to 250 mmol/day. Thus the amount
of Naþ excreted is ranges at most from 0.01–5% of the
filtered load, meaning that 95–99.99% is reabsorbed.
With normal dietary intake of Naþ, the reabsorption

Clinical Note

Edema with Normal or Low ECF Volume

In certain settings such as hypoalbuminemia due
to liver disease or in the nephrotic syndrome
(see Chapter 24 Clinical Note), abundant
evidence may point to generalized edema with-
out venous distension. To explain this apparent
contradiction, it is important to remember that
the ECF encompasses both the interstitial fluid
and the blood plasma, and that the Starling
forces across the capillary walls determine the
distribution of fluid between these two compart-
ments. When the plasma albumin concentration
and thus the plasma colloid osmotic pressure is
decreased by liver disease or renal losses, a
shift can be seen in ECF from the vascular to
the interstitial compartment. Edema reflects the
increased interstitial fluid volume, whereas the
vascular volume is diminished. The same shift of

fluid out of the vascular compartment into the
interstitial compartment also occurs in burn
patients. In these patients, the permeability of
the capillaries in the traumatized tissue is
increased, causing loss of plasma proteins
together with fluid to the interstitial space. In
each of these settings, the loss of fluid from the
vascular compartment causes extracellular
volume receptors to respond as if total extra-
cellular volume were decreased, resulting in the
retention of Naþ and water and a further
expansion of ECF volume in an attempt to
restore plasma volume. However, as will be
discussed in the next Clinical Note, salt and
water retention are also driven by other mecha-
nisms in disease states such as these and can
persist even when both the plasma and inter-
stitial fluid compartments are expanded.

FIGURE 1 Location and amount of Naþ reabsorption along the nephron. More than 99% of the filtered

Naþ is normally reabsorbed and returned to the plasma. Note: For Naþ, 1 mmol is equal to 1 mEq.
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of Naþ must be finely regulated in the range of
99–99.99%. The processes involved in this delicate
balancing process are considered in the subsequent
sections of this chapter.

The Naþ concentration in the urine reveals little
about the rate of Naþ excretion. As for any solute, the
rate of excretion is equal to the product of the urine flow
rate and the solute concentration, UF 
 UNa. Conse-
quently, theNaþ concentration in the urinewill dependon
the urine osmolality and can vary from 5–200 mmol/L,
depending on the rate of Naþ excretion relative to water
excretion.

When considered on a day-to-day basis, the renal
Naþ excretory system responds relatively slowly to
changes in Naþ input in the diet. This is illustrated in
Fig. 2, which shows the responses of urinary Naþ output
and body weight to changes in the dietary intake of
Naþ. The human subject for whom the data are given in
Fig. 2 has been ingesting an extremely low Naþ diet of
about 15 mmol/day. If that rate of Naþ intake is
abruptly increased 10-fold to 150 mmol/day, Naþ

excretion also begins to rise, but not as rapidly as the
sudden increase in Naþ intake. Because Naþ excretion
does not rise as rapidly as Naþ intake, a transient period
of positive sodium balance results. In other words, the
total amount of Naþ in the body increases until a new
steady state is established in which Naþ output is equal
to Naþ input. As a consequence of the positive Naþ

balance, this subject experienced an increase in ECF

volume manifested by an increase in body weight. When
the Naþ intake rate is abruptly returned to 15 mmol/
day, Naþ output remains temporarily higher than Naþ

intake until a new steady state is established. During this
transient period, Naþ excretion by the kidneys exceeds
Naþ intake, resulting in a negative Naþ balance and a
loss of ECF volume that is manifested by a decrease in
body weight. Just the opposite happens with the
decrease in daily Naþ intake from the normal level of
150–250 mmol/day. There is a transient period of Naþ

loss resulting in a contracted ECF volume and decreased
body weight. This is reversed when Naþ intake is
returned to normal.

The slower response of the Naþ excretory system can
be contrasted with the relatively rapid response of the
thirst and the vasopressin mechanisms to changes in
plasma osmolality. As discussed in Chapter 28, an
increase in water intake is rapidly followed by a diuresis
that results in excretion of the excess water in 1–2 hr. In
contrast, if one ingests or infuses the equivalent of 1 L of
isotonic saline, it takes the body about 2–4 days to
excrete this excess load of both salt and water. Because
of this slower response of the Naþ regulatory mecha-
nism, the regular daily intake of Naþ can be an
important determinant of the basal ECF volume.
Individuals who by habit have a higher daily Naþ

intake may have a slightly expanded ECF volume,
whereas those individuals on a low-salt diet have a lower
ECF volume in proportion to their body size.

Because plasma volume is proportional to ECF
volume and is an important determinant of the mean
circulatory filling pressure, ECF volume plays a role in
the maintenance of a normal blood pressure. A higher
dietary Naþ intake disposes the individual to a higher
ECF volume and a higher blood pressure, whereas a
lower Naþ intake is associated with a decreased ECF
volume and a lower blood pressure. Many individuals
maintain a relatively constant blood pressure despite
wide variations in daily Naþ intake. On the other hand,
other individuals seem to be quite sensitive to changes in
Naþ intake. Some patients with hypertension respond
with a fall in blood pressure when they are placed on a
low-salt diet with no drug therapy. Others may show a
fall in blood pressure only when salt restriction is
combined with diuretics. Individuals such as these are
referred to as salt-sensitive hypertensive patients, and
their hypertension can sometimes be controlled with
Naþ restriction and diuretics. It would appear that these
individuals have a greater propensity to retain Naþ in
the presence of a high Naþ intake and, thus, expand
their ECF volume and raise their basal blood pressure.
Alternatively, in a salt-sensitive hypertensive patient the
elevated blood pressure may be necessary to produce
sufficient Naþ excretion via pressure natriuresis to

(mmol)

FIGURE 2 Change in total body output of Naþ when Naþ intake is

suddenly increased and then decreased. Note that the changes in

output always lag behind the changes in intake, causing a net

accumulation or loss of Naþ during a transient period. The increase

in ECF volume is indicated by the increase in body weight with

increased intake and by the decrease in the body weight with decreased

intake. (Modified from Reineck HJ, Stein JH. Sodium metabolism. In

Maxwell MH, Kleeman CR, Narins RG, eds. Clinical disorders of fluid

and electrolyte metabolism, 4th ed. New York: McGraw-Hill, 1987,

pp 33–59.)
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maintain body Naþ balance (see later discussion).
Therefore, daily Naþ intake and the efficiency with
which the kidney excretes Naþ are important determi-
nants of total ECF volume and blood pressure.

The next sections consider how Naþ excretion by the
kidneys is regulated in response to changes in dietary
intake. To understand this feedback regulation of body
Naþ content, it is necessary to identify the receptors
that sense changes in ECF volume, the effectors that
mediate changes in Naþ reabsorption by the kidney, and
the final effects on different nephron segments that
reabsorb Naþ.

SENSING OF EXTRACELLULAR FLUID VOLUME

The large veins and atria possess receptors that sense
relative vascular filling and, thus, plasma volume. These
receptors are neural stretch receptors that increase their
rate of firing as the wall of the vessel is expanded in
much the same way as the stretch receptors of the
carotid sinus (see Chapter 15). The venous stretch
receptors are probably the volume receptors that
modulate vasopressin release from the posterior pitui-
tary and that can override the normal signals of plasma
osmolality in regulating vasopressin release. As
discussed later, the atria can also release a peptide
(atrial natriuretic peptide) that may regulate renal Naþ

excretion directly.
Distension of the large veins in the thorax or

distension of the atria results in a relatively rapid
response of natriuresis and diuresis. Arterial barorecep-
tors also seem to be important in regulating this
response. It is likely that there are arterial stretch
receptors similar to those located in the carotid sinus
that respond to an increase in arterial blood pressure or
pulse pressure with an increase in firing. With decreased
stretch of these receptors, which would occur with a
falling cardiac output or a diminished plasma volume,
the renal excretion of Naþ and water falls rapidly. The
afferent neural arcs that carry the information from
stretch receptors in the atria and large veins run
primarily with parasympathetic fibers in the vagus
nerve. These fibers impinge on the central nervous
system in a variety of different centers that may be
associated with the regulation of vasopressin secretion,
sympathetic firing to the kidneys, and cardiovascular
centers among others.

What factors normally stimulate these volume recep-
tors? First, an actual decrease in extracellular volume
due to dehydration leads to a decrease in plasma volume
with a fall in central venous pressure and atrial filling by
venous return. This decreases stretch in the walls of both
the venous and arterial volume receptors, eventually

leading to an appropriate retention of Naþ. Second,
there could be a decrease in plasma volume with a
normal or increased ECF volume (see Clinical Note on
edema earlier in this chapter). The decreases in venous
and arterial filling lead to retention of Naþ by the
kidneys. Finally, under conditions of normal or expan-
ded ECF volume when cardiac output is decreased or
effective perfusion of the tissues is decreased because of
heart failure, there is a strong stimulus for Naþ retention
despite the expanded ECF volume. Thus, for example,
heart failure is often accompanied by extracellular
volume expansion, resulting in a progression from
peripheral edema to pulmonary edema and eventual
decompensation of cardiac contraction due to excessive
ventricular filling. This general condition is referred to
as functional hypovolemia (see following Clinical
Note)—the body is reacting to the poor tissue perfusion
as if it were due to a low circulating blood volume,
whereas the blood volume may, in fact, be dangerously
expanded.

In the remainder of the chapter, the emphasis is on
how these signals indicating a change in ECF volume
result in changes in the rate of Naþ excretion by the
kidney. This is obviously one of the most important
functions of the kidney, and it is vital to the main-
tenance of normal cardiac output and blood pressure
and, thus, to survival. Multiple mechanisms regulate
Naþ reabsorption in various segments of the nephron,
but the apparent redundancy of these mechanisms may
have a survival advantage in that the failure of one will
not lead to catastrophe. Nevertheless, it is clear that a
better understanding of the interrelation among the
various mechanisms must be achieved before we can
fully understand the regulation of Naþ excretion under
normal physiologic circumstances, as well as in patho-
logic derangements that lead to such conditions as
hypertension and congestive heart failure.

THREE MECHANISMS REGULATE
Naþ EXCRETION

The regulation of Naþ excretion by the kidney is
accomplished by three basic mechanisms, each of which
is also influenced by other signaling systems. In general,
a reduction in GFR is associated with Naþ retention,
and an increase in GFR enhances Naþ excretion. The
second mechanism, aldosterone, controls Naþ reabsorp-
tion in the CNT and principal cells of the connecting
tubule and the collecting duct, i.e., the aldosterone-
responsive distal nephron (ARDN). The third mechan-
ism also depends primarily on changing the rate of Naþ

reabsorption by the nephron through the effects of
natriuretic hormones on transport.
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Changes in Glomerular Filtration Rate

Changes in the GFR result in a proportional change in
the filtered load of Naþ. Normally, renal blood flow
(RBF) and GFR are maintained relatively constant by
autoregulation and by the tubuloglomerular feedback
mechanism. However, as discussed in Chapter 24, renal
blood flow and GFR can be reduced by increased
sympathetic nerve input to the kidney, circulating
catecholamines, and angiotensin II. It is important to
recognize that small changes in GFR that would not
normally be detectable can result in marked changes in
the rate of Naþ excretion.

When GFR changes, the proximal tubule reabsorbs
a constant fraction of the filtered load of salt and
water. In other words, the rate of proximal tubule salt
and water reabsorption increases with increasing GFR
so that the fraction of the filtered load that is
reabsorbed remains constant. This response is referred

to as glomerulotubular balance (GT balance). Under
normal conditions, 60–66% of the filtered load of Naþ

is reabsorbed in the proximal tubule. However, we
need to consider the rate at which salt and water are
passed on to the loop of Henle and distal nephron
when the GFR changes. Because the proximal tubule
acts like a mass reabsorber that adjusts its rate of
reabsorption to match the rate of filtration, it delivers
a constant fraction of the filtered Naþ to the loop of
Henle. However, the absolute amount of this filtered
salt and water that leaves the proximal tubule increases
as the filtered amount increases. Considering Fig. 1, let
us assume that the GFR increases by 10%. This would
increase the filtered load of Naþ from 25,000 to 27,500
mmol/day. The proximal tubule would increase its rate
of reabsorption so that a constant fraction of about
64% would be reabsorbed. Thus, reabsorption
would increase from 16,000 to 17,600 mmol/day.
However, this would leave an unreabsorbed Naþ flow

Clinical Note

Functional Hypovolemia

Congestive heart failure, liver disease with ascites
(ECF accumulation in the peritoneal cavity), and
the nephrotic syndrome are all characterized by
avid renal retention of NaCl and water despite the
presence of often-dramatic edema. The preced-
ing Clinical Note presented situations in which
edema could be present but in which the plasma
volume is diminished. In these situations,
decreased vascular filling is an appropriate signal
for salt and water retention. However, in the three
conditions considered here, most typically both
the interstitial and vascular components of the
ECF volume are increased as evidenced by edema
and venous congestion (neck vein distension,
increased central venous pressure).

In congestive heart failure, the underlying
problem is usually a reduced cardiac output that
provides inadequate perfusion of the tissues,
including the kidneys. However, heart failure can
also occur in a situation of normal or increased
cardiac output due to an arteriovenous (AV)
anastomosis such as a fistula, in which case
most of the cardiac output is shunted to the
venous side without perfusing the organs.

In liver disease, AV anastomoses are also the
primary cause of poor tissue perfusion. These
anastomoses occur in the liver, possibly because of
hypertension in the portal circulation, but they also

occur for unknown reasons in the skin and other
organs. In the skin, the anastomoses form spider-
like angiomas characteristic of liver disease. The
hypoproteinemia of liver disease can contribute to
the edema as a result of the decreased colloid
osmotic pressure of the plasma as discussed in the
earlier Clinical Note on edema, but this effect is
neutralized by increasing tissue hydrostatic pres-
sure as the tissues are distended by edema.

In the nephrotic syndrome, NaCl and water
retention appear to be an intrinsic response of the
kidney to the disease process and directly result in
the expansion of ECF volume and edema. Again
one might reason that the edema occurs as a
consequence of the loss of plasma proteins in the
urine, but it is found that if steroid administration is
effective in countering the autoimmune response,
salt and water excretion increase dramatically
before plasma proteins are restored.

In each of the three diseases, the characteristic
sign is the presence of low urine Naþ concentra-
tion (<25 mmol/L) in a hypertonic urine, together
with marked edema. In each situation, the
mechanisms regulating Naþ and water excretion
are responding as if the patient were volume
depleted (both Naþ and water are being retained)
despite the edema and vascular congestion. For
this reason they are referred to collectively as
examples of functional hypovolemia.
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of (27,500 � 17,600) = 9900 mmol/day that would be
passed on to the loop of Henle. Thus, despite the
increased Naþ reabsorption by the proximal tubule in
response to the increased rate of filtration, a larger
amount of Naþ flows out of the proximal tubule.

The thick ascending limb of the loop of Henle
responds to the increased load by increasing its rate of
Naþ reabsorption, but it too does not completely
compensate. Consequently, increased amounts of salt
and water are passed on to the distal nephron, which
has a fixed rate of reabsorption unless this is altered by
aldosterone. Therefore, the extra amount of filtered
Naþ that is passed on to the distal nephron by a small
increase in GFR can represent a large amount of Naþ

in comparison with the usual rate of excretion of
25–250 mmol/day. For this reason, subtle changes in
GFR can produce quite marked changes in Naþ

excretion merely by delivering more Naþ to the distal
nephron. Unfortunately, it is experimentally extremely
difficult to reliably detect GFR changes of less than
10%, even though such changes could result in
significant changes in Naþ excretion. Other than the
changes with eating described next, it is thought that
the GFR is relatively constant in humans. Neverthe-
less, changes that would not normally be detectable
could regulate Naþ excretion.

GFR in humans increases with the ingestion of food,
particularly a high-protein meal. GFR increases begin
30–60 minutes after the meal and reach a peak 20–50%
above baseline within 1–2 hr. This increase in GFR can
last for 3–6 hr, depending on the rate of gastric emptying
and the size of the meal. The reason for this post-
prandial increase in GFR is not known. It could result
from the effects of intestinal hormones on the renal
circulation, the direct effect of an increased concentra-
tion of circulating amino acids, or from neurally
mediated changes in afferent and efferent arterial
resistance. Nevertheless, this increase in GFR can
produce natriuresis and diuresis.

Natriuresis and diuresis are also known to be
associated with increases in systemic blood pressure, a
phenomenon referred to as pressure natriuresis. A 50%
increase in systolic blood pressure can lead to a three- to
fivefold increase in both urine flow and Naþ excretion.
Nevertheless, as discussed in Chapter 24, GFR and RBF
are not observed to change as blood pressure rises
because of the phenomenon of autoregulation.
However, it is difficult to state with certainty that a
GFR increase could not explain the pressure natriuresis.
As noted earlier, even relatively subtle changes in the
GFR lead to substantial changes in the rate of Naþ

excretion. Alternatively, blood pressure may affect the
relative influence of other local hormones on the rate of
Naþ reabsorption in the nephron.

Renin, Angiotensin, and Aldosterone

In Chapter 27, we considered the mechanisms
involved in regulating ion transport in the connecting
tubule and the collecting duct by aldosterone. Aldoste-
rone is known to increase Naþ reabsorption by increas-
ing Naþ entry across the luminal membrane of CNT and
principal cells, by increasing the number of Naþ,Kþ-
ATPase pumps, and by increasing metabolism in these
cells. However, aldosterone normally regulates the
excretion of Naþ only in the range of 0.1–2.0% of
the filtered load. As noted in Chapter 27, even in the
complete absence of aldosterone, only about 2% of the
filtered Naþ load is excreted.

Aldosterone also has a relatively slow effect on Naþ

reabsorption by the connecting tubule and collecting
duct. It normally takes at least 2 hr to see an effect of a
change in the plasma aldosterone level, and the full effect
is not experienced for 12–24 hr. Consequently, it is
unlikely that aldosterone is involved in the rapid
regulation of Naþ excretion as occurs, for example,
when a large bolus of isotonic saline is infused intrave-
nously or after a hemorrhage. In these circumstances, the
rate of Naþ excretion is altered rapidly and dramatically
with immediate effects that cannot be attributed to
aldosterone. Thus, it appears that aldosterone is more
important in regulating the day-to-day excretion of Naþ

to match variations in Naþ intake in the diet.
In Chapter 27, the various stimuli that increase

aldosterone secretion by the adrenal cortex were
presented in Table 1. Which of these factors would be
involved in increasing aldosterone production in the face
of a falling extracellular volume? As discussed earlier, a
decrease in ECF volume is not usually accompanied by
a change in either the plasma Naþ or Kþ concentration
because the vasopressin mechanism maintains a
constant plasma osmolality and, thus, constant concen-
trations of the constituent solutes. In most cases of
clinical importance, changes in aldosterone secretion by
the adrenal cortex are produced by changes in the
circulating angiotensin II levels.

Figure 3 shows the feedback mechanism that regulates
renin secretion by the juxtaglomerular (JG) cells in the
afferent arterioles, as discussed previously in Chapter 24.
Renin secretion by the JG cells is increased by a variety of
factors, but the common denominator for all of them is
decreased vascular volume, blood pressure, or poor
tissue perfusion (e.g., functional hypovolemia). As
expected, this feedback mechanism responds to a
decrease in ECF volume by decreasing renal Naþ and
water excretion. Conversely, expansion of ECF volume
diminishes renin secretion. The increased plasma angio-
tensin II that is produced by renin secretion increases
Naþ reabsorption in both the proximal and distal
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segments of the nephron. In the proximal tubule,
angiotensin acts directly to augment the activity of the
Naþ-Hþ exchanger. Angiotensin II indirectly stimulates
Naþ reabsorption in the CNT and principal cells of the
ARDN by stimulating zona glomerulus cells in the
adrenal cortex to secrete aldosterone. As discussed in
Chapter 24, angiotensin II also decreases RBF andGFR,
which, in turn, decrease Naþ and water excretion for the
reasons discussed earlier. Finally, angiotensin II also acts
in the central nervous system to stimulate thirst.

Table 1 presents some of the most important factors
that augment or diminish renin release as shown in Fig. 3.
JG cells in the afferent arterioles function as stretch
receptors and their intracellular Ca2þ concentration
rises with increased wall stretch. When blood pressure
falls, therefore, the intracellular Ca2þ concentration in
the JG cells falls, resulting in increased renin secretion.
Although renin secretion is the expected response to a
decrease in blood pressure, the intracellular signaling
system is unique because in most other secretory
cells (e.g., the vasopressin secreting cells in the pos-
terior pituitary) secretion is stimulated by a rise in
intracellular Ca2þ.

Decreased blood pressure and decreased vascular
volume are sensed systemically by arterial baroreceptors
and venous stretch receptors. Through central nervous
system reflex mechanisms, the decreased blood pressure
results in increased renal nerve activity resulting in �-
adrenergic stimulation of the JG cells. �-Adrenoceptor
stimulation increases cAMP levels in the JG cells, which
also augments renin release. The JG cells also have �-

adrenergic receptors, and �2-adrenergic agonists inhibit
intracellular cAMP production and thus renin release.

Renin release by JG cells also responds to changes in
NaCl delivery to the macula densa such that decreased
NaCl delivery stimulates renin release and vice versa. As
discussed in Chapter 24, the effect of NaCl delivery to the
distal nephron on renin release is confusing in the context
of the tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism. This
feedback involves an increase in single nephron GFR in
response to decreased NaCl delivery to the macula densa,
which is opposite to what one would expect if angio-
tensin II levels were raised by renin secretion. However, it
is important to recognize that angiotensin II is not the
mediator of the tubuloglomerular feedback mechanism.
Furthermore, tubuloglomerular feedback operates on a
local level to control the single nephron GFR, whereas
the change in plasma renin levels in response to changes
in NaCl and water flow to the macula densa occur as a
generalized phenomenon in all nephrons. Although the
macula densa cells are in proximity to the JG cells, no
direct anatomic connection exists between the two.
Recent evidence indicates that macula densa cells release
ATP and/or adenosine, which stimulates JG cells to
increase renin secretion as shown in Fig. 3.

The renin-angiotensin-aldosterone system is an
important target of emerging drug therapy for hyper-
tension because of its central role in the regulation of
ECF volume. These drugs include inhibitors of the
enzyme that converts angiotensin I to angiotensin II—so-
called ACE inhibitors, as well as angiotensin II receptor
blockers. Because there are at least two angiotensin II

TABLE 1 Factors That Alter Renin Release from Juxtaglomerular Cells

Mechanism

Factors promoting renin release

# BP Intrinsic renal baroreceptor function of JG cells in afferent arteriole

# Blood volume or# ECF volume Systemic baroreceptors and venous stretch receptors, via renal efferent nerves and

�-adrenergic effect of circulating catecholamines on JG cells to increase intracellular cAMP

‘‘Functional hypovolemia’’ (edematous

states: congestive heart failure, nephrotic

syndrome, cirrhosis of the liver)

Above mechanisms augmented by decreased renal blood flow, and generalized

poor tissue perfusion

PGE2 and PGI2 Released by the kidney and act locally as paracrine and autocrine regulators of JG cells

# NaCl delivery to the loop of Henle and

distal nephron

Macula densa cells sense decrease NaCl delivery; release ATP and/or adenosine

to signal JG cells to release renin

Factors inhibiting renin release

" BP Direct effect on JG cells in afferent arteriole to decrease renin release

" Blood volume or" ECF

volume (even without " BP)

Decreased firing by systemic volume receptors such as stretch receptors

in the veins and atria of the heart

Atrial natriuretic peptide (ANP; see next

section of text)

Circulating hormone from the atria of the heart directly inhibits renin release by JG cells

Cyclooxygenase inhibitors (NSAIDs) # Renal prostaglandin production, especially important in the setting of ECF

volume depletion, stress, or trauma

" NaCl delivery to the loop of Henle and

distal nephron

Macula densa cells sense increased NaCl delivery and decrease ATP and/or adenosine

release diminishing signal to JG cells

�2-Adrenergic agonists Direct effect on JG cells to # cAMP
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receptor isoforms, drug development is focusing on
specific receptor blockers that may differentiate, for
example, between vascular and adrenal cortical angio-
tensin II receptors.

Natriuretic Hormones

The idea that there might be a circulating natriuretic
hormone came from classical animal experiments in
which both the GFR and plasma aldosterone

concentration were kept constant during the infusion of
isotonic saline. Despite the absence of changes in GFR or
aldosterone levels, the infusion resulted in a natriuresis.
In parallel experiments, it was found that a small volume
of plasma from a volume-expanded animal produced
natriuresis in a second animal that had not been volume
expanded and in which GFR and aldosterone were held
constant. Thus, it was proposed that a third factor (i.e., in
addition to changes in GFR and aldosterone) must be
involved in the regulation of Naþ excretion—a natriure-
tic hormone that was released in response to volume
expansion and caused decreased reabsorption of salt and
water. It now appears that there are two classes of
natriuretic factors, peptide hormones and ouabain-like
factors.

After two decades of trial and error, evidence for the
first natriuretic factor, which was called atrial natriure-
tic peptide (ANP), was published in 1980. It was
subsequently found that the circulating form of ANP is
a 28-amino-acid peptide with a molecular weight of
about 3000 Da, and radioimmunoassays indicate a
normal circulating concentration in the human of 3–5
pM. ANP is stored in granules in the myocytes of the
left and right atria and is released in response to
increased atrial filling, which occurs with extracellular
volume expansion. Similar peptides are also produced
by the brain, the heart, and the kidney, the latter being
called urodilatin. When ANP is given in pharmacologic
doses, rapid and marked natriuresis is observed, but
the physiologic role of ANP has been questioned. It
appears that physiologic concentrations of ANP can
produce a natriuresis only in the presence of true ECF
volume expansion, and then produce only a three- to
fivefold increase in Naþ excretion. Furthermore, the
permissive volume expansion must be sufficient to
elevate the blood pressure and/or renal blood flow.
It is for this reason that ANP is ineffective in
counteracting the volume expansion in functional
hypovolemia.

The effects of ANP on the kidney are due to a small
increase in GFR that, for the reasons discussed earlier,
would automatically increase Naþ excretion and inhibit
Naþ reabsorption in the inner medullary collecting duct.
The increase in GFR may be due to a slight increase in
the ultrafiltration coefficient (Kf), accompanied by an
increase in efferent arteriolar resistance with or without
an increase in afferent arteriolar resistance. Receptors
for ANP are also present in many areas of the brain, and
they may have other effects through neural efferent arcs.
ANP also causes a decrease in renin release, which
promotes natriuresis.

There appears to be a second type of natriuretic
factor that is biochemically almost identical to
ouabain, which is a member of the class of drugs

FIGURE 3 Renin secretion and the regulation of ECF volume and

blood pressure. Renin is secreted by JG cells in the afferent arteriole in

response to reductions in blood pressure, ECF volume, and GFR.

Blood pressure is sensed directly by stretch receptors in the afferent

arteriole. Decreased stretch results in a fall in intracellular Ca2þ and

increased renin release. Renin secretion is also activated by increases in

cAMP produced by increased sympathetic nerve input and circulating

catecholamines, and by ATP and/or adenosine from macula densa

cells. Elevated plasma angiotensin II produced by the release of renin

acts to restore ECF volume and blood pressure by increasing Naþ

reabsorption through two mechanisms. Angiotensin II has a direct

effect on proximal tubular cells to increase Naþ reabsorption and

stimulates the release of aldosterone from the adrenal cortex, which in

turn increases Naþ reabsorption by the aldosterone-responsive distal

nephron.
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referred to as cardiac glycosides. There is evidence that
this ouabain-like factor (OLF) is synthesized and
released by the brain and/or by the adrenal cortex in
response to expansion of the ECF volume. (Because the
cardiac glycosides are structurally quite similar to
steroids, the latter site seems plausible.) It is proposed
that OLF, as all cardiac glycosides, is an Naþ,Kþ-
ATPase inhibitor and thereby decreases Naþ reabsorp-
tion, possibly in all segments of the nephron.

CHANGES IN GT BALANCE

The three systemic mechanisms for regulating Naþ

excretion just discussed (changes in GFR, plasma
aldosterone levels, and circulating natriuretic factors)
may not be responsible for the rapid changes in sodium
excretion in response to sudden alterations in ECF
volume. Changes in GFR hold promise as potential
modulators of Naþ excretion, but they are extremely
difficult to demonstrate. Aldosterone appears to be an
appropriate hormone for the day-to-day regulation of
Naþ excretion over a relatively modest range, but it
cannot account for the rapid natriuresis observed with
volume expansion. ANP at physiologic concentrations
has a rather modest effect on Naþ excretion, and the
physiologic role of OLF remains to be demonstrated.

As discussed earlier, the proximal tubule normally
reabsorbs a constant fraction (60–66%) of the filtered
load of salt and water. However, this GT balance can be
disturbed dramatically under pathologic conditions. In
nephrotic syndrome or liver disease (in which large
amounts of plasma volume are lost to the interstitial
fluid), severe dehydration, or cardiac failure, the prox-
imal tubule can increase its rate of Naþ and water
reabsorption to 90% of the filtered load. On the other
hand, when the ECF volume is expanded by NaCl or
plasma infusion, the proximal tubule can decrease its
rate of Naþ and water reabsorption to <50% of the
filtered load. These changes occur rapidly and result in
dramatic changes in Naþ delivery to the distal nephron
and, thus, in dramatic changes in Naþ excretion.

The hormones known to influence proximal tubular
reabsorption are listed in Table 2. However, all of

these hormones have primary actions in other organ
systems, and their effects on proximal tubular reabsor-
ption may be relatively slow in onset and not directly
related to changes in ECF balance. The main regula-
tors of proximal tubular volume reabsorption appear
to be the renal nerves, the renin-angiotensin system,
and the Starling forces that are responsible for
the uptake of reabsorbed fluid into the peritubular
capillaries.

Renal Nerves

As discussed in Chapter 24, strong firing of the renal
sympathetic nerves produces a fall in GFR and a
corresponding decrease in Naþ excretion. However,
these levels of sympathetic firing are usually found
under relatively nonphysiologic circumstances. Thus,
this mechanism may be important in severe volume
depletion, as occurs with hemorrhage or under condi-
tions of decreased cardiac output due to heart failure.
Under these circumstances, RBF and GFR fall, result-
ing in a decrease in Naþ excretion and in expansion of
the ECF volume.

The renal nerves also have effects on renal Naþ

reabsorption. These effects are exerted directly on the
nephron rather than indirectly by changes in GFR.
Acute denervation of the kidneys results in decreased
Naþ reabsorption. On the other hand, low-level stimu-
lation of the renal nerves results in Naþ and water
retention because of increased proximal tubule reab-
sorption. Adrenergic fibers have nerve endings that
release catecholamines in the proximal tubule and
portions of the distal nephron. Norepinephrine increases
Naþ reabsorption by stimulating the Naþ-Hþ antiporter
in the proximal tubule. Thereby, even low-level sympa-
thetic stimulation decreases Naþ excretion by enhancing
its reabsorption in the proximal tubule.

As discussed earlier (see Fig. 3), sympathetic firing to
the kidney, produced, for example, by ECF volume
contraction, increases renin release from JG cells by
activating �-adrenergic receptors on these cells. The
resulting renin release, acting via angiotensin II, also
enhances aldosterone production, which increases Naþ

reabsorption by CNT and principal cells in the ARDN.
Angiotensin II also acts like norepinephrine to increase
proximal tubular Naþ reabsorption by stimulating the
Naþ-Hþ antiporter in proximal tubules.

Peritubular Factors

The rate of salt and water reabsorption by the
proximal tubule may also be affected by the efficiency
with which the reabsorbed fluid can be taken up into
peritubular capillaries. As discussed in Chapter 24, the

TABLE 2 Hormones Affecting Volume Reabsorption in the
Proximal Tubule

" Proximal volume reabsorption # Proximal volume reabsorption

Norepinephrine Parathyroid hormone (PTH)

Angiotensin II Dopamine

Thyroid hormone

Insulin

Glucagon
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uptake of fluid from the cortical interstitial space into
peritubular capillaries is favored by the Starling forces
present there. As shown in Fig. 4, normal renal
interstitial pressure is relatively high and the hydrostatic
pressure in the peritubular capillaries is low because it
has been reduced by both the afferent and efferent
arterioles. Furthermore, the colloid osmotic pressure of
the capillaries is increased because of the filtration of
fluid at the glomerulus. All of these factors produce a
net driving force that is normally quite high in favor of
absorption of fluid from the interstitium.

The peritubular capillary pressure depends on the
resistances of the afferent and efferent arterioles. When
these resistances increase, peritubular capillary pressure
decreases, enhancing uptake of fluid into the peritubular
capillaries, as shown in Fig. 4. On the other hand,
dilation of these resistance vessels leads to an increased
capillary pressure and decreased uptake.

Glomerular dynamics also influence the colloid
osmotic pressure in peritubular capillaries and, thus,
the force favoring fluid uptake. When the filtration
fraction is increased, for example, by increased GFR at
a constant renal blood flow, the increase in the filtration
fraction elevates the colloid osmotic pressure in the
peritubular capillaries, which increases their uptake of
fluid. On the other hand, when the filtration fraction is
low, peritubular colloid osmotic pressure is decreased.

The peritubular capillary and interstitial colloid
osmotic pressures and the capillary and interstitial

hydrostatic pressures are commonly referred to as
peritubular factors. As discussed in Chapter 26 (see Fig.
7 of that chapter), the net driving force for uptake into
the capillary may also change the permeability charac-
teristics of the junctional complexes between cells. When
peritubular capillary uptake is diminished, interstitial
fluid pressure may rise, which may, in turn, distort
junctions between the cells and increase the backflow of
fluid from the interstitial space to the tubular lumen. This
would decrease the net reabsorption of salt and water by
the proximal tubule. These mechanisms could be respon-
sible for the rapid natriuresis and diuresis observed when
saline solutions are administered.

Prostaglandins, Bradykinin, and Dopamine

Cells within the kidney produce prostaglandins and
bradykinin. In the plasma, bradykinin is also produced
by the action of plasma kallikrein. Increased plasma
kallikrein levels and renal kallikrein excretion is
associated with natriuresis and diuresis. Infusion of
prostaglandin E2 or I2, or of bradykinin, results in
natriuresis and diuresis. These actions of the prosta-
glandins and bradykinin appear to be due to their
hemodynamic effects. They increase RBF with a lesser
increase in the GFR. Thus, the filtration fraction falls
and a lower colloid osmotic pressure favoring fluid
uptake into the peritubular capillaries could lead to
natriuresis and diuresis by the mechanisms discussed.

FIGURE 4 Effect of afferent and efferent arteriolar resistances on the Starling forces for fluid

uptake in peritubular capillaries. With normal afferent and efferent arteriolar resistances (left

panel), approximately 20% of the renal plasma flow is filtered at the glomerulus. The ultrafiltration

of the protein-free fluid raises the average colloid osmotic pressure (COP) of the plasma and the

peritubular capillaries. The resistance afforded by the two arterioles in series produces a lower

hydrostatic pressure (P) in the peritubular capillaries. Both the increased colloid osmotic pressure

and decreased hydrostatic pressure favor absorption of fluid from interstitial fluid space. With

increasing afferent and efferent arteriolar resistances (right panel), total renal blood flow is reduced.

A higher filtration fraction results in a higher average colloid osmotic pressure in the peritubular

capillaries. Because of the higher resistances of the arterioles, hydrostatic pressure in the

peritubular capillaries is reduced. The greater increase in colloid osmotic pressure and the greater

decrease in hydrostatic pressure produce an increased driving force for fluid absorption.
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Dopamine is synthesized in the kidney and has local
actions that are mediated by receptors in both the
proximal tubule and the distal nephron. Dopamine
synthesis and excretion is elevated in natriuresis, and
dopamine infusion causes natriuresis and diuresis.
Dopamine has been found to inhibit Naþ reabsorption
by both the proximal tubule and the collecting duct, and
it inhibits the action of vasopressin in the collecting
duct. Dopamine is sometimes used clinically in conjunc-
tion with diuretics to treat edema.

INTEGRATED CONTROL OF Naþ

EXCRETION: A SUMMARY

As noted in the introduction, the factors that regulate
Naþ excretion are multiple and overlapping. It is easy,
therefore, to lose track of the primary feedback mecha-
nisms that preserve Naþ balance on a day-to-day basis.
Figures 5 and 6 summarize the interactions of these
mechanisms that regulate Naþ excretion and thus
extracellular volume, in hypovolemia and hypervolemia,
respectively.

As shown in Fig. 5, the effects of hypovolemia can be
produced either by a true deficit in ECF volume or in
response to a perceived deficit in ECF volume resulting
from low cardiac output, poor tissue perfusion, or renal
disease, that is, functional hypovolemia. The primary

response to hypovolemia is the systemic release of the
three hypovolemic hormones: vasopressin, renin, and
norepinephrine. Angiotensin II generation in response
to renin has three effects that decrease Naþ excretion. It
acts directly on proximal tubule cells to increase Naþ

reabsorption. Angiotensin II also increases the secretion
of aldosterone, which in turn increases Naþ reabsorp-
tion by CNT and principal cells in the ARDN. Finally,
angiotensin II also decreases the GFR, which, by
decreasing Naþ and water delivery to the loop of
Henle, decreases Naþ excretion.

Norepinephrine released by nerve endings and
epinephrine, which is released by the adrenal medulla
as a stress hormone in response to volume contraction,
have two primary effects to conserve Naþ. They
decrease the GFR by their action on the afferent and
efferent arterioles, and they directly stimulate Naþ

reabsorption by the proximal tubule. As discussed in
the previous chapter, a reduction of the ECF volume by
5% or more produces high plasma vasopressin levels
regardless of the plasma osmolality, and the resulting
water retention can lead to hyponatremia. Vasopressin
also acts directly on the CNT and principal cells of the
ARDN to increase Naþ reabsorption.

In hypervolemia (Fig. 6), the release of the three
hypovolemia hormones is suppressed. Natriuretic
hormones such as ANP and possibly OLF are released,
and they increase GFR while inhibiting Naþ reabsorp-
tion. Volume expansion may also be accompanied by

FIGURE 5 Primary mechanisms that conserve Naþ and ECF

volume in true or functional hypovolemia.

FIGURE 6 Primary mechanisms that enhance Naþ and water

excretion in hypervolemia.
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dilution of plasma proteins, resulting in a fall of the
plasma colloid osmotic pressure. There is also an
increase in renal interstitial fluid pressure. Both of the
latter effects diminish the net uptake of fluid into the
peritubular capillaries and thus decrease Naþ and water
reabsorption by the proximal tubule.
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KEY POINTS
� Relatively small changes in plasma concentra-

tions of K+, Ca2+, and Mg2+ can have
important effects on neuromuscular excitability
and cardiac rhythm. Balance of these cations is
maintained largely by regulation of their excre-
tion in the urine.

� Most of the K+ in the body is present in cells,
so the only ~2% of the total body K+ is located
in the extracellular fluid compartment. Thus,
the balance between the uptake of K+ into cells
and its loss from cells is the most important
determinant of acute changes in the plasma K+

concentration.
� Changes in intracellular K+ generally parallel

changes in extracellular K+. Thus, the transfer
of K+ into or out of cells helps to buffer the
effects of K+ intake or loss on the plasma K+

concentration.
� Alkalemia, �-adrenergic agonists, insulin, and

aldosterone enhance K+ uptake into cells. K+ is
lost from cells in response to acidemia,
hyperosmotic states, �-adrenergic agonists,

and with exercise. Cell damage can cause the
release of large amounts of K+ from cells.

� K+ is reabsorbed passively in the proximal
tubule, and is reabsorbed passively and actively
in the loop of Henle. The regulation of K+

secretion that occurs in the connecting tubule
and collecting duct, i.e., the aldosterone-
responsive distal nephron (ARDN), determines
the rate of urinary K+ excretion.

� More than 99% of the total body Ca2+ is in
bone and this portion does not exchange
readily with free Ca2+ in the extracellular fluid.

� Calcium is reabsorbed passively in the proximal
tubule at a rate that follows closely the rates of
Na+ and water reabsorption. Ca2+ reabsorp-
tion in the loop of Henle occurs primarily in the
ascending limb by passive diffusion via the
paracellular pathway, and it is driven by a
favorable concentration gradient and the
lumen-positive voltage.

� Calciumisactively reabsorbedviaCa2+-selective
channels in CNT cells in the connecting tubule,
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Kþ, Ca2þ, and Mg2þ constitute the majority of the
cations in the body. As is the case for Naþ, homeostasis
for each of these cations is maintained largely by
regulation of its rate of renal excretion. Disturbances in
the total body content and plasma concentrations of any
of these cations can produce a wide variety of clinical
manifestations. Of particular importance is the effect of
the plasma concentration of these cations on neuromus-
cular excitability and cardiac rhythm. In general, an
increase in the plasma Kþ concentration, or a decrease in
the plasma Ca2þ or Mg2þ concentration, causes neuro-
muscular hyperexcitability. Some extreme examples are
the potentially fatal cardiac arrhythmias produced by
hyperkalemia and the tetany observed with severe hypo-
calcemia (low plasma Ca2þ concentration). Conversely,
hypokalemia, hypercalcemia, or hypermagnesemia are
associated with depression of neuromuscular excitability.

Much is known about the normal regulation of Kþ

balance by the kidney and about hormones that regulate
the distribution ofKþbetween the intra- and extracellular
compartments. Most of the body stores of Kþ are
intracellular, and total body Kþ is an important determi-
nant of normal cell volume and composition. Potassium
deficiency is associated with muscle wasting, weakness,
fatigue, and, in children, with a general failure to thrive.

Only in the past few years have researchers identified
the most important transport mechanisms for Ca2þ and
Mg2þ reabsorption and their regulation. Normal body
stores of Ca2þ andMg2þ are, of course, essential for bone
development, and Mg2þ is an important cofactor for
many enzyme systems, including mitochondrial adeno-
sine triphosphatase (ATPase) and other transport
ATPases.

POTASSIUM BALANCE

The extracellular fluid (ECF) Kþ concentration is
normally 3.5–5.0 mmol/L, and deviations outside these

limits are associated with the changes in neuromuscular
excitability just noted. However, when these changes
occur over a relatively longer time, greater deviations
may be tolerated. As illustrated in Fig. 1, more than
98% of the total body store of Kþ (about 3700 mmol for
a 70-kg human) is located inside cells, and the ECF
contains only �65 mmol. Thus, the typical daily intake
and output of Kþ, 50–150 mmol, exceeds the total
amount in the extracellular compartment. The intake of
Kþ is almost as high as that of Naþ because it is present
in large amounts in the plant and animal cells in the diet.

KEY POINTS (continued )
and this reabsorptive process is stimulated
by PTH and 1,25-dihydroxy-cholecalciferol
[1,25(OH)2D3].

� To maintain Mg2+ balance, the kidneys must
excrete daily the amount of Mg2+ absorbed by
the intestines, which is about 120 mg. This
amount is ~5% of the filtered load of Mg2+, so
substantial reabsorption of Mg2+ must occur.

� Because of its low Mg2+ permeability, the
proximal tubule reabsorbs less than 20% of
the filtered load of Mg2+.

� More than 60% of the filtered Mg2+ is
reabsorbed in the loop of Henle, primarily in
the thick ascending limb by paracellular diffu-
sion that is facilitated by paracellin-1 in the
junctional complexes.

Muscle
cells
3,000

mmoles

 ˚ Liver
cells
200

mmoles

Red blood
cells
235

mmoles

ECF
65

mmoles

FIGURE 1 Distribution of Kþ between the intracellular and

extracellular (ECF) fluid compartments. Only �2% of the total

body Kþ is present in the ECF, with most of the remainder in

intracellular fluid, here represented by three of the largest cellular

compartments and the approximate millimoles of Kþ in each. The

distribution represents a balance between active uptake into cells by

the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase and the passive leak of Kþ out of cells. This

balance is influenced by the Kþ concentration of the ECF as well as by

the factors listed above and below the two arrows. A typical daily Kþ

intake of 100 mmol is greater than the total amount of ECF Kþ and is

matched by the sum of a small excretion in the stool and the regulated

excretion of Kþ by the kidneys. (Values of Kþ content and portions of

figure adapted from Giebisch G, Malnic G, Berliner RW. Control of

renal potassium excretion. In Brenner MB, ed. The kidney, 5th ed.

Philadelphia: WB Saunders, 1996.)
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A small amount of this ingested Kþ is excreted in the
feces, and the reabsorption of Kþ from the gastroin-
testinal tract is regulated in response to some of the
same stimuli that affect the kidney. The colon responds
to aldosterone with an increase in Kþ secretion and
elimination in the feces; however, the regulation of
colonic Kþ transport is not as important for Kþ balance
as the renal transport, nor is it as precise.

Distribution of Kþ between Intracellular and

Extracellular Fluids

The distribution of Kþ between the intracellular and
extracellular fluid compartments is determined by the
balance of bidirectional Kþ fluxes into and out of cells.
Uptake of Kþ into cells is dependent on the activity of
Naþ,Kþ-ATPase, whereas efflux from cells is passive and
depends on the number and type of Kþ channels in
various cells. Figure 1 illustrates its importance in
maintaining the critical extracellular Kþ concentration.
Because the intake of Kþ in 1 day is more than the total
content of the ECF compartment, the amount of Kþ in
even a single meal could cause lethal hyperkalemia. To be
sure the kidneys respond by increasing Kþ secretion after
an increase in intake, but the response is relatively slow,
requiring several hours. In the interim, the intracellular
compartment forms an important buffer to prevent large
changes in ECF Kþ concentration. As ECF Kþ rises, its
uptake into cells increases, and when ECF Kþ falls it
shifts out of cells. The mechanisms responsible for these
movements are both passive and active. Kþ diffuses into
or out of cells through ion channels in accordance with its
electrochemical potential gradient, which is directly
related to the ECF Kþ concentration. The Naþ,Kþ-
ATPase, which actively transports Kþ into cells, is
stimulated by an elevation and inhibited by a decrease in
the extracellular Kþ concentration.

Changes in acid–base status are also important
determinants of Kþ distribution, as is also discussed in
Chapter 31. In acidemia (low plasma pH), the resulting
rise in intracellular Hþ concentration titrates some of
the anionic intracellular proteins and organic phos-
phates. The resulting fall in fixed anionic charge in the
cells obligates less Kþ to remain in the cells for
electroneutrality, and it is lost to the ECF. Conversely,
the shift of Hþ out of cells in alkalemia produces a
corresponding shift of Kþ into cells. Plasma hyperos-
molality also causes a shift of Kþ out of cells when
transporters that allow KCl to diffuse out of cells are
activated to mitigate cell shrinkage.

As shown in Fig. 1, insulin and �-adrenergic agonists
are also important agents that shift Kþ into cells and
produce a fall in ECF Kþ. Independent of its effect on
glucose entry into cells, insulin increases the activity of

Naþ,Kþ-ATPase, which is also stimulated by �-
adrenergic agonists (such as propranolol) acting
primarily through �2 receptors. On the other hand, �-
adrenergic agonists (such as phenylephrine) inhibit
Naþ,Kþ-ATPase and cause a rise in ECF Kþ. Aldoste-
rone acts on Kþ transport in epithelia besides the
kidney, including the colon and sweat and salivary
glands, but there is some controversial evidence that it
also causes a Kþ shift into other cells.

Exercise can also cause Kþ loss from cells and
hyperkalemia. Kþ is lost from muscle cells during the
action potentials producing muscle contraction, but
most of this Kþ enters the T-tubules in the muscle and is
reaccumulated by the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase. However, with
strenuous exercise a significant loss of muscle Kþ to the
circulation occurs, which can lead to increased urinary
excretion. In marathon runners, for example, plasma
Kþ concentrations as high as 10 mmol/L have been
recorded immediately after a race. The urinary loss of
Kþ that results from its increased filtration at the high
plasma concentration, together with the Kþ lost in the
sweat, can produce a significant decrease in total body
Kþ. When the exercise is stopped and cells reaccumulate
Kþ, the hyperkalemia quickly changes to an often severe
hypokalemia, which contributes to the weakness and
dizziness the marathon runner experiences at the end
of a race.

Mechanisms of Renal Kþ Transport

Figure 2 shows schematically those regions of the
nephron that transport Kþ and the relative amounts
handled by each. At a plasma concentration of 4 mmol/
L and a glomerular filtration of 180 L/day, about 720
mmol/day are filtered at the glomerulus. Of this, about
7–20% is finally excreted. Kþ excretion is generally not
regulated by changes in the glomerular filtration rate
(GFR); however, when the GFR is significantly reduced
(as in renal disease), hyperkalemia often develops due to
the inability to filter Kþ at rates sufficient to match a
daily intake at the higher end of the normal range.

Although the rate of Kþ excretion is typically 50–150
mmol/day as shown in Fig. 2, the rate can vary
considerably in response to dietary intake. With very
low Kþ intake, the kidney can respond by excreting
extremely small amounts of Kþ. On the other hand, with
excessive Kþ intake, the amount of Kþ excreted can
actually exceed the filtered load by 20–100%. The fact
that the Kþ excretion rate can exceed its rate of
filtration provides definitive evidence that Kþ is actively
secreted at some point in the nephron. As discussed
later, this secretion of Kþ is primarily a function of the
aldosterone-responsive distal nephron (ARDN), i.e., the
connecting tubule and collecting duct.
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The proximal tubule reabsorbs �60% of the filtered
load of Kþ (about 430 mmol/day). This reabsorption is
primarily passive and occurs because of the rise in the
tubular fluid Kþ concentration as fluid is reabsorbed.
Diuretics that act proximally (such as acetazolamide or
osmotic diuretics) increase Kþ excretion by decreasing
the amount of fluid and, hence, Kþ reabsorbed in the
proximal tubule.

Somewhat in excess of 30% of the filtered Kþ (�230
mmol/day) is reabsorbed in the loop of Henle. Most of

this reabsorption occurs in the thick ascending limb of
the loop of Henle. As discussed in Chapter 27, Kþ is
transported by the same luminal membrane transport
system that carries Naþ and Cl�, i.e., the Naþ-Kþ-2Cl�

cotransporter. Although much of the Kþ that is
transported into the thick ascending limb cell by this
mechanism diffuses back into the lumen via the Kþ

channel in the luminal membrane, substantial amounts
move from the cell toward the plasma, resulting in net
Kþ reabsorption.

Clinical Note

Hyperkalemia and Its Treatment

Disturbances in Kþ balance are seen frequently.
Changes in plasma Kþ concentration have effects
on neuromuscular excitability because of the
importance of the Kþ concentration gradient
across cell membranes in determining the resting
membrane potential. For example, an acute
increase in the ECF Kþ concentration leads to
depolarization of the resting potential, which, by
itself, should increase neuromuscular excitability;
however, with chronic depolarization of the
resting potential, the voltage-gated Naþ channels
that are responsible for the rising phase of the
action potential are inactivated, leading to dimin-
ished excitability. Chronic hypokalemia has the
opposite effect—the hyperpolarization of the
membrane potential activates the Naþ channels.
Whereas hypokalemia can be treated easily by
dietary Kþ supplements or, if severe, by admin-
istering intravenous Kþ, the proper treatment of
hyperkalemia requires a better understanding of
its origin.

Hyperkalemia results either from a shift of Kþ

out of cells to the ECF or from reduced Kþ excretion
in the urine. Metabolic alkalosis, uncontrolled
diabetes mellitus, �-adrenergic blocking drugs,
and strenuous exercise are all causes of hyper-
kalemia. In addition, tissue damage, such as occurs
with traumatic injury or cancer chemotherapy, can
produce massive Kþ loss from cells. Hyperkalemia
due to inadequate excretion is found in advanced
renal failure or when the blood supply to the kidney
is inadequate, as in low output heart failure. It can
also be due to low plasma aldosterone concentra-
tions. Plasma aldosterone is low not only in
Addison’s disease, but also in the presence of
drugs such as converting enzyme inhibitors or
angiotensin II receptor blockers, which interfere
with the stimulation of aldosterone secretion by

angiotensin II. Plasma aldosterone levels can also
decrease with nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drugs (NSAIDs) because they inhibit prostaglandin
production, which is one of the stimuli to renin
release and angiotensin II production. Finally,
potassium-sparing diuretics, by blocking Naþ

reabsorption in the collecting duct, indirectly
decrease Kþ secretion and can produce hyperka-
lemia.

In treating hyperkalemia, it is necessary first to
establish that it is not due to acidosis because, as
will be discussed in Chapter 31, total body Kþ

depletion often accompanies hyperkalemia in
chronic acidosis. In this case, merely correcting
the cause of the acidosis usually will restore Kþ

balance. It should also be established that the
hyperkalemia is not due to one of the drugs
mentioned here. Mild hyperkalemia from other
causes can be treated by giving a loop diuretic,
which augments Kþ secretion in the connecting
tubule and collecting duct, for the reasons
discussed later and in Chapter 27. More severe
hyperkalemia must be treated more rapidly. A
cation exchange resin that binds Kþ in the
intestinal tract can be given orally or by enema,
and it can reduce plasma Kþ within hours. An
even more rapid response to dangerously high
plasma Kþ concentration can be achieved by
administering insulin plus glucose, a �2-adrenergic
agonist, or NaHCO3 to create metabolic alkalosis.
All of these procedures operate within 30–60 min
by shifting Kþ into cells, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
In life-threatening cases of hyperkalemia,
when signs of cardiac arrhythmias are already
present, Ca2þ is administered intravenously in the
form of calcium gluconate because, by mechan-
isms that are not yet understood, it rapidly
but transiently reverses the inactivation of
Naþ channels.
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Reabsorption in the proximal tubule and the loop of
Henle reduces the Kþ delivered to the distal convolution
to less than 10% of the filtered load. Because the
amount of Kþ normally excreted exceeds this amount,
Kþ must be added to the distal tubular urine by
secretion. Normally, the connecting tubule and collect-
ing duct secrete 20–90 mmol/day, and this amount is
adjusted appropriately to match the daily excretion to
the daily intake.

Not only are there marked changes in the rate of Kþ

secretion in response to changes in dietary Kþ intake,
but these functional changes are also associated with
morphologic changes. Increased dietary Kþ intake is
associated with increased Kþ secretion by the connect-
ing tubule and collecting duct, an increase in the
basolateral membrane surface area, and the density of
Naþ,Kþ-ATPase. These changes are mediated by
increase in aldosterone release by the adrenal cortex
that accompanies hyperkalemia. In addition, aldos-
terone as well as vasopressin increases the activity of
Kþ channels in the luminal membrane of the CNT and
principal cells in the ARDN.

On the other hand, with a Kþ-deficient diet Kþ

secretion is drastically reduced, and the ARDN can even

exhibit net Kþ reabsorption and reduce the Kþ excre-
tion virtually to zero. This net reabsorption of Kþ is
produced primarily by the intercalated cells of the
cortical collecting duct. In chronic, severe Kþ deficiency,
these cells express a second type of Hþ pump, the
Hþ,Kþ-ATPase (see Chapter 31). This pump actively
secretes Hþ in exchange for an uptake of Kþ into the
cells that mediate its active reabsorption.

The plasma Kþ concentration is an important
regulator of Kþ secretion by the connecting tubule
and collecting duct, i.e., the ARDN. As shown in
Fig. 3A, a rise in plasma Kþ concentration stimulates
secretion even in the presence of a constant aldosterone
concentration. The mechanism for this direct effect of
Kþ concentration is not well understood, but it may
relate to a corresponding increase in cell Kþ that is
available for secretion as the extracellular Kþ concen-
tration rises.

As shown in Fig. 3B, the daily regulation of Kþ

secretion by the ARDN is regulated by aldosterone. As
discussed in Chapter 27, aldosterone acts to increase Kþ

secretion by CNT and principal cells in association with
increased Naþ reabsorption. Extracellular volume
depletion, in which increased plasma aldosterone

FIGURE 2 Sites of Kþ reabsorption and secretion along the nephron. Kþ is passively reabsorbed in the

proximal tubule. Although there is passive potassium secretion by diffusion into the descending limb,

overall there is net reabsorption in the loop of Henle due to greater reabsorption in the ascending limb, so

that less than 10% of the filtered load is delivered to the distal convolution. Active secretion of Kþ by the

CNT and principal cells in the connecting tubule and collecting duct adds to the amount delivered so that

the daily excretion of Kþ ranges from 7–20% of the filtered load.
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augments Naþ reabsorption, also leads to increased Kþ

secretion. Therefore, dehydration is often associated
with increased Kþ excretion that can lead to significant
depletion of body Kþ stores.

Acute respiratory and metabolic acid–base distur-
bances also affect renal Kþ excretion. As shown in
Fig. 3C, alkalosis is associated with increased Kþ

secretion, whereas acidosis is associated with decreased
Kþ secretion by CNT and principal cells of the ARDN.
Part of this effect may be due to the change in
intracellular Kþ concentration with changes in plasma
pH. The shift of Kþ into cells in alkalosis could increase
the concentration driving force for Kþ secretion, with
the reverse occurring in acidosis. However, there is also
a direct effect of pH on the Kþ channels in the luminal
membrane of the principal cell—alkalosis stimulates and
acidosis inhibits them. Chronic acid–base disturbances
produce complex changes in Kþ secretion, which will be
discussed in Chapter 31.

Factors Affecting Kþ Secretion by the

Aldosterone-Responsive Distal Nephron

As discussed in Chapter 27 and in the Clinical Note
on the effects of diuretics in that chapter, Kþ secretion is
also considerably enhanced when the delivery of Naþ or
fluid flow through the connecting tubule and collecting
duct (the ARDN) is increased. Because of the clinical
importance of this effect, it is worthwhile to consider
again the mechanism responsible for Kþ secretion in the

ARDN, which is illustrated in Fig. 4. (This figure has
been adapted from Fig. 5 in Chapter 27 to highlight the
Kþ secretory mechanism.) Kþ is secreted from CNT and
principal cells into the tubular fluid by moving passively
down its electrochemical potential gradient through Kþ-
selective channels in the luminal membrane. There is a
driving force for Kþ to leave the cell where its
concentration is higher than in the tubular fluid.
Furthermore, because of the Naþ permeability of the
luminal membrane, the voltage across the membrane is
less negative from cell to lumen (�30 mV) than across
the basolateral membrane (�80 mV). This lower oppos-
ing negative voltage gives a larger net electrochemical
potential driving force for Kþ to leave the cell across the
luminal membrane. Thus, three factors influence the
rate of Kþ secretion: the intracellular Kþ concentration,
the luminal Kþ concentration, and the voltage across
the luminal membrane. When intracellular Kþ is
reduced, secretion decreases because the concentration
difference across the luminal membrane decreases. With
increased luminal flow rate, Kþ secretion increases
because the Kþ concentration in the lumen remains
lower (due to the larger volume of fluid) despite a higher
Kþ secretion rate. Although the luminal Kþ concentra-
tion remains lower, the final excretion of Kþ is greater
because the flow rate is greater. Increased Naþ delivery
to the distal tubule also tends to enhance Kþ secretion.
With an increased Naþ concentration in the lumen,
greater depolarization of the luminal membrane is seen,
resulting in a lower opposing voltage and, thus, a greater

Plasma K+ =
7 mmole/L

Plasma K+ =
5 mmole/L

Plasma K+ (mmole/L) Plasma aldosterone (pg/mL) Plasma pH

A B C

FIGURE 3 Effects of plasma Kþ concentration, plasma aldosterone level, and plasma pH on Kþ in the

ARDN. The rate of Kþ secretion for a single connecting tubule and collecting duct is given. (A) The Kþ

secretion rate increases sharply with increases in plasma Kþ in the range of 4–5.5 mmol/L. (B) Increasing

plasma aldosterone concentration also accelerates Kþ secretion, and this effect is additive to the effect of a

high plasma Kþ concentration. (C) When basal Kþ secretion is low because of low plasma Kþ and

aldosterone concentrations, the rate of secretion can be decreased by acidemia and increased by alkalemia.

(Modified from Wright FS, Giebisch G. Regulation of Kþ excretion. In Seldin DW, Giebisch G, eds. The

kidney: Physiology and pathophysiology. New York: Raven Press, 1985, pp 1223–1249.)
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Kþ secretion. In summary, diuretics enhance Kþ

secretion in the ARDN by providing a larger volume
of fluid into which the Kþ is secreted, as well as by
producing a more negative luminal voltage, both of
which enhance the electrochemical potential gradient
down which Kþ leaves the cell.

Finally, the rate of delivery of anions other than Cl�

to the distal tubule is also an important determinant of
Kþ secretion. Kþ secretion is enhanced when poorly
reabsorbed anions are present in the tubular fluid,
probably because less salt and water are reabsorbed.
The loss of Kþ via this route can become quite acute, for
example, in diabetic ketoacidosis, in which large
amounts of acetoacetate and �-hydroxybutyrate are
delivered to the distal tubule and collecting duct.

CALCIUM BALANCE

Calcium is the most abundant ion in the body but
99% of it is in the skeleton and does not participate in
the regulation of the plasma Ca2þ concentration.

Typical adults ingest about 600 to 1500 mg of calcium
daily; however, the gastrointestinal tract absorbs only
150–200 mg/day. This rate of absorption is regulated
largely by the most active metabolite of vitamin D3,
1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol [1,25(OH)2D3; see Chapter
43], in response to the demands for the maintenance of
the normal ECF calcium concentration and the remod-
eling of bone. The plasma Ca2þ concentration is also
closely regulated by PTH, which controls the release of
Ca2þ from bone, as discussed in Chapter 43. Never-
theless, the kidney is essential in regulating the final
output of Ca2þ to match the daily intake and to
maintain a constant total body Ca2þ.

Although the normal plasma Ca2þ concentration is
about 8–10 mg/dL (2.1–2.6 mmol/L), �40% of this
Ca2þ is bound to plasma proteins and cannot be filtered
at the glomerulus. Thus, the rate of Ca2þ filtration is
one-half the usual product: GFR 
 PCa, giving a daily
filtration rate of �9 g of Ca2þ per day for a GFR of
180 L/day. However, typically only 0.5–1.0% of this
amount is excreted, indicating substantial reabsorption
along the nephron.

The major regions of the nephron responsible for
reabsorbing Ca2þ are shown schematically in Fig. 5.
Reabsorption in the proximal tubule is mostly passive,
although some active transport may be involved. In this
region, the rate of Ca2þ reabsorption is proportional to
that of Naþ. Therefore, a proximal diuretic such as
acetazolamide and osmotic diuresis increases Ca2þ

excretion. Approximately 30% of the filtered load of
Ca2þ is reabsorbed in the loop of Henle. This reabsorp-
tion occurs primarily in the thick ascending limb of the
loop of Henle and, again, is proportional to the rate of
Naþ reabsorption. Most if not all of this reabsorption is
passive and is driven by the lumen-positive voltage.

Approximately 8% of the filtered load of Ca2þ is
reabsorbed in the late distal convoluted tubule and the
connecting tubule. Active Ca2þ reabsorption by these
regions of the nephron is the primary target of factors
that regulate the final excretion of Ca2þ. The most
important factor that changes the Ca2þ reabsorptive
rate is the plasma Ca2þ concentration. As it rises,
reabsorption decreases and vice versa. The late distal
convoluted tubule and the connecting tubule also
express receptors for the hormones PTH,
1,25(OH)2D3, and calcitonin. Parathyroid hormone
and 1,25(OH)2D3 increase Ca2þ reabsorption in this
region of the nephron. High plasma levels of calcitonin
inhibit Ca2þ reabsorption, but the regulatory signifi-
cance of calcitonin in Ca2þ reabsorption is doubtful (see
also Chapter 43).

Ca2þ reabsorption is stimulated in metabolic alkalo-
sis and by volume contraction, whereas it is inhibited by
phosphate depletion, metabolic acidosis, or ECF

FIGURE 4 Driving forces for Kþ secretion by CNT and principal

cells of the ARDN. A high intracellular Kþ concentration is

maintained by the Naþ,Kþ-ATPase, which provides a favorable

concentration gradient for Kþ to diffuse through Kþ channels in the

luminal membrane. The voltage difference across the luminal

membrane (�30 mV, cell compared to lumen) is also less than that

across the basolateral cell membrane (�80 mV, cell compared to

interstitial fluid) because it is depolarized by the Naþ channels (not

shown in this diagram). Thus, there is less of an electrical force

retarding Kþ movement into the lumen. The net result is a favorable

electrochemical potential gradient for Kþ to diffuse from the cells into

the lumen resulting in secretion.
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volume expansion. Diuretics also increase Ca2þ excre-
tion, presumably because of increased distal tubular
flow and a decreased opportunity to reabsorb Ca2þ

because of that more rapid flow.
The reabsorption of Ca2þ in the proximal tubule and

the loop of Henle is passive and involves the paracellular
diffusion of Ca2þ down its electrochemical potential
gradient from the lumen to the interstitial fluid. A
favorable concentration gradient for Ca2þ diffusion is
produced as water reabsorption in the proximal tubule
and the descending limb of the loop of Henle causes the
Ca2þ concentration in the tubular fluid to rise. The
lumen-positive transepithelial voltage in the late prox-
imal tubule and in the thick ascending limb of the loop
of Henle also contributes to a favorable electrochemical
potential gradient for Ca2þ reabsorption. Nevertheless,
the passive reabsorption of Ca2þ also requires that the
junctional complexes be quite permeable to Ca2þ.
Because of a high permeability, the factional reabsorp-
tion of Ca2þ in the proximal tubule (�60% of the

amount filtered) and the loop of Henle (�30%)
approximates that for Naþ. In addition, because the
favorable electrochemical potential gradient for passive
Ca2þ reabsorption is dependent on Naþ and water
reabsorption in the proximal tubule and the loop of
Henle, those factors that alter Naþ reabsorption in
these segments produce parallel changes in Ca2þ

reabsorption.
Ca2þ is actively reabsorbed by CNT cells in the late

distal convoluted tubule and connecting tubule. Specific
Ca2þ channels mediate Ca2þ transport across the
luminal membrane of these cells as shown in Fig. 6.
Because the intracellular Ca2þ concentration in these
cells is very low (on the order of 100 nmol/L, or 100 

10�6 mmol/L), Ca2þ entering from the lumen must be
transported out of the cell across the basolateral
membrane at the same rate to maintain that low
intracellular concentration. The mechanisms responsible
for active Ca2þ transport across the basolateral
membrane (Fig. 6), include an active Ca2þ-ATPase

FIGURE 5 Calcium reabsorption along the nephron. Reabsorption in the proximal tubule and the loop

of Henle is passive, and proportional to the reabsorption of Naþ and water. Reabsorption by CNT cells in

the late distal convoluted tubule and connecting tubule is active and is hormonally regulated.
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that uses energy from ATP hydrolysis to extrude Ca2þ

from the cell and an electrogenic Naþ-Ca2þ exchange
mechanism that uses the energy available from the entry
of three Naþ ions for each Ca2þ ion driven out of the
cell. CNT cells also express a Ca2þ binding protein
called calbindin-D28K, which also helps to maintain a
low intracellular Ca2þ concentration and enables more
rapid diffusional equilibration of Ca2þ within the cell.
The CNT cells appear to be specifically differentiated to
control the reabsorption and hence the final excretion of
Ca2þ. They are the only cells along the nephron that
express the Ca2þ-specific channel, and they also express
both active Ca2þ transporters, the three related
hormone receptors, and calbindin.

MAGNESIUM BALANCE

As is the case for calcium, most of the body’s
magnesium resides in bone. The normal intake of
magnesium is on the order of 300 mg/day, of which
the gastrointestinal tract reabsorbs less than half. A
greater fraction of the ingested amount is reabsorbed
in magnesium depletion; a lesser fraction is reabsorbed
when body magnesium stores are excessive. However,
the mechanisms involved in this regulation are not fully
understood.

The kidney must excrete an amount equivalent to the
daily intake of Mg2þ by absorption from the intestine,
or about 120 mg/day. Normally 5–20% of the filtered
load of Mg2þ is excreted, but the amount excreted can

Clinical Note

Calcium and Phosphate Balance in Renal Failure

Renal failure patients, among their other
problems, also suffer from hyperparathyroidism
and a resulting reabsorption of bone that leads to
osteoporosis and increased risk of fractures. The
reasons for the hyperparathyroidism are not
completely known. According to one hypothesis,
the decreased clearance of phosphate as GFR
falls leads to a small increase in its plasma
concentration, causing a fall in the plasma Ca2þ

concentration and the secretion of PTH. Elevated
levels of PTH help the kidneys to maintain
phosphate balance by decreasing phosphate
reabsorption in the proximal tubule (see Chapter
26), but they also cause the bone pathology.

An additional or alternate possibility is
that phosphate retention as well as the reduction

in renal mass would diminish 1,25(OH)2D3

production. (The kidney is the primary site
where dietary vitamin D is converted to the
highly active calcitriol form; see Chapter 43.)
The fall in calcitriol decreases its normal tonic
inhibition of PTH secretion, leading to increased
PTH secretion. It has been found that when
patients on hemodialysis are given calcitriol
intravenously, plasma PTH levels are markedly
reduced.

The usual mode of therapy for the phospha-
temia and hyperparathyroidism of renal failure is
to have the patient eat a low-phosphate diet and
to administer phosphate binding agents such as
calcium carbonate to reduce intestinal absorption
of phosphate.

FIGURE 6 Active Ca2þ reabsorption by CNT cells in the late distal

convoluted tubule and connecting tubule. Ca2þ enters CNT cells

passively down its electrochemical potential gradient through Ca2þ-

selective channels. The very low intracellular concentration of ionized

Ca2þ is maintained by active transport out of the cell across the

basolateral membrane. There are two active transport mechanisms: a

Naþ-Ca2þ exchanger by which the active transport of 1 Ca2þ out of

the cell is energetically coupled to the entry of 3 Naþ, and a Ca2þ-

ATPase. Despite the high transcellular flux of Ca2þ in these cells, the

intracellular Ca2þ concentration remains low due to the presence of the

Ca2þ-binding protein calbindin-D28K (labeled Calb. in the illustration),

which also facilitates the diffusion of Ca2þ across the cell.
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approach the filtered load with excessive magnesium
intake, and it can even exceed the filtered load in the
extreme. Alternatively, filtered Mg2þ can be reabsorbed
almost completely in states of Mg2þ depletion. Presum-
ably, these changes in renal handling occur because of
hormonal influences, but these mechanisms are at
present unknown.

The proximal tubule passively reabsorbs a far smaller
fraction of Mg2þ (only 20–30%) than of Naþ, Kþ, or
Ca2þ. Although the Mg2þ concentration in the tubular
fluid of the proximal tubule and the descending limb of
the loop of Henle rises considerably as fluid is reab-
sorbed, its reabsorption is limited due to the low Mg2þ

permeability of the junctional complexes in these
segments of the nephron. However, about two-thirds of
the filtered Mg2þ is reabsorbed passively in the thick
ascending limb of the loop of Henle. The elevated luminal
concentration of Mg2þ and the lumen-positive voltage in
these segments provide a large driving force for this
passive reabsorption, but it would not occur if it were not
for the presence of a protein called paracellin in the
junctional complexes of the thick ascending limb. It
appears that paracellin mediates the facilitated diffusion
of Mg2þ, and to a lesser extent Ca2þ, and it is the first
known example of such a transporter in the junctional
complexes. Paracellin was discovered serendipitously
through research on a rare congenital defect that causes
hypomagnesemia due to excessive urinary Mg2þ excre-
tion. Genomic analysis of a kindred that exhibited this
trait revealed a linked gene mutation. Antibodies that
were raised to the protein coded by the normal gene
revealed that it was localized exclusively to the junctional
complexes between thick ascending limb cells, leading to

its name paracellin. There seems to be some competition
betweenMg2þ and Ca2þ for this transporter, but because
of its limited reabsorption in the more proximal regions
of the nephron, the absence of paracellin has a greater
effect on Mg2þ than Ca2þ excretion. A small amount of
the filtered Mg2þ is also reabsorbed in the distal
convolution, the connecting tubule and collecting duct
by mechanisms that have not been identified but appear
to be passive.
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KEY POINTS
� The body maintains a balance of acid produc-

tion, intake, and excretion so that the plasma
pH varies little despite daily variations in the
production of acid by the metabolism of
ingested foods.
� The kidney is responsible for maintaining the

plasma HCO�3 concentration at normal levels,
typically by reabsorbing all the HCO�3 filtered at
the glomerulus and generating new HCO�3 by
excreting titratable acidity and ammonium ions.
� Acute changes in H+ intake or loss from the

plasma can be partially compensated by buffer-
ing from plasma and cellular buffers including
proteins, phosphate, and other weak acids
and bases.
� The HCO�3 /CO2 buffer system is particularly

important because of the rapidity with which

changes in ventilation can change plasma pH,
but this buffer system is limited by the avail-
ability of HCO�3 .
� In both the proximal and distal segments of

the nephron, H+ is secreted actively into the
lumen, while HCO�3 returns to the plasma.
These transport processes result in the
reabsorption of 90–95% of the filtered HCO�3
in the proximal tubule and reduction of the urine
pH in the distal segments.
� On a typical Western diet, HCO�3 reabsorption

continues in the distal nephron segments;
however, these segments are also able to
produce ‘‘new’’ HCO�3 by excreting titratable
acidity and ammonium, thus reclaiming HCO�3
that has been used to buffer fixed acids in
the diet.
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The pH of extracellular fluids is normally maintained
very near to 7.40 with minor deviations due to diet and
fluctuations in respiratory minute volume. Under patho-
logic conditions, plasma pH may be as low as 7.0 or as
high as 7.7, which represents a wide range of hydrogen
ion concentration from 100 nmol/L (100 
 10�9 mol/L)
to 20 nmol/L, respectively. In the Western hemisphere,
the normal diet contains an excess of fixed acids because
of the metabolic conversion of sulfur-containing amino
acids to sulfuric acid and of nucleic acids and phospho-
lipids to phosphoric acid. This is equivalent to a daily
proton (Hþ) production of about 1 mmol/kg body
weight per day or, for convenience, on the order of
100 mmol/day in a normal adult.

As with all the solutes taken in and produced in the
body, homeostasis demands a rate of excretion equal to
this daily rate of intake and production of Hþ. The
kidney is responsible for excreting this acid load. It does
so by conserving all of the bicarbonate filtered at the
glomerulus and secreting hydrogen ions into the urine
while generating ‘‘new’’ bicarbonate in the renal tubules.
However, the kidney can also compensate for a net base
input or acid loss from the body by failing to reabsorb
all of the filtered bicarbonate. The loss of bicarbonate in
the urine is equivalent to the loss of base from the body
and causes a fall in the pH of the extracellular fluid.

BUFFERS IN THE MAINTENANCE OF
ACID–BASE BALANCE

As substrates are metabolized to end products such as
phosphoric and sulfuric acid, phosphate anions and
proteins both in the plasma and in cells buffer the
protons from these strong acids. Proteins contain multi-
ple negative charges because of dissociated carboxyl
groups on the acidic amino acids, and they can be
represented as polyvalent anions, Pn�. (The valence n�
indicates that there are n negative charges.) On the
average, plasma proteins have a valence of �11 to �12.
In the following reactions, which are examples of the
buffering of Hþ that normally occurs in the plasma
and within cells, a protein with a valence of �12 is used

as an example:

Hþ þHPO4
2�
, H2PO

�
4

Hþ þ P�12 , HP�11

This action of extra- and intracellular buffers prevents
rapid and wide fluctuations in the pH of body fluids.
However, the most important buffer is the HCO�3 /CO2

system because the end product, CO2, is rapidly
regulated by the rate of respiration. The equilibrium
reaction between HCO�3 , H

þ, carbonic acid (H2CO3),
and CO2 was discussed in Chapters 20 and 26 and is
repeated here because it forms the basis for under-
standing the role of this buffer system in renal acid–base
regulation.

Hþ þHCO �
3 , H2CO3 carbonic

anhydrase

 ���������! CO2 þH2O

½1�

In this reaction scheme, the double-headed arrows
indicate the equilibrium relation between reactants and
products. The equilibrium between H2CO3 and CO2 þ

H2O is catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase. CO2 levels in
the plasma can be regulated rapidly by respiration, but
the finite body stores of HCO�3 limit the buffering
capacity. When the protons from the fixed acids
ingested and formed by metabolism are buffered by
HCO�3 , the HCO�3 concentration falls as it reacts
with the protons to form H2CO3, as shown by the
change in the equilibrium represented by a directional
arrow (! or G) and the concentration changes by up or
down arrows (" or G):

Hþ

G

þHCO �
3

#

GH2CO3
"

! CO2
"

þH2O ½2�

As the hydrogen ions are buffered, carbonic acid and
CO2 concentrations rise, but this is countered by an
increase in respiration to maintain a normal CO2 tension
(PCO2) in the plasma. As the reaction proceeds con-
stantly to the right, the amount of HCO�3 in the
extracellular fluid is reduced and would eventually be

KEY POINTS (continued )
� Filtered phosphate that has not been reab-

sorbed in the proximal tubule and loop of
Henle is normally the primary buffer anion in
the urine; that is, it is responsible for most of
the titratable acidity.

� Ammonium is an important route by which H+ is
excreted from the body. By excreting nitrogen in
the form of ammonium rather than urea, the
bicarbonate that would have been consumed
to produce urea is spared.
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exhausted. To maintain homeostasis, the HCO�3
consumed in buffering reactions must be restored. This
is accomplished by the kidneys, which excrete Hþ in the
urine while returning HCO�3 to the plasma. Therefore,
the kidneys essentially reverse the reaction in Eq. [3]
and return the plasma HCO�3 concentration to normal.

Not all individuals are faced with a net dietary acid
load. On a vegetarian diet, there is an excess intake of
the salts of weak acids. The anions such as oxalate,
citrate, butyrate, lactate, and others represent a base
load (proton acceptors) that is buffered by all body
buffers, including the HCO�3 /CO2 buffer system. The
HCO�3 /CO2 buffer system is also effective in preventing
alkaline shifts in plasma pH because of ingestion of
strong bases or the loss of hydrogen ions. For example,
an excess intake of hydroxyl ions, as occurs in poisoning
with lye, is buffered by CO2:

OH� þ CO2 carbonic
anhydrase

 ���������!OH�

HCO�3 ½3�

This reaction is also catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase so
that it is in equilibrium, but the excess HCO�3 formed by
titrating the alkali must be eliminated from the body by
the kidneys.

The relation between the concentrations of the base
(A�) and the associated acid forms (HA) of an acid is
given by the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation:

pH ¼ pKA þ log
½A��

½HA�
½4�

For the HCO�3 /CO2 buffer system, the Henderson-
Hasselbalch equation can be written as:

pH ¼ 6:1þ log
½HCO�3 �

½CO2�
½5�

In this equation, the concentration of CO2 has been
substituted for the weak acid H2CO3 because it can be
determined from the arterial PCO2reported by the clinical
laboratory (see later discussion). In the pH range of
7.0–7.7, more than 99% of the total CO2 in the plasma is
in the form of dissolved CO2 rather than H2CO3. The
pKa value defines the pH at which the ratio [A�]/[HA]
(or [HCO�3 ]/[CO2]) equals 1.0. At this pH, the buffering
capacity is maximal. However, the physiologic pH of the
extracellular fluid (7.4) is far from 6.1 (the pKa value of
the HCO�3 /CO2 buffer system) and, in fact, represents a
[HCO�3 ]/[CO2] ratio of 20:1. Although the normal
extracellular pH lies far from the pKa of this buffer
system, its unique effectiveness in reducing fluctuations

in pH derives from the fact that [CO2] is rapidly regulated
by pulmonary ventilation.

Practically speaking, the concentrations of CO2 or
H2CO3 are not reported directly from the laboratory but
must be computed from the measured partial pressure
of CO2 in arterial blood (PCO2). Under physiologic
conditions, the solubility of CO2 in plasma is a linear
function of the arterial PCO2 such that:

½CO2�ðin mmol=LÞ

¼ �ðmmol=L per mm HgÞ 
 PCO2ðmm HgÞ ½6�

where � is the solubility coefficient for CO2 (0.03 mmol/L
per mm Hg at body temperature). Thus, as discussed
in Chapter 20, the working form of the Henderson-
Hasselbalch equation becomes:

pH ¼ 6:1þ log
½HCO �

3 �

0:03 
 PCO2
½7�

A simpler formulation of the relationship among the
variables pH (or Hþ concentration), PCO2, and [HCO�3 ] is
the Henderson equation, which does not involve the
logarithm function. The Henderson equation expresses
the hydrogen ion concentration in nanomoles per liter
(i.e., 10�9 mol/L) rather than as the pH. This requires one
to think either in terms of the absolute Hþ concentration
([Hþ]) or to convert [Hþ] to pH, remembering that pH=
�log [Hþ]. The Henderson equation is:

½Hþ� ¼
24 
 PCO2

½HCO�3 �
½8�

where the constant 24 includes the pKa of the HCO�3 /CO2

system and the solubility coefficient of CO2 (�) that
were separate terms in the Henderson-Hasselbalch
formulation. Equation [8] shows that for a normal PCO2

of 40 mmHg and a plasma [HCO�3 ] of 24 mmol/L the Hþ

concentration is 40 nmol/L, which is equivalent to
a pH of 7.4. The equilibrium concentrations for
normal acid–base conditions in the human body are as
follows:

Hþ

40mmol=L
ðpH¼7:4Þ

þ HCO�3
24mmol=L

,H2CO3,
CO2

1:2mmol=L
ðPCO2¼40mmHgÞ

þH2O

½9�

Any one of the above three concentrations (or pH)
can be derived from the other two using either the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation (Eq. [7]) or the equiv-
alent Henderson equation (Eq. [8]).

Table 1 gives the equivalent hydrogen ion concen-
tration in nM for various pH values in the physiologic
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range. One can easily convert one to the other from
one remembered value in this table. For an increase in
pH of 0.1 unit, the Hþ concentration falls to 0.8 times
the previous Hþ concentration. For a decrease in pH of
0.1 unit, the Hþ concentration is 1.25 times the previous
value. For example, remembering that a pH of 7.4 is
40 nmol/L Hþ, one can compute the Hþ concentration
corresponding to a pH of 7.3 as (1.25 
 40) 50 nmol/L,
or for pH 7.5 as (0.8 
 40) 32 nmol/L Hþ. Use of the
Henderson equation and this scheme has the distinct
advantage of eliminating the use of logarithms in the
solution of clinical problems, and it enables one to focus
more directly on the important parameter of interest:
the hydrogen ion concentration.

Both the Henderson-Hasselbalch and Henderson
equations show that the HCO�3 /CO2 buffer system can
be manipulated to change the plasma pH by altering the
ratio of the plasma HCO�3 concentration to PCO2.
Changes in the plasma HCO�3 concentration are pro-
duced by alterations in the renal retention or excretion
of HCO�3 , and changes in PCO2 are brought about by
changes in the rate of respiration. The physiologic
regulation of plasma pH by these mechanisms is
considered in the next sections.

PULMONARY REGULATION OF PCO2

As shown earlier, when a strong acid is buffered in the
plasma, the concentration of bicarbonate falls, whereas
buffering of a base has the opposite effect. In both
situations, changes in the pulmonary excretion of CO2

will serve to return the pH toward normal. As noted
earlier, the pulmonary regulation of CO2 is the major
biologic advantage of the HCO�3 /CO2 buffer system.

In metabolic acidosis (discussed later), the HCO�3
concentration falls because it buffers the excess hydro-
gen ions. In response to the acidosis, hyperventilation
lowers PCO2 and maintains plasma pH nearer to normal.
This is referred to as respiratory compensation for the
metabolic acidosis. Clinically, the increased ventilation

in the severely acidotic patient is discernible to the
physician as a deep, unhastened breathing referred to as
Kussmaul breathing. In this respiration pattern, the
acidotic patient increases his or her tidal volume to
dilute the concentration of CO2 in alveolar air and, thus,
in the arterial plasma. This slow, deep breathing, which
is characteristic of acidosis, can be easily distinguished
from the shallow, rapid breathing that occurs in
pulmonary congestion because of pulmonary edema,
infarction, or infection.

In contrast to the respiratory response to metabolic
acidosis, in metabolic alkalosis hypoventilation occurs.
This increases the concentration of alveolar CO2 and,
hence, its partial pressure in body fluids. The increase in
the concentration of H2CO3 in the body fluids results in
increased formation of both Hþ and HCO�3 , which
counteract the alkalosis. However, the hypoventilatory
effect in alkalosis is not as effective as that of hyper-
ventilation in acidosis. In metabolic alkalosis, respira-
tory compensation requires a decreased minute volume
of ventilation, which also decreases arterial PO2, and
which would be opposed by normal regulatory feedback
mechanisms that counteract hypoxia.

RENAL REGULATION OF PLASMA
BICARBONATE CONCENTRATION

Figure 1 illustrates the primary mechanisms of Hþ

and HCO�3 transport that were described in detail in
Chapters 26 and 27. The basic mechanism of moving
acid and base from blood to urine or vice versa is the
same throughout the nephron. Under normal acid–base
conditions, Hþ is secreted into the lumen and HCO�3
moves from the epithelial cells to the blood in both the
proximal and distal nephron segments. These regions of
the nephron differ only in the mechanisms used to
transport Hþ and HCO�3 and the effects of Hþ secretion
into the lumen. In the proximal tubule, Hþ secretion
occurs against a small concentration gradient and serves
primarily to drive HCO�3 reabsorption. Hþ secreted into
the lumen of the proximal tubule is titrated by HCO�3 to
form CO2, and the HCO�3 generated in the cell by Hþ

secretion leaves the cell across the basolateral membrane
and enters the plasma. In the distal tubule segments that
have intercalated cells, Hþ secretion produced by the
Hþ-ATPase (adenosine triphosphatase) drives urine
pH lower, resulting in the excretion of titratable acidity
and ammonium and the generation of new bicarbonate
ions that are returned to the blood (described in more
detail later). Intercalated cells are found from the distal
convoluted tubule to the medullary collecting duct,
especially in the late distal convoluted tubule, the
connecting tubule, and the cortical and outer medullary

TABLE 1 Relation between pH and Hþ Concentration

pH [H+] (nM) [H+] (nM) approximated as

7.00 100 ffi79� 1.25

7.10 79 ffi100� 0.8, or ffi63� 1.25

7.20 63 ffi79� 0.8, or ffi50� 1.25

7.30 50 ffi63� 0.8, or ffi40� 1.25

7.40 40 (normal reference values)

7.50 32 ffi40� 0.8, or ffi25� 1.25

7.60 25 ffi32� 0.8, or ffi20� 1.25

7.70 20 ffi25� 0.8
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regions of the collecting duct. For convenience, in the
remainder of this chapter, these segments will be
referred to collectively as the distal nephron.

Bicarbonate Reabsorption

Bicarbonate reabsorption occurs in the proximal
tubule, and to a more limited extent in the distal
nephron segments, because of the active secretion of Hþ,
which titrates luminal HCO�3 to CO2 and water. The
proximal tubular mechanism is a high-capacity system
that accounts for the absorption of 90–95% of the
filtered load of HCO�3 so normally little HCO�3 flows on
to the distal nephron segments. In the proximal tubule,
this process is catalyzed by luminal carbonic anhydrase,
so the introduction of an inhibitor of carbonic anhy-
drase depresses the reabsorption of HCO�3 by the
proximal tubule and results in the excretion of HCO�3
together with Naþ. This is the basis of the mild diuretic
and natriuretic action of carbonic anhydrase inhibitors
such as acetazolamide (Diamox).

Despite its high HCO�3 reabsorptive capacity, the
proximal tubule is limited by its ability to generate a

sufficiently acid luminal fluid to titrate all the
filtered HCO�3 . The distal tubular mechanism for
reabsorbing HCO�3 is similar to the proximal mecha-
nism except that it is capable of reclaiming the remain-
ing 5–10% of the filtered HCO�3 from the tubular fluid.
To accomplish this, however, the distal mechanism must
be able to secrete Hþ against a steep concentration
gradient that in the collecting ducts approaches 1000:1
(blood pH 7.4, or 40 
 10�9 M versus a urine pH 4.5,
or 32 
 10�6 M). For example, if the luminal CO2 partial
pressure is the same as in the plasma (40 mm Hg), the
Henderson-Hasselbalch equation shows that the HCO�3
concentration is less than 1.0 mmol/L at a urine pH
of 6.0. At a urine pH of 5, the HCO�3 concentration is
�0.1 mmol/L. The collecting duct is able to develop the
greater Hþ gradient because active Hþ secretion is
coupled to ATP hydrolysis by the Hþ-ATPase located in
the luminal membrane (see Fig. 8 in Chapter 27).

Under normal conditions, with a plasma HCO�3
concentration of 24 mmol/L and a glomerular filtration
rate (GFR) of 130 mL/min, 3.1 mmol of HCO�3 are
filtered and 3.1 mmol are reabsorbed every minute,
which is equivalent to about 4.5 mol of HCO�3 filtered
and returned to the plasma by reabsorption every day.
Normally, the urine contains virtually no HCO�3 ,
however, as shown in Fig. 2, when the plasma HCO�3
concentration increases above 25 mmol/L, the excess
filtered HCO�3 appears in the urine. Increases in the
plasma HCO�3 may occur as a consequence of the
ingestion of HCO�3 or other bases, the metabolism of
salts of organic acids, or the loss of acid as occurs with
vomiting. The plasma level at which HCO�3 appears in
the urine is referred to as the plasma threshold for

CO2 from
metabolism &

titration of
strong acids

FIGURE 1 General mechanism for Hþ secretion and return of

bicarbonate to the plasma in renal tubular cells. As Hþ is actively

secreted into the lumen, the Hþ concentration within the cells falls and

mass balance favors the increased production of HCO�3 in the cells.

The rising cell HCO�3 concentration produces an electrochemical

potential gradient that drives the movement of HCO�3 out of the cell,

which occurs only across the basolateral membrane. This process is

present in proximal tubule cells and in intercalated cells of the distal

nephron. Only the details of the luminal and basolateral membrane

transporters differ.

Plasma Bicarbonate Concentration (mmol/L)

FIGURE 2 Effect of plasma bicarbonate concentration on

bicarbonate excretion rate. Virtually no bicarbonate is excreted at

plasma bicarbonate concentrations below 25 mmol/L, which is often

referred to as the plasma threshold for bicarbonate. Above this plasma

concentration, bicarbonate excretion increases with increasing plasma

bicarbonate concentration.
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HCO�3 . Thus, the basic mechanism for excreting excess
HCO�3 is by an ‘‘overflow’’ of filtered HCO�3 into the
urine whenever the plasma concentration rises above
normal levels, unless there is another signal that alters
HCO�3 reabsorption.

Regulation of HCO�3 Reabsorption

Table 2 lists the factors that alter Hþ secretion and,
thus, HCO�3 reabsorption by the proximal tubule. First,
as would be expected, one of themost important factors is
the systemic acid–base status, as reflected by the plasma
pH. Acidemia (plasma pH<7.4) is a direct stimulus to
Hþ secretion, whereas alkalemia (plasma pH>7.4) is an
inhibitor. It is found that chronic acidosis causes an
increase in the activity of the Naþ-Hþ exchanger in the
proximal tubule and the Hþ-ATPase in the intercalated
cells, whereas alkalosis produces the opposite effect.
Second, increases in plasma PCO2 stimulate HCO�3 reab-
sorption, whereas a fall in PCO2 depresses it. This effect of
PCO2 on HCO�3 reabsorption is evidenced as a shift in the
curve relating HCO�3 excretion to the plasma HCO�3
concentration, as shown in Fig. 3. With an elevation in
PCO2, the threshold for HCO�3 excretion is shifted to
higher plasma HCO�3 concentrations, and the opposite is
observed with a fall in PCO2. This mechanism is part of the
renal adaptation to respiratory acidosis and alkalosis.
For example, as described later, when hyperventilation
decreases the plasma PCO2 and, thus, produces alkalosis,
HCO�3 reabsorption is decreased in response to the fall in
PCO2 and the resulting urinary loss of HCO�3 counteracts
the alkalosis.

The third factor in Table 2 is the plasma Kþ

concentration. HCO�3 reabsorption is increased in
hypokalemia and decreased in hyperkalemia. It is
likely that the intracellular Kþ concentration rather
than the plasma Kþ concentration is the important
variable, but the intracellular concentration tends to rise
or fall in proportion to the extracellular or plasma
concentration. Depletion of intracellular Kþ augments
the renal tubular capacity for reabsorbing HCO�3 and
results in an increase in the plasma HCO�3 concentration
above normal levels with no urinary loss.

Finally, HCO�3 reabsorption is augmented by
decreases in the plasma Cl� concentration and extra-
cellular fluid (ECF) volume. When the body is depleted
of Cl� and a hypovolemic status develops, the plasma
HCO�3 concentration increases and the tubular reab-
sorptive capacity for HCO�3 increases, which shifts the
HCO�3 excretion curve (see Fig. 2) toward the right.
Conversely, expansion of the body ECF depresses
HCO�3 reabsorption. The reason for this reciprocal
relationship is not entirely clear, but relates in part to
the need to conserve Naþ after volume depletion. In the
presence of ECF volume depletion, Naþ is avidly
conserved by the proximal tubule, as discussed in
Chapter 29. If Cl� is not available for reabsorption
with Naþ, protons are secreted in exchange for reab-
sorbed Naþ, resulting in the reabsorption of HCO�3 .
However, the loss of Cl� appears to be an important
factor because merely restoring the extracellular fluid
volume without replacing Cl� does not correct the
alkalosis resulting from HCO�3 retention.

Bicarbonate Generation by the

Distal Nephron

In addition to reabsorbing filtered HCO�3 in the
proximal tubule, the kidney must also regenerate HCO�3
to replenish the HCO�3 stores depleted during the
buffering of strong acids produced by metabolism. The
renal excretion of Hþ allows new HCO�3 generation, as
shown in Fig. 1. However, merely excreting acid urine
does not account for the necessary daily excretion of Hþ.
Even at the minimum urine pH of 4.5, the excretion of
1–2 L of unbuffered urine would eliminate less than 1
mmol of acid per day, compared with the daily
intake and production of about 100 mmol. Thus, the
Hþmust be excreted in a form other than as a dissociated

TABLE 2 Factors That Alter Hþ Secretion and HCO�3
Reabsorption by the Proximal Tubule

Increase Decrease

Acidosis Alkalosis

" PCO2 (as in respiratory acidosis) # PCO2 (as in respiratory

alkalosis)

Hypokalemia Hyperkalemia

# ECF volume with Cl� depletion " ECF volume

Plasma Bicarbonate Concentration (mmol/L)

FIGURE 3 Effect of respiratory alkalosis and acidosis on the

plasma bicarbonate threshold.
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acid, and this is accomplished by the formation of
titratable acidity, i.e., Hþ combined with urine buffers
such as HPO4

2� and SO4
2
�.

All buffer anions that are filtered at the glomerulus
can augment the excreted titratable acidity, and these
anions buffer secreted Hþ ions even in the lumen of the
proximal tubule. However, the formation of titratable
acidity in the proximal tubule is limited by the luminal
pH that can be achieved. Maximal titration of urine
buffers to their associated acid forms requires the
production of more acid urine, which is accomplished
primarily by those regions of the nephron that have
interacted cells. These regions include the late distal
convoluted tubule, the connecting tubule, and the
cortical and outer medullary collecting duct that are
referred to here collectively as the distal nephron. The
effect of urine pH on the rate of excretion of titratable
acidity can be best illustrated by phosphate, which is
the primary urinary buffer. The pKa of the phosphate
buffer system is 6.8, so from the Henderson-Hasselbalch
equation, one can compute that at a normal plasma pHof
7.4 the ratio of HPO4

2� to H2PO4
� is 4:1. When the pH

falls, as it does in the urine, HPO4
2� is titrated to H2PO4

�

and the ratio falls. At the lowest urinary pH of 4.5,
virtually all the HPO4

2
� has been converted to H2PO4

�:

pH ¼ 6:8þ log
½HPO 2�

4 �

½H2PO
�

4 �

at pH 7:4;
½HPO 2�

4 �

½H2PO
�
4 �
¼ 4:0

at pH 4:5;
½HPO 2�

4 �

½H2PO
�
4 �
¼ 0:0013 ½10�

Other weak acids present in the urine are also titrated
to their undissociated acid form by urinary acidification
in the distal nephron segments. Although phosphate is
usually the major urinary buffer, other weak acids such
as creatinine become increasingly important as the
urinary pH falls. In diabetic ketoacidosis, �-hydroxy-
butyrate and acetoacetate can be important urinary
buffers at low urine pH.

Table 3 presents the factors that alter Hþ secretion in
the distal tubule and collecting duct and, thus, alter the
rate of excretion of titratable acidity by changing the
urine pH. As in the proximal tubule, Hþ secretion
by intercalated cells in the distal portions of the nephron
is stimulated by (1) acidosis, (2) elevation of plasma
PCO2, and (3) hypokalemia, whereas the opposite
changes decrease Hþ secretion. In contrast to the
proximal tubule, ECF volume does not affect distal Hþ

secretion; however, another factor, variation in plasma
mineralocorticoid hormones, operates exclusively in
the aldosterone-responsive distal nephron (ARDN)
and, thus, has a greater effect on the formation of a
maximally acid urine than on HCO�3 reabsorption.
Increased endogenous or exogenous levels of
mineralocorticoids and/or the 17-OH glucocorticoids
will increase the renal tubular capacity for Hþ secretion.
Thus, alkalosis is a common accompaniment of Cush-
ing’s syndrome (excess production of adrenal cortico-
steroids; see Chapter 40).

The intercalated cells in the distal nephron can
respond to alkalosis not only by increasing the urine
pH and, thus, preventing the titration of urinary buffers
(i.e., reducing or eliminating titratable acidity), but also
by actually secreting HCO�3 and thus increasing the
excretion of this buffer base. As discussed in Chapter 27
and illustrated in Fig. 4, the normal orientation of the
Hþ-ATPase in the luminal membrane and the HCO�3 /
Cl� exchange mechanism in the basolateral membrane
can be reversed so that protons move toward the plasma
and HCO�3 is secreted into the lumen. However, the
proximal tubule, merely by failing to reabsorb all of the
filtered HCO�3 , is a much more important contributor to
HCO�3 excretion in alkalosis.

In response to acidosis, the amounts of buffer
anions in the urine and the minimum urinary pH set a
limit on the quantity of Hþ that can be excreted as
titratable acidity and, thus, on the ability to restore
plasma HCO�3 . But the kidney has a highly efficient
means of overcoming this limitation. It does so by
generating increasing amounts of ammonium ion
(NH4

þ) that are excreted in the urine. NH4
þ excretion

by the kidney helps to raise body HCO�3 stores by
decreasing the consumption of HCO�3 by hepatic
ureagenesis.

As illustrated schematically in Fig. 5, the metabo-
lism of amino acids in the liver produces NH4

þ and
HCO�3 plus small quantities of SO4

2� from the sulfur-
containing amino acids. The NH4

þ and HCO�3 are
converted primarily into urea, which is effectively
excreted by the kidney, and glutamine. Glutamine in
the circulation can be metabolized in the kidney to
NH4

þ and �-ketoglutarate. Further metabolism of the
�-ketoglutarate results in the production of HCO�3 ,

TABLE 3 Factors That Alter Hþ Secretion and Formation of
Titratable Acidity by the Distal Tubule and Collecting Duct

Increase Decrease

Acidosis Alkalosis

" PCO2 (as in respiratory acidosis) # PCO2 (as in respiratory

alkalosis)

Hypokalemia Hyperkalemia

Mineralocorticoid excess

(e.g., Cushing’s syndrome)

Mineralocorticoid deficit

(e.g., Addison’s disease)
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which leaves renal cells only across their basolateral
membranes. Therefore, the excretion of urea by the
kidney causes the loss of both NH4

þ and HCO�3 ,
whereas the metabolism of glutamine results in the
excretion of NH4

þ and the return of HCO�3 to the
plasma. In other words, when the kidney metabolizes
glutamine it essentially restores body HCO�3 that would
otherwise have been lost by the excretion of urea. The
effect is to generate additional HCO�3 that can compen-
sate for the HCO�3 consumed in the titration of
phosphoric and sulfuric acids produced by metabolism,
as shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 5.

The kidney is one of the few organs capable of
gluconeogenesis, which involves the deamination and
deamidation of amino acids and the production of NH4

þ

especially in proximal tubule cells. In chronic acidosis,
the kidney increases the synthesis of the enzymes for
gluconeogenesis, particularly glutaminase, and thus
increases its capability for ammoniagenesis, that is, the
production of NH4

þ. As shown in Table 4, the rate of

ammonium excretion can increase by 10-fold in diabetic
ketoacidosis. Under normal acid–base conditions, the
kidney excretes roughly equal amounts of titratable
acidity and NH4

þ. In chronic acidosis, although
both increase, NH4

þ becomes the dominant contributor
to Hþ excretion and, thus, it is the primary contributor
to the generation of new HCO�3 or what might be
regarded as sparing HCO�3 from consumption by urea-
genesis. In alkalosis, the excretion of titratable acidity
diminishes primarily because Hþ secretion is decreased
and, thus, the urine pH rises. Glutamine metabolism
also decreases, causing less NH4

þ to be excreted, and
thus, less HCO�3 to be spared from consumption in
ureagenesis.

CLINICAL DISTURBANCES OF
ACID–BASE BALANCE

In understanding the physiologic mechanisms that
normally regulate acid–base balance with dietary intake
and metabolic production of acids and bases, it is
helpful to examine the common acid–base disturbances.
These conditions show the various ways in which
acid–base imbalances can develop and how physiologic
control mechanisms operate to restore the plasma Hþ

concentration as close to normal as possible. In
considering these examples, it should also be realized
that normal acid–base balance does not merely mean the
presence of a normal plasma pH. As can be seen from
the Henderson equation (Eq. [8]), an Hþ concentration
of 40 nmol/L could occur with an unlimited number of
PCO2 and HCO�3 values, as long as the ratio of PCO2 to
HCO�3 remains 40:24 = 1.67. For example, a patient
might have metabolic alkalosis because of severe
vomiting, which increases his or her plasma HCO�3
concentration to 36 mmol/L, and a simultaneous
respiratory acidosis with a PCO2 of 60 mm Hg caused
by inadequate respiratory ventilation (e.g., because of
the simultaneous presence of pneumonia). The calcu-
lated Hþ concentration of 40 nmol/L (pH 7.4) suggests
that the patient has no acid–base disturbance, whereas
in fact he or she has coexisting metabolic alkalosis and
respiratory acidosis. For this reason, it is important to
make the distinction between an elevated plasma
hydrogen ion concentration (which is referred to as
acidemia) and acidosis, which may or may not involve
acidemia. Similarly, alkalemia should be distinguished
from alkalosis.

Acid–base changes can be discussed most easily in
terms of their effect on the mass balance between Hþ,
HCO�3 , and CO2 in the equilibrium reactions for the
HCO�3 /CO2 buffer system (Eq. [1]). In other words,
when the concentration of one of the reactants or

FIGURE 4 Hþ and HCO�3 transport in the collecting duct. (A)

Normally, the collecting duct actively secretes Hþ and returns HCO�3
to the plasma. (B) In alkalosis, the orientation of the transporters can

be reversed so that HCO�3 is secreted into the lumen.
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products is altered, what happens to the concentrations
of the other reactants or products as a new equilibrium
is achieved? In the equations that follows, the larger,
bold arrow indicates the change that initiates a shift in
acid–base balance. The resulting direction of change in
the equilibrium reaction due to the perturbation is
indicated by the arrow symbol (! or  ).

Respiratory Acidosis

Rapid changes in plasma pH can occur because of
alterations in pulmonary ventilation. For example, CO2

retention due to chronic lung disease, or drugs or
diseases that affect the nervous system and depress
respiration, will cause an increase in the arterial PCO2 and
a decrease in the ratio of HCO�3 to CO2 concentrations,
with concomitant acidosis. In pulmonary arrest, acidosis
can be as threatening to life as hypoxia. In respiratory
acidosis, the primary event is the increase in plasma
PCO2 resulting in a shift in the equilibrium reactions by
mass balance:

CO2

G

þH2O G H2CO3
"

!Hþ
"
þHCO�3

"

½11�

From the equilibrium reactions, we can see that the
hallmark of primary respiratory acidosis is a rise in both
Hþ and HCO�3 concentrations. In acute cases, we find
that the HCO�3 concentration rises about 1 mmol/L per

TABLE 4 Excretion of Titratable Acidity and Ammonium

Total acid excreted

(mmol/day)

Ratio of NHþ4 to

titratable acidity

Normal diet:

ammonium

titratable acidity

30–50

10–30 1–2.5

Diabetic ketoacidosis:

ammonium

titratable acidity

300–500

75–250 2–5

Severe chronic renal failure:

ammonium

titratable acidity

0.5–15

2–20 0.2–1.5

Amino Acids

Glucose

Phospholipids
and Proteins

Urea   Glutamine

Glutamine

Urea

Urea   Glutamine

H3PO4 & H2SO4

H+  +  HPO2–
4  +  SO2–

4

CO2

HCO3

CO2

H+  +  HPO2–
4  +  SO2–

4

H+  +  HPO2–
4 

SO2–
4

HCO3

NH4 + a- ketoglutarate+

Urea NH4
+ H2PO–

4  +  SO2–
4

Liver

Extracellullar
space

Kidney

Urine

+ HCO3NH4 +

+

FIGURE 5 Excretion of ammonium in the urine spares plasma bicarbonate. Metabolism of amino

acids in the liver results in the production of NH4
þ and HCO�3 . These products can be used to form

either glutamine or urea, which is excreted by the kidney. When glutamine is utilized by gluconeogenic

pathways in the kidney, NH4
þ and �-ketoglutarate are produced. The NH4

þ is excreted in the urine,

whereas HCO�3 is returned to the plasma to buffer hydrogen ions produced by metabolism of amino

acids and lipids. Thus, the utilization of glutamine by the kidneys allows excretion of NH4
þ from

amino acid metabolism and spares plasma HCO�3 that would be otherwise consumed in ureagenesis.

The normal metabolism of phospholipids and proteins (right side of figure) leading to the production

of strong fixed acids is indicated. The anions of these strong acids are excreted in the urine and

contribute to the titratable acidity.
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each 10 mm Hg rise in the PCO2. The renal response
to hypercapnia (the high PCO2) is to increase the rate of
Hþ secretion in both the proximal and distal tubules.
This results both in an increase in proximal HCO�3
reabsorption, despite the elevation in the plasma HCO�3
concentration (the bicarbonate excretion curve moves
toward the right in Fig. 3), and in increased HCO�3
generation in the distal tubule and collecting duct. Both
mechanisms tend to counteract the acidosis by further
increasing the plasma HCO�3 concentration; however,
this renal adaptation to hypercapnia begins slowly and
requires at least 24–48 hr. Thus, the initial defense
against hypercapnia falls on the plasma and tissue
buffers.

As the kidney responds to the acidosis, it creates
an increase in the plasma HCO�3 concentration, which
exceeds that due to the hypercapnia alone. This chronic
renal compensation will raise the HCO�3 concentration
by about 3.5 mmol/L for each mm Hg that the PCO2

has risen above the normal level of 40 mm Hg. The
increased plasma HCO�3 buffers the increase in Hþ, but
this correction is never complete, so the acidosis persists
even with the higher HCO�3 concentration. Thus, both
acute respiratory acidosis as well as chronic respiratory
acidosis with metabolic compensation produce an
increase in the concentration of both Hþ and HCO�3
in the plasma. The latter state is sometimes referred to
as a ‘‘compensated’’ respiratory acidosis.

Respiratory Alkalosis

Respiratory alkalosis is the converse of respiratory
acidosis. It develops secondary to hyperventilation,
which occurs in several settings in which ventilation
exceeds the metabolic demands of the body. The light-
headedness one feels after blowing up a few balloons is a
manifestation of respiratory alkalosis. Perhaps the most
common setting is in the patient on a respirator when
the minute volume has been set too high. Respiratory
alkalosis also occurs after hyperventilation in response
to low ambient O2, as at high altitude.Mountain climbers
are in a chronic state of respiratory alkalosis that is com-
pensated only partially by the renal excretion of HCO�3 .
Inappropriate hyperventilation may occur because of
abnormal stimuli to the central nervous system respira-
tory centers by tumors, infections, or poisoning with
drugs such as aspirin. The hyperventilation lowers PCO2

and increases the ratio of plasmaHCO�3 to PCO2 as can be
seen from the mass balance relationship:
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Again, as in respiratory acidosis, the Hþ and HCO�3
concentrations move in the same direction, but in

respiratory alkalosis, they fall rather than rise. The
appropriate renal compensation for the acute hypocap-
nia is to reduce the secretion of Hþ, thereby excreting
HCO�3 and reducing its plasma concentration. The
primary mechanism involved is a decrease in proximal
bicarbonate reabsorption that is reflected in a shift
to the left of the HCO�3 excretion curve in Fig. 3. This
renal response is much more rapid than the increase in
plasma HCO�3 concentration seen in respiratory acidosis
because the kidney can rapidly ‘‘dump’’ bicarbonate
into the urine merely by failing to reabsorb the filtered
load completely. Because of the rapid loss of HCO�3
by the kidneys, even with the acute development of
respiratory alkalosis the HCO�3 concentration falls by
about 2.5 mmol/L per each 10 mm Hg fall in the PCO2

below the normal 40 mm Hg. With chronic respiratory
alkalosis, the plasma HCO�3 concentration falls by
about 5 mmol/L per each 10 mm Hg fall in the PCO2.
Thus, the hallmark of respiratory alkalosis even with
renal compensation is a fall in both Hþ and HCO�3 .

Metabolic Acidosis

The primary event responsible for metabolic acidosis
may fall into one of four broad categories: (1) increased
acid intake, (2) increased metabolic production of
acid, (3) decreased acid excretion by the kidneys, and
(4) increased loss of alkali from the body. In the first
three categories, the primary event is an increase in the
total Hþ concentration in the plasma, resulting in the
following shift in the buffer equilibrium:
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In other words, the excess Hþ is buffered by plasma
HCO�3 which, by mass action, results in a fall in the
plasma HCO�3 concentration. The excess carbonic acid
generated is in equilibrium with CO2, but the excess CO2

can be rapidly disposed of by pulmonary ventilation.
In the case of excessive alkali loss from the body,

which may occur from the gastrointestinal tract or the
kidney, the primary event is a fall in the plasma HCO�3
concentration with the following consequences to the
equilibrium:
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The HCO�3 losses are partially replaced by dissociation
of H2CO3 resulting in the acidemia. But, in the cases of
both a primary Hþ excess as well as a HCO�3 loss, note
that the hallmark of metabolic acidosis is acidemia with
a fall in HCO�3 , exactly the opposite pattern from that
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observed in respiratory acidosis. To maintain electro-
neutrality, this fall in HCO�3 concentration must be
compensated by a corresponding rise in the plasma
concentration of Cl� or of the anionic weak base form
of the ingested or metabolically produced acid, for
example, lactate. Examination of the relative changes in
Cl� and HCO�3 concentrations provides a useful tool in
establishing the cause of a metabolic acidosis (see next
section on the anion gap).

The pulmonary system responds to a fall in plasma
pH by an increase in minute ventilation, and the
resulting drop in PCO2 normally compensates partially
for the metabolic acidosis. Because of the rapidity with
which an increase in minute ventilation can change the
plasma PCO2, respiratory compensation is usually found
to coexist with the metabolic acidosis, a state also
referred to as compensated metabolic acidosis. There is a
decrease of approximately 1.25 mm Hg in the PCO2 for
each 1 mmol/L fall in the HCO�3 concentration (below
the normal 24 mmol/L) produced by the metabolic
acidosis. However, note what happens to the mass
balance relations as the PCO2 falls with hyperventilation.
Aswould be desired, theHþ concentration falls, although
not completely back to normal, but the HCO�3 con-
centration also falls. Therefore, with the respiratory
compensation the plasma is less acid, but the HCO�3
concentration falls even lower. Thus, in metabolic
acidosis, whether compensated or not, acidemia coexists
with a low plasma HCO�3 concentration.

The eventual correction of a metabolic acidosis
depends on the loss of the excess acid or a net gain of
HCO�3 . The kidney can return the lost HCO�3 by
conserving all the filtered HCO�3 (as it normally does),
and by increasing the rate at which it generates new
HCO�3 by the excretion of titratable acidity and
ammonium. These processes are usually adequate to
reverse completely the tendency toward metabolic
acidosis from normal metabolism, but in disease states
the kidney may be incapable of keeping up with the
demand for HCO�3 production and chronic acidosis will
persist until the original cause is corrected.

Anion Gap

The anion gap is a means of approximating the total
concentrations of anions other than Cl� and HCO�3 in
the plasma. It is calculated as the difference between the
plasma Naþ concentration and the sum of the Cl� and
HCO�3 concentrations: ([Naþ] þ [Kþ]) � ([Cl�] þ
[HCO�3 ]). This difference is normally about 12 mmol/L
(normal range 8–16 mmol/L). Because there must be
equal concentrations of anions and cations in the
plasma for electroneutrality, the anion gap indicates
that about 12 mmol/L of anions are not measured in

routine blood chemistries. These anions normally
include sulfate, phosphate, lactate, urate, oxalate, pyru-
vate, and small concentrations of several other organic
acids.

In analyzing the cause of a metabolic acidosis,
calculation of the anion gap helps to focus on the
possible etiology, as summarized in Table 5. The anion
gap in patients with normal renal function and no
acid–base disturbance will be 12 mmol/L or less. An
anion gap greater than 12, signals the presence of
increased concentrations of acid anions usually associ-
ated with the conditions in the left-hand column. In the
presence of renal failure, a large anion gap indicates
accumulation of anions such as HPO4

� and SO4
�

because of the decrease in glomerular filtration. Meta-
bolic acidosis not associated with an increase in
immeasurable anions in a patient with normal renal
function will immediately focus attention on the eight
possibilities listed in the right-hand column of Table 5.

Metabolic Alkalosis

Metabolic alkalosis results when there is an excessive
loss of Hþ from the body or excessive HCO�3 retention.
It may also occur, but more rarely, when there is an
excessive production of HCO�3 . When Hþ is lost from
the body, as in vomiting, the HCO�3 concentration rises:
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On the other hand, if HCO�3 intake or production is
increased,mass action causes theHþ concentration to fall:
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Note that in either case metabolic alkalosis is character-
ized by a rise in plasma HCO�3 . Respiratory compensa-
tion occurs by hypoventilation to increase PCO2, which
partially corrects the alkalemia but results in a further

TABLE 5 Causes of Metabolic Acidosis

With an increase in unmeasured

anions (anion gap > �16)

Without an increase in unmeasured

anions (anion gap < �16)

Diabetic ketoacidosis

Renal failure

Starvation

Salicylate poisoning

Alcoholic ketoacidosis

Ethylene glycol poisoning

Methyl alcohol poisoning

Paraldehyde poisoning

Lactic acidosis

Diarrhea

Renal tubular acidosis

Hypoaldosteronism

Hyperparathyroidism

Carbonic anhydrase inhibitors

Ammonium chloride ingestion

Drainage of pancreatic juice

Ureterosigmoidostomy
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rise in HCO�3 . However, respiratory compensation is
limited by the fact the hypoventilation compromises
the arterial PO2. Thus, the compensatory change in PCO2

is much less than with respiratory compensation
for metabolic acidosis. With metabolic alkalosis, PCO2

rises by approximately 0.6 mm Hg for each 1 mmol/L
rise in the HCO�3 concentration above the normal
24 mmol/L.

COMMON ACID–BASE DISTURBANCES:
A SUMMARY

Figures 6 through 9 present a systematic approach to
the analysis of common acid–base disturbances and

their compensatory counterparts based on the informa-
tion given in the preceding sections. Given a set of
arterial blood gas determinations, the first step (Fig. 6)
is to determine whether acidemia (pH<7.37) or
alkalemia (pH>7.43) exists. However, even if the pH
does not fall outside the normal range of 7.37–7.43,
there may still be a mixture of acid–base disorders that
fortuitously give a plasma pH in the normal range. For
example, a metabolic alkalosis due to vomiting can be
complicated by coexisting hypercapnia due to emphy-
sema. For this reason, the other blood gas parameters
(HCO�3 and PCO2) should also be examined to determine
if they fall in the normal ranges.

In step 2 of the analysis (Fig. 7), the PCO2 and HCO�3
values are examined, remembering that in respiratory

Clinical Note

Examples of Metabolic Acidosis

Because dangerous amounts of acid would rarely
be ingested in normal foodstuffs, metabolic acido-
sis because of increased acid intake is usually
observed only in poisoning. Typical causes of such
poisoning also involve the simultaneous ingestion
of an acid anion so that the anion gap increases.
For example, among common acidic poisons, the
metabolism of methyl alcohol results in formic
acid, ethylene glycol in oxalic acid, paraldehyde
in acetic acid, and aspirin in acetylsalicylic acid.
However, ingestion of either ammonium chloride
or hydrochloric acid will result in acidosis with a
normal anion gap because the accompanying
anion is Cl�.

Increased metabolic production of acid is com-
monly observed in diabetic ketoacidosis, in which
acetoacetic and �-hydroxybutyric acid are pro-
duced. In severe illnesses with generalized poor
tissue perfusion, toxic reactions, septicemia, or
massive catabolism, high rates of lactic acid
production may occur. In both diabetic ketoaci-
dosis and lactic acidosis, the anion gap can be
markedly elevated.

Chronic renal failure can also be associated
with a buildup of the anions of weak acids that
are not being excreted at high enough rates by
the kidneys. Decreased glomerular filtration leads
to a decreased excretion of titratable acidity, and
the general decrease in renal mass decreases the
ability of the kidney to form ammonium. Both of
these effects compromise the ability of the kidney
to generate HCO�3 .

Loss of bicarbonate leading to metabolic
acidosis can occur from either the gastrointes-
tinal tract or the urine. The most common
cause is the loss of HCO�3 and other ions in
diarrhea, as occurs, for example, in inflamma-
tory and infectious bowel diseases. Loss of
HCO�3 by this route may also be iatrogenic
because of the postoperative drainage of
pancreatic juice or because of the routing of
urine excretion through loops of bowel after
surgical procedures in the lower urinary tract
(ureterosigmoidostomy).

A less common cause of metabolic acidosis
produced by excessive HCO�3 losses or
decreased excretion of acid is renal tubular
acidosis (RTA). RTA is due to a defect in the
renal excretion of Hþ or in the reabsorption of
HCO�3 or both without a proportional impair-
ment of GFR. In general, there are two forms of
RTA: a proximal form characterized by impair-
ment of proximal tubular HCO�3 reabsorption,
resulting in bicarbonaturia (often the conse-
quence of drugs that inhibit carbonic anhydrase),
and a distal form characterized by an inability
of the distal Hþ transport mechanism to estab-
lish a normal gradient, resulting in the excretion
of a relatively alkaline urine. Consequently,
inadequate amounts of titratable acidity and
NHþ4 are excreted and positive acid balance
develops. RTA is suspected when acidosis
exists in the absence of an abnormal anion
gap and there is no evidence of extrarenal
alkali loss.
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disorders the HCO�3 concentration varies from normal
in the same direction as the Hþ concentration, whereas
in metabolic disorders they change in the opposite
direction. Thus, for example, an acidemia (high Hþ

concentration) is accompanied by an elevated HCO�3
if the primary disorder is a respiratory acidosis, but a
decreased HCO�3 if it is metabolic acidosis. Alterna-
tively, one can focus on the PCO2, expecting it to be

Clinical Note

Examples of Metabolic Alkalosis

It is difficult to induce alkalosis in a normal
individual by administering large quantities of
alkali because of the ease of increasing the
renal excretion of HCO�3 . Ordinarily, the factor
responsible for the generation of the elevated
plasma HCO�3 is easily identified. With vomit-
ing or gastric aspiration, the loss of hydro-
chloric acid together with NaCl, Kþ, and
volume results in a rise in the HCO�3 concen-
tration, as in the first equilibrium reaction
above. Loop diuretics and thiazide diuretics
increase Hþ excretion. Augmented renal excre-
tion of Hþ also accounts for the generation of
HCO�3 in conditions in which there is an excess
of adrenal steroids, which directly stimulate Hþ

secretion in the distal tubule and collecting
duct.

When alkalosis occurs because of gastric
volume losses, excessive HCO�3 reabsorption
often continues even when renal function is
normal. This excessive reabsorption can be
corrected only when the ECF volume and Cl�

deficit is replaced, and thus this condition is
referred to as contraction alkalosis. The explana-
tion for the increased reabsorption of HCO�3
after such volume losses may involve many factors
including Cl� and Kþ depletion. Loss of Naþ and
the associated contraction of extracellular volume
restrict HCO�3 excretion by increasing the avidity
with which the proximal tubule reabsorbs Naþ.
The increased Naþ-Hþ antiport in the proximal
tubule also increases HCO�3 reabsorption, but Cl�

depletion also plays an important role. For reasons
that are not clear, volume replacement must
include Cl� for the alkalosis to be corrected.

FIGURE 6 Step 1 in a systematic analysis of acid–base status. When

examining the values obtained from an arterial blood gas analysis, the

first step is to determine if the plasma pH is normal. A plasma pH

below 7.37 is called acidemia and it suggests the presence of an acidosis

as the primary disorder. A plasma pH above 7.43 is called alkalemia

and it suggests the presence of an alkalosis as the primary disorder.

However, the plasma pH may also be in the normal range if there are

offsetting primary acid–base disorders.

FIGURE 7 Step 2 in a systematic analysis of acid–base status.

Based on whether acidemia or alkalemia is found in step 1, the analysis

proceeds to determine the primary acid–base disorder based on

the reported values for the concentration of HCO3
� and PCO2 in

the arterial plasma. (Note that in each substep only one of the

two conditions can be true if the values for HCO3
� and PCO2 are

consistent with the plasma pH according to the Henderson-

Hasselbalch equation.) (Adapted with alterations from the scheme of

analysis presented in Andreoli TE. Carpenter CCG, Griggs RC,

Loscalzo J, eds. Cecil essentials of medicine. Philadelphia: WB

Saunders, 2001, p. 249.)
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elevated above the normal 40 mm Hg if, for example,
the acidemia is due to respiratory acidosis.

With any primary acid–base disturbance, the altera-
tion in bicarbonate or PCO2 is expected to be accom-
panied by an offsetting change in the other parameter
due to normal physiologic compensation. Step 3 of the
analysis (Fig. 8) is designed to determine if the change in
the other parameter is of the magnitude expected for
normal compensation. Because renal compensation
occurs more slowly, one should also take note from
the history of the patient if the symptoms of a primary
respiratory disorder have occurred acutely or chroni-
cally. Changes outside of the predicted range for the
second parameter are an indication that the primary

acid–base disorder is accompanied by a secondary one.
In other words, that there is a mixed acid–base disorder.
Note that the equations used for this analysis have been
developed empirically by analysis of blood gas data
from many patients. Nevertheless, these guidelines
should not be regarded as absolute, and care should
be taken to be sure that the diagnosis of the blood gas
disorder is consistent with the history and physical
observations for the patient.

The terminology used to describe acid–base distur-
bances can sometimes be confusing. It is best to
reserve the terms acidosis and alkalosis for primary
pathologic disturbances and not for physiologically
appropriate compensatory mechanisms. Consider, for
example, a patient with diabetic ketoacidosis who has
a bicarbonate level of 14 mmol/L and the expected
drop in PCO2 of 1.25 mm Hg for each 1 mmol/L of
bicarbonate below 24 mmol/L (PCO2 = 28 mm Hg).
This patient should be described as having a
metabolic acidosis with respiratory compensation.
From this perspective, it is not appropriate to refer
to the respiratory response as a ‘‘compensatory
respiratory alkalosis’’ because a normal physiologic
response rather than a pathologic process produces it.
On the other hand, patients often have a second
pathologic process that produces what can be identi-
fied as an inappropriate compensation. Using the
preceding example, if the patient had emphysema in
addition to his or her diabetic ketoacidosis, the
bicarbonate concentration of 14 mmol/L might be
accompanied by a PCO2 of 38 mm Hg because the
ventilatory defect prevents the expected decrease in
PCO2 in response to the metabolic acidosis. Thus, the
patient would be described as having both a

PCO2

PCO2

PCO2

PCO2

PCO2

PCO2

FIGURE 8 Step 3 in a systematic analysis of acid–base status. In

metabolic acid–base disorders, the respiratory center changes the

minute rate of ventilation to raise the plasma PCO2 in alkalosis and

lower it in acidosis. The change in PCO2 for a normal regulatory

response is indicated. In respiratory acid–base disorders, the kidney

compensates by changing the rate of HCO3
� excretion and thus its

plasma concentration. This renal compensation occurs over a period of

hours and days in contrast to the extremely rapid changes in PCO2 that

can occur with a change in ventilation. Thus the expected change in

plasma HCO�3 is greater with chronic than with acute respiratory

acidosis or alkalosis. (Adapted with alterations from the scheme of

analysis presented in Andreoli TE. Carpenter CCG, Griggs RC,

Loscalzo J, eds.Cecil essentials ofmedicine.Philadelphia:WBSaunders,

2001, p. 249.)

FIGURE 9 Step 4 in a systematic analysis of acid–base status. The

final step in the assessment of an acid–base disorder is to calculate the

anion gap. A value greater than 20 mmol/L it is a definitive indication

of the metabolic acidosis produced by some acid with an accompany-

ing anion other than Cl� or HCO3
�, for example, the production of

formic acid from ingested ethanol causes a metabolic acidosis.

Although an anion gap is expected only in metabolic acidosis, it

should always be calculated because of the possibility of multiple

coexisting acid–base disorders.
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metabolic and a respiratory acidosis. Despite the fact
that the PCO2 of 38 is not significantly different from
normal, it is much higher than would be expected in
the presence of the metabolic acidosis.

The most difficult discrimination is often the
etiology of a metabolic acidosis, because it can result
from excessive acid intake or production or from
excessive HCO�3 loss. In these cases, an abnormal
anion gap can point to the presence of excessive intake
or production of an acid with accompanying anion as
described in step 4 (Fig. 9). Although metabolic
alkalosis is a less common disorder, its correction
often is more dependent on restoring normal ECF
volume and Cl� than on the acid loss or base excess
itself.
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KEY POINTS
� The functions of the gastrointestinal tract are

regulated by chemical mediators including
(1) hormones, which are delivered in the blood;
(2) paracrines, which diffuse through the inter-
stitial fluid; and (3) neurocrines, which are
released from neurons.

� Neural regulation of the gastrointestinal (GI)
tract is both extrinsic and intrinsic.

� Parasympathetic and sympathetic nerves relay
information to and from the GI tract.

� The enteric nervous system within the gut receives
and relays information to and from the extrinsic
nerves and conducts signals along the gut.

� Two families of related peptides regulate many
of the functions of the GI tract: (1) gastrin and

cholecystokinin and (2) secretin, vasoactive
intestinal peptide (VIP), gastric inhibitory pep-
tide (GIF), and glucagon.

� Gastrointestinal hormones are found in endo-
crine cells scattered over large areas of mucosa.
They are released by chemicals found in food,
neural activity, or physical distension and may
stimulate or inhibit several processes.

� There are five established gastrointestinal tract
hormones: gastrin, cholecystokinin, secretin,
GIF, and motilin.

� Somatostatin and histamine are two important
paracrine agents.

� Three peptides function as neurocrines: VIP,
bombesin (GRP), and enkephalins.
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In the vertebrate body plan, the gastrointestinal (GI)
tract is a tube highly specialized for processing ingesta
and absorbing nutrients into the body. As such, the
inside of the tube or lumen is frequently considered to be
outside the body itself. Often called the digestive system,
the GI system has four major activities, of which
digestion is only one. These are motility, secretion,
digestion, and absorption.

Motility refers to the contractions of the muscles of the
GI tract that result in the orderly movement of ingested
material from the mouth to the anus. The contractions of
the GI tract serve not only to propel material but also to
mix and reduce the size of its particles. The movement of
material through the tract is regulated to optimize the
time needed for both digestion and absorption.

The second major activity of the GI tract is secretion.
Secretions consist primarily of water, electrolytes, enzy-
mes, and mucus and are provided both by the mucosal
lining of the tract and by accessory glands. The salivary
glands, pancreas, and liver produce highly specialized
and essential secretions that enter the lumen of the GI
tract through ducts. The secretory activities of these
glands and those present within the mucosa itself
are finely regulated.

Digestion refers to the chemical breakdown of food
into molecules able to cross the mucosa and gain entry
to the blood. Most digestion is accomplished by enzymes
either secreted into the lumen by the various glands or
inserted into the surface of the small intestinal mucosa
as integral parts of the plasma membranes of the
enterocytes. Gastric acid accounts for some digestion
as well. Digestion per se is not regulated, but the avail-
ability of the digestive enzymes depends in part on the
regulation of secretion.

The final function of the GI system is the absorption
of nutrients, vitamins, minerals, water, and electrolytes.

Although there is little evidence that absorptive proces-
ses are regulated over the short term, motility and secre-
tion are closely regulated to optimize digestion and, in
turn, absorption.

The regulation and integration of motility and
secretion are mediated, in all known instances, by the
action of chemicals on receptors of target cells within
the digestive tract. These chemicals are delivered either
by nerves and are termed neurocrines, by the blood-
stream and termed hormones, or by diffusion through
the interstitial fluid and termed paracrines. In the
last two instances, the chemicals are peptides synthe-
sized by endocrine cells within the epithelial layer of the
mucosa.

This chapter presents an overview of the neural and
chemical regulation of GI function. In subsequent
chapters in this section, regulation of the motility and
secretion of the specific organs is covered in detail.
The material in this chapter is a framework for that
discussion.

GENERAL STRUCTURE

The two surfaces of the GI tract are referred to as the
mucosa and the serosa. Although the outer surface or
serosa is a thin layer of connective tissue covered with a
single layer of squamous epithelial cells, the inner or
mucosal surface is quite complex. The mucosa actually
consists of three components (Fig. 1): a single layer of
epithelial cells called the epithelium, the lamina propria,
and the muscularis mucosae. Although the structure of
the GI tract varies considerably from region to region,
most of that variation is within themucosa. The epithelial
cells themselves are the primary source of variation and
are specifically modified to carry out the functions of

FIGURE 1 The general histology of the wall of the GI tract, seen in transverse cross

section.
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each region of the tract. Epithelial cells may secrete fluid
and electrolytes, enzymes, or mucus into the lumen or
chemical messengers into the intracellular spaces. Other
epithelial cells are modified specifically for the absorp-
tion of nutrients or water and electrolytes. Blood vessels
and lymph nodes are found within the lamina propria,
which consists primarily of connective tissue. Contrac-
tions of the muscularis mucosae change the shape of the
mucosa, producing ridges and valleys that alter the
absorptive or secretory area. The muscularis is two thin
layers of smooth muscle oriented so that the inner layer is
circular and the outer layer runs longitudinally.

The submucosa consists primarily of collagen and
elastin loosely woven into a connective tissue that
contains some glands and the larger blood vessels of
the wall of the tract. Also within the submucosa, at its
juncture with the circular muscle layer, is a network of
nerves called the submucosal plexus or Meissner’s plexus.

The smooth muscle responsible for motility of the GI
tract is found in an inner, circular layer and an outer,
longitudinal layer. The thickness of these layers varies
over the different regions of the tract. In general,
contractions of the circular layer narrow the diameter of
the lumen, whereas contractions of the longitudinal
layer shorten a particular segment of the tract. Between
the circular and longitudinal muscle layers is the
second nerve network, called the myenteric plexus.
The myenteric plexus and the submucosal plexus are
the main components of the enteric nervous system
and contain numerous interconnecting cell bodies and
nerve processes.

INNERVATION OF THE
GASTROINTESTINAL TRACT

Extrinsic innervation of the GI tract is provided by
both the parasympathetic and sympathetic systems.
Together with the enteric or intrinsic nervous system,
they make up the autonomic nervous system. The inner-
vation of the GI tract is referred to as autonomic because
we are unaware of its activities and have no conscious
control over the functions it regulates.

Parasympathetic Innervation

Down to the level of the transverse colon, parasym-
pathetic innervation to the GI tract is supplied by the
vagus nerve. The pelvic nerve innervates the descending
colon, sigmoid colon, rectum, and anal canal (Fig. 2).
The striated muscle of the upper third of the esophagus
and the external anal sphincter receive cholinergic
innervation from the vagus and pelvic nerves, respec-
tively. Preganglionic fibers arise from cell bodies within

the medulla of the brain (vagus) and the sacral region of
the spinal cord (pelvic). These predominantly choliner-
gic fibers synapse with ganglion cells located in the
enteric nervous system (Fig. 3). Thus, vagal activity can
affect secretion, motility, or the release of hormones, as
indicated in Fig. 3. The mediator at the target cells is
generally acetylcholine, but this is not always the case.
In many cases, the chemical mediator has not been
identified.

It is also important to realize that the vagus is a
mixed nerve in which approximately 75% of the fibers
are afferent. Receptors in the mucosa and smooth
muscle relay information back to higher centers via the
vagus and pelvic nerves (Fig. 3). This afferent informa-
tion may trigger a reflex whose efferent limb is also
present in the vagus nerve. Reflexes of this type are
called vagovagal reflexes.

Sympathetic Innervation

Unlike the parasympathetic system, preganglionic
fibers from the sympathetic system synapse outside of the
GI tract in prevertebral ganglia (Fig. 2). Preganglionic,
cholinergic efferent fibers from the cord synapse in four
major ganglia: the celiac, superior mesenteric, inferior
mesenteric, and hypogastric. Postganglionic adrenergic
fibers from these ganglia innervate the cells of themyente-
ric and submucosal plexuses. Elements from the enteric
system then innervate smooth muscle, secretory, and
endocrine cells. Some blood vessels, certain smooth
muscle cells, and the muscularis mucosae receive direct
postganglionic sympathetic innervation (Fig. 3). Approx-
imately 50% of the fibers present in sympathetic nerves
to the gut are afferent. Thus, information is also relayed
from the gut to the spinal cord.

Intrinsic Innervation

Intrinsic innervation of the gut is provided by the
enteric nervous system consisting primarily of the
networks formed by the submucosal and myenteric
plexuses. The elements of the enteric nervous system
not only relay information to and from the gut via the
parasympathetic and sympathetic systems, but also relay
information along the gut. In other words, local or intra-
mural (contained within the wall) reflexes can produce
a response in one part of the tract after a stimulus to
another part even in the absence of all extrinsic innerva-
tion (Fig. 3).

Many different chemicals act as neurocrines within
the enteric nervous system. Acetylcholine is released by
most of the extrinsic preganglionic fibers and acts on
neurons within the prevertebral ganglia and enteric ner-
vous system. Most of the endings of the postganglionic
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sympathetic neurons release norepinephrine, which also
acts on neurons within the enteric system. The enteric
nervous system itself contains many different mediators.
These include acetylcholine, nitric oxide, vasoactive
intestinal peptide (VIP), enkephalins, serotonin, and
substance P. Our knowledge of the localization of neuro-
crines is far from complete, and in many instances a
single neuron may release more than one mediator.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
GASTROINTESTINAL PEPTIDES

The GI peptides regulate many different functions:
water and electrolyte secretion from the stomach,
pancreas, liver, and gut; enzyme secretion of the
stomach and pancreas; and contraction and relaxation
of the smooth muscle of the stomach, small and large
bowel, various sphincters, and gall bladder. These
peptides also regulate the release of GI peptides and
some other endocrines, such as insulin, glucagon, and
calcitonin. Some GI peptides have trophic effects,
regulating the growth of the exocrine pancreas and the
mucosa of the stomach, small and large intestine, and
gall bladder. Many peptides have identical effects on
an end organ. Others may produce opposite effects.

Thus, the end-organ response is an integration of the
actions of the various peptides reaching its receptors.
Fortunately, many of these effects are pharmacologic
and are produced by doses of peptide greater than those
present as a result of normal release. The important
actions of the GI peptides are the physiologic ones—
those that occur with amounts of hormone released as a
result of the stimulus provided by the ingestion and
digestion of a meal. The actions of the GI peptides also
vary in intensity and direction among species. Wherever
the data are available, the remainder of this section
concerns the actions that occur in humans.

Although some GI peptides are located in nerves,
many others are found in mucosal endocrine cells. These
cells are found not in discrete isolated glands but as
single cells scattered over a wide area of mucosa. This
more generalized distribution ensures that endocrine
release is regulated by the events taking place in a
relatively large part of the gut. Thus, the release of these
peptides is an integrated response in time as well as area.
Because the gut endocrine cells are scattered, one cannot
surgically remove a GI ‘‘endocrine gland’’ to examine
the effects of the absence of these peptides—a standard
technique of endocrinologists to determine the physio-
logically significant actions of hormones. This distribu-
tion also means that studies of the release of these

FIGURE 2 The extrinsic branches of the autonomic nervous system. (A)

Parasympathetic. Dotted lines indicate cholinergic innervation of the striated muscle

in the esophagus and external anal sphincter. Solid lines indicate afferent and

preganglionic innervation of the remaining GI tract. (B) Sympathetic. Solid lines

denote the afferent and preganglionic efferent pathways between the spinal cord and

the prevertebral ganglia. C, celiac; SM, superior mesenteric; IM, inferior mesenteric.

Dashed lines indicate the afferent and postganglionic efferent innervation.
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hormones are difficult, because in vitro experiments are
impossible and there is often no venous blood supply to
isolate and sample.

At first it was believed that all GI peptides were
hormones. Although all GI hormones are peptides, we
now know that the GI peptides can be classified as
endocrine hormones, paracrines, or neurocrines (Fig. 4).

Hormones are released into the portal circulation,
pass through the liver, and are then circulated to all
tissues of the body (unless excluded from the brain by
the blood–brain barrier). Target tissues are those that
have specific receptors for the hormones in their plasma
membranes. Thus, specificity is a property of the target
tissue. Paracrines are released from endocrine cells
within the mucosa and diffuse through the extracellular
spaces or are carried short distances by capillaries to

their target cells. Here, specificity depends not only on
the presence of receptors but also on the proximity of
the target cell to the endocrine cell. Thus, the effects of
paracrines are limited by diffusion, but because the
releasing cells may be spread over a large area of mucosa
it is still possible for paracrines to act as major mediators
of function. Histamine, a derivative of the amino acid
histidine, is an important agent in the stimulation of
gastric acid secretion that acts as a paracrine.

Neurocrines are synthesized in the cell bodies of
neurons and migrate to the axonal ending, where they
can be released by an action potential. Once released,
neurocrines diffuse the short distance across the synaptic
cleft to their target cells. Acetylcholine, although not
a peptide, is the best known neuroregulator in the
GI tract.
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FIGURE 3 The integration of the extrinsic (parasympathetic and sympathetic) nervous system with

the enteric (myenteric and submucosal plexuses) nervous system. The preganglionic fibers of the

parasympathetic synapse with ganglion cells located in the enteric nervous system. Their cell bodies, in

turn, send signals to smooth muscle, secretory, and endocrine cells. They also receive information from

receptors located in the mucosa and in the smooth muscle, which is relayed to higher centers via vagal

afferents. This may result in vagovagal (long) reflexes. Postganglionic efferent fibers from the

sympathetic ganglia innervate the elements of the enteric system, but they also innervate smooth

muscle, blood vessels, and secretory cells directly. The enteric nervous system relays information up

and down the length of the GI tract, which may result in short or intrinsic reflexes.
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HORMONES

Four criteria must be satisfied to prove the existence
of a GI hormone: (1) A physiologic stimulus, such as the
presence of food, applied to one part of the digestive
tract produces a response in another part; (2) the response
must be able to be elicited after nervous connections
between the two portions of the tract are severed; (3) an
extract of mucosa taken from the site where the stimulus
was applied reproduces the response when injected into
the blood; and (4) the substance must be isolated,
purified, identified chemically, and synthesized.

Five GI peptides have satisfied these criteria and
are considered hormones. They are, in the order of their
discovery, secretin, gastrin, cholecystokinin (CCK),
gastric inhibitory peptide, and motilin. There is also
an extensive list of peptides, found in endocrine cells of
the GI tract, whose members for one reason or another
have failed to satisfy one of these criteria. These sub-
stances are called candidate hormones.

The science of endocrinology actually began in 1902
with the discovery of secretin (meaning, literally, ‘‘to
stimulate secretion’’) by Bayliss and Starling. They
demonstrated that hydrochloric acid placed on the
duodenal mucosa stimulated pancreatic water and
bicarbonate secretion. The effect persisted after dener-
vation, and an acid extract of canine duodenal mucosa
stimulated pancreatic secretion when injected into the
blood of a second dog. Secretin was isolated and its
amino acid sequence determined by Jorpes and Mutt
in 1966. It was synthesized by Bodanszky and coworkers
later in the same year.

Edkins discovered gastrin (which means, literally, ‘‘to
stimulate the stomach’’) in 1905, describing it to the
Royal Society by saying ‘‘in the process of the absorp-
tion of digested food in the stomach a substance may be
separated from the cells of the mucous membrane
which, passing into the blood or lymph, later stimulates
the secretory cells of the stomach to functional activity.’’
The existence of gastrin remained controversial for
43 years, primarily because histamine, found in large

quantities in the gastric mucosa, had been shown by
Popielski also to stimulate gastric acid secretion. In
1938, Komarov convincingly showed that gastrin was a
peptide separate from histamine. In 1964, Gregory and
his colleagues finished the extraction and isolation of
hog antral gastrin. Kenner synthesized gastrin the same
year, making it the first GI peptide to satisfy all of the
criteria and establishing it as a hormone. The word
hormone (from the Greek for ‘‘to set in motion’’ or ‘‘to
spur on’’) was actually coined by W. B. Hardy and used
by Starling in 1905 to describe secretin and gastrin and
to convey the concept of bloodborne messengers.

In 1928, Ivy and Oldberg demonstrated that fat in the
duodenum stimulated gall bladder contraction. They
named the humoral mediator cholecystokinin (cholecysto
refers to the gall bladder, kin means to move, and in
means to stimulate). In 1943, Harper and Raper
described a hormone released from the mucosa of the
small intestine that stimulated pancreatic enzyme secre-
tion. They named it pancreozymin. With the purification
of these two substances by Jorpes and Mutt in 1968, it
became obvious that the ability to stimulate both gall
bladder contraction and pancreatic enzyme secretion
resided in the same peptide, but we still call this
hormone CCK because this was its first action to be
described.

In 1969, Brown and his coworkers described a potent
inhibitor of gastric acid secretion extracted from intes-
tinal mucosa. After its isolation and purification in
1971, it was named gastric inhibitory peptide (GIF) for
its ability to inhibit gastric acid secretion. GIF is
released from the intestinal mucosa by glucose and
also stimulates insulin release. The release of insulin was
shown to be a physiologic phenomenon, making GIF
the fourth GI hormone. Because the insulinotropic
effect of GIF requires elevated serum glucose and
because the inhibitory effects on the stomach require
pharmacologic doses of hormone, it has been suggested
that its name be changed to (G)lucose-dependent
(I)nsulinotropic (P)eptide. In either case, GIF is still its
common name.

Motilin was also purified by Brown and his associates
in early 1970. Motilin is a linear 22-amino-acid peptide
found primarily in the proximal small intestine. It is
released approximately every 90 min in fasting humans
and, as its name implies, stimulates GI motility. Release
is under neural control, and this peptide is responsible
for the interdigestive migrating myoelectric complex.

Gastrin

Gastrin is a 17-amino-acid straight chain peptide
(Fig. 5). Most peptide hormones are heterogeneous,
occurring in two or more molecular forms. Gastrin was

FIGURE 4 Differentmethods of delivery of peptides from cells of the

GI tract. BV, blood vessel; EC, endocrine cell; N, neuron; P, peptide;

TC, target cell.
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originally isolated from hog antral mucosa as a hepta-
decapeptide called G-17 or ‘‘little’’ gastrin. The form
shown in Fig. 5 is human G-17 and differs from the
gastrins of other species only by one or two amino acid
substitutions in the middle of the molecule. Little gastrin
accounts for about 90% of the gastrin found in antral
mucosa. The major component of gastrin in serum of
fasting subjects, however, is a larger molecule called
‘‘big’’ gastrin. On isolation, big gastrin was found to
contain 34 amino acids, and is therefore called G-34.
Trypsin splits G-34 to yield G-17 plus another inactive
heptadecapeptide. Therefore, G-34 is not a dimer of
G-17. Current evidence indicates that G-17 is not pro-
duced from G-34 or vice versa, because both pro G-17
and pro G-34 are produced. Between meals, referred to
as the interdigestive state, most human serum gastrin is
G-34. The human duodenal mucosa also contains
significant amounts of gastrin, which is predominantly
G-34. In response to a meal, a large amount of antral
G-17 is released along with smaller amounts of G-34
from the antral mucosa. G-34 may be released from
duodenal mucosa under special conditions. G-17 and
G-34 are equipotent, although the half-life of G-34 is 38
min and the half-life of G-17 is approximately 7 min.

Radioimmunoassay of plasma from normal fasting
humans gives values between 50 and 100 pg/mL (pg or
picogram=10�12 g). During a meal, these values
usually increase 50–100%.

In Fig. 5, note that position 12 is a tyrosyl residue. If
the tyrosine is sulfated, the molecule is called gastrin II;
unsulfated, it is called gastrin I. Both forms occur with
equal frequency in nature and are equipotent for most
effects. The N terminus of gastrin is a pyroglutamyl
residue (Glp). The –NH2 group that follows the
C-terminal Phe indicates that this is the amidated
form, phenylalamide. The pyroglutamyl and phenylala-
mide residues protect gastrin from amino peptidases and
carboxypeptidases.

The most interesting structural feature of gastrin is
that all the biologic activity is contained in the four

C-terminal amino acids. This tetrapeptide is the minimal
fragment of gastrin necessary for strong activity and is
about one-sixth as potent as the whole hormone.

The physiologically significant actions of gastrin
are the stimulation of gastric acid secretion and its
trophic activity (Table 1). The receptor for gastrin in the
so-called CCK-B or CCK-2 receptor, which also binds
CCK, but its affinity for CCK is much lower than its
affinity for gastrin. Gastrin stimulates acid secretion by
acting directly on the acid-secreting parietal cell and by
releasing histamine from the enterochromaffin-like cell
(ECL cell). Gastrin also stimulates histamine synthesis
in, and growth of, the ECL cells. On a molar basis,
gastrin is 1500 times more potent than histamine for
stimulating acid secretion. Gastrin stimulates the
growth of the oxyntic gland (acid-secreting portion)
mucosa of the stomach and also the colonic mucosa. If
most endogenous gastrin is surgically removed by
resecting the gastric antrum, these tissues atrophy.
Patients having high serum levels of gastrin because of
continual release of the hormone from a tumor have
hyperplasia and hypertrophy of the acid-secreting
portion of the stomach. The trophic actions of gastrin
and the other GI hormones are direct effects and are
specific for GI tissues. There is considerable interest in
the role of gastrin in promoting the growth of colon
cancers. Many colon tumors have receptors for gastrin
and some also secrete the hormone, which may act as an
autocrine agent. Interestingly, progastrin and glycine
extended G-17 and G-34, steps in the synthesis of the
hormone, are sometimes secreted and have trophic
effects.

Gastrin is physiologically released from G cells of the
antral mucosa, and to a lesser extent the duodenal
mucosa, in response to a meal. The most important
releasers are protein digestion products, small peptides,
and amino acids (Table 1). Phenylalanine and trypto-
phan are the amino acids with the greatest gastrin-
releasing activity. The release of gastrin requires luminal
contact with the antral mucosa because intravenous
amino acids are ineffective. Activation of the vagus and
local cholinergic reflexes also release gastrin. The vagal
mediator of gastrin release is bombesin (also called
gastrin-releasing peptide, GRP). Gastrin is also released
by physical distension of the wall of the stomach. For
example, inflating a balloon in the antrum initiates a
reflex release of gastrin. This response is triggered
during a meal by the pressure of ingested food.

Release of gastrin is inhibited by acidification of
gastric luminal contents below pH 3. This is an
important feedback inhibition of gastrin release and
ensures that additional gastrin is not released when the
stomach is already acidified. It is important to realize
that raising the pH by neutralizing gastric contents does

FIGURE 5 Structure of human ‘‘little’’ gastrin (HG-17).
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not by itself stimulate gastrin release. It allows the other
stimuli to be effective.

Cholecystokinin

Cholecystokinin (CCK) is structurally related to
gastrin. As shown in Fig. 6 the C-terminal 5 amino
acids of CCK are identical to those of gastrin. CCK was
originally isolated as a 33-amino-acid peptide (Fig. 6).
In addition to the 33-amino-acid form (CCK-33),
CCK-39 and CCK-8 have also been isolated. The
structural feature that determines whether a peptide of
the gastrin-CCK family behaves like gastrin (stimulates
acid secretion) or CCK (stimulates gall bladder contrac-
tion and pancreatic enzyme secretion) is the location of
the tyrosyl residue. In peptides with gastrin-like activity,
the tyrosyl residue is in position 6 from the C terminus,
and they bind to the CCK-B receptor. Sulfation of the
tyrosyl residue does not alter the potency of gastrin
peptides. In CCK peptides, the tyrosyl residue is in
position 7 from the C terminus, and it is always sulfated.
These peptides bind to the CCK-B receptor and their
pattern of activity to that of gastrin. Thus, in order to
act like CCK, one of these peptides must have a sulfated
tyrosyl residue in position 7 from the C terminus.

All others, including the C-terminal tetra-, penta-, and
hexapeptides have gastrin-like activity. Given high
enough doses, each of these two hormones can produce
all the effects of the other. The difference between the two is
determined by which effects occur at physiologic doses.

CCK physiologically stimulates gall bladder contrac-
tion and relaxes the sphincter of Oddi to facilitate the
emptying of the gall bladder. CCK is a potent stimulator
of pancreatic enzyme secretion, but only a weak stimu-
lator of pancreatic water and bicarbonate. However, if
administered with secretin, low doses of CCK greatly
potentiate the secretion of bicarbonate stimulated by
secretin. This important interaction is a physiologically
significant effect of CCK. CCK is an important inhibitor
of gastric emptying and is the reason fatty meals empty
more slowly than nonfat meals. CCK also has trophic
effects, stimulating the growth of the exocrine pancreas
and the mucosa of the gall bladder (Table 1).

CCK is released from the I-cells of the duodenal and
jejunal mucosa by peptides and single amino acids.
Fatty acids or their monoglycerides containing eight or
more carbon atoms are the most potent stimuli for CCK
release. Fat must be in an absorbable form to release
CCK; therefore, triglycerides are ineffective. Acid is a
weak releaser of CCK, but may do so in high doses.

TABLE 1 Gastrointestinal Hormones

Hormone Action Site of release Releaser

Gastrin Stimulates Antrum (duodenum)a Peptides

Peptides Amino acids

Gastric acid secretion Distention Vagal stimulation

Growth of gastric oxyntic giant mucosa

CCK Stimulates Duodenum Peptides

Gallbladder contraction Jejunum amino acids

Pancreatic enzyme secretion fatty acids > 8c

Pancreatic bicarbonate secretion (Acid)a

Growth of exocrine pancreas

Inhibits

Gastric emptying

Secretin Stimulates Duodenum Acid

Pancreatic bicarbonate secretion (Fat)a

Biliary bicarbonate secretion

Growth of exocrine pancreas

Pepsin secretion

Inhibits

Gastric acid secretion

Trophic effect of gastrin

GIP Stimulates Duodenum Glucose

Insulin release Jejunum Amino acids

Inhibits Fatty acids

Gastric acid secretion

Motilin Stimulates Duodenum Nerves

Gastric motility Jejunum

Intestinal motility

a Parentheses indicate an item of lesser importance. CCK, cholecystokinin; GIP, gastric inhibitory peptide.
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Secretin

Secretin is a member of a family of peptides chemi-
cally homologous to glucagon (Fig. 7). Secretin contains
27 amino acids, 14 of which are identical in kind and
position to those of glucagon. Members of this family of
peptides have no active fragments, all amino acids being
required for activity. The active forms of these peptides
appear to be �-helices, and all amino acids must be in
position to form the active tertiary structure.

The primary effect of secretin is the stimulation
of pancreatic bicarbonate and water secretion. It
also has an identical effect on the liver and is the
most potent choleretic of the GI peptides. Like CCK,
secretin stimulates the growth of the exocrine pancreas,
an effect that is greatly potentiated in the presence of
both hormones. Secretin inhibits gastric acid secretion
and the trophic effect of gastrin on the acid-producing
portion of the stomach. All of the actions of secretin
discussed earlier serve to reduce the amount of acid

Clinical Note

Gastrinoma

Non-beta-cell tumors of the pancreas or duode-
num sometimes produce gastrin and continually
release it into the blood. Patients with this disease,
called gastrinoma or Zollinger-Ellison syndrome,
usually develop duodenal ulcers, diarrhea, stea-
torrhea, and sometimes hypokalemia. Gastrin is
released from these tumors at a high sponta-
neous rate not affected by feeding or acidification
of the luminal contents. The hypergastrinemia
causes hypersecretion of gastric acid through two
mechanisms: (1) The trophic action of gastrin
causes an increased parietal cell mass and acid
secretory capacity, and (2) increased serum
gastrin levels constantly stimulate secretion from
the hyperplastic mucosa. The symptoms of this
disease are due to the presence of large amounts
of acid in the small bowel. The acid overwhelms
the neutralizing bicarbonate secretions of the

pancreas, liver, and duodenal mucosa and erodes
the mucosa, producing an ulcer.

Steatorrhea and diarrhea are caused primarily
by the inactivation of pancreatic lipase and the
precipitation of bile salts at low luminal pH.
Increased volumes of gastric and pancreatic
secretions also add to the fluid in the intestine.
There is evidence that pharmacologically high
levels of serum gastrin may also inhibit the
absorption of fluid and electrolytes by the small
intestine and increase the transit of intestinal
contents. Both of these would add to the severity
of diarrhea. Because the tumors are difficult to
resect and slow growing, the surgical treatment
for this condition is total gastric resection—
removal of the target organ involved. Some of
the newer, potent drugs that inhibit acid secretion
have been used successfully to treat the symp-
toms of gastrinoma as well.

FIGURE 6 Structure of porcine cholecystokinin.
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in the duodenum (see Table 1). For this reason,
secretin has been referred to as ‘‘nature‘s antacid.’’
The only other action of secretin that one should be
aware of is that it stimulates pepsin secretion from the
stomach.

Secretin is released from the S cells of the duodenal
mucosa. By far the most important stimulus for secretin
release is acid. Secretin release occurs when the pH of
the duodenal contents falls below 4.5. To a lesser extent,
secretin is also released by fatty acids. Because the
duodenum often contains large amounts of dietary fat,
this may be a physiologically significant mechanism of
release.

Gastric Inhibitory Peptide

GIF is a member of the secretin-glucagon family of
peptides (see Fig. 7). It has nine amino acids identical to
those of secretin. In pharmacologic doses, GIF has most
of the actions of secretin and glucagon.

The only action of GIF that is known to be
physiologically significant is the stimulation of insulin
release in the presence of glucose. This hormone is
responsible for the finding that an oral glucose load is
cleared from the blood more rapidly than an intrave-
nous glucose load of the same magnitude. As its name
implies, GIF inhibits gastric acid secretion.

GIF is the only hormone released by all three major
foodstuffs. Fat must be in the hydrolyzed form in order
to release GIF. Amino acids such as arginine, histidine,
leucine, lysine, and others, which are not potent CCK
releasers, release GIF. GIF is released by oral but not
intravenous glucose. Almost all GIF release occurs from
the duodenum and proximal jejunum.

Motilin

Motilin is a linear 22-amino-acid peptide whose
structure is unrelated to that of either gastrin or secretin.
Motilin is released approximately every 90 min during
fasting. Release is prevented by atropine, indicating that
it is regulated by a cholinergic pathway, and by the
ingestion of a mixed meal. Serum levels of motilin
increase just before and during a wave of GI motility,
termed the interdigestive migrating myoelectric complex
(see Chapter 33). If the increase in serum motilin is
prevented, this complex fails to occur. Initiation of this
pattern of motility is the only known physiologic action
of motilin.

Candidate Hormones

Some peptides have been isolated and for one reason
or another are not considered to be hormones. These are
called putative or candidate hormones. Those listed in
Table 2 may turn out to have physiologic significance.

Pancreatic polypeptide is a 36-amino-acid peptide
released from the pancreas by all three foodstuffs.
A protein meal, however, is by far the most important
stimulus for release. Pancreatic polypeptide inhibits
both pancreatic enzyme and bicarbonate secretion.
The significance of the inhibition of pancreatic secretion
itself, however, is doubtful, for the antiserum to
pancreatic polypeptide was found to have no effect on
pancreatic secretion.

Peptide YY has 36 amino acid residues, 18 of which
are identical to those of pancreatic polypeptide. It is
named for the fact that both its amino and carboxyl
amino acid residues are tyrosines. Most peptide YY is
found in ileal and colonic mucosa and is released by

FIGURE 7 Structures of members of the secretin family of peptides. Shaded residues are identical to

secretin. Circled numbers are the total amino acid residues.
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meals, and especially fat. Serum levels may be sufficient
to inhibit gastric secretion and emptying, and it has been
proposed as an enterogastrone (substance from the small
intestine, entero-, that inhibits, -one, the stomach, gastr-).

Enteroglucagon is ‘‘glucagon-like immunoactivity’’
shown to be present in the distal small intestine and
released into the bloodstream. The enteroglucagons are
products of the same gene present in the pancreatic
alpha cell, processed to form glucagon, and the intes-
tinal L cell, which makes three forms of glucagon. One
of these, GLP-1 (glucagon-like peptide 1), may function
as an insulin releaser and also to inhibit gastric secretion
and emptying. The significance of these effects has not
been established.

PARACRINES

Paracrines are synthesized in and released from
endocrine cells in the same fashion as hormones.
However, the amounts released do not reach the general
circulation in concentrations sufficient to produce
effects. Instead, paracrines act on cells in their immedi-
ate vicinity, reaching them by simple diffusion or
perhaps movement through capillaries before being
diluted in the general circulation. One can assess the
biologic significance of a hormone by correlating its
plasma levels with its effects. Similar studies are not
possible with paracrines or neurocrines. Current studies
make use of specific pharmacologic blocking agents or
antisera directed toward these substances. Some inves-
tigators have perfused organs in vitro and successfully
measured changes in the release of paracrine agents in
the small volumes of venous effluent.

At this time, somatostatin is the only GI peptide we
know of that functions physiologically as a paracrine
(Table 3). It was first isolated from the hypothalamus
as growth hormone release inhibitory factor (GHRIF),

and it appears to inhibit the release of all peptide
hormones. It is now known to exist throughout the GI
mucosa and to inhibit the release of all gut hormones.
Somatostatin is released by luminal acid and mediates
the inhibition of the release of gastrin when the gastric
contents are acidified. It also directly inhibits acid
secretion from the parietal cells. Vagal activation
prevents somatostatin release. It may also act physiolog-
ically as a paracrine in the pancreatic islets to regulate
insulin and glucagon release.

The only other known significant paracrine agent in
gut physiology is histamine. Histamine is not a peptide,
but is found throughout the mucosa in endocrine-like
cells called ECL cells (enterochromaffin-like). Gastrin
stimulates the release of histamine and its synthesis by
activating the enzyme histidine decarboxylase present in
the ECL cells. Gastrin also stimulates the growth of
these cells. Released histamine then stimulates the
parietal cells to secrete acid. Histamine also potentiates
the effects of gastrin and acetylcholine on acid secretion.
This is why drugs like Tagamet (cimetidine) and Zantac
(ranitidine) that block histamine H2-receptors are such
potent inhibitors of acid secretion.

NEUROCRINES

At first, all GI peptides were believed to originate
from endocrine cells. Powerful cytochemical techniques
for the localization of peptides, however, have shown
that many were located in nerves throughout the
mucosa and smooth muscle of the gut.

Vasoactive Intestinal Peptide

Currently, three peptides are known to function
physiologically in the gut as neurocrines (Table 4).

TABLE 2 Candidate Hormones

Peptide Action Site of release Releaser

Pancreatic polypeptide Inhibits Pancreas Protein

Pancreatic bicarbonate secretion (fat)a

Pancreatic enzyme secretion (Glucose)

Peptide YY Inhibits Ileum Fat

Gastric secretion Colon

Gastric emptying

Glucagon-like-peptide-1 Stimulates Ileum Fat

GLP-1 Insulin release Colon Glucose

Inhibits

Gastric secretion

Gastric emptying

a Parentheses indicate an item of lesser importance.
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Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is chemically a
member of the secretin-glucagon family (see Fig. 7). It
is found only in nerves and appears to mediate the
relaxation of GI smooth muscle. VIP may also relax
vascular smooth muscle to physiologically mediate
vasodilation. Many of the effects of VIP on relaxing
smooth muscle may be mediated by nitric oxide, the
synthesis of which is stimulated by VIP. When injected
into the bloodstream, VIP has many of the effects of its
relatives, secretin, GIP, and glucagon. It stimulates
pancreatic fluid and bicarbonate secretion and water and
electrolyte secretion from the intestinal mucosa. It also
inhibits gastric secretion.

VIP appears to be the agent responsible for pancrea-
tic cholera or watery diarrhea syndrome. The sym-
ptoms of this frequently lethal disease result from the
secretion of a peptide from a pancreatic islet cell
tumor. The peptide has been identified as VIP in both
tumor tissue and plasma samples from these patients.
Because VIP stimulates the secretion of cholera-like
fluid from intestinal mucosa, it is probably the causative
agent.

Bombesin or Gastrin-Releasing Peptide

A variety of biologically active peptides has been
isolated from amphibian skin. Many of these have
mammalian counterparts with physiologic functions.
Bombesin is one of these. It was first isolated from the
skin of a frog, for which it is named. The mammalian
counterpart of bombesin is GRP, which is found in
nerves of the gastric mucosa. GRP is released by vagal
stimulation and appears to mediate vagally stimulated
gastrin release.

Enkephalins

Two pentapeptides isolated from brain activate
opiate receptors and have been found in nerves of the
mucosa and smooth muscle of the GI tract. They are

identical except for the C-terminal amino acid, which is
methionine in one (met-enkephalin) and leucine in the
other (leu-enkephalin). The enkephalins contract
smooth muscle and appear to mediate the contrac-
tion of the lower esophageal, pyloric, and ileocecal
sphincters. They may also function physiologically in
peristalsis.

Opiates have been used for years to treat diarrhea.
Their effectiveness is attributed to the fact that they slow
intestinal transit. The enkephalins are also potent
inhibitors of intestinal fluid secretion. Thus, the anti-
diarrheal property of opiates is probably due to this
action as well as the motility effects.

INTEGRATION OF REGULATORY MECHANISMS

This chapter outlined peripheral and intrinsic nerv-
ous regulatory mechanisms and hormonal, paracrine,
and neurocrine mechanisms. It is essential to understand
that each does not occur as an isolated event but that
all may integrate into one control mechanism. Extrinsic
nerves may alter hormone release, which in turn may

TABLE 4 Neurocrines

Peptide Action Site of release

VIP Relaxes sphincters Mucosa and smooth

muscle of GI tract

Relaxes gut circular muscle

Stimulates intestinal

secretion

Stimulates pancreatic

secretion

Bombesin

or GRP

Stimulates gastrin release Gastric mucosa

Enkephalins Stimulates smooth

muscle contraction

Mucosa and smooth

muscle of GI tract

Inhibits intestinal secretion

VIP, vasoactive inhibitory peptide; GRP, gastrin-releasing peptide;

GI, gastrointestinal.

TABLE 3 Paracrines

Substance Action Site of release Releaser

Somatostatin Inhibits GI mucosa Acid

Gastrin release Pancreatic islets Vagus inhibits release

Other peptide hormone release

Gastric acid secretion

Histamine Stimulates Oxyntic gland mucosa Gastrin

Gastric acid secretion ECL cell

GI, gastrointestinal; ECL, enterochromaffin-like.
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be affected by paracrine agents. This is the case
with gastrin. Gastric acid secretion (see Chapter 34) is
regulated by extrinsic nerves, local enteric reflexes,
paracrines, and hormones acting in an integrated
manner. This variety of mechanisms ensures that
events outside the GI tract, seeing or smelling food for
example, can be integrated with those occurring within
the tract, and that one portion of the tract can influence
digestive processes occurring in other, more remote,
portions.
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KEY POINTS
� Gastrointestinal smooth muscle cells contract as a

unit because of anatomic and electrical coupling.
� Smooth muscles may contract and relax over a

few seconds (phasic), or contractions may last
from minutes to hours (tonic).

� Material moves through the esophagus and
entire gastrointestinal (GI) tract from regions of
higher to regions of lower intraluminal pressure.

� Primary peristaltic contractions are initia-
ted in the esophagus by swallowing and are
responsible for moving most material through
the esophagus; secondary peristaltic contrac-
tions initiated by distension and local reflexes
remove any ‘‘leftover’’ material.

� The principal motility function of the orad
(proximal) stomach is receptive relaxation,
which is mediated by a vagovagal reflex and
allows the stomach to store ingested material.
The principal activity of the caudal (distal)
stomach is mixing and emptying.

� Gastric contractions are triggered by regularly
(3–5 min) occurring depolarizations called slow
waves.

� Small intestinal motility is characterized by brief,
irregular contractions that are interrupted during
fasting approximately every 90 min by a wave of
intense contractions that sweeps the entire
length of the small intestine. After a meal, these
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GASTROINTESTINAL SMOOTH MUSCLE

The smooth muscle cells in each part of the gastro-
intestinal (GI) tract have structural and functional
differences. However, certain basic properties are
common to all of these cells. Smooth muscle cells make
up all of the contractile tissue of the GI tract with the
exception of the pharynx, the upper one-third to one-half
of the esophagus, and the external anal sphincter, which
are striated muscle.

Structure of Smooth Muscle Cells

Smooth muscle cells are smaller than skeletal muscle
cells and are long, narrow, and spindle shaped. Most are
4–10 mm wide and 50–200 mm long. Cells are loosely
packed with relatively large intracellular spaces that
contain bands of collagen, elastin, and other connective
tissue. This network allows contractile forces to be
transmitted from one cell to others nearby. Cells are
arranged in bundles that branch and anastomose with
one another. These bundles, or fasciae, are surrounded
by connective tissue and are the functional units of gut
smooth muscle.

The cells belonging to a bundle are functionally
coupled so that contractions of all cells are synchronous.
Smooth muscle tissue is therefore classified as unitary
(Fig. 1). Coupling occurs by actual fusion of cell mem-
branes to form areas of low electrical resistance termed
gap junctions or nexuses. Only a few smooth muscle cells
in each bundle are actually innervated. The nerve axons
run through the bundles releasing neurotransmitters
from swellings along their length. The swellings are
actually removed from the muscle cells so that no neuro-
muscular junctions exist. The neurotransmitters either
excite or inhibit only a few cells in each bundle, and the
effect of the transmitter on membrane potential is spread
directly from one cell to another.

Contractile elements of smooth muscle cells are not
arranged in the orderly fashion found in skeletal muscle
cells. Sarcomeres and, thus, striations are absent. Instead,
the contractile proteins (actin and myosin} are arranged
in myofilaments crossing from one side of the cell to the
other at oblique angles. Thin filaments consist of actin
and tropomyosin, and thick filaments are made up of
myosin. Smooth muscle contains much more actin and
less myosin and troponin than skeletal muscle. The ratio
of thin to thick filaments in smooth muscle is about 15:1,
compared with 2:1 for skeletal muscle. Smooth muscle
cells also contain a network of intermediate filaments
that form a type of internal skeleton. The contractile
filaments may anchor to this network, thus transmitting
their contractile force over much of the cell.

Smooth Muscle Contraction

Depolarization of circular muscle results in the rapid
conduction of the depolarization around the gut so that
a ring of smooth muscle contracts. The depolarization
moves more slowly longitudinally from this ring of
depolarized cells. The opposite occurs when longitudinal
muscle is depolarized. In this case, the depolarizing
current is transmitted much more rapidly in the longi-
tudinal direction and spreads slowly around the gut.

KEY POINTS (continued )
migrating motility complexes are replaced by
segmental and short peristaltic contractions.

� Contractions in the small intestine are initiated
by spike potentials that are superimposed on
slow waves.

� The ileocecal sphincter relaxes when the ileum
is distended and contracts when the colon
distends, thus allowing material to enter the
colon and preventing reflux.

� The principal movements of the proximal colon
are weak peristaltic contractions that permit
storage of contents and absorption of most
remaining water.

� Two or three times a day, a peristaltic wave,
termed a mass movement, propels a significant
amount of material into the distal colon or
rectum. Distension of the rectum triggers the
rectosphincteric reflex.

FIGURE 1 Structural characteristics of unitary, smooth muscle.

Cells are coupled anatomically and electrically by areas of fusion of

their cell membranes. These areas are called nexuses.
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In both cases, however, the depolarization moves rapidly
with the long axes of the smooth muscle cells. This
pattern is produced simply because the current spreads
much more rapidly through the low resistance of the
cytoplasm of the cells than across the higher resistance
of the cell membranes. Because smooth muscle cells are
10–20 times longer than they are wide, the resistance to
current per unit distance is much less over the long axis
of the cells compared with the short axis.

Depolarization results in different responses from
smooth muscle cells in different portions of the GI tract.
Muscles of the esophagus, the distal one-third of the
stomach (antrum), and the small intestine contract and
relax rapidly, in a matter of seconds. These contractions
are called phasic. On the other hand, the smooth muscle
of the lower esophageal sphincter, the orad stomach, the
ileocecal sphincter, and the internal anal sphincter
sustain contractions that may last from minutes to
hours. These contractions are called tonic. The type of
contraction depends on the smooth muscle cell itself and
is adapted to carry out the motility function of the organ
involved.

The contractile pattern of the smooth muscle in most
parts of the GI tract is determined by the basic electrical
rhythm of depolarizations of the resting membrane
potential. These oscillations in resting membrane poten-
tial are referred to as slow waves and have different fre-
quencies in different parts of the tract (3–12 cycles/min).
The slow waves determine the pattern of spike or action
potentials produced. The activity of extrinsic nerves and
the presence of hormones and paracrines modulate this
activity, determining the strength of the contractions
and whether or not variations in membrane potentials
result in action potentials and subsequent contractions.
Wave frequency is extremely constant and is virtually
unaffected by neural and hormonal activity. Slow waves
are inherent in the smooth muscle and are influenced
only by body temperature and metabolic activity.
As these increase, the frequency of slow waves also
increases. The origin of slow waves is in cells called the
interstitial cells of Cajal. These specialized cells receive a
large amount of neural input and form gap junctions
with smooth muscle cells.

Contractions of smooth muscle cells depend on
levels of free intracellular calcium, as do contractions of
other muscle cells. The threshold for interaction of the
contractile proteins occurs at approximately 10�7 M
calcium, and maximal contraction occurs at about
10�5 M. Points of disagreement exist regarding the
actual steps involved, but the most likely summary of
events is shown in Fig. 2. Calcium first binds to calmodu-
lin, one of the calcium-binding proteins. The complex
then activates a myosin light chain kinase, which in turn
splits adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to phosphorylate

one of the components of myosin. The phosphorylated
form of myosin now interacts with actin to produce a
contraction. The contraction is supported by the addi-
tional release of energy from ATP. As intracellular
calcium levels decrease, myosin is dephosphorylated by a
specific phosphatase. The interaction between myosin
and actin ceases, and relaxation occurs.

The remainder of this chapter focuses on how these
contractile events are produced in each part of the GI
tract and how they are modified to result in the patterns
of motility specific to each region.

SWALLOWING

Swallowing consists of chewing, a pharyngeal phase,
movement of material through the esophagus, and the
relaxation of the stomach to receive the ingested
material.

Chewing

Chewing has three major functions: (1) It facilitates
swallowing and prevents injury to the lining of the
pharynx and esophagus by reducing the size of the inges-
ted particles and mixing them with saliva; (2) starches in
food are exposed to salivary amylase, the enzyme that
begins their chemical breakdown (digestion); and (3) it
increases the surface area of ingested material, speeding

FIGURE 2 Biochemical steps in the contraction of smooth muscle.

Increased Ca2+ activates myosin light chain kinase, phosphorylating

myosin. Myosin-P then binds to actin, resulting in contraction. As

Ca2+ levels decrease, the kinase is inactivated, the phosphatase

removes the phosphate from myosin-P, and relaxation occurs.

(Modified from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal physiology, 6th ed.

St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)
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up the rate at which it can be acted on by digestive
enzymes. Particles are usually reduced to a few cubic
millimeters in humans, but other animals such as the
dog and cat almost bolt their food, chewing it only into
lumps small enough to pass into the pharynx. The act of
chewing is both voluntary and involuntary, and most of
the time proceeds by reflex actions void of conscious
input.

The chewing reflex is initiated by food in the mouth
that inhibits muscles of mastication, and the jaw drops.
A subsequent stretch reflex of the jaw muscles produces
a contraction that automatically raises the jaw, closing
the teeth on the food bolus. Compression of the bolus
against the mucosal surface of the mouth inhibits the
jaw muscles to repeat the process.

Pharyngeal Phase

Normally, liquids are propelled immediately from the
mouth to the oropharynx and swallowed. Swallowing
begins with a posterior movement of the tongue, forcing
the liquid ahead of it. At the start of a swallow of solid
material, the tip of the tongue separates a bolus of
material between the tongue and the hard and soft
palates (Fig. 3A). The tongue then raises against the
hard palate and sweeps backward, forcing the bolus into
the oropharynx (Fig. 3B). At this time, the nasopharynx
is closed by a downward movement of the soft palate
and contraction of the superior constrictor muscles of
the pharynx. Simultaneously, respiration is inhibited
and the laryngeal muscles contract to close the glottis
and elevate the larynx. A peristaltic contraction now
begins in the superior constrictor muscles (Fig. 3B) and
proceeds through the middle and inferior constrictors,
propelling the bolus through the pharynx (Fig. 3C). The
upper esophageal sphincter relaxes, allowing these
contractions to move the material into the esophagus
(Fig. 3D).

Although swallowing can be initiated voluntarily,
these efforts fail unless there is something, at least a
small amount of saliva, to trigger the swallowing
reflex. A voluntary movement of the tongue begins the
swallow by forcing material into contact with a large
number of receptors lining the pharynx. These receptors
initiate impulses via vagal and glossopharyngeal affer-
ents to the swallowing center in the medulla (Fig. 4).
Although the oral and pharyngeal phases of swallowing
are brief, lasting less than a second, the afferent impulses
arriving at the swallowing center evoke a coordinated
sequential output of efferent activity lasting as long as
9 sec. This efferent activity occurs via a variety of nuclei
including the nucleus ambiguus and those of the tri-
geminal, facial, and hypoglossal nerves, and sequentially
activates the muscles of the pharynx and esophagus.

Receptors present in the pharynx and esophagus send
feedback information to the swallowing center
via interneurons and vagal afferents, leading to further
coordination of the muscular contractions involved.
The sequential nature of the firing of efferents from
the swallowing center and the overall coordina-
tion result in the peristaltic nature of the contractions
(Fig. 4).

Because the contractions of the muscles of the
pharynx are under control by extrinsic nerves and the
swallowing center, a variety of neurologic lesions result
in swallowing problems. Cerebrovascular accidents
involving the medulla and swallowing center result in a
loss of the pharyngeal phase of swallowing. Aspiration
is often the result of such lesions, because the movement
of material through the pharynx and upper esophageal
sphincter is no longer coordinated.

MOVEMENT OF MATERIAL THROUGH
THE ESOPHAGUS

The obvious function of the esophagus is to serve
as a conduit for and to propel swallowed material to

FIGURE 3 Oral and pharyngeal stages of a swallow. The dark area

represents the bolus to be swallowed. See text for detailed explanation.

T, tongue; Ep, epiglottis; Tr, trachea. (Modified from Johnson LR,

ed., Gastrointestinal physiology, 6th ed. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)
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the stomach. The esophagus, however, also has two
important barrier functions: (1) It prevents the entry
of air at the upper end and (2) the entry or reflux of
gastric contents at the lower end. The barrier functions
are carried out by two sphincters, one at each
end. The propulsive function is accomplished by the
coordinated contractions of the two muscle layers of the
esophageal wall.

The anatomy of the esophagus follows the general
pattern outlined in the previous chapter with an inner

layer of circular muscle and an outer layer of longi-
tudinal muscle. The major difference is that in the
human the upper one-third to one-half of this muscle is
striated. The lower one-half of the esophagus is smooth
muscle, and there is a brief transition zone between
the two types. The upper esophageal (or pharyngoeso-
phageal) sphincter consists of a thickening of the circular
layer of striated muscle, which is anatomically identified
as the cricopharyngeal muscle. The lower esophageal
(or gastroesophageal) sphincter cannot be identified

FIGURE 4 Neural pathways involved in the regulation of pharyngeal and esophageal

peristalsis. Vagal sensory input is relayed to the swallowing center in the medulla, where

output to muscles is coordinated with respiration. Muscles of the pharynx and the striated

esophagus are innervated via the nucleus ambiguus; smooth muscles of the esophagus are

innervated via the dorsal motor nucleus. Enlarged area details the direct innervation of

striated muscle by vagal fibers and indirect innervation of smooth muscle via the

interneurons. The sequential nature of the innervation, which makes peristalsis possible, is

also illustrated here. (Adapted from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal physiology, 6th ed.

St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)
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anatomically, but consists of a 1- to 2-cm zone of
increased pressure that is maintained at a level greater
than the pressure in the stomach.

Material moves through the GI tract from regions
of higher intraluminal pressure to regions of lower
pressure. These pressures can be monitored by pressure-
sensing devices placed (usually in swallowed tubes of
known length) at various levels in the GI tract. Figure 5
depicts data from six such devices placed sequentially
along the esophagus. Note that resting intraesophageal
pressures are below atmospheric, because most of the
esophagus is located in the thorax. In fact, intrathoracic
pressure is determined by measuring intraesophageal
pressure. The pressure at the upper esophageal sphincter
is above atmospheric. The pressure becomes equal to
atmospheric pressure as the esophagus passes through
the diaphragm into the abdomen and then increases
considerably at the lower esophageal sphincter. The
upper esophageal sphincter produces pressures of
approximately 60 mm Hg over a 1- to 2-cm zone. The
body of the esophagus is a flaccid tube that directly
reflects the pressures within the thorax and abdomen.
Hence, within the thorax, the intraluminal pressure
drops during inspiration and rises with expiration
(Fig. 5A). After passing the diaphragm, the excursions
reverse to reflect intra-abdominal pressures. The lower
esophageal sphincter consists of a zone of increased

pressure approximately 20–40 mm Hg higher than the
pressures on either side of it. This zone may occur
over distances of from a few millimeters to several
centimeters.

During a swallow, the upper esophageal sphincter
relaxes immediately before the lower pharyngeal
muscles contract. This decreases the pressure in the
area of the sphincter (Fig. 5B) and allows the bolus to
enter the esophagus. The sphincter then contracts to
prevent reflux and entry of air. Pressure at the sphincter
returns to the basal level as the muscle assumes its
resting tone. A primary peristaltic contraction of the
esophageal body now begins just below the upper
esophageal sphincter. The coordinated and sequential
nature of the contractions produces a zone of increased
pressure that moves down the esophagus with the bolus
in front of it. As the peristaltic contraction passes, the
esophageal muscle returns to its resting tone and
becomes flaccid again. As the bolus approaches the
lower esophageal sphincter, the sphincter relaxes
(Fig. 5B), allowing the bolus to enter the stomach. The
sphincter then contracts back to its resting tone, which
results in a pressure higher than that in the stomach,
thereby preventing reflux.

Esophageal peristalsis is slow, moving down the
esophagus at velocities ranging from 2–6 cm/sec, and
may take a total of 10 sec. However, the time it takes for

FIGURE 5 Intraluminal esophageal pressures recorded (A) between swallows and (B)

during a swallow. X axis, time; UES, upper esophageal sphincter; LES, lower esophageal

sphincter. (Adapted from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal physiology, 6th ed. St. Louis:

CV Mosby, 2001.)
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a bolus to reach the stomach also depends greatly on
gravity and the physical nature of the material swal-
lowed. Liquids swallowed in an upright position will
reach the stomach before the peristaltic contraction.
Therefore, although both esophageal sphincters must
relax, peristalsis per se is not always necessary for
esophageal transport. For most material, however,
peristalsis is essential for transport to the stomach.
The efficiency of esophageal peristalsis can be demon-
strated readily by drinking a liquid while standing on
ones head.

Frequently, however, the esophagus is not totally
emptied by the original peristaltic contraction initiated
by the swallow. The resulting distension, induced by the
residual material, initiates another peristaltic contrac-
tion beginning just above the area of distension. This
contraction, which occurs in the absence of a swallow
or the pharyngeal phase, is called secondary peristalsis
and is involuntary and not usually sensed. Secondary
peristaltic contractions serve to ‘‘sweep’’ the esophagus
clean of material left from a swallow or refluxed from
the stomach. At times, it may take several secondary
contractions to remove all material from the esophagus.

Esophageal motility is regulated by both central and
peripheral mechanisms, all of which are not completely
understood. Closure of the upper esophageal sphincter
depends on the tone and elasticity of the cricophar-
yngeal muscle. Relaxation of this muscle during a
swallow is coordinated through the swallowing center,
as previously discussed. The body of the esophagus
receives innervation through the vagus nerves (see
Fig. 4). Somatic motor nerves from the nucleus ambig-
uus synapse directly with the striated muscle in the
upper portion of the esophagus. Visceral motor nerves,
arising from the dorsal motor nucleus, synapse with
neurons of the myenteric plexus (between the circular
and longitudinal layers of smooth muscle). These
interneurons in turn innervate the smooth muscle
layers (see Fig. 4). The interneurons also communicate
signals with each other—in other words, up and down
the esophagus—and relay input to the central nervous
system (CNS) via afferent nerves in the vagus. Afferent
input, for example, initiates secondary peristaltic
contractions and alters the intensity of esophageal
contractions.

Although primary esophageal peristalsis is initiated
during a swallow via sequentially fired nerves from the
swallowing center, the CNS is not necessary for the
entire peristaltic contraction. Interruption of central
influences by bilateral vagotomy produces abnormalities
of peristalsis in the striated muscle portion of the
esophagus, but peristalsis occurs normally in the smooth
muscle portions. Peristalsis can also be induced in
excised esophagi placed in physiologic salt solutions.

This indicates that the interneurons or smooth muscle
cells themselves are able to coordinate the contractions.

Resting tone of the lower esophageal sphincter
appears to be largely myogenic. Passive stretching of
this portion of the esophagus results in smooth
muscle contraction independent of neural and hormo-
nal input. This resting tone, however, is modified by
various agents. Gastrin increases tone, and numerous
descriptions of lower esophageal sphincter regulation
state that this is a physiologically important control
mechanism. Current information, however, indicates
that in physiologic amounts, gastrin does not play a
normal role in the regulation of tone or contractions of
the sphincter. Acetylcholine and related compounds
increase resting tone, and prostaglandin E and isopro-
terenol decrease tone.

Relaxation of the sphincter as a peristaltic wave
approaches is mediated neurally. Vagal stimulation
decreases sphincter tone and pressure. The mediator
of this response is vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP)
(see Chapter 32), which initiates the synthesis of nitric
oxide (NO). NO is a potent relaxer of smooth muscle
and directly causes the lower esophageal sphincter to
relax.

In the condition known as achalasia, the lower
esophageal sphincter fails to relax during swallowing
and the primary peristaltic contractions are weak and
nonpropulsive. Thus, the esophagus becomes function-
ally obstructed and swallowed material builds up, the
lower esophagus dilates, and aspiration may occur.
Treatment involves stretching the sphincter with a
balloon or surgically weakening the sphincter muscle.

Motor abnormalities of the esophagus also occur in
diffuse esophageal spasm, resulting in simultaneous
strong contractions of long duration. These contractions
are largely nonpropulsive. Obstruction of the esophagus
often occurs in esophageal cancer. Scleroderma frequen-
tly begins as nerve degeneration in the esophagus and
progresses to the replacement of smooth muscle with
noncontractile fibrous tissues. This patient experiences
heartburn and dysphagia (difficulty swallowing).

Receptive Relaxation of the Stomach

Swallowing also involves the stomach. The pressure
within the orad portion of the stomach is essentially
equal to intra-abdominal pressure, which is slightly
higher than atmospheric. During a swallow, the orad
stomach relaxes before the arrival of the bolus at the
same time that the lower esophageal sphincter relaxes.
After the bolus enters the stomach, pressure returns
slowly to basal levels. In this manner, the stomach can
accommodate volume changes of as much as 1500 mL
with negligible increases in pressure. Accommodation is
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made possible by the active relaxation of the gastric
smooth muscle, a process referred to as receptive
relaxation.

Receptive relaxation is mediated by a vagovagal
reflex, which means that afferent information from the
stomach is relayed to the CNS via the vagus and that the
signal from the CNS resulting in relaxation also reaches
the gastric smooth muscle via vagal efferents. Receptive
relaxation can be elicited in the absence of a swallow by
distending or stretching the stomach. Vagotomy abol-
ishes this reflex. The neurotransmitter has not been
identified but nitric oxide appears to be involved. The
hormone cholecystokinin (CCK) functions physio-
logically to make the orad stomach more distensible,
thus facilitating this process.

GASTRIC MOTILITY

Activity of the smooth muscle of the stomach carries
out three principal functions: (1) The muscle relaxes
to accommodate large volumes ingested during a meal;
(2) contractions mix ingested material with gastric juice,
facilitating digestion, solubilizing some constituents, and
reducing the size of the particles; and (3) contractions
propel material into the duodenum at a rate regulated
to provide optimal time for intestinal digestion and
absorption.

Structure and Innervation of the Stomach

Unlike the rest of the GI tract, the stomach has three
layers of smooth muscle cells: an outer longitudinal
layer, a middle circular layer, and an inner oblique layer.
The longitudinal layer is incomplete, being absent from
the anterior and posterior surfaces, whereas the circular
layer is the most prominent. The oblique layer is formed

from two bands of muscle that radiate from the lower
esophageal sphincter over the anterior and posterior
surfaces to fuse with the circular muscle in the caudad
portion of the stomach. The thickness of the circular
and longitudinal layers increases as one moves distally
toward the pylorus (Fig. 6).

The innervation of the stomach is similar to that
described in the previous chapter for the GI tract in
general. Although both plexuses are present, the myen-
teric is the most prominent and receives extrinsic
innervation from the vagus and from fibers originating
in the celiac plexus of the sympathetic nervous system.
The myenteric plexus also receives innervation from
other intrinsic plexuses. Axons from neurons of the
myenteric plexus synapse with smooth muscle cells and
with secretory and endocrine cells of the mucosa.

As shown in Fig. 6, the stomach can be divided into
two regions based on patterns of motility: the orad or
proximal region is responsible for accommodating an

Clinical Note

The most common symptom associated with
esophageal dysfunction is heartburn. This burning
sensation is caused by the reflux of gastric acid
into the esophagus and the resulting injury to the
esophageal mucosa. This condition may be
produced by motor abnormalities that result in
abnormally low pressures in the lower esophageal
sphincter or by the failure of secondary peristaltic
contractions to effectively empty the esophagus.
Reflux may also occur if intragastric pressure

increases, as may occur after a large meal, during
heavy lifting, or during pregnancy. In some cases,
a region of proximal stomach may move through
the diaphragm into the thorax, producing severe
gastric reflux. This condition is termed hiatal
hernia and is often treated by surgery. Reflux
itself is not abnormal, occurring several times a
day. Under normal conditions, the refluxed acid is
cleared from the esophagus, and no symptoms
develop.

FIGURE 6 Anatomic and functional divisions of the stomach. To

consider motility, the stomach is divided into an orad (proximal)

region and a caudad (distal) region. Fundus, body, and antrum are

anatomic designations for regions of the stomach.
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ingested meal, and the caudad or distal region is
responsible for the contractions that lead to mixing
and propulsion into the duodenum.

Motility of the Orad Area

As indicated earlier, the most important motor
activity of the orad region of the stomach is accom-
modation to ingested material. The musculature of the
orad stomach is thin, and during the remainder of the
digestive process, contractions are weak and infrequent.
Therefore, ingested material is deposited in layers and
may remain relatively unmixed for up to an hour. This
allows salivary amylase, which is denatured when mixed
with gastric acid, to digest a significant proportion of
the carbohydrates present. The weak contractions of the
orad region reduce the size of the stomach as its contents
empty. It is uncertain whether the musculature contracts
tonically to maintain pressure on the remaining contents
or whether contractions propel the contents into the
caudad stomach. Little is known about the regulation of
these contractions. In addition to facilitating accom-
modation, CCK inhibits these contractions, making the
stomach more distensible and ultimately decreasing the
rate of gastric emptying.

Motility of the Caudad Area

In the fasted state, for the greater part of the time, the
stomach is quiescent. However, vigorous contractions
may occur at the same time in the caudad stomach and
the upper part of the small intestine. In humans these
contractions occur at intervals of approximately 90 min
and are referred to as the migrating motility complex or
migrating myoelectric complex. The contractions begin
in the midportion of the stomach and move distally over
the caudad area. These periods of cyclical contractions,
which last 3–5 minutes, propel any residue from the pre-
vious meal and accumulated mucus into the duodenum.
Eating abolishes the migrating motility complex. After a
meal, contractions are more frequent and of varying
strength, depending on the nature of the material
ingested. These contractions are peristaltic and originate
in the midstomach. As they move distally toward the
pylorus, both velocity and force of contraction increase
(Fig. 7). In humans, each contraction lasts from 2–20
seconds, and contractions may occur at rates of 3–5 per
minute. This is the primary form of motility of the
caudad stomach and both mixes food with digestive
juices and propels it into the duodenum. As the
peristaltic contraction approaches the pylorus, its velo-
city actually increases so that it overtakes most of the
gastric contents moving in front of it. Some of the
contents are ‘‘squirted’’ into the duodenum, but most

are propelled back into the stomach because the wave of
contraction has closed the distal antrum. This ‘‘retro-
pulsion’’ back into the stomach thoroughly mixes the
contents and reduces the size of solid particles.

Contractions of the caudad area of the stomach are
initiated by intrinsic electrical activity generated by
pacemaker cells known as the interstitial cells of Cajal,
which have unstable resting membrane potentials. The
pacemaker conductance is regulated by periodic releases
of Ca2+, resulting in a rhythmic depolarization and
repolarization. These cyclic fluctuations are called slow
waves, and if they reach a threshold level of depolariza-
tion, they trigger a contraction. These electrical changes
are often referred to as pacesetter potentials or the basic
electrical rhythm of the stomach. These latter designa-
tions refer to the fact that the slow waves determine the
timing and pattern of contractions. Slow waves are
always present even if not of sufficient magnitude to
produce contractions. In humans, their frequency is
constant and ranges between three and five cycles per
minute. Thus, as previously noted, the frequency of
contractions is also three to five per minute.

Whether an individual slow wave results in a
contraction and the amplitudes of contractions are
determined by hormonal and neural events dependent
on the nature of the gastric contents and the digestive
state. Slow waves originate from an area in the middle of
the stomach, near the border of the orad and caudad
areas. This is often referred to as the gastric pacemaker.
The slow wave then spreads toward the gastroduodenal
junction, increasing in both velocity and amplitude as
it nears the pylorus. The increases in velocity and

FIGURE 7 Intraluminal pressures recorded from five sensors in

the stomach. Note that there is little activity in the orad region and

that peristaltic contractions increase in force and velocity as they

near the pylorus. (Modified from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal

physiology, 6th ed. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)
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amplitude account for the similar changes in the gastric
peristaltic wave as it moves toward the duodenum.

The interstitial cells of Cajal are intercalated between
the intramural neurons and the smooth muscle cells and
possess receptors for neurotransmitters and some
hormones including CCK. Additional evidence indicates
that the interstitial cells of Cajal are coupled with smooth
muscle cells via gap junctions. Similar arrangements of
these cells also exist in the small and large bowels and are
responsible for generating the electrical activity resulting
in the movements of these tissues as well.

Three gastric slow waves and their resulting contrac-
tile events are depicted in Fig. 8. The slow wave consists
of an initial rise (depolarization) called the upstroke
potential and a relatively flat plateau potential (Fig. 8A).
For contraction to occur, the plateau potential must
exceed threshold, as in Fig. 8B. At times, the plateau
potential may have a number of spike potentials super-
imposed on it (Fig. 8C). These lead to increased strength
of contraction and may initiate and prolong contrac-
tions. Spike potentials occur most frequently in the
muscle of the distal portion of the antrum. Once
threshold is reached, the greater the amplitude of the
slow wave, the greater the force of contraction.

Although digestive events and the resulting neural
and hormonal input to the stomach are not necessary
for slow waves to occur, they markedly affect the
amplitude of the slow waves and the degree of spiking
on the plateau potential and, thus, the frequency of the
contractions. These events have important regulatory
effects on gastric motility. In general, vagal stimulation
increases the force and frequency of contractions,
whereas sympathetic stimulation decreases both of
these parameters. Gastrin and motilin stimulates
contractions, and secretin and gastric inhibitory peptide
(GIP) decrease contractions. Motilin is responsible for
the periodic contractions of the migrating motor
complex during fasting. The physiologic significance of
the gastric motor effects of gastrin, secretin, and GIP is
doubtful.

Gastric Emptying

After a normal mixed meal, the stomach may contain
1500 mL of solids, ingested liquids, and gastric juice that
take approximately 3 hr to empty into the duodenum.
Gastric emptying is regulated by a variety of mecha-
nisms to ensure that it occurs at a rate optimal for the
digestion and absorption of nutrients and the neutral-
ization of gastric contents. In general, the greater the
volume, the more rapidly the contents empty. Liquids
empty more rapidly than solids, and solids must be
reduced in size to particles of 2 mm3 or less for emptying
to occur. The regulation of emptying based on volume
and particle size is, for the most part, intrinsic to the
gastric smooth muscle itself.

The most rapidly emptying substance is isotonic
saline. Both hypo- and hypertonic saline empty more
slowly. The addition of calories, especially in the form
of lipids, or acid further slows emptying. The receptors
for these responses are located in the duodenal mucosa
and are sensitive to changes in osmolarity, pH, or lipid
content. Receptor activation triggers several neural and
hormonally mediated mechanisms that inhibit gastric
emptying. For example, fats release CCK, which
physiologically inhibits emptying. Acid, when placed
in the duodenum, inhibits motility and gastric empty-
ing with a latent period as short as 20–40 sec,
indicating that the inhibition is due to a neural
reflex. This reflex appears to be entirely intrinsic,
with information from the duodenal receptors to the
gastric smooth muscle carried by the neurons of the
intramural plexuses. Other hormones such as secretin
and GIP also inhibit emptying, but do not appear to
do so in physiologic concentrations. Much of the
regulation of gastric emptying is mediated by as yet
undefined pathways.

FIGURE 8 Three sets of mechanical (g) and electrical (mV) tracings

from the caudad region of the stomach. (A) Slow-wave depolarization

of insufficient magnitude to cause contraction. (B) Increased

depolarization results in contraction. (C) Electrical slow wave with

multiple spike potentials and extended plateau produces a vigorous

and extended contraction.
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Inhibition of gastric emptying results from a
variety of changes in gastric and duodenal motility.
These include increased distensibility of the orad
stomach (this is the effect of CCK, for example),
decreased frequency and force of peristaltic contrac-
tions in the caudad stomach, decreased diameter of
the pylorus, and increased tone and, hence, pressure
of the proximal duodenum. Although noticeable
differences exist between the motility of the distal
stomach and proximal duodenum, it is unclear whether
a true sphincter exists at the pylorus. Some investiga-
tors have demonstrated a zone of increased pressure
(indicative of a sphincter) between the human stomach
and duodenum, but others have failed to do so. It is
also uncertain whether a distinct anatomic ring of
circular muscle exists between the two. However, recent
studies have shown that the pylorus can contract
independently and produce a large effect on gastric
emptying.

SMALL INTESTINAL MOTILITY

The primary functions of the small intestine are the
digestion and absorption of nutrients and the absorp-
tion of fluid and electrolytes. Almost all nutrient
absorption occurs in the duodenum and jejunum. The
motility patterns of the small intestine are organized to
optimize these functions. These include (1) mixing of
contents with digestive enzymes and other secretions;
(2) further reduction of particle size and solubilization;
(3) circulation of contents to achieve optimal exposure
to the membranes of intestinal cells, which contain
additional digestive enzymes and are the absorbing
surfaces; and (4) net propulsion of contents through the
small intestine into the large bowel.

Structure and Innervation of the

Small Intestine

The small intestine conforms to the general anatomic
pattern already discussed. Both circular and longitudi-
nal layers of smooth muscle are present and complete
throughout its length. The circular muscle is somewhat
thicker than the longitudinal, and the thickness of
each decreases distally toward the ileocecal junction.
The major part of digestion and absorption occurs in the
duodenum and jejunum. The duodenum is only approxi-
mately 20 cm long in humans, whereas the jejunum and
ileum together are 7–8 m long. Extrinsic innervation
to the small intestine is supplied by the vagus nerve and
by sympathetic fibers from the celiac and superior
mesenteric ganglia. Although many vagal fibers are
cholinergic and many sympathetic fibers are adrenergic,
other neuromediators are also involved that have not
been identified. Extrinsic nerves innervate elements of a
well-developed enteric nervous system, which contains
neurons, receptors, and nerve endings arranged in
networks to form several plexuses.

Movements of the Small Intestine

In the fasting human, contractions of the small intes-
tine are spaced unevenly over time. At any one point,
there are cycles of few contractions and no contractions.
Most contractions involve short (1- to 5-cm) lengths of
bowel. Approximately every 90 min there are periods of
intense contractions that move from the duodenum to the
ileocecal sphincter. These are the migrating motility
complexes similar to those previously described in the
stomach. It takes about 90 min for one group of
contractions to sweep the entire length of the small
intestine, and then the complex is repeated. This complex
clears undigested residue from the bowel.

Clinical Note

Most disorders of gastric motility result in
abnormalities of gastric emptying. Impaired
emptying produces symptoms of fullness, loss
of appetite, nausea, and sometimes vomiting.
Reduced emptying may be caused by obstruction
of the gastroduodenal canal by peptic ulcers
or cancer. Vagotomy, which may be performed
to reduce acid secretion in patients with peptic
ulcer disease, delays gastric emptying. This
is usually prevented by a procedure called

pyloroplasty, in which the surgeon cuts
and weakens the muscle in the pyloric area.
A rapid rate of gastric emptying may result in
diarrhea due to the osmotic load placed in the
small intestine during a given time period.
Increased rates of gastric emptying are also
associated with duodenal ulcer disease, indicat-
ing that the acid entering the intestine cannot be
neutralized before it damages the duodenal
mucosa.
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After a meal, the migrating motility complex disap-
pears and contractions are spread more uniformly over
time and are present about 30% of the time at any one
locus. Most of these contractions are isolated, occurring
over short (1- to 5-cm) lengths of bowel, and produce
intraluminal pressure waves that are relatively uniform
in shape and last approximately 5 sec (Fig. 9). The
effect that any one of these contractions has on the
intestinal content depends on the contractions occurring
in adjoining sections of bowel. If a contraction is
isolated and not coordinated with movement above or
below, it separates the bowel into segments, propelling
contents in both orad and caudad directions. When the
contracting area relaxes, the contents flow back into
the original segment with the result that mixing has
occurred without net propulsion. This is the predomi-
nant motor activity in the fed individual and divides the
bowel into segments, which accounts for the name
segmentation given to this pattern. However, if contrac-
tions of adjacent segments are coordinated in a proximal
to distal manner, a short peristaltic contraction occurs,
resulting in net propulsion of contents. In normal
individuals, peristaltic or proximal to distal contractions
occur only over short distances of bowel. Rapid move-
ment of chyme from the duodenum to the ileum would
be disadvantageous because the time for digestion and
absorption would be insufficient.

Control of Small Intestinal Motility

As in the stomach, interstitial cells of Cajal are
responsible for a pacemaker potential that results in
smooth muscle cell membrane depolarizations and
repolarizations of 5–15 mV (Fig. 10). This slow wave
activity or basic electrical rhythm is similar to that in the
stomach in that it is always present whether or not

contractions occur and sets the maximal frequency at
which contractions can occur in any one part of the
intestine. The slow waves of the intestine differ from
those of the stomach in that they do not trigger
contractions themselves. Contractions do not occur
unless one or more spike potentials are present on the
plateau portion of the slow wave (Fig. 10). Spike
potentials are qualitatively similar to action potentials,
but for a variety of reasons, some of which are
historical, they are referred to as spike potentials in
discussions of the small intestine. The slow waves occur
after time delays in descending portions of the intestine;
thus, they have the appearance of being propagated
(Fig. 10). Distally, the slow waves become broader
(longer duration); thus, the frequency of slow waves
decreases distally.

Although the slow wave frequency decreases distally,
the frequency at any one point is constant, ranging from
11 to 12 cycles per minute in the duodenum to 8 to 9 in
the terminal ileum. The slow waves, therefore, determine
the maximal frequency at which contractions can occur.
In the proximal duodenum, this frequency is 12 cycles
per minute. Even if spike potentials are not present on
every slow wave, the slow waves determine the intervals
between contractions. Again, in the proximal duodenum
most contractions occur at time intervals divisible by
5 sec (12/min).

Whether spike potentials and, hence, contractions
occur depends on neural and hormonal input to the
smooth muscle. This of course depends, in turn, on the
nature and volume of luminal contents and the digestive

FIGURE 10 Six tracings of slow waves and spike potentials from

successive and progressively distal areas of small intestine. The solid

curved tracing shows apparent propagation of slow waves. Note that

slow-wave frequency decreases distally. Rapid transient depolariza-

tions on some slow waves are spike potentials and result in

contractions. (Modified from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal

physiology, 6th ed. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)

FIGURE 9 Intraluminal pressure changes recorded from the human

duodenum following a meal. Recordings are from four sensors placed

1 cm apart. Note that a large contraction at one site is not necessarily

propagated to the next. (Modified from Johnson LR, ed., Gastro-

intestinal physiology, 6th ed. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)
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state of the individual. In general, the excitability and
frequency of contractions of intestinal smooth muscle
are enhanced by parasympathetic and decreased by
sympathetic stimulation. There is evidence that VIP and
nitric oxide act together to mediate neurally controlled
relaxation, and that the opioid peptides may mediate
some of the contractile responses. Serotonin may also be
a neurotransmitter involved in peristalsis. Motilin is
released into the bloodstream before each migrating
motor complex and mediates this response. In addition,
gastrin, CCK, and insulin stimulate contractions,
whereas secretin and glucagon inhibit them, but the
physiologic significance of these effects is doubtful.

Intestinal motility is also regulated by a number of
neural reflexes that depend on either or both the
intrinsic and extrinsic nervous systems. When the
intestinal wall is distended by the placement of a bolus
within the lumen, the muscle above the bolus contracts
and that below it relaxes, resulting in a peristaltic con-
traction. This contraction normally propels the bolus a
short distance, but may move it the entire length of the
gut. This is known as the peristaltic reflex or, as
described originally by Bayliss and Starling, the law of
the intestines. This reflex depends on the intrinsic or
enteric nervous system. Another reflex prevents the
movement of additional material into an already
severely distended section of bowel. This intestinointes-
tinal reflex inhibits contractile activity in the remaining
bowel after severe distension of one portion. This reflex
depends on the extrinsic nervous system and is abolished
when the extrinsic nerves are sectioned. Increased motor
activity of the ileum accompanies gastric secretion and
emptying. This results in the movement of ileal contents
into the large intestine after a meal and is called the
gastroileal reflex. Motility of both the small and large
intestines is also influenced by the higher centers of the
nervous system. The fact that emotions alter bowel
functions is appreciated by most individuals.

Vomiting

Vomiting (emesis) is the forceful expulsion of intes-
tinal and gastric contents through the mouth. General
discharge of the autonomic nervous system precedes and
accompanies vomiting, resulting in copious salivation,
sweating, rapid breathing, and an irregular heartbeat.
In humans, vomiting is usually, but not necessarily,
associated with the feeling of nausea. Vomiting is
normally preceded in humans by retching, which is the
pattern of activity that overcomes the normal antireflux
mechanisms of the GI tract.

A wave of reverse peristalsis begins in the distal small
intestine moving intestinal contents orad. Retching
begins as this wave moves through the duodenum.

Reverse peristalsis has not been described in humans
simply because the experiment has not been done with
the proper recording methods, but the phenomenon has
been adequately described in dogs and cats using
surgically implanted recording devices. A retch begins
with a deep inspiration against a closed glottis and a
strong contraction of the abdominal muscles. This
increases intra-abdominal pressure and decreases intra-
thoracic pressure, so that the pressure gradient within
the portions of the GI tract located in the two regions
may become as much as 200 mm Hg. With each retch,
the abdominal portion of the esophagus and a portion
of the stomach actually slide through the hiatus in the
diaphragm and move into the thorax. A contraction of
the antrum and continued reverse peristalsis force the
gastric contents through a relaxed lower esophageal
sphincter into the flaccid esophagus. As the retch
subsides, the stomach moves back into the relaxed
abdomen and most of the contents drain from the
esophagus back into the stomach. The cycle may be
repeated several times, during which the upper esopha-
geal sphincter has remained closed, preventing gastric
contents from entering the mouth or pharynx.

Vomiting itself occurs after a sequence of stronger or
developed retches. A sudden strong contraction of the
abdominal muscles raises the diaphragm high into the
thorax, resulting in an increase in intrathoracic pressure
that may equal 100 mm Hg. The larynx and hyoid bone
are then reflexly drawn forward, and the increased
intrathoracic pressure forces the contents of the esopha-
gus past the upper esophageal sphincter and out of the
mouth. Material remaining in the esophagus empties
into the stomach after the abdominal muscles relax.
If the stomach still contains a significant volume, the
cycle may be repeated until almost all the contents have
been expelled.

Vomiting is reflexively controlled by the vomiting
center located in the medulla. Electrical stimulation of
this area results in immediate vomiting without retching.
Stimulation of another medullary area can result in
retching without vomiting. In the normal situation,
however, the areas interact with each other and their
activities are closely correlated. The vomiting center is
activated by afferent impulses triggered by diverse
stimuli from many parts of the body. These include
tickling the back of the throat, distension of the stomach
or duodenum, dizziness, unequal vestibular stimulation
(seasickness), pain from the urogenital system, and other
painful injuries. Various chemicals stimulate vomiting
by acting on either central or peripheral receptors. A
group of receptors located in the floor of the fourth
ventricle of the brain constitutes a ‘‘chemoreceptor
trigger zone,’’ which is activated by emetics in the blood
or cerebrospinal fluid. Stimulation of this zone also
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occurs during vomiting arising from radiation or motion
sickness. Chemically sensitive receptors also occur
peripherally, and primarily in the GI tract. Most of
these are located in the duodenum and respond to
emetics such as ipecac.

In general, vomiting is a protective mechanism to rid
the body of noxious or toxic substances. Prolonged
vomiting, however, can cause severe problems in fluid
and electrolyte balance, especially in children. Because
gastric juice contains relatively (to plasma) high concen-
trations of H+ and K+, these individuals may develop
metabolic alkalosis and hypokalemia.

LARGE INTESTINAL MOTILITY

Approximately 7–10 L of ingested or secreted water
enters the small intestine during a 24-hr period. Of this
amount, about 600 mL reach the colon. The motility
patterns of the large intestine are organized so that all
but about 100 mL are absorbed. The remaining fecal
material is then stored until it can be evacuated
conveniently.

Structure and Innervation of the

Large Intestine

Beginning from the ileocecal junction, the large
intestine is anatomically divided into the cecum; the
ascending, transverse, descending, and sigmoid colon;
the rectum; and the anal canal (Fig. 11). The inner,
circular layer of smooth muscle fibers is continuous
from the cecum to the anal canal. Within the rectum and
anal canal, the circular layer thickens to form the
internal anal sphincter. The outer, longitudinal layer of
smooth muscle fibers is discontinuous, consisting of
three bands that run the entire length of the large

intestine. These bands are called the teniae coli and fan
out over the rectum to become relatively continuous.
Layers of striated muscle distal to and overlapping
the internal anal sphincter form the external anal
sphincter.

The human large intestine is considerably thicker and
shorter than the small intestine, and the teniae coli are
easily visible. In addition, the colon is divided into
segments, called haustra or haustrations, that give the
appearance of a chain of small sacs. Haustra disappear
during, and reappear after, contractions of a specific
segment. They may also reform at other loci, so their
locations are not fixed. Nevertheless, they probably have
a structural basis as well as a functional one. Function-
ally, they may depend on the contractile state of the
smooth muscle fibers; structurally, they may be influ-
enced by areas of concentration of muscular tissue and
by folds in the mucosa.

The myenteric plexus in the large intestine is concen-
trated underneath the teniae, that is, between the layers
of longitudinal and circular muscle. The myenteric
plexus receives input from local receptors and from
both the parasympathetic and sympathetic systems.
Parasympathetic fibers from the vagus innervate the
cecum and ascending and transverse colons, and the
descending and sigmoid colons and the rectum and anus
are innervated by the pelvic nerves from the sacral
region of the spinal cord. The pelvic nerves enter the
colon near the rectosigmoid junction and project
anteriorly and posteriorly along the myenteric plexus
innervating it as well. Sympathetic innervation is
supplied to the proximal colon via the superior mesen-
teric ganglion, whereas the inferior mesenteric ganglion
provides fibers to the distal colon. The rectum and anal
canal receive sympathetic innervation from the hypo-
gastric plexus. Within the autonomic system acetylcho-
line, substance P, and tachykinins mediate contraction,
whereas VIP and nitric oxide mediate relaxation. The
voluntary external anal sphincter is innervated by the
somatic pudendal nerves, where transmission is mediated
by acetylcholine.

Motility of the Cecum and Proximal Colon

The pressure recorded by a sensor placed in the
ileocecal sphincter is several millimeters of mercury
greater than that in the ileum or colon. The pressure,
however, is not constant. When the ileum is distended,
the sphincter relaxes, allowing contents to flow into the
colon. When the colon is distended the sphincter
contracts, preventing reflux into the ileum. Thus, mate-
rial moves intermittently from the ileum to the colon.

Most of the movements of the proximal colon are
segmental, serving to mix contents back and forth, andFIGURE 11 The anatomy of the large intestine.
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exposing them to absorptive surfaces. These contrac-
tions last from 12–60 seconds and generate intraluminal
pressures between 10 and 50 mm Hg. These segmental
contractions are believed to be partly responsible for the
formation of haustra.

Approximately one to three times a day, peristaltic
contractions move significant amounts of material caud-
ally from one region of the colon to another. At the start
of a so-called mass movement, segmentation ceases and
haustrations disappear from the segment of bowel
involved (Fig. 12). Contents are moved in a narrow
tubular length of bowel at least 20 cm long. One mass
movement may transport contents from the transverse to
the sigmoid colon or rectum. After the mass movement,
haustrations reappear and segmentation begins.

Motility of the Descending and

Sigmoid Colon

Most absorption of water and electrolytes occurs in
the proximal colon, so that material present in the distal
colon is in a semisolid state. Even so, the primary form
of motility is nonpropulsive segmentation. This activity
produces a certain amount of resistance, which retards
movement of material into the rectum.Net caudadmove-
ment of contents in this region also occurs by mass
movements that propel fecal contents into the rectum.

Motility of the Rectum and Anal Canal

The rectum has more segmental contractions than the
sigmoid colon. Therefore, unless filled by a mass
movement, it is kept empty or nearly so by retrograde
movement of contents into the sigmoid colon. This
accounts for the retention and subsequent absorption of
suppositories. As fecal material is forced into the
rectum, the rectum contracts and the internal anal
sphincter relaxes (Fig. 13). Normally, the anal canal is
closed by contraction of the internal sphincter. The
relaxation of the internal anal sphincter after contrac-
tion of the rectum is the rectosphincteric reflex. Filling
the rectum to about 25% of capacity produces an urge
to defecate. Defecation is prevented by the external
anal sphincter, which is normally in a state of tonic con-
traction maintained by reflex activation through dorsal
roots in the sacral segments. In paraplegics lacking this
tonic contraction, the rectosphincteric reflex results in
defecation. In the normal individual, if defecation is not
convenient, the external sphincter remains closed, the
receptors in the rectum accommodate to the distension
stimulus, the internal sphincter regains its tone (Fig. 13),
and the urge to defecate subsides.

If the rectosphincteric reflex occurs under convenient
circumstances, defecation may occur through a series of
acts that are both involuntary and voluntary. The
external anal sphincter is relaxed voluntarily, and the

FIGURE 12 Mass movement. (A) Colon before entry of barium sulfate. (B) Barium

enters proximal ascending colon, showing haustra. (C) As more barium enters, the haustra

disappear from a portion of the ascending and transverse colons, and a contraction begins in

this area. (D) The contraction has moved a portion of the barium into the caudad transverse

colon. (E) Haustra return.
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longitudinal muscles of the rectum and distal colon
contract. This shortens the rectum and straightens the
angle between the rectum and sigmoid colon, facilitating
the passage of feces. This plus the resulting increase in
pressure is often sufficient for evacuation. The process,
however, is enhanced by inspiration and contraction of
the chest muscles against a closed glottis and full lungs.
This raises both intrathoracic and intra-abdominal
pressures. Contraction of the abdominal muscles

increases pressure further. Intra-abdominal pressures
may increase to as much as 100–200 mm Hg. The pelvic
floor—which supports the abdominal contents—relaxes
during defecation, allowing the increased pressure to
force the floor downward, which straightens the rectum.

The hemodynamic consequences of the pressure
changes involved in defecation are substantial. There is
an abrupt rise in arterial pressure as the increased
intrathoracic pressure is transmitted across the wall of
the heart and aorta. The large veins in the thorax
collapse, stopping venous return and causing peripheral
venous pressure to rise. Together, these events result in
decreased stroke volume and cardiac output and a
resultant drop in systemic arterial pressure. In a normal
individual, these events are of no consequence, but death
can result from cerebral vascular accidents caused by
increased intracranial pressures produced while straining
to defecate.

Control of Large Intestinal Motility

The resting tone of the ileocecal sphincter is primarily
myogenous, that is, a property of the smooth muscle
cells themselves. Relaxation of the sphincter in response
to distension of the ileum and its contraction after
distension of the proximal colon are neural reflexes.
These are probably mediated entirely by the enteric
nerves. Shortly after a meal, the ileum contracts and the
sphincter relaxes, resulting in the propulsion of ileal
contents into the colon. This is referred to as the
gastroileal reflex, and appears to be mediated by the
extrinsic autonomic nerves. There is some evidence that
digestive hormones may also be involved.

As is the case with the stomach and small intestine,
the membrane potential of the smooth muscle cells of

Clinical Note

Increased or decreased time of passage or transit
of material through the colon can lead to the
common symptoms of constipation or diarrhea.
Delayed transit and constipation are primarily
dietary in origin and can be corrected by the
addition of fiber or bulk to the diet. Increased
speed of transit may result in diarrhea, although
diarrhea can be the result of many diseases or
conditions unrelated to colonic motility.

Alterations in colonic motility and in transit are
frequently caused by emotional factors and are
indicative of the strong influence the higher

centers of the CNS have on motility. The final
effects of stress on colonic motility vary greatly
from individual to individual. Most students are
familiar with diarrhea previous to an important
examination. The severity of the problem is usually
related inversely to how well the student knows
the material to be covered by the test. Prolonged,
extreme responses of anger, anxiety, hostility, or
resentment may result in irritable bowel
syndrome. In these individuals constipation may
alternate with diarrhea, and abdominal pain or
cramping and flatulence are often present as well.

FIGURE 13 Pressures recorded within the rectum and the internal

and external anal sphincters. As contents distend the rectum, the

pressure increases passively; if sufficient, active contraction increases

pressure further. This is accompanied by relaxation of the internal anal

sphincter and contraction of the external anal sphincter. As contents

continue to enter the rectum, the pressure in the internal anal sphincter

decreases and the pressure in the external sphincter increases.
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the colon and rectum fluctuates. Again, this fluctuation
is initiated in the interstitial cells of Cajal. Spike
potentials have also been recorded from the slow,
wavelike depolarizations. Although these events initiate
contractions, they are more irregular than those of the
small intestine, and their correlation with contractile
events is not totally understood.

Enteric or intrinsic nerves play a major role in colonic
motility, for haustrations and mass movements occur in
the absence of extrinsic innervation. The major effect of
the enteric nerves is inhibitory, because interruption of
their influence results in tonic contraction. This inhibi-
tion of contraction is probably mediated by VIP and
nitric oxide. In megacolon or Hirschsprung’s disease, the
ganglion cells are absent from a segment of colon and the
tissue concentration of VIP is extremely low. This results
in constriction and loss of coordinated movements in the
affected segment. Colonic contents accumulate proximal
to the constriction, and the colon becomes grossly
distended and hyperplastic. This condition is therefore
the colonic correlate of esophageal achalasia. Surgical
removal of the aganglionic segment usually restores

normal function. Defecation is controlled by both
extrinsic and intrinsic nerves. Activity within the spinal
cord reinforces the rectosphincteric reflex, which is
primarily under control of the intrinsic nerves. The
sensation of distension and the voluntary control of the
external anal sphincter are mediated by nerves within
the spinal cord to the cerebral cortex.
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Clinical Note

The major advance, during the past 10 years or
so, in our understanding of the control of
gastrointestinal motility has been the apprecia-
tion of the role played by the interstitial cells of
Cajal (ICCs). However, in addition to being
responsible for generating the pacemaker poten-
tials of the various tissues (as outlined in this
chapter), strong evidence is accumulating that
defects in these cells may be the cause of a
variety of human motility disorders. ICCs express

a novel protein, and antibodies to this protein
have allowed clinicians to evaluate ICC function in
a variety of conditions. These studies have shown
that ICCs are reduced in number in pseudo-
obstruction, achalasia, ulcerative colitis, Chaga’s
disease, diabetes, and slow transit constipation.
Investigators are using animal models of various
genetic mutations to determine whether changes
in ICCs are the causes or the results of these
conditions.
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KEY POINTS
� Saliva is produced in large volumes relative to

the weight of the glands, contains relatively
high concentrations of K+, is hypotonic, and
contains specialized organic substances.

� Acini produce the primary saliva, containing
water and electrolytes in concentrations approx-
imately equal to those of plasma.

� Gastric acid is secreted in concentrations as
high as 150 mmol/L by the parietal cells, which
contain a proton pump (H+,K+-ATPase) in their
apical membranes. Acid converts inactive

pepsinogen to pepsin, solubilizes some food,
and kills bacteria.

� The major stimulants of acid secretion are the
hormone gastrin, the vagal mediator acetylcho-
line, and histamine, which is released from the
enterochromaffin-like (ECL) cells by gastrin and
acetylcholine and acts as a paracrine to
stimulate the parietal cells.

� The cephalic phase of gastric secretion is
mediated by the vagus nerve, which stimulates
the parietal cell via acetylcholine and releases
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INTRODUCTION

Three major types of secretory products are elabo-
rated by the cells and organs of the digestive tract.
These are water and electrolytes, mucus, and specialized
organic molecules.

Throughout the entire length of the GI tract,
epithelial cells secrete water and electrolytes. In addi-
tion, the salivary glands, pancreas, and liver produce
copious secretions of fluid and ions. These secretions
function in a variety of ways. Water liquifies the luminal
contents, dissolves a significant portion of nutrients, and
provides a medium for the chemical reactions of
digestion to occur. Hydrogen kills some bacteria, takes
part in the digestion of protein, and acidifies the gastric
contents. Bicarbonate ion protects the mucosa from acid
injury and increases the pH of the intestinal contents
into the range for optimal enzyme activity.

The primary functions of mucus are derived from its
glycoproteins. Although the chemical nature of these
may vary slightly in different parts of the GI tract, its
functions to lubricate and protect the mucosa are the
same throughout. Mucus is produced and secreted by
specialized cells found along the entire length of the
tract. Chewing mixes food with mucus secreted by the
salivary glands so that it can be swallowed easily. In
the colon, mucus causes fecal particles to adhere and
coats them so they can be excreted readily. Throughout
the tract mucus lines the digestive cavity, preventing
abrasions and keeping the cells from coming in contact
with acid.

Digestive enzymes constitute the major group of
specialized organic compounds secreted into the GI
tract. Important steps in the digestion of all three
classes of nutrients occur with the lumen of the gut. In
addition, some organic compounds such as bile acids
and intrinsic factor are essential for optimal digestion
and/or absorption.

This chapter describes these secretions and their
sources and how the various specialized cells of the
mucosa and glands produce and release these secretory
products. Considerable space is given to describing the
sometimes involved regulatory processes which ensure
that the secretions are elaborated in the quantities and
sequence such that optimal digestion and absorption are
achieved.

SALIVARY SECRETION

The functions of saliva fall into three general
categories: digestion, lubrication, and protection.
Saliva is produced in large volumes, relative to the
weight of the salivary glands, by an active process.
Unlike the process in the other gastrointestinal glands,
the secretion of saliva is almost totally under neural
control. Both branches of the autonomic nervous
system stimulate salivary secretion, although the para-
sympathetic system provides a much stronger input.
The healthy adult secretes approximately 1 L of saliva
per day.

KEY POINTS (continued )
gastrin from the G cells via gastrin-releasing
peptide (GRP).

� Pancreatic secretion consists of an aqueous
component of water and HCO�3 secreted from
the ductule cells and an enzymatic component
secreted from the acinar cells containing
enzymes essential for the digestion of all
three major foodstuffs.

� The primary stimulant of the aqueous compo-
nent of pancreatic juice is secretin, whose
effects are potentiated by cholecystokinin
(CCK) and acetylcholine, which are the major
stimulants of enzyme secretion.

� The cephalic phase of pancreatic secretion is
stimulated by acetylcholine from the vagus and
results in a fluid with high concentrations of
enzymes but little volume.

� Bile is secreted by the liver and contains bile
acids, phospholipids, cholesterol, bile pigments,
water, and electrolytes.

� Primary bile acids are synthesized by the
hepatocytes from cholesterol. Some of these
are dehydroxylated by the bacteria in the lumen
of the gut to form secondary bile acids. Most
bile acids are reabsorbed in the gut by active
or passive processes and returned to the liver
via the portal vein. Hepatocytes extract the
bile acids from the blood and resecrete them
into bile. This is the enterohepatic circulation of
bile acids.

� Bile acids are amphipathic and exist with
cholesterol and phospholipids in a micellar
solution that is stored and concentrated in
the gall bladder between meals.
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Functions of Saliva

The digestive actions of saliva are the results of two
enzymes, one directed toward carbohydrates and the
other toward fat. Saliva contains an �-amylase, called
ptyalin, that cleaves internal �-l,4-glycosidic bonds.
The enzyme is identical to pancreatic amylase, and the
products of exhaustive digestion are maltose, malto-
triose, and �-limit dextrins, which contain the �-1,6
branch points of the starch molecule. The pH optimum
for the enzyme is 7, and it is rapidly denatured when
exposed to gastric juice at a pH of less than 4. However,
because a large portion of a meal often remains unmixed
in the orad stomach, salivary amylase is able to act
within this mass of ingested material and digest up to
75% of the starch before being mixed with acid. Without
salivary amylase, there is no deficiency in carbohydrate
digestion, because the pancreatic enzyme is secreted in
sufficient amounts to digest all of the starch present in
the small intestine.

Lingual lipase is secreted by salivary glands of the
tongue and begins the digestion of triglycerides. Its acidic
pH optimum allows it to remain active throughout the
stomach and into the proximal duodenum.

Although this is not strictly a digestive function, saliva
dissolves many dietary constituents. This process of
solubilization increases the sensitivity of the taste buds.
Saliva also washes food particles from the taste buds, so
that subsequently ingested material can be tasted.

The lubricating properties of saliva are due primarily
to its mucus content. Chewing mixes saliva with ingested
material, thoroughly lubricating it and facilitating the
swallowing process. The lubricated bolus moves more
easily down the esophagus. Lubrication provided by
saliva is also necessary for speech.

Saliva protects the mouth by diluting and buffering
harmful substances. Hot solutions of tea, coffee, or soup,
for example, are diluted by saliva and their tempera-
tures lowered. Foul-tasting substances can eventually be
washed out of the mouth by copious salivation. Before
vomiting, salivation is stimulated strongly. This saliva
dilutes and neutralizes corrosive gastric juice, preventing
damage to the mouth and esophagus. Dry mouth, or
xerostomia, is associated with chronic infections of the
buccal mucosa and with dental caries. Saliva dissolves
and washes food particles from between the teeth. Saliva
also contains a number of organic substances that are
bacteriocidal. These include a lysozyme, which attacks
bacterial cell walls; the binding glycoprotein for immuno-
globulin A (IgA), which together with IgA forms secre-
tory IgA, which in turn is immunologically active against
bacteria and viruses; and lactoferrin, which chelates
iron, preventing access by organisms that require iron for
growth. Various compounds such as fluoride and calcium

phosphate are taken up by the salivary glands and
secreted in the saliva in concentrated amounts. These in
turn may be incorporated into the teeth.

Anatomy and Innervation of the

Salivary Glands

The major salivary glands are three paired structures
that deliver their secretions into the mouth through
ducts. The largest of these are the parotid glands,
located between the angle of the jaw and the ear; the
submaxillary glands are located below the angle of the
jaw; and the sublingual glands, as their name implies,
are found below the tongue. The parotid glands are
made up only of serous cells and secrete a watery fluid.
The other two pairs are mixed glands containing cells
that secrete mucin glycoprotein as well. Smaller salivary
glands occur within the mucosa of the tongue, lips,
palate, and other areas of the buccal cavity.

The microscopic structure of the salivary glands is
similar to that of the pancreas and analogous to a bunch
of grapes. A single grape corresponds to the acinus,
which is the blind end of a branching duct system and is
made up of a group of cells called acinar cells (Fig. 1).
The acinar cells secrete the initial salivary fluid,
consisting of electrolytes, mucus, and enzymes. From
the acinus, saliva passes relatively unchanged through a
short, intercalated duct and into the striated duct. The
striated duct is lined by columnar epithelial cells that
function like renal tubule cells to modify the inorganic
composition of saliva. The combination of the acinus,
intercalated duct, and striated duct represent the secre-
tory unit or salivon of the salivary gland. The basement
membranes of the acini and intercalated ducts are
covered in part by specialized contractile cells called
myoepithelial cells. These cells are shaped somewhat like
stars, and the motile extensions contain actin and
myosin. Contraction of the myoepithelial cells occurs

Myoepithelial cells

Acinar
cells

Duct cells

Acinus Intercalated duct Striated duct

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of the functional histology of the

salivon, the secretory unit of the salivary glands.
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when salivary secretion is stimulated, and results in the
rapid expulsion of saliva into the mouth. Contraction of
these cells expels saliva from the acinus, shortens and
widens the intercalated duct, and prevents distension of
the acinus. Similar cells can be found in the mammary
gland and pancreas.

The salivary glands receive a high blood flow propor-
tional to their weight. The direction of the arterial flow
is opposite to the flow of saliva through the salivon.
Separate capillary beds, the vessels of which appear to
be parallel to each other and the salivons, supply the
ductules and the acini. These capillaries are extremely
permeable, allowing rapid movement of water and other
molecules across their basement membranes. The rate
of blood flow through resting salivary tissue is approxi-
mately 20 times that through muscle. This, in part,
accounts for the ability of these glands to produce
prodigious amounts of saliva relative to their weight.

The salivary glands are innervated by both compo-
nents of the autonomic nervous system. Parasympathetic
innervation is delivered by the facial and glossopharyn-
geal nerves, whereas sympathetic innervation is from
thoracic spinal nerves via the superior cervical ganglion.
The autonomic nervous system regulates the secretion,
blood flow, and growth of the salivary glands.

Composition of Saliva

Saliva is primarily a mixture of water, electrolytes,
and some organic compounds. The major characteristics
of saliva are (1) its large volume relative to the mass of
the salivary glands, (2) its high potassium concentration,
(3) its low osmolarity, and (4) the specialized organic
materials it contains.

Inorganic Composition

Saliva can be elaborated in large volumes compared
with the secretions of similar organs. Maximal secretory
rates may be as high as 1 mL per gram of gland per
minute, which is comparable to the secretory rate for the
entire pancreas. On the basis of tissue weight, this
amounts to a 50-fold higher rate of secretion.

At all secretory rates except the highest, saliva is
significantly hypotonic to plasma. As the rate of
secretion increases, the osmolarity of saliva increases
and approaches isotonicity at maximal rates.

The concentrations of electrolytes in saliva vary with
the rate of secretion (Fig. 2). The K+ concentration is
always greater than that found in plasma, indicating
that the salivary glands secrete K+ against its electro-
chemical gradient. As the flow rate of saliva increases,
the K+ concentration in the fluid decreases, plateaus,
and remains relatively constant at higher flow rates. In

most species, the concentration of Na+ in saliva is
always less than that of plasma, and as the rate of
secretion increases, the concentration of Na+ also
increases. In general, Cl� concentrations parallel those
of Na+. These findings indicate that Na+ and Cl� are
secreted and then reabsorbed as the saliva passes through
the ducts. The concentration of HCO�3 in saliva is higher
than that found in plasma except at low flow rates,
which accounts for changes in the pH of saliva as well.
At unstimulated rates of flow, the pH is slightly acidic,
but with stimulation it rapidly rises to around pH 8. The
relationships between flow rates and ion concentrations
shown in Fig. 2 vary somewhat depending on the nature
of the stimulus.

Two basic types of studies indicate how the final
saliva is produced and explain the relationship between
ion concentrations and flow rates shown in Fig. 2.
First, analysis of fluid collected by micropuncture of
the intercalated ducts shows that Na+, Cl�, K+, and
HCO�3 are present in concentrations approximately
equal to their concentrations in plasma. This fluid is
also isotonic to plasma. Second, if one perfuses a salivary
gland duct with a solution containing Na+, Cl�, K+,
and HCO�3 at concentrations similar to those present in
plasma, the fluid collected at the duct opening has lower
concentrations of Na+ and Cl� and higher concentra-
tions of K+ and HCO�3 . In addition, the fluid becomes
hypotonic. The longer one allows the fluid to remain
in the duct, the greater the changes. These data indicate
(1) that the acini produce a fluid having ion concentra-
tions similar to those of plasma and (2) that as the fluid
moves down the ducts, Na+ and Cl� are reabsorbed
and K+ and HCO�3 are secreted into the saliva. The
higher the flow of saliva, the less time available for these
changes to take place. Thus, at high secretory rates the
ionic composition of saliva more closely resembles that

FIGURE 2 Concentrations of major ions in saliva as a function of

the secretory rate. Note that, at all rates, Na+ and Cl� concentrations

are lower and that K+ and HCO�3 are higher than their respective

concentrations in plasma.
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of plasma (Fig. 2). At low rates of flow, there is con-
siderably more K+ and considerably less Na+ and Cl�.
TheHCO�3 concentration remains fairly high even at high
rates of secretion, because HCO�3 secretion is stimulated
by most salivary gland agonists. Some K+ and HCO�3
enter in exchange for Na+ and Cl�, but much more Na+

and Cl� leave the ducts, making the saliva hypotonic.
Because the epithelia of the salivary gland ducts are
relatively impermeable to water, the saliva remains
hypotonic. These processes are summarized in Fig. 3.

Current evidence indicates that Cl� is the major ion
species actively secreted by the acinar cells (Fig. 4A).
There is no evidence for direct active secretion of Na+.
The secretory mechanism for Cl� is inhibited by ouabain,
indicating that it depends on the Na+-K+ pump in the
basolateral membrane. Na+ moves across the apical
membrane of the acinar cell into the lumen to preserve
electroneutrality, and water follows down its osmotic
gradient. K+ and HCCV enter saliva passively as well,
but there is evidence for an active component for each.
Within the ducts, Na+ is actively absorbed and K+

actively secreted (Fig. 4B). Some K+ is secreted in
exchange for H+. In addition, HCO�3 is actively secreted
in exchange for Cl�. The net result is a decrease in Na+

and Cl� concentrations and an increase in K+ and
HCO�3 concentrations and pH. The active absorption
of Na+ and secretion of K+ is dependent on the
(Na+,K+)-ATPase in the basolateral membrane. The
ductule epithelium is relatively impermeable to water
compared with that of the acini. Thus, there is a decrease
in Na+ and Cl� concentrations and an increase in K+

and HCO�3 concentrations and pH as saliva moves
through the ducts. Because more ions leave than enter,
the saliva becomes hypotonic. Agents that stimulate
salivary secretion increase the activity of these channels
and transport processes. Aldosterone acts at the apical
membrane to increase the absorption of Na+ and
secretion of K+.

Organic Composition

Several of the organic materials synthesized and
secreted by the salivary glands are discussed in the
section describing the functions of saliva. These include
the �-amylase ptyalin, lingual lipase, mucus, lysozymes,
glycoproteins, and lactoferrin. Another enzyme produced
by salivary glands is kallikrein, which does not have a
digestive function, but converts a plasma protein into
the potent vasodilator bradykinin. Kallikrein is released
during increased metabolic activity of the salivary gland
cells and results in increased blood flow to the secreting
glands. Saliva also contains the blood group substances
A, B, AB, and O.

The synthesis of salivary gland enzymes, their storage,
and their release are similar to the same processes in the
pancreas and are discussed later in this chapter. The
total protein concentration of saliva is approximately
one-tenth the concentration of proteins in the plasma.

FIGURE 4 Transport mechanisms proposed to explain salivary

secretion. (A) In the acinus, Cl� enters the cell as Na+ enters down the

concentration gradient created by the (Na+,K+)-ATPase. C1� then

diffuses into the lumen and Na+ enters to maintain electrical

neutrality. K+ and HCO�3 are present in amounts equal to their

concentrations in plasma. (B) In the ducts Na+ leaves the lumen as it

moves down the gradient created by the (Na+,K+)-ATPase. Some

Na+ leaves in exchange for K+. Cl� leaves with Na+ to preserve

neutrality. Some Cl� leaves in exchange for HCO�3 . In both cell types,

the driving force is the basolateral (Na+,K+)-ATPase.

FIGURE 3 Fluxes of the primary ions and water across the salivon.

The fluid leaving the acinus is isotonic to plasma. Na+ and Cl� leave

the duct, and K+ and HCO�3 enter. The thickness of the arrows

indicates that more Na+ and Cl� leave the duct than K+ and HCO�3
enter. Because the membrane is relatively impermeable to water, the

saliva becomes hypotonic.
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Regulation of Salivary Gland Secretion

For all practical purposes, salivation is under total
control of the autonomic nervous system. Aldosterone
and antidiuretic hormone (ADH) modify the ionic
content of saliva by decreasing the Na+ and increasing
the K+ concentrations, but they do not regulate the
flow of saliva. The regulation of salivary gland secretion
differs in this respect from the control of the secretions
of the other digestive glands. The gastrointestinal hor-
mones have major roles in regulating the secretions of the
stomach, pancreas, and liver. The control of salivation is
unusual in one other respect, because although the para-
sympathetic system exerts far greater influence than the
sympathetic, activation of either of these systems stimu-
lates secretion.

Stimulation of the parasympathetic nerves to the
salivary glands initiates and maintains salivary secretion.
Increased secretion is due to the activation of transport
processes in both acinar and duct cells. Secretion is
facilitated by the contraction of the myoepithelial cells,
which are directly innervated by the parasympathetic
nerves. Parasympathetic fibers also innervate the sur-
rounding blood vessels, stimulating vasodilation and
increasing the supply of blood to the secreting cells.
Increased cellular activity in response to parasympathetic
stimulation is accompanied by an increased consumption
of glucose and oxygen and the production of metabolites,
which also increase blood flow through vasodilation.
In addition, kallikrein is released and the vasodilator
bradykinin produced. Eventually, increased cellular
activity results in growth of the salivary glands. Section
of the parasympathetic nerves to the salivary glands
causes the glands to atrophy, whereas sympathetic section
has little effect. These processes are outlined in Fig. 5.

Sympathetic stimulation also increases secretion,
metabolism, and growth of the salivary glands, although
these responses are less pronounced and of shorter
duration than those produced by the parasympathetics.
The myoepithelial cells also contract in response to
sympathetic stimulation. Stimulation via the sympa-
thetic nerves produces a biphasic change in blood flow
to the salivary glands. The earliest response is a decrease
in blood flow caused by activation of �-adrenergic
receptors and vasoconstriction. However, as vasodilator
metabolites are produced, blood flow increases over
resting levels. The effects of sympathetic stimulation are
also summarized in Fig. 5.

Salivary glands contain receptors to many different
mediators, but the most important physiologically are
the muscarinic cholinergic and �-adrenergic receptors.
The parasympathetic mediator is acetylcholine, which
acts on muscarinic receptors. This results in the
formation of inositol triphosphate and the subsequent
release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores. Ca2+ may also
enter the cell from the plasma. VIP and substance P are
also released from neurons within the salivary glands,
and they stimulate Ca2+ release. The primary sympa-
thetic mediator is norepinephrine, which binds to �-
adrenergic receptors, resulting in the formation of
adenosine 30,50-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP). Forma-
tion of these second messengers leads to protein
phosphorylation and enzyme activation, resulting even-
tually in increased salivary gland function. Agonists that
increase cAMP usually increase the enzyme and mucus
content of saliva, whereas those that increase Ca2+ have
a greater effect on the volume of secretion from the
acinar cells.

The common stimuli and inhibitors of salivary gland
activity are shown in Fig. 5. Salivation is stimulated by
the presence of food in the mouth. These stimuli include
taste, smell, and the physical sensations produced by
chewing and the pressure of the food. Salivation can
also be initiated through cortical centers by simply
thinking of appetizing food and by conditioned reflexes.
Sour-tasting foods and certain chemicals present in spicy
foods are also potent stimulators of saliva flow. As
mentioned in Chapter 33, nausea leads to an intense
production of mucus-rich saliva. Inhibition of salivary
gland activity occurs during sleep and periods of
dehydration. Other external events inhibiting salivary
flow are fatigue and fear.

GASTRIC SECRETION

Four components of gastric juice—hydrochloric acid,
pepsin, mucus, and intrinsic factor—have physiologic
functions. Acid is necessary for the conversion of

FIGURE 5 Regulation of the salivary glands by the central nervous

system. (Modified from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal physiology,

6th ed. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)
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inactive pepsinogen to the active enzyme pepsin. Acid
and pepsin begin the digestion of dietary protein.
However, in the absence of the stomach, pancreatic
enzymes hydrolyze all ingested proteins, so that they are
totally absorbed. Gastric acid is bacteriostatic, and most
bacteria entering the gastrointestinal tract with ingested
food are killed in the stomach. Without gastric acid or in
cases in which its secretion is severely reduced, there is a
higher incidence of bacterial infections of the intestines.
Mucus is secreted as a protective coating for the
stomach and serves as a physical lubricant and barrier
between the cells and ingested material. Mucus and
bicarbonate trapped in the mucus layer also maintain
the mucosal surface at a near -neutral pH. This is part of
the so-called gastric mucosal barrier that protects the
stomach from acid and pepsin. Intrinsic factor binds
vitamin B12 and is necessary for its absorption in the
ileum. This is the only indispensable substance in gastric
juice. Patients who have undergone a total gastrectomy
must take injections of vitamin B12.

Functional Anatomy of the Stomach

The stomach is divided into two regions according to
secretory function. The proximal 80% consists of acid-
secreting oxyntic gland mucosa. The remaining distal
20% does not secrete acid but contains endocrine cells
that synthesize and release the hormone gastrin. The
mucosa in this region is referred to as the pyloric gland
mucosa, and the region itself is often called the antrum
(Fig. 6).

The gastric mucosa contains glands that open into
pits in the mucosal surface (Fig. 7). The pits of the
oxyntic gland area are shallow and lined with mucous or
surface epithelial cells, which line the surface as well. At
the bases of the pits are the openings of the glands.

The glands project into the mucosa toward the
serosa and account for approximately three-fourths of
the total mucosal thickness. The oxyntic glands contain
acid-producing, parietal, or oxyntic cells and the chief or
peptic cells, which synthesize and secrete the enzyme
precursor pepsinogen (Fig. 7). Pyloric glands contain
the hormone-producing gastrin (G) cells and mucous
cells, which also secrete pepsinogen. The oxyntic glands
contain mucous neck cells, located primarily where the
glands open into the pits. These cells secrete soluble
mucus, which is thinner than the visible mucus produced
by the surface epithelial cells. Each gland also contains
a stem cell located in the area of the mucous neck
cells. These are proliferative cells: After division, one
daughter cell remains anchored as the new stem cell.
The other undergoes a number of divisions and the
resulting cells may migrate to the surface, where they
differentiate into surface epithelial cells, or they may
migrate down into the glands, where they become
parietal cells. The pits of the pyloric gland area are
much deeper than those of the oxyntic gland area,
occupying about two-thirds of the mucosa. Stem cells
are found both in the neck regions and in the glands
themselves. In the pyloric gland area, daughter cells
differentiate into mucous cells or into G cells. Peptic
cells normally arise by mitosis, but during times

FIGURE 7 Oxyntic gland and surface pit, showing the positions of

the various cell types.

FIGURE 6 Anatomic and functional divisions of the stomach. In

discussions of secretion, the stomach is divided into the acid-secreting

oxyntic gland area and the gastrin-producing pyloric gland area.
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when damaged mucosa is being repaired, they may also
differentiate from stem cells.

Parietal cells secrete hydrochloric acid at concentra-
tions ranging from 150–160 mmol/L in amounts of
1–2 L/day. The human stomach contains approximately
1 billion parietal cells, and the number of parietal cells
determines the secretory capacity of the stomach.
Because the pH of this solution is less than 1 and that
of the blood is 7.4, it means that the parietal cells
concentrate H+ several million times. The energy
required for this process comes from adenosine triphos-
phate (ATP) produced by the numerous mitochondria
within the cells (Fig. 8A). In humans, parietal cells also
secrete intrinsic factor. In some species, intrinsic factor
is produced by the chief cells.

The ultrastructure of the parietal cell is unique and
reflects its function. The cytoplasm of the nonsecreting
parietal cell (Fig. 8A) contains a branching intracellular
or secretory canaliculus that is closed to the lumen of the
gland. The canaliculi are lined by short microvilli, which
are not prominent. The cytoplasm of the resting cell also
contains an elaborate system of tubular and vesicular
membranes called tubulovesicles. These are usually
concentrated in the apical region of the cell. Within a
few minutes after the stimulation of secretion, the
secretory canaliculus (the apical membrane) begins to
expand and becomes open to the lumen. The microvilli
increase greatly in number and length, actually becom-
ing filamentous, so that the surface area of the apical
membrane may increase 6- to 10-fold (Fig. 8B). This
expansion is matched by a decrease in the surface area of
the membranes of the tubulovesicles. Removal of the
secretory stimulus leads to a collapse of the canaliculi
and reappearance of the tubulovesicles. This morpho-
logic transformation is a complex process, and several
theories have been proposed to account for it. Most
evidence favors a membrane recycling process that
proposes that the tubulovesicles fuse with the apical
plasma membrane when the cell is stimulated, increas-
ing its surface area. After stimulation, the surface
membrane is believed to be reincorporated into tubulo-
vesicles by a process of endocytosis.

The active transport mechanism responsible for the
secretion of H+ is the (H+,K+)-ATPase enzyme, which
in the resting cell is located in the membranes of the
tubulovesicles. Thus, during the stimulation of secre-
tion, the H+ pump is relocated to the apical or secretory
membrane. The activities of (H+,K+)-ATPase and
carbonic anhydrase, another enzyme involved in acid
secretion, increase after the stimulation of secretion.
Acid secretion begins within 10 min of administering a
stimulant. The lag time is believed to be due to the
morphologic conversion described and the activation of
these enzymes.

The surface epithelial or mucous cells are cuboidal
and contain large numbers of mucous granules at their
apical surfaces. During secretion, the membranes of the
granules fuse with the plasma membrane, releasing
mucus into the lumen.

FIGURE 8 (A) Nonsecreting parietal cell is characterized by

numerous tubulovesicles and an internalized distended intracellular

canaliculus, that has few microvilli. (B) In the secreting parietal cell,

the tubulovesicles have fused with the membrane of intracellular

canaliculus, which now opens into the lumen of the gland. The fusion

has produced abundant, long microvilli within the canaliculus.

(Modified from Ito S., Functional gastric morphology. In Johnson

LR, ed., Physiology of the gastrointestinal tract. New York: Raven

Press, 1981, p 531.)
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Like other cells that synthesize and secrete enzymes,
the peptic or chief cells have a highly developed
endoplasmic reticulum. After synthesis by the rough
endoplasmic reticulum, the enzyme precursor pepsino-
gen molecules are transported to the numerous Golgi
structures and packaged into zymogen granules. The
granules migrate to the apical region of the cell, where
they are stored in the cytoplasm. A secretory stimulus
triggers membrane fusion and exocytosis of pepsinogen.
This entire process of enzyme synthesis, packaging, and
secretion is discussed later in this chapter in the section
concerning the pancreas.

Electrolytes of Gastric Juice

At all rates of secretion, gastric juice is essentially
isotonic to plasma. The ionic composition of gastric
juice, however, varies with the rate of secretion (Fig. 9).
At basal (unstimulated) rates of secretion, gastric juice is
primarily a solution of NaCl with small amounts of H+

and K+. As the rate of secretion increases, the
concentration of Na+ decreases and the concentration
of H+ increases, so that at peak rates gastric juice is
primarily HC1 with small amounts of K+ and Na+. At
all rates of secretion, H+ and Cl are secreted against
their electrochemical gradients. It is important to realize
that even at basal secretory rates, gastric juice is
extremely acidic. The concentration of H+ may range
from 10–20 mmol/L basally up to 130–150 mmol/L at
peak rates. In other words, the pH will range from pH 2
to pH<1.

The changes in ionic composition with the rate of
gastric secretion are due to the manner in which the juice
is produced. There are actually two separate secretions.
A nonparietal secretion contains primarily Na+ and Cl�

with K+ and HCO�3 present in amounts approximately

equal to their concentrations in plasma. In the absence
of all H+ secretion, HCO�3 may be detected in gastric
juice in concentrations up to 30 mmol/L. This nonpari-
etal component is produced continually at a constant
low rate. The parietal component, which is a solution of
150 mmol/L HC1 plus 10–20 mmol/L KC1, is secreted
against this background at rates depending on the
degree of stimulation. Therefore, at all rates of secretion,
gastric juice is a mixture of these two components.
At low rates, the nonparietal component predominates.
As the secretory rate increases, and because the increase
is due only to the parietal cell component, gastric juice
begins to resemble pure parietal cell secretion.

This so-called two-component theory of gastric secre-
tion is probably an oversimplification. There is no doubt
exchange of H+ for Na+ as the parietal secretion moves
up the gland into the lumen. Although such changes are
minimal at high rates of secretion, they contribute
significantly to the final composition of the juice at
lower rates, when more time is available for exchange.

Knowledge of the composition of gastric juice is
important in treating a patient who has lost significant
volumes of gastric juice by aspiration or chronic
vomiting. Replacement of only NaCl will result in
hypokalemic metabolic alkalosis.

Acid Secretory Process

The cellular processes that best explain the secretion
of HC1 are shown in Fig. 10. The exact metabolic steps
in the production of H + are not known. However, the
reaction is summarized by

HOH! OH� þHþ; ½1�

OH� þ CO2 ! HCO�3 : ½2�

The H+ is actively pumped across the apical
membrane in exchange for luminal K+ by the (H+,K+)-
ATPase already discussed. K+ is accumulated within
the cell by the (Na+,K+)-ATPase in the basolateral
membrane. The accumulatedK+moves down its electro-
chemical gradient, leaking through conductive pathways
in both membranes. The K+ entering the luminal space
is, therefore, being recycled by the (H+,K+)-ATPase.
Cl� enters the cell across the basolateral membrane in
exchange for HCO�3 . TheHCO�3 is formed fromCO2 and
OH�, which is accumulated within the cell as H+ is
pumped out. Carbonic anhydrase (Ca) catalyzes the
formation of HCO�3 from OH� and CO2. The HCCV is
carried away by the blood. The pH of the venous blood
from an actively secreting stomach may actually be
higher than the pH of the arterial blood, because of
this so-called alkaline tide. In addition, the (Na+-K+)
pump maintains a low intracellular Na+ concentration.

FIGURE 9 Relationships between the concentrations of the

principal ions in gastric juice and the rate of secretion.
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Some Na+ moves down its concentration gradient,
entering the cell across the basolateral membrane in
exchange for H+. This is a secondary active transport of
H+ out of the cell. This Na+ is recycled by the sodium
pump. The Na+-H+ exchange also increases the amount
of base in the cell, facilitating the entrance of Cl�.
Therefore, the movement of Cl� from the blood to the
lumen against its electrochemical gradient is achieved by
virtue of excess OH� in the cell after H+ has been
pumped out. HCO�3 is produced from CO2 and OH� and
diffuses down its concentration gradient in exchange for
Cl� entering the cell. Water moves into the lumen by
osmosis in response to the secretion of ions.

The potential difference across the resting gastric
mucosa is approximately �70 to �80 mV lumen nega-
tive with respect to the blood. This significant charge
difference is due to the active secretion of Cl� by surface
epithelial cells as well as parietal cells (see Chapter 36 for
a discussion of the Cl� secretory mechanism). When acid
secretion is stimulated, the potential difference decreases
to �30 or �40 mV because of the transport of positively
charged H+ in the same direction as Cl�. Thus, H+ is
actually secreted down an electrical gradient, facilitating
its transport against the concentration gradient of several
million-fold.

The potential differences across the mucosa of the
various regions of the gastrointestinal tract vary

according to location, and this information is frequently
used by physicians in locating the tips of catheters. For
example, as a catheter with an attached electrode moves
from the esophagus (�15 mV) into the stomach, the
potential difference will increase dramatically. It will
then decrease from approximately �80 to �5 mV as the
tip passes the pylorus and enters the duodenum.

The secretion of H+ against such a great concentra-
tion gradient and the maintenance of an electrical
gradient require minimal leakage of ions and acid
back into the mucosa. The absence of significant leakage
across the gastric mucosa is attributed to the so-called
gastric mucosal barrier. When this barrier is disrupted
by bile acids, alcohol, aspirin, or any of a number of
other agents that damage the mucosa, the potential
difference decreases considerably as ions leak down their
electrochemical gradients. H+ then enters the mucosa
and damage occurs. The anatomic nature of the barrier
is not totally defined; its properties and role in mucosal
damage are more fully discussed in the section on the
pathophysiology of ulcer disease.

Stimulants of Acid Secretion

Only a few substances directly stimulate acid secre-
tion from the parietal cells. These include the antral
hormone gastrin, the parasympathetic mediator acetyl-
choline, and the paracrine agent histamine. The amounts
of gastrin and acetylcholine reaching the stomach vary
in response to the digestive state and are responsible for
the regulation of acid secretion. In addition to these
three main stimulants, an unknown hormone of intes-
tinal origin stimulates acid secretion. This peptide has
been named enterooxyntin to denote both its origin and
action. In humans, an additional amount of stimulation
is caused by circulating amino acids after their absorp-
tion from the small intestine.

Histamine is released from the enterochromaffin-like
cells (ECLs) within the lamina propria and diffuses
through the extracellular fluid to the parietal cells.
Histamine acts as a paracrine to stimulate acid secretion.
Figure 11 illustrates the relationships between gastrin,
acetylcholine, and histamine. The ECL cell contains
receptors for gastrin and acetylcholine. Gastrin is the
major regulator of the ECL cells. Acutely gastrin
stimulates the release of histamine from the ECL cells
and the synthesis of new histamine by increasing the
activity of the enzyme, histidine decarboxylase. Over
the longer term, gastrin stimulates the proliferation of
the ECL cells. Although histamine release and synthesis
are also increased by acetylcholine, its effects are not as
pronounced as those of gastrin.

The parietal cell membrane has separate receptors
for histamine, gastrin, and acetylcholine (Fig. 11).

FIGURE 10 Cellular processes that best account for the production

of HCl by the gastric parietal cell.
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The final rate of secretion, however, depends on the
interactions of these secretagogues. At this point, it is
important to understand the concept of potentiation.
Potentiation occurs between two stimulants when the
response to their simultaneous administration exceeds
the sums of the responses to each agent administered
separately. Another convenient definition is that the
maximal response to the two agents acting together
exceeds the maximal response to either agent alone.
Potentiation allows small amounts of endogenous stimuli
to produce near maximal effects, and within the gastro-
intestinal tract it is a common physiologic event.

At the parietal cell, histamine potentiates the actions
of gastrin and acetylcholine. In a similar manner,
potentiation also exists between gastrin and acetylcho-
line. These interactions between stimuli are one reason
why specific antihistamines that block acid secretion
stimulated by histamine (H2-receptor blockers such as
cimetidine) also block secretory responses to acetylcho-
line and gastrin. As one would predict, atropine, the
specific antagonist of the muscarinic actions of acet-
ylcholine, also blocks secretion stimulated by histamine
and gastrin. Thus, the effects of the H2 blockers on
gastrin- or acetylcholine-stimulated secretion are due to
the inhibition of the portion of the secretory response

resulting from histamine potentiation as well as to the
inhibition of histamine released by their actions on the
ECL cells. Similarly, the inhibition of histamine- and
gastrin-stimulated acid secretion by atropine is caused
by removal of the potentiating interactions with acet-
ylcholine. The points at which atropine and cimetidine
affect the secretory process are indicated in Fig. 11.
No specific and potent receptor blocker for gastrin is
available for similar studies.

The exact intracellular events leading to potentiation
are unknown. However, potentiation occurs only
between those agents that act through different second
messenger systems after binding to their receptors.
Acetylcholine binds to the muscarinic receptor, resulting
in the formation of inositol trisphosphate and the
subsequent increase in intracellular Ca2+. Histamine
binding activates adenylate cyclase, resulting in the
formation of cAMP. The messenger system for gastrin
has not been worked out, but appears to involve Ca2+

rather than cAMP and to be somewhat different from
the cholinergic system.

Stimulation of Acid Secretion

Basal or interdigestive secretion is that which occurs
in the absence of all gastrointestinal stimulation. Basal
secretion is equal to about 10% of the maximal response
to a meal. In humans, basal secretion shows a circadian
rhythm, with the highest acid output in the evening and
the lowest in the morning. The cause of this variation is
unknown, but it is not matched by changes in plasma
gastrin levels. In both dogs and humans, basal acid
secretion is reduced by vagotomy, further reduced by
antrectomy (removal of the source of gastrin), and
inhibited by histamine H2 antagonists. These results
indicate that the presence of background amounts of
acetylcholine, gastrin, and histamine account for at least
part of basal secretion.

Between meals, therefore, the emptied stomach
contains a relatively small volume of gastric juice. The
pH of this fluid, however, is usually less than 2.0, and
the mucosa is acidified. Acidification of the antral
mucosa prevents gastrin release, and the acidification of
the oxyntic gland mucosa has an inhibitory effect on
acid secretion. Both of these mechanisms appear to
involve the acid-mediated release of somatostatin and
the paracrine action of somatostatin on the G cells in the
antrum and the parietal cells in the oxyntic gland area.

The stimulation of acid secretion is divided into the
cephalic, gastric, and intestinal phases for convenience
in understanding the different mechanisms involved.
This division is based on the location of the receptors
initiating the secretory responses. The division is some-
what artificial, for during most of the response to a meal
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FIGURE 11 Interactions of histamine, gastrin, and acetylcholine

(Ach) on the parietal cell. This model accounts for the potentiation

between stimuli and the inhibitory effects of atropine (At) and

cimetidine (Cra).
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stimulation is initiated simultaneously from more than
one area. The stomach of a normal 70-kg man has the
capacity to secrete about 20 mmol of acid per hour.

Cephalic Phase

Stimulation during the cephalic phase accounts for
about 30% of the response to a meal. The presence of
food in the mouth stimulates mechanoreceptors (pres-
sure) and chemoreceptors (smell and taste) located in the
tongue and the buccal and nasal cavities. Central
pathways can also be activated by the thought of an
appetizing meal or events triggering conditioned
reflexes. In each case, afferent impulses are relayed to
the vagal nucleus, and vagal efferent nerves carry
impulses to the stomach (Fig. 12). The entire cephalic
phase is therefore blocked by vagotomy.

The cephalic phase can be studied by a procedure
known as sham feeding. A subject is given an appetizing
meal and allowed to feed himself and chew but not to
swallow the food. The cephalic phase can also be
activated by direct vagal stimulation. In humans, this is
mimicked by inducing hypoglycemia, which activates
hypothalamic centers that stimulate secretion via vagal
pathways. Hypoglycemia can be induced with insulin
or tolbutamide or by giving glucose analogues, such as
3-methylglucose or 2-deoxyglucose, which interfere with
glucose metabolism.

The vagus increases acid secretion through two
mechanisms: It stimulates the parietal cells directly and
stimulates the release of gastrin. The mediator at the
parietal cell is acetylcholine, and the mediator at the G
cell is bombesin, also called gastrin-releasing peptide
(GRP). Atropine blocks the direct effects on the

parietal cell, but does not block the release of gastrin.
In humans, the direct effect on the parietal cell is more
important, because selective vagotomy of the acid-
secreting portion of the stomach abolishes the response
to sham feeding, whereas antrectomy only moderately
reduces it. During sham feeding experiments or other
studies designed to examine the cephalic phase, gastrin
release will not occur unless steps are taken to neutralize
the acid present in the stomach. The mechanisms
involved in the cephalic phase are outlined in Fig. 12.

Gastric Phase

As swallowed food enters the stomach, it mixes with
the small volume of acid present. Buffers (primarily
proteins) in the food neutralize the acid, raising the
intragastric pH from around 2 to as high as 6. Because
gastrin release is inhibited at antral pHs below 3, little or
no gastrin is released from a stomach that does not
contain food. When the pH increases above 3, vagal
stimulation from the cephalic phase initiates gastrin
release. Gastrin release is maintained during the gastric
phase by both neural and chemical mechanisms. The
gastric phase accounts for approximately 60% of the
acid response to a meal.

Distension of the gastric wall activates mechano-
receptors initiating extramural or vagovagal reflexes and
intramural reflexes that stimulate both gastrin release
and acid secretion. Distension of the oxyntic gland area
stimulates the parietal cells directly via a local or
intramural reflex mediated by acetylcholine. Extramural
reflexes whose afferent and efferent paths are contained
in the vagus nerve are also triggered. This vagovagal
reflex results in effects identical to those of the cephalic
phase, namely, parietal cell stimulation by acetylcholine
and gastrin release mediated by GRP. Distension of the
antrum causes gastrin release via a local, intramural
reflex that appears to be mediated by acetylcholine.
Antral distension also elicits a vagovagal reflex that
results in both gastrin release via GRP and stimulation
of the parietal cells directly via acetylcholine. All gastrin
release stimulated by distension is blocked by acidifying
the antral mucosa. Distension with acidified solutions,
however, will still result in increased acid secretion
through local and vagovagal reflexes, directly stimulat-
ing the parietal cells via acetylcholine. The reflexes are
summarized in Fig. 13.

The only major nutrient that stimulates gastric acid
secretion chemically is protein. To be effective, the
protein must be partially digested to peptides and amino
acids. The entire stimulation of acid secretion by protein
digestion products appears to be due to the direct
chemical release of gastrin. This release of gastrin is not
blocked by vagotomy or atropine, but it is blocked by
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FIGURE 12 Mechanisms stimulating gastric acid secretion during

the cephalic phase. (Modified from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal
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acidifying the antral mucosa below pH 3. The most
effective amino acids for releasing gastrin in humans are
phenylalanine and tryptophan.

The only other commonly ingested agents known to
stimulate acid secretion chemically are calcium, alcohol,
and caffeine. In the human, calcium ions are a strong
stimulus for gastrin release and acid secretion. High
concentrations of ethanol release gastrin, and intrave-
nous ethanol increases acid secretion by an unknown
mechanism. In general, solutions of ethanol up to 15%
have little or no effect on gastric secretion. Caffeine is a
direct stimulant of acid secretion in humans. It probably
acts by inhibiting the phosphodiesterase that breaks
down cAMP. Caffeine, however, is not the major
stimulant present in coffee, because decaffeinated coffee
is as strong a stimulant of secretion as regular coffee.

Intestinal Phase

Acid secretion as a result of stimuli acting from the
intestine is minor, accounting for only 10% of the total
response to a meal. Protein digestion products in the
duodenum stimulate acid secretion by at least two
mechanisms. One seems to involve the release of an
unidentified hormone by distension. This hormone has
been named enterooxyntin to denote both its location
and effect. Intravenously infused amino acids also
stimulate acid secretion. Therefore, part of the intestinal
phase of stimulation is due to the circulation of
absorbed amino acids to the parietal cells. Intestinal
mucosa contains gastrin, but it is not released under
normal conditions in humans. The factors stimulating
acid secretion during the entire response to a meal are
summarized in Fig. 14. Note that histamine is present to
stimulate the parietal cell and potentiate the other
stimuli during all phases.

Regulation of Gastrin Release

A summary of the pathways believed to be involved in
the regulation of gastrin release is depicted in Fig. 15.
Endocrine cells containing somatostatin are located close
to the gastrin-containing G cells. Somatostatin, acting as
a paracrine, inhibits gastrin release. Vagal stimulation
increases gastrin release via two mechanisms. First, some
neurons release GRP (bombesin) at the G cells, stimulat-
ing them directly to release gastrin. Second, other
inhibitory neurons go to the somatostatin cell, where
they release acetylcholine, which inhibits somatostatin
release. This dual pathway mechanism accounts for the
observations that vagus-stimulated gastrin release is not
blocked by atropine and that vagal stimulation decreases
somatostatin release into mucosal perfusates. Digested
protein and other chemicals act directly on the G cell to
stimulate gastrin release. It is believed that the apical
surface of the G cell contains specific receptors to
recognize these stimulants. These receptors, however,
have not been identified. Acid in the lumen resulting in a
pH<3 acts directly on the somatostatin cell to stimulate
somatostatin release. When somatostatin is released, it
blocks the effect of all stimulants of gastrin release.
Within the oxyntic gland area, somatostatin acts directly
on the parietal cell to inhibit acid secretion.

Inhibition of Acid Secretion

The duration of the acid secretory response to ameal is
determined primarily by the intragastric pH and the
nature of the chyme entering the duodenum. As shown in
Fig. 16, at the start of a meal the stomach contains a
small volume of acidic gastric juice, which acidifies the
antral mucosa. Somatostatin is released and acts through
a paracrine mechanism to inhibit gastrin release and to
inhibit directly the parietal cells as well. As a result, the

FIGURE 13 Mechanisms stimulating gastric acid secretion during

the gastric phase. (Modified from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal

physiology, 6th ed. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)

FIGURE 14 Summary of the mechanisms for stimulating gastric

acid secretion.
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rate of secretion is low (basal). As the meal is ingested, the
small volume of acid is rapidly neutralized by buffers
present in the food, intragastric pH increases to 5 or 6,
and acid secretion begins. Secretion is initiated by the
direct vagal component of the cephalic response, but as
the intragastric pH rises above 3, gastrin release is
triggered by stimuli of the cephalic and gastric phases. An
hour after the meal, the rate of acid secretion is maximal,
the buffering capacity of the meal is saturated, a signifi-
cant portion of the meal has emptied from the stomach,

and the pH of the contents has begun to decrease. As the
pH of the contents continues to fall, gastrin release is
inhibited, removing a significant factor for the stimula-
tion of acid secretion, and somatostatin inhibits the
parietal cells. This negative feedback mechanism is
extremely important in the regulation of acid secretion.

As chyme enters the duodenum, it initiates a number
of processes that inhibit acid secretion at the level of the
parietal cell. These mechanisms are both neural and
humoral and are triggered by the pH, osmolarity, and
fat content of the chyme. Thus, these processes are
similar, and some may be identical to those that inhibit
gastric emptying. Large amounts of acid may release
sufficient secretin from the duodenal mucosa to inhibit
the parietal cells. Acid also triggers an inhibitory
intramural neuroreflex. Hyperosmotic solutions and
fatty acids release an as yet unidentified hormone or
hormones that inhibit acid secretion. These substances
are called enterogastrones, denoting their location and
inhibitory effect on the stomach. Gastric inhibitory
peptide (GIF) may also take part in the inhibition of
both acid secretion and gastrin release. None of the
hormonal mediators of these responses is firmly estab-
lished. The important thing for the student to under-
stand is that both neural and humoral mechanisms exist
for the inhibition of acid secretion, and that these are
triggered by chyme in the duodenum. Our knowledge of
the inhibition of acid secretion is summarized in Fig. 17.

Pepsin

Pepsin is stored and secreted as the inactive precursor
pepsinogen, which has a molecular weight of 42,500.
At intragastric pH lower than 5, pepsinogen is split to
form the active enzyme pepsin, which has a molecular
weight of 35,000. Pepsin can catalyze the formation of

FIGURE 16 The relationship between gastric acid secretory rate, intragastric pH,

and the volume of gastric contents during a meal.

FIGURE 15 Mechanism accounting for the regulation ot gastrin

release.
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additional enzyme from pepsinogen. At an intragastric
pH of 2 or less, the conversion of pepsinogen to pepsin is
almost instantaneous. Pepsin begins the digestion of
protein by splitting interior peptide bonds.

There are two main groups of pepsinogens. Group I
pepsinogens are secreted by peptic (chief) and mucous
cells of the oxyntic glands. Group II pepsinogens come
from mucous cells of the pyloric gland area and the
duodenum as well as the oxyntic gland mucosa. Pepsino-
gens can be measured in the blood, where their quantities
correlate with the presence of duodenal ulcer disease.

Acetylcholine is the strongest and most important
stimulator of pepsin secretion. Vagal stimulation during
both the cephalic and gastric phases results in the
majority of the pepsin response to a meal. Acid is
necessary not only for the activation of pepsin but also
because it initiates at least two other mechanisms
stimulating pepsin secretion. First, acid triggers a local
cholinergic reflex that stimulates the chief cells to
secrete. This mechanism is sensitive to atropine and
local anesthetics and is mediated by the enteric nervous
system. Second, acid releases secretin from the duode-
num, and secretin stimulates pepsin secretion. There is
also evidence that cholinergic stimulation results in
more pepsin secretion when the intragastric pH is low.
These mechanisms ensure that large amounts of pepsi-
nogen are not secreted unless sufficient acid is present to
convert it to the active enzyme.

Mucus

The cells of the gastric mucosa secrete two types of
mucus. Vagal nerve stimulation and acetylcholine stimu-
late soluble mucus secretion from the mucous neck cells.

Soluble mucus mixes with the other secretions of the
glands and lubricates the gastric chyme. Surface mucous
cells secrete visible or insoluble mucus in response to
chemical or physical irritation. Chemicals, such as
ethanol, and friction with ingested material stimulate
the release of visible mucus, which is secreted as a gel
forming an unstirred layer over the mucosa. This layer
traps dead cells as they are sloughed from the mucosa
and forms a protective lubricating coat. In addition,
bicarbonate ions from the alkaline component of secre-
tion are trapped within this layer and maintain the pH at
the surface of the stomach near neutrality despite luminal
pHs of less than 2. During the digestion of a meal, this
physical and alkaline barrier prevents damage from
friction and keeps the mucosal cells from coming into
contact with pepsin and high concentrations of acid.

Intrinsic Factor

Intrinsic factor is secreted by the parietal cells in
humans as a 55,000-molecular-weight mucoprotein. It
combines with dietary vitamin B12, forming a complex
necessary for the absorption of the vitamin by an active
process that is located in ileal mucosa. The absence of
intrinsic factor results in the condition known as
pernicious anemia, a disease associated with achlorhy-
dria and the absence of parietal cells. The development
of this disease is poorly understood because the liver
stores vitamin B12 in amounts sufficient for several
years. Therefore, the developmental stages of the disease
occur a number of years before the condition is
recognized. The secretion of intrinsic factor is the only
reason the stomach is necessary for life, and patients
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FIGURE 17 Mechanisms inhibiting gastric acid secretion. Blanks indicate actions that

either do not occur or are not significant physiologically.
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with pernicious anemia or after gastrectomy must take
injections of vitamin B12.

Acid Secretion and Serum Gastrin

Table 1 shows the basal and maximal rates of gastric
acid secretion for normal humans and for patients
having clinical conditions in which acid secretion is

usually altered. Basal acid output is that which occurs
during the interdigestive period when the stomach is
empty. Maximal acid output is measured in response to
a maximal dose of histamine. It is important to note the
degree of overlap between acid outputs in the various
groups. Thus, although these values indicate that, in
general, a patient with duodenal ulcer secretes more acid
than a normal individual, such measurements have little
meaning in the diagnosis of individual cases.

Because of the feedback mechanism whereby acid
inhibits the release of gastrin, serum gastrin values are,
in general, inversely related to acid secretory rates. In
other words, patients with gastric cancer or gastric ulcer
disease usually have higher than normal serum gastrin
levels. Patients with pernicious anemia, who secrete no
acid, often have astronomically high serum gastrins. The
obvious exceptions are gastrinoma (Zollinger-Ellison
syndrome) patients, who have both high rates of acid
production and extremely high gastrin levels. In this
group of patients, however (as discussed in Chapter 32),
the gastrin is being released from a tumor and is not
subject to acid feedback inhibition.

Clinical Note

Peptic Ulcer

Gastric and duodenal ulcers form when the
respective mucosal linings of the gastrointestinal
tract are digested by acid and pepsin. The
presence of acid and pepsin are normally
required for ulcer formation and, as such, both
diseases are classified as peptic ulcers. Despite
being classified under one heading, however, the
etiologies of the two conditions are quite different.
Put simply, an ulcer forms when damaging factors
such as acid and pepsin overcome the mucosal
protective factors such as bicarbonate secretion,
mucus, and cell renewal. In the case of duodenal
ulcer, there is good evidence that the defect is
increased amounts of acid and pepsin. In the
case of gastric ulcer, the defect appears to be in
the mucosa itself, so that its defense mechanisms
have been weakened. This analysis is oversimpli-
fied and generalized, and both factors no doubt
play some role in most cases of ulcer.

Increased acid and pepsin secretion have been
implicated in duodenal ulcer disease. As shown in
Table 1, as a group, these patients have higher
than normal rates of secretion. In general,
duodenal ulcer disease patients have higher

than normal serum gastrin levels in response to
a meal and about double the normal number of
gastric parietal cells. Whether the increased
number of parietal cells is due to the trophic
effect of gastrin is unknown. Increased serum
gastrin levels are due in part to a defective
mechanism for the inhibition of gastrin release
by mucosal acidification. There is also evidence
that parietal cells in patients with duodenal ulcer
are actually more sensitive to gastrin as well. In
addition, the secretion of pepsin, as determined
from serum pepsinogen levels, is almost doubled
in the duodenal ulcer group. The ability of
increased acid secretion to produce duodenal
ulcer disease is dramatically demonstrated in
patients with gastrinoma. These patients always
develop duodenal ulcers, never gastric ulcers.

The lower than normal rate of acid secretion in
gastric ulcer is believed to be due in part to the
inability to collect acid that has been secreted
and then has leaked back into the damaged
mucosa. The normal gastric mucosa is relatively
impermeable to acid, but a number of events may
cause this so-called gastric mucosal barrier to
become weakened. These include abnormalities

TABLE 1 Basal and Maxim (Histamine-Stimulated) Acid
Outputs From Normal Humans and Those With Conditions
Affecting Acid Secretion

Acid output (mmol/hr)

Condition Basal Maximal

Normal 1–5 6–40

Pernicious anemia 0 0

Gastric cancer 0–5 0–40

Gastric ulcer 0–3 1–20

Duodenal ulcer 2–10 15–60

Gastrinoma 10–30 30–80
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Clinical Note (continued )

in mucosal blood flow, altered rates of cell
renewal, decreased mucus secretion, bacterial
infection, and damaging agents such as alcohol,
bile acids, and aspirin.
The exact nature of the barrier is unknown, and
mucosal resistance to acid probably includes
physiologic processes as well as morphologic
entities. Cell membranes and junctional com-
plexes prevent normal back-diffusion of H+.
Diffused H+ is normally transported back into
the lumen. Processes that no doubt have some
role in maintaining the barrier also include cell
renewal and migration, blood flow, and mucous
and bicarbonate secretion. Chemical factors such
as gastrin, epidermal growth factor, and prosta-
glandin have all been shown to decrease the
severity and promote the healing of ulcers.

It has now been established that the major
acquired causative factor in the genesis of both
gastric and duodenal ulcer is infection with the
bacteria Helicobacter pylori. Virtually 100% of
gastric ulcer patients, excluding those whose
ulcers were caused by chronic aspirin or other
nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs),
are infected, whereas 95% of duodenal ulcer
patients are H. pylori positive. The major char-
acteristic of H. pylori is high urease activity and the
production of NH3 from urea, which allows the
bacteria to survive and colonize in the acid
environment of the gastric mucosa. NH3 directly
damages the epithelial cells, breaking the gastric
mucosal barrier and allowing H+ to diffuse back
into cells. Although NH3 is the major cytotoxic
agent, the bacterium also releases a variety of
factors and cytokines that damage cells and
contribute to gastric ulcer formation.

Recent evidence also suggests that H. pylori is
responsible for the increased acid secretion
found in duodenal ulcer patients. After eradica-
tion of the bacteria from a group of duodenal
ulcer patients, their increased basal acid output,
increased GRP-stimulated acid output, increased
ratio of basal to gastrin-stimulated maximal acid
output, and increased ratio of GRP-stimulated
maximal acid output to gastrin-stimulated maxi-
mal acid output returned to normal. Only the
increased maximal acid output in response to
gastrin failed to return to normal. Because the
maximal acid output is probably due to an

increased number of parietal cells from the
trophic action of the gastrin, this too may return
to normal after serum gastrin levels have been
reduced. Increased acid secretory and serum
gastrin responses appear to be related in part to
a decreased inhibition of gastrin release and
parietal cell secretion by somatostatin in H.
pylori-infected individuals. There is also evidence
that NHþ3 directly stimulates gastrin release. All of
the effects of H. pylori on the mucosa have not
been elucidated, but the treatment of gastric and
duodenal ulcer diseases involves the eradication
of the infection.

Why H. pylori infection causes gastric ulcer in
one person and duodenal ulcer in another has not
been firmly established. However, strong
evidence indicates that H. pylori infection of the
corpus of the stomach results in gastric ulcer,
while a primarily antral infection causes duodenal
ulcer. In the corpus, gastritis results in decreased
acid secretion, damage, gastric ulcer, and the risk
of neoplasia. In the antrum, gastritis inhibits
somatostatin release, increases gastrin release,
increases acid secretion, and results in a duode-
nal ulcer.

The treatment of peptic ulcer disease is based
entirely on its pathophysiology. Medical treat-
ment usually consists of administering antisecre-
tory drugs such as a histamine H

2
-receptor

blocking agent. The most potent antisecretory
drugs are those like omeprazole that inhibit the
(H+,K+)-ATPase. These compounds are substi-
tuted benzimidazoles that accumulate in acid
spaces and are activated at low pH. Once activa-
ted, these drugs bind irreversibly to sulfhydryl
groups present on the active site of the (H+,K+)-
ATPase, inhibiting the enzyme. Omeprazole
effectively treats peptic ulcer, even duodenal
ulcers caused by gastrinoma (Zollinger-Ellison
syndrome). Medical treatment includes the eradi-
cation of H. pylori, which is extremely effective
in preventing recurrence of the ulcer. Effective
medical treatment has made surgery for peptic
ulcer disease all but disappear. When done,
however, surgery usually consisted of vagotomy
and/or antrectomy. These procedures decrease
acid secretion by 60–80% by removing one or
both major stimulants of acid secretion and their
potentiating interactions with histamine.
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PANCREATIC SECRETION

Pancreatic exocrine secretion consists of an aqueous
or bicarbonate component and an enzymatic component.
The aqueous component consists primarily of water and
sodium bicarbonate and is produced by the cells lining
the pancreatic ducts. The aqueous component neutra-
lizes duodenal contents, preventing injury to the duode-
nal mucosa and bringing the contents within the pH
range necessary for optimal enzymatic digestion of
nutrients. The enzymatic or protein component is a low-
volume secretion from the pancreatic acinar cells that
contains enzymes for the digestion of all major food-
stuffs. Unlike the enzymes secreted into saliva and
gastric juice, the pancreatic enzymes are essential for
normal digestion and absorption.

Functional Anatomy of the Pancreas

The structure of the exocrine pancreas resembles a
cluster of grapes and its functional units are similar to
the salivons of the salivary glands. Pyramidal acinar
cells are oriented with the apices toward a lumen to form
an acinus (Fig. 18). Groups of acini form lobules
separated from each other by areolar tissue. The lumen
of each spherical acinus is drained by a ductule whose
epithelium extends into the acinus in the form of
centroacinar cells. Within each lobule, ductules join to
form intralobular ducts. These in turn drain into extra-
lobular ducts, which join to form the major pancreatic
collecting duct draining the gland.

The acinar cells comprise approximately 80% of the
pancreas by volume and secrete a small volume of juice
containing the pancreatic enzymes. Ductule cells, which
comprise about 4% of the gland, together with the
centroacinar cells, secrete the aqueous component, a
large volume secretion of water and NaHCO3. The
endocrine cells of the pancreas account for only 2% of
its mass and are found in the islets of Langerhans
distributed throughout the pancreatic parenchyma. The
islets contain both the insulin-secreting � cells and the

glucagon-secreting � cells. The islets also contain large
amounts of somatostatin, which may act as a paracrine
to inhibit the release of both insulin and glucagon.
The pancreas also produces pancreatic polypeptide, a
candidate hormone that inhibits pancreatic exocrine
secretion (see Chapter 32).

Efferent nerves from both the sympathetic and
parasympathetic systems influence pancreatic secretion.
Sympathetic innervation is provided by postganglionic
fibers from the celiac and superior mesenteric plexuses.
Sympathetic fibers enter the pancreas along with the
arteries to the organ. Parasympathetic preganglionic
fibers to the pancreas are contained in branches of the
vagus nerves. These fibers course down the surface of
the stomach, entering the pancreas from the antral-
duodenal region. Within the pancreas, the vagal fibers
terminate either at acini and islets or on other intrinsic
cholinergic nerves of the pancreas. Parasympathetic
nerves stimulate pancreatic exocrine secretion, whereas
sympathetic nerves are largely inhibitory.

Aqueous Component of

Pancreatic Secretion

The 100-g human pancreas secretes approximately 1 L
of fluid per day, which is sufficient to neutralize most of
the acid entering the duodenum. At all rates of secretion,
pancreatic juice is essentially isotonic with plasma. At
low rates of secretion, pancreatic juice is primarily a
solution of Na+ and Cl�, whereas at high rates, Na+

and HCO�3 predominate. The concentration of Na+ in
pancreatic juice approximately equals its concentration
in plasma, and at all rates of secretion K+ is also found
in concentrations equal to its plasma levels (Fig. 19).

As in gastric juice, the ionic composition of pancrea-
tic juice varies with the rate of secretion (Fig. 19). Just as
the concentrations of the cations Na+ and H+ were

FIGURE 19 Relationship between the principal ions in pancreatic

juice and secretory rate. Concentrations of the ions in plasma are

shown for comparison.

FIGURE 18 Schematic diagram illustrating the histology of a

functional unit of the pancreas.
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reciprocally related in gastric juice, the concentrations
of Cl� and HCO�3 vary inversely in pancreatic juice.
As one might expect, theories analogous to those
proposed to explain the ionic composition of gastric
juice also explain the variation in pancreatic juice
composition. It is believed that one cell type, perhaps
the acinar cell, secretes a small volume of juice that
primarily contains Na+ and Cl�. This fluid is the basal
secretion and is equal to only about 2% of the maximal
secretory rate. In response to stimulation, other cell
types—the ductule cells and the centroacinar cells—
secrete large volumes of fluid containing primarily Na+

and HCO�3 . As the rate of secretion increases, the small
amount of Cl� is diluted by the HCO�3 , and pancreatic
juice becomes a solution of Na+ and HCO�3 with small
amounts of Cl�. This concept is analogous to the two-
component hypothesis used to explain the composition
of gastric juice. Evidence also exists to indicate that as
HCO�3 moves through the duct system of the pancreas,
it moves down its concentration gradient, leaving the
ducts in exchange for Cl�. Thus, the higher the secretory
rate, the less time for exchange to occur, and the more
likely that pancreatic juice will contain primarily HCO�3 .
At low secretory rates, this exchange moves toward
completeness and Cl� becomes the predominant anion.
In reality, the final composition of pancreatic juice is
probably due to both of these processes.

The aqueous component is secreted by the ductule
and centroacinar cells and may contain HCO�3 at a
concentration equal to several times its concentration in
plasma. The lumen of the pancreatic ducts is 5–9 mV
negative with respect to the blood. Therefore, HCO�3 is
secreted against both its chemical and electrical gradi-
ents. This has been interpreted as evidence that HCO�3 is
actively transported across the apical surface of the
ductule cell. Although the exact mechanism has not been
elucidated, evidence has accumulated for the HCO�3
secretory mechanism illustrated in Fig. 20. In this model
the (Na+,K+)-ATPase of the basolateral membrane
creates an electrochemical gradient for Na+ to move
into the cell in exchange for H+, which leaves the cell
against its concentration gradient. There is some
evidence that a H+-ATPase may actually pump H+

out of the cell. In either case, CO2 diffuses readily
into the alkalinized cell, combining with water to form
HCO�3 . This latter step is catalyzed by carbonic
anhydrase. The continued movement of H+ across the
basolateral membrane leads to a buildup of HCCV and
the movement of HCCV across the apical membrane in
exchange for Cl�. The Cl�-HCO�3 exchange mechanism
is found in many secretory cells of the gastrointestinal
tract. As H+ leaves the cell, it combines with HCO�3 in
the plasma to produce more CO2, which is free to diffuse
into the cell. Because of this secretory process, venous

blood from the actively secreting pancreas has a lower
pH than blood from a nonsecreting gland. As HCO�3 is
secreted into the lumen, Na+ also moves across the
epithelium, preserving electrical neutrality. Much of the
Na+ diffuses through intercellular (paracellular) path-
ways. Water then moves into the lumen along its
osmotic gradient. The rate of HCO�3 secretion depends
on luminal Cl� and the activity of the Cl� channel in the
apical membrane. This conductance is activated by
cAMP in response to stimulation by secretin and is
present in ductule but not acinar cells. This channel
occurs in many types of epithelial cells and is defective in
cystic fibrosis.

This model accounts for evidence indicating that (1)
HCO�3 secretion is ouabain sensitive, (2) secretion
involves Na+-H+ and Cl-HCO�3 exchange, (3) secre-
tion of HCO�3 occurs against an electrochemical gradi-
ent and is an active process, (4) most of the HCO�3 in
pancreatic juice is derived from plasma, and (5) in the
absence of extracellular Cl�, HCO�3 secretion decreases
significantly.

Enzymatic Component of

Pancreatic Secretion

The pancreas supplies the principal enzymes for the
digestion of all major foodstuffs. All pancreatic enzymes
are synthesized and secreted by the acinar cells.
Pancreatic lipase and amylase are secreted as active
enzymes whereas, like pepsin, the pancreatic proteases
are secreted as inactive precursors that are converted to
active enzymes in the lumen of the small intestine.
The individual enzymes and the nature of their specific
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FIGURE 20 Cellular processes that best account for the secretion of

HCO�3 by the pancreatic ductule cells.
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activities are discussed in Chapter 35, which is concerned
with the digestion and absorption of nutrients.

Between meals, pancreatic enzymes are stored in
zymogen granules that have migrated to an area near the
apical membrane of the acinar cell. A secretory stimulus
results in the fusion of the granule membrane with the
apical membrane of the cell and the secretion of enzyme
contents into the lumen. This process of exocytosis is the
only step in the synthesis of the proteins, formation of
granules, and secretion of the enzymes known to be
controlled by neural and hormonal input.

The steps involved in the synthesis and secretion of
pancreatic enzymes are outlined in Fig. 21. In general,
these same steps are involved in the production and
secretion of salivary enzymes and of pepsin from the

stomach. Step 1 is the actual synthesis of the enzyme
protein on the polysomes attached to the cisternae of the
rough endoplasmic reticulum. As the protein is being
synthesized, it elongates and, directed by a leader
sequence of hydrophobic amino acids, enters the
cisternae of the rough endoplasmic reticulum, where it
is collected and where it may undergo some post-
translational modification (step 2). Once within the
lumen, the enzymes remain membrane bound until they
are secreted from the cell. In step 3, the enzymes are
transferred to the Golgi complex. This transfer may
involve the budding off of enzyme-containing transition
elements from the rough endoplasmic reticulum. After
association with the Golgi vesicles, the enzymes are
transported to condensing vacuoles (step 4), where they
are concentrated to form zymogen granules (step 5).
The enzymes are then stored in the zymogen granules
until a secretory stimulus triggers their expulsion into the
lumen of the acinus (step 6). Energy is required for the
transport of the enzymes through the endoplasmic
reticulum and Golgi vesicles to the condensing granules.
Steps 1 through 5 occur without a secretory stimulus.

The process just outlined is accepted by most autho-
rities in this field. However, acini that have been depleted
of granules by constant stimulation are still capable of
secreting enzymes. The interrelationship of these two
mechanisms has not been explained experimentally.

Normally, the pancreatic proteases are not activated
until they are secreted into the duodenum. There, entero-
kinase, an enzyme present in the apical membranes of the
enterocytes, converts inactive trypsinogen to the active
enzyme trypsin. Trypsin then catalyzes the conversion of
the other protease proenzymes to active enzymes.
Numerous measures are in place to ensure that proteases
are not activated in the cytoplasm of the acinar cell where

Clinical Note

Pancreatitis

Pancreatitis, or inflammation of the pancreas,
occurs when activated pancreatic proteases
digest pancreatic tissue itself. The most
common causes of this condition are excessive
consumption of alcohol and blockage of the
pancreatic or common duct. Duct blockage is
usually due to gallstones and frequently occurs at
the ampulla of Vater. Pancreatic secretions build
up behind the obstruction, trypsin accumulates,
and activates the other pancreatic proteases as
well as additional trypsin. Eventually the normal

defense mechanisms are overwhelmed and
digestion of pancreatic tissue begins.

Approximately 10% of pancreatitis is heredi-
tary. Mutations of the genes associated with the
normal defense mechanisms have been identified
as accounting for most of these cases. Two muta-
tions occur in the trypsinogen gene itself. One
(R122H) enhances trypsin activity by impairing its
autodigestion. The other (N29I) leads to an
increased rate of autoactivation. In addition, muta-
tions in the predominant native trypsin inhibitor
have been shown to increase the risk of disease.

6

5
4

FIGURE 21 Schematic diagram of a pancreatic acinar cell

illustrating the primary steps in the synthesis and secretion of enzymes.
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they can digest the pancreas itself. First, and foremost,
the proteases are synthesized as inactive precursors.
Second, pancreatic enzymes are membrane bound from
the time of synthesis until they are secreted from zymogen
granules. Third, acinar cells contain a trypsin inhibitor
which destroys active trypsin. Fourth, trypsin itself is
capable of autodigestion.

Regulation of Secretion

The secretion of the aqueous component (fluid and
bicarbonate) is regulated by the amount of acid entering
the duodenum. Because the function of this component
of pancreatic secretion is to neutralize the intestinal
contents, this operates as another negative feedback
system for the regulation of a gastrointestinal secretion.
Similarly, the secretion of the enzymatic component is
regulated by the amount of fat and protein in the
intestinal contents. Most stimulation of pancreatic
secretion is initiated during the intestinal phase,
although stimuli from both the cephalic and gastric
phases also contribute. The primary agents involved in
stimulating the pancreatic cells are secretin, CCK, and
acetylcholine acting via vagovagal reflexes.

In humans, there is little basal pancreatic secretion.
The aqueous component is secreted at rates of 2–3% of
maximal, and the enzymatic component at 10–15% of
maximal. The stimuli involved in basal pancreatic
secretion are unknown, and basal secretion may be an
intrinsic property of the organ.

Cephalic Phase

Truncal vagotomy decreases the pancreatic secretory
response to a meal by approximately 60%. Most of this
reduction, however, is due to the interruption of
vagovagal reflexes initiated during the intestinal phase.

The stimuli for the cephalic phase of pancreatic
secretion are identical to those discussed previously for
gastric secretion and contribute approximately 20% of
the pancreatic response. Vagal efferents to the pancreas
release acetylcholine at both the ductule and acinar cells
(Fig. 22). Stimulation has a greater effect on the
enzymatic component (acinar cells) than on the aqueous
component. This results in the production of a low
volume of secretion with a high enzymatic content. In
humans, gastrin plays little or no role in the cephalic
phase of pancreatic secretion.

Gastric Phase

Distension of either the proximal or distal regions of
the stomach stimulates pancreatic secretion by initiating
vagovagal reflexes. Because these are mediated by

acetylcholine, secretion is primarily the low-volume
enzymatic component. There is no strong evidence
that gastrin contributes to the human pancreatic
response. The percentage of pancreatic secretion due
to the gastric phase is small, amounting to only 5–10%
of the total.

Intestinal Phase

Hydrogen ion and fat and protein digestion products
in the lumen of the small intestine account for 70–80%
of the human pancreatic secretory response to a meal.
Acid releases secretin from the S cells of duodenal
mucosa, and secretin is the principal stimulant of the
aqueous component. Fat and protein digestion products
release CCK from duodenal I cells. CCK is the primary
humoral stimulant of the enzymatic component. The
enzymatic component is also stimulated by acetylcholine
via vagovagal reflexes initiated by acid, fatty acids, and
peptides and amino acids acting on receptors present in
the duodenal mucosa. Neither CCK nor acetylcholine
has much effect on the ductule cells in the absence of
secretin. However, both potentiate the effects of secre-
tin, allowing the pancreas to secrete large amounts of
water and bicarbonate. The mechanisms involved in the
stimulation of pancreatic secretion during the intestinal
phase are summarized in Fig. 23.
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FIGURE 22 Mechanisms involved in the stimulation of pancreatic

secretion during the cephalic phase. Dashed lines represent mecha-

nisms of little importance in humans. (Modified from Johnson LR, ed.,

Gastrointestinal physiology, 6th ed. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)
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Secretin is released when the duodenal mucosa is
acidified to pH 4.5 or lower (Fig. 24). As the pH of the
duodenal contents is lowered to 3.0, secretin release
increases linearly. Below pH 3.0, secretin release does
not depend on the pH, but depends only on the amount
of titratable acid entering the duodenum. As more acid
enters the duodenum, more S cells are acidified to
release secretin. Therefore, below pH 3.0, secretin
release depends on only the area of mucosa acidified.
Secretin can also be released by high concentrations of
fatty acids. This mechanism, however, is not nearly as
important physiologically as release by hydrogen ion.

During the response to a normal meal, the pH
of duodenal contents rarely drops below 3.5 or 4, and
only the duodenal bulb and proximal duodenum are
sufficiently acidified to release secretin. Therefore, even
though secretin is present in relatively equal amounts
throughout the duodenal and jejunal mucosa, little is
released. In fact, the amount released is, by itself,
sufficient to account for only a small fraction of the
bicarbonate and water secreted by the pancreas.
However, in the presence of fat and protein digestion
products, lowering the duodenal pH even slightly below
4.5 leads to near maximal increases in water and
bicarbonate secretion. This magnified response is due
to the potentiation of small amounts of secretin by CCK
and acetylcholine. The potentiation of secretin effects is
an important physiologic interaction either between two
hormones or between a hormone and a neurocrine.

Potentiation allows maximal effects to be produced with
small amounts of hormones, leading in turn to a conser-
vation of hormone supplies. Because only small amounts
of hormone circulate, potentiation also ensures that
‘‘pharmacologic’’ effects of the peptides do not occur.

CCK is released by L-isomers of amino acids and by
fatty acids containing eight or more carbon atoms. Not
all amino acids are strong releasers of CCK. In humans,
phenylalanine, methionine, and tryptophan appear to be
the most potent. Three peptides, all containing glycine,
are also effective releasers of CCK. These are glycyl-
phenylalanine, glycyltryptophan, and phenylalanylgly-
cine. Interestingly, dipeptides of glycine and glycine
itself are not effective stimuli for CCK release. There is
evidence that additional peptides, some containing at
least four amino acids, also release CCK. Fatty acids
longer than eight carbon atoms release CCK. Lauric,
palmitic, stearic, and oleic acids are potent and equally
effective. All of these protein and fat digestion products,
as well as hydrogen ion, also initiate vagovagal reflexes.
CCK is present in equal concentrations throughout the
mucosa of the duodenum and jejunum. Digestion
products are equally effective at stimulating pancreatic
enzyme secretion when applied to any segment of this
part of the small intestine.

Response to a Meal

As digestion proceeds in the stomach, much of the
gastric acid is buffered by proteins. As mixing, digestion,
and secretion continue, the buffers become saturated
and the pH drops to around 2. As the stomach empties,
the maximal load of titratable acid delivered to the
duodenum may be as great as 20–30 mmol/hr. This
includes both free H+ and that bound to buffers. This
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FIGURE 24 Pancreatic bicarbonate output in response to the

acidification of a fixed length of duodenum. Bicarbonate output is

used as an index of secretin release.
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rate of delivery approximates the maximal acid secre-
tory rate of the stomach, which in turn equals the
maximal rate of bicarbonate secretion by the pancreas.
In the first part of the duodenum, both the free acid and
bound acid are rapidly neutralized by bicarbonate and
the pH is raised from 2 at the pylorus to around 4
beyond the duodenal bulb. Within the remainder of the
proximal duodenum, the pH of chyme is quickly
increased to near neutrality. Most of the neutralization
is accomplished by pancreatic bicarbonate, but an
additional amount of bicarbonate is secreted by the
duodenal mucosa and the liver. A small amount of
hydrogen ion is absorbed directly by the mucosa.

Pancreatic enzyme secretion increases abruptly
shortly after chyme enters the stomach, and peaks
within 30 min to levels equal to 70–80% of those
attainable with maximal stimulation by CCK and
cholinergic reflexes. Enzyme secretion continues at this
rate as chyme enters the duodenum. The enzyme
response may be kept below the maximal possible rate
by inhibitors such as pancreatic polypeptide.

Changes in the proportion of the nutrients in the diet
change the proportion of enzymes in pancreatic secre-
tion. For example, ingestion of a high-protein, low-
carbohydrate diet for several days results in an increase

in the proportion of proteases and a decrease in the
proportion of amylase in pancreatic secretion. Adapta-
tion of pancreatic juice to the diet is now known to be
mediated by hormones at the level of gene expression.
CCK increases the expression of the protease genes.
GIF and secretin increase the expression of the lipase
gene. In diabetics, insulin regulates amylase gene expres-
sion, but we do not know how amylase expression is
regulated normally.

Molecular Basis for Potentiation

After the delivery of a secretory stimulus, the entire
chain of intracellular events leading to secretion has not
been identified. However, the concept of potentiation
requires that the stimuli bind to different receptors and
trigger different chains of events. Some of the steps
involved have been elucidated using isolated rodent
acini and are diagrammed schematically in Fig. 25.
Secretin triggers an increase in cAMP formation after it
binds to its membrane receptor. Acetylcholine binds to a
receptor different from that of secretin and increases
the formation of inositol trisphosphate, which in turn
mobilizes Ca2+ from intracellular stores. CCK binds to
a third distinct receptor and also increases intracellular

Clinical Note

A number of conditions in which the pancreas is
directly involved decrease pancreatic secretion.
These include pancreatitis, cystic fibrosis, and
tumors of the pancreas. Pancreatic secretion is
reduced by severe protein deficiency as in
kwashiorkor. Chronic pancreatitis usually results
in decreased volume and bicarbonate output,
whereas individuals with cystic fibrosis or
kwashiorkor exhibit decreases in both compo-
nents. Cystic fibrosis is a relatively common,
lethal, autosomal recessive disorder that causes
viscid mucous secretion by pancreatic, airway
and intestinal epithelia as well as a generalized
disorder of fluid and electrolyte transport. In the
pancreas the result is generalized pancreatic
exocrine insufficiency. The critical abnormality is
defective regulation of apical membrane Cl�

channels (see Fig. 20). In cystic fibrosis the gene
product is apparently normal, however, Cl�

conductance is not inserted into the apical
membrane. Thus, the problem is in protein
trafficking. This defect results in the inability of
cAMP to stimulate Cl� secretion and a severe

decrease in secretion of the aqueous component.
As a result proteinacious acinar secretions
become concentrated and finally block the
lumen of the duct, eventually destroying the
gland. Pancreatic exocrine function is determined
by collecting the duodenal content with a double-
lumen nasogastric tube. One lumen is used to
evacuate potentially contaminating gastric juice
and the other to collect duodenal content,
which is presumed to be primarily pancreatic in
origin. Symptomatically, pancreatic insufficiency
may show up as steatorrhea, the presence of fat
in the stool. Pancreatic enzyme secretion
must be reduced to less than 20% of normal
before enough fat is left undigested to appear
in the stool. Thus, pancreatic enzymes are
secreted in great excess. Steatorrhea can be the
result of a number of problems beside insufficient
pancreatic lipase. To determine whether the
condition is pancreatic in origin, it is necessary
only to measure the concentration of any
pancreatic enzyme in the jejunal content after
a meal.
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free Ca2+ via the inositol trisphosphate pathway.
Interactions between secretin and acetylcholine or
secretin and CCK, therefore, result in potentiation.
The effects of combining acetylcholine and CCK,
which trigger identical mechanisms, are only additive.
Obviously, at some point the different intracellular
mechanisms must interact to produce the potentiated
response. The point of this interaction and the actual
events producing potentiation are not understood. VIP
and glucagon also increase cAMP levels, and substance
P, GRP, and gastrin increase Ca2+ levels in acinar cells.
There is no evidence, however, that any of these agents
is released in sufficient quantities to be a physiologically
significant regulator of pancreatic secretion.

As previously mentioned, these interactions have
been elucidated for isolated rodent acini. However, a
similar situation is likely to exist in the human ductule
cell for the potentiation of the effect of secretin by CCK
and acetylcholine. Why secretin does not potentiate
CCK and acetylcholine effects on human acinar cells is
not known.

BILE SECRETION AND GALL
BLADDER FUNCTION

Bile is responsible for the principal digestive functions
of the liver. The presence of bile in the small intestine
is necessary for the digestion and absorption of lipids.
The problem of the insolubility of fats in water is solved
by the constituents of bile. The bile salts and other
organic components of bile are responsible in part for
emulsifying fat so that it can be digested by pancreatic
lipase. The bile acids also take part in solubilizing the

digestion products into micelles. Micellar formation is
essential for the optimal absorption of fat digestion
products. Bile also serves as a vehicle for the elimination
of a variety of substances from the body. These include
endogenous products like cholesterol and bile pigments,
as well as some drugs and heavy metals.

The liver also carries out many additional nondiges-
tive functions, most of which are treated in chapters
relating to the pertinent organ system or in a biochem-
istry textbook. Because in this text there is no single
chapter on the liver in which all of its functions are
discussed, the more important ones are briefly summar-
ized here.

The liver plays important roles in carbohydrate,
lipid, and protein metabolism. Blood glucose levels are
held relatively constant by hormones acting on the liver to
regulate glycogenolysis (release of glucose from glycogen
stored in the liver) and gluconeogenesis (synthesis of
glucose from noncarbohydrate precursors). Hormones
also regulate the formation of ketone bodies by �-
oxidation of fatty acids. This process occurs in the liver,
and the acetoacetate, acetone, and �-hydroxybutyrate
produced are released into the blood to serve as calorie
sources during periods of starvation. The liver is
responsible for the synthesis of all nonessential amino
acids and for the production of urea from ammonia.

The liver also synthesizes a number of proteins with
specific functions. These include all plasma proteins
with the exception of the immunoglobulins. Albumins
and globulins are responsible for most of the plasma
oncotic pressure and for transporting many specialized
molecules that are bound to them. The fibrinogens
and other proteins are involved in blood clotting. The
liver synthesizes very-low-density lipoprotein, which is

FIGURE 25 Diagram of the mechanisms leading to potentiation of enzyme secretion

from the rodent pancreatic acinar cell. Similar potentiative interactions occur in human

ductule cells but not in human acinar cells. (Modified from Johnson LR, Gastrointestinal

physiology, 6th ed. St. Louis: CV Mosby, 2001.)
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converted into the other lipoproteins. The lipoproteins
transport cholesterol and triglycerides throughout
the body.

The liver degrades many drugs and toxic products
as well as a wide variety of hormones. Some are excreted
in the bile. Others are made water soluble by conjuga-
tion to substances like glucuronic acid or by chemical
transformation, and are then readily excreted by the
kidneys.

The liver also serves as a storehouse for a number of
substances whose availability to the body may be
sporadic. These include iron and vitamins B12, A, and D.

Overview of the Biliary System

Fig. 26 is a schematic illustration of the biliary
system and the circulation of bile acids between the
intestines and the liver. Bile is continuously produced by
the hepatocytes. The principal organic constituents of
bile are the bile acids, which are synthesized by the
hepatocytes. The secretion of the bile acids carries water
and electrolytes into the bile by osmotic filtration.
Additional water and electrolytes, primarily NaHCO3,
are added by cells lining the ducts. This latter secretory
component is stimulated by secretin and is essentially
identical to the aqueous component of pancreatic
secretion. The secretion of bile increases pressure in
the hepatic ducts, causing the gall bladder to fill. Within
the gall bladder, the bile is stored and concentrated by
the absorption of water and electrolytes. When a meal is
eaten, the gall bladder is stimulated to contract by
CCK and vagal nerve stimulation. Within the lumen of
the intestine, bile participates in the emulsification,

hydrolysis, and absorption of lipids. Most bile acids are
reabsorbed either passively throughout the intestine or
by an active process in the ileum. Those that are lost in
the feces are replaced by resynthesis in the hepatocytes.
The absorbed bile acids are returned to the liver via the
portal circulation, where they are actively extracted
from the blood by the hepatocytes. Together with newly
synthesized bile acids, the returning bile acids are
secreted into the bile canaliculi. Canalicular bile is
produced in response to the osmotic effects of anions
that are secreted by ATP-dependent transporters present
in the biliary canaliculus. In humans, almost all bile
formation is driven by bile acids and is, therefore,
referred to as being bile acid dependent. The portion of
bile stimulated by secretin and contributed by the ducts
is termed ductular secretion.

Organic Constituents of Bile

Bile is a complex mixture of inorganic and organic
components, the physical properties of which account
for the ability of bile to solubilize normally insoluble fat
digestion products. In fact, bile itself contains molecules
that are insoluble in water but that are solubilized in
bile because of the interactions of its various organic
constituents.

Bile Acids

Bile acids account for about 50% of the organic
components of bile. They are synthesized in the liver from
cholesterol and contain the steroid nucleus with a
branched side chain of three to nine carbon atoms

FIGURE 26 Overview of the biliary system and the enterohepatic circulation of bile

acids. Solid arrows indicate active transport processes.
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ending in a carboxyl group (Fig. 27). Chemically,
therefore, they are carboxylic acids. Four bile acids are
present in bile; there are also trace amounts of others that
are chemical modifications of the four. The liver
synthesizes two bile acids, cholic and chenodeoxycholic
acid. These are the primary bile acids. Within the
lumen of the gut, a fraction of each is dehydroxylated
by bacteria to form deoxycholic and lithocholic acids
(Fig. 27). These are called secondary bile acids. All
four are returned to the liver in the portal blood and
secreted into bile. The relative amounts of the bile acids in
bile are approximately four cholic to two chenodeoxy-
cholic to one deoxycholic to only small amounts of
lithocholic.

The solubility of the bile acids depends on the
number of hydroxyl groups present and the state of the
terminal carboxyl group. Cholic acid, with three hydro-
xyl groups, is the most soluble, whereas lithocholic, a
monohydroxy acid, is the least soluble. The pKs of
the bile acids are near the pH of duodenal contents so
there are relatively equal amounts in the protonated
(insoluble) form and the ion (soluble). The liver,
however, conjugates the bile acids to the amino acids
glycine or taurine with pKs of 3.7 and 1.5, respectively.
Thus, at the pH of intestinal contents the bile acids are
largely ionized and water soluble. These conjugated bile

acids exist as salts of various cations, primarily sodium,
and are referred to as bile salts (Fig. 27).

The unique properties of the bile salts are due to the
fact that they are amphipathic molecules—that is, they
have both hydrophilic and hydrophobic portions. The
molecules are planar and all of the hydrophilic groups
project in the same direction out from the hydrophobic
sterol nucleus. The hydrophilic groups are the hydroxyls
of the cholesterol nucleus, the peptide bond of the side
chain, and either the carbonyl or sulfate group of glycine
or taurine (Fig. 28). The bile salts align themselves at air–
water or oil–water interfaces with the hydrophilic por-
tions in water. In the lumen of the duodenum, the bile
salts arrange themselves around droplets of lipid, keeping
them dispersed into a suspension called an emulsion. An
emulsion consists of droplets approximately 0.5–1 mm in
diameter. In this form, the fat has an increased surface
area exposed to the action of pancreatic lipase.

Above a certain concentration, called the critical
micellar concentration, bile salts form molecular aggre-
gates called micelles (Fig. 28). Micelles are cylindrical,
having the bile salts on the outside with their hydro-
philic portions oriented outward. The inside of the
micelle is made up of various molecules that are
insoluble in water. Micelles, 40–70 Å in diameter, are
in true solution; hence, the bile salts serve to solubilize

FIGURE 27 Principal organic constituents of bile. The two primary bile acids may be converted

to secondary bile acids in the intestine. Each of the four bile acids may be conjugated to either

glycine or taurine to form bile salts. The R-groups of lecithin represent fatty acids.
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these other molecules. Within bile itself, the bile salts are
always present in amounts above the critical micellar
concentration, and the micelles also contain phospho-
lipids and cholesterol. The osmolarity of bile drawn
from the cystic duct is always near 300 mOsm. However,
the cation concentration, primarily Na+, may be as high
as 300 mmol/L. The apparent discrepancy is resolved by
the fact that a single micelle osmotically inactivates
many molecules and sequesters a significant number of
the inorganic cations. Within the lumen of the proximal
small bowel, micelles contain fatty acids, monoglycer-
ides, and fat-soluble vitamins in addition to the bile
salts, cholesterol, and phospholipids.

Phospholipids

Phospholipids, primarily lecithins (see Fig. 27), are
the second most abundant organic component of bile
and account for approximately 30–40% of the solids
present. Phospholipids are also amphipathic, and the
hydrophilic phosphatidylcholine group is oriented
outward, whereas the hydrophobic fatty acid carbon
chains are buried in the core of the micelle (see Fig. 28).
As mentioned previously, the phospholipids themselves
are insoluble and are solubilized in micelles. Phospho-
lipids, however, are extremely important because they
increase the ability of bile salts to form micelles and
solubilize cholesterol. Approximately 2 mol of lecithin
are solubilized per mole of bile salt.

Cholesterol

Bile is the primary excretory pathway for cholesterol.
The insoluble cholesterol makes up roughly 4% of the
organic material in bile and is solubilized in the core of
the micelle (see Fig. 28). If more cholesterol is present
than can be solubilized, crystals of cholesterol form in
the bile. These crystals may serve as the nidus for
gallstone formation.

Bile Pigments

The fourth significant group of organic compounds
found in bile is the bile pigments and it accounts for
approximately 2% of the solids. The principal bile
pigment is bilirubin, produced from hemoglobin by cells
of the reticuloendothelial system. Chemically, the bile
pigments are tetrapyrroles, which are derived from
porphyrins. Bilirubin is insoluble in water, but within
the liver it is made soluble by conjugation to glucuronic
acid. It is secreted as the soluble salt bilirubin glucuronide
and, therefore, is not found within the micelles.

Secretion of Bile

Functional Histology of the Liver

The functional organization of the liver is shown
schematically in Fig. 29. The liver is divided into lobules
organized around a central vein that receives blood

FIGURE 28 Structures of components of micelles and micelles themselves. (A) Representations

of bile salt, lecithin, and cholesterol molecules, illustrating the separation of polar and nonpolar

surfaces. (B) Cross section of a micelle, showing the arrangement of these molecules plus the

principal products of fat digestion. Micelles are cylindrical disks whose outer curved surfaces are

composed of bile salts.
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through separations surrounded by plates of hepato-
cytes. The separations are called sinusoids, and they in
turn are supplied by blood from both portal vein and the
hepatic artery. The plates of hepatocytes are no more
than two cells thick, so every hepatocyte is exposed to
the blood. Openings between the plates ensure that the
blood is exposed to a large surface area. The hepatocytes
remove substances from the blood and secrete them
into the biliary canaliculi lying between the adjacent
hepatocytes. The bile in the canaliculi flows toward
the periphery, countercurrent to the flow of blood, and
drains into peripheral bile ducts. The countercurrent
relationship between bile flow and blood flow within
the lobule minimizes the concentration gradients
between substances in the blood and bile and contri-
butes to the liver’s efficiency in extracting substances
from the blood.

Bile Acids and the Enterohepatic Circulation

The total bile acid pool in the human body is
approximately 2.5 g and includes the bile acids present
in the liver, ducts, gall bladder, bowel, and blood, that
is, within the entire enterohepatic circulation (see Fig. 26).
The bile acid pool may circulate through the entero-
hepatic circulation several times during the digestion of
a meal, so that 15–30 g bile acids may enter the duode-
num during a 24-hr period.

Bile acids are secreted continuously by the liver. The
secreted bile acids include those extracted from the
portal blood and those newly synthesized. Approxi-
mately 90–95% of bile acids in portal blood are carried
bound to plasma proteins. Within the liver, the hepa-
tocytes extract the bile acids from the portal blood via a
secondary active transport mechanism (Fig. 30). The
basolateral (blood side) membrane of the hepatocyte

contains a transport protein that binds the bile acid
and Na+, transporting them both to the cytoplasm. The
(Na+,K+)-ATPase pumps the Na+ out of the cell,
providing the concentration gradient for the entry of the
bile acids. This extraction of bile acids from the portal
blood is nearly 100% efficient.

The rate of synthesis of new bile acids is inversely
correlated with the return of bile acids via the portal
blood. Under normal conditions, approximately 600 mg
of bile acids are synthesized per day. This amount
replaces that lost into the stool every day. Bile acids
extracted from the portal blood act to feedback-inhibit
the 7-�-hydroxylase, the rate-limiting enzyme for bile
acid synthesis from cholesterol. If the enterohepatic
circulation is interrupted (e.g., by a biliary fistula
draining bile to the outside), the rate of synthesis of
bile acids becomes maximal. In humans, this is equal to
3–5 g per day. In patients incapable of reabsorbing bile
acids, the maximal rate of synthesis equals the total
amount of bile acids secreted by the liver. Although this
is greater than the bile acid pool, because of the
recirculation of bile acids, it is only a fraction of the
15–30 g normally secreted by the liver per day.

Although bile acids returning to the liver in the portal
blood inhibit new bile acid synthesis, they are a potent
stimulus of bile secretion and greatly increase the
rate of bile production. Such a substance is called a
choleretic. The volume of bile produced in response to
the osmotic gradient caused by the secretion of bile
acids, both returning and newly synthesized, is known as
the bile acid-dependent fraction of the overall secretion
of bile.

FIGURE 30 Mechanism for the secretion of bile by the hepatocytes.

Bile acids (B.A.) are reabsorbed from the blood by a secondary active

transport mechanism dependent on the Na+ gradient established by

the (Na+, K+)-ATPase. They then enter the bile canaliculus via a

facilitated diffusion pathway. Water and electrolytes enter the bile

through paracellular pathways along an osmotic gradient. This process

is known as osmotic filtration.

FIGURE 29 Schematic diagram of the relationship between blood

vessels, hepatocytes, and bile canaliculi in the liver. Each hepatocyte is

exposed to blood at one membrane surface and a bile canaliculus at

the other.
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The process by which returning and newly synthe-
sized bile salts are secreted across the apical membrane
of the hepatocyte into the bile canaliculus depends on
ATP. Two ATP-dependent transporters have been
defined in the canalicular membrane. One has specificity
for monovalent bile salts and the second for divalent bile
salt conjugates.

Bile acids are absorbed throughout the entire small
intestine by passive diffusion and in the terminal ileum
by an active transport mechanism. This mechanism
requires Na+, and is secondary to the Na+ gradient
created by the (Na+,K+)-ATPase. More than 95% of
the secreted bile acids are normally absorbed and
returned to the liver. Because bile acids are large
molecules, their passive absorption depends on their
lipid solubility. When bile acids enter the duodenum
they are 100% conjugated, almost totally dissociated
and, therefore, lipid insoluble. Because the pK of glycine
conjugates is higher than that of taurine conjugates,
bile acids conjugated to glycine are likely to be absorbed
earlier than those conjugated to taurine. Within the
lumen bacteria deconjugate the bile salts, increasing
their lipid solubility and increasing their passive absorp-
tion approximately ninefold. Bacteria also dehydroxy-
late bile acids, which increases passive absorption about
fourfold. In humans, approximately 50% of the secreted
bile acids are actively absorbed. The active mech-
anism absorbs primarily conjugated bile acids, although
a small amount of unconjugated acids also may be
absorbed. The location of the active absorptive mech-
anism in the terminal ileum ensures the presence
of adequate amounts of bile acids for micelle formation
until all of the fat digestion products are absorbed.
The absorption of fat is usually completed by the end
of the jejunum. Some bile acids pass into the colon,
where they are further deconjugated and modified by
bacteria. Some of these may be absorbed passively.
The remainder is excreted in the stool. After extrac-
tion from the portal blood by the hepatocytes, both
primary and secondary bile acids are reconjugated to
glycine or taurine and some secondary bile acids are
rehydroxylated.

Loss of excessive bile acids into the colon produces
diarrhea. Bile acids or their degradation products inhibit
colonic absorption of sodium and H2O. This results in
diarrhea without loss of fat in the stool, if the resynthesis
of bile acids can keep up with the loss. In cases of
extreme loss, such as after ileal resection, the digestion
and absorption of long-chain triglycerides is also
impaired and steatorrhea results as well. The steatorrhea
can be cured by substituting medium-chain triglycerides
for long-chain triglycerides in the diet. Medium-chain
triglycerides do not require micelle formation for
absorption.

Phospholipids and Cholesterol

Phospholipids and cholesterol are secreted by the
hepatocytes into the bile. The exact mechanism of secre-
tion is unknown, but the quantity secreted is directly
related to the secretion of bile acids. Within the small
intestine, phospholipids and cholesterol secreted with
the bile are handled in the same manner as those ingested
(see Chapter 35).

Bilirubin

Cells of the reticuloendothelial system degrade
hemoglobin from worn-out red blood cells. The
porphyrin is converted into the yellow pigment bilir-
ubin. The insoluble bilirubin is released into the blood,
where it is carried to the liver tightly bound to plasma
albumin (Fig. 31).

Hepatocytes extract bilirubin from the blood and
conjugate it to glucuronic acid to form water-soluble
bilirubin glucuronide. Uptake from the blood is medi-
ated by an active anion transport system different from
the one that extracts bile acids. This system, however, is
also virtually 100% efficient. Bilirubin glucuronide is
secreted into the bile and is partially responsible for its
golden color. Because it is water soluble, it does not take
part in micelle formation. The failure to clear sufficient
bilirubin from the blood in patients with liver damage
may result in the yellow appearance of the skin and
eyeballs, the condition known as jaundice.

Bilirubin glucuronide is not absorbed from the
intestine in appreciable amounts, and it is excreted in
the feces. A fraction, however, is deconjugated and
reduced to urobilinogen by bacteria of the distal small
bowel and intestine. Some urobilinogen is excreted in
the feces, but some is also absorbed and transported to
the liver via the portal circulation. The liver extracts
most of the urobilinogen via an active mechanism and
secretes it into the bile. The capacity of the liver to
extract urobilinogen is low, so that a measurable
fraction passes into the systemic circulation, where it is
filtered by the kidneys and excreted in the urine. If the
liver becomes damaged, the amount of urobilinogen in
the urine may increase severalfold. Urobilinogen is
colorless; however, in the urine and feces, it is exposed to
oxygen and oxidized to urobilin and stercobilin, respec-
tively. These pigments are partially responsible for the
color of the excretory products.

Water and Electrolytes

As bile acids are secreted into the bile canaliculi, water
and electrolytes enter the bile by the process of osmotic
filtration (see Fig. 30). Canalicular bile is, thus, primarily
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an ultrafiltrate of plasma as far as the concentrations of
water and electrolytes are concerned. In some species,
there is evidence for the active secretion of Na+ into the
bile canaliculi. However, this has not been established in
humans. The higher the rate of return of bile acids to the
liver, the faster they are secreted and the greater the
volume of bile. This component is therefore referred to as
the bile acid-dependent fraction.

The contribution of the bile ductules and duct to bile
production is identical to that of the pancreatic ducts to
pancreatic juice. Secretin stimulates the secretion of
HCO�3 and water from the ductule cells (see Fig. 26).
This results in significant increases in bile volume,
HCO�3 concentration, and pH, and a decrease in the
concentration of bile salts. The mechanism of HCO�3
secretion by the ducts of the liver involves active
transport and is also similar to the one employed by
the pancreas. When stimulated by secretin, the HCO�3
concentration of the bile may increase two- or threefold
over that of the plasma.

Gall Bladder Function

Filling

The liver secretes bile continuously. Because the
hepatic end of the system is blind (closed), secretion
results in the generation of hydrostatic pressurewithin the
ducts. In humans, the secretory pressure normally ranges
between 10 and 20 mm Hg. The maximal secretory
pressure, above which bile cannot be produced, has been
measured at 23 mm Hg.

During the interdigestive period, the gall bladder is
flaccid and the sphincter of Oddi at the opening of the
duct into the duodenum is closed. This causes bile to flow
into the gall bladder. The capacity of the human gall
bladder ranges between 20 and 60mL. The volume of bile
produced by the liver before the gall bladder empties,
however, may be several times this amount.

Concentration of the Bile

The gall bladder epithelium concentrates the bile by
actively reabsorbing Na+, Cl�, and HCO�3 . Water
follows down the osmotic gradient created. The active
transport mechanism employed varies between species.
In some species, NaCl and NaHCO3 are absorbed via
a coupled transport system that is not electrogenic.
In humans, an electrical potential difference, inside
approximately �8 mV, is created, indicating that the
system is not coupled, that Na+ may be the only ion
actively transported, and that Cl� and HCO�3 follow
passively. Hydrogen ion is also secreted, which neutra-
lizes HCO�3 , and the resulting CO2 is absorbed across the
gall bladder epithelium. In any case, the net result is a
decrease in the pH, total amounts of Na+, Cl�, HCO�3 ,
and water in the bile and a large increase in the con-
centration of the organic constituents of bile (Table 2).

Bile remains isosmotic to plasma even though the
organic constituents are concentrated greatly. The bile
salts, cholesterol, and phospholipids are present in
osmotically inactive micelles. Because bile salts are
anions, many of the inorganic cations are bound within
the micelles and are also osmotically inactive. This

FIGURE 31 Bilirubin excretory pathways. Heavy arrows represent active processes.
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also explains the great excess of inorganic cations
over inorganic anions in concentrated bile. The mecha-
nism of water absorption across the gall bladder epithe-
lium is similar to that across other tight epithelia
(see Chapter 36). The layer of epithelial cells has
large lateral intercellular spaces. These are closed by

tight junctions at the apical ends, but are relatively
permeable to water and solutes at the basal ends. As Na+

is pumped into the intercellular space near the apical end,
Cl� follows, creating a hypertonic solution, and water
enters passively. The movement of water molecules
creates an osmotic gradient, hypertonic at the apical
end and isotonic at the basal end, within the lateral
spaces. This is known as a standing osmotic gradient.
During absorption, the spaces swell because of the
increased hydrostatic pressure created by the entering
water. This hydrostatic pressure produces a gradient for
the absorption of an isotonic solution by the nearby
capillaries. In this manner an isotonic solution is
absorbed and carried away by the blood.

Expulsion of Bile

The gall bladder begins to contract rhythmically and
expel bile into the duodenum within 30 min of a meal.
The principal stimulus is hormonal, although contrac-

Clinical Note

Gallstones

Approximately 10% of the white population
over 29 years of age in the United States is
estimated to have gallstones. There are basically
two types of gallstones, cholesterol stones and
pigment stones, although both have a mixed
composition.

Cholesterol stones are 50–75% cholesterol and
most contain a pigment center (bilirubin) that
probably acted as a nidus for stone formation.
During the course of a day, about 50% of bile
secreted by nonstone individuals is supersatu-
rated with cholesterol. All bile produced by
patients with cholesterol stones is supersaturated
with cholesterol. The solubility of cholesterol in
bile depends on micelle formation, which in turn
depends on the relative amounts of bile salts,
lipids, and cholesterol in the bile. In nonobese
cholesterol stone patients, the amount of lipids
is decreased. In obese patients, the amount of
cholesterol is increased. In both groups, the
bile acid pool is reduced for some reason to
about 50% of normal. Supersaturation results in
crystal formation and the growth of the crystals
into stones.

Pigment stones are produced when unconju-
gated bilirubin precipitates with calcium to form a
stone. In normal bile, bilirubin is solubilized by

conjugation to glucuronic acid, and approximately
only 1% remains unconjugated. Gall bladder
bile from patients with pigment stones, however,
is saturated with unconjugated bilirubin. The
enzyme �-glucuronidase is responsible for the
deconjugation of bilirubin within the gall bladder.
The enzyme is released from the wall of the
damaged gall bladder, and it is present in high
concentrations in a variety of bacteria, including
Escherichia coli, which may infect the gall bladder.

The treatment for gallstones is surgical removal
of the gall bladder, known as cholecystectomy.
Normal digestion and absorption are unaffected
in individuals after cholecystectomy. Without
the gall bladder, bile is released continuously
into the duodenum as it is produced by the liver.
Amounts produced are higher than normal
during interdigestive periods, because bile salts
are not being stored in the gall bladder. They
therefore return to the liver continuously to
stimulate bile production. The large increases of
bile secretion into the duodenum at the beginning
of a meal, however, are absent in the cholecys-
tectomized patient, and the overall secretion of
bile in response to a meal is somewhat reduced.
The gall bladder is naturally absent from some
species of animals, including the rat and the
horse.

TABLE 2 Approximate Values for Major Components of
Liver and Gall Bladder Bile

Component Liver Bile Gall bladder bile

Na+ (mmol/L) 150 300

K+ (mmol/L) 4.5 10

Ca2+ (mmol/L) 4 20

Cl� (mmol/L) 80 5

Bile salts (mmol/L) 30 315

pH 7.4 6.5

Cholesterol (mg/100 mL) 110 600

Bilirubin (mg/100 mL) 100 1,000
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tion is also stimulated somewhat by vagal activity
during all phases of digestion. The major stimulus for
gall bladder contraction is CCK released by fat and
protein digestion products within the lumen of the
duodenum. CCK has two actions that result in bile
expulsion: It contracts the smooth muscle of the gall
bladder and relaxes the sphincter of Oddi (see Fig. 26).
The sphincter of Oddi is a thickening of the circular
muscle of the bile duct at its entrance into the
duodenum. The sphincter is embedded in the duodenal
wall, but is distinct from it. However, bile flow through
the sphincter is markedly influenced by the contractile
activity of the duodenum. Bile enters the duodenum in
spurts when the muscle of the duodenum relaxes; bile
does not enter during duodenal contraction.

Summary of Control Mechanisms

Table 3 summarizes the physiologically important
mechanisms resulting in the secretion of bile and its
expulsion into the duodenum. Bile acids returning to the
liver via the portal circulation inhibit bile acid synthesis
and stimulate bile production by the hepatocytes.
Secretin stimulates water and HCO�3 secretion from the
cells lining the bile ducts. There is little or no effect of
neural stimulation on bile production. Other hormones

such as CCK and gastrin do not have significant physio-
logic effects on bile secretion.

CCK stimulates the contraction of the gall bladder
and relaxes the sphincter of Oddi. Vagal activity during
all three phases of the response to a meal also aids in
contracting the gall bladder. Contractile activity of the
duodenal wall influences the opening and closing of the
sphincter of Oddi.
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TABLE 3 Regulatory Mechanisms in Biliary Physiology

Stimulus Target Effect

Bile acids Liver Stimulate bile flow

(in portal circulation) Hepatocytes Inhibit bile acid synthesis

Secretin Liver Stimulates water and

Bile ducts HCO�3 secretion

into the bile

CCK Gall bladder Stimulates contraction

(emptying)

Sphincter Causes relaxation

Vagus Gall bladder Stimulates contraction

CCK, cholecystokinin
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KEY POINTS
� Almost all physiologically significant digestion

and absorption occurs in the small intestine.
� Digestion is the chemical breakdown of

food by enzymes secreted into the lumen or
associated with the brush border membrane of
enterocytes.

� Amylase catalyzes the luminal digestion
of carbohydrates; the brush border mem-
brane contains specific enzymes to digest
disaccharides and remaining polymers of
glucose.

� Glucose and galactose are absorbed actively by
a Na

+

-dependent carrier.
� The major enzymes that digest protein within

the lumen of the gut are secreted in inactive

forms by the pancreas and then activated by
trypsin, which is itself activated by enterokinase
on the brush border.

� A membrane-bound peptidase aids in the
digestion of large peptides to di- and tripep-
tides, which are absorbed across the brush
border membrane along with free amino acids
by a variety of specific transporters.

� Within the cytoplasm most peptides are
digested to free amino acids that exit the
basolateral membrane via a number of carriers
with different specificities.

� Fat digestion is primarily carried out by the
pancreatic enzymes, lipase, phospholipase A2,
and cholesterol ester hydrolase.
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Chapters 33 and 34 described gastrointestinal moti-
lity and secretion and their regulation. Each of these
processes is regulated to optimize the digestion and
absorption of nutrients. From a teleologic viewpoint,
secretion is controlled to provide enzymes, fluids, and
electrolytes in the proper locations, at the right times,
and in the required quantities to digest foodstuffs.
Motility patterns ensure that the ingesta move through
the alimentary canal at a rate that provides optimal time
for digestion and subsequent absorption. This chapter
explains how food is broken down into absorbable
molecules and how these by-products are absorbed into
the body.

STRUCTURAL CONSIDERATIONS

Most digestion and, for practical purposes, all
absorption of nutrients take place in the small intestine.
The macroscopic surface area of the human small
intestine is approximately 2.5 m2, but structural modi-
fications increase the overall surface area manyfold so
that the exposure of nutrients to absorptive cells and
membrane-bound digestive enzymes is greatly enhanced.
The surface of the small intestine is thrown up into
longitudinal folds, called folds of Kerckring. Finger-like
villi project from these folds 0.5–1.5 mm into the lumen
(Fig. 1). The villi are longest in the duodenum and
shortest in the distal ileum. The surface of the villus is a
layer of columnar epithelial cells, called enterocytes,
interspersed with mucus-secreting goblet cells. The
apical surface of an enterocyte is covered by hundreds
of tiny processes called microvilli (Fig. 1). Owing to its
appearance, the microvillous surface is called the brush
border and greatly increases the exposure of luminal
contents to the enterocyte membrane. Collectively,
these structural modifications result in a total small
intestinal absorptive area of approximately 400 m2.
Tube-like crypts project down into the surface at the

base of each villus. There are three crypts per villus, and
these are lined with cells that are continuous with those
of the villi. Crypts are approximately 0.3–0.5 mm deep,
with the deepest found in the duodenum and the
shallowest in the terminal ileum.

The various cell types along the crypt–villus unit have
different functions (Fig. 1). The crypt cells themselves
are the proliferative cells of the intestine. Crypts are
monoclonal, meaning that there is only one stem cell per
crypt. After division, one daughter cell remains
anchored as the stem cell and the other divides several
times while migrating up the crypt. Crypt cells are also
capable of secreting fluid and electrolytes. As the crypt
cells divide, the daughter cells migrate out of the crypts
and up on to a villus. Some daughter cells differentiate
into mucus-secreting goblet cells. The function of
intestinal mucus is not totally clear, but it no doubt
plays a role in physical, chemical, and perhaps immu-
nologic protection. Most daughter cells differentiate
into enterocytes, which are the principal digestive and
absorptive cells of the small bowel. As new cells migrate
onto a villus, old cells are extruded from the tip. During
the course of its migration up the villus, an enterocyte

KEY POINTS (continued )
� Aided by colipase, pancreatic lipase digests

triglycerides suspended in an emulsion of fat
droplets to free fatty acids and 2-monoglycer-
ides, which are solubilized in micelles by bile
salts and other amphipathic molecules.

� Micelles are able to diffuse through the unstirred
water layer at the surface of the enterocyte,
allowing the fat digestion products to contact
and diffuse through the brush border membrane.

� Within the enterocyte, triglycerides and phos-
pholipids are resynthesized in the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum and then packaged into
chylomicrons, which contain an apoprotein on
their surfaces.

� Chylomicrons leave the enterocyte by exocy-
tosis and enter the lacteals of the lymphatics
because they are too large to pass through the
capillary walls.

FIGURE 1 Schematic diagram of intestinal villi and crypt. Cell

types and functions of individual cells are noted.
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matures, the brush border becomes highly developed,
the activities of its membrane-bound enzymes increase,
and specific transport processes and membrane carriers
differentiate. Thus, cells near the villus tip are much
more capable of digestion and absorption than those at
the base. Additional villous cells differentiate into
hormone-producing enteroendocrine cells. These cells,
for example, are responsible for the synthesis and release
of secretin and cholecystokinin. A few cells migrate to
the bottom of the crypts and become Paneth cells, whose
functions are not entirely understood. Paneth cells
contain lysozyme, a bacteriolytic enzyme, as well as
immunoglobulin. This coupled with findings of degen-
erating bacteria and protozoa within their lysosomal
elements suggest that Paneth cells may regulate the
microbiological flora in the gut.

The entire epithelium of the small intestine is replaced
every 3–6 days, making it one of the fastest growing
tissues of the body. The rates of cell division and
turnover are influenced by luminal contents, including
nutrients and growth factors, and by gastrointestinal
hormones. In general, increased cell loss results in higher
rates of cell proliferation. The mechanisms balancing
cell loss and renewal are poorly understood, but result in
rapid repair of damaged mucosa. The high mitotic rate
of the gastrointestinal mucosa makes it susceptible to x-
radiation and cancer chemotherapy with resulting
diarrhea and other problems.

DIGESTION

Digestion is the chemical breakdown of ingested food
into absorbable molecules and is due to enzymes
secreted into the lumen or bound to the apical
membranes of the enterocytes. This suggests two
major types of enzymes and digestion: Luminal or
cavital digestion takes place in the lumen of the
gastrointestinal tract and is carried out by enzymes
secreted by the salivary glands, stomach, and pancreas.
Membrane digestion, also referred to as contact diges-
tion, is carried out by hydrolytic enzymes synthesized by
the enterocytes and inserted in their brush borders as
integral parts of the microvillar membrane. Enterocytes
continuously synthesize these enzymes to replace those
that are broken down or lost into the lumen. As the
enterocyte migrates up the villus, the total number of
enzymes present and, hence, its capacity to hydrolyze
nutrients increase. The important digestive enzymes and
their sources are shown in Table 1.

A significant surplus of digestive enzymes is normally
present. The enzymes of the salivary glands and stomach
are not essential. All luminal digestion can easily be
accomplished by the pancreatic enzymes. The pancreatic

enzymes are also present in excess, and maldigestion and
malabsorption do not occur unless secretion is reduced
to a small fraction of normal. Steatorrhea (dietary fat in
the stool), for example, does not occur unless lipase
secretion is reduced by at least 80%. Hydrolysis by
membrane-bound enzymes is also extremely rapid.
Digestion and absorption of essentially all major dietary
components are complete before the ingesta enter the
ileum.

Developmental Changes

In some species, notably the rat (in which most
studies have been performed), levels of disaccharidases
except lactase are extremely low at birth. At the time of
weaning, the third week of life, activities of sucrase,
maltase, trehalase, and isomaltase increase dramatically,
and lactase activity decreases to near zero. This shift in
the pattern of enzyme activities to accommodate the
change in diet is genetically programmed and is not
dependent on the change in diet. The enzyme shift can
be triggered by corticosterone, but it also occurs in
adrenalectomized rats.

Humans do not undergo these changes in enzyme
activities. All disaccharidases are present from birth at
adult levels. Lactase levels are actually higher in the
newborn than in the adult. In fact, in many adults—
blacks and Asians in particular—lactase levels are
sufficiently depressed so that these individuals cannot
digest milk and other lactose-containing dairy products.
This is not surprising if one stops to think that man is

TABLE 1 Digestive Enzymes According to Their Sources

Source Enzyme

Salivary glands Amylase

Lingual lipase

Stomach Pepsin

Pancreas Amylase

Trypsin

Chymotrypsin

Carboxypeptidase

Elastase

Lipase-colipase

Phospholipase A2

Cholesterol esterase (nonspecific)

Intestinal mucosa Enterokinase

Disaccharidases

Sucrase

Maltase

Trehalase

�-Dextrinase (isomaltase)

Peptidases

Aminooligopeptidase

Dipeptidase
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the only mammal that consumes milk after weaning.
Interestingly, adult human populations showing the
smallest degree of lactose intolerance are those originat-
ing in northern Europe, where herd animals were first
domesticated.

Dietary Regulation

The pattern of enzymes produced by the pancreas
shifts in response to chronic changes in the diet. This
type of change on the part of an organism that allows it
to cope with an alteration in its environment is called an
adaptation. Substitution of protein for a significant
portion of the carbohydrates present in the diet results
in a decrease in the amount of amylase secreted and an
increase in the amounts of proteases. Similarly, the total
amount of lipase secreted is increased, compared with
the other enzymes, after exposure to a high-fat diet.
These changes are produced at the level of enzyme
synthesis, for, in general, the enzymes are secreted in the
same proportion as they are synthesized. The mecha-
nism of this feedback regulation involves effects of
cholecystokinin (CCK), secretin, and insulin on the
expression of messenger RNAs (mRNAs) for the
various enzymes (see Chapter 34).

ABSORPTION

Absorption normally refers to the movement of
nutrients, water, and electrolytes through the epithelial
cell lining into the blood or lymph. Secretion refers to

the movement of water and electrolytes in the opposite
direction.

Absorptive Pathway

The pathways taken by nutrients on their journey
from the lumen of the intestine to the blood or lymph
are shown in Fig. 2. They actually consist of eight
different barriers:

1. An unstirred layer of fluid that is crossed by diffusion.
2. The glycocalyx, a filamentous glycoprotein surface

coat, whose function is not entirely understood.
3. The apical membrane of the cell, which contains

protein carriers for the specific transport of some
nutrients.

4. The cytoplasm of the enterocyte.
5. The basolateral cell membrane.
6. The intercellular space.
7. The basement membrane.
8. The wall of the capillary or lymph vessel.

The last three of these are normally crossed by simple
diffusion; specific carrier-mediated transport processes
exist in the basolateral membrane for most electrolytes
and nutrients.

Blood is supplied to each villus by one or more
central arterioles, which break up into capillaries
that form a network beneath the bases of the absorbing
cells. Thus, blood flow ascends centrally and descends
peripherally, and absorbed substances enter the descend-
ing network. Eventually, this blood drains into the
portal vein. Each villus contains a central lymphatic

FIGURE 2 The pathway traversed by absorbed solutes. Beginning in the lumen, barriers consist of an

unstirred layer of fluid, the glycocalyx, the apical cell membrane, the cytoplasm of the enterocyte, the basolateral

cell membrane, the intercellular space, the basement membrane, and finally, the wall of the capillary or lymphatic

vessel. (Modified from Johnson LR, ed., Gastrointestinal physiology, 6th ed. St Louis: Mosby, 2001.)
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vessel called a lacteal. The products of fat digestion
enter the lacteals and, eventually, the bloodstream via
the left thoracic duct.

Transport Processes

The apical membrane of the enterocyte is capable of
transporting solutes by a number of different mecha-
nisms. Many solutes cross the apical membrane by the
process of simple or passive diffusion. Simple diffusion
takes place through pores of the membrane or, in the
case of lipid-soluble molecules, through the lipid domain
of the membrane. It is governed only by the concentra-
tion and electrical gradient of the molecule across the
membrane. Many nutrients are taken into the cell by
active transport. This requires the combination of the
absorbed molecule with a specific protein carrier. The
carrier often also requires the binding of Na+. These
processes are termed secondary active transport mecha-
nisms because they make use of a Na+ gradient derived
from the energy of the (Na+,K+)-ATPase in the
basolateral membrane. Active transport results in the
accumulation of substances against their electrochemi-
cal gradients. Some molecules combine with specific
membrane carriers in order to be transported across the
membrane, but they cannot be accumulated against a
concentration gradient, and no energy is involved. This
type of transport also depends on the concentration
gradient of the molecule being transported and is called
facilitated diffusion. Finally, some large molecules may
be transported by the process of pinocytosis, in which
the plasma membrane invaginates around the molecule,
‘‘swallowing’’ it. This process usually takes place at the
bases of the microvilli. Some movement of water and
small electrolytes takes place through the tight junctions
directly into the intercellular spaces. This is termed
paracellular transport.

Transport processes are not all evenly distributed
over the entire length of the small intestine. In general,
the absorptive capacity for most nutrients is greater
proximally and decreases distally. Active mechanisms
for the absorption of vitamin B12 and bile salts,
however, are present only in the ileum. The absorptive
capacity of the small intestine greatly exceeds the
load placed on it. As much as 60–70% of the bowel
may be removed without significantly decreasing
the absorption of protein and carbohydrate digestion
products. However, if the ileum is removed, the
ability to absorb vitamin B12 is lost, and steatorrhea
occurs because of the inability to actively reabsorb bile
salts. The liver cannot synthesize sufficient new bile
acids to replace those necessary for fat digestion and
absorption.

CARBOHYDRATES

Carbohydrates constitute approximately 50% of the
‘‘typical’’ American diet. The average daily intake is
300–500 g, which amounts to an average of 1600 calories
per day. The major dietary form of carbohydrate is
starch, accounting for 50% of the total intake. Most
dietary starch is in the form of the polysaccharide
amylopectin or in the form of plant starch and consists
of chains of glucose molecules linked at the �-1,6
carbons (Fig. 3). Animal starch or amylose is also
present in the diet. This polysaccharide is a straight
chain polymer of glucose, linked �-1,4. The disaccharides
sucrose (glucose-fructose), lactose (glucose-galactose),
and maltose (glucose-glucose) make up approximately
30%, 6%, and 2% of the intake, respectively. The
remainder is accounted for by small amounts of glucose,
fructose, and trehalose. The polysaccharide cellulose is
also ingested, but its �-1,4 linkages are not attacked by
mammalian enzymes. Approximately 80% of the cellu-
lose, however, is digested by the microbial flora of the
lower bowel. Cellulose is a primary constituent of
‘‘fiber,’’ and it is unclear how much of that digested
by the flora is absorbed and how much is used by the
flora.

Digestion

To be absorbed, dietary carbohydrates must be
broken down into monosaccharides. Luminal digestion
of starch begins in the mouth with the action of salivary
�-amylase and ends in the small intestine following the
action of pancreatic �-amylase. These identical enzymes
have a pH optimum near 7.0, are activated by Cl�,
and produce identical digestion products. Most luminal
starch digestion is carried out by the pancreatic enzyme,
and no problems result if salivary amylase is absent. In
fact, most salivary amylase is inactivated by gastric acid.
However, if a starchy meal is eaten and remains unmixed
in the orad stomach for a time, salivary amylase may
digest more than 50% of the starch present. Amylase
hydrolyzes only the interior 1,4-glycosidic bonds of
amylase. Therefore, exhaustive digestion of starch by
amylase yields maltose, maltotriose, and so-called �-limit

MaltotrioseLimit DextrinMaltose

FIGURE 3 Products of exhaustive hydrolysis of starch by �-amylase.
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dextrins, which contain the �-1,6 linkage branch points
(Fig. 3) and �-1,4 linkages adjacent to the branch points.
These 1,4 linkages are resistant to amylase. Free glucose
is never produced by the action of amylase.

The digestion of the oligosaccharides produced by
the action of amylase on starch and the digestion of other
forms of dietary carbohydrates are carried out by
enzymes located in the brush border membrane of the
enterocytes (Fig. 4). Many of these enzymes hydrolyze
more than one substrate. As shown in Fig. 4, gluco-
amylase cleaves the �-1,4 bonds of the limit dextrins,
freeing glucosemolecules sequentially from thenonreduc-
ing ends.Sucrase and isomaltase (also called�-dextrinase)
break these bonds as well. When the �-1,6 branch point is
reached, it is hydrolyzed by isomaltase. Isomaltase also
accounts for approximately half the digestion of malto-
triose and maltose. In addition to hydrolyzing some of
the �-dextrins, glucoamylase hydrolyzes maltotriose and
maltose. Sucrase aids in the digestion of maltose and
maltotriose and accounts for 100% of the breakdown of
sucrose. Two disaccharidases have specificity for only
one substrate. Lactose hydrolyzes all of the lactose
present, and trehalase is the only enzyme that digests
trehalose, an �-1,1-linked dimer of glucose.

The rate-limiting step in carbohydrate assimilation is
absorption. Both the luminal and membrane-bound
enzymes are present in excess, so that digestion is
normally complete in the proximal jejunum. The human
digestive tract is incapable of digesting the �-glucose
bonds found in cellulose and hemicellulose. As a result,
these carbohydrates make up undigestible fiber in the
diet and are eliminated in the feces.

Absorption

Carbohydrate digestion produces the monosacchar-
ides glucose, galactose, and fructose. These three hexoses
are the only dietary sugars of any consequence that are
absorbed. In general, the hexoses are too large to pass
through the aqueous channels between the enterocytes

or through the pores in the apical cell membranes. Thus,
only a small fraction of sugar absorption takes place
by passive diffusion. The amount passively absorbed is
somewhat variable, influenced by bulk flow. The large
majority of hexose uptake is by mediated transport.

Fructose is absorbed by facilitated diffusion. The
carrier involved is GLUT-5, which is located in the
apical membrane of the enterocyte (Fig. 5). Hence, it is
not absorbed against a concentration gradient. However,
it is taken up more rapidly than can be explained by
simple diffusion.

Glucose and galactose are absorbed by an active
transport process requiring the presence of Na+ in the
lumen. This Na+-dependent carrier (SGLT-1)is identi-
cal for both sugars because each competes with the other
for transport. The uptake of glucose and galactose
depends on the electrochemical Na+ gradient generated
by the (Na+,K+)-ATPase in the basolateral membrane,
and is therefore a secondary active transport system.
A model illustrating the basic principles of this system is
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                                                                     100
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Amylase
Glucoamylase  Isomaltase  Sucrase  Lactase  Trehalase

α-Dextrins α1-6
                α1-4
Maltotriose
Maltose
Trehalose
Lactose
Sucrose

Starch

Luminal digestion Membrane digestion

Glucose

Galactose

Fructose

Product

FIGURE 4 Substrate specificities of the enzymes involved in carbohydrate digestion and the resulting

products. Numbers are percentages of each substrate broken down by a particular enzyme. Note that only three

final products are formed.
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~

GLUT-2

FIGURE 5 Model of the carriers involved in the absorption of

glucose (Glu), galactose (Gal), and fructose (Fru). SGLT-1 is the Na+-

dependent carrier for the active absorption of glucose and galactose.

GLUT-5 is the facilitated diffusion carrier for fructose. All three

sugars exit the cell via the facilitated process, GLUT-2, in the

basolateral membrane.
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shown in Fig. 5. Within the cell, the Na+ concentration
is maintained low by the (Na+,K+)-ATPase. Thus,
inside the cell, the equilibrium is such that Na+ leaves
the carrier. Glucose and galactose within the cell exit
across the basolateral membrane and are carried away
by the circulation; therefore, there is also a concentra-
tion gradient favoring the removal of the sugars from
the carrier. Sugars leave the cell by an Na+-independent
facilitated diffusion process (GLUT-2). The exit of
sugars from the cell is rapid, and there is little
intracellular accumulation. The carrier is then free to
combine with more Na+ and glucose or galactose in the
luminal compartment. Because of this mechanism, the
addition of glucose or galactose to the lumen will
increase Na+ absorption.

PROTEIN

Dietary protein intake varies greatly among indivi-
duals of like background and among groups with dif-
ferent geographic, cultural, and economic foundations.

Adult humans require 0.5–0.7 g of protein per kilogram
of body weight per day to maintain nitrogen balance.
Young children may require 4 g/kg per day.

In addition to dietary intake, protein is present in
gastrointestinal secretions and the cells shed into the
lumen of the digestive tract. This protein is handled in
the same manner as dietary protein and accounts for an
additional 35–55 g per day (10–30 g from secretions and
25 g from cells).

Essentially all ingested protein is assimilated.
The capacity to digest and absorb protein greatly
exceeds the dietary load, and normally dietary protein
is absorbed completely before the end of the jejunum.
The 10% of the total present in the tract that is excreted
in the stool is primarily in the form of desquamated
cells, bacteria, and mucoproteins, much of which is
derived from distal regions of the tract.

Digestion

Two general classes of proteases are secreted into
the lumen (Table 2). Endopeptidases hydrolyze interior

Clinical Note

Abnormalities of Carbohydrate Assimilation

Although predominant forms of dietary carbohy-
drate are polysaccharides and oligosaccharides,
it is the monosaccharide products that are
absorbed. Most problems of carbohydrate assim-
ilation are due to enzyme defects and the failure
to reduce one of the dietary forms to mono-
saccharides. Undigested carbohydrates remain-
ing in the lumen increase the osmotic pressure of
the luminal contents, preventing the absorption
of a comparable amount of water. In addition,
these carbohydrates are fermented by bacteria in
the distal ileum and colon, adding to this osmotic
effect. The retention of water results in diarrhea.
Symptoms of diarrhea include cramps and
abdominal distension.

Lactose intolerance is the most common
problem of carbohydrate digestion and is caused
by the absence of the brush border enzyme lactase.
The incidence and distribution of this condition
were discussed earlier in this chapter in the
section on developmental changes. The condition
is diagnosed by feeding lactose and monitoring
the appearance of glucose in the blood. If blood
glucose levels do not increase, it is evidence of
lactase deficiency. However, one must also show

that the individual is capable of absorbing glucose
when it is fed, because the absence of the carrier
for glucose and galactose has been documented in
rare instances. Lactase-deficient individuals do
fine if they avoid lactose in their diets. Those
deficient in the glucose carrier are, of course,
diagnosed as infants, and will thrive if fed fructose.
In this condition, enzyme activities are normal.

Maltose intolerance has also been described,
but this is extremely rare. Because three different
brush border enzymes have specificity for
maltose, it is not likely that a genetic defect will
eliminate all maltase activity.

Sucrase and isomaltase are subunits of a
single protein, and an inherited absence occurs
in about 0.2% of North Americans. These indivi-
duals cannot digest sucrose, but do well on diets
low in this sugar.

Assimilation of dietary sugars may also be
impaired by diseases that involve a large area of
the intestinal mucosal surface. Conditions leading
to general structural impairment of the mucosa
and decreased brush border enzyme activities
include celiac disease and some bacterial and
parasitic infections. These diseases often alter the
assimilation of all nutrients.
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peptide bonds, whereas the exopeptidases (both are
carboxypeptidases) remove one amino acid at a time
from the C-terminal ends of proteins and peptides.

Protein digestion begins in the stomach with the
action of pepsin. The chief cells secrete the precursor
pepsinogen, which is converted to pepsin by gastric acid
(see Chapter 34). Three isozymes of pepsin have been
identified, and each has a pH optimum between pH 1
and 3. All are irreversibly denatured after exposure to
pH 5 or higher. Pepsin is inactivated when the chyme
enters the duodenum and is neutralized by bicarbonate.
Under optimal conditions, pepsin may result in the
digestion of 10% of the protein present in the stomach.
The contribution of pepsin to the digestion of a meal is
dispensable, because patients with pernicious anemia,
who secrete no acid, assimilate normal amounts of
ingested protein. The pancreatic proteases are able to
carry out all luminal digestion of protein.

The five major proteases of the pancreas are secreted
as inactive precursors. Trypsinogen is converted to active
trypsin by the brush border enzyme enterokinase (Fig. 6).
Enterokinase cleaves a hexapeptide from the N-terminal
end of trypsinogen to produce trypsin, an enzyme
containing 223 amino acids. Trypsin is autocatalytic,
and once enterokinase initiates the process, most of the
remaining trypsinogen is activated by trypsin. Trypsin
also converts chymotrypsinogen, proelastase, and the pro-
carboxypeptidases to their active counterparts (Fig. 6).
The principal actions of the pancreatic proteases are
shown in Table 2. Therefore, luminal digestion of
protein results in free amino acids plus small peptides
of different lengths.

The pancreatic proteases also digest each other, so
these enzymes are rapidly inactivated within the lumen.

These secreted proteins are digested and absorbed in the
same manner as dietary proteins.

Absorption

Free amino acids produced by luminal digestion are
absorbed across the enterocyte apical membrane.
However, unlike carbohydrate absorption (in which
only monosaccharides are absorbed), di- and tripeptides
are absorbed intact. Larger peptides are absorbed
poorly or not at all, and these are reduced to amino
acids and di- and tripeptides by peptidases located in the
brush border membrane. The digestion products of
the brush border hydrolases are rapidly absorbed.
These processes are summarized in Fig. 7. The absorp-
tion of whole proteins and large peptides is so minor
as to be insignificant nutritionally. Absorption of
whole proteins, however, is significant immunologically,
and in some species other than humans the neonatal
intestine has a high capacity to absorb whole proteins
and especially immune globulins from colostrum.
Absorption takes place by a pinocytotic mechanism
and decreases with age.

Although a small amount of amino acids is absorbed
by passive diffusion, L-isomers of most amino acids are
absorbed by carrier-mediated secondary active trans-
port systems requiring Na+. This mechanism is analo-
gous to that previously described for the absorption of
glucose and galactose (see Fig. 5). Studies of competi-
tion between different amino acids have identified
separate carrier systems requiring Na+ (Table 3). Note
that there is some overlap in amino acid specificity

TABLE 2 Functions of Principal Luminal Proteases

Enzyme Primary action

Endopeptidases Hydrolyze(s) interior peptide

bonds containing

Pepsin Aromatic amino acids

Trypsin Basic amino acids; produces peptides

with the C-terminal basic amino acids

Chymotrypsin Aromatic amino acids, leucine,

methionine, and glutamine; produces

peptides with these amino acids at the

C-terminus

Elastase Neutral aliphatic amino acids; produces

peptides with these at the C-terminus

Exopeptidases Hydrolyze(s) external peptide

bonds containing

Carboxypeptidase A Aromatic and neutral

Aliphatic amino acids at the C-terminus

Carboxypeptidase B Basic amino acids at the C-terminus

EnterokinaseTrypsinogen

Trypsin

Trypsinogen
Chymotrypsinogen
Proelastase
Procarboxypeptidase B
Procarboxypeptidase A

Trypsin
Chymotrypsin
Elastase
Carboxypeptidase B
Carboxypeptidase A

FIGURE 6 Means of activating the pancreatic proteases that are

secreted as proenzymes. Trypsinogen is activated by enterokinase.

The resulting trypsin converts the other proenzymes plus additional

trypsinogen.
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among these carriers, and that the energy for the active
accumulation of the amino acids comes ultimately from
the (Na+,K+)-ATPase of the brush border membrane.
Other amino acids and some of those transported
actively can be absorbed by facilitative processes that
do not require Na+.

Although the uptake of free amino acids is signifi-
cant, the transport of equimolar amounts of amino acids
in the form of di- or tripeptides is more rapid and more
efficient. Amino acids appear more rapidly in the portal
blood when fed as di- or tripeptides than as free amino
acids. A higher proportion of amino acids is assimilated
when presented to the gut as a protein hydrolysate than

when presented as an equal amount of free amino acids.
Furthermore, amino acids presented to the gut as di- or
tripeptides do not compete for transport carriers with
identical free amino acids. These data indicate that
carriers different from those for amino acids mediate the
uptake of small peptides. The different peptide systems
have not been well defined, but at least some appear to
be secondary active transport systems dependent on
Na+. After a meal, most of the protein is absorbed in
the form of di-and tripeptides.

Within the enterocytes, most di- and tripeptides are
hydrolyzed to amino acids by cytoplasmic peptidases.
Free amino acids diffuse across the basolateral mem-
brane or cross it by carrier-mediated processes. A
number of carriers exist in the basolateral membrane.
Some of these require Na+ and others that are identical
to those in the apical membrane do not. In general,
the more hydrophobic an amino acid, the greater
the proportion that leaves the cell by diffusion. A
small percentage of peptides is not broken down and
enters the extracellular space intact. This entire scheme
for protein digestion and absorption is summarized
in Fig. 7.

LIPIDS

The daily dietary intake of fat varies from below 25 g,
or less than 12% of caloric intake (found among rice-
eating Asian cultures), to as much as 140–160 g, or 40%
of the caloric intake (found among some individuals in
Western meat-eating cultures). The difference is due
primarily to the increased intake, in the latter group, of
saturated fatty acids found in red meat and dairy
products. The intake of unsaturated fatty acids is
approximately the same in both groups.

Among those substances discussed in this section are
dietary triglycerides, phospholipids, and cholesterol.
Fats in general are an important source of calories,
but in addition, they are major structural components of
the body. Because fat is insoluble in water, it is the
major component of cell membranes, and each of the
three compounds listed above plays an integral role in
membrane structure and function. In addition, choles-
terol is used by the body to synthesize the bile acids and
a variety of steroid hormones.

Because it is insoluble in water, the assimilation of
dietary fat by the body is a complicated process.
Compared with the digestion of carbohydrates and
proteins, numerous steps are involved before dietary fat
reaches the bloodstream for distribution. A problem at
any one of these steps can result in an abnormality in
lipid assimilation.

TABLE 3 Amino Acid Carrier Systems

Transport

system Amino acids Na
+

dependence

Neutral Neutral, aromatic, aliphatic Yes

PHE Phenylalanine, Methionine Yes

Acidic Aspartate, glutamate Yes

Imino Proline, hydroxyproline Yes

y+ Basic No

L Hydrophobic neutral No

9>>>>>>=
>>>>>>;
Brush border

membrane

A Neutral Yes

ASC 3 or 4 carbon neutral Yes

L Hydrophobic neutral No

y+ Basic No

9>>=
>>;
Basolateral

membrane

ASC, alanine serine cysteine plus other 3 or 4 carbon neutral acids.

Luminal digestion

Protein

Peptides

Peptidases

Di and Tri-
peptides

Di and Tri-
peptides

25%

60%

Amino
acids

Amino
acids

75%

Cytoplasmic peptidases

FIGURE 7 Summary of protein digestion and absorption. Approxi-

mately 40% of ingested amino acids are absorbed as free amino acids or

di- and tripeptides after luminal digestion. The remaining 60% are

absorbed after being broken down further by membrane-bound

peptidases. Free amino acids leave the cell by facilitated diffusion and

by simple diffusion.
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Digestion

The major component of dietary fat consists of
triglycerides, three fatty acids esterified to glycerol. The
principal saturated fatty acids are palmitic (C16) and
stearic (C18). The unsaturated ones are oleic (CIS, one
double bond) and linoleic (C18, two double bonds). All
fatty acids contain an even number of carbon atoms.
Phospholipids are present in the diet in small amounts
and consist of glycerol esterified to two fatty acids and
to either choline or inositol at the 3 position of glycerol.
Cholesterol is ingested in the form of cholesterol esters
with the fatty acid esterified to the 3-OH group of the
sterol nucleus. These three types of compounds are
shown in Fig. 8.

Within the Stomach

The churning and mixing that occur in the distal
portion of the stomach break lipids into small droplets,
greatly increasing the total surface area available to
digestive enzymes. These droplets are kept apart by
emulsifying agents. The latter are amphipathic
compounds (see Chapter 34) such as bile salts, phos-
pholipids, fatty acids, monoglycerides, and proteins.
The major emulsifying agents in the stomach are some
of the dietary proteins. However, the overall process of
emulsification is inhibited by low pH. Approximately
10% of dietary triglycerides are hydrolyzed to glycerol

and free fatty acids within the stomach by gastric lipase
secreted by cells in the fundus. In humans, lingual lipase
is much less important. These enzymes have pH optima
between 3 and 6. The resulting lipase breakdown
products aid in the emulsification process.

The rate of gastric emptying is carefully controlled to
deliver amounts of fat into the duodenum that can be
digested easily and absorbed without overloading the
system. Duodenal receptors respond to fat by releasing
CCK and enterogastrones and by triggering neural
reflexes that inhibit the rate of gastric emptying.

Within the Duodenum

As chyme enters the duodenum, the fat is emulsified
further by the constituents of bile. Bile acids themselves
are poor emulsifying agents, but bile also contains
lecithin. The combination of lecithin with bile salts and
the polar lipids (lysolecithin and monoglycerides)
produced by digestion results in a mixture with a greatly
enhanced emulsifying power. As a result, fats are totally
dispersed into a fine suspension of droplets ranging
from 0.5–1.0 mm in diameter. This is called an emulsion,
and each droplet is covered with negatively charged
emulsifying agents that prevent them from coalescing.
The final result is a significant increase in the surface
area available for enzyme action. The pancreas secretes
three enzymes and one additional protein that play
major roles in luminal fat digestion. The most important

Clinical Note

Abnormalities of Protein Assimilation

Decreases in the amounts (or absence) of
proteolytic enzymes occur in cases of pancreatic
insufficiency as might develop in patients with
pancreatitis or cystic fibrosis. Such decreases in
the amounts of active enzymes may impair
protein digestion to the point at which absorption
is decreased and nitrogen is lost in the stool.
The congenital absence of trypsin alone can
also result in protein malabsorption. Trypsin is
important for adequate protein assimilation not
only because it digests dietary protein but
because it is also necessary for the conversion
of chymotrypsinogen, proelastase, and procar-
boxypeptidases to the active enzymes. Thus,
patients lacking trypsin also lack active forms of
the other proteolytic enzymes.

Several conditions have been described in
which the uptake of amino acids is impaired

because of the genetic lack of one of the transport
systems for amino acids. These carrier proteins
appear to be identical in the gut and kidney,
because the same amino acids that cannot be
absorbed in the gut are also lost in the urine.
Cystinuria is a condition in which the dibasic
amino acids cystine, lysine, arginine, and ornithine
are not absorbed by the gut or reabsorbed by the
proximal renal tubule. Another similar condition,
called Hartnup’s disease, affects the uptake of
neutral amino acids. These patients, however, do
not become amino acid deficient because the
same amino acids can be absorbed as di- and
tripeptides. This is excellent evidence that the
carriers for amino acids are distinct from those for
peptides. There is also a certain amount of overlap
in the affinities of the transport carriers, so that a
small amount of amino acid may be absorbed in
the absence of its primary carrier.
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of these is pancreatic lipase, also called glycerol ester
hydrolase. It is secreted as an active enzyme with a pH
optimum of 8. It functions at the oil–water interface to
hydrolyze the ester linkages at the 1 and 3 positions of
glycerol. This results in the production of fatty acids and
2-monoglycerides (see Fig. 8). In the presence of bile
salts, the pH optimum of pancreatic lipase is reduced to
6.0, which is the approximate pH of the duodenal
contents. The exact mechanism for this shift is
unknown. Bile salt molecules, however, occupy the
oil–water interface and inhibit the activity of pancreatic
lipase by displacing the enzyme molecules from the
surface of the emulsion droplets. This inactivation is
prevented by a protein called colipase, which is secreted
by the pancreas as inactive procolipase. Procolipase is
activated by proteolytic enzymes (mainly trypsin), which
cleave a peptide fragment, reducing it from 105 amino
acids to 94 amino acids. Colipase has no lipolytic
activity itself, but it binds to lipase in a 1:1 ratio and
displaces a bile salt molecule from the interface. It thus
serves as an anchor for lipase, allowing it to digest
triglycerides. One molecule of colipase also binds one
bile salt micelle, thus keeping the micelle near the site of
hydrolysis and facilitating the removal and solubiliza-
tion of the by-products of lipolysis. Pancreatic lipase is
secreted in great excess, and the amount of active
enzyme must be reduced by approximately 80% before
dietary fat appears in the stool (steatorrhea). Duodenal
pH of less than 3 inactivates lipase, but this does not

occur in individuals with normal rates of gastric and
pancreatic bicarbonate secretion.

The second noteworthy pancreatic lipolytic enzyme is
cholesterol ester hydrolase, which is probably identical to
nonspecific esterase. Approximately 15% of dietary
cholesterol consists of cholesterol esterified to fatty
acids. This linkage is cleaved by cholesterol ester
hydrolase giving rise to free cholesterol and fatty acids
(see Fig. 8). Cholesterol ester hydrolase lacks the
specificity of pancreatic lipase and also hydrolyzes
ester linkages at all 3 positions of triglycerides as well
as those of vitamins A and D. The action of this enzyme,
therefore, results in the production of free glycerol.

The most important enzyme for the digestion
of phospholipids is pancreatic phospholipase A2, which
is secreted as the proenzyme. The approximately 2 g of
daily dietary phospholipids are augmented by the 12 g
contained in biliary secretions and sloughed cells.
As shown in Fig. 8, phospholipase A2 releases fatty
acids from the 2 position to yield lysophospholipids
(1-acylglycerophosphatides). Pancreatic lipase can
also hydrolyze phospholipids at the 1 position, but
only at a low rate. Therefore, almost all phospholipids
are absorbed as lysophosphatides. Phospholipase
A2 requires bile salts for its activity and has a pH
optimum of 7.5.

Some foods also contain enzymes that digest dietary
lipids. One of these of importance to humans is milk
lipase found in breast milk. The activity of this enzyme is

FIGURE 8 Three major classes of dietary fat and their digestion products. The primary enzymes

involved in digestion are also illustrated.
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increased by low concentrations of bile salts. It is
sometimes referred to as bile salt-sensitive lipase and
is not active until it reaches the duodenum. This enzyme
is important to newborns for the digestion of milk and
aids pancreatic lipase in the hydrolysis of triglycerides,
for it hydrolyzes all three ester linkages.

Absorption

The products of lipid digestion undergo an interest-
ing journey before they reach the bloodstream. First,
lipolytic by-products are solubilized in micelles
within the intestinal lumen. (See Chapter 34 for a
discussion of micelle formation.) They then diffuse from
the micelle across the enterocyte brush border
membrane and enter the cytoplasm of the cell. Within
the cell, triglycerides are resynthesized. The resynthe-
sized lipids are combined with P-lipoprotein to form
particles called chylomicrons. The chylomicrons leave
the cell by exocytosis and enter the lymph via the
lacteals present in the villi. Finally, they reach the
bloodstream via the thoracic duct.

Transport into the Enterocytes

Lipolytic products are solubilized in mixed micelles
within the intestinal lumen. Mixed micelles are cylind-
rical disks 30–70 Å in diameter consisting of an outer
layer of bile salts surrounding the hydrophobic products
of fat digestion (Fig. 9; also see Chapter 34, Fig. 28).
The bile salts are oriented with their hydrophilic
portions outward in the aqueous phase and hydropho-
bic sides toward the center. In this fashion, the
hydrophobic products of lipid digestion are made
water soluble. In addition to bile salts, mixed micelles
contain fatty acids, monoglycerides, phospholipids,

cholesterol, and fat-soluble vitamins. Glycerol is water
soluble and is not a constituent of micelles.

All fat digestion products were believed, until
recently, to be absorbed by simple diffusion. However,
evidence now indicates that some carrier-dependent
mechanisms are involved. In some cases transport
shows a specificity that cannot be explained by simple
diffusion. Transport maxima or saturation has been
shown to occur for some products of digestion such as
linoleate.

Micelles diffuse through the unstirred water layer,
which is a major diffusion barrier to the absorption of
lipids, and bring the products of lipolysis into contact
with the brush border membrane. An equilibrium is
established between lipids in the micellar and aqueous
phases, with lipids moving in and out of micelles and
striking the brush border membrane. When they contact
the brush border membrane, because of their lipid
solubilities, they are able to diffuse through the
membrane and enter the cells (see Fig. 9). Thus, the
lipolytic products diffuse into the cells in direct propor-
tion to their concentration in solution. The concentra-
tions of lipolytic products in solution are, in turn,
dependent on their concentration in the micelles. A low
pH microclimate exists within the unstirred layer at the
surface of the intestine, and fatty acids become proto-
nated, reducing their micellar solubility. This facilitates
absorption by shifting the equilibrium so that more
lipolytic products leave the micelles and are free to enter
the cell membranes. Short-chain and medium-chain
triglycerides are sufficiently water soluble in that they
can diffuse through the unstirred layer without the aid
of micelles. Therefore, their uptake, like that of glycerol,
is independent of micelle formation.

The evidence for the absorption of lipids from
micelles is several-fold. First, lipid digestion products

FIGURE 9 Summary of lipid absorption, resynthesis, and chylomicron formation. Percentages refer to

relative amounts present in chylomicrons. Chylomicrons leave the cell by the process of exocytosis. FABP,

fatty acid-binding proteins.
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form mixed micelles with bile salts within the lumen
of the intestine. Second, long-chain fatty acids and
monoglycerides are absorbed more rapidly from micel-
lar solution than from emulsions. Third, lipolytic
products are absorbed at different rates, with cholesterol
absorbed more slowly than the other constituents
of micelles. As micelles move distally through the gut,
their concentration of cholesterol increases. These
findings also provide evidence that the micelles them-
selves are not absorbed. Finally, most ingested fat is
absorbed by midjejunum, but the bile salts themselves
are not actively reabsorbed until the ileum. Thus, bile
salts are present in sufficient concentrations to ensure
that lipid absorption is complete. The separate mechan-
ism for active bile salt absorption is another strong
indication that lipids are not absorbed as part of intact
micelles.

Intracellular Processing

Within the enterocytes the products of lipolysis are
reesterified (see Fig. 9). The resynthesized triglycerides
and phospholipids, together with cholesterol, are
combined with apoprotein to form chylomicrons,
which are taken up by the lymph vessels in the villi.

Fatty Acid-Binding Protein

Lipolytic products partition into the lipid matrix of
the cell membrane rather than the cytosol. The cytosol,
however, contains specific proteins with high affinities
for fatty acids. These proteins are called fatty acid-
binding proteins (FABPs) (see Fig. 9). They have a high
specificity for long-chain fatty acids and their mono-
glycerides, and low affinity for medium- and short-chain
fatty acids. FABPs preferentially bind unsaturated fatty
acids but transport all long-chain fatty acids from the
membrane to the smooth endoplasmic reticulum, where
resynthesis takes place. This explains the findings that
resynthesized triglycerides contain only long-chain fatty
acids and that medium-chain fatty acids are absorbed
directly into the bloodstream without resynthesis into
triglyceride.

Monoglyceride Acylation Pathway

The most important resynthesis pathway makes use
of 1- and 2-monoglycerides, although 2-monoglycerides
are preferred and the most abundant. Fatty acids are
activated to acyl coenzyme A (CoA), a reaction cataly-
zed by acyl CoA synthetase and making use of coenz-
yme A, ATP, and Mg2+. In the presence of mono- and

diglyceride transferases, the reaction then proceeds to
form triglycerides (see Fig. 9):

1. Acyl CoA + monoglyceride ! diglyceride.
2. Acyl CoA + diglyceride ! triglyceride.

All of these reactions take place within the smooth
endoplasmic reticulum, which becomes engorged with
lipid after a meal containing fat.

Phosphatidic Acid Pathway

In the presence of monoglyceride, the phosphatidic
acid pathway is the minor route of triglyceride resynth-
esis. During fasting, however, it becomes the major
mechanism. The overall reaction combines three mole-
cules of acyl CoA with �-glycerophosphate, derived
from hexose metabolism, to form one molecule of
triglyceride. Less than 4% of absorbed glycerol is used
for triglyceride resynthesis. The intermediate product of
this reaction is phosphatidic acid, which can be used for
triglyceride or phospholipid synthesis (see Fig. 9):

2Acyl CoAþ �-glycerophosphate

! phosphatidic acid ½1�

In the production of triglycerides, phosphatidic acid is
dephosphorylated to yield a 1,2-diglyceride, but this
pool of diglyceride remains separate from that produced
by the monoglyceride acylation pathway. Thus, the two
pathways function independently.

Phospholipids can be produced independently of the
phosphatidic acid pathway by direct acylation of absor-
bed lysophospholipids. Thus, the acylation of lysoleci-
thin produces lecithin (phosphatidylcholine), which is an
important constituent of chylomicrons.

Cholesterol

Cholesterol is absorbed in free form, but a significant
portion is re-esterified with fatty acids within the
enterocytes. The ratio of free to esterified cholesterol
leaving the enterocyte depends on the amount of dietary
cholesterol. As dietary cholesterol decreases, the propor-
tion of free cholesterol in the lymph increases.

Chylomicron Formation

Within the enterocytes, resynthesized triglycerides,
cholesterol and cholesterol esters, phospholipids, and
apoproteins form chylomicrons, lipid-carrying particles.
Chylomicrons are the largest of a variety of lipid-
carrying lipoproteins found in lymph. Chylomicrons
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range in size from 750–6000 Å, with a mean diameter
of 1200 Å, and are made up of 90% triglycerides, 2%
cholesterol (about equally divided between free and
esterified), 7% phospholipids, and 1% protein (see
Fig. 9). The core of the chylomicron contains most of
the triglycerides and cholesterol but no phospholipids.
The surface membrane of the chylomicron is a mono-
layer composed of phospholipids, apoproteins, free

cholesterol, and a small amount of saturated triglycer-
ides. Phospholipids cover 80–90% of the surface area,
whereas apoproteins are present in amounts sufficient to
cover only 10–20%. The exact mechanism of chylomi-
cron packaging is not known; however, apoproteins are
essential for transporting the lipids out of the cell.
Inhibition or lack of apoprotein synthesis leads to an
accumulation of lipid within the enterocytes.

Clinical Note

Abnormalities of Lipid Assimilation

Compared with carbohydrate and protein assimila-
tion, lipid assimilation is much more complicated,
and malabsorption of lipids occurs more frequently.
Malabsorption of fats can occur because of a defect
at any one of the steps involved in the process of
lipid assimilation. Fat malabsorption is defined as
the excretion of more than 7 g of fat per day in the
stool. This condition is called steatorrhea. Normal
individuals are able to absorb as much as 150–200
g of fat per day, and, of the 3–5 g fat excreted in the
stool each day, approximately one-half is of dietary
origin. The remainder comes from desquamated
cells and colonic flora added to the lumen distal to
the regions where pancreatic lipase is active and
bile salts are present.

Luminal digestion of triglycerides is inadequate
in conditions of pancreatic deficiency. In the
absence of pancreatic lipase, two-thirds of dietary
fat is not absorbed and appears in the stool as
undigested triglyceride. Conditions resulting in
decreased pancreatic lipase activity include
pancreatitis, cystic fibrosis, and other pancreatic
diseases. Increased acidity of the duodenal
contents resulting from gastric hypersecretion
(Zollinger-Ellison syndrome) or inadequate bicar-
bonate secretion may lower the pH significantly
below the optimum for pancreatic lipase or
actually denature the enzyme. Pancreatic lipase,
however, is secreted in great excess, and digestion
is unimpaired in the presence of only 15–20% of
the normal amount of enzyme. In the absence of
bile salts, approximately 50% of the dietary fat
appears in the stool. Although bile salts are
important in the emulsification process, the
defect is not in hydrolysis, but is a failure to
absorb the products of lipolysis because almost all
of the stool fat is in the form of free fatty acids.
All of the steps before micelle formation can occur
in the absence of bile salts because fat is

emulsified by protein, lecithin, lysolecithin, and,
once hydrolysis begins, by monoglycerides. Once
the concentration of bile salts drops below the
critical micellar concentration, however, fat malab-
sorption occurs. Decreases in the concentration
of effective bile salts may be caused by (1) liver
disease; (2) interruption of the enterohepatic
circulation, such as occurs after ileal resection;
(3) bacterial overgrowth of the small intestine and
subsequent bile salt deconjugation by bacteria; or
(4) increased duodenal acidity, which causes the
bile salts to become protonated and un-ionized,
less soluble, and unable to form micelles.

Absorption of fat is also decreased by a
number of conditions that affect or decrease the
number of absorbing cells. These include tropical
sprue and gluten enteropathy.

No disease has been associated with triglycer-
ide resynthesis. However, as mentioned earlier,
failure to synthesize apoprotein B prevents
chylomicron formation and leads to a buildup of
fat within the enterocyte. This condition is known
as abetalipoproteinemia.

Some aspects of lipid malabsorption can be
treated by altering the diet. Substitution of
medium-chain triglycerides for long-chain trigly-
cerides will eliminate steatorrhea. Medium-chain
triglycerides are more water soluble and can be
hydrolyzed more rapidly than long-chain triglycer-
ides. The resulting medium-chain fatty acids are
water soluble and are absorbed directly without
depending on micelle formation. Medium-chain
fatty acids also pass through the enterocyte
without being resynthesized into triglycerides.
They do not take part in chylomicron formation
and are absorbed directly into the portal blood.
Substitution of medium-chain triglycerides for
long-chain triglycerides will not prevent malab-
sorption of other lipids, such as sterols, whose
uptake depends on micelle formation.
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The many types of apoproteins are divided into A, B,
C, and E classes. Intestinal cells have been shown to
synthesize Apo AI, Apo AIV, Apo B, and Apo CII. The
failure to synthesize Apo B results in abetalipoprotei-
nemia and the inability to transport chylomicrons out of
the intestinal cells. Some apoproteins are also synthe-
sized by the liver, and the intestinal cells can make use of
circulating lipoprotein remnants. Other lipoproteins
exist in addition to chylomicrons and include very-
low-density lipoprotein (VLDL), low-density lipopro-
tein (LDL), and high-density lipoprotein (HDL). VLDL
is smaller than chylomicrons and is the major lipopro-
tein synthesized during fasting. The intestine synthesizes
11–40% of VLDL during fasting, and the mechanisms
for synthesis are independent of those for chylomicron
synthesis. LDL is believed to be derived from the hepatic
breakdown of plasma VLDL. HDL can be synthesized
directly by the small intestine and the liver or derived
from the catabolism of chylomicrons or VLDL. The
lipoproteins not only differ in size, but their apoprotein
and lipid compositions differ as well.

Although the exact steps in chylomicron formation
are not entirely known, their path of intracellular
transport is clear. After triglyceride synthesis within
the smooth endoplasmic reticulum, chylomicrons begin
to appear in the Golgi apparatus. Accumulation of
chylomicrons in the Golgi leads to the formation of
secretory vesicles. The vesicles containing the chylomi-
crons migrate to the basolateral membrane. The vesicle
membrane fuses with the cell membrane and the
chylomicrons are secreted by the process of exocytosis.
The chylomicrons traverse the basement membrane and
enter the lacteals by moving through the gaps between
the endothelial cells lining the lymphatics. Chylomicrons
are too large to enter the capillaries and eventually reach
the bloodstream via the thoracic duct.

VITAMINS AND MINERALS

Vitamins are organic compounds required in small
amounts by the body as cofactors or coenzymes for a
wide variety of metabolic reactions. They cannot be
synthesized and must be obtained from the diet. They
are included in this chapter on the digestion and
absorption of nutrients because the mechanisms govern-
ing their absorption are similar to and based on the
same principles as those for nutrients. Vitamins are
easily (and conveniently, for our purposes) divided
according to whether they are soluble in water or fat
(Table 4). In terms of quantity, the primary minerals
absorbed by the small intestine are calcium and iron.
Both of these are absorbed by specific mechanisms
similar in many ways to those for nutrients.

Water-Soluble Vitamins

For years it was believed that the primary mechanism
for the absorption of water-soluble vitamins was simple
diffusion. This was the result, in part, of using vitamins
in doses that saturated the carriers. We now know that
carrier-mediated mechanisms similar to those for sugars
and amino acids play important roles in water-soluble
vitamin absorption as well.

Vitamin B1 (Thiamine)

Thiamine is absorbed by an Na+-dependent active
transport process in the jejunum.

Vitamin B2 (Riboflavin)

Riboflavin is absorbed in the proximal human small
intestine by facilitated transport. Absorption is
increased by bile salts, which may act to increase
vitamin solubility.

Vitamin B6 (Pyridoxine)

The only known mechanism for the absorption of
pyridoxine is simple diffusion.

Vitamin B12 (Cobalamin)

Vitamin B12 is required for the maturation of red
blood cells. Its deficiency results in the condition known
as pernicious anemia. The liver stores B12 in amounts
(2–5 mg) sufficient to supply the body for 3–6 years.
Thus, pernicious anemia develops long after the body
ceases to assimilate B12. In the stomach, digestion
by pepsin and acid releases cobalamin from foods. It is
then bound to glycoproteins, known as R proteins,

TABLE 4 Vitamins

Vitamin Water soulble Fat soluble

A (retinol) +

B1 (thiamine) +

B2 (riboflavin) +

B6 (pyridoxine) +

B12 (cobalamin) +

C (ascorbic acid) +

D (calciferol) +

E (alpha, beta, and gamma tocopherol) +

K (phytonadione, menaquinone,

and menadione)

+

H Biotin +

M Folic (pteroyglutamic) acid +

Niacin (nicotinic acid) +

Pantothenic acid +
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which are secreted into the saliva and gastric juice.
These transcobalamins are more important for carrying
B12 in plasma than in the lumen of the digestive tract.
Within the duodenum, pancreatic enzymes begin to
break down the R proteins, so that B12 is transferred to
intrinsic factor, which normally binds with less affinity
than the R proteins. Intrinsic factor is a glycoprotein
secreted by the gastric parietal cell (see Chapter 34) and
the intrinsic factor–B12 complex is resistant to digestion
by pancreatic enzymes. The intrinsic factor–B12 complex
travels to the ileum, where it binds to highly specific
receptors on the enterocyte brush border membrane.
The complex probably enters the cell intact, but the
mechanism is unclear. The receptors on the ileal
enterocytes bind only to intrinsic factor and not to R
proteins or free vitamin. Thus, in the absence of
pancreatic enzymes, B12 remains bound to R proteins
and cannot be absorbed. Binding of the complex to the
cell membrane also requires divalent cations and a pH
greater than 5.5. Approximately 1–2% of oral B12

can be absorbed without binding to intrinsic factor.
Therefore, in the absence of intrinsic factor, massive
doses (1 mg/day) of vitamin B12 will prevent pernicious
anemia. Pernicious anemia occurs most frequently after
atrophy of the gastric parietal cells.

Vitamin C (Ascorbic Acid)

Most animal species synthesize ascorbic acid from
glucose in their liver. These species absorb vitamin C
slowly across their intestinal mucosa by simple diffusion.
A few species, including humans, have lost the ability to
synthesize the vitamin and have developed a specific
active mechanism for the uptake of ascorbic acid. In
humans, the active transport process is located in the
ileum and depends on the Na+ gradient.

Biotin

In all species studied, biotin is taken up by an active
transport mechanism in the proximal portion of the
small bowel. The mechanism requires Na+ in the lumen.

Folk Acid

Despite many studies, the uptake of folk acid
(pteroylglutamic acid) is poorly understood. It is
absorbed by a carrier-mediated transport system in the
jejunum. This mechanism may be active.

Nicotinic Acid (Niacin)

The details for the absorption of nicotinic acid
are not clear. However, the vitamin is taken up by an

Na+-dependent saturable mechanism located in the
jejunum.

Pantothenic Acid

Pantothenic acid, the precursor of coenzyme A, is
absorbed by a Na+-dependent active transport mech-
anism present in the jejunum.

Fat-Soluble Vitamins

The four fat-soluble vitamins are classified as polar,
water-insoluble, nonswelling lipids. As such, they all
partition into micelles and are dependent on micelles
for delivery to the absorbing surface of the enterocyte.
Their rates of absorption, however, are influenced by
the polar nature of their different side chains and, as
such, may be altered by luminal pH. The largest
proportion of the fat soluble vitamins is absorbed into
the lymph in chylomicrons.

Vitamin A

The majority of vitamin A or retinol is absorbed as its
precursor, carotene. Absorption is independent of bile
salt concentration and is enhanced by decreasing
luminal pH. The uptake mechanism is concentration
dependent and passive. Vitamin A is stored in the liver
in amounts sufficient for approximately 1 year.

Vitamin D

Vitamin D absorption is similar to that of vitamin A.
The liver stores vitamin D sufficient for 2–6 months.

Vitamin E

Vitamin E is absorbed into the enterocyte by a passive
mechanism and enters the lymph without modification.

Vitamin K

Vitamin K1 is the form present in the diet and is
absorbed by an energy-requiring, carrier-mediated
process. Vitamin K2, which is derived from bacterial
sources and has a different side chain from vitamin K1,
is absorbed by a passive process.

Calcium

All portions of the small intestine actively absorb
calcium ions. The amount of calcium absorbed far
exceeds the amount of other divalent ions absorbed by
the gut mucosa. Calcium is stored in the body primarily
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in the form of bone, and calcium ions are essential as
second messengers and metabolic regulators as well as
for the excitation process of skeletal and cardiac muscle.

Calcium absorption is regulated by vitamin D and
parathyroid hormone and is matched to the dietary
intake, urinary excretion, and plasma levels of the ion.
The regulation of calcium homeostasis and the mecha-
nisms involved are covered in detail in Chapter 43.

Iron

Iron is necessary for the synthesis of hemoglobin,
myoglobin, the cytochromes, catalase, and peroxidase.
Thus, it plays an essential role in oxygen storage,
transfer, and metabolism.

The total body content of iron in the normal adult is
only about 4 g, of which approximately 65% is in the
form of hemoglobin, 5% is in the form of myoglobin,
and 1% is incorporated in enzymes; the remainder is
stored in the forms of ferritin and hemosiderin, primar-
ily in the liver. The dietary intake of iron in developed
nations is approximately 20 mg/day, derived primarily
from the ingestion of meat. Only a small fraction of this
daily intake is absorbed, and this appears to be
determined, in part, by the bodily needs for this mineral.
Thus, the normal adult male absorbs approximately
1 mg/day, and this is sufficient to balance the losses
of iron resulting from desquamation of epidermal and
intestinal epithelial cells. Growing children and preme-
nopausal adult women must absorb approximately
2 mg/day to meet their bodily needs. Iron deficiency
resulting from inadequate dietary intake or impaired
absorption is one of the most common causes of anemia
in the world today.

Iron is absorbed primarily in the duodenum and
upper jejunum. As the result of digestive processes, the
iron in the luminal contents of these segments is in two
forms. The first is iron bound to hemoglobin and

myoglobin referred to as ‘‘heme iron.’’ The second is
free, ionized iron in the ferric (Fe3+) or ferrous (Fe2+)
forms.

The cellular mechanisms responsible for the absorp-
tion of these two forms are incompletely understood,
but a reasonable model is presented in Fig. 10. Heme
iron is relatively well absorbed, probably by binding to a
putative heme receptor. Some heme may cross the
membrane directly because of its lipophilic nature.
Within the cell, heme is bound to heme oxygenase and
free iron is released. The iron then associates with
ferritin and is transported to the basolateral surface.
The mechanism by which free iron, primarily in the
ferrous (Fe2+) form, enters the cell across the apical
membrane is conjectural, but undoubtedly involves
binding to a specific protein or carrier. Almost all absorp-
tion of nonheme iron takes place in the duodenum.

Free or ionized iron is cytotoxic. Thus, most of the
iron in the enterocyte is bound either to a storage
protein called apoferritin to form ferritin or to a protein
that is responsible for transporting iron through the
cytoplasm from the entry step at the apical membrane to
the exit step at the basolateral membrane. This protein is
often referred to as intestinal transferrin. After exiting
the cell, by a mechanism that is not well defined but
probably involves recognition by a transferrin receptor,
iron is found in the plasma bound to a �-globulin called
transferrin, which, as the name implies, is responsible for
transporting or transferring iron from the small intestine
to storage sites and from storage sites to sites of use such
as the bone marrow. This protein is different from
intestinal transferrin. Iron exists within the storage sites,
mainly the liver, in the form of ferritin, which, as in the
small intestine, appears to be in dynamic equilibrium
with iron bound to transferrin.

The prevalent view regarding the regulation of iron
absorption by the small intestine is the notion of
‘‘mucosal block.’’ According to this notion, iron uptake
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FIGURE 10 Model for the absorption of iron by the small intestine. TFR, transferrin

receptor.
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across the apical membrane is limited by the ability of
intestinal transferrin to bind it. When apoferritin in the
storage organs and transferrin in the plasma are fully
saturated, exit of iron across the basolateral membrane
is impeded, leading to saturation of apoferritin and
intestinal transferrin in the enterocyte and, in turn,
inhibition of further iron uptake across the apical
membrane. Conversely, when body iron stores are
reduced (e.g., after hemorrhage), apoferritins and trans-
ferrins are unsaturated and iron uptake can proceed
until these stores are replete.
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KEY POINTS
� About 85% of the 9 L of water and 30 g of NaCl

presented to the gastrointestinal (GI) tract
daily is absorbed by the small intestine. All but
100–200 mL of the remaining fluid is reabsor-
bed by the colon.

� Solutes and water may cross the epithelial cell
lining of the GI tract through transcellular and
paracellular routes. The transcellular route
involves movements across the apical and
basolateral membranes arranged in series. The
paracellular route involves movements through
the zonula occludens, or tight junctions, and
the underlying intracellular space.

� The permeability of the paracellular pathway
is highest in the duodenum and decreases
progressively in the aboral direction.

� The Na+-K+ pump, which extrudes three Na+

ions in exchange for two K+ ions per adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) hydrolyzed, is the principal

mechanism responsible for Na+ movement
across the basolateral membranes of the
epithelial cells. This mechanism is responsible
for the low intracellular Na+ and high intra-
cellular K+ activities of these cells.

� Some chloride is absorbed in the intestinal
tract by diffusion through paracellular pathways
driven in part by the transepithelial electri-
cal potential difference established by Na+

absorption.
� Some cells possess a neutral chloride entry

mechanism that mediates the movement of
1 Na+, 1 K+, and 2 Cl� ions across the apical
membrane, energized by the Na+ gradient
across that barrier.

� Potassium absorption by the small intestines
is by means of diffusion through paracellular
pathways. K+ absorption by the large intestine is
an active process mediated by a K+,H+-ATPase
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OVERVIEW OF THE DAILY TASK: INPUT
VERSUS OUTPUT

In addition to efficiently digesting and absorbing the
many grams of nutrients (i.e., carbohydrates, proteins,
and fats) ingested daily, as described in Chapter 38, the
intestinal tract faces a prodigious task in absorbing ions
and water.

Normally, the average human ingests approximately
5–10 g of NaCl per day and consumes about 2 L of
water. But approximately 7 L of water and 25 g of Na+

are added to this ingested load by salivary, gastric,
biliary, pancreatic, and intestinal secretions (Fig. 1).
These secretions represent approximately 20% of our
total body water (see Chapter 1) and 15% of our total
body Na+ content. Clearly, failure to reabsorb this
impressive load would rapidly lead to serious dehydra-
tion and electrolyte imbalance.

Approximately, 7.5 L or 85%of the total load of water
and Na+ presented to the small intestine are absorbed
by that organ; this represents only about 40% of its
maximum absorptive capacity. Approximately 1.5 L of

KEY POINTS (continued )
in the apical membrane of the epithelial cells.
K+ can also be secreted by the colon by a
process that involves K+ channels in the apical
membrane.

� Water absorption takes place through the
cellular and paracellular pathways in response
to local osmotic gradients. Throughout most of
the small intestine, the absorbate (i.e.,
absorbed solution) is isotonic.

� Secretory cells are located in the crypts of the
small and large intestines. Their basolateral
membranes contain a furosemide inhibitable

carrier-mediated process that results in the
entry of one Na+ ion, one K+ ion, and two Cl�

ions per cycle, energized by the Na+ gradient
across that barrier.

� The apical membranes of intestinal secretory
cells contain cystic fibrosis transmembrane
conductance regulator (CFTR) channels and
Ca2+-activated Cl� channels. Secretion can be
stimulated by physiologic and/or pathophysio-
logic secretagogues that promote an increase
in either cyclic adenosine monophosphate
(cAMP) or Ca2+.

FIGURE 1 Approximate volumes of fluid entering the small intestine daily, absorbed by

the small and large intestines and excreted in the feces. (From Sellin JH. The

pathophysiology of diarrhea. In: Schultz SG, Andreoli TE, Brown AM, Fambrough DM,

Welsh MJ, eds. Molecular biology of membrane transport disorders. New York: Plenum

Press, 1996; 541-563.)
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fluid cross the ileocecal valve daily and enter the colon,
and more than 95% of this load is absorbed. The
maximum absorptive capacity of the large intestine is
estimated to be 4–6 L per day. Thus, there is a large
absorptive reserve capacity that serves to protect the
individual from excessive losses of fluid and electrolytes
when small intestine function is impaired. However, the
colon is incapable of absorbing most nutrients (i.e., the
products of protein, fat, and carbohydrate digestion),
so any of these that escape absorption by the small intes-
tine will be lost in the stool or broken down by colonic
bacteria.

One of the products of bacterial catabolism of
undigested and unabsorbed carbohydrates that pass
through the ileocecal valve are short-chain free fatty
acids such as acetate, propionate, and butyrate. Because
these are readily absorbed by the large intestine, this
organ is capable of salvaging some nutrients that escape
from the small intestine. In herbivores, short-chain free
fatty acids absorbed by the colon contribute signifi-
cantly to the nutritional needs of the animal. In humans
and other omnivores, the extent to which they contri-
bute to the caloric intake is considerably less under
normal conditions, but it can become significant if
absorptive capacity of the small intestine is decreased.

The daily fecal excreta contains approximately 100mL
of water and 25–50 g of solids. The solids are for
the most part bacteria (30%), undigested dietary fiber
(30%), lipids (10–20%), and inorganic matter (10–20%).
Although luminal contents that enter the colon from the
ileum are relatively rich in Na+ and Cl�, the stool is
normally relatively rich in K+ and HCO3

�.
The remainder of this chapter focuses on how water

and electrolytes are transported by the small and large
intestines and how impairment of these normally highly
efficient processes may result in life-threatening diar-
rheas (derived from the Greek, ‘‘to run through’’).

TRANSCELLULAR AND PARACELLULAR
ROUTES OF ABSORPTION

The epithelial cells that line the small and large
intestines are bound together at their luminal-facing
ends by a band of specialized proteins referred to as
the zonulae occludens or tight junctions (Fig. 2). These
junctions not only preserve the integrity of this sheet
of cells, but also form the boundary between their apical
(or luminal-facing) surfaces and their basolateral mem-
branes, which face the serosa. These two membranes
possess markedly different properties. For example,
as discussed in Chapter 38, the apical membranes of
small intestinal cells possess enzymes responsible for
the surface or contact digestion of disaccharides and

peptides; these enzymes are not present in the basolat-
eral membranes. At the same time, the basolateral
membranes of all intestinal epithelial cells contain
the Na+,K+-ATPase (adenosine triphosphatase), or
Na+-K+ pump; this enzyme pump is not present in
their apical membranes. It appears that, in addition to
binding these epithelial cells, the junctional complexes
prevent intermingling of these membrane-bound
proteins and thus preserve the asymmetric properties
(or polarity) of these cells, which, as we will see, are
essential for absorption and secretion.

The name zonulae occludens, or occluding zones,
stems from the fact that these intercellular barriers are
essentially impermeable to macromolecules such as
proteins and polysaccharides. On the other hand, their
permeabilities to water and small ions are variable.
Some epithelia are characterized by junctional complexes
that are highly permeable to water and small ions and
for this reason are often referred to as leaky or low-
resistance epithelia. Examples of leaky epithelia in the
gastrointestinal (GI) tract are the gall bladder and the
small intestine. Other epithelia are characterized by
junctional complexes that are essentially impermeable to
water and electrolytes and they are referred to as tight or
high-resistance epithelia. Between these two extremes
are epithelia such as mammalian colon, whose junc-
tional complexes are moderately leaky to water and
small ions.

The leakiness or tightness of the junctional complexes
determines the magnitude of paracellular movements of
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FIGURE 2 Functional anatomy of the small intestinal absorp-

tive cells, illustrating the transcellular and paracellular routes for

absorption.
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water and small ions. Because paracellular movements
are the results of diffusion or, in the case of water move-
ments, osmosis, they tend to dissipate differences in ion
concentrations and osmolarity across the epithelium.
The more leaky the epithelium, the lower the differences
in ionic concentrations and total osmolarity between
the luminal contents and the plasma. Thus, the ionic
composition and total osmolarity of the luminal contents
in the very leaky small intestine do not differ markedly
from those of the plasma; like the renal proximal tubule
(see Chapter 29), the small intestine carries out isosmotic
absorption of fluid and electrolytes. On the other hand,
the colon, being a much tighter epithelium than the
small intestine, can sustain relatively large transepithe-
lial gradients. Thus, the 100–200 mL of fluid contained
in the daily excreta may be hypertonic with respect to
plasma and have a Na+ concentration of only 25–50
mmol/L and a K+ concentration as high as 90 mmol/L;
these asymmetries would not be possible if the junc-
tional complexes were highly permeable to water
and ions.

In short, there are in general two routes for the
transepithelial transport of water and small ions. One is
transcellular, involving movements across both the
apical and basolateral membranes. Substances absorbed
via this route must enter the cell across the apical mem-
brane and then leave across the basolateral membrane,
whereas the opposite sequence pertains to substances
that are secreted. This double membrane model of
transcellular transport is universally accepted. The other
route is paracellular, in which movements of water and
small ions circumvent the two limiting membranes of the
epithelial cell and are driven solely by passive forces.
The rate-limiting step that determines the magnitudes
of these paracellular flows is the permeability of the
tight junctions.

SODIUM ABSORPTION BY THE SMALL AND
LARGE INTESTINES

Four mechanisms have been identified that are
responsible for the movement of Na+ from the luminal
solution across the apical membranes of different Na+-
absorbing epithelial cells. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the
first and simplest (a) is restricted diffusion of Na+

through water-filled, highly selective channels that are
often inhibited by the diuretic agent amiloride; the
second (b) is Na+ entry coupled to the entry of organic
solutes such as sugars and amino acids (i.e., cotran-
sport); the third (c) is Na+ entry coupled to the entry of
Cl� most often mediated by a so-called ‘‘tritransporter’’
that brings about the entry of 1 Na+ ion and 1 K+ ion
coupled to the entry of 2 Cl� ions (another example of

cotransport); and the fourth (d) is Na+ entry coupled to
the countertransport of H+. In every instance, Na+

entry is a ‘‘downhill’’ or ‘‘passive’’ process. In the first
(a), it is driven entirely by its electrochemical potential
difference across the apical membrane, and, in the
second (b), Na+ entry is energized by the combined
electrochemical potential differences for Na+ and those
of the cotransported solutes. Mechanisms (c) and (d) are
electrically neutral so that Na+ entry by these routes is
driven by the combined chemical potential differences of
Na+ and those of the cotransported or countertran-
sported solutes and is not directly affected by the
electrical potential difference across the apical
membrane.

The Na+ that enters these absorptive cells by any
of these four different mechanisms is then extruded
from the cell across the basolateral membrane by the
Na+-K+ pump. This pump is responsible for main-
taining the low intracellular Na+ concentration and,
because Na+ extrusion is coupled to K+ uptake, the
high intracellular K+ concentration characteristic of all
these cells. Most, if not all, of the K+ pumped into the
cell in exchange for Na+ recycles across the basolateral
membrane through K+ leaks or channels.

The distribution of the four Na+ entry mechanisms
illustrated in Fig. 3 differs along the intestinal tract.
Na+ entry across the apical membranes of small intes-
tinal absorptive (villus) cells is mediated predominantly
by the carrier mechanisms b, c, and d.

On the other hand, Na+ entry across the apical
membranes of colonic absorptive cells, particularly in
the distal colon, is the result for the most part of
restricted diffusion through highly selective channels
(mechanism a). Further, the number of active channels

FIGURE 3 A composite model illustrating the four different

mechanisms responsible for the movement of Na+ from the luminal

solution across the apical membranes of small and large intestinal cells.

S, organic solute.
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in the apical membranes of colonic absorptive cells
appears to be regulated by mineralocorticoids such as
aldosterone. Any stimulus that brings about an increase
in plasma aldosterone levels (e.g., sodium deprivation,
hypovolemia) results in an increase in the number of
active channels, an increase in the rate of Na+ entry into
these cells and, in turn, an increase in the rate of Na+

absorption.
Thus, in many respects, Na+ absorption by small

intestine cells resembles that of renal proximal tubule
cells, whereas Na+ absorption by large intestine cells
resembles that of the distal nephron (see Chapters 29
and 30).

CHLORIDE ABSORPTION AND BICARBONATE
SECRETION BY THE INTESTINAL TRACT

Chloride absorption by the small and large intestines
involves both paracellular and transcellular routes.

The active absorption of Na+ by mechanisms a
and b illustrated in Fig. 3 establishes an electrical
potential difference across the intestinal epithelium
oriented such that the serosal solution or plasma is
electrically positive with respect to the mucosal solution
or lumen. The magnitude of this electrical potential
difference is determined by the rate of transcellular
active Na+ absorption (i.e., the ‘‘positive current’’
directed from the mucosal to the serosal solution) and
the resistance of the paracellular pathways to the flow
of ions. In the very leaky or low-resistance small
intestine, the transepithelial electrical potential dif-
ference is small, generally between 2 and 5 mV. In the
much less leaky, higher resistance large intestine, the
transepithelial electrical potential difference may exceed
20 mV. These electrical potential differences provide a
driving force for the absorption of Cl� by diffusion
through the paracellular pathways.

Transcellular Cl� absorption involves two mecha-
nisms by which Cl� gains entry into the absorptive cells.
The first is mechanism (c) illustrated in Fig. 3, in which
Cl� entry is coupled to the entry (cotransport) of Na+

and, often, K+; this mechanism can be blocked by
so-called ‘‘loop diuretics’’ such as furosemide. The
second is a countertransport mechanism that brings
about Cl� entry across the apical membrane in exchange
for HCO�3 , which is produced within the cell by
the hydration of CO2 catalyzed by carbonic anhydrase
(Fig. 4). Both entry mechanisms are present in small
intestinal absorptive cells, but only the HCO�3 exchange
mechanism is found in the colon, where it is responsible
for the alkaline pH of fecal water. Both processes are
capable of driving Cl� into the cell against an electro-
chemical potential difference; that is, they are examples

of secondary active transport. In the first instance,
the energy for the uphill movement of Cl� is derived
from coupling to the downhill movement of Na+ into the
cell; in the second instance, it is derived from coupling to
the downhill movement of HCO�3 out of the cell.

The mechanisms responsible for Cl� exit from the
cells across the basolateral membranes are unclear. But,
inasmuch as intracellular Cl� is at a higher electro-
chemical potential than that in the serosal fluid or
plasma, some of the Cl� may exit the cell by diffusion.

POTASSIUM TRANSPORT BY THE INTESTINES

K+ is both absorbed and secreted by the intestines.
The bulk of the K+ that enters the intestinal tract,
derived from salivary, gastric, pancreatic, and biliary
secretions as well as dietary intake, is reabsorbed in the
small intestine. The primary mechanism responsible is
probably diffusion through paracellular pathways.
Thus, the reabsorption of water, secondary to the active
absorption of Na+ and other solutes (see below), will
tend to concentrate K+ in the chyme. But, as noted
earlier, because the junctional complexes in the small
intestine are very leaky to small ions, large concentra-
tion differences between the chyme and plasma cannot
be sustained. Thus, the reabsorption of water establishes
a concentration difference for 5+ between chyme and
plasma that serves as the driving force for K+ diffusion
through paracellular pathways from the former to the
latter. In contrast to the situation in the small intestine,
K+ is also absorbed by the colon by means of a
K+,H+-ATPase located in the apical membrane of
the surface epithelial cell. K+ that is pumped into the
cell in exchange for H+ then exits across K+ channels

FIGURE 4 Cellular model for Cl� absorption coupled to HCO�3
secretion. The mechanisms responsible for H+ and Cl� exit from the

cell across the basolateral membrane are unclear.
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located in the basolateral membrane. The activity of the
K+,H+-ATPase appears to be upregulated by K+

depletion and acidosis.
K+ is also actively secreted by colonic epithelial cells

by the mechanism illustrated in Fig. 5. The apical
membranes of these cells appear to be permeable to K+.
Thus, some of the K+ pumped into the cell by the
Na+-K+ pump at the basolateral membranes does not
recycle across those barriers but, instead, exits across the
apical membranes. This is responsible for the high K+

concentration in fecal water. But, inasmuch as the
total fecal water is normally only 100–200 mL/day, the
actual amount of K+ normally lost in the excreta is
small. Finally, as noted earlier, aldosterone stimulates
Na+ absorption by colonic cells and, by virtue of the
mechanism illustrated in Fig. 5, also increases K+

secretion by these cells. Thus, the effects of aldosterone
in the colon closely resemble those in the distal nephron
(see Chapter 32).

WATER ABSORPTION

It is well established that water absorption by
epithelial tissues is dependent on and proportional to
total solute absorption. The nature of this proportion-
ality is illustrated in Fig. 6. Thus, in leaky epithelia such
as gall bladder and small intestine, the absorbed fluid is
isotonic with that in the lumen and plasma; in short,
approximately 1 L of water accompanies the absorp-
tion of 300 mOsm of solute. In other tighter epithelia,
less than 1 L of water accompanies the absorption of
300 mOsm so that the absorbed fluid or absorbate is
hypertonic with respect to plasma, and the fluid in the
lumen becomes increasingly hypotonic.

These observations gave rise to the notions that
water absorption is secondary to solute absorption and
is a passive process driven solely by osmotic forces,
and that the osmolarity of the absorbate is determined
by the hydraulic permeability or filtration coefficient
(see Chapter 2) of the transcellular and paracellular
pathways. The models that have emerged to explain the
observations illustrated in Fig. 6 are shown in Fig. 7.

Figure 7A is a model of a leaky epithelium, such as
the small intestine, where the apical and basolateral
membranes are permeable to water and the junctional
complexes are highly permeable to both water and small
ions, such as Na+, K+, and Cl�. In this model, the
apical and basolateral membrane mechanisms respons-
ible for the transcellular absorption of Na+, Cl�, sugars,
amino acids, and other solutes deposit the solutes in
the confined regions that surround the basolateral
membrane: the intercellular spaces and the subepithelial
spaces. This increases the osmolarity of those regions
and establishes the driving force for water absorption.
Inasmuch as the pathways for water flow are highly
permeable to water, very small differences in osmolarity
amounting to only a few mOsm/L are sufficient to keep
the flow of water close to the flow of solutes in nearly
isotonic proportions. Thus, as in the renal proximal
tubule (see Chapter 29), fluid absorption by the very
leaky small intestine is essentially isosmotic; in other
works the osmolarity of the luminal contents does not
differ from that of the plasma by more than a few
mOsm/L. Further, as mentioned earlier, because of the
leakiness of the junctions, the concentrations of Na+,
Cl�, and K+ in the luminal fluid do not differ markedly
from those in the plasma. Finally, because the junctions
are leaky to these small ions, the flow of water through
these junctions entraps and drags these small ions along;
this phenomenon is referred to as solvent drag, and it
serves to augment ion absorption by the small intestine.

FIGURE 5 Cellular model for K+ secretion by colonic epithelial

cells.

FIGURE 6 Relation between water (or volume) and solute

absorption observed in GI epithelia.
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In tight epithelia, the situation is generally quite
different, as illustrated in Fig. 7B. Whereas the baso-
lateral membranes are highly permeable to water, the
junctions and apical membrane are, generally, far less
so. Thus, although solute absorption still generates an
osmotic driving force, water has difficulty keeping up
with the rate of solute absorption. The result is the
absorption of a hypertonic solution from the lumen that
may render the latter hypotonic. In the distal colon,
however, this is offset by the secretions of K+ and
HCO�3 and the accumulation of osmotically active
breakdown products of bacterial digestion. Conse-
quently, the fecal water may be hypertonic to plasma.

In summary, it is universally accepted that water
absorption is a passive process that is always secondary
to and completely dependent on solute absorption.
Although several models have been suggested to explain
this observation, the simplest and most widely held is
that described earlier in which the mechanism is simple
osmosis into subepithelial regions that are rendered
hypertonic by solute absorption. The osmolarity of the
absorbate is determined by the ability of water absorp-
tion to keep pace with solute absorption, and this is
largely determined by the permeabilities of the apical
membranes and junctional pathways to water.

Intestinal Secretion

The small and large intestines also have the ability
to secrete water and electrolytes. This secretory capacity
appears to reside mainly in cells located in their crypts,
whereas absorption by these organs is primarily carried
out by cells located in the upper two-thirds of the villi.

The mechanism of secretion is illustrated in Fig. 8.
The basolateral membranes of these secretory cells
possess a NaKCl2 cotransport (‘‘tritransport’’) mecha-
nism that mediates the neutral influx of Na+, K+, and
Cl� and is capable of driving Cl� into the cell against an
electrochemical potential difference; thus, the intra-
cellular concentration of Cl� is much greater than that
predicted by the Nernst equation (see Chapter 2) for a
passive distribution. The energy needed to achieve this
is derived from the coupling of the uphill movement of
Cl� to the downhill movement of Na+ (i.e., the Na+

gradient).
The apical membranes of these secretory cells possess

two types of Cl� channels. One type is activated by
elevations in cell Ca2+. The other type is called the
cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator
and is identical to Cl� channels found in the apical
membranes of secretory cells in the airway epithelia
(i.e., bronchioles) and pancreatic acinar cells. These
channels are activated by phosphorylation mediated by
(cyclic adenosine monophosphate) cAMP-dependent
protein kinase A. Defects in these channels may result
in impaired secretory ability by these cells, which is
responsible for the pulmonary, pancreatic, and intestinal

FIGURE 7 (A) Cellular model of fluid absorption by leakey

epithelia. (B) Cellular model of fluid absorption by tight epithelia.
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FIGURE 8 Cellular model of secondary active Cl� secretion

accompanied by passive Na+ secretion by secretory cells in the

crypts of the small and large intestines. S, secretagogue. (Note:

Although only one Cl� is depicted, as discussed in the text, there are at

least two families of apical membrane Cl� channels: one activated by

Ca2+ and the other by cAMP.)
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abnormalities characteristic of the inherited congenital
disease cystic fibrosis.

Under resting or unstimulated conditions, the Cl�

channels are inactive, and these secretory cells are poised
to secrete Cl�. Stimuli that bring about an increase in
cell cAMP and/or Ca2+ open these channels and permit
Cl� to diffuse from the cell into the lumen. This negative
current, directed from the serosal fluid (plasma) into the
lumen, generates a crypt-negative (lumen-negative)
electrical potential difference that provides the driving
force for the movement of Na+ through paracellular
pathways. The end result is the secretion of NaCl into
the crypts. This establishes an osmotic pressure differ-
ence that draws water into the crypts. The fluid that

emerges from the crypts into the lumen is essentially
isotonic saline.

Intestinal secretion is an important physiologic event
as well as a potentially life-threatening pathologic event.
Secretion is stimulated by many of the GI hormones
and neurotransmitters activated after a meal. These
secretagogues interact with receptors on the basolateral
membranes of the secretory cells and initiate the cascade
of events leading to an elevation of cell cAMP and/or
Ca2+. For example, acetylcholine, which is released
by the enteric nervous system during a meal, brings
about an increase in cell Ca+, whereas the GI hormones
secretin and VIP result in an elevation of cell cAMP.
The resulting secretion undoubtedly assists in the

Clinical Note

Diarrhea

Diarrhea is the main cause of death or disability in
the world today, afflicting individuals of all ages.
Death is the direct or indirect result of hypovo-
lemia and circulatory collapse compounded by
hypokalemia and metabolic acidosis.

The etiology of diarrheas can be subdivided
into three broad categories:
1. Diarrhea due to impaired absorption by
the small or large intestines. This can result
from infection, inflammation, or anything that
leads to a reduction of total effective absorptive
surface.
2. Osmotic diarrhea due to the accumulation
within the small intestine of nonreabsorbable
solutes. As discussed earlier, because the small
intestine is very leaky to water, the luminal
contents are always isotonic with the plasma.
It follows that the accumulation of nonreabsorb-
able, osmotically active solutes in the lumen will
generate an osmotic pressure difference that
draws fluid into the lumen. For example, in the
condition of glucose-galactose malabsorption
mentioned in Chapter 39, the accumulation of
these solutes in the small intestine results in an
osmotic diarrhea. This problem may be compoun-
ded by the intraluminal accumulation of osmoti-
cally active breakdown products of bacterial
metabolism.
3. Secretory diarrheas resulting from excessive
stimulation of the secretory cells present in the
crypts of the small intestine and colon. These are
among the most prevalent afflictions of mankind.

In some instances, they are caused by excessively
high blood levels of normal secretagogues
that may result, for example, from functional
tumors of endocrine cells. But by far the greatest
cause of secretory diarrheas is infestation of the
small intestine with enteropathic bacteria such as
Vibrio cholerae or certain strains of Escherichia
coli. These organisms secrete enterotoxins
that bind to receptors on the apical membranes
of the crypt cells and result in the stimulation
of the adenylate cyclase activity located on
their basolateral membranes. Adenylate cyclase
activity is maximally and permanently stimulated
for the life of the cell, causing maximal secretion
by these cells that may result in salt and
water losses of many liters per day despite the
considerable absorptive reserve capacity of
the colon. Secretory diarrheas can also be
induced by excessive secretion of endogenous
secretagogues. For example, prostaglandins,
leukotrienes, histamine, and bradykinin released
in immune and/or inflammatory reactions interact
with receptors on the basolateral membranes
and result in elevations in cell cAMP and/or
Ca2+ and, in turn, activation of apical membrane
Cl� channels. Also, certain tumors called carcino-
ids secrete serotonin, which brings about an
elevation of cell Ca2+ and may result in watery
diarrhea.

In short, whereas intestinal secretion is a
normal and essential process, overstimulation of
the underlying physiologic mechanisms can result
in severe disability and death.
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processes of digestion and absorption by maintaining
the liquidity of the small intestine chyme. These
small intestinal secretions, which may be as much as
1500 mL/day, are normally reabsorbed by the large
intestine. Thus, under physiologic conditions there is
a careful balance between absorption by the small
intestinal villus cells and secretion by their crypt cells.
This concerted effort results in the efficient digestion
and absorption of nutrients without compromising the
liquidity of the chyme.

BALANCE BETWEEN ABSORPTION AND
SECRETION: ORAL REHYDRATION THERAPY

The amount of fluid that flows per unit of time from
the small intestine through the ileocecal valve is
determined by the balance between absorptive processes
carried out by cells located on the upper half of the villus
and by secretory processes apparently mediated by
cells located in the crypts (Fig. 9). Under physiologic
conditions, these oppositely directed fluid movements
are balanced to achieve the highly efficient digestion and
absorption of nutrients and at the same time maintain
the liquidity of the luminal contents. The fluid that
enters the colon is relatively devoid of nutrients, and its
volume is normally well below the maximum absorptive
capacity of that organ. Secretory diarrheas result when
secretion by the crypt cells so markedly exceeds the
villus absorptive processes that the volume of fluid
entering the colon exceeds the maximum absorptive
capacity of that organ.

The presence of sugars or amino acids in the lumen
greatly increases the rate of total solute absorption by the
small intestinal villous cells via the Na+-coupled entry
mechanisms illustrated in Fig. 3B. This finding suggested
that fluid loss from the small intestine because of
secretionmightbediminishedby stimulating fluidabsorp-
tion by that organ. Clearly, because the absorption of

sugars and amino acids is coupled to Na+, every
molecule of sugar or amino acid absorbed will be
accompanied by one Na+ ion and one anion, primarily
Cl�, a total of three osmotically active solutes. This
reasoning led to the use of glucose- and amino acid-
containing saline solutions that, when administered
orally, markedly reduce salt and water losses resulting
from secretory diarrheas. These oral replacement (rehy-
dration) therapies have markedly reduced deaths and
disabilities attributable to secretory diarrheas worldwide.
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FIGURE 9 Illustration of the relation between absorptive and

secretory flows that, in the final analysis, determine net fluid

movments. S, solute.
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KEY POINTS
� Peptide and protein hormones are usually

stored in membrane-bound vesicles and
secreted by exocytosis triggered by an increase
in cytosolic calcium.

� Steroid hormones are derivatives of cholesterol
and are generally not stored, but are secreted
as they are synthesized.

� After secretion, hormones distribute through-
out extracellular fluid and are rapidly cleared
from the blood.

� Many hormones circulate bound specifically
and reversibly to large carrier proteins. Protein
binding protects against loss of hormone by
the kidney, slows the rate of hormone degrada-
tion by decreasing cellular uptake, buffers
changes in free hormone concentrations, and
in certain cases may facilitate delivery to target
cells.

� Hormones are rapidly degraded in the liver and
kidney as well as by their target tissues.

� Hormone levels in blood are not static, but vary
widely in accordance with physiologic demand.
Hormone secretion may be episodic, pulsatile,
or follow a daily rhythm.

� Measurement of hormones, although difficult
because of their low concentrations, is essen-
tial for diagnostic, therapeutic, and research
purposes. Immunoassays take advantage of the
exquisite sensitivity and specificity of antibody
antigen reactions to recognize and quantitate
hormones in biologic fluids.

� Modulation of responding systems: Hormones
regulate both the sensitivity and the capacity of
target tissues to respond either to themselves
or to other hormones. Sensitivity is the acuity
of a cell’s ability to recognize and respond to a
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THE ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Chapter 2 considered the general issue of chemical
communication between cells. This section focuses on the
classic endocrine glands and their hormones. A hormone
is a chemical substance that is released into the blood in
small amounts and that, after delivery by the circula-
tion, elicits a typical physiologic response in other cells.
An endocrine gland is a group of cells that produce and
secrete a hormone. Endocrine glands are also called
ductless glands to distinguish them from exocrine glands,
which deliver their products through ducts to the outside
of the body or to the lumen of the gastrointestinal tract.
Endocrine glands typically are highly vascular, and their
capillaries are usually fenestrated. Both of these features
presumably facilitate two-way trafficking of signals to
the gland and hormones to the blood. Except for these
vascular features, endocrine glands have no special distin-
guishing characteristics. They are usually, but not always,
bilateral structures, and they may arise during develop-
ment from any of the primitive germ layers. Although
the discussion in this text is limited largely to the classic
endocrine glands listed in Table 1, it is abundantly clear
that many other organs, including brain, kidney, heart,
and even adipose tissue, also behave as endocrine glands.
Unfortunately, endocrine physiology can sometimes
involve a bewildering array of facts, not all of which can
be derived from basic principles. The outline of goals
and objectives shown in Fig. 1 should be useful for
organizing and digesting this necessarily large volume of
material.

SYNTHESIS, SECRETION, AND METABOLISM
OF HORMONES

The classic hormones fall into three categories: (1)
derivatives of the amino acid tyrosine; (2) steroids, which
are derivatives of cholesterol; and (3) peptides and
proteins, which comprise the most abundant and diverse
class of hormones. Table 2 lists some examples of each
category. Endocrine glands synthesize their secretory
products from simple precursors such as amino acids
and acetate or transform complex precursors taken up
from the blood. General steps in protein biosynthesis,
storage, and secretion common to all protein and
peptide hormones are reviewed in Chapter 2. These
hormones are stored, sometimes in large amounts, in
membrane-bound secretory vesicles, and can be released

Table 1 Classical Endocrine Glands

Pituitary gland

Thyroid gland

Parathyroid glands

Islets of Langerhans

Adrenal glands

Gonads (ovaries and testes)

Placenta

KEY POINTS (continued )
signal. The capacity to respond depends on the
abundance of competent cells and their level of
development.

� Reinforcement: Complementary actions of hor-
mones reinforce each other and increase both the
magnitude and rapidity of the overall response.

� Redundancy: More than one mechanism is
often present to regulate critical functions.

� Push–pull mechanisms: Rapid change in a
process may be achieved by simultaneous
stimulation by one agent and relief of inhibition
by another.

                    Goals and Objectives                               

A.  The student should be familiar with

1.  Essential features of feedback regulation

2.  Essentials of competitive binding assays

B.  For each hormone, the student should know:

1.  Its cell of origin

2.  Its chemical nature, including
a.  Distinctive features of its chemical composition
b.  Biosynthesis
c.  Whether it circulates free or bound to plasma proteins
d.  How it is degraded and removed from the body

3.  Its principal physiological actions
a.  At the whole body level
b.  At the tissue level
c.  At the cellular level
d.  At the molecular level
e.  Consequences of inadequate or excess secretion

4.  What signals or perturbations in the internal or
     external environment evoke or suppress its secretion

a.  How those signals are transmitted
b.  How that secretion is controlled
c.  What factors modulate the secretory response
d.  How rapidly the hormone acts
e.  How long it acts
f.   What factors modulate its action

FIGURE 1 Goals and objectives in endocrine physiology.
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rapidly. In general, the same stimuli that provoke secre-
tion of peptide hormones also activate transcription
of the genes that encode them so that new synthesis
replenishes the storage pools. In contrast, steroid
hormones are not stored in significant amounts and
must be synthesized de novo. Secretion of these hormones
therefore increases slowly. Relevant details of synthesis
and storage of the amino acid and steroid hormones are
presented in the discussion of each gland.

Protein and peptide hormones are synthesized on
ribosomes as larger molecules (prohormones and prepro-
hormones) than the final secretory product and undergo
a variety of postsynthetic steps of transformation into
the final secretory product. Postsynthetic processing to
the final biologically active form is not limited to peptide
hormones or to the time prior to secretion. Postsecretory
transformations to more active forms may occur in liver,
kidney, fat, or blood, as well as in the target tissues
themselves. For example, thyroxine, the major secretory
product of the thyroid gland, is converted extra-
thyroidally to triiodothyronine, which is the biologically
active form of the hormone. Testosterone, the male
hormone, is converted to a more potent form, dihydro-
testosterone, within some target tissues and is converted
to the female hormone, estrogen, in other tissues.
Peripheral transformations add another level of complex-
ity that must be considered when evaluating causes of
endocrine disease.

HORMONES IN BLOOD

Hormones are secreted into extracellular fluid and
readily enter the blood by passive diffusion driven by
steep concentration gradients. Diffusion through pores in
capillary endothelium also largely accounts for delivery

of hormones to the extracellular fluid that bathes both
target and nontarget cells. Receptor-mediated transfer
across capillary endothelial cells may facilitate delivery of
insulin, and perhaps other hormones, to target cells, but
the importance of this mechanism of hormone delivery
has not been established. In general, hormones distribute
rapidly throughout the extracellular fluid and are not
preferentially directed toward their target tissues.

Most hormones are cleared from the blood soon after
secretion and have a half-life in blood of less than 30
min. The half-life of a hormone in blood is defined as that
period of time needed for its concentration to be reduced
by half. Clearance of a hormone from the blood depends
on the rapidity with which it can escape from the circula-
tion to equilibrate with extravascular fluids as well as
on its rate of degradation. Some hormones, for example,
epinephrine, have half-lives of the order of seconds,
whereas thyroid hormones have half-lives of the order
of days.

The half-life of a hormone in blood must be distin-
guished from the duration of its hormonal effect. Some
hormones produce effects virtually instantaneously, and
the effects may disappear as rapidly as the hormone is
cleared from the blood. Other hormones produce effects
only after a lag time that may last minutes or even hours,
and the time the maximum effect is seen may bear little
relation to the time of maximum hormone concentration
in the blood. The time for decay of a hormonal effect is
also highly variable; it may be only a few seconds, or
it may require several days. Some responses persist well
after hormonal concentrations have returned to basal
levels. Understanding the time course of a hormone’s
survival in blood as well as the onset and duration of its
action is obviously important for understanding normal
physiology, endocrine disease, and the limitations of
hormone therapy.

Table 2 Chemical Nature of the Classical Hormones

Tyrosine derivatives Steroids Peptides (<20 amino acids) Proteins (>20 amino acids)

Epinephrine Testosterone Oxytocin Insulin

Norepinephrine Estradiol Vasopressin Glucagon

Dopamine Progesterone Angiotensin Adrenocorticotropic hormone

Triiodothyronine Cortisol Melanocyte- stimulating

hormone

Thyroid-stimulating hormone

Follicle-stimulating hormone

Thyroxine Aldosterone Somatostatin Luteinizing hormone

Vitamin D Thyrotropin-releasing

hormone

Gonadotropin-releasing

hormone

Growth hormone

Prolactin

Growth hormone-releasing hormone

Parathyroid hormone

Calcitonin

Chorionic gonadotropin

Corticotropin-releasing hormone

Placental lactogen
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Protein Binding

Most hormones are quite soluble, and they circulate
completely dissolved in plasma water. Steroid hormones
and thyroid hormones, whose solubility in water is
limited, circulate bound specifically to large carrier pro-
teins with only a small fraction, sometimes less than 1%,
present in free solution. Some peptide hormones also
bind to specific proteins in plasma. Protein binding is
reversible; free and bound hormone are in equilibrium.
However, only free hormone can cross the capillary
endothelium and reach its receptors in target cells.
Protein binding protects against loss of hormone by the
kidney, slows the rate of hormone degradation by
decreasing cellular uptake, and buffers changes in free
hormone concentrations. In some cases hormone binding
may facilitate or impede hormone delivery to target cells.

Hormone Degradation

Implicit in any regulatory system involving hormones
or any other signal is the necessity for the signal to
disappear once the appropriate information has been
conveyed. Recall that neurotransmitters are either
rapidly destroyed in the synaptic cleft or taken up by
nerve endings. Little hormone is destroyed in associa-
tion with production of its biologic effects, and the
remainder must therefore be inactivated and excreted.
Degradation of hormones and their subsequent excre-
tion are processes that are just as important as secretion.
In general, rates of hormone degradation are character-
istic for each hormone and follow first-order kinetics.
That is, a constant percentage of hormone present in
blood is destroyed per unit time by processes that are not
usually subject to regulation. Inactivation of hormones
occurs enzymatically in blood or intercellular spaces, in
liver or kidney cells, or in target cells. Inactivation may
involve complete metabolism so that no recognizable
product appears in urine, or it may be limited to some
simple one- or two-step process such as addition of a
methyl group or glucuronic acid. In the latter cases,
recognizable degradation products are found in urine
and can be measured to obtain a crude index of the rate
of hormone production.

Changing Levels of Hormones in Blood

Hormone concentrations in plasma fluctuate from
minute to minute and may vary widely in the normal
individual over the course of a day. Because rates of
degradation usually do not vary, changes in concentra-
tion reflect changes in secretion rates. Hormone secre-
tion may be episodic, pulsatile, or follow a daily rhythm
(Fig. 2). In most cases, it is necessary to make multiple

serial measurements of hormones before a diagnosis of
a hyper- or hypofunctional state can be confirmed.
Endocrine disease occurs when the concentration of
hormone in blood is inappropriate for the physiologic
situation rather than because the absolute amounts in
blood are high or low.

Measurement of Hormones

Whether for the purpose of diagnosing a patient’s
disease, monitoring therapy, or research to gain under-
standing of normal physiology, it is often necessary to
measure how much hormone is present in some biologic
fluid. Chemical detection of hormones in blood is
difficult. With the exception of the thyroid hormones,
which contain large amounts of iodine, there is no
unique chemistry that sets hormones apart from other
bodily constituents. Furthermore, hormones circulate in
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blood at minute concentrations, usually in the nanomo-
lar range, which further complicates the problem of their
detection. Consequently, the earliest methods developed
for measuring hormones were bioassays that depended
on the ability of a hormone to produce a characteristic
biologic response. For example, induction of ovulation
in the rabbit in response to an injection of urine from
a pregnant woman is an indication of the presence of
the placental hormone chorionic gonadotropin and is
the basis for the rabbit test that was used for many years
as an indicator of early pregnancy. Before hormones
were identified chemically, they were quantitated in units
of the biologic responses they produced. For example, a
unit of insulin is defined as one-third of the amount
needed to lower blood sugar in a 2-kg rabbit to
convulsive levels within 3 hr. Although bioassays are
now seldom used, some hormones, including insulin, are
still standardized in terms of biologic units.

Immunoassays

As knowledge of hormone structure increased,
it became evident that peptide hormones were not
identical in all species. Small differences in amino acid
sequence, which may not affect the biologic activity of a
hormone, were found to produce antibody reactions
after prolonged administration. This finding led to the
realization that antibody–antigen reactions might be
applied to the measurement of hormones in biologic
fluids. Antibodies can recognize and bind with high
avidity to tiny amounts of the material (antigens) that
evoked their production, even in the presence of large
amounts of other substances that may be similar or
different. Reaction of a hormone with an antibody
results in a complex with altered physical properties
as compared with either free hormone or free antibody.
Ingenious techniques have been devised to isolate, detect,
and quantify hormone antibody complexes. Although
antibodies are commonly produced with protein hor-
mones as antigens, production of specific antibodies to
nonprotein hormones can also be induced by first
attaching these compounds to some protein, for example,
serum albumin.

Radioimmunoassays

The earliest and still widely used application of
antibodies to the measurement of hormone concentra-
tions in biologic fluids is the radioimmunoassay.
Radioimmunoassays depend on competition between a
radioactively labeled hormone prepared in the labora-
tory and unlabeled hormone present in a biologic
sample for binding to a limited amount of antibody.
The sensitivity needed for detection and quantitation of
tiny amounts of hormone is obtained by incorporating

iodine of high specific radioactivity into tyrosine
residues of peptides. For hormones that lack a site
capable of incorporating iodine such as the steroids,
radioactive carbon or tritium can be used or a chemical
tail containing tyrosine can be added. To perform a
radioimmunoassay, a sample of plasma containing an
unknown amount of hormone is mixed in a test tube
with a small amount of antibody and a known amount
of radioactive hormone.

The unlabeled hormone in the biological sample
competes with the labeled hormone for a limited number
of antibody binding sites. The more hormone present in
the plasma sample, the less radioactive hormone can
bind to the antibody (Fig. 3A). The antibody-bound
radioactivity is then separated from unbound radio-
activity by a variety of physicochemical means and
counted. The amount of hormone present in the plasma
sample is inversely related to the amount of radio-
activity recovered in the antibody complex and can be
quantitated precisely by comparison with a standard
curve constructed with known amounts of unlabeled
hormone (Fig. 3B).

Sandwich-Type Assays

Once the amino acid sequence of a hormone is known,
small peptides corresponding to specific regions of the
hormone can be synthesized and used for producing
antibodies that bind to specific portions of the hormone.
If the hormone is large enough so that two different
antibodies can bind to it without interfering with each
other, we can obtain a ‘‘sandwich’’ in which the hormone
becomes the ‘‘filling’’ linking two antibodies (Fig. 4). One
antibody can be linked to a solid support such as a plastic
dish with multiple wells. The plasma sample containing
the hormone to bemeasured is then added and allowed to
bind to the immobilized antibodies. A second ‘‘reporter’’
antibody linked to an enzyme such as a peroxidase or a
phosphatase is then added, allowed to bind, and the
excess washed away. A reaction is then run to quantitate
the amount of reporter antibody retained by measuring a
colored product. This scheme is one variation of the
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Many
other variations of this approach are also in use, some
relying on a fluorescent moiety rather than an enzyme
attached to the reporter antibody. Quantitation of
hormone in the biologic sample is obtained by compar-
ison with a standard curve constructed with known
amounts of the hormone.

The major limitation of immunoassays is that
immunologic rather than biologic activity is measured,
because the portions of the hormone molecule recog-
nized by the antibodies are unlikely to be the same as the
portion recognized by the hormone receptor. Thus, a
protein hormone that may be biologically inactive may
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retain its immunologic activity. For example, the
biologically active portion of parathyroid hormone
resides in the amino-terminal one-third of the molecule,
but the carboxy-terminal portion formed by partial
degradation of the hormone has a long half-life in blood
and accounts for nearly 80% of the immunoreactive
parathyroid hormone in human plasma. Similarly,
biologically inactive prohormones may be detected.
By and large, discrepancies between biologic activity
and immunoactivity have not presented insurmountable
difficulties and in several cases have even led to
increased understanding.

REGULATION OF HORMONE SECRETION

For hormones to function as carriers of critical
information, their secretion must be turned on and off at

precisely the right times. The organism must have some
way of knowing when there is a need for a hormone to be
secreted and when that need has passed. The necessary
components of endocrine regulatory systems include the
following:

1. Detector of an actual or threatened homeostatic
imbalance.

2. Coupling mechanism to activate the secretory
apparatus.

3. Secretory apparatus.
4. Hormone.
5. End organ capable of responding to the hormone.
6. Detector to recognize that the hormonal effect has

occurred, and that the hormonal signal can now be
shut off, usually the same as component 1.

7. Mechanism for removing the hormone from target
cells and blood.

8. Synthetic apparatus to replenish hormone in the
secretory cell.

Aswe discuss hormonal control, it is important to identify
and understand the components of the regulation of each
hormonal secretion because (1) derangements in any
of the components are the bases of endocrine disease
and (2) manipulation of any component provides an
opportunity for therapeutic intervention.

Negative Feedback

Secretion of most hormones is regulated by nega-
tive feedback. Negative feedback means that some
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FIGURE 3 (A) Competing reactions that form the basis of the

radioimmunoassay. Labeled hormone (H) shown in blue competes

with hormone in biological sample shown in black for a limiting

amount of antibodies (Ab). As the concentration of hormone in the

biological sample rises (rows 1, 2, and 3), decreasing amounts of the

labeled hormone appear in the hormone–antibody (H-Ab) complex

and the ratio of bound-to-free labeled hormone (B/F) decreases. (B)
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this example.
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FIGURE 4 Sandwich-type assay. (A) The first (capture) antibody

linked to a solid support such as an agarose bead. (B) The hormone to

be measured. (C) The second (reporter) antibody linked to an

enzyme, which upon reacting with a test substrate gives a colored

product. In this model, the amount of reporter antibody captured

is directly proportional to the amount of hormone in the sample being

tested.
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consequenceof hormone secretion acts directly or indirec-
tly on the secretory cell in a negative way to inhibit
further secretion. A simple example from everyday
experience is the thermostat. When the temperature in a
room falls below some preset level, the thermostat signals
the furnace to produce heat. When room temperature
rises to the preset level, the signal from the thermostat to
the furnace is shut off, and heat production ceases until
the temperature again falls. This is a simple closed-loop
feedback system and is analogous to the regulation of
glucagon secretion. A fall in blood glucose detected by
the alpha cells of the islets of Langerhans causes them to
release glucagon, which stimulates the liver to release
glucose and thereby increase blood glucose concentra-
tions (Fig. 5). With restoration of blood glucose to the
set-point level, further secretion of glucagon is inhibited.
This simple example involves only secreting cells and
responding cells. Other systems may be considerably
more complex and involve one or more intermediary
events, but the essence of negative feedback regulation
remains the same: Hormones produce biologic effects that
directly or indirectly inhibit their further secretion.

A problem that emerges with this system of control
is that the thermostat maintains room temperature

constant only if the natural tendency of the tempera-
ture is to fall. If the temperature were to rise, it could
not be controlled by simply turning off the furnace.
This problem is at least partially resolved in hormonal
systems, because at physiologic set points the basal
rate of secretion usually is not zero. In the preceding
example, when blood glucose concentration rises, gluca-
gon secretion can be decreased and therefore diminish
the impetus on the liver to release glucose. Some
regulation above and below the set point can therefore
be accomplished with just one feedback loop; this
mechanism is seen in some endocrine control systems.
Regulation is more efficient, however, with a second,
opposing loop, which is activated when the controlled
variable deviates in the opposite direction. With
regulation of blood glucose, for example, that second
loop is provided by insulin. Insulin inhibits glucose
production by the liver and is secreted in response to an
elevated blood glucose level (Fig. 6). Protection against
deviation in either direction is often achieved in biologic
systems by the opposing actions of antagonistic control
systems.

Closed-loop negative feedback control as described
earlier can maintain conditions only at a state of
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FIGURE 6 Negative feedback regulation of blood glucose concentration by insulin and

glucagon. (�) = inhibits, (+) = stimulates.
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FIGURE 5 Negative feedback of glucose production by glucagon. (�) = inhibits,

(+) = stimulates.
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constancy. Such systems are effective in guarding against
upward or downward deviations from some predeter-
mined set point, but changing environmental demands
often require temporary deviation from constancy. This
is accomplished in some cases by adjusting the set point,
and in other cases, by a signal that overrides the set
point. For example, epinephrine secreted by the adrenal
medulla in response to some emergency inhibits insulin
secretion and increases glucagon secretion, even though
the concentration of glucose in the blood may already be
high. Whether the set point is changed or overridden,
deviation from constancy is achieved by the intervention
of some additional signal from outside the negative
feedback system. In most cases that additional signal
originates with the nervous system.

Hormones also initiate or regulate processes that are
not limited to steady or constant conditions. Virtually
all of these processes are self-limiting, and their control
resembles negative feedback, but of the open-loop type.
For example, oxytocin is a hormone secreted by hypo-
thalamic nerve cells whose axons terminate in the
posterior pituitary gland. Its secretion is necessary for
extrusion of milk from the lumen of the mammary
alveolus into secretory ducts so that the infant suckling
at the nipple can receive milk. In this case, sensory
nerve endings in the nipple detect the signal and convey
afferent information to the central nervous system,
which in turn signals release of oxytocin from axon
terminals in the pituitary gland. Oxytocin causes
myoepithelial cells to contract, resulting in delivery of
milk to the infant. When the infant is satisfied, the
suckling stimulus at the nipple ceases.

Positive Feedback

Positive feedback means that some consequence
of hormonal secretion acts on the secretory cells
to stimulate further secretion. Rather than being self-
limiting, as with negative feedback, the drive for secretion
becomes progressively more intense. Positive feedback
systems are unusual in biology, because they terminate
with some cataclysmic, explosive event. A good example
of a positive feedback system involves oxytocin and its
other effect: causing contraction of uterine muscle during
childbirth (Fig. 7). In this case the stimulus for oxytocin
secretion is dilation of the uterine cervix. Upon receipt
of this information through sensory nerves, the brain
signals the release of oxytocin from nerve endings in the
posterior pituitary gland. Enhanced uterine contraction
in response to oxytocin results in greater dilation of
the cervix, which strengthens the signal for oxytocin
release and so on until the infant is expelled from the
uterine cavity.

ACTIONS OF HORMONES

Regulation of bodily functions by hormones is
achieved by regulating the activities of individual cells.
Hormones signal cells to start or stop secreting,
contracting, dividing, or differentiating. They may also
accelerate or slow the rates of these processes, or they
may modify responses to other hormones. All of these
cellular actions summate to produce the biologic
responses we observe at the level of tissues, organs,
and the whole body. The factors that determine the
magnitude of cellular responses to a hormone are
listed in Table 3. Although hormones are distributed
throughout the blood and extracellular fluid, only

Table 3 Determinants of the Magnitude of a
Hormonal Response

1. Concentration of Hormone at Target Cell Surface

a. rate of secretion

b. rate of delivery by the circulation

c. rate of hormone degradation

2. Sensitivity of Target Cells

a. number of functional receptors per cell

b. receptor affinity for the hormone

c. postreceptor amplification capacity

d. abundance of available effector molecules

3. Number of Functional Target Cells
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FIGURE 7 Positive feedback regulation of oxytocin secretion. (1)

Uterine contractions at the onset of parturition apply mild stretch to

the cervix. (2) In response to sensory input from the cervix, oxytocin is

secreted from the posterior pituitary gland, and stimulates (+) further

contraction of the uterus, which, in turn stimulates secretion of more

oxytocin (3) leading to further stretching of the cervix, and even more

oxytocin secretion (4), until the fetus is expelled (5).
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certain target cells respond to any given hormone. Most
cells are targets for more than one hormone and many
hormones target more than a single cell type. The
molecular mechanisms that underlie signal reception
and transduction are discussed in Chapter 2 and are
considered in subsequent chapters in relation to the
actions of specific hormones.

Whether or not a cell responds to a hormone depends
on whether or not it has receptors for that hormone
(see Chapter 2). However, it is important to recognize
that the nature of the specific response elicited in a given
target cell is determined by that cell rather than by the
hormone. In fact, different cell types may respond to
the same hormone in different ways. For example, the
adrenal hormone cortisol stimulates net protein break-
down in skeletal muscle and net protein synthesis in
liver. Cortisol activates the same receptor in muscle
and liver to produce these divergent actions, but other
hormones may produce their effects through different
receptors expressed in different cells. Vascular smooth
muscle cells and epithelial cells in the collecting ducts of
renal tubules are targets for the posterior pituitary
hormone vasopressin. When stimulated by vasopressin,
arterioles contract, whereas collecting ducts increase
their permeability to water. The V1 receptor in vascular
smooth muscle and the V2 receptor in renal tubules
couple to different intracellular signaling pathways as
well as to different effector molecules (see Chapter 28).

Modulation of Responding Systems

Not all aspects of hormonal control are determined
simply by how much hormone is secreted or even when
a hormone is secreted. Receptivity of target tissues
to hormonal stimulation is not constant and can be
changed under a variety of circumstances. Receptivity of
target tissues to hormonal stimulation can be expressed
in terms of two separate, but related, aspects: sensitivity
to stimulation and the capacity to respond. Sensitivity
describes the acuity of a cell’s ability to recognize a
signal and to respond in proportion to the intensity of
that signal. Sensitivity is often described in terms of the
concentration of hormone needed to produce a half-
maximal response. The relationship between the magni-
tude of a hormonal response and the concentration of
hormone that produces the response can be described by
a sigmoidal curve (Fig. 8). An increase in sensitivity
lowers the concentration of hormone needed to elicit a
half-maximal response and produces a leftward shift
of the dose–response curve. Conversely, a decrease in
sensitivity increases the concentration of hormone
needed to evoke the same response and thus results in
a rightward shift in the dose–response curve. In the
example shown in Fig. 8, we can assume that curve B

represents the basal sensitivity that may be increased
(curve A) or decreased (curve C) in different physiologic
or pathologic conditions. Changes in capacity to respond
are illustrated in Fig. 9. In this case the maximum
response may be increased (curve A) or decreased
(curve C), but the sensitivity (i.e., the concentration of
hormone needed to produce the half-maximal response)
remains unchanged at 1 ng/mL.

One mechanism by which hormones adjust the
sensitivity of target cells is by regulating the availability
of hormone receptors. These changes are referred to as
up-regulation or down-regulation. Hormone–receptor
interactions depend on the likelihood that a molecule
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of hormone will encounter a molecule of receptor. If
there are no hormones or no receptors, there can be no
response. The higher the concentration of hormone, the
more likely it is to interact with its receptors. Similarly,
the more receptors available to interact with any
particular concentration of hormone, the greater the
likelihood of a response. In other words, the probability
that a molecule of hormone will encounter a molecule of
receptor is related to the abundance of both the
hormone and the receptor. The effects of changing
receptor abundance on hormone sensitivity are shown in
Fig. 10. Note that the relationship is not linear, and that
increasing the receptor number by 40% decreases the
hormone concentration needed to produce a half-
maximal response by almost a factor of 2, while
decreasing the number of receptors by 40% increases
the needed concentration of hormone by a factor of 5.
Down-regulation is frequently encountered and may
result from inactivation of receptors by covalent modi-
fication, from an increased rate of sequestration of
internalized membrane receptors, or from a change in
the rates of receptor degradation or synthesis.

The other determinant of sensitivity is the affinity of
the receptor for the hormone. Affinity reflects the
‘‘tightness’’ of binding or the likelihood that an
encounter between a hormone and its receptor will
result in binding. Affinity is usually defined in terms of
the concentration of hormone needed to occupy half of
the available receptors. Although the affinity of a
receptor for its hormone may be adjusted by covalent

modifications such as phosphorylation or dephosphor-
ylation, in general, it appears the number of receptors is
regulated rather than their affinity.

Biological responses do not necessarily parallel
hormone binding and, therefore, are not limited by
the affinity of the receptor for the hormone. Because
they depend on many postreceptor events, responses to
some hormones may be at a maximum at concentrations
of hormone that do not saturate all of the receptors
(Fig. 11). When fewer than 100% of the receptors need
to be occupied to obtain a maximum response, cells are
said to express spare receptors. For example, glucose
uptake by fat cells is stimulated by insulin in a dose-
dependent manner, but the response reaches a maximum
when only a small percent of available receptors are
occupied by insulin. Consequently, a half-maximal
response to insulin is achieved at a concentration that
is considerably lower than that required to occupy half
of the receptors and, hence, the sensitivity of the cell is
considerably greater than the affinity of the receptor.
Recall that sensitivity is measured in terms of a
biological response, which is the physiologically mean-
ingful parameter, whereas affinity is independent of the
postreceptor events that produce the biological
response. The magnitude of a cellular response to a
hormone is determined by the summation of the signal
generated by each of the occupied receptors, and
therefore is related to the number of receptors that are
activated rather than the fraction of the total receptor
pool that is bound to hormone. However, because the
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percentage of available receptors that bind to hormone is
determined by the hormone concentration, the number
of activated receptors needed to a produce a half-
maximal response will be equivalent to a smaller and
smaller fraction as the total number of receptors
increases. In the example shown in Fig. 11 expression
of five times more receptors than needed for a maximum
response increases the sensitivity sevenfold.

Another consequence of spare membrane receptors
relates to the rapidity with which hormone can be cleared
from the blood. Degradation of peptide hormones
depends in part on receptor-mediated internalization of
the hormone and hence access to degrading enzymes.
Some membrane receptors such as the C-type receptors
for the atrial natriuretic hormone (see Chapter 29)
lack the biochemical components needed for signal
transduction, and have a role only in hormone degrada-
tion. Spare receptors thus may blunt potentially harmful
overresponses to rapid changes in peptide hormone
concentrations.

Sensitivity to hormonal stimulation can also be
modulated in ways that do not involve changes in
receptor number or affinity. Postreceptor modulation
may affect any of the steps in the biological pathway
through which hormonal effects are produced. Up- or
down-regulation of effector molecules such as enzymes,
ion channels, and contractile proteins may amplify or
dampen responses and, hence, change the relationship
between receptor occupancy and magnitude of response.
For example, the activity of cAMP phosphodiesterase

increases in adipocytes in the absence of pituitary
hormones. Recall from Chapter 2 that this enzyme
catalyzes the degradation of cAMP, and when its
activity is increased, less cAMP can accumulate after
stimulation of adenylyl cyclase by a hormone such as
epinephrine. Therefore, if all other things were equal,
a higher concentration of epinephrine would be needed
to produce a given amount of lipolysis than might be
necessary in the presence of normal amounts of pituitary
hormones; hence, sensitivity to epinephrine appears
reduced.

At the tissue, organ, or whole-body level, the
response to a hormone is the aggregate of the contribu-
tions of all of the stimulated cells, so that the magnitude
of the response is determined both by the number of
responsive cells and their competence. For example, the
pituitary hormone ACTH stimulates the adrenal glands
to secrete their hormone, cortisol, in a dose-related
manner. However, immediately after removal of one
adrenal gland, changes in the concentration of cortisol
in response to ACTH administration would be only half
as large as seen when both glands are present. Therefore,
a much higher dose of ACTH will be needed to achieve
the same change as was produced preoperatively.

INTERACTIONS OF RESPONDING SYSTEMS

Maintaining the integrity of the internal environment
or successfully meeting an external challenge typically
involves the coordinated interplay of several physiologic
systems and the integration of multiple hormonal signals.
Solutions to physiologic problems require integration of
a large variety of simultaneous events that together may
produce results that are greater or less than the simple
algebraic sum of the individual hormonal responses. In
the following section, we consider some of the ways in
which endocrine regulatory systems may interact.

Reinforcement

Although a hormone may trigger an overall cellular
response by affecting some fundamental rate-determin-
ing reaction, several cellular processes may be affected
simultaneously. Hormonal effects exerted at several
locales within a single cell reinforce each other and sum
to produce the overall response. Let us consider, for
example, just some of the ways insulin acts on the fat cell
to promote storage of triglycerides:

� It acts at the cell membrane to increase availability of
substrate for triglyceride synthesis.

� It activates several cytosolic and mitochondrial
enzymes critical for fatty acid synthesis.
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� It inhibits breakdown of already formed triglycerides.
� It induces synthesis of the extracellular enzyme
lipoprotein lipase needed to take up lipids from the
circulation.

Any one of these actions might accomplish the end of
increasing fat storage, but collectively, these different
effects make possible an enormously broader range of
response in a shorter time frame. These effects of insulin
will be considered in detail in Chapter 41.

Reinforcement can also be observed at the level of the
whole organism, where a hormone may act in different
ways in different tissues to produce complementary
effects. A good example of this is the action of cortisol
to promote hepatic synthesis of glucose. It acts in
extrahepatic tissues to mobilize substrate and in the
liver to increase conversion of these substrates to glucose
(see Chapter 40). Either the extrahepatic action or the
hepatic action would increase glucose synthesis, but
together, these complementary actions reinforce each
other and increase both the magnitude and rapidity of
the overall response.

Redundancy

Fail-safe mechanisms govern crucial functions. Just
as each organ system has built-in excess capacity, giving
it the potential to function at levels beyond the usual
day-to-day demands, so too is excess regulatory capacity
provided in the form of seemingly duplicative or over-
lapping controls. Simply put, the body has more than
one way to achieve a given end. For example (Fig. 12),
conversion of liver glycogen to blood glucose can be
signaled by at least two hormones, glucagon from the
alpha cells of the pancreas and epinephrine from the
adrenal medulla (see Chapters 40 and 41). Both of these
hormones increase cAMP production in the liver, and

thereby activate the enzyme phosphorylase, which
catalyzes glycogenolysis. Two hormones secreted from
two different tissues, sometimes in response to different
conditions, thus produce the same end result.

Redundancy can also be seen at the molecular level.
Using the same example of conversion of liver glycogen
to blood glucose, there are even two ways that epineph-
rine can activate phosphorylase (Fig. 13). By stimulating
�-adrenergic receptors, epinephrine increases cAMP
formation as already mentioned. By stimulating �-
adrenergic receptors, epinephrine also activates phos-
phorylase, but these receptors operate through the
agency of increased intracellular calcium concentrations
produced by the release of inositol trisphosphate (see
Chapter 2).

Redundant mechanisms not only assure that a critical
process will take place, but they also offer opportunity
for flexibility and subtle fine-tuning of a process.
Although redundant in the respect that two different
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FIGURE 13 Redundant mechanisms to activate glycogen phosphorylase by a single

hormone, epinephrine, acting through both � and � receptors. IP3¼ Inositol trisphate;

CAMP¼ cyclic adenosine monophosphate.
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FIGURE 12 Redundant mechanisms to stimulate hepatic glucose

production.
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hormones may have some overlapping effects, the
actions of the two hormones are usually not identical
in all respects. Within the physiologic range of its
concentrations in blood, glucagon’s action is restricted
to the liver. In contrast, epinephrine produces a variety
of other responses in many extrahepatic tissues while
increasing glycogenolysis in the liver. Variations in the
relative input from both hormones allows for a wide
spectrum of changes in blood glucose concentrations
relative to such other effects of epinephrine as increased
heart rate.

Two hormones that produce common effects may
differ not only in their range of actions, but also in their
time constants (Fig. 14). One may have a rapid onset
and short duration of action, whereas another may
have a longer duration of action, but a slower onset.
For example, epinephrine increases blood concentra-
tions of free fatty acids (FFA) within seconds or
minutes, and this effect dissipates as rapidly when
epinephrine secretion is stopped. Growth hormone also
increases blood concentrations of FFA, but its effects
are seen only after a lag period of 2–3 hr and persist
for many hours. A hormone like epinephrine may
therefore be used to meet short-term needs, and another,
like growth hormone, may answer sustained needs.

One of the implications of redundancy for the
understanding both of normal physiology and endocrine
disease is that partial, or perhaps even complete, failure
of one mechanism can be compensated by increased
reliance on a redundant mechanism. Thus, functional
deficiencies may be evident only in subtle ways and may
not show up readily as overt disease. Some deficiencies
may become apparent only after appropriate provoca-
tion or perturbation of the system. Conversely, strate-
gies for therapeutic interventions designed to increase or
decrease the rate of a process must take into account the
redundant inputs that regulate that process. Merely
accelerating or blocking one regulatory input may not
produce the desired effect because independent adjust-
ments in redundant pathways may completely compen-
sate for the intervention.

Synergy and Attenuation

The net effect of two or more redundant mechanisms
acting simultaneously may be equal to, greater than, or
less than the sum of their individual effects. Synergy or
potentiation are the terms used when the combined
effects of two or more hormones are greater than the
algebraic sum of their individual effects. An example
of this phenomenon is shown in Fig. 15. Both growth
hormone and adrenal cortical steroids stimulate the
hydrolysis of triglycerides in adipocytes and promote
the release of glycerol and fatty acids. Each has a small
effect, but together they produce about twice as great an
increase in glycerol as would be expected from simply
adding their individual effects. Synergy occurs when one
of two hormones that act at different sites in a reaction
sequence increase a reaction that would otherwise limit
the actions of the other agent. For example, if hormone
A stimulates cAMP production and hormone B inhibits
cAMP degradation, each would somewhat increase the
cellular concentration of cyclic AMP, but their com-
bined actions would produce a very large increase.
Following the same rationale, when two hormones act
through a common step in a reaction sequence, the sum
of their individual effects may be greater than their
combined effects because some subsequent step in the
reaction sequence may become limiting. Such attenua-
tion is less commonly seen than synergy and usually
occurs only at very high levels of stimulation or under
pathologic conditions.

A special case of synergy that is related to the
preceding examples has been called permissive action. A
hormone acts permissively when its presence is necessary
for, or permits, a biological response to occur, even
though the hormone does not initiate or participate in
the response. Permissive effects were originally described
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for the adrenal cortical hormones, but appear to occur
for other hormones as well. Permissive actions are not
limited to responses to hormones, but pertain to any
cellular response to any signal and presumably reflect
some ongoing action of a hormone to maintain some
basal cellular functions.

Push–Pull Mechanisms

Many critical processes are under dual control by
agents that act antagonistically either to stimulate or to
inhibit. Such dual control allows for more precise regula-
tion through negative feedback. The example cited earlier
was hepatic production of glucose, which is increased by
glucagon and inhibited by insulin. In emergency situa-
tions or during exercise, epinephrine and norepinephrine
released from the adrenal medulla and norepinephrine
released from sympathetic nerve endings override both
negative feedback systems by inhibiting insulin secretion
and stimulating glucagon secretion (Fig. 16). The effect

of adding a stimulatory influence and simultaneously
removing an inhibitory influence is a rapid and large
response, more rapid and larger than could be achieved
by simply affecting either hormone alone, or than could
be accomplished by the direct glycogenolytic effect of
epinephrine or norepinephrine.

Another type of push–pull mechanism can be seen at
the molecular level. Net synthesis of glycogen from
glucose depends on the activity of two enzymes:
glycogen synthase, which catalyzes the formation of
glycogen from glucose, and glycogen phosphorylase,
which catalyzes glycogen breakdown (Fig. 17). The net
reaction rate is determined by the balance of the activity
of the two enzymes. The activity of both enzymes is
subject to regulation by phosphorylation, but in oppo-
site directions: Addition of a phosphate group activates
phosphorylase, but inactivates synthase. In this case,
a single agent, cAMP, which activates protein kinase A,
increases the activity of phosphorylase and simulta-
neously inhibits synthase.
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Glycogen Glucose -1 P
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FIGURE 17 Push–pull mechanism to activate glycogen phosphor-

ylase while simultaneously inhibiting glycogen synthase.
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FIGURE 16 Push–pull mechanism. Epinephrine inhibits insulin

secretion while promoting glucagon secretion. This combination of

effects on the liver stimulates glucose production while simultaneously

relieving an inhibitory influence.
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KEY POINTS
� The pituitary gland consists of an anterior lobe

derived from the primitive gut and a neural lobe
derived from the brain stem.

� The neural lobe receives its blood supply
directly through the superior and inferior
hypophysial arteries.

� The anterior lobe receives its blood supply through
a system of capillary beds arranged in series such
that it is supplied with blood that first perfused
the median eminence of the hypothalamus.

� The anterior lobe synthesizes and secretes
six protein hormones: thyroid-stimulating

hormone (TSH), follicle-stimulating hormone
(FSH), luteinizing hormone (LH), adrenocorti-
cotropic hormone (ACTH), growth hormone
(GH), and prolactin (PRL).

� Secretion of the anterior pituitary hormones is
controlled by hypothalamic neurons that
secrete neurohormones into the hypophysial
portal circulation and by hormones of their
target glands.

� Secretion of posterior pituitary hormones is
controlled by neural signals arising either within
the brain or at peripheral sites.
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OVERVIEW

The pituitary gland has usually been thought of as
the ‘‘master gland’’ because its hormone secretions
control the growth and activity of three other endocrine
glands: the thyroid, adrenals, and gonads. Because
the secretory activity of the master gland is itself
controlled by hormones that originate in either the
brain or the target glands, it is perhaps better to think of
the pituitary gland as the relay between the control
centers in the central nervous system and the peripheral
endocrine organs. The pituitary hormones are not
limited in their activity to regulation of endocrine
target glands; they also act directly on nonendocrine
target tissues. Secretion of all of these hormones is under
the control of signals arising in both the brain and the
periphery.

MORPHOLOGY

The pituitary gland is located in a small depression in
the sphenoid bone, the sella turcica, just beneath the
hypothalamus, and is connected to the hypothalamus by
a thin stalk called the infundibulum. It is a compound
organ consisting of a neural or posterior lobe derived
embryologically from the brain stem, and a larger
anterior portion, the adenohypophysis, which derives
embryologically from the primitive foregut. The cells
located at the junction of the two lobes comprise the
intermediate lobe, which is not readily identifiable as an
anatomic entity in humans (Fig. 1).

Histologically, the anterior lobe consists of large
polygonal cells arranged in cords and surrounded by a
sinusoidal capillary system. Most of the cells contain
secretory granules, although some are only sparsely
granulated. Based on their characteristic staining with
standard histochemical dyes and immunofluorescent
stains, it is possible to identify the cells that secrete
each of the pituitary hormones. It was once thought
that there was a unique cell type for each of the pituitary
hormones, but it is now recognized that some cells

may produce more than one hormone. Although
particular cell types tend to cluster in central or
peripheral regions of the gland, the functional signifi-
cance, if any, of their arrangement within the anterior
lobe is not known.

The posterior lobe consists of two major portions:
the infundibulum, or stalk, and the infundibular
process, or neural lobe. The posterior lobe is richly
endowed with nonmyelinated nerve fibers that contain
electron-dense secretory granules. The cell bodies from
which these fibers arise are located in the bilaterally
paired supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the
hypothalamus. These cells are characteristically large
compared to other hypothalamic neurons and hence are
referred to as magnocellular. Secretory material synthe-
sized in cell bodies in the hypothalamus is transported
down the axons and stored in bulbous nerve endings
within the posterior lobe. Dilated terminals of these
fibers lie in proximity to the rich capillary network
whose fenestrated endothelium allows secretory pro-
ducts to enter the circulation readily.

The vascular supply and innervation of the two lobes
reflect their different embryological origins and provide
important clues that ultimately led to an understanding
of their physiologic regulation. The anterior lobe is
sparsely innervated and lacks any secretomotor nerves.
This fact might argue against a role for the pituitary as a
relay between the central nervous system and peripheral
endocrine organs, except that communication between
the anterior pituitary and the brain is through vascular,
rather than neural, channels.

The anterior lobe is linked to the brain stem by
the hypothalamo-hypophysial portal system through
which it receives most of its blood supply (Fig. 2).
The superior hypophysial arteries deliver blood to an
intricate network of capillaries, the primary plexus, in
the median eminence of the hypothalamus. Capillaries
of the primary plexus converge to form long hypophy-
seal portal vessels, which course down the infundibular
stalk to deliver their blood to capillary sinusoids
interspersed among the secretory cells of the anterior
lobe. The inferior hypophysial arteries supply a similar
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FIGURE 1 Midsagittal section of the human pituitary gland indicating the nomenclature

of its various parts.
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capillary plexus in the lower portion of the infundibular
stem. These capillaries drain into short portal vessels,
which supply a second sinusoidal capillary network
within the anterior lobe. Nearly all of the blood that
reaches the anterior lobe is carried in the long and short
portal vessels. The anterior lobe receives only a small
portion of its blood supply directly from the paired
trabecular arteries, which branch off the superior
hypophysial arteries. In contrast, the circulation in the
posterior pituitary is unremarkable. It is supplied with
blood by the inferior hypophysial arteries. Venous blood
drains from both lobes through a number of short veins
into the nearby cavernous sinuses.

The portal arrangement of blood flow is important
because blood that supplies the secretory cells of the
anterior lobe first drains the hypothalamus. Portal blood
can thus pick up chemical signals released by neurons of
the central nervous system and deliver them to secretory
cells of the anterior pituitary. As might be anticipated,
because hypophysial portal blood flow represents only a
tiny fraction of the cardiac output, only minute amounts
of neural secretions are needed to achieve biologically
effective concentrations in pituitary sinusoidal blood
when delivered in this way. More than 1000 times
more secretory material would be needed if it were
dissolved in the entire blood volume and delivered
through the arterial circulation. This arrangement also
provides a measure of specificity to hypothalamic

secretion, because pituitary cells are the only ones
exposed to concentrations that are high enough to be
physiologically effective.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE ANTERIOR
PITUITARY GLAND

There are six anterior pituitary hormones whose
physiologic importance is clearly established. They
include the hormones that govern the function of the
thyroid and adrenal glands, the gonads, the mammary
glands, and bodily growth. They have been called trophic
or tropic from the Greek trophos, meaning ‘‘to nourish,’’
or tropic, meaning ‘‘to turn toward.’’ Both terms are
generally accepted. We thus have, for example, thyro-
trophin, or thyrotropin, which is also more accurately
called thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH). Because its
effects are exerted throughout the body or soma in Greek,
growth hormone (GH) has also been called the somato-
tropic hormone (STH), or somatotropin. Table 1 lists
the anterior pituitary hormones and their various syn-
onyms. The various anterior pituitary cells are named for
the hormones they contain. Thus we have thyrotropes,
corticotropes, somatotropes, and lactotropes. Because a
substantial number of growth hormone-producing cells
also secrete prolactin, they are called somatomammo-
tropes. Some evidence suggests that somatomammo-
tropes are an intermediate stage in the interconversion of
somatotropes and lactotropes. The two gonadotropins
are found in a single cell type, called the gonadotrope.

All of the anterior pituitary hormones are proteins or
glycoproteins. They are synthesized on ribosomes and
translocated through various cellular compartments
where they undergo post-translational processing. They
are packaged inmembrane-bound secretory granules and
secreted by exocytosis. The pituitary gland stores rela-
tively large amounts of hormone, sufficient to meet
physiologic demands for many days. Over the course of
many decades, these hormones were extracted, purified,
and characterized. Now their three-dimensional config-
urations and the structure of their genes are known,
and we can group the anterior pituitary hormones by
families.

Glycoprotein Hormones

The glycoprotein hormone family includes TSH,
whose only known physiologic role is to stimulate
secretion of thyroid hormone, and the two gonadotro-
pins, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing
hormone (LH). Although named for their function in
women, both gonadotropic hormones are crucial for the
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FIGURE 2 Vascular supply of the human pituitary gland. Note the

origin of long portal vessels (LPV) from the primary capillary bed and

the origin of short portal vessels (SPV) from the capillary bed in the

lower part of the stalk. Both sets of portal vessels break up into

sinusoidal capillaries in the anterior lobe. SHA and IHA, superior and

inferior hypophysial arteries, respectively; AT, trabecular artery that

forms an anastomotic pathway between SHA and IHA; V, venous

sinuses. (Redrawn from Daniel PM, Prichard MML. Observations on

the vascular anatomy of the pituitary gland and its importance in

pituitary function. Am Heart J 1966;72:147.)
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function of testes as well as ovaries. In women FSH
promotes growth of ovarian follicles and in men it
promotes formation of spermatozoa by the germinal
epithelium of the testis. In women LH induces ovulation
of the ripe follicle and formation of the corpus luteum
from remaining glomerulosa cells in the collapsed,
ruptured follicle. It also stimulates synthesis and secre-
tion of the ovarian hormones estrogen and progester-
one. In men LH stimulates secretion of the male
hormone, testosterone, by interstitial cells of the testis.
The actions of these hormones are discussed in detail in
Chapters 45 and 46.

The three glycoprotein hormones are synthesized and
stored in pituitary basophils and, as their name implies,
each contains sugar moieties covalently linked to
asparagine residues in the polypeptide chains. All three
are comprised of two peptide subunits, designated � and
�, which, though tightly coupled, are not covalently
linked. The �-subunit is common to all three hormones,
and is the product of a single gene located on
chromosome 6. The �-subunits of each are somewhat
larger than the �-subunit and confer physiologic speci-
ficity. Both �- and �-subunits contribute to receptor
binding and both must be present in the receptor
binding pocket to produce a biological response.

�-Subunits are encoded in separate genes located on
different chromosomes: TSH � on chromosome 1, FSH
� on chromosome 11, and LH � on chromosome 19, but
there is a great deal of homology in their amino acid
sequences. Both subunits contain carbohydrate moieties
that are considerably less constant in their composition
than are their peptide chains. � Subunits are synthesized
in excess over �-subunits, and hence it is synthesis of �-
subunits that appears to be rate limiting for production
of each of the glycoprotein hormones. Pairing of the two
subunits begins in the rough endoplasmic reticulum and
continues in the Golgi apparatus, where processing of
carbohydrate components of the subunits is completed.
The loosely paired complex then undergoes spontaneous
refolding in secretory granules into a stable, active
hormone. Control of expression of the �- and �-subunit
genes is not perfectly coordinated, and the free �- and
the �-subunits of all three hormones may be found in
blood plasma.

The placental hormone, human chorionic gonado-
tropin (hCG), is closely related chemically and func-
tionally to the pituitary gonadotropic hormones. It, too,
is a glycoprotein and consists of an � and a � chain.
The � chain is a product of the same gene as the �
chain of pituitary glycoprotein hormones. The peptide

Table 1 Hormones of the Anterior Pituitary Gland

Hormone Target Major actions in humans

Glycoprotein family

Thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH),

also called thyrotropin

Thyroid gland Stimulates synthesis and

secretion of thyroid hormones

Follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) Ovary Stimulates growth of follicles and

estrogen secretion

Testis Acts on Sertoli cells to

promote maturation of sperm

Luteinizing hormone (LH) Ovary Stimulates ovulation of ripe follicle and

formation of corpus luteum;

stimulates estrogen and

progesterone synthesis by

corpus luteum

Testis Stimulates interstitial cells of Leydig to

synthesize and secrete testosterone

Growth hormone/prolactin family

Growth hormone (GH), also called

somatotropic hormone (STH)

Most tissues Promotes growth in stature and mass;

stimulates production of IGF-I;

stimulates protein synthesis;

usually inhibits glucose utilization and

promotes fat utilization

Prolactin Mammary glands Promotes milk secretion and

mammary growth

Pro-opiomelanocortin family (POMC)

Adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH),

also known as adrenocorticotropin

or corticotropin

Adrenal cortex Promotes synthesis and secretion of

adrenal cortical hormones

�-Lipotropin Fat Physiologic role not established
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sequence of the � chain is identical to that of LH
except that it is longer by 32 amino acids at its carboxyl
terminus. Curiously, although there is only a single
gene for each �-subunit of the pituitary glycoprotein
hormones, the human genome contains 7 copies of
the hCG � gene, all located on chromosome 19 in
proximity to the LH � gene. Not surprisingly, hCG has
biological actions that are similar to those of LH
(Chapter 47).

Growth Hormone and Prolactin

Growth hormone (GH) is required for attainment
of normal adult stature (see Chapter 44) and produces
metabolic effects that may not be directly related to its
growth-promoting actions. Metabolic effects include
mobilization of free fatty acids from adipose tissue
and inhibition of glucose metabolism in muscle and
adipose tissue. The role of GH in energy balance is
discussed in Chapter 42. Somatotropes are by far the
most abundant anterior pituitary cells, and they account
for about half of the cells of the adenohypophysis.
GH, which is secreted throughout life, is the most
abundant of the pituitary hormones. The human
pituitary gland stores between 5 and 10 mg of GH, an
amount that is 20–100 times greater than other anterior
pituitary hormones. Structurally, GH is closely related
to another pituitary hormone, prolactin (PRL), which
is required for milk production in postpartum women
(see Chapter 47). The functions of PRL in men or
nonlactating women are not firmly established, but a
growing body of evidence suggests that it may stimulate
cells of the immune system. These pituitary hormones
are closely related to the placental hormone human
chorionic somatomammotropin (hCS), which has both
growth-promoting and milk-producing activity in
some experimental systems. Because of this property,
hCS is also called human placental lactogen (hPL).
Although the physiologic function of this placental
hormone has not been established with certainty, it
may regulate maternal metabolism during pregnancy
and prepare the mammary glands for lactation (see
Chapter 47).

Growth hormone, PRL, and hCS appear to have
evolved from a single ancestral gene that duplicated
several times; the GH and PRL genes before the
emergence of the vertebrates, and GH and the hCS
genes after the divergence of the primates from other
mammalian groups. The human haploid genome
contains two GH and three hCS genes all located on
the long arm of chromosome 17, and a single PRL gene
located on chromosome 6. These genes are similar in the
arrangement of their transcribed and nontranscribed
portions as well as their nucleotide sequences. GH and

hCS have about 80% of their amino acids in common,
and a region 146 amino acids long is similar in hGH and
PRL. Only one of the GH genes (hGH N) is expressed in
the pituitary, but because an alternative mode of
splicing of the RNA transcript is possible, two GH
isoforms are produced and secreted by the somato-
tropes. The larger form is the 22-kDa molecule (22K
GH), which is about 10 times more abundant than the
smaller, 20-kDa molecule (20K GH), which lacks amino
acids 32 to 46. The other GH gene (hGH V) appears to
be expressed only in the placenta and is the predominant
form of GH in the blood of pregnant women. It encodes
a protein that appears to have the same biological
actions as the pituitary hormone although it differs from
the pituitary hormone in 13 amino acids and also in that
it may be glycosylated.

Considering the similarities in their structures,
it is not surprising that GH shares some of the
lactogenic activity of PRL and hCS. However, human
GH also has about two-thirds of its amino acids in
common with GH molecules of cattle and rats, but
humans are completely insensitive to cattle or rat GH
and respond only to the GH produced by humans or
monkeys. This requirement of primates for primate GH
is an example of species specificity and largely results
from the change of a single amino acid in GH and a
corresponding change of a single amino acid in the
binding site in the GH receptor. Because of species
specificity, human GH was in short supply for treatment
of GH-deficient children until the advent of recombi-
nant DNA technology, which made possible an almost
limitless supply.

Adrenocorticotropin Family

Portions of the cortex of the adrenal glands are
controlled physiologically by adrenal corticotropic
hormone (ACTH), which is also called corticotropin or
adrenocorticotropin. This family of pituitary peptides
includes �- and �-melanocyte-stimulating hormones
(MSH), �- and �-lipotropin (LPH), and �-endorphin.
Of these, ACTH is the only peptide whose physiologic
role in humans is established. The MSHs, which disperse
melanin pigment in melanocytes in the skin of lower
vertebrates, have little importance in this regard in
humans and are not secreted in significant amounts. �-
LPH is named for its stimulatory effect on mobilization
of lipids from adipose tissue in rabbits, but the
physiologic importance of this action is uncertain. The
91-amino-acid chain of �-LPH contains at its carboxyl
end the complete amino acid sequence of �-endorphin
(from endogenous morphine), which reacts with the same
receptors as morphine.
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The ACTH-related peptides constitute a family
because (1) they contain regions of homologous amino
acid sequences that may have arisen through exon
duplication and (2) because they all arise from the
transcription and translation of the same gene (Fig. 3).
The gene product is called pro-opiomelanocortin
(POMC), which consists of 239 amino acids after
removal of the signal peptide. The molecule contains
10 doublets of basic amino acids (arginine and lysine
in various combinations), which are potential sites
for cleavage by trypsin-like endopeptidases, called
prohormone convertases. POMC is expressed by cells in
the anterior lobe of the pituitary, the intermediate lobe,
and various cells in the central nervous system; but
tissue-specific differences in the way the molecule is
processed after translation give rise to differences in the
final secretory products. More than seven different
enzymes carry out these post-translational modifica-
tions. The predominant products of human cortico-
tropes are ACTH and �-LPH. Because final processing
of POMC occurs in the secretory granule, �-LPH is
secreted along with ACTH. Cleavage of �-LPH also
occurs to some extent in human corticotropes, so that
some �-endorphin may also be released, particularly
when ACTH secretion is brisk. The intermediate lobe in
some animals gives rise principally to �- and �-MSH.
Because the intermediate lobe of the pituitary gland of

humans is thought to be nonfunctional except perhaps
in fetal life, it is not discussed further. Some of the
POMC peptides produced in hypothalamic neurons may
play an important role in regulating food intake
(see Chapter 42) and in coordinating overall responses
to stress.

REGULATION OF ANTERIOR
PITUITARY FUNCTION

Secretion of the anterior pituitary hormones is
regulated by the central nervous system and hormones
produced in peripheral target glands. Input from the
central nervous system provides the primary drive
for secretion and peripheral input plays a secondary,
though vital, role in modulating secretory rates.
Secretion of all of the anterior pituitary hormones
except PRL declines severely in the absence of stimula-
tion from the hypothalamus as can be produced, for
example, when the pituitary gland is removed surgically
from its natural location and reimplanted at a site
remote from the hypothalamus. In contrast, PRL
secretion is dramatically increased. The persistent high
rate of secretion of PRL under these circumstances
indicates not only that the pituitary glands can revascu-
larize and survive in a new location but also that PRL

ACTH

β-endorphinCLIPα-MSHJPNH2-terminal peptide

NH2-terminal peptide

corticotrope

melanotrope

γ-lipotropin

β-endorphin

β-lipotropin

β-lipotropin

ACTHJP γ-lipotropin

POMC

FIGURE 3 Proteolytic processing of pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC). POMC after

removal of the signal peptide is shown on the first line. The first cleavage by prohormone

convertase 1 releases �-lipotropin. The second cleavage releases ACTH. A third cleavage

releases the joining peptide (JP) to produce the principal secretory products of the

corticotropes of the anterior pituitary gland. A third and fourth cleavage takes place in the

melanotropes of the intermediate lobe and splits ACTH into �-melanocyte stimulating

hormone (�-MSH) and the corticotropin-like intermediate lobe peptide (CLIP) and divides

�-lipotropin into �-lipotropin and �-endorphin. Some cleavage of �-lipotropin also takes

place in the corticotrope. Additional post-translational processing (not shown) includes

removal of the carboxyl-terminal amino acid from each of the peptides and glycosylation

and phosphorylation of some of the peptide fragments. In neural tissue the NH2-terminal

peptide shown by the clear area is also released to produce �3-MSH.
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secretion is normally under tonic inhibitory control by
the hypothalamus.

Secretion of each of the anterior pituitary hormones
follows a characteristic diurnal pattern entrained by
activity, sleep, or light–dark cycles. Secretion of each of
these hormones also occurs in a pulsatile manner
probably reflecting periodic pulses of hypothalamic
neurohormone release into hypophysial portal capillar-
ies. Pulse frequency varies widely from about two pulses
per hour for ACTH to one pulse every 3–4 hr for TSH,
GH, and PRL. Modulation of secretion in response to
changes in the internal or external environment may be
reflected as changes in the amplitude or frequency of
secretory pulses, or by episodic bursts of secretion.
In this chapter we discuss only general aspects of the
regulation of anterior pituitary function. A detailed
description of the control of the secretory activity of
each hormone is given in subsequent chapters in
conjunction with a discussion of its role in regulating
physiologic processes.

Hypophysiotropic Hormones

As already mentioned, the central nervous system
communicates with the anterior pituitary gland by
means of neurosecretions released into the hypotha-
lamo-hypophysial portal system. These neurosecretions
are called hypophysiotropic hormones and are listed in
Table 2. The hypothalamic nuclei that house hypo-
physiotropic hormone producing neurons are shown in
Fig. 4. The fact that only small amounts of the
hypophysiotropic hormones are synthesized, stored,
and secreted frustrated efforts to isolate and identify
them for nearly 25 years. Their abundance in the

hypothalamus is less than 0.1% of that of even the
scarcest pituitary hormone in the anterior lobe.

Thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH), the first of
the hypothalamic neurohormones to be characterized,
was found to be a tripeptide. It was isolated, identified,
and synthesized almost simultaneously in the labora-
tories of Roger Guillemin and Andrew Schally, who
were subsequently recognized for this monumental
achievement with the award of a Nobel Prize. Guille-
min’s laboratory processed 25 kg of sheep hypothalami
to obtain 1 mg of TRH. Schally’s laboratory extracted
245,000 pig hypothalami to yield only 8.2 mg of this
tripeptide. The human TRH gene encodes a 242-residue
preprohormone molecule that contains six copies of
TRH. TRH is synthesized primarily in parvocellular
(small) neurons in the paraventricular nuclei of the
hypothalamus and is stored in nerve terminals in
the median eminence of the hypothalamus. TRH is
also expressed in neurons that are widely dispersed
throughout the central nervous system and probably
acts as a neurotransmitter that mediates a variety of
other responses. Actions of TRH that regulate TSH
secretion and thyroid function are discussed further in
Chapter 39.

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) was the
next hypophysiotropic hormone to be isolated and
characterized. Hypothalamic control over secretion of
FSH and LH is exerted by this decapeptide. Endocri-
nologists originally had some difficulty accepting the
idea that secretion of both gonadotropins is controlled
by a single hypothalamic releasing hormone because
FSH and LH appear to be secreted independently under
certain circumstances. We now know that other factors
can account for partial independence of LH and

Table 2 Hypophysiotropic Hormones

Hormone Amino acids Hypothalamic source Physiologic actions on the pituitary

Corticotropin releasing hormone (CRH) 41 Parvoneurons of the

paraventricular nuclei

Stimulates secretion of ACTH

and �-lipotropin

Gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH),

originally called luteinizing

hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH)

10 Arcuate nuclei Stimulates secretion of FSH and LH

Growth hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH) 44 Arcuate nuclei Stimulates GH secretion

Growth hormone releasing peptide (ghrelin) 28 Increases response to GHRH and

may directly stimulate GH secretion

Somatotropin release-inhibiting

factor (SRIF); somatostatin

14 or 28 Anterior hypothalamic

periventricular system

Inhibits secretion of GH

Prolactin-stimulating factor (?) ? ? Stimulates prolactin secretion (?)

Prolactin inhibiting factor (PIF) Dopamine secretion Tuberohypophysial neurons Inhibits prolactin

Thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) 3 Parvoneurons of the

paraventricular nuclei

Stimulates secretion of TSH

and prolactin

Arginine vasopressin (AVP) 9 Parvoneurons of the

paraventricular nuclei

Acts in concert with CRH to stimulate

secretion of ACTH
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FSH secretion. The frequency of pulses of GnRH
release determines the ratio of FSH and LH secreted.
In addition, target glands secrete hormones that selec-
tively inhibit secretion of either FSH or LH. These
complex events are discussed in detail in Chapters 45
and 46.

The GnRH gene encodes a 92-amino-acid prepro-
hormone that contains the 10-amino-acid GnRH
peptide and an adjacent 56-amino-acid GnRH associ-
ated peptide (GAP), which may also have some
biological activity. GAP is found along with GnRH in
nerve terminals and may be cosecreted with GnRH. Cell
bodies of the neurons that release GnRH into the
hypophysial portal circulation reside primarily in the
arcuate nucleus in the anterior hypothalamus, but
GnRH-containing neurons are also found in the preop-
tic area and project to extrahypothalamic regions where
GnRH release may be related to various aspects of
reproductive behavior. GnRH is also expressed in the
placenta. Curiously, humans and some other species
have a second GnRH gene that is expressed elsewhere in
the brain and appears to have no role in gonadotropin
release.

Growth hormone secretion is controlled by the
growth hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH) and a GH
release-inhibiting hormone, somatostatin, which is also
called somatotropin release-inhibiting factor (SRIF). In
addition, a newly discovered peptide called ghrelin may
act both on the somatotropes to increase GH secretion
by augmenting the actions of GHRH and on the
hypothalamus to increase secretion of GHRH. The
physiologic role of this novel peptide, which is synthe-
sized both in the hypothalamus and the stomach, has

not been established. GHRH is a member of a family of
gastrointestinal and neurohormones that includes
vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP), glucagon (see Chap-
ter 41), and the probable ancestral peptide in this family,
called PACAP (pituitary adenylate cyclase activating
peptide). GHRH-containing neurons are found predo-
minantly in the arcuate nuclei, and to a lesser extent in
the ventromedial nuclei of the hypothalamus. Curiously,
GHRH was originally isolated from a pancreatic tumor
and is normally expressed in the pancreas, the intestinal
tract, and other tissues, but the physiologic role of
extrahypothalamically produced GHRH is unknown.

Somatostatin was originally isolated from hypotha-
lamic extracts based on its ability to inhibit GH
secretion. The somatostatin gene codes for a 118-
amino-acid preprohormone from which either a 14-
amino-acid or a 28-amino-acid form of somatostatin is
released by proteolytic cleavage. Both forms are simi-
larly active. The remarkable conservation of the amino
acid sequence of the somatostatin precursor and the
presence of processed fragments that accompany soma-
tostatin in hypothalamic nerve terminals have suggested
to some investigators that additional physiologically
active peptides may be derived from the somatostatin
gene. The somatostatin gene is widely expressed in
neuronal tissue as well as in the pancreas (see Chapter
41) and the gastrointestinal tract. The somatostatin that
regulates GH secretion originates in neurons present in
the preoptic, periventricular, and paraventricular nuclei.
It appears that somatostatin is secreted nearly continu-
ously and that it restrains GH secretion except during
periodic brief episodes that coincide with increases in
GHRH secretion. Coordinated episodes of decreased

FIGURE 4 Principal hypothalamic nuclei (in midsagittal section) and their relationship to

the pituitary gland. (From Netter, F.H. Atlas of Human Anatomy, 2nd ed., Summit, NJ:

Novartis, 1989. Reprinted with permission from Icon Learning Systems, LLC, a subsidiary

of Multimedia USA, Inc.)
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somatostatin release and increased GHRH secretion
produce a pulsatile pattern of GH secretion.

Corticotropin releasing hormone is a 41-amino-acid
polypeptide derived from a preprohormone of 192
amino acids. CRH is present in greatest abundance in
the parvocellular neurons in the paraventricular nuclei
whose axons project to the median eminence. About half
of these cells also express arginine vasopressin (AVP),
which also acts as a corticotropin releasing hormone.
AVP has other important physiologic functions and is a
hormone of the posterior pituitary gland (see later
discussion). The wide distribution of CRH-containing
neurons in the central nervous system suggests that it
has other actions besides regulation of ACTH secretion.

The simple monoamine neurotransmitter dopamine
appears to satisfy most of the criteria for a PRL
inhibitory factor whose existence was suggested by the
persistent high rate of PRL secretion by pituitary glands
transplanted outside the sella turcica. It is possible that
there is also a PRL releasing hormone, but although
several candidates have been proposed, general agree-
ment on its nature or even its existence is still lacking.

Although, in general, the hypophysiotropic hor-
mones affect the secretion of one or another pituitary
hormone specifically, TRH can increase the secretion of
PRL at least as well as it increases the secretion of TSH.
The physiologic meaning of this experimental finding is
not understood. Under normal physiologic conditions,
PRL and TSH appear to be secreted independently,
and increased PRL secretion is not necessarily seen in
circumstances that call for increased TSH secretion.
However, in laboratory rats and possibly human beings
as well, suckling at the breast increases both PRL
and TSH secretion in a manner suggestive of increased
TRH secretion. In the normal individual, somatostatin
may inhibit secretion of other pituitary hormones in
addition to GH, but again the physiologic significance
of this action is not understood. In disease states,
specificity of responses of various pituitary cells for their
own hypophysiotropic hormones may break down,
or cells might even begin to secrete their hormones
autonomously.

The neurons that secrete the hypophysiotropic hor-
mones are not autonomous. They receive input from
many structures within the brain as well as from
circulating hormones. Neurons that are directly or
indirectly excited by actual or impending changes in
the internal or external environment, from emotional
changes, and from generators of rhythmic activity signal
to hypophysiotropic neurons by means of classical
neurotransmitters as well as neuropeptides. In addition,
their activity is modulated by hormonal changes in the
general circulation. Integration of responses to all of
these signals may take place in the hypophysiotropic

neurons themselves or information may be processed
elsewhere in the brain and relayed to the hypophysio-
tropic neurons. Conversely, hypophysiotropic neurons
or neurons that release hypophysiotropic peptides as
their neurotransmitters communicate with other neurons
dispersed throughout the central nervous system to
produce responses that presumably are relevant to the
physiologic circumstances that call forth pituitary hor-
mone secretion.

Hypophysiotropic hormones increase both secretion
and synthesis of pituitary hormones. All appear to act
through stimulation of G-protein-coupled receptors (see
Chapter 2) on the surfaces of anterior pituitary cells to
increase the formation of cyclic AMP or inositol-
trisphosphate-diacylglyceride second messenger systems.
Release of hormone almost certainly is the result of an
influx of calcium, which triggers and sustains the process
of exocytosis. The actions of hypophysiotropic hormo-
nes on their target cells in the pituitary are considered
further in later chapters.

Feedback Control of Anterior

Pituitary Function

We have already indicated that the primary drive for
secretion of all of the anterior pituitary hormones except
PRL is stimulation by the hypothalamic releasing
hormones. In the absence of the hormones of their
target glands, secretion of TSH, ACTH, and the
gonadotropins gradually increases manyfold. Secretion
of these pituitary hormones is subject to negative
feedback inhibition by secretions of their target glands.
Regulation of secretion of anterior pituitary hormones
in the normal individual is achieved through the inter-
play of stimulatory effects of releasing hormones and
inhibitory effects of target gland hormones (Fig. 5).
Regulation of the secretion of pituitary hormones by
hormones of target glands could be achieved equally
well if negative feedback signals acted at the level of
(1) the hypothalamus to inhibit secretion of hypo-
physiotropic hormones or (2) the pituitary gland to blunt
the response to hypophysiotropic stimulation. Actually
some combination of these two mechanisms applies to
all of the anterior pituitary hormones except PRL.

In experimental animals it appears that secretion of
GnRH is variable and highly sensitive to environmental
influences, e.g., day length, or even the act of mating.
In humans and other primates, secretion of GnRH
after puberty appears to be somewhat less influenced
by changes in the internal and external environment,
but there is ample evidence that GnRH secretion is
modulated by factors in both the internal and external
environment. It has been shown experimentally in
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rhesus monkeys and human subjects that all of the
complex changes in the rates of FSH and LH secretion
characteristic of the normal menstrual cycle can occur
when the pituitary gland is stimulated by pulses of
GnRH delivered at an invariant frequency and ampli-
tude. For such changes in pituitary secretion to occur,
changes in secretion of target gland hormones that
accompany ripening of the follicle, ovulation, and
luteinization must modulate the responses of gonado-
tropes to GnRH (see Chapter 46). However, in normal
humans it is evident that target gland hormones also act
at the level of the hypothalamus to regulate both the
amplitude and frequency of GnRH secretory bursts.

Adrenal cortical hormones exert a negative feedback
effect both on pituitary corticotropes where they
decrease transcription of POMC and on hypothalamic
neurons where they decrease CRH synthesis and
secretion (see Chapter 40). The rate of CRH secretion
is also profoundly affected by changes in both the

internal and external environment. Physiologically,
CRH is secreted in increased amounts in response to
nonspecific stress. This effect is seen even in the absence
of the adrenal glands, and hence the inhibitory effects of
its hormones, indicating that CRH secretion must be
controlled by positive inputs as well as the negative
effects of adrenal hormones.

Control of GH secretion is more complex because it
is under the influence of a releasing hormone, GHRH,
probably a release-enhancing hormone, ghrelin, and a
release-inhibiting hormone, somatostatin. In addition,
GH secretion is under negative feedback control by
products of its actions in peripheral tissues. As discussed
in detail in Chapter 44, GH evokes production of a
peptide called insulin-like growth factor-I (IGF-I),
which mediates the growth-promoting actions of GH.
IGF-I exerts powerful inhibitory effects on GH secre-
tion by decreasing the sensitivity of somatotropes to
GHRH. It also acts on the somatostatin-secreting
neurons to increase the release of somatostatin and to
inhibit the release of GHRH. GH is also a metabolic
regulator, and products of its metabolic activity such as
increased glucose or free fatty acid concentrations in
blood may also inhibit its secretion.

Modulating effects of target gland hormones on the
pituitary gland are not limited to inhibiting secretion of
their own provocative hormones. Target gland
hormones may modulate pituitary function by increas-
ing the sensitivity of other pituitary cells to their
releasing factors or by increasing the synthesis of other
pituitary hormones. Hormones of the thyroid and
adrenal glands are required for normal responses of
the somatotropes to GHRH. Similarly, estrogen
secreted by the ovary in response to FSH and LH
increases PRL synthesis and secretion.

In addition to feedback inhibition exerted by target
gland hormones, there is evidence that pituitary
hormones may inhibit their own secretion. In this so-
called short-loop feedback system, pituitary cells respond
to increased concentrations of their own hormones by
decreasing further secretion. The physiologic impor-
tance of short-loop feedback systems has not been
established, nor has that of the postulated ultrashort-
loop feedback in which high concentrations of hypophy-
siotropic hormones may inhibit their own release.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE POSTERIOR PITUITARY

The posterior pituitary gland secretes two hormones.
They are oxytocin, which means ‘‘rapid birth’’ in
reference to its action to increase uterine contractions
during parturition, and vasopressin, in reference to its
ability to contract vascular smooth muscle and thus

(–)(+)

(–)

hypothalamus

environmental factors

(–)(+)

pituitary

tropic
hormone

target
gland

hormone

target
gland

FIGURE 5 Regulation of anterior pituitary hormone secretion.

Environmental factors may increase or decrease pituitary activity by

increasing or decreasing hypophysiotropic hormone secretion. Pitui-

tary secretions increase the secretion of target gland hormones, which

may inhibit further secretion by acting at either the hypothalamus or

the pituitary. Pituitary hormones may also inhibit their own secretion

by a short feedback loop. (From Goodman HM. The pituitary gland.

In Mountcastle VB, ed., Medical physiology, 14th ed. St. Louis:

Mosby, 1980.)
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raise blood pressure. Because the human hormone has
an arginine in position 8 instead of the lysine found in
the hormone that was originally isolated from pigs, it is
called arginine vasopressin (AVP). Both oxytocin and
AVP are nonapeptides and differ from each other by
only two amino acid residues. Similarities in the
structures of their genes and in their post-translational
processing make it virtually certain that these hormones
evolved from a single ancestral gene. The genes that
encode them occupy adjacent loci on chromosome 20,
but in opposite transcriptional orientation.

Each of the posterior pituitary hormones has other
actions in addition to those for which it was named.
Oxytocin also causes contraction of the myoepithelial
cells that envelop the secretory alveoli of the mammary
glands and thus enables the suckling infant to receive
milk. AVP is also called antidiuretic hormone (ADH) for
its action to promote reabsorption of ‘‘free water’’ by
renal tubules (see Chapter 28). These two effects are
mediated by different heptihelical receptors that are
coupled to different G-protein-dependent second
messenger systems. V1 receptors signal vascular muscle
contraction by means of the inositol-trisphosphate-
diacylglycerol pathway (Chapter 2), whereas V2 recep-
tors utilize the cyclic AMP system to produce the
antidiuretic effect in renal tubules. Oxytocin acts
through a single class of G-protein receptors that signals
through the inositol-trisphosphate-diacylglycerol path-
way. Physiologic actions of these hormones are consid-
ered further in Chapters 28 and 47.

Oxytocin and AVP are stored in and secreted by the
neurohypophysis, but are synthesized in magnocellular
neurons whose cell bodies are present in both the
supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothala-
mus. Cells in the supraoptic nuclei appear to be the
major source of neurohypophysial AVP, whereas cells in
the paraventricular nuclei may be the principal source of
oxytocin. After transfer to the Golgi apparatus, the
oxytocin and AVP prohormones are packaged in
secretory vesicles along with the enzymes that cleave
them into the final secreted products. The secretory
vesicles are then transported down the axons to the
nerve terminals in the posterior gland where they are
stored in relatively large amounts. It has been estimated
that sufficient AVP is stored in the neurohypophysis to
provide for 30–50 days of secretion at basal rates or 5–7
days at maximal rates of secretion. Oxytocin and AVP
are stored as 1:1 complexes with 93–95 residue peptides
called neurophysins, which are actually adjacent
segments of their prohormone molecules. The neuro-
physins are co-secreted with AVP or oxytocin, but have
no known hormonal actions. The neurophysins,
however, play an essential role in the post-translational
processing of the neurohypophysial hormones. The

amino acid sequence of the central portion of the
neurophysins is highly conserved across many vertebrate
species, and mutations in this region of the preprohor-
mone are responsible for hereditary deficiencies in AVP
that produce the disease diabetes insipidus (see Chapter
28) even though expression of the AVP portion of the
preprohormone is normal.

As already discussed, AVP is also synthesized in
small cells of the paraventricular nuclei and is delivered
by the hypophysial portal capillaries to the anterior
pituitary gland where it plays a role in regulating ACTH
secretion. AVP is produced in considerably larger
amounts in the magnocellular neurons and is carried
directly into the general circulation by the veins that
drain the posterior lobe. It is unlikely that AVP that
originates in magnocellular neurons acts as a hypophy-
siotropic hormone, but it can reach the corticotropes
and stimulate ACTH secretion when its concentration in
the general circulation increases sufficiently. Oxytocin,
like AVP, may also be synthesized in parvocellular
neurons at other sites in the nervous system and be
released from axon terminals that project to a wide
range of sites within the central nervous system.
Oxytocin may also be produced in some reproductive
tissues where it acts as a paracrine factor.

REGULATION OF POSTERIOR
PITUITARY FUNCTION

Because the hormones of the posterior pituitary gland
are synthesized and stored in nerve cells, it should not be
surprising that their secretion is controlled in the same
way as that of more conventional neurotransmitters.
Action potentials that arise from synaptic input to the
cell bodies within the hypothalamus course down the
axons in the pituitary stalk, trigger an influx of calcium
into nerve terminals, and release the contents of
neurosecretory granules. Vasopressin and oxytocin are
released along with their respective neurophysins, other
segments of the precursor molecule, and presumably the
enzymes responsible for cleavage of the precursor. Tight
binding of AVP or oxytocin to their respective neuro-
physins is favored by the acidic pH of the secretory
granule, but upon secretion, the higher pH of the
extracellular environment allows the hormones to
dissociate from their neurophysins and circulate in an
unbound form. Oxytocin and vasopressin are rapidly
cleared from the blood with a half-life of about 2 min.

As discussed in Chapter 37, signals for the secretion
of oxytocin originate in the periphery and are transmit-
ted to the brain by sensory neurons. After appropriate
processing in higher centers, cells in the supraoptic and
paraventricular nuclei are signaled to release their
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hormone from nerve terminals in the posterior pituitary
gland (Fig. 6). The importance of neural input to
oxytocin secretion is underscored by the observation
that it may also be secreted in a conditioned reflex. A
nursing mother sometimes releases oxytocin in response
to cries of her baby even before the infant begins to
suckle. Oxytocin is also secreted at the same low basal
rate in both men and women, but no physiologic role for
oxytocin in men and nonlactating women has been
established.

Signals for AVP secretion in response to increased
osmolality of the blood are thought to originate in
hypothalamic neurons and possibly in the AVP secre-
tory cells themselves. Osmoreceptor cells are exquisitely
sensitive to small increases in osmolality and signal
cells in the supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei to
secrete AVP. AVP is also secreted in response to
decreased blood volume. Although the specific cells
responsible for monitoring blood volume have not been
identified, volume monitors appear to be located within
the thorax and relay their information to the central
nervous system in afferent neurons in the vagus

nerves. The control of AVP secretion is shown in
Fig. 7 and is discussed more fully in Chapter 28. Under
basal conditions blood levels of AVP fluctuate in a
diurnal rhythmic pattern that closely resembles that of
ACTH.
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KEY POINTS
� The thyroid hormones thyroxine (T4) and

triiodothyronine (T3) are �-amino acids derived
from the condensation of two tyrosine mole-
cules and contain two atoms of iodine on the
inner ring and one (T3) or two (T4) iodine atoms
on the outer ring.

� Biosynthetic reactions include uptake, peroxida-
tion, and incorporation of iodine into tyrosine
residues that are in peptide linkage within the
large glycoprotein, thyroglobulin, followed by
peroxidase-catalyzed coupling of nearby tyro-
sine residues.

� Secretion involves endocytosis of thyroglobulin
from the follicular lumen followed by proteoly-
sis in lysosomes to release the T4 and T3.
Synthesis and secretion are regulated by the

thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH) of the
pituitary gland.

� Thyroid hormones circulate bound to plasma
proteins and have long half-lives.

� T3 and T4 promote growth largely through interac-
tions with growth hormone. Both are required for
normal development of the central nervous sys-
tem (CNS) during the perinatal period, and both
increase sensitivity to sympathetic stimulation.

� T3 and T4 increase oxygen consumption and
the basal metabolic rate and accelerate virtually
all aspects of carbohydrate, lipid, and protein
metabolism.

� In the absence of T3 and T4, defective choles-
terol excretion leads to hypercholesterolemia,
and some defect in protein metabolism leads
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OVERVIEW

In the adult human, normal operation of a wide
variety of physiologic processes affecting virtually every
organ system requires appropriate amounts of thyroid
hormone. Governing all of these processes, thyroid
hormone acts as a modulator, or gain control, rather
than an all-or-none signal that turns the process on or
off. In the immature individual, thyroid hormone plays
an indispensable role in growth and development. Its
presence in optimal amounts at a critical time is an
absolute requirement for normal development of the
nervous system. In its role in growth and development
too, its presence seems to be required for the normal
unfolding of processes whose course it modulates but
does not initiate. Because thyroid hormone affects
virtually every system in the body in this way, it is
difficult to give a simple, concise answer to the naive but
profound question: What does thyroid hormone do?
The response of most endocrinologists would be
couched in terms of consequences of hormone excess
or deficiency. Indeed, deranged function of the thyroid
gland is among the most prevalent of endocrine diseases
and may affect as many as 4–5% of the population in
the United States. In regions of the world where the
trace element iodine is scarce, the incidence of deranged
thyroid function may be even higher.

MORPHOLOGY

The human thyroid gland is located at the base of the
neck and wraps around the trachea just below the
cricoid cartilage (Fig. 1). The two large lateral lobes
that comprise the bulk of the gland lie on either side of
the trachea and are connected by a thin isthmus. A third
structure, the pyramidal lobe, which may be a remnant
of the embryonic thyroglossal duct, is sometimes also

seen as a finger-like projection extending headward
from the isthmus. The thyroid gland in the normal
human being weighs about 20 g but is capable of enor-
mous growth, sometimes achieving a weight of several
hundred grams when stimulated intensely over a long
period of time. Such enlargement of the thyroid gland,
which may be grossly obvious, is called a goiter and
is one of the most common manifestations of thyroid
disease.

The thyroid gland receives its blood supply through
the inferior and superior thyroid arteries, which arise
from the external carotid and subclavian arteries.
Relative to its weight, the thyroid gland receives a greater
flow of blood than most other tissues of the body.
Venous drainage is through the paired superior, middle,
and inferior thyroid veins into the internal jugular
and innominate veins. The gland is also endowed with a
rich lymphatic system that may play an important
role in delivery of hormone to the general circulation.
The thyroid gland also has an abundant supply of
sympathetic and parasympathetic nerves. Some studies
suggest that sympathetic stimulation or infusion of
epinephrine or norepinephrine may increase secre-
tion of thyroid hormone, but it is probably only of
minor importance in the overall regulation of thyroid
function.

The functional unit of the thyroid gland is the follicle,
which is composed of epithelial cells arranged as
hollow vesicles of various shapes ranging in size from
0.02–0.3 mm in diameter; it is filled with a glycoprotein
colloid called thyroglobulin (Fig. 2). The adult human
thyroid gland has about three million follicles. Epithelial
cells lining each follicle may be cuboidal or columnar,
depending on their functional state, with the height
of the epithelium being greatest when its activity is
highest. Each follicle is surrounded by a dense capil-
lary network separated from epithelial cells by a well-
defined basement membrane. Groups of densely packed
follicles are bound together by connective tissue septa

KEY POINTS (continued )
to the accumulation of mucous-like extracel-
lular proteins leading to myxedema.

� Mechanism of thyroid hormone action: Thyroid
hormone receptors are transcription factors
that are bound to response elements of a
variety of genes whether or not T3 is present,
and they may act as transcription repressors in
the absence of the hormone.

� Secretion of T3 and T4 is stimulated by TSH,
which is released from the pituitary in response
to thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH) secre-
ted by the hypothalamus.

� T3 and T4 inhibit secretion of TSH in a typical
negative arrangement. T3 and T4 decrease the
sensitivity of pituitary thyrotropes to TRH by
down-regulating TRH receptors.
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to form lobules that receive their blood supply from
a single small artery. The functional state of one lobule
may differ widely from that of an adjacent lobule.
Secretory cells of the thyroid gland are derived embry-
ologically and phylogenetically from two sources.
Follicular cells, which produce the classical thyroid
hormones, thyroxine and triiodothyronine, arise from
endoderm of the primitive pharynx. Parafollicular, or C
cells, are located between the follicles and produce the

polypeptide hormone calcitonin, which is discussed in
Chapter 43.

THYROID HORMONES

The thyroid hormones are �-amino acid derivatives of
tyrosine (Fig. 3). The thyronine nucleus consists of two
benzene rings in ether linkage, with an alanine side chain

FIGURE 2 Histology of the human thyroid. Simple cuboidal cells (arrows) make up the follicles.

C, thyroid colloid (thyroglobulin), which fills the follicles. (From Borysenko M, Beringer T.

Functional histology, Boston: Little, Brown, 1979, p. 312.)
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FIGURE 1 Gross anatomy of the thyroid gland. (From Netter FH, Atlas of human anatomy,

2nd ed., Summit, N.J.: Novartis, 1989. Reprinted with permission from ICON Learning Systems,

LLC, a subsidiary of Multimedia USA, Inc.)
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in the para position on the inner or tyrosyl ring and a
hydroxyl group in the para position in the outer or
phenolic ring.Thyroxinewas the first thyroid hormone to
be isolated and characterized. Its name derives from
thyroid oxyindole, which describes the chemical structure
erroneously assigned to it in 1914. Triiodothyronine, a
considerably less abundant, but three times more potent
hormone than thyroxine in most assay systems, was not
discovered until 1953.Bothhormonemolecules are excep-
tionally rich in iodine, which comprises more than half of
their molecular weight. Thyroxine contains four atoms of
iodine and is abbreviated as T4 while triiodothyronine,
which has three atoms of iodine is abbreviated as T3.

Biosynthesis

Several aspects of the production of thyroid hormone
are unusual: (1) Thyroid hormones contain large
amounts of iodine. Biosynthesis of active hormone
requires adequate amounts of this scarce element. This
need is met by an efficient energy-dependent mechanism
that allows thyroid cells to take up and concentrate
iodide. The thyroid gland is also the principal site of
storage of this rare dietary constituent. (2) Thyroid
hormones are partially synthesized extracellularly at the
luminal surface of follicular cells and stored in an extra-
cellular compartment, the follicular lumen. (3) The hor-
mone therefore is doubly secreted, in that the precursor
molecule, thyroglobulin, is released from apical surfaces
of follicular cells into the follicular lumen, only to be
taken up again by follicular cells and degraded to release
T4 and T3, which are then secreted into the blood from
the basal surfaces of follicular cells. (4) Thyroxine, the
major secretory product, is not the biologically active
form of the hormone, but must be transformed to T3 at
extrathyroidal sites.

Biosynthesis of thyroid hormones can be considered
as the sum of several discrete processes (Fig. 4), all of
which depend on the products of three genes that are
expressed predominantly, if not exclusively, in thyroid
follicle cells: the sodium iodide symporter (NIS),
thyroglobulin, and thyroid peroxidase.

Iodine Trapping

Under normal circumstances iodide is about 25–50
times more concentrated in the cytosol of thyroid
follicular cells than in blood plasma, and during periods
of active stimulation, it may be as high as 250 times
that of plasma. Iodine is accumulated against a steep
concentration gradient by the action of an electrogenic
‘‘iodide pump’’ located in the basolateral membranes.
The pump is actually a sodium iodide symporter that
couples the transfer of two ions of sodium with each
ion of iodide. Iodide is thus transported against its
concentration driven by the favorable electrochemical
gradient for sodium. Energy is expended by the sodium
potassium ATPase (the sodium pump), which then
exchanges two ions of sodium for three ions of potas-
sium tomaintain the electrochemical gradient for sodium.
Outward diffusion of potassiummaintains themembrane
potential. Like other transporters, the sodium iodide
symporter has a finite capacity and can be saturated.
Consequently, other anions, e.g., perchlorate, pertech-
netate, and thiocyanate, that compete for binding sites
on the sodium iodide symporter can block the uptake of
iodide. This property can be exploited for diagnostic or
therapeutic purposes.

Thyroglobulin Synthesis

Thyroglobulin is the other major component nee-
ded for synthesis of thyroxine and triiodothyronine.
Thyroglobulin is the matrix for thyroid hormone
synthesis and is the form in which hormone is stored
in the gland. It is a large glycoprotein that forms a stable
dimer with a molecular mass of about 660,000 Da. Like
other secretory proteins, thyroglobulin is synthesized on
ribosomes, glycosylated in the cisternae of the endo-
plasmic reticulum, translocated to the Golgi apparatus,
and packaged in secretory vesicles that discharge it from
the apical surface into the lumen. Because thyroglobulin
secretion into the lumen is coupled with its synthesis,
follicular cells do not have the extensive accumulation of
secretory granules that is characteristic of protein-
secreting cells. Iodination to form mature thyroglobulin
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FIGURE 3 Thyroid hormones.
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does not take place until after the thyroglobulin is
discharged into the lumen.

Incorporation of Iodine

Iodide that enters at the basolateral surfaces of the
follicular cell must be delivered to the follicular lumen

where hormone biosynthesis takes place. Iodide diffuses
throughout the follicular cell and exits from the apical
membrane by way of a sodium-independent iodide
transporter called pendrin that is also expressed in brain
and kidney. In order for iodide to be incorporated into
tyrosine residues in thyroglobulin, it must first be
converted to some higher oxidized state. This step is
catalyzed by the thyroid-specific thyroperoxidase in the
presence of hydrogen peroxide, whose formation may be
rate limiting. Hydrogen peroxide is generated by the
catalytic activity of a calcium-dependent NADPH
oxidase that is present in the brush border. Thyroper-
oxidase is the key enzyme in thyroid hormone formation
and is thought to catalyze the iodination and coupling
reactions described later as well as the activation of
iodide. Thyroperoxidase spans the brush border
membrane on the apical surface of follicular cells and
is oriented such that its catalytic domain faces the
follicular lumen.

Addition of iodine molecules to tyrosine residues
in thyroglobulin is called organification. Thyroglobulin
is iodinated at the apical surface of follicular cells as
it is extruded into the follicular lumen. Iodide acceptor
sites in thyroglobulin are in sufficient excess over the
availability of iodide that no free iodide accumulates
in the follicular lumen. Although post-translational
conformational changes orchestrated by endoplasmic
reticular proteins organize the configuration of thyr-
oglobulin to increase its ability to be iodinated, iodina-
tion and hormone formation do not appear to be
particularly efficient. Tyrosine is not especially abun-
dant in thyroglobulin and comprises only about 1 in
40 residues of the peptide chain. Only about 10% of the
132 tyrosine residues in each thyroglobulin dimer
appear to be in positions favorable for iodination.
The initial products formed are monoiodotyrosine (MIT)
and diiodotyrosine (DIT), and they remain in peptide
linkage within the thyroglobulin molecules. Normally
more DIT is formed than MIT, but when iodine is
scarce there is less iodination and the ratio of MIT to
DIT is reversed.

Coupling

The final stage of thyroxine biosynthesis is the
coupling of two molecules of DIT to form T4 within
the peptide chain. This reaction is also catalyzed by
thyroperoxidase. Only about 20% of iodinated tyrosine
residues undergo coupling, with the rest remaining
as MIT and DIT. After coupling is complete, each
thyroglobulin molecule normally contains one to three
molecules of T4. T3 is considerably scarcer, with onemole-
cule being present in only 20–30% of thyroglobulin
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FIGURE 4 Thyroid hormone biosynthesis and secretion. Iodide(I�)

is transported into the thyroid follicular cell by the sodium iodide

symporter (NIS) in the basal membrane and diffuses passively into the

lumen through the iodide channel called pendrin (P). Thyroglobulin

(TG) is synthesized by the rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER),

processed in the ER and the Golgi (G), where it is packaged into

secretory granules and released into the follicular lumen. In the

presence of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) produced in the lumenal

membrane by thyroid oxidase (TO), the thyroid peroxidase (TPO)

oxidizes iodide, which reacts with tyrosine residues in TG to produce

monoiodotyrosyl (MIT) and diiodotyrosyl (DIT) residues within the

TG. The TPO reaction also catalyzes the coupling of iodotyrosines to

form thyroxine (T4) and some triiodothyronine (T3, not shown)

residues within the TG. Secretion of T4 begins with phagocytosis of

TG, fusion of TG-laden endosomes with lysosomes, and proteolytic

digestion to peptide fragments (PF), MIT, DIT, and T4, which leaves

the cell at the basal membrane. MIT and DIT are deiodinated by

iodotyrosine deiodinase (ITDI) and recycled.
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molecules. T3 may be formed by deiodination of T4 or
coupling of one residue of DIT with one of MIT.

Exactly how coupling is achieved is not known.
One possible mechanism involves joining two iodo-
tyrosine residues that are in proximity to each other on
either two separate strands of thyroglobulin or adjacent
folds of the same strand. Free radicals formed by the
action of thyroperoxidase react to form the ether linkage
at the heart of the thyronine nucleus, leaving behind in
one of the peptide chains the serine or alanine residue
that was once attached to the phenyl group that now
comprises the outer ring of T4 (Fig. 5). An alternative
mechanism involves coupling a free diiodophenyl-
pyruvate (deaminated DIT) with a molecule of DIT in
peptide linkage within the thyroglobulin molecule by a
similar reaction sequence. Regardless of which model
proves correct, it is sufficient to recognize the central
importance of thyroperoxidase for formation of the
thyronine nucleus as well as iodination of tyrosine
residues. In addition, the mature hormone is formed
while in peptide linkage within the thyroglobulin
molecule, and remains a part of that large storage
molecule until lysosomal enzymes set it free during the
secretory process.

Hormone Storage

The thyroid is unique among endocrine glands in
that it stores its product extracellularly in follicular
lumens as large precursor molecules. In the normal
individual, approximately 30% of the mass of the thyroid
gland is thyroglobulin, which corresponds to about 2–3
months’ supply of hormone. Mature thyroglobulin is a
high molecular weight (660,000 Da) molecule, probably
a dimer of the thyroglobulin precursor peptide, and
contains about 10% carbohydrate and about 0.5%
iodine. The tyrosine residues that are situated just a few
amino acids away from the C and N termini are the
principal sites of iodothyronine formation.MIT andDIT
at other sites in thyroglobulin comprise an important
reservoir for iodine and constitute about 90% of the total
pool of iodine in the body.

Secretion

Thyroglobulin stored within follicular lumens is
separated from extracellular fluid and the capillary
endothelium by a virtually impenetrable layer of follicu-
lar cells. In order for secretion to occur, thyroglobulin
must be brought back into follicular cells by a process
of endocytosis. On acute stimulation with TSH, long
strands of protoplasm (pseudopodia) reach out from
the apical surfaces of follicular cells to surround
chunks of thyroglobulin, which are taken up in endocytic

vesicles (Fig. 6). In chronic situations uptake is probably
less dramatic than that shown in Fig. 6, but nevertheless
requires an ongoing endocytic process. The endocytic
vesicles migrate toward the basal portion of the cells and
fuse with lysosomes, which simultaneously migrate from
the basal to the apical region of the cells to meet the
incoming endocytic vesicles. As fused lysoendosomes
migrate toward the basement membrane, thyroglobulin
is degraded to peptide fragments and free amino acids,
including T4, T3, MIT, and DIT. Of these, only T4 and T3

are released into the bloodstream, in a ratio of about
20:1, perhaps by a process of simple diffusion down a
concentration gradient.
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Monoiodotyrosine and DIT cannot be utilized for
synthesis of thyroglobulin and are rapidly deiodinated
by a specific microsomal deiodinase. Virtually all of the
iodide released from iodotyrosines is recycled into
thyroglobulin. Deiodination of iodotyrosine provides
about twice as much iodide for hormone synthesis as the
iodide pump and is therefore of great significance in
hormone biosynthesis. Patients who are genetically
deficient in thyroidal tyrosine deiodinase readily suffer
symptoms of iodine deficiency and excrete MIT and
DIT in their urine. Normally, virtually no MIT or DIT
escape from the gland.

Synthesis of thyroglobulin and its export in vesicles
into the follicular lumen is an ongoing process that takes
place simultaneously with uptake of thyroglobulin in
other vesicles moving in the opposite direction. These

opposite processes, involving vesicles laden with thyro-
globulin moving into and out of the cells, are somehow
regulated so that under normal circumstances thyro-
globulin neither accumulates in the cells or follicular
lumens nor is depleted. The physiologic mechanisms
for such traffic control are not yet understood.

REGULATION OF THYROID FUNCTION

Effects of Thyroid-Stimulating Hormone

Although the thyroid gland can carry out all of the
steps of hormone biosynthesis, storage, and secretion
in the absence of any external signals, autonomous func-
tion is far too sluggish to meet bodily needs for thyroid
hormone. The principal regulator of thyroid function is
the thyroid-stimulating hormone (TSH),which is secreted
by thyrotropes in the pituitary gland (see Chapter 38).
It may be recalled that TSH consists of two glycosylated
peptide subunits including the same �-subunit that is also
found in FSH, and LH (Chap. 38). The �-subunit is the
part of the hormone that confers thyroid-specific stimu-
lating activity, but free �-subunits are inactive, and
stimulate the thyroid only when linked to �-subunits in a
complex three dimensional configuration.

Thyroid-stimulating hormone binds to a single
class of heptihelical G protein-coupled receptors (see
Chapter 2) in the basolateral surface membranes of
thyroid follicular cells. The TSH receptor is the product
of a single gene, but it is comprised of two subunits held
together by a disulfide bond. It appears that after the
molecule has been properly folded and its disulfide
bonds formed, a loop of about 50 amino acids is excised
proteolytically from the extracellular portion of the
receptor. The �-subunit includes about 300 residues
at the amino terminus and contains most of the TSH
binding surfaces. The �-subunit contains the seven-
membrane-spanning �-helices and the short carboxyl-
terminal tail in the cytoplasm. Reduction of the disulfide
bond may lead to release of the �-subunit into the
extracellular fluid, and may have important implications
for the development of antibodies to the TSH receptor
and thyroid disease (see below). Binding of TSH to the
receptor results in activation of both adenylyl cyclase
through G�s and phospholipase C through G�q and
leads to increases in both the cyclic AMP and diacyl-
glycerol/IP3 second messenger pathways (see Chapter 2).
Activation of the cyclic AMP pathway appears to be the
more important transduction mechanism because all of
the known effects of TSH can be duplicated by cyclic
AMP. Because TSH increases cyclic AMP production at
much lower concentrations than are needed to increase
phospholipid turnover, it is likely that IP3 and DAG are

FIGURE 6 Scanning electron micrographs of the luminal microvilli

of dog thyroid follicular cells. (A) TSH secretion suppressed by feeding

thyroid hormone. (B) At 1 hr after TSH. A, 36,000�; B, 16,500�.

(From Balasse PD, Rodesch FR, Neve PE, et al. Observations en

microscopie a balayage de la surface apicale y de cellules folliculares

thyroidiennes chez le chien. C Roy Acad Sci [D] (Paris),

1972;274:2332.)
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redundant mediators that reinforce the effects of cyclic
AMP at times of intense stimulation, but it is also
possible that these second messengers signal some
unique responses. Increased turnover of phospholipid
is associated with release of arachidonic acid and the
consequent increased production of prostaglandins that
also follows TSH stimulation of the thyroid.

In addition to regulating all aspects of hormone
biosynthesis and secretion, TSH increases blood flow to
the thyroid, and with prolonged stimulation TSH also
increases the height of the follicular epithelium (hyper-
trophy) and can stimulate division of follicular cells
(hyperplasia). Stimulation of thyroid follicular cells
by TSH is a good example of a pleiotropic effect of a
hormone in which multiple separate but complementary
actions sum to produce an overall response. Each step of
hormone biosynthesis, storage, and secretion appears
to be directly stimulated by a cyclic AMP-dependent
process that is accelerated independently of the preceding
or following steps in the pathway. Thus, even when
increased iodide transport is blocked with a drug that
specifically affects the iodide pump, TSH nevertheless
accelerates the remaining steps in the synthetic and
secretory process. Similarly, when iodination of tyrosine
is blocked by a drug specific for the organification
process, TSH still stimulates iodide transport and
thyroglobulin synthesis.

Most of the responses to TSH depend on activation
of protein kinase A and the resultant phosphorylation of
proteins including transcription factors such as CREB
(cyclic AMP response element-binding protein; see
Chapter 2). TSH increases expression of the genes for
the sodium iodide symporter, thyroglobulin, thyroid
oxidase, and thyroid peroxidase. These effects are exerted

through cooperative interactions of TSH-activated
nuclear proteins with thyroid-specific transcription fac-
tors whose expression is also enhanced by TSH. TSH
appears to increase blood flow by activating the gene for
nitric oxide synthase, which increases production of the
potent vasodilator, nitric oxide, and by inducing expres-
sion of paracrine factors that promote capillary growth
(angiogenesis). Precisely how TSH increases thyroid
growth is not understood, but it is apparent that synthe-
sis and secretion of a variety of local growth factors is
induced.

Autoregulation of Thyroid

Hormone Synthesis

Although production of thyroid hormones is severely
impaired when too little iodide is available, iodide uptake
and hormone biosynthesis are temporarily blocked when
the concentration of iodide in blood plasma becomes too
high. This effect of iodide has been exploited clinically to
produce short-term suppression of thyroid hormone
secretion. This inhibitory effect of iodide apparently
depends on its being incorporated into some organic
molecule and is thought to represent an autoregulatory
phenomenon that protects against overproduction of
thyroxine. Blockade of thyroid hormone production is
short lived, and the gland eventually ‘‘escapes’’ from the
inhibitory effects of iodide by mechanisms that include
down-regulation of the sodium iodide symporter.

Biosynthetic activity of the thyroid gland may also be
regulated by the thyroglobulin that accumulates in the
follicular lumen. Evidence has been presented that
thyroglobulin, acting through a receptor on the apical

Clinical Note

Effects of the Thyroid-Stimulating Immunoglobulins

Overproduction of thyroid hormone, hyperthyro-
idism, which is also known as Graves’ disease, is
usually accompanied by extremely low con-
centrations of TSH in blood plasma, yet the
thyroid gland gives every indication of being
under intense stimulation. This paradox was
resolved when it was found that blood plasma
of affected individuals contains a substance that
stimulates the thyroid gland to produce and
secrete thyroid hormone. This substance is an
immunoglobulin secreted by lymphocytes and is
almost certainly an antibody to the TSH receptor.
Thyroid-stimulating immunoglobulin (TSI) can be

found in the serum of virtually all patients
with Graves’ disease, suggesting an autoimmune
etiology to this disorder. It is of interest to note
that when reacting with the TSH receptor,
antibodies trigger the same sequence of
responses that are produced when TSH interacts
with the receptor. This fact indicates that all
information needed to produce the characteristic
cellular response to TSH resides in the receptor
rather than the hormone. The role of the
hormone therefore must be limited to activation
of the receptor. Similar effects have also been
seen with antibodies to receptors for other
hormones.
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surface of follicular cells, decreases the expression of
thyroid-specific transcription factors and thereby
decreases expression of the genes for thyroglobulin,
the thyroid peroxidase, the sodium iodide symporter,
and the TSH receptor. Further effects of thyroglobulin
include increased transcription of pendrin, which deli-
vers iodide from the follicular cell to the lumen. Thus
thyroglobulin may have significant effects in regulating
its own synthesis and may temper the stimulatory
effects of TSH, which remains the primary—and most
important—regulator of thyroid function.

THYROID HORMONES IN BLOOD

More than 99% of thyroid hormone circulating in
blood is firmly bound to three plasma proteins. They are
thyroxine-binding globulin (TBG), transthyretin (TTR),
and albumin. Of these, TBG is quantitatively the most
important and accounts for more than 70% of the total
protein-bound hormone (both T4 and T). About 10–15%
of circulating T4 and 10% of circulating T3 is bound to
TTR and nearly equal amounts are bound to albumin.
TBG carries the bulk of the hormone even though its
concentration in plasma is only 6% of that of TTR and
less than 0.1% of that of albumin because its affinity for
both T4 and T3 is so much higher than that of the other
proteins. All three thyroid hormone binding proteins
bind T4 at least 10 times more avidly than T3. All are
large enough to escape filtration by the renal glomerular
membranes and little crosses the capillary endothelium.
The less than 1% of hormone present in free solution is in
equilibrium with bound hormone and is the only
hormone that can escape from capillaries to produce
biological activity or be acted on by tissue enzymes.

The total amount of thyroid hormone bound to
plasma proteins represents about three times as much
hormone as is secreted and degraded in the course of a
single day. Thus plasma proteins provide a substantial
reservoir of extrathyroidal hormone. We should there-
fore not expect acute increases or decreases in the rate of
secretion of thyroid hormones to bring about large or
rapid changes in circulating concentrations of thyroid
hormones. For example, if the rate of thyroxine
secretion were doubled for 1 day, we could expect its
concentration in blood to increase by no more than 30%
even if there were no accompanying increase in the rate
of hormone degradation. A 10-fold increase in the rate
of secretion lasting for 60 min would only give a 12%
increase in total circulating thyroxine, and if thyroxine
secretion stopped completely for 1 hr, its concentration
would decrease by only 1%. Furthermore, because
the binding capacity of plasma proteins for thyroid
hormones is far from saturated, even a massive increase

in secretion rate would have little effect on the percent-
age of hormone that is unbound. These considerations
seem to rule out changes in thyroid hormone secre-
tion as effectors of minute-to-minute regulation of any
homeostatic process. On the other hand, because so
much of the circulating hormone is bound to plasma
binding proteins, we might expect that the total amount
of T4 and T3 in the circulation would be affected
significantly by decreases in the concentration of plasma
binding proteins, as might occur with liver or kidney
disease.

METABOLISM OF THYROID HORMONES

Because T4 is bound much more tightly by plasma
proteins then T3, a greater fraction of T3 is free to diffuse
out of the vascular compartment and into cells where it
can produce its biological effects or be degraded.
Consequently, it is not surprising that the half-time for
disappearance of an administered dose of 125I-labeled T3

is only one-sixth of that for T4, or that the lag time needed
to observe effects of T3 is considerably shorter than that
needed for T4. However, because of the binding proteins,
both T4 and T3 have unusually long half-lives in plasma,
measured in days rather than seconds or minutes (Fig. 7).
It is noteworthy that the half-lives of T3 and T4 are
increased with thyroid deficiency and shortened with
hyperthyroidism.
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Although the main secretory product of the thyroid
gland and the major form of thyroid hormone present in
the circulating plasma reservoir is T4, abundant evidence
indicates that it is T3 and not T4 that binds to the
thyroid hormone receptor (see later discussion). In fact,
T4 can be considered to be a prohormone that serves as
the precursor for extrathyroidal formation of T3.

Observations in human subjects confirm that T3 is
actually formed extrathyroidally and can account for
most of the biological activity of the thyroid gland.
Thyroidectomized subjects given pure T4 in physiologic
amounts have normal amounts of T3 in their circulation.
Furthermore, the rate of metabolism of T3 in normal
subjects is such that about 30 mg of T3 is replaced daily,
even though the thyroid gland secretes only 5 mg each
day. Thus, nearly 85% of the T3 that turns over each day
must be formed by deiodination of T4 in extrathyroidal

tissues. This extrathyroidal formation of T3 consumes
about 35% of the T4 secreted each day. The remainder is
degraded to inactive metabolites.

Extrathyroidal metabolism of T4 centers around
selective and sequential removal of iodine from the
thyronine nucleus catalyzed by three different enzymes
called deiodinases (Fig. 8). The type I deiodinase is
expressed mainly in the liver and kidney, but is also
found in the central nervous system, the anterior
pituitary gland, and the thyroid gland itself. The type I
deiodinase is a membrane-bound enzyme with its
catalytic domain oriented to face the cytoplasm. Despite
its intracellular location, however, T3 formed by deio-
dination, especially in the liver and kidney, readily
escapes into the circulation and accounts for about 80%
of the T3 in blood. The type I deiodinase can remove an
iodine molecule either from the outer (phenolic) ring of
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T4, or from the inner (tyrosyl) ring. Iodines in the
phenolic ring are designated 30 and 50, whereas iodines in
the inner ring are designated simply 3 and 5. The 3 and 5
positions on either ring are chemically equivalent, but
there are profound functional consequences of removing
an iodine from the inner or outer rings of thyroxine.
Removing an iodine from the outer ring produces 30,3,5
triiodothyronine, usually designated as T3, and converts
thyroxine to the form that binds to the thyroid hormone
receptor. Removal of an iodine from the inner ring
produces 30,50,3 triiodothyronine, also called reverse T3

(rT3), which cannot bind to the thyroid hormone
receptor and can only be further deiodinated.

The type II deiodinase is absent from the liver, but is
found in many extrahepatic tissues including the brain
and pituitary gland where it is thought to produce T3 to
meet local tissue demands independently of circulating
T3, although these tissues can also take up T3 from the
blood. Expression of the type II deiodinase is regulated
by other hormones; its expression is highest when blood
concentrations of T4 are low. In addition, hormones
that act through the cyclic AMP second messenger
system (Chapter 2) and growth factors stimulate type II
deiodinase expression. These characteristics support the
idea that this enzyme may provide T3 to meet local
demands.

The type III deiodinase removes an iodine from the
tyrosyl ring of T4 or T3, and hence its function is solely
degradative. It is widely expressed by many tissues
throughout the body. Reverse T3, a product of both
the type I and type III deiodinases, may be further
deiodinated by the type III deiodinase by removal of the
second iodide from inner ring (Fig. 8). Reverse T3 is also
a favored substrate for the type I deiodinase, and
although it is formed at a similar rate as T3 it is degraded
much faster than T3. Some rT3 escapes into the blood-
stream where it is avidly bound to TBG and TTR.

All three deiodinases can catalyze the oxidative
removal of iodine from partially deiodinated hormone
metabolites, and through their joint actions the thyr-
onine nucleus can be completely stripped of iodine. The
liberated iodide is then available to be taken up by the
thyroid and recycled into hormone. A quantitatively less
important route for degradation of thyroid hormones
includes shortening of the alanine side chain to produce
tetraiodothyroacetic acid (Tetrac) and its subsequent
deiodination products. Thyroid hormones are also
conjugated with glucuronic acid and excreted intact in
the bile. Bacteria in the intestine can split the glucur-
onide bond, and some of the thyroxine liberated can be
taken up from the intestine and be returned to the
general circulation. This cycle of excretion in bile and
absorption from the intestine is called the enterohepatic
circulation and may be of importance in maintaining

normal thyroid economy when thyroid function is
marginal or dietary iodide is scarce. Thyroxine is one
of the few naturally occurring hormones that is suffi-
ciently resistant to intestinal and hepatic destruction
that it can readily be given by mouth.

PHYSIOLOGIC EFFECTS OF
THYROID HORMONES

Growth and Maturation

Skeletal System

One of the most striking effects of thyroid hormones
is on bodily growth (see Chapter 44). Although fetal
growth appears to be independent of the thyroid,
growth of the neonate and attainment of normal adult
stature require optimal amounts of thyroid hormone.
Because stature or height is determined by the length of
the skeleton, we might anticipate an effect of thyroid
hormone on growth of bone. However, there is no
evidence that T3 acts directly on cartilage or bone cells
to signal increased bone formation. Rather, at the level
of bone formation, thyroid hormones appear to act
permissively or synergistically with growth hormone,
insulin-like growth factor (see Chapter 44), and other
growth factors that promote bone formation. Thyroid
hormones also promote bone growth indirectly by actions
on the pituitary gland and hypothalamus. Thyroid hor-
mone is required for normal growth hormone synthesis
and secretion.

Central Nervous System

The importance of the thyroid hormones for normal
development of the nervous system is well established.
Thyroid hormones and their receptors are present early
in the development of the fetal brain, well before the
fetal thyroid gland becomes functional. T4 and T3

present in the fetal brain at this time probably arise in
the mother and readily cross the placenta to the fetus.
Some evidence suggests that maternal hypothyroidism
may lead to deficiencies in postnatal neural develop-
ment, but direct effects of thyroid deficiency on the fetal
brain have not been established. However, failure of
thyroid gland development in babies born to mothers
with normal thyroid function have normal brain devel-
opment if properly treated with thyroid hormones after
birth. Maturation of the nervous system during the
perinatal period has an absolute dependence on thyroid
hormone. During this critical period thyroid hormone
must be present for normal development of the brain. In
rats made hypothyroid at birth, cerebral and cerebellar
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growth and nerve myelination are severely delayed.
Overall size of the brain is reduced along with its vascu-
larity, particularly at the capillary level. The decrease in
size may be partially accounted for by a decrease in
axonal density and dendritic branching. Thyroid hor-
mone deficiency also leads to specific defects in cell
migration and differentiation.

Autonomic Nervous System

Interactions between thyroid hormones and the
autonomic nervous system, particularly the sympathetic
branch, are important throughout life. Increased
secretion of thyroid hormone exaggerates many of the
responses that are mediated by the neurotransmitters
norepinephrine and epinephrine released from sympa-
thetic neurons and the adrenal medulla (see Chapter 40).
In fact, many symptoms of hyperthyroidism, including

tachycardia (rapid heart rate) and increased cardiac
output, resemble increased activity of the sympathetic
nervous system. Thyroid hormones increase the number
of receptors for epinephrine and norepinephrine
(�-adrenergic receptors) in the myocardium and some
other tissues. Thyroid hormones may also increase
the stimulatory G-protein (Gs) associated with adrener-
gic receptors and down-regulate the inhibitory G-
protein (Gi), either of which results in greater produc-
tion of cyclic AMP. Furthermore, sympathetic stimula-
tion acting by way of cyclic AMP activates the type
II deiodinase, which accelerates local conversion of
T4 to T3. Because thyroid hormones exaggerate a variety
of responses mediated by �-adrenergic receptors,
pharmacologic blockade of these receptors is useful
for reducing some of the symptoms of hyperthyroidism.
Conversely, the diverse functions of the sympathe-
tic nervous system are compromised in hypothyroid
states.

Clinical Note

In human infants the absence or deficiency
of thyroid hormone during the neonatal period
is catastrophic and results in permanent, irrever-
sible mental retardation even if large doses of
hormone are given later in childhood (Fig. 9).
If replacement therapy is instituted early in
postnatal life, however, the tragic consequences
of neonatal hypothyroidism can be averted.
Mandatory neonatal screening for hypothyroid-
ism has therefore been instituted throughout the
United States and other countries. Precisely what
thyroid hormones do during the critical period,
how they do it, and why the opportunity for
intervention is so brief are subjects of active
research.

Effects of T3 and T4 on the central nervous sys-
tem are not limited to the perinatal period of life.
In the adult, hyperthyroidism produces hyper-
excitability, irritability, restlessness, and exaggera-
ted responses to environmental stimuli. Emotional
instability that can lead to full-blown psychosis
may also occur. Conversely, decreased thyroid
hormone results in listlessness, lack of energy,
slowness of speech, decreased sensory capacity,
impaired memory, and somnolence. Mental capa-
city is dulled, and psychosis (myxedema madness)
may occur. Conduction velocity in peripheral
nerves is slowed and reflex time increased in
hypothyroid individuals. The underlying mecha-
nisms for these changes are not understood.

Clinical Note

Skeletal maturation is distinct from skeletal
growth. Maturation of bone results in the ossifica-
tion and eventual fusion of the cartilaginous
growth plates, which occurs with sufficient
predictability in normal development that indivi-
duals can be assigned a specific "bone age" from
radiological examination of ossification centers.
Thyroid hormones profoundly affect skeletal

maturation, perhaps by a direct action. Bone age
is retarded relative to chronological age in children
who are deficient in thyroid hormone and is
advanced prematurely in hyperthyroid children.
Uncorrected deficiency of thyroid hormone during
childhood results in retardation of growth and
malformation of facial bones characteristic of
juvenile hypothyroidism or cretinism.
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Metabolism

Oxidative Metabolism and Thermogenesis

More than a century has passed since it was recognized
that the thyroid gland exerts profound effects on
oxidative metabolism in humans. The so-called basal
metabolic rate (BMR), which is a measure of oxygen
consumption under defined resting conditions, is highly
sensitive to thyroid status. A decrease in oxygen
consumption results from a deficiency of thyroid
hormones, and excessive thyroid hormone increases
BMR. Oxygen consumption in all tissues except brain,
testis, and spleen is sensitive to the thyroid status and
increases in response to thyroid hormone (Fig. 10). Even
though the dose of thyroid hormone given to hypothyr-
oid animals in the experiment shown in Fig. 10 was large,
there was a delay of many hours before effects were
observable. In fact, the rate of oxygen consumption in the
whole animal did not reach its maximum until 4 days
after a single dose of hormone. The underlying mechan-
isms for increased oxygen consumption are not well
understood.

Oxygen consumption ultimately reflects activity of
mitochondria and is coupled with formation of high-
energy bonds in ATP. Physiologically, oxygen consump-
tion is proportional to energy utilization. Thus if
consumption of oxygen increase, there must be
increased utilization of energy or the efficiency of
coupling ATP production with oxygen consumption
must be altered. T3 appears to accelerate ATP-depen-
dent processes, including activity of the sodium potas-
sium ATPase that maintains ionic integrity of all cells
and to decrease efficiency of oxygen utilization. In
normal individuals activity of the sodium potassium
ATPase is thought to account for about 20% of the
resting oxygen consumption. Activity of this enzyme is
decreased in hypothyroid individuals, and its synthesis is
accelerated by thyroid hormone. A variety of other
metabolic reactions are also accelerated by T3, and the
accompanying increased turnover of ATP contributes to
the increase in oxygen consumption.

ATP synthesis is limited by availability of ADP in the
mitochondria. ADP is regenerated from breakdown of
ATP at various extramitochondrial sites and must be
returned to the interior of the mitochondria. Transport
of ADP across the inner mitochondrial membrane and
phosphorylation to ATP are driven by the proton
gradient created by the electron transport system, which
thus couples ATP synthesis with oxygen consumption.
Leakage of protons across the inner mitochondrial
membrane ‘‘uncouples’’ oxygen consumption from ATP
production by dissipating the gradient. As a result,
electron transport to oxygen proceeds at a rate that is
unlimited by availability of ADP, and the energy derived
is dissipated as heat rather than as formation of high-
energy phosphate bonds. Leakage of protons into the
mitochondria depends on the presence of special
uncoupling proteins (UCP) in the inner mitochondrial
membrane. To date three proteins thought to have
uncoupling activity have been identified in mitochon-
drial membranes of various tissues. All three appear to
be up-regulated by T3. Although the physiologic impor-
tance of UCP-1 seems firmly established (see later
discussion), the physiologic roles of UCP-2 and UCP-3
remain controversial.

Thyroid Hormone and Temperature Regulation

Splitting of ATP not only energizes cellular processes
but also results in heat production. Thyroid hormones
are said to be calorigenic because they promote heat
production. It is therefore not surprising that one of the
classical signs of hypothyroidism is decreased tolerance
to cold, whereas excessive heat production and sweating
are seen in hyperthyroidism. Effects of thyroid hormone
on oxidative metabolism are seen only in animals
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that maintain a constant body temperature, consistent
with the idea that calorigenic effects may be related
to thermoregulation. Thyroidectomized animals have
severely reduced ability to survive cold temperature.
T3 contributes to both heat production and heat
conservation.

Individuals exposed to a cold environment maintain
constant body temperature by increasing heat produc-
tion by at least two mechanisms: (1) shivering, which is a
rapid increase in involuntary activity of skeletal muscle,

and (2) the so-called nonshivering thermogenesis seen in
cold-acclimated individuals. Details of the underlying
mechanisms for each of these responses are still not
understood. As we have seen, the metabolic effects of T3

have a long lag time and hence increased production of
T3 cannot be of much use for making rapid adjustments
to cold temperatures. The role of T3 in the shivering
response is probably limited to maintenance of tissue
sensitivity to sympathetic stimulation. In this context,
the importance of T3 derives from actions that were
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established before exposure to cold temperature. Main-
tenance of sensitivity to sympathetic stimulation permits
efficient mobilization of stored carbohydrate and fat
needed to fuel the shivering response and to make
circulatory adjustments for increased activity of skeletal
muscle. It may be also recalled that the sympathetic
nervous system regulates heat conservation by decreas-
ing blood flow through the skin. Piloerection in animals
increases the thickness of the insulating layer of fur.
These responses are likely to be of importance in both
acute and chronic responses to cold exposure.

Chronic nonshivering thermogenesis appears to
require increased production of T3, which acts in concert
with the sympathetic nervous system to increase heat
production and conservation. Some data indicate that
norepinephrine may increase permeability of brown fat
and skeletal muscle cells to sodium. Increased activity of
the sodium pump could account for increased oxygen
consumption and heat production in the cold acclima-
tized individual. In muscles of cold-acclimated rats,
activity of the sodium-potassium ATPase is increased in
a manner that appears to depend on thyroid hormone.
Some experimental results support a similar effect on
calcium pumps.

Brown fat is an important source of heat in newborn
humans and throughout life in small mammals. This
form of adipose tissue is especially rich in mitochondria,
which give it its unique brown color. Mitochondria in
this tissue contain UCP 1, sometimes called thermogenin,
which allows them to oxidize relatively large amounts of
fatty acids and produce heat unfettered by limitations in
availability of ADP. Although both T3 and the sympa-
thetic neurotransmitter norepinephrine can each induce
the synthesis of UCP-1, their cooperative interaction
results in production of 3–4 times as much of this
mitochondrial protein as the sum of their independent
actions. In addition, T3 increases the efficacy of norepi-
nephrine to release fatty acids from stored triglycerides
and thus provides fuel for heat production. Brown
adipose tissue increases synthesis of the type II deiodi-
nase in response to sympathetic stimulation, and
produces abundant T3 locally to meet its needs. Adult
humans have little brown fat, but may increase heat
production through similar effects of UCP-2 and UCP-3
in white fat and muscle, but supporting evidence for this
possibility is not available.

In rodents and other experimental animals, exposure
to cold temperatures is an important stimulus for
increased TSH secretion from the pituitary and the
resultant increase in T4 and T3 secretion from the
thyroid gland. Cold exposure does not increase TSH
secretion in humans except in the newborn. In humans
and experimental animals, however, exposure to cold
temperatures increases conversion of T4 to T3 probably

as a result of increased sympathetic nervous activity,
which leads to increased cyclic AMP production in
various tissues. Recall that expression of the type II
deiodinase is activated by cyclic AMP.

Carbohydrate Metabolism

T3 accelerates virtually all aspects of metabolism
including carbohydrate utilization. It increases glucose
absorption from the digestive tract, glycogenolysis
and gluconeogenesis in hepatocytes, and glucose oxida-
tion in liver, fat, and muscle cells. No single or unique
reaction in any pathway of carbohydrate metabolism has
been identified as the rate-determining target of T3 action.
Rather, carbohydrate degradation appears to be driven
by other factors, such as increased demand for ATP, the
content of carbohydrate in the diet, or the nutritional
state. Although T3 may induce synthesis of specific
enzymes of carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, e.g., the
malic enzyme, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, and
6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, it appears to behave
principally as an amplifier or gain control working in
conjunction with other signals (Fig. 11). In the example
shown, induction of the malic enzyme in hepatocytes was
dependent both on the concentration of glucose in the
culture medium and on the concentration of T3. T3 had
little effect on enzyme induction when there was no
glucose but amplified the effectiveness of glucose as an
inducer of gene expression. This experiment provides a
good example of how T3 can amplify readout of genetic
information.
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FIGURE 11 Effects of glucose and T3 on the induction of malic

enzyme (ME) in isolated hepatocyte cultures. Note that the amount of

enzyme present in tissues was increased by growing cells in higher and

higher concentrations of glucose. Open bars show effects of glucose in

the presence of a low (10�10 M) concentration of T3. Solid bars

indicate that the effects of glucose were exaggerated when cells were

grown in a high concentration of T3 (10�8 M). (From Mariash GN,
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hepatic nuclear level. Fed Proc 1982;41:2674.)
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Lipid Metabolism

Because glucose is the major precursor for fatty acid
synthesis in both liver and fat cells, it should not be
surprising that optimal amounts of thyroid hormone are
necessary for lipogenesis in these cells. Once again the
primary determinant of lipogenesis is not T3, but, rather,
the amount of available carbohydrate or insulin (see
Chapter 41), with thyroid hormone acting as a gain
control. Similarly, mobilization of fatty acids from
storage depots in adipocytes is compromised in the
thyroid-deficient subject and increased above normal
when thyroid hormones are present in excess. Once
again, T3 amplifies physiologic signals for fat mobiliza-
tion without itself acting as such a signal.

Nitrogen Metabolism

Body proteins are constantly being degraded and
resynthesized. Both synthesis and degradation of protein
are slowed in the absence of thyroid hormones; con-
versely, both are accelerated by thyroid hormone. In the
presence of excess T4 or T3, the effects of degradation
predominate, and severe catabolism of muscle often
results. In hyperthyroid subjects body protein mass
decreases despite increased appetite and ingestion of
dietary proteins. With thyroid deficiency there is a
characteristic accumulation of a mucous-like material
consisting of protein complexed with hyaluronic acid and
chondroitin sulfate in extracellular spaces, particularly in
the skin. Because of its osmotic effect, this material
causes water to accumulate in these spaces, giving rise to
the edema typically seen in hypothyroid individuals and
to the name myxedema for hypothyroidism.

REGULATION OF THYROID
HORMONE SECRETION

As already indicated, secretion of thyroid hormones
depends on stimulation of thyroid follicular cells by TSH,
which bears the primary responsibility for integrating

thyroid function with bodily needs (Chapter 38). In the
absence of TSH, thyroid cells are quiescent and atrophy,
and, as we have seen, administration of TSH increases
both synthesis and secretion of T4 and T3. Secretion of
TSH by the pituitary gland is governed by positive input
from the hypothalamic hormone thyrotropin-releasing
hormone (TRH) and negative input from thyroid
hormones. Little TSH is produced by the pituitary
gland when it is removed from contact with the
hypothalamus and transplanted to some extrahypotha-
lamic site, and disruption of the TRH gene reduces the
TSH content of mouse pituitaries to less than half that of
wild-type litter mate controls. Positive input for thyroid
hormone secretion thus originates in the central nervous
system by way of TRH and the anterior pituitary gland.
TRH increases the expression of the genes for both the �-
and �-subunits of TSH and increases the post-transla-
tional incorporation of carbohydrate that is required for
normal potency of TSH, but these processes can occur at
a reduced level in the absence of TRH. Blood levels of
thyroid hormones in mice lacking a functional TRH gene
are less than half of normal, but the mice grow, develop,
and reproduce almost normally, indicating that their
hypothyroidism is relatively mild.

Maintaining constant levels of thyroid hormones in
blood depends on the negative feedback effects of T4

and T3, which inhibit synthesis and secretion of TSH
(Fig. 12). The contribution of free T4 in blood is quite
significant in this regard. Because thyrotropes are rich in
type II deiodinase, they can convert this more abundant
form of thyroid hormone to T3 and thereby monitor the
overall amount of free hormone in blood. High
concentrations of thyroid hormones may shut off TSH
secretion completely and, when maintained over time,
produce atrophy of the thyroid gland. Measurement of
relative concentrations of TSH and thyroid hormones in
the blood provide critically important information for
diagnosing thyroid disease. For instance, low blood
concentrations of free T3 and T4 in the presence of
elevated levels of TSH signal a primary defect in the
thyroid gland, whereas high concentrations of free T3

Clinical Note

Increased blood cholesterol (hypercholesterole-
mia) is typically found in hypothyroidism. Thyroid
hormones reduce cholesterol in the plasma of
normal subjects and restore blood concentrations
of cholesterol to normal in hypothyroid subjects.
Hypercholesterolemia in hypothyroid subjects
results from decreased ability to excrete

cholesterol in bile rather than overproduction of
cholesterol. In fact, cholesterol synthesis is impai-
red in the hypothyroid individual. T3 may facilitate
hepatic excretion of cholesterol by increasing
the abundance of low-density lipoprotein (LDL)
receptors in hepatocyte membranes, thereby
enhancing uptake of cholesterol from the blood.
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and T4 accompanied by high concentrations of TSH
reflect a defect in the pituitary or hypothalamus. As
already noted, the high concentrations of T4 and T3 seen
in Graves’ disease are accompanied by very low
concentrations of TSH in blood as a result of negative
feedback inhibition of TSH secretion.

Negative feedback inhibition of TSH secretion results
from actions of thyroid hormones exerted both on TRH
neurons in the paraventricular nuclei of the hypothala-
mus and on thyrotropes in the pituitary. Results of
animal studies indicate that T3 and T4 inhibit TRH
synthesis and secretion. Events thought to occur within
the thyrotropes are illustrated in Fig. 13. TRH binds its
G-protein-coupled heptihelical receptors (Chapter 2) on
the surface of thyrotropes. The resulting activation of
phospholipase C generates the second messengers inosi-
tol trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG). IP3

promotes calcium mobilization, and DAG activates
protein kinase C, both of which rapidly stimulate release
of stored hormone. This effect is augmented by influx of
extracellular calcium following activation of membrane
calcium channels. In addition, transcription of genes for
both subunits of TSH is increased. TRH also promotes
processing of the carbohydrate components of TSH
necessary for maximum biological activity. Meanwhile,
both T4 and T3 enter the cell at a rate determined by
their free concentrations in blood plasma, and T4 is
deiodinated to T3 in the cytoplasm. T3 enters the
nucleus, binds to its receptors, and down-regulates

transcription of the genes for both the �- and �-subunits
of TSH and for TRH receptors. In addition, T3 inhibits
release of stored hormone and accelerates TRH receptor
degradation. The net consequence of these actions of T3

is a reduction in the sensitivity of the thyrotropes to
TRH (Fig. 14).

MECHANISM OF THYROID HORMONE ACTION

As must already be obvious, virtually all cells appear
to require optimal amounts of thyroid hormone for
normal operation, even though different aspects of
cellular function may be affected in different cells.
Thyroid hormones are quite hydrophobic and may
either diffuse across the cell membrane or enter target
cells by a carrier-mediated transport process. T3 formed
within the target cell by deiodination of T4 appears to
mix freely with T3 taken up from the plasma and to
enter the nucleus, where it binds to specific receptors
(see Chapter 2). Thyroid hormone receptors are
members of the large family of nuclear hormone
receptors and bind to specific nucleotide sequences
(thyroid response elements or TREs) in the genes they
regulate. Unlike most other nuclear receptors, thyroid
hormone receptors bind to their response elements in the
absence of hormone. They bind as monomers or as
homodimers composed either of two thyroid hormone
receptors, or they may form heterodimers with other
nuclear receptor family members, usually the receptor
for an isomer of retinoic acid. In the absence of T3, the
unoccupied receptor, in conjunction with a corepressor
protein, inhibits T3-dependent gene expression by main-
taining the DNA in a tightly coiled configuration that
bars access of transcription activators or RNA poly-
merase. Upon binding T3, the configuration of the
receptor is modified in a way that causes it to release the
corepressor and bind instead to a coactivator. Although
T3 acts in an analogous way to suppress expression of
some genes, the underlying mechanism for negative
control of gene expression is not understood.

Nuclear receptors for T3 are encoded in two genes,
designated TR� and TR�. The TR� gene resides on
chromosome 17 and gives rise to two isoforms, TR�1
and TR�2, as a result of alternate splicing that deletes
the T3 binding site from the TR�2 isoform. The TR�2
isoform, therefore, cannot act as a hormone receptor,
but it nevertheless plays a vital physiologic role (see later
discussion). The TR� gene maps to chromosome 3 and
also gives rise to two alternately spliced products, TR�1
and TR�2. TR�1 and TR�1 are widely distributed
throughout the body and are present in different ratios
in the nuclei of all target tissues examined, but TR�2
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appears to be expressed primarily in the anterior
pituitary gland and the brain.

Efforts to determine which T3 responses are mediated
by each form of the T3 receptor have been greatly
advanced by the advent of technology that permits
disruption or ‘‘knock out’’ of individual genes in mouse
embryos. Mice lacking both TR� isoforms have no
development deficiencies, are fertile, and exhibit no
obvious behavioral abnormalities. However, these
animals have abnormally high rates of TSH, T4, and
T3 secretion presumably because the TR�2 mediates the
negative feedback action of T3. These symptoms are
remarkably similar to those seen in a rare genetic disease
that is characterized by resistance to thyroid hormone.
Like the knockout mice, patients exhibit few abnorm-
alities but have increased circulating levels of TSH, T4,
and T3. They have enlarged thyroid glands (goiter)
stemming from increased TSH levels, but exhibit none
of the consequences of T4 hypersecretion. This disease
typically results from mutations in the TR� gene.

No effects on life span or fertility result from
manipulation of TR� gene so that it encodes only the
TR�2 isoform that cannot bind T3. However, animals
that lack the TR�1 isoform have low heart rates and low
body temperature. When the TR� gene was knocked out

so that neither the �1 nor �2 isoform could be expressed,
the animals stopped growing after about 2 weeks and
died shortly after weaning with apparent failure of
intestinal development. Thus although few symptoms of
hypothyroidism result from knock out of any of the
thyroid hormone receptors that are capable of binding
T3, loss of the �2 isoform produced devastating effects,
suggesting that it plays a critical, though perhaps T3-
independent, role in gene transcription. The combined
absence of TR�1, TR�1, and TR�2 produces more
symptoms of hypothyroidism than lack of either TR�1
or TR�, suggesting that these receptors have redundant
or overlapping functions. However, the hypothyroid
symptoms are mild compared to those seen when
the complement of TRs is normal but thyroid hormone
is absent. Unoccupied TRs that repress gene expression
may therefore produce harmful effects. Consistent
with this idea, a mutation of the TR� gene that prevents
it from binding T3 produced severe defects in neurologic
development similar to those seen in hypothyroid mice
even though T3 was abundant. Thus at least one of the
physiologic roles of T3 may be to counteract the con-
sequences of T3 receptor silencing of some genes.

Although extensive evidence indicates that T3 and T4

produce the majority of their actions through nuclear
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receptors, extranuclear specific binding proteins for
thyroid hormones have also been found in the cytosol
and mitochondria. The function, if any, of these proteins
is not known. In addition, some rapid effects of T3 and T4

that may not involve the genome have also been
described. It is highly likely that T3 and T4 have physio-
logically important actions that are not dependent on
nuclear events, but detailed understanding will require
further research.
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KEY POINTS
� The adrenal cortex secretes three classes of

steroid hormones: mineralocorticoids, gluco-
corticoids, and androgens.

� Adrenal cortical hormones are derived from
cholesterol. Relatively minor differences in
functional groups on the steroid nucleus
profoundly affect biological activity.

� Adrenal steroid hormones circulate in blood
bound to plasma proteins and are degraded
chiefly in the liver.

� The principal mineralocorticoid is aldosterone
whose primary function is to maintain the
vascular volume by regulating sodium retention
by the kidney. Aldosterone also regulates
potassium excretion by the kidney, sodium

absorption in the colon, and sodium and
potassium secretion in sweat and saliva.

� Angiotensin II is the primary stimulus for
aldosterone secretion, but increased plasma
concentrations of potassium also increase
aldosterone secretion.

� The kidney responds to a decrease in vascular
volume by secreting the enzyme renin, which
hydrolyzes angiotensinogen in the blood to
release angiotensin I, which is then converted
to angiotensin II.

� Cortisol is the principal glucocorticoid. It pre-
serves carbohydrate reserves by promoting
gluconeogenesis in the liver, and by promoting
protein degradation in muscle and lymphoid
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OVERVIEW

The adrenal glands are complex polyfunctional
organs whose secretions are required for maintenance
of life. Without adrenal hormones, deranged electrolyte
or carbohydrate metabolism leads to circulatory
collapse or hypoglycemic coma and death. The
hormones of the outer region, or cortex, are steroids
and act at the level of the genome to regulate the
expression of genes that govern the operation of
fundamental processes in virtually all cells. The inner
region, the adrenal medulla, is actually a component of
the sympathetic nervous system and participates in the
wide array of regulatory responses that are character-
istic of that branch of the nervous system. The three
major categories of adrenal steroid hormones are
mineralocorticoids, whose actions defend the body
content of sodium and potassium; glucocorticoids,
whose actions affect body fuel metabolism, responses
to injury, and general cell function; and androgens,
whose actions are similar to the hormone of the male
gonad. We focus on actions of these hormones on the
limited number of processes that are most thoroughly
studied, but the reader should keep in mind that adrenal
cortical hormones directly or indirectly affect almost
every physiologic process and hence are central to the
maintenance of homeostasis. Secretion of mineralocor-
ticoids is primarily controlled by the kidney through
secretion of renin and the consequent production of
angiotensin. Secretion of glucocorticoids and androgens
is controlled by the anterior pituitary gland through
secretion of ACTH.

The adrenal cortex and the medulla often behave as a
functional unit and together confer a remarkable
capacity to cope with changes in the internal or external
environment. Fast-acting medullary hormones are
signals for physiologic adjustments, and slower acting
cortical hormones maintain or increase sensitivity of

tissues to medullary hormones and other signals; they
also maintain or enhance the capacity of tissues to
respond to such signals. The cortical hormones thus
tend to be modulators rather than initiators of
responses.

MORPHOLOGY

The adrenal glands are bilateral structures situated
above the kidneys. They are comprised of an outer
region or cortex, which normally makes up more than
three-quarters of the adrenal mass, and an inner region
or medulla (Fig. 1). The medulla is a modified sympa-
thetic ganglion that, in response to signals reaching it
through cholinergic, preganglionic fibers, releases either
or both of its two hormones, epinephrine and norepi-
nephrine, into adrenal venous blood. The cortex arises
from mesodermal tissue and produces a class of lipid-
soluble hormones derived from cholesterol and called
steroids. The cortex is subdivided histologically into
three zones. Cells in the outer region, or zona glomer-
ulosa, are arranged in clusters (glomeruli) and produce
the hormone aldosterone. In the zona fasciculata, which
comprises the bulk of the cortex, rows of lipid-laden
cells are arranged radially in bundles of parallel cords
(fasces). The inner region of the cortex consists of a
tangled network of cells and is called the zona reticularis.
The fasciculata and reticularis, which produce both
cortisol and the adrenal androgens, are functionally
separate from the zona glomerulosa.

The adrenal glands receive their blood supply from
numerous small arteries that branch off the renal
arteries or the lumbar portion of the aorta and its
various major branches. These arteries penetrate the
adrenal capsules and divide to form the subcapsular
plexus from which small arterial branches pass centrip-
etally toward the medulla. The subcapsular plexuses also

KEY POINTS (continued )
tissues and triglycerides in adipose tissue to
provide substrates for gluconeogenesis. Cortisol
also decreases sensitivity of tissues to insulin
and decreases triglyceride synthesis in adipose
tissue and glucose metabolism in muscle.

� Glucocorticoids protect against injury.
� Glucocorticoid secretion is controlled by adre-

nocorticotropic hormone (ACTH) in a negative
feedback manner in which glucocorticoids act
both at the hypothalamic and pituitary levels to

inhibit secretion of corticotropin-releasing
hormone (CRH) and ACTH.

� The adrenal medullae are modified sympa-
thetic ganglia, and as components of the
sympathetic nervous system participate in
emergency responses characterized by the
‘‘fright, fight, or flight’’ reactions.

� The principal hormones of the adrenal medul-
lae are norepinephrine and epinephrine, which
are derivatives of tyrosine.
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give rise to long loops of capillaries that pass between
the cords of fascicular cells and empty into sinusoids in
the reticularis and medulla. Sinusoidal blood collects
through venules into a single large central vein in each
adrenal and drains into either the renal vein or the
inferior vena cava.

ADRENAL CORTEX

In all species thus far studied, the adrenal cortex is
essential for maintenance of life. Insufficiency of adrenal
cortical hormones (Addison’s disease) produced by
pathologic destruction or surgical removal of the adrenal
cortices results in death within 1–2 weeks unless replace-
ment therapy is instituted. Virtually every organ system
goes awrywith adrenal cortical insufficiency, but themost
likely cause of death appears to be circulatory collapse
secondary to sodium depletion. When food intake is
inadequate, death may result instead from insufficient
amounts of glucose in the blood (hypoglycemia).

Adrenal cortical hormones have been divided into
two categories based on their ability to protect against
these two causes of death. The so-called mineralocorti-
coids are necessary for maintenance of sodium and
potassium balance. Aldosterone is the physiologically
important mineralocorticoid, although some deoxycor-
ticosterone, another potent mineralocorticoid, is also
produced by the normal adrenal gland (Fig. 2). Cortisol

and, to a lesser extent, corticosterone are the physiolog-
ically important glucocorticoids and are so named for
their ability to maintain carbohydrate reserves. Gluco-
corticoids have a variety of other effects as well. At high
concentrations, aldosterone may exert glucocorticoid-
like activity and, conversely, cortisol and corticosterone
may exert some mineralocorticoid activity (see later
discussion). The adrenal cortex also produces androgens,
which as their name implies have biological effects
similar to those of the male gonadal hormones (see
Chapter 45). Adrenal androgens mediate some of the
changes that occur at puberty. Adrenal steroid hormones
are closely related to steroid hormones produced by the
testis and ovary and are synthesized from common
precursors. In some abnormal states the adrenals may
secrete any of the gonadal steroids.

Adrenocortical Hormones

All of the adrenal steroids are derivatives of the
polycyclic phenanthrene nucleus, which is also present
in cholesterol, ovarian and testicular steroids, bile acids,
and precursors of vitamin D. Use of some of the standard
conventions for naming the rings and the carbons
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FIGURE 2 Principal adrenal steroid hormones.
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facilitates discussion of the biosynthesis and metabolism
of the steroid hormones. When drawing structures of
steroid hormones, carbon atoms are indicated by
junctions of lines that represent chemical bonds. The
carbons are numbered and the rings lettered as shown
in Fig. 3. Remember that steroid hormones have
complex three-dimensional structures; they are not
flat, two-dimensional molecules as we depict them for
simplicity. Substituents on the steroid nucleus that
project toward the reader are usually designated by the
prefix �. Those that project away from the reader are
designated by � and are shown diagrammatically with
dashed lines. The fully saturated 21-carbon molecule is
called pregnane. When a double bond is present in any
of the rings, the -ane in the ending is changed to -ene, or
to -diene when there are two double bonds, i.e., pregnene
or pregnadiene. The location of the double bond is
designated by the Greek letter � followed by one or
more superscripts to indicate the location. The presence
of a hydroxyl group (OH) is indicated by the ending -ol,
and the presence of a keto group (O) by the ending -one.
Thus the important intermediate in the biosynthetic
pathway for steroid hormones shown in Fig. 3 has a
double bond in the B ring, a keto group on carbon 20,
and a hydroxyl group on carbon 3, and hence is called
�5 pregnenolone.

The starting material for steroid hormone biosynthe-
sis is cholesterol, most of which arrives at the adrenal
cortex in the form of low-density lipoproteins (LDL),
which are avidly taken up from blood by a process of
receptor-mediated endocytosis. Adrenal cortical cells
also synthesize cholesterol from carbohydrate or fatty
acid precursors. Substantial amounts of cholesterol are
stored in steroid hormone-producing cells in the form of
fatty acid esters.

Key reactions in the biosynthesis of the adrenal
hormones are catalyzed by a particular class of oxidizing
enzymes, the cytochromes P450, that includes a large
number of hepatic detoxifying enzymes called mixed
function oxidases. They contain a heme group covalently
linked through a sulfur-iron bond and absorb light in
the visible range. The name P450 derives from the

property of these Pigments to absorb light at 450 nm
when reduced by carbon monoxide. The P450 enzymes
utilize molecular oxygen and electrons donated from
NADPH+ to oxidize their substrates. Although they
have a single substrate-binding site, some of the P450
enzymes catalyze more than one oxidative step in steroid
hormone synthesis.

The rate-limiting step in the biosynthesis of all of the
steroid hormones is cleavage of the side chain to convert
the 27-carbon cholesterol molecule to the 21-carbon
pregnenolone molecule (Fig. 3). The enzyme that cata-
lyzes this complex reaction, is called P450scc (for
side-chain cleavage) and is located on the inner mito-
chondrial membrane. P450scc catalyzes the oxidation of
carbons 20 and 22 and then cleaves the bond between
them to shorten the side chain. This initial step in
hormone biosynthesis requires a complicated series of
molecular events. Cholesterol must first be released
from its esterified storage form by the action of an
esterase. The free, but water-insoluble cholesterol must
then be transferred to the mitochondria perhaps
through the agency of a cholesterol binding protein
and participation of cytoskeletal elements. Cholesterol
must then enter the mitochondria to gain access to
P450scc whose activity is limited primarily by avail-
ability of its substrate. The steroid acute regulatory
(StAR) protein plays an indispensable role in presenting
cholesterol to P450scc through mechanisms that are still
incompletely understood. The StAR protein has a very
short half-life, and stimulation of its synthesis appears
to be the critical regulated step in steroid hormone
biosynthesis. Unlike cholesterol, 21-carbon steroids
apparently pass through the mitochondrial membrane
rather freely.

Pregnenolone is the common precursor of all steroid
hormones produced by the adrenals or the gonads.
An early step in hormone biosynthesis is oxidation of the
hydroxyl group at carbon 3 to a keto group. This reaction
is catalyzed by the enzyme 3-�-hydroxysteroid dehydro-
genase (3�HSD) and initiates a rearrangement that shifts
the double bond from the B ring to the A ring. A ketone
group at carbon 3 is found in all biologically important
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adrenal steroids and appears necessary for physiologic
activity. Biosynthesis of the various steroid hormones
involves oxygenation of carbons 21, 17, 11, and 18, as
depicted in Fig. 4. The exact sequence of hydroxylations
may vary, and some of the reactions may take place in a
different order than that presented in the figure. The
specific hormone that is ultimately secreted once the
cholesterol–pregnenolone road block has been passed is
determined by the enzymatic makeup of the particular
cells involved. For example, two different P450 enzymes
catalyze the hydroxylation of carbon 11. One of these is
found exclusively in cells of the zona glomerulosa
(P450c11AS) and catalyzes the oxidation of both
carbon 11 and carbon 18. The other enzyme (P450c11�)
is found in cells of the zonae fasciculata and reticularis
and can oxidize only carbon 11. At the same time, cells of
the zonae fasciculata and reticularis, but not of the zona
glomerulosa, express the enzyme P450c17, also called

P450 17�-hydroxylase/lyase, which catalyzes the oxida-
tion of the carbon at position 17. Hence, glomerulosa
cells can produce corticosterone, aldosterone, and deoxy-
corticosterone, but not cortisol, while cells of the zonae
fasciculata and reticularis can form cortisol and 17�-
hydroxyprogesterone. When reducing equivalents are
delivered to P450c17 rapidly enough, the reaction
continues beyond 17�-progesterone hydroxylation to
cleavage of the carbon 17-carbon 20 bond. Removal of
carbons 20 and 21 produces the 19-carbon androgens.
Hence androgens can also be produced by these cells but
not by glomerulosa cells.

As is probably already apparent, steroid chemistry is
complex and can be bewildering; but because these
compounds are so important physiologically and ther-
apeutically, some familiarity with their structures is
required. We can simplify the task somewhat by noting
that steroid hormones can be placed into three major
categories: those that contain 21 carbon atoms, those
that contain 19 carbon atoms, and those that contain 18
carbon atoms. In addition, there are relatively few sites
where modification of the steroid nucleus determines its
physiologic activity.

The physiologically important steroid hormones of
the 21-carbon series are as follows:

1. Progesterone, which has the simplest structure, can
serve as a precursor molecule for all of the other
steroid hormones. Note that the only modifications
to the basic carbon skeleton of the 21-carbon steroid
nucleus are keto groups at positions 3 and 20.
Normal adrenal cortical cells convert progesterone to
other products so rapidly that none escapes into
adrenal venous blood. Progesterone is a major
secretory product of the ovaries and the placenta.

2. Addition of a hydroxyl group to carbon 21 of pro-
gesterone is the minimal change required for adrenal
corticoid activity. This addition produces 11-deoxy-
corticosterone, a potent mineralocorticoid that is
virtually devoid of glucocorticoid activity. Deoxy-
corticosterone is only a minor secretory product of
the normal adrenal gland but may become important
in some disease states.

3. A hydroxyl group at carbon 11 is found in all gluco-
corticoids. Adding the hydroxyl group at carbon 11
confers glucocorticoid activity to deoxycorticosterone
and reduces its mineralocorticoid activity 10-fold.
This compound is corticosterone and can be produced
in cells of all three zones of the adrenal cortex.
Corticosterone is the major glucocorticoid in the rat
but is of only secondary importance in humans.

4. Corticosterone is a precursor of aldosterone, which is
produced in cells of the zona glomerulosa by oxida-
tion of carbon 18 to an aldehyde. The oxygen at
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carbon 18 increases the mineralocorticoid potency of
corticosterone by a factor of 200 and only slightly
decreases glucocorticoid activity.

5. Cortisol differs from corticosterone only by the
presence of a hydroxyl group at carbon 17. Cortisol
is the most potent of the naturally occurring
glucocorticoids. It has 10 times as much glucocorti-
coid activity as aldosterone, but less than 0.25% of
aldosterone’s mineralocorticoid activity in normal
human subjects. Synthetic glucocorticoids with even
greater potency than cortisol are available for
therapeutic use.

6. Cortisone differs from cortisol only in that the
substituent on carbon 11 is a keto group rather
than a hydroxyl group. Cortisone is produced from
cortisol at extraadrenal sites by oxidation of the
hydroxyl group on carbon 11 and circulates in blood
at about one-fifth the concentration of cortisol.
Oxidation of cortisol to cortisone profoundly
lowers its affinity for adrenal steroid hormone
receptors and hence inactivates it. Cortisol is oxidized
to cortisone in mineralocorticoid target cells, and
cortisone can be reduced to cortisol in the liver and
other glucocorticoid target tissues. This so-called
cortisol-cortisone shuttle is catalyzed by two
enzymes, 11-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase (HSD)-I
and HSD-II, which are products of different genes
and are expressed in different tissues. HSD-I can
catalyze the reaction in either direction, and hence
may activate or inactivate the hormone. HSD-II,
which is expressed in all mineralocorticoid target
tissues, catalyzes only the oxidation of cortisol to
cortisone (Fig. 5).

Steroids in the 19-carbon series usually have andro-
genic activity and are precursors of the estrogens (female
hormones). Hydroxylation of either pregnenolone or
progesterone at carbon 17 is the critical prerequisite for
cleavage of the C20,21 side chain to yield the adrenal
androgens dehydroepiandrosterone or androstenedione
(see Fig. 4). The principal testicular androgen is testos-
terone, which has a hydroxyl group rather than a keto
group at carbon 17. Although 19 carbon androgens are

products of the same enzyme that catalyzes 17�-
hydroxylation in the adrenals and the gonads, cleavage
of the bond linking carbons 17 and 20 in the adrenals
normally occurs to a significant extent only after puberty,
and then is confined largely to cells of the zona
reticularis.

Steroids of the 18-carbon series usually have estroge-
nic activity. Estrogens characteristically have an unsa-
turated A ring. Oxidation of the A ring (a process called
aromatization) results in loss of the methyl carbon at
position 19 (Fig. 6). This reaction, which takes place
principally in ovaries and placenta, can also occur in a
variety of nonendocrine tissues where aromatization of
the A ring of either testicular or adrenal androgens
comprises the principal source of estrogens in men and
postmenopausal women.

Regulation of Adrenal Cortical

Hormone Synthesis

Effects of ACTH

Adrenocorticotropic hormone maintains normal
secretory activity of the inner zones of the adrenal
cortex. After removal of the pituitary gland, little or no
steroidogenesis occurs in the zona fasciculata or reticu-
laris, but the zona glomerulosa continues to function. In
cells of all three zones, ACTH interacts with a specific G-
protein-coupled membrane receptor and triggers produc-
tion of cyclic AMP by activating adenylyl cyclase
(see Chapter 2). Cyclic AMP activates protein kinase
A, which catalyzes the phosphorylation of a variety of
proteins and thereby modifies their activity. In the zonae
fasciculata and reticularis this results in accelerated de-
esterification of cholesterol esters, increased transport of
cholesterol to the mitochondria, and increased synthesis
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of StAR protein. Early studies of how ACTH increases
steroidogenesis revealed a puzzling requirement for
protein synthesis that ultimately led to the discovery of
the StAR protein. It appears that ACTH increases StAR
protein by stimulating its synthesis on preexisting
mRNA templates and by promoting gene transcription
(Fig. 7). Thus the immediate actions of ACTH accelerate
the delivery of cholesterol to P450scc to form pregneno-
lone. Once pregnenolone is formed, remaining steps in
steroid biosynthesis can proceed without further inter-
vention from ACTH, although some evidence suggests
that ACTHmay also speed up some later reactions in the
biosynthetic sequence. With continued stimulation,
ACTH, acting through cyclic AMP and protein kinase
A, also stimulates transcription of the genes encoding the
P450 enzymes (P450scc, P450c21, P450c17, and
P450c11�) and the LDL receptor responsible for
uptake of cholesterol.

ACTH is the only hormone known to control
synthesis of the adrenal androgens. These 19-carbon
steroids are produced primarily in the zona reticularis.
Their production is limited first by the rate of conver-
sion of cholesterol to pregnenolone and subsequently by
cleavage of the carbon 17-20 bond. As already
mentioned, P450c17, the same enzyme that catalyzes

�-hydroxylation of carbon 17 of cortisol also catalyzes
the second oxidative reaction at carbon 17 (17,20-lyase)
that removes the C20,21 side chain. Some evidence
suggests that the lyase reaction is increased by phos-
phorylation of the P450c17, and other studies suggest
that androgen production is driven by the capacity of
reticularis cells to deliver reducing equivalents to the
reaction. Little or no androgen is produced in young
children whose adrenal glands contain only a rudimen-
tary zona reticularis. The reticularis with its unique
complement of enzymes develops shortly before puberty.
The arrival of puberty is heralded by a dramatic increase
in production of the adrenal androgens, principally
dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate (DHEAS), which are
responsible for growth of pubic and axillary hair.
Secretion of DHEAS gradually rises to reach a maxi-
mum by age 20–25, and thereafter declines. This pattern
of androgen secretion is quite different from the pattern
of cortisol secretion and therefore appears to be
governed by other factors than simply the ACTH-
dependent rate of pregnenolone formation. These find-
ings have led some investigators to propose separate
control of androgen production, possibly by another, as
yet unidentified pituitary hormone, but to date no such
hormone has been found. It is important to emphasize
that increased stimulation of both the fasciculata and
the reticularis by ACTH can profoundly increase
adrenal androgen production.

Effects of ACTH on the adrenal cortex are not
limited to accelerating the rate-determining step in
steroid hormone production. ACTH either directly or
indirectly also increases blood flow to the adrenal glands
and thereby provides not only the needed oxygen and
metabolic fuels but also increased capacity to deliver
newly secreted hormone to the general circulation.
ACTH maintains the functional integrity of the inner
zones of the adrenal cortex: Absence of ACTH leads to
atrophy of these two zones, while chronic stimulation
increases their mass.

Stimulation with ACTH increases steroid hormone
secretion within 1–2 min, and peak rates of secretion are
seen in about 15 min. Unlike other glandular cells,
steroid-producing cells do not store hormones, and
hence biosynthesis and secretion are components of a
single process regulated at the step of cholesterol
conversion to pregnenolone. Because steroid hormones
are lipid soluble they can diffuse through the plasma
membrane and enter the circulation through simple
diffusion down a concentration gradient. Even under
basal conditions, cortisol concentrations are more than
100 times higher in fasciculata cells than in plasma. It is
not surprising, therefore, that biosynthetic intermediates
may escape into the circulation during intense stimula-
tion. Human adrenal glands normally produce about
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20 mg of cortisol, about 2 mg of corticosterone, 10–15
mg of androgens, and about 150 mg of aldosterone each
day, but with sustained stimulation they can increase
this output manyfold.

Regulation of Aldosterone Synthesis

The regulation of aldosterone synthesis is consider-
ably more complex than that of the glucocorticoids and is
not completely understood. Although cells of
the zona glomerulosa express ACTH receptors and
ACTH is required for optimal secretion, ACTH is not an
important regulator of aldosterone production in most
species. Angiotensin II, an octapeptide whose production
is regulated by the kidney (see later discussion and
Chapter 29) is the hormonal signal for increased produc-
tion of aldosterone (Fig. 8). The cellular events entrained
by angiotensin II are not as well established as those
described for ACTH. Like ACTH, angiotensin II reacts
with specific G-protein-coupled receptors, but angioten-
sin II does not activate adenylyl cyclase or use cyclic
AMP as its second messenger. Instead, it acts through
inositol trisphosphate (IP3) and calcium to promote the
formation of pregnenolone from cholesterol. The ligand-
bound angiotensin receptor associates with G�q and
activates phospholipase C to release IP3 (see Chapter 2)

and diacylglycerol (DAG) from membrane phosphati-
dylinositol bisphosphate. G�q may also interact directly
with potassium channels and cause them to close. The
resulting depolarization of the membrane opens voltage-
gated calcium channels and allows calcium to enter.
Simultaneously, the ��-subunits directly activate calcium
channels, thus further promoting calcium entry. Intra-
cellular calcium concentrations are also increased by
interaction of IP3 with its receptor in the endoplasmic
reticulum to release stored calcium. Increased intracel-
lular calcium activates a calmodulin-dependent protein
kinase that promotes transfer of cholesterol into the
mitochondria by increasing synthesis of the StAR protein
in the same manner as described for protein kinase A
in fasciculata cells. The increase in cytosolic calcium
in turn raises the intramitochondrial calcium concentra-
tion and stimulates P450c11AS, which catalyzes the
critical final reactions in aldosterone synthesis. The
DAG that is released by activation of phospholipase C
activates protein kinase C, but the role of this enzyme is
uncertain. It may augment synthesis of StAR protein,
and it may participate in calcium channel activation.
Protein kinase C may also play an important role in
mediating the hypertrophy of the zona glomerulosa seen
after prolonged stimulation of the adrenal glands with
angiotensin II.

Cells of the zona glomerulosa are exquisitely sensi-
tive to changes in concentration of potassium in the
extracellular fluid and adjust aldosterone synthesis
accordingly. An increase of as little as 0.1 mM in the
concentration of potassium, which corresponds to a
change of only about 2–3%, may increase aldosterone
production by as much as 35%. Increased extracellular
potassium depolarizes the plasma membrane and acti-
vates voltage-gated calcium channels. The resulting
increase in intracellular calcium stimulates aldosterone
synthesis as already described. The rate of aldosterone
secretion can also be affected by the concentration
of sodium in the extracellular fluid, but relatively large
changes are required. A decline in sodium concentration
increases sensitivity to angiotensin II and potassium,
but direct effects of sodium on glomerulosa cells are
relatively unimportant except in extreme cases of sodium
depletion. However, sodium profoundly affects aldos-
terone synthesis indirectly through its influence on
production of angiotensin II as described later and in
Chapter 29.

Synthesis and secretion of aldosterone are also
negatively regulated by the atrial natriuretic factor
(ANF) secreted primarily by the cardiac atria. This
hormone and its role in normal physiology are discussed
in Chapter 29. ANF receptors have intrinsic guanylyl
cyclase activity and, when bound to ANF, catalyze
the conversion of guanosine triphosphate to cyclic
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guanosine monophosphate (cyclic GMP). Precisely how
an increase in cyclic GMP antagonizes the actions of
angiotensin and potassium on aldosterone synthesis has
not been established. Cyclic GMP is known to activate
the enzyme cyclic AMP phosphodiesterase, and may
thereby lower basal levels of cyclic AMP, or it may act
through stimulating cyclic GMP-dependent protein
kinase.

Adrenal Steroid Hormones in Blood

Adrenal cortical hormones are transported in blood
bound to a specific plasma protein, corticosteroid
binding globulin (CBG), which is also called transcortin,
and to a lesser extent to albumin. Like albumin, CBG is
synthesized and secreted by the liver, but its concentra-
tion of �1 mM in plasma is only about 1000th that of
albumin. CBG is a glycoprotein with a molecular weight
of about 58,000, and is a member of the serine
proteinase inhibitor (SERPIN) superfamily of proteins.
It has a single steroid hormone binding site whose
affinity for glucocorticoids is nearly 20 times higher than
for aldosterone. About 95% of the glucocorticoids and
about 60% of the aldosterone in blood are bound to
protein. Under normal circumstances the concentration
of free or unbound cortisol in plasma is about 100 times
that of aldosterone. Probably because they circulate
bound to plasma proteins, adrenal steroids have a
relatively long half-life in blood: 1.5–2 hr for cortisol,
and about 15 min for aldosterone.

Metabolism and Excretion of Adrenal

Cortical Hormones

Because mammals cannot degrade the steroid
nucleus, elimination of steroid hormones is achieved
by inactivation through metabolic changes that make
them unrecognizable to their receptors. Inactivation of
glucocorticoids occurs mainly in liver and is achieved
primarily by reduction of the A ring and its keto group
at position 3. Conjugation of the resulting hydroxyl
group on carbon 3 with glucuronic acid or sulfate
increases water solubility and decreases binding to CBG
so the steroid can now pass through renal glomerular
capillaries and be excreted in the urine. The major
urinary products of steroid hormone degradation
are glucuronide esters of 17-hydroxycorticosteroids
(17-OHCS) derived from cortisol, and 17-ketosteroids
(17-KS) derived from glucocorticoids and androgens.
Because recognizable hormonal products can be identi-
fied in the urine, it is possible to estimate the daily
secretory rate of steroid hormones by the noninvasive
technique of analyzing urinary excretory products.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE MINERALOCORTICOIDS

Although several naturally occurring adrenal cor-
tical hormones, including glucocorticoids, can produce
mineralocorticoid effects, aldosterone is by far the
most important mineralocorticoid physiologically. In
its absence there is a progressive loss of sodium by the
kidney, which results secondarily in a loss of extracel-
lular fluid (see Chapter 29). Recall that the kidney
adjusts the composition of the extracellular fluid by
processes that involve formation of an ultrafiltrate of
plasma followed by secretion or selective reabsorption
of solutes and water. With severe loss of blood volume
(hypovolemia), water is retained in an effort to restore
volume, and the concentration of sodium in blood
plasma may gradually fall (hyponatremia) from the
normal value of 140 mEq/liter to 120 mEq/liter or even
lower in extreme cases. With the decrease in concentra-
tion of sodium, the principal cation of extracellular
fluid, there is a net transfer of water from extracellular
to intracellular space, further aggravating hypovolemia.
Diarrhea is frequently seen and it, too, worsens hypo-
volemia. Loss of plasma volume increases the hema-
tocrit and the viscosity of blood (hemoconcentration).
Simultaneous with the loss of sodium, the ability to
excrete potassium is impaired, and with continued
dietary intake, plasma concentrations of potassium
may increase from the normal value of 4 mEq/liter to
8–10 mEq/liter (hyperkalemia). Increased concentrations
of potassium in blood, and therefore in extracellular
fluid, result in partial depolarization of plasma mem-
branes of all cells, leading to cardiac arrhythmia and
weakness of muscles including the heart. Blood pressure
falls from the combined effects of decreased vascular
volume, decreased cardiac contractility, and decreased
responsiveness of vascular smooth muscle to vasocon-
strictor agents caused by hyponatremia. Mild acidosis
is seen with mineralocorticoid deficiency, partly as a
result of deranged potassium balance and partly from
lack of the direct effects of aldosterone on hydrogen ion
excretion.

All of these life-threatening changes can be reversed
by administration of aldosterone and can be traced to
the ability of aldosterone to promote inward transport
of sodium across epithelial cells of kidney tubules and
the outward transport of potassium and hydrogen ions
into the urine. It has been estimated that aldosterone is
required for the reabsorption of only about 2% of the
sodium filtered at the renal glomeruli; even in its
absence, about 98% of the filtered sodium is reab-
sorbed. However, 2% of the sodium filtered each day
corresponds to the amount present in about 3.5 L of
extracellular fluid. Aldosterone also promotes sodium
and potassium transport by the sweat glands, the colon,
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and the salivary glands. Of these target tissues, the
kidney is by far the most important.

Effects of Aldosterone on the Kidney

Initial insights into the action of aldosterone on the
kidney were obtained from observations of the effects
of hormone deprivation or administration on the
composition of the urine. Mineralocorticoids decrease
the ratio of urinary sodium to potassium concentra-
tions; in the absence of mineralocorticoids, the ratio
increases. However, although aldosterone promotes
both sodium conservation and potassium excretion,
the two effects are not tightly coupled, and sodium is
not simply exchanged for potassium. Indeed, the same
amount of aldosterone that increased both sodium
retention and potassium excretion when given to
adrenalectomized dogs stimulated only potassium
excretion in normal, sodium-replete dogs. Similarly,
when normal human subjects were given aldosterone
for 25 days, the sodium-retaining effects lasted only
for the first 15 days, but increased excretion of
potassium persisted for as long as the hormone
was given (Fig. 9). Renal handling of sodium and

potassium is complex, and compensatory mechanisms
exerted at aldosterone insensitive loci within the
kidney can offset sustained effects of aldosterone on
sodium absorption when measured in the otherwise
normal subject.

Renal tubular epithelial cells are polarized. Perme-
ability properties of the membrane that faces the
lumen are different from those of the basolateral
membranes that face the interstitium. Reabsorption of
sodium depends on entry through channels in the
luminal membrane followed by extrusion by the
sodium-potassium-dependent ATPase in the basolat-
eral membranes. This enzyme is energized by cleavage
of ATP and exchanges three sodium ions for two
potassium ions. Potassium, which would otherwise
accumulate within the cells, can then passively diffuse
through channels located in both the luminal and
basolateral membranes (Fig. 10). Consequently, move-
ment of sodium from the lumen to the interstitium is
not necessarily accompanied by equivalent movement
of potassium in the opposite direction. The proportion
of potassium that back-diffuses into the interstitium
depends on the relative strengths of the electrochemi-
cal gradients across the luminal and basolateral
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membranes, and these are in turn determined by the
ionic composition of the interstitial fluid and the
urine.

The principal cells in the connecting segments and
the cortical collecting ducts are the most important
targets for aldosterone. Aldosterone increases the
sodium permeability of the luminal membrane. This
action of aldosterone requires a lag period of at least
30 min, is sensitive to inhibitors of RNA and protein
synthesis, and is mediated by transcriptional events

initiated by nuclear receptors (see Chapter 2). After
binding aldosterone, the mineralocorticoid receptor in
conjunction with other nuclear regulatory proteins
regulates transcription of certain genes. Aldosterone
induces transcription of sodium channel genes and
may increase expression of proteins that transform
nonconductive sodium channels to a functionally
active state and perhaps insert sequestered channels
into the luminal membrane. It also increases expres-
sion of sodium-potassium ATPase in the basolateral
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membrane by inducing its synthesis and membrane
insertion. At the same time, aldosterone increases the
capacity for ATP generation by promoting synthesis
of some enzymes of the citric acid cycle in mitochon-
dria, such as isocitrate dehydrogenase.

Aldosterone promotes hydrogen ion excretion
through actions exerted on the intercalated cells of
the distal tubule and collecting duct. The underlying
mechanisms have not been firmly established, but
aldosterone appears to stimulate an electrogenic
proton pump (H+-ATPase) in the luminal membrane.
Proton secretion is accompanied by exchange of
chloride for bicarbonate in the basolateral membrane.
There is increasing evidence that aldosterone may also
activate sodium:proton exchange. This effect is too
rapid to depend on transcription and may be mediated
by membrane-bound rather than nuclear receptors.
Because sodium ions are almost a million times more
abundant than hydrogen ions in extracellular fluid,
secretion of protons in exchange for sodium accounts
for only a minuscule fraction of the sodium that is
retained. It is possible that transcriptional changes in
the intercalated cells also contribute to the effects of
aldosterone on acid excretion.

Similar responses to aldosterone are seen in extra-
renal tissues. Aldosterone also promotes the absorp-
tion of sodium and secretion of potassium in the
colon and decreases the ratio of sodium to potassium
concentrations in sweat and salivary secretions.
Formation of sweat and saliva is analogous to
formation of urine. Initial secretions are ultrafiltrates
of blood plasma whose ionic composition is modified
by epithelial cells of the duct that carries the fluid
from its site of generation to its site of release. Under
the influence of aldosterone, sodium is reabsorbed, in
exchange for potassium probably by the same cellular
mechanism as described for the cells of the cortical
collecting duct (Fig. 10). The effect of aldosterone on
these secretions is not subject to the escape phenom-
enon. Because perspiration can be an important
avenue for sodium loss, minimizing sodium loss in
sweat is physiologically significant. Persons suffering
from adrenal insufficiency are especially sensitive to

extended exposure to a hot environment and may
become severely dehydrated.

The Cortisol/Cortisone Shuttle and the Mechanism of

Mineralocorticoid Specificity

Receptors for adrenal steroids were originally clas-
sified based on their affinity and selectivity for
mineralocorticoids or glucocorticoids. The mineralo-
corticoid receptors, also called type I receptors, have a
high and nearly equal affinity for aldosterone and
cortisol. The type II, or glucocorticoid receptors, have
a considerably greater affinity for cortisol than for
aldosterone. Expression of mineralocorticoid receptors
is confined to aldosterone target tissues and the
brain, whereas glucocorticoid receptor expression is
widely disseminated. Both receptors reside in the
cytosol bound to other proteins in the unstimulated
state. Upon binding hormone, they release their
associated proteins and migrate as dimers to the
nucleus where they activate gene expression.

Because the mineralocorticoid receptor binds
aldosterone and cortisol with equal affinity, it cannot
distinguish between the two classes of steroid
hormones. Nevertheless, even though the concentration
of cortisol in blood is about 1000 times higher than
that of aldosterone, mineralocorticoid responses
normally reflect only the availability of aldosterone.
This is due in part to differences in plasma protein
binding; only 3–4% of cortisol is in free solution
compared to nearly 40% of the aldosterone. Although
hormone binding lowers the discrepancy in the avail-
able hormone concentrations by 10-fold, free cortisol is
100 times as abundant as free aldosterone, and it
readily diffuses into mineralocorticoid target cells.
Access to mineralocorticoid receptors, however, is
guarded by the enzyme HSD-II, which colocalizes
with the receptors and defends mineralocorticoid
specificity. The high efficiency of this enzyme inacti-
vates cortisol by converting it to cortisone, which is
released into the blood (see Fig. 5). Consequently, the
kidneys, which are the major targets for aldosterone,
are the major source of circulating cortisone.

Clinical Note

Persons with a genetic defect in HSD-II
suffer from symptoms of mineralocorticoid
excess (hypertension and hypokalemia) as a
result of constant saturation of the mineralo-
corticoid receptor by cortisol. An acquired form

of the same ailment is seen after
ingestion of excessive amounts of licorice,
which contains the potent inhibitors of HSD,
glycyrrhizic acid and its metabolite glycyrrhetinic
acid.
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Regulation of Aldosterone Secretion

Angiotensin II is the primary stimulus for aldosterone
secretion, although ACTH and high concentrations of
potassium are also potent stimuli. Angiotensin II is
formed in blood by a two-step process that depends on
proteolytic cleavage of the plasma protein, angiotensino-
gen, by the enzyme renin, to release the inactive decapep-
tide angiotensin I. Angiotensin I is then converted to
angiotensin II by the ubiquitous angiotensin-converting
enzyme. Control of angiotensin II production is achieved
by regulating the secretion of renin from smooth muscle
cells of the afferent glomerular arterioles. The principal
stimulus for renin secretion is a decrease in the vascular
volume, and the principal physiologic role of aldosterone
is to defend the vascular volume. Aldosterone secretion is
regulated by negative feedback, with vascular volume,
not the concentration of aldosterone, as the controlled
variable. Reabsorption of sodium is accompanied by a
proportionate reabsorption of water, and because
sodium remains extracellular, sodium retention expands
the extracellular volume and hence blood volume.
Expansion of the blood volume, which is the ultimate
result of sodium retention, provides the negative feed-
back signal for regulation of renin and aldosterone
secretion (Fig. 11). Although preservation of body
sodium is central to aldosterone action, the concentration
of sodium in blood does not appear to be monitored
directly, and fluctuations in plasma concentrations have
little direct effect on the secretion of renin.

PHYSIOLOGY OF THE GLUCOCORTICOIDS

Although named for their critical role in maintaining
carbohydrate reserves, glucocorticoids produce diverse
physiologic actions, many of which are still not well
understood and therefore can be considered only pheno-
menologically. Virtually every tissue of the body is affec-
ted by an excess or deficiency of glucocorticoids (Table 1).
If any simple phrase could be used to describe the role of
glucocorticoids, it would be ‘‘coping with adversity.’’

Even if sodium balance could be preserved and carbohy-
drate intake were adequate to meet energy needs,
individuals suffering from adrenal insufficiency would
still teeter on the brink of disaster when faced with a
threatening environment.We consider here only the most
thoroughly studied actions of glucocorticoids.

Effects on Energy Metabolism

Ability to maintain and draw on metabolic fuel
reserves is ensured by the actions and interactions of
many hormones and is critically dependent on normal
function of the adrenal cortex (Fig. 12). Although we
speak of maintaining carbohydrate reserves as the hall-
mark of glucocorticoid activity, it must be understood
that metabolism of carbohydrate, protein, and lipid are
inseparable components of overall energy balance. This
complex topic is considered further in Chapter 42.

Clinical Note

In the absence of adrenal function, even relatively
short periods of fasting may produce a catas-
trophic decrease in blood sugar (hypoglycemia)
accompanied by depletion of muscle and liver
glycogen. A drastically compromised ability to
produce sugar from nonglucose precursors

(gluconeogenesis) forces these individuals to
rely almost exclusively on dietary sugars to meet
their carbohydrate needs. Their metabolic
problems are further complicated by decreased
ability to utilize alternate substrates such as fatty
acids and protein.
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FIGURE 11 Negative feedback control of aldosterone secretion.

The monitored variable is blood volume. (+), stimulates; (�), inhibits.
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Glucocorticoids promote gluconeogenesis by comple-
mentary mechanisms:

1. Extrahepatic actions provide substrate. Glucocorti-
coids promote proteolysis and inhibit protein synthe-
sis in muscle and lymphoid tissues, thereby causing
amino acids to be released into the blood. In addition,
they increase blood glycerol concentrations by acting
with other hormones to increase lipolysis in adipose
tissue.

2. Hepatic actions enhance the flow of glucose precursors
through existing enzymatic machinery and induce the
synthesis of additional gluconeogenic and glycogen-
forming enzymes along with enzymes needed to convert
amino acids to usable precursors of carbohydrate.

Nitrogen excretion during fasting is lower than
normal with adrenal insufficiency, reflecting decreased
conversion of amino acids to glucose. High concentra-
tions of glucocorticoids, as seen in states of adrenal
hyperfunction, inhibit protein synthesis and promote
rapid breakdown of muscle and lymphoid tissues that
serve as repositories for stored protein. These effects
result in increased blood urea nitrogen (BUN) and
enhanced nitrogen excretion.

Glucocorticoids defend against hypoglycemia in yet
another way. In experimental animals glucocorticoids
decrease utilization of glucose by muscle and adipose
tissue and lower the responsiveness of these tissues to
insulin. Prolonged exposure to high levels of glucocorti-
coids often leads to diabetes mellitus (Chapter 41); about
20% of patients with Cushing’s disease are also diabetic,
and virtually all of the remainder have some milder
impairment of glucose metabolism. Despite the relative
decrease in insulin sensitivity and increased tendency for
fat mobilization seen in experimental animals, patients
with Cushing’s disease paradoxically accumulate fat in
the face (moon face), between the shoulders (buffalo

Clinical Note

Individuals with hyperfunction of the adrenal
cortex (Cushing’s disease) characteristically have
spindly arms and legs, reflecting increased break-
down of their muscle protein. Protein wasting in

these patients may also extend to skin and
connective tissue, and it contributes to their
propensity to bruise easily.

TABLE 1 Some Effects of Glucocorticoids

Tissue Effects

Central nervous system Taste, hearing, and smell

" in acuity with adrenal cortical

insufficiency and

# in Cushing’s disease

# Corticotropin releasing

hormone (see text)

# ADH secretion

Cardiovascular system Maintain sensitivity to epinephrine

and norepinephrine

" Sensitivity to vasoconstrictor agents

Maintain microcirculation

Gastrointestinal tract " Gastric acid secretion

# Gastric mucosal cell proliferation

Liver " Gluconeogenesis

Lungs " Maturation and surfactant production

during fetal development

Pituitary # ACTH secretion and synthesis

Kidney " GFR

Needed to excrete dilute urine

Bone " Resorption

# Formation

Muscle # Fatigue (probably secondary

to cardiovascular actions)

" Protein catabolism

# Glucose oxidation

# Insulin sensitivity

# Protein synthesis

Immune system

(see text)

# Mass of thymus and lymph nodes

# Blood concentrations of eosinophils,

basophils, and lymphocytes

# Cellular immunity

Connective tissue # Activity of fibroblasts

# Collagen synthesis

adipose tissue

cortisol

muscle

glycerol

glucose

protein degradation

protein synthesis

glucose utilization

sensitivity to insulin

lipolysis

glucose utilization

sensitivity to insulin

glycogen storage
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 activity of enzymes

amount of enzymes
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FIGURE 12 Principal effects of glucocorticoids on glucose produc-

tion and metabolism of body fuels. ", increased; #, decreased.
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hump), and in the abdomen (truncal obesity). As yet
there is no explanation for this redistribution of body fat.

Water Balance

In the absence of the adrenal glands, renal plasma
flow and glomerular filtration are reduced and it is
difficult to produce either concentrated or dilute urine.
One of the diagnostic tests for adrenal cortical insuffi-
ciency is the rapidity with which a water load can be
excreted. Glucocorticoids facilitate excretion of free
water and are more important in this regard than
mineralocorticoids. The mechanism for this effect is still
debated. It has been suggested that glucocorticoids may
maintain normal rates of glomerular filtration by acting
directly on glomeruli or glomerular blood flow, or
indirectly by facilitating the action or production of the
atrial natriuretic hormone (see Chapter 29). In addition,
in the absence of glucocorticoids, antidiuretic hormone
(vasopressin) secretion is increased.

Lung Development

One of the dramatic physiologic changes that must
be accommodated in the newborn infant is the shift from
the placenta to the lungs as site of oxygen and carbon
dioxide exchange. Preparation of fetal lungs for this
transition includes thinning of the alveolar walls to
diminish the diffusion barrier and the production of
surfactant. Surfactant consists largely of phospholipids
associated with specific proteins. It reduces alveolar
surface tension, increases lung compliance, and allows
even distribution of inspired air. Glucocorticoids play a
crucial role in maturation of alveoli and production of
surfactant. A major problem of preterm delivery is a
condition known as respiratory distress syndrome, which
is caused by impaired pulmonary mechanics resulting
from incomplete development of pulmonary alveoli and
production of surfactant. Although the fetal adrenal
gland is capable of secreting some glucocorticoids by
about the 24th week of pregnancy, the major secretory
products of the fetal adrenal gland are androgens that
serve as precursors for placental estrogen synthesis (see
Chapter 47). Administration of large doses of glucocor-
ticoid to mothers carrying fetuses at risk for premature
delivery diminishes the incidence of respiratory distress
syndrome. Steady-state levels of mRNA for surfactant
proteins may occur within about 15 hr after exposure of
fetuses to glucocorticoids.

Glucocorticoids and Responses to Injury

One of the most remarkable effects of glucocorticoids
was discovered almost by chance during the late 1940s

when it was observed that glucocorticoids dramatically
reduced the severity of disease in patients suffering from
rheumatoid arthritis. This observation called atten-
tion to the anti-inflammatory effects of glucocorticoids.
Because supraphysiologic concentrations are needed to
produce these effects therapeutically, some investiga-
tors consider them to be pharmacological side effects.
As understanding of the anti-inflammatory actions
has increased, however, it is apparent that glucocorti-
coids are physiologic modulators of the inflammatory
response through actions mediated by the activated
glucocorticoid receptor. It is likely that free cortisol
concentrations are higher at local sites of tissue injury
than in the general circulation. Partial degradation of
CBG by the proteolytic enzyme elastase, which is
secreted by activated mononuclear leukocytes, decreases
its affinity for cortisol and raises the concentration of
free cortisol at the site of inflammation. In addition,
inflammatory mediators up-regulate 11 �HSD-I in
some cells and cause localized conversion of circulat-
ing cortisone to cortisol. As might be anticipated,
glucocorticoids and related compounds devised by the
pharmaceutical industry are exceedingly important
therapeutic agents for treating such diverse conditions
as poison ivy, asthma, a host of inflammatory condi-
tions, and various autoimmune diseases. The latter
reflects their related ability to diminish the immune
response.

Anti-Inflammatory Effects

Inflammation is the term used to encompass the
various responses of tissues to injury. It is characterized
by redness, heat, swelling, pain, and loss of function.
Redness and heat are manifestations of increased blood
flow and result from vasodilation. Swelling is due to
formation of a protein-rich exudate that collects because
capillaries and venules become leaky to proteins. Pain is
caused by chemical products of cellular injury and
sometimes by mechanical injury to nerve endings. Loss
of function may be a direct consequence of injury or
secondary to the pain and swelling that injury evokes.
An intimately related component of the early response
to tissue injury is the migration of white blood cells to
the injured area and the subsequent recruitment of the
immune system.

The initial pattern of the inflammatory response is
independent of the injurious agent or causal event. This
response is presumably defensive and may be a neces-
sary antecedent of the repair process. Increased blood
flow accelerates delivery of the white blood cells that
combat invading foreign substances or organisms and
clean up the debris of injured and dead cells. Increased
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blood flow also facilitates dissemination of chemoat-
tractants to white blood cells and promotes their
migration to the site of injury. In addition, increased
blood flow provides more oxygen and nutrients to cells
at the site of damage and facilitates removal of toxins
and wastes. Increased permeability of the microvascu-
lature allows fluid to accumulate in the extravascular
space in the vicinity of the injury and thus dilute noxious
agents.

Although we are accustomed to thinking of physiolo-
gic responses as having beneficial effects, it is apparent
that some aspects of inflammation may actually cause
or magnify tissue damage. Lysosomal hydrolases
released during phagocytosis of cellular debris or invad-
ing organisms may damage nearby cells that were not
harmed by the initial insult. Loss of fluid from the
microvasculature at the site of injury may increase
viscosity of the blood, slowing its flow, and even leaving
some capillaries clogged with stagnant red blood cells.
Decreased perfusion may cause further cell damage. In
addition, massive disseminated fluid loss into the extra-
vascular space sometimes compromises cardiovascular
function. Consequently long-term survival demands that
checks and balances be in place to prevent the defensive
and positive aspects of the inflammatory response from
becoming destructive. We may regard the physiologic
role of the glucocorticoids to modulate inflammatory
responses as a major component of such checks and
balances. Exaggeration of such physiologic modulation
with supraphysiologic amounts of glucocorticoids upsets
the balance in favor of suppression of inflammation and
provides the therapeutic efficacy of pharmacologic
treatment.

Inflammation is initiated, sustained, and amplified by
the release of a large number of chemical mediators
derived from multiple sources. Cytokines are a diverse
group of peptides that range in size from about 8–40
kDa and are produced mainly by cells of the hemato-
poietic and immune systems, but many can be synthe-
sized and secreted by virtually any cell. Cytokines may
promote or antagonize development of inflammation or
have a mixture of pro- and anti-inflammatory effects
depending on the particular cells involved. Prostaglan-
dins and leukotrienes are released principally from
vascular endothelial cells and macrophages, but virtually
all cell types can produce and release them. They may
also produce either pro- or anti-inflammatory effects
depending on the particular compound formed and the
cells acted on. Histamine and serotonin are released
from mast cells and platelets. Enzymes and superoxides
released from dead or dying cells or from cells that
remove debris by phagocytosis contribute directly and
indirectly to the spread of inflammation by activating
other mediators (e.g., bradykinin) and leukocyte

attractants that arise from humoral precursors associ-
ated with the immune and clotting systems.

Glucocorticoids and the Metabolites of Arachidonic Acid

Prostaglandins and the closely related leukotrienes are
derived from the polyunsaturated essential fatty acid
arachidonic acid (Fig. 13). Because of their 20-carbon
backbone they are also sometimes referred to collectively
as eicosanoids. These compounds play a central role in the
inflammatory response. They generally act locally on cells
in the immediate vicinity of their production, including
the cells that produced them, but some also survive in
blood long enough to act on distant tissues. Prostaglan-
dins act directly on blood vessels to cause vasodilation
and indirectly increase vascular permeability by poten-
tiating the actions of histamine and bradykinin. Prosta-
glandins sensitize nerve endings of pain fibers to other
mediators of inflammation such as histamine, serotonin,
bradykinin, and substanceP, therebyproducing increased
sensitivity to touch (hyperalgesia). The leukotrienes
stimulate production of cytokines and act directly on
the microvasculature to increase permeability. Leuko-
trienes also attract white blood cells to the site of injury
and increase their stickiness to vascular endothelium. The
physiology of arachidonate metabolites is complex, and a
thorough discussion is not possible here. There are a large
number of these compounds with different biological
activities. Although some eicosanoids have anti-inflam-
matory actions that may limit the overall inflammatory
response, arachidonic acid derivatives are major contri-
butors to inflammation.

Arachidonic acid is released from membrane phos-
pholipids by phospholipase A2 (PLA2; see Chapter 2),
which is activated by injury, phagocytosis, or a variety of
other stimuli in responsive cells. Activation is mediated
by a cytosolic PLA2 activating protein that closely resem-
bles a protein in bee venom called mellitin. In addition,
PLA2 activity also increases as a result of increased
enzyme synthesis. The first step in the production of
prostaglandins from arachidonate is catalyzed by a
cytosolic enzyme, cyxlooxygenase. One isoform of this
enzyme, called COX 1, is constitutively expressed. A
second form, COX 2, is induced by the inflammatory
response. Glucocorticoids suppress the formation of
prostaglandins by inhibiting synthesis of COX 2 and
probably also by inducing expression of a protein that
inhibits PLA2. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs
such as indomethacin and aspirin also block the cycloox-
ygenase reaction catalyzed by both COX 1 and COX 2.
Some of the newer anti-inflammatory drugs specifically
block COX 2 and hence may target inflammation more
specifically.
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Glucocorticoids and Cytokines

The large number of compounds designated as cyto-
kines include one or more isoforms of the interleukins
(IL-1 through IL-18), tumor necrosis factor (TNF), the
interferons (IFN-�, -�, -�), colony stimulating factor
(CSF), granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating
factor (GM-CSF), transforming growth factor (TGF),
leukemia inhibiting factor, oncostatin, and a variety of
cell- or tissue-specific growth factors. It is not clear just
howmany of these hormone-likemolecules are produced,
and not all have a role in inflammation. Two of these
factors, IL-1� and TNF� are particularly important
in the development of inflammation. The intracellular
signaling pathways and biological actions of these two
cytokines are remarkably similar. They enhance each
other’s actions in the inflammatory response and differ
only in the respect that TNF� may promote cell death
(apoptosis), whereas IL-1 does not.

Interleukin-1 is produced primarily by macropha-
ges and to a lesser extent by other connective tissue
elements, skin, and endothelial cells. Its release from
macrophages is stimulated by interaction with immune
complexes, activated lymphocytes, and metabolites of
arachidonic acid, especially leukotrienes. IL-1 is not
stored in its cells of origin but is synthesized and secreted
within hours of stimulation in a response mediated by
increased intracellular calcium and protein kinase C.
IL-1 acts on many cells to produce a variety of responses,
all of which are components of the inflammatory/
immune response. They are illustrated in Fig. 14. Many
of the consequences of these actions can be recognized
from personal experience as nonspecific symptoms of
viral infection. TNF� is also produced in macrophages
and other cells in response to injury and immune
complexes, and it can act on many cells including those
that secrete it. Secretion of both IL-1 and TNF� and
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their receptors are increased by some of the cytokines
and other mediators of inflammation whose production
they increase, so that an amplifying positive feedback
cascade is set in motion. Some products of these
cytokines also feed back on their own production in a
negative way to modulate the inflammatory response.
Glucocorticoids play an important role as negative
modulators of IL-1 and TNF� by (1) inhibiting their
production, (2) interfering with signaling pathways, and
(3) inhibiting the actions of their products. Glucocorti-
coids also interfere with the production and release of
other pro-inflammatory cytokines as well, including
IFN-�, IL-2, IL-6, and IL-8.

Production of IL-1 and TNF� and many of their
effects on target cells are mediated by activation of genes
by the transcription factor, nuclear factor kappa B (NF-
�B). In the unactivated state NF-�B resides in the
cytoplasm bound to the NF-�B inhibitor (I-�B). Activa-
tion of the signaling cascade by some tissue insult or the
binding of IL-1 and TNF� to their respective receptors is
initiated by activation of a kinase (I�K) that phosphor-
ylates I-�B, causing it to dissociate fromNF-�B and to be
degraded. Free NF-�B is then able to translocate to the

nucleus where it binds to response elements in genes that
it regulates, including genes for the cytokines IL-1,
TNF�,, IL-6, and IL-8 and for such enzymes as PLA2,
COX2, and nitric oxide synthase (Fig. 15). IL-6 is an
important pro-inflammatory cytokine that acts on the
hypothalamus, liver, and other tissues, and IL-8 plays an
important role as a leukocyte attractant. Nitric oxide is
important as a vasodilator and may have other effects as
well. Glucocorticoids interfere with the actions of IL-1
and TNF� by promoting the synthesis of I-�B, which
traps NF-�B in the cytosol, and by interfering with the
ability of NF-�B that enters the nucleus to activate target
genes. The mechanism for interference with gene activa-
tion is thought to involve protein–protein interaction
between the liganded glucocorticoid receptor and NF-
�B. Glucocorticoids also appear to interfere with IL-1 or
TNF�-dependent activation of other genes by the AP-1
transcription complex. In addition, cortisol induces
expression of a protein that inhibits PLA2 and destabi-
lizes the mRNA for COX2. It is noteworthy that many of
the responses attributed to IL-1 may be mediated by
prostaglandins or other arachidonate metabolites. For
example, IL-1, which is identical with what was once
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called endogenous pyrogen, may cause fever by inducing
the formation of prostaglandins in the thermoregulatory
center of the hypothalamus. Glucocorticoids might
therefore exert their antipyretic effect at two levels: at
the level of the macrophage by inhibiting IL-1 produc-
tion, and at the level of the hypothalamus by interfering
with prostaglandin synthesis.

Glucocorticoids and the Release of Other

Inflammatory Mediators

Granulocytes, mast cells, and macrophages contain
vesicles filled with serotonin, histamine, or degradative
enzymes, all of which contribute to the inflammatory
response. These mediators and lysosomal enzymes are
released in response to arachidonate metabolites, cellu-
lar injury, reaction with antibodies, or during phagocy-
tosis of invading pathogens. Glucocorticoids protect
against the release of all of these compounds by inhibit-
ing cellular degranulation. It has also been suggested
that glucocorticoids inhibit histamine formation and
stabilize lysosomalmembranes, but themolecularmecha-
nisms for these effects are unknown.

Glucocorticoids and the Immune Response

The immune system, whose function is destruction
and elimination of foreign substances or organisms, has
two major components: the B lymphocytes which are
formed in bone marrow and develop in liver or spleen,
and the thymus-derived T lymphocytes. Humoral immu-
nity is the province of B lymphocytes, which, on differ-
entiation into plasma cells, are responsible for production
of antibodies. Large numbers of B lymphocytes circulate
in blood or reside in lymph nodes. Reaction with a
foreign substance (antigen) stimulates B cells to divide
and produce a clone of cells capable of recognizing the
antigen and producing antibodies to it. Such prolifera-
tion depends on cytokines released from the macro-
phages and helper T cells. Antibodies, which are
circulating immunoglobulins, bind to foreign substances
and thus mark them for destruction. Glucocorticoids
inhibit cytokine production by macrophages and T cells
and thus decrease normal proliferation of B cells and
reduce circulating concentrations of immunoglobulins.
At high concentrations glucocorticoids may also act
directly on B cells to inhibit antibody synthesis and may
even kill B cells by activating apoptosis (programmed cell
death).

T cells are responsible for cellular immunity, and they
participate in destruction of invading pathogens or cells
that express foreign surface antigens as might follow viral
infection or transformation into tumor cells. IL-1
stimulates T lymphocytes to produce IL-2, which pro-
motes proliferation of T lymphocytes that have been
activated by coming in contact with antigens. Antigenic
stimulation triggers the expression of IL-2 receptors only
in those T cells that recognize the antigen. Consequently,
only certain clones of T cells are stimulated to divide
because there are no receptors for IL-2 on the surface
membranes of T lymphocytes until they interact with
their specific antigens. Glucocorticoids block the produc-
tion of IL-2, but probably not the response to it and
thereby inhibit proliferation of T lymphocytes. IL-2 also
stimulates T lymphocytes to produce IFN-�, which
participates in destruction of virus-infected or tumor
cells and also stimulates macrophages to produce IL-1.
Macrophages, T lymphocytes, and secretory products are
thus arranged in a positive feedback relationship and
produce a self-amplifying cascade of responses. Gluco-
corticoids restrain the cycle by suppressing production of
each of the mediators. Glucocorticoids also activate
apoptosis in some T lymphocytes.

The physiologic implications of the suppressive effects
of glucocorticoids on humoral and cellular immunity are
incompletely understood. It has been suggested that
suppression of the immune response might prevent
development of autoimmunity that might otherwise
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and activating target genes. The activated glucocorticoid receptor

(GR) also interferes with NF-�B binding to its response elements in

DNA, thus preventing induction of phospholipase A2 (PLA2), cyclo-

oxygenase 2 (COX2), and inducible nitric oxide synthase (iNOS).
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follow from the release of fragments of injured cells.
However, it must be pointed out that much of the
immunosuppression by glucocorticoids requires con-
centrations that may never be reached under physiolo-
gic conditions. High doses of glucocorticoids can so
impair immune responses that relatively innocuous
infections with some organisms can become overwhelm-
ing and cause death. Thus, excessive anti-immune or
anti-inflammatory influences are just as damaging as
unchecked immune or inflammatory responses. Under
normal physiologically relevant circumstances, these
influences are balanced and protective.

Other Effects of Glucocorticoids on Lymphoid Tissues

Sustained high concentrations of glucocorticoids
produce a dramatic reduction in the mass of all lymphoid
tissues including thymus, spleen, and lymph nodes.
The thymus contains germinal centers for lymphocytes,
and large numbers of T lymphocytes are formed and
mature within it. Lymph nodes contain large numbers of
both T and B lymphocytes. Immature lymphocytes of
both lineages have glucocorticoid receptors and respond
to hormonal stimulation by the same series of events as is
seen in other steroid-responsive cells except that the
DNA transcribed expresses the program for apoptosis.
Loss in mass of thymus and lymph nodes can be
accounted for by the destruction of lymphocytes rather
than the stromal or supporting elements. Mature lym-
phocytes and germinal centers seem to be unresponsive to
this action of glucocorticoids.

Glucocorticoids also decrease circulating levels of
lymphocytes and particularly a class of white blood cells
known as eosinophils (for their cytological staining
properties). This decrease is partly due to apoptosis
and partly to sequestration in the spleen and lungs.
Curiously, the total white blood cell count does not
decrease because glucocorticoids also induce a substan-
tial mobilization of neutrophils from bone marrow.

Maintenance of Vascular Responsiveness

to Catecholamines

A final action of glucocorticoids relevant to inflam-
mation and the response to injury is maintenance of

sensitivity of vascular smooth muscle to vasoconstrictor
effects of norepinephrine released from autonomic nerve
endings or the adrenal medulla. By counteracting local
vasodilator effects of inflammatory mediators, norepi-
nephrine decreases blood flow and limits the availability
of fluid to form the inflammatory exudate. In addition,
arteriolar constriction decreases capillary and venular
pressure and favors reabsorption of extracellular fluid,
thereby reducing swelling. The vasoconstrictor action of
norepinephrine is compromised in the absence of
glucocorticoids. The mechanism for this action is not
known, but at high concentrations glucocorticoids may
block inactivation of norepinephrine.

Adrenal Cortical Function during Stress

During the mid-1930s the Canadian endocrinologist
Hans Selye observed that animals respond to a variety of
seemingly unrelated threatening or noxious circum-
stances with a characteristic pattern of changes that
include an increase in size of the adrenal glands,
involution of the thymus, and a decrease in the mass of
all lymphoid tissues. He inferred that the adrenal glands
are stimulated whenever an animal is exposed to any
unfavorable circumstance, which he called stress. Stress
does not directly affect adrenal cortical function but,
rather, increases the output of ACTH from the pituitary
gland (see later discussion). In fact, stress is now defined
operationally by endocrinologists as any of the variety of
conditions that increase ACTH secretion.

Although it is clear that relatively benign changes in
the internal or external environment may become lethal
in the absence of the adrenal glands, we understand little
more than Selye did about what cortisol might be doing
to protect against stress. The favored experimental
model used to investigate this problem was the adrena-
lectomized animal, which might have further compli-
cated an already complex experimental question. It
appears that many cellular functions require glucocorti-
coids either directly or indirectly for their maintenance,
suggesting that these steroid hormones govern some
process that is fundamental to normal operation of most
cells. Consequently, without replacement therapy many
systems are functioning only marginally even before the
imposition of stress. Any insult may therefore prove

Clinical Note

The immunosuppressive property of gluco-
corticoids is immensely important therapeuti-
cally, and high doses of glucocorticoids are

often administered to combat rejection of trans-
planted tissues and to suppress various immune
and allergic responses.
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overwhelming. It further became apparent that gluco-
corticoids are required for normal responses to other hor-
mones or to drugs, even though these steroid hormones
themselves do not initiate similar responses in the absence
of these agents.

Treatment of adrenalectomized animals with a
constant basal amount of glucocorticoid prior to and
during a stressful incident prevented the devastating
effects of stress and permitted expression of expected
responses to stimuli. This finding introduced the idea that
glucocorticoids act in a normalizing, or permissive, way.
That is, by maintaining normal operation of cells, gluco-
corticoids permit normal regulatory mechanisms to act.
Because it was not necessary to increase the amounts of
adrenal corticoids to ensure survival of stressed adrena-
lectomized animals, it was concluded that increased
secretion of glucocorticoids was not required to combat
stress. However, this conclusion is not consistent with
clinical experience. Persons suffering from pituitary
insufficiency or who have undergone hypophysectomy
have severe difficulty withstanding stressful situations
even though at other times they get along reasonably well
on the small amounts of glucocorticoids produced by
their adrenals in the absence of ACTH. Patients suffering
from adrenal insufficiency are routinely given increased
doses of glucocorticoids before undergoing surgery or
other stressful procedures. We have already seen that
glucocorticoids suppress the inflammatory response. It is
also known that these hormones increase the sensitivity
of various tissues to epinephrine and norepinephrine,
which are also secreted in response to stress (see later
discussion). Although we still do not understand the role
of increased concentrations of glucocorticoids in the
physiologic response to stress, it appears likely that they
are beneficial. The question remains open, however, and
will not be resolved until a better understanding of
glucocorticoid actions is obtained.

Mechanism of Action of Glucocorticoids

With few exceptions, the physiologic actions of
cortisol at the molecular level fit the general pattern of
steroid hormone action described in Chapter 2. The gene
for the glucocorticoid receptor gives rise to two isoforms
as a result of alternate splicing of RNA. The alpha
isoform binds glucocorticoids, sheds its associated
proteins and migrates to the nucleus where it can form
homodimers that bind to response elements in target
genes. The beta isoform cannot bind hormone, is
constitutively located in the nucleus, and apparently
cannot bind to DNA. The beta isoform, however, can
dimerize with the alpha isoform and diminish or block
the ability of the alpha isoform to activate transcription.

Some evidence suggests that formation of the beta
isoform may be a regulated process that modulates
glucocorticoid responsiveness.

Glucocorticoids act on a great variety of cells and
produce a wide range of effects that depend on activating
or suppressing transcription of specific genes. The ability
to regulate different genes in different tissues presumably
reflects differing accessibility of the activated glucocor-
ticoid receptor to glucocorticoid-responsive genes in
each differentiated cell type, and presumably reflects
the presence or absence of different coactivators and
corepressors. Glucocorticoids also inhibit expression of
some genes that lack glucocorticoid response elements.
Such inhibitory effects are thought to be the result of
protein–protein interactions between the glucocorticoid
receptor and other transcription factors to modify their
ability to activate gene transcription. The mechanisms
for such interference are the subject of active research.
The glucocorticoid receptor can be phosphorylated to
various degrees on serine residues. Phosphorylation may
modulate the affinity of the receptor for hormone, or
DNA, or may modify its ability to interact with other
proteins.

Regulation of Glucocorticoid Secretion

Secretion of glucocorticoids is regulated by the
anterior pituitary gland through the hormone ACTH,
whose effects on the inner zones of the adrenal cortex
have already been described (see earlier discussion). In the
absence of ACTH, the concentration of cortisol in blood
decreases to very low values, and the inner zones of the
adrenal cortex atrophy. Regulation of ACTH secretion
requires vascular contact between the hypothalamus and
the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland, and it is driven
primarily by corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH).
CRH-containing neurons are widely distributed in the
forebrain and brain stem but are heavily concentrated in
the paraventricular nuclei in close association with
vasopressin-secreting neurons. They stimulate the pitui-
tary to secrete ACTH by releasing CRH into the
hypophysial-portal capillaries (Chapter 38). Vasopressin
(AVP) also exerts an important influence on ACTH
secretion by augmenting the response to CRH. AVP is
co-secreted with CRH, particularly in response to stress.
Note that the AVP that is secreted into the hypophysial-
portal vessels along with CRH arises in a different
population of paraventricular neurons from those that
produce the AVP that is secreted by the posterior lobe of
the pituitary in response to changes in blood osmolality
or volume (Chapter 38).

CRH binds to G-protein-coupled receptors in the
corticotrope membrane and activates adenylyl cyclase.
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The resulting increase in cyclic AMP activates protein
kinase A, which directly or indirectly inhibits potassium
outflow through at least two classes of potassium
channels. Buildup of positive charge within the cortico-
trope decreases the membrane potential and results in
calcium influx through activation of voltage-sensitive
calcium channels. Direct phosphorylation of these chan-
nels may enhance calcium entry by lowering their
threshold for activation. Increased intracellular calcium
and perhaps additional effects of protein kinase A on
secretory vesicle trafficking trigger ACTH secretion.
Protein kinase A also phosphorylates CREB, which
initiates production of the AP-1 nuclear factor that
activates POMC transcription. AVP binds to its G-
protein-coupled receptor and activates phospholipase C
to cause the release of DAG and IP3. This action of AVP
has little effect on CRH secretion in the absence of CRH,
but in its presence amplifies the effects of CRH onACTH
secretion without affecting synthesis. As described in
Chapter 2, IP3 stimulates release of calcium from
intracellular stores, and DAG activates protein kinase
C, although the role of this enzyme in ACTH secretion is
unknown. These effects are summarized in Fig. 16.

Upon stimulation with ACTH, the adrenal cortex
secretes cortisol, which inhibits further secretion of
ACTH in a typical negative feedback arrangement
(Fig. 17). Cortisol exerts its inhibitory effects both on
CRH neurons in the hypothalamus and on corticotropes

in the anterior pituitary. These effects aremediated by the
glucocorticoid receptor. The negative feedback effects on
secretion depend on transcription of genes that code for
proteins that either activate potassium channels or block
the effects of PKA-catalyzed phosphorylation on these
channels and may also act at the level of secretory vesicle
trafficking. Initial actions of glucocorticoids suppress
secretion of CRH and ACTH from storage granules.
Subsequent actions of glucocorticoids result from inhibi-
tion of transcription of the genes for CRH and POMC in
hypothalamic neurons and corticotropes perhaps by
direct interaction of the glucocorticoid receptor with
transcription factors that regulate synthesis of CRH and
POMC. The inhibitory effect of cortisol on the cortico-
trope are shown in Fig. 16. This feedback system closely
resembles the one described earlier for regulation of
thyroid hormone secretion even though the adrenal-
ACTH system is much more dynamic and subject to
episodic changes.

The relative importance of the pituitary and the CRH-
producing neurons of the paraventricular nucleus for
negative feedback regulation of ACTH secretion has
been explored inmice that weremade deficient inCRHby
disruption of the CRH gene. These CRH knockout mice
secrete normal basal levels of ACTH and glucocorticoid,
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CRH AVP

cortisol ACTH
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FIGURE 17 Negative feedback control of glucocorticoid secretion.

PVN, paraventricular nuclei; CRH, corticotropin releasing hormone;

AVP, arginine vasopressin; (+), stimulates; (�), inhibits.
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and their corticotropes express normal levels of mRNA
for POMC. In normal mice, disruption of negative
feedback by surgical removal of the adrenal glands
results in a prompt increase both in POMC gene expres-
sion and ACTH secretion. Adrenalectomy of CRH
knockout mice produces no increase in ACTH secretion,
although POMC mRNA increases normally. These
animals also suffer a severe impairment, but not total
lack of ACTH secretion in response to stress. Thus it
seems that basal function of the pituitary/adrenal nega-
tive feedback system does not require CRH, but that
CRH is crucial for increasing ACTH secretion above
basal levels. Further, it appears that transcription of the
POMC gene is inhibited by glucocorticoids even under
basal conditions.

It was pointed out earlier that negative feedback
systems ensure constancy of the controlled variable.
However, even in the absence of stress, ACTH and
cortisol concentrations in blood plasma are not constant
but oscillate with a 24-hr periodicity. This so-called
circadian rhythm is sensitive to the daily pattern of
physical activity. For all but those who work the night
shift, hormone levels are highest in the early morning
hours just before arousal and lowest in the evening
(Fig. 18). This rhythmic pattern of ACTH secretion is
consistent with the negative feedback model shown in
Fig. 17 and is sensitive to glucocorticoid input through-
out the day. In the negative feedback system, the positive
limb (CRH and ACTH secretion) is inhibited when the
negative limb (cortisol concentration in blood) reaches

some set point. For basal ACTH secretion, the set point
of the corticotropes and the CRH-secreting cells is
thought to vary in its sensitivity to cortisol at different
times of day. Decreased sensitivity to inhibitory effects of
cortisol in the early morning results in increased output
of CRH, ACTH, and cortisol. As the day progresses,
sensitivity to cortisol increases, and there is a decrease in
the output of CRH and consequently of ACTH and
cortisol. The cellular mechanisms underlying the periodic
changes in set point are not understood, however,
although they vary with time of day, cortisol concentrations
in blood are precisely controlled throughout the day.

Negative feedback also governs the response of the
pituitary-adrenal axis to most stressful stimuli. Different
mechanisms appear to apply at different stages of the
response. With the imposition of a stressful stimulus, a
sharp increase in ACTH secretion occurs that is driven by
CRH and AVP. The rate of ACTH secretion is deter-
mined by both the intensity of the stimulus to CRH-
secreting neurons and the negative feedback influence of
cortisol. In the initial moments of the stress response,
pituitary corticotropes and CRH neurons monitor the
rate of change rather than the absolute concentration of
cortisol and decrease their output accordingly. After
about 2 hr, negative feedback seems to be proportional to
the total amount of cortisol secreted during the stressful
episode.With chronic stress a new steady state is reached,
and the negative feedback system again seems to monitor
the concentration of cortisol in blood but with the set
point readjusted at a higher level.
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Each phase of negative feedback involves different
cellular mechanisms. During the first few minutes, the
inhibitory effects of cortisol occur without a lag period
and are expressed too rapidly to be mediated by altered
gene expression. Indeed the rapid inhibitory action of
cortisol is unaffected by inhibitors of protein synthesis.
Its molecular basis is unknown, but it may be mediated
by nongenomic responses of receptors in neuronal
membranes. The negative feedback effect of cortisol in
the subsequent interval occurs after a lag period and
seems to require RNA and protein synthesis typical of the
steroid actions discussed earlier. In this phase cortisol
restrains secretion of CRH and ACTH but not their
synthesis. At this time, corticotropes are less sensitive to
CRH. With chronic administration of glucocorticoids or
with chronic stress, negative feedback is also exerted at
the level of POMC gene transcription and translation.

Major features of the regulation of ACTH secretion
include the following:

1. Basal secretion of ACTH follows a diurnal rhythm
driven by CRH and perhaps by intrinsic rhythmicity
of the corticotropes.

2. Stress increases CRH and AVP secretion through
neural pathways.

3. ACTH secretion is subject to negative feedback
control under basal conditions and during the
response to most stressful stimuli.

4. Cortisol inhibits secretion of both CRH and ACTH.

Some observations suggest that cytokines produced by
cells of the immune system may directly affect secretion
by the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis. In particular,

IL-1, IL-2, and IL-6 stimulate CRH secretion, and may
also act directly on the pituitary to increase ACTH
secretion. IL-2 and IL-6 may also stimulate cortisol
secretion by a direct action on the adrenal gland. In
addition, lymphocytes express ACTH and related
products of the POMC gene and are responsive to the
stimulatory effects of CRH and the inhibitory effects of
glucocorticoids. Because glucocorticoids inhibit cytokine
production, there is another negative feedback relation-
ship between the immune system and the adrenals
(Fig. 19). It has been suggested that this communication
between the endocrine and immune systems provides a
mechanism to alert the body to the presence of invading
organisms or antigens.

In our discussion of the regulation of cortisol and
ACTH secretion, we have ignored other members of
the ACTH family that reside in the same secretory
granule and are released along with ACTH. Endocri-
nologists have focused their attention on the physiologic
implications of increased secretion of ACTH and gluco-
corticoids in response to stress. Recent observations
suggest that other peptides such as �-endorphin and �-
MSH, whose concentration in blood increases in parallel
with ACTH may exert anti-inflammatory actions.

ADRENAL MEDULLA

The adrenal medulla accounts for about 10% of the
mass of the adrenal gland and is embryologically and
physiologically distinct from the cortex, although cortical
and medullary hormones often act in a complementary

Clinical Note

Understanding of the negative feedback relation
between the adrenal and pituitary glands has
important diagnostic and therapeutic applica-
tions. Normal adrenocortical function can be
suppressed by injection of large doses of gluco-
corticoids. For these tests a potent synthetic
glucocorticoid, usually dexamethasone, is admi-
nistered, and at a predetermined time later the
natural steroids or their metabolites are
measured in blood or urine. If the hypothalamo-
pituitary-adrenal system is intact, production of
cortisol is suppressed and its concentrations in
blood is low. If on the other hand, cortisol con-
centrations remain high, an autonomous adrenal
or ACTH-producing tumor may be present.

Another clinical application is treatment of the
adrenogenital syndrome. As pointed out earlier,
adrenal glands produce androgenic steroids by
extension of the synthetic pathway for glucocor-
ticoids (see Fig. 4). Defects in production of
glucocorticoids, particularly in enzymes respon-
sible for hydroxylation of carbons 21 or 11, may
lead to increased production of adrenal andro-
gens. Overproduction of androgens in female
patients leads to masculinization, which is mani-
fest, for example, by enlargement of the clitoris,
increased muscular development, and growth of
facial hair. Severe defects may lead to masculi-
nization of the genitalia of female infants and in
male babies produce the supermasculinized
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manner. Cells of the adrenal medulla have an affinity for
chromium salts in histological preparations and hence
are called chromaffin cells. They arise from neuroecto-
derm and are innervated by neurons whose cell bodies lie
in the intermediolateral cell column in the thoracolumbar
portion of the spinal cord. Axons of these cells pass
through the paravertebral sympathetic ganglia to form
the splanchnic nerves. Chromaffin cells are thus modified
postganglionic neurons. Their principal secretory pro-
ducts, epinephrine and norepinephrine, are derivatives of
the amino acid tyrosine and belong to a class of com-
pounds called catecholamines. About 5–6 mg of catecho-
lamines are stored in membrane-bound granules within

chromaffin cells. Epinephrine is about five times as
abundant in the human adrenal medulla as norepinephr-
ine, but only norepinephrine is found in postganglionic
sympathetic neurons and extra-adrenal chromaffin tissue.
Although medullary hormones affect virtually every
tissue of the body and play a crucial role in the acute
response to stress, the adrenal medulla is not required for
survival as long as the rest of the sympathetic nervous
system is intact.

Clinical Note (continued )

‘‘infant Hercules.’’ Milder defects may show up
simply as growth of excessive facial hair (hirsut-
ism) in women. Overproduction of androgens
occurs in the following way.
Stimulation of the adrenal cortex by ACTH
increases pregnenolone production (see earlier
discussion), most of which is normally converted
to cortisol, which exerts negative feedback
inhibition of ACTH secretion. With a partial
block in cortisol production, much of the pregne-
nolone is diverted to androgens, which have no

inhibitory effect on ACTH secretion. ACTH secre-
tion therefore remains high and stimulates more
pregnenolone production and causes adrenal
hyperplasia (Fig. 20). Eventually, the hyperactive
adrenals produce enough cortisol for negative
feedback to be operative, but at the expense of
maintaining a high rate of androgen production.
The whole system can be brought into proper
balance by giving sufficient glucocorticoids to
decrease ACTH secretion and therefore remove
the stimulus for androgen production.

CRH

ACTH

pregnenolone

cortisol androgens

(–)

FIGURE 20 Consequences of a partial block of cortisol production

by defects in either 11- or 21-hydroxylase. Pregnenolone is diverted to

androgens, which exert no feedback activity on ACTH secretion. The

thickness of the arrows connotes relative amounts. The broken arrows

indicate impairment in the inhibitory limb of the feedback system.

Administration of glucocorticoids shuts down androgen production by

inhibiting ACTH secretion.
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FIGURE 19 Negative feedback regulation of the hypothalamic-

pituitary-adrenal axis by inflammatory cytokines. PVN, paraventri-

cular nuclei; CRH, corticotropin releasing hormone.
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Biosynthesis of the Medullary Hormones

The biosynthetic pathway for epinephrine and nore-
pinephrine is shown in Fig. 21. Hydroxylation of tyrosine
to form dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA) is the rate-
determining reaction and is catalyzed by the enzyme
tyrosine hydroxylase. Activity of this enzyme is inhibited
by catecholamines (product inhibition) and stimulated by
phosphorylation. In this way, regulatory adjustments are
made rapidly and are closely tied to bursts of secretion.
A protracted increase in secretory activity induces synth-
esis of additional enzyme after a lag time of about 12 hr.

Tyrosine hydroxylase and DOPA decarboxylase are
cytosolic enzymes, but the enzyme that catalyzes the �-
hydroxylation of dopamine to form norepinephrine
resideswithin the secretory granule.Dopamine is pumped
into the granule by an energy-dependent, stereospecific
process. For sympathetic nerve endings and those adreno-
medullary cells that produce norepinephrine, synthesis
is complete with the formation of norepinephrine, and the
hormone remains in the granule until it is secreted.
Synthesis of epinephrine, however, requires that norepi-
nephrine reenter the cytosol for the final methylation
reaction. The enzyme required for this reaction,
phenylethanolamine-N-methyltransferase (PNMT), is

at least partly inducible by glucocorticoids. Induction
requires concentrations of cortisol that are considerably
higher than those found in peripheral blood. The vascular
arrangement in the adrenals is such that interstitial fluid
surrounding cells of the medulla can equilibrate with
venous blood that drains the cortex and therefore has a
much higher content of glucocorticoids than arterial
blood. Glucocorticoids may thus determine the ratio of
epinephrine to norepinephrine production. Once methyl-
ated, epinephrine is pumped back into the storage
granule, whose membrane protects stored catechola-
mines from oxidation by cytosolic enzymes.

Storage, Release, and Metabolism

Catecholamines are stored in secretory granules in
close association with ATP and at a molar ratio of 4:1,
suggesting some hydrostatic interaction between the
positively charged amines and the four negative charges
on ATP. Some opioid peptides, including the enkepha-
lins, � endorphin, and their precursors, are also found in
these granules. Acetylcholine released during neuronal
stimulation increases sodium conductance of the chro-
maffin cell membrane. The resulting influx of sodium
ions depolarizes the plasma membrane, leading to an
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influx of calcium through voltage-sensitive channels.
Calcium is required for catecholamine secretion.
Increased cytosolic concentrations of calcium promote
phosphorylation of microtubules and the consequent
translocation of secretory granules to the cell surface.
Secretion occurs when membranes of the chromaffin
granules fuse with plasma membranes and the granular
contents are extruded into the extracellular space. Fusion
of the granular membrane with the cell membrane may
also require calcium.ATP,opioidpeptides, andother con-
tents of the granules are released along with epinephrine
and norepinephrine. As yet, the physiologic significance
of opioid secretion by the adrenals is not known, but it
has been suggested that the analgesic effects of these
compounds may be of importance in the stress response.

All of the epinephrine in blood originates in the
adrenal glands. However, norepinephrine may reach the
blood by either adrenal secretion or diffusion from
sympathetic synapses. The half-lives of medullary
hormones in the peripheral circulation have been esti-
mated to be less than 10 sec for epinephrine and less than
15 sec for norepinephrine. Up to 90% of the catechola-
mines are removed in a single passage through most
capillary beds. Clearance from the blood requires uptake
by both neuronal and non-neuronal tissues. Significant
amounts of norepinephrine are taken up by sympathetic
nerve endings and incorporated into secretory granules
for release at a later time. Epinephrine and norepinephr-
ine that are taken up in excess of storage capacity are
degraded in neuronal cytosol principally by the enzyme
monoamine oxidase (MAO). This enzyme catalyzes
oxidative deamination of epinephrine, norepinephrine,
and other biologically important amines (Fig. 22). Cate-
cholamines taken up by endothelium, heart, liver, and
other tissues are also inactivated enzymatically, princi-
pally by catecholamine-O-methyl-transferase (COMT),
which catalyzes transfer of a methyl group from S-
adenosyl methionine to one of the hydroxyl groups. Both
of these enzymes are widely distributed and can act
sequentially in either order on both epinephrine and
norepinephrine. A number of pharmaceutical agents
have been developed to modify the actions of these
enzymes and thus modify sympathetic responses. Inacti-
vated catecholamines, chiefly vanillylmandelic acid
(VMA)and3-methoxy-4-hydroxyphenylglycol (MHPG),
are conjugated with sulfate or glucuronide and excreted
in urine. As with steroid hormones, measurement of
urinary metabolites of catecholamines is a useful, nonin-
vasive source of diagnostic information.

Physiologic Actions of Medullary Hormones

The sympathetic nervous system and adrenal medul-
lary hormones, like the cortical hormones, act on a wide

variety of tissues to maintain the integrity of the internal
environment both at rest and in the face of internal
and external challenges. Catecholamines enable us to
cope with emergencies and equip us for ‘‘fright, fight,
or flight.’’ Responsive tissues make no distinctions
between blood-borne catecholamines and those relea-
sed locally from nerve endings. In contrast to adrenal
cortical hormones, effects of catecholamines are
expressed within seconds and dissipate as rapidly when
the hormone is removed. Medullary hormones are thus
ideally suited for making the rapid short-term adjust-
ments demanded by a changing environment, whereas
cortical hormones, which act only after a lag period of
at least 30 min, are of little use at the onset of stress.
The cortex and medulla together, however, provide an
effective ‘‘one–two punch,’’ with cortical hormones
maintaining and even amplifying the effectiveness of
medullary hormones.
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FIGURE 22 Catecholamine degradation. MAO, monoamine
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Frohman LA, eds., Endocrinology and metabolism, 3rd ed., McGraw-
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Cells in virtually all tissues of the body express G-
protein-coupled receptors for epinephrine and norepi-
nephrine on their surface membranes. These so-called
adrenergic receptors were originally divided into two
categories, � and � based on their activation or inhibition
by various drugs. Subsequently, the � and � receptors
were further subdivided into �1, �2, �1, �2, and �3
receptors. All of these receptors recognize both epinephr-
ine and norepinephrine at least to some extent, and a
given cell may have more than one class of adrenergic
receptor.

Biochemical mechanisms of signal transduction follow
the pharmacologic subdivisions of the adrenergic recep-
tors. All of the �-adrenergic receptors communicate with
adenylyl cyclase through the stimulatory guanosine
binding protein (G�s; see Chapter 2) and activate
adenylyl cyclase, but subtle differences distinguish
them. �3 Receptors may couple to both Gs and Gi

heterotrimeric proteins, and hence give a less robust
response than �1 and �2 receptors. From a physiologic

perspective, the only difference between �1 and �2
receptors is the low sensitivity of the �2 receptors to
norepinephrine. Stimulation of �2 receptors inhibits
adenylyl cyclase and may block the increase in cyclic
AMP produced by other agents. For �2 effects, the
receptor communicates with adenylyl cyclase throughGi.
Responses initiated by the �1 receptor, which couples
with G�q, are mediated by IP3/DAG (see Chapter 2).

Some of the physiologic effects of catecholamines are
listed in Table 2. Although these actions may seem
diverse, in actuality they constitute a magnificently coor-
dinated set of responses. When producing their effects,
catecholamines maximize the contributions of each of the
various tissues to resolve the challenges to survival. On
the whole, cardiovascular effects maximize cardiac
output and ensure perfusion of the brain and working
muscles. Metabolic effects ensure an adequate supply of
energy-rich substrate. Relaxation of bronchial muscles
facilitates pulmonary ventilation. Ocular effects increase
visual acuity. Effects on skeletal muscle and transmitter

TABLE 2 Typical Responses to Stimulation of the
Adrenal Medulla

Target Responses

CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM

Heart " Force and rate of contraction

" Conduction

" Blood flow (dilation of

coronary arterioles)

" Glycogenolysis

Arterioles

Skin Constriction

Mucosae Constriction

Skeletal muscle Constriction

Dilation

METABOLISM

Fat " Lipolysis

" Blood FFA and glycerol

Liver " Glycogenolysis and

gluconeogenesis

" Blood sugar

Muscle " Glycogenolysis

" Lactate and pyruvate release

BRONCHIAL MUSCLE Relaxation

STOMACH AND INTESTINES " Motility

" Sphincter contraction

URINARY BLADDER " Sphincter contraction

SKIN " Sweating

EYES Contraction of radial

muscle of the iris

SALIVARY GLAND " Amylase secretion

" Watery secretion

KIDNEY " Renin secretion

SKELETAL MUSCLE " Tension generation

" Neuromuscular transmission

(defatiguing effect)

minutes before or after insulin injection
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FIGURE 23 Changes in blood concentrations of epinephrine and

norepinephrine in response to hypoglycemia. Insulin, which produces

hypoglycemia, was injected at the time indicated by the arrow. (From

Garber AJ, Bier DM, Cryer PE, Pagliara AS. Hypoglycemia in

compensated chronic renal insufficiency. Substrate limitation of

gluconeogenesis. J Clin Invest 1976;58:7–15.)
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release from motor neurons increase muscular perfor-
mance, and quiescence of the gut permits diversion of
blood flow, oxygen, and fuel to reinforce these effects.

Regulation of Adrenal Medullary Function

The sympathetic nervous system, including its
adrenal medullary component, is activated by any
actual or threatened change in the internal or external
environment. It responds to physical changes,
emotional inputs, and anticipation of increased physi-
cal activity. Input reaches the adrenal medulla through
its sympathetic innervation. Signals arising in the
hypothalamus and other integrating centers activate
both the neural and hormonal components of the
sympathetic nervous system but not necessarily in an
all-or-none fashion. Activation may be general or
selectively limited to discrete targets. The adrenals
can be preferentially stimulated, and it is even possible
that norepinephrine- or epinephrine-secreting cells may
be selectively activated, as shown in Fig. 23. In
response to hypoglycemia detected by glucose-moni-
toring cells in the central nervous system, the concen-
tration of norepinephrine in blood increased 3-fold,
whereas that of epinephrine, which tends to be a more
effective hyperglycemic agent, increased 50-fold. Meta-
bolic actions of epinephrine are discussed further in
Chapter 42.
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KEY POINTS
� One to two million highly vascularized and

richly innervated islets comprise the endocrine
pancreas. These islets contain insulin-secreting
beta cells, glucagon-secreting alpha cells, and
somatostatin-secreting delta cells.

� Glucagon is a small, single-chain peptide hor-
mone that is cleared rapidly from the circulation.
Its physiologic role is to stimulate hepatic pro-
duction of metabolic fuels and increase blood
concentrations of glucose and ketone bodies.

� Glucagon secretion: (1) Alpha cells respond
directly to blood glucose concentrations. Gluca-
gon secretion is maximal at low blood glucose
concentrations and inhibited at high glucose
concentrations; (2) hypoglycemia sensed by the
central nervous system activates parasympa-
thetic and sympathetic (including epinephrine
and norepinephrine from the adrenal medulla)
stimulation of glucagon secretion; (3) increased

concentrations of amino acids in blood and the
gut hormone cholecystokinin stimulate gluca-
gon secretion; and (4) somatostatin, insulin,
ketone bodies, and free fatty acids inhibit
glucagon secretion.

� Insulin is a small, two-chain peptide hormone
that is cleared rapidly from the circulation. The
principal physiologic action of insulin is to
promote storage of metabolic fuels.

� Insulin increases transport of glucose in adipose
tissue, thereby promoting fatty acid storage as
triglycerides, inhibition of free fatty acid release,
and increased triglyceride synthesis.

� Insulin increases glucose transport and glyco-
gen synthesis in muscle and inhibits the produc-
tion of glucose and ketone bodies in the liver.

� Insulin binds to a surface receptor and activates
an intrinsic receptor tyrosine kinase. Tyrosine
phosphorylation of insulin receptor substrate
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OVERVIEW

The principal pancreatic hormones are insulin and
glucagon, whose opposing effects on the liver regulate
hepatic storage, production, and release of energy-rich
fuels. Insulin is an anabolic hormone that promotes
sequestration of carbohydrate, fat, and protein in storage
depots throughout the body. Its powerful actions are
exerted principally on skeletal muscle, liver, and adipose
tissue, whereas those of glucagon are restricted to the
liver, which responds by forming and secreting energy-
rich water-soluble fuels: glucose, acetoacetic acid, and
�-hydroxybutyric acid. Interplay of these two hormones
contributes to constancy in the availability of metabolic
fuels to all cells. Somatostatin is a third islet hormone, but
a physiologic role for pancreatic somatostatin has not
been established. A fourth substance, pancreatic poly-
peptide, is even less understood. Glucagon acts in concert
with other fuel-mobilizing hormones to counterbalance
the fuel-storing effects of insulin. Because compensatory
changes in secretion of all of these hormones are readily
made, states of glucagon excess or deficiency rarely lead
to overt human disease. Insulin, on the other hand, acts
alone, and prolonged survival is not possible in its
absence. Inadequacy of insulin due either to insufficient
production [diabetes mellitus type I, also called insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM)] or end-organ
unresponsiveness [diabetes mellitus type II, also called
noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (NIDDM)]
results in one of the most common of the endocrine
diseases and affects more than 3% of the American
population.

MORPHOLOGY OF THE ENDOCRINE PANCREAS

The 1 to 2million islets of the human pancreas range in
size from about 50–500mm in diameter and contain from

50–300 endocrine cells. Collectively the islets comprise
only 1–2% of the pancreatic mass. They are highly
vascular, with each cell seemingly in direct contact with
a capillary. Blood is supplied by the pancreatic artery
and drains into the portal vein, which thus delivers the
entire output of pancreatic hormones to the liver. The
islets are also richly innervated with both sympathetic
and parasympathetic fibers that terminate on or near the
secretory cells.

Histologically, the islets consist of three cell types.
Beta cells, which synthesize and secrete insulin, make
up about 60–75% of a typical islet. Alpha cells are the
source of glucagon and comprise perhaps as much as
20%of islet tissue.Delta cells,which are considerably less
abundant, produce somatostatin. An additional but rarer
cell type, the F cell, may also appear in the exocrine part
of the pancreas. It contains and secretes a compound of
called pancreatic polypeptide, which inhibits pancreatic
exocrine cell functions.

Beta cells occupy the central region of the islet or
microlobules within islets, whereas alpha cells occupy
the outer rim. Delta cells are interposed between them
and are thus in contact with both types (Fig. 1). Gap
junctions link alpha cells to each other, beta cells to each
other, and alpha cells to beta cells. Although experi-
mental proof is lacking, this arrangement may account
for synchronous secretory activity. There are also tight
junctions between various islet cells. These sites of close
apposition or actual fusion of plasma membranes of
adjacent cells may affect diffusion of substances into or
out of intercellular spaces. This arrangement could either
facilitate or hinder paracrine communication between
alpha, beta, and delta cells. Blood flows through an
anastomosing network of capillaries from the center of
the islet toward the periphery. This arrangement favors
intra-islet delivery of insulin from the centrally located
beta cells to the peripherally located alpha cells. The
physiologic consequences of these complex anatomic
specializations are not understood.

Clinical Note (continued )
provides docking sites for association of
cytoplasmic proteins and initiates cascades of
protein phosphorylation that ultimately express
insulin responses.

� Insulin secretion: (1) Beta cells increase their
rates of insulin secretion in response to
increases in blood glucose concentration; (2)
gastrointestinal hormones secreted in response
to nutrients in the intestinal lumen stimulate

insulin secretion; (3) insulin secretion is inhib-
ited by somatostatin and by norepinephrine
released from sympathetic innervation or
epinephrine and norepinephrine secreted by
the adrenal medulla; and (4) increased concen-
trations of blood glucose are sensed by the
beta cells through the increased flux of glucose
metabolites that increase adenosine triphos-
phate production.
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GLUCAGON

Biosynthesis, Secretion, and Metabolism

Glucagon is a simple unbranched peptide chain that
consists of 29 amino acids and has a molecular weight of
about 3500. Its amino acid sequence has been remark-
ably preserved throughout evolution of the vertebrates.
The glucagon gene, which is located on chromosome 2,
is expressed primarily in the alpha cells, L cells of the
intestinal epithelium, and discrete brain areas. It
encodes a large, 158-amino-acid preproglucagon protein
that is processed in a tissue-specific manner to give rise
to at least six biologically active peptides that contain
similar amino acid sequences. In alpha cells the prepro-
glucagon molecule is enzymatically cleaved to release
glucagon and the major proglucagon fragment (Fig. 2).

In the intestine and the hypothalamus, the principal
cleavage products are the glucagon-like peptide 1 (GLP-1),
which has important effects on islet function (see later
discussion), and glucagon-like peptide 2 (GLP-2), whose
major actions are exerted on the intestine. GLP-1 may
also regulate the rate of gastric emptying and feeding
behavior. Proglucagon is a member of a superfamily of
genes that encodes gastrointestinal hormones and neuro-
peptides including secretin, vasoactive inhibitory pep-
tide (VIP), pituitary adenylyl cyclase activating peptide
(PACAP), glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide
(GIP), and the growth hormone-releasing hormone,
GHRH. Glucagon is packaged, stored in membrane-
bound granules, and secreted by exocytosis like other
peptide hormones.

Glucagon circulates without binding to carrier
proteins and has a half-life in blood of about 5 min.
Its concentrations in peripheral blood are considerably
lower than in portal venous blood. This difference
reflects not only greater dilution in the general circula-
tion but also the fact that about 25% of the secreted
glucagon is destroyed during passage through the liver.
The kidney is another important site of degradation,
and a considerable fraction of circulating glucagon is
destroyed by plasma peptidases.

Physiologic Actions of Glucagon

The physiologic role of glucagon is to stimulate
hepatic production and secretion of glucose and, to a
lesser extent, ketone bodies, which are derived from
fatty acids. Under normal circumstances, liver and
possibly pancreatic beta cells are the only targets of
glucagon action. A number of other tissues including fat
and heart express glucagon receptors, and can respond
to glucagon experimentally, but considerably higher con-
centrations of glucagon are needed than are normally
found in peripheral blood. Glucagon stimulates the liver
to release glucose and produces a prompt increase in

GRPP

GRPP oxyntomodulin

major proglucagon fragmentglucagon alpha cells

intestinal cellsglicentin IP2GLP-1 GLP-2

33-61

FIGURE 2 Cell-specific post-translational processing of preproglucagon. GRPP,

glicentin related pancreatic peptide; GLP-1, glucagon-like peptide-1; GLP-2, glucagon-

like peptide-2; IP2, intervening peptide 2. Intervening peptide-1 is the small fragment

between glucagon and the major glucagon fragment at the top of the figure.

FIGURE 1 Arrangement of cells in a typical islet. The clear cells in

the center of the islet are the beta (insulin secreting) cells. The stippled

cells in the periphery are the alpha (glucagon secreting) cells, and the

solid black cells are the delta (somatostatin secreting) cells. (From

Orci L, Unger R., Functional subdivision of islets of Langerhans and

possible role of D cells. Lancet, 1975;2:1243–1244.)
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blood glucose concentration. Glucose that is released
from the liver is obtained from breakdown of stored
glycogen (glycogenolysis) and new synthesis (gluconeo-
genesis). Because the principal precursors for gluconeo-
genesis are amino acids, especially alanine, glucagon
also increases hepatic production of urea (ureogenesis)
from the amino groups. Glucagon also increases
production of ketone bodies (ketogenesis) by directing
metabolism of long-chain fatty acids toward oxidation
and away from esterification and export as lipoproteins.
Concomitantly, glucagon may also promote breakdown
of hepatic triglycerides to yield long-chain fatty acids,
which, along with fatty acids that reach the liver
from peripheral fat depots, provide the substrate for
ketogenesis.

All of the effects of glucagon appear to be mediated by
cyclic AMP (see Chapter 2). In fact, it was studies of the
glycogenolytic action of glucagon that led to the dis-
covery of cyclic AMP and its role as a second messenger.
Activation of protein kinase A by cyclic AMP results in
phosphorylation of enzymes,which increases or decreases
their activity, or phosphorylation of the transcription
factor CREB, which usually increases transcription of
target genes. Glucagon may also increase intracellular
concentrations of calcium by a mechanism that depends
on activation of protein kinase A, and the increased
calcium may reinforce some actions of glucagon, parti-
cularly on glycogenolysis.

Glucose Production

To understand how glucagon stimulates the hepato-
cyte to release glucose, we must first consider some of
the biochemical reactions that govern glucose metabo-
lism in the liver. Biochemical pathways that link these
reactions are illustrated in Fig. 3. It is important to
recognize that not all enzymatic reactions are freely
reversible under conditions that prevail in living cells.
Phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of substrate
usually require separate enzymes. This sets up substrate
cycles, which would spin futilely in the absence of some
regulatory influence exerted on either or both opposing
reactions. These reactions are often strategically situated
at or near branch points in metabolic pathways and
can therefore direct flow of substrates toward one fate
or another. Regulation is achieved both by modulating
the activity of enzymes already present in cells and by
increasing or decreasing rates of enzyme synthesis
and therefore amounts of enzyme molecules. Enzyme
activity can be regulated allosterically by changes in
conformation produced by substrates or cofactors, or
covalently by phosphorylation and dephosphorylation
of regulatory sites in the enzymes themselves. Changing
the activity of an enzyme requires only seconds, whereas

many minutes or even hours are needed to change the
amount of an enzyme.

Glycogenolysis

Cyclic AMP formed in response to the interaction
of glucagon with its G-protein-coupled receptors on
the surface of hepatocytes activates protein kinase A,
which catalyzes phosphorylation, and hence activation,
of an enzyme called phosphorylase kinase (Fig. 4). This
enzyme, in turn, catalyzes phosphorylation of another
enzyme, glycogen phosphorylase, which cleaves glycogen
stepwise to release glucose-1-phosphate. Glucose-1-
phosphate is the substrate for glycogen synthase, which
catalyzes the incorporation of glucose into glycogen.
Glycogen synthase is also a substrate for protein kinase A
and is inactivated when phosphorylated. Thus by
increasing the formation of cyclic AMP, glucagon

glycogen

glucose-1-P

glucose-6-P

fructose-6-P

PEP

pyruvate

acetyl CoA fatty acidsketone bodies

glucose

fructose-1,6-P

I

II

III

IV

V

 TCA
cycle

CO2CO2

      hexose
monophosphate
       shunt

FIGURE 3 Biochemical pathways of glucose metabolism in

hepatocytes. Reactions that are accelerated in the presence of glucagon

are shown in blue.
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simultaneously promotes glycogen breakdown and
prevents recycling of glucose to glycogen. Cyclic AMP-
dependent phosphorylation of enzymes that regulate
the glycolytic pathway at the level of phosphofructoki-
nase and acetyl coenzyme A (CoA) carboxylase (see later
discussion) prevents consumption of glucose-6-phos-
phate by the hepatocyte itself, leaving dephosphorylation
and diffusion into the blood as the only pathway open to
newly depolymerized glucose.

Gluconeogenesis

Precursors of glucose enter the gluconeogenic path-
way as 3- or 4-carbon compounds. Glucagon directs their
conversion to glucose by accelerating their condensation
to fructose phosphate while simultaneously blocking
their escape from the gluconeogenic pathway (cycles III
and IV in Fig. 3). Cyclic AMP controls production of a
potent allosteric regulator of metabolism called fructose-
2,6-bisphosphate. This compound, when present even in
tiny amounts, activates phosphofructokinase and inhibits
fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase, therebydirecting flowof sub-
strate toward glucose breakdown rather than glucose
formation (Fig. 5). Fructose-2,6-bisphosphate, which
should not be confused with fructose-1,6-bisphosphate,
is formed from fructose-6-phosphate by the action of
an unusual bifunctional enzyme that catalyzes either
phosphorylation of fructose-6-phosphate to fructose-2,6-
bisphosphate or dephosphorylation of fructose-2,6-
bisphosphate to fructose-6-phosphate, depending on its
own state of phosphorylation. This enzyme is a substrate

for protein kinase A and behaves as a phosphatase when
it is phosphorylated. Its activity in the presence of cyclic
AMP rapidly depletes the hepatocyte of fructose-2,6-
bisphosphate, and substrate therefore flows toward
glucose production.

The other important regulatory step in gluconeogen-
esis is phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of pyru-
vate (cycle IV in Fig. 3). It is here that the 3- and
4-carbon fragments enter or escape from the gluconeo-
genic pathway. The cytosolic enzyme that catalyzes
dephosphorylation of phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP) was
inappropriately named pyruvate kinase before it was
recognized that direct phosphorylation of pyruvate does
not occur under physiologic conditions and that this
enzyme acts only in the direction of dephosphorylation
(Fig. 6). Regulation of this enzyme is complex. Pyruvate
kinase is another substrate for protein kinase A and is
powerfully inhibitedwhenphosphorylated, but the inhibi-
tion can be overcome by fructose-1,6-bisphosphate.
Thus, activation of protein kinase A has the duel
effect of decreasing pyruvate kinase activity directly and
of decreasing the abundance of its activator, fructose-
1,6-bisphosphate, by reactions shown in Fig. 5. Inhibit-
ing pyruvate kinase may be the single most important
effect of glucagon on the gluconeogenic pathway. On a
longer time scale, glucagon inhibits the synthesis of
pyruvate kinase. Phosphorylation of pyruvate requires a
complex series of reactions in which pyruvate must first
enter mitochondria where it is carboxylated to form
oxaloacetate. Entry of pyruvate across the mitochon-
drial membrane is accelerated by glucagon, but the
mechanism for this effect is not known. Oxaloacetate
is converted to cytosolic PEP by the catalytic activity
of PEP carboxykinase. Synthesis of this enzyme is

glycogen

glucose-1-P

Protein Kinase A

phosphorylase
 (inactive)

 (inactive)

 (inactive)

phosphorylase-P
(active)

phosphorylase kinase

phosphorylase kinase-P
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(active)
glycogen synthase 

glycogen synthase-P 

FIGURE 4 Role of protein kinase A (cyclic AMP-dependent

protein kinase) in glycogen metabolism.
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Protein Kinase A
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FIGURE 5 Regulation of fructose-1,6-bisphosphate metabolism

by protein kinase A (cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase) and

fructose-2,6-bisphosphate. Fructose-2,6-bisphosphate, whose forma-

tion depends on protein kinase A, activates (+) phosphofructokinase

and inhibits (�) fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase.
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accelerated by cyclic AMP-dependent phosphorylation
of CREB (see Chapter 2).

Lipogenesis and Ketogenesis

An alternate fate of pyruvate in mitochondria
is decarboxylation to form acetyl CoA (Fig. 7). This
2-carbon acetyl unit is the building block of fatty acids
and eventually finds its way back to the cytosol where
fatty acid synthesis (lipogenesis) takes place. Lipogenesis
is the principal competitor of gluconeogenesis for
3-carbon precursors. The first committed step in fatty
acid synthesis is the carboxylation of acetyl CoA to form
malonyl CoA. Acetyl CoA carboxylase, the enzyme that
catalyzes this reaction, is yet another substrate for
protein kinase A and is powerfully inhibited when
phosphorylated. Inhibition of fatty acid synthesis not
only preserves substrate for gluconeogenesis but also
prevents oxidation of glucose by the hexose monophos-
phate shunt pathway (Fig. 3). NADP, which is required
for shunt activity, is reduced in the initial reactions of
this pathway and can be regenerated only by trans-
ferring protons to the elongating fatty acid chain.

Fatty acid synthesis and oxidation constitute another
substrate cycle and another regulatory site for cyclic
AMP action. The same reaction that inhibits fatty acid
synthesis promotes fatty acid oxidation and conse-
quently ketogenesis (ketone body formation) (Fig. 7).
Long-chain fatty acid molecules that reach the liver can
either be oxidized or esterified and exported to adipose
tissue as the triglyceride component of low-density
lipoproteins. To be esterified, fatty acids must remain
in the cytosol, and to be oxidized they must enter the
mitochondria. Long-chain fatty acids can cross the
mitochondrial membrane only when linked to carnitine.

Carnitine acyl transferase, the enzyme that catalyzes
this linkage, is powerfully inhibited by malonyl CoA.
Thus when malonyl CoA concentrations are high,
coincident with fatty acid synthesis, fatty acid oxidation
is inhibited. Conversely, when the formation of malonyl
CoA is blocked, fatty acids readily enter mitochondria
and are oxidized to acetyl CoA. Because long-chain
fatty acids typically contain 16 and 18 carbons, each
molecule that is oxidized yields eight or nine molecules
of acetyl CoA. The ketone bodies �-hydroxybutyrate
and acetoacetate are formed from condensation of two
molecules of acetyl CoA and the subsequent removal of
the CoA moiety.

By reducing the concentration of malonyl CoA,
glucagon sets the stage for ketogenesis, but the actual

cytosol

mitochondrial
matrix

triosephosphate

PEP

pyruvate

acetyl CoA 

PEP carboxy
kinase

pyruvate kinase
   (active)

pyruvate kinase-P
(inactive)

Protein Kinase A

   pyruvate
dehydrogenase

oxaloacetate

FIGURE 6 Regulation of PEP formation by protein kinase A (cyclic AMP-dependent

protein kinase). Protein kinase A catalyzes the phosphorylation and, hence, inactivation of

pyruvate kinase whose activity limits the conversion of PEP to pyruvate.
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FIGURE 7 Protein kinase A (cyclic AMP-dependent protein

kinase) indirectly stimulates ketogenesis by decreasing the formation

of malonyl CoA, thus removing a restriction on accessibility of fatty

acids to intramitochondrial oxidative enzymes.
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amount of ketone production is determined by the
amount of long-chain fatty acids available for oxidation.
Most fatty acids oxidized in liver originate in adipose
tissue, but glucagon, through cyclic AMP and protein
kinase A, may also activate a lipase in liver and thereby
provide fatty acids from breakdown of hepatic
triglycerides.

Ureogenesis

Whenever carbon chains of amino acids are used
as substrate for gluconeogenesis, amino groups must
be disposed of in the form of urea, which thus becomes a
by-product of gluconeogenesis. By promoting gluconeo-
genesis, therefore, glucagon also increases the formation
of urea (ureogenesis). Carbon skeletons of most amino
acids can be converted to glucose, but because of
peculiarities of peripheral metabolism, alanine is quanti-
tatively the most important glucogenic amino acid. By
accelerating conversion of pyruvate to glucose (see earlier
discussion), glucagon indirectly accelerates transamina-
tion of alanine to pyruvate. Glucagon also accelerates
ureogenesis by increasing transport of amino acids across
hepatocyte plasma membranes by an action that requires
synthesis of newRNA and protein. In addition, glucagon
also promotes the synthesis of some urea cycle enzymes.

Regulation of Glucagon Secretion

The concentration of glucose in blood is the most
important determinant of glucagon secretion in normal
individuals. When the plasma glucose concentration
exceeds 200 mg/dL, glucagon secretion is maximally
inhibited. Inhibitory effects of glucose are proportion-
ately less at lower concentrations and disappear when its
concentration falls below 50 mg/dL. Except immediately
after a meal rich in carbohydrate, the blood glucose
concentration remains constant at around 90 mg/dL.
The set point for glucose concentration thus falls well
within the range over which glucagon secretion is
regulated, and alpha cells can respond to changes in
blood glucose with either an increase or a decrease in
glucagon output. The alpha cells appear to respond
directly to changes in glucose concentration, but we do
not yet understand how they monitor blood glucose
concentration and translate that information to an
appropriate rate of glucagon secretion. Little is under-
stood of the intracellular molecular events that bring
about an increase or decrease of glucagon secretion.

Low blood glucose (hypoglycemia) not only relieves
inhibition of glucagon secretion, but this life-threatening
circumstance stimulates the central nervous system to
signal both parasympathetic and sympathetic nerve
endings within the islet to release their neurotransmitters,

acetylcholine and VIP (vasoactive intestinal peptide),
from parasympathetic endings and norepinephrine
and NPY (neuropeptide Y) from sympathetic endings.
Alpha cells express receptors for these neurotransmitters,
and they secrete glucagon in response to both parasym-
pathetic and sympathetic stimulation. The sympathetic
response to hypoglycemia also involves secretion of
epinephrine and norepinephrine from the adrenal
medulla (see Chapter 40). Adrenomedullary hormones
further stimulate alpha cells to secrete glucagon.

Glucagon secretion is evoked by a meal rich in amino
acids. Alpha cells respond directly to increased blood
levels of certain amino acids, particularly arginine. In
addition, digestion of protein-rich foods triggers the
release of cholecystokinin from cells in the duodenal
mucosa (see Chapter 32). This gastrointestinal hormone
is a secretagogue for islet hormones as well as pancreatic
enzymes and may alert alpha cells to an impending
influx of amino acids. Increased secretion of glucagon
in response to a protein meal not only prepares the liver
to dispose of excess amino acids by gluconeogenesis
but also signals the liver to release glucose and thus
counteracts the hypoglycemic effects of insulin, whose
secretion is simultaneously increased by amino acids
(see later discussion).

Glucose is not the only physiologic inhibitor
of glucagon secretion. Insulin, somatostatin, GLP-1,
glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide (GIP), and free
fatty acids (FFA) also exert inhibitory influences on
glucagon secretion (Fig. 8). Insulin, which may reach
alpha cells by either the endocrine or paracrine route,
directly inhibits glucagon secretion and is required
for expression of inhibitory effects of glucose. In fact,
it has been suggested that glucose may inhibit gluca-
gon secretion indirectly through increased secretion of
insulin. In persons suffering from insulin deficiency
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(see later discussion), glucagon secretion is brisk despite
high blood glucose concentrations.

INSULIN

Biosynthesis, Secretion, and Metabolism

Insulin is composed of two unbranched peptide chains
joined together by two disulfide bridges (Fig. 9). The
single gene that encodes the preproinsulin molecule
consists of three exons and two introns and is located
on chromosome 11. The two chains of insulin and their
disulfide cross bridges are derived from the single-chain
proinsulin molecule, from which a 31-residue peptide,
called the connecting peptide (C peptide), is excised by
stepwise actions of two trypsin-like enzymes called
prohormone convertases. Conversion of proinsulin to
insulin takes place slowly within storage granules. The C
peptide therefore accumulates within granules in equi-
molar amounts with insulin. When insulin is secreted, the
entire contents of secretory vesicles are disgorged into
extracellular fluid. Consequently, the C peptide and any
remaining proinsulin and processing intermediates are
released into the circulation. When secretion is rapid,
proinsulin may comprise as much as 20% of the circulat-
ing peptides detected by insulin antibodies, but it con-
tributes little biological activity. Although several
biological actions of the C peptide have been described,
no physiologic role for the C peptide has yet been
established.

The insulin storage granule contains a variety of
proteins that are also released whenever insulin is
secreted. Most of these proteins are thought to maintain
optimal conditions for storage and processing of insulin,
but some may also have biological activity. Their fate
and actions, if any, are largely unknown. One such
protein, however, called amylin, may contribute to the
amyloid that accumulates in and around beta cells in
states of insulin hypersecretion and may contribute to

islet pathology. A wide variety of biological actions of
amylin have been described including antagonism to
the actions of insulin in various tissues, suppression of
appetite, and delaying of gastric emptying, but a
physiologic role for amylin remains to be established
and is the subject of some controversy.

Insulin is cleared rapidly from the circulation with a
half-life of 4–6 min and is destroyed by a specific
enzyme, called insulinase or insulin degrading enzyme,
that is present in liver, muscle, kidney, and other tissues.
The first step in insulin degradation is receptor-mediated
internalization through an endosomal mechanism.
Degradation may take place within endosomes or after
fusion of endosomes with lysosomes. The liver is the
principal site of insulin degradation and inactivates
about 30–70% of the insulin that reaches it in hepatic
portal blood. Insulin degradation in the liver appears to
be a regulated process governed by changes in avail-
ability of metabolic fuels and changing physiologic
circumstances. The liver may thus regulate the amount
of insulin that enters the systemic circulation. The
kidneys destroy about half of the insulin that reaches the
general circulation following receptor-mediated uptake
both from the glomerular filtrate and from postglomer-
ular blood plasma. Normally, little or no insulin is
found in urine. Muscle and other insulin-sensitive tissues
throughout the body apparently account for destruction
of the remainder. Proinsulin has a half-life that is at least
twice as long as insulin and is not converted to insulin
outside the pancreas. The kidney is the principal site of
degradation of proinsulin and the C peptide. Because
little degradation of the C peptide occurs in the liver, its
concentration in blood is useful for estimating the rate
of insulin secretion and evaluation of beta-cell function
in patients who are receiving injections of insulin.

Physiologic Actions of Insulin

The physiologic role of insulin is to promote storage of
metabolic fuel. Insulin has many effects on different
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Clinical Note

In many areas of endocrinology, basic insights
into the physiologic role of a hormone can be
gained from examining the consequences of its
absence. In such studies, secondary or tertiary
effects may overshadow the primary cellular
lesion but nevertheless ultimately broaden our
understanding of cellular responses in the context
of the whole organism. Insights into the physiol-
ogy of insulin and the physiologic processes it
affects directly and indirectly were originally
gained from clinical observation. Consideration
of some of the classic signs of this disease
therefore provides a good starting point for
discussing the physiology of insulin.

Hyperglycemia: In the normal individual the
concentration of glucose in blood is maintained
at around 90 mg/dL of plasma. Blood glucose in
diabetics may be 300–400 mg/dL and even reach
1000 mg/dL on occasion. Diabetics have partic-
ular difficulty removing excess glucose from their
blood. Normally, after ingestion of a meal rich in
carbohydrate, there is only a small and transient
increase in the concentration of blood glucose,
and excess glucose disappears rapidly from
plasma. The diabetic, however, is ‘‘intolerant’’
of glucose, and the ability to remove it from
plasma is severely impaired.

Oral glucose tolerance tests, which assess the
ability to dispose of a glucose load, are used
diagnostically to evaluate existing or impending
diabetic conditions. A standard load of glucose is
given by mouth and the blood glucose concentra-
tion is measured periodically over the course of
the subsequent 4 hr. In normal subjects, blood
glucose concentrations return to baseline values
within 2 hr, and the peak value does not rise above
180 mg/dL. In the diabetic or ‘‘prediabetic,’’ blood
glucose values rise much higher and take a longer
time to return to basal levels (Fig. 10).

Glycosuria: Normally the renal tubule has
adequate capacity to transport and reabsorb all
of the glucose filtered at the glomerulus so that
little or none escapes in the urine. Because of
hyperglycemia, however, the concentration of
glucose in the glomerular filtrate is so high that it
exceeds the capacity for reabsorption and
‘‘spills’’ into the urine, causing glycosuria (excre-
tion of glucose in urine).

Polyuria is defined as excessive production of
urine. Because more glucose is present in the

glomerular filtrate than can be reabsorbed by
proximal tubules, it remains in the tubular lumen
and exerts an osmotic hindrance to water and
salt reabsorption in this portion of the nephron,
which normally reabsorbs about two-thirds of
the glomerular filtrate (see Chapter 26). The
abnormally high volume of fluid that remains
cannot be reabsorbed by more distal portions of
the nephron, with the result that water excretion is
increased (osmotic diuresis). Increased flow
through the nephron increases urinary loss of
sodium and potassium as well.

Polydipsia: Dehydration results from the
copious flow of urine and stimulates thirst, a
condition called polydipsia, or excessive drinking.
The untreated diabetic is characteristically thirsty
and consumes large volumes of water to compen-
sate for water lost in urine. Polydipsia is often the
first symptom that is noticed by the patient or
parents of a diabetic child.

Polyphagia: By mechanisms that are not yet
understood, appetite is increased in what seems
to be an effort to compensate for urinary loss of
glucose. The condition is called polyphagia
(excessive food consumption).

Weight loss: Despite increased appetite and
food intake, however, insulin deficiency reduces
all anabolic processes and accelerates catabolic
processes. Accelerated protein degradation,
particularly in muscle, provides substrate for
gluconeogenesis. Increased mobilization and utili-
zation of stored fats indirectly leads to increased
triglyceride concentration in plasma and often
results in lipemia (high concentration of lipids in
blood). Fatty acid oxidation by the liver results in
increased production of the ketone bodies (keto-
sis), which are released into the blood and cause
ketonemia. Because ketone bodies are small,
readily filtrable molecules that are actively reab-
sorbed by a renal mechanism of limited capacity,
high blood levels may result in loss of ketone
bodies in the urine (ketonuria). Ketone bodies are
organic acids and produce acidosis, which may be
aggravated by excessive washout of sodium and
potassium in the urine. Plasma pH may become so
low that acidotic coma and death may follow
unless insulin therapy is instituted.

The hyperglycemia that causes this whole
sequence of events arises from an ‘‘underutiliza-
tion’’ of glucose by muscle and adipose tissue
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cells. Even within a single cell it produces multiple
effects that are both complementary and reinforcing.
Insulin acts on adipose tissue, skeletal muscle, and liver
to defend and expand reserves of triglyceride, glycogen,
and protein. Within a few minutes after intravenous
injection of insulin, there is a striking decrease in the
plasma concentrations of glucose, amino acids, FFA,
ketone bodies, and potassium. If the dose of insulin is
large enough, blood glucose may fall too low to meet the
needs of the central nervous system, and hypoglycemic
coma may occur. Insulin lowers blood glucose in two
ways: It increases uptake by muscle and adipose tissue
and decreases output by liver. It lowers the concentra-
tion of amino acids by stimulating their uptake by
muscle and reducing their release. Insulin lowers the
concentration of FFA by blocking their release from

adipocytes, and this action in turn lowers the blood
ketone level. The decrease in potassium results from
stimulation of the sodium/potassium ATPase (sodium
pump) in the plasma membranes of muscle, liver, and fat
cells. The physiologic significance of this response to
insulin is not understood.

Effects on Adipose Tissue

Storage of fat in adipose tissue depends on multiple
insulin-sensitive reactions, including (1) synthesis of
long-chain fatty acids from glucose; (2) synthesis of
triglycerides from fatty acids and glycerol (esterifica-
tion); (3) breakdown of triglycerides to release glycerol
and long-chain fatty acids (lipolysis); and (4) uptake of
fatty acids from the lipoproteins of blood. The relevant
biochemical pathways are shown in Fig. 11.

Lipolysis and esterification are central events in the
physiology of the adipocyte. The rate of lipolysis
depends on the activity of triglyceride lipase. Lipolysis
proceeds at a basal rate in the absence of hormonal
stimulation but increases dramatically when cyclic
AMP is increased. Hormone-sensitive lipase catalyzes
the breakdown of triglycerides into fatty acids and
glycerol. Fatty acids can either escape from the adipo-
cyte and become the FFA of blood or be re-esterified to
triglyceride. Fatty acid esterification requires a source of
glycerol that is phosphorylated in its � carbon; free
glycerol cannot be used. Because adipose tissue lacks the
enzyme �-glycerol kinase, all of the free glycerol that is
produced by lipolysis escapes into the blood. The only
source of �-glycerol phosphate available for esterifica-
tion of fatty acids is derived from phosphorylated 3-
carbon intermediates formed from oxidation of glucose.

As its name implies, hormone-sensitive lipase is
activated by lipolytic hormones, which stimulate the
formation of cyclic AMP and thereby promote its
phosphorylation by protein kinase A. Insulin accelerates
the degradation of cyclic AMP by activating the enzyme

Clinical Note (continued )

and an ‘‘overproduction’’ of glucose by liver.
Gluconeogenesis is increased at the expense
of muscle protein, which is the chief source
of the amino acid substrate. Consequently,
there is marked wasting of muscle along with
depletion of body fat stores. Devastating
cardiovascular complications—atherosclerosis,
coronary artery disease, and stroke—often

result from high concentrations of blood
lipids. Other less obviously related complica-
tions include lesions in the microvasculature of
the retina and kidneys and in peripheral nerves,
and they result from prolonged hyperglycemia
and complete the clinical picture. The net
effect of insulin lack is a severe reduction in
the ability to store glycogen, fat, and protein.
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cyclic AMP phosphodiesterase and thus interferes with
activation of hormone-sensitive lipase. Simultaneously,
insulin increases the rate of fatty acid esterification by
increasing the availability of �-glycerol phosphate. The
net result of these actions is preservation of triglyceride
stores at the expense of plasma FFA, whose concentra-
tion in blood plasma promptly falls. Decreases in FFA
concentrations are seen with doses of insulin that are too
low to affect blood glucose and appear to be the most
sensitive response to insulin.

Because glucose does not readily diffuse across the
plasma membrane, its entry into adipocytes and most
other cells depends on carrier-mediated transport.
Insulin increases cellular uptake and metabolism of
glucose by accelerating transmembrane transport of
glucose and structurally related sugars. This action
depends on the availability of glucose transporters in the
plasma membrane. Glucose transporters (abbreviated
GLUT) are large proteins that weave in and out of the
membrane 12 times to form stereospecific channels
through which glucose can diffuse down its concentra-
tion gradient. At least five isoforms of GLUT are
expressed in various cell types. In addition to GLUT 1,
which is present in the plasma membrane of most cells,
insulin-sensitive cells such as adipocytes contain pools of
intracellular membranous vesicles that are rich in
GLUT 4. Insulin increases the number of glucose
transporters on the adipocyte surface by stimulating

the translocation of GLUT 4-containing vesicles toward
the cell surface and fusion of their membranes with the
adipocyte plasma membrane (Fig. 12).

Insulin may accelerate synthesis of fatty acids by
increasing the uptake of glucose and by activating at least
two enzymes that direct the flow of glucose carbons into
fatty acids. Insulin increases conversion of pyruvate to
acetyl CoA, which provides the building blocks for long-
chain fatty acid synthesis, and stimulates carboxylation
of acetyl CoA to malonyl CoA, which is the initial and
rate-determining reaction in fatty acid synthesis. In
humans, adipose tissue is not an important site of fatty
acid synthesis, particularly in Western cultures where the
diet is rich in fat. Fat stored in adipose tissue is derived
mainly from dietary fat and triglycerides synthesized in
the liver. Fat destined for storage reaches adipose tissue
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in the form of low-density lipoproteins and chylomi-
crons. Uptake of fat from lipoproteins depends on
cleavage of ester bonds in triglycerides by the enzyme
lipoprotein lipase to release fatty acids. Lipoprotein lipase
is synthesized and secreted by adipocytes and adheres to
the endothelium of adjacent capillaries. Insulin promotes
synthesis of lipoprotein lipase and thus facilitates the
transfer of fatty acids from lipoproteins to triglyceride
storage droplets in adipocytes.

Effects on Muscle

Insulin increases uptake of glucose by muscle and
directs its intracellular metabolism toward the forma-
tion of glycogen (Fig. 13). Because muscle comprises
nearly 50% of body mass, uptake by muscle accounts
for the majority of the glucose that disappears from
blood after injection of insulin. As in adipocytes, glucose
utilization in muscle is limited by permeability of the
plasma membrane. Insulin accelerates entry of glucose
into muscle by mobilizing GLUT 4-containing vesicles
by the same mechanism that is operative in adipocytes.

Metabolism of glucose begins with conversion to
glucose-6-phosphate catalyzed by either of the two
isoforms of the enzyme hexokinase that are present in
muscle. Insulin not only increases the synthesis of
hexokinase II, but it also appears to enhance the
efficiency of hexokinase II activity by promoting its
association with the outer membrane of mitochondria,
which optimizes access to ATP. In the basal state,
glucose is phosphorylated almost as rapidly as it enters
the cell, and hence the intracellular concentration of free
glucose is only about one-tenth to one-third that of
extracellular fluid.

Glucose-6-P is an allosteric inhibitor of hexokinase
and an allosteric activator of glycogen synthase. Stimu-
lation of glycogen synthesis by insulin and glucose-6-
phosphate protects hexokinase from the inhibitory effect
of glucose-6-phosphate when entry of glucose into the
muscle cell is rapid. Glycogen synthase activity is low
when the enzyme is phosphorylated and increased when
it is dephosphorylated. The degree of phosphorylation of
glycogen synthase is determined by the balance of kinase
and phosphatase activities. Insulin shifts the balance in
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favor of dephosphorylation in part by inhibiting the
enzyme glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK-3) and in part
by activating a phosphatase. Dephosphorylation of
glycogen synthase not only increases its activity directly,
but also increases its responsiveness to stimulation by its
substrate, glucose-6-P. Hence the powerful effects of
insulin on muscle glycogen synthesis are achieved by the
complementary effects of increased glucose transport,
increased glucose phosphorylation, and increased gly-
cogen synthase activity.

The alternative fate of glucose-6-P, metabolism to
pyruvate in the glycolytic pathway, is also increased by
insulin. Access to the glycolytic pathway is guarded by
phosphofructokinase, whose activity is precisely regu-
lated by a combination of allosteric effectors including
ATP,ADP, and fructose-2,6-bisphosphate. This complex
enzyme behaves differently in intact cells and in the
broken cell preparations typically used by biochemists to
study enzyme regulation. Because conflicting findings
have been obtained under a variety of experimental
circumstances, no general agreement has been reached on
how insulin increases phosphofructokinase activity. In
contrast to the liver, the isoform of the enzyme that forms
fructose-2,6-bisphosphate in muscle is not regulated by
cyclic AMP. The effects of insulin are likely to be indirect.

Note that oxidation of fat profoundly affects the
metabolism of glucose in muscle and that insulin also
increases all aspects of glucose metabolism in muscle as
an indirect consequence of its action on adipose tissue to
decrease FFA production. When insulin concentrations
are low, increased oxidation of fatty acids decreases
oxidation of glucose by inhibiting the decarboxylation
of pyruvate and the transport of glucose across the
muscle cell membrane. In addition, products of fatty
acid oxidation appear also to inhibit hexokinase, but
recent studies have called into question the relevance of
earlier findings that fatty acid oxidation may inhibit
phosphofructokinase. Insulin not only limits the avail-
ability of fatty acids, but also inhibits their oxidation.
Insulin increases the formation of malonyl CoA, which
blocks entry of long chain fatty acids into the mito-
chondria as described for liver (Fig. 7). These effects are
discussed in Chapter 42.

Protein synthesis and degradation are ongoing
processes in all tissues and in the nongrowing individual
are completely balanced so that on average there is no
net increase or decrease in body protein (Fig. 14). In the
absence of insulin there is net degradation of muscle
protein and muscle becomes an exporter of amino acids,
which serve as substrate for gluconeogenesis and
ureogenesis in the liver. As with its effects on carbohy-
drate and fat metabolism, insulin intercedes in protein
synthesis at several levels, and has both rapidly apparent
and delayed effects. Insulin increases uptake of amino

acids from blood by stimulating their transport across
the plasma membrane. Insulin increases protein synth-
esis by promoting phosphorylation of the initiation
factors (e.g., eIF-2 for eukaryotic initiation factor-2) that
govern translation of mRNA. Under the influence of
insulin, attachment of mRNA to ribosomes is enhanced,
as reflected by the higher content of polysomes com-
pared to monosomes. This effect of insulin appears to be
selective for mRNAs for specific proteins. On a longer
timescale, insulin increases total RNA in muscle by
increasing synthesis of RNA and protein components of
ribosomes. Understanding of how insulin decreases
protein degradation is incomplete, but it appears that
insulin decreases ATP-dependent protein degradation
both by decreasing expression of various elements of the
proteasomal protein degrading apparatus and by modu-
lating the protease activity of its components.

Effects on Liver

Insulin reduces outflow of glucose from the liver and
promotes storage of glycogen. It inhibits glycogenolysis,
gluconeogenesis, ureogenesis, and ketogenesis, and it
stimulates the synthesis of fatty acids and proteins. These
effects are accomplished by a combination of actions that
change the activity of some hepatic enzymes and rates of
synthesis of other enzymes. Hence not all the effects of
insulin occur on the same timescale. Although we use the
terms block and inhibit to describe the actions of insulin,
it is important to remember that these verbs are used in
the relative and not the absolute sense. Rarely would
inhibition of an enzymatic transformation be absolute. In
addition, all of the hepatic effects of insulin are reinforced
indirectly by actions of insulin on muscle and fat to
reduce the influx of substrates for gluconeogenesis and
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ketogenesis. The actions of insulin on hepatic metabolism
are always superimposed on a background of other
regulatory influences exerted by metabolites, glucagon,
and a variety of other regulatory agents. The magnitude
of any change produced by insulin is thus determined not
only by the concentration of insulin, but also by the
strength of the opposing or cooperative actions of these
other influences. Rates of secretion of both insulin and
glucagon are dictated by physiologic demand. Because of
their antagonistic influences on hepatic function,
however, it is the ratio, rather than the absolute
concentrations, of these two hormones that determines
the overall hepatic response.

Glucose Production:

In general, liver takes up glucose when the circulating
concentration is high and releases it when the blood level
is low. Glucose transport into or out of hepatocytes
depends on a high-capacity insulin-insensitive isoform of
the glucose transporter GLUT 2. Because the movement
of glucose is passive, net uptake or release depends on
whether the concentration of free glucose is higher in
extracellular or intracellular fluid. The intracellular
concentration of free glucose depends on the balance
between phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of
glucose (Fig. 15, cycle II). The two enzymes that catalyze
phosphorylation are hexokinase, which has a high affinity
for glucose and other 6-carbon sugars, and glucokinase,
which is specific for glucose. The kinetic properties of
glucokinase are such that phosphorylation increases
proportionately with glucose concentration over the
entire physiologic range. In addition, glucokinase activity
is regulated by glucose. When glucose concentrations are
low, much of the glucokinase is bound to an inhibitory
protein that sequesters it within the nucleus. An increase
in glucose concentration releases glucokinase from its
inhibitor and allows it to move into the cytosol where
glucose phosphorylation can take place.

Phosphorylated glucose cannot pass across the hepa-
tocytemembrane.Dephosphorylation of glucose requires
the activity of glucose-6-phosphatase. Insulin suppresses
synthesis of glucose-6-phosphatase and increases synth-
esis of glucokinase, thereby decreasing net output of
glucose while promoting net uptake. This response to
insulin is relatively sluggish and contributes to long-term
adaptation rather than to minute-to-minute regulation.
The rapid effects of insulin to suppress glucose release are
exerted indirectly through decreasing the availability of
glucose-6-phosphate, hence starving the phosphatase of
substrate. Uptake and phosphorylation by glucokinase is
only one source of glucose-6-P. Glucose-6-P is also
produced by gluconeogenesis and glycogenolysis. Insulin
not only inhibits these processes, but it also drives them in
the opposite direction.

Most of the hepatic actions of insulin are opposite to
those of glucagon, discussed earlier, and can be traced to
inhibition of cyclic AMP accumulation. Rapid actions
of insulin largely depend on changes in the phosphor-
ylation state of enzymes already present in hepatocytes.
Insulin decreases hepatic concentrations of cyclic AMP
by accelerating its degradation by cyclic AMP phos-
phodiesterase, and it may also interfere with cAMP
formation and, perhaps, activation protein kinase A.
The immediate consequences can be seen in Fig. 15 and
are in sharp contrast to the changes in glucose meta-
bolism produced by glucagon, as shown in Fig. 3. Insulin
promotes glycogen synthesis and inhibits glycogen
breakdown. These effects are accomplished by the com-
bination of interference with cyclic AMP-dependent
processes that drive these reactions in the opposite
direction (see Fig. 4); by inhibition of glycogen synthase
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kinase, which, like protein kinase A, inactivates glyco-
gen synthase; and by activation of the phosphatase that
dephosphorylates both glycogen synthase and phos-
phorylase. The net effect is that glucose-6-P is incorpo-
rated into glycogen.

By lowering cAMP concentrations, insulin decreases
the breakdown and increases the formation of fructose-
2,6-phosphate, which potently stimulates phosphofruc-
tokinase and promotes the conversion of glucose to
pyruvate. Insulin affects several enzymes in the PEP
substrate cycle (see Fig. 15, cycle IV) and in so doing
directs substrate flow away from gluconeogenesis and
toward lipogenesis (Fig. 16). With relief of inhibition of
pyruvate kinase, PEP can be converted to pyruvate,
which then enters mitochondria. Insulin activates the
mitochondrial enzyme that catalyzes decarboxylation of
pyruvate to acetyl CoA and indirectly accelerates this
reaction by decreasing the inhibition imposed by fatty

acid oxidation. Decarboxylation of pyruvate to acetyl
coenzyme A irreversibly removes these carbons from the
gluconeogenic pathway and makes them available for
fatty acid synthesis. The roundabout process that trans-
fers acetyl carbons across the mitochondrial membrane
to the cytoplasm, where lipogenesis occurs, requires
condensation with oxaloacetate to form citrate. Citrate
is transported to the cytosol and cleaved to release acetyl
CoA and oxaloacetate. Recall from earlier discussion
that oxaloacetate is a crucial intermediate in gluconeo-
genesis and is converted to PEP by PEP carboxykinase.
Insulin bars the flow of this lipogenic substrate into
the gluconeogenic pool by inhibiting synthesis of PEP
carboxykinase. The only fate left to cytosolic oxalo-
acetate is decarboxylation to pyruvate.

Finally, insulin increases the activity of acetyl CoA
carboxylase, which catalyzes the rate-determining reac-
tion in fatty acid synthesis. Activation is accomplished in
part by relieving cyclic AMP-dependent inhibition and in
part by promoting the polymerization of inactive subu-
nits of the enzyme into an active complex. The resulting
malonyl CoA not only condenses to form long-chain
fatty acids but also prevents oxidation of newly formed
fatty acids by blocking their entry into mitochondria
(see Fig. 7). On a longer timescale, insulin increases the
synthesis of acetyl CoA carboxylase.

Note that hepatic oxidation of either glucose or fatty
acids increases delivery of acetyl CoA to the cytosol, but
ketogenesis results only from oxidation of fatty acids.
The primary reason is that lipogenesis usually accom-
panies glucose utilization and provides an alternate
pathway for disposal of acetyl CoA. There is also a
quantitative difference in the rate of acetyl CoA produc-
tion from the two substrates: 1 mol of glucose yields
only 2 mol of acetyl CoA compared to 8 or 9 mol for each
mole of fatty acids.

Mechanism of Insulin Action

The many changes that insulin produces at the
molecular level—membrane transport, enzyme activa-
tion, gene transcription, and protein synthesis—have

Clinical Note

Optimal management of IDDM (type I) strives to
match insulin dosage with food intake and
physical activity. Many patients are able to receive
their insulin from a small infusion pump that
delivers the hormone subcutaneously throughout
the day. They are taught to adjust the rate of

hormone delivery upward or downward to match
their circulating insulin concentrations to physio-
logic circumstances. Tight control of blood
glucose concentration decreases the incidence
of such long-term complications of diabetes as
atherosclerosis, kidney failure, and blindness.
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FIGURE 16 Effects of insulin on lipogenesis in hepatocytes. Blue
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reaction that is decreased. (1) Pyruvate kinase, (2) pyruvate dehydro-

genase, (3) acetyl CoA carboxylase, and (4) fatty acid synthase.
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been described. The molecular events that link these
changes with the interaction of insulin and its receptor
are still incompletely understood but are the subjects of
intense investigation. Many of the intermediate steps in
the action of insulin have been uncovered, but others
remain to be identified. It is clear that transduction of the
insulin signal is not accomplished by a linear series of
biochemical changes, but rather that multiple intracel-
lular signaling pathways are activated simultaneously
and may intersect at one or more points before the final
result is expressed (Fig. 17).

The insulin receptor is a tetramer composed of two �
and two � glycoprotein subunits that are held together
by disulfide bonds that link the �-subunits to the
�-subunits and the �-subunits to each other (Fig. 18).
The �- and �-subunits of insulin are encoded in a single
gene. The �-subunits are completely extracellular and
contain the insulin-binding domain. The �-subunits
span the plasma membrane and contain tyrosine kinase
activity in the cytosolic domain. Binding to insulin is
thought to produce a conformational change that relieves the �-subunit from the inhibitory effects of the �-subunit

allowing it to phosphorylate itself and other proteins on
tyrosine residues. Autophosphorylation of the kinase
domain is required for full activation. Tyrosine phos-
phorylation of the receptor also provides docking sites
for other proteins that participate in transducing the
hormonal signal. Docking on the phosphorylated recep-
tor may position proteins optimally for phosphorylation
by the receptor kinase.

Among the proteins that are phosphorylated on
tyrosine residues by the insulin receptor kinase are
four cytosolic proteins called insulin receptor substrates
(IRS-1, IRS-2, IRS-3, and IRS-4). These relatively large
proteins contain multiple tyrosine phosphorylation sites
and act as scaffolds on which other proteins are
assembled to form large signaling complexes. IRS-1
and IRS-2 appear to be present in all insulin target
cells, whereas IRS-3 and IRS- 4 have more limited
distribution. Despite their names, the IRS proteins are
not functionally limited to transduction of the insulin
signal, but are also important for expression of effects
of other hormones and growth factors. Moreover, they
are not the only substrates for the insulin receptor
kinase. A variety of other proteins that are tyrosine
phosphorylated by the insulin receptor kinase have also
been identified. Proteins recruited to the insulin receptor
and IRS proteins may have enzymatic activity or they
may in turn recruit other proteins by providing sites for
protein–protein interactions. The assemblage of proteins
initiates signaling cascades that ultimately express the
various actions of insulin described earlier. One of the
most important of the proteins that is activated is
phosphatidylinositol-3 (PI3) kinase. PI3 kinase plays a
critical role in activating many downstream effector
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FIGURE 17 Current model of the insulin receptor signaling.

Phosphorylated tyrosine residues (Y) on the insulin receptor serve as

anchoring sites for cytosolic proteins (IRS proteins and Shc), which in

turn are phosphorylated on tyrosines (dark blue circles) and dock with

other proteins. IRS, insulin receptor substrate; Shc, Src homology
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molecules including protein kinase B, which is thought
to mediate the effects of insulin on glycogen synthesis
and GLUT 4 translocation. PI3 kinase, however, is also
activated by a variety of other hormones, cytokines, and
growth factors whose actions do not necessarily mimic
those of insulin. The uniqueness of the response to
insulin probably reflects the unique combination of
biochemical consequences produced by the simulta-
neous activity of multiple signaling pathways and the
particular set of effector molecules expressed in insulin
target cells. Although insulin is known to regulate
expression of more than 150 genes, few of the nuclear
regulatory proteins that are activated by insulin are
known, and precisely how the insulin receptor commu-
nicates with these regulatory proteins is unknown. A
more detailed discussion of the complex molecular
events that govern insulin action can be found in articles
listed at the end of this chapter.

Regulation of Insulin Secretion

As might be expected of a hormone whose physio-
logic role is promotion of fuel storage, insulin secretion
is greatest immediately after eating and decreases during
between-meal periods (Fig. 19). Coordination of insulin
secretion with nutritional state as well as with fluctuat-
ing demands for energy production is achieved through

stimulation of beta cells by metabolites, hormones, and
neural signals. Because insulin plays the primary role in
regulating storage and mobilization of metabolic fuels,
the beta cells must be constantly apprised of bodily
needs, not only with regard to feeding and fasting,
but also to the changing demands of the environment.
Energy needs differ widely when an individual is at
peace with the surroundings and when struggling for
survival. Maintaining constancy of the internal environ-
ment is achieved through direct monitoring of circulat-
ing metabolites by beta cells themselves. This input
can be overridden or enhanced by hormonal or neural
signals that prepare the individual for rapid storage of
an influx of food or for massive mobilization of fuel
reserves to permit a suitable response to environmental
demands.

Glucose

Glucose is the most important regulator of insulin
secretion. In normal individuals its concentration in
blood is maintained within the narrow range of about 70
or 80 mg/dL after an overnight fast to about 150 mg/dL
immediately after a glucose-rich meal. When blood
glucose increases above a threshold value of about 100
mg/dL, insulin secretion increases proportionately. At
lower concentrations adjustments in insulin secretion
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are largely governed by other stimuli (see later discus-
sion) that act as amplifiers or inhibitors of the effects of
glucose. The effectiveness of these agents therefore
decreases as glucose concentration decreases.

Other Circulating Metabolites

Amino acids are important stimuli for insulin secre-
tion. The transient increase in plasma amino acids after a
protein-rich meal is accompanied by increased secretion
of insulin. Arginine, lysine, and leucine are the most
potent amino acid stimulators of insulin secretion.
Insulin secreted at this time may facilitate storage of
dietary amino acids as protein and prevents their
diversion to gluconeogenesis. Amino acids are effective
signals for insulin release only when blood glucose
concentrations are adequate. Failure to increase insulin
secretion when glucose is in short supply prevents
hypoglycemia that might otherwise occur after a protein
meal that contains little carbohydrate. Fatty acids
and ketone bodies may also increase insulin secretion,
but only when they are present at rather high concentra-
tions. Because fatty acid mobilization and ketogenesis
are inhibited by insulin, their ability to stimulate insulin
secretion provides a feedback mechanism to protect
against excessive mobilization of fatty acids and ketosis.

Hormonal and Neural Control

In response to carbohydrate in the lumen, the
intestinal mucosa secretes one or more factors, called
incretins, that reach the pancreas through the general
circulation and stimulate the beta cells to release insulin
even though the increase in blood glucose is still quite
small. Incretins are thought to act by amplifying the
stimulatory effects of glucose. This anticipatory secretion
of insulin prepares tissues to cope with the coming influx
of glucose and dampens what might otherwise be a
large increase in blood sugar. Various gastrointestinal
hormones including gastrin, secretin, cholecystokinin,
glucagon-like peptide (GLP-1), and glucose-dependent
insulinotropic peptide (GIP), can evoke insulin secretion
when tested experimentally, but of these hormones, only
GLP-1 and GIP appear to be physiologically important
incretins.

Secretion of insulin in response to food intake is also
mediated by a neural pathway. The taste or smell of food
or the expectation of eating may increase insulin
secretion during this so-called cephalic phase of feeding.
Parasympathetic fibers in the vagus nerve stimulate beta
cells by releasing acetylcholine or the neuropeptide VIP.
Activation of this pathway is initiated by integrative
centers in the brain and involves input from sensory
endings in the mouth, stomach, small intestine, and

portal vein. An increase in the concentration of glucose in
portal blood is detected by glucose sensors in the wall of
the portal vein and the information is relayed to the brain
via vagal afferent nerves. In response, vagal efferent
nerves stimulate the pancreas to secrete insulin and the
liver to take up glucose.

Insulin secretion by the human pancreas is virtually
shut off by epinephrine or norepinephrine delivered to
beta cells by either the circulation or sympathetic
neurons. This inhibitory effect is seen not only as a
response to low blood glucose, but may occur even when
the blood glucose level is high. It is mediated through
�2-adrenergic receptors on the surface of beta cells.
Physiologic circumstances that activate the sympathetic
nervous system thus can shut down insulin secretion and
thereby remove the major restraint on mobilization of
metabolic fuels needed to cope with an emergency.

Secretory activity of beta cells is also enhanced by
growth hormone and cortisol by mechanisms that are
not yet understood. Although they do not directly evoke
a secretory response, basal insulin secretion is increased
when these hormones are present in excess, and beta
cells become hyperresponsive to signals for insulin
secretion. Conversely, insulin secretion is reduced
when either is deficient. Excessive growth hormone or
cortisol decreases tissue sensitivity to insulin and can
produce diabetes (see Chapter 42). The factors that
regulate insulin secretion are shown in Fig. 20.

Cellular Events

Beta cells increase their rates of insulin secretion
within 30 sec of exposure to increased concentrations of
glucose and can shut down secretion as rapidly. The
question of how the concentration of glucose is moni-
tored and translated into a rate of insulin secretion
has not been answered completely, but many of the
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FIGURE 20 Metabolic, hormonal, and neural influences on insulin

secretion.
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important steps are known. The beta cell has specific
receptors for glucagon, acetylcholine, GLP-1, and other
compounds that increase insulin secretion by promoting
the formation of cyclic AMP or IP3 andDAG, but it does
not appear to have specific receptors for glucose. To
effect insulin secretion, glucose must be metabolized by
the beta cell, indicating that some consequence of glucose
oxidation, rather than glucose itself, is the critical
determinant. Beta-cell membranes contain the glucose
transporter GLUT 2, which has a high capacity, but
relatively low affinity, for glucose. Consequently, as
glucose concentrations increase above about 100 mg/dl,
glucose enters the beta cell at a rate that is limited by its
concentration and not by availability of transporters. It is
likely that glucokinase, which is specific for glucose and
catalyzes the rate-determining reaction for glucose meta-
bolism in beta cells, has the requisite kinetic character-
istics to behave as a glucose sensor. Mutations that affect
the function of this enzyme result in decreased insulin
secretion in response to glucose that may be severe
enough to cause a form of diabetes.

Secretion of insulin, like secretion of other peptide
hormones, requires increased cytosolic calcium. Perhaps
through the agency of a calmodulin-activated protein
kinase, calciumpromotesmovementof secretory granules
to the periphery of the beta cell, fusion of the granular
membrane with the plasma membrane, and the conse-
quent extrusion of granular contents into the extra-
cellular space. To increase insulin secretion, increased
metabolism of glucose must somehow bring about an
increase in intracellular calcium concentration. Linkage
between glucose metabolism and intracellular calcium
concentration appears to be achieved by their mutual
relationship to cellular concentrations of ATP and ADP.

In resting pancreatic beta cells, efflux of potassium
through open potassium channels maintains the
membrane potential at about �70 mV. Some potassium
channels in these cells are sensitive to ATP, which inhibits
(closes) them, and to ADP, which activates (opens) them.
When blood glucose concentrations are low, the effects of
ADP predominate even though its concentration in beta
cell cytoplasm is about 1000 times lower than that of
ATP. Because glucose transport is not rate-limiting in
beta cells, increased concentrations in blood accelerate
glucose oxidation and promote ATP formation at the
expense of ADP. As a result, ADP levels become
insufficient to counter the inhibitory effects of ATP,
and potassium channels close. The consequent buildup of
positive charge within the beta cell causes the membrane
to depolarize, which activates voltage-sensitive calcium
channels. When the depolarizing membrane potential
reaches about�50 mV, calcium channels open. An influx
of positively charged calcium reverses the membrane
potential. Electrical recording of these events produces a

pattern of voltage changes that resembles an action
potential. The frequency and duration of electrical
discharges in beta cells increase as glucose concentrations
increase. In addition to triggering insulin secretion,
elevated intracellular calcium inhibits voltage-sensitive
calcium channels, and activates calcium-sensitive potas-
sium channels allowing potassium to exit and the cell to
repolarize (Fig. 21).

Although entry of calcium triggers insulin secretion,
it appears that glucose and the various hormonal
modulators may stimulate secretion by acting at addi-
tional regulatory sites downstream from calcium.
Hormones and neurotransmitters that increase insulin
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secretion act through either the cyclic AMP or DAG/IP3

second messenger pathways to enhance the stimulatory
effect of glucose. Some evidence suggests that voltage-
sensitive calcium channels may be substrates for protein
kinase A, and that phosphorylation may lower their
threshold for activation. Additional actions of protein
kinase A appear to enhance later steps in the secretory
pathway and further increase insulin secretion under
conditions when the rate of calcium influx is maximal.
This might explain how glucagon and other hormones
that activate adenylyl cyclase increase insulin secretion.
Agents like acetylcholine increase IP3 and may thus
stimulate release of calcium from intracellular storage
sites. In addition, activation of protein kinase C
enhances aspects of the secretory process that are
independent of calcium. Norepinephrine and somatos-
tatin block insulin secretion by way of the inhibitory
guanine nucleotide binding protein (Gi), which may
directly inhibit voltage-sensitive calcium channels as well
as adenylyl cyclase.

In addition to serving as the principal signal for
insulin secretion, glucose appears to be the most
important stimulator of insulin synthesis. Both glucose
and cyclic AMP increase transcription of the insulin
gene. The mRNA template for insulin turns over slowly
and has a half-life of about 30 hr. Glucose also appears
to regulate its stability. Hyperglycemia prolongs its half-
life more than twofold while hypoglycemia accelerates
its degradation. In addition, glucose increases transla-
tion of the preproinsulin mRNA by stimulating both the
initiation and elongation reactions. Concurrently,
glucose also up-regulates production of the enzymes
needed to process preproinsulin to insulin.

SOMATOSTATIN

Biosynthesis, Secretion, and Metabolism

Somatostatin was originally isolated from hypotha-
lamic extracts that inhibited the secretion of growth
hormone. Somatostatin is widely distributed in many
neural tissues where it presumably functions as a
neurotransmitter. It is found in many secretory cells
(delta cells) outside of the pancreatic islets, particularly
in the lining of the gastrointestinal tract. Somatostatin is
stored in membrane-bound vesicles and secreted by
exocytosis. Measurable increases in the somatostatin
concentration can be found in peripheral blood after
ingestion of a meal rich in fat or protein, with the vast
majority secreted by intestinal cells rather than islet
cells. It is cleared rapidly from the blood and has a half-
life of only about 3 min.

Physiologic Actions

The physiologic importance of pancreatic somatos-
tatin is not understood. Because it can inhibit secretion
of both insulin and glucagon, it has been suggested that
somatostatin, by acting in a paracrine fashion, may
contribute to the regulation of glucagon and insulin
secretion. However, anatomic relationships and the
direction of blood flow in the microcirculation in the
islets are inconsistent with such a role. Somatostatin
also inhibits secretion of various gastrointestinal
hormones and decreases acid secretion by the gastric
mucosa and enzyme secretion by the acinar portion of
the pancreas. In addition, somatostatin decreases intest-
inal motility and may slow the rate of absorption of
nutrients from the digestive tract. Increased fecal
excretion of fat is a prominent feature in patients
suffering from somatostatin-secreting tumors. At the
cellular level the inhibitory effects of somatostatin are
mediated by G-protein-coupled receptors that signal
through G�i to inhibit adenylyl cyclase, and through
��-subunits that activate potassium channels and
hyperpolarize cell membranes.

Regulation of Secretion

Increased concentrations of glucose or amino acids
in blood stimulate somatostatin secretion by intestinal
delta cells. In addition, glucose or fat in the gastro-
intestinal tract elicits a secretory response by pancrea-
tic delta cells, mediated perhaps by glucagon or
gastrointestinal hormones. Somatostatin secretion is
also increased by norepinephrine and inhibited by
acetylcholine.
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KEY POINTS
� Glucose can be used by all cells, but free glucose

is available for only about 1 hour’s worth of fuel
needs.

� Glycogen stores provide little more than half a
day’s fuel requirement.

� Proteins can be drawn on to meet energy needs.
� Fat (triglyceride) is the most efficient storage

form of fuel. The normal human has enough fat
to meet 30–40 days worth of energy demands.

� Most cells can derive their energy from oxida-
tion of glucose, fat, or amino acids, but some

cells, including brain, have an absolute require-
ment for glucose.

� Problems inherent in the use of glucose and fat
as metabolic fuels: (1) Conversion of carbohy-
drate to fat consumes energy, and fat is largely
not reconvertable to carbohydrate and, hence,
unavailable to meet the energy needs of brain
and some other tissues; (2) limited water
solubility of fat requires protein carriers for
interorgan transport or conversion to water-
soluble ketone bodies for access to brain; and
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OVERVIEW

Mammalian survival in a cold, hostile environment
demands an uninterrupted supply of metabolic fuels to
maintain body temperature, to escape from danger,
and to grow and reproduce. A constant supply of
glucose and other energy-rich metabolic fuels to the
brain and other vital organs must be available at all
times despite wide fluctuations in food intake and
energy expenditure. Constant availability of metabolic
fuel is achieved by storing excess carbohydrate, fat, and
protein principally in liver, adipose tissue, and muscle
and drawing on those reserves when needed. We
consider here how fuel homeostasis is maintained in a
minute-to-minute, day-to-day, and year-to-year manner
by regulating fuel storage and mobilization, the
mixture of fuels consumed, and food intake. Homeo-
static regulation is provided by the endocrine system
and the autonomic nervous system. The strategy of
hormonal regulation of metabolism during starvation
or exercise is to provide sufficient substrate to working
muscles while maintaining an adequate concentration
of glucose in blood to satisfy the needs of brain and
other glucose-dependent cells. When dietary or stored
carbohydrate is inadequate, availability of glucose is
ensured by (1) gluconeogenesis from lactate, glycerol,
and alanine; and (2) inhibition of glucose utilization by
those tissues that can satisfy their energy needs with
other substrates, notably fatty acids and ketone bodies.
The principal hormones that govern fuel homeostasis
are insulin, glucagon, epinephrine, cortisol, growth
hormone (GH), thyroxine (T4) and the newly discov-
ered adipocyte hormone, leptin. The principal target
organs for these hormones are adipose tissue, liver, and
skeletal muscle.

GENERAL FEATURES OF ENERGY METABOLISM

In discussing how hormones regulate fuel meta-
bolism, we consider first the characteristics of meta-
bolic fuels and the intrinsic biochemical regulatory
mechanisms on which hormonal control is super-
imposed.

Body Fuels

Glucose

Glucose is readily oxidized by all cells. One gram
yields about 4 Calories. The average 70-kg man requires
approximately 2000 Calories per day and therefore
would require a reserve supply of approximately 500 g
of glucose to ensure sufficient substrate to survive 1 day
of food deprivation. If glucose were stored as an isos-
molar solution, approximately 10 L of water (10 kg)
would be needed to accommodate a single day’s energy
needs, and the 70-kg man would have to carry around a
storage depot equal to his own weight if he were to
survive only 1 week of starvation. Actually, only about
20 g of free glucose is dissolved in extracellular fluids, or
enough to provide energy for about 1 hr.

Glycogen

Polymerizing glucose to glycogen eliminates the
osmotic requirement for large volumes of water. To meet
a single day’s energy needs, only about 1.8 kg of ‘‘wet’’
glycogen is required; that is, 500 g of glycogen obligates
only about 1.3 L of water. Glycogen stores in the well fed
70-kg man are only enough to meet part of a day’s energy
needs—about 100 g in the liver and about 200 g inmuscle.

KEY POINTS (continued )
(3) fat also cannot be used anaerobically or by
cells that lack mitochondria.

� The glucose-fatty acid cycle: When in ample
supply, glucose limits oxidation of fat, and
when glucose is scarce, oxidation of fat limits
glucose consumption. Hormonal regulation of
metabolism largely operates through the
glucose-fatty acid cycle.

� Glucose is preserved for the brain and other
glucose-dependent cells during food depriva-
tion: Insulin secretion decreases, whereas
secretion of glucagon and growth hormone

(GH) increases, and T3 production from
T4 decreases.

� Substrate utilization during short-term maximal
effort depends largely on anaerobic degrada-
tion of glycogen stores.

� Plasma free fatty acids provide 50–60% of the fuel
during sustained exercise, and plasma glucose
and muscle glycogen provide the remainder.

� Long-term regulation of fuel stores depends on
signals arising in the adipose tissue and the
hypothalamus to regulate food intake and
energy expenditure.
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Protein

Calories can also be stored in somewhat more con-
centrated form as protein. Storage of protein, however,
also obligates storage of some water, and oxidation of
protein creates unique by-products: ammonia, which
must be detoxified to form urea at metabolic expense,
and sulfur-containing acids. The body of a normal 70-kg
man in nitrogen balance contains about 10–12 kg of
protein, most of which is in skeletal muscle. Little or
no protein is stored as an inert fuel depot, so that
mobilization of protein for energy necessarily produces
some functional deficits. Under conditions of prolonged
starvation, as much as one-half of the body protein may
be consumed for energy before death ensues, usually
from failure of respiratory muscles.

Fat

Triglycerides are by far the most concentrated storage
form of high-energy fuel (9 Calories/g), and they can be
stored essentially without water. One day’s energy needs
can be met by less than 250 g of triglyceride. Thus a
70-kg man carrying 10 kg of fat maintains an adequate
depot of fuel to meet energy needs for more than 40 days.
Most fat is stored in adipose tissue, but other tissues such
as muscle also contain small reserves of triglycerides.

Problems Inherent in the Use of Glucose

and Fat as Metabolic Fuels

1. Fat is the most abundant and efficient energy reserve,
but efficiency has its price. When converting dietary
carbohydrate to fat, about 25% of the energy is
dissipated as heat. More importantly, synthesis of
fatty acids from glucose is an irreversible process.
Once the carbons of glucose are converted to fatty
acids, virtually none can be reconverted to glucose.
The glycerol portion of triglycerides remains conver-
tible to glucose, but glycerol represents only about
10% of the mass of triglyceride.

2. Limited water solubility of fat complicates transport
between tissues. Triglycerides are ‘‘packaged’’ as very-
low-density lipoproteins or as chylomicrons for trans-
port in blood to storage sites. Uptake by cells follows
breakdown to fatty acids by lipoprotein lipase at the
external surface or within capillaries of muscle or fat
cells. Mobilization of stored triglycerides also requires
breakdown to fatty acids, which leave adipocytes in
the form of free fatty acids (FFA). FFA are not very
soluble in water and are transported in blood firmly
bound to albumin.Because they are bound to albumin,
FFA have limited access to tissues such as brain; they
can be processed to water-soluble forms in the liver,

however, which converts them to 4-carbon ketoacids
(ketone bodies), which can cross the blood–brain
barrier.

3. Energy can be derived from glucose without simulta-
neous consumption of oxygen, but oxygen is required
for degradation of fat. Therefore, glucose must be
constantly available in the blood to satisfy the needs
of red blood cells, which lack mitochondria, and cells
in the renal medullae, which function under low
oxygen tension. Under basal conditions these cells
consume about 50 g of glucose each day and release
an equivalent amount of lactate into the blood.
Because lactate is readily reconverted to glucose in
the liver, however, these tissues do not act as a drain
on carbohydrate reserves.

4. In a well-nourished person the brain relies almost
exclusively on glucose to meet its energy needs and
consumes nearly 150 g per day. Brain does not derive
energy from oxidation of FFA or amino acids.
Ketone bodies are the only alternative substrates to
glucose, but studies in experimental animals indicate
that only certain regions of the brain can substitute
ketone bodies for glucose. Total fasting for 4–5 days
is required before the concentrations of ketone bodies
in blood are high enough to provide a significant
fraction of the brain’s energy needs. Even after
several weeks of total starvation, the brain continues
to satisfy about one-third of its energy needs with
glucose. The brain stores little glycogen and hence
must depend on the circulation to meet its minute-to-
minute fuel requirements. The rate of glucose
delivery depends on its concentration in arterial
blood, the rate of blood flow, and the efficiency of
extraction. Although an increased flow rate might
compensate for decreased glucose concentration, the
mechanisms that regulate blood flow in brain are
responsive to oxygen and carbon dioxide, rather than
glucose. Under basal conditions the concentration of
glucose in arterial blood is about 5 mM (90 mg/dL),
of which the brain extracts about 10%. The fraction
extracted can double, or perhaps even triple, when
the concentration of glucose is low; but when the
blood glucose falls below about 30 mg/dL, metabo-
lism and function are compromised. Thus the brain is
exceedingly vulnerable to hypoglycemia, which can
quickly produce coma or death.

Fuel Consumption

The amount of metabolic fuel consumed in a day
varies widely and normally is balanced by variations in
food intake, but the adipose tissue reservoir of triglycer-
ides can shrink or expand to accommodate imbalances
in fuel intake and expenditure. Muscle comprises about
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50% of body mass and is by far the major consumer of
metabolic fuel. Even at rest muscle metabolism accounts
for about 30% of the oxygen consumed. Although
normally a 56-kg woman or a 70-kg man or consumes
about 1600 or 2000 Calories in a typical day, daily caloric
requirements may range from about 1000 with complete
bed rest to as much as 6000 with prolonged physical
activity. For example, marathon running may consume
3000 Calories in only 3 hr. Under basal conditions an
individual on a typical mixed diet derives about half of
the daily energy needs from the oxidation of glucose, a
small fraction from consumption of protein, and the
remainder from fat. With starvation or with prolonged
exercise, limited carbohydrate reserves are quickly
exhausted unless some restriction is placed on carbo-
hydrate consumption by muscle, whose fuel needs far
exceed those of any other tissue and can be met by
increased utilization of fat. In fact, simply providing
muscle with fat restricts its ability to consume carbohy-
drate. Hormonal regulation of energy balance is largely
accomplished through adjusting the flux of energy-rich
fatty acids and their derivatives to muscle, and the
consequent sparing of carbohydrate and protein.

GLUCOSE-FATTY ACID CYCLE

The self-regulating interplay between glucose and
fatty acid metabolism is called the glucose-fatty acid
cycle. This cycle constitutes an important biochemical
mechanism for limiting glucose utilization when alter-
native substrate is available, and conversely limiting the
consumption of stored fat when glucose is available.
Fatty acids that are produced in adipose tissue in an
ongoing cycle of lipolysis and reesterification may either
escape from fat cells to become the free fatty acids, or
they may be retained as triglycerides, depending on the
availability of �-glycerol phosphate (Fig. 1). The only
source of �-glycerol phosphate for reesterification of
fatty acids is the pool of triose phosphates derived from
glucose oxidation, because adipose tissue is deficient in
the enzyme required to phosphorylate and hence reuse
glycerol released from triglycerides. Consequently, when
glucose is abundant, �-glycerol phosphate is readily
available, the rate of reesterification is high relative to
lipolysis, and the rate of release of FFA is low.
Conversely, when glucose is scarce, more fatty acids
escape and plasma concentrations of FFA increase.

Malonyl CoA CoA

FFA

Liver

Adipose Tissue

Ketones

Glucose

G-6-P

Pyruvate

Acetyl CoA

Triglycerides

Fatty Acids

a-Glycerol P

Muscle

Acetyl CoA

Malonyl CoA

Glucose-6-P
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Pyruvate

FIGURE 1 Intraorgan flow of substrate and the competitive regulatory effects of glucose and fatty

acids that comprise the glucose-fatty acid cycle. Dashed arrows denote inhibition. See text for details.
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Exposure of muscle to elevated levels of FFA for
several hours decreases transport of glucose across the
plasma membrane and phosphorylation to glucose-6-
phosphate. The resulting decrease of glucose-6-phos-
phate, which is both a substrate and an allosteric
activator of glycogen synthase, results in decreased
glycogen formation as well as decreased glucose oxida-
tion by glycolysis. Glycolysis may be further curtailed by
inhibition of phosphofructokinase. Oxidation of fatty
acids or ketone bodies also limits the oxidation of
pyruvate to acetyl CoA. Recall from Chapter 41 that
long-chain fatty acids must be linked to carnitine to gain
entry into mitochondria where they are oxidized.
Activity of acylcarnitine transferase is increased by
long-chain fatty acid coenzyme A (CoA) and inhibited
by malonyl CoA whose formation is accelerated when
glucose is plentiful. Oxidation of long-chain fatty acids
or ketone bodies to acetyl CoA reduces the cofactor
nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide (NAD) to NADH at
a rate that exceeds oxidative regeneration in the
nonworking muscle. The resulting scarcity of NAD
and free CoA limits the breakdown of pyruvate directly,
and also activates the mitochondrial enzyme pyruvate
dehydrogenase (PDH) kinase that inactivates a key
enzyme of pyruvate oxidation. The activity of PDH
kinase, in turn, is inhibited by pyruvate.

Influx of fatty acids to the liver promotes ketogenesis
and gluconeogenesis largely by the same mechanisms
that diminish glucose metabolism in muscle. Metabolism
of long-chain fatty acids inhibits the intramitochondrial
oxidation of pyruvate to acetyl CoA. Gluconeogenic
precursors arriving at the liver in the form of pyruvate,
lactate, alanine, or glycerol are thus spared oxidation in
the tricarboxylic acid cycle and instead are converted to
phosphoenol pyruvate (PEP). Conversely, when glucose
is abundant, the concentration of glucose-6-phosphate
increases, and gluconeogenesis is inhibited both at the

level of fructose-1,6-bisphosphate formation and at the
level of pyruvate kinase (see Fig. 5 in Chapter 41). Under
these circumstances malonyl CoA formation is increased
and fatty acids are restrained from entering the mito-
chondria and subsequent degradation.

Through the reciprocal effects of glucose and fatty
acids, glucose indirectly regulates its own rate of utiliza-
tion by a negative feedback process that increases
gluconeogenesis. Because of the intrinsic allosteric regu-
latory properties of the glucose-fatty acid cycle, hormones
may regulate metabolic processes not only by altering the
activities or amounts of enzymes, but also by influencing
the flow of metabolites. The glucose-fatty acid cycle
operates in normal physiology even though the concen-
tration of glucose in blood remains nearly constant. In
fact, the contribution of some hormones, notably gluco-
corticoids and GH, to the maintenance of blood glucose
and muscle glycogen depends in part on the glucose-fatty
acid cycle. Conversely, in addition to stimulating glucose
entry into muscle, insulin indirectly increases glucose
metabolism by decreasing FFA mobilization from
adipose tissue, thereby shutting down the inhibitory
influence of the glucose-fatty acid cycle. This effect may
be accelerated by a further effect of insulin to increase the
formation of malonyl CoA in liver and muscle, thereby
diminishing access of fatty acids to the mitochondrial
oxidative apparatus.

OVERALL REGULATION OF BLOOD
GLUCOSE CONCENTRATION

Despite vagaries in dietary input and large fluctua-
tions in food consumption, the concentration of glucose
in blood remains remarkably constant. Its concentration
at any time is determined by the rate of input and the
rate of removal by the various body tissues (Fig. 2).

Glucose
Production

(Liver)

Glucose
Consumption
(muscle and

adipose tissue)
BLOOD  GLUCOSE

Insulin

Epinephrine &
Norepinephrine

Glucagon

Growth Hormone

Glucocorticoids

(-)

(-)(-)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

FIGURE 2 Interaction of hormones to maintain the blood glucose concentration.

Solid arrows (+) denote increase; dashed arrows (�) denote decrease.
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The rate of glucose removal from the blood varies over a
wide range depending on physical activity and environ-
mental temperature. The rate of input largely reflects
activity of the liver, since even immediately after eating,
glucose absorbed from the intestines must pass through
the liver before entering the circulation. Liver glycogen
is the immediate source of blood glucose under most
circumstances. Hepatic gluconeogenesis may contribute
to blood glucose directly but is more important for
replenishing glycogen stores. The kidneys are also
capable of gluconeogenesis, but their role as providers
of blood glucose has not been studied to any great
extent, except in acidosis when glucose production from
glutamate accompanies renal production and excretion
of ammonia. Recent studies in patients undergoing liver
transplantation, however, indicate that glucose produc-
tion by the kidneys immediately after removal of the
liver can be substantial, at least for a short time.

Minute-to-minute regulation of blood glucose depends
on (1) insulin, which, in promoting fuel storage, drives
glucose concentrations down; and (2) glucagon, and to a
lesser extent catecholamines, which, in mobilizing fuel
reserves, drive glucose concentrations up. Effects of these
hormones are evident within seconds or minutes and
dissipate as quickly. Insulin acts at the level of the liver to
inhibit glucose output, and on muscle and fat to increase
glucose uptake. Liver is more responsive to insulin than
muscle and fat, and because of its anatomic location, is
exposed to higher hormone concentrations. Smaller
increments in insulin concentration are needed to inhibit
glucose production than to promote glucose uptake.
Glucagon and catecholamines act on hepatocytes to
promote glycogenolysis and gluconeogenesis. They have
no direct effects on glucose uptake by peripheral tissues,
but epinephrine and norepinephrine may decrease the
demand for blood glucose by mobilizing alternative
fuels, glycogen and fat, within muscle and adipose tissue.
Increased blood glucose is perceived directly by pancre-
atic beta cells, which respond by secreting insulin.
Hypoglycemia is perceived not only by the glucagon-
secreting alpha cells of pancreatic islets, but also by the
central nervous system, which activates sympathetic
outflow to the islets and the adrenal medullae. Sympa-
thetic stimulation of pancreatic islets increases secretion
of glucagon and inhibits secretion of insulin. In addition,
hypoglycemia evokes secretion of the hypothalamic
releasing hormones that stimulate ACTH and GH secre-
tion from the pituitary gland (Fig. 3). Cortisol, secreted in
response to ACTH, and GH act only after a substantial
delay and hence are unlikely to contribute to rapid
restoration of blood glucose. However, they are impor-
tant forwithstanding a sustained hypoglycemic challenge.

Long-term regulation, operative on a timescale of
hours or perhaps days, depends on direct and indirect

actions of many hormones and ultimately ensures
(1) that the peripheral drain on glucose reserves is
minimized and (2) that liver contains an adequate
reservoir of glycogen to satisfy the minute-to-minute
needs of glucose-dependent cells. To achieve these ends,
peripheral tissues, mainly muscle, must be provided with
alternate substrate and limit their consumption of
glucose. At the same time, gluconeogenesis must be
stimulated and supplied with adequate precursors to
provide the 150–200 g of glucose needed each day by
the brain and other glucose-dependent tissues. Long-
term regulation includes all of the responses that
govern glucose utilization as well as all those reactions

FIGURE 3 Counter-regulatory hormonal responses to insulin-

induced hypoglycemia. The infusion of insulin reduced plasma glucose

concentration to 50–55 mg/dL. (From Sacca L, Sherwin R, Hendler R,

Felig P. Influence of continuous physiologic hyperinsulinemia on

glucose kinetics and counterregulatory hormones in normal and

diabetic humans. J Clin Invest 1979;63:849–857.)
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that govern storage of fuel as glycogen, protein, or
triglycerides.

INTEGRATED ACTIONS OF
METABOLIC HORMONES

Metabolic fuels absorbed from the intestine are largely
converted to storage forms in liver, adipocytes and
muscle. It is fair to state that storage is virtually the
exclusive province of insulin, which stimulates biochem-
ical reactions that convert simple compounds to more
complex storage forms and inhibits fuel mobilization.
Hormones that mobilize fuel and defend the glucose
concentration of the blood are called counter-regulatory
and include glucagon, epinephrine, norepinephrine, corti-
sol, andGH. Secretion of most or all of these hormones is
increased whenever there is increased demand for energy.
These hormones act synergistically and together produce
effects that are greater than the sum of their individual
actions. In the example shown in Fig. 4, glucagon and
epinephrine raised the blood glucose level primarily by
increasing hepatic production. When cortisol was given
simultaneously, these effects were magnified, even
though cortisol had little effect when given alone.
Triiodothyronine (T3) must also be considered in this
context, as its actions increase the rate of fuel consump-
tion and the sensitivity of target cells to insulin and
counter-regulatory hormones. Before examining the
interactions of these hormones in the whole body, it is
useful to summarize their effects on individual tissues.

Adipose Tissue

The central event in adipose tissue metabolism is the
cycle of fatty acid esterification and triglyceride lipolysis

(Fig. 5). Although reesterification of fatty acids can
regulate FFA output from fat cells, regulation of
lipolysis and hence the rate at which the cycle spins
provides a wider range of control. It has been estimated
that under basal conditions 20% of the fatty acids
released in lipolysis are reesterified to triglycerides, and
that reesterification may decrease to 9–10% during
active fuel consumption. Under the same conditions,

Clinical Note

Hypoglycemia may be the presenting symptom
in patients suffering from a variety of ailments
and may be the principal symptom of hypopi-
tuitarism that results in the combined deficiency
of GH and ACTH, or of either of these hormones
alone. Similarly, hypoglycemia is a prominent
symptom of adrenal cortical failure (Addison’s
disease). Hypoglycemia due to a glucagon
deficiency is not seen, presumably because of
redundancy with sympathetic mechanisms for
rapidly increasing glucose production. Not
surprisingly, severe hepatic damage caused by

hepatitis or a variety of hepatic toxins may
produce hypoglycemia in patients with inad-
equate food intake. Carnitine deficiency, which
results in impaired fatty acid transport into
mitochondria also results in hypoglycemia during
fasting. Plasma concentrations of insulin are
appropriately low in all of these cases of hypo-
glycemia. Because the restraining effect of insulin
on fatty acid mobilization is lacking, ketonemia
is a prominent feature of all of these hypogly-
cemias except that resulting from carnitine
deficiency.
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on increasing the plasma glucose level. Note that the hyperglycemic

response to the triple hormone infusion is far greater than the additive

response of all three hormones given singly. (Redrawn from data of

Eigler N, Sacca L, Sherwin RS. Synergistic interactions of physiologic

increments of glucagon, epinephrine, and cortisol in the dog. J Clin

Invest 1979;63:114–123.)
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lipolysis may be varied over a 10-fold range. Catechol-
amines and insulin, through their antagonistic effects on
cyclic AMP metabolism, increase or decrease the activity
of hormone-sensitive lipase.Responses to these hormones
are expressed within minutes. Other hormones, espe-
cially cortisol, T3, and GH, modulate the sensitivity of
adipocytes to insulin and catecholamines. Modulation
is not a reflection of abrupt changes in hormone con-
centrations but, rather, stems from long-term tuning of
metabolic machinery. Finally, GH produces a sustained
increase in lipolysis after a delay of about 2 hr. Growth
hormone and cortisol also decrease fatty acid esterifica-
tion by inhibiting glucose metabolism both directly and
by decreasing responsiveness to insulin. These hormonal
effects on adipose tissue are summarized in Table 1 .

Muscle

By inhibiting FFA mobilization, insulin promptly
decreases plasma FFA concentrations and thus removes
a deterrent of glucose utilization in muscle at the same
time that it promotes transport of glucose into myocytes.
The response to insulin can be divided into two com-
ponents: Stimulation of glucose transport and glycogen
synthesis are direct effects and are seen within minutes.
Increased oxidation of glucose that results from release

of inhibition requires several hours. Epinephrine and
norepinephrine promptly increase cyclic AMP produc-
tion and glycogenolysis. When the rate of glucose
production from glycogen exceeds the need for ATP
production, muscle cells release pyruvate and lactate,
which can be reconverted to glucose in liver. Growth
hormone and cortisol directly inhibit glucose uptake by
muscle and indirectly decrease glucose metabolism in
myocytes through the agency of the glucose-fatty acid
cycle. By indirectly inhibiting glucose metabolism, GH
and cortisol decrease glycogen breakdown. The resulting

TABLE 1 Hormonal Effects on Metabolism in Adipocytes

Hormone

Glucose

uptake Lipolysis Reesterification

Rapid (R)

or slow (S)

Insulin " # " R

Epinephrine and

norepinephrine "
a

" " " R

Growth hormone # " # S

Cortisol # "
b

# S

T3 " "
b

" S

aIncreased glucose uptake and reesterification are driven by the

increase in lipolysis.
bPermissive effects.
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FIGURE 5 Hormonal effects on FFA production. Epinephrine and norepinephrine

stimulate hormone-sensitive lipase through a cyclic AMP-mediated process. Insulin

antagonizes this effect by stimulating cyclic AMP degradation. T3, cortisol, and growth

hormone increase the response of adipocytes to epinephrine and norepinephrine. Growth

hormone also directly stimulates lipolysis. Insulin indirectly antagonizes the production of

FFA by increasing reesterification. Growth hormone and cortisol increase FFA release by

inhibiting (dashed arrows) reesterification.
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preservation of muscle glycogen has been called the
glycostatic effect ofGH, and is part of the overall effect of
cortisol that gives rise to the term glucocorticoid.Cortisol
also inhibits the uptake of amino acids and their incorpo-
ration into proteins and simultaneously promotes degra-
dation of muscle protein. As a result, muscle becomes a
net exporter of amino acids, which provide substrate
for gluconeogenesis in liver. These events are summarized
in Table 2 .

Liver

The antagonistic effects of insulin and glucagon on
gluconeogenesis, ketogenesis, and glycogen metabolism
in hepatocytes are described in Chapter 41. Epinephrine
and norepinephrine, by virtue of their effects on cyclic
AMP metabolism, share all the actions of glucagon. In
addition, these medullary hormones activate �1-adre-
nergic receptors and reinforce these effects through the
agency of the diacylglycerol (DAG)–inositol trisphos-
phate (IP3)–calcium system (see Chapter 2). Cortisol is
indispensable as a permissive agent for the actions of
glucagon and catecholamines on gluconeogenesis and
glycogenolysis. In addition, cortisol induces synthesis of
a variety of enzymes responsible for gluconeogenesis
and glycogen storage. By virtue of its actions on protein
degradation in muscle, cortisol is also indispensable for

providing substrate for gluconeogenesis. T3 promotes
glucose utilization in liver by promoting synthesis of
enzymes required for glucose metabolism and lipid
formation. Growth hormone is thought to increase
hepatic glucose production, probably as a result of
increased FFA mobilization, and it also increases
ketogenesis largely by increasing mobilization of FFA.
These hormonal influences on hepatic metabolism are
summarized in Table 3 .

Pancreatic Islets

Alpha and beta cells of pancreatic islets are targets for
metabolic hormones as well as producers of glucagon and
insulin. Glucagon can stimulate insulin secretion but the
physiologic significance of such an action is not under-
stood. Insulin inhibits glucagon secretion, and in its
absence, responsiveness of alpha cells to glucose is
severely impaired. Conversely, insulin apparently also
exerts autocrine effects on the beta cells and is required to
maintain the normal secretory response to increased
glucose concentrations. Epinephrine and norepinephrine
inhibit insulin secretion and stimulate glucagon secre-
tion. Growth hormone, cortisol, and T3 are required for
normal secretory activity of beta cells, whose capacity for
insulin secretion is reduced in their absence. The effects of

TABLE 2 Hormonal Effects of Glucose Metabolism in Muscle

Glucose uptake Glucose phosphorylation Glycolysis Glycogen storage

Insulin " (D) " (I) " (I) (D) "(D)

Epinephrine, norepinephrine #
a (I) #

a (I) " # (D)

Growth hormone # (D,I) # (I) # (I) " (I)

Cortisol # (D,I) # (I) # (I) " (I)

T3 " " " " or #b

Key: D, direct effect; I, indirect effect via the glucose-fatty acid cycle.
aImmediate effect is secondary to glycogenolysis; later effect is secondary to the glucose-fatty acid cycle
bDependent on the dose; high rates of oxygen consumption may decrease glycogen.

TABLE 3 Hormonal Regulation of Metabolism in Liver

Hormone Glucose output

Glycogen synthesis (S)

or breakdown (B) Gluconeogenesis Ketogenesis Ureogenesis Lipogenesis

Insulin # (D) S # (D) # (I, D) # (I, D) " (D)

Glucagon " (D) B " (D) " (D) " (D) # (D)

Epinephrine, norepinephrine " (D) B " (D) " (I, D) " (D) # (D)

GH " (I) S " (I) " (I) #
a (I) # (I)

Cortisol " ( I, D) S " (I, D) " (I) " (I) # (I)

T3 " (I) B " (I) " (I) " (I) " (D)

Key: D, direct effect; I, indirect effect.
aGrowth hormone promotes protein synthesis and hence decreases availability of amino acids for ureogenesis.
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GH and cortisol on insulin secretion are somewhat
paradoxical. Although their effects in adipose tissue,
muscle, and liver are opposite to those of insulin, GH and
cortisol nevertheless increase the sensitivity of beta cells
to signals for insulin secretion and exaggerate responses
to hyperglycemia (Fig. 6). When cortisol or growth
hormone is present in excess, higher than normal
concentrations of insulin are required to maintain
blood glucose in the normal range. Higher concentra-
tions of insulin itself may contribute to decreased
sensitivity by down-regulating insulin receptors in fat
and muscle. Hormonal effects on insulin secretion and
sensitivity of tissues to insulin are summarized in Table 4.

REGULATION OF METABOLISM DURING
FEEDING AND FASTING

Postprandial Period

Immediately after eating, metabolic activity is directed
toward the processing and sequestration of energy-rich
substrates that are absorbed by the intestines. This phase
is dominated by insulin, which is secreted in response to
three inputs to the beta cells. The cephalic, or psycholo-
gical aspect of eating, stimulates insulin secretion
through acetylcholine and vasoactive inhibitory peptide
(VIP) released from vagal fibers that innervate islet cells.
Food in the small intestine stimulates secretion of

Clinical Note

When either growth hormone or glucocorticoids
are present in excess for prolonged periods,
diabetes mellitus often results. Approximately
30% of patients suffering from excess GH
(acromegaly) and a similar percentage of persons
suffering from Cushing’s disease (excess gluco-
corticoids) experience diabetes mellitus as a
complication of their disease. Most of the
others have some decrease in their ability to

dispose of a glucose load (decreased glucose
tolerance). In the early stages diabetes is rever-
sible and disappears when the excess pituitary or
adrenal secretion is corrected. Later, however,
diabetes may become irreversible, and the islet
cells may be destroyed. This so-called diabeto-
genic effect is an important consideration with
chronic glucocorticoid therapy and argues against
use of GH to build muscle mass in athletes.

FIGURE 6 Normal glucose tolerance following ingestion of 100 g of glucose in a subject

with a growth hormone-secreting pituitary tumor is accompanied by an exaggerated

increase in plasma insulin indicative of decreased insulin sensitivity. The shaded area in the

right-hand panel represents the plasma insulin response of 43 normal subjects who showed

the same changes in glucose concentration after ingestion of 100 g of glucose. (From

Daughaday WH, Kipnis DM. The growth promoting and anti-insulin actions of

somatotropin. Rec Prog Horm Res 1966;22:49–99.)
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intestinal hormones, especially glucagon-like peptide-1
(GLP-1) and glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide
(GIP),which are potent secretagogues for insulin. Finally,
the beta cells respond directly to increased glucose and
amino acids in arterial blood (see Chapter 41). During
the postprandial period the concentration of insulin in
peripheral blood may rise from a resting value of about
10 mUnits/mL to perhaps as much as 50 mUnits/mL.
Glucagon secretion may also increase at this time in
response to amino acids in arterial blood. Dietary amino
acids may also stimulate growth hormone secretion.
Characteristically, the sympathetic nervous system is
relatively quiet during the postprandial period, and there
is little secretory activity of the adrenal medulla or cortex
at this time. Under the dominant influence of insulin,
dietary carbohydrates and lipids are transferred to
storage depots in liver, adipose tissue, and muscle; and
amino acids are converted to proteins in various tissues.
Extrahepatic tissues use dietary glucose and fat to meet
their needs instead of glucose derived from hepatic
glycogen or fatty acids mobilized from adipose tissue.
Hepatic glycogen increases by an amount equivalent to
about half of the ingested carbohydrate. Fatty acid
mobilization is inhibited by the high concentrations of
insulin and glucose in blood. Of course, the composition
of the diet profoundly affects postprandial responses.
Obviously, a diet rich in carbohydrate elicits quantita-
tively different responses from one that is mainly
composed of fat.

Postabsorptive Period

Several hours after eating, when metabolic fuels have
largely been absorbed from the intestine, the body begins
to draw on fuels that were stored during the postprandial
period. During this period insulin secretion returns to
relatively low basal rates and is governed principally by
the concentration of glucose in blood, which has returned
to about 5 mM (90 mg/dL). About 75% of the glucose

secreted by the liver derives from glycogen, and the
remainder comes from gluconeogenesis, driven princi-
pally by glucagon. Although the rate of glucagon secre-
tion is relatively low at this time, the decline in insulin
enables the actions of glucagon to prevail. Growth
hormone and cortisol are also secreted at relatively low
basal rates in the postabsorptive period. About 75% of
the glucose consumed by extrahepatic tissues during this
period is taken up by brain, blood cells, and other tissues
whose consumption of fuels is independent of insulin.
Muscle and adipose tissue, which are highly dependent
on insulin account for the remaining 25%. FFA gradu-
ally increase as adipose tissue is progressively relieved of
the restraint imposed by high levels of insulin during the
postprandial period. Blood glucose remains constant
during this period, but glucose metabolism in muscle
decreases as the restrictive effects of the glucose-fatty acid
cycle become operative. Liver gradually depletes its
glycogen stores and begins to rely more heavily on
gluconeogenesis from amino acids and glycerol to replace
glucose consumed by extrahepatic tissues.

Fasting

More than 24 hr after the last meal, the individual
can be considered to be fasting. At this time, circulating
insulin concentrations decrease further, and glucagon
and GH increase. Cortisol secretion follows its basal
diurnal rhythmic pattern (see Chapter 40) unaffected by
fasting at this early stage; but basal concentrations of
cortisol play their essential permissive role in allowing
gluconeogenesis and lipolysis to proceed. Glucocorti-
coids and GH also exert a restraining influence on
glucose metabolism in muscle and adipose tissue. With
the further decrease in insulin concentration, any
remaining restraint on lipolysis is removed. The lipolytic
cycle speeds up, fatty acid esterification decreases, and
FFA mobilization is accelerated. This effect is supported
and accelerated by GH and cortisol. Decreased insulin
permits net breakdown of muscle protein; and the amino
acids that consequently leave muscle, mainly as alanine,
provide the substrate for gluconeogenesis. Fuel consump-
tion after 24 hr of fasting is shown in Fig. 7.

With prolonged fasting of 3 days or more, increased
GH and decreased insulin concentrations in blood result
in even greater mobilization of FFA. Ketogenesis
becomes significant, driven by the almost unopposed
action of glucagon. By about the third day of starvation,
ketone bodies in blood reach concentrations of 2–3 mM
and begin to provide for an appreciable fraction of the
brain’s metabolic needs. Urinary nitrogen excretion
decreases to the postabsorptive level or below as the
rapidly turning over pool of proteins diminishes. During
subsequent weeks of total starvation, nitrogen excretion

TABLE 4 Hormonal Effects on Insulin Secretion and
Sensitivity of Target Cells to Insulin

Insulin secretion

by beta cells

Sensitivity of target

cells to insulin

Insulin #
a

Glucagon " #
b

Epinephrine, norepinephrine # #
b

Growth hormone " (I) #

Cortisol " (I) #

T3 " (I) "

(I) Indirect effect; increases sensitivity to direct stimuli.
aDown-regulation of receptors.
bStimulates opposite effects in liver.
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continues at a low but steady rate with carbon skeletons
from amino acids providing substrate for gluconeogen-
esis and the intermediates needed to maintain the
tricarboxylic acid cycle. Glycerol liberated from trigly-
cerides provides the other major substrate for gluco-
neogenesis. Renal gluconeogenesis from glutamate
accompanies production of ammonia stimulated by
ketoacidosis. Virtually all other energy needs are met
by oxidation of fatty acids and ketones until triglyceride
reserves are depleted. In the terminal stages of starva-
tion, proteins may become the only remaining substrate
and are rapidly broken down to amino acids. Gluco-
neogenesis briefly increases once again until cumulative
protein loss precludes continued survival. Curiously,
continued slow loss of protein during starvation of the
extremely obese individual may result in death from
protein depletion even before fat depots are depleted.

Figure 8 shows some representative values for
hormone concentrations in blood in the transition from
the fed to the fasting state. Values for cortisol remain
unchanged or might even decrease somewhat until late in
starvation. Concentrations of cortisol shown in the figure
represent morning values and change with the time of
day in a diurnal rhythmic pattern that is not altered by
fasting (see Chapter 40). Even though its concentration
does not increase during fasting, cortisol nevertheless is
an essential component of the survival mechanism. In its
absence, mechanisms for producing and sparing carbo-
hydrates are virtually inoperative, and death from
hypoglycemia is inevitable. The role of glucocorticoids
in fasting is a good example of permissive action, in
which a hormone maintains the instruments of metabolic

adjustments so that other agents can manipulate those
instruments effectively. Hypoglycemia or perhaps
nonspecific stress may account for increased cortisol in
the terminal stages of starvation.

The decrease in plasma concentrations of T3 are not
indicative of decreased secretion of TSH or thyroid
hormone, but rather reflect decreased conversion of
plasma T4 to T3. At least during the first few days of
fasting, T4 concentrations in plasma remain constant.
The slight decline in T4 seen with more prolonged
fasting probably reflects a decrease in plasma binding
proteins. Recall that T3, which is formed mostly in
extrathyroidal tissue, is the biologically active form of
the hormone (see Chapter 39). Deiodination of thyrox-
ine can lead to the formation of T3 or the inactive
metabolite rT3. With starvation, the concentration of
rT3 in plasma increases, suggesting that metabolism of
thyroxine shifted from the formation of the active to the
inactive metabolite. Some of this increase may also be
accounted for by a somewhat slower rate of degradation
of rT3. Decreased production of T3 results in an overall
decrease in metabolic rate and can be viewed as an
adaptive mechanism for conservation of metabolic fuels.

Secretion of GH follows a pulsatile pattern that is
exaggerated during starvation (see Chapter 44). Fasting
increases both the frequency of secretory pulses and their
amplitude. The values for GH shown in Fig. 8 represent
concentrations present in a mixed sample of blood that
was continuously drawn at a very slow rate over a 24-hr
period. The metabolic changes produced by an increase
in GH secretion are similar to those that result from a
decrease in insulin secretion. Growth hormone increases
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lipolysis, decreases glucose utilization in muscle and fat,
and increases glucose production by the liver. These
effects of GH are relatively small compared to the effects
of diminished insulin secretion. However, persons suffer-
ing from a deficiency of GH may become hypoglycemic
during fasting, while treatment with GH helps to main-
tain their blood glucose (Fig. 9). In the nonfasting indi-
vidual, GH stimulates the liver and other tissues to
secrete insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), which sti-
mulates protein synthesis. The liver becomes insensitive
to this effect of GH during fasting, and plasma concen-
trations of IGF-1 fall dramatically. This too may be an
adaptive mechanism that maximizes availability of
amino acids for gluconeogenesis and turnover of critical
proteins.

HORMONAL INTERACTIONS DURING EXERCISE

During exercise, overall oxygen consumption may
increase 10–15 times in a well-trained young athlete. The

requirements for fuel are met by mobilization of reserves
within muscle cells and from extramuscular fuel depots.
Rapid uptake of glucose from blood can potentially
deplete, or at least dangerously lower, glucose concen-
trations and hence jeopardize the brain unless some
physiologic controls are operative. We can consider two
forms of exercise: short-term maximal effort, character-
ized by sprinting for a few seconds, and sustained
aerobic work, characterized by marathon running.

Short-Term Maximal Effort

For the few seconds of the 100-yard dash, endogen-
ous ATP reserves in muscle, creatine phosphate and
glycogen, are the chief sources of energy. For short-term
maximal effort, energy must be released from fuel before
circulatory adjustments can provide the required
oxygen. Breakdown of glycogen to lactate provides the
needed ATP and is activated in part through intrinsic
biochemical mechanisms that activate glycogen phos-
phorylase and phosphofructokinase. For example,
calcium released from the sarcoplasmic reticulum in
response to neural stimulation not only triggers muscle
contraction but also activates glycogen phosphorylase.
These intrinsic mechanisms are reinforced by epinephr-
ine and norepinephrine released from the adrenal
medullae and sympathetic nerve endings in response to
central activation of the sympathetic nervous system.

The endocrine system is important primarily for
maintaining or replenishing fuel reserves in muscle.
Through the actions of hormones and the glucose-fatty
acid cycle already discussed, glycogen reserves in muscle
are sustained at or near capacity, so that muscle is always
prepared to respond to demands for maximal effort.
During the recovery phase lactate released from working
muscles is converted to glucose in liver and can be
exported back to muscle in the classic Cori cycle. Insulin
secreted in response to increased dietary intake of glucose
or amino acids promotes reformation of glycogen.

Sustained Aerobic Exercise

Glucose taken up from the blood or derived from
muscle glycogen is also the most important fuel in the
early stages of moderately intense exercise, but with
continued effort dependence on fatty acids increases.
Although fat is a more efficient fuel than glucose from a
storage point of view, glucose is more efficient than fatty
acids from the perspective of oxygen consumption and
yields about 5% more energy per liter of oxygen. Table 5
shows the changes in fuel consumption with time in
subjects exercising at 30% of their maximal oxygen
consumption. For reasons that are not fully understood,
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working muscles, even in the trained athlete, cannot
derive more than about 70% of their energy from oxida-
tion of fat. Hypoglycemia and exhaustion occur when
muscle glycogen is depleted. With sustained exercise, the
decline in insulin and the increase in all of the counter-
regulatory hormones contribute to supplying fat to
the working muscles and maximizing gluconeogenesis
(Fig. 10).

Anticipation of exercise may be sufficient to activate
the sympathetic nervous system, which is of critical
importance not only for supplying the fuel for the
working muscles but for making the cardiovascular
adjustments that maintain blood flow to carry fuel and
oxygen to muscle, gluconeogenic precursors to liver, and
heat to sites of dissipation. Insulin secretion is shut down
by sympathetic activity. This removes the major inhibi-
tory influence on production of glucose by the liver,

glycogen breakdown in muscle, and FFA release from
adipocytes. At first glance decreasing insulin secretion
might seem deleterious for glucose consumption in
muscle. However, the decrease in insulin concentration
only decreases glucose uptake by nonworking muscles.
Mobilization of GLUT4 and transport of glucose across
the sarcolemma is stimulated by muscular contractions
independently of insulin. Glucose metabolism in working
muscles is therefore not limited by membrane transport
but, rather, by phosphofructokinase, which in turn is
responsive to a variety of intracellular metabolites that
coordinate its activity with energy demand.

Increased hepatic glucose production results primarily
from the combined effects of the fall in insulin secretion
and the rise in glucagon secretion with some contribution
from catecholamines. The contributions of the increased

TABLE 5 Fuels Consumed by Leg Muscles of Man during
Mild Prolonged Exercise

%Contribution to oxygen uptake

Period of

exercise

Plasma

glucose

Plasma free

fatty acids

Muscle

glycogen

40 27 37 36

90 41 37 22

180 36 50 14

240 30 62 8

Data from Ahlborg et al. J Clin Invest 1974;53:1080–1090.

FIGURE 10 Changes in concentration of insulin and counter-

regulatory hormones during prolonged moderate exercise. Values

shown are the means obtained for eight young men exercising on a

bicycle ergometer at �50% of maximum oxygen consumption. (Drawn

from data of Davis SN,Galassetti P,WassermanDH, TateD. Effects of

gender on neuroendocrine and metabolic counterregulatory responses

to exercise in normal man. J Clin Endocrinol Metab 2000;85:224–230).

FIGURE 9 Concentrations of glucose in the plasma of normal

subjects (Control) and patients suffering from isolated deficiency of GH

(shown in blue) while eating normally and while fasting. Some GH-

deficient patients were untreated while others were given 5mg of human

GH per day (treated). Fasting began after collection of blood on day 2.

From Merimee, TJ, Felig, P, Marliss, E, Fineberg, SE, Cahill, GF Jr.

(1971). Glucose and lipid homeostasis in absence of human growth

hormone. J. Clin. Invest. 50:574–582. With permission.
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secretion of GH and cortisol to this effect are unlikely
to be important initially, but with sustained exercise the
contributions of both are likely to increase. Actions of
both hormones on adipocytes increase the output of FFA
and glycerol and decrease glucose utilization by adipo-
cytesandnonworkingmuscles.Additionally,theincreased
cortisol would be expected to increase the expression of
gluconeogenic enzymes in the liver.

Glycogen reserves of nonworking muscles may
provide an important source of carbohydrate for work-
ing muscles during sustained exercise and for restoring
muscle glycogen after exercise. Epinephrine and norepi-
nephrine stimulate glycogenolysis in nonworking as well
as working muscles. Glucose phosphate produced from
glycogen can be completely broken down to carbon
dioxide and water in working muscles, but nonworking
muscles convert it to pyruvate and lactate, which escape
into the blood. Liver then reconverts these 3-carbon
acids to glucose, which is returned to the circulation and
selectively taken up by the working muscles (Fig. 11).

LONG-TERM REGULATION OF FUEL STORAGE

Adipose tissue diffusely scattered throughout the
body has an almost limitless capacity for fuel storage.

Increasing or decreasing the total amount of fat stored is
achieved primarily by changes in the volume of the fat
droplets within each adipocyte by the mechanisms of fat
deposition and mobilization already discussed. In addi-
tion, the number of adipocytes is not fixed and may
increase throughout life by multiplication and differen-
tiation of precursor cells. Conversely, fat cells may
become depleted of their triglyceride stores and undergo
dedifferentiation and apoptosis. The process of adipo-
genesis depends on locally produced growth factors and
cytokines as well as hormones. Insulin and cortisol
promote differentiation of human preadipocytes and
tend to favor accumulation of body fat, whereas GH
inhibits both differentiation and storage. These chronic
actions of insulin and GH are consistent with short-term
actions already discussed, but the effects of cortisol are
unexpected in light of its short-term actions to promote
lipolysis and decrease fatty acid reesterification.
However, removal of the adrenal glands in experimental
animals prevents or reverses all forms of genetic or
experimentally induced obesity. Additionally, chronic
excess production of glucocorticoids in humans is
associated with increased body fat, especially in the
torso (truncal obesity), the face (moon face), and between
the scapulae (buffalo hump).

For most people, body fat reserves are maintained at
a nearly constant level throughout adult life despite
enormous variations in daily food consumption and
energy expenditure. Figure 12 summarizes the findings
of five independent studies of changes in body weight
and fat mass with aging in about 12,000 individuals.
Although total body fat increased with increasing age,
the increase averaged less than a gram per day when
averaged over a period of 50 years and corresponded to
a daily positive energy balance of about 6 Calories.
Assuming that daily energy consumption averages
about 2000 Calories, the intake of fuel in a mixed diet
matched the rate of energy utilization with an error of
0.3%. However, the affluence, ready access to high-
calorie foods, and technology that fosters sedentary
activities in contemporary society have so distorted the
balance between caloric intake and energy expenditure
that 30% of the American population is now classified
as obese.

An understanding of the mechanisms that govern
long-term fuel storage requires an understanding of the
regulation of energy expenditure as well as food intake.
Physical activity accounts for only about 30% of daily
energy expenditure. Sixty percent of energy con-
sumption is expended at rest for maintenance of ion
gradients, renewal of cellular constituents, neuronal
activity, and to support cardiopulmonary work. The
remaining 10% is dissipated as the thermogenic effect of
feeding and the consequent processes of assimilation.
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FIGURE 11 Postulated interaction between previously exercising

muscle and previously resting muscle via the Cori cycle during recovery

from prolonged arm exercise. (From Ahlborg G, Wahren J, Felig P.

Splanchnic and peripheral glucose and lactate metabolism during and

after prolonged arm exercise. J Clin Invest 1986;77:690–699).
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Neither resting nor thermogenic energy expenditure are
fixed, but are adjustable in a manner that tends to keep
body fat reserves constant. In the experiment illustrated
in Fig. 13, normal human subjects were overfed or
underfed in order to increase or decrease body weight by
10%. They were then given just enough food each day to
maintain their new weight at a constant level. Energy
utilization increased disproportionally in the overfed
subjects and decreased disproportionally in the underfed
subjects. Such compensatory changes in energy expen-
diture opposed maintenance of the change from initial
body fat content. How such changes in energy expen-
diture are brought about is not understood. One
possibility is that metabolic efficiency may be regulated
by varying expression of genes that encode proteins that
uncouple ATP generation from oxygen consumption
(see Chapter 39).

Hypothalamic Control of Appetite and

Food Intake

Studies such as those illustrated in Figs. 12 and 13
and many older observations gave rise to the idea that
the mass of the fat storage depot is monitored and
maintained at a nearly constant set point through
feedback mechanisms that regulate food consumption
and energy expenditure (Fig. 14). Clinical observations
and studies in experimental animals established that the
hypothalamus coordinates the drive for food intake with
such energy-consuming processes as temperature regu-
lation, growth, and reproduction. Various injuries to the
hypothalamus can produce either insatiable eating
behavior accompanied by severe obesity, or food

avoidance and lethal starvation. A complex neural
network interconnects ‘‘satiety centers’’ in the medial
hypothalamus and ‘‘hunger centers’’ in the lateral
hypothalamus with each other, with autonomic inte-
grating centers in the hypothalamus and brain stem, and

FIGURE 12 Cross-sectional data showing changes in body weight and fat content with aging obtained

in five independent studies. (From Forbes GB, Reina JC. Adult lean body mass declines with age: Some

longitudinal observations. Metabolism 1970;19:653–663).
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with neurons in the arcuate and paraventricular nuclei
that regulate secretion of hypophysiotropic hormones
(see Chapter 38). Important advances have been made in
our understanding of the complex process of regulating
food intake in recent years including discovery of the
adipocyte hormone, leptin, and some of the neuropep-
tide transmitters associated with appetite control and
their receptors.

Leptin

Leptin, which means ‘‘thin,’’ is expressed primarily,
but not exclusively, in adipocytes. Inactivating mutations
of the gene that encodes leptin or its receptor results
in hyperphagia (excess food consumption), obesity,
diabetes, impaired temperature regulation, and infertility
in mice. In the very rare cases that have been reported in
humans, mutation of the genes that code either for leptin
or its receptor results in hyperphagia, morbid obesity,
and impaired sexual development. When administered to
obese, leptin-deficient mice, leptin decreases body weight
by reducing food intake and increasing energy utilization
(Fig. 15).

Leptin concentrations in blood correlate positively
with body fat content (Fig. 16), suggesting that leptin
might provide a means for monitoring fat stores. Blood
levels of leptin also reflect changes in nutritional state.
Within hours after initiation of fasting, leptin concen-
trations decrease sharply (Fig. 17) and, conversely,
sustained overfeeding increases plasma levels. Because
leptin concentrations change to a far greater extent in

response to nutritional status than to changes in adipose
mass, it has been suggested that a fall in blood leptin
concentration acts as a starvation signal to increase food
intake and initiate energy conservation.

Leptin is encoded as a 167-amino-acid prohormone
that is the product of the ob gene. Its tetrahelical structure
resembles that of the class of cytokines and hormones
that includes GH and prolactin. Because mRNA levels
correlate with circulating leptin concentrations and with
low levels of the hormone present in adipocytes, secretion
of leptin is thought to be regulated at the level of gene
transcription. Little is known of the cellular events that
are associated with leptin secretion or of the mechanisms
that regulate synthesis. Studies of isolated adipocytes
indicate that enlargement of the lipid storage droplet
increases leptin mRNA production, But the cellular
mechanisms that are activated by fat cell enlargement are
not understood. Insulin and cortisol act synergistically to
increase leptin synthesis and secretion, whereas norepi-
nephrine or increased activity of the sympathetic nervous
system decreases leptin production. Plasma concentra-
tions of leptin appear to follow a circadian pattern with
highest levels found at night. Frequent spikes in leptin
concentration in blood are indicative of synchronized
pulsatile secretion, but how secretion by diffusely dis-
tributed adipocytes is coordinated is not understood.
More than 40% of the leptin in blood is bound to
protein. Leptin is cleared from the blood primarily by the
kidney.

The leptin receptor, like receptors for GH and pro-
lactin, belongs to the class of transmembrane cytokine
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FIGURE 14 Hypothetical regulatory system for maintaining

constancy of adipose mass in which the mass of total stored fat is

monitored. Adjustments in energy intake and expenditure are made to
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receptors that signals by activation of the cytosolic
tyrosine kinase JAK2 (see Chapter 2). Multiple splice
variants of leptin receptor mRNA give rise to different
isoforms, includingone that circulates asasolubleprotein.
Other isoforms have truncated cytoplasmic domains, but
only the formwith the full-length cytoplasmic tail appears
to be capable of signaling. Truncated forms, which are
expressed in vascular endotheliumand the choroidplexus,
may serve a transport function to facilitate passage of
leptin across blood vessels in the brain to breech the
blood–brain barrier and thus deliver leptin to target cells
in the central nervous system.

The principal targets for leptin are neurons in the
arcuate nuclei of the hypothalamus, but leptin
receptors are also found in neurons of the paraventri-
cular, ventromedial, and dorsomedial nuclei and
neurons in the lateral hypothalamus. Neuropeptide
transmitters of some of these neurons have been
identified along with their receptors, and the sites of
their expression have been located. These neurons
project to hypothalamic and brain-stem autonomic
integrating centers. Neurons from the arcuate and
paraventricular nuclei project to the median eminence
of the hypothalamus where they release hypophysio-
tropic hormones into the hypophysial-portal circulation
(see Chapter 38). Through these neural connections,
leptin integrates nutritional status with adrenal, gona-
dal, and thyroidal function and with GH and prolactin
secretion. Some of the relevant neuropeptides are as
follows:

� Neuropeptide Y (NPY) is a 36-amino-acid peptide
that is abundantly expressed in neurons of the arcuate
nuclei of the hypothalamus whose axons project to the
paraventricular nuclei and the lateral hypothalamic
area. Its expression is increased during fasting. When
administered into the hypothalamus of rodents, NPY
stimulates food intake, lowers energy expenditure, and
with continued administration may produce obesity.
Expression of NPY is increased in leptin deficiency;
production, and transcription and release of NPY are
suppressed by leptin administration.

� Pro-opiomelanocortin (POMC), the precursor of
ACTH in anterior pituitary cells, is also expressed in
the arcuate nucleus of the hypothalamus where
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FIGURE 17 Effect of fasting and refeeding on leptin concentrations in the plasma of normal

human subjects. (From Kolaczynski JW, Considine RV, Ohannesian J, Marco C, Opentanova

I, Nyce MR, Myint M, Caro JF. Responses of leptin to short-term fasting and refeeding in

humans: A link with ketogenesis but not ketones themselves. Diabetes 1996;45:1511–1515).

FIGURE 16 Leptin concentrations in blood plasma correlate with

body fat content in 500 human subjects. (From Caro JF, Sinha MK,

Kolaczynski JW, Zhang PL, Considine RV. Leptin: The tale of an

obesity gene. Diabetes 1996;45:1455–1462.)
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post-translational processing (see Fig. 3 in Chapter 38)
gives rise to �-melanocyte stimulating hormone (�-
MSH). As a neuropeptide, �-MSH is a potent negative
regulator of food intake and activates melanocortin
receptors in neurons in the dorsomedial and paraven-
tricular nuclei of the hypothalamus and the lateral
hypothalamic area. Expression of �-MSH in rodents is
increased by leptin and suppressed by overfeeding.
Pharmacological blockade or genetic depletion of
brain melanocortin receptors results in obesity.

� In the skin, �-MSH increases expression of a black pig-
ment in hair follicles. A protein, called agouti, competes
with �-MSH for the melanocortin receptor, and under
its influence, a yellow pigment is expressed. The observa-
tion that a mutation that results in ubiquitous inappro-
priate expression of the agouti gene in mice also
produces obesity led to the discovery that neurons in
the arcuate nucleus express a similar protein, the agouti-
related protein (AGRP), which competes with �-MSH
for binding to the melanocortin receptor in the brain.
AGRP and neuropeptide Y are coexpressed in
arcuate neurons, and their combined actions provide a
strong drive for food intake. Expression of AGRP is
increased in leptin deficiency and decreased by leptin
treatment.

� Melanin concentrating hormone (MCH) was origin-
ally described as the factor that opposes the melano-
phore dispersing activity of MSH in fish, but MCH is
also expressed in neurons in the lateral hypothalamus
of mammals. When administered to rodents, MCH
stimulates feeding behavior and antagonizes the inhi-
bitory effects of �-MSH. Unlike AGRP, MCH does
not bind to the same receptor as �-MSH. Fasting
increases MCH expression, and absence of the MCH
gene in mice results in reduction in body fat content.

� Another appetite-suppressing peptide is the cocaine
and amphetamine regulated transcript (CART) whose
discovery arose out of studies of drugs of abuse. It is
widely expressed in the brain and other endocrine
tissues including some neurons in the arcuate nuclei
that also express �-MSH. Administration of CART
inhibits the feeding response to NPY. Mice that are
deficient in CART become obese.

Other neuropeptides and amine transmitters that
originate in neurons in various brain loci and the gastro-
intestinal tract also participate in the complex regula-
tion of feeding behavior. A complete ‘‘wiring diagram’’
cannot yet be drawn, but some of the relationships are
shown in Fig. 18.
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FIGURE 18 Proposed negative feedback control of leptin secretion, �-MSH, � melanocyte

stimulating hormone; CART, cocaine and amphetamine regulated transcript; NPY, neuropeptide Y;

AGRP, agouti-related peptide; MCH, melanin concentrating hormone.
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Other Effects of Leptin

Through its actions on neurons associated with
autonomic and anterior pituitary functions, leptin affects
temperature regulation, reproduction, and adrenal corti-
cal function. Leptin receptors are also found in many
cells outside of the central nervous system. Adipocytes
express leptin receptors and respond to leptin in an
autocrine manner with an increase in lipolysis. Leptin
acts directly on pancreatic beta cells to inhibit insulin
secretion and thus forms one arm of a negative feedback
arrangement between beta cells and adipocytes in which
stimulation of leptin secretion by insulin leads to
inhibition of insulin secretion by leptin.

The presence of leptin receptors in the gonads
suggests that peripheral actions of leptin may comple-
ment the fertility-promoting effects exerted at the
hypothalamic level. Other peripheral effects of leptin
include actions in bone marrow to promote hemato-
poiesis and actions in capillary endothelium to increase
angiogenesis (blood vessel formation). Leptin is also
produced by the placenta and may play a role in fetal
development.

Role of Insulin

Although insulin promotes the storage of excess
metabolic fuels in adipose tissue, it may also serve as an
indicator of total body fat and signal to the hypotha-
lamus to limit food intake and fat storage. Insulin
sensitivity decreases as fat storage depots increase.
Therefore, higher concentrations of insulin are required
to maintain blood glucose within normal limits, and
hence insulin levels in blood increase or decrease in
parallel with changes in body fat. Insulin receptors are
present in neurons in the arcuate nucleus where insulin
acts to inhibit NPY synthesis and produce other leptin-
like effects. Insulin also stimulates leptin synthesis in
adipocytes and in typical negative feedback fashion,
leptin inhibits insulin secretion. While understanding of
the interplay between insulin and leptin is incomplete, it

is likely that both hormones play a major roles in long
term regulation of fat storage.

Role of Gastrointestinal Hormones

Secretions from the intestinal tract also influence
appetite and satiety, and influence both meal size and the
frequency of eating. Although discovered for its actions
to increase GH secretion, ghrelin (see Chapters 38 and
44), secreted by endocrine cells in the mucosal lining of
the stomach may also play an important role in signaling
hunger. Its concentrations in blood increase with fasting
and are promptly reduced by food ingestion. Ghrelin
stimulates cells in the arcuate nuclei to secrete NPY and
AGRP. The duodenal hormone cholecystokinin (CCK)
which is secreted by the intestinal mucosa upon ingestion
of proteins and fat (see Chapter 32) acts as a satiety signal
to limit meal size. Genetic defects in the CCK receptor
produce abesity in rodents. Leptin and insulin may
increase the sensitivity to CCK.
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KEY POINTS
� The concentration of ionized calcium in blood

is regulated within narrow limits.
� Maintenance of the concentration of calcium in

extracellular fluid depends on the rates of
calcium absorption from the intestine, excre-
tion in the urine, and exchange with bone.

� Parathyroid hormone (PTH) increases blood
calcium by stimulating calcium mobilization
from bone and calcium reabsorption from the
glomerular filtrate. It also indirectly stimulates
calcium absorption from the gut by increasing
the synthesis of the active form of vitamin D.

� Parathyroid hormone lowers blood phosphate
by decreasing the reabsorption of phosphate in
the proximal tubules of the kidney.

� Secretory cells of the parathyroid glands directly
monitor blood calcium concentrations and
increase their rates of PTH secretion when
calcium levels decline. Conversely, high concen-
trations of blood calcium inhibit PTH secretion.

� Calcitonin is secreted by the C cells of the
thyroid gland in response to increasing con-
centrations of blood calcium. Its principal
physiologic effect is to inhibit the activity of
osteoclasts in bone.

� Ultraviolet light catalyzes the conversion of
7-dehydrocholesterol to vitamin D3 in the skin.
Successive hydroxylations in the liver at carbon
25 and in the kidney at carbon 1 result in the
active form, 1,25(OH)2D3.
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OVERVIEW

Adequate amounts of calcium in its ionized form,
Ca2+, are needed for normal function of all cells. Calcium
ion regulates a wide range of biological processes and is
one of the principal constituents of bone. In terrestrial
vertebrates, including humans, maintenance of adequate
concentrations calcium ion1 in the extracellular fluid
requires the activity of two hormones, parathyroid hor-
mone (PTH) and a derivative of vitamin D called 1�,25-
dihydroxycholecalciferol (1,25(OH)2D3) or calcitriol. In
more primitive vertebrates living in a marine environ-
ment, guarding against excessively high concentrations
of calcium requires another hormone, calcitonin, which
appears to have only vestigial activity in humans.

Body calcium ultimately is derived from the diet, and
daily intake is usually offset by urinary loss. The skeleton
acts as a major reservoir of calcium and can buffer the
concentration of calcium in extracellular fluid by taking
up or releasing calcium phosphate. PTH promotes the
transfer of calcium from bone, the glomerular filtrate,
and intestinal contents into the extracellular fluid. It
acts on bone cells to promote calcium mobilization and
on renal tubules to reabsorb calcium and excrete
phosphate. It promotes intestinal transport of calcium
and phosphate indirectly by increasing the formation of
1,25(OH)2D3 required for calcium uptake by intestinal
cells. This vitamin D metabolite also promotes calcium
mobilization from bone and reinforces the actions of
PTH on this process. In addition, 1,25(OH)2D3 promotes
reabsorption of calcium and phosphate by renal tubules.
The rate of PTH secretion is inversely related to the
concentration of blood calcium, which directly inhibits
secretion by the chief cells of the parathyroid glands.
Calcitonin inhibits the activity of bone-resorbing cells,
and thus blocks inflow of calcium to the extracellular

fluid compartment. Its secretion is stimulated by high
concentrations of blood calcium.

GENERAL FEATURES OF CALCIUM BALANCE

Calcium enters into a wide range of cellular and
molecular processes. Changes of its concentration within
cells regulate enzymatic activities and such fundamental
cellular events asmuscular contraction, secretion, and cell
division. As already discussed (see Chapter 2), calcium
and calmodulin also act as intracellular mediators of
hormone action. In the extracellular compartment, cal-
cium is vital for blood clotting andmaintenance of normal
membrane function.Calcium is the basicmineral of bones
and teeth and thus plays a structural as well as a regula-
tory role. Not surprisingly, its concentration in extra-
cellular fluid must be maintained within narrow limits.
Deviations in either direction are not readily tolerated
and, if severe, may be life threatening.

Distribution of Calcium in the Body

The adult human body contains approximately 1000 g
of calcium, about 99% of which is sequestered in bone,
primarily in the form of hydroxyapatite crystals
(Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2). In addition to providing structural
support, bone serves as an enormous reservoir for
calcium salts. Each day about 600 mg of calcium is
exchanged between bone mineral and the extracellular
fluid. Much of this exchange reflects resorption and
reformation of bone as the skeleton undergoes constant
remodeling, but some also occurs by exchange with a
labile calcium pool in bone.

Most of the calcium that is not in bone crystals is
found in cells of soft tissues bound to proteins within the
sarcoplasmic reticulum, mitochondria, and other organ-
elles. Energy-dependent transport of calcium by these
organelles and the cell membrane maintains the resting

KEY POINTS (continued )
� 1,25(OH)2D3 increases calcium absorption in

the intestine and the kidney and promotes
calcium mobilization from bone.

� In hypocalcemia, increased secretion of PTH
increases the formation of 1,25(OH)2D3. These
two hormones cooperate to restore blood
calcium by increasing mobilization from bone,
decreasing loss by the kidney, and increasing
absorption of dietary calcium.

� In response to hypercalcemia, shutdown of
PTH secretion and 1,25(OH)2D3 synthesis
allows calcium levels to decline slowly, whereas
increased secretion of calcitonin promptly
inhibits the bone resorbing activity of osteo-
clasts.

� Deficiency of estrogen or excessive thyroid
hormone or glucocorticoids decrease skeletal
mass.

1Calcium is present in several forms within the body, but only the

ionized form, Ca2+, is monitored and regulated. In this discussion,

calcium refers to the ionized form except when otherwise specified.
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concentration of free calcium in cytosol at low levels:
0.1–1 mM. Cytosolic calcium can increase 10-fold or
more, however, with just a brief change in membrane
permeability or affinity of intracellular binding proteins.
The rapidity and magnitude of changes in cytosolic
calcium are consistent with its role as a biological signal.

The concentration of calcium in interstitial fluid is
about 1.5 mM. Interstitial calcium consists mainly of
free, ionized calcium, but about 10% is complexed with
such anions as citrate, lactate, or phosphate. Ionized and
complexed calcium pass freely through capillary mem-
branes and equilibrate with calcium in blood plasma.
The total calcium concentration in blood is nearly twice
that of interstitial fluid because calcium is avidly bound
by albumin and other proteins. Total calcium in blood
plasma is normally about 10mg/dL (5mEq/Lor 2.5mM),
but only the ionized component appears to be monitored
andregulated.Because so largea fractionofbloodcalcium
is bound in protein, diseases that produce substantial
changes in albumin concentrations may produce strik-
ing abnormalities in total plasma calcium content, even
though the concentration of ionized calcium may be
normal.

Calcium Balance

Normally, adults are in calcium balance; that is, on
average, daily intake equals daily loss in urine and feces.
Except for lactation and pregnancy, deviations from
balance reflect changes in the metabolism of bone.
Immobilization of a limb, bed rest, weightlessness, and
malignant disease are examples of circumstances that
produce negative calcium balance, whereas growth of
the skeleton produces positive calcium balance. Dietary
intake of calcium in the United States typically varies
between 500 and 1500 mg/day, primarily in the form of
dairy products. For example, an 8-oz. glass of milk
contains about 290 mg of calcium. Calcium absorbed
from the gut exchanges with the various body pools and

ultimately is lost in the urine so that there is no net gain or
loss of calcium in the extracellular pool in young adults.
These relations are illustrated in Fig. 1. It is noteworthy
that the entire extracellular calcium pool turns over many
times in the course of a day. Hence, even small changes
in any of these calcium fluxes can have profound effects.

Intestinal Absorption

Calcium is taken up along the entire length of the small
intestine, but uptake is greatest in the ileum and jejunum.
Secretions of the gastrointestinal tract are rich in calcium
and add to the minimum load that must be absorbed to
maintain balance. Net uptake is usually in the range of
100–200 mg/day. Absorption of calcium requires meta-
bolic energy and the activity of specific carrier molecules
in the luminal membrane (brush border) of intestinal
cells. Although detailed understanding is not yet at hand,
it appears that carrier-mediated transport across the
brush border determines the overall rate. Calcium is
carried down its concentration gradient into the cytosol
of intestinal epithelial cells and is extruded from the
basolateral surfaces in exchange for sodium, which must
then be pumped out at metabolic expense. Overall
transfer of calcium from the intestinal lumen to inter-
stitial fluid proceeds against a concentration gradient and
is largely dependent on 1,25(OH)2D3 (see later discus-
sion). Although some calcium is taken up passively,
simple diffusion is not adequate to meet body needs even
when the concentration of calcium in the intestinal lumen
is high.

Bone

Understanding regulation of calcium balance requires
at least a rudimentary understanding of the physiology of
bone. Metabolic activity in bone must satisfy two needs.
The skeleton must attend to its own structural integrity
through continuous remodeling and renewal, and it must

Clinical Note

Electrical excitability of cell membranes increases
when the extracellular concentration of calcium is
low, and the threshold for triggering action poten-
tials may be lowered almost to the resting poten-
tial, which results in spontaneous, asynchronous,
and involuntary contractions of skeletal muscle
called tetany. A typical attack of tetany involves
muscular spasms in the face and characteristic
contortions of the arms and hands. Laryngeal
spasm and contraction of respiratory muscles may

compromisebreathing.Pronouncedhypocalcemia
(low blood calcium) may produce more general-
ized muscular contractions and convulsions.

Increased concentrations of calcium in blood
(hypercalcemia) may cause calcium salts to
precipitate out of solution because of their low
solubility at physiologic pH. ‘‘Stones’’ form,
especially in the kidney, where they may produce
severe painful damage (renal colic), which may
lead to renal failure and hypertension.
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respond to systemic needs for adequate amounts
of calcium in the extracellular fluid. By and large,
maintenance of adequate concentrations of calcium in
blood takes precedence over maintenance of structural
integrity of bone. However, the student must recognize
that these two homeostatic functions, though driven
by different forces, are not completely independent.
Diseases of bone that disrupt skeletal homeostasis may
have consequences for overall calcium balance; and,
conversely, inadequacies of calcium balance lead to
inadequate mineralization of bone.

The extracellular matrix is the predominant compo-
nent of bone. One-third of the bony matrix is organic,
and two-thirds is comprised of highly ordered mineral
crystals. The organic component, called osteoid, is com-
posed primarily of collagen and provides the framework
on which bone mineral is deposited. Collagen molecules
in osteoid aggregate and cross-link to form fibrils of
precise structure. Spaces between the ends of collagen
molecules within fibrils provide initiation sites for crystal
formation. Most calcium phosphate crystals are found
within collagen fibrils and have their long axes oriented
in parallel with the fibrils.

Cortical (compact) bone is the most prevalent form
and is found in the shafts of long bones and on the
surfaces of the pelvis, skull, and other flat bones. The
basic unit of cortical bone is called an osteon and con-
sists of concentric layers, or lamellae, of bone arran-
ged around a central channel (haversian canal ), which
contains the capillary blood supply. Other canals, which
run roughly perpendicularly, penetrate the osteons and

form an anastomosing array of channels through which
blood vessels in haversian canals connect with vessels in
the periosteum. The entire bone is surrounded on its
outer surface by the periosteum and is separated from
the marrow by the endosteum.

Cancellous (trabecular) bone is found at the ends of
the long bones, in the vertebrae, and in the internal
portions of the pelvis, skull, and other flat bones. It is
also called spongy bone, a term that describes well its
appearance in section (Fig. 2). Although only about
20% of the skeleton is comprised of trabecular bone, its
sponge-like organization provides at least five times as
much surface area for metabolic exchange as compact
bone. The trabeculae of spongy bone are not penetrated
by blood vessels, but the spaces between them are filled
with blood sinusoids or highly vascular marrow. The
trabeculae are completely surrounded by endosteum.
Distributed throughout the lamellae of both forms of
bone are tiny chambers, or lacunae, each of which
houses an osteocyte. The lacunae are interconnected by
an extensive network of canaliculi, which extend to the
endosteal and periosteal surfaces. Osteocytes receive
nourishment and biological signals by way of cytoplas-
mic processes that extend through the canaliculi to form
gap junctions with each other and cells of the endosteum
or periosteum (Fig. 3).

It is important to recognize that the mineralized
matrix in both forms of bone and the bone extracellular
fluid are separated from the extracellular compartment
of the rest of the body by a continuous layer of cells
sometimes called the bone membrane. This layer of cells

Filtered
10,000 mg

Reabsorbed
9,900 mg

FIGURE 1 Daily calcium balance in a typical adult.
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is comprised of the endosteum, periosteum, osteocytes,
and cells that line the haversian canals. Crystallization
or solubilization of bone mineral is determined by
physicochemical equilibria related to the concentrations
of calcium, phosphate, hydrogen, and other constituents
in bone water. The fluxes of calcium and phosphate into

or out of the bone extracellular fluid involve active
participation of the cells of the bone membrane.

Osteoblasts are the cells responsible for formation of
bone. They arise from progenitors in connective tissue
and marrow stroma and form a continuous sheet on the
surface of newly forming bone. When actively laying
down bone, osteoblasts are cuboidal or low columnar in
shape. They have a dense rough endoplasmic reticulum
consistent with synthesis and secretion of collagen and
other proteins of bone matrix. Osteoblasts probably also
promote mineralization, but their role in this regard
and details of the mineralization process are somewhat
controversial. Under physiologic conditions, calcium
and phosphate are in metastable solution. That is, their
concentrations in extracellular fluid would be suffi-
ciently high for them to precipitate out of solution were
it not for other constituents, particularly pyrophos-
phate, which stabilize the solution. During mineraliza-
tion osteoblasts secrete alkaline phosphatase, which
cleaves pyrophosphate and thus removes a stabilizing
influence, and at the same time increases local concen-
trations of phosphate, which promotes crystallization.
In addition, during bone growth and perhaps during
remodeling of mature bone, osteoblasts secrete calcium-
rich vesicles into the calcifying osteoid.

During growth or remodeling of bone, some osteo-
blasts become entrapped in matrix and differentiate into
osteocytes. Osteocytes are the most abundant cells in
bone and are about 10 times as abundant in human bone
as osteoblasts. On completion of growth or remodeling,

FIGURE 2 A thick ground section of the tibia illustrating cortical compact bone and the

lattice of trabeculae of cancellous bone. (From Fawcett DW. A textbook of histology, 11th

ed. Saunders, Philadelphia, 1986, p 201.)

FIGURE 3 Cross section through a bony trabecula. The shaded area

indicates mineralized matrix.
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surface osteoblasts dedifferentiate to become the flat-
tened, spindle-shaped cells of the endosteum that lines
most of the surface of bone. These cells may be react-
ivated in response to stimuli for bone formation. Thus
osteoblasts, osteocytes, and quiescent lining cells repre-
sent three stages of the same cellular lineage and together
comprise most, or perhaps all, of the bone membrane.
In subsequent discussion, these cells along with their
stromal and periosteal precursors are referred to as
osteoblastic cells.

Osteoclasts are responsible for bone resorption (Fig. 4).
They are large cells that arise by fusion of mononucleated
hematopoietic cells; they may have as many as 20–40
nuclei. Precursors of osteoclasts originate in bonemarrow
and migrate through the circulation from thymus and
other reticuloendothelial tissues to sites of bone destined
for resorption. Differentiation and activation of osteo-
clasts require direct physical contact with osteoblastic
cells that govern these processes by producing at least two
indispensable cytokines. Osteoclasts arise from the cellu-
lar lineage that also gives rise to macrophages and that
expresses receptors for themacrophage colony stimulating
factor (m-CSF) on their surface membranes. Osteoblastic
cells secrete m-CSF. Osteoclasts and their precursors also
express receptor activators of NF-�B (RANK ) on their
surfaces. Nuclear factor-�B is a transcription factor that
translocates from the cytosol to the nucleus on activation
(see Chapter 40). These receptors belong to the tumor
necrosis factor-� (TNF-�) family of cytokine receptors.
Osteoblastic cells express a membrane-bound cytokine
called RANK ligand (RANKL). This cytokine is a
member of the TNF-� family, and binds to RANK on
the surface of osteoclasts or their precursors when cells of
the two lineages come in physical contact. Steps in the
differentiation of osteoclasts are illustrated in Fig. 4.
Another member of the TNF receptor family exerts
negative control over osteoclast formation and activity.

This compound, called osteoprotegerin (OPG), can bind
RANK with high affinity, but unlike typical members
of the TNF-� receptor family, OPG lacks a transmem-
brane domain and is a secreted soluble protein. Osteo-
protegerin, which is produced by many different cells,
competes with RANK for RANKL on the surface of
osteoblastic cells and thereby limits osteoclast forma-
tion and activity. An unusual and confusing aspect of
osteoclast regulation is the seemingly inverted participa-
tion of a membrane-bound ligand (RANK) and a soluble
receptor (OPG). Although the factors that regulate
expression of RANK and m-CSF are known (see later
discussion), the factors that regulate OPG expression
have not been identified.

In histological sections, osteoclasts are usually found
on the surface of bone in pits created by their erosive
action. Integrins on the surface of osteoclasts form tight
bonds with osteocalcin, osteopontin, and other proteins
of the bone matrix and create a sealed off region of extra-
cellular space between the osteoclasts and the surface of
the bony matrix. The specialized part of the osteoclast
that faces the bony surface bone is thrown into many
folds called the ruffled border. The ruffled border sweeps
over the surface of bone, continuously changing its
configuration as it releases acids and hydrolytic enzymes
that dissolve the mineral crystals and the protein matrix.
Small bone crystals are often seen in phagocytic vesicles
deep in its folds. On completion of resorption, osteoclasts
are inactivated and lose some of their nuclei. Complete
inactivation involves fission of the giant, polynucleate
cell back to mononuclear cells, which may undergo
apoptosis, but some multinuclear cells remain quiescent
on the bone surface interspersed among the lining cells.

Resorption of bone is precisely coupled with bone
formation. The pattern of events in bone remodeling
typically begins with differentiation and activation of
osteoclasts followed sequentially by bone resorption,
osteoblast activation and migration to the site of bone
resorption, and finally bone formation. Details of the
signaling mechanisms that couple bone formation with
bone resorption are not yet known, but it appears that
osteoblasts secrete a variety of autocrine and paracrine
growth factors that are trapped and stored in the bone
matrix during osteogenesis. Resorption of the matrix by
osteoclastic activity appears to release these factors,
which in turn may activate quiescent osteoblasts and
promote differentiation of new osteoblasts from pro-
genitor cells that may be attracted to the site by protein
fragments of partially degraded osteoid.

Kidney

Ionized and complexed calcium pass freely through
glomerular membranes. Normally 98–99% of the

FIGURE 4 Differentiation and activation of osteoclasts. c-FMS,

receptor for macrophage colony stimulating factor; M-CSF, macro-

phage colony stimulating factor; RANK, receptor activators of NF-�B;
RANKL, RANK ligand; OPG, osteoprotegerin. (Modified from

Khosla S. Minireview: The OPG/RANKL/RANK system. Endocrino-

logy 1002;124:5050–5055.)
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10,000 mg of calcium filtered by the glomeruli each day
is reabsorbed by the renal tubules. About two-thirds of
the reabsorption occurs in the proximal tubule, tightly
coupled to sodium reabsorption and, for the most part,
dragged passively along with water. Much of the
remaining calcium is resorbed in the loop of Henle
and is also tightly linked to sodium reabsorption (see
Chapter 30). Normally only about 10% of the filtered
calcium reaches the distal nephron. Reabsorption of
calcium in the vicinity of the junction of the distal
convoluted tubules and the collecting ducts is governed
by an active, saturable process that is independent of
sodium reabsorption. Active transport of calcium in this
region is hormonally regulated (see later discussion).

Phosphorous Balance

Because of their intimate relationship, the fate of
calcium cannot be discussed without also considering
phosphorus. Calcium is usually absorbed in the intes-
tines accompanied by phosphorus, and deposition and
mobilization of calcium in bones always occurs in
conjunction with phosphorus. Phosphorus is as ubiqui-
tous in its distribution and physiologic role as calcium.
The high-energy phosphate bond of ATP and other
metabolites is the coinage of biological energetics.
Phosphorus is indispensable for biological information
transfer. It is a component of nucleic acids and second
messengers such as cyclic AMP and IP3, and as the
addend that increases or decreases enzymatic activities
or guides protein–protein interactions.

About 90% of the 500–800 g of phosphorus in the
adult human is deposited in the skeleton. Much of the
remainder is incorporated into organic phosphates
distributed throughout soft tissues in the form of phos-
pholipids, nucleic acids, and soluble metabolites. Daily
intake of phosphorus is in the range of 1000–1500 mg,
mainly in dairy products. Organic phosphorus is digested
to inorganic phosphate before it is absorbed in the
small intestine by both active and passive processes. Net
absorption is linearly related to intake and appears not to
saturate. The concentration of inorganic phosphate in
blood is about 3.5 mg/dL. About 55% is present as free
ions, about 35% is complexed with calcium or other
cations, and 10% is protein bound. Phosphate concen-
trations are not tightly controlled and may vary widely
under such influences as diet, age, and sex. Ionized
and complexed phosphate pass freely across glomeru-
lar and other capillary membranes. Phosphate in the
glomerular filtrate is actively reabsorbed by a sodium-
coupled cotransport process in the proximal tubule.
These relations in daily phosphorous balance are shown
in Fig. 5.

PARATHYROID GLANDS AND
PARATHYROID HORMONE

The parathyroid glands arose relatively recently in
vertebrate evolution, coincident with the emergence of
ancestral forms onto dry land. They are not found in
fish and are seen in amphibians such as the salamander

FIGURE 5 Daily phosphorous balance in a typical adult.
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only after metamorphosis to the land-dwelling form.
The importance of the parathyroids in normal calcium
economy was established during the latter part of the
19th century when it was found that parathyroidectomy
resulted in lethal tetany. Diseases resulting from over-
production or underproduction of parathyroid hormone
(PTH) are relatively uncommon.

Human beings typically have four parathyroid glands,
but as few as two and as many as eight have been
observed. Each gland is a flattened ellipsoid measuring
about 6 mm in its longest diameter. The aggregate mass
of the adult parathyroid glands is about 120 mg in men
and about 140 mg in women. These glands adhere to the
posterior surface of the thyroid gland or occasionally
are embedded within thyroid tissue. They are well
vascularized and derive their blood supply mainly from
the inferior thyroid arteries. Parathyroid glands are com-
prised of two cell types (Fig. 6). The chief cells predomi-
nate and are arranged in clusters or cords. They are the
source of PTH and have all of the cytological char-
acteristics of cells that produce protein hormones: rough
endoplasmic reticulum, prominent Golgi apparatus, and
some membrane-bound storage granules. The oxyphil
cells, which appear singly or in small groups, are larger
than chief cells and contain a remarkable number of
mitochondria. Oxyphil cells have no known function
and are thought by some to be degenerated chief cells.
Their cytological properties are not characteristic of
secretory cells. Few oxyphil cells are seen before puberty,
but their number increases thereafter with age.

Biosynthesis, Storage, and Secretion of PTH

The secreted form of PTH is a simple straight-chain
peptide of 84 amino acids. There are no disulfide bridges.
As many as 50 amino acids can be removed from the
carboxyl terminus without compromising biological
potency, but removal of just the serine at the amino
terminus virtually inactivates the hormone. All of the
known biological effects of PTH can be reproduced
with a peptide corresponding to amino acids 1–34. PTH
is expressed as a larger ‘‘preprohormone’’ and is the prod-
uct of a single-copy gene located on chromosome 11.
Sequential cleavage forms first a 90-amino-acid pro-
hormone and then the mature hormone. The larger,
transient forms have little or no biological activity and
are not released into the circulation even at times of
intense secretory activity. Synthesis of PTH is regulated
at both transcriptional and at post-transcriptional sites.
Cyclic AMP, acting through the cyclic AMP response
element binding protein (CREB) up-regulates PTH gene
transcription, while vitamin D down-regulates transcrip-
tion. Low plasma calcium concentrations prolong the
survival time of the mRNA transcript, while low
concentrations of plasma phosphate accelerate message
degradation. PTH is synthesized continuously, but the
glands store little hormone; only enough to sustain
maximal secretion rates for about 90 min.

Parathyroid cells are unusual in the respect that
hormone degradation as well as synthesis is adjusted
according to physiologic demand for secretion. As much
as 90% of the hormone synthesized may be destroyed
within the chief cells, which break down PTH at an
accelerated rate when plasma calcium concentrations
are high. Proteolytic enzymes incorporated into secre-
tory granules cleave the PTHmolecules so that fragments
are cosecreted with the intact 84-amino-acid PTH.
Similar fragments are produced by degradation of PTH
in liver and kidney and also enter the bloodstream.
PTH fragments are cleared from blood by filtration at
the glomeruli, but remain in the blood hours longer
than intact hormone, which has a half-life of only about
2–4 min. The intact 84-amino-acid peptide is the only
biologically active form of PTH in the blood.

A substance closely related to PTH, parathyroid
hormone related peptide (PTHrP), is found in the plasma
of patients suffering from certain malignancies and
accounts for the accompanying hypercalcemia. The gene
for PTHrP was isolated from some tumors and found to
encode a peptide whose first 13 amino acid residues are
remarkably similar to the first 13 amino acids of PTH;
thereafter, the structures of the two molecules diverge.
The similarities of the N-terminal primary sequence and
presumably the secondary structure of subsequent
segments allow PTHrP to bind with high affinity to

FIGURE 6 Section through a human parathyroid gland showing

small chief cells and larger oxyphil cells. The cells are arranged in cords

surrounded by loose connective tissue. (From Borysenko, M., and

Beringer, T. Functional histology, 2nd ed. Little, Brown, Boston, 1984,

p 316.)
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the PTH receptor and therefore produce the same
biological effects as PTH. PTH and PTHrP are immu-
nologically distinct and do not cross-react in immu-
noassays. PTHrP is synthesized in a wide range of
tissues and acts locally as a paracrine factor to regulate a
variety of processes that are unrelated to regulation of
calcium concentrations in extracellular fluid. Little or no
PTHrP is found in blood plasma of normal individuals.

Mechanisms of PTH Actions

Binding of PTH to G-protein-coupled receptors on
the surfaces of target cells increases the formation of
cyclic AMP and of inositol trisphosphate (IP3) and
diacylglycerol (DAG) (see Chapter 2). The PTH recep-
tor is coupled to adenylyl cyclase through a stimulatory
G protein (Gs) and to phospholipase C through Gq.
Consequently, protein kinases A and C are also activa-
tedand intracellular calcium is increased.Rapid responses
almost certainly result from protein phosphorylation,
while delayed responses result from altered expression
of genes regulated by CREB. It is likely that the two
second messenger pathways activated by PTH are redun-
dant and reinforce each other (see Clinical Note above).

Physiologic Actions of PTH

Parathyroid hormone is the principal regulator of
the extracellular calcium pool. It increases the calcium
concentration and decreases the phosphate concentra-
tion in blood by various direct and indirect actions
on bone, kidney, and intestine. In its absence, the

concentration of calcium in blood, and hence interstitial
fluid, decreases dramatically over a period of several
hours while the concentration of phosphate increases.

Actions on Bone

Increases in PTH concentration in blood result in
mobilization of calcium phosphate from the bone matrix
due to increased osteoclastic activity. The initial phase is
seen within 1–2 hr and results from activation of pre-
formed osteoclasts already present on the bone surface.
A later and more pronounced phase of the response to
PTH becomes evident after about 12 hr and is char-
acterized by widespread resorption of both mineral and
organic components of bone matrix, particularly in
trabecular bone. Evidence of osteoclastic activity is
reflected not only by calcium phosphate mobilization,
but also by increased urinary excretion of hydroxy-
proline and other products of collagen breakdown.

Although activity of all bone cell types is affected by
PTH, only cells of osteoblastic lineage express receptors
for PTH. Osteoclasts are thus not direct targets for
PTH. Activation, differentiation, and recruitment of
osteoclasts in response to PTH depends on increased
expression of at least two cytokines by cells of osteo-
blastic lineage within the bone marrow (Fig. 7). PTH
induces these cells to synthesize and secrete m-CSF and
to express RANKL on their surfaces (see earlier section
on osteoclasts). These cytokines increase the differentia-
tion and activity of osteoclasts and protect them from
apoptosis. In addition, PTH may decrease osteoblastic
expression of OPG, the competitive inhibitor of RANK

Clinical Note

The importance of cyclic AMP for the action of
PTH is underscored by the occurrence of a rare
disease called pseudohypoparathyroidism in
which patients are unresponsive to PTH. About
one-half of the reported cases of unresponsive-
ness to PTH are attributable to a mutation in the

GTP-binding protein (Gs) that couples the hormone
receptor with adenylyl cyclase. These patients also
have decreased responses to some other cyclic
AMP-dependent signals, but because there are four
distinct genes for G�s, not all cyclic AMP-dependent
responses are affected by this mutation.

Clinical Note

Hypoparathyroidism may result from insufficient
production of active hormone or defects in the
responses of target tissues; acutely, it produces all
of the symptoms of hypocalcemia including tetany

and convulsions. Chronically, neurologic, ocular,
and cardiac deficiencies may also be seen. Hyper-
parathyroidism results in kidney stones and exces-
sive demineralization leading to weakening of bone.
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for binding RANKL. PTH also induces retraction of
osteoblastic lining cells and thus exposes bony surfaces
to which osteoclasts can bind.

Synthesis and secretion of collagen and other matrix
proteins by osteoblasts are inhibited in the early phases
of PTH action, but are reactivated subsequently as a
result of the biological coupling discussed earlier, and
new bone is laid down. At this time PTH stimulates
osteoblasts to synthesize and secrete growth factors
including insulin-like growth factor I (IGF-I) and
transforming growth factor � (TGF�), which are
sequestered in the bone matrix and also act in an
autocrine or paracrine manner to stimulate osteoblast
progenitor cells to divide and differentiate. At least part
of the stimulus for osteoblastic activity that follows
osteoclastic activity may come from liberation of growth
factors that were sequestered in the bony matrix when
the bone was laid down. With prolonged continuous
exposure to high concentrations of PTH, as seen with
hyperparathyroidism, osteoclastic activity is greater
than osteoblastic activity, and bone resorption pre-
dominates. However, intermittent stimulation with PTH
leads to net formation of bone.

In addition to its critical role in maintaining blood
calcium concentrations, PTH is also important for

skeletal homeostasis. As already mentioned, bone
remodeling continues throughout life. Remodeling of
bone not only ensures renewal and maintenance of
strength, but also adjusts bone structure and strength
to accommodate the various stresses and strains of
changing demands of daily living. Increased stress leads
to bone formation strengthening the affected area, while
weightlessness or limb immobilization leads to mineral
loss. Osteocytes entrapped in the bony matrix are
thought to function as mechanosensors that signal
remodeling through release of prostaglandins, nitric
oxide, and growth factors. In animal studies these
actions are facilitated and enhanced by PTH.

Actions on Kidney

In the kidney, PTH produces three distinct effects,
each of which contributes to the maintenance of calcium
homeostasis. In the distal nephron it promotes the
reabsorption of calcium, and in the proximal tubule
it inhibits reabsorption of phosphate and promotes
hydroxylation and, hence, activation of vitamin D (see
later discussion). In producing these effects, PTH binds
to G-protein-coupled receptors in both the proximal and
distal tubules and stimulates the production of cyclic

Osteoblastic Cell

PTH

M-CSF
RANKL

Osteoclast
Precursor

Osteoclast

Multiplication and
Differentiation

Bone Matrix
(Osteoid) Osteolysis

Released
Growth factors

Synthesis and
Deposition of

Growth Factors

FIGURE 7 Effects of PTH in the activation of osteoclasts and osteoblasts. M-CSF,

macrophage colony stimulating factor; RANKL, receptor activator of N-�B ligand. PTH

stimulates osteoblastic cells in the bone marrow to secrete M-CSF and to express RANKL

on their surface. Contact with osteoclast precursors initiates their transformation to

osteoclasts, which digest bone matrix and release previously sequestered growth factors that

stimulate osteoblasts to lay down new bone.
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AMP, DAG, and IP3. Some cyclic AMP escapes from
renal tubular cells and appears in the urine. About one-
half of the cyclic AMP found in urine is attributable to
renal actions of PTH.

Calcium Reabsorption

The kidney reacts quickly to changes in PTH
concentrations in blood and is responsible for minute-
to-minute adjustments in blood calcium. PTH acts
directly on the distal portion of the nephron to decrease
urinary excretion of calcium well before significant
amounts of calcium can be mobilized from bone. About
90% of the filtered calcium is reabsorbed in the
proximal tubule and the loop of Henle independently
of PTH. Therefore, because its actions are limited to the
distal reabsorptive mechanism, PTH can provide only
fine-tuning of calcium excretion. Even small changes in
the fraction of calcium reabsorbed from the glomerular
filtrate, however, can be of great significance. Hypopara-
thyroid patients whose blood calcium is maintained in
the normal range excrete about three times as much
urinary calcium as normal subjects.

The cellular mechanisms that account for increased
calcium reabsorption in response to PTH are shown
in Fig. 8. Activation of G-protein-coupled receptors on
the basolateral surface of cells in the distal convoluted
tubules causes intracellular vesicles that harbor calcium
channels to migrate to the luminal surface and fuse with
the luminal membrane. Calcium ions in tubular fluid flow
passively down their concentration gradient into the cells.

In the basolateral membrane PTH activates sodium
calcium antiporters that exchange three ions of extra-
cellular sodium for one ion of intracellular calcium, a
calcium ATPase that pumps calcium across the mem-
brane, and the sodium potassium ATPase that maintains
the electrochemical gradient across the membrane. Even
when maximally stimulated, this PTH-sensitive mecha-
nism has a low capacity that saturates when the filtered
load of calcium is high. The filtered load of calcium is
determined in part by the plasma calcium concentration
and, hence, may increase with continued increased
secretion of PTH. Because reabsorption of calcium in
the proximal portions of the nephron is proportional to
sodium and water reabsorption, a nearly constant
fraction of the filtered load reaches the distal nephron.
Consequently when the filtered load is high, more
calcium may reach the distal nephron than the reabsorb-
ing mechanism can handle. This circumstance accounts
for the paradoxical increase in urinary calcium seen in
later phases of PTH action. Regardless of the absolute
amount excreted, however, PTH decreases the fraction of
filtered calcium that escapes in the urine.

Phosphate Excretion

Parathyroid hormone powerfully inhibits tubular
reabsorption of phosphate and thus increases the
amount excreted in urine. This effect is seen within
minutes after injection of PTH and is exerted in the
proximal tubules, where the bulk of phosphate reab-
sorption occurs. Decreased reabsorption of phosphate
results from decreased capacity for sodium-phosphate
cotransport across the luminal membrane of tubular
cells. In a manner analogous—but opposite—to its
effects on calcium reabsorption, PTH decreases the
abundance of sodium-phosphate cotransporters in the
brush border of proximal tubule cells by stimulating
their translocation to intracellular vesicles (Fig. 9).

Effects on Intestinal Absorption

Calcium balance ultimately depends on intestinal
absorption of dietary calcium. Calcium absorption is
severely reduced inhypoparathyroidpatientsanddramat-
ically increased in those with hyperparathyroidism.
Within a day or two after treatment of hypoparathyroid
subjects with PTH, calcium absorption increases. Intes-
tinal uptake of calcium is stimulated by an active
metabolite of vitamin D. PTH stimulates the renal
enzyme that converts vitamin D to its active form (see
Fig. 9 and later discussion), but has no direct effects
on intestinal transport of either calcium or phosphate.

PTH

ATP cAMP

ACGsα

PKACa2+

Ca2+

Ca2+

Ca2+

3Na+

ATP
Ca2+

Ca2+

Distal Tubule Cell Lumen

FIGURE 8 Effects of PTH on calcium reabsorption in the distal

nephron. Gs�, �-subunit of the stimulatory G protein; AC, adenylyl

cyclase; cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; PKA, protein

kinase A.
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Regulation of PTH Secretion

Chief cells of the parathyroid glands are exquisitely
sensitive to changes in extracellular calcium and rapidly
adjust their rates of PTH secretion in a manner that is
inversely related to the concentration of ionized calcium
(Fig. 10). The resulting increases or decreases in blood
levels of PTH produce either positive or negative changes
in the plasma calcium concentration and thereby provide
negative feedback signals for regulation of PTH secre-
tion. The activated form of vitamin D, whose synthesis
depends on PTH, is also a negative feedback inhibitor of
PTH synthesis (see later discussion). Although blood
levels of phosphate are also affected by PTH, high
phosphate appears to exert little or no effect on the secre-
tion of PTH, but may exert some effects on hormone
synthesis. Under experimental conditions, high concen-
trations of magnesium in plasma may also inhibit PTH
secretion, but the concentration range in which magne-
sium affects secretion is well beyond that seen physio-
logically. A decrease in ionized calcium in blood appears
to be the only physiologically relevant signal for PTH
secretion.

Chief cells are programmed to secrete PTH unless
inhibited by extracellular calcium, but secretion is not
totally suppressed even when plasma concentrations are

very high. Through mechanisms that are not under-
stood, normal individuals secrete PTH throughout the
day in pulses with frequencies of one to three pulses per
hour. Blood levels of PTH also follow a diurnal pattern
with peak values seen shortly after midnight and
minimal values seen in late morning. Diurnal fluctua-
tions appear to arise from endogenous events in the
chief cells and may promote anabolic responses of bone
to PTH.

The cellular mechanisms by which extracellular
calcium regulates PTH secretion are poorly understood.
These cells are equipped with calcium-sensing receptors
in their plasma membranes and can adjust secretion in
response to as little as a 2–3% change in extracellular
calcium concentration. Calcium-sensing receptors are
members of the G-protein-coupled receptor superfamily
(see Chapter 2) and bind calcium in proportion to its
concentration in extracellular fluid. Because they appear
to be coupled to adenylyl cyclase through Gi, and to
phospholipase C, and perhaps membrane calcium chan-
nels probably through Gq, several second messengers
appear to be involved in governing PTH secretion.
Increased extracellular calcium increases production of
DAG and IP3 and decreases production of cyclic AMP.
Cytosolic calcium increases as a result of IP3-mediated
release from intracellular stores followed by influx
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FIGURE 9 Effects of PTH on proximal tubule cells. PT, sodium phosphate cotransporter.

25OHD3 and 1,25(OH)2D3 are metabolic forms of vitamin D (see Fig. 15). Gs�, �-subunit of the

stimulatory G protein; AC, adenylyl cyclase; cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; PKA,

protein kinase A; CREB, cyclic AMP response element binding protein.
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through activated membrane channels. Paradoxically, in
chief cells, unlike most other secretory cells, increased
calcium is associated with inhibition rather than stimula-
tion of hormone secretion. It is not yet understand how
these changes in intracellular messages combine to inhibit
PTH secretion. These events are summarized in Fig. 11.

CALCITONIN

Cells of Origin

Calcitonin is sometimes also called thyrocalcitonin to
describe its origin in the parafollicular cells of the
thyroid gland. These cells, which are also called C cells,
occur singly or in clusters in or between thyroid follicles.
They are larger and stain less densely than follicular cells
in routine preparations (Fig. 12). Like other peptide
hormone-secreting cells, they contain membrane-bound
storage granules. Parafollicular cells arise embryologi-
cally from neuroectodermal cells that migrate to the last
branchial pouch, and, in submammalian vertebrates,
give rise to the ultimobranchial glands.

Biosynthesis, Secretion, and Metabolism

Calcitonin consists of 32 amino acids andhas amolecu-
lar weight of about 3400. Except for a seven-member

disulfide ring at the amino terminus, calcitonin has no
remarkable structural features. Immunoreactive circulat-
ing forms are heterogeneous in size, reflecting the
presence of precursors, partially degraded hormone,
and disulfide-linked dimers and polymers. The active
hormone has a half-life in plasma of about 5–10 min and
is cleared from the blood primarily by the kidney. The
gene that encodes calcitonin also encodes a neuropeptide
called calcitonin gene related peptide (CGRP). This gene
contains six exons, but only the first four are represented
in the mRNA transcript that codes for the precursor of
calcitonin. In the mRNA that codes for CGRP, the
portion corresponding to exon 4 is deleted and replaced
by exons 5 and 6. Because the first exon codes for an
untranslated region, and the peptide corresponding to
exons 2 and 3 is removed in post-translational processing,

Clinical Note

Parafollicular cells give rise to a unique neo-
plasm, medullary carcinoma of the thyroid,
which may secrete large amounts of calcitonin.
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FIGURE 11 Regulation of parathyroid hormone secretion by

calcium (Ca2+). Heptihelical calcium receptors (CaR) on the surface

of chief cells communicate with Ca2+ channels, adenylyl cyclase (AC),

and phospholipase C (PLC) by way of guanosine nucleotide binding

proteins (Gi and Gq). The resulting increase in Ca2+ and inhibition of
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the mature products have no common amino acid
sequences (Fig. 13).

Physiologic Actions of Calcitonin

Calcitonin escaped discovery for many years because
no obvious derangement in calcium balance or other
homeostatic function results from deficient or excessive
production. Thyroidectomy does not produce a tendency
toward hypercalcemia, and thyroid tumors that secrete
massive amounts of calcitonin do not cause hypocalce-
mia. Attention was drawn to the possible existence of a
calcium-lowering hormone by the experimental finding
that direct injection of a concentrated solution of calcium
into the thyroid artery in dogs caused a more rapid fall in

blood calcium than parathyroidectomy. Indeed, calcito-
nin promptly and dramatically lowers the blood calcium
concentration in many experimental animals. Calcitonin
is not a major factor in calcium homeostasis in humans,
however, and does not participate in minute-to-minute
regulation of blood calcium concentrations. Rather, the
importance of calcitonin may be limited to protection
against excessive bone resorption.

Actions on Bone

Calcitonin lowers blood calcium and phosphate
primarily, and perhaps exclusively, by inhibiting osteo-
clastic activity. The decrease in blood calcium produced
by calcitonin is greatest when osteoclastic bone resorp-
tion is most intense and is least evident when osteoclastic
activity is minimal. Binding of calcitonin by G-protein-
coupled receptors on the osteoclast surface promptly
increases cyclic AMP formation, and within minutes the
expanse and activity of the ruffled border diminishes.
Osteoclasts pull away from the bone surface and begin
to dedifferentiate. Synthesis and secretion of lysosomal
enzymes is inhibited. In less than an hour, fewer
osteoclasts are present, and those that remain have
decreased bone-resorbing activity.

Osteoclasts are the principal, and probably only,
target cells for calcitonin in bone. Osteoblasts do not
have receptors for calcitonin and are not directly
affected by it. Curiously, although they are uniquely
expressed in either osteoblasts or osteoclasts, receptors
for PTH and calcitonin are closely related and have
about one-third of their amino acid sequences in
common, suggesting they evolved from a common
ancestral molecule. Because of the coupling phenom-
enon in the cycle of bone resorption and bone formation
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FIGURE 13 Alternate splicing of calcitonin/calcitonin gene related peptide (CGRP) mRNA gives

rise to either calcitonin or CGRP, with no shared sequence of amino acids.

FIGURE 12 Low-power photomicrograph of a portion of the

thyroid gland of a normal dog. Parafollicular (C) cells are indicated in

the walls of the follicles. (From Ham AW, Cormack DH. Histology,

8th ed., Lippincott, Philadelphia, 1979, p 802.)
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discussed earlier, inhibition of osteoclastic activity by
calcitonin eventually decreases osteoblastic activity as
well. All cell types appear quiescent in histological sec-
tions of bone that were chronically exposed to high con-
centrations of calcitonin. Although osteoclasts express
very high numbers of receptors for calcitonin, they
quickly become insensitive to the hormone because con-
tinued stimulation results in massive down-regulation of
the receptors.

Actions on Kidney

At high concentrations calcitonin may increase
urinary excretion of calcium and phosphorus, probably
by acting on the proximal tubules. In humans these
effects are small, last only a short while, and are not
physiologically important for lowering blood calcium.
Renal handling of calcium is not disrupted in patients
with thyroid tumors that secrete large amounts of
calcitonin. Kidney cells ‘‘escape’’ from prolonged
stimulation with calcitonin and become refractory to
it, probably as a result of down-regulation of receptors.

Regulation of Secretion

Circulating concentrations of calcitonin are low when
blood calcium is in the normal range or below, but they
increase proportionately when calcium rises above
about 9 mg/dL (Fig. 14). Parafollicular cells respond
directly to ionized calcium in blood and express the
same G-protein-coupled calcium sensing receptor in
their surface membranes as the parathyroid chief cells.
Both cell types respond to extracellular calcium over the

same concentration range, but their secretory responses
are opposite, presumably because of differences in the
transduction and secretory apparatus. Although little
information is available concerning intracellular
mechanisms in parafollicular cells, the relation between
stimulation and secretion is more typical of endocrine
cells than the regulation of PTH secretion.

In addition to responding directly to high concentra-
tions of calcium, calcitonin secretion may also increase
after eating. Gastrin, a hormone produced by gastric
mucosal cells, stimulates parafollicular cells to secrete
calcitonin. Other gastrointestinal hormones, including
cholecystokinin, glucagon, and secretin, have similar
effects, but gastrin is the most potent among these agents.
Secretion of calcitonin in anticipation of an influx of
calcium from the intestine is a feed-forward mechanism
that may guard against excessive concentrations of
plasma calcium by decreasing osteoclastic activity. This
phenomenon is analogous to the anticipatory secretion of
insulin after a carbohydrate-rich meal (see Chapter 41).
Although the importance of this response in humans
is not established, sensitivity of parafollicular cells to
gastrin has been exploited clinically as a provocative test
for diagnosing medullary carcinoma of the thyroid.

VITAMIN D-ENDOCRINE SYSTEM

Aderivative of vitaminD3, 1,25-dihydroxycholecalcif-
erol (1,25(OH)2D3), is indispensable for maintaining
adequate concentrations of calcium in the extracellular
fluid and adequate mineralization of bone matrix.
Vitamin D deficiency leads to inadequate calcification
of bonematrix and severe softening of the skeleton, called
osteomalacia, and may result in bone deformities and
fractures. Osteomalacia in children is called rickets and
may produce permanent deformities of the weight-
bearing bones (bowed legs). Although vitamin D is
now often called the vitamin D-endocrine system, when it
was discovered as the factor in fish oil that prevents
rickets, its hormone-like nature was not suspected. One
important distinction between hormones and vitamins is
that hormones are synthesized within the body from
simple precursors, but vitamins must be provided in the
diet. Actually, vitamin D3, can be synthesized endoge-
nously in humans, but the rate is limited by a non-
enzymatic reaction that requires radiant energy in the
form of light in the near-ultraviolet range, hence the name
sunshine vitamin.The immediate precursor of vitamin D3,
7-dehydrocholesterol, is synthesized from acetyl coen-
zyme A (CoA) and is stored in skin. Conversion of
7-dehydrocholesterol to vitamin D3 proceeds sponta-
neously in the presence of sunlight that penetrates the
epidermis to the outer layers of the dermis. Vitamin D
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deficiency became a significant public health problem as a
by-product of industrialization. Urban living, smog, and
increased indoor activity limit exposure of the populace
to sunshine and hence endogenous production of vitamin
D3. This problem is readily addressed by adding vitamin
D to foods, particularly milk.

1,25-Dihydroxy-vitamin D3 also fits the description
of a hormone in the respect that it travels through the
blood in small amounts from its site of production to
affect cells at distant sites. Another major difference
between a vitamin and a hormone is that vitamins
usually are cofactors in metabolic reactions, whereas
hormones behave as regulators and interact with specific
receptors. 1,25(OH)2D3 produces many of its biological
effects in a manner characteristic of steroid hormones
(see Chapter 2). It binds to a specific nuclear receptor
that is a member of the same superfamily as the
receptors for steroid and thyroid hormones.

Synthesis and Metabolism

The form of vitamin D produced in mammals is called
cholecalciferol, or vitamin D3; it differs from vitamin D2

(ergosterol), which is produced in plants, only in the
length of the side chain. Irradiation of the skin results in
photolysis of the bond that links carbons 9 and 10 in 7-
dehydrocholesterol, and thus opens the B ring of the
steroid nucleus (Fig. 15). The resultant cholecalciferol
is biologically inert but, unlike its precursor, has a high
affinity for a vitamin D-binding protein in plasma.
Vitamin D3 is transported by the blood to the liver,
where it is oxidized to form 25-hydroxycholecalciferol
(25OH-D3) by the same P450 mitochondrial enzyme
that oxidizes cholesterol on carbons 26 and 27 in the
pathway leading to formation of bile acids. This reaction
appears to be controlled only by the availability of
substrate. 25OH-D3 has high affinity for the vitamin
D-binding protein and is the major circulating form of
vitamin D. It has little biological activity. In the proximal
tubules of the kidney, a second hydroxyl group is added
at carbon 1 by another P450 enzyme to yield the
compound, 1,25(OH)2D3, which is about 1000 times as
active as 25 OH-D3, and probably accounts for all of the
biological activity of vitamin D. 1,25(OH)2D3 is consid-
erably less abundant in blood than its 25 hydroxylated
precursor and binds less tightly to vitamin D-binding
globulin than its precursor 25 OH-D3. Consequently,
1,25(OH)2D3 has a half-life in blood of 15 hr compared
to 15 days for 25 OH-D3.

Physiologic Actions of 1,25(OH)2D3

Overall, the principal physiologic actions of
1,25(OH)2D3 increase calcium and phosphate

concentrations in extracellular fluid. These effects are
exerted primarily on intestine and bone and, to a lesser
extent, on kidney. Vitamin D receptors are widely
distributed, however, and a variety of other actions that
are not obviously related to calcium balance have been
described or postulated. Because these latter effects are
neither well understood nor germane to regulation of
calcium balance, they are not discussed further.

Actions on Intestine

Uptake of dietary calcium and phosphate depends on
active transport by epithelial cells lining the small
intestine. Deficiency of vitamin D severely impairs
intestinal transport of both calcium and phosphorus.
Although calcium uptake is usually accompanied by
phosphate uptake, the two ions are transported by
independent mechanisms, both of which are stimulated
by 1,25(OH)2D3. Increased uptake of calcium is seen
about 2 hr after 1,25(OH)2D3 is given to deficient
subjects and is maximal within 4 hr. A much longer time
is required when vitamin D is given, presumably because
of the time needed for sequential hydroxylations in liver
and kidney.

Calcium uptake by duodenal epithelial cells is illus-
trated in Fig. 16. Calcium enters passively down its
electrochemical gradient through two novel channels, the
epithelial calcium channel (ECaC) and calcium trans-
porter 1 (CaT1). Upon entry into the cytosol calcium is
bound virtually instantenously by calcium binding
proteins called calbindins and carried through the cytosol
to the basolateral membrane where it is extruded into the
interstitium by calcium ATPase (calcium pump) and
sodium/calcium cytosolic calcium concentration low and
thus maintain a gradient favorable for calcium influx
while affording protection from deleterious effects of
high concentrations of free calcium. It appears the
abundance of ECaC and CaTI in the luminal membrane
and at least one of the calbindins in the cytosol depends
on 1,25(OH)2D3 through regulation of gene transcrip-
tion. Similarly, 1,25(OH)2D3 is thought to regulate
expression of sodium phosphate transporters in the
luminal membrane.

Some evidence obtained in experimental animals and
in cultured cells suggests that 1,25,(OH)2D3 may also
produce some rapid actions that are not mediated by
altered genomic expression. Among these are rapid
transport of calcium across the intestinal epithelium by a
process that may involve both the IP3-DAG and the
cyclic AMP second messenger systems (see Chapter 2)
and the activation of membrane calcium channels. The
physiologic importance of these rapid actions of
1,25,(OH)2D3 and the nature of the receptor that signals
them are not known.
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Actions on Bone

Although the most obvious consequence of vita-
min D deficiency is decreased mineralization of bone,
1,25(OH)2D3 apparently does not directly increase bone
formation or calcium phosphate deposition in osteoid.
Rather, mineralization of osteoid occurs spontaneously
when adequate amounts of these ions are available.
Ultimately, increased bone mineralization is made possi-
ble by increased intestinal absorption of calcium and

phosphate. Paradoxically, perhaps, 1,25(OH)2D3 acts on
bone to promote resorption in a manner that resembles
the effects of PTH. Like PTH, 1,25(OH)2D3 increases
both the number and activity of osteoclasts. As seen for
PTH, osteoblasts, rather than mature osteoclasts, have
receptors for 1,25(OH)2D3. Like PTH, 1,25(OH)2D3

stimulates osteoblastic cells to express m-CSF and
RANK ligand as well as a variety of other proteins.
Sensitivity of bone to PTH decreases with vitamin D
deficiency; conversely, in the absence of PTH, 30–100
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times as much 1,25(OH)2D3 is needed to mobilize
calcium and phosphate. The molecular site(s) of coop-
erative interaction of these two hormones in osteoblasts
is(are) not known.

Actions on Kidney

When given to vitamin D-deficient subjects,
1,25(OH)2D3 increases reabsorption of both calcium
and phosphate. The effects on phosphate reabsorption
are probably indirect. PTH secretion is increased in
vitamin D deficiency (see later discussion), and hence
tubular reabsorption of phosphate is restricted. Replen-
ishment of 1,25(OH)2D3 decreases the secretion of PTH
and thus allows proximal tubular reabsorption of
phosphate to increase. Effects of 1,25(OH)2D3 on cal-
cium reabsorption are probably direct. Specific receptors
for 1,25(OH)2D3 are found in the distal nephron,
probably in the same cells in which PTH stimulates
calcium uptake. These cells also express the same vitamin
D-dependent calcium-binding protein, calbindin, that is
found in intestinal cells, and calbindin is likely to play
the same role in renal tubular cells as in intestinal

epithelium. It is unlikely that 1,25(OH)2D3 regulates
calcium balance on a minute-to-minute basis. Instead,
it may act in a permissive way to support the actions of
PTH, which is the primary regulator. Themolecular basis
for this interaction has not been elucidated.

Actions on the Parathyroid Glands

The chief cells of the parathyroid glands are physio-
logic targets for 1,25(OH)2D3 and respond to it in a
manner that is characteristic of negative feedback. In this
case, negative feedback is exerted at the level of synthesis
rather than secretion. The promoter region of the PTH
gene contains a vitamin D response element. Binding of
the liganded receptor suppresses transcription of the gene
and leads to a rapid decline in the preproPTH mRNA.
Because the chief cells store relatively little hormone,
decreased synthesis rapidly leads to decreased secretion.
In a second negative feedback action, 1,25(OH)2D3

indirectly decreases PTH secretion by virtue of its actions
to increase plasma calcium concentration. Consistent
with the crucial role of calcium in regulating PTH
secretion, the negative feedback effects of 1,25(OH)2D3
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FIGURE 16 Actions of 1,25(OH)2D3 on intestinal transport of calcium. VDR, vitamin D

receptor; CaT1, calcium transporter 1; ECaC, epithelial calcium transporter; CaB, calbindin.
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on PTH synthesis are modulated by the plasma calcium
concentration. Nuclear receptors for 1,25(OH)2D3 are
down-regulated when the plasma calcium concentration
is low and up-regulated when it is high.

Regulation of 1,25(OH)2D3 Production

As true of any hormone, the concentration of
1,25(OH)2D3 in blood must be appropriate for prevail-
ing physiologic circumstances if it is to exercise its
proper role in maintaining homeostasis. Production of
1,25(OH)2D3 is subject to feedback regulation in a
fashion quite similar to that of other hormones. The
most important regulatory step is the hydroxylation of
carbon 1 by cells in the proximal tubules of the kidney.
The rate of this reaction is determined by the availability
of the requisite P450 enzyme, which has a half-life of only
about 2–4 hr. Regulation of synthesis of 1,25(OH)D3

is achieved by regulating transcription of the gene
that codes for the 1�-hydroxylase.rate of enzyme.
Several cyclic AMP response elements (CRE) are present
in its promoter region. PTH activates transcription of the
1�-hydroxylase gene through increasing production of
cyclic AMP, activation of protein kinase A, and phos-
phorylation of CREB. Activation of protein kinase C
through the IP3-DAG second messenger system also
appears to play some role in up-regulation of this
enzyme. In the absence of PTH, the concentration of
1�-hydroxylase in renal cells quickly falls. A major
component of the negative feedback system is the
powerful inhibitory effect of 1,25(OH)2D3 to suppress
PTH gene expression in the parathyroid chief cells.

Through a ‘‘short’’ feedback loop, 1,25(OH)2D3 acts
as a negative feedback inhibitor of its own production
by rapidly down-regulating 1�-hydroxylase expression.
At the same time, 1,25(OH)D3 up-regulates the enzyme
that hydroxylates vitamin D metabolites on carbon 24
to produce 24,25(OH)2D3 or 1,24,25(OH)3D3. Hydrox-
ylation at carbon 24 is the initial reaction in the
degradative pathway that culminates in the production
of calcitroic acid, the principal biliary excretory product
of vitamin D. Up-regulation of the 24 hydroxylase by
1,25(OH)D3 is not confined to the kidney, but is also
seen in all 1,25(OH)D3 target cells.

Finally, the results of its actions, increased calcium
and phosphate concentrations in blood, directly or
indirectly silence the two activators of 1,25(OH)2D3

production, PTH, and low phosphate. The regulation of
1,25(OH)2D3 production is summarized in Fig. 17.

INTEGRATED ACTIONS OF
CALCITROPIC HORMONES

Response to a Hypocalcemic Challenge

Because some calcium is always lost in urine, even a
short period of total fasting can produce a mild
hypocalcemic challenge. More severe challenges are
produced by a diet deficient in calcium or anything that
might interfere with calcium absorption by renal tubules
or the intestine. The parathyroid glands are exquisitely
sensitive to even a small decrease in ionized calcium and
promptly increase PTH secretion (Fig. 18). Effects of
PTH on calcium reabsorption from the glomerular
filtrate coupled with some calcium mobilization from
bone are evident after about an hour, providing the first
line of defense against a hypocalcemic challenge. These
actions are adequate only to compensate for a mild or

Clinical Note

The importance of the negative feedback effects
of 1,25(OH)2D3 on PTH secretion is highlighted
by the condition known as renal osteodystrophy
that is found in patients with chronic renal failure.

This disorder is characterized by abnormalities in
bone mineralization due largely to secondary
hyperparathyroidism that results from inability
to synthesize 1,25(OH)2D3.

FIGURE 17 Regulation of 1�,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol synth-

esis. Solid arrows indicate stimulation; dashed arrows represent

inhibition.
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brief challenge. When the hypocalcemic challenge is
large and sustained, additional, delayed responses to
PTH are needed. After about 12–24 hr, increased
formation of 1,25(OH)2D3 increases the efficiency of
calcium absorption from the gut. Osteoclastic bone
resorption in response to both PTH and 1,25(OH)2D3

taps the almost inexhaustible reserves of calcium in the
skeleton. If calcium intake remains inadequate, skeletal
integrity may be sacrificed in favor of maintaining blood
calcium concentrations.

Response to a Hypercalcemic Challenge

Hypercalcemia is rarely seen under normal physiolo-
gic circumstances, but it may be a complication of a
variety of pathologic conditions usually accompanied by
increased blood concentrations of PTH or PTHrP. An
example of hypercalcemia that might arise under physio-
logic circumstances is the case when a person who has
been living for some time on a low-calcium diet ingests
calcium-rich food. Under the influence of high concen-
trations of PTH and 1,25(OH)2D3 that would result from
calcium insufficiency, osteoclastic activity transfers bone
mineral to the extracellular fluid. In addition, calcium
absorptive mechanisms in the intestine and renal tubules
are stimulated to their maximal efficiency. Consequently
the calcium that enters the gut is absorbed efficiently and
blood calcium is increased by a few tenths of a milligram
per deciliter. Calcitonin secretion is promptly increased
and would provide some benefit through suppression of
osteoclastic activity. Although PTH secretion promptly
decreases, and its effects on calcium and phosphate
transport in renal tubules quickly diminish, several hours
pass before hydroxylation of 25 OH-D3 and osteoclastic

bone resorption diminish. Even after its production is
shut down, many hours are required for responses to
1,25(OH)2D3 to decrease. Although some calcium phos-
phate may crystallize in demineralized osteoid, renal loss
of calcium is the principal means of lowering blood
calcium. The rate of renal loss, however, is limited to only
10% of the calcium present in the glomerular filtrate,
or about 40 mg/hr, even after complete shutdown of
PTH-sensitive transport.

OTHER HORMONES AFFECTING
CALCIUM BALANCE

In addition to the primary endocrine regulators of
calcium balance discussed earlier, it is apparent that
many other endocrine and paracrine factors influence
calcium balance. Bone growth and remodeling involve
a still incompletely understood interplay of local and
circulating cytokines, growth factors and hormones
including insulin-like growth factor-1, growth hormone
(see Chapter 44), the cytokines interleukin 1 (see Chapter
40), interleukin 6, interleukin 11, TNF�, TGF�, and
doubtless many others. The prostaglandins (see Chapter
40) also have calcium mobilizing activity and
stimulate bone lysis. Production of prostaglandins and
interleukins is increased in a variety of inflammatory
conditions and can lead to systemic or localized destruc-
tion of bone.

Many of the systemic hormones directly or indirectly
have an impact on calcium balance. Obviously, special
demands are imposed on overall calcium balance during
growth, pregnancy, and lactation. All of the hormones
that govern growth, namely, growth hormone, the
insulin-like growth factors, and thyroidal and gonadal
hormones (see Chapter 44), directly or indirectly
influence the activity of bone cells and calcium balance.
The gonadal hormones, particularly estrogens, play a
critical role in maintaining bone mass, which decreases
in their absence, leading to osteoporosis. This condition
is common in postmenopausal women. Osteoblastic cells
express receptors for estrogens, which stimulate prolif-
eration of osteoblast progenitors and inhibit production
of cytokines such as interleukin-6 that activate osteo-
clasts. Consequently in their absence osteoclastic activ-
ity is increased and osteoblastic activity is decreased,
and net loss of bone results.

Defects in calcium metabolism are also seen in
hyperthyroidism and in conditions of excess or deficiency
of adrenal cortical hormones. Excessive thyroid
hormone accelerates activity of both the osteoclasts and
osteoblasts, which may result in net bone resorption and
a decrease in bone mass. This action may produce a mild
hypercalcemia and secondarily suppress PTH secretion
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and hence 1,25(OH)2D3 production. These hormonal
changes result in increased urinary loss of calcium and
decreased intestinal absorption. Excessive glucocorticoid
concentrations also decrease skeletal mass. Although
glucocorticoids stimulate the differentiation of osteoclast
progenitors, they decrease proliferation of these progeni-
tor cells, which ultimately leads to a decrease in active
osteoblasts. Glucocorticoids also antagonize the actions
and formation of 1,25(OH)2D3 by some unknown
mechanism, and directly inhibit calcium uptake in the
intestine. These changes may increase PTH secretion and
stimulate osteoclasts. Conversely, adrenal insufficiency
may lead to hypercalcemia due largely to decreased renal
excretion of calcium.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

The regulation of calcium homeostasis provides good
examples of some of the principles of hormonal
integration discussed in Chapter 37. The principle of
cooperativity is illustrated by the multiple actions of
PTH on different tissues to produce a variety of effects
that contribute to the central theme of increasing
calcium in the extracellular compartment. Overlapping
effects of PTH and 1,25(OH)2D3 illustrate redundancy.
The opposing actions of PTH and calcitonin on
osteoclasts are typical of a push–pull system. The

thoughtful student will undoubtedly find other examples
in this exquisitely coordinated system.
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KEY POINTS
� Growth hormone (GH) is indispensable for the

attainment of adult stature.
� Growth hormone stimulates growth of the long

bones by stimulating production of insulin-like
growth factor I (IGF-I).

� Insulin-like growth factor I produced locally and
in the liver stimulates growth and maturation of
chondrocytes in epiphysial plates.

� Growth hormone increases lean body mass,
decreases body fat, promotes fatty acid utiliza-
tion, and limits carbohydrate utilization.

� Growth hormone is secreted in discrete pulses
about every 3 hours, with the largest pulse
occurring in the early phases of nocturnal sleep.
GH is secreted throughout life; the highest

blood levels are seen during adolescence
and early adulthood and decline with increas-
ing age.

� Growth hormone secretion is controlled by the
hypothalamic GH-releasing hormone (GHRH),
by the GH-release-inhibiting hormone somato-
statin, and by IGF-I.

� Thyroid hormone is required by the somato-
trope for normal GH synthesis and secretion.
Thyroid hormones maintain tissue sensitivity to
GH and IGF-I and hence are required for
normal expression of GH actions.

� Optimal concentrations of insulin in blood are
required to maintain normal growth during
postnatal life.
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OVERVIEW

The simple word growth describes a variety of
processes, both living and nonliving, that share the
common feature of increase in mass. For purposes of this
chapter, we limit the definition of growth to mean the
organized addition of new tissue that occurs normally in
development from infancy to adulthood. This process is
complex and depends on the interplay of genetic,
nutritional, and environmental influences as well as
actions of the endocrine system. Growth of an individual
or an organ involves increases both in cell number and
cell size, differentiation of cells to perform highly special-
ized functions, and tissue remodeling that may require
apoptosis as well as new cell formation. Most of these
processes depend on locally produced growth factors that
operate through paracrine or autocrine mechanisms.
Many of these processes continue to operate throughout
life, providing not only for cell renewal but also for
adaptations to meet physiological demands. Dozens of
growth factors have been described and an unknown
number of others await discovery. Regulation of growth
by the endocrine system can be viewed as coordination of
local growth processes with overall development of the
individual and with external environmental influences.
This chapter describes the hormones that play important
roles in growth and their interactions at critical times in
development.

Growth is most rapid during prenatal life. In only 9
months, the body length of a human increases from just a
fewmicrometers to almost 30% of final adult height. The
growth rate decelerates after birth but during the first
year of life is rapid enough that the infant increases half
again in height to about 45% of final adult stature.
Thereafter growth decelerates and continues at a slower
rate, about 2 inches per year, until puberty. Steady
growth during this juvenile period contributes the largest
fraction, about 40%, to final adult height. With the onset
of sexual development, growth accelerates to about twice
the juvenile rate and contributes about 15 to 18% of final

adult height before stopping altogether (Figs. 1 and 2).
Our understanding of hormonal influences on growth is
limited largely to the juvenile and adolescent periods, but
emerging information is providing insight into regulation
of prenatal growth, which is largely independent of the
classical hormones. During the juvenile period, the
influence of growth hormone is preeminent, but appro-
priate secretion of thyroid and adrenal hormones and
insulin is essential for optimal growth. The adolescent
growth spurt reflects the added input of androgens and
estrogens, which speed up growth and the maturation of
bone that brings it to a halt.

GROWTH HORMONE

Growth hormone (GH), which is also called somato-
tropin (STH), is the single most important hormone for

KEY POINTS (continued )
� The adolescent growth spurt that follows

puberty results from increased secretion of
gonadal hormones and in males depends
upon extragonadal conversion of androgens
to estrogens.

� The pubertal growth spurt results from
increased amplitude of GH secretory pulses
induced by gonadal steroid hormones.

� Estrogens hasten epiphyseal closure and there-
fore limit growth.

� Androgens directly stimulate growth of soft
tissue (e.g., muscle).

� Normal growth and good health require opti-
mal amounts of glucocorticoids but at high
concentrations antagonize the growth promot-
ing actions of GH.
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normal growth. Attainment of adult size is absolutely
dependent on GH; in its absence, growth is severely
limited, and when it is present in excess, growth is
excessive.

When thinking about giants and dwarfs, it is
important to keep in mind the limitations of GH
action. The pediatric literature makes frequent use of
the term genetic potential in discussions of diagnosis and
treatment of disorders of growth. Predictions of how tall
a child will be as an adult are usually based on the
average of parental height plus 2.5 inches for boys or
minus 2.5 inches for girls. We can think of GH as the
facilitator of expression of genetic potential for growth
rather than as the primary determinant. The entire range
over which GH can influence adult stature is only about
�30% of genetic potential. A person destined by his
genetic makeup to attain a final height of 6 feet will
attain a height of about 4 feet even in the absence of GH
and is unlikely to exceed 8 feet in height even with
massive overproduction of GH from birth. We do not

understand what determines the genetic potential for
growth; but it is clear that, although both arise from a
single cell, a hypopituitary elephant is enormously larger
than a giant mouse. Within the same species, something
other than aberrations in GH secretion accounts for the
large differences in size of miniature and standard
poodles or Chihuahuas and Great Danes.

Synthesis, Secretion, and Metabolism

Although the anterior pituitary gland produces at
least six hormones, more than one-third of its cells
synthesize and secrete GH. Of the GH produced by
somatotropes, 90% is comprised of 191 amino acids and
has a molecular weight of about 22,000; the remaining
10% (called 20K GH) has a molecular weight of 20,000
and lacks the 15-amino-acid sequence corresponding to
residues 32 to 46. Both forms are products of the same
gene and result from alternate splicing of the RNA
transcript. Both forms of hormone are secreted and have

Clinical Note

Pituitary Dwarfism

Pituitary dwarfism is the failure of growth that
results from lack of GH during childhood. Pituitary
dwarfs typically are of normal weight and length at
birth and grow rapidly and nearly normally during
early infancy. Before the end of the first year,
however, growth is noticeably below the normal
rate and continues slowly for many years. Left
untreated, they may reach heights of around
4 feet. Typically, the pituitary dwarf retains a
juvenile appearance because of the retention of
‘‘baby fat’’ and the disproportionately small size of
maxillary and mandibular bones. Pituitary dwarf-
ism is not a single entity and may encompass a
range of defects. The deficiency in GH may be
accompanied by deficiencies in several or all other
anterior pituitary hormones (panhypopituitarism)
as might result from defects in pituitary develop-
ment (see Chapter 38). Alternatively, traumatic
injury to the pituitary gland or a tumor that either
destroys pituitary cells themselves or their
connections to the hypothalamus might also
interfere with normal pituitary function. These
individuals do not mature sexually and suffer from
inadequacies of thyroid and adrenal glands as
well. The lack of GH might also be an isolated
inherited defect, with no abnormalities in other
pituitary hormones. Aside from their diminutive

height, such individuals are normal in all respects
and can reproduce normally. Causes of isolated
GH deficiency are multiple, and include derange-
ments in synthesis, secretion, and end-organ
responsiveness.

Overproduction of GH may occur either as a
result of some derangement in mechanisms that
control secretion by normal pituitary cells or from
tumor cells that secrete GH autonomously. Over-
production of GH during childhood results in
gigantism, in which an adult height in excess of
8 feet has occasionally been reported. Over-
production of GH during adulthood, after the
growth plates of long bones have fused (see
below), produces growth only by stimulation of
responsive osteoblastic progenitor cells in the
periosteum. There is thickening of the cranium
and mandible, as well as enlargement of some
facial bones and bones in the hands and feet.
Growth and deformities in these acral parts give
rise to the name acromegaly to describe this
condition. Persistence of responsive cartilage
progenitor cells in the costochrondral junctions
leads to elongation of the ribs to give a typical
barrel-chested appearance. Thickening of the skin
and disproportionate growth of some soft tissues,
including spleen and liver, are also observed in
acromegalic patients.
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similar growth-promoting activity, although metabolic
effects of the 20K form are reduced.

About half of the GH in blood circulates bound to a
protein that has the same amino acid sequence as the
extracellular domain of the GH receptor (see below).
In fact, the plasmaGHbinding protein is a product of the
same gene that encodes the GH receptor and originates
by proteolytic cleavage of the receptor at the outer
surface of target cells. It is thought that the binding
protein serves as a reservoir of GH that buffers changes in
free hormone concentration and prolongs the half-life
of the hormone. The monomeric form of free GH can
readily cross capillary membranes, but bound hormone
presumably cannot. The half-life of GH in blood is about
20 min. GH that crosses the glomerular membrane is
reabsorbed and destroyed in the kidney, which is the
major site of GH degradation. Less than 0.01% of the
hormone secreted each day reaches the urine in recogniz-
able form. GH is also degraded in its various target cells
following uptake by receptor mediated endocytosis.

Mode of Action

Like other peptide and protein hormones, GH binds
to its receptor on the surface of target cells. The GH
receptor is a glycoprotein that has a single membrane-
spanning region and a relatively long intracellular tail;
it neither has catalytic activity nor interacts with G
proteins. The GH receptor binds to a cytosolic enzyme
called Janus kinase 2 (JAK-2), which catalyzes the

phosphorylation of the receptor and other proteins on
tyrosine residues (see Chapter 2). Growth hormone
activates a signaling cascade by binding sequentially to
twoGH receptor molecules to form a receptor dimer that
sandwiches the hormone between the two receptor
molecules. Such dimerization of receptors is also seen
for other hormone and cytokine receptors of the super-
family to which the GH receptor belongs. Dimerization
of receptors brings the bound JAK-2 enzymes into favor-
able alignment to promote tyrosine phosphorylation and
activation of their catalytic sites. In addition, dimeriza-
tion may also recruit JAK-2 molecules to unoccupied
binding sites on the receptors. Tyrosine phosphorylation
provides docking sites for other proteins and facilitates
their phosphorylation. One group of target proteins,
called STATs (signal transducers and activators of
transcription), migrate to the nucleus, and activate gene
transcription (see Chapter 2). Another target group,
the mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases, are also
thought to have a role in promoting gene transcription.
Activation of the GH receptor also results in an influx
of extracellular calcium through voltage-regulated chan-
nels which may further promote transcription of target
genes. All in all, GH produces its effects in various cells
by stimulating the transcription of specific genes.

Effects on Skeletal Growth

The ultimate height attained by an individual is
determined by the length of the skeleton and, in
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particular, the vertebral column and long bones of the
legs. Growth of these bones occurs by a process called
endochondral ossification, in which proliferating carti-
lage is replaced by bone. The ends of long bones are
called epiphyses and arise from ossification centers that
are separate from those responsible for ossification of
the diaphysis, or shaft. In the growing individual, the
epiphyses are separated from the diaphysis by cartilag-
inous regions called epiphyseal plates, in which contin-
uous production of chondrocytes provides the impetus
for diaphyseal elongation. Chondrocytes in epiphyseal
growth plates are arranged in orderly columns in
parallel with the long axis of the bone (Fig. 3). Frequent
division of small, flattened cells in the germinal zone at
the distal end of the growth plate provides for continual
elongation of columns of chondrocytes. As they grow
and mature, chondrocytes produce the mucopolysac-
charides and collagen that constitute the cartilage matrix.
Cartilage cells hypertrophy, become heavily vacuolated,
and degenerate as the surrounding matrix becomes
calcified. Ingrowth of blood vessels and migration of
osteoblast progenitors from the marrow result in replace-
ment of calcified cartilage with true bone. Proliferation
of chondrocytes at the epiphyseal border of the growth
plate is balanced by cellular degeneration at the
diaphyseal end, so in the normally growing individual
the thickness of the growth plate remains constant as the
epiphyses are pushed further and further outward by the
elongating shaft of bone. Eventually, progenitors of
chondrocytes are either exhausted or lose their capacity to
divide. As remaining chondrocytes go through their cycle
of growth and degeneration, the epiphyseal plate becomes
progressively narrower and is ultimately obliterated
when diaphyseal bone fuses with the bony epiphyses.
At this time, the epiphyseal plates are said to be closed,
and the capacity for further growth is lost. In the
absence of GH there is severe atrophy of the epiphyseal
plates, which become narrow as proliferation of carti-
lage progenitor cells slows markedly. Conversely, after
GH is given to a hypopituitary subject, resumption of

cellular proliferation causes columns of chondrocytes to
elongate and epiphyseal plates to widen.

Growth of bone requires that diameter as well as
length increase. Thickening of long bones is accom-
plished by proliferation of osteoblastic progenitors from
the connective tissue sheath (periosteum) that surrounds
the diaphysis. As it grows, bone is also subject to
continual reabsorption and reorganization, with the
incorporation of new cells that originate in both the
periosteal and endosteal regions. Remodeling, which is
an intrinsic property of skeletal growth, is accompanied
by destruction and replacement of calcified matrix, as
described in Chapter 43. Treatment with GH often
produces a transient increase in urinary excretion of
calcium and phosphorus, reflecting bone remodeling.
Increased urinary hydroxyproline derives from break-
down and replacement of collagen in bone matrix.

The Somatomedin Hypothesis

The epiphyseal growth plates are obviously stimu-
lated after GH is given to hypophysectomized animals,
but little or no stimulation of cell division, protein
synthesis, or incorporation of radioactive sulfur into
mucopolysaccharides of cartilage matrix was observed
in early experiments in which epiphyseal cartilage was
taken from hypophysectomized rats and incubated with
GH. In contrast, when cartilage taken from the same
rats was incubated with blood plasma from hypophy-
sectomized rats that had been treated with GH, there
was a sharp increase in matrix formation, protein
synthesis, and DNA synthesis. Blood plasma from
normal rats produced similar effects, but plasma from
hypophysectomized rats that had not been given GH
had little effect. These experiments gave rise to the
hypothesis that GH may not act directly to promote
growth but, instead, stimulates the liver to produce an
intermediate, bloodborne substance that activates chon-
drogenesis and perhaps other GH-dependent growth
processes in other tissues. This substance was later
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FIGURE 3 Schematic representationof the tibial epiphysealgrowthplate. (FromOhlssonC,

Isgaard J, Törnell J, Nilsson A, Isaksson OGP, Lindahl A., Acta Paediatr 1993;

381(suppl.):33–40. With permission.)
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named somatomedin (somatotropin mediator) and, upon
subsequent purification, was found to consist of two
closely related substances that also produce the insulin-
like activity that persists in plasma after all the authentic
insulin is removed by immunoprecipitation. These
substances are now called insulin-like growth factors,
or IGF-I and IGF-II. Of the two, IGF-I appears to be
the more important mediator of the actions of GH and
has been studied more thoroughly. Although some
aspects of the original somatomedin hypothesis have
been discarded (see below), the crucial role of IGF-I as
an intermediary in the growth promoting action of GH
is now firmly established.

In general, plasma concentrations of IGF-I reflect the
availability of GH or the rate of growth. They are higher
than normal in blood of persons suffering from acrome-
galy and are very low in GH-deficient individuals.
Children whose growth rate is higher than average have
higher than average concentrations of IGF-I, while
children at the lower extreme of normal growth have
lower values. When GH is injected into GH-deficient
patients or experimental animals, IGF-I concentrations
increase after a delay of about 6 to 8 hours and remain
elevated for more than a day. Children or adults who are
resistant to GH because of a receptor defect have low
concentrations of IGF-I in their blood despite high
concentrations of GH. Growth of these children is
restored to nearly normal rates following daily adminis-
tration of IGF-I (Fig. 4). Disruption of the IGF-I gene in
mice causes severe growth retardation despite high

concentrations of GH in their blood. Daily treatment
with even large doses of GH does not accelerate their
growth. Similarly, a child with a homozygous deletion of
the IGF-I gene suffered severe pre- and postnatal growth
retardation that was partially corrected by daily treat-
ment with IGF-I.

While overwhelming evidence indicates that IGF-I
stimulates cell division in cartilage and many other
tissues and accounts for much and perhaps all of the
growth-promoting action of GH, the somatomedin
hypothesis as originally formulated is inconsistent with
some experimental findings. Production of IGF-I is not
limited to the liver and may be increased by GH in many
tissues, including cells in the epiphyseal growth plate.
Direct infusion of small amounts of GH into epiphyseal
cartilage of the proximal tibia in one leg of hypophy-
sectomized rats was found to stimulate tibial growth of
that limb, but not of the contralateral limb. Only a direct
action of GH on osteogenesis can explain such localized
stimulation of growth, because IGF-I that arises in the
liver is equally available in the blood supply to both
hind limbs. It is now apparent that GH stimulates
prechondrocytes and other cells in the epiphyseal plates
to synthesize and secrete IGFs that act locally in an
autocrine or paracrine manner to stimulate cell division,
chondrocyte maturation, and bone growth. Evidence to
support this conclusion includes findings of receptors
for both GH and IGF-I in cells in the epiphyseal plates
along with the GH-dependent increase in mRNA for
IGFs. Thus, growth of the long bones might be
stimulated by IGF-I that reaches them either through
the circulation or by diffusion from local sites of produc-
tion, or some combination of the two. The failure of the
original experiments to demonstrate these actions may
be attributable to deficiencies in the culture conditions.

A genetic engineering approach was adopted to
evaluate the relative importance of locally produced
and bloodborne IGF-I. A line of mice was developed in
which the IGF-I gene was selectively disrupted only in
hepatocytes. Concentrations of IGF-I in the blood of
these animals were severely reduced, but their growth
and body proportions were no different from those of
control animals that produced normal amounts of IGF-
I in their livers; however, even though the lengths of
their limb bones were normal, the diameters of these
bones were smaller than normal. These findings indicate
that locally produced IGF-I is sufficient to account for
normal growth at the epiphyses, but that IGF-I in the
circulation is important for circumferential growth,
primarily of cortical bone. In addition, the average
concentration of GH in the blood of these genetically
altered mice was considerably increased. This finding is
consistent with findings that IGF-I exerts a negative
feedback effect on GH secretion. The current view of the
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relationship between GH and IGF-I is summarized in
Fig. 5. GH acts directly on both the liver and its
peripheral target tissues to promote IGF-I production.
Liver is the principal source of IGF in blood, but target
tissues also make some contributions. Stimulation of
growth at the epiphyses is provided primarily by locally
produced IGF-I acting in an autocrine/paracrine
manner, while IGF-I produced in liver contributes to
periosteal growth. The additional role of bloodborne
IGF is regulation of GH secretion.

Properties of the Insulin-Like Growth Factors

Insulin-like growth factor I and II are small
unbranched peptides that have molecular masses of
about 7500 Da. They are encoded in separate genes and
are expressed in a wide variety of cells. Their protein
structures are very similar to each other and to proinsulin
(see Chapter 41) both in terms of amino acid sequence
and in the arrangement of disulfide bonds. The IGFs
share about 50% amino acid identity with insulin. In
contrast to insulin, however, the region corresponding to
the connecting peptide is retained in the mature form of
the IGFs which also have a C-terminal extension. Both
IGF-I and IGF-II are present in blood throughout life
but their concentrations differ at different stages of life.

Two receptors for the IGFs have been identified. The
IGF-I receptor, which binds IGF-I with greater affinity
than IGF-II, is remarkably similar to the insulin receptor
and signals in a similar manner. The IGF-II receptor is
structurally unrelated to the IGF-I receptor and binds
IGF-II with a very much higher affinity than IGF-I. It
consists of a single membrane-spanning protein with a
short cytosolic domain that is thought to lack signaling
capabilities. Curiously, the IGF-II receptor is identical to
the mannose-6-phosphate receptor that binds mannose-
6-phosphate groups on newly synthesized lysosomal
enzymes and transfers them from the trans-Golgi vesicles
to the endosomes and then to lysosomes. It may also
transfer mannose-6-phosphate-containing glycoproteins
from the extracellular fluid to the lysosomes by an endo-
cytotic process. The IGF-II receptor likely plays an
important role in clearing IGF-II from extracellular
fluids.

The IGFs circulate in blood tightly bound to IGF
binding proteins (IGFBPs). Six different IGFBPs, each
the product of a separate gene, are found in mammalian
plasma and extracellular fluids. Their affinities for both
IGF-I and IGF-II are considerably higher than the
affinity of the IGF-I receptor for either IGF-I or IGF-
II. The combined binding capacity of all the IGFBPs in
plasma is about twice the concentration of the IGFs, so
that less than 1% of the IGFs are free. IGFBP-3, the
synthesis of which is stimulated by GH, IGF-I, and
insulin, is the most abundant form and is complexed
with most of the IGF-I and IGF-II in plasma. The
IGFBP-3 and its cargo of IGFs form a large 150-kDa
ternary complex with a third protein, the so-called acid-
labile subunit (ALS), the synthesis of which is also
stimulated by GH. Consequently, the concentrations of
both proteins are quite low in the blood of GH-deficient
subjects and increase upon treatment with GH. The
remainder of the IGFs in plasma are distributed among
the other IGFBPs that do not bind to ALS and hence
form complexes of about 50-kDa which are small
enough to escape across the capillary endothelium. Of
these, IGFBP-2 is the most important quantitatively. Its
concentration in blood is increased in plasma of GH-
deficient patients and is decreased by GH but rises
dramatically after administration of IGF-I.

Normally, the binding capacity of IGFBP-3 is
saturated, while the other IGFBPs have free binding
sites. Consequently, the IGFs do not readily escape from
the vascular compartment and have a half-life in blood
of about 15 hours. Proteolytic ‘‘clipping’’ of IGFBP-3
by proteases present in plasma lowers its binding affinity
and releases IGF-I, which may then form a lower
molecular weight complex with other IGFBPs, which
may then deliver it to the extracellular fluid. The major
functions of the IGF binding proteins in blood are to

bone and
other

tissues

liver

pituitary

GH IGF-I

blood

IGF-I

FIGURE 5 The roles of growth hormone (GH) and insulin-like

growth factor I (IGF-I) in promoting growth. GH stimulates IGF-I

production in liver and epiphyseal growth plates. Epiphyseal growth is

stimulated primarily by autocrine/paracrine actions of IGF-I. Hepatic

production of IGF-I stimulates circumferential growth of bone and

acts primarily as a negative feedback regulator of GH secretion. Liver

is the principal source of IGF-I in blood, but other GH target organs

may also contribute a small amount to the circulating pool. Dashed

arrow indicates inhibition.
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provide a plasma reservoir of IGF-I and IGF-II, to slow
their degradation, and to regulate their bioavailability.

The IGFBPs are synthesized locally in conjunction
with IGF in a wide variety of cells and are widely
distributed in extracellular fluid. Their biology is
complex and not completely understood. It may be
recalled that the IGFs mediate localized growth in
response to a variety of signals in addition to GH. A
wide variety of cells both produce and respond to IGF-I,
which is a small and readily diffusible molecule. The
IGFBPs may provide a means of restricting cell growth
to the extent and location dictated by physiological
demand. Because their affinity for both IGFs is so much
greater than the affinity of the IGF-I receptor, the
IGFBPs can successfully compete with the IGF-I
receptor for binding free IGF and thus restrict their
bioavailability. Conversely, the IGFBPs have also been
found to enhance the actions of IGF-I. Some of the
IGFBPs bind to extracellular matrices, where they may
provide a local reservoir of growth factors that might be
released by proteolytic modification of the binding or
matrix proteins. Binding to the cell surface lowers the
affinity of some of the binding proteins for the growth
factor and thus provides a means of targeted delivery of
IGF-I to receptive cells. In this way, the IGFBPs
provide a means of specific tissue or cellular localization
of the IGFs. Some evidence also suggests that IGFBPs
may produce biological effects that are independent of
the IGFs.

Effects of GH/IGF-I on Body Composition

Growth-hormone-deficient animals and human sub-
jects have a relatively high proportion of fat, compared to
water and protein, in their bodies. Treatment with GH
changes the proportion of these bodily constituents to
resemble the normal juvenile distribution. Body protein
stores increase, particularly in muscle, accompanied by a
relative decrease in fat. Despite their relatively higher fat
content, subjects who are congenitally deficient in GH or
are unresponsive to it actually have fewer total adipo-
cytes than normal individuals. Their adiposity is due to
an increase in the amount of fat stored in each cell. GH
increases the proliferation of fat cell precursors through
autocrine stimulation by IGF-I secretion by adipocyte
precursor cells and can restore normal cellularity.
Curiously, however, GH also restrains the differentiation
of fat cell precursors into mature adipocytes. The overall
decrease in body fat produced by GH results from
decreased deposition of fat and accelerated fat mobiliza-
tion and increased reliance of fat for energy production
(see Chapter 42).

Most internal organs grow in proportion to body size,
except liver and spleen, which may be disproportionately

enlarged by prolonged treatment with GH. The heart
may also be enlarged in acromegalic subjects in part from
hypertension, which is frequently seen in these indivi-
duals, and in part from stimulation of cardiac myocyte
growth by GH-induced IGF-I production. Conversely,
GH deficiency beginning in childhood is associated with
decreased myocardial mass due to decreased thickness of
the ventricular walls. Treatment of these individuals leads
to increased myocardial mass and performance. Skin and
the underlying connective tissue also increase inmass, but
GH does not appear to influence growth of the thyroid,
gonads, or reproductive organs.

Changes in body composition and organ growth have
been monitored by studying changes in the biochemical
balance of body constituents (Fig. 6). When human
subjects or experimental animals are given GH repeat-
edly for several days, there is net retention of nitrogen,
reflecting increased protein synthesis. Urinary nitrogen
is decreased, as is the concentration of urea in blood.
Net synthesis of protein is increased without an accom-
panying change in the net rates of protein degradation.
Increased retention of potassium reflects the increase in
intracellular water that results from increased size and
number of cells. An increase in sodium retention and the
consequent expansion of extracellular volume are char-
acteristic of GH replacement and may result from
activation of sodium channels in the distal portions
of the nephron. Increased phosphate retention reflects
expansion of the cellular and skeletal mass and is
brought about in part by activation of sodium phos-
phate cotransporters in the proximal tubules and activa-
tion of the 1�-hydroxylase that catalyzes production of
calcitriol (Chapter 43).
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Patterns of Growth Hormone Secretion

Growth is a slow, continuous process that takes place
over more than a decade. It might be expected, there-
fore, that concentrations of GH in blood would be fairly
static. In contrast to such expectations, however,
frequent measurements of GH concentrations in blood
plasma throughout the day reveal wide fluctuations
indicative of multiple episodes of secretion rate. Because
metabolism of GH is thought to be invariant, changes
in plasma concentration imply changes in secretion. In
male rats, GH is secreted in regular pulses every 3.0 to
3.5 hours in what has been called an ultradian rhythm.
In humans, GH secretion is also pulsatile, but the
pattern of changes in blood concentrations is usually
less obvious than in rats. Frequent bursts of secretion
occur throughout the day, with the largest being associ-
ated with the early hours of sleep (Fig. 7). In addition,
stressful changes in the internal and external environ-
ment can produce brief episodes of hormone secretion.
Little information or diagnostic insight, therefore, can
be obtained from a single random measurement of the
GH concentration in blood. Because secretory episodes
last only a short while, multiple, frequent measurements
are necessary to evaluate functional status or to relate
GH secretion to physiological events. Alternatively, it is
possible to withdraw small amounts of blood continu-
ously over the course of a day and, by measuring GH in
the pooled sample, to obtain a 24-hr integrated concen-
tration of GH in blood.

The possible physiological significance of intermittent
as compared with constant secretion of GH has received
much attention experimentally. Pulsatile administration
of GH to hypophysectomized rats is more effective in
stimulating growth than continuous infusion of the
same daily dose. However, similar findings have not

been made in human subjects, whose rate of growth, like
that of experimental animals, can be restored to normal
or near normal with single daily or every other day
injections of GH. While expression of some hepatic
genes appears to be sensitive to the pattern of changes in
plasma GH concentrations in rodents, there is neither
evidence for comparable effects in humans nor an
obvious relationship of the affected genes to growth of
rodents. In normal human adults, the same amount of
GH given either as a constant infusion or in eight
equally spaced brief infusions over 24 hours increased
IGF-I and IGFBP-3 to the same extent.

Effects of Age

Using the continuous sampling method, it was found
that GH secretion, though most active during the
adolescent growth spurt, persists throughout life long
after the epiphyses have fused and growth has stopped
(Fig. 8). In mid-adolescence the pituitary secretes
between 1 and 2 mg of GH per day. Between ages 20
and 40 years, the daily rate of secretion gradually
decreases in both men and women, but remarkably, even
during middle age, the pituitary continues to secrete
about 0.1mg ofGH every day. Low rates ofGH secretion
in the elderly may be related to loss of lean body mass in
later life. Changes in GH secretion with age primarily
reflect changes in the magnitude of secretory pulses.

Regulation of Growth Hormone Secretion

In addition to spontaneous pulses, secretory episodes
are induced by such metabolic signals as a rapid fall
in blood glucose concentration or an increase in certain
amino acids, particularly arginine and leucine. The
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physiological significance of these changes in GH
secretion is not understood, but provocative tests using
these signals are helpful for judging the competence of
the GH secretory apparatus (Fig. 9). Traumatic and
psychogenic stresses are also powerful inducers of GH
secretion in humans and monkeys, but whether
increased secretion of GH is beneficial for coping with
stress is not established and is not universally seen in
mammals. In rats, for example, GH secretion is inhib-
ited by the same signals that increase it in humans.
However, regardless of their significance, these observa-
tions indicate that GH secretion is under minute-to-
minute control by the nervous system. That control is
expressed through the hypothalamo–hypophysial portal
circulation, which delivers two hypothalamic neuropep-
tides to the somatotropes: GH-releasing hormone
(GHRH) and somatostatin. It is possible that a third
hormone, ghrelin (see Chapter 38), also plays a role in
this regard, but data to support this premise are not yet
in hand. GHRH provides the primary drive for GH
synthesis and secretion. In its absence, or when a lesion
interrupts hypophysial portal blood flow, secretion of
GH ceases. Somatostatin reduces or blocks the response
of the pituitary to GHRH on GH secretion but has little
or no influence on GH synthesis. Somatostatin and
GHRH also exert reciprocal inhibitory influences on
GHRH and somatostatin neurons (Fig. 10).

In addition to neuroendocrine mechanisms that
adjust secretion in response to changes in the internal
or external environment, secretion of GH is also under
negative feedback control. As for other negative feed-
back systems, products of GH action, principally IGF-I,
act as inhibitory signals (Fig. 11). IGF-I acts primarily
at the pituitary level, where it decreases GH secretion in
response to GHRH. IGF-I may also increase somatos-
tatin secretion. Increased concentrations of FFA or
glucose, which are also related toGHaction (Chapter 42),
also exert inhibitory effects, probably through increased
somatostatin secretion, but fasting, which also leads to
increased FFA, appears to inhibit somatostatin secretion.
Growth hormone exerts a short loop feedback effect by
inhibiting the secretion of GHRH and increasing the
secretion of somatostatin.

Negative feedback control sets the overall level of GH
secretion by regulating the amounts of GH secreted in
each pulse. The phenomenon of pulsatility and the
circadian variation that increases the magnitude of the
secretory pulses at night are entrained by neural mecha-
nisms. Pulsatility appears to be the result of reciprocal
intermittent secretion of both GHRH and somatostatin.
It appears that bursts of GHRH secretion are timed to
coincide with interruptions in somatostatin secretion.
Experimental evidence obtained in rodents indicates
that GHRH-secreting neurons in the arcuate nuclei
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communicate with somatostatin-secreting neurons in
the periventricular nuclei, either directly or through
interneurons;conversely, somatostatinergicneuronscom-
municate with GHRH neurons. However, understanding
of how reciprocal changes in secretion of these two neuro-
hormones are brought about is still incomplete. GHRH
neurons express receptors for ghrelin, but the role of
ghrelin in the regulation of GH secretion remains to be
uncovered.

Actions of GHRH, Somatostatin, and

IGF-I on the Somatotrope

Secretion of GH is under the direct control of at least
three hormones: GHRH, somatostatin, and IGF-I.

Receptors for all three hormones are present on the
surface of somatotropes. The complex interplay of these
hormones is illustrated in Fig. 12. Receptors for GHRH
and somatostatin are coupled to several G proteins and
express their antagonistic effects on GH secretion in part
through their opposing influences on cAMP production,
cAMP action, and cytosolic calcium concentrations.
GHRH activates adenylyl cyclase through a typical
Gs-linked mechanism (see Chapter 2). Cyclic AMP
activates protein kinase A, some of which migrates to
the nucleus and phosphorylates the cAMP response
element binding (CREB) protein. Activation of CREB

Clinical Note

Causes of Growth Hormone Deficiency

Defective hypothalamic production or secretion of
GHRH may be a more common cause of GH
deficiency than defects in the pituitary gland. GH
concentrations in plasma are restored to normal in
many GH-deficient individuals after treatment

with GHRH, suggesting that their somatotropes
are competent but not adequately stimulated.
Defects in somatostatin synthesis or secretion are
not known to be responsible for disease states, but
long-acting analogs of somatostatin can be used to
decrease GH secretion for treatment of acromegaly.
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promotes the expression of the transcription factor, Pit 1,
which in turn increases transcription of the GH gene
and the GHRH receptor gene. In addition, cAMP-
dependent phosphorylation of voltage-sensitive calcium
channels is thought to lower their threshold and increase

their likelihood of opening. Voltage-sensitive calcium
channels are also activated by a G-protein-dependent
mechanism that depolarizes the somatotrope membrane
by activating sodium channels and inhibiting potassium
channels. The resulting increase in cytosolic calcium

SSTGHRH
IGF-I

Na+ channels

membrane potential

K+ channels

PKA

cAMP

adenylyl cyclase
IGF-I R GHRHR

G-proteins
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FIGURE 12 Effects of growth-hormone-releasing hormone (GHRH), insulin-like growth

factor I (IGF-I), and somatostatin (SST) on the somatotrope. IGF-I R, GHRHR, and

SSTR are receptors for IGF-I, GHRH, and SST, respectively; cAMP, cyclic adenosine

monophosphate; CREB, cAMP response element binding protein; PKA, protein kinase A;

PIT-1, pituitary-specific transcription factor; [Ca2+]i, intracellular free calcium concentra-

tion. Solid blue arrows indicate increase or stimulation; dashed black arrows indicate

decrease or inhibition. See text for discussion.
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concentration ([Ca2+]i) triggers exocytosis of GH.
Increased [Ca2+]i also limits the secretory event by
inhibiting voltage-sensitive calcium channels and
restores membrane polarity by activating potassium
channels. Somatostatin acts through the inhibitory
guanine nucleotide binding protein (Gi) to antagonize
activation of adenylyl cyclase. Somatostatin receptors
also inhibit calcium channels and activate potassium
channels through a G-protein-mediated mechanism.
Activation of potassium channels hyperpolarizes the
plasma membrane and thereby prevents activation of
voltage-sensitive calcium channels. Somatostatin also
activates a protein phosphatase through a G-protein-
dependent mechanism and thereby antagonizes activa-
tion of the secretory apparatus by protein kinase A.

The negative feedback effects of IGF-I are slower in
onset than the G-protein-mediated effects of GHRH and
somatostatin and require tyrosine-phosphorylation-
initiated changes in gene expression that downregulate
GHRH receptors and GH synthesis. Somatotropes
also express G-protein-coupled receptors for ghrelin
(Chapter 38). In cultured cells, the activated ghrelin
receptor signals through the IP3-DAG second messenger
system. Release of calcium from intracellular stores in
response to IP3 andDAG-dependent activationof protein
kinase C complement the actions of GHRH and enhance
GH secretion. Because the physiology of ghrelin remains
to be elaborated, it not included in Fig. 12.

THYROID HORMONES

As already mentioned in Chapter 39, growth is
stunted in children suffering from unremediated defi-
ciency of thyroid hormones. Treatment of hypothyroid
children with thyroid hormone results in rapid catch-up
growth rates, which are accompanied by accelerated
maturation of bone. Conversely, hyperthyroidism in
childhood increases the rate of growth, but, because of
early closure of the epiphyses, the maximum height
attained is not increased. Thyroidectomy of juvenile
experimental animals produces nearly as drastic an

inhibition of growth as hypophysectomy, and restora-
tion of normal amounts of triiodothyronine (T3) or
thyroxine (T4) promptly reinitiates growth. Young mice
grow somewhat faster than normal after treatment with
thyroxine, but adult size, although attained earlier, is no
greater than normal.

The effects of thyroid hormones on growth are
intimately entwined with GH. T3 and T4 have little if
any growth-promoting effect in the absence of GH.
Plasma concentrations of both GH and IGF-I are
reduced in hypothyroid children and adults and resto-
red by treatment with thyroid hormone (Fig. 13).

Clinical Note

cAMP and Growth Hormone Regulation

The importance of the cAMP system in the
regulation of GH secretion is highlighted by
the finding that about 40% of GH-secreting
tumors of acromegalics express a somatic
mutation in G�s that interferes with its ability

to hydrolyze GTP and therefore renders it
constitutively active. A similar activating muta-
tion is seen in McCune–Albright disease and is
manifested by excessive GH secretion, accom-
panied by hyperthyroidism and precocious
puberty.
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This decrease is due to decreased amplitude of secretory
pulses and possibly also to a decrease in frequency
consistent with impairments at both the hypothalamic
and pituitary levels. Insulin-induced hypoglycemia and
other stimuli for GH secretion produce abnormally
small increases in the concentration of GH in plasma of
hypothyroid subjects. Such blunted responses to provo-
cative signals probably reflect decreased sensitivity to
GHRH as well as depletion of GH stores. Curiously,
GH secretion in response to a test dose of GHRH is
decreased when there is either a deficiency or an excess
of thyroid hormone (Fig. 14).

Dependence of Growth Hormone Synthesis

and Secretion on T3

The promoter region of the rodent GH gene contains
a thyroid hormone response element, and its transcrip-
tional activity is enhanced by T3. Furthermore, T3
increases the stability of the GH messenger RNA
transcripts. GH synthesis comes to an almost complete
halt and the somatotropes become severely depleted of
GH only a few days after thyroidectomy. The human
GH gene lacks the thyroid hormone response element,
and its transcription is not directly activated by T3.
However, thyroid hormones affect synthesis of human
GH indirectly via their effects on the expression of the

GHRH receptor. Blunted responses to GHRH in
hypothyroid children and adults probably result from
decreased expression of GHRH receptors by somato-
tropes. Thyroidectomy also decreases the abundance of
GHRH receptors in rodent somatotropes, and hormone
replacement restores both the number of receptors and
receptor mRNA.

Importance of T3 for Expression of Growth

Hormone Actions

Failure of growth in thyroid-deficient individuals
is largely due to a deficiency of GH, which may be
compounded by a decrease in sensitivity to GH.
Treatment of thyroidectomized animals with GH alone
can reinitiate growth, but even large amounts cannot
sustain a normal rate of growth unless some thyroid
hormone is also given. In rats that were both hypophy-
sectomized and thyroidectomized, T4 decreased the
amount of GH needed to stimulate growth (increased
sensitivity) and exaggerated the magnitude of the
response (increased efficacy). Thyroid hormones
increase expression of GH receptors in rodent tissues.
T3 and T4 also potentiate effects of GH on the growth
of long bones and increase its effects on protein
synthesis in muscle and liver. IGF-I concentrations are
reduced in the blood of hypothyroid individuals partly
because of decreased circulating GH and partly because
of decreased hepatic responsiveness to GH. In addition,
tissues isolated from thyroidectomized animals are less
responsive to IGF-I.

INSULIN

Although neither GH nor T4 appears to be an
important determinant of fetal growth, insulin may act
as a growth-promoting hormone during the fetal period.
Infants born of diabetic mothers are often larger than
normal, especially when the diabetes is poorly
controlled. Because glucose readily crosses the placenta,
high concentrations of glucose in maternal blood
increase fetal blood glucose and stimulate the fetal
pancreas to secrete insulin. In the rare cases of
congenital deficiency of insulin that have been reported,
fetal size is below normal. Structurally, insulin is closely
related to IGF-I and IGF-II and, when present in
adequate concentrations, can react with IGF-I recep-
tors, which are closely related structurally to the insulin
receptor. We do not know if the effects of insulin on
fetal growth are mediated by the insulin receptor or
IGF-I receptors.
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Optimal concentrations of insulin in blood are
required to maintain normal growth during postnatal
life, but it has been difficult to obtain a precise definition
of the role of insulin. Because life cannot be maintained
for long without insulin, dramatic effects of sustained
deficiency on final adult size are not seen; however,
growth is often retarded in insulin-dependent diabetic
children, particularly in the months leading up to the
diagnosis of full-blown disease. Studies in pancreatecto-
mized rats indicate a direct relation between the
effectiveness of GH and the dose of insulin adminis-
tered. Treatment with GH sustained a rapid rate of
growth as long as the daily dose of insulin was adequate,
but growth progressively decreased as the dose of insulin
was reduced (Fig. 15). Conversely, insulin cannot sus-
tain a normal rate of growth in the absence of GH.

The effects of insulin on postnatal growth cannot be
attributed to changes inGH secretion, which, if anything,
is increased in human diabetics. Although insulin was
sometimes used diagnostically to provoke GH secretion,
it is the resulting hypoglycemia, rather than insulin per se,
that stimulates GH release. Expression of IGF-I mRNA
in liver and other tissues is decreased in diabetes and in
low insulin states such as fasting or caloric restriction,

consistent with the possibility that insulin is permissive
for growth. Insulin stimulates protein synthesis and
inhibits protein degradation; in its absence, protein
breakdown is severe. Consequently, without insulin,
normal responses to GH are not seen; the anabolic
effects of GH on body protein either cannot be expressed
or are masked by simultaneous, unchecked catabolic
processes.

GONADAL HORMONES

Awakening of the gonads at the onset of sexual
maturation is accompanied by a dramatic acceleration
of growth. The adolescent growth spurt, like other
changes at puberty, is attributable to steroid hormones
of the gonads and perhaps the adrenals. Because the
development of pubic and axillary hair at the onset of
puberty is a response to increased secretion of adrenal
androgens, this initial stage of sexual maturation is
called adrenarche. The physiological mechanisms that
trigger increased secretion of adrenal androgens and the
awakening of the gonadotropic secretory apparatus are
poorly understood; they are considered further in
Chapter 45. At the same time that gonadal steroids
promote linear growth, they accelerate closure of the
epiphyses and therefore limit the final height that can be
attained. Children who undergo early puberty and hence
experience their growth spurt while their contemporaries
continue to grow at the slower prepubertal rate are
likely to be the tallest and most physically developed in
grade school or junior high but among the shortest in
their high school graduating class. Deficiency of gonadal
hormones, if left untreated, delays epiphyseal closure,
and, despite the absence of a pubertal growth spurt,
such hypogonadal individuals tend to be tall and have
unusually long arms and legs.

In considering the relationship of the gonadal
hormones to the pubertal growth spurt it is important
to understand that:

� Androgens and estrogens are produced and secreted
by both the ovaries and the testes.

� Androgens are precursors of estrogens and are aromat-
ized to estrogens by a reaction catalyzed by P450
aromatase in the gonads and extragonadal tissues.

� Estrogens produce their biological effects at con-
centrations that are more than 1000 times lower than
the concentrations at which androgens produce their
effects.

Until recently it was generally accepted that andro-
gens produce the adolescent growth spurt in both sexes.
This idea was rooted in the observations that even at the
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relatively low doses used therapeutically in women,
administration of estrogens inhibits growth, while admin-
istration of androgens stimulates growth. Some ‘‘experi-
ments of nature’’ that have come to light in recent years
have challenged this idea and led to the opposite conclu-
sion. Girls with ovarian agenesis (congenital absence of
ovaries) have short stature and do not experience an
adolescent growth surge. Their growth is increased by
treatment with doses of estrogen that are below the
threshold needed to cause breast development. In normal
girls, the adolescent growth spurt usually occurs before
estrogen secretion is sufficient to initiate growth of
breasts.

Patients of either sex who have a homozygous
disruption of the aromatase gene do not experience a
pubertal growth spurt despite supranormal levels of
androgens and continue to grow at the juvenile rate well
beyond the time of normal epiphyseal fusion unless
estrogens are given. Although sexual development
cannot occur in girls with this defect, affected boys
develop normally. These observations established that
estrogen rather than androgen is responsible for both
acceleration of growth at puberty and maturation of the
epiphyseal plates.

It is noteworthy that estrogen levels increase in the
plasma of both boys and girls early in puberty and reach
similar concentrations at the onset of the growth spurt.
The well-established growth-promoting effect of andro-
gens administered to children whose epiphyses are not
yet fused is likely attributable to their conversion to
estrogen. Synthetic androgens that are chemically modi-
fied in ways that prevent aromatization are ineffective in
promoting growth, even though other aspects of andro-
gen activity (Chapter 45) are fully evident. Nevertheless,
the maximal rate of growth achieved in adolescence is
greater in males than females, and a supportive growth-
promoting role for androgens is not ruled out. In
addition, androgens stimulate growth of muscle, parti-
cularly in the upper body. Androgen secretion during
puberty in boys produces a doubling of muscle mass
by increasing the size and number of muscle cells.
Such growth of muscle can occur in the absence of GH
or thyroid hormones and is mediated by the same

androgen receptors that are expressed in other andro-
gen-sensitive tissues (see Chapter 45). Stimulation of
muscle growth by androgens is most pronounced in
androgen-deficient or hypopituitary subjects, and only
small effects, if any, are seen in men with normal
testicular function, except perhaps when very large doses
of so-called anabolic steroids are used.

Most if not all of the increase in height stimulated by
estrogens or androgens at puberty is due to increased
secretion of GH (Fig. 16). During the pubertal growth
spurt or when androgens are given to prepubertal
children, there is an increase in both frequency and

Clinical Note

In one case report, a man with a homozygous
disruption of the � estrogen receptor had normal
sexual development but failed to experience an
adolescent growth spurt. At age 28, when he was
diagnosed, he had attained a height of 6 feet, 8

inches, and his epiphyses had still not closed.
In contrast, genetic males with nonfunctional
androgen receptors experience a normal pubertal
growth spurt and their epiphyses close at the
normal time.
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amplitude of secretory pulses of GH (Fig. 17), and
GHRH concentrations are increased in peripheral blood
of boys and girls during puberty. The concentration of
IGF-I in blood also increases during the pubertal
growth spurt or after androgens are given to prepubertal
children. This increase is probably a consequence of
increased secretion of GH.

We still do not understand the basis for the either
stimulatory or inhibitory effects of estrogen on linear

growth. At the same concentrations that inhibit growth,
estrogens increase GH secretion, and, as we have seen in
Fig. 7, plasma concentrations of GH are higher in
women than in men. In addition, the GH secretory
apparatus tends to be more sensitive to environmental
influences in women than in men, and the circulating
concentrations of GH tend to rise more readily in
women in response to provocative stimuli. Inhibitory
effects on growth appear to result from interference
with the action of GH at the level of its target cells.
Estrogens act directly on the epiphyseal plates, causing
them to lose their capacity to replenish cartilage
progenitor cells. Estrogens, which are not catabolic,
also antagonize effects of GH on nitrogen retention and
minimize the increase in IGF-I in blood of hypophy-
sectomized or hypopituitary individuals treated with
GH. Neither estrogens nor androgens affect the ability
of IGF-I to act.

GLUCOCORTICOIDS

Normal growth requires secretion of glucocorticoids,
the widespread effects of which promote optimal
function of a variety of organ systems (see Chapter 40),
a sense of health and well-being, and normal appetite.
Glucocorticoids are required for synthesis of GH and
have complex effects on GH secretion. When given
acutely, they may enhance GH gene transcription and
increase responsiveness of somatotropes to GHRH.
However, GH secretion is reduced by excessive gluco-
corticoids, probably as a result of increased somatosta-
tin production. Consistent with their catabolic effects in
muscle and lymphoid tissues, glucocorticoids also
antagonize the actions of GH. Hypophysectomized
rats grew less in response to GH when cortisone
was given simultaneously (Fig. 18). Glucocorticoids
similarly blunt the response to GH administered
to hypopituitary children. The cellular mechanisms for
this antagonism are not yet understand. IGF-I produc-
tion may be reduced by treatment with glucocorticoids,

Clinical Note

Glucocorticoids and Growth

Children suffering from overproduction of gluco-
corticoids (Cushing’s disease) experience some
stunting of their growth. In a recently reported
case involving identical twins, the unaffected twin
was 21 cm taller at age 15 than her sister, whose

disease was untreated until around the time of
puberty. Similar impairment of growth is seen in
children treated chronically with high doses of
glucocorticoids to control asthma or inflamma-
tory disorders.
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but we do not know if this is a cause or an effect of the
decreased action of GH.
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KEY POINTS
� The testes serve the dual function of producing

sperm and hormones. Sperm are produced in
the seminiferous tubules. Testosterone is
produced in the interstitial cells of Leydig.

� Both follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and
luteinizing hormone (LH) are required for
normal spermatogenesis.

� Follicle-stimulating hormone acts on Sertoli
cells and stimulates growth of the seminiferous
tubules and the initiation of spermatogenesis.

� Luteinizing hormone stimulates Leydig cells to
secrete testosterone and indirectly stimulates
spermatogenesis through the indispensable
actions of testosterone on the Sertoli cells.

� Testosterone promotes growth, differentiation,
and function of accessory sex organs in the

male genital tract and maintains their normal
function. It also promotes development and
maintenance of nongenital aspects of the male
phenotype, including actions on hair growth,
skeletal and muscle growth, and deepening of
the voice.

� The sexually indifferent gonad differentiates
into a testis under the influence of the product
of the sex-determining gene (SRY) on the Y
chromosome.

� The early embryo develops tubular structures
that can differentiate into the internal genitalia
of males (the wolffian ducts) or females
(Müllerian ducts).

� Development of the male phenotype requires
the production and secretion of testicular
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OVERVIEW

The testes serve the dual function of producing sperm
and hormones. The principal testicular hormone is the
steroid testosterone, which has an intratesticular role in
sperm production and an extratesticular role in promot-
ing delivery of sperm to the female genital tract. In this
respect, testosterone promotes development and main-
tenance of accessory sexual structures responsible for
nurturing gametes and ejecting them from the body,
development of secondary sexual characteristics that
make the man attractive to women, and those behavioral
characteristics that promote successful procreation.
Testicular function is driven by the pituitary through
the secretion of two gonadotropic hormones: follicle-
stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone
(LH). Secretion of these pituitary hormones is controlled
by: (1) the central nervous system, through intermittent
secretion of the hypothalamic hormone gonadotropin-
releasing hormone (GnRH); and (2) the testes, through
the secretion of testosterone and inhibin. Testosterone,
itspotentmetabolite5�-dihydrotestosterone,andanaddi-
tional testicular secretion called anti-müllerian hormone,
also function as determinants of sexual differentiation
during fetal life.

THE TESTES

The testes are paired ovoid organs located in the
scrotal sac outside the body cavity. The extra-abdominal
location, coupled with vascular countercurrent heat
exchangers and muscular reflexes that retract the testes
to the abdomen, permits testicular temperature to be
maintained constant at about 2�C below body tempera-
ture. For reasons that are not understood, this small
reduction in temperature is crucial for normal spermato-
genesis (sperm production). Failure of the testes to
descend into the scrotum results in failure of spermato-
genesis, although production of testosterone may be
maintained. The two principal functions of the testis—
sperm production and steroid hormone synthesis—are

carried out in morphologically distinct compartments.
Sperm are formed and develop within seminiferous
tubules, which comprise the bulk of testicular mass.
Testosterone is produced by the interstitial cells of Leydig,
which lie between the seminiferous tubules (Fig. 1). The
entire testis is encased in an inelastic fibrous capsule
consisting of three layers of dense connective tissue and
some smooth muscle.

Blood reaches the testes primarily through paired
spermatic arteries and is first cooled by heat exchange
with returning venous blood in the pampiniform plexus.
This complex tangle of blood vessels is formed by the
highly tortuous and convoluted artery intermingling
with equally tortuous venous branches that converge to
form the spermatic vein. This arrangement provides a
large surface area for warm arterial blood to transfer
heat to cooler venous blood across thin vascular walls.
Rewarmed venous blood returns to the systemic circu-
lation primarily through the internal spermatic veins.

Leydig cells are embedded in loose connective tissue
that fills the spaces between seminiferous tubules. They
are large polyhedral cells with an extensive smooth
endoplasmic reticulum characteristic of steroid-secreting
cells. Although extensive at birth, Leydig cells virtually
disappear after the first 6 months of postnatal life, only
to reappear more than a decade later with the onset of
puberty.

Seminiferous tubules are highly convoluted loops that
range from about 120 to 300 mm in diameter and from 30
to 70 cm in length. They are arranged in lobules bounded
by fibrous connective tissue. Each testis has hundreds of
such tubules that are connected at both ends to the rete
testis (Fig. 2). It has been estimated that, if laid end to
end, the seminiferous tubules of the human testes would
extend more than 250 m. The seminiferous epithelium
that lines the tubules consists of three types of cells:
spermatogonia, which are stem cells; spermatocytes,
which are in the process of becoming sperm; and Sertoli
cells, which nurture developing sperm and secrete a
variety of products into the blood and the lumens of
seminiferous tubules. Seminiferous tubules are surroun-
ded by a thin coating of peritubular epithelial cells, which

KEY POINTS (continued )
hormones; in the absence of testicular secre-
tions, the female phenotype develops.

� In adults, secretion of FSH and LH by the
pituitary gland is driven by the central nervous
system through the pulsatile release of the
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH).

� Secretion of FSH and LH are under negative
feedback control of testicular secretions.

� In the prepubertal period, there is less positive
drive for GnRH secretion than in the adult, and
there is greater sensitivity to negative feedback
inhibition.
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in some species are contractile and help propel the non-
motile sperm through the tubules toward the rete testis.

Spermatogenesis goes on continuously from puberty
to senescence along the entire length of the seminiferous
tubules. Though a continuous process, spermatogenesis
can be divided into three discrete phases: (1) mitotic
divisions, which replenish the spermatogonia and provide
the cells destined to become mature sperm; (2) meiotic
divisions, which reduce the chromosome number and
produce a cluster of haploid spermatids; and (3) trans-
formation of spermatids into mature sperm (spermio-
genesis), a process involving the loss of most of the
cytoplasm and the development of flagella. These events
occur along the length of the seminiferous tubules in a
definite temporal and spatial pattern. A spermatogenic
cycle includes all of the transformations from spermato-
gonium to spermatozoan and requires about 64 days.
As the cycle progresses, germ cells move from the basal
portion of the germinal epithelium toward the lumen.
Successive cycles begin before the previous one has been
completed, so that at any given point along a tubule
different stages of the cycle are seen at different depths

of the epithelium (Fig. 3). Spermatogenic cycles are
synchronized in adjacent groups of cells, but the cycles
are slightly advanced in similar groups of cells located
immediately upstream, so that cells at any given stage of
the spermatogenic cycle are spaced at regular intervals
along the length of the tubules. This complex series of
events ensures that mature spermatozoa are produced
continuously. About 2 million spermatogonia, each
giving rise to 64 sperm cells, begin this process in each
testis every day. Hundreds of millions of spermatozoa
are thus produced daily throughout six or more decades
of reproductive life.

Sertoli cells are remarkable polyfunctional cells whose
activities are intimately related to many aspects of the
formation and maturation of spermatozoa. They extend
through the entire thickness of the germinal epithelium
from basement membrane to lumen, and in the adult take
on exceedingly irregular shapes determined by the
changing conformation of the developing sperm cells
embedded in their cytoplasm (Fig. 4). Differentiating
sperm cells are isolated from the bloodstream and must
rely on Sertoli cells for their sustenance. Adjacent Sertoli

FIGURE 1 Histological section of human testis. The transected tubules show various stages

of spermatogenesis. (From Fawcett DW, A Textbook of histology, 11th ed., Philadelphia:

W.B. Saunders, 1986, p. 804. With permission.)
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cells arch above the clusters of spermatogonia that nestle
between them at the level of the basementmembrane, and
they form a series of tight junctions that limit passage
of physiologically relevant molecules into or out of
seminiferous tubules. This so-called blood–testis barrier
actually has selective permeability that allows rapid entry
of testosterone, for example, but virtually completely
excludes cholesterol. The physiological significance of
the blood–testis barrier has not been established, but it is
probably of some importance that spermatogonia are
located on the blood side of the barrier, whereas develop-
ing spermatids are restricted to the luminal side. In addi-
tion to harboring developing sperm, Sertoli cells secrete a
watery fluid that transports spermatozoa through the
seminiferous tubules and into the epididymis, where 99%
of the fluid is reabsorbed.

The remaining portion of the male reproductive tract
consistsofmodifiedexcretoryducts thatultimatelydeliver
sperm to the exterior along with secretions of accessory
glands that promote sperm survival and fertility. Sperm
leave the testis through multiple ductuli efferentes, whose
ciliated epithelium facilitates passage from the rete testis
into the highly convoluted and tortuous duct of the
epididymis. The epididymis is the primary area for
maturation and storage of sperm, which remain viable
within its confines for months.

Sperm are advanced through the epididymis, particu-
larly during sexual arousal, by rhythmic contractions
of circular smooth muscle surrounding the duct. At

ejaculation, sperm are expelled into the vas deferens and
ultimately through the urethra.An accessory storage area
for sperm lies in the ampulla of the vas deferens, posterior
to the seminal vesicles. These elongated, hollow evagina-
tions of the deferential ducts secrete a fluid rich in citric
acid and fructose that provides nourishment for the
sperm after ejaculation. Metabolism of fructose provides
the energy for sperm motility. Additional citrate and a
variety of enzymes are added to the ejaculate by the
prostate, which is the largest of the accessory secretory
glands. Sperm and the combined secretions of the
accessory glands make up the semen, of which less than
10% is sperm.

CONTROL OF TESTICULAR FUNCTION

Physiological activity of the testis is governed by two
pituitary gonadotropic hormones: follicle-stimulating
hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH) (see
Chapter 38). The same gonadotropic hormones are
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FIGURE 3 The formation of mammalian germ cells. Each primary

spermatogonia ultimately gives rise to 64 sperm cells. Cytokinesis is

incomplete in all but the earliest spermatogonial divisions, resulting in

expanding clones of germ cells that remain joined by intercellular

bridges. (From Fawcett DW, A Textbook of histology, 11th ed.,

Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 1986, p. 815. With permission.)
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FIGURE 2 Cutaway diagram of the architecture of the human testis.

(From Fawcett DW, A Textbook of histology, 11th ed., Philadelphia:

W.B. Saunders, 1986, p. 797; modified from Hamilton, Textbook of

human anatomy, London: Macmillan, 1957. With permission.)
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produced in pituitary glands of men and women, but,
because the physiology of these hormones has been
studied more extensively in women, the names that have
been adopted for them describe their activity in the
ovary (see Chapters 46 and 47). FSH and LH are closely
related glycoprotein hormones that consist of a common
� subunit and unique � subunits that confer FSH or LH
specificity. The three subunits are the products of three
genes that are regulated independently. Both gonado-
tropins are synthesized and secreted by a single class of
pituitary cells, the gonadotropes. Their sites of stimula-
tion of testicular function, however, are discrete, as LH
acts on the Leydig cells and FSH acts on the Sertoli cells
in the germinal epithelium.

Leydig Cells

The principal role of Leydig cells is synthesis and
secretion of testosterone in response to stimulation by
LH. Testosterone is an important paracrine regulator of
intratesticular functions as well as a hormonal regula-
tor of a variety of extratesticular cells. In addition to
stimulating steroidogenesis, LH controls the availability
of its own receptors (downregulation) andgoverns growth
and differentiation of Leydig cells. After hypophysec-
tomy of experimental animals, Leydig cells atrophy and
lose their extensive smooth endoplasmic reticulum where

the bulk of testosterone synthesis takes place. LH restores
them to normal and can produce frank hypertrophy if
given in excess. Leydig cells, which are abundant in
newborn baby boys, regress and die shortly after birth.
Secretion of LH at the onset of puberty causes dormant
Leydig cell precursors to proliferate and differentiate into
mature steroidogenic cells. In the fetus, growth and devel-
opment of Leydig cells depend initially on the placental
hormone, chorionic gonadotropin, which is present in high
concentrations and which stimulates LH receptors, and
later on LH secreted by the fetal pituitary gland.

The LH receptor is a member of the superfamily of
receptors that are coupled to heterotrimeric G-proteins.
LH stimulates the formation of cyclic adenosine mono-
phosphate (cAMP) (see Chapter 2), which in turn
activates protein kinase A and the subsequent phosphor-
ylation of proteins that promote steroidogenesis, gene
transcription, and other cellular functions. As with the
adrenal cortex (see Chapter 40), the initial step in the
synthesis of testosterone is the conversion of cholesterol
to pregnenolone. This reaction requires mobilization of
cholesterol from storage droplets and its translocation
from cytosol to the intramitochondrial compartment,
where cleavage of the side chain occurs. Access of choles-
terol to the P450scc enzyme in the mitochondria is
governed by a yet to be defined action of the steroid acute
regulatory protein (StAR) the expression and phosphor-
ylation of which are accelerated by cAMP. Stored choles-
terol may derive either from de novo synthesis within the
Leydig cell or from circulating cholesterol, which enters
the cell by receptor-mediated endocytosis of low-density
lipoproteins. The biochemical pathway for testosterone
biosynthesis is shown in Fig. 5. Neither LH nor cAMP
appears to accelerate the activity of any of the four
enzymes responsible for conversion of the 21-carbon
pregnenolone to testosterone. It may be recalled that the
rate of steroid hormone secretion, as well as synthesis, is
determined by the rate of conversion of cholesterol to
pregnenolone. However, in maintaining the functional
integrity of the Leydig cells, LHmaintains the levels of all
of the steroid-transforming enzymes. Transcription of
the gene that encodes P450c17, the enzyme responsible
for the two-step conversion of 21-carbon steroids to
19-carbon steroids, appears to be especially sensitive to
cAMP. Testosterone released from Leydig cells may
diffuse into nearby capillaries for transport in the general
circulation or may diffuse to nearby seminiferous tubu-
les, where it performs its essential role in spermatogenesis.

The testes also secrete small amounts of estradiol and
some androstenedione, which serves as a precursor for
extratesticular synthesis of estrogens. The Leydig cell is
the chief source of testicular estrogens, but immature
Sertoli cells have the capacity to convert testosterone to
estradiol. In addition, developing sperm cells express the
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FIGURE 4 Ultrastructure of the Sertoli cell and its relation to the

germ cells. The spermatocytes and early spermatids occupy niches in

the sides of the columnar supporting cell, whereas late spermatids

reside in deep recesses in its apex. (From Fawcett DW, A Textbook of

histology, 11th ed., Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 1986, p. 834. With

permission.)
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enzyme P450arom (aromatase) and may also convert
androgens to estrogens. Estradiol is present in seminal
fluid and may be essential for reabsorption of seminal
tubular fluid in the rete testis. The presence of estrogen
receptors in the epididymis and several testicular cells,
including Leydig cells, suggests that estradiol may have
other important actions in normal sperm formation and
maturation.

Germinal Epithelium

The function of the germinal epithelium is to produce
large numbers of sperm that are capable of fertilization.

The Sertoli cells, which are interposed between the
developing sperm and the vasculature, harbor and
nurture sperm as they mature. Sertoli cells are the only
cells known to express FSH receptors in human males
and therefore are the only targets of FSH. In the
immature testis, FSH increases Sertoli cell proliferation
and differentiation and probably maintains their func-
tional state throughout life; in its absence, testicular size
is severely reduced and sperm production, which is
limited by Sertoli cell availability, is severely restricted.
It has been known for many years that FSH, LH, and
testosterone all play vital roles in spermatogenesis. It is
likely that FSH indirectly regulates development of
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spermatogonia by stimulating Sertoli cells to produce
both growth and survival factors that prevent germ cell
apoptosis. Withdrawal of FSH and LH arrests spermato-
gonial development, which is the major rate-limiting
step in spermatogenesis. Once formed, spermatocytes
progress through meiosis normally in the absence of
gonadotropic support. Although FSH and testosterone
are required for initiation of normal rates of spermato-
genesis, sperm formation can be maintained indefinitely
with very high doses of testosterone alone or with
sufficient LH to stimulate testosterone production.

Sertoli cells lack receptors for LH but are richly
endowed with androgen receptors, indicating that the
actions of LH on Sertoli cell function are indirect and are
mediated by testosterone, which reaches them in high
concentration by diffusion from adjacent Leydig cells,
and perhaps also by peptide factors produced by Leydig
cells. Testosterone readily passes through the blood–
testis barrier and is found in high concentrations in
seminiferous fluid. However, the absence of androgen
receptors in developing human sperm cells indicates
that support of sperm cell development by testosterone
is also exerted indirectly by way of the Sertoli cells.
Although testosterone is critically important for sper-
matogenesis, it is ineffective in this regard when adminis-
tered in amounts sufficient to restore normal blood
concentrations. For reasons that are not understood,
the intratesticular concentration needed to support

spermatogenesis is many times higher than that necessary
to saturate androgen receptors. The concentration of
testosterone in testicular venous blood is 40 to 50 times
that found in peripheral blood, and its concentration in
aspirates of human testicular fluid is more than 100 times
higher than the concentration found in blood plasma.

The FSH receptor is closely related to the LH receptor,
and, when stimulated, activates adenylyl cyclase through
the agency of the stimulatory alpha G protein (G�s; see
Chapter 2). The resulting activation of protein kinase A
catalyzes phosphorylation of proteins that regulate the
cytoskeletal elements that maintain the tortuous shape
of these cells, production of the membrane glycopro-
teins that govern adherence to developing sperm, and
expression of specific genes that code for proteins that
directly and indirectly regulate germ cell development
(Fig. 6). Some of the proteins secreted by Sertoli cells into
the seminiferous tubules are thought to facilitate germ
cell maturation in the epididymis and perhapsmore distal
portions of the reproductive tract. Upon stimulation by
FSH, Sertoli cells may also secrete paracrine factors that
enhance Leydig cell responses to LH.

FSH and testosterone have overlapping actions on
Sertoli cells and act synergistically, but the precise actions
of each remain unknown. Recently described ‘‘experi-
ments of nature’’ have shed some light on the relative
importance of FSH and testosterone in spermatogenesis.
Inactivating mutations of the � subunit of LH in humans
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FIGURE 6 Actions of FSH and LH on the testis. FSH acts directly only on Sertoli cells,

while LH acts directly solely on Leydig cells. Paracrine cross-talk between mediated by

growth factors likely takes place between Sertoli and Leydig cells and between Sertoli cells

and germ cells. cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; PKA, protein kinase A; CREB,

cAMP response element binding protein; StAR, steroid acute regulatory protein; P450c17,
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or rodents results in total failure of spermatogenesis,
despite normal prenatal sexual development (see below),
suggesting that testosterone is indispensable. In contrast,
inactivating mutations of the gene for the FSH receptor
did not prevent affected men or mice from fathering off-
spring. Thus, FSH apparently is not absolutely required
for spermatogenesis, but the patients and rodents with
inactiveFSHreceptorshadsmall testes, lowspermcounts,
and a preponderance of defective sperm. Stimulation by
FSH at some period of life, then, is required for produc-
tion of a normal quantity and quality of sperm.

TESTOSTERONE

Secretion and Metabolism

Testosterone is the principal androgen secreted by the
mature testis. The normal young man produces about
7 mg each day, of which less than 5% is derived from
adrenal secretions. This amount decreases somewhat
with age, so that by the seventh decade and beyond
testosterone production may have decreased to 4 mg per
day; however, in the absence of illness or injury, men do
not experience a sharp drop in testosterone production
akin to the abrupt cessation of estrogen production in
the postmenopausal woman. As with the other steroid
hormones, testosterone in blood is largely bound to
plasma protein, with only about 2 to 3% present as free
hormone. About 50% is bound to albumin and about
45% to sex-hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), which
is also called testosterone–estradiol-binding globulin
(TeBG). This glycoprotein binds both estrogen and
testosterone, but its single binding site has a higher
affinity for testosterone. Its concentration in plasma is
decreased by androgens. Consequently, SHBG is more
than twice as abundant in the circulation of women than
men. In addition to its functions as a carrier protein,
SHBG may also act as an enhancer of hormone action.
Persuasive evidence has been amassed to indicate that
SHBG binds to specific receptors on cell membranes and
increases the formation of cAMP when its steroid
binding site is occupied. The nature of the receptor has
not been characterized, nor has the physiological impor-
tance of this action been established. Although testoster-
one decreases expression of SHBG in hepatocytes, both
testosterone and FSH increase transcription of the same
gene in Sertoli cells, where its protein product was given
the name androgen-binding protein (ABP) before its
identity with SHBG was known. ABP is secreted into the
lumens of seminiferous tubules.

Testosterone that is not bound to plasma proteins
diffuses out of capillaries and enters nontarget as well
as target cells. In some respects, testosterone can be

considered to be a prohormone, because it is converted
in extratesticular tissues to other biologically active
steroids. Testosterone may be reduced to the more potent
androgen, 5�-dihydrotestosterone, in the liver in a reac-
tion catalyzed by the enzyme 5�-reductase type I and
returned to the blood. This enzyme is a component of the
steroid hormone degradative pathway and also reduces
21-carbon adrenal steroids. Testosterone is also reduced
to dihydrotestosterone in the cytoplasm of its target cells
mainly through the catalytic activity of 5�-reductase type
II, whose abundance in these cells is increased by the
actions of testosterone. Dihydrotestosterone is only
about 5% as abundant in blood as testosterone and is
derived primarily from extratesticular metabolism. Some
testosterone is also metabolized to estradiol (Fig. 7) in
both androgen target and nontarget tissues. A variety of
cells, including some in brain, breast, and adipose tissue,
can convert testosterone and androstenedione to estra-
diol and estrone, which produce cellular effects that are
different from, and sometimes opposite to, those of
testosterone. The concentration of estrogens in blood of
normal men is similar to that of women in the early
follicular phase of the menstrual cycle (see Chapter 46).
About two-thirds of these estrogens are formed from
androgen outside of the testis. Although less than 1% of
the peripheral pool of testosterone is converted to
estrogens, it is important to recognize that estradiol
produces its biological effects at concentrations that are
far below those required for androgens to produce their
effects. In other tissues, including liver, reduction cata-
lyzed by 5�-reductase destroys androgenic potency.
The liver is the principal site of degradation of testoster-
one and releases water-soluble sulfate or glucuronide
conjugates into blood for excretion in the urine.

Mechanism of Action

Like other steroid hormones, testosterone penetrates
the target cells whose growth and function it stimulates.
Androgen target cells generally convert testosterone to
5�-dihydrotestosterone before it binds to the androgen
receptor. The androgen receptor is a ligand-dependent
transcription factor that belongs to the nuclear receptor
superfamily (see Chapter 2). It binds both testosterone
and dihydrotestosterone, but the dihydro- form dissoci-
ates from the receptor much more slowly than testoster-
one and therefore is the predominant androgen associated
with DNA. It is likely that the higher affinity of dihydro-
testosterone for the androgen receptor accounts for its
greater biological potency compared to testosterone.
Upon binding testosterone or dihydrotestosterone, the
liganded receptor complex binds to androgen response
elements in specific target genes and, along with a cell-
specific array of transcription factors and coactivators,
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regulates expression of a cadre of genes that are char-
acteristic of each particular target cell. These events are
summarized in Fig. 8. Some nongenomic actions of
testosterone have also been described and include rapid
increases in intracellular calcium. We do not understand
the cellular mechanisms of these effects or their physio-
logical importance.

Effects on the Male Genital Tract

Testosterone promotes growth, differentiation, and
function of accessory organs of reproduction. Its effects
on growth of the genital tract begin early in embryonic
life andarenot completeduntil adolescence, after an inter-
ruption of more than a decade. Maintenance of normal
reproductive function in the adult also depends on con-
tinued testosterone secretion. The secretory epithelia of

the seminal vesicles and prostate atrophy after castration
but can be restored with injections of androgen.

Effects on Secondary Sexual Characteristics

In addition to its effect on organs directly related to
transport and delivery of sperm, testosterone affects a
variety of other tissues and thus contributes to the
morphological and psychological components of mascu-
linity. These characteristics are clearly an integral part of
reproduction, for they are related to the attractiveness
of the male to the female. During early adolescence,
androgens that arise from the adrenals and later from the
testes stimulate growth of pubic hair. Growth of chest,
axillary, and facial hair is also stimulated, but scalp hair is
affected in the opposite manner. Recession of hair at the
temples is a typical response to androgen, and adequate
amounts allow expression of genes for baldness. Growth

Clinical Note

Prostate-Specific Antigen (PSA)

One of the proteins whose expression in the
prostate is stimulated by dihydrotestosterone is the
so-called prostate-specific antigen (PSA), which is
found in blood in high concentrations in patients
afflicted with prostate cancer. Its abundance in

plasma is now widely used diagnostically as a
marker of prostate cancer. PSA is a serine protease
synthesized in the columnar cells of the glandular
epithelium and secreted into the semen. Cleavage
of seminogelin by PSA causes liquefaction of the
ejaculate and is thought to increase sperm mobility.
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FIGURE 7 Metabolism of testosterone. Most of the testosterone secreted each day is

degraded by the liver and other tissues by reduction of the A ring, oxidation of the 17

hydroxyl group, and conjugation with polar substituents. Conversion to 5�-dihydrotesto-

sterone takes place in target cells catalyzed mainly by the type II dehydrogenase and in

nontarget cells mainly but not exclusively by the type I dehydrogenase. Aromatization of

testosterone to estradiol may occur directly or after conversion to androstenedione. Note

that 5-� dihydrotestosterone cannot be aromatized or reconverted to testosterone.
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and secretion of sebaceous glands in the skin are also
stimulated, a phenomenon undoubtedly related to the
acne of adolescence. Dihydrotestosterone is the impor-
tant androgen for recession of scalp hair and stimulation
of the sebaceous glands.

Androgen secretion atpuberty stimulates growthof the
larynx and thickening of the vocal chords, thus lowering
the pitch of the voice. Also at this time, the characteristic
adolescent growth spurt results from an interplay of
testosterone and growth hormone (see Chapter 44) that
promotes growth of the vertebrae and long bones.
Development of the shoulder girdle is pronounced. This
growth is self-limiting, as androgens, after extragonadal
conversion to estrogens, accelerate epiphyseal closure
(see Chapter 44). Androgens promote growth of muscle,
especially in the upper torso. Indeed, men have almost
half again as much muscle mass as women. In some
animals, the temporal and masseter muscles are particu-
larly sensitive to androgenic stimulation. Growth and
nitrogen retention, of course, are also related to stimula-
tion of appetite and increased food intake. Accordingly,
androgens bring about increased physical vigor and
a feeling of well-being. Testosterone also stimulates red
blood cell production by direct effects on bone marrow
and by stimulating secretion of the hormone

erythropoietin from the kidney. This action of androgens
accounts for the higher hematocrit in men than women.
In both men and women, androgens increase sexual
drive (libido).

SEXUAL DIFFERENTIATION

Primordial components of both male and female
reproductive tracts are present in early embryos of both
sexes, and their development is either stimulated or
suppressed by humoral factors arising in the testes. The
indifferent gonads present in the early embryo differ-
entiate into testes under the influence of the product of
the sex determining gene SRY (for sex-determining
region of the Y chromosome). By about the seventh week
of embryonic life, the medulla of the primitive gonad
becomes distinguishable as a testis with the appearance
of cords of cells that give rise to seminiferous tubules.
Leydig cells appear about 10 days later and undergo
rapid proliferation for the next 6 to 8 weeks in response
to chorionic gonadotropin, which is produced by the
placenta in large amounts at this time, and perhaps also
to LH secreted by the fetal pituitary gland. Fetal Leydig
cells secrete sufficient testosterone to raise blood concen-
trations to the same levels as those seen in adult men.
Testosterone accumulation is enhanced by an additional
effect of the SRY gene product, which blocks expression
of aromatase and thus prevents conversion of testoster-
one to estrogens.

Development of Internal Reproductive

Ducts and Their Derivatives

Regardless of its genetic sex, the embryo has the
potential to develop phenotypically either as male or
female. The pattern for female development is expressed
unless overridden by secretions of the fetal testis. The
early embryo develops two sets of ducts that are the pre-
cursors of either male or female internal genitalia (Fig. 9).
Seminal vesicles, epididymes, and vasa deferentia arise
from primitive mesonephric, or wolffian, ducts. Internal
genitalia of the female, including the uterus, fallopian
tubes, and upper vagina, develop from paramesonephric,
orMüllerian, ducts.When stimulated by testosterone, the
wolffian ducts differentiate into male reproductive struc-
tures, but in the absence of androgen they regress and
disappear. In contrast, Müllerian ducts develop into
female reproductive structures unless actively suppressed.
Testosterone does not stimulate müllerian regression.
Under the influence of the SRY gene product and specific
transcription factors, Sertoli cells in newly differentia-
ted seminiferous tubules secrete a glycoprotein called
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FIGURE 8 Action of testosterone. Testosterone (T) enters its target

cell and binds to its nuclear androgen receptor (AR) either directly or

after it is converted to dihydrotestosterone (DHT). The thickness of

the arrows reflects the quantitative importance of each reaction. The

hormone–receptor complex binds to DNA along with a variety of cell

specific nuclear regulatory proteins to induce formation of the RNA

that encodes the proteins that express effects of the hormone. Not

shown: Testosterone may also bind to membrane receptors and initiate

rapid ionic changes that may reinforce its genomic effects. Testoster-

one may also produce rapid changes in cAMP through the binding of

the sex-hormone-binding globulin (SHBG) to surface receptors.
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anti-müllerian hormone (AMH), which causes apoptosis
of tubular epithelial cells and reabsorption of the
Müllerian ducts. In experiments in which only one testis
was removed from embryonic rabbits, theMüllerian duct
regressed only on the side with the remaining gonad,
indicating that anti-müllerian hormone must act locally
as a paracrine factor. The wolffian duct regressed on the
opposite side, suggesting that testosterone, too, must act
locally to sustain the adjacent wolffian duct, as the
amounts that reached the contralateral duct through
the circulation were inadequate to prevent its regression
(Fig. 10).

Sertoli cell production of AMH is not limited to the
embryonic period but continues into adulthood. AMH is
present in adult blood serum and in seminal plasma,
where it binds to sperm and may increase their motility.
Plasma concentrations of AMH are highest in the pre-
pubertal period and fall as testosterone concentrations
rise. Its secretion is stimulated by FSH and strongly
inhibited by testosterone. In the testis, AMH inhibits
Leydig cell differentiation and expression of steroido-
genic enzymes, particularly P450c17. AMH is also
expressed in the adult ovary and is found in the plasma
of women as well as men. No extragonadal role for AMH
in adults has yet been established.

AMH is a member of the transforming growth factor
� (TGF-�) family of growth factors. As for other
members of the TGF-� family, AMH signals by way of
membrane receptors that have intrinsic enzymatic activ-
ity that catalyzes phosphorylation of proteins on serine
and threonine residues. The AMH receptor consists of
two non-identical subunits, each of which has a single

membrane-spanning region and an intracellular kinase
domain. Binding of AMH to its specific primary recep-
tor causes it to complex with and phosphorylate a
secondary signal-transducing subunit that may also be a
component of receptors for other agonists of the TGF-�
family. The activated receptor complex associates with
and phosphorylates cytosolic proteins called Smads,
which enter the nucleus and activate transcription of
specific genes (Fig. 11).

Development of the External Genitalia

The urogenital sinus and genital tubercle are the
primitive structures that give rise to the external
genitalia in both sexes. Masculinization of these struc-
tures to form the penis, scrotum, and prostate gland
depends on secretion of testosterone by the fetal testis.
Unless stimulated by androgen, these structures develop
into female external genitalia. When there is insufficient
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FIGURE 10 Normal development of the male and female repro-

ductive tracts. Tissues destined to form the male tract are shown in

blue; tissues that develop into the female tract are shown in gray.

Bilateral castration of either male or female embryos results in

development of the female pattern. Early unilateral castration of male

embryos results in development of the normal male duct system on the

side with the remaining gonad, but female development on the

contralateral side. This pattern develops because both testosterone and

anti-müllerian hormone act as paracrine factors. (Modified from Jost A,

In: Jones HW, Scott WW, Eds., Hermaphroditism, genital anomalies

and related endocrine disorders, 2nd ed., Baltimore, MD: Williams &

Wilkins, 1971, p. 16.)
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androgen in male embryos, or too much androgen in
female embryos, differentiation is incomplete and the
external genitalia are ambiguous. Differentiation of the
masculine external genitalia depends on dihydrotestos-
terone rather than testosterone. The 5�-reductase type II
responsible for conversion of testosterone to dihydro-
testosterone is present in tissues destined to become
external genitalia even before the testis starts to secrete
testosterone. In contrast, this enzyme does not appear in
tissues derived from the wolffian ducts until after they
differentiate, indicating that testosterone rather than
dihydrotestosterone was the signal for differentiation of
the wolffian derivatives.

The importance of androgen action in sexual devel-
opment is highlighted by a fascinating human syndrome
called testicular feminization, which can be traced to an
inherited defect in the single gene on the X chromosome
that encodes the androgen receptor. Afflicted individuals

have the normal female phenotype but have sparse
pubic and axillary hair and no menstrual cycles.
Genetically, they are male and have intra-abdominal
testes and circulating concentrations of testosterone and
estradiol that are within the range found in normal men,
but their tissues are totally unresponsive to androgens.
Their external genitalia are female because, as already
mentioned, the primordial tissues develop in the female
pattern unless stimulated by androgen. Because AMH
production and responsiveness are normal and their
wolffian ducts are unable to respond to androgen, both
of these duct systems regress and neither male nor
female internal genitalia develop. Secondary sexual
characteristics including breast development appear at
puberty in response to unopposed action of estrogens
formed extragonadally from testosterone.

Postnatal Development

Aside from a brief surge in androgen production
during the immediate neonatal period, testicular function
enters a period of quiescence, and further development of
the male genital tract is arrested until the onset of
puberty. Increased production of testosterone at puberty
promotes growth of the penis and scrotum and increases
pigmentation of the genitalia as well as the depth of rugal
folds in scrotal skin. Further growth of the prostate,
seminal vesicles, and epididymes also occurs at this time.
Although differentiation of the epididymes and seminal
vesicles was independent of dihydrotestosterone during
the early fetal period, later acquisition of 5�-reductase
type II makes this more active androgen the dominant
form stimulating growth and secretory activity during the
pubertal period. Increased secretion of FSH at puberty
stimulates multiplication of Sertoli cells and growth of
the seminiferous tubules, which constitute the bulk of the
testicular mass.

The importance of some of the foregoing information
is highlighted by another interesting genetic disorder that
has been described as ‘‘penis at twelve.’’ Affected individ-
uals have a deletion or inactivating mutation in the gene
that codes for 5�-reductase type II and cannot convert
testosterone to dihydrotestosterone in derivatives of the
genital tubercule. Although testes and wolffian deriva-
tives develop normally, the prostate gland is absent, and
external genitalia at birth are ambiguous or overtly
feminine. Affected children have been raised as females.
With the onset of puberty, testosterone production
increases, and there is an increase in the expression of
5�-reductase type I in the skin. Significant growth of the
penis occurs at this time in response to the 5�-dihydro-
testosterone produced in the liver and skin by the
catalytic activity of 5�-reductase type I.
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REGULATION OF TESTICULAR FUNCTION

Testicular function, as we have seen, depends on
stimulation by two pituitary hormones, FSH and LH.
Without them, the testes lose spermatogenic and steroi-
dogenic capacities and either atrophy or fail to develop.
Secretion of these hormones by the pituitary gland is
driven by the central nervous system through its secretion
of the gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH), which
reaches the pituitary by way of the hypophysial portal
blood vessels (see Chapter 38). Separation of the pituitary
gland from its vascular linkage to the hypothalamus
results in total cessation of gonadotropin secretion and
testicular atrophy. The central nervous system and the
pituitary gland are kept apprised of testicular activity
by signals related to each of the testicular functions:
steroidogenesis and gametogenesis. Characteristic of a
negative feedback, signals from the testis are inhibitory.
Castration results in a prompt increase in secretion of
both FSH and LH. The central nervous system also
receivesand integratesother informationfromthe internal
and external environments andmodifies GnRH secretion
accordingly.

Gonadotropin-Releasing Hormone and the

Hypothalamic Pulse Generator

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone is a decapeptide
produced by a diffuse network of about 2000 neurons
whose perikarya are located primarily in the arcuate
nuclei in the medial basal hypothalamus and whose
axons terminate in the median eminence in the vicinity
of the hypophysial portal capillaries. GnRH-secreting
neurons also project to other parts of the brain and may
mediate some aspects of sexual behavior. GnRH is
released into the hypophysial portal circulation in discrete
pulses at regular intervals ranging from about one every
hour to one every 3 hours or longer. Each pulse lasts only
a fewminutes, and the secretedGnRH disappears rapidly
with a half-life of about 4 minutes. GnRH secretion is
difficult to monitor directly because hypophysial portal
blood is inaccessible and because its concentration in
peripheral blood is too low tomeasure even with themost
sensitive assays. The pulsatile nature of GnRH secretion
has been inferred from results of frequent measurements
of LH concentrations in peripheral blood (Fig. 12).
FSH concentrations tend to fluctuate much less, largely
because FSH has a longer half-life than LH, 2 to 3 hours
compared to 20 to 30 minutes.

Pulsatile secretion requires synchronous firing of
many neurons, which therefore must be in communica-
tion with each other and with a common pulse generator.
Because pulsatile secretion of GnRH continues even after

experimental disconnection of the medial basal hypothal-
amus from the rest of the central nervous system, the
pulse generator must be located within this small portion
of the hypothalamus. Pulsatile secretion of GnRH by
neurons maintained in tissue culture indicate that
episodic secretion is an intrinsic property of GnRH
neurons. There is good correspondence between electri-
cal activity in the arcuate nuclei and LH concentrations
in blood, as determined in rhesus monkeys fitted with
permanently implanted electrodes. The frequency and
amplitude of secretory pulses and corresponding elec-
trical activity can be modified experimentally (Fig. 13)
and are regulated physiologically by gonadal steroids and
probably by other information processed within the
central nervous system.

The significance of the pulsatile nature of GnRH
secretion became evident in studies of reproductive func-
tion in rhesus monkeys whose arcuate nuclei had been
destroyed and whose secretion of LH and FSH therefore
came to a halt. When GnRH was given as a constant
infusion, gonadotropin secretion was restored only for a
short while. FSH and LH secretion soon decreased and
stopped even though the infusion of GnRH continued.
Only when GnRH was administered intermittently for
a few minutes of each hour was it possible to sustain
normal gonadotropin secretion in these monkeys. Similar
results have been obtained in human patients and applied
therapeutically.

The cellular mechanisms that account for the complex
effects of GnRH on gonadotropes are not fully under-
stood. The GnRH receptor is a G-protein coupled hepti-
helical receptor that activates phospholipase C through
G�q (Chapter 2). The resulting formation of inositol
trisphosphate (IP3) and diacylglycerol (DAG) results in
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mobilization of intracellular calcium and activation of
protein kinase C. Transcription of genes for FSH�, LH�,
and the common � subunit depends upon increased
cytosolic calcium and several protein kinases for which
the activation pathways are not understood. Secretion of
gonadotropins depends upon the increase in intracellular
calcium achieved by mobilizing calcium from intracellu-
lar stores and by activating membrane calcium channels.
Desensitization of gonadotropes after prolonged unin-
terrupted exposure to GnRH appears to result from the
combined effects of downregulation of GnRH receptors,
downregulation of calcium channels associated with
secretion, and a decrease in the releasable storage pool
of gonadotropin.

Negative Feedback Regulators

The hormones FSH and LH originate in the same
pituitary cell whose secretory activity is stimulated by

the same hypothalamic hormone, GnRH. Nevertheless,
secretion of FSH is controlled independently of LH
secretion by negative feedback signals that relate to the
separate functions of the two gonadotropins. Although
castration is followed by increased secretion of both
FSHandLH, only LH is restored to normal when physio-
logical amounts of testosterone are given. Failure of
testicular descent into the scrotum (cryptorchidism) may
result in destruction of the germinal epithelium without
affecting Leydig cells. With this condition, blood levels
of testosterone and LH are normal, but FSH is elevated.
Thus, testosterone, which is secreted in response to LH,
acts as a feedback regulator of LH and hence of its own
secretion. By this reasoning, we would expect that
spermatogenesis, which is stimulated by FSH, might be
associated with secretion of a substance that reflects
gamete production. Indeed, FSH stimulates the Sertoli
cells to synthesize and secrete a glycoprotein called
inhibin, which acts as a feedback inhibitor of FSH.

Clinical Note

GnRH Deficiency

Persons who are deficient in GnRH fail to
experience pubertal development and remain
sexually juvenile. GnRH deficiency is treated with
the aid of a pump that delivers GnRH under the
skin in intermittent pulses every 2 hours. This
regimen induces pubertal development and
normal reproductive function. Treatment with a

long-acting analog of GnRH that provides
constant stimulation to the pituitary is ineffective
in restoring normal function. Because treatment
with a long-acting analog of GnRH desensitizes
the pituitary gland and blocks gonadotropin
secretion, this regimen has been used success-
fully to arrest premature sexual development in
children suffering from precocious puberty.
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Inhibin, which was originally purified from follicular
fluid of the pig ovary, is a disulfide-linked heterodimer
comprised of an � subunit and either of two forms of a �
subunit, �A or �B. The physiologically important form
of inhibin secreted by the human testis is the ��B dimer
called inhibin B. Its concentration in blood plasma is
reflective of the number of functioning Sertoli cells and
spermatogenesis. Both inhibin A and inhibin B are
produced by the ovary (see Chapter 46). Little is known
about the significance of alternate � subunits or the
factors that determine when each form is produced. All
three subunits are encoded in separate genes and
presumably are regulated independently. They are
members of the same family of growth factors that
includes AMH and TGF-�. Of additional interest is the
finding that dimers formed from two � subunits produce
effects that are opposite those of the �� dimer and
stimulate FSH release from gonadotropes maintained in
tissue culture. These compounds are called activins and
function in a paracrine mode in the testis and many other
tissues. While the production of the � subunit is largely
confined to male and female gonads, � subunits are
produced in many extragonadal tissues where activins
mediate a variety of functions. Activins are produced in
the pituitary and appear to play a supportive role in
FSH production. The pituitary and other tissues also
produce an unrelated protein called follistatin, which
binds activins and blocks their actions.

The feedback relations that fit best with our current
understanding of the regulation of testicular function in
the adult male are shown in Fig. 14. Pulses of GnRH
originating in the arcuate nuclei evoke secretion of both
FSH and LH by the anterior pituitary. FSH and LH are
positive effectors of testicular function and stimulate
release of inhibin and testosterone, respectively. Testo-
sterone has an intratesticular action that reinforces the
effects of FSH. It also travels through the circulation to
the hypothalamus, where it exerts its negative feedback
effect primarily by slowing the frequency of GnRH
pulses. Because secretion of LH is more sensitive to
frequency of stimulation than is secretion of FSH,
decreases in GnRH pulse frequency lower the ratio of
LH to FSH in the gonadotropic output. In the castrate
monkey, the hypothalamic pulse generator discharges
once per hour and slows to once every 2 hours after
testosterone is replaced. This rate is about the same as
that seen in normal men. The higher frequency in the
castrate triggers more frequent bursts of gonadotropin
secretion, resulting in higher blood levels of both FSH
and LH. Testosterone may also decrease the amplitude
of the GnRH pulses somewhat and may also exert some
direct restraint on LH release from gonadotropes. In
high enough concentrations, testosterone may inhibit
GnRH release sufficiently to shut off secretion of both

gonadotropic hormones. The negative feedback effect of
inhibin appears to be exerted exclusively on gonado-
tropes to inhibit FSH� transcription and FSH secretion
in response to GnRH. Some evidence indicates that
inhibin may also exert local effects on Leydig cells to
enhance testosterone production.

Prepuberty

Testicular function is critical for development of the
normal masculine phenotype early in the prenatal period.
All of the elements of the control system are present in the
early embryo. GnRH and gonadotropins are detectable
at about the time that testosterone begins stimulating
wolffian duct development. The hypothalamic GnRH
pulse generator and its negative feedback control are
functional in the newborn. Both the frequency and
amplitude of GnRH and LH pulses are similar to those
observed in the adult. After about the sixth month of
postnatal life and for the remainder of the juvenile
period, the GnRH pulse generator is restrained and
gonadotropin secretion is low. The amplitude and
frequency of GnRH pulses decline but do not disappear,
and responsiveness of the gonadotropes to GnRH
diminishes. It is evident that negative feedback regulation
remains operative, however, because blood levels of
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FIGURE 14 Negative feedback regulation of testicular function;
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gonadotropins increase after gonadectomy in prepuber-
tal subjects and fall with gonadal hormone administra-
tion. The system is extremely sensitive to feedback
inhibition during this time, but suppression of the pulse
generator cannot be explained simply as a change in the
set point for feedback inhibition. The plasma concentra-
tion of gonadotropins is high in juvenile subjects whose
testes have failed to develop and who consequently lack
testosterone, but rise even higher when these subjects
reach the age when puberty would normally occur. Thus,
restraint of the GnRH pulse generator imposed by the
central nervous systemdiminishes at the onset of puberty.

Early stages of puberty are characterized by the
appearance of high-amplitude pulses of LH during
sleep (Fig. 15). Testosterone concentrations in plasma
follow the gonadotropins, and there is a distinct day/
night pattern. As puberty progresses, high-amplitude
pulses are distributed throughout the day at the adult
frequency of about one every 2 hours. Sensitivity of the
pituitary gland to GnRH increases during puberty,
possibly as a result of a self-priming effect of GnRH on
gonadotropes. GnRH increases the amount of releasable
FSH and LH in the gonadotropes and may also increase
the number of its receptors on the gonadotrope surface.
The underlying neural mechanisms for suppression of the
GnRH pulse generator in the juvenile period are not
understood. Increased inhibitory input from neuropep-
tide Y (NPY)- and �-aminobutyric acid (GABA)-secret-
ing neurons has been observed, but neither the factors

that produce nor terminate such input are understood.
Clearly, the onset of reproductive capacity is influenced
by, and must be coordinated with, metabolic factors and
attainment of physical size. In this regard, as we have seen
(Chapter 44) puberty is intimately related to growth.
Onset of puberty, especially in girls, has long been asso-
ciated with adequacy of body fat stores, and it appears
that adequate circulating concentrations of leptin
(Chapter 43) are permissive for the onset of puberty,
but available evidence indicates that leptin is not the
trigger. It is likely that some confluence of genetic,
developmental, and nutritional factors signals readiness
for reproductive development and function.
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KEY POINTS
� The ovaries have the dual function of producing

gametes and hormones.
� Ova are produced in the ovarian follicles, which

also produce estradiol and inhibin.
� After release of the ovum, the follicle is reorga-

nized to form the corpus luteum, which secretes
progesterone, estradiol, and the peptide hor-
mones inhibin and relaxin.

� Estrogen and progesterone are derived from
cholesterol. Their concentrations in blood vary
widely and they circulate bound to plasma

proteins. They are inactivated by the liver and
excreted by the kidneys.

� The ovarian cycle lasts about 28 days and
consists of a follicular phase (12–14 days), in
which the follicle grows to maturity; ovulation
(1 day); and a luteal phase (12–14 days), in
which the corpus luteum functions for its
programmed life-span.

� A sharp increase in secretion of luteinizing
hormone (LH) and to a lesser extent follicle-
stimulating hormone (FSH) triggers ovulation.
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OVERVIEW

The ovaries serve the dual function of producing eggs
and the hormones that support reproductive functions.
Unlike men, in whom large numbers of gametes are
produced continuously from stem cells, women release
only one gamete at a time from a limited pool of
preformed gametes in a process that is repeated at regular
monthly intervals. Each interval encompasses the time
needed for the ovum to develop, for preparation of the
reproductive tract to receive the fertilized ovum, and for
that ovum to become fertilized and pregnancy to be
established. If the ovary does not receive a signal that an
embryo has begun to develop, the process of gamete
maturation begins anew. The principal ovarian hormones
are the steroids estradiol and progesterone and the peptide
inhibin, which orchestrate the cyclic series of events that
unfold in the ovary, pituitary, and reproductive tract. As
the ovum develops within its follicle, estradiol stimulates
growth of the structures of the reproductive tract that
receive the sperm, facilitate fertilization, and ultimately
house the developing embryo. Estradiol along with a
variety of peptide growth factors produced in the
developing follicle acts within the follicle to stimulate
proliferation and secretory functions of granulosa cells
and thereby enhances its own production. Progesterone
is produced by the corpus luteum that develops from the
follicle after the egg is shed. It prepares the uterus for

successful implantation and growth of the embryo and is
absolutely required for the maintenance of pregnancy.
Ovarian function is driven by the two pituitary gonado-
tropins follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and lutein-
zing hormone (LH), which stimulate ovarian steroid
production, growth of the follicle, ovulation, and devel-
opment of the corpus luteum. Secretion of these
hormones depends on stimulatory input from the hypo-
thalamus through the gonadotropin-releasing hormone
(GnRH) and complex inhibitory and stimulatory input
from ovarian steroid and peptide hormones.

FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE TRACT

Ovaries

The adult human ovaries are paired, flattened ellipsoid
structures that measure about 5 cm in their longest
dimension. They lie within the pelvic area of the abdom-
inal cavity attached to the broad ligaments that extend
from either side of the uterus by peritoneal folds called
themesovaria. Both the gamete-producing and hormone-
producing functions of the ovary take place in the outer
or cortical portion. It is within the ovarian cortex that the
precursors of the female gametes, the oocytes, are stored
and develop into ova (eggs). The functional unit is the
ovarian follicle, which initially consists of a single oocyte

KEY POINTS (continued )
� Luteinizing hormone causes granulosa cells to

differentiate to form the corpus luteum and sti-
mulates the corpus luteum to secrete hormones.

� Estrogens promote growth and function of the
reproductive tract and stimulate proliferation of
the endometrial lining. Estrogens also promote
growth of the mammary glands.

� Progesterone promotes endometrial differen-
tiation and, in conjunction with estrodiol,
promotes mammary growth.

� Loss of estrogen and progesterone when the
corpus luteum regresses results in shedding of
the endometrial lining that was built up and
sustained by these hormones (menstruation).

� Secretion of FSH and LH is stimulated by
intermittent release of gonadotropin-releasing
hormone (GnRH) by neurons in the arcuate
nuclei of the hypothalamus.

� Secretion of FSH and LH during the follicular
and luteal phases of the cycle is restrained by

the negative feedback effects of ovarian
hormones (negative feedback).

� Growth in the number and secretory capacity
of granulosa cells during the follicular phase
results in increasing blood concentrations of
estradiol, which, upon reaching sustained high
levels, triggers release of the ovulatory burst of
LH and FSH (positive feedback).

� Negative feedback effects of progesterone on
the hypothalamus slow the frequency of GnRH
pulses and, on the pituitary, block the estrogen-
induced surge of gonadotropin secretion.

� Both negative and positive feedback effects of
estradiol are exerted primarily on the pituitary
and can occur without a change in the pattern
of GnRH secretion, but GnRH pulses increase in
magnitude coincident with release of the
ovulatory burst of gonadotropin secretion.

� Cues for timing critical events in the menstrual
cycle arise in the ovary.
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surrounded by a layer of granulosa cells enclosed within a
basement membrane, the basal lamina, which separates
the follicle from cortical stroma. When they emerge from
the resting stage, follicles become ensheathed in a layer of
specialized cells called the theca folliculi. Follicles inmany
stages of development are found in the cortex of the adult
ovary along with structures that form when the mature
ovum is released by the process of ovulation. Ovarian
follicles, in which the ova develop and the corpora lutea
derived from them, are also the sites of ovarian hormone
production. The inner portion of the ovary, the medulla,
consists chiefly of vascular elements that arise from
anastomoses of the uterine and ovarian arteries. A rich
supply of unmyelinated nerve fibers also enters the
medulla along with blood vessels (Fig. 1).

Folliculogenesis

In contrast to the testis, which produces hundreds of
millions of sperm each day, the ovary normally produces
a single mature ovum about once each month. The testis
must continuously renew its pool of germ cell precursors

throughout reproductive life in order to sustain this rate
of sperm production, while the ovary must draw upon its
initial endowment of primordial oocytes to provide
the approximately 500 mature ova ovulated during the
four decades of a woman’s reproductive life. Although
ovulation, the hallmark of ovarian activity, occurs
episodically at 28-day intervals, examination of the
ovary at any time during childhood or the reproductive
life of a mature woman reveals continuous activity with
multiple follicles at various stages in their life cycle.

Folliculogenesis begins in fetal life. Primordial germ
cells multiply by mitosis. They begin to differentiate into
primary oocytes and enter meiosis between the 11th and
20th weeks after fertilization. Primary oocytes remain
arrested in prophase of the first meiotic division until
meiosis resumes at the time of ovulation, which may be
more than four decades later for some oocytes. Meiosis
is not completed until the second polar body is extruded
at the time of fertilization. Around the 20th week of fetal
life, about 6 to 7 million oocytes are available to form
primordial follicles, but the human female is born with
about only 300,000 to 400,000 primordial follicles in
each ovary. Oocytes that fail to form into primordial
follicles are lost by apoptosis. The vast majority of
primordial follicles remain in a resting state for many
years. In a seemingly random process, some follicles
enter into a growth phase and begin the long journey
toward ovulation, but the vast majority of developing
follicles become atretic. This process begins during the
fetal period and continues until menopause at around
age 50, when all of the primordial follicles are exhausted.

As primordial follicles emerge from the resting stage,
the oocyte grows from a diameter of about 20 mm to
about 100 mm, and a layer of extracellular mucopoly-
saccharides and proteins called the zona pellucida
forms around it (Fig. 2). Growth of primary follicles is
accompanied by migration and differentiation of
mesenchymal cells to form the theca folliculi. Its inner
layer, the theca interna, is composed of secretory cells
with an extensive smooth endoplasmic reticulum char-
acteristic of steroidogenic cells. The theca externa is
formed by reorganization of surrounding stromal cells.
At this time, also, a dense capillary network develops
around the follicle. The oocyte completes its growth by
accumulating stored nutrients and the messenger RNA
and protein synthesizing apparatus that will be activated
upon fertilization. As the follicle continues to grow,
granulosa cells increase in number and begin to form
multiple layers. The innermost granulosa cells are in
intimate contact with the oocyte through cellular proces-
ses that penetrate the zona pellucida and form gap
junctions with its plasma membrane. Granulosa cells
also form gap junctions with each other and function as
nurse cells supplying nutrients to the oocyte, which is

FIGURE 1 Mammalian ovary showing the various stages of

follicular and luteal development. Obviously, events depicted occur

sequentially and are not all present in any section of a human ovary.

(From Turner CD, Bagnara JT. General endocrinology, 6th ed.,

Philadelphia: W.B. Saunders, 1976, p. 453. With permission.)
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separated from direct contact with capillaries by the
basal lamina and the granulosa cells.

Follicular development continues with further prolif-
eration of granulosa cells and gradual elaboration of
fluid within the follicle. Follicular fluid is derived from
blood plasma and contains plasma proteins, including
hormones, and various proteins and steroids secreted by
the granulosa cells and the ovum. Accumulation of

follicular fluid brings about further enlargement of the
follicle and the formation of a central fluid-filled cavity
called the antrum. Follicular growth up to this stage is
independent of pituitary hormones, but, without support
from follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH; see Chapters 38
and 45), further development is not possible and the
follicles become atretic. Any follicle can be arrested
at any stage of its development and undergo the
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degenerative changes of atresia. Atresia is the fate of all of
the follicles that enter the growth phase before puberty,
andmore than 99% of the 200,00 to 400,000 remaining at
puberty. The physiological mechanisms that control this
seemingly wasteful process are poorly understood.

In the presence of FSH, antral follicles continue to
develop slowly for about 2 months until they reach a
critical size. About 20 days before ovulation, a group or
cohort of 6 to 12 of these follicles enters into the final
rapid growth phase, but in each cycle normally only one
survives and ovulates, while the others become atretic
and die (Fig. 3). The surviving follicle has been called the
dominant follicle because it may contribute to the demise
of other developing follicles. As the dominant follicle
matures, the fluid content in the antrum increases
rapidly, possibly in response to increased colloid osmotic
pressure created by partial hydrolysis of dissolved muco-
polysaccharides. The ripe, preovulatory follicle reaches a
diameter of 20 to 30 mm and bulges into the peritoneal
cavity. At this time it consists of about 60 million
granulosa cells arranged in multiple layers around the
periphery. The ovum and its surrounding layers of
granulosa cells, the corona radiata, are suspended by a
narrow bridge of granulosa cells (the cumulus oophorous)
in a pool of more than 6 ml of follicular fluid. At
ovulation, a point opposite the ovum in the follicle wall,
called the stigma, erodes and the ovum with its corona of
granulosa cells is extruded into the peritoneal cavity in a
bolus of follicular fluid (Fig. 4).

Ovulation is followed by ingrowth and differentiation
of the remaining mural granulosa cells, thecal cells, and
some stromal cells, which fill the cavity of the collapsed
follicle to form a new endocrine structure, the corpus

luteum. The process by which granulosa and thecal cell
are converted to luteal cells is called luteinization
(meaning yellowing) and is the morphological reflection
of the accumulation of lipid. Luteinization also involves
biochemical changes that enable the corpus luteum to
become the most active of all steroid-producing tissues
per unit weight. The corpus luteum consists of large
polygonal cells containing smooth endoplasmic reticu-
lum and a rich supply of fenestrated capillaries. Unless

FIGURE 3 Follicular development through the life of a woman. Note the gradual depletion of the pool

of primary follicles. (Adapted from McGee EA, Hsueh AJW. Endocrine Rev 2000; 21:200–214.)

FIGURE 4 Ovulation in a rabbit. Follicular fluid, granulosa cells,

some blood, and cellular debris continue to ooze out of the follicle even

after the egg mass has been extruded. (From Hafez ESE, Blandau RJ.

In: Hafez ESE, Blandau RJ, Eds., The mammalian oviduct, Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1969. With permission.)
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pregnancy ensues, the corpus luteum regresses after
2 weeks, leaving a scar on the surface of the ovary.

Oviducts and Uterus

The primitive müllerian ducts that develop during
early embryonic life give rise to the duct system that in
primitive organisms provides the route for ova to escape
to the outside (Fig. 5). In mammals, these tubes are
adapted to provide a site for fertilization of ova and
nurture of embryos. In female embryos, the müllerian
ducts are not subjected to the destructive effects of the
anti-müllerian hormone (see Chapter 45) and, instead,
develop into the oviducts, uterus, and upper portion of
the vagina. Unlike the development of the sexual duct
system in the male fetus, this differentiation is indepen-
dent of gonadal hormones.

The paired oviducts (fallopian tubes) are a conduit
for transfer of the ovum to the uterus (see Chapter 47).
The ovarian end comes in close contact with the ovary
and has a funnel-shaped opening, the infundibulum,
surrounded by finger-like projections called fimbriae.
The oviduct, particularly the infundibulum, is lined with
ciliated cells, the synchronous beating of which plays
an important role in egg transport. The lining of the
oviduct also contains secretory cells whose products
provide nourishment for the zygote in its 3- to 4-day
journey to the uterus. The walls of the oviducts contain
layers of smooth muscle cells oriented either longitudi-
nally or circumferentially.

Distal portions of the müllerian ducts fuse to give rise
to the uterus. In the nonpregnant woman, the uterus is a
small, pear-shaped structure extending about 6 to 7 cm in
its longest dimension. It is capable of enormous expan-
sion, partly by passive stretching and partly by growth, so
that at the end of pregnancy it may reach 35 cm or more

in its longest dimension. Its thick walls consist mainly of
smooth muscle and are called the myometrium. The
secretory epithelial lining is called the endometrium and
varies in thickness with changes in the hormonal environ-
ment, as discussed below. The oviducts join the uterus at
the upper, rounded end. The caudal end constricts to a
narrow cylinder called the uterine cervix, whose thick wall
is composed largely of dense connective tissue rich in
collagen fibers and some smooth muscle. The cervical
canal is lined with mucus-producing cells and is usually
filled with mucus. The cervix bulges into the upper
reaches of the vagina, which forms the final link to the
outside. The lower portion of the vagina, which commu-
nicates with the exterior, is formed from the embryonic
urogenital sinus.

OVARIAN HORMONES

The principal hormones secreted by the ovary are
estrogens (estradiol-17� and estrone) and progesterone.
These hormones are steroids and are derived from
cholesterol by the series of reactions depicted in Fig. 6.
Their biosynthesis is intricately interwoven with the
events of the ovarian cycle. In addition, the ovary pro-
duces a large number of biologically active peptides, most
of which act within the ovary as paracrine growth factors,
but at least two, inhibin and relaxin, are produced in
sufficient amounts to enter the blood and produce effects
in distant cells.

Estrogens

Unlike humans, who, it has been said, ‘‘eat when they
are not hungry, drink when they are not thirsty, and
make love at all seasons of the year,’’ most vertebrate
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FIGURE 5 Uterus and associated female reproductive structures. The left side of the figure has

been sectioned to show the internal structures. (From Tortora GJ, Anagnostakos NP. Principles of

anatomy and physiology, 3rd ed., New York: Harper & Row, 1981, p. 721. With permission.)
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animals mate only at times of maximum fertility of the
female. This period of sexual receptivity is called estrus,
derived from the Greek word for vehement desire.
Estrogens are compounds that promote estrus and were
originally isolated from the follicular fluid of sow
ovaries. Characteristic of steroid-secreting tissues, little
hormone is stored within the secretory cells themselves.
Estrogens circulate in blood loosely bound to albumin
and tightly bound to the testosterone–estradiol-binding
globulin (TeBG), which is also called the sex-hormone-
binding globulin (SHBG; see Chapter 45). Plasma
concentrations of estrogens are considerably lower
than those of other gonadal steroids and vary over an
almost 20-fold range during the cycle.

Liver is the principal site of metabolic destruction of
the estrogens. Estradiol and estrone are completely
cleared from the blood by a single passage through the
liver and are inactivated by hydroxylation and conjuga-
tion with sulfate and glucuronide. About half the protein-
bound estrogen in blood is conjugated with sulfate or
glucuronide. Conjugated estrogens excreted in the bile
are reabsorbed in the lower gut and returned to the liver
in portal blood in a typical enterohepatic circulatory
pattern. The kidney is the chief route of excretion of
estrogenic metabolites.

Progesterone

Pregnancy, or gestation, requires the presence of
another ovarian steroid hormone, progesterone. In the
nonpregnant woman, progesterone secretion is largely
confined to cells of the corpus luteum, but, because it is
an intermediate in the biosynthesis of all steroid hor-
mones, small amounts may also be released from the
adrenal cortex. Some progesterone is also produced by
granulosa cells just before ovulation. The rate of pro-
gesterone production varies widely. Its concentration in
blood ranges from virtually nil during the early preovu-
latory part of the ovarian cycle to as much as 2 mg/dL
after the corpus luteum has formed. Progesterone
circulates in blood in association with plasma proteins
and has a high affinity for the corticosteroid-binding
globulin (CBG). Liver is the principal site of progester-
one inactivation, which is achieved by reduction of the
A ring and the keto groups at carbons 3 and 20 to give
pregnanediol, which is the chief metabolite found in urine.
Considerable degradation also occurs in the uterus.

Inhibin

As discussed in Chapter 45, inhibin is a 32-kDa
disulfide-linked dimer of an � subunit and either of two �
subunits, �A or �B and enters the circulation as either

inhibin A (�/�A) or inhibin B (�/�B). Expression of the �A
subunit is greatest in luteal cells, while expression of the
�B subunit is a product of granulosa cells. Consequently,
blood levels of inhibin B are highest during the periods
of preovulatory growth and expansion of granulosa cells,
while blood levels of inhibin A are highest during peak
luteal cell function. In addition to serving as a circulating
hormone, inhibin probably exerts paracrine actions in
the ovary, and activin formed by dimerization of two �
subunits also exerts important intraovarian paracrine
actions. The activin-binding peptide follistatin, which
blocks activin action, also plays an important intraovar-
ian role. Although some activin is found in the circula-
tion, its concentrations do not change during the ovarian
cycle, and its source is primarily extra-ovarian.

Relaxin

The corpus luteum also secretes a second peptide
hormone called relaxin, which was named for its ability
to relax the pubic ligament of the pregnant guinea pig.
In other species, including humans, it also relaxes the
myometrium and plays an important role in parturition
by causing softening of the uterine cervix. Its peptide
structure, particularly the organization of its disulfide
bonds places it in the same family as insulin and the
insulin-like growth factors (IGFs). A physiological role
for relaxin in the nonpregnant woman has not been
established.

EFFECTS OF FOLLICLE STIMULATING
HORMONE AND LUTEINIZING HORMONE

Follicular development beyond the antral stage
depends on two gonadotropic hormones secreted by the
anterior pituitary gland: FSH and LH. In addition to
follicular growth, gonadotropins are required for ovula-
tion, luteinization, and steroid hormone formation by
both the follicle and the corpus luteum. The relevant
molecular and biochemical characteristics of these glyco-
protein hormones are described in Chapters 38 and 45.
Follicular growth and function also depend on paracrine
effects of estrogens, androgens, and possibly progester-
one, as well as peptide paracrine factors, including
IGF-II, activin, members of the transforming growth
factor-� family, and others. The sequence of rapid
follicular growth, ovulation, and the subsequent forma-
tion and degeneration of the corpus luteum is repeated
about every 28 days and constitutes the ovarian cycle.
The part of the cycle devoted to the final rapid growth of
the ovulatory follicle lasts about 14 days and is called the
follicular phase. The remainder of the cycle is dominated
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by the corpus luteum and is called the luteal phase. It also
lasts about 14 days. Ovulation occurs at midcycle and
requires only about a day. These events are orchestrated
by a complex pattern of pituitary and ovarian hormonal
changes. Even as the ripening follicle is prepared for
ovulation, preparations are underway in the background
to set the stage for the next cycle in the event that fertiliza-
tion does not occur.

Early growth of follicles from the primordial to the
preantral stage is independent of pituitary hormones and
is likely governed by paracrine factors produced by the
ovum itself as well as by granulosa and thecal cells.
Follicular sensitivity to gonadotropins becomes evident
at the early antral stage and gradually increases as
individual follicles in each cohort slowly increase from
about 0.2 to 2 mm in diameter, at which time they are
capable of undergoing the rapid growth and development
that lead to ovulation. Approximately 85 days elapse bet-
ween entry of a cohort of follicles into the gonadotropin-
responsive stage and ovulation of one of them. During
this time all follicles in both ovaries are exposed to wide
swings in gonadotropin concentrations, but their capacity
to respond is limited by their degree of development.
Ovulation occurs at the midpoint of the fourth cycle after
a cohort of follicles reaches the antral stage and has been
growing in response to gonadotropins; consequently, the
next three cohorts are already being prepared to ovulate.
The number of follicles with the potential to ovulate
in each cohort is reduced by atresia at all stages of
development.

Under normal circumstances, only one follicle
ovulates in each cycle. The ovulatory follicle is randomly
located on either the right or left ovary. Usually 6 to 12
follicles are mature enough to enter into the final
preovulatory growth period near the end of the luteal
phase of the preceding cycle and begin to grow rapidly
in response to the increase in FSH that occurs at that
time. The ovulatory or ‘‘dominant’’ follicle is selected
from this group early in the follicular phase that leads to
its ovulation. The physiological mechanisms for selec-
tion of a single dominant follicle are not understood.
Recruitment of the next cohort of follicles does not

begin as long as the dominant follicle or its resultant
corpus luteum is present and functional. Experimental
destruction of either the dominant follicle or the corpus
luteum is promptly followed by selection and develop-
ment of a new ovulatory follicle from the next cohort.

Estradiol Production

Granulosa cells in antral follicles are the only targets
for FSH. No other ovarian cells are known to have FSH
receptors. Granulosa cells of the ovulatory follicle are the
major and virtually only source of estradiol in the
follicular phase of the ovarian cycle and secrete estrogens
in response to FSH. Until about the middle of the
follicular phase, LH receptors are found only in cells of
the theca interna and the stroma. LH stimulates thecal
cells to produce androstenedione. Follicular synthesis of
estrogen depends on complex interactions between the
two gonadotropins and between theca and granulosa
cells. Although isolated theca and granulosa cells may be
able to synthesize some estrogens, cooperative interac-
tion of both cell types is required for physiologically
relevant rates of estradiol production in the follicular
phase. Neither granulosa nor theca cells express the full
complement of enzymes needed for synthesis of estradiol.
Granulosa cells are limited in their capacity to produce
pregnenolone because they have little access to choles-
terol delivered by the circulation in the form of low-
density lipoproteins (LDLs), express few LDL receptors,
and have minimal levels of the P450scc necessary to
convert cholesterol to pregnenolone (Fig. 6). Theca cells,
which have a direct capillary blood supply, express high
levels of LDL receptors, as well as high levels of P450scc
and P450c17. Theca cells thus can metabolize the 21-
carbon pregnenolone to the 19-carbon androstenedione
but lack aromatase and hence cannot synthesize estro-
gens. Granulosa cells, on the other hand, express ample
aromatase but cannot produce its 19-carbon substrate
because they lack P450c17; however, granulosa cells
readily aromatize androgens provided by diffusion
from the theca interna. This two-cell interaction is
illustrated in Fig. 7. The participation of two different

Clinical Note

During the first few days of the follicular
phase, multiple follicles have the potential to
ovulate and can be rescued from atresia by
treatment with supraphysiological amounts of
FSH. This accounts for the high frequency of
multiple births following therapies for infertility

that involve administration of gonadotropins or
agents such as clomiphene that stimulate endo-
genous gonadotropin secretion. Production of
multiple ova (superovulation) induced in this way
is used for harvesting eggs for in vitro fertilization
technologies.
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cells, each stimulated by its own gonadotropin, accounts
for the requirement of both pituitary hormones for
adequate estrogen production and hence for follicular
development.

Follicular Development

Under the influence of FSH, granulosa cells in the
follicle destined to ovulate increase by more than 100-
fold and the follicle expands about 10-fold in diameter,

mainly because of the increase in follicular fluid. Differ-
entiation of granulosa cells leads to increased expression
of a number of genes including that for the LH receptor.
In early antral follicles, granulosa cells have few if any
receptors for LH and are unresponsive to it. By about the
middle of the follicular phase, granulosa cell begin to
express increasing amounts of LH receptor (Fig. 8),
which becomes quite abundant just prior to ovulation.
Acquisition of LH receptors in response to FSH enables
granulosa cells to respond to both FSH and LH.
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Induction of LH receptors and other actions of FSH on
follicular development are amplified by paracrine actions
of peptide growth factors and steroid hormones. In
response to FSH, granulosa cells secrete insulin-like
growth factor II (IGF-II), inhibin, activin, and other
growth factors, including vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF), which greatly increases vascularization
around the theca. IGF-II not only stimulates the growth
and secretory capacity of granulosa cells but also acts
synergistically with LH to increase synthesis of andro-
gens by cells of the theca interna. Similarly, inhibin
produced by granulosa cells in response to FSH also
stimulates thecal cell production of androgens, while
activin enhances FSH-induced expression of P450
aromatase in the granulosa cells. Thus, even though
theca cells lack FSH receptors, they nevertheless respond
indirectly to FSH with increased production of the
androgens required by the granulosa cells for estrogen
secretion. Similarly, by stimulating thecal cells to
produce androgens, LH augments growth and

development of granulosa cells through the paracrine
actions of both estrogen and androgens, the receptors of
which are abundantly expressed in these cells. These
events constitute a local positive feedback circuit that
gives the follicle progressively greater capacity to produce
estradiol and makes it increasingly sensitive to FSH and
LH as it matures.

Cellular Actions

Follicle stimulating hormone and LH each bind to
specific G-protein-coupled receptors on the surface of
granulosa or theca cells and activate adenylyl cyclase in
the manner already described (Chapters 2 and 45).
Increased concentrations of cAMP activate protein
kinase A, which catalyzes phosphorylation of cAMP
response element binding (CREB) protein and other
nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins that ultimately lead to
increased transcription of genes that encode growth
factors and other proteins critical for cell growth and
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steroid hormone production. As described for adrenal
cortical (Chapter 40) and Leydig cells (Chapter 45), the
rate-limiting step in steroid hormone synthesis requires
synthesis of the steroid acute regulatory protein (StAR)
to deliver cholesterol to the intramitochondrial enzyme
P450scc, which converts it to pregnenolone (Fig. 6). In
addition, activation of protein kinase A results in
increased expression of P450c17 in theca cells and
P450 aromatase in granulosa cells. Along with increased
expression of growth factors, the ripening follicle also
expresses increased amounts of a protease that specifi-
cally cleaves IGF-4 binding protein (IGFBP-4) which is
present in follicular fluid and thereby increases avail-
ability of free IGF-II.

Ovulation

Luteinizing hormone is the physiological signal for
ovulation. Its concentration in blood rises sharply and
reaches a peak about 16 hours before ovulation (see
below). Blood levels of FSH also increase at this time,
and, although large amounts of FSH can also cause
ovulation, the required concentrations are not achieved
during the normal reproductive cycle. The events that
lead to follicular rupture and expulsion of the ovum are
not fully understood, but the process is known to be
initiated by increased production of cAMP in theca and
granulosa cells in response to LH and the consequent
release of paracrine factors and enzymes.

As the follicle approaches ovulation, it accumulates
follicular fluid, but, despite the preovulatory swelling,
intrafollicular pressure does not increase. The follicular
wall becomes increasingly distensible due to activity of
proteolytic enzymes that digest the collagen framework
and other proteins of the intercellular matrix. One of
these enzymes, plasmin, accumulates in follicular fluid in
the form of its inactive precursor, plasminogen. Granu-
losa cells secrete plasminogen activator in response to
hormonal stimulation. Because of their newly acquired
receptors, granulosa cells of the preovulatory follicle
respond to LH by secreting progesterone, which is
thought to induce the formation of prostaglandins. The
finding that pharmacological blockade of either prosta-
glandin or progesterone synthesis prevents ovulation
indicates that these agents play essential roles in the ovula-
tory process. Prostaglandins appear to activate release of
lysosomal proteases in a discrete region of the follicle wall
called the stigma. Breakdown of the extracellular matrix
of the theca and the surface epithelium of the ovary faci-
litates extrusion of the ovum into the abdominal cavity.

Although little or no progesterone is produced
throughout most of the follicular phase, granulosa cells
of the preovulatory follicle acquire the capacity for
progesterone production. Stimulation by LH evokes

expression of LDL receptors, P450scc, and doubtless
other relevant proteins, enabling them to take up choles-
terol and convert it to pregnenolone. Because the capa-
city to remove the side chain at carbon 17 remains limited,
21-carbon steroids are formed faster than they can be
processed to estradiol and hence are secreted as proges-
terone. Furthermore, as granulosa cells acquire the
ability to respond toLH, they also begin to lose aromatase
activity (Fig. 8). This is reflected in the abrupt decline in
estrogen production that just precedes ovulation.

Corpus Luteum Formation

Luteinizing hormone was named for its ability to
induce formation of the corpus luteum after ovulation;
however, as already mentioned, luteinization may
actually begin before the follicle ruptures. Granulosa
cells removed from mature follicles complete their
luteinization in tissue culture without further stimula-
tion by gonadotropin. Nevertheless, luteinization within
the ovary depends on LH and is accelerated by the
increased concentration of LH that precedes ovulation.
Occasionally, luteinization occurs in the absence of
ovulation and results in the syndrome of luteinized
unruptured follicles, which may be a cause of infertility
in some women whose reproductive cycles seem other-
wise normal.

Development of a vascular supply is critical for
development of the corpus luteum and its function.
Although granulosa cells of the preovulatory follicle are
avascular, the corpus luteum, is highly vascular, and
when fully developed each steroidogenic cell appears to
be in contact with at least one capillary. After extrusion
of the ovum infolding of the collapsing follicle causes the
highly vascular theca interna to interdigitate with layers
of granulosa cells that line the follicular wall. Under the
influence of LH, granulosa cells express high levels of
VEGF, which stimulates growth and differentiation of
capillary endothelial cells. It has been estimated that
vascular endothelial cells make up fully half of the cells
of the mature corpus luteum.

Oocyte Maturation

Granulosa cells not only provide nutrients to the
ovum but may also prevent it from completing its meiotic
division until the time of ovulation. Granulosa cells are
thought to secrete a substance called oocyte maturation
inhibitor (OMI) into follicular fluid. LH triggers resump-
tion of meiosis at the time of ovulation, perhaps by
blocking production of this factor or interfering with
its action.
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Corpus Luteal Function

Maintenance of steroid production by the corpus
luteum depends on continued stimulation with LH.
Decreased production of progesterone and premature
demise of the corpus luteum is seen in women whose
secretion of LH is blocked pharmacologically. In this
respect, LH is said to be luteotropic. The corpus luteum
has a finite life-span, however, and about a week after
ovulation becomes progressively less sensitive to LH and
finally regresses despite continued stimulation with LH.
Estradiol and prostaglandin F2�, which are produced by
the corpus luteum, can hasten luteolysis and may be
responsible for its demise. We do not understand the
mechanisms that limit the functional life-span of the
human corpus luteum.

Ovarian Blood Flow

Luteinizing hormone also increases blood flow to the
ovary and produces ovarian hyperemia throughout the
cycle. In addition to increased angiogenesis, blood flow
may be enhanced by release of histamine or perhaps
prostaglandins. Increased ovarian blood flow increases
the opportunity for delivery of steroid hormones to the
general circulation and for delivery to the ovary of
cholesterol-laden LDL needed to support high rates of
steroidogenesis. Increased blood flow to the developing

follicle may also be important for preovulatory swelling
of the follicle, which depends on increased elaboration
of fluid from blood plasma.

PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTIONS OF OVARIAN
STEROID HORMONES

As described above, intraovarian actions of estradiol
and progesterone are intimately connected to ovulation
and formation of the corpus luteum. In general, extra-
ovarian actions of these hormones ensure that the ovum
reaches its potential to develop into a new individual.
Ovarian steroids act on the reproductive tract to prepare
it for fulfilling its role in fertilization, implantation, and
development of the embryo, and they induce changes
elsewhere that equip the female physically and behavior-
ally for conceiving, giving birth, and rearing the child.
Although estrogens, perhaps in concert with progester-
one, drive females of subprimate species to mate, andro-
gens, rather than estrogens, are responsible for libido in
humans of either sex. Estrogens and progesterone tend to
act in concert and sometimes enhance or antagonize each
other’s actions. Estrogen secretion usually precedes
progesterone secretion and primes the target tissues to
respond to progesterone. Estrogens induce the synthesis
of progesterone receptors. Without estrogen priming,
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progesterone has little biological effect. Conversely,
progesterone downregulates its own receptors and estro-
gen receptors in some tissues and thereby decreases
responses to estrogens.

Effects on the Reproductive Tract

At puberty estrogens promote growth and develop-
ment of the oviducts, uterus, vagina, and external
genitalia. Estrogens stimulate cellular proliferation in
the mucosal linings as well as in the muscular coats of
these structures. Even after they have matured, main-
tenance of size and function of internal reproductive
organs requires continued stimulation by estrogen and
progesterone. Prolonged deprivation after ovariectomy
results in severe involution of both muscular and
mucosal portions. Dramatic changes are also evident,
especially in the mucosal linings of these structures, as
steroid hormones wax and wane during the reproductive
cycle. These effects of estrogen and progesterone are
summarized in Table 1.

Menstruation

Nowhere are the effects of estrogen and progesterone
more obvious than in the endometrium. Estrogens
secreted by developing follicles increase the thickness
of the endometrium by stimulating growth of epithelial
cells in terms of both number and height. Endometrial
glands form and elongate. Endometrial growth is
accompanied by increased blood flow, especially
through the spiral arteries, which grow rapidly under
the influence of estrogens. This stage of the uterine cycle
is known as the proliferative phase and coincides with
the follicular phase of the ovarian cycle. Progesterone
secreted by the corpus luteum causes the newly prolif-
erated endometrial lining to differentiate and become
secretory. This action is consistent with its role of
preparing the uterus for nurture and implantation of the
newly fertilized ovum if successful mating has occurred.

The so-called uterine milk secreted by the endometrium
is thought to nourish the blastocyst until it can implant.
This portion of the uterine cycle is called the secretory
phase and coincides with the luteal phase of the ovarian
cycle (Fig. 9).

Maintaining the thickened endometrium depends on
the continued presence of the ovarian steroid hormones.
After the regressing corpus luteum loses its ability to
produce adequate amounts of estradiol and progester-
one, the outer portion of the endometrium degenerates
and is sloughed into the uterine cavity. The mechanism
for shedding the uterine lining is incompletely under-
stood, although prostaglandin F2� appears to play an
important role, perhaps in producing vascular spasm and
ischemia and in stimulating release of lysosomal
proteases. Loss of the proliferated endometrium is
accompanied by bleeding. This monthly vaginal
discharge of blood is known as menstruation. The typical
menstrual period lasts 3 to 5 days and the total flow of
blood seldom exceeds 50ml. The first menstrual bleeding,
called menarche, usually occurs at about age 13.
Menstruation continues at monthly intervals until
menopause, normally interrupted only by periods of
pregnancy.

In the myometrium, estrogen increases expression of
contractile proteins, gap junction formation, and spon-
taneous contractile activity. In its absence, uterine
muscle is insensitive to stretch or other stimuli for
contraction. Further estrogen increases the irritability of
uterine smooth muscle and, in particular, increases its
sensitivity to oxytocin, in part as a consequence of
inducing uterine receptors for oxytocin (see Chapter 47).
The latter phenomenon may be of significance during
parturition. Progesterone counteracts these effects and
decreases both the amplitude and frequency of sponta-
neous contractions. Withdrawal of progesterone prior to
menstruation is accompanied by increased myometrial
prostaglandin formation. Myometrial contractions in
response to prostaglandins are thought to account for
the discomfort that precedes menstruation.

TABLE 1 Effects of Estrogen and Progesterone on the Reproductive Tract

Organ Estrogen Progesterone

Oviducts

Lining " Cilia formation and activity " Secretion

Muscular wall " Contractility # Contractility

Uterus

Endometrium " Proliferation " Differentiation and secretion

Myometrium " Growth and contractility # Contractility

Cervical glands Watery secretion Dense, viscous secretion

Vagina

" Epithelial proliferation " Differentiation

" Glycogen deposition # Proliferation
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Effects on the Mammary Glands

Development of the breasts begins early in puberty
and is due primarily to estrogen,which promotes develop-
ment of the duct system and growth and pigmentation of
the nipples and areolar portions of the breast. In coopera-
tion with progesterone, estrogen may also increase the
lobuloalveolar portions of the glands, but alveolar
development also requires the pituitary hormone prolac-
tin (see Chapter 47). Secretory components, however,
account for only about 20% of the mass of the adult
breast. The remainder is stromal tissue and fat. Estrogen
also stimulates stromal proliferation and fat deposition.

Other Effects of Ovarian Hormones

Estrogen also acts on the body in ways that are not
necessarily related to reproduction. As already indicated
(see Chapter 44), it contributes to the pubertal growth

spurt and its termination by directly stimulating growth
of cartilage progenitors, increased growth hormone secre-
tion, and closure of the epiphyseal plates. In adolescent
females and males, estrogens increase bone density, and
in the adult they contribute to the maintenance of bone
density by stimulating osteoblastic activity and inhibiting
bone resorption.Estrogen canalso cause selective changes
in bone structure, especially widening of the pelvis, which
facilitates passage of the infant through the birth canal. It
promotes deposition of subcutaneous fat, particularly in
the thighs and buttocks, and increases hepatic synthesis
of steroid- and thyroid-hormone-binding proteins. Based
on epidemiological evidence, estrogens are considered to
have cardiovascular protective effects. Indeed, estrogen
receptors are expressed in vascular smooth muscle and
cardiac myocytes, and estrogens have been found to alter
plasma lipid profiles. Estradiol also acts on various cells
in the central nervous system and is responsible for
some behavioral patterns, especially in lower animals.

Clinical Note

Treatment of Neoplastic Breast Disease

Responsiveness of breast tissue elements to
growth-promoting effects of estrogen is of signifi-
cance in treatment of neoplastic breast disease.
Someformsofbreastcancercontinue toexpressest-
rogen receptors and remain partially or completely

dependent on estrogens for growth. These cancers
are sensitive to treatment with estrogen antagonists,
such as tamoxifen, or with a newer class of drugs
(aromatase inhibitors) that block the activity of the
enzyme P450arom and therefore starve these
estrogen-dependent tumors of estrogens.

FIGURE 9 Endometrial changes during a typical menstrual cycle. Simultaneous events in the

ovary are also indicated. The endometrium thickens during the follicular phase; uterine glands

elongate, and spiral arteries grow to supply the thickened endometrium.During the early luteal phase

there is further thickening of the endometrium, marked growth of the coiled arteries, and increased

complexity of the uterine glands. As the corpus luteum wanes, the endometrial thickness is reduced

by loss of ground substance. Increased coiling of spiral arteries causes ischemia and finally sloughing

of endometrium. (From Bartelmez GW. Am J Obstet Gynecol 1957; 74:931. With permission.)
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More recently evidence has been brought forth that
estrogens may protect cognitive functions.

Progesterone also acts on the central nervous system,
and, in addition to its effects on regulation of gonado-
tropin secretion (see below), it may produce changes in
behavior ormood. It is curious thatmore dramatic effects
may result from withdrawal of progesterone than from
administering it. Thus, withdrawal of progesterone may
trigger menstruation, lactation, parturition, and the post-
partum psychic depression experienced by many women.

Mechanism of Action

Estrogens and progesterone, like other steroid
hormones, readily penetrate cell membranes and bind
to receptors that are members of the nuclear receptor
superfamily of transcription factors (see Chapter 2). In
addition, various nongenomic effects of both hormones
have been reported but the molecular processes involved
in these actions are incompletely understood. Two
separate estrogen receptors, designated ER� and ER�,
are products of different genes and are expressed in many
different cells in both reproductive and nonreproductive
tissues of both men and women. Their DNA binding
domains are almost identical. While some differences are
present in their ligand binding domains, ER� and ER�
differ mainly in the amino acid sequences of their
activation function (AF) domains; therefore, they inter-
act with different transcriptional coactivator and other
nuclear regulatory proteins to control expression of
different sets of genes. Upon binding ligand, ER� and
ER�may form homo- or heterodimers before binding to
DNA in estrogen-sensitive genes. The resulting synthesis
of new messenger RNA is followed, in turn, by the
formation of a variety of proteins that modify cellular
activity. Both receptors can also be activated by phos-
phorylation in the absence of ligand, and both receptors
can modulate the transcription-activating properties of
other nuclear regulatory proteins without directly bind-
ing to DNA. Finally, estrogen receptors have the
interesting property of assuming different conforma-
tional changes depending upon the particular ligand that

is bound. Because the conformation of the liganded
receptor profoundly affects its ability to interact with
other transcription regulators for which expression is
cell type specific, some compounds produced in plants
( phytoestrogens) or pharmaceutically manufactured
‘‘antiestrogens’’ may block the effects of estrogen in
some tissues while acting as estrogen agonists in other
tissues. Additionally, some compounds may bind to
activate ER� but antagonize actions of ER�. These
properties have given rise to a very important category
of drugs called selective estrogen receptor modulators
(SERMS), which, for example, may block the undesir-
able proliferative or neoplastic actions of estrogens on
the breast and uterus while mimicking desirable effects on
maintenance of bone density in postmenopausal women.
One of these compounds, tamoxifen, is routinely used in
treatment of breast cancer.

Two isoforms of the progesterone receptor, PRA and
PRB, are expressed by progesterone-responsive cells.
They are products of the same gene whose mRNA
transcript contains two alternate translation start sites.
PRA and PRB differ by the presence of an additional
sequence of amino acids at the amino terminus of PRB
that provides an additional region for interacting with
nuclear regulatory proteins. Liganded PRs bind to the
DNA of target genes as homodimers or heterodimers
and in different combinations may activate different
subsets of genes. When expressed together in some cells,
liganded PRA can repress the activity of PRB. Both
PRA and PRB expression are induced by prior exposure
of cells to estrogens and can repress the activity or
expression of ER�. Studies under way in mice in which
expression of specific progesterone or estrogen receptors
is disrupted by genetic manipulation are determining
which particular responses to ovarian steroid hormones
are mediated by each receptor.

REGULATION OF THE REPRODUCTIVE CYCLE

The central event of each ovarian cycle is ovulation,
which is triggered by a massive increase in blood LH

Clinical Note

Progesterone and Body Temperature

Progesterone has a mild thermogenic effect and
may increase basal body temperature by as much
as 1�F. Because the appearance of progesterone
indicates the presence of a corpus luteum, a
woman can readily determine when ovulation has

occurred, and hence the time of maximum
fertility, by monitoring her temperature daily.
This simple, noninvasive procedure has been
helpful for couples seeking to conceive a child
or who are practicing the ‘‘rhythm method’’ of
contraception.
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concentration. This surge of LH secretion must be timed
to occur when the ovum and its follicle are ready. The
corpus luteum must secrete its hormones to optimize the
opportunity for fertilization and establishment of preg-
nancy. The period after ovulation during which the ovum
can be fertilized is brief and lasts less than 24 hours. If
fertilization does not occur, a new follicle must be
prepared. Coordination of these events requires two-way
communication between the pituitary and the ovaries
and between the ovaries and the reproductive tract.
Examination of the changing pattern of hormones in
blood throughout the ovarian cycle provides some
insight into these communications.

Pattern of Hormones in Blood During

Ovarian Cycle

Figure 10 illustrates daily changes in the concentra-
tions of major hormones in a typical cycle extending from
one menstrual period to the next. The only remarkable
feature of the profile of gonadotropin concentrations is
the dramatic peak in LH and FSH that precedes ovula-
tion. Except for the 2 to 3 days of the midcycle peak, LH
concentrations remain at nearly constant low levels
throughout the follicular and luteal phases. The concen-
tration of FSH is also low during both phases of the cycle,
but a secondary peak is evident early in the follicular
phase and diminishes as ovulation approaches. Blood
levels of FSH remain low throughout most of the luteal
phase but begin to rise 1 or 2 days before the onset of
menstruation.

The ovarian hormones follow a different pattern.
Early in the follicular phase, the concentration of estra-
diol is low. It then gradually increases at an increasing
rate until it reaches its zenith about 12 hours before the
peak in LH; thereafter, estradiol levels fall abruptly and
reach a nadir just after the LH peak. During the luteal
phase, there is a secondary rise in estradiol concentration,
which then falls to the early follicular level a few days
before the onset of menstruation. Progesterone is barely
or not at all detectable throughout most of the follicular
phase and then begins to rise along with LH at the onset
of the ovulatory peak. Progesterone continues to rise and
reaches its maximum concentration several days after the
LH peak has ended. Progesterone levels remain high for
about 7 days and then gradually fall and reach almost
undetectable levels a day or two before the onset of
menstruation. Inhibin B concentrations are low early in
the follicular phase and then rise and fall in parallel with
FSH. The apparent peak that coincides with ovulation is
thought to result from the absorption of inhibin B
already present in high concentration in the expelled
follicular fluid rather than concurrent secretion by

granulosa cells. Concentrations of inhibin A reach their
highest levels in the luteal phase before declining in
parallel with progesterone.
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Regulation of Follicle-Stimulating Hormone

and Luteinizing Hormone Secretion

At first glance, this pattern of hormone concentrations
is unlike anything seen for other anterior pituitary
hormones and the secretions of their target glands.
Indeed, there are unique aspects, but during most of the
cycle, gonadotropin secretion is under negative feedback
control similar to that seen for TSH (Chapter 39), ACTH
(Chapter 40), and the gonadotropins inmen (Chapter 45).
The ovulatory burst of FSH and LH secretion is brought
about by a positive feedback mechanism unlike any we
have considered. Secretion of FSH and LH is also
controlled by GnRH, which is secreted in synchronized
pulsatile bursts by neurons whose cell bodies reside in
the arcuate nuclei and the medial preoptic area of the
hypothalamus (see Chapter 45).

Negative Feedback Aspects

Aswe have seen, FSH and LH stimulate production of
ovarian hormones (Fig. 11, follicular phase). In the
absence of ovarian hormones after ovariectomy or meno-
pause, concentrations of FSH and LH in blood may
increase as much as five- to tenfold. Treatment with low
doses of estrogen lowers circulating concentrations of
gonadotropins to levels seen during the follicular phase.
When low doses of estradiol are given to subjects whose
ovaries are intact, inhibition of gonadotropin secretion
results in failure of follicular development. Progesterone
alone, unlike estrogen, is ineffective in lowering high
levels of FSH and LH in the blood of postmenopausal
women, but it can synergize with estrogen to suppress
gonadotropinsecretion.These findingsexemplifyclassical

negative feedback. Inhibin may also provide some feed-
back inhibition of FSH secretion during the follicular
phase andmay contribute the low level of FSH during the
luteal phase, but its effects are probably small. In ovariec-
tomized rhesus monkeys, the normal pattern of gonado-
tropin concentrations can be reproduced by treating with
only estradiol and progesterone. The rise in FSH con-
centration follows the fall in estrogen, progesterone, and
inhibin secretion at the end of the luteal phase and
stimulates growth of the cohort of follicles that will
produce the ovum in the next cycle. Throughout the
follicular and luteal phases of the cycle, steroid concen-
trations appear to be sufficient to suppress LH secretion.

Although the ovarian steroids and inhibin suppress
FSH and LH secretion, estrogen and progesterone con-
centrations change during the cycle in ways that seem
independent of gonadotropin concentrations. For exam-
ple, estrogen rises dramatically as the follicular phase
progresses, even though LH remains constant and FSH is
diminishing. The mechanism for this increase in estradiol
is implicit in what has already been presented and is
consistent with negative feedback. Estrogen production
by the maturing follicle increases without a preceding
increase in gonadotropin concentration because the mass
of responsive theca and granulosa cells increases as does
their sensitivity to gonadotropins. In fact, the decrease in
FSH during the transition from early to late follicular
phase probably results from feedback inhibition by the
increasing concentration of estrogen, perhaps in conjunc-
tionwith inhibin.Although luteinizing cells do not divide,
progesterone and estrogen concentrations continue to
increase during the early luteal phase, well after FSH and
LH have returned to basal levels. Increasing steroid
hormone production at this time reflects completion of
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FIGURE 11 Ovarian–pituitary interactions at different phases of the menstrual cycle. Solid

arrows, stimulation; dashed arrows, inhibition. Note that the frequency of the GnRH pulse

generator slows in the luteal phase, and that the amplitude may increase at midcycle.
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the luteinization process. Conversely, the gradual loss of
sensitivity of luteal cells to LH accounts for the decrease
in progesterone and estrogen secretion during the latter
part of the luteal phase. Thus, one of the unique features
of the female reproductive cycle is that changes in steroid
hormone production result more from changes in the
number or sensitivity of competent target cells than from
changes in gonadotropin concentrations (seeChapter 37).

Positive Feedback Aspects

Rising estrogen levels in the late follicular phase
trigger the massive burst of LH secretion that just
precedes ovulation. This LH surge can be duplicated
experimentally in monkeys and women given sufficient
estrogen to raise their blood levels above a critical thresh-
old level for 2 to 3 days. This compelling evidence impli-
cates increased estrogen secretion by the ripening follicle
as the causal event that triggers the massive release of LH
and FSH from the pituitary (Fig. 11, midcycle). It can be
considered positive feedback because LH stimulates
estrogen secretion, which in turn stimulates more LH
secretion in a self-generating explosive pattern.

Progesteroneconcentrationsbegintoriseabout6hours
before ovulation. This change is probably a response to
the increase in LH rather than its cause. It is significant
that large doses of progesterone given experimentally
block the estrogen-induced surge of LH in women, which
may account for the absence of repeated LH surges
during the luteal phase, when the concentrations of
estrogen might be high enough to trigger the positive
feedback effect (Fig. 11, luteal phase). This action of
progesterone, which may contribute to the decline in the
LH surge, also contributes to its effectiveness as an oral
contraceptive agent. In this regard, progesterone also
inhibits follicular growth.

Neural Control of Gonadotropin Secretion

It is clear that secretion of gonadotropins is influenced
to a large measure by ovarian steroid hormones. It is
equally clear that secretion of these pituitary hormones is
controlled by the central nervous system. Gonadotropin
secretion ceases after the vascular connection between the
anterior pituitary gland and the hypothalamus is inter-
rupted or after the arcuate nuclei of the medial basal
hypothalamus are destroyed. Less drastic environmental
inputs, including rapid travel across time zones, stress,
anxiety, and other emotional changes, can also affect the
reproductive function in women, presumably through
neural input to the medial basal hypothalamus. As dis-
cussed in Chapter 45, secretion of gonadotropins requires
the operation of a hypothalamic pulse generator that

produces intermittent stimulation of the pituitary gland
by GnRH.

Sites of Feedback Control

The ovarian steroids might produce their positive or
negative feedback effects by acting at the level of the
hypothalamus or the anterior pituitary gland, or both.
The GnRH pulse generator in the medial basal hypotha-
lamus drives gonadotropin secretion regardless of
whether negative or positive feedback prevails. Gonado-
tropin secretion falls to zero after bilateral destruction of
the arcuate nuclei in rhesus monkeys and cannot be
increased by either ovariectomy or treatment with the
same amount of estradiol that evokes a surge of FSH and
LH in normal animals. When such animals are fitted with
a pump that delivers a constant amount of GnRH in brief
pulses every hour, the normal cyclic pattern of gonado-
tropin is restored and the animals ovulate each month.
Identical results have been obtained in women suffering
from Kallman’s syndrome, in which there is a develop-
mental deficiency in GnRH production by the hypotha-
lamus (Fig. 12). In both cases, administration of GnRH
in pulses of constant amplitude and frequency was
sufficient to produce normal ovulatory cycles. Because
both positive and negative feedback aspects of gonado-
tropin secretion can be produced even when hypothala-
mic input is ‘‘clamped’’ at constant frequency and
amplitude, these effects of estradiol must be exerted at
the level of the pituitary.

Although changes in amplitude and frequency of
GnRH pulses are not necessary for the normal pattern of
gonadotropin secretion during an experimental or ther-
apeutic regimen, variations in frequency and amplitude
nevertheless may occur physiologically in a way that
complements and reinforces the intrinsic pattern already
described. During the normal reproductive cycle, GnRH
pulses are considerably less frequent in the luteal phase
than in the follicular phase. Complementing its negative
feedback effects, estradiol may decrease the amplitude of
GnRH pulses, and progesterone slows their frequency,
perhaps by stimulating hypothalamic production of
endogenous opioids. It appears that an increase in
amplitude of GnRH pulses precedes the LH surge, and
there is good evidence that progesterone acts at the level
of the hypothalamus to block the estradiol-induced LH
surge. Thus, feedback effects of estradiol appear to be
exerted primarily, but not exclusively, on the pituitary
and those of progesterone primarily, but probably not
exclusively, on the hypothalamus.

We do not yet understand the intrapituitary mecha-
nisms responsible for the negative and positive feedback
effects of estradiol. As seen with the ovary, changes in
hormone secretion may be brought about by changes in
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the sensitivity of target cells, as well as by changes in
concentration of a stimulatory hormone. Women and
experimental animals are more responsive to a test dose
of GnRH at midcycle than at any other time. An increase
in the number of receptors for GnRH at this time has
been reported, and there is evidence that the high
concentrations of estradiol that precede the LH surge
upregulate GnRH receptors and stimulate LH synthesis
and storage.

Timing of Reproductive Cycles

Although the pacemaker for rhythmic release of
GnRH resides in the hypothalamus, the timekeeper for
the slower monthly rhythm of the ovarian cycle resides in
the ovary. As already indicated, the corpus luteum has a
built-in life-span of about 12 days and involutes despite
continued stimulation with LH. A new cohort of follicles

cannot arise as long as the corpus luteum remains
functional. Its demise appears to relieve inhibition of
follicular growth and secretion of FSH, which increases
sufficiently in blood to stimulate growth of the next
cohort of follicles. Thus, the interval between the LH
surge and the emergence of the new cohort of follicles is
determined by the ovary. The principal event around
which the menstrual cycle revolves is ovulation, which
depends on an ovulatory surge of LH. The length of the
follicular phase may be somewhat variable and may be
influenced by extraovarian events, but the timing of the
LH surge resides in the ovary. It is only when the
developing follicle signals its readiness to ovulate with
increasing blood levels of estradiol that the pituitary
secretes the ovulatory spike of gonadotropin. Hence
throughout the cycle it is the ovary that notifies the
pituitary and hypothalamus of its readiness to proceed to
the next stage.

Clinical Note

Gonadotropin Secretion and Antifertility Drugs

The negative feedback effects of estrogens and
progesterone on gonadotropin secretion have
been exploited to produce antifertility drugs.
Chemical modifications that prolong their half-
lives and enable them to escape destruction by the
liver has made possible their administration by
mouth. Preparations of estrogens alone, in combi-
nation with progestational compounds, or admin-
istered sequentially prevent follicular development

by blocking gonadotropin secretion, thus prevent-
ing ovulation. Sequential administration of estro-
gens for 2 weeks followed by progestins and then
withdrawal for a few days reproduces normal
endometrial events, including menstruation.
Depot injections of long-acting progestins can not
only block ovulation by preventing the ovulatory
surge of gonadotropin secretion but also stimulate
production of dense cervical mucus, which
prevents passage of sperm into the uterine cavity.
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The beginning and end of cyclic ovarian activity (i.e.,
menarche and menopause) occur on a longer time scale.
The events associated with the onset of puberty were
considered in Chapter 45. Although we still do not know
what biological phenomena signal readiness for repro-
ductive development and the end of the juvenile period, it
appears that the timekeeper for this process resides in the
central nervous system, which initiates sexual develop-
ment and function by activating the GnRH pulse genera-
tor. Termination of cyclic ovarian activity coincides
with the disappearance or exhaustion of primordial
follicles, but during the final decade of a woman’s
reproductive life there is a paradoxical doubling of the
rate of loss of follicles by atresia. Aging of the GnRH
pacemaker may be a factor in this acceleration of folli-
cular loss, as studies in normally cycling women indicate
that both the amplitude of LH pulses and the interval
intervening between pulses increases with increased age.
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KEY POINTS
� Estrogen secretion during the follicular phase

prepares the female reproductive tract for
efficient sperm transport to the site of fertiliza-
tion in the ampulla of the oviducts.

� Ciliary action and muscular contractions of the
oviduct propel the ovum and later the blas-
tocyst toward the uterus.

� Implantation occurs about 5 days after ovula-
tion and involves invasion of the endometrium
and differentiation of the outer portion of the
blastocyst into the primitive placenta.

� The placenta is a highly vascular organ special-
ized for bidirectional transport of metabolites
and gases and for hormone synthesis.

� Secretion of human chorionic gonadotropin
(hCG) by the early trophoblast prolongs the
life of the corpus luteum and maintains its
capacity for progesterone production for most
of the first trimester.

� Human chorionic somatomammotropin (hCS)
is secreted by the placenta in large quantities,
particularly in the latter half of pregnancy, and



OVERVIEW

Successful reproduction depends not only on the
union of eggs and sperm but also on survival of adequate
numbers of the new generation to reach reproductive age
and begin the cycle again. In some species, parental
involvement in the reproductive process ends with
fertilization of the ova; thousands or even millions of
embryos may result from a single mating, with just a few
surviving long enough to procreate. Higher mammals,
particularly humans, have adopted the alternative strat-
egy of producing only few or a single fertilized ovum at a
time. Prolonged parental care during the embryonic and
neonatal periods substitutes for huge numbers of unat-
tended offspring as the means for increasing the like-
lihood of survival. Estrogen and progesterone prepare
the maternal body for successful internal fertilization and
hospitable acceptance of the embryo. The conceptus then
takes charge. After lodging firmly within the uterine
lining and gaining access to the maternal circulation,
it secretes protein and steroid hormones that ensure
continued maternal acceptance, and it directs maternal
functions to provide for its development. Simulta-
neously, the conceptus withdraws whatever nutrients

it needs from thematernal circulation. At the appropriate
time, the fetus signals its readiness to depart the uterus
and initiates the birth process. While in utero, placental
hormones prepare the mammary glands to produce the
milk needed for nurture after birth. Finally, suckling
stimulates continued milk production.

FERTILIZATION AND IMPLANTATION

Gamete Transport

Fertilization takes place in a distal portion of the
oviduct called the ampulla, far from the site of sperm
deposition in the vagina. To reach the ovum, sperm must
swim through the cervical canal, cross the entire length of
the uterine cavity, and then travel up through the
muscular isthmus of the oviduct. Even with the aid of
contractions of the female reproductive tract, the journey
is formidable. Only about one of every million sperm
deposited in the vagina reach the ampulla; here, if they
arrive first, they await the arrival of the ovum. Sperm
usually remain fertile within the female reproductive tract
for 1 to 2 days, but as long as 4 days is possible. Access to

KEY POINTS (continued )
has both growth-hormone-like and prolactin-
like activities.

� The placenta constitutively synthesizes large
amounts of progesterone from cholesterol
taken up from the maternal circulation.

� Although the placenta cannot synthesize 19-
carbon steroids, it produces large amounts of
estrogens by aromatizing androgens secreted
by the maternal and fetal adrenal glands.

� Corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) pro-
duced by the placenta stimulates the fetal pitui-
tary to secrete ACTH and also acts directly
on the fetal adrenal cortex to stimulate produc-
tion of dehydroepiandrosterone-sulfate which
serves as a precursor for placental estrogen
production.

� Estrogens drive their own production and the
production of progesterone by increasing
placental uptake of cholesterol and conversion
to pregnenolone, which serves as a precursor
for placental production of progesterone and
fetal adrenal production of dehydroepiandro-
sterone-sulfate.

� Parturition is initiated by convergence of self-
amplifying effects of CRH, cortisol, prostaglan-
dins, mechanical stretching of the myometrium,
and perhaps other factors that are not fully
understood.

� Oxytocin promotes uterine contractions and
speeds up parturition but is not secreted until
parturition has been initiated.

� Estrogen and progesterone promote growth
and branching of the mammary duct system.

� Prolactin and hCS in the presence of estrogen
and progesterone during pregnancy stimulate
growth of the mammary alveolar tissue.

� Tactile stimulation of the nipples or sensory in-
put related to nursing signal release of oxytocin.

� Oxytocin stimulates myoepithelial cells sur-
rounding the mammary alveoli and ducts to
contract and deliver pressurized milk to the
lactiferous ducts.

� Suckling stimulates prolactin secretion.
� Prolactin is secreted in response to suckling

and stimulates milk synthesis in preparation for
the next episode of suckling.
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the upper reaches of the reproductive tract is heavily
influenced by ovarian steroid hormones.

Estrogen is secreted in abundance late in the follicular
phase of the ovarian cycle and prepares the reproductive
tract for efficient sperm transport (Fig. 1). Glycogen
deposited in the vaginal mucosa under its influence
provides substrate for the production of lactate, which
lowers the pH of vaginal fluid. An acidic environment
increases the motility of sperm that is essential for their
passage through the cervical canal. In addition, the
copious watery secretion produced by cells lining the
cervical canal under the influence of estrogen increases
access to the uterine cavity. When estrogen is absent or
when its effects are opposed by progesterone, the cervical
canal is filled with a viscous mucus that resists sperm
penetration. Vigorous contractions of the uterus propel
sperm toward the oviducts, where they may appear
anywhere from 5 to 60 minutes after ejaculation. Prosta-
glandins present in seminal plasma and oxytocin released
from the pituitary in response to intercourse may
stimulate contraction of the highly responsive estrogen-
dominated myometrium.

Role of the Oviducts

The oviducts are uniquely adapted for facilitating
transport of sperm toward the ovary and transporting the
ovum in the opposite direction toward its rendezvous
with sperm. It is also within the oviducts that sperm
undergo a process called capacitation, which prepares
them for a successful encounter with the ovum and its
adherent mass of granulosa cells, the cumulus oophorus.
Capacitation is an activation process that involves both
enhancement of flagellar activity and the biochemical

and structural changes in the plasma membrane of the
sperm head that prepare sperm to undergo the acrosomal
reaction. The acrosome is a membranous vesicle that is
positioned at the tip of the sperm head. It is filled with
several hydrolytic enzymes. Contact of the sperm head
with the zona pellucida that surrounds the ovum initiates
fusion of the acrosomal membrane with the plasma
membrane and the exocytotic release of enzymes that
digest a path through the zona pellucida, clearing a path
for sperm to reach the ovum. The acrosome reaction and
the events that produce it are highly reminiscent of the
sequelae of hormone receptor interactions and involve
activation of membrane calcium channels, tyrosine
phosphorylation, phospholipase C, and other intracellu-
lar signaling mechanisms. Initiation of the acrosomal
reaction is facilitated by progesterone secreted by the
mass of cumulus cells that surround the ovum. The sperm
plasma membrane contains progesterone receptors that
trigger an influx of calcium within seconds. These
membrane-associated receptors differ from the classical
nuclear receptors.

In response to estrogens or perhaps other local
signals associated with impending ovulation, muscular
activity in the distal portion of the oviduct brings the
infundibulum into close contact with the surface of the
ovary.Atovulation, theovum, togetherwith its surround-
ing granulosa cells, is released into the peritoneal cavity
and is swept into the ostium of the oviduct by the vigor-
ous, synchronous beating of cilia on the infundibular
surface. Development of cilia in the epithelial lining and
their synchronized rhythmic activity are consequences of
earlier exposure to estrogens. Movement of the egg mass
through the ampulla toward the site of fertilization near
the ampullar–isthmic junction depends principally on
currents set up in tubal fluid by the beating of cilia and to
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FIGURE 1 Actions of estrogen to promote sperm transport.
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a lesser extent by contractile activity of the ampullar wall
to produce a churning motion.

Propulsion of sperm through the isthmus toward the
ampulla is accomplished largely by muscular contrac-
tions of the tubal wall. Circular smooth muscle of the
isthmus is innervated with sympathetic fibers and has
both �-adrenergic receptors, which mediate contraction,
and �-adrenergic receptors, which mediate relaxation.
Under the influence of estrogen, the � receptors predo-
minate. Subsequently, as estrogenic effects are opposed
by progesterone, the � receptors prevail, and isthmic
smooth muscles relax. This reversal in the response to
adrenergic stimulation may account for the ability of the
oviduct to facilitate sperm transport through the isthmus
toward the ovary and subsequently to promote passage
of the embryo in the opposite direction toward the uterus.

After fertilization, the oviduct retains the embryo for
about 3 days and nourishes it with secreted nutrients
before facilitating its entry into the uterine cavity. These
complex events, orchestrated by the interplay of estro-
gen, progesterone, and autonomic innervation, require
participation of the smooth muscle of the walls of the
oviduct as well as secretory and ciliary activity of the
epithelial lining. As crucial as these mechanical actions
may be, however, the oviduct does not contribute in an
indispensable way to fertility of the ovum or sperm or to
their union, as modern techniques of in vitro fertilization
bypass it with no ill effects.

The period of fertility is short; from the time the ovum
is shed until it can no longer be fertilized is only about 6 to
24 hours. As soon as a sperm penetrates the ovum, the
second polar body is extruded, and the fertilized ovum
begins to divide. By the time the fertilized egg enters the
uterine cavity, it has reached the blastocyst stage and
consists of about 100 cells. Timing of the arrival of the
blastocyst in the uterine cavity is determined by the
balance between antagonistic effects of estrogen and pro-
gesterone on the contractility of the oviductal wall. Under
the influence of estrogen, circularly oriented smooth
muscle of the isthmus is contracted and bars passage of
the embryo to the uterus. As the corpus luteum organizes
and increases its capacity to secrete progesterone,
�-adrenergic receptors gain ascendancy, muscles of the
isthmus relax, and the embryonic mass is allowed to pass
into the uterine cavity. Ovarian steroids can thus ‘‘lock’’
the ovum or embryo in the oviduct or cause its delivery
prematurely into the uterine cavity.

Implantation and Formation of the Placenta

The blastocyst floats freely in the uterine cavity for
about a day before it implants, normally on about the
fifth day after ovulation. Experience with in vitro
fertilization indicates that there is about a 3-day period

of uterine receptivity in which implantation leads to full-
term pregnancy. It should be recalled that this period
of endometrial sensitivity coincides with the period of
maximal progesterone output by the corpus luteum
(Fig. 2). In the late luteal phase of the menstrual cycle,
the outer layer of the endometrium differentiates to form
the decidua. Decidualized stromal cells enlarge and trans-
form from an elongated spindle shape to a rounded mor-
phology with accumulation of glycogen. Decidualization
requires high concentrations of progesterone and may be
enhanced by activity of cytokines and relaxin. Decidual
cells express several proteins that may facilitate implan-
tation, but the precise roles of these proteins either in
implantation or pregnancy have not been determined
definitively. One such protein is the hormone prolactin,
which continues to be secreted throughout pregnancy.
Another is the IGF-1 binding protein (IGFBP-1).

At the time of implantation, the blastocyst consists of
an inner mass of cells destined to become the fetus and an
outer rim of cells called the trophoblast. It is the
trophoblast that forms the attachment to maternal
decidual tissue and gives rise to the fetal membranes
and the definitive placenta (Fig. 3). Cells of the tropho-
blast proliferate and form the multinucleated syncytial
trophoblast, the specialized functions of which enable it to
destroy adjacent decidual cells and allow the blastocyst to
penetrate deep into the uterine endometrium. Killed
decidual cells are phagocytosed by the trophoblast as the
embryo penetrates the subepithelial connective tissue and
eventually becomes completely enclosed within the
endometrium. Products released from degenerating
decidual cells produce hyperemia and increased capillary
permeability. Local extravasation of blood from
damaged capillaries forms small pools of blood that are
in direct contact with the trophoblast and provide
nourishment to the embryo until the definitive placenta
forms. From the time the ovum is shed until the blasto-
cyst implants, metabolic needs are met by secretions of
the oviduct and the endometrium.

The syncytial trophoblast and an inner cytotropho-
blast layer of cells soon completely surround the inner cell
mass and send out solid columns of cells that further
erode the endometrium and anchor the embryo. These
columns of cells differentiate into the placental villi. As
they digest the endometrium, pools of extravasated
maternal blood become more extensive and fuse into a
complex labyrinth that drains into venous sinuses in the
endometrium. These pools expand and eventually receive
an abundant supply of arterial blood. By the third week,
the villi are invaded by fetal blood vessels as the primitive
circulatory system begins to function (see Chapter 66).

Although much uncertainty remains regarding details
of implantation in humans, it is perfectly clear that
progesterone secreted by the ovary at the height of luteal
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function is indispensable for all of these events to occur.
Removal of the corpus luteum at this time or blockade of
progesterone secretionorprogesterone receptorsprevents
implantation. Progesterone is indispensable for mainte-
nance of decidual cells, quiescence of the myometrium,
and formation of the dense, viscous cervical mucus that
essentially seals off the uterine cavity from the outside.
It is noteworthy that the implanting trophoblast and the
fetus are genetically distinct from the mother, yet the
maternal immune system does not reject the implanted
embryo as a foreign body. Progesterone plays a decisive
role in immunological acceptance of the embryo. It
promotes tolerance by regulating accumulation of
lymphocyte types in the uterine cavity, by suppressing
lymphocyte toxicity, and by inhibiting the production of
cytolytic cytokines. The importance of progesterone for
implantation and retention of the blastocyst is under-
scored by the development of a progesterone antagonist
(RU486) that prevents implantation or causes an already
implanted conceptus to be shed along with the uterine
lining.

PLACENTAL HORMONES

The placenta is a complex, primarily vascular organ
adapted to optimize the exchange of gases, nutrients,

and electrolytes between maternal and fetal circulations.
In humans, the placenta is also a major endocrine gland
capable of producing large amounts of both steroid and
peptide hormones and neurohormones. The placenta is
the most recently evolved of all mammalian organs, and
its endocrine function is highly developed in primates.
It is unique among endocrine glands in that, as far as is
known, its secretory activity is autonomous and not
subject to regulation by maternal or fetal signals. In
experimental animals such as the rat, pregnancy is
terminated if the pituitary gland is removed during the
first half of gestation or if the ovaries, and consequently
the corpora lutea, are removed at any time. In primates,
the pituitary gland and ovaries are essential only for a
brief period after fertilization. After about 7 weeks, the
placenta produces enough progesterone to maintain
pregnancy. In addition, it also produces large amounts
of estrogen, human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG), and
human chorionic somatomammotropin (hCS), which is
also called human placental lactogen (hPL). It can also
secrete growth hormone (GH), thyroid-stimulating
hormone (TSH), adrenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH),
gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH), corticotro-
pin-releasing hormone (CRH), and a long list of other
biologically active peptides. During pregnancy there
is the unique situation of hormones secreted by
one individual, the fetus, regulating the physiology of
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another, the mother. By extracting needed nutrients and
adding hormones to the maternal circulation, the
placenta redirects some aspects of maternal function to
accommodate the growing fetus (see Chapter 66).

Human Chorionic Gonadotropin

As already discussed (see Chapter 46), the functional
life of the corpus luteum in infertile cycles ends by the
12th day after ovulation. About 2 days later, the endo-
metrium is shed, and menstruation begins. For preg-
nancy to develop, the endometrium must be maintained;
therefore, the ovary must be notified that fertilization has
occurred. The signal to the ovary in humans is a luteo-
tropic substance secreted by the conceptus: hCG. Human
chorionic gonadotropin rescues the corpus luteum (i.e.,
extends its life-span) and stimulates it to continue secret-
ing progesterone and estrogens, which in turn maintain
the endometrium in a state favorable for implantation

and placentation (Fig. 4). Continued secretion of luteal
steroids and inhibin notifies the pituitary gland that
pregnancyhas begunand inhibits secretionof the gonado-
tropins that would otherwise stimulate development of
the next cohort of follicles. Pituitary gonadotropins
remain virtually undetectable in maternal blood through-
out pregnancy as a result of the negative feedback effects
of high circulating concentrations of estrogens and
progesterone. Relaxin secretion by the corpus luteum
increases in early pregnancy, becomes maximum at
around the end of the first trimester, and then declines
somewhat but continues throughout pregnancy. Relaxin
may synergize with progesterone in early pregnancy to
suppress contractile activity of uterine smooth muscle.

Human chorionic gonadotropin is a glycoprotein that
is closely related to the pituitary glycoprotein hormones
(see Chapter 38). Although there are wide variations in
the carbohydrate components, the peptide backbones of
the glycoprotein hormones are closely related and consist
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of a common � subunit and activity-specific � subunits.
The � subunits of follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH),
luteinizing hormone (LH), TSH, and hCG have the same
amino acid sequence and are encoded in the same gene. In
humans, seven genes or pseudogenes code for hCG �, but
only two or three of them are expressed. The � subunit of
hCG is almost identical to the � subunit of LH, differing
only by a 32-amino-acid extension at the carboxyl

terminus of hCG. It is not surprising, therefore, that
hCG and LH act through a common receptor and
that hCG has LH-like bioactivity. Human chorionic
gonadotropin contains considerably more carbohydrate,
particularly sialic acid residues, than its pituitary counter-
parts, which accounts for its extraordinary stability in
blood. The half-life of hCG is more than 30 hours, as
compared to just a few minutes for the pituitary glyco-
protein hormones. The long half-life facilitates rapid
build-up of adequate concentrations of this vital signal
produced by a few vulnerable cells.

Trophoblast cells of the developing placenta begin to
secrete hCG early, with detectable amounts already
present in blood by about the eighth day after ovulation,
when luteal function under the influence of LH is still at
its height. Production of hCG increases dramatically
during the early weeks of pregnancy (Fig. 5). Blood levels
continue to rise and during the third month of pregnancy
reach peak values that are perhaps 200 to 1000 times that
of LH at the height of the ovulatory surge. Presumably
because of its high concentration, hCG is able to prolong
the functional life of the corpus luteum while LH, at the
prevailing concentrations in the luteal phase of an
infertile cycle, cannot. High concentrations of hCG at
this early stage of fetal development are also critical for
male sexual differentiation, which occurs before the fetal
pituitary can produce adequate amounts of LH to
stimulate testosterone synthesis by the developing testis.
Secretion of testosterone by the fetal testes is crucial for
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survival of the wolffian duct system and formation of the
male internal genitalia (see Chapter 45). Human chori-
onic gonadotropin stimulation of the fetal adrenal gland
may augment estrogen production later in pregnancy
(see below). Finally, it is the appearance of hCG in large
amounts in urine that is used as a diagnostic test for
pregnancy. Because its biological activity is like that of
LH, urine containing hCG induces ovulation when
injected into estrous rabbits in the classical rabbit test.
Now hCG can be measured with a simple sensitive
immunological test, and pregnancy can be detected even
before the next expected menstrual period.

Secretion of significant amounts of progesterone by
the corpus luteum diminishes after about the eighth
week of pregnancy despite continued stimulation by
hCG. Measurements of progesterone in human ovarian
venous blood indicate that the corpus luteum remains
functional throughout most of the first trimester, and,
although some capacity to produce progesterone persists
throughout pregnancy, continued presence of the ovary
is not required for a successful outcome. Well before
the decline in luteal steroidogenesis, placental produc-
tion of progesterone becomes adequate to maintain
pregnancy.

Human Chorionic Somatomammotropin

The other placental protein hormone that is secreted
in large amounts is hCS. Like hCG, hCS is produced by
the syncytial trophoblast and becomes detectable in
maternal plasma early in pregnancy. Its concentration in
maternal plasma increases steadily from about the third
week after fertilization and reaches a plateau by the last
month of pregnancy (Fig. 5) when the placenta produces
about 1 g of hCS each day. The concentration of hCG in
maternal blood at this time is about 100 times higher
than that normally seen for other protein hormones in
women or men. Human chorionic somatomammotropin
has a short half-life and, despite its high concentration
at parturition, is undetectable in plasma after the first
postpartum day.

Despite its abundance and its ability to produce a
variety of biological actions in the laboratory, the physio-
logical role of hCS has not been established definitively.
Human chorionic somatomammotropin has strong
prolactin-like activity and can induce lactation in test
animals, but lactation normally does not begin until long
enough after parturition for hCS to be cleared from
maternal blood. However, it is likely that hCS promotes
mammary growth in preparation for lactation. It is
also likely that hCS contributes to the availability of
nutrients for the developing fetus by operating like GH
to mobilize maternal fat and decrease maternal glucose
consumption (see Chapter 42). In this context, hCS

may be responsible for the decreased glucose tolerance
(so-called gestational diabetes) experienced by many
women during pregnancy. Although secretion of hCS is
directed predominantly into maternal blood, appreciable
concentrations are also found in fetal blood in midgesta-
tion. Receptors for hCS are present in human fetal
fibroblasts and myoblasts, and these cells release IGF-II
when stimulated by hCS. As already discussed (see
Chapter 44), fetal growth is independent of GH, but the
role of hCS in this regard is unknown.

Despite these observations, evidence from genetic
studies makes it unlikely that hCS is indispensable for
the successful outcome of pregnancy. Human chorionic
somatomammotropin is a member of the growth
hormone–prolactin family (see Chapter 38) and shares
large regions of structural homology with both of these
pituitary hormones. Five genes of this family are clus-
tered on chromosome 17, including three that encode
hCS and two that encode GH. Two of the hCS genes
are expressed and code for identical secretory products.
The third hCS gene appears to be a pseudogene, the
transcription of which does not produce fully processed
mRNA. No adverse consequences for pregnancy,
parturition, or early postnatal development were seen
in three cases in which a stretch of DNA that contains
both hCS genes and one hGH gene was missing
from both chromosomes. No immunoassayable hCS
was present in maternal plasma, but it is possible that
the remaining hCS pseudogene was expressed under
these circumstances or that recombination of the
remaining fragments of these genes produced a chimeric
protein with hCS-like activity. Regardless of whether or
not hCS is indispensable for normal gestation, impor-
tant functions are often governed by redundant mechan-
isms, and it is likely that hCS contributes in some way to
a successful outcome of pregnancy.

Progesterone

As progesterone secretion by the corpus luteum
declines, the trophoblast becomes the major producer
of progesterone. Placental production of progesterone
increases as pregnancy progresses, so that during the final
months upward of 250 mg may be secreted per day. This
huge amount is more than ten times the daily production
by the corpus luteum at the height of its activity and may
be even greater in women bearing more than one fetus.
Because the placenta cannot synthesize cholesterol, it
imports cholesterol in the form of low-density lipopro-
teins (LDLs) from the maternal circulation. In late preg-
nancy, progesterone production consumes an amount of
cholesterol equivalent to about 25% of the daily turnover
in a normal nonpregnant woman.
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Production of progesterone by the placenta is not
subject to regulation by any known extraplacental
factors other than availability of substrate. As in the
adrenals and gonads, the rate of conversion of choles-
terol to pregnenolone by P450scc determines the rate of
progesterone production. In the adrenals and gonads,
ACTH and LH stimulate synthesis of the steroid acute
regulatory protein (StAR), which is required for transfer
of cholesterol from cytosol to the mitochondrial matrix
where P450scc resides (Chapter 40). The placenta does
not express StAR. Access of cholesterol to the interior of
mitochondria is thought to be provided by a similar
protein that is constitutively expressed in the tropho-
blast. Consequently, placental conversion of cholesterol
to pregnenolone bypasses the step that is regulated in all
other steroid hormone-producing tissues. Ample expres-
sion of 3�-hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase allows rapid
conversion of pregnenolone to progesterone. All of the
pregnenolone produced is either secreted as progester-
one or exported to the fetal adrenal glands to serve as
substrate for adrenal steroidogenesis (Fig. 6).

Estrogens

The human placenta is virtually the only site of estro-
gen production after the corpus luteum declines.
However, the placenta cannot synthesize estrogens from
cholesterol or use progesterone or pregnenolone as sub-
strate for estrogen synthesis. The placenta does not
express P450c17, which cleaves the carbon-20,21 side
chain to produce the requisite 19-carbon androgen
precursor. Reminiscent of the dependence of granulosa
cells on thecal cell production of androgens in ovarian
follicles (see Chapter 46), estrogen synthesis by the
trophoblast depends on import of 19-carbon androgen
substrates which are secreted by the adrenal glands of
the fetus and, to a lesser extent, the mother (Fig. 7). The
trophoblast expresses an abundance of P450aromatase,
the activity of which is sufficient to aromatize all of the
available substrate. The cooperative interaction between
the fetal adrenal and the placenta has given rise to the
term fetoplacental unit as the source of estrogen produc-
tion in pregnancy. The placental estrogens are estradiol,
estrone, and estriol, which differs from estradiol by the
presence of an additional hydroxyl group on carbon-16.
Of these, estriol is by far the major estrogenic product.
Its rate of synthesis may exceed 45 mg/day by the end of
pregnancy.

Despite its high rate of production, however, concen-
trations of unconjugated estriol in blood are lower than
those of estradiol (Fig. 5) due to its high rate of metabol-
ism and excretion. Although estriol can bind to estrogen
receptors, it contributes little to overall estrogenic
bioactivity, as it is only about 1% as potent as estradiol
and 10% as potent as estrone in most assays; however,
estriol is almost as potent as estradiol in stimulating
uterine blood flow. It is possible that the fetus uses this
elaborate mechanism of estriol production to ensure that
uterine blood flow remains adequate for its survival.

The Role of the Fetal Adrenal Cortex

The fetal adrenal glands play a central role in placental
steroidogenesis and hence maintenance of pregnancy and
may also have a role in provoking the onset of labor at
the end of pregnancy. The adrenal glands of the fetus
differ significantly in both morphology and function
from the adrenal glands of the adult. They are bounded
by a thin outer region, called the definitive cortex, which
will become the zona glomerulosa, and a huge, inner fetal
zone, which regresses and disappears shortly after birth.
The transitional zone at the interface of the two zones
gives rise to the fasciculata and reticularis of the adult
(see Chapter 40). In midpregnancy, the fetal adrenals are
large—larger in fact, than the kidneys—and the fetal
zone constitutes 80%of itsmass.Growth, differentiation,
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and secretory activity of the fetal adrenals are controlled
by ACTH, the actions of which are augmented by a
variety of fetal growth factors including insulin-like
growth factor II (IGF-II). The fetal pituitary is the main
source of ACTH, but the placenta also secretes some
ACTH. In addition, the placenta secretes corticotropin-
releasing hormone (CRH), which not only stimulates the
fetal pituitary to secrete ACTH but also directly stimu-
lates steroidogenesis by the fetal adrenal glands.

The chief product of the fetal zone is the 19-carbon
androgen dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA), which is
secreted as the biologically inert sulfate ester (DHEA-S).
Sulfation protects against masculinization of the genitalia
in female fetuses and prevents aromatization in extra-
gonadal fetal tissues. The fetal zone produces DHEA-S
at an increasing rate that becomes detectable by about
the eighth week of pregnancy, well before cortisol and
aldosterone are produced by the definitive and transitional
zones. At term, secretion of DHEA-S may reach 200 mg
per day. The cholesterol substrate for DHEA-S produc-
tion is synthesized in both the fetal liver and fetal adrenals.
It is likely that pregnenolone released into the fetal
circulation by the placenta also provides substrate.

Much of the DHEA-S in the fetal circulation is oxid-
ized at carbon-16 in the fetal liver to form 16�-DHEA-S

and then exported to the placenta. The placenta is highly
efficient at extracting 19 carbon steroids from both
maternal and fetal blood. It is rich in sulfatase and
converts 16�-DHEA-S to 16�-DHEA prior to aromati-
zation to form estriol. Because synthesis of estriol reflects
the combined activities of the fetal adrenals, the fetal
liver, and the placenta, its rate of production, as reflected
in maternal estriol concentrations, has been used as an
indicator of fetal well-being. DHEA-S that escapes
16�-hydroxylation in the fetal liver is converted to
androstenedione or testosterone in the placenta after
hydrolysis of the sulfate bond and then aromatized to
form estrone and estradiol.

ROLES OF PROGESTERONE AND ESTROGENS IN
SUSTAINING PREGNANCY

As its name implies, progesterone is essential for
maintaining all stages of pregnancy, and pharmacologic
blockade of its actions at any time terminates the
pregnancy. Progesterone sustains pregnancy by opposing
the forces that conspire to increase uterine contractility
and expel the fetus. One of these forces is physical stretch
of the myometrium by the growing fetus. Stretch or
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tension coupled with estrogens and progesterone promo-
tes myometrial growth and hypertrophy in parallel with
growth of the conceptus. Estrogens promote expression
of genes that code for contractile proteins, gap junction
proteins that electrically couple myometrial cells, oxyto-
cin receptors, receptors for prostaglandins, ion channel
proteins, and doubtlessly many others that directly or
indirectly tend to increase contractility. Throughout
pregnancy, estrogens act through a positive feedback
mechanism not only to increase their own production but
also to increase synthesis of progesterone, which sup-
presses their excitatory effects (Fig. 8). Estrogens accel-
erate progesterone synthesis by increasing the delivery of
its precursor substrate, cholesterol, to the trophoblast
and by upregulating P450scc. Estrogens increase uterine
blood flow by stimulating endothelial cells to produce the
potent vasodilator nitric oxide and promote uterine
formation of prostaglandin I, which is also a vasodilator.
In addition, they increase receptor-mediated cholesterol
uptake by stimulating expression of LDL receptors.
Pregnenolone and LDLs that cross the placenta and enter
the fetal circulation serve as substrates for adrenal
production of DHEA-S. DHEA-S is then converted by
the placenta to estrogens in what amounts to a positive
feedback system that progressively increases estrogen
production in parallel with progesterone production.

PARTURITION

Pregnancy in the human lasts about 40 weeks. The
process of birth, or parturition, is the expulsion of a

viable baby from the uterus at the end of pregnancy and
is the culmination of all the processes discussed in this
and the previous two chapters. Studying the phenom-
enon of parturition has revealed a surprising array of
strategies that have been adopted by different species,
regulate parturition. Humans and the great apes have
evolved mechanisms that appear to be unique, and the
scarcity of experimental models that employ strategies
similar to those of humans has hampered efforts to
study underlying mechanisms of timing and initiating
parturition in humans. Consequently, our understand-
ing of the processes that bring about this climactic event
in human reproductive physiology is still incomplete.

Successful delivery of the baby can take place only
after the myometrium acquires the capacity for forceful,
coordinated contractions and the cervix softens and
becomes distensible (called ripening) so that uterine
contractions can drive the baby through the cervical
canal. These changes reflect the triumph of the excitatory
effects of estrogens over the suppressive effects of pro-
gesterone that had prevailed thus far. Indeed, in most
animals parturition is heralded by a decline in progester-
one production coincident with an increase in estrogen
production. Humans and higher primates are unique in
the respect that there is neither an abrupt increase in
plasma concentrations of estrogens nor a fall in proges-
terone at the onset of parturition. It is highly likely
that multiple gradual changes, gaining momentum over
days or weeks, tip the precarious estrogen/progesterone
balance in favor of estrogen dominance.

In theory, signals to terminate pregnancy could
originate with either the mother or the fetus. Most
investigators favor the idea that the fetus, which has
essentially controlled events during the rest of preg-
nancy, signals its readiness to be born. In sheep, the
triggering event for parturition is an ACTH-dependent
increase in cortisol production by the fetal adrenals.
In this species, cortisol stimulates expression of P450c17
in the placenta and thereby shifts production of steroid
hormones away from progesterone and toward estrogen.
While there is neither a stimulation of P450c17 expres-
sion in the human placenta nor a fall in progesterone in
humans, the human fetal adrenal may nevertheless have
an essential role in orchestrating the events that lead up
to parturition.

Role of Corticotropin-Releasing Hormone

Although the ability to secrete 19-carbon androgens is
acquired by the fetal zone of the adrenals early in
gestation, the definitive and transitional zones mature
much later. The capacity to produce significant amounts
of cortisol is not acquired until about the 30th week of
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gestation. An abundant supply of cortisol in the final
weeks of pregnancy is indispensable formaturation of the
lungs, the gastrointestinal tract, and other systems to
prepare the fetus for extra-uterine life. Cortisol also
antagonizes the suppressive effects of progesterone on
CRH production in the placenta and hence increases
transcription of the CRH gene. This paradoxical effect of
cortisol on placental expression of CRH is opposite to its
negative feedback effects on CRH production in the
hypothalamus. Instead of suppressing CRH production,
fetal production of cortisol initiates a positive feedback
loop (Fig. 9). It may be recalled that CRH not only
stimulates the fetal pituitary to secrete ACTH but also
directly stimulates steroidogenesis in the fetal adrenal
cortex; consequently, there is an increasing drive to the
adrenal to increase production of cortisol and DHEA-S.
Accelerating secretion of DHEA-S accounts for the
increasingly steep rise in estrogen concentrations in
maternal blood in the last weeks of pregnancy (as shown
in Figure 5).

Prostaglandin production is also increased in fetal
membranes and the uterus in late pregnancy. Prosta-
glandins F2� and E participate in or initiate events that
lead to rupture of the fetal membranes, softening of the
uterine cervix, and contraction of the myometrium. CRH
stimulates their formation by the fetal membranes. These
prostaglandins, in turn, stimulate placental production of
CRH and establish a second positive feedback loop. We
might expect cortisol to oppose prostaglandin formation

in the fetus as it does in extrauterine tissues (Chapter 40);
however, in fetal membranes, cortisol paradoxically
increases expression of the prostaglandin synthesizing
enzyme COX2 and inhibits formation of the principal
prostaglandin-degrading enzyme. Prostaglandins also
stimulate CRH secretion by the fetal hypothalamus,
increasing ACTH secretion and providing further drive
for cortisol secretion and consequent stimulation of CRH
secretion.

Concentrations of CRH in maternal plasma increase
exponentially as pregnancy progresses, but there is only a
slight rise in ACTH and free cortisol. Discordance
between CRH plasma concentrations and pituitary and
adrenal secretory activity is due largely to the presence of
a CRH binding protein (CRH-BP) that is present in
plasma of pregnant as well as nonpregnant women.
Additionally, responsiveness of the maternal pituitary to
CRH is decreased during pregnancy possibly because of
downregulation of CRH receptors in corticotropes.
Despite the somewhat blunted sensitivity to CRH,
however, maternal ACTH secretion follows the normal
diurnal rhythmic pattern and increases appropriately
in response to stress. Until about three weeks before
parturition, concentrations of CRH-BP in maternal
plasma vastly exceed those of CRH and there is little or
no free CRH. For reasons that are not understood, CRH-
BP concentrations fall dramatically at the same time that
placental production of CRH is increasing most rapidly
and exceeds the capacity of CRH-BP. Free CRH in
maternal plasma stimulates prostaglandin production in
the myometrium and cervix, causing increased contract-
ility and cervical ripening.

In addition to CRH-related positive feedback loops, a
large number of genes that encode gap junction proteins,
ion channels, oxytocin receptors, prostaglandin recep-
tors, proteases that breakdown cervical collagen fibers,
and a host of other proteins are activated to an increasing
extent by stretch and probably paracrine and autocrine
factors that arise in the placenta or decidua. There is also
evidence that progesterone-inactivating enzymes that are
induced in the myometrium, the placenta, and the cervix
in the final weeks may lower tissue concentrations of
progesterone and hence its effectiveness. While there
appears to be no single event that precipitates parturi-
tion, the various processes that are set in motion weeks
earlier gradually build up to overwhelm progesterone
dominance and unleash excitatory forces that expel the
fetus. CRH and the factors that regulate its production
appear to play a crucial but not exclusive, role (Fig. 10).

Role of Oxytocin

Oxytocin is a neurohormone secreted by nerve
endings in the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland in
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response to neural stimuli received by cell bodies in the
paraventricular and supraoptic nuclei of the hypotha-
lamus (Chapter 38). It produces powerful synchronized
contractions of the myometrium at the end of preg-
nancy, when uterine muscle is highly sensitive to it.
Oxytocin is sometimes used clinically to induce labor.
As parturition approaches, responsiveness to oxytocin
increases in parallel with estrogen-induced increases
in oxytocin receptors in both the endometrium and
myometrium. Oxytocin is not the physiological trigger
for parturition, however, as its concentration in mater-
nal blood normally does not increase until after labor
has begun. Oxytocin is secreted in response to stretching
of the uterine cervix and hastens expulsion of the fetus
and the placenta (as described in Chapter 37), but
probably has little to do in initiating parturition. As a
consequence of its action on myometrial contraction,
oxytocin protects against hemorrhage after expulsion of
the placenta. Just prior to delivery, the uterus receives
nearly 25% of the cardiac output, most of which flows
through the low resistance pathways of the maternal
portion of the placenta. Intense contraction of the newly
emptied uterus acts as a natural tourniquet to control
loss of blood from the massive wound left when the
placenta is torn away from the uterine lining.

LACTATION

The mammary glands are specialized secretory struc-
tures derived from the skin. As the name implies, they are
unique to mammals. The secretory portion of the
mammary glands is arranged in lobules consisting of
branched tubules, the lobuloalveolar ducts, from which

multiple evaginations or alveoli emerge in an arrange-
ment resembling a bunch of grapes. The alveoli consist of
a single layer of secretory epithelial cells surrounded by a
meshwork of contractile myoepithelial cells (Fig. 11)
Many lobuloalveolar ducts converge to form a lactiferous
duct, which carries the milk to the nipple. Eachmammary
gland consists of 10 to 15 lobules, each with its own
lactiferous duct opening separately to the outside. In the
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inactive, nonlactating gland, alveoli are present only in
rudimentary form, with the entire glandular portion
consisting almost exclusively of lobuloalveolar ducts.
The mammary glands have an abundant vascular supply
and are innervated with sympathetic nerve fibers and a
rich supply of sensory fibers to the nipple and areola.

Milk secreted by the mammary glands provides
nourishment and immunoglobulins to offspring during
the immediate postnatal period and for varying times
thereafter, depending on culture and custom. Milk pro-
vides all of the basic nourishment, vitamins, minerals,
fats, carbohydrates, and proteins needed by the infant
until the teeth erupt. In addition, milk contains maternal
immunoglobulins that are absorbed intact by the imma-
ture intestine and provide passive immunity to common
pathogens. The extraordinarily versatile cells of themam-
mary alveoli simultaneously synthesize large amounts of
protein, fat, and lactose and secrete these constituents,
by various mechanisms, along with a large volume of
aqueous medium for which the ionic composition differs
substantially from blood plasma. Humanmilk consists of
about 1% protein (principally in the form of casein and
lactalbumin), about 4% fat, and about 7% lactose. Each
liter of milk also contains about 300 mg of calcium. After
lactation is established, the well-nourished woman suck-
ling a single infant may produce about a liter of milk
per day and as much as 3 liters per day if suckling twins.
It should be apparent, therefore, that, in addition to
hormonal regulation at the level of the mammary glands,
milk production requires extramammary regulation by
all those hormones responsible for compensatory adjust-
ments in intermediary metabolism (see Chapters 41
and 42), calcium balance (see Chapter 43), and salt and
water balance (see Chapter 29).

Growth and Development of the

Mammary Glands

Prenatal growth and development of the mammary
glands are independent of sex hormones and genetic sex.
Until the onset of puberty, there are no differences in the
male and female breast. With the onset of puberty, the
duct system grows and branches under the influence of
estrogen. Surrounding stromal and fat tissue also prolife-
rate in response to estrogens. Progesterone, in combina-
tion with estrogen, promotes growth and branching of
the lobuloalveolar tissue, but for these steroids to be
effective prolactin, growth hormone, IGF-1, and cortisol
must also be present. Lobuloalveolar growth and regres-
sion occur to some degree during each ovarian cycle.
Growth, differentiation, and proliferation of mammary
alveoli are pronounced during pregnancy, when estro-
gens, progesterone, prolactin, and hCS circulate in high
concentrations.

Milk Production

Once the secretory apparatus has developed, produc-
tion of milk depends primarily on continued episodic
stimulation with high concentrations of prolactin, but
adrenal glucocorticoids and insulin are also important
in a permissive sense that needs to be defined more
precisely. All of these hormones and hCS are present in
abundance during late stages of pregnancy, yet lactation
does not begin until after parturition. High concentra-
tions of estrogen and particularly progesterone in mater-
nal blood inhibit lactation by interfering with the action
of prolactin on mammary epithelium. With parturition,
the precipitous fall in estrogen and progesterone levels
relieves this inhibition, and prolactin receptors in alveo-
lar epithelium may increase as much as 20-fold. Devel-
opment of full secretory capacity, however, takes some
time. Initially, the mammary glands secrete only a watery
fluid called colostrum, which is rich in protein but poor in
lactose and fat. It takes about 2 to 5 days for the
mammary glands to secrete mature milk with a full
complement of nutrients. It is not clear whether this delay
reflects a slow acquisition of secretory capacity or a
regulated sequence of events timed to coincide with the
infant’s capacity to utilize nutrients.

Mechanism of Prolactin Action

Prolactin acts on alveolar epithelial cells to stimulate
expression of genes for milk proteins such as casein and
lactalbumin, enzymes needed for synthesis of lactose and
triglycerides, and the proteins that govern the various
steps in the secretory process. The prolactin receptor is a
large peptide with a single membrane-spanning domain.
It is closely related to the GH receptor and transmits
its signal by activating tyrosine phosphorylation of
intracellular proteins as described for the GH receptor
(see Chapter 44). Binding of prolactin causes two
receptors to dimerize and activate the cytosolic enzyme,
Janus kinase 2 (JAK-2). Some of the proteins thus
phosphorylated belong to the STAT family (for signal
transduction and activation of transcription) and dimer-
ize and migrate to the nucleus, where they activate
transcription of specific genes. Prolactin may also signal
through activation of a tyrosine kinase related to the src
oncogene and by activating membrane ion channels. The
signaling cascades set in motion the various events that
accompany growth of the secretory alveoli as well as
synthesis and secretion of milk.

Neuroendocrine Mechanisms

Continued lactation requires more than just the
correct complement of hormones. Milk must also be
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removed regularly by suckling. Failure to empty the
mammary alveoli causes lactation to stop within about a
week and the lobuloalveolar structures to involute.
Involution results not only from prolactin withdrawal,
but also from the presence of inhibitory factors in milk
that block secretion if allowed to remain in alveolar
lumens. Suckling triggers two neuroendocrine reflexes
critical for the maintenance of lactation: the so-called
milk letdown reflex and surges of prolactin secretion.

Milk Letdown Reflex

Because each lactiferous duct has only a single open-
ing to the outside and alveoli are not readily collapsible,
application of negative pressure at the nipple does not
cause milk to flow. The milk letdown reflex, also called
the milk ejection reflex, permits the suckling infant to
obtain milk. This neuroendocrine reflex involves the
hormone oxytocin, which is secreted in response to
suckling. Oxytocin stimulates contraction of myoepithe-
lial cells that surround each alveolus, creating positive
pressure of about 10 to 20 mm Hg in the alveoli and the
communicating duct system. Suckling merely distorts
the valve-like folds of tissue in the nipple and allows the
pressurized milk to be ejected into the infant’s mouth.
Sensory input from nerve endings in the nipple is
transmitted to the hypothalamus by way of thoracic
nerves and the spinal cord and stimulates neurons in the
supraoptic and paraventricular nuclei to release oxyto-
cin from terminals in the posterior lobe (Fig. 12). These
neurons can also be activated by higher brain centers, so
that the mere sight of the baby or hearing it cry is often

sufficient to produce milk letdown (Fig. 13). Conversely,
stressful conditions may inhibit oxytocin secretion,
preventing the suckling infant from obtaining milk
even though the breast is full.

Cellular Actions of Oxytocin

The oxytocin receptor is expressed principally in uter-
ine smooth muscle and myoepithelial cells that surround
mammary alveoli. It is a typical heptahelical receptor
that is coupled through Gq to phospholipase C�. When
activated, it signals through inositol trisphosphate (IP3)
and diacylglycerol (DAG) released from phosphatidyli-
nositol in the membrane. Inositol trisphosphate increases
intracellular calcium by signaling its release from intra-
cellular stores. Diacylglycerol activates protein kinase C,
which may phosphorylate membrane calcium channels
and further increase intracellular calcium. Increased
intracellular calcium binds to calmodulin and activates
myosin light-chain kinase, which initiates contraction of
myoepithelial or myometrial cells.

Control of Prolactin Secretion

Suckling is also an important stimulus for secretion of
prolactin. During suckling, the prolactin concentration
in bloodmay increase by tenfold ormore within just a few
minutes (Fig. 14). Although suckling evokes secretion of
both oxytocin and prolactin, the two secretory reflexes
are processed separately in the central nervous system,
and the two hormones are secreted independently.
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Emotional signals that release oxytocin and producemilk
letdown are not followed by prolactin secretion. It is
unlikely that prolactin secreted during suckling can act
quickly enough to increase milk production to meet
current demands. Rather, such episodes of secretion are
important for producing the milk needed for subsequent
feedings. Milk production is thus related to frequency of
suckling, which gives the newborn some control over its
nutritional supply and is an extension into the postnatal
period of the self-serving control over maternal function
that the fetus exercised in utero.

Increased secretion of prolactin and even milk
production do not require a preceding pregnancy.
Repeated stimulation of the nipples can induce lactation
in some women who have never borne a child. In some
cultures, postmenopausal women act as wet nurses for
infants whose mothers produce inadequate milk. This
fact underscores the lack of involvement of the ovarian
steroids in lactation once the glandular apparatus has
been formed.

Prolactin is unique among the anterior pituitary hor-
mones in the respect that its secretion is increased rather
than decreased when the vascular connection between the
pituitary gland and the hypothalamus is interrupted.
Prolactin secretion is controlled primarily by an inhibi-
tory hypophysiotropic hormone, dopamine. Dopamine is
synthesized by sequential hydroxylation and decarbox-
ylation of tyrosine (see Fig. 21 in Chapter 40). Surgical
transection of the human pituitary stalk increases plasma
prolactin concentrations in peripheral blood (hyper-
prolactinemia) and may lead to the onset of lactation.
Stimulation of prolactin secretion by suckling results
from inhibition of dopamine secretion into the hypophy-
sial portal circulation by dopaminergic neurons whose

cell bodies are located in the arcuate nuclei. It has been
found experimentally that abrupt relief from dopamine
inhibition results in a surge of prolactin secretion. It is
possible that prolactin secretion is also under positive
control by way of a yet to be identified prolactin-releasing
factor. Experimentally, prolactin secretion is increased
by neuropeptides such as thyrotropin-releasing hormone
(TRH) and vasoactive inhibitory peptide (VIP). In spite
of its potency as a prolactin-releasing agent, it is unlikely
that TRH is a physiological regulator of prolactin
secretion. Normally, TSH and prolactin are secreted
independently. TSH secretion does not increase during
lactation. The physiological importance of VIP as a
prolactin-releasing hormone has not been established.

Lactotropes express estrogen receptors and increase
their production of prolactin mRNA and protein in
response to estrogens. Estradiol, which stimulates prolif-
eration and hypertrophy of lactotropes, is probably
responsible for the increased number of lactotropes in
the pituitary and their prolactin content during
pregnancy. Estradiol may therefore increase prolactin
secretion by increasing its availability. In addition,
although it does not act directly as a prolactin-releasing
factor, estradiol decreases the sensitivity of lactotropes
to dopamine. Paradoxically, however, estradiol also
increases dopamine synthesis and concentration in the
hypothalamus and may therefore increase dopamine
secretion (Fig. 15).
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To date, there is no known product of prolactin action
that feeds back to regulate prolactin secretion. The effects
of suckling and estrogen on prolactin secretion are open
loops. Experiments in animals suggest that prolactin
itself may act as its own ‘‘short-loop’’ feedback inhibitor
by stimulating dopaminergic neurons in the arcuate
nucleus. It is not certain that such an effect is applicable
to humans. If prolactin is a negative effector of its own
secretion, it is not clear what mechanisms override
feedback inhibition to allow prolactin to rise to high
levels during pregnancy.

Cellular Regulation of Prolactin Secretion

As in most other endocrine cells, the secretory activ-
ity of lactotropes is enhanced by increased cytosolic
concentrations of calcium and cyclic adenosine mono-
phosphate (cAMP) (Fig. 16). Dopamine acting through
G-protein-coupled receptors, inhibits prolactin secretion

through several temporally distinct mechanisms. Initial
inhibitory effects are detectable within seconds and result
from membrane hyperpolarization, which deactivates
voltage-sensitive calcium channels and lowers intracellu-
lar calcium. This effect appears to result from direct
stimulation of potassium influx by G-protein-gated
channels. Minutes later there is a decrease in cAMP
which leads to decreased transcription of the prolactin
gene. Estrogens are thought to decrease responsiveness to
dopamine by uncoupling dopamine receptors from G
proteins. On a longer time scale, dopamine antagonizes
the proliferative effects of estrogen by mechanisms that
are not understood.

Prolactin in Blood

Prolactin is secreted continuously at low basal rates
throughout life, regardless of sex. Its concentration
in blood increases during nocturnal sleep in a diurnal
rhythmic pattern. Basal values are somewhat higher in
women than in men and prepubertal children, presum-
ably reflecting the effects of estrogens. Episodic increases
in response to eating and stress are superimposed on this
basal pattern (Fig. 17). Prolactin concentrations rise
steadily in maternal blood throughout pregnancy to
about 20 times the nonpregnant value (Fig. 18). After
delivery, prolactin concentrations remain elevated, even
in the absence of suckling, and slowly return to the
prepregnancy range, usually within less than 2 weeks.
Prolactin also increases in fetal blood as pregnancy
progresses, and during the final weeks reaches levels that
are higher than those seen in maternal plasma. The fetal
kidney apparently excretes prolactin into the amniotic
fluid where at midpregnancy the prolactin concentration
is five to ten times higher than that of either maternal or
fetal blood. Although some of the prolactin in maternal
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blood is produced by uterine decidual cells, prolactin in
fetal blood originates in the fetal pituitary and does not
cross the placental barrier. The high prolactin concen-
tration seen in the newborn decreases to the low levels of
childhood within the first week after birth. The physio-
logical importance of any of these changes in prolactin
concentration in either prenatal or postnatal life are not
understood.

Lactation and Resumption of Ovarian Cycles

Menstrual cycles resume as early as 6 to 8 weeks
after delivery in women who do not nurse their babies.
With breast-feeding, however, the reappearance of
normal ovarian cycles may be delayed for many months.
This delay, called lactational amenorrhea, serves as a
natural, but unreliable, form of birth control. Lactational
amenorrhea is related to high plasma concentrations of
prolactin. Delayed resumption of fertile cycles therefore
is most pronounced when breast milk is not supplemen-
ted with other foods and consequently the frequency of

suckling is high. Ovarian activity is limited to varying
degrees of incomplete follicular development, and even in
those women who ovulate, luteal function is deficient.
The delay in resumption of cyclicity results from
decreased amplitude and frequency of GnRH release by
the hypothalamic GnRH pulse generator (Chapter 45).
Pulsatile administration of GnRH to lactating women
promptly restores ovulation and normal corpus luteal
function.
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Clinical Note

Hyperprolactinemia

Hyperprolactinemia, often resulting from a small
prolactin-secreting pituitary tumor (micro adenoma),
is now recognized as a common cause of infertility

and abnormal or absent menstrual cycles. Treat-
ment with bromocriptine, a drug that activates
dopamine receptors, suppresses prolactin secre-
tion and restores normal reproductive function.
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KEY POINTS
� The nervous system consists of more than

20 billion neurons linked together in motor and
sensory pathways with distinctive anatomic,
biochemical, and electrophysiologic properties.

� The general anatomic organization of the
nervous system evolves at early developmental
stages, preceding that of most other organs and
providing a mechanism for neuronal control
over subsequent developmental events.

� The lumen of the neural tube expands during
development to form a series of four intercon-
nected ventricles that circulate cerebrospinal
fluid through the internal regions of the brain.

� The peripheral nervous system is composed of
groups of cell bodies organized within two types
of ganglia: (1) sensory ganglia, located near the

spinal cord or brain stem, and (2) autonomic
motor ganglia, some of which are located near
the muscle or gland to be innervated.

� Sensory pathways share common organiza-
tional motifs, with primary sensory cell bodies
in sensory ganglia sending central processes
through spinal cord/brain stem tracts to reach
primary receiving areas in the cerebral cortex.

� Voluntary motor pathways from the cortex
control movement of skeletal muscle; sympa-
thetic and parasympathetic nuclei in the brain
stem and spinal cord provide autonomic
control of smooth muscles and glands; and
short interconnected sensory/motor pathways
in the spinal cord and brain stem coordinate
subconscious reflexes.
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The central nervous system, consisting of brain and
spinal cord, represents the most complex of all human
organs. It resides in a highly protected environment,
surrounded by a cushion of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
and encased within the bony calvarium and vertebral
column. Ten million input neurons feed sensory infor-
mation to it; a half million output neurons extend from it
to provide neuronal control over all the body’s muscles
and glands. However, the overwhelming majority of
nerve cells in the body, roughly 20 billion, reside entirely
within the brain proper and provide computational links
between sensory and motor pathways. Together these
neuronal circuits constantly monitor the internal and
external environment, store and recall motor and sensory
data, and send out a continual flow of messages that
allows the body to maintain vegetative functions and
respond to changes in the environment.

Unlike computer circuits,which containonly ahandful
of different elements, the human nervous system operates
with a highly diverse set of elements represented by 50
million distinct types of nerve cells. The identity of each
neuronal cell type is established by its specific pre- and
postsynaptic partners and its relative position within a
specifiedneuronalpathway; itsmolecularmakeup, includ-
ing the nature of the neurotransmitters it releases and to
which it responds; and its electrophysiologic properties.
For this reason, the study of the nervous system and the
treatment of neuronal disorders requires a highly inter-
disciplinary approach, including anatomic, biochemical,
and electrophysiologic techniques. An understanding
of neuroanatomy provides the basis for correlating a
patient’s functional loss with the specific location of the
causative lesion within the affected neuronal pathway.
Likewise, knowledge of neurotransmitter metabolism
is a prerequisite for developing neuropharmacologic
treatments for disease states such as Parkinsonism and
Alzheimer’s disease. Electrophysiologic analyses, such
as the electroencephalogram (EEC), help establish the
parameters for determining appropriate treatment for
epilepsy or for sleep disorders.

EARLY DEVELOPMENTAL STAGES OF THE
NERVOUS SYSTEM

The dominant position of the nervous system within
the body is established early during development. It is the
first tissue to differentiate, it maintains the fastest rate of
growth of any embryonic tissue, and it is the largest organ
during the gestational period of development. Embryonic
neurons and their precursors synthesize and release tro-
phic factors that affect the viability of surrounding cells,
as well as tropic factors, which influence the direction of
neural growth, thus influencing subsequent maturation

of neuronal pathways as well as their targets, including
muscles and glands.

The steps of neuronal development include (1) forma-
tion of the neural plate, (2) folding of the plate to form the
neural tube, and (3) bulging and bending of the tube to
forma curved configuration of five brain vesicles attached
to a straight tubular spinal cord (Figs. 1 and 2). The neural
plate, from which the nervous system develops, is formed
by a thickening of the ectoderm during the third week of
gestation in humans. Through a process called neural
induction, regions of the neural plate become genetically
programmed to form particular regions of the nervous
system. Growth of the neural plate is accelerated along its
lateral edges, causing the edges to curve toward each
other, eventually fuse, and form an open neural tube with
both cranial and caudal openings called neuropores.
Closure of both neuropores is normally complete by the
fourth week.

Preferential growth at three nodes along the cranial
portion of the sealed neural tube causes intermittent
bulging of tissue, formation of three brain vesicles
(prosencephalon, mesencephalon, and rhombencephalon),
and bending of the tube at flexion points generally
located between the vesicles. Subsequent growth and
division of the three vesicles leads to the formation of five
major brain regions: (1) telencephalon, (2) diencephalon
(regions 1 and 2 are collectively called the forebrain),
(3)mesencephalon (midbrain), (4) themetencephalon (pons
and the overlying cerebellum), and (5) myelencephalon
(medulla). The spinal cord retains its original configura-
tion as a relatively uniform tubular structure with the
generation of slight enlargements at cervical and lumbar
levels.

DEVELOPMENT OF BRAIN VESICLES

The closed lumen of the neural tube is altered in shape
as a result of enlargement of the three brain vesicles,
particularly the telencephalon. As the cerebral hemi-
spheres of the telencephalon increase in size, two lateral
expansions of the lumen form the first and second
(lateral ) ventricles, connected to each other and to the
third ventricle by a thin, Y-shaped midline channel called
the foramen of Monro. Continued posterior and inferior
expansion of the hemispheres eventually forces the cortex
and the underlying lateral ventricles into a C shape.
Tissue surrounding the lateral ventricles develops into:
(1) primary motor and sensory cortex, which provides
conscious motor control and sensory perception; (2)
limbic structures, which establish mood and emotion; and
(3) basal ganglia, which contain relay nuclei for motor
pathways. Two structures develop from the diencephalon
and surround the third ventricle: the thalamus, which
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contains sensory relay nuclei, and the hypothalamus,
which provides neurohormones controlling reproductive
and other behaviors. A narrow cerebral aqueduct extends
rostrally from the third ventricle through brain stem

structures (midbrain, pons, and medulla), areas that
contain ascending, descending, and reflex pathways for
motor and sensory circuits, as well as nuclei controlling
vegetative functions. The fourth ventricle emerges from
the cerebral aqueduct and is flattened between the caudal
portion of the brain stem and the overlying cerebellum,
an area involved in fine motor control (Fig. 3).

Cerebrospinal fluid fills the ventricles, providing a
cushion of support for delicate neuronal tissue. It is
generated by the choroid plexus, which is composed of a
capillary network surrounded by cuboidal or columnar
epithelium lining the ventricular walls, in particular the
roof of the lateral and fourth ventricles. Structurally
similar to the distal and collecting tubules of the kidney,
the choroid plexus maintains the chemical stability of the
CSF. It has directional capabilities in that it continually
produces CSF and actively transpors metabolites out of
the ventricles. Cerebrospinal fluid circulates through the
ventricles, exits through openings in the fourth ventricle
to the subarachnoid space surrounding the outer surface
of the brain, is reabsorbed by the arachnoid granula-
tions, and eventually collects in the venous system of the
meningeal covering of the cortex. This circulation serves
an important function in maintaining the appropriate
ionic milieu necessary for neuronal activity. Blockage of
CSF flow by insufficient absorption, by obstructions
such as brain tumors or genetic malformations, or by
internal bleeding caused by trauma or stroke can cause
increases in intracranial pressure, enlargement of ventri-
cles, and development of hydrocephalus.

Samples of CSF are often removed from the spinal
cord region for analysis in order to screen for possible
infections or electrolyte imbalances. CSF bathes the full
extent of the spinal cord within its surrounding dural
sack, the most caudal region of which contains only
groups of exiting spinal nerves called the cauda equina.
This affords a reasonably safe region from which CSF
samples can be removed with little danger of injury to
brain or spinal cord. In a procedure called a spinal tap, a
small amount of CSF is removed by inserting a needle
through an intervertebral space in the lumbosacral
region and piercing the underlying dura.

OVERVIEW OF THE PERIPHERAL
NERVOUS SYSTEM

The peripheral nervous system arises from specialized
cells (neural crest cells) located along the lateral edges of
the neural plate (see Fig. 1). These cells bud off and
become separated from the neural tube as it forms. Some
groups of neural crest cells migrate to form a linear array
of dorsal root ganglia located adjacent to the lateral
borders of the spinal cord. These cells function as sensory
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FIGURE 1 Formation of neural plate, neural crest, and neural tube.

Human embryos at approximately (A) 18 days, (B) 20 days, (C) 22 days,

and (D) 23 days. Left side, dorsal view; right side, cross section at the

level indicated on the dorsal view. Note that the neural crest closes into a

neural tube in the center first, and this closure moves rostrally and

caudally, leaving a neuropore at each end that closes at about 4 weeks.
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neurons. Their cell bodies remain in the spinal ganglia, a
distal process projects to the tissue to be innervated, and a
proximal process projects into the appropriate level of
the dorsal aspect of the spinal cord. Other groups of
neural crest cells migrate to equivalent positions along
the medulla and pons, where they form sensory ganglia
associated with the cranial nerves, and still other groups
formmotor ganglia associated with both sympathetic and
parasympathetic components of the autonomic nervous
system (Fig. 4).

OVERVIEW OF SENSORY PATHWAYS

It is apparent from the descriptions given earlier that
specific areas of brain, spinal cord, or peripheral nervous
tissue are assigned specific functional roles based on
their relative position with the nervous system (Fig. 5).
A general rule for neurons might be stated, ‘‘Where
you are is what you are.’’ However, the nervous system
should not be viewed as a series of isolated modules
with specified duties; rather, it more correctly resembles

chest muscle
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dorsal root ganglion

sensory cell bodies
dorsal root

dorsal horn gray matter

preganglionic neuron

autonomic ganglion
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motor nerve cell bodies

ventral horn gray matter

FIGURE 4 Organization of the peripheral nervous system. Sensory information (afferent neurons) from all

parts of the body enters the dorsal part of the spinal cord; motor information (efferent neurons) exits the ventral

part of the spinal cord. Primary sensory cell bodies are located in the dorsal root ganglia, and their axons project

via the dorsal root to the dorsal horn gray matter (and on to higher centers in brain, not shown). Cell bodies of

somatic motor neurons are located in the gray matter of the anterior horn, and their axons pass via the ventral

root directly to somatic muscles. Autonomic motor neurons also exit the ventral root but synapse in autonomic

ganglia, and postganglionic neurons then contact target tissue. The example on the left illustrates the autonomic

(sympathetic) neurons that speed the heart. Cell bodies and synaptic connections between neurons are located in

areas indicated in blue.
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a series of interconnected circuits, each consisting of
sensory receptor neurons, relay and processing nuclei,
primary receiving areas, memory banks, connecting links
to other pathways, feedback loops, and final output
pathways.

The major input portion of this overall scheme is the
sensory axis of the nervous system. At the spinal level of
the sensory axis, somatosensory cell bodies reside in
dorsal root ganglia, and their fibers exit through spinal
nerves to innervate skin and skeletal muscles of the body.
Through projections of the cranial nerves, sensory cell
bodies residing in cranial nerve ganglia innervate analo-
gous structures in the head and neck region plus organs
of the special senses of vision, taste, hearing, balance,
and smell. The only areas not innervated by sensory
fibers are bone and nervous tissue itself.

After entering appropriate regions of the spinal cord
or brain stem, proximal sensory fibers are classified as
sensory tracts, and they ultimately project to primary
receiving areas located in posterior and temporal regions
of the cortex after a relay in the thalamus. Many sensory
tracts cross the midbrain of the neural axis and project
to the contralateral cerebral hemisphere. Only after

activation of a primary cortical receiving area will a
sensation be consciously perceived.

Each individual sensory pathway maintains strict
spatial or somatotopic organization. For example, pain or
touch input from a certain area of the body is localized to
specified regionsof the cortexwithin theprimary receiving
area. Likewise, specific modality attributes (e.g., wave-
length of light, actual pitch of a sound) are associated
with given subregions of the primary sensory cortex.

OVERVIEW OF MOTOR PATHWAYS

The output or motor axis of the nervous system
has two major divisions: One is involved in conscious
control of skeletal muscle contraction and involves the
corticospinal tract; the other operates subconsciously
either through basic motor reflexes of skeletal muscle
orchestrated by subcortical motor areas such as the cere-
bellum, basal ganglia, and brain stem nuclei, or through
autonomic nervous system control of smooth muscle.
Cortical and subcortical motor regions are somato-
topically organized, providing finely tuned control,

Clinical Note

Spina Bifida, Epilepsy, and Hydrocephalus

Abnormalities during early developmental stages
of the nervous system can cause profound
neuronal birth defects. For example, alterations
in the production and differentiation rates of
neural plate neurons may result in abnormalities
in the closure of the neural pores. The cranial and
caudal neuropores usually close at 25 and 27 days
of gestation, respectively. Failure of the caudal
neuropore to close in a timely fashion disrupts
the functional development of the lower parts of
the spinal cord that normally control movement
of the muscles of the legs as well as smooth
muscles and glands of the lower body cavity. This
severely crippling condition is called spina bifida.
Even more devastating is the condition called
anencephaly, which results from failure of the
rostral or cranial neuropore to close. Gross
abnormalities in brain structures can result,
leading to severe mental retardation or death of
the infant.

Abnormalities in neuronal migration during
embryogenesis can also result in clinical disor-
ders, many of which may be so severe that they
are incompatible with life. Even if the abnormality

is relatively minor, neurologic symptoms may
persist through adulthood. The most common
condition in these cases is epilepsy, caused by
abnormal, synchronous activity in large groups of
neurons that results in convulsive seizures. Even
small patches of abnormally placed cells in the
cerebral cortex can sufficiently disrupt normal
physiology to result in epilepsy. Although other
types of epilepsy may be responsive to drug
therapy, seizures associated with neuronal migra-
tion disorders characteristically are not.

Occasionally, infants are born with an obstruc-
tion that blocks the flow of CSF through the
ventricles. Fluid collects in the ventricles, causing
increased pressure and swelling. Because the
skull is soft and incompletely formed, the head
itself will expand, sparing the brain from damage.
This condition, called hydrocephalus, is treated
by inserting a drainage tube or ventricular shunt
into the swollen ventricle. In adults, hydrocepha-
lus is more problematic. Because the adult skull
does not expand, increased pressure caused by a
ventricular blockage from intracranial bleeding,
tumor, and so on will compress and damage
brain tissue if not treated quickly.
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respectively. Note that, except for the cerebellum, the right brain controls the left hand and leg.
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particularly in the extremities (e.g., the digits) (Fig. 6).
In contrast, autonomic innervation is more diffuse and
movements are highly stereotyped. Many common
lesions of the nervous system are relatively localized.
Stroke, tumor, or infection many affect only a small
portion of the motor or sensory axis. Because of the
somatotopic organization of somatic sensory and motor
systems, resulting deficits may also be highly specific. For
example, a patient experiencing a stroke within a small
area of the left cerebral cortex may lose only the ability to

move the right hand because of the loss of appropriate
input through the corticospinal tract.
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KEY POINTS
� Separate sensory pathways carry information

about each of the special senses of vision,
taste, olfaction, and equilibrium and about the
general somatosensory sensations of touch,
proprioception, pain, and temperature.

� Somatosensory mechanoreceptors display dis-
tinct physiologic properties based on receptive
field size, ability to adapt to the stimulus with
time, stimulus threshold, and response time.

� The propagation rate of action potentials varies
with the diameter of the nerve fiber and the
degree of myelination.

� Pacinian corpuscles are rapidly adapting
mechanoreceptors that act as rate detectors
with large receptive fields.

� Ruffini’s endings are mechanoreceptors with
large receptive fields and sustained responses.

� Meissner’s corpuscles and Merkel’s disks are
mechanoreceptors with small receptive fields.
The former is a rapidly adapting cell; the latter
is slowly adapting.

� Nociceptors contribute to the perception of
pain by transmitting information about high

intensities of mechanical, thermal, or chemical
stimulation.

� Nociceptors and central nervous system
neurons that comprise central pain pathways
may both exhibit hyperalgesia after exposure to
a painful stimulus.

� Thermoreceptors in the skin are rapidly adapt-
ing and have a limited response range.

� Thermoreceptors within the central nervous
system exhibit acute sensitivity and allow
the body to maintain the temperature of the
nervous system within its narrow functional
range.

� Proprioceptors in muscles and joints send
information about body position and movement
to the cerebellum and other motor centers in
the brain in order to maintain posture and aid in
muscle reflexes.

� Visceral sensory fibers provide general informa-
tion about mechanical, thermal, and chemical
stimuli, but the sensation is not well localized
and is often referred, or perceived as emanat-
ing from some unstimulated part of the body.
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GENERAL PROPERTIES OF SENSORY RECEPTORS

Sensory information from the body reaches the ner-
vous system piecemeal through a series of separate
sensory pathways associated with specific sensory modal-
ities. These pathways consist of sensory receptors and
their projections to designated receiving areas in the
cortex. A unified perception of our physical world emer-
ges from the coordinated response of these primary
receiving areas and secondary association areas.

Separate pathways for the special senses of vision,
hearing, taste, and olfaction and for the vestibular sense
of equilibrium begin with single-modality receptors that
are concentrated at relatively small, specialized locations
within the head (see Chapters 51 to 54). The other senses
comprise the somatosensory system, whose diverse recep-
tor types are found throughout the body and provide
four general sensations:

1. Touch, in response to mechanical contact with the
skin and pressure or stretching of internal organs.

2. Proprioceptive information, in response to changes in
position and movement of muscles and joints.

3. Pain, in response to noxious (tissue-damaging) stimuli.
4. Thermal sensations, in response to changes in

temperature.

Although each of these elemental modalities is trans-
mitted by a designated class of receptors (Fig. 1; see
following sections), a much wider range of sensations or
submodalities is discernible through the selective com-
binations of inputs. For example, superficial touch is
distinct from deep pressure; limb proprioception involves
both static position and dynamic kinesthesia informa-
tion; and wetness is a combination of touch and thermal
sensations.

Most somatosensory receptors are mechanoreceptors
that respond to physical distortion such as bending or
stretching. They have been extensively studied, and their
general attributes serve as a model for many other recep-
tor types for both the general and special senses. They
are discussed in detail here in order to illustrate the
general properties of sensory receptors.

These receptors share common transduction mecha-
nisms that convert movement to electrical signals in the
form of generator currents and action potentials. Each of
the six major classes of mechanoreceptors shown in Fig.1
has a distinctive morphology, and each exhibits different
physiologic properties based to a large extent onmorpho-
logic properties.

Sensory fibers sending information to the central
nervous system (CNS) are classified as afferent fibers.
In contrast, motor fibers, which project from the CNS to
specified muscle groups, are classified as efferent fibers.
Afferent and efferent fibers may be bundled together

within a single, ‘‘mixed’’ nerve such as the sciatic nerve.
Different types of sensory or motor fibers have different
propagation velocities based on the diameter of the fiber
and the degree to which the fiber is sheathed by suppor-
tive Schwann cells. Sheaths provide insulation for the
nerve fiber and are composed of overlapping layers of
Schwann cell membrane, called myelin. The fastest con-
duction rates are achieved by fibers designated as type Ia
or A-alpha, which have large diameters and heavymyelin
sheaths. Intermediate rates are achieved by myelinated
fibers of medium (type II or A-beta) or small (type III or
A-gamma) diameters. Slowest rates are sustained by
unmyelinated fibers (type IVorC).Virtually allmechano-
receptors have type I or II fibers and are capable of
conveying touch information from the extremities to the
CNS within 4 ms. Thermoreceptors and nociceptors are
type III (A-gamma) and IV (C) fibers, which take 2 s or
more to transmit information about pain and tempera-
ture. Shown in Fig. 2 is an example of conduction
velocities of different fibers observed in experimental
recordings from the sciatic nerve.

TOUCH RECEPTORS

The five major classes of touch receptors illustrated in
Fig. 1 include three (Pacinian corpuscles, Merkel’s disks,
and Ruffini’s corpuscles) that are common to both hairy
and glabrous (nonhairy) skin. Hair follicle receptors are
unique to hairy skin, andMeissner’s corpuscles are found
primarily in glabrous skin. All of these types of somato-
sensory mechanoreceptors have fibers designated as type
II, indicating that they have a similar diameter, a similar
degree of myelination, and a similar conduction rate.

Pacinian corpuscles and Ruffini’s corpuscles are found
deep within the dermal layers. Both have relatively large,
specialized end organs that are widely spaced. These
attributes permit each sensory fiber to respond to stimuli
over a wide expanse of skin, thus producing a relatively
large receptive field for each cell. A difference is noted,
however, in the ability of these two receptor types to
sustain their responses to long-lasting stimuli. Pacinian
corpuscles respond rapidly to a change in pressure on
the skin, then quickly adapt and stop firing even though
the stimulus continues. Ruffini’s endings are relatively
slow to adapt to a sustained stimulus and continue to
respond during long stimulus periods.

These different adaptation characteristics reflect the
cellular organization of the end organ rather than
electrophysiological properties of the individual nerves.
An experimental demonstration of this fact is illustrated
in Fig. 3. The end organ of the Pacinian corpuscle is
encapsulated by 20 to 70 concentric layers of connective
tissue arranged like layers of an onion. In response to
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pressure on the surface of the skin, layers are compressed
and the compression is transmitted to the underlying
nerve terminal membrane, where mechanosensitive chan-
nels are triggered to open. Increasing the conductance of
the membrane to sodium or to sodium and potassium
leads to small depolarizations called generator potentials.
These channels are not the type of voltage-gated sodium
channels that directly produce an action potential;
however, action potentials will result from a given
stimulus if the generator potentials produced are able

to summate and bring the cell to the threshold level for
activating voltage-gated channels. The number of action
potentials produced will be determined by the strength of
the generator potential, which in turn reflects the degree
of mechanical distortion.

The response of thePacinian corpuscle is not sustained,
however, because the encapsulating layers are covered
with a viscous liquid that allows them to slip past each
other and dissipate the pressure to surrounding tissues.
When the pressure is relieved, slippage of the layers back
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FIGURE 1 Specialized somatic sensory nerve endings in the skin: (A) hairy skin such as the arm, and (B)

glabrous skin such as the palm of the hand. Fibers are classified (type II, III, or IV) according to conduction

velocity. All of the axons shown are covered with an intermittent, insulating wrapping of myelin except for the type

IV (C) fibers. Rapidly adapting receptors (RAs) respond during the beginning and end of a movement but not

during a steady stimulus. Slowly adapting receptors (SAs) respond throughout a stimulus. Not shown are the

sensory neurons transmitting proprioceptive information from muscles and joints. These large (13–20 mm in

diameter), heavily myelinated, and fast (80–120 m/s) axons are classified as type I fibers.
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to their original position also changes pressure on the
neuronal membrane, and action potentials may again
result. During a period of rapid change in pressure, either
applied or relieved, layers have less time to compensate
andmore action potentialswill be generated. The physical
configuration of the end organ determines what rates of
change provide the most potent stimuli. Accordingly,
Pacinian corpuscles are most sensitive to rates of change
(vibrations) of 200 to 300 Hz.

These simple mechanisms permit the Pacinian corpus-
cle to act as a rate detector as well as a pressure detector.
Rate detectors are critically important in allowing the
brain tomake predictions about ongoing changes in body
position. Pacinian corpuscles and other receptors located
in or near the joint capsules help detect rates ofmovement
of the different parts of the body and allow the brain to
predict where feet or arms will be during any precise
moment during the ongoing movement. Appropriate
motor signals can then be sent to make anticipatory
corrections.

Ruffini’s endings are mechanoreceptors with large
receptive fields and sustained responses. They have pres-
sure transduction mechanisms similar to those of Paci-
nian corpuscles, but they lack a layered capsule (Fig. 3).
Without sliding layers to facilitate dissipation of the
pressure, they adapt relatively slowly to a sustained stimu-
lus and thus can provide information about the degree
of sustainedmechanical distortion of the skin. A Pacinian
corpuscle can be made to respond like a Ruffini’s ending
by experimentally removing its connective tissue capsule.

Two other important mechanoreceptor types are typi-
cally found in more superficial layers of glabrous skin.
Meissner’s corpuscles are about one tenth the size of
Pacinian corpuscles and are located in the ridges of
glabrous skin, such as the raised parts of the fingerprints.
Merkel’s disks are located within the epidermis and
consist of a nerve terminal and a flattened non-neural
epithelial cell.Merkel’s disks are slowly adapting,whereas
Meissner’s corpuscles are rapidly adapting and are most

sensitive to low-frequency stimuli of around 50 Hz. Both
of these receptors have relatively small receptive fields
compared to Pacinian corpuscles or Ruffini’s endings;
however, absolute receptive field size for any single class
of receptor varies from one area of the body to another.
This holds true for all types of mechanoreceptors in the
skin. The size of the receptive field is inversely propor-
tional to the spatial resolution of the touch sensation, so
that the smaller the receptive field, the greater the ability
to discriminate. A simple test of spatial resolution is the
two-point discrimination test, which measures the mini-
mum distance necessary to differentiate between two
simultaneous stimuli. The value varies 20-fold across the
body surface, with fingertips showing highest resolution
(2 mm) and the back showing the lowest (40 mm).

Hairy skin is innervated by hair follicle receptors,
which may be either slowly adapting or rapidly adapt-
ing. Each hair follicle is innervated by a single free nerve
ending that varies according to hair type. Bending of the
hair deforms the associated nerve ending membrane,
changes its conductance, and leads to changes in
generator potentials and firing rates of the neuron.

THERMORECEPTORS

Changes in ambient temperature are monitored
by separate cold and warm thermoreceptors in the skin.
Each receptor has a receptive field size of approximately
1 mm in diameter with little overlap between adjacent
receptive fields. These individual domains can bemapped
experimentally to demonstrate that small, discrete areas
of skin can produce either warm or cold sensations, but
not both. Both thermoreceptor subtypes are most
sensitive to abrupt changes in temperature and adapt to
a new stimulus level within several seconds. They are
also limited in their response range. Heat receptors
are active at temperatures of 30 to 45�C, at which point
they become silent and nociceptive thermoreceptors
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FIGURE 2 The compound action potential from the sciatic nerve. The different conduction velocities of
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begin firing (see below). Heat receptors have small,
unmyelinated fibers with relatively slow conduction rates
that are designated as type IV or C fibers (Fig. 1). Cold
receptors respond preferentially to temperatures of 18 to
30�C and cease firing entirely below 10�C, which is one of
the reasons why cold temperature acts as an effective
anesthetic. Cold receptors have fibers of medium-sized
diameter and limited layers of myelin and are thus
designated as type III fibers (Fig.1).

Besides the conscious perception of temperature
changes provided by thermoreceptors in the skin, other
thermoreceptors clustered in thehypothalamusandspinal
cordmonitor internal temperatures.Changes in corebody
temperature lead to subconscious reflexes that regulate
temperature but provide no conscious sensations.

These receptors show exquisite sensitivity, effectively
signaling changes as small as 0.01�C. A stable core
temperature close to 37�C is particularly important for
maintaining normal brain function. Temperatures above
40.5�C cause serious dysfunction; brain temperatures
below 30�C depress all neuronal activity, including that
necessary for maintaining minimal respiratory rate.

Pain Receptors

Receptors that convey information about noxious
or potentially noxious stimuli are called nociceptors
(from the Latin nocere, ‘‘to hurt’’). Nociceptors are
divided into four major subtypes based on the types of
painful stimuli to which they respond. Three of the
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FIGURE 3 Characteristics of Pacinian corpuscles and Ruffini’s endings: (A) to (D) experimental analysis of

rapidly adapting Pacinian corpuscles, and (E) to (G) slowly adapting Ruffini’s endings. Each example shows the

receptor on the left and three recordings on the right: the movement (top), generator potentials (middle), and

action potentials (bottom). In (A) and (E), a tiny movement produces small generator potentials, but these are too
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causes a burst of action potentials in the Pacinian corpuscle and a continuous stream of action potentials in the

Ruffini’s endings. With a still larger movement, the generator potentials in (C) and (G) are even greater, and the

action potentials occur at higher frequency. In (D), with most of the corpuscle removed, the Pacinian receptor

responds in a manner similar to that for a Ruffini’s ending.
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subtypes—mechanoreceptors, thermal receptors, and
chemoreceptors—respond to a single modality, whereas
the fourth subtype is polymodal and is capable of respond-
ing to mechanical, thermal, and chemical features of the
noxious stimuli.

Although other receptor types respond to similar
modalities, nociceptors are most sensitive to a higher
range of stimulus intensities, specifically those that could
be expected to cause tissue damage. For example, general
thermal receptors in the skin normally respond to temp-
eratures below 45�C, whereas nociceptive thermal recep-
tors respond preferentially to temperatures above that
level. Similarly, general mechanoreceptors respond to
most types of pressure, but nociceptive mechanoreceptors
are preferentially sensitive to pressure from sharp objects.
It is interesting to note that as nociceptive pathways
become activated, perceptions change accordingly. The
sensation of ‘‘hot’’ changes to that of ‘‘scalding’’ at
approximately 45�C. Likewise, moderate pressure from a

smooth object can feel pleasant, but it feels uncomfortable
when the same pressure is applied from a sharp object.

A number of different general chemical receptors are
found throughout the body, including sensors for specific
compounds, such as carbon dioxide in the blood.
Nociceptive chemoreceptors are particularly sensitive to
potential irritants—namely, high levels of potassium,
extremes in tissue pH, bradykinins, and histamines.

All nociceptors have either free nerve endings or
simple, nonencapsulated end organs. They are located
throughout the body except for brain and bone tissue. In
general, all nociceptors subtypes have fibers that fall
into two categories; the first includes type III fibers that
generate the sensation of pricking pain or tickle, and the
second includes type IV (C) fibers that generate the
sensation of slow burning pain (see Fig. 1).

Nociceptors are unique among sensory receptors in
that their sensitivity to stimuli increases after tissue in
the area near the nerve ending has been damaged. This

Clinical Note

Regulation of Pain

It should be recognized that the perception of pain
is not synonymous with activation of nociceptors.
Pain is the feeling that normally accompanies
irritating, aching, or burning sensations trans-
mitted by nociceptive pathways; however, other
factors such as stress, fright, or other strong
emotional states may trigger the perception of
pain in the absence of nociceptive activity.
Similarly, nociception does not always lead to
the perception of pain. Signals from nociceptors
may be modified by two major mechanisms that
can shunt or ‘‘gate’’ pain information so that it fails
to reach conscious centers of the brain. The first
component of the pain-gating mechanism is
localized in the spinal cord and consists of
inhibitory interneurons that link large-diameter
mechanoreceptor axons with small-diameter
nociceptive axons as they enter the dorsal horn
of the cord. When the mechanoreceptor pathway
is active, it causes the interneurons to inhibit
nearby nociceptive axons, thus suppressing pain-
ful information before it projects up the spinal
cord. This pathway presumably accounts for the
fact that it feels less painful if you rub your toe after
you stub it. It also forms the basis of electrical
treatment for some kinds of chronic, intractable
pain. Wires taped to the patient’s skin can be used
to electrically stimulate large-diameter sensory

axons and thus suppress transmission of nocicep-
tive information.

The second component of the pain-gating
mechanism originates in an area of the brain stem
called the periaqueductal gray matter (PAG), so
named because it encircles the cerebral aqueduct.
The PAG receives information from several brain
regions regarding emotional status and then sends
that information through descending projections
to the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, where they
effectively depress the activity of nociceptive
neurons. Through this pathway, strong emotion,
stress, or even stoic resolve can blunt the percep-
tion of pain. One type of neurotransmitter sub-
stanceusedwithin thispathwayhasbeen identified
as an endogenous morphine-like substance called
endorphin. Endorphin is manufactured in cells
of the PAG, is released in the dorsal horn, and
interacts with inhibitory endorphin receptors on
nociceptive neurons. A number of drugs—notably,
opium and similar compounds such as morphine,
codeine, and heroin—are all capable of binding
directly to the endorphin receptor, also called the
opioid receptor. In this way, they produce pro-
found analgesia when taken systemically. Through
interactions with opioid receptors elsewhere in
the brain, these potentially addictive drugs also
cause mood changes, drowsiness, mental cloud-
ing, nausea, vomiting, and constipation.
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process, termed primary hyperalgesia, occurs at the site of
injury and is a result of a change within the receptor
neuron itself, usually manifested as a decrease in the
threshold response. In some cases, there is also a change
from unimodal to bimodal responses, with more nerves
becoming responsive to both mechanical and thermal
stimuli. Similar changes may also occur in CNS neurons
located within stimulated sensory pathways in brain and
spinal cord. These higher order neurons can also exhibit
decreased thresholds and in addition may show an
increase in receptive field size. This condition is called
secondary hyperalgesia (Fig. 4). Both primary and
secondary hyperalgesia are linked to a greater than
normal release of neuroactive substances that sensitizes
nearby sensory receptors or central neurons. Bradykinin,
histamine, serotonin, leukotrienes, prostaglandins, sub-
stance P, and cytokines have been implicated in primary
hyperalgesia. Substance P, calcitonin-gene-related pep-
tide (CGRP), and excitatory amino acids such as gluta-
mate released from activated neurons in the brain and
spinal cord may be involved in secondary hyperalgesia.

SENSORY RECEPTORS IN MUSCLES, JOINTS,
AND VISCERAL ORGANS

Proprioceptors (from the Latin proprius, ‘‘one’s own’’)
are so named because they provide information about

body position and movement in space. Signals generated
from proprioceptors generally do not reach cortical levels
and thus do not contribute significantly to conscious
perception. However, proprioceptive information is criti-
cally important in coordinating voluntary and reflex
movement of skeletal muscle. Two major classes of
muscle proprioceptors are involved in this process:
(1) muscle spindles, which monitor length and rate of
stretch of the innervated muscle; and (2) Golgi tendon
organs, which gauge muscle force by monitoring muscle
tension. Additional proprioceptive information is provi-
ded by a variety of mechanoreceptors in the connective
tissue of joints. Some are rapidly adapting and provide
information about limb movement; others are slowly
adapting and continuously monitor body posture. These
various sources of information work in an integrated
manner so that loss of one input is compensated for by
those remaining. For this reason, patients who have
hip replacements and thus are devoid of proprioceptors
in the affected joint still receive sufficient proprioceptive
information from other sources to walk in a coordinated
fashion.

Sensations from smooth muscle and from internal
organs are much less discrete than those from somatic
structures, such as skin and skeletal muscle. Visceral
mechanoreceptors, thermoreceptors, and chemoreceptors
are broadly distributed throughout the body and provide
sensory information that activates local involuntary
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FIGURE 4 Hyperalgesia: increased sensitivity to a superficial burn on the forearm is shown here. (1) Injury of
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reflexes and contributes to feelings of hunger and thirst as
well as to an overall feeling of malaise or well-being.
These receptors provide relatively few centrally project-
ing fibers, accounting for less than 10% of the sensory
fibers found in the spinal cord. They synapse on some of
the same spinal neurons that receive somatic sensory
input. For this reason, visceral pain is often referred,
providing a perception that the sensation (in many cases,
discomfort) actually originates from skin or muscle that
may be some distance from the painful organ (Fig. 5).
For example, angina pectoris (heart pain) is usually

referred to the left chest, shoulder, and upper arm.
Visceral sensory neurons also have broad overlapping
receptive fields, which further decrease the ability to
localize visceral pain precisely.
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KEY POINTS
� Transmission of sensory information to the

central nervous system is triggered when recep-
tors reach the threshold required to initiate
action potentials; the number of action poten-
tials reflect the strength of the triggering
stimulus.

� Somatic sensory neurons release glutamate
at their axon terminals in order to stimulate
postsynaptic neurons within the central soma-
tosensory pathway.

� Different modalities and submodalities of
somatosensory sensation project in discrete
pathways within the dorsal and lateral portions
of the spinal cord.

� Centrally projecting somatosensory fibers are
somatotopically arranged, with cells in each dor-
sal root ganglion responsible for sensations from
one area of the body, defined as a dermatome.

� Neuronal cell bodies occupy the central core
of the spinal cord and are surrounded by
ascending (sensory) fibers in the dorsal and

lateral portions of the cord and by descending
(motor) fibers in the ventral regions.

� The sensory pathway carrying information
about discriminatory touch and proprioception
ascends in the dorsal columns of the spinal
cord, crosses the midline in the lower medulla,
and projects to the thalamus before reaching
the somatosensory cortex.

� Information about pain and crude touch is
transmitted through fibers that decussate in the
spinal cord, ascend in the lateral columns of the
spinal cord, and synapse in the thalamus before
joining other somatosensory projections in the
primary sensory cortex.

� Somatosensory information from the head
region is carried by cranial nerve V.

� Subcortical regions that receive somatosensory
information include: (1) the cerebellum, which
uses proprioceptive information to coordinate
movements and posture; and (2) motor nuclei
in the spinal cord and brain stem, which control



GENERAL PROPERTIES OF CENTRAL
SENSORY PATHWAYS

Sensory receptors encode information about stimulus
modality, location, intensity, and novelty. As described
earlier, this is achieved through the specific transducer
elements within individual receptor endings that convert
the energy from chemical, thermal, or mechanical stimuli
into bioelectrical signals in the form of generator poten-
tials and action potentials. Generator potentials are
localized responses to sensory stimuli that vary in inten-
sity based on the intensity of the stimulus. Generator
potentials of sufficient size will initiate action potentials;
even larger generator potentials will generate multiple
action potentials. Action potentials are not localized
responses; rather, they are propagated along the central
projection fibers of the neuron. In this way, sensory
information passes from peripheral to central elements of
the nervous system. Specifics of the transmitted informa-
tion are encoded as follows: Stimulusmodality is encoded
by the preferential response of a given sensory neuron to
its appropriate stimulus; location is encoded by the
receptive field properties of the activated neuron; and
intensity is encoded by the frequency of action potentials.
Rapidly adapting neurons fire only at stimulus onset (or
offset) and thus transmit information about stimulus
change or novelty.

Cell bodies of somatic sensory neurons are located in
the dorsal root ganglia and are designated as first-order
sensory afferents because they provide the first link within
the chain of neurons constituting the primary sensory
pathways. Their central fibers project within short dorsal
spinal rootlets to their synaptic targets on second-order
sensory neurons in designated areas of the spinal cord and
brain stem. Action potentials, generated by stimulation
of receptor end organs, travel back to the cell body and
along the central process. This wave of depolarization
stimulates the release of a variety of neuroactive sub-
stances (including substance P, calcitonin-gene-related
product [CGRP], and glutamate) that act as chemical
neurotransmitters to excite or inhibit second-order
neurons. Sensory information is thus transmitted along
individual cells by action potentials and between neurons
within the pathway by chemical transmission. This basic

plan establishes a polarity for neurons, with input
arriving on peripheral dendritic processes and output
being provided by central axonal processes with nerve
terminals containing stores of neurotransmitters posi-
tioned for release. Most sensory and motor pathways
operate in this manner.

An interesting exception is represented by certain
dorsal root ganglia cells, which apparently release neuro-
active substances at dendritic endings as well as central
axon terminals, providing direct feedback as well as feed-
forward responses. As noted in the previous chapter,
peripheral release of transmitter substances fromnocicep-
tive sensory neurons is a trigger for primary hyperalgesia.

Cell bodies from all types of somatic sensory nerves
are grouped together within the dorsal root ganglia;
however, their central projections maintain distinctly
separate positions within the spinal cord. Two major
parallel sensory pathways exist: one transmitting infor-
mation about touch and proprioception, and the other
transmitting information about pain and temperature.
Subdivisions are observed within the main pathways with
specific locations designated for each modality or even
submodality (e.g., light-touch and crude-touch fibers are
grouped separately). Relative position within the main
pathway also reflects the location of the receptive field
that is represented. Thus, each pathway has within it a
somatotopic arrangement of its fibers, with the lower
extremities layered into the tract first, followed by the
trunk, arms, and head.

ORGANIZATION OF THE SPINAL CORD

To better understand somatotopic and modality-
specific arrangements, it is helpful to review the general
organization of the spinal cord (Figs. 1 and 2). Dorsal
roots carrying sensory information and ventral roots
transmitting motor signals occur in left and right pairs
attached at 30 regular intervals along the spinal cord.
Each point of attachment establishes a separate spinal
segment. Rootlets from individual segments merge just
distal to the dorsal root ganglia to form spinal nerves,
which must pass through the vertebral column at notches
between the vertebrae. Vertebrae and associated spinal

KEY POINTS (continued )
protective motor reflexes in response to
potentially harmful stimuli.

� Neurons in the somatosensory cortex are
arranged in a modular array, with each unit

exhibiting a unique set of functional properties
reflecting the adaptability, sensory modality,
and dermatomal innervation of its input
neurons.
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segments are divided into four groups: cervical (segments
C1–C8); thoracic (segments T1–T12); lumbar (segments
L1–L5); and sacral (segments S1–S5). At higher levels of
the cord, nerves and vertebral notches are fairly well
aligned, whereas at lower levels the alignment is lost
because the cord is considerably shorter than the vertebral
column. Long projections of spinal nerves called the
cauda equina (Latin for ‘‘horse’s tail’’) fill the vertebral
column at lumbar and sacral levels, providing clinicians
with a relatively safe area from which to extract cere-
brospinal fluid, as described in Chapter 48.

Cell bodies within each dorsal root ganglion collec-
tively innervate one area of the body designated as a
dermatome (Table 1). Although not traditionally included

in illustrations of dermatome distributions (including
Figs. 2 and 3), central projections from each ganglion
usually overlap two or three spinal cord levels, resulting
in significant overlap between adjacent dermatomes.
Thus, sensory sensation can be reasonably maintained
if only a single ganglion is lesioned.

Once the spinal nerves leave the bony protection of
the vertebrae or skull, they reorganize according to their
peripheral destinations. For example, the majority of the
neurons from cervical nerves C4 to C8 and thoracic
nerves T1 and T2 coalesce to form the brachial plexus.
They then redivide into anterior and posterior branches
and finally segregate into individual peripheral nerves
such as the radial nerve, composed of both sensory and
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FIGURE 1 Organization and internal structure of the spinal cord. Pairs of spinal nerves leave the vertebral

column through spaces between the vertebra. These nerves are classified by the region of the body they innervate:

cervical, thoracic, lumbar, or sacral. (A) Lateral and (B) dorsal views of the entire spinal cord. The spinal cord is

shown in blue, and spinal neurons are in black. Note that the spinal cord is shorter than the vertebral column,

leaving a space at the caudal end of the vertebral column that contains only spinal nerves. (C) Cross sections of

the spinal cord at different levels. Note that the white matter fiber tracts (shown in white) increase in size from

caudal to rostral levels. Also, the areas of gray matter, containing cell bodies and many synaptic connections

(shown in blue), are larger in the cervical and lumbar regions because of the many motor and sensory fibers that

innervate arms and legs respectively.
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motor fibers. This major nerve collects sensory informa-
tion from the back of the arm and carries motor com-
mands to extensor–supinator muscles of the arm.

Within the internal structure of the spinal cord, there
are no apparent markers of segmental boundaries. Cell
bodies within the spinal cord are concentrated in a con-
tinuous central core of gray matter that bulges anteriorly
to form the ventral horns associated with motor systems
and posteriorly to form the dorsal horns associated with
sensory systems. White matter, consisting of afferent and
efferent fibers, fills in the contours of the gray matter and
helps accentuate the butterfly pattern of gray matter seen
in cross sections of the cord. From a three-dimensional
perspective, the white matter extends as a series of

columns within the spinal cord. Ascending sensory fibers
are found in the dorsal and lateral columns; descending
motor fibers are concentrated in lateral and anterior
columns. Although there are no anatomic boundaries
between segments, variations in internal organization
reflect functional differences among the four levels of the
spinal cord. For example, cervical and lumbar segments
are slightly enlarged overall and have pronounced ventral
horns because of the large numbers of motor neurons
required for innervation of muscles in the extremities,
whereas the thoracic cord has very narrow ventral horns.
Likewise, the number of efferent fibers ascending within
the spinal cord increases at higher levels. The cervical
cord contains sensory projections from the entire body
and thus has the largest proportion of white matter,
whereas the sacral level contains only fibers from sacral
dermatomes and has correspondingly less white matter.

DORSAL COLUMN/LATERAL
LEMNISCAL PATHWAY

Sensory fibers within the dorsal rootlets project into
the cord in a spatially precise and modality-specific
fashion. A shallow groove, the dorsal sulcus, marks the
point of attachment of the spinal nerves on the dorsal
surface of the cord. Sensory fibers enter the underlying

TABLE 1 Examples of Dermatomal Distributions

Dermatome Area of Body Represented

C5 Lateral shoulder

C6 Thumb

C7 Index and middle fingers

C8, T1 Ring, little fingers

T4 Nipple

T10 Navel

L3, L4 Anterior thigh

L5 Dorsal foot

S1 Lateral foot, sole
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FIGURE 2 Internal structure of the spinal cord. Primary neurons carrying information about proprioception

and discriminatory touch enter the spinal cord and ascend uncrossed in the dorsal columns to the gracilus or

cuneate nuclei in the brain stem. Fibers are somatopically organized, with cervical and thoracic fibers projecting

in the fasciculus cuneatus, and lumbar and sacral fibers projecting in the fasciculus gracilus. Primary neurons

carrying information about pain, temperature, and crude touch enter the spinal cord and make one or more

synaptic connections in the dorsal horn before crossing the midline and ascending in the anteriolateral tract or the

ventral spinocerebellar tract.
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cord and segregate into two major pathways. The
first pathway, consisting of fibers carrying inform-
ation about light touch and proprioception, ascends in
the dorsal columns. Axons innervating the lower body
assume a position along the posterior midline; fibers from
the upper body are added sequentially in a mediolateral
fashion. In the midthoracic level of the cord, the dorsal
column of fibers is divided into two fasciculi. The
more medial area, called the gracile fasciculus, contains
fibers from sacral, lumbar, and lower thoracic
dermatomes. The more lateral area, called the cuneate
fasciculus, carries fibers from upper thoracic and cervical
dermatomes. The first synaptic contact for these first-
order sensory neurons is in the brain stem, at the level of
the medulla in the gracile and cuneate nuclei, respectively.
Fibers in the pathway do not cross the midline of the
spinal cord as they ascend. Thus, a neuronal lesion
affecting only one side of the spinal cord will interrupt
information about light touch and proprioception from
the ipsilateral side of the body below the level of the
lesion. The patient will lose the ability to identify
objects by touch and will have difficulty with balanced

movement on the affected side. Note that this primary
sensory pathway does not make intermediate synaptic
contacts with neurons within the spinal cord.

Cells in the gracilis and cuneate nuclei represent
second-order neurons within this pathway, and their
axons cross the midline to ascend in the medial lemniscal
tract to the ventral posterolateral nucleus (VPL) of the
thalamus. These thalamic neurons then project to specific
regions of the primary somatosensory cortex. The entire
four-neuron chain comprises the dorsal column–medial
lemniscal pathway (Fig. 4).

Points of synaptic contact within a pathway do not
simply pass information along unchanged. Each relay
serves as a computing center that allows the information
to be processed, amplified, sharpened, suppressed, or
otherwise altered. For example, the function of the dorsal
column nuclei is to shape tactile information in time and
space. These nuclei make edges seem sharper and abrupt
pressure changes seem more sudden than they really are.
These enhancements of textures are produced by lateral
inhibition in much the same way as visual information is
altered, as will be discussed in Chapter 51.
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FIGURE 3 Dermatomes map the orderly distribution of sensory projects from the skin to the spinal cord.

(A) Cell bodies within each dorsal root ganglion collectively innervate one region of skin called a dermatome; the

name of each dermatome (from C2 through S5) denotes the ganglion that innervates it, Dermatomes of the face

are named to reflect innervation by the three divisions (oral, VO; interposed, VI; caudal, VC) of the trigeminal

ganglion. Each dorsal root ganglion sends central fibers primarily to one level of the spinal cord, with some

degree of overlap (not shown). However, the fibers that project from each ganglion to the skin for the most part

do not travel as separate nerves; rather, they are combined with sensory nerve fibers from other ganglia and also

with motor nerves projecting to muscles in the same region. Two examples are shown. (B) The peripheral

projections of the radial nerve combine fibers from portions of C6, C7, C8, and T1 dorsal root ganglia. (C)

Peripheral projections of the trigeminal ganglion are rearranged into ophthalmic, maxillary, and mandibular

divisions of the trigeminal nerve.
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ANTEROLATERAL PATHWAY

The second major ascending sensory system is called
the spinothalamic or anterolateral pathway, which carries
information about pain and temperature from the body.
This pathway is best understood as two subdivided tracts.
The first is called the neospinothalamic tract, which carries
information about sharp pain within A-delta (small
myelinated) fibers. Unlike the dorsal column–lateral
lemniscal pathway, the first-order neurons in this path-
way synapse with neurons within the dorsal horn of the
spinal cord. Projection fibers then cross the midline of the
cord and form the lateral portion of the anterolateral
tract as they ascend the cord to the VPL nucleus of the
thalamus.

The paleospinothalamic subdivision carries informa-
tion about dull, aversive pain; temperature; and crude
touch within small, unmyelinated C fibers. There are two
synaptic relays with cells in the dorsal horn of the spinal
cord. Axons of projection neurons then cross the cord
and join the anterolateral tract, terminating in the intra-
laminar nucleus of the thalamus. Unlike other tracts in
the somatosensory tract, the paleospinothalamic tract is
not somatotopically organized (Fig. 5).

Because of multiple synapses in the spinal cord, pain
information can spread to adjacent neurons in the dorsal
horn, causing a widespread hyperalgesia. Pain informa-
tion can also be suppressed through synaptic input at the
spinal cord level so that neither local spinal reflexes nor
conscious centers are informed of the injury. As discussed
in Chapter 49, the first synapse in this path can be inhib-
ited, both pre- and postsynaptically, by endorphins, and
this neurotransmitter can be mimicked by drugs such as

morphine. This gating or interruption of nociceptive
information allows an organism to cope with an emer-
gency or stress without the distraction of pain.

SOMATOSENSORY PATHWAYS IN THE
HEAD REGION

Somatic sensory cranial nerve pathways are homol-
ogous in many ways to the medial lemniscal and spino-
thalamic pathways of spinal nerves. The trigeminal nerve,
or cranial nerve V, is the primary sensory nerve involved
in transmitting touch and pain information from the face
and neck. It contains fibers from mechanoreceptors,
thermoreceptors, and nociceptors for the face, oral
mucosa, distal part of the tongue, portions of the dura
mater covering of the cerebral cortex, and tooth pulp.
First-order neuronal cell bodies are located in the trigemi-
nal ganglia adjacent to the brain stem. Central fibers enter
the pons and separate into two main tracts. Axons that
carry information about light touch and proprioception
synapse in the principal ormain sensory nucleus of cranial
nerve V, which in turn sends fibers across the midline to
ascend to the ventral posterior medial nucleus (VPM) of
the thalamus. This pathway is analogous to the medial
lemniscal pathway of the spinal cord. First-order neurons
carrying information about pain and temperature
send fibers to the spinal trigeminal nucleus located in the
lower medulla. Second-order axons cross the midline
and ascend to the VPM and intralaminar thalamic nuclei
in a manner similar to the spinothalamic pathway of
spinal nerves.

Clinical Note

Shingles and Herpes Zoster Virus

Herpes zoster virus, commonly known as chicken
pox, preferentially infects neurons of the periph-
eral nervous system, particularly dorsal root gang-
lion cells. Individuals infected with the virus during
childhood usually display red, itchy spots on the
skin for approximately 1 week and are symptom
free thereafter. However, the virus may remain
dormant, usually residing in a single dorsal root
ganglion, and can become reactivated in some
individuals decades later to produce a condition
known as shingles. The revived virus increases the
excitability of sensory cells in the ganglion so that
sensory nerves have lower thresholds as well as
spontaneous activity. This activity triggers burning

or stabbing sensations that are agonizingly painful.
The reactivation phase of the infection may last
months or years, during which time the skin first
becomes inflamed, then blisters, and finally
appears scaly. Because the infection is restricted
to a single dorsal root ganglion, the affected areas
of the skin reflect the dermatomal distribution of
the affected ganglion. Thoracic and facial areas are
most commonly involved, although instances of
infection of every dermatome have been reported.
In fact, the observations of many shingles patients
and their infected areas helped to provide the
currently used map of dermatomal distributions of
individual dorsal root ganglia. Antiviral agents and
steroids are used as treatment for this condition.
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FIGURE 4 Dorsal column–lateral lemniscal pathway; neuronal pathways of proprioception and light,

discriminatory touch: (A) cross section, (B) coronal view, and (C) lateral view of spinal cord and brain stem with

associated body part. Sensory fibers enter the spinal cord and ascend in the dorsal columns to the dorsal column

nuclei. Secondary neurons project from the nuclei, cross the midline, and ascend contralaterally in the medial

lemniscus to the ventral posterior lateral nucleus of the thalamus. Tertiary neurons project to the post-central

gyrus of the cerebral cortex. Tactile information from the face enters the trigeminal nerve (V) and synapses in the

trigeminal main sensory nucleus. Axons from secondary neurons cross the midline, form the trigeminal lemniscus,

join the medial lemniscus to form the sensory lemniscus, and ascend to the ventral posterior medial nucleus of the

thalamus. Tertiary neurons project to the lower part of the post-central gyrus.
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(C) lateral view of spinal cord and brain stem with associated body parts. Nociceptive information is carried by

two paths: the neo-anterolateral path (heavy lines), which carries information about sharp, pricking pain; and the

paleo-anterolateral path (light lines), which carries information about dull aversive pain. Both enter the spinal

cord and make synaptic connections in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord. Projection neurons from the dorsal

horn ascend contralaterally in the anterolateral tract to the thalamus. These sensory neurons from the face have

cell bodies in the trigeminal ganglia; their fibers enter the brain in the middle of the pons and descend to the spinal

trigeminal nucleus. After synapsing, the projection neurons cross and ascend contralaterally in the trigeminal

lemniscus to the thalamus. The neo-tracts project to the ventral posterior lateral nuclei (body) and ventral

posterior medial nuclei (face) of the thalamus and from there to the post central gyrus of the cerebral cortex. The

paleo-tracts terminate in the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus. Both systems send information to the reticular

formation. Temperature and crude touch follow similar paths to the cerebral cortex.
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FIGURE 6 Modular organization of the somatosensory cortex. (A) Organization of the primary receptive areas

(darker blue; Brodmann’s areas 1, 2, and 3, also called collectively S1) on the post-central gyrus of the cerebral

cortex. Note that area 3 (both 3a and 3b) lies on the posterior wall of the central sulcus. Each area receives specific

types (submodalities) of touch information from designated areas of the body in a somatotopic manner.

(B) Detail of the 3b cortical area receiving information from mechanical receptors in three left-hand fingers.

Projection neurons from the thalamus synapse in layer 4, within columns devoted to rapidly adapting (RA) and

slowly adapting (SA) receptors. Fibers that project from the cortex segregate into five layers based on their

destination.
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THALAMIC PROJECTIONS TO SUBCORTICAL
REGIONS AND SOMATOSENSORY CORTEX

Two anatomically smaller but nonetheless important
elements of the ascending sensory system do not project
to cortical regions and therefore do not contribute to
conscious perception. First, many fibers carrying pro-
prioceptive information do not travel with the dorsal
column–medial lemniscal pathway but rather project in
the lateral columns directly to the ipsilateral cerebellum.
The cerebellum uses proprioceptive information to
modulate movement of muscles in the extremities.

Another important ascending system forms the affer-
ent arm of protective reflex pathways that operate on the
subconscious level. As they ascend to the thalamus, all
spinal and cranial sensory tracts send collateral branches
to the brain stem reticular formation, a diffuse network of
neuronswithin the core of the brain stem.Various nuclear
groups within the reticular formation function as coor-
dinating centers that extract relevant sensory informa-
tion and in turn activate appropriate muscle groups
through their motor axons. Different regions of the
reticular formation have been identified that elicit the
cough reflex, blink reflex, and gag reflex. Respiratory and
cardiovascular centers within the reticular formation
regulate breathing rate and heart rate.

Sensations are not perceived until sensory informa-
tion reaches the primary sensory cortex. The post-central
gyrus (area SI) acts as the primary receiving area for
somatosensory projections from the thalamus, and, like
most cortical regions, it has an elaborate organizational
framework with several major components:

1. Areas that receive input from one submodality are
arranged in four succeeding cortical strips that run
parallel to the central sulcus: area 3a (most anterior),
muscle stretch receptors; area 3b, cutaneous recep-
tors; area 1, rapidly adapting cutaneous receptors;
area 2 (most posterior), deep pressure receptors.

2. Information from different parts of the body project
to different parts of each cortical strip. Thus, each strip
contains an orderly representation of the body called a
homunculus (Latin for ‘‘little man’’) that is derived
from the location of the receptive fields of the input
neurons. The homunculus is not true to scale, however,
and certain areas, such as lips and fingertips, are
grossly overrepresented. The high density of sensory
receptors in these locations requires proportionally

large cortical receiving areas. Experiments in primates
have recently demonstrated that the homunculus is
not invariant, and its boundaries shift slightly in
response to the level of activity within each set of
sensory fibers. Concert pianists might be expected to
have disproportionately large fingertip receiving areas.

3. Each homuncular area is subdivided further into
functional modules or columns that lie perpendicular
to the cortical surface. All the cells within a vertical
column have similar function; for example, columns
of slowly adapting cells are separated from columns
of rapidly adapting cells.

4. The cortex is layered like a cake, with each layer
containing functional aggregates of cells and fibers.
Input fibers from the thalamus synapse on cells in
layer 4. Layer 6 contains fibers that feed back to the
thalamus. Fibers projecting to other subcortical
structures are present in layer 5. More superficial
layers contain fibers that project to other association
areas of the cortex.

The modular organization of the primary somatosen-
sory cortex exemplifies one of the major organizing
principles of the brain (Fig. 6). Neurons that have similar
functions occupy similar positions. Principles of modular
organization apply to most sensory association areas,
including secondary somatosensory cortex (SII) located at
the lateral tip of SI and even higher association areas
found in the lower part of the parietal lobe. However,
functional attributes of the cells within the modules
change in succeeding stages of information processing.
Through convergence of input from SI cells, the neurons
in SII display larger receptive fields and more complex
response properties. Input from several different modal-
ities also converges on a single module at higher levels, so
that separate aspects of a sensory stimulus can come
together as a unified perception of an object.
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KEY POINTS
� Only one small region of retina, the fovea,

provides high visual acuity because the foveal
arrangement of photoreceptors places the
light-sensitive cellular elements in direct align-
ment with focused, incoming light.

� Cone photoreceptors are specialized for high-
acuity color vision under bright-light (photopic)
conditions, whereas rod photoreceptors have
more sensitivity but less acuity and are spe-
cialized for dim-light (scotopic) vision.

� The retinal pigment epithelium provides a
number of crucially important support roles for
photoreceptors, including removal of cellular

debris and recycling of molecular substrates in
the visual transduction cascade.

� The absorption of light by photopigments in
rods and cones triggers a phototransduction
cascade that ultimately determines the rate at
which glutamate is released from photorecep-
tor terminals.

� A three-neuron chain consisting of photorecep-
tor, bipolar, and ganglion cells transmits visual
information through the retina, the optic nerve
and track, and on to higher visual centers.

� The receptive field of any given neuron in
the visual pathway is defined as the portion



Humans are highly visual animals. The sense of sight is
usually acknowledged as the most important of all the
senses based on the vast amount of usable information it
provides about the environment. The relative amount of
brain tissue devoted to visual information processing is
proportionally large, accounting for more than half of
the total brain mass. Pathways linking the retina and the
primary visual cortex in the occipital lobe provide consci-
ous perception of visual input; storage of visual memory
occupies significant regions of the parietal and temporal
lobes; visual reflex pathways within the brain stem and
spinal cord control eye movement and provide protective
reflexes; and light-driven circadian rhythms regulate
general metabolic rates, control hormonal function, and
influence mood through pathways involving the retina,
pineal gland, and portions of the diencephalon. The
extensive coverage given to the the visual system in this
chapter reflects its dominance within the structure of the
brain as well as its significance in the clinical setting.
Visual testing is included in most standard physical
exams of the patient because it can be easily administered
and it can be used to pinpoint possible lesions in themany
different visual areas of the brain as well as to evaluate
other functions such as cognitive status (visual memory),
motor reflexes (postural reflex), autonomic function
(pupil dilation), and even inner ear problems (eye move-
ment). Visual testing in the experimental setting can also
be accomplished with relative ease. The retina, in
particular, has been intensively studied as one of the
most approachable parts of the brain, and it has served
well as a widely used model for understanding many
aspects of nervous system function.

STRUCTURE OF THE EYE

The primary visual receptive tissue is the retina, a thin
sheet of neurons with the consistency of wet cellophane.
The position of the retina within the eyeball is somewhat
analogous to the position of film in a camera (Fig. 1).
Because light must enter the eye through the pupillary
opening, the image that falls on the retina is reversed and
inverted.

One class of retinal neurons, the photoreceptor cell, is
primarily responsible for specific absorption of photons,
and paradoxically these cells occupy the retinal layer
furthermost from the incoming light (Fig. 2). In general,
light must first penetrate through all retinal layers before
encountering molecules of light-absorbing photopigment
located in the outer segments of photoreceptors. As one
might expect, this arrangement results in some distortion
of the visual image.Regional specialization in thearrange-
ment of retinal layers compensates for this distortion.
The portion of the retina in line with the visual axis
(a theoretical line drawn horizontally through the center
of the lens) is modified so that all cellular layers of the
retina are displaced radially except for the outer segments
of photoreceptors. Even blood vessels are absent in this
region. This allows incident light to project more direc-
tly on the photopigment-rich regions with minimal
distortion. The cellular displacement results in a depres-
sion (or foveal pit) about 1.5 mm in diameter in the retinal
surface. The fovea and the area immediately surrounding
it are collectively referred to as the macula. The fovea is
responsible for central, high-acuity vision. With func-
tional loss of the fovea, an individual is considered legally

KEY POINTS (continued )
of the visual field to which that neuron
responds.

� Information about location of an object in visual
space is transmitted through magnocellular (M)
pathway ganglion cells; information about color
and shape of an object is transmitted through
parvocellular (P) pathway ganglion cells.

� Images that fall on the two retinas are merged
in stages along the visual pathway, culminating
in the visual cortex with an integrated, unified
perception of visual space.

� Because all parts of the primary visual pathway
maintain a retinotopic organization, lesions at
specific points in the pathway result in specific
visual field deficits.

� Cells within ocular dominance layers of the
lateral geniculate project to cells clustered in
ocular dominance columns in the visual cortex.

� Functional clustering of other cortical cells estab-
lishes cortical modules containing orientation-
specific columns and color-specific blobs within
the visual cortex.

� Perception of the color of an object or light
source results from a comparative assessment
of the hue, saturation, and brightness of the
direct or reflected light.

� Specialized arrangements of extraocular mus-
cles continually align the eyeballs, allowing the
fovea to capture a focused image of the object
of interest.
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blind, even if peripheral vision served by the rest of the
retina is retained. The oculomotor system, which will be
described later, can be considered as a foveal adaptation
designed to maintain the targeted image in register with
the fovea. More peripheral regions of the retina do not
provide high-acuity images but instead provide very
sensitive responses to moving objects in low light.

SPECIALIZED FEATURES OF ROD AND
CONE PHOTORECEPTORS

The two types of retinal photoreceptor cells, rods and
cones, are not evenly distributed across the retina (Fig. 3).
Cones are concentrated in the foveal region, whereas rods
are absent. Several of the cellular characteristics of cones
make them particularly suited for high-acuity vision.
Becauseof the tightlypackedarrangementof foveal cones,
the foveal region is capable of high-resolution (fine-
grained) responses. In addition, the outer segment, which
contains most of the visual pigment of the cone, is rela-
tively short and ismost sensitive to direct axial rays of light.
The photochemical cascade in cones is very fast, allowing
the foveal region to have a very rapid response time.

Cones are adapted for color vision. Three types of
cones have been described: one containing visual pigment
that is most sensitive to blue light, one that is sensitive
to green light, and one that is most sensitive to long

wavelengths, including red and yellow light (referred to
as the red-sensitive cone). As will be discussed later, the
fovea is comprised primarily of red- and green-sensitive
cones. The perception of color from a given light source is
derived from a comparison of the relative amount of light
activation that is generated in red- versus green- versus.
blue-sensitive cones.

Cones are also adapted primarily for daytime (photo-
pic) vision. They saturate only in intense light and are
generally less sensitive to light than are rod photorecep-
tors. During low-light (scotopic) conditions, such as those
that exist during dawn or dusk, cones are not responsive,
and we have no color or high-acuity vision at these times;
visual images are achromatic, and we have difficulty
distinguishing small shapes. Under these low-light condi-
tions, vision is primarily mediated by rods. The same
visual pigment, rhodopsin, is found in all rods. It maxi-
mally absorbs blue–green light, but because the percep-
tion of color is derived from a comparison of activation
resulting from different photopigments, we do not per-
ceive scotopic vision as having any specific color content.

Rods havemuchmorephotopigment than cones. Their
outer segments, which contain the rhodopsin, are much
longer than cones; thus, a single rod can respond to a
much broader angle of incident light. Rods also respond
more slowly than cones, which allows them to summate
more light responses. These design features are respon-
sible in part for the high sensitivity of individual rods
which, in humans, has reached the theoretical limit of
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through the retina, resulting in a blind spot at this location. Blood vessels travel along the optic nerve and spread
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detection. Under ideal conditions, the human retina can
detect a single photon of light.

The outer segments of rods and cones are in close
contact with a monolayer of pigmented epithelial cells
(retinal pigment epithelium, or RPE), which serves impor-
tant metabolic and supportive functions for photorecep-
tors. The pigment granules within the RPE help absorb
stray light and thus reduce glare. RPE cells produce a
sticky extracellular matrix material that helps keep the
outer segments straight and aligned. They participate in
the breakdown of bleached photopigment and recycle the
molecular byproducts to photoreceptors for resynthesis
of pigments. They also ingest the outermost tips of the
outer segments after they are shed by photoreceptors and
thus aid in the continual renewal of outer segments.

PHOTOTRANSDUCTION CASCADE

Rhodopsin consists of a chromophore, 11-cis retinal
(the aldehyde form of vitamin A), and a protein, opsin
(Fig. 4). Absorption of a photon of light changes the
chromophore to the all-trans form of retinal. This con-
formational change produces a short-lived intermediate,
meta-rhodopsin II, which activates a G-protein called
transducin. Transducin activates a phosphodiesterase
enzyme, leading to a reduction in the intracellular levels
of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP). As cGMP

levels are lowered, the conductance of sodium channels in
the rod plasma membranes is decreased, and the mem-
brane becomes hyperpolarized in proportion to the
amount of light initially absorbed.

It may initially seem counterintuitive for rods to
become hyperpolarized in response to increased light
exposure; however, it seems less so in light of the fact that
rods do not have action potentials. Sodium channels of
photoreceptors are not voltage dependent, so their con-
ductances are regulated almost entirely through the
cGMP regulatory site. Rods are capable of responding
to both increases and decreases in light by producing
graded potentials that reflect an increase or decrease
in the levels of cGMP. The final output of the rod is in
the form of an increase or decrease in the amount of
transmitter (glutamate) released at the photoreceptor
synapse.

The sodium channels of rods also gate calcium ions
that provide a feedback loop to regulate cGMP synthesis.
In low levels of light, cGMP levels are high, channels are
open, and sodium and calcium can enter the cell. The
inward sodium current (called the dark current) keeps
the cell relatively depolarized; in addition, the influx
of calcium inhibits guanylate cyclase activity. Because
both synthetic and degradative enzymes for cGMP are
relatively inactive under these conditions, cGMP levels
remain fairly constant. An increase in light decreases
cGMP levels and causes a rapid decrease in the conduc-
tance of both sodium and calcium.
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FIGURE 2 Cellular organization of different regions of the retina. (A) The peripheral retina contains mostly rod

photoreceptors, whereas the fovea contains no rods, only cones; other neurons in the retinal visual pathway are

similar in the two regions. (B) In the fovea, all cellular elements except the outer segments are displaced radially out

of the path of light. (C) The optic nerve head is comprised of ganglion cell axons and thus is devoid of other retinal

neurons.
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Reopening of the channel requires synthesis of new
cGMP. cGMP production is enhanced under increased
light conditions because the calcium inhibition of guany-
late cyclase has been removed and as a result sodium
conductance begins to increase. This is one of the major
mechanisms responsible for the phenomenon of light
adaptation. The adaptation response is slower than the
initial hyperpolarization response because synthesis of
cGMP is slower than degradation.

Reset mechanisms also operate to maintain the neces-
sary levels of photopigment. As with cGMP, the degrada-
tion of rhodopsin is much faster than its resynthesis. The
light-stimulated conversion of rhodopsin into dissociated
opsin protein and chromophore (all-trans retinal) is aided
(speeded) by twoother processes.Aprotein called arrestin
binds to the opsin; in addition, opsin is phosphorylated
by opsin kinase. These steps also help prevent any reas-
sociation of opsin with the chromophore. Resynthesis of
11-cis retinal requires an isomerase enzyme found in the
RPE. All-trans retinal must be released from the rod,
taken up by the RPE, reisomerized, and sent back to the
photoreceptor to reassociate with opsin.

It was recently discovered that opsin has a molecular
structure similar to that of the family of membrane recep-
tors that activates G-proteins. For example, it has seven
hydrophobic transmembrane spanning regions and sig-
nificant sequence homology with another member of this
protein family, namely, the beta-adrenergic receptor.
Thus, an analogy can be made between phototransduc-
tion and chemical transmission. The RPE secretes a
ligand (the chromophore, 11-cis retinal) that binds to a
membrane receptor (opsin) located on rod photorecep-
tors. The photoisomerization and removal of the ligand
(by light) leads to the activation of a G-protein that
regulates membrane conductance and determines neuro-
transmitter output of the rod to second-order neurons.
From this perspective, the cellular mechanisms used in
photo-transduction are similar to those commonly used
in other signaling systems, with the one unique feature
being the light-sensitive properties of the ligand-receptor
interaction.

Although phototransduction mechanisms in rods
and cones appear to be quite similar, several significant
differences are recognized. The chromophore involved
(11-cis retinal) is the same in cones as in rods; however,
the primary structure of the three different cone opsins
differs slightly from each other and from rod opsin.
These small differences in opsin structure influence the
conformation of the chromophore in its bound state,
which in turn establishes the specific spectral absorption
properties of the four classes of photoreceptor cells.
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FIGURE 3 Comparison of the cellular features of rod and cone photo-

receptors. Structural and chemical differences of rods and cones make

them suitable for their specialized functions: rods for scotopic vision in

dim light and cones for photopic vision in bright light conditions.Humans

have one class of rods and three classes of cones producing black and

white vision at night and color vision in the day, respectively. Other vert-

ebrates have different combinations; for example, frogs have two of each.
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A second difference is that recycling of cone photopig-
ments occurs within the cone and does not require
involvement of the RPE.

RETINAL PROCESSING

Rods and cones form a regular mosaic arrangement
across the outer or external surface of the retina. Photo-
receptors are the primary sensory neurons of the visual

pathway, with bipolar cells and ganglion cells representing
the secondary and tertiary sensory neurons, respectively
(Fig. 5). Synaptic connections between photoreceptors
and bipolar cells are localized in the outer plexiform layer;
synapses between bipolar and ganglion cells are found
in the inner plexiform layer. Three types of interneurons
are present in the retina: horizontal cells, which provide
feedback and feedforward interactions in the outer plexi-
form layer; amacrine cells, which influence synaptic acti-
vity in the inner plexiform layer; and interplexiform cells,
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and allows rhodopsin to become meta-rhodopsin II. (3) Meta-rhodopsin II activates the G-protein
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pigment epithelium (RPE), where isomerase converts it back to 11-cis retinal, which is carried
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which provide feedback from inner to outer plexiform
layers.

The visual pathway not only must transmit informa-
tion about the intensity of light present in the environment
and its spectral properties but must also convey informa-
tion about the location of light sources. The anatomic
arrangement of the visual system must be such that
spatial information about the visual field can be encoded
and transmitted to higher cortical centers for processing.
Thus, retinal circuitry is highly ordered along vertical and
horizontal planes. In the vertical plane, cell bodies and
synapse are arranged in distinct layers. Superimposed on
this laminar structure are horizontally repeating modular
arrangements of cells that form functional columns or
channels (not to be confused with ion channels in
membranes)—for example, a color-specific channel

consisting of a cone or small group of cones and their
associated bipolar and ganglion cells.

ON and OFF Channels of Visual Information

Two types of functional channels established by
retinal circuitry are designated as ON and OFF channels
(Fig. 6). An OFF channel is formed by a column of cells
that are all depolarized when the light is decreased. All
photoreceptors are depolarized in the dark and therefore
release more glutamate when the light is OFF. Many
bipolar cells exhibit OFF responses, as well, because they
are depolarized by the increased levels of glutamate
released by photoreceptors in the dark. Other bipolar
cells have the opposite (ON) response and are hyperpo-
larized when light levels decrease. The reason for this
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FIGURE 5 Cellular anatomy of the retina. Photoreceptors, bipolar cells, and ganglion cells form the ‘‘straight-

through’’ retinal pathway with synaptic relays for processing visual information in the outer and inner plexiform

layers. Horizontal and amacrine cells provide lateral interactions within outer and inner plexiform layers,

respectively. Interplexiform cells (not shown) feed back information from the inner to the outer plexiform layer.
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sign-inverting response was only recently explained with
the discovery of a special class of hyperpolarizing
(metabotropic) glutamate receptors localized to bipolar
cells with ON responses. This arrangement leads to the
establishment of ON andOFF channels at the level of the
photoreceptor-to-bipolar cell synapse in the outer plexi-
form layer. Separate ON and OFF channel responses are
maintained throughout much of the visual pathway,

including ganglion cells, as well as cells in the lateral
geniculate and in the visual cortex. Both channels respond
to increases and decreases in light levels but in opposite
directions. From an engineering perspective, this dou-
bling of the visual signal by creating a mirror image pro-
vides an internal comparison mechanism that could help
in decreasing noise and maintaining fidelity of the visual
signal as it is sent to the visual cortex.
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FIGURE 6 Synaptic interactions of ON and OFF channels in the retina. (A) When light levels are decreased,

cone photoreceptors are depolarized (blue) and release more glutamate, which interacts with excitatory glutamate

receptors (+) on OFF bipolar cells (OFF BCs) and inhibitory (metabotropic) glutamate receptors (�) on ON

bipolar cells (ON BCs). OFF and ON bipolar cells in turn excite OFF and ON ganglion cells (GCs), respectively.

(B) When light levels are increased, the cone photoreceptors hyperpolarize (gray) and release less glutamate,

resulting in less excitation of the OFF BCs and less inhibition of the ON BCs. This signal is passed on to the GCs.

Thus, OFF cells collectively form an OFF channel whose component cells are active when the light is off, and ON

cells form an ON channel whose components are active when the light is on.
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Center Versus Surround Receptive Fields

These ON and OFF responses result from the direct
synaptic activation of first-order to second-order to third-
order neurons that form the straight-through pathway
within a given module. In addition to these vertical res-
ponses, horizontal interactions between adjacent modu-
les are mediated by retinal interneurons: horizontal cells
at the level of the outer plexiform layer and amacrine cells
in the inner plexiform layer. Horizontal cells are depolar-
ized along with OFF bipolar cells in response to gluta-
mate released from photoreceptors (Fig. 7). Horizontal
cells are inhibitory interneurons so they in effect produce
an inhibitory influence that spreads from any given active
module to adjacent modules. Thus, the dark activation of
an OFF bipolar cell via the straight-through pathway
from a photoreceptor may be counterbalanced by inhibi-
tory input from horizontal cells if surrounding modules
are also being activated by darkness at the same time.
In other words, if a central module and its surround-
ing modules are exposed to uniform darkness, then OFF
bipolar cells will not be active; the same holds true for ON
channels. Likewise, both ON and OFF channels are
essentially silent when a central module and its surround-
ing modules are exposed to uniform levels of light.

The functional classification of ON and OFF respon-
ses denotes the response of a bipolar cell to stimulation
via the straight-through pathway—namely, the central
portion of the module. Because of inhibitory horizontal
cells, a bipolar cell is responsive not only to input from the
straight-through (central) pathway, but also to adjacent
or surrounding pathways as well, and the response to
central output is opposite that from the surround under
similar lighting conditions. The arrangement is called
center versus surround inhibition. Each bipolar cell receives
central input fromasmall circular regionofretinacontain-
ing one or a small groupof cones and surround input from
a larger area encircling the central region. These regions
together comprise the area of the retina from which a
given bipolar cell will receive input, and they define the
receptive field for that particular cell. Each bipolar cell
has a distinctive receptive field. If a receptive field map of
all bipolar cellswere displayedon the retina, the entire sur-
face area would be covered by overlapping circles, with
those near the fovea being very small and those in the
peripheral retina being much larger.

Because of center versus surround inhibition, an OFF
bipolar cell will bemaximally stimulatedwhen the portion
of the retina representing the center of the receptive field
of the cell is relatively dark and the surrounding area is
light. Under these conditions, the bipolar cell will be
receiving direct dark stimulation from the central path-
way but no inhibitory input from surrounding OFF
pathways. Similarly, OFF bipolar cells will be maximally

inhibited when a small spot of light surrounded by a dark
annulus is centered over its receptive field. The opposite is
true for ON bipolar cells. They are maximally stimulated
when their receptive fields are illuminated by a small spot
of light surrounded by a dark annulus and maximally
inhibited by a small dark spot surrounded by a bright
annulus. Conditions for maximal stimulation or inhibi-
tion can be artificially produced under laboratory condi-
tions, but they are rarely encountered in the real world.
During normal visual experiences, individual receptive
fields may be uniformly dark or light (in which case there
is no bipolar response), or they may be nonuniformly
illuminated such as in the case when an edge of light falls
across the receptive field. As long as the receptive field is
nonuniformly illuminated, the bipolar cell will respond
by being either partially depolarized or hyperpolarized.
Thus, bipolar cells act as local edge detectors.

The receptive field properties of bipolar cells represent
a series of templates that selectively encode information
about boundaries of light and dark in the visual field.
As this coded information is transmitted through neurons
in the primary visual pathway, other processing steps are
performed; however, the basic center versus surround
property is retained through many synaptic relays. Bipo-
lar cells, ganglion cells, lateral geniculate cells, and several
types of cells in the visual cortex all have circular ON or
OFF center versus surround receptive fields.

Magnocellular and Parvocellular Pathways

There is a large variation in the receptive field sizes of
ganglion cells. One type of ganglion cell has a relatively
small receptive field size, roughly equivalent to the
receptive field size of one bipolar cell or a small group of
bipolar cells. These cells can encode finely detailed infor-
mation about the shape and texture of objects in the
visual field and constitute the parvocellular (P) pathway.
Another type of ganglion cell has a large receptive field
equivalent to the summed receptive field sizes of hun-
dreds of bipolar cells. This highly convergent pathway,
called the magnocellular (M) pathway, is not capable of
distinguishing fine detail; it is better suited for the task
of mapping the general location of objects within the
visual field. A third type of ganglion cell, not as well
understood, has more complex receptive field properties
and responds specifically to the movement of objects.

CENTRAL VISUAL PATHWAYS

Information about the visual world is simultaneously
encoded by both retinas separately. These two images
must be merged and integrated within the central visual
pathway in order to provide a single unified perception
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of visual space. Merging occurs in stages at different
points within the visual pathway. As a result, a unilateral
lesion at a more distal point within the pathway will
produce different visual deficits from one at a more
proximal point because the degree of merging will be
different. With sufficient knowledge of central visual
pathways, the location of a lesion can be deduced from
the type of visual deficit present (for details, see below).

Each retina can be divided into quadrants based on
superior, inferior, nasal, and temporal coordinates
(Fig. 8). The fovea is located at the posterior pole or
intersection point of the quadrants.When light rays enter
the pupillary opening, the image projected on the retina
is reversed and inverted. Thus, the image of an object
located within a given region of the peripheral visual field
is projected to the opposite position in the peripheral
retinal field. Objects located in the center of the visual
field can be focused on foveal regions of both eyes
simultaneously. Visual fields are usually tested separately
for each eye, with the patient looking straight ahead
and the eye immobile. Regions of the visual field are
designated as right, left, upper, and lower quadrants.

It is important to note that visual field deficits are
always defined in terms of visual field loss, not retinal
field location. In the 180� visual field viewed with both
eyes, a central zone of about 90� (the binocular zone) can
be viewed with both eyes (Figs. 9 and 10). The more
peripheral regions of the visual field are visible only by
the ipsilateral eye (because the nose gets in the way),
creating two temporal, crescent,monocular zones.A blind
spot in each retina is created by the optic nerve head or
optic disk; here, the exiting fibers of ganglion cells
coalesce and become invested with myelin. The optic disc
is located along the horizontal meridian and displaced in
the nasal direction from the fovea. Even with one eye
closed, there is no conscious perception of a blind spot,
just as there is no perception of the shadows that are cast
by retinal blood vessels. This occurs because the visual
cortex is able to compensate for these normal interrup-
tions within the visual field; however, both can be
demonstrated during visual exams.

Left and Right Visual Hemifields

Optic nerve fibers exit the eye and project to the optic
chiasm, where partial decussation occurs (see Fig. 10).
Fibers originating from the nasal portions of both retinas
cross the midline and merge with uncrossed fibers from
the temporal retina of the opposite eye. Fibers proximal

FIGURE 7 Receptive field properties of bipolar and ganglion cells. Responses in both OFF (left panel) and ON (right panel) channels are shown.

Figures (A) to (E) in each panel illustrate the connections among cones, horizontal cells (HCs), bipolar cells (BCs), and ganglion cells (GCs). The

specific pattern of light/dark stimulation being experimentally applied to the receptive fields of these cells is indicated by the shading (darkness¼dark

gray; light¼white). To the right of each figure is a set of recordings showing the response of the cells to the light/dark stimulation: the graded

electrical response of the bipolar cells (a) and the action potentials generated in ganglion cells (b). The duration of the stimulation is shown in (c).

OFF bipolar cells (left panel) are stimulated by direct input from cone photoreceptors located in the center of its receptive field but are indirectly

inhibited by cones in the surrounding area through stimulation of inhibitory horizontal cells. Exposure to uniform dark (A) or light (B) produces no

change in BC membrane potentials or GC action potentials, because the center effects are exactly counteracted by the surround effects. A very small

centralized dark spot (C) or light spot (D) restricted to the center of the receptive filed produces maximal excitatory and inhibitory responses,

respectively. Any nonuniform illumination of the receptive field (E) may produce a detectable response because center excitation will no longer be

completely counterbalanced by the inhibitory surround. Similar mechanisms underlie electrical responses and receptive field properties of all cells in

the ON channel (right panel).
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FIGURE 8 Fundoscopic view of the human retina. The inner

(vitreal) surface of the retina of the right eye is illustrated. Axons of

ganglion cells from the entire retina converge and exit the eye at the

optic disk, where they penetrate the retina and produce an area with no

neuronal elements other than the optic nerve, thus creating a blind

spot. Blood vessels enter the eye at the optic disk and spread over the

surface of the retina except in the region of the fovea located in the

macula lutea. Two hypothetical lines crossing at right angles through

the fovea delineate the four quadrants of the retina. The optic disk is

located in the inferior nasal quadrant.
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to this point, designated as the optic tract, project to the
lateral geniculate body and from there to the primary
visual cortex. As a result of the partial decussation,
each optic tract carries information solely about the
contralateral visual field. There are two views of the
contralateral visual hemifield: one provided by temporal
fibers from the ipsilateral retina and the other provided

by nasal fibers from the contralateral retina. Thus, all
information from the right visual field is transferred to
the left brain, regardless of which eye it enters.

Binocularly responsive neurons in the cortex receive
retinotopic information from both eyes. By comparing
the slight disparities in the positional information
from the two eyes, these binocular cells provide the major
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FIGURE 9 Visual pathways to the cerebral cortex. The left visual hemifield is shown in blue; the right visual

hemifield, in black. Left eye projections are solid lines; right eye projections are dashed lines. Each retina receives

information from both visual hemifields (except for the far periphery (not shown), because the nose blocks this

input); however, outgoing information from each retina is split. Fibers from the nasal portions of each retina cross

to the contralateral side at the optic chiasm, whereas fibers from the temporal regions remain ipsilateral. As a result,

information from a single visual hemifield (transmitted from both eyes) is combined and sent to the contralateral

lateral geniculate body and cerebral cortex. Hence, the image of an airplane seen on the left is received in the right

visual cortex, and the image of a pelican seen on the right is received by the left cortex.
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C.  Visual field loss Name  Location
left eye right eye deficit of lesion
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0 Normal vision no lesion

1 Anopsia of right eye optic nerve

2 Heteronymous optic chiasma
 hemianopsia

3 Homonymous  optic tract
 hemianopsia
 
4 Upper quadrant  Meyer's loop
 anopsia

5 Lower quadratic anopsia upper bank
 with macular sparing  calcarine fissure

6 Upper quadratic anopsia lower bank 
 with macular sparing calcarine fissure

3 optic tract
 2 optic chiasma
  1 optic nerve

1 optic nerve
 2 optic chiasma
  3 optic tract

4 Meyer's loop

5 upper bank of 
 calcarine fissure

6 lower bank of 
 calcarine fissure

A.

B. Right brain: lateral and medial views

calcarine fissure

5 upper bank
6 lower bank

FIGURE 10 Visual field deficits. Discrete lesions in the primary visual pathway lead to at least six

characteristic visual deficits. The left visual field is shown in blue; the right visual field, in gray. Central visual

field (macula) projections are shown as solid lines; peripheral visual field projections are shown as dashed

lines. (A) View of the visual fields, visual pathways, and locations of six possible lesions. (B) Lateral view

(left) and medial view (right) of the human brain showing the locations of the same lesions. Cerebellum is

removed in the medial view. (C) Visual field deficits (black) that result from each injury. Note that

information from both eyes is interrupted in every case, except for the optic nerve injury, and that the deficit

is in the left visual field when the right brain is injured. Also note the unique pattern of loss when the crossing

fibers of the optic chiasm are destroyed. This can happen when a pituitary tumor expands.
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mechanism (called stereopsis) for creating a three-dimen-
sional representation of objects in space and a means to
achieve depth perception.

There is no conscious perception of the split of the
visual field between the left and right visual occipital
cortex. The re-merging of visual information into a single
precept about an object with both left and right parts
does not occur until the signals reach visual association
areas in the parietal cortex. Decussating fibers in the
corpus callosum provide cross-talk between left and right
cortical areas to reestablish the complete visual field.

The projection of retinal and lateral geniculate fibers
occurs in a highly ordered, retinotopic manner. Foveal
representation of the contralateral visual hemifield
covers a large area of the posterior pole of the calcarine
fissure, whereas peripheral vision has a more modest
representation in the anterior areas.

Retinal Projections to the Lateral

Geniculate Nucleus

The lateral geniculate is a C-shaped structure consist-
ing of six cellular layers, each receiving input fromdistinct
sets of ganglion cells (Fig. 11). Ganglion cells with large
receptive field sizes project to large neurons in layers 1
and 2, thus constituting the magnocellular (M) pathway.
As described earlier, this pathway carries information
about the spatial position of objects in the visual field.
Ganglion cells with small receptive field sizes project to
the small neurons found in layers 3 to 6, thus forming the
parvocellular (P) pathway. This pathway carries informa-
tionabout thedetailed shapeof visual objects.The separa-
tion of left/right ocular input is retained so that layers 1,
4, and 6 receive contralateral projections, and layers 2, 3,
and 5 receive ipsilateral projections. Some ganglion cells
bypass the lateral geniculate, project directly to the brain
stem, and participate in visual reflexes.

THE VISUAL CORTEX

Cortical Ocular Dominance Columns

Cells within the six ocular dominance layers of the
lateral geniculate project to distinct ocular dominance
stripes or columnswithin Brodmann’s area 17 (also called
area VI) of the primary visual cortex (see Fig. 11). Pairs of
adjacent ocular dominance columns—one with ipsilat-
eral projections from the lateral geniculate nucleus
(LGN), and the other with contralateral projections—
receive information about the same point in visual space.
Adjacent pairs are collectively designated as a hyper-
column. Hypercolumns form the basic structural modules
of the visual cortex, and each displays at least three
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FIGURE 11 Projections of the M and P pathways from retina to the

lateral geniculate nucleus and visual cortex. Projections from the left eye

are shown in light shades; projections from the right eye are dark shades.

Two channels of information leave the eye: the magnocellular (M)

channel (gray), starting with large ganglion cells that have large cell

bodies and large dendritic fields, and the parvocellular (P) channel

(blue), starting with themore numerous and smaller ganglion cells. Both
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different functional subdivisions in addition to ocular
dominance columns. These include input/output layers,
orientation-specific columns, and color-specific blobs.
Layer 4 functions as the major input layer within a hyper-
column. It contains stellate cells that receive information
from axons of lateral geniculate cells. In turn, stellate
cells synapse on pyramidal cells in other cortical layers.
Pyramidal cells in layers 2, 3, and 4 project to higher
centers in the visual association cortex: Brodmann’s area
18 (also called areas V2 and V3) and Brodmann’s area 19
(also called areas V4 and V5). Pyramidal cells in layer 5
project to visual reflex areas in the upper brain stem;
cells in layer 6 project back to the lateral geniculate.

Orientation-Specific Columns and

Color-Specific Blobs

Like most retinal and LGN neurons, the stellate cells
of the visual cortex have circular center-surround recep-
tive fields (Fig. 12). Several stellate cells with overlapping
receptive fields synapse on each simple pyramidal cell,
and the summation of this input establishes a bar-shaped,
center-surround receptive field for the pyramidal cell.
For example, an OFF center simple pyramidal cell would
be maximally stimulated by a dark bar on a light
background positioned on the appropriate region of the
retina. In addition, different pyramidal cells have differ-
ent preferred orientations so that the degree of stimula-
tion is dependent on the orientation of the bar. Cortical
cells with the same orientation selectivity are grouped
together in orientation columns. Present in each ocular
dominance column is a complete set of orientation
columns. Each column of cells is preferentially responsive
to a given axis of orientation �5�. LGN cells in the M
pathway project to stellate cells and pyramidal cells in
orientation columns. LGN cells in the P pathway have a
split projection (Fig. 13). Some synapse in orientation
columns; others, designated as theK channel, carry color-
specific information to color-specific blob regions in the
cortex that are not orientation selective.

Higher Visual Processing

Cells of the M pathway continue their projection from
area VI to association areas designated as V2, V3, V4, V5
(Brodmann’s areas 17, 18, and 19) and finally to other
regions in the parietal lobe. This parietal stream carries
spatial and movement information important for localiz-
ing objects in space (Fig. 14). Cells from both compo-
nents of the P pathway project to association areas V2
and V4 and finally to inferior regions of the temporal
lobe. At each stage of processing, receptive field proper-
ties change from spots (stellate cells) to bars (simple
pyramidal cells), angles, and so on, in higher order
neurons. This pathway is concerned with object recogni-
tion. About 10% of the cells in the inferotemporal cortex
have very large and complex receptive fields and are
selective for very specific stimuli, such as the hand or a
familiar face. A condition known as prosopagnosia has
been reported in patients with bilateral lesions along the
inferior surface of the occipital and temporal lobes. In
this condition, patients have impaired recognition of
familiar faces. Although there is considerable crossover
and mixing of the information at several points along the
M and P pathways, it does appear that specific visual
processing tasks (determining where an object is versus
what an object is) are generally assigned to different
regions of visual association cortex (see Fig. 14). Other
higher order visual tasks may likewise be localized to
specific cortical regions.

COLOR VISION

The subjective experience of color involves three
components:

1. Hue (normally thought of as color) is defined as the
proportion in which the three cone systems are
activated; 200 gradations can be recognized.

2. Saturation (the degree of dilution by grayness) is
defined as the degree to which all three cone systems
are stimulated based on their maximal response; 20
steps can be recognized.

3. Brightness is defined as the total effect of all three
cone mechanisms; 500 steps can be recognized.

Color vision thus has 200� 20� 500¼ 1 million
gradations. Achromatic vision has only 500.

Photopigments of Cones

Individual cones contain only one of three pigments
(Fig. 15). Short-wavelength (S) cones contain pigment
primarily sensitive to short wavelengths with a peak

types of ganglion cells project to the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) by

way of the optic nerve, chiasm, and tract. The LGN has six layers. The

M channel projects to layers 1 and 2 (gray) and the P channel to layers 3,

4, 5, and 6 (blue). Contralateral neurons go to layers 1, 4, and 6 (light

shade), and ipsilateral neurons go to layers 2, 3, and 5. Neurons leave

these layers as the optic radiations and enter the primary visual area

(V1) of the cerebral cortex. A column of cortex, about 1 mm � 1 mm,

extending from the surface (layer 1) down about 2 mm to the deepest

layer (layer 6), is designated as a hypercolumn. Themajor inputs ofmost

LGN neurons are to layer 4C. The M channel synapses in 4Ca and the

P channel synapses in 4Cb. The input from the two eyes remains

segregated, with the contralateral (light color) and ipsilateral (dark)

information forming ocular dominance columns.
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absorption at approximately 420 nm. Activation of these
cones leads to the perception of blue. M cones contain
middle-wavelength pigment with a peak absorption at
530 nm and contribute to the perception of green; L cones
have long-wavelength pigment with a peak absorbance at
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FIGURE 12 Receptive field properties of stellate and simple cortical

cells. The combined input of several stellate cells with overlapping,

circular, center-surround receptive fields (A) establishes a bar-shaped,

center-surround receptive field with a preferred orientation in a single

pyramidal cell (B). Groups of pyramidal cells with the same preferred

orientation are clustered in orientation columns within the visual

cortex (C).
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    recognition of real objects
 Agnosia for drawings Recognition of drawn objects 18, 19, 20, 21 on right
 Prosopagnosia Recognition of faces 20, 21 bilaterally

The P channel: Agnosia for color: 
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FIGURE 14 The visual agnosias. Visual area 1 (V1) corresponds to Brodmann’s area 17 (dark blue). From V1

information passes in separate channels into the visual association areas located in Brodmann’s areas 18, 19, and

37 (lighter shades of blue). The M channel projects in a series of steps toward the parietal lobe, carrying spatial

and movement information. The P channel passes down toward the temporal lobe as it processes form, pattern

and color. In the temporal lobe, the P channel associates vision with higher order functions such as naming

objects. The many visual maps in the visual cortex process different aspects of the visual world, and damage to

one of these can produce an isolated deficit, leaving the rest of vision intact.
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about 560 nm and are the only photopigments sensitive
to red light. Shortwavelengths are refractedmore strongly
than long ones; therefore, a full-spectrum image will not
be focused in the same plane and will appear blurred.
There are two special adaptations to decrease this chro-
matic aberration. First, short-wavelength receptors (blue-
sensitive cones and rods containing rhodopsin with peak
absorption at 500 nm) are absent from the fovea. Second,
an inert pigment, macular yellow, which strongly absorbs
blue and violet (and hence looks yellow) is deposited in
the macula and blocks short-wavelength light from
affecting green and red foveal cones.

Color-Opponent Pathways

The three types of cones are coupled in mutually
inhibitory, color-opponent fashion to produce color-
specific receptive fields in neurons of the visual pathway.
Two color-opponent pairs are established: red versus
green and blue versus yellow. Figure 16 illustrates the
general circuitry for these pathways and the types of
color-opponent receptive fields that can result. Ganglion
cells in the red/green pathway have single-opponent, ON
and OFF, center-surround receptive fields created in part
by horizontal cells providing inhibitory ‘‘surrounds’’ to
cone/bipolar connections. The four types of ganglion
cells in this pathway are classified according to whether
they are stimulated or inhibited by red or green light in
the center of their receptive fields. Opposite effects are
caused by red or green light in the surround portion of the
receptive field.

The perception of yellow is generated by combined
(rather than opposing) input from red- and green-
sensitive cones. Input from yellow (red plus green)-
sensitive bipolar cells is compared with input from
blue-sensitive cones to form blue versus yellow color-
opponent, ON and OFF, ganglion cell types that lack
center-surround receptive fields.

Color-coded information is transmitted along P gan-
glion cells via the lateral geniculate to blob regions of the
primary visual cortex (VI). There, information is
combined to form double-opponent cells that are sensitive
to two wavelengths of light in both center and surround
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B. Absorption spectra of the human rod and three cones.
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FIGURE 15 Spectral sensitivity of cone photopigments and chro-

matic aberration in the eye. (A) Four types of photoreceptors in the

human retina each contain different photopigments that are maximally

sensitive to different wavelengths. (B) Wavelength absorption for the

four types of photopigments in the human retina. Different colors or

hues are created by the nervous system depending on the ratio of light

absorption by the three photopigments. (C) Rays of light containing a

single wavelength of light, such as 600 nm (red), can be focused on the

retina through the actions of the lens. If the light is a mixture of long and

short wavelengths (for example, purple), the short wavelengths will be

more refracted than long wavelengths, and the lens cannot focus both

wavelengths simultaneously on the retina; the image will be blurred. (D)

A simulation of the appearance of an object (left) when the object is red

(middle) or purple (right).
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portions of their receptive fields. Understanding this
circuitry can be helpful in appreciating certain aspects of
color perception. For example, it explains why differently
colored backgrounds can affect the apparent color of an
object (e.g., why a red vase looks redder when placed on a
green background or why it is impossible to perceive the
color of an object as red-green [in humans, there is no
such color as reddish green]). The latter occurs because
red and green input either cancel each other out in the red

versus green pathway or become additive to produce the
perception of yellow in the yellow versus blue pathway.

Most nonhuman mammals have only two cone
pigments. One is sensitive to shorter wavelengths (S,
blue sensitive); the other is sensitive to longer wave-
lengths of light (L, covering the green to red portions of
the spectrum). This more primitive S versus L system
has been supplemented in humans through duplication
and mutation of the gene for the L pigment to produce
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FIGURE 16 Color-opponent receptive fields of ganglion cells and neurons in the blob regions of the V1 cortex.

(A) Three types of cones contribute to blue/yellow-opponent receptive fields in ganglion cells (GCs) and cells

within blobs of cortical area V1. Excitatory input from blue-sensitive (S) cones and inhibitory input from red-

sensitive (L) and green-sensitive (M) cones cause one class of ganglion cells, blue-ON, to be excited in blue light

(B+) and to be inhibited in yellow light, as detected by the combined responses of both red- and green-sensitive

cones (R-, G-). Another class of ganglion cells, blue-OFF, has the opposite response and is inhibited by blue light

and excited by yellow light. Both ganglion cell types send information (via the lateral geniculate nucleus; not

shown) to two major types of cortical cells that are clustered in blue/yellow-sensitive V1 blobs and exhibit double-

opponent, center-surround receptive fields. (B) Two types of cones contribute to red/green-opponent receptive

fields. There are four types of single-opponent ganglion cells with center-surround receptive fields. They send

information to two types of red/green-sensitive V1 blob cells that display double-opponent, center-surround

receptive fields.
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two slightly different photopigments, allowing discrimi-
nation of multiple hues in the middle (green) to long
(red) wavelengths. Genes for red- and green-sensitive
pigments are very similar and located on the X
chromosome near the 50 end. Thus, recombination can
result in the placement of three genes on one chromo-
some, leaving only a single L or M gene on the other. A
male who inherits a maternal X chromosome containing
only the L or M pigment gene will be red or green color
blind, respectively.

THE OCULOMOTOR SYSTEM

The oculomotor system is comprised of the intrinsic
and extrinsic muscles of the eye along with motor nuclei
and higher cortical centers that serve to control the
position of the eye as well as the shape of the lens and the
size of the pupil. The main purpose of the system is to aid
in vision by keeping the visual target focused on the fovea,
the area of central retina that has the highest visual acuity.
Diplopia (double vision), blurred vision, or loss of depth
perception can occur as a result of lesions at various
points within the neuronal pathways that subserve the
oculomotor system. The pathways are generally well
defined and well known, so that it is possible to determine
the location of a lesion in the oculomotor system by
careful analysis of the types of visual deficits expressed
and by direct observation of eye position and reflex eye
movements. Tests of oculomotor function are an impor-
tant part of most physical examinations of patients.

Cranial Nerve Innervations of Eye Muscles

Three pairs of extraocular muscles move the globe
along three axes. The medial and lateral rectus muscles
rotate the eye in the horizontal plane. The medial rectus
muscle is innervated by cranial nerve III (the oculomo-
tor nerve), and the lateral rectus muscle is innervated by
cranial nerve VI, the abducens nerve. Both muscles
attach to a common tendinous ring around the apex of
the orbit and to the eyeball at points parallel to the floor
of the orbit. Thus, the force they generate results in
horizontal eye movement or horizontal gaze. The medial
rectus adducts the eye (i.e., rotates the eye toward the
nose along a vertical axis). The lateral rectus abducts the
eye (rotates the eye away from the nose) (Fig. 17).

The superior and inferior rectus muscles are responsible
for vertical and torsional movement of the eyeball. Both
muscles are innervated by cranial nerve III. The muscles
attach to the tendinous ring and to the globe at points 23�

off the midsagittal plane. The superior rectus elevates but
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FIGURE 17 Extraocular muscles and cranial nerves responsible for

movements of right eye. (A) Extraocular muscles are controlled by three

cranial nerves (III, IV, and VI). The levator palpebrae opens the eyelid

and is innervated by cranial nerve III. (B) Horizontal gaze is controlled

by paired contraction-relaxation of the medial rectus and lateral rectus

muscles. (C) Vertical gaze is controlled by four muscles. Downward

gaze is produced by inferior rectus and superior oblique muscles.

Because of their placement on the eye, these muscles will also cause

lateral and rotational movements, as well (indicated by orientation of

the radial lines on the iris). Upward gaze is similarly controlled by the

superior rectus and inferior oblique muscles.
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also adducts and intorts (i.e., rotates the eye around an
anteroposterior axis so that the top of the cornea moves
in a circular arc in the nasal direction). The inferior rectus
depresses but also adducts and extorts (i.e., the top of the
cornea rotates in the temporal direction).

The superior and inferior oblique muscles also contrib-
ute to vertical and rotational movement of the eyeball.
The superior oblique muscle is innervated by cranial
nerve IV, and the inferior oblique is innervated by cranial
nerve III. The superior oblique muscle runs from the
tendinous ring through the trochlea and attaches to the
eyeball 51� off center. It depresses the eye but also
abducts and intorts the eye. The inferior oblique muscle
originates from a tendinous area near the lacrimal gland
and attaches to the eyeball 51� off center. It elevates but
also abducts and extorts.

Figure 17 illustrates the primarymovements generated
by the extrinsic muscles of the eye. Only the right eye is
illustrated. Note that cranial nerves III and VI participate
in generating horizontal gaze; cranial nerves III and IV
participate in generating vertical gaze. The eyelids are
elevated by two groups of muscles: the levator palpebrae
muscle, which is innervated by cranial nerve III, and the
tarsalis muscle, which is innervated by sympathetic fibers.
The eyelids are closed by the orbicularis oculi muscle,
which is innervated by cranial nerve VII. Figure 18
diagrams the location of cranial nerves III, IV, and VI
and their nuclei within the brain stem. It also illustrates
certain topographical relationships of these cranial
nerves that may play a role in their susceptibility to
certain types lesions. For example, pituitary tumors may
compress the oculomotor nerve as it exits the brain stem.
Also note that the oculomotor nerve passes near the
branch points of two major arteries (posterior cerebral
and superior cerebellar), sites that are susceptible to
aneurysms. The trochlear nerve is somewhat vulnerable
to head trauma because of its long projection course
around the lateral aspect of the brain stem. The abducens
nerve ascends alongside the basilar artery and is vulner-
able to vascular insults involving this artery.

Intrinsic Muscles of the Eye

In addition to its somatic motor component, the
oculomotor nucleus contains a parasympathetic compo-
nent called the Edinger-Westphal nucleus. It is located
near the midline of the midbrain and sends preganglionic
fibers to the ipsilateral ciliary ganglion. Postganglionic
fibers innervate the ciliary muscle that controls the shape
of the lens. Postganglionic fibers of the ciliary ganglion
also innervate the pupillary sphincter muscles that
constrict the pupil. The pupillodilator muscle is innervated
by sympathetic neurons.
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FIGURE 18 Cranial nerves and brain stem arteries responsible for

eye movement; nerves are shown in blue and blood vessels in gray. The

oculomotor nucleus is located under the superior colliculus and gives

rise to cranial nerve III that exits ventrally just above the pons. The

trochlear nucleus is located under the inferior colliculus. Its axons cross

contralaterally and leave the dorsal surface of the brain stem as cranial

nerve IV. It then wraps around the lateral brain stem and runs close to

nerve III. Note that these two nerves exit between two major arteries

and can be damaged by cardiovascular problems. The abducens nucleus

is located in the dorsal pons. Its axons exit the ventral surface of

the brain stemmedially and just below the pons. Cerebral vascular acci-

dents in the nearby anterior inferior cerebellar artery compromise its

function.
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The actions of the Edinger-Westphal nucleus are
important in focusing the object of interest on the fovea.
Recall from Fig. 1 that the lens separates the eyeball into
two major chambers: The anterior chamber lies between
the cornea and the lens and is filled with aqueous humor;
the vitreal chamber is located between the lens and the
retina and is filled with a highly viscous fluid, the vitreous
humor, which provides pressure to keep the globe
spherical. Light rays are refracted as they pass through
these transparent components in the anterior of the eye,
particularly the cornea. The curvature of the normal
cornea will cause parallel light rays from distant objects
to converge at a point roughly 2.4 cm behind it, which is
about the distance from the cornea to the retina. A
relatively small amount of additional focusing power
(approximately 25%) is provided by the lens for bringing
distant objects into proper focus. This assumes that the
jelly-like lens is being held in a relatively flattened shape
by tension on the ligaments that keep it suspended within
the circular ciliary muscle of the eye. If the object of
interest is closer than about 9 m, additional focusing
power must be provided by the lens. This is accomplished
through the accommodation reflex.

Accommodation Reflex (Near Reflex)

Adaptation of the visual apparatus of the eye for near
vision occurs as a reflex action involving cortical, brain
stem, and eye structures. The reflex is initiated when
visual attention is directed to a nearby object. The initial
image of the near object (unfocused) is sent to the

occipital cortex via the primary visual pathway. Infor-
mation is then sent from the visual association areas back
to the upper brain stem regions and cranial nerve III.
Stimulation of the Edinger-Westphal nucleus causes
contraction of ciliary muscle, releasing tension on the
suspensory ligaments of the lens and allowing the lens to
assume a more spherical shape. The increased curvature
of the lens brings the object into focus. Activation of the
Edinger-Westphal nucleus also contracts the pupillary
constrictor muscle and decreases pupil size, thus blocking
certain types of optical aberrations. Stimulation of
specific somatic nuclei of cranial III causes both medial
rectus muscles to converge the eyes, so that the image falls
on the foveal region of both eyes.

Pupillary Light Reflex

When light is directed into the pupil of one eye, both
pupils constrict. The response of the illuminated pupil is
called the direct pupillary light reflex; that of the other
pupil is called the consensual pupillary light reflex. Light
activation of the retina is transmitted, via the optic nerve
and tract, to nuclei in the midbrain both on the
ipsilateral side, to elicit a direct reflex, and via crossing
fibers in a structure called the posterior commissure, on
the contralateral side, to elicit a consensual reflex. These
midbrain areas project to the Edinger-Westphal nuclei,
which in turn cause constriction of the pupil. A test of
the pupillary light reflex is usually included in standard
neurological exams. An altered consensual reflex usually
denotes damage to structures localized within the upper

Clinical Note

Astigmatism, Hyperopia, Myopia, and Presbyopia

As described earlier, a cornea with normal curva-
ture provides much of the refractive power
needed to focus distant objects on the retina
without the need for accommodation. This normal
condition, called emmetropia, will be altered if the
curvature of the cornea (or, more rarely, the lens
or retinal shape) is irregular, causing portions of
the visual field to appear blurred (astigmatism).
Visual problems are also encountered if the eyeball
itself is too short from front to back. In this case,
the cornea focuses the image in a plane behind the
retina (hyperopia, or farsightedness). If the eyeball
is too long, the image will be focused in front of the
retina (myopia, or nearsightedness). These last
two conditions can be corrected by convex or

concave lenses, respectively. Contact lenses are
commonly used to compensate for most forms
of astigmatism, as the spherical surface of the
contact lens optically replaces the distorted
corneal surface.

Another condition that affects virtually all
individuals sometime after the age of 40 is pres-
byopia, a condition caused by hardening of the
lens that accompanies the aging process. Because
the lens generates new lens cells throughout life
and none is lost, the lens becomes compacted and
loses its elasticity. As a result, the accommodation
reflex is greatly attenuated. Bifocal lens are used to
compensate for presbyopia by incorporating a
concave lens on the top to assist in far vision and a
convex lens on the bottom to assist in near vision.
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brain stem, whereas loss of the direct reflex may involve
only more distal components of the visual or oculomo-
tor pathways.

In addition to simple autonomic reflexes, a number of
complex visual motor reflexes can be automatically
triggered when seeking and tracking a visual target.
All eyemovements occur in a coordinated fashion in both
eyes, in the form of vergence movements (when the two
eyes move toward each other as part of the accommoda-
tion reflex) or in the form of conjugate movements (in
which the two eyes move in the same direction). These
coordinated movements are achieved by joint action of
yoked pairs of agonist and antagonist motor nuclei. The
coordination is achieved by groups of interneurons
located in areas of the reticular formation that surround
themotor nuclei of cranial nerves IV andVI. Two specific
areas, called gaze centers, have been identified. Fibers
connect the gaze centers and the appropriate motor
nuclei through a midline fiber bundle, the medial longi-
tudinal funiculus (MLF).

Horizontal eye movements are coordinated through
the horizontal gaze center (the paramedian pontine reticu-
lar formation, or PPRF) located near cranial nerve IV.
Vertical eye movements are coordinated in the vertical
gaze center, which is thought to be located near cranial
nerve VI.

Eye movements are very stereotyped and consist of
either saccades or smooth pursuit movements. Saccades
are quick, jerky movements useful in searching for visual
targets. This type of movement appears to be prepro-
grammed by the brain based on the distance the eye has
to move to position the desired target on the fovea.
Saccades are ballistic in that no corrections in the speed
or direction of themovement can bemade after themove-
ment is initiated. Smooth pursuit movements are main-
tained movements that are capable of moving the eyes to
continuously follow a moving visual target or moving
the eyes across a series of stationary visual targets, as
in reading. These movements are not ballistic in that

their speed and direction can be modified continually.
Saccades and smooth pursuit movements often occur in
combination. A saccade may be used to find a novel
target; smooth pursuit movements would then keep it
focused on the fovea, adjusting for movement of the
object or movement of the observer.

Rhythmic, repeating combinations of a long smooth
pursuit followed by a saccade are called nystagmus,
which is named after the direction of the fast (saccade)
component (e.g., left beating nystagmus). Nystagmus
would normally be observed in an ice skater who is
spinning on the ice. The eyes of the skater would move
in smooth pursuit to keep some targeted object focused
on the fovea as long as possible and then a saccade
would be used to reset the eye position. This reflex
movement is called vestibular nystagmus, and it requires
input from vestibular pathways.

Another condition in which nystagmus normally
occurs is when the observer is stationary but the visual
field is continuously moving in one direction, as happens
when one looks out the window of a moving train. The
eyes follow the visual field with a smooth pursuit move-
ment until they reach the limit of the movement range,
then a saccade is used to reset. This is called opticokinetic
nystagmus.

An additional cortical area has been identified that
plays an important, although not completely under-
stood, role in initiating and/or influencing smooth
pursuits, saccades, and opticokinetic nystagmus. This
area is called the frontal eye field (Brodmann’s area 8)
and is located immediately frontal to the premotor area.
There is strong evidence that the frontal eye field is
necessary for ipsilateral voluntary saccades, but it may
also play additional roles in other eye movements, as
well. The cerebellum provides additional input for the
fine-tuning of saccades and smooth pursuit movements.

Pathologic nystagmus occurs when inappropriate
movements are observed that do not match the velocity
or direction of the intended visual target. Vestibular

Clinical Note

Diplopia and Ptosis

Patients with ophthalmoplegia (lesions of cranial
nerve III) usually present with an initial complaint
of seeing double (diplopia). This visual abnorm-
ality results from the loss of conjugate eye move-
ments and the inability to maintain the image of
the visual target on foveae of both eyes simulta-
neously. Remember that the visual cortex always

receives a double image, one from each eye, but
these images are normally fused by cortical pro-
cessing into a single three-dimensional image.
With loss of conjugate eye movements, the two
images are no longer in normal register on the
retinotopic map of the visual cortex, and these
higher centers cannot fuse the two images. With
time, the cortex will try to make adjustments by
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lesions are the most common cause of the pathologic
appearance of spontaneous nystagmus.
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Clinical Note (continued )

suppressing the image from the abnormal eye.
The patient may then no longer have double
vision but will become psychically blind in the
affected eye, and stereopsis (depth perception)
will be compromised. The complaint of diplopia
usually denotes a recent lesion.

Other symptoms of ophthalmoplegia demon-
strated by a physical exam may include strabismus
(the lack of parallelism of the ocular axes).
Specifically, the affected pupil will be displaced
laterally (lateral strabismus) and downward
because of the unopposed action of the muscles
innervated by cranial nerves IV and VI. Because
there is loss of innervation to the levator pal-
pebrae, the eyelid will be partially closed, a
condition called ptosis. The pupil will be dilated
(mydriasis) because of the loss of parasympa-
thetic innervation to the sphincter muscle, leaving
the unopposed action of the sympathetic innerva-
tion of the dilator muscles. The loss of parasym-
pathetic innervation to the eye can also be
demonstrated by testing for the pupillary light
reflex and accommodation reflex, both of which
will be absent in ophthalmoplegia. Because the
parasympathetic fibers of the ocular motor nerve
tend to lie near the outer surface of the nerve, they
are the most vulnerable to compression lesions.
Thus, a less severe compression would be
reflected primarily in a fixed (unresponsive) and
dilated pupil whereas a more severe lesion would
cause the loss of all oculomotor nerve function.

Lesions of the oculomotor tract in the midbrain
may involve surrounding structures. In the basal
midbrain, a single lesion may compromise both

the exiting oculomotor fibers and the surrounding
motor pathways that transmit information from
the motor cortex to muscles on the contralateral
side of the body. This would result in ipsilateral
ophthalmoplegia and contralateral hemiplegia
(partial paralysis), a condition known as Weber’s
syndrome.

Ptosis can also be caused by loss of sympathetic
innervation to the tarsalis muscle of the eyelid, a
condition called Homer’s syndrome. This condi-
tion can be distinguished from ophthalmoplegia
because sympathetic neurons innervate pupillo-
dilator muscles as well as the tarsalis muscle. A
patient with Horner’s syndrome would have ptosis
(usually not as severe as with ophthalmoplegia)
and the pupil would be constricted rather than
dilated, as it would be with ophthalmoplegia.

Loss of input from cranial nerve IV can also
cause diplopia, particularly when the patient tries
to walk down stairs or read, activities that require
downward gaze. A patient may also tilt his or her
head slightly toward the side of the lesion in an
attempt to adjust for the elevated and intorted
position of the affected eye. Some loss of
superior oblique muscle action may be compen-
sated by actions of unaffected superior and
inferior rectus muscles.

A marked medial strabismus can result from
lesions of the abducens nerve caused by the loss
of innervation to the lateral rectus muscles. A
patient with medial strabismus tends to keep his
head turned toward the side of the lesioned nerve
to compensate for the position of the affected
eye and thus avoid diplopia.
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The Vestibular System

DIANNA A. JOHNSON

A sense of balance is derived primarily from special-
ized receptors located in an area near the entryway or
vestibule of the inner ear, hence the name vestibular organ
(Fig. 1). The principal function of the vestibular system is

to provide direct information not to the cortex, but to
motor centers in the spinal cord, brain stem, thalamus,
and cerebellum so that involuntary reflex movements
can be initiated and the body can remain balanced.
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KEY POINTS
� The auditory and vestibular systems both

occupy the inner ear cavity and both rely on
analogous cell types known as hair cells to
convey information about sound or position
and movement of the head.

� Transduction of mechanical energy into bio-
electrical impulses in hair cells is achieved by
bending stereocilia, opening potassium chan-
nels, and causing changes in membrane polarity
in the form of generator potentials that trigger
transmitter release.

� The coordinated response of the semicircular
canals provides information about head position

and movement, encoded in the pattern of
increases and decreases in the tonic firing
rates of vestibular neurons.

� Hair cells in the semicircular canals provide
information about angular acceleration in three
directions; cells in the utricle and saccule pro-
vide information about static head position and
about linear acceleration in all directions.

� Information from the vestibular organs is sent
to the vestibular nuclei and then to motor nuclei
of the cerebellum and brain stem in order to
coordinate eye movements and maintain
posture.



Vestibular input is also important in coordinating head
and body movements and in moving the eyes so that they
remain fixed to a point in space when the head is moving.
Only in unusual circumstances does information from the
vestibular system reach conscious levels (e.g., when the
sense of balance is disrupted). In this instance, relay
pathways in the brain stem evoke sensations of dizziness
and nausea.

The inner ear consists of a series of cavities that form a
bony labyrinth in the petrous portion of the temporal
bone (see Fig. 1).Within the bony labyrinth lies a series of
fluid-filled sacks or tubes formed primarily from simple
epithelial cells. Regions of the epithelium are specialized
and contain receptors for hearing in the auditory portion
of the inner ear and for balance in the vestibular portion.
The vestibular organs consist of three semicircular canals
and two otolith organs, the utricle and the saccule.

Auditoryandvestibular systems sharemany functional
properties. Both utilize hair cells to detect movement.
As discussed in Chapter 53, hair cells in the auditory
system respond to movement in the fluid of the audi-
tory canal caused by sound waves. Hair cells in the
vestibular system respond to movement in the fluid of
the vestibular organs caused by head movement or
gravity.

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF HAIR CELLS

The term hair cell is a misnomer because the ‘‘hairs’’
projecting from the free end of the cell are actually a
group of microvilli called stereocilia. Each hair cell of the
vestibular sensory epithelium also has a single modified
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FIGURE 1 Vestibular and auditory organs in the inner ear. (A) Anterior view of the right ear:

The external and middle ear are separated by the tympanic membrane or eardrum. The air-filled

middle ear contains three tiny ear ossicles that transduce sound vibrations from the tympanic

membrane to the oval window in the inner ear and to the cochlea. The vestibular apparatus

occupies the vestibule of the inner ear. The vestibular and auditory nerves join to form cranial

nerve VIII as it projects to the medulla. (B) Vestibular organs of the right ear: Three semicircular

canals and two otolith organs (the utricle and the saccule) are formed by membranous sacs filled

with endolymph (blue) and surrounded by perilymph (gray). The cupula within the semicircular

canals, and the macula in the otolith organs represent areas of specialized epithelium containing

sensory hair cells.
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cilium called the kinocilium (Fig. 2). Stereocilia vary in
length; the longest is next to the kinocilium, and each
successive one is shorter. Rows of stereocilia are con-
nected tip to tip by extracellular filaments that act as
minute elastic springs.

When stereocilia are deflected toward the kinocilium
(or the tallest microvilli, in the case of auditory receptors),
tension on the connecting filaments is increased, opening
potassium channels within the cell membrane and depo-
larizing the hair cell. Ordinarily, an increase in potassium
conductance would hyperpolarize a cell, but the tips of
hair cells are immersed in a special fluid, endolymph,
containing an unusually high potassium concentration
(150 mmol/L) and low sodium concentration (1 mmol/L)
compared to that found in the cytoplasm (140 mmol/L
and 9 mmol/L, respectively). Thus, opening of potassium
channels causes an inward flow of potassium. The
resulting depolarization affects the entire hair cell and
causes release of the neurotransmitter, glutamate, from
synapses at the base of the cell. Glutamate depolarizes the
adjacent afferent neuron, which generates a series of
action potentials.

When stereocilia are deflected away from the kino-
cilium, the hair cell is hyperpolarized. This happens
because, in the normal resting state with stereocilia in an
upright position, there is some minimal tension on the
connecting fibers, causing some (perhaps 10%) of the
potassium channels to remain open. With displacement
of stereocilia away from the kinocilium, resting tension is
relaxed, potassium channels close, and the cell hyperpo-
larizes. As a result, less glutamate is released and fewer
action potentials are generated in the afferent nerve.
Movement in an orthogonal direction from the kino-
cilium results in no change in tension on the connecting
fibers and thus no change in frequency of action poten-
tials in the afferent nerve.

THE SEMICIRCULAR CANALS

The relative position of the kinocilium establishes the
functional polarity of the hair cell—namely, which
direction of movement excites the cell and which inhibits
the cell. Directional sensitivity of each of the individual
vestibular organs is determined by the specific orienta-
tion of hair cells within the organ and the overall shape of
the organ. In the semicircular canals, hair cells are clus-
tered in a thickened zone of epithelium, the ampullary
crest. A gelatinous, diaphragm-like mass, the cupula
covers the kinocilia and stereocilia of the hair cells and
stretches to the roof of the ampulla. When the head is
rotated, the inertia of the fluid in the semicircular canals

generates a force against the stereocilia, causing them
to bend.

The three pairs of semicircular canals are orthogonally
oriented with respect to one another, and matched pairs
on either side of the head respond to similar angles of
movements.However, the response of eachmember of the
pair is equal and opposite. The functional polarity of the
hair cells in the pair of lateral or horizontal canals is
shown in Fig. 3. In this example, the head turns to the left
but the endolymph lags behind because of inertia, causing
the fluid to be shifted or displaced to the right. Thismoves
the stereocilia in the left canal in an excitatory direction
and stereocilia in the right canal in an inhibitory direction.
The opposite occurs when the head is turned to the right.

The anterior semicircular canalonone side lies approxi-
mately in the same plane as the posterior canal on the
opposite side, and they act in concert as a functional pair
similar to the pair of horizontal canals. The sum effect is
that when the head tilts or turns in any of the three ordinal
directions, the brain receives two reports: an increase in
the firing rate of vestibular nerve fibers from one side and
a decrease from the opposite side.

By comparing the activity of all three pairs of canals,
the brain can perform a vector analysis and compute the
precise head position during any turning movement. The
semicircular canals signal changes in angular or rotational
acceleration and do not transmit information about
steady-state head position.

OTOLITH ORGANS: THE UTRICLE AND
THE SACCULE

The utricle and saccule each contains a region of
specialized epithelium, called the macula, which is analo-
gous to the ampullary crests of the semicircular canal.
Cilia of hair cells within this region project into the
otolithic membrane, an overlying gelatinous matrix stud-
ded with small accretions of calcium called otoliths. The
macula of the utricle lies roughly in the horizontal plane
when the head is held erect, so that otoliths rest directly
upon it. If the head is tilted or undergoes linear accelera-
tion in the horizontal plane (e.g., when accelerating in a
car), the otoliths deform the gelatinous mass, which in
turn bends the cilia of the hair cells. Similar mechanisms
operate in the saccule; however, the macula of the saccule
is oriented vertically when the head is in its normal
position and thus selectively responds to vertically
directed linear force (e.g., when riding in an elevator).
Because of the constant gravitational pull on the otoliths,
hair cells from both of these organs transmit tonic infor-
mation about the position of the head in space as well as
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linear acceleration due to changes in gravity, accelera-
tion, or deceleration of movement or tilting of the head.

Unlike the simple parallel arrangement of hair cells in
the semicircular canals, the organization of hair cell clust-
ers in both the utricle and the saccule is more complex
(Fig. 4). A curved border called the striola crosses the
surface of the macule in both the utricle and the saccule.
The functional axes of all hair cells are oriented at right

angles to the striola, producing an overall fan-shaped
arrangement. Thus, a tilt of the head in any direction
will activate the subpopulation of hair cells that has a
corresponding axis of polarity, inhibit those with oppo-
site polarity, and have no effect on those orthogonally
aligned. These sets of signals from the utricle and saccule
allow the brain to continuously monitor the position of
the head in space.

FIGURE 2 Structure and function of vestibular hair cells. (A) Hair cells are modified epithelial cells with the tips of the ‘‘hairs,’’ or stereocilia,

immersed in the unique fluid endolymph, which has a potassium concentration higher than intracellular concentrations. When the cilia are deflected

toward the large kinocilium, tiny elastic fibers open potassium channels in the tips of the stereocilia, allowing potassium tomove in and depolarizing the

cell. (B) to (D). Movement changes the membrane potential, regulates the release of the neurotransmitter (glutamate), and changes the frequency of

action potentials in the afferent neurons.
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FIGURE 3 Paired responses of semicircular canals. (A) Three pairs of semicircular canals as they are

positioned in the head; the two horizontal canals (dark blue bars) lie in the same plane and form a functional

pair. The same is true for right anterior and left posterior canals (light blue bars). (B) As the head rotates to

the left, the endolymph lags behind, dragging the cupula and hair cell tips to the right. (C) Rotation of the

head to the left excites hair cells in the left horizontal canal and inhibits hair cells in the right horizontal

canal.
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VESTIBULAR NUCLEI AND CENTRAL
VESTIBULAR PATHWAYS

Hair cells have synaptic endings and release the
neurotransmitter glutamate in response to appropriate
stimulation. Even so, historically they have not been
classified as neurons. By convention, first-order neurons
of the vestibular pathway are designated as the afferent
fibers originating from cell bodies in the vestibular
ganglion located near the base of the utricle and saccule
(see Fig. 1). The peripheral processes receive postsynaptic
stimulation from hair cells, and resulting action poten-
tials are propagated along the peripheral dendrite and
on to central axonal processes, both of which are
myelinated. The central vestibular fibers join central
auditory fibers to form cranial nerve VIII as it projects to
the brain stem at the junction between the pons and the
medulla.

Cell bodies of the vestibular nuclei occupy a substan-
tial area on the lateral aspect of the medulla (Fig. 5).
Four divisions of the nucleus are recognized. The lateral
vestibular nucleus receives input from all vestibular
organs and sends out descending fibers in the lateral
vestibulospinal tract. These second-order vestibular pro-
cesses terminate on motor neurons in the spinal cord
and provide the excitatory drive to maintain body
posture. The lateral vestibular nucleus also receives
inhibitory innervation from the cerebellum. This serves
to coordinate and control the normal excitatory
output of the lateral vestibular nucleus. Patients who
have head injuries that damage the incoming cerebellar
fibers to the vestibular nuclei suffer a pronounced motor
imbalance in the extremities called decerebrate rigidity.
Decerebration (loss of input from higher centers)
removes the inhibitory input from the cerebellum and
other cortical areas, leaving the motor neurons exposed
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FIGURE 4 Structure of the utricle, saccule, and semicircular canals. (A) Structure of the

vestibular system showing the utricle and the saccule. (B) The macula, on the floor of the

utricle, detects linear acceleration in the horizontal plane. The hair cells lie in rows with their

kinocilia pointed in the direction of the arrows. Their tips lie in a gelatinous mass (shown
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these little weights, bending the cilia of the hair cells and changing the frequency of action

potentials in the afferent neurons. (C) The macula, on the vertical wall of the saccule, detects

vertical linear acceleration; it tells which way is up. Similar to the utricle, the macula relies

on the movement of otoliths.
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to the unopposed excitatory drive of the vestibular
nucleus. Under the constant stimulation from motor
neurons, muscles of the legs and arms remain rigidly
contracted, unable to relax or participate in normal
movements.

Medial and superior vestibular nuclei receive informa-
tion primarily from the semicircular canals. Fibers from
the medial nucleus send their second-order fibers in the
medial vestibulospinal tract to motor neurons located in
upper levels of the spinal cord. This pathway elicits reflex
movements in neck muscles in order to stabilize head
position while walking and, along with other inputs, to
coordinate head movements with eye movements.
Additional output fibers from the medial nucleus join
processes from the superior nucleus in forming a major
pathway that travels within the medial longitudinal
fasciculus (MLF), one of the most prominent fiber
bundles within the brain stem.

As described in Chapter 51, fibers within the MLF
project to the three pairs of motor nuclei that control
eye movement, enabling the eyes to move appropriately
as the head moves. When the head is turned to one side,
eyes reflexly rotate in the opposite direction. Without
vestibulo-ocular reflexes being mediated through the
MLF, visual images are not stabilized on the retina
during body movement and visual performance is greatly
impaired. Fibers in the MLF are highly myelinated,
which is one reason why they serve as a prominent
landmark within the less myelinated regions of the brain
stem. Myelination increases conduction velocity of the
fibers, a much-desired attribute for a reflex pathway such
as the MLF, which requires a rapid response time.
Unfortunately, the heavy myelination makes it a target
for demyelinating diseases such as multiple sclerosis and
accounts for some of the visual effects (e.g., diplopia and
blurred vision) that are often associated with this disease.

The inferior vestibular nucleus receives information
from all vestibular organs as well as from the cerebel-
lum. It provides second-order fibers for: (1) the vestib-
ulospinal pathway, which helps maintain posture, and
(2) the vestibuloreticular pathway, which terminates in
various areas of the reticular formation of the brain
stem and helps activate protective reflexes. The latter
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pathway probably serves as the afferent arm of the gag
response to overstimulation of the vestibular organs,
which occurs during air or sea sickness. The debilitat-
ing dizziness and nausea experienced by astronauts
during their first hours in flight result from heightened
activity in the vestibuloreticular pathways in response to
extremes in linear acceleration coupled with zero
gravity.
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Clinical Note

Vertigo and Lesions of Cranial Nerve VIII

Because the sense of balance relies on compara-
tive input from vestibular organs from both ears,
damage to either left or right components due to
head trauma or disease will lead to an abnormal
imbalance of vestibular information. This imbal-
ance can cause a sensation of dizziness (general
spatial disorientation) and/or vertigo (the specific
perception of a spinning or turning motion of the
body in the absence of any actual movement). For
example, a tumor of cranial nerve VIII (acoustic
neuroma) not only will cause hearing deficits
but may also compress the vestibular component

of the nerve and reduce the frequency of
impulses from the ipsilateral vestibular fibers or
block their activity entirely. The vestibular nuclei
will then consistently receive a higher impulse
frequency from the intact side, which will be
interpreted as continual turning of the head away
from the side of the lesion. A patient with an
acoustic neuroma will often complain of dizzi-
ness, nausea, and vertigo. The patient may
also exhibit abnormal nystagmus as a result of
activation of the reflex eye movements that
customarily produce opticokinetic or vestibulo-
kinetic nystagmus.
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KEY POINTS
� Perceptions of pitch and intensity are reflec-

tions of the frequency and amplitude of audible
sounds.

� Sound waves in the auditory canal are trans-
mitted through the eardrum and continue
through the three ossicles of the middle ear.

� The cochlea of the inner ear consists of fluid-
filled ducts that conduct sound waves and
cause displacement of stereocilia of auditory
hair cells.

� Structural characteristics of the basilar
membrane in the cochlea result in tonotopic
mapping of sound pitch so that higher pitches
are encoded at the base of the basilar
membrane and lower pitches are encoded at
its apex.

� Inner and outer auditory hair cells in the organ
of Corti transmit sound information to the
primary auditory neurons in the spiral ganglia.

� Cochlear amplifications of sound are achieved
by movement adaptations of outer hair cells.

� Central fibers of the auditory pathway ascend
bilaterally to the superior olivary nucleus in the
brain stem, providing binaural activation of
olivary neurons.

� Perception of pitch relies on tonotopy and
phase locking of cortical cells arranged in
isofrequency bands.

� Interaural comparisons in sound intensity,
sound delay, and phase delay permit computa-
tion of sound localization in the horizontal
plane.



Like the visual system, the auditory system permits
analysis of energy (in this case, sound energy) emitted or
reflected from objects even when they are located at a
considerable distance from the body. At the most
primitive level, sound perception can provide a warning
system of potentially dangerous objects or predators in
the vicinity. The auditory system also provides a mecha-
nism for object recognition.Although anumber of animal
species have much more acute hearing, humans exhibit
a more highly developed sense of auditory recognition
involving extensive cortical circuits to interpret the
complex vocalizations required for spoken communica-
tion. Unfortunately, much more is understood about the
mechanical transduction of sound waves and auditory
acuity than is currently known about higher cortical
functions responsible for auditory recognition.

Sound is defined as audible variations in air pressure,
created by alternating areas of compressed air and
rarefied air. A plot of the ambient air pressure as sound
waves pass a given point demonstrates that these changes
occur as smooth, wavelike transitions and that a partic-
ular sound produces a characteristic wave form or
frequency (Fig. 1). Frequency is measured as cycles per
second in units called hertz (Hz). The human auditory
system can respond to sounds between 20 and 20,000 Hz.
The sense of pitch relates directly to sound frequency; the
higher the frequency, the higher the perceived tone.
The perceived loudness of a sound is a property of the
amplitude of the sound wave, reflecting the maximum
change in air pressure in either direction. It is measured in
units called decibels (dB), which are calculated as the
logarithmic ratio of the test pressure and a reference
pressure (minimum audible pressure change generated by
a 2000-Hz tone). A test pressure 10 times greater than the
reference would have a loudness of 20 dB; a pressure 100
times greater would equal 40 dB. Conversational speech
is equivalent to 65 dB. Greater than 100 dB can damage
the structures of the inner ear.

Sounds with frequencies above the range of human
hearing are called ultrasound, which, when mechanically
produced, can be used for ultrasonic cleaning or for ultra-
sonic imaging of internal organs for medical purposes.
Some animals (e.g., dogs) have modifications in outer
and inner ear structures that allow them to hear these
frequencies.

Frequencies below human hearing are called infra-
sound. They can be produced and perceived by some
animals, such as whales, who use them for communica-
tion over great distances underwater. Infrasound is also
inadvertently produced by various mechanical devices,
such as air conditioners, aircraft, and automobiles.
Intense infrasound does not cause hearing loss as high
levels of audible sound do; nonetheless, it can produce
resonances in body cavities, including the chest and

stomach, and cause dizziness, nausea, headache, and even
permanent damage to internal organs.

SOUND TRANSMISSION THROUGH THE
MIDDLE AND INNER EARS

Sound waves enter the auditory canal after being
funneled and reflected by components of the external ear,
or pinna (Fig. 2). The canal extends 2.5 cm into the skull
and ends at the tympanic membrane (eardrum), which
forms the boundary between the outer and middle ears.
The middle ear is an air-filled cavity containing three
small bones, the ossicles, which are connected in series to
the tympanic membrane. Sound waves in the auditory
canal cause the tympanic membrane to vibrate and thus
transmit the vibrations to the ossicles. The first ossicle,
themalleus (‘‘hammer’’), forms a connection between the
tympanic membrane and the incus (‘‘anvil’’). The incus
forms a flexible connection with the stapes (‘‘stirrup’’),
which is attached to the membrane of the oval window
separating the middle ear from the fluid-filled inner ear.
The air in the middle ear is normally self contained, held
there by a valve in the eustachian tube connecting the
middle ear to the mouth cavity. When the air pressure
outside the middle ear is suddenly decreased, as during
takeoff in an airplane, the higher air pressure in the
middle ear presses (sometimes painfully) against the
tympanic and oval window membranes. Temporarily
opening the valve by yawning or stretching the jaw allows
the pressure to equalize and the pain to subside.

THE COCHLEA

The inner ear houses the cochlea, which consists of a
bony tube coiled in a tight spiral (see Figs. 2 to 4). The
inside of the tube is partitioned longitudinally by two
continuous membrane sheets, Reissner’s membrane and
the basilar membrane. This divides themain cochlear tube
into two large ducts filled with perilymph; the scala
vestibuli, bounded by Reissner’s membrane; and the scala
tympani, bounded by the basilar membrane. The separa-
tion between the two membranes forms a third, smaller
cavity filled with endolymph called the scala media, which
contains the auditory receptor cells. At the base of the
cochlea, each of the two larger scalae is separated from
the middle ear by small membranes: the scala vestibuli by
the oval window, and the scala tympani by the round
window. At the apex of the cochlea, the two scalae are
connected by a hole in the basilar membrane, called the
helicotrema, which allows the perilymph fluid contents of
these two scalae to mix with each other but not with the
endolymph fluid of the scala media.
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The oval window transmits sound vibration from the
stapes ossicle to the perilymph within the scala vestibuli.
From there it spreads through the helicotrema, and the
fluid in the scala tympani finally impinges on the round
window. Movements of the round window are generally
compensatory to those in the oval window, thus provid-
ing the necessary give within the otherwise closed fluid
system of the cochlea. The Reissner’s and basilar mem-
branes form the flexible membrane boundaries of the
scala media and allow it to be displaced by movements
in the surrounding fluid. A continuous tone transmitted
in this fashion causes a standing wave to form in the
cochlear membrane system, in particular in the basilar
membrane.

A standing wave produced in basilar membrane is not
uniform along its full length (see Fig. 4). Structural
features of the basilarmembrane influence thewave form.
The membrane is relatively narrow and stiff at its base,
wide and floppy at its apex. Thus, low-frequency waves,
associated with low-pitch sound, produce larger displace-
ments in the apex region of the membrane, whereas high-
frequency waves, associated with high-pitch sound,
produce larger displacements in the basal portion. This
means that hair cells located at different locations along
the length of the basilar membrane will be more activa-
ted by certain pitches than by others. Different locations
are maximally deformed by different frequencies. This
relationship between position and pitch results in a tono-
topic organizationof the hair cells,withhighpitch encoded
by hair cells near the base and low pitch encoded by cells
near the apex. Positional relationships are maintained
among all neurons within the auditory pathway, much as
the visual pathway is organized in a retinotopic fashion.

Primary auditory nerve cell bodies located in the spiral
ganglia near the base of the cochlea send peripheral pro-
cesses to innervate two types of auditory receptors: inner
and outer hair cells. The arrangement of auditory nerve
cell bodies within the ganglion and both peripheral and
central processes maintain a tonotopic organization.

THE ORGAN OF CORTI

Auditory hair cells are arranged within a structure
called the organ of Corti that rests on the basilar
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membrane within the scala media (Fig. 5). Multiple rows
of outer hair cells are separated from a single row of inner
hair cells by a supporting structure called the columns of
Corti. Rows of cells are arranged linearly along the curved
length of the cochlear structure. Both inner and outer hair
cells respond to movement of the fluid in the cochlear
duct systems, with movement in one direction causing
depolarization and movement in the other direction
causing hyperpolarization. As described in Chapter 52,
extracellular filaments connect the tips of stereocilia
protruding from the surface of hair cells. The stereocilia
are of different lengths and are arranged in descending
order on each cell. Increased tension on these connecting
filaments is generated by movement of endolymph fluid,
pushing the stereocilia toward the direction of the longest
stereocilium. The increased tension opens potassium
channels in the cellmembrane.As in the vestibular system,
the potassium concentration of endolymph surrounding
the stereocilia is high compared to intracellular levels, so
that increasing potassium conductance leads to an influx
of potassium ions and depolarization. Movement of the
stereocilia in the opposite direction releases normal
resting tension on the connecting filaments, closes
potassium channels, and causes hyperpolarization.

SOUND AMPLIFICATION AND ATTENUATION

The elaborate system of fluid-filled membrane ducts
within the cochlea serves to amplify sound vibrations and
to provide maximum acuity while at the same time pro-
tecting receptor cells from potential damage from high-
intensity sounds. The tips of the stereocilia are embedded
in a gelatinous meshwork called the tectoral membrane,
which is connected to the reticular lamina at one end and
to a bony protuberance called the modiolus at the other
end (see Fig. 5). This arrangement produces a shearing
action on the stereocilia during displacements of the
basilar membrane, maximizing the transfer of small to
medium movements of fluid while offering some protec-
tion against damage from exaggerated movements.

A second amplification mechanism is provided by
special properties of the outer hair cells. Depolarization
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of the cell by potassium in response to a sound wave
stimulates intracellular motor proteins, causing the cell
to lengthen. Because the hair cell is sandwiched between

the basilar membrane and the tectoral membrane, a
lengthening of the cell increases the distance between the
two membranes. Subsequently, the basilar membrane
bends more and shearing forces generated by the tectoral
membrane are increased. The net result is an amplifica-
tion of the response (cochlear amplification) as the sub-
sequent series of soundwaves pass over the activated area.

Inner hair cells lack these motor proteins and do not
change their length in response to stimulation. They also
differ from outer hair cells in the extent to which they
are innervated. Though outnumbered 5 to 1 by outer hair
cells, the inner hair cells are much more richly inner-
vated. Peripheral fibers from approximately 10 separate
spiral ganglia neurons are committed to the innervation
of each inner hair cell. The opposite is true for outer hair
cells, which are innervated in groups of 10 or more by a
single spiral ganglia neuron. Of the spiral ganglia cells,
95% innervate inner hair cells, and the remaining 5%
innervate outer hair cells. Thus, the major source of
auditory information is the inner hair cell, with perhaps
the major function of the outer hair cells being limited to
cochlear amplification.

One of the major protective mechanisms for the audi-
tory system, called the attenuation reflex, involves not the
cochlea per se, but other elements of the middle ear. The
tensor tympani muscle is attached to the bone of the
middle ear and to the malleus. Similarly, the stapedium
muscle attaches to the stapes. Both muscles are inner-
vated by brain stem structures that receive input from the
auditory pathway as it projects to higher centers. In
response to a loud sound, particularly at lower frequen-
cies, motor neurons from the brain stem cause these
muscles to contract, thus stabilizing the ossicles and
reducing sound conductance to the inner ear. Sound
attenuation serves to adapt the ear to continuous sound
at high frequency, preventing saturation of the receptors
and increasing the dynamic response range of the audi-
tory system. It also serves to protect the structures of the
inner ear against potential damage by overstimulation.
Because the relay pathway is polysynaptic and involves
central neurons, there is a response delay of 50 to 500 ms.
Thus, there is no protection against very sudden increases
in sound intensity, such as a shotgun blast.

CENTRAL AUDITORY PATHWAYS

The central pathway of the auditory system contains a
large number of relay nuclei within the brain stem (Fig. 6).
Central fibers from primary sensory neurons in the spiral
ganglia project along with vestibular fibers in cranial
nerve VIII and synapse first within the dorsal and ventral
cochlear nuclei located near the pontomedullary junction.
Ascending fibers from these nuclei project to both the
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ipsilateral and contralateral superior olivary nuclei. Axons
from cells in the superior olive travel along with other
sensory fibers within the lateral lemniscus to reach the
inferior colliculus. Collicular fibers synapse in the medial
geniculate nucleus of the thalamus. Geniculate fibers
represent the final projection to the primary auditory
cortex located along the superior lip of the temporal lobe.
Auditory fibers are represented bilaterally within the
central pathway because of partial decussation of projec-
tions at several of the relay points within the brain stem.
Thus, central auditory lesions rarely cause deafness in
only one ear.

Like the visual cortex, the primary auditory cortex
(Brodmann’s areas 41 and 42) is composed of six layers:
layer IV contains input fibers from the medial geniculate
body; cells in layer IV project to small pyramidal cells in
layers II and III before projecting to other cortical
association areas and to layers V andVI before projecting
back to lower brain stem structures. In comparison with
the visual system, much less is known about how central
pathways process auditory information. In general, we
have a basic understanding of only three fundamental
attributes of sound: intensity, pitch, and location in space
(Table 1).

Table 1 Coding of Sound Intensity, Pitch, and Location

Intensity

Loud sound Large amplitude deflection in basilar membrane More action potentials per neuron and more neurons firing

Soft sound Small amplitude deflection in basilar membrane Fewer action potentials per neuron and more neurons firing

Pitch

High pitch Vibrates base of basilar membrane Activates appropriate neurons in tonotopic map

Hair cells fire at phase-locked, high frequency Cortical cells in isofrequency bands fire at phase-locked high frequency

Low pitch Vibrates apex of basilar membrane Activates appropriate neurons in tonotopic map

Hair cells fire at phase-locked, low frequency Cortical cells in isofrequency bands fire at phase-locked low frequency

Location

Vertical plane Determined by echo patterns created by pinna

Horizontal plane at sound onset Interaural onset delay

Change in location of a low-frequency Interaural phase delay

continuous tone

Change in location of a high-frequency Interaural intensity difference

continuous tone
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SOUND INTENSITY

Information about sound intensity is reflected in both
the firing rate of individual neurons and the total number
of active neurons. Loud sound waves cause large deflec-
tions of appropriate portions of the basilar membrane.
This produces correspondingly large numbers of action
potentials in individual hair cells within that region,
theoretically causing each hair cell to fire once in response
to each sound wave that passes. Large deflections also
impinge on surrounding regions of the basilar membrane
and can depolarize adjacent hair cells to a lesser extent.

PITCH PERCEPTION

As described earlier, encoding information leading to
the perception of pitch relies initially on the tonotopic
organization of hair cells, an organizational plan that is
maintained by all subsequent components of the auditory
pathway. The tonotopic map of the auditory cortex is
composed of groups of adjacent cells that respond maxi-
mally to a specific frequency (characteristic frequency)
that is determined by the specific area of the basilar
membrane providing the input. Cells with similar char-
acteristic frequencies are arranged in a series of cortical
bands called isofrequency bands, with lower frequencies
represented most anteriorly within the primary cortical
region and higher frequencies located more caudally.

In addition to receiving information from similar
regions of the basilar membrane, cells within isofre-
quency bands share other similarities. Auditory neurons
tend to fire at the same phase of any given sound wave.
Thus, their response is phase-locked to some location on
the wave and their firing rate reflects the frequency of the
original sound. The firing rate then becomes an addi-
tional code for the perceived pitch of the sound to
augment the code represented by the position of the cell
within the tonotopic map. Neurons within isofrequency
bands tend to fire in synchrony at a rate indicative of their
characteristic frequency range.

FIGURE 5 Structure of the organ of Corti. (A) Cross section of the

cochlear ducts showing the placement of the organ of Corti. (B) Organ

of Corti enlarged. The sensory hair cells and endolymph are shown in

blue. Reissner’s membrane is very flexible and does not contribute to the

mechanical properties of the system. Its major function is to separate the

scala media from the scala vestibuli. The scala media is separated from

the scala tympani by the stiff basilar membrane that establishes the

properties of the system. The reticular lamina overlies the cells of

the organ of Corti and provides a barrier between the endolymph of the

scala media and the perilymph of the scala tympani. (C) The auditory

hair cell is similar to the vestibular cell except it is responsive to much

higher frequencies. Bending the stereocilia in the direction of the longest

stereocilia opens potassium channels and depolarizes the hair cell,

causing release of neurotransmitter.
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Both phase-locked and tonotopic codes are impor-
tant because they compensate for the different weak-
nesses inherent in each type of coding. The tonotopic
map works best when comparing different pitches of
sounds having equal intensity. For example, it does not
work well in differentiating between a soft, low pitch
and a much louder, high pitch because both can displace
the apex region of the basilar membrane to the same
degree.

The phase-lock coding of pitch works best for low
frequencies but fails at high frequencies. This is because
the firing rate of a neuron is fast enough to match the
wave frequency of lower pitches but not that of high
pitches. At frequencies above 400 Hz, the intrinsic
variability in the timing of the action potential is
comparable to the time interval between successive
waves. In this case, neurons tend to fire at random
phases of the sound wave and provide no code of sound
frequency. Thus, the frequency coding of the full audible
range of sound relies on phase-locking at low frequen-
cies, on both phase-locking and tonotopy at intermedi-
ate frequencies, and on tonotopy alone at high
frequencies.

LOCALIZATION OF SOUND

Location of the source of sound plays a large role in
central processing in the auditory system. Localization of
sound along the vertical axis can be achieved using input
from only one ear. The folds and bulges in the structure
of the outer ear apparently produce reflections of sound
waves as they enter the auditory canal. The lack of sym-
metry of the pinna allows for different echoing effects of
sounds based on their angle of entry along a vertical
plane. Sound entering the ear from below will have a
relatively long time delay between the response to the
direct sound and the reflected sound; sound from above
will have a relatively short delay time. In this way, echo
patterns can provide a code for the location of the sound
in space. Similar mechanisms are used by bats (and

FIGURE 6 Central auditory pathways. (A) Lateral view of cerebral

cortex shows the location of the coronal section below. (B) Coronal

section shows the auditory projection from the medial geniculate

nucleus to the cerebral cortex. (C) Dorsal view of brain stem and

midbrain shows auditory pathways. The auditory-vestibular nerve is

cranial nerve VIII, which enters the brain stem at the base of the pons.

Auditory information is first processed in the ventral and dorsal

cochlear nuclei, and from there the information ascends both

ipsilaterally and contralaterally to the superior olive, inferior colliculus,

and medial geniculate nucleus. Finally, auditory radiations carry the

information to the superior lip of the temporal lobe, designated as

Brodmann’s areas 41, 42, and 22.
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sonar devices on ships) when they emit sounds and
analyze echoes in order to locate objects.

Localization of sound in the horizontal plane is more
complex and relies on comparisons of subtle differences
in input from the two ears. Auditory fibers, as they ascend
the brain stem, split in a partial decussation, sending
tonotopically matched information from both ears to
both left and right superior olivary nuclei. As the first
binaural neurons in the auditory pathway, cells in the
olivary nuclei represent the first stage at which differ-
ences in input from the two ears can be compared. The
ears are spaced roughly 20 cm apart. Given the speed of
sound at 342 m/s, this creates a time delay (interaural
onset delay) of 0.06 ms between the time a sound wave
reaches one ear and the time it reaches the ear on the
opposite side. This calculation pertains to sounds coming
from the left or right side; sounds coming from other
angles have correspondingly shorter time delays. Sounds
coming from straight ahead have no interaural delay.

This systemworks at sound onset, but it does not work
for a continuous tone. Another method, interaural phase
delay, is required when the source of a continuous tone
moves from one location to another. In this case, inter-
aural delay can still be used by comparing differences in
the time a given phase of the sound wave reaches each
ear. For example, the peak in the sound wave coming
from the right will reach the left ear 0.6 ms after it reaches
the right ear; however, there is a problem at higher
frequencies, particularly those with wave cycles that
are shorter than the 20-cm distance between the ears.
For example, one cycle of a 2000-Hz sound wave covers
only 1.7 cm; thus, the peaks of these cycles are not
separated enough in time to allow separate detection by
the two ears.

An additional method is used for sound localization
of high-frequency tones based on interaural intensity
differences. The head tends to block the propagation of
high-frequency sound waves, creating a sound shadow
opposite the sound source. For example, sound coming
from one side will be loudest in the ear on the same side
but will be partially muffled in the ear on the opposite
side because of the head’s sound shadow. As with other
interaural comparisons described earlier, the interaural
intensity difference is greatest for sounds originating
from the side, less for sounds at other angles, and absent
for sounds from straight ahead or behind. Binaural neu-
rons sensitive to differences in intensity use this informa-
tion to locate the sound. Because low-frequency sound
waves tend to diffract around the head, there is no distinct
sound shadow for low frequencies. Localization of the
full range of sound frequencies in a horizontal plane is
achieved by combined calculations of interaural onset
and phase delay for tones of 20 to 2000 Hz and of inter-
aural intensity difference for tones of 2000 to 20,000 Hz.
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The Chemical Senses: Smell and Taste

DIANNA A. JOHNSON

The chemical senses, taste and smell, involve a direct
interaction of chemical substances in the environment
with receptor sites on sensory cells. Thus, compounds
must be taken into the body through either aspiration or

ingestion in order to elicit a smell or taste. Perhaps it is
because of this direct interaction with potentially harmful
substances in the environment that taste and olfactory
receptor cells turn over every 4 to 8 weeks. This is not
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KEY POINTS
� The chemical senses rely on specialized recep-

tors that are renewed every few weeks.
� Olfactory receptor neurons are the only central

nervous system neurons that are directly
exposed to and interact with chemical sub-
stances in the environment.

� Odorant binding proteins serve to enhance sen-
sitivity to odorants at very low concentrations.

� Odorant receptors are members of a large
receptor superfamily that are coupled to
G-protein second-messenger systems.

� Olfactory receptor neurons project to the olfac-
tory bulb containing two well-defined inhibitory
feedback loops.

� In addition to the primary olfactory pathway,
two other pathways send olfactory information

to the cortex to (1) contribute to the percep-
tion of flavor and (2) transmit information
about pheromones, which influence reproduc-
tive behaviors.

� The function of the gustatory pathway is to
elicit pleasant or aversive reactions to food.

� Recognition of five basic tastes is achieved by
the preferential distribution of sensory receptors
coupled to different second-messenger systems.

� Afferent taste fibers project through three
cranial nerves to nuclei closely associated with
general visceral sensation.

� The large number of distinguishable tastes is
represented by population responses of vari-
ous central taste neurons rather than by activa-
tion of individual taste-specific neurons.



unusual in the case of taste receptor cells because they are
modifiedepithelial cells,not trueneurons.Almostall types
of epithelial cells normally turn over; however, olfactory
cells are true neurons with cell bodies in the nasal mucosa
and axons that project directly to brain structures. These
olfactory neurons continually reproduce throughout life,
more so than any other type of central nervous system
(CNS) neurons. New replacement olfactory neurons are
generated by stem cells (basal cells) within the olfactory
mucosa, and their axons must grow to proper connection
sites within the brain. There is hope that studies of the
renewal capability of olfactory neurons will provide
important leads to understanding how other neurons in
the brain could be replaced after cell loss from disease,
stroke, or aging. Even with receptor renewal, however,
there is a marked decline in the ability to taste and smell
during normal aging. Loss of appetite associated with a
decline in the chemical senses can be a serious problem
leading to an inability to maintain body weight and a
decline in general health.

OLFACTORY RECEPTORS

Small, paired patches of olfactory epithelium, each
approximately 2 cm2 in size, are located within the
uppermost levels of the nasal cavities (Fig. 1). They are
arranged in a horizontal line just below the level of the
eyes. Threemajor cell types are present: olfactory receptor
neurons, supporting or sustentacular cells, and basal cells,
which are the stem cells for production of new receptor
cells. Interspersed among the cells of the olfactory
epithelium areBowman’s glands, which produce a layer of

mucus covering the nasal lining. The total mucus content
is replaced every 10 minutes and is composed primarily
of a mucopolysaccharide solution containing enzymes,
antibodies, salts, and special proteins that bind odorous
substances. Antibodies in the mucus are particularly
important because of the presence of viruses and bacteria
in aspirated air. If incorporated into olfactory neurons,
these disease vectors can gain direct access to brain tissue
by being transported within centrally projecting proces-
ses of the olfactory neurons. Hanta virus, present in dust
from droppings of infected deer mice, is transmitted to
humans in this manner.

Odorant binding proteins present within the mucus
bind to odorous molecules, acting like molecular sieves
that trap and concentrate the substances and facilitate
their interaction with olfactory neurons. Through
the actions of binding proteins, the operating sensitivity
of the olfactory system is significantly enhanced.
Humans can sense certain molecules at a concentration
of a few parts per trillion, yet individual olfactory
receptor neurons respond only to concentrations that
are 1000 times greater. Odorant binding proteins are
necessary to concentrate these molecules to reach levels
that are within the detectable range of individual
receptors.

Odorous molecules vary widely in chemical composi-
tion and three-dimensional shape. Humans generally
recognize 10,000 separate odors; however, with training,
individuals such as whiskey blenders or perfumers can
increase that number tenfold. Only 20% of all recog-
nizable odors are pleasant. The rest are unpleasant and
represent potentially dangerous substances, thus support-
ing the assumption that the major role of the olfactory
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FIGURE 1 Organization of the olfactory epithelium. (A) Olfactory sensory neurons extend from the paired

olfactory epithelial patches, through the cribriform plate into the overlying paired olfactory bulbs. The

vomeronasal organ also contains olfactory neurons for pheromone detection and sexual function. (B) Olfactory

neurons are embedded in the olfactory epithelium with their odor-sensitive cilia extending into the overlying

mucus. They are flanked by supporting cells and basal cells, the latter giving rise to new olfactory neurons.

Bowman’s glands secrete the mucus that traps and transports airborne chemicals.
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system is to provide a trigger for protective avoidance
behavior.

It does not appear that separate binding proteins within
the mucus exist for each recognizable odor; rather, a much
smaller set of binding proteins is produced, each of which
is capable of binding a wide range of odorants. In contrast,
the odorant receptor proteins located on membranes of
individual receptor cells show a relatively high degree of
binding specificity, and it is estimated that more than 1000
distinct types of odorant receptor proteins are produced.

Each neuron produces only one or perhaps very few
different types of receptor protein. Sets of odorant-specific
neurons are distributed within restricted regions of the
olfactory epithelium. Three or more regions have been
defined within experimental animals, such as rat, and each
region responds to a specified ensemble of odors.

Odorant receptors are members of a receptor super-
family, all with seven transmembrane-spanning alpha-
helix regions (Fig. 2). They are produced by members of
the largest gene family yet described. The visual pigment,
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membrane proteins located in the ciliary membrane of olfactory neurons. They are composed of seven membrane-

spanning regions and a binding site (white circle) for specific odorants (blue flower). Humans produce about 1000

different receptor proteins, with only one to three types expressed by a given cell. (A) Inactive cilia show a

receptor-bound G-protein, called Golf (G-olfactory protein), inactive adenylyl cyclase, and closed cation and

chloride channels. (B) When an appropriate odorant binds to the receptor, it activates Golf, which then binds

guanosine triphosphate (GTP) and activates adenylyl cyclase to produce cyclic adenosine monophosphate

(cAMP). cAMP directly opens cation channels, causing depolarization of the cilia. The entering calcium also

opens calcium-sensitive chloride channels. Because of the unusually high levels of intracellular chloride present,

chloride leaves the cell, thus causing further depolarization. Depolarization of the cilia spreads to the cell body

and leads to action potentials that originate in the initial part of the axon.
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rhodopsin, is a member of this same superfamily of pro-
teins, and it sharesmany common attributeswith odorant
receptors, including its linkage to a G-protein as well as
similarities in the general attributes of the associated
second-messenger cascade. The specific G-protein in
photoreceptors is transducin; in olfactory receptors, it is
called Golf (G-protein in olfactory receptors). Binding to
the receptor activates Golf, which then stimulates ade-
nylate cyclase to produce cyclic adenosine monophos-
phate (cAMP). Calcium channels in the neuronal
membrane bind cAMP and thereby increase their con-
ductance. This leads to calcium influx, calcium activation
of chloride channels, depolarization, and generation of a
receptor potential that at threshold levels will fire an
action potential. In most neurons, increased chloride
conductance leads to hyperpolarization, but in olfactory
neurons the opposite occurs. This is because olfactory
neurons have an unusually high concentration of intra-
cellular chloride, and increased chloride conductance will
thus cause efflux of the negatively charged chloride and
concomitant cell depolarization.

THE OLFACTORY BULB

Odorant receptors and associated second-messenger
systems are primarily localized within the ciliary tufts of
olfactory neurons. The tufts extend from the surface of
the epithelial plate and are immersed in mucous. The cell
body, located in deeper epithelial layers, has a single
nonmyelinated axon that must pass through small holes
in the cribriform plate before synapsing on the olfactory
bulb located just above the level of the eyes (Fig. 3). These
are among the smallest (therefore, slowest conducting)
neurons in the body, and they are highly vulnerable to
injury from head trauma. Some return of function often
occurs because of the regenerative capacity of the neu-
rons, as mentioned earlier.

One of the major structural features of the olfactory
bulb is the arrangement of cell processes in bundles called
glomeruli, which contain the axonal endings of olfactory
receptors and the apical dendrites of roughly 100 second-
order olfactory neurons. Each glomerulus receives input
from 25,000 primary olfactory neurons, and each pri-
mary olfactory neuron synapses with several of the
secondary neurons within the glomerulus. The end result
is that each second-order neuron receives several thou-
sand synaptic inputs from olfactory receptors.

There are two types of second-order olfactory
neurons:mitral and tufted cells. Both receive information
from olfactory receptor synapses within the glomerulus.
In addition, they make reciprocal synapses with neuronal
processes from two types of interneurons: (1) periglomeru-
lar cell processes within the glomerulus, and (2) granule

cell processes in the external plexiform layer located
proximal to the glomerular layer. Periglomerular cells
provide short feedback loops among the glomeruli,
whereas granule cells are part of a long inhibitory feed-
back loop involving the olfactory cortex. In this latter
pathway, olfactory signals are sent through olfactory
receptors to secondary neurons in the olfactory bulb and
on to tertiary cells in the olfactory cortex. These tertiary
cells then project back to the bulb and activate granule
cells, which in turn release gamma aminobutyric acid
(GABA) to inhibit mitral and tufted cells.

The regional patterns of odorant-specific neurons seen
in the olfactory epithelium are also seen in the bulb;
however, there does not seem to be a one-to-one transfer
of odor-specific information. The recognition of a specific
odor results from the spatial pattern of olfactory receptors
that are activated and that in turn activate a circumscribed
group of secondary neurons in the olfactory bulb. It
appears that in the olfactory system, as in most other
sensory systems, the location of the neurons activated by a
specific input provides a code for some aspect of the
stimulus. In the visual system, a retinotopic map indicates
the location of light within the visual field; in the auditory
system, a tonotopic map indicates the frequency of sound
(pitch); and, in the olfactory system, a odorotopic map
indicates not the location of the odor but the chemical
properties of the odorant. Many recognizable odors are
actually mixtures, and the olfactory code for these smells
seems to be generated in terms of the specific sets of
neurons that are activated and the specific regions of the
nasal epithelium or olfactory bulb in which they reside.

THE OLFACTORY CORTEX

Mitral cells and tufted cells send central processes
within the lateral olfactory tract to the primary olfactory
cortex located on the inferior surface of the temporal
lobe. The neurotransmitters utilized in this pathway ap-
pear to be excitatory neuropeptides and perhaps amino
acids such as glutamate and aspartate. Mitral cells
release cholecystokinin; tufted cells release corticotropin-
releasing hormone. This relatively simple sensory path-
way is unusual in that it is the only sensory system
without a major synaptic relay in the thalamus before
projecting to cortical regions.

The primary olfactory cortex occupies the superficial
cortical layers of the inferior aspect of the temporal lobe
(Fig. 4). It overlies the hippocampal formation, with which
it is functionally associated, particularly in generating
olfactory memory. More anteriorly, the periamygdaloid
regionof the olfactory cortex is connected to the amygdala
and adjacent structures of the limbic system that provide
emotional context to odor recognition. The association
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of specific odors with pleasant or unpleasant sensations is
an important feature of the olfaction system and allows
it to function in alerting the organism of potentially
harmful substances.

There is evidence for a secondary olfactory pathway
that, unlike the primary pathway, does have a relay in the
thalamus (medial dorsal nucleus) before projecting to a
cortical region in the orbitofrontal cortex. Interestingly,
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(A) through (D). As their axons project into the olfactory bulb, they become rearranged when they contact

the appropriate odorant-specific glomeruli. Four glomeruli are shown, each receiving approximately

25,000 primary axons (three are shown). Two types of second-order neurons, mitral cell (mc) and tufted
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it has been suggested that this pathway, although rela-
tively small, may actually be more directly responsible for
conscious perception of odors, whereas the historically
designated primary pathway through the lateral olfac-
tory tract projection to the temporal lobe represents
mainly emotion- and memory-related olfactory path-
ways. The orbitofrontal region is adjacent to the primary
taste cortex. Joint projections of taste and smell informa-
tion are probably combined at the interface of these two
cortical areas in order to provide the general sensation of
flavor from ingested food. Pathways originating from this
flavor area project back to the nucleus of the solitary tract,
which controls visceral autonomic responses in the gastro-
intestinal tract and gustatory function.

A third olfactory pathway has recently been reported.
It has long been known that lower mammals (rats and
rabbits) have a vomeronasal organ (VNO) consisting of
an additional area of olfactory epithelium in the nasal
cavity. Until recently, it was thought that the VNO was
present only during infancy in humans and that it was
lost during later development. New evidence indicates
that, though small in area, the VNO is present in adults
and provides important olfactory information about
odorants, particularly pheromones. The VNO is located
in a small pit in the midline nasal septum, and its
olfactory receptors project to the accessory olfactory
bulb. Neurons in the accessory bulb send projections to
the hypothalamus, which controls important reproductive
behaviors and gonadosteroid function.

OVERVIEW OF THE GUSTATORY SYSTEM

The elemental role of the gustatory system is to dis-
tinguish between food and potential toxins. Two compo-
nents are required to accomplish this task: (1) a detection
system of receptor cells capable of responding to the great
diversity of substances in the environment that might be
ingested, and (2) neuronal pathways that refer taste
information to appropriate cortical structures in order to
elicit pleasant or unpleasant sensations. Pleasing sensa-
tions associated with food are necessary to maintain the
appetite and to initiate appropriate digestive and respira-
tory responses; unpleasant sensations associated with
potential toxins elicit protective reflexes, such as cough-
ing, sneezing, gagging, or vomiting. Some taste responses
are inborn (e.g., a preference for sweetness and an
aversion to bitter tastes); however, the gustatory system is
highly modifiable by experience. Illness that occurs soon
after ingestion of a particular food can greatly diminish
subsequent preferences for that food. Likewise, tastes can
be acquired so that some bitter tastes, such as quinine, are
tolerated or even enjoyed. Whether or not a given food
is appetizing can also depend on bodily needs. For
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example, a nutritional deficiency in salt can enhance the
appetite and cause a craving for salty food.

Although the sense of taste and smell both involve
direct interaction of environmental substances with recep-
tor cells, the two systems utilize somewhat different trans-
duction mechanisms. Taste receptors are classified as
modified epithelial cells rather than true neurons. They
occur in clustered structures called taste buds, eachofwhich
contains 50 to 100 receptor cells arranged like slices of an
orange with a central opening or pore open to the surface
of the tongue (Fig. 5). The taste bud also contains basal
cells that are the stem cells for the production of new taste
receptors. The typical life span of taste receptors is 1 to 2
weeks. Taste receptors synapse on dendrites of afferent
gustatory fibers projecting into the taste bud.

THE FIVE BASIC TASTES

Humans perceive five basic tastes: salt, sour, sweet, bitter,
and umami. Further distinctions are made based on com-
binations of these basic sensations. Additional subtleties in

flavor can be discerned by the combination of smell and
taste and, to a lesser extent, temperature and texture of food.

The five basic tastes are derived from different trans-
duction mechanisms located on taste receptor cells and
their specific interactions with different types ofmolecules.
In general, acids elicit a sour taste; salt elicits a salty taste;
sugars, some proteins, and amino acid artificial sweeteners
such as saccharin and aspartame invoke sweetness; ions
such as potassium and magnesium and organic com-
pounds such as quinine and coffee taste bitter. Umami,
recently recognized as an additional basic taste, is associa-
ted with some amino acids such as glutamate, the common
culinary form of which is monosodium glutamate
(MSG). These compounds interact with taste receptors
and cause an increased release of transmitter, which in
turn stimulates primary afferent taste fibers.

There are four mechanisms by which chemicals
cause increased transmitter release from taste receptors:
(1) direct passage of ions through ion channels, (2)
blockage of ionic channels, (3) opening of ionic channels,
and (4) activation of second-messenger systems through
ligand interactions with membrane receptors (Fig. 6).
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and down the throat. Areas of salt-sensitive taste buds overlap with sweet and sour areas at the front. Fibers from

the anterior two-thirds of the tongue send taste information to the brain in the facial nerve (cranial nerve VII).
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Salt

Sodium ions are largely responsible for establishing a
salty taste. Sodium ions diffuse through the pore of the
taste bud and enter the taste receptor cell through sodium-
selective channels present in the cell membrane. These
channels are characterized by their sensitivity to the drug
amiloride and their insensitivity to changes in voltage.
Thus, they are different from the sodium channels invol-
ved in propagation of action potentials. The entry of
positively charged ions depolarizes the taste receptor cell,
opens voltage-dependent calcium channels, and increases
the influx of calcium, thereby allowing calcium to enter
the cell and cause release of neurotransmitter.

Sour

A sour taste is associated with acidic substances
that affect sour-sensitive taste receptors in two ways:
(1) Acids in solution generate hydrogen ions that
can permeate the amiloride-sensitive sodium channel
described earlier and cause depolarization-stimulated
release of neurotransmitter in the same manner as
sodium ions. (2) Hydrogen ions also block a potassium-
selective channel within the membrane which also causes
depolarization because the normal movement of potas-
sium out of the cell is blocked, and more positively
charged potassium ions are trapped intracellularly.
Foods that cause depolarization and increased transmit-
ter release through both of these mechanisms are
perceived as sour; those that cause depolarization only
through diffusion of cations through the sodium channel
are perceived as salty.

Sweet

Specificmembrane receptor proteins on some taste cells
bind sugars and other sweet-tasting substances. Binding
to these receptor sites activates a second-messenger
system similar to the one associated with noradrenergic

receptors. The receptor is coupled to a G-protein that
activates protein kinase A and causes it to phosphorylate
and block a potassium-selective channel. As a result,
sweet-sensitive taste cells are depolarized.

Bitter

Because many toxic compounds have an unpleasant
bitter taste, receptor cells that respond to bitter sub-
stances can function as poison detectors; however, some
bitter foods are not necessarily unpleasant or toxic (e.g.,
quinine and caffeine, although one might argue the latter
point for caffeine). Several different transduction mecha-
nisms are involved in detection of bitterness in food.
Some bitter compounds (e.g., calcium ions and quinine)
decrease conductance of potassium-selective channels
similar to the mechanisms used for detection of sweet-
ness. Other bitter substances bind to specific membrane
receptors that activate second-messenger systems and
cause membrane depolarization. One type of bitterness
receptor triggers an increased production of the intracel-
lular messenger inositol triphosphate (IP3). In all other
transduction mechanisms described earlier, depolariza-
tion of the receptor cell causes an increase in calcium
influx through voltage-sensitive calcium channels, and
calcium ions act as the trigger for release of neurotrans-
mitter. This is not so in the case of the IP3 transduction
mechanism. Here, the membrane potential is not altered;
rather, IP3 causes the release of calcium from internal
storage sites which in turn directly stimulates neuro-
transmitter release.

Umami

The umami taste is not as familiar as the preceding
four basic tastes. Nonetheless, it is discernible as a dis-
tinctive and delicious taste associated with certain amino
acids such as glutamate and perhaps arginine. These
amino acids bind to and activate a cation-permeable
channel, causing depolarization in a manner similar to
glutamate activation of cation channels in the brain.

FIGURE 6 Transduction mechanisms for salt, sour, umami, sweet, and bitter. All taste receptors release neurotransmitters in response to an

increase in free intracellular calcium, usually due to depolarization that opens reactive calcium channels. The cause of this depolarization varies with

the specific receptor cell. (A) Salty taste is transduced by amiloride-sensitive sodium channels that are always open. When the sodium concentration

increases on the surface of the microvilli, sodium ions can enter the channels and depolarize the cell. Hydrogen ions can also enter these channels,

thus acid food has a salty taste. (B) Sour taste is elicited when hydrogen ions act directly on open potassium channels, closing them and depolarizing

the cell. (C) Umami taste utilizes a cation channel similar to CNS glutamate receptors. Glutamate (e.g., monosodium glutamate, or MSG) binds

to the receptor and allows all small cations to pass, including sodium, potassium, and calcium. The net effect of these ionic movements is to

depolarize the cell. (D) Sweet tastes, such as sugars and certain proteins, produce depolarization by a chain of events that resemble many CNS

neurotransduction systems. Binding of the receptor protein activates a Gs-protein that stimulates adenylyl cyclase to produce cyclic adenosine

monophosphate (cAMP), which releases protein kinase A (PKA) from its regulator proteins. PKA then phosphorylates potassium channels, closing

them and depolarizing the cell. (E) There are at least two types of bitter receptors; quinine stimulates the bitter 1 receptor by simply closing potassium

channels. (F) Other bitter substances bind with a bitter 2 receptor and stimulate the production of inositol triphosphate (IP3). IP3 triggers the release

of calcium from internal stores, stimulating neurotransmitter release without an intervening depolarization.
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CENTRAL GUSTATORY PATHWAYS

Taste receptors synapse with dendritic elements of the
primary afferent neurons of the gustatory pathway, caus-
ing the neurons to fire in response to appropriate stimuli
above threshold levels. These afferent fibers represent the
peripheral projection of the primary sensory neurons of
the gustatory pathway, and they arise from cell bodies
within three cranial nerve ganglia (Fig. 7). Afferent fibers
within the facial nerve (cranial nerve VII) arise from the
geniculate ganglia and innervate the anterior two-thirds
of the tongue. Fibers from the glossopharyngeal nerve
(cranial nerve IX) arise from the inferior glossopharyngeal
ganglia and innervate the posterior one-third of the
tongue. Fibers from the vagus nerve (cranial nerve X)
arise from the inferior vagal ganglia and innervate the
smattering of taste buds found in throat regions,
including the glottis, epiglottis, and pharynx. Central
projections from these three cranial nerve ganglia enter
the brain stem along the lateral aspect of the medulla and
converge tomake synaptic contact with cells in the rostral
or gustatory division of the solitary nucleus of the medulla.
Ascending fibers from the solitary nucleus make a
synaptic connection in the ventral posterior medial
nucleus of the thalamus. Thalamic neurons then project
to the primary gustatory cortex in the insular and
orbitofrontal regions.

Compared to other special sensory systems, relatively
little is known about central processing of taste infor-
mation. It has been suggested that taste is not encoded
along ‘‘labeled lines,’’ with specific neurons designated
for each basic taste. Apparently, there is only a crude
spatial map of basic tastes, and the discrimination of the
many thousands of recognizable tastes is encoded as a
population response, with each individual taste neuron
having rather broadly tuned response characteristics.
Each taste bud is composed of taste receptors, with
similar response characteristics reflecting a preference
for one or perhaps two basic tastes. Furthermore, taste
buds in different regions of the tongue show different
preferences (see Fig. 5). Along the lateral edge of the
tongue there are three definable areas: (1) the most

FIGURE 7 Central projections of taste buds. Fibers from taste buds

enter the ventral surface of themedulla via three pairs of cranial neurons

and synapse in the rostral or gustatory division of the solitary nucleus.

Secondary neurons carrying gustatory information project to the

ventral posterior medial nucleus of the thalamus, and the information

is then relayed to the cerebral cortex for conscious appreciation.

(A) Lateral view of the cerebral cortex with the lateral sulcus opened

to expose the insula; the gustatory cortex is shown in blue. (B) Coronal

section taken in the plane indicated by the dashed line in (A). (C) Oral

cavity and dorsal view of the brain stem showing the three cranial nerves

that carry information from the taste buds. Note that the information is

processed ipsilaterally.

A. Lateral view of cerebral cortex

B. Coronal section of cerebral cortex
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anterior, which is responsive to saltiness; (2) the middle
area, which overlaps area 1 and is most responsive to
sourness; and (3) the posterior area, which responds to
bitterness. Taste buds near the tip of the tongue are most
responsive to sweet tastes; however, these preferences
are best expressed at threshold concentrations of the
stimulant. At higher concentrations multiple stimulants
are effective in eliciting a response from a given taste
bud. Primary and secondary neurons in the gustatory
pathway receive input from many individual taste buds,
and they do not show a strong spatial map of taste-
specific regions of the tongue.
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Lower Motor Neurons of the Spinal Cord
and Brain Stem

DIANNA A. JOHNSON

There is but one final common pathway between
the nervous system and the somatic musculature. The
lower motor neuron forms the essential neuronal link with
the individual muscle cell, and all motor commands must
be delivered through it. With loss of the lower motor
neuron, muscles cannot respond to any neuronal drive
and flaccid paralysis results. Lower motor neurons for
muscles of the head and neck are located in motor nuclei

of the brain stem, with peripheral fibers projecting
through cranial nerves. Lower motor neurons for
muscles of the body have cell bodies in the ventral horn
of the spinal cord and processes that exit in the ventral
roots of the spinal nerves. Details of the synaptic inter-
actions at the neuromuscular junction between lower
motor neurons and innervated muscle are discussed in
Chapter 6.
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KEY POINTS
� Lower motor neurons represent the final

common pathway that links the nervous
system to the appropriate muscle group.
Lower motor neurons for muscles of the head
and neck are located within cranial nerve nuclei
in the brain stem.

� Excitatory and inhibitory interneurons make
reciprocal connections among groups of
lower motor neurons innervating antagonistic
and synergistic muscles.

� Upper motor neurons reside at higher levels
of the neuronal axis and provide input to
interneurons and lower motor neurons, thus

creating a hierarchical arrangement of the motor
system.

� Lower motor neurons for muscles of the body
are arranged somatotopically at different levels
within the central gray matter of the spinal cord.

� The appropriate pool of motor neurons and the
individual muscle fibers they each innervate
work synergistically to cause contraction of an
entire muscle.

� Intrinsic properties of individual motor neurons
and muscle fibers have an important influence
on the response characteristics of the motor
unit.



Lower motor neurons do not act in isolation; rather,
they are themselves under continuous control of a
number of different inputs generally organized in hier-
archical fashion. The lowest control level is represented
by direct sensory inputs to the lower motor neuron that
can drive simple reflex activity in appropriate muscle
groups. The next highest control level is represented by
groups of upper motor neurons organized within various
motor nuclei of the brain stem or within areas of the gray
matter of the spinal cord. Intermediate levels of motor
processing can also occur in other motor areas such as the
basal ganglia or cerebellum. These motor neurons coor-
dinate more complex muscle reflexes. The highest level of
control is represented by upper motor neurons in the
motor cortex that elicit conscious movements and
learned motor behaviors. Chapters 55 through 59 are
devoted to discussions of the different levels within the
hierarchical organization of the motor system and how
they function in producing the complex repertoire of
human movements.

MOTOR NEURONS FOR HEAD AND
NECK MUSCLES

Innervation of Extraocular Muscles

Muscles of the head and neck are for the most part
highly specialized, and each exhibits unique functional
properties. Extraocular muscles are innervated by lower
motor neurons in cranial nerves III (oculomotor), IV
(trochlear), and VI (abducens), which originate from the
brain stem. They are among the fastest muscles in the
body and are continually active during awake hours as
well as during certain segments of the sleep cycle, called
rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. As described below,
the oculomotor system serves as a useful model of
many of the generalized properties of motor pathways,
including: (1) reciprocal excitatory and inhibitory inner-
vation of synergistic muscle groups, (2) hierarchical
organization of cortical centers, and (3) somatotopic
organization of cortical motor areas.

As detailed in Chapter 51, activity of lower motor
neurons in the oculomotor, trochlear, and abducens nuclei
is under the control of several groups of interneurons.
Two groups found in the brain stem, the horizontal gaze
center and the vertical gaze center, yoke the activity of left
and right oculomotor nuclei so that they send coordi-
nated signals to left and right eyes, allowing coordinated
movement of the two eyes. Experimental stimulation
of the left horizontal gaze center will elicit a highly
stereotypic eye movement to the left in both eyes. The
motor programs from both gaze centers also coordinate
neuronal input to the six individual muscles that

innervate a single eyeball, so that opposing or antag-
onistic muscles on either side of the eye do not try to
contract at the same time. Mutual inhibition of antag-
onistic muscles is a standard feature of all peripheral
motor pathways. It is achieved through reciprocal inhib-
itory input from interneurons to sets of motor neurons
supplying antagonistic muscles. The same reciprocal
innervation is also necessary for muscles that must act
synergistically to carry out complexmovements requiring
contraction of more than one muscle. In this case, the
reciprocal innervation is excitatory.

Two other groups of interneurons, one in the superior
colliculus of the brain stem and another in an area called
the frontal eye fields located within the frontal cortex,
generate complex patterns of activity that are transmitted
to gaze centers and to lower motor neurons of the oculo-
motor system. These areas initiate complex movements
such as smooth pursuit and saccade activity (previously
described in Chapter 51). These two types of movement
are involved in the visual tracking of moving objects;
both are involuntary reflexes. The saccade and smooth
pursuit systems offer excellent examples of the hierar-
chical arrangementofmotor systems,with successive layers
of interneuron circuits each providing an increased level
of complexity in the motor pattern generated. The lowest
level provides the basic stereotypic range of movement
(in this case, movement in the vertical or horizontal plane
coordinated by the gaze centers) and higher levels provide
more complex patterns (e.g., smooth pursuit movement).

Voluntary control of eye muscles and of all other
skeletal muscles of the body originates from the motor
cortex, a superficial strip of frontal cortex just anterior to
the central sulcus. Just as the sensory cortex is arranged
in an orderly fashion, with adjacent parts of the body
represented by adjacent cortical regions, so are motor
neurons in the motor cortex distributed in an orderly
manner. These cells represent the upper motor neurons
that provide the excitatory drive either directly to lower
motor neurons or indirectly through interneuron circuits
in order to elicit voluntary movement. In the case of the
oculomotor system, motor commands from the motor
cortex must involve the gaze centers because even
volitional eye movement must be coordinated. Most
individuals cannot move the eyes independently even
with conscious effort.

Innervation of Branchiomeric Muscles

Muscles of facial expression are innervated by lower
motor neurons within cell bodies located in the facial
nucleus and in processes that project through the facial
nerve (VII). Muscles of the jaw are innervated by neurons
with cell bodies in the trigeminal motor nucleus. Muscles
of the larynx and pharynx are innervated by motor nuclei
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of the glossopharyngeal (IX) and vagal (X) nerves. The
trapezius and sternomastoid neck muscles are innervated
by the accessory nucleus of cranial nerve XI. All of these
muscles share a common attribute in that they are
embryologically derived from the branchiomeric arches
and are classified as branchiomeric muscles, as opposed
to somatic muscles, which are derived from somites.
Collections of brain stem interneurons act as motor
pattern generators for these motor pathways, providing
relatively simple repetitive reflexes, such as chewing, as
well as highly complex, integrative movement patterns
for protective reflexes, such as the gag, cough, sneeze, and
blink reflexes.

Innervation of the Tongue

Somatic muscles of the tongue are innervated by lower
motor neurons in the hypoglossal (cranial nerve XII)
nucleus, and they are involved in protective reflexes of the
head region. Cranial nerves IX, X, and XT also partici-
pate collectively in the production of speech. Speech is
initiated by upper motor neurons located in the inferior

gyrus of the frontal lobe, including Brodmann’s areas 44
and 45, collectively called Broca’s area. Studies of neu-
ronal circuits in song birds have provided insights into
what may be comparable circuits for speech in humans.
Here, again, the hierarchical principle pertains, with pat-
tern generators present at brain stem levels responsible
for composing motor command patterns that produce
basic sounds, and neurons in higher cortical regions pro-
viding the same for more complex words and sentences.

MOTOR NEURONS FOR AXIAL, PROXIMAL, AND
DISTAL MUSCLES OF THE BODY

In contrast to the specialized muscle groups of the
head and neck region, somatic musculature of the body
follows a general organization plan that is applicable
throughout. Lower motor neurons for body muscles are
located in the ventral or anterior horn of the spinal cord
(Fig. 1). These alpha motor neurons comprise the best-
studied and perhaps best-understood neuronal circuit in
the entire nervous system. Their large, easily recognized
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FIGURE 1 Functional distribution of spinal cord motor neurons. Cross-section of a lumbar spinal

cord segment. Note that sensory information enters dorsally, whereas motor information exits ventrally. The

Rexed laminae, indicated in Roman numerals on the left, are divisions of the spinal gray matter that are based on

differences in the histological appearances of the 10 areas. The motor neurons in the ventral horn occur in groups

arranged according to their target muscle, as shown on the right. Neurons innervating flexors are more dorsal;

those for extensors are ventral; those for distal muscles are lateral (Rexed lamina IV), and those for proximal

muscles are medial (Rexed lamina VIII).
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cell bodies and relatively simple circuits make them
amenable to experimental analysis, and much is known
about their functional properties. Axons of alpha motor
neurons project through the ventral root of spinal nerves
and innervate individual muscle fibers in the trunk (axial
muscles), arms and legs (proximal muscles), and hands,
feet, and digits (distal muscles). The number of individ-
ual muscle fibers innervated by a single neuron varies
among muscle groups. Axial muscles, which serve pri-
marily to maintain posture, have relatively sparse
innervation, with one alpha motor neuron innervating
up to 1000 muscle fibers. Proximal muscles require more
innervation to activate the patterns of movement for
locomotion. Distal muscles are the most heavily inner-
vated, with a single neuron innervating as few as three or
four muscle fibers and affording fine, controlled move-
ments of hands and fingers.

Alpha motor neurons are arranged in functional
groups within the ventral horn of the spinal cord.
Neurons innervating flexor muscles are grouped in the
dorsal region of the horn; those innervating extensor
muscles are found in the ventral region. Neurons inner-
vating axial muscles are located medially within the
ventral horn, whereas proximal and distal muscles are
innervated by motor neurons in more lateral regions.
Thirty paired spinal nerves carry motor fibers to their
peripheral targets. Motor fibers exit through the ventral
root of the spinal nerve, and after a short projection they
merge with the dorsal (sensory) root fibers that carry
incoming touch, temperature, pain, and proprioception
information from the body. Spinal nerves serve as land-
marks to somatotopically separate the spinal cord into 8
cervical, 12 thoracic, 5 lumbar, and 5 sacral levels (see
Fig. 1 in Chapter 50). Just as sensory information from
the body is divided segmentally into dermatomes as it
enters designated spinal levels, motor information exits
segmentally, with each spinal nerve serving a designated
region of the body called a myotome. Each myotome
represents the segment of the body that receives motor
innervation from an assigned spinal nerve. It should be
remembered, however, that segmentation within the
spinal cord is not absolute and that motor output as
well as sensory input overlaps one or two segments above
and below the designated nerve.

Because axial muscles extend the full length of the
trunk, motor neurons innervating them are present at all
spinal levels. As stated earlier, these neurons are located
in themedial portion of the ventral horn,whereas neurons
innervating proximal and distal muscles are located more
laterally. Because a relatively large number of neurons are
required to innervate limbs anddigits, the lateral region of
theventral horn is expanded, leading toanoverall enlarge-
ment of the diameter of the spinal cord in corresponding
regions. This results in a cervical enlargement at levels C3

to T1 for innervation of muscles of the upper extremities
and a lumbar enlargement at levels LI to L8 for inner-
vation of lower extremities (see Fig. 1 in Chapter 50).

Each alpha motor neuron innervates a group of
individual muscle fibers to form amotor unit (Fig. 2). The
sizeof themotorunit dependson functional requirements.
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lumbar spinal cord

FIGURE 2 Motor neuron pool. (A) A single motor unit consists of a

motor neuron and all the muscle fibers it innervates; only four of the

hundreds of muscle fibers are illustrated. No muscle fiber receives more

than one neuron. (B) The 400 motor neurons of the motor neuron pool

innervating the gastrocnemius muscle (shown in blue) are distributed in

a column in the lateral part of the ventral horn of the lumbar spinal cord.

This pool of neurons supplies approximately 300,000 muscle fibers. The

motor neuron pool to the synergistic, soleus muscle is distributed in a

column in the adjacent area of the cord (shown in gray).
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Antigravity muscles of the leg are composed of large
motor units (1000 muscle fibers per neuron); muscles in
the fingerswhich requiremuch finer control are composed
of small motor units (two or three fibers per neuron). In
most cases, one action potential from an alpha motor
neuron will cause a large excitatory postsynaptic poten-
tial in the muscle fibers it innervates and a muscle fiber
action potential will be generated. In response, the muscle
fiber will contract and then relax. To evoke a sustained
contraction rather than just a twitch, there must be a
barrage of action potentials from the nerve. If the action
potentials occur at sufficient frequency, there can be a
summation effect, because of the buildup of intracellular
calcium within the muscle, so that the degree of
contraction (i.e., muscle tension), as well as the duration
of the fiber contraction, is increased.

To contract an entire muscle, appropriate motor neu-
rons act synergistically as a unit or motor neuron pool to
activate a critical number of individual fibers within the
muscle. Increasing the number of activated motor units
will lead to a stronger muscle contraction. In response to
increased firing from the neuron pool, the muscle will
shorten and cause movement of the limb or digit. Under
isometric conditions where the muscle cannot shorten,
contraction will lead to increased tension on the muscle.

The responsiveness of a motor neuron is largely
influenced by its size. Small neurons (small cell body,
small axonal spread, small number of innervated muscle
fibers) are the easiest to excite and are therefore the first
within the neuron pool to be triggered by appropriate
input, and the muscle fibers they innervate will be among
the first to be activated. As more excitatory input arrives,
larger neurons reach threshold and other fibers are
recruited into action. This ‘‘size principle’’ is an important

mechanism for providing the finest control under the
lightest load.

Additional variations in muscle function are related to
inherent properties of individual muscle cells. Fast-twitch
muscle fibers rely primarily on glycolysis to provide
adenosine triphosphate for metabolic needs. They char-
acteristically fire at high frequency (30 to 60 Hz), and
they fatigue relatively quickly. Slow-twitch muscles use
oxidative phosphorylation and rely on glucose supplied
from the circulation to provide adenosine triphosphate.
This is reflected in the large number of mitochondria and
large amount of myoglobin present, making the tissue
appear redder than fast-twitch muscles, which appear
relatively white. Slow-twitch fibers are slow to fatigue
and fire at lower frequency (10 to 20 Hz). Fast-twitch and
slow-twitch fibers are matched with motor neurons that
fire at characteristically fast and slow frequencies,
respectively. Interestingly, neuronal phenotype (fast or
slow) can influence muscle phenotype. Experimentally
switching the normal slow-twitch motor neuron inner-
vation of a slow-twitch muscle so that it innervates a
fast-twitch muscle will cause the muscle to assume a
slow-twitch phenotype. Further evidence for neuronal
control over muscle metabolism is seen in the atrophy
that occurs in muscles that lose innervation.
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Sensory and Motor Pathways Controlling Lower
Motor Neurons of the Spinal Cord

DIANNA A. JOHNSON

THE MUSCLE SPINDLE

The driving force on lower motor neurons comes from
three major sources: (1) sensory pathways from the spinal
cord and brain stem that trigger reflex actions, (2) inter-
neurons within the spinal cord that interconnect syner-
gistic and antagonistic motor neuron pools, and (3) upper
motor neurons in the motor cortex and other motor areas
in the brain that provide complex motor commands. One
of the major sensory inputs to the lower motor neuron is

derived from specialized end organs located within the
muscle itself. Two types of specialized sensory endings
are present within muscle tissue, and they provide feed-
back control over firing rates of the alpha motor neuron.
The first type, the muscle spindle, consists of a group of
fine muscle fibers 4 to 10 mm long encapsulated by a
fusiform or spindle-shaped connective tissue sheath
(Fig. 1). The ends of the sheath are attached to adjacent
muscle fibers. The central portion of the individual
intrafusal muscle fiber is encircled by a specialized
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KEY POINTS
� Muscle spindles are nerve endings located

within muscle tissue that monitor the length
of a muscle as it contracts and elicit a reflex
contraction (stretch or myotactic reflex) when
the muscle is stretched beyond a certain limit.

� The gamma loop system consists of gamma
motor neurons that innervate the small, intra-
fusal muscles within the muscle spindle organ
and serves to adjust the tension on the spindle
structure, thereby regulating its sensitivity.

� The Golgi tendon organ also monitors muscle
length, but it elicits reflexes (the reverse

myotactic reflex) that are opposite those of
the muscle spindle.

� Basic spinal motor programs are built in part
from combinations of myotactic and reverse
myotactic reflexes along with reciprocal reflexes
resulting from linkages between synergistic and
antagonistic motor units.

� Cortical and brain stem regions provide motor
instructions to alpha and gamma motor neurons
in order to achieve more complex volitional and
nonvolitional movements.



mechanoreceptor nerve ending that forms a springlike
configuration called the annulospiral ring. Changes in the
length of fibers within the main muscle mass during
contraction or relaxation passively change the tension on
the intrafusal fibers through the connective tissue attach-
ment site. This change causes compensatory stretching or
relaxation of the sensory endings of the annulospiral ring.
Stretching the annulospiral ring activates mechano-
sensitive channels, depolarizes the sensory neuron, and
increases its firing rate. The opposite effect is observed
when tension on the annulospiral ring is decreased by
contraction of the mainmuscle mass. Thus, the firing rate
of the sensory nerve encodes information about the
degree of muscle stretch, which is then sent back to the
appropriate alpha motor neuron. In this way, the motor
neuron is constantly informed about the changes in
muscle length that occur in response to any previous
stimulation. Because of their small size, intrafusal fibers
of the muscle spindle do not make a direct contribution
to the force of muscle contraction; nevertheless, their
constant monitoring of the efficacy of neuronal activa-
tion of the muscle is a central component of many muscle
reflexes.

Several different types of intrafusal muscle fibers can
be distinguished on the basis of cellular morphology and
innervation patterns. Nuclear chain intrafusal fibers have
nuclei that are arranged in a chainlike configuration,
whereas nuclear bag fibers have nuclei that are clumped in
a baglike fashion near the center of the fiber. Both nuclear
chain and nuclear bag fibers are innervated by annulo-
spiral rings from large, myelinated fibers, classified as
group Ia or primary afferents. These sensory neurons
adapt rapidly to changes in mechanoreceptor activation
and thus act as rate detectors. They signal alpha motor
neurons about the rate of change in muscle length and, to
a lesser degree, the absolute length resulting from con-
traction or relaxation.

All nuclear chain fibers and one subtype of nuclear
bag fibers receive a second type of innervation, classified
as group II afferents. They are medium-diameter myeli-
nated nerves with endings in a ‘‘flower spray’’ arrange-
ment. They tend to be tonically active and adapt slowly,
continuing to fire at a characteristic frequency that
encodes the degree of stretch affecting the mechanor-
eceptors in the annulospiral ring. In this way, the group II
afferents provide the alpha motor neuron with informa-
tion about static muscle length, in contrast to the Ia
fibers, which primarily provide information about the
rate of change in muscle length.
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FIGURE 1 Organization of the muscle spindle and Golgi tendon

organ. Muscle spindles are small, fusiform structures embedded in

skeletal muscles (extrafusal muscle fibers) that monitor the length of the

muscle. Spindles contain small intrafusal muscles, each with their

centrally located nuclei arranged either in a cluster called a nuclear bag

or in a nuclear chain. A spindle contains about four nuclear bags and two

nuclear chain fibers enclosed in a capsule. (A) Two types of sensory

neurons (shown in blue) innervate the spindle: (1) the annulospiral ring,

or Ia afferents, sensitive to both the absolute muscle length and rate of

change in length during contractions; and (2) the flower spray, or II

afferents, whichmonitor static length of the muscle.Muscle spindles are

also innervated by small myelinated neurons called gamma afferents

that directly stimulate intrafusal fibers (but not extrafusal muscles) to

contract and thereby regulate the tension on the annulospiral ring and

flower spray afferents. (B) A second type of sensory structure, the Golgi

tendon, is inserted between the ends of extrafusal muscle fibers and their

attachments to bone. The connective tissue of the Golgi tendon organ is

innervated by Ib afferents that monitor the force developed by the

muscle during both contraction and passive stretch.
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Group Ia fibers from the muscle spindle provide
the afferent arm of an important spinal motor reflex, the
stretch or myotactic reflex. Essentially, they provide the
pathway bywhich amuscle automatically contracts imme-
diately after it has been stretched. This reflex can be over-
ridden by input from higher cortical centers in order to
carry out purposeful movements; otherwise, it operates as
a homeostatic device to resist an imposed stretch.One of its
important functions is tomaintain a givenmuscle length in
order to balance the body against the pull of gravity.

The myotactic reflex pathway is monosynaptic,
consisting of direct excitatory connections between Ia
afferents from the muscle spindle and all the alpha motor
neurons of the same or homonymous muscle. In response
to Ia excitation, the motor neuron pool will fire and cause
contraction of the muscle. For example, if an individual is
balanced at the top of a stairway and inadvertently leans
forward, the resulting stretch on the extensor muscles
in the back of the leg will activate Ia fibers within the
muscle and initiate a reflex contraction of the same
muscle, thus returning the body to its upright position and
avoiding a fall. This protective reflex relies only on the
simple spinal cord stretch reflex pathway and does not

require involvement of brain stem or cortical structures.
In addition to its role in the stretch reflex, information
from primary Ia fibers also assists higher motor centers in
more complex motor computations.

THE GAMMA LOOP SYSTEM

The muscle spindle not only serves as a feedback
system to the alpha motor neuron, but has within it a
separate feedback system of its own called the gamma
loop system. This system operates to maintain tension on
the intrafusal muscle fibers. To provide information
about static or changing muscle length, the annulospiral
ring must be under some minimal amount of tension;
otherwise, the stretch-sensitive channels remain closed,
and no action potentials are generated. A correction for
this potential problem is achieved through motor inner-
vation of the small intrafusal muscle fibers themselves,
specifically near the ends of the fiber, so that a minimum
amount of tension can be maintained on the fibers within
the capsule at all times (Fig. 2). The motor neurons
innervating the muscle spindle fibers are not the large
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alpha motor neurons that innervate the main muscle
mass but a different set of smaller cells, the gamma motor
neurons. The role of the gamma system is to allow the
spindle to maintain high sensitivity over a wide range of
muscle lengths during contraction and relaxation. Like
alpha motor neurons, the gamma motor neurons are
located within the ventral horn of the spinal cord; they
also receive substantial input from higher motor centers.
A number of descending pathways indirectly influence
motor activity through control of the drive on the gamma
loop system, thus making muscles more or less suscep-
tible to myotactic reflex responses.

THE GOLGI TENDON ORGAN

The second type of specialized sensory receptor found
in muscle tissue is the Golgi tendon organ. Its function is
to signal the amount of tension generated by muscle
contraction. The end organ is composed of braided
collagen fibers within a capsule approximately 1 mm in
length and 0.1 mm in diameter (Fig. 3). It is innervated by
a free nerve ending classified as Ib, slightly smaller than
Ia fibers of the muscle spindle. Golgi tendon organs are
located at junctions between muscles and their tendinous
insertion points. As the muscle contracts, it stretches the
capsule of the Golgi tendon organ and causes the Ib fiber
to discharge. Information about the amount of tension
generated is fed back to interneurons in the spinal cord,
forming a polysynaptic feedback loop that inhibits
the activity of homologous alpha motor neuron pools.
This reflex is called the reverse myotactic reflex, and it

prevents the muscle from extreme contraction that could
be damaging.

In summary, the muscle spindle and the Golgi tendon
organ provide counterbalanced systems for setting over-
all muscle tone. Group Ia and II afferents from muscle
spindles carry information about the static length of the
muscle and its rate of change during contraction and
relaxation. Because the muscle spindle is connected to the
main muscle fibers in parallel, passive stretching or
relaxation lengthens the spindle, excites the sensory end
organ, and increases the firing rate of Ia and II fibers.
Through amonosynaptic feedback pathway (themyotac-
tic reflex), Ia fibers excite alpha motor neurons and cause
muscles to contract after they are passively stretched.

In contrast, the Golgi tendon organ is connected to the
muscle in series, so that contraction of the muscle causes
stretching of the nerve ending and an increased firing rate
in the Ib fiber. Through a polysynaptic feedback path-
way (the reverse myotactic reflex), Ib fibers inhibit alpha
motor neurons and cause muscles to relax after they
contract. Both pathways offer protection to the body and
to the muscle tissue itself, particularly at extremes of con-
traction or stretch. At lesser loads, both reflex pathways
continually modulate activity of the alpha motor neuron,
increasing or decreasing its tendency to fire in response to
changes in ongoing muscle activity.

RECIPROCAL REFLEXES

Two important principles should be recognized:
(1) The myotactic and reverse myotactic reflexes

e

Ib afferent from Golgi tendon organ

α motor neurons

i

i

NAD

inhibitory interneuron

FIGURE 3 Organization and innervation of the Golgi tendon organ. Neurons involved in the Golgi tendon (Ib)

reflex measure the force between the muscle and its insertion. When the receptor of the Golgi tendon organ is stret-

ched, either by passive stretching or muscle contraction, it activates an interneuron that inhibits the motor neurons

going to the same muscle. Shown in blue are neurons that are excited when the Golgi tendon organ is stretched.
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represent key ingredients in most movements of the body,
from the most elementary to the most complex. These
reflexes might be viewed as representing basic ‘‘units’’ of
spinal motor programs. (2) These reflexes do not occur as
isolated events; rather, they are ongoing and must be
carried out in a coordinated fashion among related mus-
cle groups. This is achieved by a third basic component of

spinal motor programs, reciprocal reflexes (Fig. 4). For
contraction of a selected muscle to succeed in accom-
plishing the intended movement of the body, synergistic
muscles must also be activated to participate in the move-
ment, and antagonistic muscles must be inhibited so they
do not interfere. This is accomplished by interneuron
networks in the spinal cord that provide excitatory
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reciprocal connections among synergistic motor units
and inhibitory reciprocal connections between pairs of
antagonistic motor units. Cell bodies of these interneur-
ons are dispersed throughout the length of the cord in
the ventral horn and intermediate gray matter. Their
processes ascend and descend in the anterolateral funiculi
to reach appropriate levels where they decussate in the
anterior white commissure to the contralateral side to
link necessary components.

Other types of spinal motor programs provide protec-
tive reflexes that quickly remove the body or extremity
from the dangerous object (the withdrawal or nociceptive
reflex) or remove the potentially dangerous object from
the body (the wipe or scratch reflex). Nociceptive fibers
subserving the withdrawal reflex enter the spinal cord
and activate interneurons that form excitatory connec-
tions, with flexor motor neurons supplying the entire ipsi-
lateral limb and reciprocal inhibition of extensor muscles
to that limb. The result is a rapid flexion of the limb. If the
flexion reflex involves the leg, a compensatory extension
of the opposite leg must occur to maintain balance.
This is achieved automatically through a special type of
reciprocal innervation to elicit a crossed-extensor reflex.

The scratch reflex is more complex in that it involves
repetitive or rhythmic contraction and relaxation of
muscles in the arm and fingers in response to a localized
noxious stimulus. Even so it is achieved by interneuron
circuits residing solely in the spinal cord and is indicative
of the sophistication in motor programs that can be
achieved without involvement from the brain.

Similar alternating movements are involved in walk-
ing. They are reflexive and are also programmed in the
spinal cord. They do not require descending commands
from upper motor neurons in motor centers of the brain.
Though not completely understood, it has been demon-
strated in experimental animals that complete transection
of the cord at the midthoracic level leaves the hind limbs
capable of generating coordinated walking movements.
Groups of interneurons in the spinal cord act as central
pattern generators, providing a series of alternating com-
mands to control extension and contraction movements
that provide the essential building blocks for locomotion.
Additional interneuronal connections between the lum-
bar and cervical spinal segments are necessary to regulate
swinging of the arms that accompanies walking.

DESCENDING MOTOR TRACTS IN THE
SPINAL CORD

Reflex activity generated from motor programs in
the spinal cord represents the foundation of the motor
hierarchy. These programs provide the basic plans by
which movement can be achieved in a coordinated

fashion. In addition, they facilitate the transfer of infor-
mation about more complex movements and about voli-
tional movement from brain to appropriate groups of
lower motor neurons. Motor input to spinal cord levels is
received in two major pathways: (1) the ventromedial
pathway, consisting of four major tracts from various
brain stem structures primarily concerned with posture
and locomotion, and (2) the lateral corticospinal tract,
which carries information for volitional movement of
proximal and distal muscles under direct cortical control
(Fig. 5).

The vestibulospinal tract is composed of two subdivi-
sions, each originating from separate vestibular nuclei in
the brain stem and descending in slightly different regions
of the cord. One of the main functions of this tract is to
keep the body, particularly the head region, balanced
during movement and to orient the body and head in the
direction of new sensory stimuli. Motion in the fluid of
the vestibular labyrinth of the middle ear accompanies
movement of the head. Activated hair cells then signal
specific vestibular nuclei via cranial nerve VIII. Axons
from the lateral vestibular nuclei form the lateral vestibu-
lospinal tract, which projects ipsilaterally in the ventro-
lateral part of cord throughout its length. This tract
terminates in the lateral part of the intermediate zone on
interneurons that innervate both alpha and gamma
motor neurons of extensor muscles in upper and lower
extremities.

Themedial vestibulospinal tract originates in themedial
vestibular nucleus anddescends bilaterally only tomidtho-
racic levels, traveling in a compact myelinated fiber bun-
dle called the medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF). It
terminates in the intermediate zone and provides inhibi-
tory input to neurons innervating muscles of the neck and
back. The combined activity of the lateral andmedial ves-
tibulospinal tracts serves to control balance, posture, and
muscle tone; its net effect is to excite antigravity muscles.

The tectospinal tract originates from the superior
colliculi, a structure that forms part of the tectum, or roof
of the midbrain. The superior colliculus is a coordinating
center for visual information, gathering visual input from
the retina and the visual cortex, as well as additional
sensory information from somatosensory and auditory
systems. From these inputs it constructs a spatial map of
the immediate environment with respect to the visual
field. Cells of the colliculus are retinotopically organized
so that a novel sensory stimulus occurring at one point in
the visual field leads to stimulation of a corresponding
site in the colliculus. In response, collicular neurons
become activated and send appropriate signals to motor
neurons in the spinal cord, particularly those innervating
the head and neck. The head and eyes reflexly move to the
appropriate point in space and allow the object of interest
to be imaged on the fovea of the retina. The tectospinal
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tract acts in conjunction with the vestibulospinal tract,
particularly the medial portion, in order to bring about
this orientation response. Because of its relatively small
size, the tectospinal tract may be the less important of the
two tracts involved in the orientation response.

Two other descending motor tracts originate from the
reticular formation in the brain stem. Located in the cen-
tral core of the pons andmedulla just anterior to the cere-
bral aqueduct, the reticular formation is composed of a
highly interconnected meshwork of neurons that is not
organized in discrete nuclei. This reticular organization
serves a number of coordinating functions. As pre-
viously described, gaze centers of the oculomotor system
are located within the reticular formation. Two motor

centers regulating spinal motor neurons are also recog-
nized. Cells in the pontine reticular formation give rise to
the pontine reticulospinal tract, which projects ipsilater-
ally along with other fibers in the MLF to terminate on
alpha and gamma motor neurons, innervating axial
muscles and extensor muscles of the limbs. Through its
excitatory input it serves to increase muscle tone.

The medullary reticulospinal tract originates in the
medullary reticular formation, projects bilaterally, and ter-
minates on motor neurons innervating axial and extensor
muscles of the limbs. This pathway serves to balance the
excitatory drive from the pontine reticulospinal tract by
inhibiting motor neurons and decreasing axial and exten-
sor muscle tone. Having separate pathways for excitation

FIGURE 5 Driving forces to lower motor neurons. (A) Inputs and outputs from alpha and gamma motor neurons in the spinal cord: (1) Sensory

input enters the dorsal aspects of the cord; (2) excitatory and inhibitory interneurons are concentrated in the central gray of the spinal cord and brain

stem; (3) medial tracts are comprised of the uncrossed neurons of the corticospinal tract and neurons descending from the brain stem; (4) lateral tracts

arise in the cerebellum (relayed through the red nucleus) and the cortex. (B) Coronal section of the brain through the precentral gyrus shows the

origin of the descending medial tracts. (C) Coronal section shows the origin of the descending lateral tracts.

Clinical Note

Lesions and Motor Reflex Abnormalities

Specific lesions within the neuronal components
of the somatic motor system can cause character-
istic abnormalities in motor reflexes. Flaccid
paralysis usually denotes the loss of peripheral
nerve innervation. Without input from alpha motor
neurons of the spinal cord, there is no voluntary
movement of the muscle and no resistance to
passive movement. No reflexes can be elicited,
and atrophy of the muscle will be observed. Unlike
components of the central nervous system (CNS),
axonal processes of peripheral nerves can regene-
rate in some cases, particularly if the lesion is
localized to peripheral regions of the nerve.
Reinnervation can take a year or more, after
which time patients may experience a partial or
(in rare cases) complete return of function and a
reversal in the process of muscle atrophy.

Muscle rigidity is seen in patients with damage
to descending spinal tracts that normally inhibit
alpha motor neurons or, more commonly, with
damage to motor areas in the brain from which
these inhibitory tracts originate. Without normal
inhibitory input, motor neurons are overly active
and cause heightened contraction in somatic
muscles. The patient may have difficulty in per-
forming most voluntary and involuntary move-
ments because the balanced (inhibitory versus
excitatory) nature of the motor command system

will be disturbed (see Chapter 57). Examination
of the patient will demonstrate increased resis-
tance to passive motion in all directions in all
muscles because the lesion is central in origin and
thus will affect all levels of the spinal cord. A
common cause of rigidity is Parkinson’s disease,
which affects certain motor regions of the basal
ganglia (see Chapter 58).

Muscle spasticity is clinically defined as an
abnormal increase in muscle tone due to loss of
inhibition of gamma motor neurons. Because
gamma motor neurons normally regulate the
output of muscle stretch receptors, disinhibition
of these neurons will lead to an exaggerated
(spastic) stretch reflex in the affected muscles.
Like muscle rigidity, spasticity reflects loss of
descending tracts to the spinal cord. However, in
this case the abnormal reflexes characteristically
result from a general lesion of the cord, such as
spinal transection, which destroys all CNS input to
alpha and gamma motor neurons below the level
of the lesion. Patients with a severed spinal cord
will initially undergo a period of spinal shock, char-
acterized by flaccid paralysis of muscles below the
transection. Voluntary control of these muscles
is permanently lost, but over time the flaccid
paralysis will be followed by muscle spasticity
evidenced by a much increased response in
tendon reflexes.
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and inhibition of the samemotor unitsmay seemunneces-
sary and redundant; nevertheless, there are numerous
examples of this type of dual-control organization within
the nervous system, leading to the conclusion that the
enhanced control and sensitivity it provides must offer
significant advantages. The motor cortex provides strong
input to the reticular formation and in this way indirectly

regulates the ongoing tone of the same motor units that it
activates directly through the corticospinal tract.

One of the largest and most important descending
tracts in the spinal cord is the lateral corticospinal tract or
pyramidal tract (Fig. 6). It contains 1 million fibers, half
of which originate from large pyramidal cells within the
primary motor cortex located just anterior to the central
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sulcus. The fibers coalesce as they descend in the internal
capsule, traveling ipsilaterally through the course of the
brain stem. They form a pair of thick, pyramidal-shaped
bundles on the posterior aspect of the lower medulla. At
the junction of the brain stem and spinal cord, most of
these fibers decussate and move to the lateral funiculus
of the cord. Fibers leave the main fiber bundle at all levels
of the brain stem and spinal cord, providing conscious
control over all cranial nerve motor nuclei and motor
segments of the cord. Their role is to initiate voluntary
movement.

The cerebellum and the basal ganglia also provide
important input to spinal motor neurons, both directly
and indirectly through projections involving the motor

cortex. These pathways will be described in succeeding
chapters after first considering the organization of the
motor cortex in more detail.
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The Motor Cortex

DIANNA A. JOHNSON

The primary motor cortex consists of a strip of cortical
tissue in the frontal lobe (Fig. 1). On the surface, it is
separated from the primary somatosensory cortex by the
central gyrus. However, these two cortical areas are
functionally connected by a bridge of tissue, the para-
central lobule, that follows the contour of the central
sulcus and links the two areas. Cells in both motor and
sensory strips are arranged somatotopically, providing
both a motor homunculus and a sensory homunculus
that are in register with each other. As discussed in the
preceding chapters, the primary sensory cortex is the

primary receiving area for somatosensory information,
and its activity correlates with conscious perception of the
sensation; however, higher order processing of sensory
information occurs in association areas of the parietal
cortex. A corollary can be seen in the arrangement of the
motor pathway. The primary motor area is the site of
initiationofconsciousmovement;however,eventspreced-
ing the generation of the initiation signal occur elsewhere
in motor association areas in the frontal cortex and in the
parietal lobe in combination with sensory processing.
Additional components of planned movements occur in

Ml Pyramidal Cells 879 Hierarchical Arrangement of Motor Cortical
Areas 879
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KEY POINTS
� Conscious movement is initiated by upper

motor neurons in an area of the frontal cortex
designated as MI.

� Pyramidal cells in the MI issue motor com-
mands based on input from the adjacent motor
association area designated as MII, as well as
from prefrontal cortex, motor nuclei in the
thalamus, and primary (SI) and association
(SII) sensory cortex.

� The firing rate of an individual pyramidal cell
correlates with the force of the resulting muscle
contraction; the average firing rate of a given

cluster of pyramidal cells correlates with the
direction of resulting limb movement.

� The Mil motor association area is further divided
into a supplemental motor area, which coordi-
nates bilaterally coordinated movements, and a
premotor area, which orients the body for
upcoming movement.

� The prefrontal cortex initiates the initial plan-
ning stages of the movement, and the sensory
association area (SII) focuses attention on
parts of the body to be involved in the
movement.



subcortical regions—namely, the basal ganglia and the
cerebellum (as discussed in Chapters 58 and 59).

Recognition of the motor strip as being the primary
motor area is based on its obligatory role in initiating

movement and its low threshold for eliciting a motor
response. Several other areas of brain, when experimen-
tally stimulated, can lead to movement, but the motor
strip does so at very low thresholds. The output neurons
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of the motor strip are pyramidal cells, the major class of
upper motor neurons in the brain. These large cells
are located in cortical layer V, and their size and number
help distinguish this area from surrounding ones. This
type of histologic characterization has been used in
establishing the Brodmann classification scheme, which
defines 50 different areas of brain. The motor strip is
designated as Brodmann’s area 4, and the motor associa-
tion area just anterior to it is designated as Brodmann’s
area 6. In a more recent classification scheme based on
functional differences, area 4 is designated as MI, area 6
as MII, the primary somatosensory area as SI, and the
sensory association area just posterior to it as SII.

As pyramidal cell axons exit the motor cortex, they
project as corticofugal fibers to lower motor neurons
throughout the brain stem and spinal cord. Three major
divisions are recognized: (1) the corticobulbar tract,
which supplies cranial nerve motor nuclei of the head
and neck region; (2) the ventral corticospinal tract, which
innervates lowermotor neurons of the axial and proximal
muscles of the body; and (3) the lateral corticospinal tract,
which projects to lower motor neurons of the distal
muscles of the extremities. Approximately half of the
corticofugal fibers arise from MI. The remainder origi-
nate from MII, SI, and SII.

The current theory about pyramidal cell function is
that these cells represent primary threshold elements or
gatekeepers that make the final decision about when to
trigger the motor command. The urge to initiate a
purposeful movement does not originate de novo from
within pyramidal cells in MI; rather, these cells occupy a
central position within various input loops, supplying
sensory information about current internal and external
environmental conditions, as well as information from
past experience in the formof sensory andmotormemory.
Direct inputs carrying various forms of sensory informa-
tion to MI and MII motor neurons come from nuclei in
the thalamus (VL, VA, and CM) and from other cortical
areas, including motor association areas in the frontal
lobe and areas SI and SII. These are the staging areas for
gathering sensory information from widespread regions.
Goal-directedmovements depend on knowledge of where
the body is in space, where it intends to go, and how it
intends to get there. Once a plan for movement has been
selected, it must be held in memory until the time when
instructions are issued to implement the plan. Although
MI plays the major role in issuing motor commands,
other areas are responsible for the planning stages.

MI PYRAMIDAL CELLS

Electrophysiologic analysis of MI pyramidal cells has
demonstrated two ways in which motor commands are

encoded. First, the force of muscle contraction is directly
related to the firing rate of the appropriate pyramidal
cell. High-frequency firing of the upper motor neuron
stimulates a high-frequency firing rate of the lower motor
neuron, causing summation of intracellular responses
in the muscle and increased tension. The direction of the
intended movement is encoded in a different way; it
involves the combined responses of populations of
pyramidal cells. Individual pyramidal cells in MI are
directionally selective and fire most vigorously in asso-
ciation with initiation of movement in the preferred
direction; however, they are only broadly tuned, mean-
ing that increased firing can occur in association with
movements that vary 45� either way from the preferred
direction. The firing pattern of any one cell alone is thus a
poor predictor of movement direction, but the average
output of clusters of broadly tuned, directionally selective
cells is highly predictive, providing a combined, or
population movement vector that matches well with the
direction of muscle movement. These clusters of cells are
arranged in the cortex so that population vectors are
provided for directions covering a full 360�.

HIERARCHICAL ARRANGEMENT OF MOTOR
CORTICAL AREAS

Firing of MI upper motor neurons is associated with
relatively simple motor commands; more complex move-
ments are linked to upper motor neurons in area MII
(Fig. 2). Two separate somatotopic maps are present in
MII: The supplementary motor area (SMA) is located
near the superior medial region of the cortex, and the
premotor area (PMA) occupies a more lateral position.
Pyramidal cells in these areas contribute to corticofugal
pathways and are also heavily interconnected to MI.
Both areas of MII elicit complex motor responses, but
they appear to be involved in somewhat different aspects
of generating the motor command, primarily in integrat-
ing specific strategies. It has been shown experimentally
that the SMA is required for bilaterally coordinated
movements. For example, specific cells in the SMA fire in
accord with movements in either hand. Individuals with
cortical lesions in the SMA area suffer from a condition
called apraxia. They retain the ability to make simple
movements but have a selective inability to perform
complex tasks requiring the coordinated actions of two
hands, such as buttoning a shirt.

The PMA area is also involved with planning complex
movements; however, its control over lower motor
neuron activity is indirect. In addition to its reciprocal
connections with MI, its major descending projection is
to the reticular formation, which in turn projects to
spinal neurons controlling axial muscles. This pathway
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acts to orient the body for upcomingmovement. Firing of
PMA pyramidal cells occurs prior to firing of command
neurons inMI. The pattern of firing in PMA is correlated
to the direction of the upcoming movement and is
maintained until the movement is completed.

Both elements of MII act as higher order motor areas,
projecting toMI and providing complexmotor commands
to lower motor neurons through direct and indirect pro-
jections. The highest level in the motor hierarchy is
represented by two other regions: sensory association areas
in SII and the prefrontal region which lies anterior to MII.
Area SII represents a highly important functional compo-
nent in the planning of movement, providing focused
attention on the parts of the body and the elements in the
environment that will likely be involved in the intended
motor action. In experiments that visualize neuronal
activity in brain areas using positron emission tomogra-
phy (PET) scanning techniques, the SII region on the

lateral aspect of the parietal lobe appears to be most active
when human subjects are asked to think about a specific
movement, whether or not the movement is subsequently
initiated. MI neurons were not activated under these
conditions. Lesions in this area of the brain produce pecu-
liar symptoms, collectively called the neglect syndrome, in
which the affected individual neglects specific parts of the
body corresponding to the areas of the lesioned somato-
sensory association area. These individuals appear to lose
awareness of the affected body regions, and complex
motor activity involving this musculature is impaired.

The prefrontal area represents the second major
component of the highest motor level. Of the variety of
higher cortical functions that have been ascribed to this
region, perhaps the best studied involves the role it plays
in delayed-response tasks. Behavior tests in experimental
animals suggest that the prefrontal area plays a pivotal
role in temporarily storing information used to guide
futureaction,namely, the formationofaworkingmemory.
The ability to hold key information in a working memory
for a period of time is required in order to weigh the
consequences of future actions and to plan accordingly.
It is interesting to note that the prefrontal area of primates
has a particularly prominent dopaminergic innervation
and that depletion of dopamine is thought to contribute
to human cognitive disorders, such as schizophrenia.
Schizophrenics have smaller frontal lobes than normal
individuals, and they show altered activation patterns
in PET scans of the frontal cortex, particularly when
involved in delayed-response motor tasks.

In summary, the primary motor cortex initiates voli-
tional movement not as the first step but as the third step
in the hierarchical motor scheme. The prefrontal cortex
formulates a working memory that serves in the initial
planning of motor events to be completed later; the SII
areas of the parietal lobe help focus attention on the
event. This information filters to the next step in the
scheme, triggering neurons in area MII to plan the coor-
dination of motor commands to accomplish the inten-
ded movement. With successful completion of these
preliminary steps, MI neurons, through their powerful
connections with alphamotor neurons in the cord, set the
selected program in motion.
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fibers that constitute corticobulbar and corticospinal tracts.
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The Basal Ganglia

DIANNA A. JOHNSON

The basal ganglia are a collection of five pairs of nuclei
located in the diencephalon, deep to cortical structures
(Fig. 1). One of the nuclei, the caudate, has a highly
irregular shape. It is long, thin, tapered, and curved into
the shape of a ram’s horn. It follows the line of the lateral
ventricles, with its thin tail adjacent to the temporal horn
of the ventricle and its rounded head region adjacent to
the lateral aspect of the anterior or frontal horn. The
putamen and globus pallidus collectively are referred to as
the lentiform or lenticular nucleus because of their com-
bined lenslike shape. These two nuclei, along with the
head region of the caudate, are interposed between the
cortex and its pre- and postsynaptic targets in the brain
stem and spinal cord. The bundles of connecting fibers

passing to (spinocortical and bulbar cortical) and from
(corticofugal) the cortex are merged in this region,
forming a broad band of myelinated processes called
the internal capsule, which penetrates the group of three
basal ganglia, partitioning the caudate from the lentiform
(putamen and globus pallidus) nucleus. The contrast
between the gray matter of the nuclei and the white
myelinated fibers of the internal capsule gives this region
of brain a striped appearance. For this reason, the cau-
date, globus pallidus, and putamen, along with the pene-
trating fibers of the internal capsule, collectively are
referred to as the corpus striatum. Because of functional
similarities, the caudate and putamen are often consid-
ered as a single unit, referred to as the neostriatum.
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KEY POINTS
� Coordination of cortical motor commands is

achieved by motor loop pathways that pass
information from the cortex through the basal
ganglia and thalamic nuclei and back to the
cortex.

� The direct (excitatory) and indirect (inhibitory)
pathways of the basal ganglia loop provide
opposite, counterbalanced influences on activ-
ity of the motor cortex.

� The dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathway modu-
lates activity in the direct and indirect pathways,
maintaining a critical level of excitatory drive for
formulation of coordinated motor commands.

� Specific motor disorders are caused by deficits
in the dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathway
(Parkinson’s disease), loss ofGABAergicneurons
in the corpus striatum (Huntington’s chorea), or
damage to the subthalamus (hemiballismus).



Two additional nuclei of the basal ganglia group, the
subthalamic nucleus and substantia nigra, are located
inferior and medial to the corpus striatum, just beneath
the thalamus. The basal ganglia represent an important
component of the motor system. Previously considered
as the extra-pyramidal system, the basal ganglia system
is now understood to be an integral part of the
corticospinal or pyramidal system rather than a stand-
alone circuit. Current theory holds that basal ganglia
participate in a side loop pathway that fine-tunes motor
instructions as they are being programmed in motor
area II (Mil) (Fig. 2). This motor loop is responsible for
two specific modulatory functions: (1) scaling motor
patterns in the context of the task requirements, and
(2) controlling the assembly of overall motor plans.
For example, motor instructions for writing your name
are assembled in cortical brain regions, but the basal
ganglia add a scaling factor for the size of the letters
so they are appropriate for large writing on a black-
board or small writing in a checkbook. The overall
function of the basal ganglia is to enable automatic
performance of practiced motor acts. They do not
initiate movement; rather, they adjust and update motor

commands in preparation for the next movement in the
sequence.

THE MOTOR LOOP: DIRECT PATHWAY

The loop connection between the cortex and the basal
ganglia has two branches, a direct pathway and an
indirect pathway (Fig. 3). Although both interconnect the
cortex, basal ganglia, and thalamus, the overall effects of
these two pathways are opposite and tend to counter-
balance each other. Fibers in the direct pathway originate
from the entire cerebral cortex and project through the
corticostriate pathway to terminate in the neostriatum
(caudate and putamen). Information is then sent to the
internal portion of the globus pallidus and to the
substantia nigra. Fibers exit the basal ganglia and
innervate the ventral anterior (VA) and centromedian
(CM) nuclei of the thalamus. The loop is completed by
thalamocortical fibers that project back to the supple-
mentary motor area (SMA) region of the motor cortex.
Of the four synaptic relays in this circuit, the first (cortex
to basal ganglia) and last (thalamus to cortex) are

basal ganglia:

  caudate

 putamen

 globus pallidus:

  external

  internal

 sub thalamus

 substantia nigra:

  pars compacta

  pars reticulata

B. Coronal section

NAD

thalamus
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NAD

sensory and motor cortex

 internal capsule

  thalamus

A. Lateral view
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  caudate

 putamen

 globus pallidus

  (hidden)

 sub thalamus

 substantia nigra:

  pars compacta
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FIGURE 1 Anatomy of basal ganglia and thalamic structures. (A) Lateral view of the brain

showing the basal ganglia and thalamus lying under the cerebral cortex. (B) Coronal section

taken along the line indicated in (A). The basal ganglia are shown in blue; the

cortex and thalamus, in gray. Combined nuclear groups of the basal ganglia form a large,

knoblike structure beneath the projecting fibers (internal capsule) from the superficial cortical

layers. Divisions of the basal ganglia include the long, C-shaped caudate encircling the

flattened putamen. Together, these constitute the input nuclei called the neostriatum.

The globus pallidus (with internal and external segments) plus the putamen form a lens-

shaped mass termed the lenticular nucleus. Below these nuclei lie the subthalamus and the

substantia nigra (with the subdivisions pars compacta and pars reticulata). The major targets

of the basal ganglia are the ventral anterior, ventral lateral, and centromedian

nuclei of the thalamus.
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active and coordinate converging excitatory input from the cortex
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between the neostriatum and the globus pallidus/substantia nigra.

Activity in this pathway decreases the level of inhibitory control over the

thalamus, which leads to an increase in excitatory feedback to the SMA.

The opposite occurs with activity in the indirect pathway. Note that

the indirect pathway stimulates the inhibitory fibers to the thalamus,

thus decreasing the excitatory feedback to the cortex. The appropriate

balance between direct and indirect pathways maintains a suitable

excitatory tone within cortical motor pathways.
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excitatory; the two intervening connections (caudate/
putamen to globus pallidus and globus pallidus to
thalamus) are inhibitory. Even with two inhibitory
synapses within the circuit, the overall system operates
as a positive feedback loop. This is achieved by having the
two inhibitory synapses arranged in series so that the first
inhibitory neuron suppresses activity in the second
inhibitory neuron. The decrease in inhibitory input to
the next neuron, a process called disinhibition, is equiva-
lent to direct excitation.

Circuits employing disinhibition are common
elements of central nervous system pathways. As is the
case with the basal ganglia motor loop, this type of
pathway is usually tonically active and highly sensitive
over a broad response range. Tonic activity generated
throughout the cortex as a result of incoming sensory
information and ongoing motor activity is funneled
into the loop, allowing the basal ganglia to sort and
summate the information before sending it back to the
motor cortex, in particular the SMA. In this way, the

Clinical Note

Basal Ganglia Dysfunction

The principles of excitation–disexcitation/
inhibition–disinhibition are particularly important
in formulating strategies for specific drug thera-
pies used in treating certain motor disorders such
as Parkinson’s disease (Fig. 5A). For reasons that
are not yet understood, there is a pronounced
degenerative decline in the number of dopami-
nergic cells in the substantia nigra in certain
individuals. As these dopaminergic cells die, the
nigrostriatal pathway degenerates. The resulting
motor disorder, Parkinson’s disease, affects
approximately 1% of the population over the
age of 50. Symptoms of the disorder are rhythmic
tremor at rest, rigidity, difficulty in initiating
movement (akinesia), and slowness in execution
of movement (bradykinesia). Simple motor pro-
grams are less affected than more complex ones.
Patients cannot execute simultaneous or sequen-
tial motor programs, indicating a defect in the use
of motor plans for complex motor acts. They
cannot activate motor plans for normal rapid
movements. The loss of dopaminergic input to the
basal ganglia loop decreases the output from
the basal ganglia to the thalamus and removes
the excitatory boost necessary for maintaining the
critical level of stimulation to the SMA. The treat-
ment for Parkinson’s disease is the oral adminis-
tration of L-DOPA (L-dihydroxyphenylalanine),
the precursor of dopamine. This increases dopa-
mine synthesis in the dopamine-producing cells
that survive. The treatment is relatively effective
in alleviating the symptoms, but it does not alter

the course of the disease or stop further degen-
eration of substantia nigra cells.

Another neurologic condition that results from
basal ganglia dysfunction is Huntington’s chorea
(see Fig. 5B). In this case, decreased muscle tone
is combined with spastic, or involuntary chorei-
form (dancelike), movements of the extremities.
Patients also develop dementia, indicating a
broader involvement of other brain areas,
although motor abnormalities routinely appear
first. Death usually occurs within 15 years of onset
of symptoms. The condition results from an initial
selective loss of GABAergic neurons within the
neostriatum. Other striatal neurons degenerate
as the disease progresses. Because the direct
projection of the basal ganglia to the thalamus is
inhibitory, the activity of the thalamus is facilitated
(disinhibited) in Huntington’s chorea. The abnor-
mal excitation of the motor cortex by the thalamus
is thought to be the cause of the uncontrolled
movements.

Another motor abnormality associated with
basal ganglia structures is hemiballismus, a
hyperkinetic disorder that results in violent flinging
of extremities on one side. The disorder is the
result of unilateral damage to the subthalamus,
often associated with stroke. With less glutamate
being released from the damaged subthalamic
nucleus, there is less excitatory drive to the globus
pallidus; thus, less GABA is released to inhibit the
thalamus. As with Huntington’s chorea, less
inhibitory control over the thalamus causes more
excitation of the SMA.

FIGURE 4 Connections of the nigrostriatal pathway. Within the basal ganglia motor loop, glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter (+)

and �-aminobutyric acid (GABA) is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter (�). An exception is seen with dopamine, the neurotransmitter for the

nigrostriatal pathway. Dopamine from the substantia nigra (pars compacta region) is excitatory to the direct pathway and inhibitory to elements of the

indirect pathway. This circuit shifts the balance between the direct and indirect paths, lowering the level of inhibitory control over the thalamus and thus

maintaining a high level of excitatory thalamic input to the motor cortex.
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loop serves to set the appropriate excitatory tone for
the SMA.

THE MOTOR LOOP: INDIRECT PATHWAY

Further control of this excitatory feedback loop is
achieved by inhibitory actions of the indirect basal
ganglia loop. In this pathway, cortical input to the
striatum is sent to the external segment of the globus
pallidus and then to the subthalamus before converging
on the globus pallidus (internal segment)/substantia
nigra. Note that the direct and indirect pathways have
opposite effects on the globus pallidus/substantia nigra.
Thus, the final outcome of the indirect pathway is
disexcitation (i.e., inhibition) of the cortex, whereas the
direct pathway causes cortical stimulation. Although it
may be somewhat confusing to sort through the
particulars of each synaptic relay in these pathways, it
is important to understand the principles of disinhibi-
tion and disexcitation and how they affect the overall
activity of the motor cortex.

THE NIGROSTRIATAL PATHWAY

A third neuronal component associated with basal
ganglia feedback loops is called the nigrostriatal pathway

(Fig. 4). It projects from the substantia nigra to the
caudate and putamen, and its effects are mediated by the
neurotransmitter dopamine. In essence, dopamine facil-
itates the motor loop in two ways. First, it provides
tonic, excitatory drive to the direct (stimulatory) path-
way through the neostriatum, and, second, it inhibits the
indirect (inhibitory) pathway. The additive effects of this
pathway provide an excitatory bias to the basal ganglia
loop and allow the overall level of cortical activity to
funnel through the motor loop and provide positive
feedback to motor areas.
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FIGURE 5 Effects of Parkinson’s disease, Huntington’s chorea, and hemiballismus on output of the basal ganglia motor loop. (A) In the

hypokinetic condition of Parkinson’s disease, cells of the substantia nigra degenerate. In the absence of the nigrostriatal pathway, there is increased

inhibitory control of the thalamus which leads to a loss of excitatory drive to the motor cortex. With this condition, patients have difficulty in making

complex volitional movements. (B) In the hyperkinetic condition of Huntington’s chorea, GABAergic cells of the neostriatum degenerate and the

inhibitory output to the thalamus is decreased. Disinhibition of the thalamus leads to abnormally high excitatory drive to the motor cortex and

causes involuntary, spastic movement. (C) Another hyperkinetic condition, hemiballismus, results from damage to the subthalamic nucleus and a

concomitant decrease in inhibitory control over the thalamus. As with Huntington’s chorea, the result is uncontrolled movement caused by

disinhibition of the thalamus and abnormal excitation of the motor cortex.
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The Cerebellum

DIANNA A. JOHNSON

The cerebellum, or ‘‘little brain,’’ appears as a
relatively separate appendage to the cerebrum (telen-
cephalon/diencephalon) and brain stem. There is no
anatomic linkage between the cerebellum and cerebrum;
the two are separated by a dense sheet of connective

tissue, the tentorium. Connections are made from the
cerebellum to the brain stem through three bridges, or
peduncles (superior, middle, and inferior). Through these
connections, the cerebellum receives both motor and
sensory information from all levels of the neural axis and,
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KEY POINTS
� Like the basal ganglia, the cerebellum provides

a motor loop pathway for fine-tuning motor
commands generated in the cortex, particularly
those involving multijoint movement and learn-
ing of new motor skills.

� Purkinje cells in the spinocerebellar division of
the cerebellum synapse within deep cerebellar
nuclei and send information to the spinal cord
to control limb movement.

� Purkinje cells in the vestibulocerebellum project
directly to vestibular nuclei in the brain stem,
coordinating their control of postural move-
ments in response to gravity.

� Purkinje cells in the cerebrocerebellum provide
smooth coordination of complex motor programs
via synapses in the dentate nucleus that project
to the spinal cord via the red nucleus and rubro-
spinal tract, and to the cortex via the thalamus.

� Projections, called climbing fibers, originating
from the inferior olivary complex in the medulla,
relay sensory information from the spinal cord
to Purkinje cells.

� Information from the cortex is sent to the
cerebellum through synaptic relays in the
pontine nuclei, which project as mossy fibers,
then to granule cells of the cerebellum, and
finally through connections called parallel
fibers between granule cell axons and Purkinje
cells.

� Mossy fiber activity is modulated by climbing
fiber input; local inhibitory neurons provide
additional control over both granule cells and
Purkinje cells.

� Lesions of the cerebellum lead to specific
motor deficits associated with loss of coordi-
nation, or ataxia.



in turn, sends motor commands back to the spinal cord,
brain stem, diencephalon, and motor cortex. Like the
basal ganglia, the cerebellum functions as a major relay
within motor loop pathways (Fig. 1). Its function is to
allow individual components of a given motor plan to be
carried out in a smooth fashion, in particular those requir-
ing synergistic, multijoint movement. A general appre-
ciation of cerebellar function can be gained by observing
the uncoordinated movements of someone who is intoxi-
cated. The clumsiness, inability to accomplish targeted
movement, and loss of equilibrium are largely a direct
consequence of depression of cerebellar circuits. The
cerebellum also plays a critical role in learning newmotor
skills (e.g., learning to play a specific piece ofmusic on the
piano). With repeated practice of a motor sequence, the
cerebellum helps formulate the required programs and
then generates appropriate movement sequences on
demand without further need for conscious control.

Superficially, the cerebellum looks like a wedge-
shaped diminutive cerebrum (Figs. 2 and 3). Gray matter
forms the superficial cortical layer, which sends processes
to nuclei located within the inner core of the structure.
The cerebellar cortex is highly convoluted, more so than
the cerebral cortex. The slender compacted folds, called
folia, are necessary to accommodate the disproportion-
ately large number of cells present. While accounting for
only 10% of the volume of the brain, the cerebellum
contains 50% of the total number of neurons.

THE SPINOCEREBELLUM

The cerebellum has three general subdivisions. An
intermediate zone extends down the center of the
cerebellum, separating two lateral hemispheres. Together
with a midline structure called the vermis, the intermedi-
ate zone comprises the spinocerebellum, or paleocere-
bellum division. The spinocerebellum receives sensory
information from proprioceptive endings and exterocep-
tors for touch and pressure from the spinal cord, as well
as vestibular, visual, and auditory inputs.

As is the general scheme for all cerebellar regions,
output from the spinocerebellum is generated from
Purkinje cells in the cortex and relayed through deep cere-
bellar nuclei before exiting through superior and inferior
cerebellar peduncles. Two deep cerebellar nuclei, fastigial
and interposed nuclei, are associated with output from
the spinocerebellum and send information to the spinal
cord through three main routes: (1) indirectly through
the reticular formation and the reticulospinal tract,
(2) indirectly through the red nucleus and the rubrospinal
tract, and (3) directly to spinal motor neurons (see Fig. 2).
The spinocerebellum controls descending motor systems

and thus plays a major role in controlling ongoing
execution of limb movement.

THE VESTIBULOCEREBELLUM

The vestibulocerebellum represents a second functional
division of the cerebellum. Also called the archicerebel-
lum, it is considered the phylogenetically oldest portion
of the cerebellum, and it encompasses a relatively small
proportion of the main structure. It resides in the floc-
culonodular lobe, separated from the body of the cerebel-
lum by the posterolateral fissure. This division is involved
in a relatively simple motor loop formed by reciprocal
innervation with vestibular nuclei. The vestibulocerebel-
lum acts as an adjunct to the vestibular nuclei by modify-
ing their output to the spinal cord and their control of
postural adjustments to gravity. This is the only cerebel-
lar output that makes no relay within deep cerebellar
nuclei. The vestibular nuclei themselves are functionally
analogous to the deep cerebellar nuclei, so there is no
relay of the Purkinje cell output through nuclei in the
cerebellum.

THE CEREBROCEREBELLUM

The final cerebellar division—the cerebrocerebellum,
or neocerebellum—consists of the lateral hemispheres
and thus occupies the largest portion of the cerebellum.
Input to the cerebrocerebellum is from the pontine nuclei,
which relay information from the contralateral sensory
motor cortex through the middle cerebellar peduncle.
Containing 20 million nerve fibers, this is one of the
largest tracts in the central nervous system (CNS).
Output from cerebrocerebellar cortex is relayed through
the dentate nucleus with exiting fibers in the superior
cerebellar peduncle. Two areas serve as targets for this
information: (1) the red nucleus and subsequently spinal
motor neurons through the rubrospinal tract, and (2) the
thalamus and hence premotor and primary motor cortex.
These cerebellar pathways play an important role in the
planning and timing of movements, allowing for smooth
coordination of the different stages of complex motor
programs.

CELLULAR CIRCUITS OF THE CEREBELLUM

The cellular anatomy of the cerebellar cortex is a
relatively simple, stereotyped arrangement with the same
basic pattern repeating across all divisions (Fig. 4). One
output neuron, the Purkinje cell, projects to cerebellar
nuclei, and there are two inputs. Direct input is provided
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FIGURE 1 Comparison of connections of the basal ganglia (A) and cerebellum (B). The basal ganglia and the

cerebellum have many commonalties and influence motor function in similar ways. Excitatory input from broad

areas of the cerebral cortex drive spiney neurons in the neostriatal region of the basal ganglia (A) and also relay

nuclei in the pons, which then excite Purkinje cells of the cerebellar cortex (B). Both spiney neurons and Purkinje
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the deep cerebellar nuclei (B). In turn, these relay nuclei project to the thalamus, where they modulate thalamic

inputs to specific motor areas of the cerebral cortex.
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by fibers from a large group of cells in the medulla, the
inferior olivary complex. Fibers enter the cerebellum
through the inferior peduncle and wrap around the
dendrites of the Purkinje cell. Because of their vinelike
appearance, they are called climbing fibers. Sensory
information from the spinal cord, brain stem, and
cerebrum is funneled through the inferior olivary
complex and provides strong excitatory drive through
synapses of the climbing fibers with Purkinje cells. This
synapse is unusual in that it is considered to be one of the
strongest, most powerful synaptic connections in the
CNS, as it elicits an excitatory postsynaptic potential
(EPSP) with every firing of the climbing fiber; however,
one climbing fiber innervates one or very few Purkinje
cells, and climbing fibers fire at a low frequency of about
1 Hz. This arrangement is not capable of providing the
overall excitatory drive of the cerebellum; rather, it
functions to modulate the more pervasive influence of a
second Purkinje cell input coming from mossy fibers.

Nuclei in the pons send extensive projections, called
mossy fibers, to the cerebellum, where they synapse not
on Purkinje cells directly but on granule cells, which
constitute the largest cell population in the brain.
Excitatory input to granule cells is then relayed through
their processes, called parallel fibers, which make excit-
atory contact with Purkinje cells, each of which receives
as many as 200,000 parallel fiber inputs. This input
generates small EPSPs that must summate temporally
and spatially in order to produce an action potential in
the Purkinje cell. Granule cells, because of their extensive
input, produce a constant, high-frequency firing of
Purkinje cells of about 50 to 100 Hz. The two Purkinje
cell inputs are interactive, so that climbing fiber input
modulates the effect of mossy fibers on the Purkinje cell.
Long-term modulation and interaction between the two
inputs are thought to be involved in motor learning.

Three neurons serve as local inhibitory neurons to
counterbalance the excitatory pathways within the cere-
bellum. Stellate and basket cells, excited by collaterals of
parallel fibers from the granule cell, send inhibitory
synapses to Purkinje cells in a feedforward loop. Golgi
cells, also excited by parallel fibers, send inhibitory
synapses to granule cells in a feedback loop. Output of
the cerebellar cortex is through Purkinje cells that inhibit
tonically active cells within the deep cerebellar nuclei.

The unique contribution of the cerebellum to the
execution of motor commands is evident in patients with
cerebellar lesions. Loss of cerebellar function does not
produce paralysis. Instead, affected individuals exhibit
abnormal movements with lack of coordination, gener-
ally referred to as cerebellar ataxia. One aspect of the
disorder is characterized by a delay in initiating move-
ments and errors in the rate and regularity of movements.
The standard clinical test to demonstrate cerebellar
deficits is to have the patient attempt to perform rapid
alternating movements, such as tapping with one hand
while alternating between the back and the palm of the
hand. If cerebellar function is altered, the patient cannot
sustain a regular rhythm or steady force. Luckily, the
symptoms of cerebellar disease can improve gradually
with time, perhaps reflecting the ‘‘plasticity’’ of cerebellar
circuits.

Suggested Readings

Flament D, Hore J. Movement and electromyographic disorders

associated with cerebellar dysmetria. Neurophysiology 1986;
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Holmes G. The cerebellum of man. Brain 1939; 62:1–30.

Keele SW, Ivry R. Does the cerebellum provide a common

computation for diverse tasks? A timing hypothesis. Ann NY

Acad Sci 1990; 608:179–211.

FIGURE 4 Cellular anatomy of the cerebellar cortex. (A) Lateral view of the cerebellum and brain stem shows the major input nuclei (pontine,

inferior olive, and vestibular), as well as the major output target nuclei (deep cerebellar, vestibular, and red nuclei); the orientation of the Purkinje cell

dendritic trees is shown in blue along one folium. (B) A wedge of a cerebellar folium shows both cross and longitudinal sections; inhibitory neurons

are shown in blue and excitatory neurons are black. Note that the Purkinje cells and all of the interneurons are inhibitory and use GABA as their

neurotransmitter. Purkinje cells have a flattened dendritic tree covered with spines. (C) Input neurons include climbing fibers and the mossy

fiber/granule cell/parallel fiber relay. The climbing fiber has a configuration similar to the Purkinje cell, except it is not as extensive and lacks spines.

Parallel fibers are organized perpendicular to the plane of Purkinje cell dendrites, and they provide excitatory input to all Purkinje cells within a

1-mm distance. (D) Three types of interneurons inhibit Purkinje and granules cells. (E) Purkinje cells are the sole output neurons of the cerebellar

cortex. They project to the deep cerebellar nuclei and vestibular nuclei.
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Neuronal Control of Mood, Emotion, and
State of Awareness

DIANNA A. JOHNSON

In contrast to the rapid, point-to-point transfer of
information within sensory and motor pathways, other
types of neuronal circuits are present in the nervous
system that operate on a much slower time scale and have
much broader, less-defined targets. These are described
as diffuse modulatory systems. One of the best examples is
the autonomic nervous system (ANS) (described in

Chapter 9). As implied by its name, the ANS is primarily
a reflex, nonvolitional system that is only indirectly
influenced by the motor cortex. Preganglionic motor
neurons that function in the sympathetic division of the
ANS are located in the thoracic and upper lumbar
portions of the spinal cord gray matter with fibers exiting
in the spinal nerves. In the parasympathetic division,
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KEY POINTS
� The autonomic nervous system influences the

general emotional status of the individual. The
network involved originates from small groups
of neurons within the brain stem, with exten-
sive projections to widespread areas through-
out the neural axis.

� Pleasurable feelings are associated with
activity in the parasympathetic nervous
system; feelings of anxiety are associated
with activity in the sympathetic nervous
system.

� The Papez circuit links the site of emotional
awareness, the cingulate cortex, with appropri-
ate portions of the autonomic nervous system
and thereby triggers the physical expression of
the emotion.

� The hypothalamus generates aggressive beha-
vior patterns based on input from the Papez
circuit and from the amygdala.

� Neuronal circuits that result in pleasurable
sensations constitute a reward or reinforce-
ment system for certain survival behaviors.

� Neuronal groups within the brain stem that
utilize dopamine, norepinephrine, and seroto-
nin provide diffuse modulatory systems that
influence pleasure centers and establish the
general state of awareness of the brain.

� The brain stem reticular-activating system
helps establish different functional states of the
brain resulting in coordinated patterns of neuro-
nal activity (‘‘brain waves’’) that can be moni-
tored by means of an electroencephalogram.



preganglionic motor neurons are located in brain stem
nuclei, with exiting fibers in the cranial nerves, or in the
sacral portion of the spinal cord, with fibers exiting
accordingly. These preganglionic fibers project to post-
ganglionic motor neurons within sympathetic and para-
sympathetic ganglia that, in turn, provide dual and, in
most cases, antagonistic innervationofglandsandsmooth
muscles. Input topreganglionicneurons comes fromauto-
nomic nuclei in the brain stem that act as centers for coor-
dinating autonomic responses of spinal and cranial nerves
to regulate breathing rate, heart rate, bladder function,
and so on. These autonomic centers receive direct input
from the amygdala and the hypothalamus but no direct
innervation from the somatic motor cortex. Thus, there is
no conscious control of autonomic function (Fig. 1).

The diffuse, modulatory nature of the ANS is best
exemplified by the parasympathetic portion of the vagus
nerve (cranial nerve X), which originates from a small
group of neurons in the vagal motor nucleus of the
medulla. These neurons provide preganglionic fibers that
synapse in a large number of diverse parasympathetic
ganglia controlling muscles of the esophagus, heart, per-
itoneal cavity, and intestine. Compared to the somatic
motor and sensory system, the vagal parasympathetic
pathway evokes relatively slow, sustained responses that
are coordinated throughout the extensive and broadly
distributed group of target tissues. The vagal motor
nucleus functions as a master control point, receiving and
summating a wide range of sensory inputs and sending
signals that in essence elicit a whole-body response.
In some cases, all components of the parasympathetic
division may react together. For example, vagal stimula-
tion slows the heart and, along with other parasympa-
thetic centers, facilitates food ingestion and digestion.

EMOTIONS RELATED TO AUTONOMIC
NERVOUS SYSTEM FUNCTION

Strong emotional feelings are often associated with
most autonomic responses. Coordinated parasympa-
thetic responses evoke a ‘‘vegetative’’ state that generates
an overall relaxed, pleasurable feeling. They are often
linked to eating behavior and can be triggered by food-
related sensory stimuli, such as seeing or smelling appetiz-
ing food. The opposite is true for coordinated responses
from the sympathetic division of the ANS. In this case,
sympathetic pathways coordinate protective responses,
preparing the individual to flee from a perceived danger
or to engage in aggressive behavior. In response to
heightenedsympatheticactivity, the individualwill experi-
ence feelings of fear, anxiety, and anger.

In the two cases given above, stimuli for parasym-
pathetic and sympathetic responses are external

(i.e., availability of food or perceived danger). However,
it is also possible for internal cues to trigger autonomic
reflexes. Recalling past experiences that were particularly
pleasurable or anxiety producing can cause strong para-
sympathetic and sympathetic responses. The autonomic
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nervous system provides the major mechanism by which
elements ofmood and emotion are expressed by the body.
Other structures in the central nervous system (CNS)
participate in generating the emotion, but much of their
output is routed through the ANS to appropriate target
tissues.

Interestingly, the strong link between the ANS and
emotion has led to two opposing theories regarding the
emotional experience of fear. The more conventional, the
James-Lange theory, holds that fear is experienced in
response to perception of danger and activation of
appropriate cortical areas and that the resulting sympa-
thetic response is triggered after the fright is experienced.
The more controversial theory, the Cannon-Bard theory,
suggests that the presentation of a frightening stimulus
leads first to a sympathetic response. The change in the
body’s sympathetic–parasympathetic tone then is moni-
tored by higher centers in the CNS, and it is this change
that is synonymous with the emotional experience of fear.
In other words, the sympathetic state itself is the trigger
for the emotion. More likely, both theories are correct to
some degree, with the perception of an external stimulus
and a change in sympathetic tone both contributing to
the emotional experience.

THE PAPEZ CIRCUIT EMOTION SYSTEM

One of the cortical areas associated with the general
emotional state has been given the name limbic (from
limbus, Latin for ‘‘border’’) lobe (Fig. 2). Although not a
true lobe, main elements of the limbic lobe—including
the cingulate cortex, or cingulum, and the hippocampus—
form a C-shaped structure that surrounds the rostral
borders of the brain stem. Components of the limbic lobe
are linked with two other structures, the anterior nuclei of
the thalamus and the hypothalamus, in a pathway known
as the Papez circuit. Based on experience with patients
having lesions within these areas, it has been proposed
that the Papez circuit represents an emotion system
responsible for linking the experience and the expression
of emotion. The proposed site of emotional experience is
the cingulate cortex, which receives sensory information
funneled directly through the thalamus and from sensory
areas in the cerebral cortex. Output from the cingulate
cortex is fed through the hippocampus and projects, via a
band of fibers called the fornix, to the hypothalamus,
where it is translated into the expression of emotion
through autonomic and other responses. Because the
hypothalamus also projects back to the anterior nuclei of
the thalamus (mammillothalamic tract), the expression of
emotion (through autonomic responses) could add an
additional trigger or perhaps a positive-feedback loop for
the emotional experience.

The hypothalamus and an associated area, the amyg-
dala, play a direct role in mediating aggressive behavior.
The amygdala is an almond-shaped nucleus situated at the
anterior border of the hippocampus within the temporal
lobe (Figs. 2 and 3). It has been demonstrated in several
animal species that bilateral ablation of the amygdala
reduces fear and decreases certain forms of aggression.
Although a rare occurrence, selective damage to the
amygdala has been observed inhumans.Behavioral testing
suggests that those whose amygdala has been damaged
have a decreased ability to recognize fear. Consistent with
these findings, direct electrical stimulation of the amyg-
dala in humans has been reported to elicit anxiety and fear.

These effects of the amygdala are mediated through
connections with the hypothalamus, a major staging area
for generation of two distinct types of aggressive beha-
vior in animals. The first, affective aggression, is expressed
by assuming a threatening or defensive posture, as when a
cat hisses and arches its back. The second, predatory
aggression, involves attacks against a member of a dif-
ferent species for the purpose of obtaining food, as when
a cat silently pounces on a mouse. Experimental applica-
tion of a small stimulating current through electrodes
implanted in the medial hypothalamus in cats causes
immediate expression of affective aggression, whereas
stimulation of lateral regions causes predatory aggres-
sion. It has also been demonstrated in primates that the
amygdala provides excitatory input to the medial hypo-
thalamus and plays an important role in maintaining an
active level of affective aggression normally involved in
maintaining a position in the social hierarchy. The
amygdala has the opposite effect on the lateral hypo-
thalamus, providing inhibitory input to this region and
thus suppressing predatory aggression.

THE EMOTIONAL REWARD PATHWAY

Experimental studies designed to localize specific
circuits and identify underlying cellular mechanisms
responsible for emotional perception and emotionally
driven behavior are particularly challenging. By compar-
ison, sensory and motor pathways are much more
amenable to standard techniques of experimental exam-
ination. One obvious problem is that the emotional state
of experimental animals is difficult to assess. One type of
animal behavior experiment has shown that rats will
repeatedly self-stimulate electrodes implanted in the
brain only when they are placed in certain areas, suggest-
ing the presence of pleasure centers within these regions.

Another source of information that has provided con-
siderable insight into the brain mechanisms of emotion is
data gained from patients who require surgical removal
of specific brain areas that act as trigger zones for severe
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epileptic seizures. These procedures require that the
patient be alert during the surgery while different brain
areas are given mild electrical stimulation in order to pin-
point the affected areas and avoid other critical regions.
Based on patients’ reports, one group of brain areas that
consistently evoke intensely pleasurable sensations has
been identified. These areas are comparable to those
identified in rat and include the septal area, lateral hypo-
thalamus, ventral tegmental area, dorsal pans, and a fiber
tract that interconnects all these structures, the medial
forebrain bundle. These pleasure centers may provide the

physiologic basis for reinforcement of normal survival
behaviors, such as eating, drinking, and sex, as well as for
abnormal behaviors, such as use of addictive drugs.

ASCENDING DIFFUSE MODULATORY SYSTEMS

Themedian forebrain bundle is one of the three diffuse
modulatory systems that ascend in the brain stem (see
Figs. 4 and 5). It contains neuronal fibers from neurons
that release norepinephrine, serotonin, or dopamine as

FIGURE 2 The Papez circuit. The Papez circuit and related structures form a network that links emotional experiences and emotional expression.

(A) Anatomic location of the Papez fiber tracts is shown in dark blue, the four relevant nuclei are shown in medium blue, and related structures are

shown in gray. (B) Flow diagram of the Papez circuit; the areas of neuronal processing are depicted in ovals, and the connections are indicated by

black arrows. Other related structures are shown in rectangles.
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neurotransmitters at widely spread innervation sites
across the brain. Noradrenergic fibers from the locus
coeruleus represent a second ascending modulatory
system, with perhaps the most diffuse connections
known to occur in brain (see Fig. 5). A single locus
coeruleus neuron makes as many as 250,000 synapses
that spread from the cerebral cortex to the cerebellum.
Serotonergic neurons located in the raphe nuclei located
near the midline of the brain stem provide a third
ascending system that innervates most of the brain in a
manner similar to the locus coeruleus. Projections from
the locus coeruleus and raphe nuclei together form the
reticular-activating system, which serves to alert the brain
to incoming sensory stimuli that are novel. The beha-
vioral response to an abrupt presentation of a new
stimulus, such as a loud noise, is an immediate reorienta-
tion of the head and perhaps the body toward the novel
stimulus and a general increase in awareness and
attentiveness. Most of the currently used psychoactive
drugs—many of which are analogs of norepinephrine,
dopamine, and serotonin—act directly on the neuro-
transmitter systems that are components of the diffuse
modulatory systems subserving the positive reinforce-
ment and the ascending reticular-activating systems.

The reticular-activating system represents but one
mechanism that controls the overall functional state of
the brain. Its activity helps maintain the awake, inter-
active state. Different functional states are associated
with specific patterns of electrical activity in the cortex
that can be recorded using electrodes placed on the
scalp. These patterns generate an electroencephalogram
(EEG) that is the result of large populations of cortical
pyramidal cells firing at rates and degrees of synchrony
that change in response to different states of arousal. In
general, high-frequency firing rates and low-amplitude

Clinical Note

Seizures

Seizures represent the extreme in synchronicity
of brain activity and are often associated with
some underlying pathological condition. General
seizures involve the entire cortex; partial seizures
involve only limited areas of the cortex. During a
seizure, sensory information is blocked and the
individual retains no memory of the event. Motor
units normally controlled by the areas involved in
a seizure will become rigid during clonic activity
and will contract rhythmically during clonic
activity of the affected motor areas. ‘‘Absence’’
seizures occur during childhood and consist of

short periods lasting several seconds, during
which generalized 3-Hz EEC waves are gener-
ated. There is a loss of consciousness, with only
subtle motor signs, such as fluttering of the
eyelids or facial twitching. Ten percent of the
population have one or two isolated seizures
during their lifetime without apparent conse-
quence. Epilepsy is described as the repeated
occurrence of seizure activity and can result from
a wide variety of causes, including tumors,
trauma, metabolic dysfunction, infection, vascu-
lar disease, developmental abnormalities in brain
structure, and drug interactions.
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responses are generated by pyramidal cells that are
relatively desynchronized in their activity, indicative of
responses to continuous sensory input in an awake, alert
individual. During slow-wave sleep, pyramidal cells are
in a state of reduced responsiveness as sensory input is
diminished and they fire more synchronously. EEG
patterns show beta rhythms (approximately 14 Hz) when
the cortex is activated and theta rhythms (4 to 7 Hz) or
delta rhythms (<4 Hz) during most stages of sleep. Alpha
rhythms (8 to 13 Hz) are generated during quiet, waking
states. Several times during a normal sleep cycle, EEGs
change dramatically to patterns more characteristic of

the aroused state. This stage of sleep is called rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep because of the spontaneous eye
movements that occur at this time. REM sleep is asso-
ciated with episodes of dreaming.
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FIGURE 5 Three diffuse modulatory systems of the brain. Brain stem nuclei that give rise to each system are

labeled in bold italics on the lower left. (A) A small group of neurons in the locus coeruleus distribute

norepinephrine throughout most of the brain, including the neocortex, cerebellum, thalamus, and spinal cord.

(B) Neurons producing serotonin arise in the raphe nuclei and have an equally broad distribution. (C) Dopamine

neurons arise from two nuclei: (1) the substantia nigra, which projects to the striatum of the basal ganglia, and

(2) the ventral tegmental area, which projects to the frontal lobe.
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KEY POINTS
� Learning is an experience-dependent genera-

tion of enduring internal representations and/or
modifications in such representations. Memory
is the retention of these experience-dependent
changes over time.

� There are multiple forms of learning and
memory, and multiple but distinct regions of
the brain serve as loci for learning and memory.

� Declarative memory (explicit memory) encom-
passes the memory for facts and concepts
as well as the memory for events. The medial
temporal lobe and diencephalon are critical for
declarative memories.

� Nondeclarative memory (implicit memory)
operates at an unconscious level. It encom-
passes the memory for skills and habits, prim-
ing, examples of associative learning such as

classical conditioning and operant condition-
ing, and examples of nonassociative learn-
ing such as sensitization and habituation.
Anatomic loci for nondeclarative memories are
diverse.

� At least short-term memory involves changes in
existing neural circuits. These changes may
involve multiple cellular mechanisms within
single neurons.

� Second-messenger systems appear to play a
role in mediating cellular changes.

� Changes in the properties of membrane chan-
nels are commonly correlated with learning and
memory.

� Long-term memory requires new protein syn-
thesis and growth, whereas short-term memory
does not.



An important goal of neurobiology is to explain the
anatomic, biophysical, and molecular processes occur-
ring in the nervous system that underlie learning and
memory. Specifically, what parts of the nervous system
are critical for learning? How is information about a
learned event acquired and encoded in neuronal terms?
How is the information stored, and, once stored, how is it
retrieved? Most neuroscientists believe that the answers
to these questions lie in understanding how the proper-
ties of individual nerve cells and their synaptic connec-
tions change when learning occurs. Extensive behavioral,
anatomic, physiologic, and molecular analyses over the
past decade have revealed what appear to be some
general principles of learning and memory. A list of these
principles might include the following: (1) there are
multiple forms of learning and memory; (2) multiple but
distinct regions of the brain serve as loci for learning and
memory; (3) at least short-term forms of memory involve
changes in existing neural circuits; (4) these changes may
involve multiple cellular mechanisms within single
neurons; (5) second-messenger systems appear to play a
role in mediating cellular changes; (6) changes in the
properties of membrane channels are commonly corre-
lated with learning and memory; and (7) long-term
memory requires new protein synthesis and growth,
whereas short-term memory does not.

WHAT ARE LEARNING AND MEMORY?

Although we all have an intuitive understanding of
learning and memory, formulating a rigorous definition
can pose some difficulty. One traditional definition of
learning is a change in behavior as a result of experience.
This definition is less than ideal, however, because some
examples of learning do not involve overt behavioral
changes. For example, learningmay represent a change in
an internal state that is behaviorally silent and therefore
represents a process that is a potential for a change in
behavior, rather than an immediate change in behavior.
In addition, any definition of learning should distinguish
learning from maturational changes and from changes in
behavior produced by injury or fatigue. A fairly general
definition of learning has been provided by Dudai
(1989): Learning is an experience-dependent generation
of enduring internal representations and/or modification
in such representations, whereas experience excludes
events related tomaturation, injury, and fatigue.Memory
can be defined as the retention of these experience-
dependent changes over time. The temporal domains of
memory vary considerably, from short-term forms last-
ing minutes, such as the memory of a telephone number,
to long-term forms lasting days, weeks, or lifetimes, such
as thememory of a childhood experience. In some cases, a

short-term memory can be stabilized into an enduring
long-term form. This process is referred to as consolida-
tion. Finally, we need to define retrieval, the process that
allows memory to be accessed. Retrieval is the use of
memory in neuronal and behavioral operations (Dudai,
1989).

Amnesia is a disorder of memory which has two broad
forms: retrograde and anterograde. Retrograde amnesia
refers to the loss of memories that were acquired before
the amnesia and is usually temporally graded. For exam-
ple, a patient with head trauma will generally have the
greatest loss of memory for events immediately preceding
the trauma, whereas more remote memories will be
preserved. This temporal gradation is likely due to the
interruption of the consolidation process (see earlier).
Anterograde amnesia refers to an inability to form new
memories.

TYPES OF MEMORY AND THEIR
ANATOMIC LOCALIZATION

Types of Memory

Psychologists have found that human memory is com-
posed of multiple memory systems (Squire and
Knowlton, 2002) (Fig. 1). Although there is some
debate as to the precise categorization of these systems,
they can generally be divided into two broad categories
for humans: declarative memory and nondeclarative
memory. Declarative memory, also known as explicit
memory, encompasses the memory for facts and concepts
(semantic memory), as well as the memory for events
(episodic or autobiographical memory). In humans,
declarativememories are associated with conscious recol-
lections of facts and events. Nondeclarativememory, also
referred to as implicit memory, operates at an uncon-
scious level and encompasses the memory for skills and
habits, priming, examples of associative learning such as
classical conditioning, operant conditioning, and exam-
ples of nonassociative learning such as sensitization and
habituation. Priming is defined as an increased ability to
identify or detect a stimulus as a result of its prior
exposure. Nonassociative and associative learning are
discussed later.

ANATOMIC LOCALIZATION OF
MEMORY SYSTEMS

A considerable body of evidence indicates that the
various memory systems described earlier are supported
by distinct anatomic structures. These conclusions have
been derived from a number of strategies. Among these is
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the use of modern imaging techniques such as positron
emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), which show regions of the
brain engaged by specific memory tasks (Fig. 2). Studies
of learning and memory deficits in experimental animals
with lesions have also helped identify areas of the brain
that are involved in learning and memory processes.
Finally, brain regions involved in learning and memory
have been identified through detailed behavioral assess-
ments of patients with learning and memory deficits
produced either by injury (e.g., trauma, tumors, vascu-
lar incidents such as stroke) or by surgical removal of
regions of the brain which became necessary to treat
disorders such as epilepsy.

A particularly revealing early case that has had a
major impact on the development of modern views on the
distributed representation of memory systems was the
study by Brenda Milner and her colleagues of a patient
named H.M., who underwent surgery in 1953 to treat
severe epileptic seizures. The surgery included removal of
the medial temporal region of the brain, which included
the amygdala, anterior two-thirds of the hippocampus,
and hippocampal gyrus. Following the surgery, H.M.
appeared normal in many respects except for a severe
anterograde amnesia. Specifically, he could not form any
new long-term declarative memories. For example, on
the day following an interview, he had no recollection
that the interview on the previous day had occurred nor
any memory of any events associated with the interview.
H.M. also could not add new words to his vocabulary.
Thus, he appeared to be unable to form any new memo-
ries for events, facts, or concepts. Although he could not
form any new long-term episodic or semantic memories,
his early childhood memories were intact. Presumably,

these memories are stored in a region of the brain outside
the medial temporal region, which was removed during
surgery. Of particular interest was the finding that H.M.
retained the ability to acquire new skills at a level com-
parable with normal individuals. For example, H.M. was
able to learn a difficult mirror-drawing task. He also
learned to play the Tower of Hanoi puzzle. Although
he could acquire these new skills (i.e., nondeclarative
memory), he had no conscious recollection of ever
acquiring them (i.e., no declarative memory).

Studies of the type described earlier indicate that the
medial temporal lobe and diencephalon are critical for
declarative memories (see Fig. 1). Anatomic loci for
nondeclarative memories are more diverse and seem to
depend on the particular brain structure or structures
engaged by the task. Thus, the learning of certain skills
and habits involves the striatum, whereas the learning of
certain movements can involve the cerebellum or spinal
cord. Conditioning of emotional responses depends on
the amygdala (see Fig. 1).

NONDECLARATIVE MEMORY TASKS

Many neurobiologists interested in the cellular analy-
sis of learning and memory have employed paradigms
that involve the conditioning of some motor response.
These forms of learning are defined by the procedures
used to produce them. Among these are associative and
nonassociative learning paradigms. Associative learning
includes classical conditioning and operant conditioning.
In both, two stimuli or events that occur in a temporally
paired fashion result in the formation of an association

Memory

Nondeclarative (implicit)
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and

habits

Simple
classical

conditioning

PrimingEvents

Declarative (Explicit)

Nonassociative
learning
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Emotional
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FIGURE 1 Multiple memory systems and their associated brain structures. Memory systems in the brain can

be categorized as declarative and nondeclarative. Each system is supported by distinct anatomical regions of the

brain. (Modified from Squire, LR, Knowlton, BJ, Memory, hippocampus, and brain systems. In: Gazzanige, MS,

ed. The coginitive neurosciences. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1995:825–837.)
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between the two events. In contrast, nonassociative
learning is not dependent on pairing. Examples of this
form of learning include habituation and sensitization.
Habituation has been defined as a decrease in a response
as a result of repeated stimulation, while sensitization has
been defined as an increase in response magnitude as
a result of a stimulus that increases arousal (Groves
and Thompson, 1970; Thompson and Spencer, 1966).

Oftentimes, scientists study nonassociative learning of
reflexive behaviors. These learning paradigms are attrac-
tive because the stimuli can be precisely controlled and
there is generally a well-defined behavioral response.
Moreover, the neural pathways of many reflexive behav-
iors have been described. This knowledge of the circuit
enables powerful cell biologic approaches to be applied
to the analysis of the underlying mechanisms.

Stimulus 1

A2

A1

Stimulus 2
Stimulus 3

Stimulus 8

Stimulus 1
Stimulus 2

Stimulus 3

Stimulus 8

FIGURE 2 Positron emission tomography (PET) analysis of memory localization. (A1) Subjects were

instructed to attend to each object in the sequence and remember its location. (A2) Following a 10-minute rest

period, the subjects were presented with the objects in two locations and asked to decide which of the two possible

locations was correct. (B) During the retrieval phase of the test, the subjects had elevated blood flow (a measure

of neural activity) in the right anterior parahippocampal gyrus in the region corresponding to the entorhinal

cortex. The extent of blood flow is quantified with the color scale on the left, with red indicating the greatest

levels. (Modified from Owen et al., 1996.)
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Habituation

Habituation, perhaps the simplest form of nonasso-
ciative learning, refers to a decrement of responsiveness
caused by repetition of a stimulus. It is generally dis-
tinguished from simple fatigue, as responsiveness can be
rapidly restored (dishabituated) by the presentation of a
novel stimulus to the animal. The parametric features of
habituation have been described by Thompson and
Spencer (1966).

Sensitization

Sensitization is also a form of nonassociative learn-
ing and refers to the enhancement of a behavioral res-
ponse to a test stimulus as a result of applying a novel
stimulus to the animal. The sensitizing stimulus may be
of the same modality as the test stimulus and applied
at the same site as a test stimulus used to elicit the
response, or it may be of a different modality, applied to a
different locus. The same stimuli that lead to habituation
may also lead to sensitization. Consequently, the strength
of a behavioral response elicited by a repeated stimu-
lus may be the net outcome of the two processes of
habituation and sensitization (Groves and Thompson,
1970).

Classical Conditioning

Classical conditioning is an example of associative
learning in which the presentation of a reinforcing
(unconditioned) stimulus is made contingent on that of a
preceding (conditioned) stimulus. The change in behav-
ior produced by repeated pairing of the two stimuli can be
measured in a number of ways. An example of classical
conditioning involves the training procedure originally
described by Pavlov (1927) to condition salivation in
dogs (Fig. 3). Before training, meat powder (referred to
as the unconditioned stimulus, or US) reliably elicited
salivation (referred to as the unconditioned response, or
UR). The signal for the presentation of the US is called
the conditioned stimulus (CS). In the original experiments
of Pavlov, the CS was a bell. Traditionally, the CS does
not evoke a response similar to the UR and is typically
referred to as a neutral stimulus. During training, the US
was made contingent on the CS by repeatedly pairing the
presentations of CS and US. After training, the response
to the CS alone had changed such that the bell elicited
salivation (the conditioned response, CR). The persis-
tence of a CR after training is called retention. When the
contingencybetweenCSandUSwaseliminatedbyrepeat-
edly presenting the bell in the absence of the meat powder
(US), the ability of the CS to elicit the CR (salivation)
gradually diminished. This process is called extinction.

CS

US (food powder)

R (salivation)

CS

US   omitted on test trials

R (salivation)

FIGURE 3 Classical conditioning. In the procedure introduced by Pavlov, the

production of saliva is monitored continuously. Presentation of meat powder reliably

leads to salivation, whereas some neutral stimulus such as a bell initially does not.

With repeated pairings of the bell and meat powder, the animal learns that the bell

predicts the food and salivates in response to the bell alone. (Modified from Rachlin,

1970.)
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In Pavlovian conditioning, contingency is generally
established by the close temporal pairing (contiguity)
of the CS and US. (For a more detailed discussion see
Mackintosh, 1974, 1983; Rescorla, 1967.) Indeed, there is
an optimum time interval for conditioning. Shorter or
longer intervals between the two stimuli result in less
effective conditioning. The interval between CS onset
and US onset is called the CS–US interval or the inter-
stimulus interval (ISI). Most conditioning procedures
involve repeated pairings of the CS and US. The interval
between these pairings is called the intertrial interval.

Specificity of behavioral change to pairing can bemost
clearly shown by using a differential conditioning pro-
cedure. In this procedure, two different conditioned
stimuli are used in the same animal; one is specifically
paired with the US and is therefore called the CS+,
whereas the other, the CS –, is specifically unpaired.
Learned changes in behavior can be assessed by compar-
ing the response to the CS+ with that to the CS –.

In Pavlov’s experiments, the bell (the CS) did not pro-
duce salivation when initially presented alone. In some
examples of conditioning procedures, the CS initially
produces a small response similar to that evoked by the
US. After pairing, the response to the CS is enhanced.
This type of conditioning is known as �-conditioning.
Both classical conditioning and �-conditioning are
similar in that they require a close temporal relationship
between the CS and the US; however, in classical con-
ditioning, the CS is initially neutral, whereas in �-
conditioning the CS initially produces a weak response
that is subsequently enhanced. Some have argued that the
distinction between �-conditioning and classical condi-
tioning is somewhat descriptive, because in principle the
two could be mediated by identical cellular mechanisms.
�-Conditioning and sensitization also resemble one
another in that both involve modification of a previously
existing response to a stimulus. They differ, however, in
their temporal requirements; �-conditioning requires a
close temporal association between the CS and US,
whereas sensitization does not.

Operant Conditioning

Operant conditioning, or instrumental conditioning, is
also a form of associative learning but it differs from
classical conditioning in that during this training proce-
dure the reinforcing stimulus is contingent on the perfor-
mance of a behavior produced by the animal rather than
on a CS delivered by the experimenter. The animal
therefore learns the consequences of its own behavior and
alters that behavior as a result of training. An example of
this type of conditioning has been described by Skinner
(1938). Before training, a pigeon confined in a small com-
partment pecks randomly at the walls. During training,

delivery of food reinforcement is made contingent on the
animal pecking a single location in the compartment
(such as a small disk). Because food and the peck were
paired, the pigeon continues to peck at the disk after
training, even in the absence of food reinforcement. As
in classical conditioning, the learned behavior is extin-
guished when repeated pecks are no longer followed by
food reinforcement. Both operant conditioning and
classical conditioning are similar in that both require a
close temporal association between two stimuli. Operant
conditioning differs from classical conditioning in that
the reinforcement is contingent on the animal’s response,
rather than on the presentation of the CS.

In this brief introduction to conditioning procedures,
various simple behavioral modifications have been des-
cribed. These definitions, however, are operational, and
at a mechanistic level (e.g., neural) some of the distinc-
tions between various examples of conditioning may not
hold. At the cellular level, basic mechanisms underlying
these different examples of learning may be similar.

MECHANISMS OF LEARNING AND MEMORY

Insights from the Study of Simple Animals

Progress in analyzing the mechanisms of learning and
memory in the vertebrate nervous system has been hin-
dered by the enormous complexity of the brain. Conse-
quently, many neuroscientists have turned to the study of
selected invertebrates in order to exploit their relatively
simple nervous systems and large, identifiable neurons
that are accessible for detailed anatomical, biophysical,
biochemical, and molecular studies.

Behaviors and Neural Circuits

One animal that is well suited for the examination of
themolecular, cellular,morphologic, andnetworkmecha-
nisms underlying neuronal plasticity and learning and
memory is the marine mollusk Aplysia. Neurons and
neural circuits that mediate many behaviors in Aplysia
have been identified. In several cases, these behaviors
have been shown to be modified by learning. Moreover,
specific loci within neural circuits at which modifications
occur during learning have been identified, and aspects of
the cellular mechanisms underlying these modifications
have been analyzed and modeled (for reviews, see Byrne
et al., 1993; Byrne and Kandel, 1996; Hawkins et al.,
1993). Defensive reflexes in Aplysia (Fig. 4A) exhibit
three forms of nonassociative learning: habituation,
dishabituation, and sensitization. A single sensitizing
stimulus can produce an enhancement that lasts minu-
tes (short-term sensitization), whereas more prolonged
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training (e.g., multiple stimuli) produces an enhance-
ment that lasts days to weeks (long-term sensitization).
Aplysia also exhibits classical conditioning and operant
conditioning.

A prerequisite for the analysis of the neural and mole-
cular basis of these different forms of learning is an under-
standing of the neural circuit that controls the behavior.
The afferent limb of the withdrawal reflex in Fig. 4A
consists of sensory neurons with somata in the central
nervous system. The sensory neurons (SNs) monosynap-
tically excite motor neurons (MNs) that are also located
in the central nervous system (Fig. 4B). Activation of the
motor neurons leads to contraction of the peripheral
muscle and the subsequent withdrawal response. Excit-
atory and inhibitory interneurons in the withdrawal
circuit have also been identified, although these inter-
neurons are not illustrated in Fig. 4B. The sensory
neurons appear to be important plastic elements in the
neural circuits. Changes in their membrane properties
and the strength of their synaptic connections (synaptic
efficacy) are associated with sensitization.

Cellular Mechanisms in Sensory Neurons Contributing to

Short- and Long-Term Sensitization in Aplysia

Short-Term Sensitization

Short-term sensitization is induced when a single brief
train of shocks to the body wall results in the release of
modulatory transmitters, such as serotonin (5-HT), from
a separate class of interneurons (INs) referred to as
facilitatory neurons (Fig. 4B). These facilitatory neurons
regulate the properties of the sensory neurons and the
strength of their connections with postsynaptic inter-
neurons and motor neurons, a process called hetero-
synaptic facilitation (Fig. 4C). Themolecular mechanisms
contributing to heterosynaptic facilitation are illustrated
in Fig. 5. Serotonin binds to at least two types of receptors
on the outer surface of the membrane of the sensory
neurons. The binding of 5-HT to one class of receptors
leads to the activation of adenylyl cyclase, which in
turn, leads to an elevation of the intracellular level of
the second-messenger adenosine-30,50-monophosphate
(cyclic adenosine monophosphate, or cAMP) in sensory

Gill
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Siphon

Stimulus
Tail
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SN
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MNSN
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(reflex response)

C1.  Control C2.  After activation of IN

FIGURE 4 Tail-siphon withdrawal reflex of Aplysia and model of the neural circuit and its plasticity.

(A) Dorsal view of Aplysia: (1) relaxed position; (2) stimulus applied to the tail elicits a reflex withdrawal of the

tail and siphon. (B) Simplified neural circuit for defensive reflexes in Aplysia. A tactile stimulus to the skin

activates the afferent terminals of sensory neurons (SNs). These sensory neurons make monosynaptic connections

with motor neurons (MNs) as well as interneurons interposed between the SNs and MNs (not shown). Sensitizing

stimuli activate facilitatory interneurons (INs) that release modulatory transmitters, one of which is 5-HT. The

modulator leads to an alteration of the properties of the SN. (C) Model of heterosynaptic facilitation of the

sensorimotor connection that contributes to short- and long-term sensitization in Aplysia. An action potential in

a SN after the sensitizing stimulus (C2) results in greater transmitter release and hence a larger postsynaptic

potential in the MN than an action potential prior to the sensitizing stimulus (C1). For short-term sensitization,

the enhancement of transmitter release is due, at least in part, to broadening of the action potential and an

enhanced flow of Ca2+ into the sensory neuron.
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neurons. When cAMP binds to the regulatory subunit of
cAMP-dependent protein kinase (protein kinase A, or
PKA), the catalytic subunit is freed and can add phos-
phate groups to specific substrate proteins and hence
alter their functional properties. One consequence of this
protein phosphorylation is an alteration of the properties
of membrane channels. Specifically, the increased levels
of cAMP lead to a decrease in the S–K+ current (IK,S), a
component of the calcium-activated K+ current (IK,Ca)
and the delayedK+ current (IK,V). These changes in mem-
brane currents lead to depolarization of the membrane
potential, enhanced excitability, and an increase in the
duration of the action potential (Fig. 4C). Cyclic AMP
also appears to activate a membrane potential and spike-
duration-independent process of facilitation, which is
represented in Fig. 5 (large open arrow) as the transloca-
tion ormobilization of transmitter vesicles from a storage
pool to a releasable pool, making more transmitter-
containing vesicles available for release with subsequent
action potentials in the sensory neuron. These combined
effects contribute to the short-term cAMP-dependent
enhancement of transmitter release. Serotonin also
appears to act through another class of receptors to
increase the level of the second-messenger diacylglycerol
(DAG). DAG activates protein kinase C (PKC). PKC,
like PKA, activates the spike-duration-independent pro-
cess of facilitation. In addition, a nifedipine-sensitive
Ca2+ channel (Ica.Nif) and the delayed K+ channel (IK,V)
are regulated by PKC. Thus, the delayed K+ channel
(IK,V) is dually regulated by PKC and PKA. The modu-
lation of IK,V makes an important contribution to the
increase in duration of the action potential (see Fig. 4C).

The consequences of the activation of these multiple
second-messenger systems and modulation of multiple
cellular processes occur when test stimuli elicit action
potentials in the sensory neuron at various times after the
presentation of the sensitizing stimuli (see Fig. 4C). More
transmitter is available to be released as a result of the
mobilization process, and each action potential is broader,
allowing a greater influx of Ca2+ to trigger release of the
available transmitter. The combined effects of mobiliza-
tion and spike broadening lead to enhanced release of
transmitter from the sensory neuron and consequently a
larger postsynaptic potential in the motor neuron. Larger
postsynaptic potentials lead to an enhanced activation of
interneurons and motor neurons and thus an enhanced
behavioral response (i.e., sensitization).

Long-Term Sensitization

Repeating the sensitizing stimuli over a l.5-hour
period leads to the induction of long-term sensitization,
the memory of which can persist for days to weeks.
Repeated training leads to more prolonged phosphor-
ylation and activation of nuclear regulatory proteins by
PKA. Such proteins interact with regulatory regions of
DNA and lead to increased transcription of RNA and
hence increased synthesis of specific proteins. Some of
the resulting proteins may be transcription factors that
can activate other genes, some of which may be able to
maintain their own activation. Some of the newly synthe-
sized proteins initiate the restructuring of the axon
arbor. The sensory neuron can then form additional
connections with the same postsynaptic target or make
new connections with other cells. As with short-term
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FIGURE 5 Molecular events in the sensory neuron. 5-HT released from the facilitatory neuron (i.e., Fig. 4B)

binds to at least two distinct classes of receptors on the outer surface of the membrane of the sensory neuron,

which leads to the transient activation of two intracellular second messengers, DAG and cAMP. These second

messengers, acting though their respective protein kinases, affect multiple cellular processes, the combined effects

of which lead to enhanced transmitter release when a subsequent action potential is fired in the sensory neuron.

Long-term alterations are achieved through regulation of protein synthesis and growth. Positive (+) and negative

(–) signs indicate enhancement and suppression of cellular processes, respectively (see text for additional details).
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sensitization, the enhanced release of transmitter from
existing contacts of sensory neurons onto motor neurons
and interneurons underlies the long-term enhanced
responses of the animal to test stimuli. However, unique
to long-term sensitization are the increases in axonal
arborization (see Fig. 5) and synaptic contacts that may
contribute to the enhanced activation of follower
interneurons and motor neurons.

Mechanisms of Classical Conditioning

Mechanisms of classical conditioning have also been
examined in Aplysia. Classical conditioning procedures,
like sensitization procedures, lead to a modulation of
neuronal membrane currents and an enhancement of
synaptic efficacy (for a review, see Lechner and Byrne,
1997). Interestingly, mechanisms of classical condition-
ing are at least in part an extension of mechanisms in
place that mediate sensitization. Thus, it appears that
more complex examples of learning use as building
blocks mechanisms for simpler forms of learning.

Operant Conditioning

In addition to being amodel system that has revealed a
detailed understanding of the mechanisms underlying
nonassociative learning (i.e., sensitization) and classical
conditioning, Aplysia is also a useful model system to
investigate the mechanisms underlying operant condi-
tioning (Brembs et al., 2002). In an operant conditioning
paradigm, the delivery of a reinforcing stimulus is con-
tingent upon the expression of a designated behavior. In
the case of feeding behavior, the operant behavior is
ingestive or biting movements and the reinforcement is a
stimulus to an afferent nerve which, based on previous
work, is a neural pathway enriched in dopamine processes
andwhich signals presence of food in themouth. Animals
are conditioned by delivering a brief stimulus to the nerve
each time they display a spontaneous bite. Learning is
assessed by measuring the number of spontaneous bites
following the conditioning procedure. Animals that had
received the operant conditioning procedure displayed a
higher number of bites than control animals.

The development of behavioral protocols for operant
conditioning allowed for further investigations into the
mechanisms underlying the learning. Neural correlates of
operant conditioning were found in a single identified
neuron involved in the generation of the feeding motor
program. The changes consisted of a decreased threshold
to elicit a burst of spikes and a decrease in the resting
conductance. Both changes would lead to an enhanced
probability of generating feeding behavior after condi-
tioning. Of considerable interest was the observation
that the effects of behavioral conditioning could be

mimicked by pairing activity in the cell isolated in culture
with a brief application of dopamine. These data suggest
that intrinsic cell-wide plasticity may be one important
mechanism underlying this type of learning and that
dopamine is a key transmitter mediating the reinforce-
ment. Continued analysis will provide insights into the
molecular mechanisms of operant conditioning as well as
insights into the mechanistic relationship between oper-
ant and classical conditioning.

Long-Term Potentiation

Long-term potentiation (LTP) is a persistent enhance-
ment of synaptic efficacy generally produced as a result of
delivering a brief (several-second) high-frequency train
(tetanus) of electrical stimuli to an afferent pathway. The
great difference between the duration of the tetanus and
the duration of the subsequent enhancement is the defin-
ing characteristic of LTP. Such long-term synaptic
enhancement, lasting at least several hours in in vitro
preparations and weeks in intact preparations, has
received growing attention because of the possibility
that it is related to natural mechanisms of learning and
memory. For example, there are ‘‘cooperative’’ and
‘‘associative’’ influences on LTP, and there appear to be a
number of similarities between neural changes produced
by LTP procedures and neural correlates of associa-
tive learning (e.g., Pavlovian conditioning). Long-term
potentiation has been observed in many regions of the
mammalian central nervous system (CNS), in the periph-
eral nervous system, and in the CNS and neuromuscular
junctions of several invertebrates.

Figure 6A illustrates an experimental arrangement for
inducing and analyzing LTP. An intracellular recording
is made from a postsynaptic neuron that receives mono-
synaptic excitatory inputs from presynaptic neurons.
Brief electric shocks delivered to the afferent pathway
lead to the initiation of action potentials in the individual
axons in the pathway, and these action potentials propa-
gate to the synaptic terminals. (The rationale for
stimulating multiple afferents will become clear when
the mechanisms for LTP are discussed later.) The release
of transmitter from the multiple afferent terminals
produces a summated excitatory postsynaptic potential
(EPSP) in the postsynaptic cell. Test stimuli are repeat-
edly delivered (Fig. 6B1) at a low rate that produces
stable EPSPs in the postsynaptic cell (Fig. 6B2). After a
stable baseline period, a brief high-frequency tetanus is
delivered. Subsequent test stimuli produce enhanced
EPSPs. The enhancement is associated with at least
two temporal domains. There is a large but transient
enhancement that represents a phenomenon known as
post-tetanic potentiation (PTP). The PTP is followed by
a stable and enduring enhancement that persists for
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many hours. This enduring enhancement is referred to
as LTP.

Although LTP of the form illustrated in Fig. 6B2 has
been observed at a number of synapses, the underlying
mechanisms for these different examples of LTP can
differ. The following discussion will focus on the mecha-
nisms for LTP at a particular synapse (the Schaeffer
collateral–CAl pyramidal cell synapse) in the hippocam-
pus. The mechanism at this synapse takes advantage of
some of the unique properties of the N-methyl-D-
aspartate (NMDA) receptor described in Chapter 6.

The Schaeffer collateral axons make synaptic contacts
with the pyramidal cells on specialized dendritic struc-
tures called spines. The spines have both NMDA and
non-NMDA glutamate receptors (Fig. 6C). Test stimuli
lead to the release of glutamate from the afferent
terminal, which diffuses across the synaptic cleft and
binds with both types of receptors. Binding to the non-
NMDA receptor leads to an increase in the permeability
to Na+ and K+ and a subsequent small EPSP. Gluta-
mate also binds to the NMDA receptor but because of
the block by Mg2+ no permeability changes occur. In
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intracellular recording is made from a postsynaptic cell (in this case, a pyramidal cell in the CA1 region of the

hippocampus), and electric shocks are delivered to an afferent pathway (the Schaeffer collateral pathway) that

projects to the postsynaptic neuron. (B) Stimulus protocol and results: (B1) Single weak electric shocks are

repeatedly delivered to the afferent pathway. After obtaining several stable baseline responses, a brief high-

frequency tetanus is delivered. After the tetanus, the low frequency test stimulation is resumed. (B2) EPSPs are

normalized to their control (pretetanus level). The tetanus produces short-term enhancement (post-tetanic

potentiation, or PTP) followed by an enduring enhancement (LTP) that persists for at least 2 hours.

(C) Mechanisms for the induction of LTP (at the Schaeffer collateral–CA1 pyramidal cell synapse): (C1) The

spines of the postsynaptic cell have both NMDA and non-NMDA glutamate receptors. Glutamate released by test

stimuli binds to and activates the non-NMDA receptors. Glutamate released by test stimuli also binds to NMDA

receptors, but no ions flow through the NMDA channels because they are blocked by Mg2+. (C2) The tetanus

produces a large postsynaptic depolarization that displaces the Mg2+ from the pore of the NMDA channel. Ca2+

can now flow into the spine through the NMDA channel and induce a cascade of biochemical reactions (including

activation of Ca2+-dependent protein kinases, or PKs) that lead to a change in synaptic efficacy.
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contrast, the tetanus produces a large depolarization of
the spine because of both temporal summation of the
effects of the individual EPSPs produced by the non-
NMDA receptors at that spine and spatial summation of
the effects of EPSPs produced at spines contacted by the
other afferent fibers that are conjointly activated by the
nerve shock. The resultant large depolarization of the
spine displaces Mg2+ from the NMDA receptor, which
allows Ca2+ influx to occur. As described later, the Ca2+

influx through the NMDA receptor is essential for the
induction of LTP. The rationale for stimulating multiple
afferents (Fig. 6A) should now be clear. In order to
remove the Mg2+ block of the NMDA channel, depo-
larization from multiple afferents is necessary.

The Ca2+ influx through the NMDA channel acti-
vates one or more Ca2+-dependent protein kinases (PKs)
(Fig. 6C2), and the phosphorylation of substrate proteins
leads to an enduring change in synaptic efficacy. The
mechanisms for the induction steps subsequent to the
activation of kinases are not fully understood. One pos-
sibility is a postsynaptic modification, such as an increase
in the number of non-NMDA receptors that are available
to bind with transmitter released by the post-tetanus test
stimuli. Alternatively, there may be a retrograde messen-
ger released by the postsynaptic cell to directly affect
aspects of the release mechanism in the presynaptic
neuron. Analyses to distinguish between these possi-
bilities have yielded conflicting results. It is likely that
LTP at the Schaeffer collateral–CAl pyramidal synapse
involves modifications of both pre- and postsynaptic
processes.

In principle, LTP at this synapse could be induced by
activation of a single afferent fiber, but the depolariza-
tion produced by a single presynaptic neuron (even with a
tetanus) is insufficient to relieve the Mg2+ block of the
postsynaptic NMDA channel. Thus, other neurons must
be activated as well. For example, a tetanus to one
afferent pathway in conjunctionwith a weak test stimulus
to a separate pathway would lead to an enhancement of
the test pathway even though the test pathway was not
tetanized. In this case, the tetanized pathway provides the
depolarization to relieve the Mg2+ block at the synapse
of the test pathway.

Memory Formation of Complex Patterns

The relationship between the synaptic changes and the
behavior of conditioned reflexes is generally straightfor-
ward, because the locus for the plastic change is part of
the mediating circuit. Thus, the change in the strength of
the sensorimotor synapse can be related to the memory
for sensitization (e.g., see Fig. 4). However, in most other
examples of memory, it is considerably less clear how the
synaptic changes are induced, and, once induced, how the

information is retrieved. Neurobiologists have turned to
artificial neural circuits to gain insights into these issues.

A simple network that can store and ‘‘recognize’’
patterns is illustrated in Fig. 7. The network is artificial,
but it is nevertheless inspired by actual circuitry in the
CA3 region of the hippocampus. In this example, six
different input projections make synaptic connections
with the dendrites of each of six postsynaptic neurons
(Fig. 7A). The postsynaptic neurons serve as the output
of the network. Input projections can carry multiple
types of patterned information, and these patterns can be
complex. But, to simplify the present discussion, consider
that the particular input pathway in Fig. 7A carries
information regarding the pattern of neural activity
induced by a single brief flash of a spatial pattern of light.
For example, activity in the top pathway (line a) might
represent light falling on the temporal region, whereas
activity in the pathway on the bottom (line f ) might
represent light falling on the nasal region of the retina.
Thus, the spatial pattern of an image falling upon the
retina could be reconstructed from the pattern of neuro-
nal activity over the n (in this case, 6) input projections to
the network. Three aspects of the circuit endow it with the
ability to store and retrieve patterns. First, each of the
input lines makes a sufficiently strong connection with its
corresponding postsynaptic cell to reliably activate it.
Second, each output cell (z to u) sends an axon collateral
that makes an excitatory connection with itself as well
as the other five output cells. This pattern of synaptic
connectivity leads to a network of 36 synapses (42 when
including the 6 input synapses). Third, each of the 36
synaptic connections is modifiable through an LTP-like
mechanism (see earlier discussion). Specifically, the
strength of a particular synaptic connection is initially
weak, but it will increase if the presynaptic and post-
synaptic neurons are active at the same time. The circuit
configuration with the embedded synaptic ‘‘learning
rule’’ leads to an autoassociation or autocorrelation
matrix. The autoassociation is derived from the fact that
the output is fed back to the input, where it associates
with itself.

Now consider the consequences of presenting the
patterned input to the network of Fig. 7A. The input
pattern will activate the six postsynaptic cells in such a
way as to produce an output pattern that will be a replica
of the input pattern; in addition, however, the pattern will
induce changes in the synaptic strength of the active
synapses in the network. For example, synapse 3 will be
strengthened, because both the postsynaptic cell, cell z,
and the presynaptic cell, cell x, will be active at the same
time. Note also that synapses 1, 5, and 6 will be strength-
ened. This is so because these input pathways to cell z are
also active; thus, all synapses that are active at the same
time as cell z will be strengthened. When the pattern is
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presented again, as in Fig. 7B, the output of the cell will
be governed not only by the input but also by the
feedback connections, a subset of which were strength-
ened (Fig. 7B, filled synapses) by the initial presentation
of the stimulus. Thus, for output cell z, a component of
its activity will be derived from input a but components
will also come from synapses 1, 3, 5, and 6. If each of the
initially strong and newly modified synapses is assumed
to contribute equally to the firing of output cell z, it
would be reasonable that the activity would be five times
greater than that activity produced by input a before the
learning. After learning, we see that the output is an

amplified version of the input but that the basic features
of the pattern are preserved.

Note that the memory for the pattern does not reside
in any one synapse or in any one cell; rather, it is distribu-
ted throughout the network at multiple sites. The pro-
perties of these types of autoassociation networks have
been examined by James Anderson, Teuvo Kohonen,
David Mar, Edmond Rolls, David Wilshaw, and their
colleagues and found to exhibit a number of phenomena
thatwould be desirable for a biologic recognitionmemory
system. For example, the autoassociation networks exhi-
bit pattern completion. If a partial input pattern is
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presented, the autoassociation network can complete the
pattern; thus, any part of the stored pattern can be used
as a cue to retrieve the complete pattern. For the example
of Fig. 7, the input pattern was {101011}. This pattern led
to an output pattern of {505055}. If the input pattern was
degraded to {101000}, the output pattern would be
{303022}. There is some change in the strength of firing,
but the basic pattern is preserved. Autoassociation
networks also exhibit a phenomenon known as graceful
degradation. The network can still function even if some
of the input connections or postsynaptic cells are lost.
This property arises from the distributed representation
of the memory within the circuit.

Note that the concept of distributed representation
of memory crosses multiple levels of organization of
memory systems. Multiple brain systems are involved in
memory, and memory is distributed in different anato-
mical regions of the brain (see Fig. 1). Memory is
distributed among synapses in a particular memory
circuit (see Fig. 7), and memory at any one synapse is
represented by multiple cellular changes (see Fig. 5).
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Clinical Note

Alzheimer’s Disease

Alzheimer’s disease was first described by the
German physician Alois Alzheimer in 1907. The
disease is associated with a progressive decline in
cognitive function (i.e., dementia), in general, and
a specific impairment in the ability to retrieve old
memories (retrograde amnesia) and form new
memories (anterograde amnesia). Approximately
4 million individuals in the United States have
Alzheimer’s disease, and it has been estimated
that the cost due to treatment and care of these
individuals exceeds $100 billion per year. At the
cellular level, the disease is associated with
neuronal loss and the presence of neurofibrillary
tangles and amyloid plaques. The amyloid
plaques are extracellularly localized and consist
primarily of �-amyloid, a peptide derived from
the transmembrane protein amyloid precursor
protein. Neurofibrillary tangles consist of pairs of
filaments wound around each other in a helical

arrangement, thus giving rise to the term paired
helical filaments (PHFs). The PHFs contain a
hyperphosphorylated form of the microtubule-
associated protein, tau. Plaques and tangles are
found throughout the brain, but their greatest
density is the hippocampus and cerebral cortex.
This localization is consistent with the observa-
tion that most significant deficits associated with
Alzheimer’s disease are in episodic and semantic
memory. There is no known cure for Alzheimer’s
disease. Alzheimer’s disease is hypothesized to
affect cholinergic neurons, thus attempts have
been made to treat the disease by enhancing
cholinergic neurotransmission. Two approved
drugs are Aricept� and Cognex�. Both act by
inhibiting acetylcholinesterase (see Chapter 6)
and thus potentiating the effects of the acet-
ylcholine released by undamaged cholinergic
neurons. Note that a similar strategy is used to
treat myasthenia gravis (see Chapter 6).
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KEY POINTS
� The normal body core temperature (about 37�C,

98.6�F) is maintained despite wide variations in
environmental temperature and with changes
in metabolic heat production. Body tempera-
ture has a diurnal variation of about 0.6�C, being
lowest in the morning and highest in the late
afternoon. With ovulation, the body tempera-
ture rises 0.2 to 0.5�C and remains elevated in
the second half of the menstrual cycle. The
body temperature may rise 2 to 3�C with heavy
exercise.

� Heat is transferred to or from the body by
the processes of radiation, conduction, and
evaporation. Convection enhances the latter
two mechanisms. The heat transferred by
conduction and radiation is proportional to the

difference between the temperature of the skin
and the surroundings, thus either mechanism
can result in heat loss or gain. Evaporation
is solely a heat loss mechanism, resulting in
580 kcal heat loss per 1 L of water evaporated
from the skin surface.

� Heat production varies from about 80 kcal/hr at
rest to more than 1400 kcal/hr with maximal
exertion. Heat production may be increased by
shivering or thyroid hormone and catechol-
amines, which accelerate metabolism.

� Cutaneous blood flow is regulated in the range
of 0 to 30% of the cardiac output in order to
match body heat loss to heat production. The
resulting change in skin temperature regulates
the rate of heat exchange by conduction and



The temperature of the human body is maintained
within 0.6�C (1�F) of its normal value of 37�C (98.6�F)
over a relatively wide range of environmental tempera-
tures and during activity and rest. Body temperature is
regulated in this range by means of homeostatic feedback
mechanisms that are analogous to those that maintain
the balance between the intake and output of solutes and
water; however, in this case it is the body temperature
rather than a solute concentration or the volume of a
fluid compartment that is sensed and regulated. Also, in
analogy to the mass-balance relationships that establish
the constancy of an electrolyte concentration, the con-
stancy of body temperature depends on a balance of
input, output, andproduction, but, in the case of tempera-
ture, the balance is between the input, output, and pro-
duction of heat, rather than mass. Body temperature is
determined by the total quantity of heat in the body and
the thermal capacity of the body, which is the rate at
which the body temperature rises or falls as its heat
content increases or decreases. The thermal capacity
varies little from person to person, and it is slightly less
than 1�C for every kcal of heat lost or gained per
kilogram of body weight. In other words, if a 70-kg man
were to retain 70 kcal of heat energy, his body temperature
would rise by almost 1�C; if he lost that much heat, it
would fall by almost 1�C. This is a comparatively high heat
capacity and is due to the fact that 60 to 70% of the body
mass is water, which has a very high heat capacity.

Nevertheless, it can be seen that even the metabolic
production of heat at rest (70 to 80 kcal/hr) would rapidly
raise the body temperature to lethal levels if it were not
for the ability of the body to dissipate this heat to the
environment.

Because the thermal capacity is fixed, body tempera-
ture is directly proportional to the total body heat
content, i.e., is the total quantity of heat in the body. As
long as this quantity remains constant, the body tem-
perature remains constant; however, this constancy
requires a balance of heat input, loss, and production,
as shown in Fig. 1. Heat is continually produced by the
exothermic biochemical reactions that take place in all

Key Points (continued )
radiation. Sympathetic cholinergic nerves regu-
late sweat production by the cutaneous eccrine
glands and regulate heat loss by evaporation.

� Changes in body temperature are sensed by
receptors in the preoptic anterior hypothala-
mus, spinal cord, abdomen, skin, and other
organs. Information from these receptors is
integrated in the hypothalamus, which com-
pares the temperature sensed to a desired set-
point. When body temperature deviates from the
set-point, the hypothalamus integrates appro-
priate responses to conserve or dissipate heat.

� Heat pyrexia (heat stroke) occurs when body
temperature exceeds �40�C. At this point,
hypothalamic regulation ceases and body
temperature rises uncontrollably.

� Heat exhaustion occurs after excessive loss of
salt and water due to sweating, and/or when
venous return is compromised by a combina-
tion of heavy exertion and maximal cutaneous
vasodilation. It can be accompanied by heat

cramps and circulatory collapse, although the
body temperature is not necessarily signifi-
cantly elevated.

� Hypothermia results in a general slowing of
metabolism and of cardiac and neural excit-
ability. The thermoregulatory ability of the
hypothalamic integrative center is lost when
the body core temperature falls below �30�C.

� Fever is most often seen in the presence of
infection. The body’s immune cells react to
exogenous pyrogens from the infecting organ-
isms by releasing cytokines that act as endog-
enous pyrogens. These endogenous pyrogens
cause the release of arachidonic acid metabo-
lites such as prostaglandin E2 in the tissues,
including the hypothalamus. These autacoids
have an effect equivalent to raising the tempera-
ture set-point. The response is chills, shivering,
cutaneous vasodilation, and increased heat
production, often followed in cycles by sweating
and cutaneous vasodilation.

Total
Body Heat

Content
(Temperature)

Heat Production

Heat
Input

Heat
Output

Figure 1 Balance of heat input, output, and production. The total

body heat content directly determines the body temperature. Heat is

constantly being produced in the body by metabolism. To maintain a

constant body temperature, this heat production must be matched by a

net loss to the environment. This is accomplished by altering heat input

from and output to the environment.
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body cells, and heat can be both lost and gained by
exchange with the environment. The balance that main-
tains a constant total body heat content can be expressed
by the relation:

Heat Loss ¼ Heat InputþHeat Production ð1Þ

This equation is completely analogous to the equation
for mass balance (Eq. [2] in Chapter 25). The only differ-
ence is that the entity that is taken in, produced, or lost by
the body is heat energy rather than matter. A constant
body temperature is maintained by balancing the rate of
heat loss from the body so that it is precisely equal to the
sum of the metabolic heat production and any heat input
from the environment. Heat exchange with the environ-
ment can result in either loss or gain, and both can occur
simultaneously. For example, the body may be heated
by the visible and infrared radiation from the sun at the
same time as it is being cooled by a cold wind. However,
because the body is constantly producing heat, even at
complete rest (because of the basal metabolic rate), heat
loss from the body must always exceed heat input if
body temperature is to remain constant. In other words,
there must always be a net heat loss to the environment
that matches the metabolic heat production.

NORMAL VARIATIONS OF BODY TEMPERATURE

The human is an example of a homeotherm, that is,
an animal that maintains a constant, elevated body temp-
erature. The advantage of this regulation is that the body
temperature is always near the optimal level for cellu-
lar biochemical reactions, thus the overall activity level of
the organism can be optimal, regardless of the ambi-
ent (environmental) temperature. The drawback is
the energy expenditure that is required to maintain a
higher body temperature when the ambient temperature
is low.

‘‘Normal’’ body temperature varies slightly among
individuals, as well as in the same individual at different
times and under different physiologic circumstances.
The usual range of normal temperature is 36.2 to 37.8�C
(97 to 100�F) when measured rectally and about 0.2 to
0.5�C lower when measured orally. Body temperature
shows a diurnal variation of approximately 0.6�C; it is
lowest in the early morning just before rising (especially
in cold weather) and reaches a maximum in the early
evening. Menstruating women have a further monthly
variation. The body temperature shows a slight elevation
(0.2 to 0.5�C) at the time of ovulation and remains
elevated during the second half of the menstrual period.
Finally, during hard exercise the body temperature may
rise by as much as 2 to 3�C, and even emotional stress
may elevate the temperature by up to 2�C.

Even when the body is nude, body temperature can
be maintained within the normal range over an envi-
ronmental temperature range of 10 to 55�C (50 to 130�F)
if the air is dry. (Dry air maximizes evaporative heat loss
at hot temperatures and minimizes conductive heat loss
at low temperatures.) Outside this range, if unprotected,
the body loses its regulatory capabilities, and body
temperature can approach lethal levels.

EXCHANGE OF HEAT WITH THE ENVIRONMENT

Conduction

As shown in Fig. 2, heat exchange with the environ-
ment occurs primarily across the skin by three processes:
conduction to or from the air molecules or other sub-
stances in contact with the skin, radiation by infrared rays
to or from bodies that are colder or hotter than the skin,
and evaporation of water vapor in the form of sweat or
respiratory secretions. Conductive heat exchange can
also occur by ingestion or infusion of hot or cold sub-
stances. For example, during hemodialysis or plasma
phoresis, the extracorporeal circulation of the blood
normally exposes it to a cooler environment, resulting in
a decrease in temperature that chills the patient unless the
blood is warmed. Radiation and conduction can occur
either to or from the skin, leading to either heat gain or
heat loss from the body, depending on whether the
temperature of the skin surface is less than or greater than
that of the environment. On the other hand, evaporation
from the skin always results in a heat loss. Conductive
and evaporative heat exchange with the air is increased
by convection, the bulkmovement of air around the body.
As discussed later, all these heat exchange mechanisms,
as well as the rate of metabolic energy production, are
regulated by the body’s homeostatic mechanisms to
ensure the maintenance of a constant total body heat
content and, thus, a constant body temperature.

Figure 2 Heat exchange with the environment. The skin serves as

an insulating layer between the body core and the environment. Heat

exchange with the environment occurs by radiation to and from

objects, conduction to and from the air and objects in the environment,

and evaporation of water from the skin and respiratory passages.
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Heat conduction occurs by the transfer of kinetic
energy between the molecules on the surface of the skin
and those adjacent to the skin (e.g., air molecules and the
molecules in articles of clothing). The rate of heat
conduction in kilocalories per hour (JQ,cond) between
the skin and the surroundingmolecules is proportional to
the difference in temperature between the skin and these
molecules according to the relation:

JQ;cond ¼ kcond 

ðTa � TsÞ

L
ð2Þ

where kcond is the thermal conductivity, a constant
coefficient that describes the heat conduction properties
of the layer of air or material immediately adjacent to the
skin; L is the thickness of that layer; Ta is the ambient
temperature of the environment around the skin; and Ts

is the skin temperature. When the skin temperature is
greater than that of its surroundings, the heat conduc-
tion, JQ,cond, will be negative because the difference
between these two temperatures is negative. In other
words, as common sense would dictate, heat is lost by
conduction when the temperature of the skin exceeds that
of its surroundings. The equation states that the rate of
loss or gain is directly proportional to the temperature
difference and inversely proportional to the thickness of
the insulating layer.

Radiation

All surfaces at temperatures above absolute zero give
off energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation, and
the rate of radiation is proportional to the fourth-power
temperature of the surface. In the range of biologic and
environmental temperatures, this radiation is in the form
of infrared rays and visible light. The net heat exchanged
between the skin surface and surrounding objects by
radiation (JQ,rad) is given by the following equation:

JQ;rad ¼ krad 
 T
4
a � T 4

s

� �
ð3Þ

The constant, krad, depends on the characteristics of the
skin surface and the surfaces of objects in the environment
to which heat is lost or fromwhich it is gained. In general,
the best radiators or acceptors of radiation are black
objects, but this is less marked for infrared wavelengths,
which mediate a large proportion of radiative heat
exchange in the biologic temperature range. Thus, there
is little difference among the races in heat exchange by
infrared radiation, although heavily pigmented skin is
heated largely by visible radiation, which constitutes a
large fraction of the radiation energy from the sun.
Although heat exchange by radiation according to Eq. [3]
is determined by the 4th power of temperatures (in �K),

it turns out that when the expression (T 4
a � T 4

s ) is
expanded mathematically, it is approximately equal to
a constant factor times Ta � Ts within the typical range
of body and indoor temperatures. Thus, the rate of heat
exchange by radiation can be approximated as:

JQ;rad ¼ krad 
 ðTa � TsÞ ð4Þ

In this case, krad is not truly a constant (it depends on
the temperatures of the two surfaces to a minor degree
because of the mathematical approximations made), but
it varies little in any practical setting. Because the
temperature difference (Ta � Ts) is the same regardless
of whether it is given in �C or �K, it can be seen that the
exchange of heat by radiation, like that by conduction,
depends on the temperature difference between the skin
surface and that of the surroundings, and it depends on
the characteristics of the skin or clothing surface and
those of objects in the environment.

The assumptions involved in reducing Eq. [3] to
Eq. [4], however, are not accurate when the body
exchanges heat with objects of significantly higher or
lower temperature. The most pertinent examples are the
sun and the night sky. Sunlight has an equivalent temp-
erature of 5800�K, and, despite the fact that the sun
occupies a small fraction of the area of the daytime sky,
everyone is aware of its warming effect, even in cold
weather. At night, when the warming radiation of the sun
is absent (except the small amount reflected by the moon)
and when there is no cloud cover, the night sky has a
temperature of �40 to �50�C. Thus, considerable
radiative heat can be lost by the body on a clear night,
even in the desert.

Evaporative Heat Loss

Energy is required to convert liquid water to a vapor.
This energy is referred to as the latent heat of vaporization
and is equal to 580 kcal/L of water vaporized. Thus, the
rate of heat loss from the body by evaporation (JQ, evap) in
kilocalories per hour is directly proportional to the rate at
which water evaporates from the skin surface and the
respiratory passages (JH2O

) in liters per hour:

JQ;evap ¼ �ð580 kcal=LÞ 
 JH2O ð5Þ

Water is constantly being lost from the body by evapo-
ration, even when the ambient temperature is low. Even
under sedentary conditions, the basal rate of insensible
(loss from the skin plus the expiration of water-saturated
air) water loss is about 500 mL/day, resulting in a loss of
approximately 300 kcal/day. The loss of water from the
skin surface can be dramatically increased by sweating in
a hot environment or with exercise. However, this sweat
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must evaporate for a heat loss to occur, and the water lost
in sweat that drips off the skin results in no heat loss from
the body. For this reason, the rate of heat loss by evapo-
ration is very much dependent on the relative humidity of
the air. When the air surrounding the skin is saturated
with water, no evaporation occurs, and no heat can be
lost by evaporation. For this reason, heat loss is much less
efficient in a hot, humid climate than it is in a hot, dry
climate. This effect is expressed by the heat index given in
summer weather reports.

Convection

The exchange of heat with the environment by both
conduction and evaporation also depends on the bulk
movement of the air around the skin surface, which is
referred to as convection. When the skin is surrounded
by motionless air, the air molecules form an insulating
layer of sizable thickness (L) around the body, which
minimizes the heat exchanged by conduction, as shown
in Fig. 3. The effect of the still air layer is to act like a
second skin and further insulate the body. Air, because
it is a gas, is a relatively good insulator and has a low
thermal conductivity, kcond. As shown in Fig. 3, the

mixing of air by bulk movement such as a breeze
markedly reduces the thickness of the insulating layer of
air adjacent to the skin. This reduction in L results in a
proportionally larger conductive heat exchange, as
indicated by Eq. [2]. This effect of convection increases
geometrically with an increase in wind velocity. For
example, heat loss with a wind velocity of 8 mph is four
times greater than that at 4 mph. On the other hand,
convection has no effect on heat exchange by radiation
because this exchange depends only on the temperature
difference between the actual surface of the skin and the
surfaces of objects in the environment.

Convection also increases the rate of evaporation
from the skin surface. When the air is still, the layer of air
adjacent to the skin becomes nearly saturated with water
vapor, resulting in a decrease in evaporation. Convection
supplies fresh air with a lesser water content and thus
enhances evaporation.

Because of the effects of convection on the rate of heat
loss by both conduction and evaporation, much more
heat is lost to the environment on a cold, windy day than
on an equally cold but still day. This effect gives rise to
the wind-chill factor used by meteorologists to indicate
the equivalent temperature that would produce the same
body cooling on a still day.

Clothing acts to reduce heat exchange with the
environment because of its low thermal conductivity
(kcond) and its thickness (L). The insulating effect of
clothing is due both to the properties of the material of
which it is composed and to the air that is trapped in the
fabric and serves to increase the layer of still air sur-
rounding the body. The insulating properties are reduced
when clothing becomes wet because water, with a higher
thermal conductivity, replaces the air. The insulating
properties are also reduced by wind, depending on how
loosely the material is woven.

Clothing has only a limited ability to reduce heat
exchange by radiation. Body heat radiates from the skin
surface to the clothing and from the clothing to the
environment. Radiation from the skin to the clothing can
be reduced in clothing designed for extreme environ-
mental conditions, such as in the arctic or outer space, by
layering the inside of the clothing with a highly reflective
layer such as gold sputtering.

Total Heat Exchange with the Environment

To calculate the total heat exchange between the
body and the environment, the effects of conduction,
radiation, and evaporation can be added by combining
Eqs. [2], [4], and [5]:

JQ;total ¼ fK 
 ðTa � TsÞg � fð580 kcal=LÞ 
 JH2Og ð6Þ

Skin
Surface

Skin
Surface

Figure 3 The effect of convection on heat loss to the environment.

The air adjacent to the skin forms a stagnant layer that serves as

insulation. When the air is still, this insulating layer is relatively thick

(large L), and the temperature gradient between the surface of the skin

(30�C in this example) and the air farther away from the body (0�C) is

shallow.When air currents reduce the thickness of the insulating layer of

air, the temperature gradient is steep, and conductive heat transfer

increases. Convection also increases evaporative heat loss by mixing

drier air into the layer next to the skin.
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This equation is particularly useful because it demon-
strates the primary determinants of the exchange of heat
with the environment that are regulated physiologically.
The last term in the equation is the heat loss due to
evaporation. As noted earlier, the rate of heat loss by
evaporation is inversely related to the relative humidity.
The first term on the right combines the heat exchange by
conduction and radiation because both are proportional
to the difference between the temperature of the envir-
onment (the ambient temperature) and that of the skin
(Ta –Ts). The constant of proportionality K includes
several factors that determine heat exchange by the two
processes, including the thickness (L) of insulating layers
on the surface of the skin, the thermal conductivities of
these layers, and their radiative characteristics and those
of the surroundings. Convection will increase both terms
in the equation by increasing the evaporation of water
ðJH2OÞ and by increasing K because of a decrease in the
effective thickness of insulating layers of air and clothing.
Convection is normally the greatest contributor to heat
loss, especially in the absence of adequate clothing,
because it markedly increases both the conductive and
evaporative components of heat exchange.

At a given ambient temperature, when other condi-
tions, such as the type of clothing, wind velocity, and
relative humidity are constant, Eq. [6] shows that the
rate of heat exchange will depend on the temperature of
the skin surface (Ts) and the rate of water loss ðJH2OÞ.
As discussed in the next sections, the temperature of the
skin surface is under physiologic control by regulation
of cutaneous blood flow, and the loss of water from the
body above the normal insensible rate is determined by
the rate of sweat production, which is under autonomic
control. Thus, the body regulates heat loss or gain with
the environment by controlling two variables: the cutane-
ous blood flow, which determines the skin temperature,
and the rate of sweating, which, at a given relative humi-
dity, is directly proportional to the rate of evaporative
heat loss.

PHYSIOLOGIC REGULATION OF
HEAT EXCHANGE

Regulation of Skin Temperature

The temperature of the surface of the skin is usually
several degrees colder than the core of the body; it also
varies from one portion of the body to another. The skin
and the subdermal fat layers act as an insulating blanket
around the core of the body and protect it from rapid
heat loss or heat gain. The insulating properties of skin
depend on its thickness, which is primarily determined
by the thickness of the layer of fat, a good insulator.

The temperature of the skin surface is also determined
by the cutaneous blood flow (i.e., the rate of blood flow
through the rich capillary network just below the dermis).
Cutaneous blood flow is regulated from almost 0 to 30%
of the cardiac output. When the cutaneous blood flow is
low, the surface temperature of the skin falls, which
minimizes heat loss by radiation and conduction. The
ability of the skin to reduce these heat losses is limited by
the insulating capacity of the skin and the minimal blood
flow required to meet the metabolic demands of the
tissue. For example, in a very cold climate, the blood flow
to the fingers and toes can fall to about 1% of normal.
When the cutaneous blood flow is high, the skin
temperature can approach the body core temperature,
which maximizes the conductive and radiative heat loss.

Cutaneous blood flow is determined by the relative
degree of vasoconstriction of precapillary sphincters in
the vascular bed just below the dermis. As in other vascu-
lar beds, these are under local as well as central regulation
(see Chapter 17). Local irritants and heat can cause
vasodilation and warming of the immediate skin surface.
When a larger area of the skin is warmed, temperature
receptors in the skin lead to a reflex increase of blood flow
in that area. This response is mediated at the level of the
spinal cord. For example, putting your hand in hot water
leads to increased blood flow, which is indicated by the
redness and relative engorgement of circulation in that
hand. Local cooling leads to the opposite reaction.

In response to a generalized change in the temperature
of the whole body, the blood flow to the skin is regulated
by the hypothalamus. Chilling of the preoptic anterior
hypothalamus causes a generalized vasoconstriction in
the skin that is mediated by the sympathetic nervous
system. Vasoconstriction in the skin is also accompanied
by piloerection, the raising of body hair that produces the
‘‘goose flesh’’ experienced when one is chilled or frigh-
tened. This response is also mediated by the sympathetic
nervous system, which produces contraction of smooth
muscles associated with the hair follicles. In humans, this
response plays only a small role in thermoregulation, but
in furry animals, piloerection thickens the insulating
layer of the hair and thus reduces heat loss.

Regulation of Sweat Production

The loss of heat by evaporation is regulated by con-
trolling the rate of sweat production by the eccrine sweat
glands. These glands are innervated by sympathetic
cholinergic nerves, the firing of which can be stimulated
by circulating epinephrine and norepinephrine. The
latter hormones produce the sweating associated with
stress and anxiety. The rate of sweat production can vary
from 0 to about 1.5 L/hr in an individual who is not accli-
matized and is exercising in a hot environment. When the
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air is completely dry so that all the sweat evaporates
from the skin surface, 1.5 L/hr of sweat production
results in a loss of almost 900 kcal/hr.

Regulation of Heat Production

The rate of heat production by a normal 70-kg person
can vary from 75 to 80 kcal/hr when sitting still to more
than 1400 kcal/hr at maximum rates of exercise. To
maintain a constant body temperature, this rate of heat
production must be matched by an equal rate of heat loss
to the environment. Normally, body temperature regula-
tion is accomplished by physiologic regulation of the rate
of heat loss by vasomotor activity in the skin and the rate
of sweating, as described earlier. However, the rate of
heat productionmay also be varied to contribute to temp-
erature regulation.Many of these changes in heat produc-
tion are behavioral. When it is very hot, one naturally
reduces one’s level of activity and thereby decreases heat
production. When it is cold, one can increase heat
production by such common behavior as clapping hands
and stomping feet.

Physiologically, the most important route of increas-
ing heat production is through shivering. Shivering is an
asynchronous contraction of the skeletal muscles result-
ing in increased muscle tone and tremors that occur at a
rate of 10 to 20/s. Shivering is produced by descending
neural pathways in the lateral columns of the spinal cord
that facilitate the spindle stretch reflex arc of major
muscle groups and can increase the rate of heat produc-
tion up to five or six times normal. Shivering is an invol-
untary response to a fall in the body core temperature,
but it can be reduced or stopped by voluntary pathways.

The rate of heat production also depends on the levels
of endocrine hormones. Increases in some hormones can
result in increased metabolic heat production, so-called
chemical thermogenesis. Acute exposure to cold has been
shown to stimulate catecholamine release from the
adrenal medulla. Both circulating epinephrine and nore-
pinephrine and that released by sympathetic nerve end-
ings increase the metabolic rate by uncoupling oxidative
phosphorylation and by releasing fat stores in the body.
This mechanism can be activated rapidly, but it appears
to be most important in animals having large quantities
of brown adipose tissue. Humans, with the exception of
infants, have little brown adipose tissue; thus, acute
chemical thermogenesis can elevate body heat produc-
tion by at most 10 to 15%.

In individuals who are constantly exposed to a cold
climate, there is a chronic increase in thyroxin production
that is accompanied by an increase in the size of the thy-
roid gland. This may account for an increased incidence
of goiters in cold climates. Thyroxine also elevates heat
production by uncoupling oxidative phosphorylation in

many target tissues and can result in a substantial increase
in the basal metabolic rate, but it has not been established
howmuch of the total increase in themetabolic rate is due
to this mechanism in the normal adaptation to cold.

PHYSIOLOGY AND PATHOPHYSIOLOGY OF
RESPONSES TO HEAT AND COLD

Body temperature is regulated by a feedback mechan-
ism that matches net heat loss from the body to the rate of
heat production by metabolism. This feedback mecha-
nism is integrated by the hypothalamus, particularly the
preoptic anterior area. Although the control of thermo-
regulatory processes such as shivering and sweating has
been attributed to various other regions of the hypotha-
lamus, discrete localization no longer seems valid. In fact,
some thermoregulation occurs even in the absence of
brain centers above the medulla. Nevertheless, the most
sensitive regulation occurs in the hypothalamus and may
be ascribed to an ‘‘integrative center’’ that may or may
not have an anatomic correlate. The sensors for the
feedback regulation of body heat content or temperature,
called thermoreceptors, are located both in the periphery
and in the central nervous system. The preoptic anterior
hypothalamus contains temperature-sensitive neurons
that increase firing with increasing core temperature.
Other neurons respond to cold by increasing their rate of
firing. In addition, the spinal cord and the abdominal
organs have both heat and cold receptors. The skin also
has numerous heat- and cold-responding receptors that
convey information about the ambient temperature to
the central nervous system.

Because the body core temperature must be main-
tained within critical limits, it seems that the central ther-
moreceptors are the primary input to the feedback
regulation of body temperature, but the peripheral
receptors also appear to play an important role, particu-
larly by allowing the system to anticipate conditions
that might compromise maintenance of the body core
temperature. For example, just a gust of cold air may
cause one to have goose bumps and even shiver before
any change in the body core temperature has occurred.
Experiments show that heating the preoptic hypothala-
mic area results in immediate cutaneous vasodilation
and sweating; however, the critical hypothalamic temp-
erature at which sweating begins is lower when the skin
temperature is higher. Cooling the preoptic hypothala-
mus results in shivering and cutaneous vasoconstriction,
but the temperature threshold for shivering is found
to be higher when the skin temperature is lower. In other
words, when the body core temperature and the environ-
mental temperature change in the same direction, the
physiologic response is enhanced. This dual regulatory
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system has the advantage of allowing the body to respond
more rapidly to changing environmental conditions
and with less variation in the body core temperature.
For example, when the skin is cold, shivering and cuta-
neous vasoconstriction begin to occur with very little fall
in the core temperature, and, when the skin is warm,
vasodilation and sweating occur with little rise in the core
temperature. On the other hand, when one is exercising in
a cold environment, body core temperature may be
elevated by the increased heat production, but sweating is
reduced because of the cold skin temperatures.

As shown in Fig. 4, temperature information from
the preoptic–anterior hypothalamic area and skin ther-
moreceptors is conveyed to a hypothalamic integrative
center. It appears that the integrated temperature affe-
rent input is compared with a desired temperature, called
the set-point, in much the same way that room tempera-
ture is compared with the temperature setting of a fur-
nace thermostat. When the integrated temperature that
is sensed falls below the temperature set-point, heat loss
is reduced by vasoconstriction and inhibition of sweat-
ing, and heat production is increased by shivering. When
the temperature that is sensed rises above the set-point,
heat loss is increased by cutaneous vasodilation and
sweating, and shivering is inhibited. Heat production
may also be reduced by behavioral responses to decrease

the level of motor activity, but obviously cannot be redu-
ced below the basal metabolic rate. Based on the differ-
ence between the temperature sensed and the set-point,
the integrative center coordinates the efferent responses
involving cutaneous vasomotor activity, sweating, shiver-
ing, and chemical thermogenesis, as well as behavioral
responses coordinated at higher levels.

Adaptation to a Hot Environment

When exposed acutely to a hot environment, the hypo-
thalamic integrative center acts as described earlier to
increase heat loss by causing vasodilation and sweating.
Bothmechanisms can increase heat output from the body
as long as the ambient temperature is below the body core
temperature; however, when the ambient temperature is
higher, the body is constantly gaining heat by radiation
and conduction, and the only means of effecting a net
heat loss to match the rate of heat production is by
evaporation. Thus, sweating is a critical determinant of
the body’s response to higher environmental tempera-
tures. When the relative humidity is high, however, the
amount of heat that can be lost by sweating is limited by
the rate of evaporation; therefore, body core temperature
cannot be kept normal over as high a temperature range
in a humid environment. The heat that must be lost is
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Figure 4 Feedback regulation of body temperature. The integrative center in the hypothalamus compares the

body core temperature sensed by the preoptic–anterior hypothalamic thermoreceptors, as modified by input from

cutaneous thermoreceptors that sense the environmental (ambient) temperature, with a temperature set-point.

It then regulates heat loss and heat production to maintain the body core temperature equal to the set-point.

Heat loss from the skin is regulated through control of cutaneous vasomotor activity and sweating. The dashed

box surrounds elements involving heat exchange between the skin and the environment. Heat production can be

increased by shivering or increased metabolic rate, and decreasing muscle activity can decrease it.
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also increased if the body core temperature rises because
biochemical reaction rates are accelerated. Metabolic
heat production increases about 6% for every �F (10%
per �C) of core temperature increase.

When individuals remain for longer periods in a hot
climate, there is chronic adaptation in the rate of sweating
over a period of 5 to 10 weeks from the normal maximum
of 1.5 L/hr to as much as 4 L/hr; over a period of years in
the tropics, individuals actually develop increased num-
bers of sweat ducts. Large fluid losses due to sweating of
this magnitude also require adaptation of body fluid and
electrolyte regulation to prevent dehydration, which can
lead to heat exhaustion, as described later. Individuals
adapt to the large losses of salt and water after several
weeks in the tropics by increasing their plasma aldoster-
one levels. Aldosterone not only acts on the renal collect-
ing duct to increase Na+ reabsorption (see Chapter 29)

but also increases Na+ reabsorption by the ducts of the
eccrine salt glands. Because of the action of aldosterone,
the NaCl content of the sweat is reduced. However, the
higher aldosterone levels result in greater K+ secretion
into both the sweat and the urine, and this can result in
dangerous K+ depletion when sweating is severe and
dietary K+ intake is low. TheK+ loss can be exacerbated
when NaCl is ingested without KC1 during periods of
heavy sweating.

The body can be subjected to heat stress not only by a
hot climate but also by severe exercise in a temperate
climate. Body temperature may rise to as high as 39.4 to
40.8�C (103 to 105.5�F) in marathon runners, and this is
accompanied by copious sweating andmarked cutaneous
vasodilation. The loss of salt and water in the sweat as
well as the shunting of blood into the skin may result
in the heat cramps that often disable athletes. When

Clinical Note

Heat Stroke and Heat Exhaustion

In a dry environment, the normal individual can
withstand an ambient temperature of up to 150�F
for several hours, but, as discussed earlier, heat
loss in this circumstance depends on the evapora-
tion of sweat, which is progressively diminished as
the relative humidity rises. When the evaporative
heat losses cannot match body heat production
plus conductive and radiative heat input, the body
temperature rises. When it reaches 40 to 41.5�C
(104 to 107�F), the temperature integrative center
in the hypothalamus ceases to function, and a
state of heat pyrexia (heat stroke) ensues. Heat
stroke is a medical emergency because the normal
reflexes are lost; in spite of the high body
temperature, sweating ceases and death ensues
rapidly unless the body is immediately cooled by
ice water baths and supportive medical care. Heat
stroke is usually observed in the setting of physical
exertion in a hot environment, and it may occur
very precipitously or be preceded by the symp-
toms of heat collapse described later. Heat stroke
is generally recognized by the presence of dry skin
due to the absence of sweating after collapse;
however, in an individual who collapses while
working or exercising, the skin may still be sweaty.
Thus, the most important diagnostic criterion is a
body core temperature in excess of 40�C because
above this temperature normal physiological
temperature regulation is lost and intervention is
imperative.

Heat exhaustion (heat collapse) also occurs in
the setting of a hot environment, but it results
from circulatory problems rather than from an
increase in body temperature. Severe sweating
leads to a decrease in extracellular fluid volume
due to NaCl and water losses. The resulting
decrease in plasma volume is further complicated
by vasodilation, which keeps a larger blood
volume in the cutaneous circulation. If venous
return is sufficiently compromised, the situation is
quite analogous to mild circulatory shock. In this
state, the body core temperature is not necessa-
rily elevated, and the collapse might be regarded
as protective, although potentially dangerous,
because the activity that produces heat ceases.
The collapse is preceded by weakness, vertigo,
headache, and sometimes by vomiting. The
period of collapse is usually brief and the recovery
spontaneous if the individual is removed from the
hot environment and given fluids. Heat exhaustion
and collapse are frequently seen in the elderly,
who may be less well hydrated or less aware of
their dehydration because of a diminished ability
to care for themselves; however, even trained
athletes may experience heat collapse, especially
when exercising heavily in hot and humid condi-
tions. The chances of developing heat stroke or
collapse are also increased by certain drugs that
inhibit sweating and/or vasodilation, including
atropine, scopolamine, phenothiazides, mono-
amine oxidase inhibitors, and glutethimide.
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extreme, these effects can lead to heat exhaustion (see the
clinical note).

Adaptation to a Cold Environment

Acute adaptation to a cold environment involves
decreased heat loss by vasoconstriction of the cutaneous
vascular bed and inhibition of sweating even during
exercise. Shivering and increased muscular activity

increase heat production, and generally heat balance
can be maintained even by the nude body at temperatures
as low as 0 to 4.5�C (32� to 40�F). As discussed earlier,
individuals who have adapted to a cold climate over long
periods also exhibit a limited ability to increase chemical
thermogenesis by elevated catecholamine and thyroxin
levels (particularly T3, but also T4; see Chapter 39), but
the resulting stimulation of the thyroid gland leads to a
greater incidence of goiters in populations in cold

Clinical Note

Hypothermia and Cold-Induced Tissue Damage

The body is better able to withstand cooling than
heating of the core temperature for limited per-
iods because metabolism slows and irreversible
damage is less. When the body temperature falls
below 33�C (91�F), mental confusion and slug-
gishness result, and the thermoregulatory ability
of the central nervous system is lost below 30�C
(86�F). At this point, shivering stops and con-
sciousness is lost. This is followed by muscular
rigidity and collapse. Further cooling leads to slow
atrial fibrillation and, eventually, ventricular fibril-
lation and death.

Hypothermia is frequently seen in derelict
alcoholics. Not only do they not have shelter
from the cold, but the alcoholic stupor also
decreases the generation of heat by muscular
activity. Hypothermia is also common following
accidental immersion in cold water or wilderness
exposure in a cold climate. Immersion can lead to
a rapid loss of body heat because the water in
contact with the skin is a much better heat
conductor than air, and convection is increased
by the physical exertion of struggling to swim. In
the wilderness, hypothermia can develop rapidly
because of changing weather conditions; it usually
constitutes the greatest danger to survival. The
effects of any temperature drop are compounded
by the wind, and evaporative losses can be very
high due to rapid respiration and sweating while
attempting to escape the situation. The clothing
becomes soaked by the perspiration and any pre-
cipitation that may be occurring, which decreases
the insulation around the body.

Hypothermia is also purposely induced in
surgical procedures in which the blood flow to
vital organs may be interrupted, as in the case of
heart surgery when a heart–lung machine is used.
In these situations, hypothermia is induced by

packing ice around the patient’s body until the
desired level of hypothermia is attained. Because
the metabolic rate is markedly decreased in
hypothermia, tissue damage due to interruptions
of the circulation is minimized.

Hypothermia is, of course, treated by rewarm-
ing, but this should be done slowly. If heat is
applied to the skin rapidly, the resulting cutaneous
vasodilation can lead to large volumes of chilled
blood entering the general circulation, which fur-
ther decreases core temperature and can produce
fatal cardiac arrhythmias.

There are remarkable accounts of complete
recovery from hypothermia in which there has
been cardiac arrest or fibrillation for more than an
hour. Thus, even if all the usual signs, including
apparent rigor mortis, are present, the physician
should not rule out the possibility of reversible
hypothermia. If there is doubt, the body should
be slowly rewarmed to 37�C before the patient is
pronounced dead.

In addition to the dangers of systemic
hypothermia, local tissue damage due to freezing
(frost bite) may occur with prolonged cold
exposure. Freezing of the digits or facial tissue
is the most common type of frost bite and is
facilitated by the vasoconstriction that occurs in
response to the cold. Tissue damage can also
occur without freezing, as in the condition of
immersion foot (trench foot), in which the feet
are immersed in cold water for long periods of
time. Because of the reduced blood flow in the
foot, the nerves and muscles are damaged
irreversibly.

Mild hypothermia is also seen in a number of
diseases, including myxedema, pituitary insuffi-
ciency, Addison’s disease, hypoglycemia, and
cerebrosvascular disease, and as a consequence
of the effects of drugs or alcohol.
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climates. Some primitive peoples have adapted to living
at or near freezing temperatures with very little clothing.
For example, Australian aborigines spend much of the
year at low temperatures and yet shiver relatively little;
however, when the air is cold, their body temperature
falls markedly during the night. Long-distance swimmers
are noted for their ability to withstand water tempera-
tures of 15 to 20�C for many hours, as well as for their
characteristically heavy layer of cutaneous fat. While
they swim in cold water their heat production is increased
by the physical activity, and they experience extreme
cutaneous vasoconstriction.

Fever

Fever is an elevation of body temperature that can be
associated with infection as well as dehydration and
thyrotoxicosis. The development of fever appears to
involve a resetting of the thermoregulatory set-point to a
higher level, as shown in Fig. 5. When this occurs, the
hypothalamic regulatory center responds as if the core

temperature were too low—cutaneous vasoconstriction
and shivering ensue, leading to the feeling of chill that
precedes and accompanies fever. When the body core
temperature rises to the higher set-point, a new balance of
heat loss and heat production is achieved but at a higher
body temperature. When a fever ‘‘breaks,’’ the set-point
falls toward the normal level and the hypothalamic
integrative center causes cutaneous vasodilation and
sweating, leading to a fall in body temperature to the new
set-point. During the course of an infection, the set-point
can oscillate up and down, leading to cycles of shivering
and sweating.

The fever with infection occurs when the immune
system reacts to components of the infecting organism—
for example, to lipopolysaccharides of the bacterial cell
wall, especially from Gram-negative bacteria. Such sub-
stances are called exogenous pyrogens. They cause mono-
cytes and macrophages to release cytokines such as
interleukins (especially IL-1B and IL-6) and tumor
necrosis factor (TNF). These cytokines are referred to as
endogenous pyrogens, and they cause the production of
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Figure 5 Production of fever. Endogenous pyrogens released from leukocytes in response to exogenous

pyrogens released by infectious microorganisms cause the local release of products of arachidonic acid

metabolism such as prostaglandin E2 and thromboxanes. In the hypothalamus, these products cause an increase

in the set-point temperature. Because the core temperature is then less than the set-point, the integrative center

responds by increasing heat production through shivering, decreasing heat loss by cutaneous vasoconstriction and

suppressing sweating. The increased heat production and decreased heat loss lead to an increase in core

temperature until the new set-point is reached.
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arachidonic acid metabolites, including prostaglandin
E2 and thromboxanes in many tissues, including the
hypothalamus. The latter agents act locally in the hypo-
thalamus to produce the change in the temperature set-
point; for this reason, aspirin and other drugs that block
prostaglandin synthesis reduce fever. However, there are
indications that the development of fever is of benefit as a
normal body defense in combating some infections.

It is of special importance to note the increased
vulnerability of children and the elderly to heat-related
illnesses. Children produce more heat from metabolism
per kg of body weight than adults, and, because their
total body mass is smaller, their core temperature can
change very rapidly. Infants and toddlers are also unable
to regulate their own fluid intake and they may become
rapidly dehydrated in a hot environment. Elderly indi-
viduals often have an impaired thirst response to dehy-
dration and/or may be subject to medical conditions

andmedications that interfere with the normal regulation
of salt and water balance. Thus, the elderly are more
susceptible to heat exhaustion and heat stroke, and over
half of the emergency room visits for these conditions
in summer hot spells are typically for patients over 65.
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KEY POINTS
� Exercise activates the sympathetic nervous

system, which prepares the body for ‘‘flight or
fight.’’

� ATP generated from anaerobic glycolysis and
oxidative phosphorylation provides the energy
for muscular work.

� Maximal oxygen consumption ( _VVO2
max) is the

best measure of the capacity to perform
dynamic exercise.

� Carbohydrates are the primary metabolic fuel
for short bursts or intense heavy exercise.
Carbohydrates and fat contribute equally to
energy production at the onset of moderate
levels exercise, but fat becomes more impor-
tant during sustained exercise.

� The respiratory system responds to increased
oxygen demands during exercise by increasing
ventilation to maintain normal arterial PO2 and
PCO2

and to minimize acidosis from anaerobic
glycolysis.

� Exercise is not normally limited by pulmonary
gas exchange or mechanics.

� The cardiovascular system supports increased
oxygen consumption during exercise by increas-
ing cardiac output, directing blood flow to exer-
cising muscle, and increasing oxygen extraction
from blood.

� Exercise training increases _VVO2
max by increas-

ing the metabolic capacity of muscles and
cardiovascular oxygen delivery to muscle.



OVERVIEW

Exercise can be defined as an increase in skeletal
muscle activity; however, the physiological response to
exercise involves much more than the muscles themselves
and depends on coordinated changes in the other systems
covered in previous chapters. Exercise is associated with
sports, and everyone can picture a well-trained athlete,
with superb physical conditioning that involves the entire
body and mind. Of course, exercise is also necessary for
the basic activities of daily life, and one of the most
serious consequences of disease can be a limitation of
exercise capacity. For example, a simple activity such as
walking up stairs can be as difficult as running amarathon
for someone with chronic lung disease.

The approach to exercise physiology in this chapter is
based on the integrative ‘‘fight or flight’’ response of the
autonomic nervous system (Chapter 9). When we are
frightened, for example, the sympathetic nervous system
is activated to produce awell-orchestrated suite of physio-
logical changes that prepare us to exercise (i.e., fight our
attacker or take flight). The systems that support mus-
cular activity (e.g., respiratory and cardiovascular) are
activated, while vegetative and restorative systems (e.g.,
gastrointestinal and renal) are inhibited. This chapter will
not consider the specifics of muscular movement, which
is a discipline in its own right (kinesiology), or muscle
physiology per se. For example, the different effects of iso-
metric (constant muscle length) versus isotonic (constant
force) exercise on the cardiovascular system are described
here, but the differences in isometric and isotonic muscle
function are described in Chapter 7.

METABOLISM

Adenosine triphosphate (ATP) provides the energy for
muscle contraction, just as for other cellular functions.
ATP can be generated most efficiently by oxidative
phosphorylation, but it can also be generated by anaerobic
glycolysis. Anaerobic glycolysis uses glucose or glycogen
stores in muscle to generate ATP and is useful at the
immediate onset of exercise and for short periods of time.
The major muscle store of high-energy phosphate
necessary to generate ATP from adenosine diphosphate
(ADP) is phosphocreatine. Dietary supplementation with
creatine phosphate may slightly enhance short bursts of
high-intensity exercise, but sustained levels of exercise
depend on oxidative phosphorylation. Hence, maximal
oxygen consumption, or _VVO2

max, is the best measure of
absolute exercise capacity.

_VVO2
max is measured by having an individual exercise

at increasing workloads while measuring _VVO2
. Above a

certain workload, _VVO2
will stop increasing, and any

additional increases in work are fueled by anaerobic
glycolysis. This will increase lactate production, but it is
important to note that lactate levels in the blood are con-
trolled by factors other than simply anaerobic produc-
tion. The term anaerobic threshold has been used to
describe the point at which arterial lactate levels increase,
but this may not correlate perfectly with _VVO2

max, and a
better term for this phenomenon is the lactate threshold.
_VVO2

max is essentially the same for exercise of the legs
only or both legs and arms, although it is significantly less
when exercise is limited to only the arms; hence, a bicycle
ergometer is a useful way to measure _VVO2

max in most
people. Fitness level and the type of exercise determine
how long one can maintain _VVO2

max. For example, a
world-class middle-distance runner might sustain
_VVO2

max during a 4-minute mile, while an elite long-
distance runner might sustain just over 80% _VVO2

max
during amarathon. Exercise lastingmore than 20minutes
usually occurs at less than 90% of _VVO2

max.
If exercise is started abruptly, _VVO2

will not increase as
rapidly as the work level. The difference between the
actual work performed and the caloric equivalent of
oxygen consumption during the onset of exercise defines
the oxygen debt or deficit; this represents work done dur-
ing anaerobic glycolysis. Similarly, _VVO2

does not drop
immediately to resting levels at the end of exercise but
decreases more slowly. However, the extra work being
fueled by this oxygen does more than just synthesize
glucose from lactate, so many exercise physiologists
refer to excess post-exercise oxygen consumption (EPOC)
instead of oxygen debt. Excess _VVO2

following exercise
also results from increased temperature and hormonal
stimulation of metabolism, in addition to regenerating
phosphocreatine.

Fuels

Fuel selection during exercise is determined by both
the duration and intensity of exercise. A short sprint
such as a 50-meter dash will be fueled entirely by muscle
stores of glycogen and phosphocreatine. At the other
extreme of a long trek, oxidation of free fatty acids is the
most important fuel. Protein is not a major fuel for
exercise, comprising less than 2% of the substrate
during the first hour of exercise and rising to only
15% after five hours. Fats contribute about two-thirds
of the energy for low levels of exercise. As the level of
_VVO2

increases, carbohydrate becomes more important
than fat as a substrate, with a crossover at about 35% of
_VVO2

max. At the onset of moderate exercise, carbohy-
drates and fats contribute equally to energy production,
but fat metabolism becomes relatively more important
as the duration of exercise increases.
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The preference for carbohydrate metabolism during
short, intense exercise is driven by recruitment of more
fast-twitch glycolytic muscle fibers (see Chapter 7) at high
levels of exercise and rapid effects of sympathetic stimula-
tion and epinephrine on muscle glycogen breakdown
and glycolysis. Lactate from glycolysis also inhibits fat
metabolism. Sympathetic stimulation of the pancreas
decreases insulin release, but insulin-independent glucose
uptake in skeletal muscle increases during exercise.
Glucose uptake is further enhanced during exercise by
recruitment of more insulin-dependent glucose receptors
to muscle membranes to cope with the decreased insulin
levels. Replenishment of carbohydrates during exercise
can improve endurance in trained athletes.

Fat is the primary metabolic fuel during prolonged
exercise. Free fatty acids are generated from triglycerides
by lipases, which are stimulated by epinephrine, norepi-
nepherine, and glucagon. This response is slower than the
sympathetic effects on muscle glycogen. Prolonged exer-
cise generally involves more slow-twitch muscle fibers
with more mitochondria and lipolytic enzymes. Also,
insulin levels decrease during exercise which reduces the
inhibitory effect of insulin on the mobilization of free
fatty acids. However, if high levels of carbohydrates are
ingested prior to exercise, this may stimulate insulin
production and favor carbohydrate over fat metabolism.
The hormonal control of metabolic fuels during exercise
is also discussed in Chapter 42.

Appetite, or the control of metabolic fuel intake, is
related to the levels of energy expended. People increase
their caloric intake in direct proportion to increased
energy expenditure if they are burning more than 2500
calories per day. Increased glucose uptake (insulin-
independent and -dependent) persists for several hours
following exercise; this increased uptake lowers blood
glucose level and stimulates appetite. Other factors
increasing appetite and caloric intake include more
rapid emptying of the stomach, increased absorption in
the small intestine, and perhaps neural reflexes involving
the hypothalamus. Although exercise can increase appe-
tite, the most effective method of weight control is
increasing exercise while controlling diet.

RESPIRATION

Figure 1 shows how ventilation increases in propor-
tion to oxygen consumption at different levels of steady-
state exercise (e.g., on a bicycle). Above the lactate
threshold, ventilation increases more than CO2 produc-
tion, so arterial PCO2

decreases and arterial PO2
increases;

hence, the respiratory system is able to meet the
metabolic demands of the muscles at all levels of exercise,
at least in normal humans. However, the mechanical and

muscular work of breathing and the efficiency of pulmo-
nary gas exchange can limit gas exchange during disease.

Ventilation and Acid–Base

Figure 2 shows the time course of changes in ventila-
tion during a constant level of submaximal exercise. A
rapid initial increase is followed by a slower increase until
a steady state is achieved. Current theories for exercise
hyperpnea, defined as the increase in ventilation during
exercise, involve a combination of feedforward mecha-
nisms and feedback from the chemoreceptor and mecha-
noreceptor reflexes. Feedforward mechanisms (also
called central command ) are neural inputs from higher
centers in the brain that directly stimulate the respiratory
centers. For example, signals from the motor cortex or
hypothalamus to move a muscle can also stimulate
ventilation. Feedforward mechanisms have essentially
no delay and can explain the rapid increase in ventilation
at the onset of exercise. The slower, secondary increase in
ventilation is explained by neural mechanisms, such as
second-messenger systems activated by neurotransmit-
ters, changes in intracellular calcium that stimulate
neurons, and possibly such changes in chemical stimuli
to sensory nerves as potassium ions in muscle.

Figure 1 showed how alveolar ventilation increases in
perfect proportion to CO2 production, so PaCO2

is
maintained at the normal resting value during submax-
imal steady-state exercise. Because arterial blood gases

Multiples of resting level
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FIGURE 1 Respiratory effects of progressively increasing levels of

exercise. Alveolar ventilation increases in proportion to CO2 production

until very high levels of exercise are reached (after the break in the

curves), whichmaintains arterial blood gases at normal levels. However,

at very high levels of exercise, lactic acid production decreases pH. This

acidosis and possibly other factors provide an excessive stimulus for

ventilation so PaCO2
decreases and PaCO2

increases.
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do not change significantly, arterial chemoreceptors are
not important for hyperpnea at submaximal levels of
exercise; in fact, ventilation is normal during steady-state
submaximal exercise in patients without carotid bodies.
However, most animals except humans actually hyper-
ventilate during exercise, which decreases PaCO2

and arte-
rial chemoreceptor stimulation. This limits the increase
in ventilation and minimizes the work of breathing.

Near maximal levels of exercise, lactic acid starts to
appear in the blood which stimulates arterial chemore-
ceptors. This explains the larger increase in ventilation
above the lactate threshold (Fig. 1). Ventilation increa-
ses in excess of CO2 production, decreasing PaCO2

and
increasing PaO2

near maximum levels of exercise in
normal subjects. The respiratory alkalosis helps com-
pensate the metabolic acidosis from lactic acid.

Other afferent signals that may fine tune ventilation
during exercise originate from mechanoreceptors in the
heart and nonmyelinated sensory nerves in skeletalmuscle.
Mechanoreceptors from the lung and chest wall can adjust
the pattern of breathing during exercise to minimize the
work of breathing. Even arterial chemoreceptors can be
stimulated by K+ released from muscle, norepinephrine
released from the sympathetic nervous system, and larger
oscillations of PaCO2

during the ventilatory cycle in exer-
cise. However, the ventilatory response to moderate,
steady-state exercise isnormalwithoutanyof these afferent
signals, so they are not necessary for exercise hyperpnea.

Pulmonary Mechanics and Gas Exchange

Although exercise increases ventilation more than any
other physiological stimulus, mechanical factors do not

limit ventilation or _VVO2
in healthy humans. Peak inspira-

tory muscle pressure developed during maximal exercise
is only about 40% of the maximum capacity because
inspiratory muscles operate at decreased sarcomere
length (with decreased expiratory volume). However,
the forces generated are sufficient to increase ventilation
so PaCO2

does not increase during exercise. Also, despite
tenfold increases in ventilatory flow rates with exercise,
airway resistance does not increase because of active
regulation of both upper and lower airways. The alae
nasae flare the nostrils to decrease resistance to nose
breathing and the larynx, which is important for
determining resistance to mouth breathing, does not
narrow as much during expiration in exercise compared
to rest. Exercise also relaxes bronchial smooth muscle by
sympathetic stimulation.

The pattern of breathing during exercise involves
increased frequency and tidal volume, with expiratory
muscles decreasing end expiratory lung volume. As exer-
cise intensity increases, the end expiratory lung volume
increases relative to lighter exercise to reduce the possi-
bility for expiratory flow limitation (or dynamic compres-
sion; see Fig. 10 in Chapter 19). Figure 3 illustrates this
with flow–volume loops measured during rest and
exercise. Figure 3 also shows that there is very little flow
limitation at _VVO2

max in healthy, young adults. In con-
trast, elite athletes may have significant expiratory flow
limitation, with over 50% of the tidal volume hitting the
maximum expiratory flow rate at the highest levels of
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and recovery afterwards. Ventilation increases immediately at the onset
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exercise and ventilation. This can increase the O2 cost of
ventilation to over 15% of the whole-body _VVO2

in an elite
athlete during maximum exercise; however, whole-body
_VVO2

increases more than the O2 cost of breathing,
so respiratory mechanics do not limit _VVO2

max in elite
athletes, either.

Although mechanical limitations do not cause hypo-
ventilation, pulmonary gas exchange becomes less effi-
cient during heavy exercise for other reasons. During
light levels of exercise, gas exchangemay actually improve
as indicated by a decrease in the alveolar–arterial PO2

(Chapter 21). This is because ventilation–perfusion
matching improves when blood flow increases to the
tops of the lungs when cardiac output and pulmonary
artery pressure increase during exercise (Chapter 18). At
higher levels of exercise ( _VVO2

>3 L/min), however, all of
the pulmonary capillaries are recruited and distended, so
further increases in cardiac output and pulmonary artery
pressure only lead to interstitial edema. This makes
the distribution of blood flow more heterogeneous and
worsens ventilation–perfusion matching.

Interstitial edema can also impair diffusion by thick-
ening the blood–gas barrier. The lung diffusing capacity
for carbon monoxide (DLCO ) decreases in runners after
competing in a marathon. At _VVO2

levels>3 L/min,
diffusion limitation explains over half of the alveolar–
arterial PO2

difference and becomes more important than
ventilation–perfusion matching in determining the effi-
cacy of gas exchange. Decreased transit times for red
blood cells in the pulmonary capillaries and the decreased
mixed-venous PO2

under these conditions could cause
diffusion limitations at high levels of _VVO2

even if the
blood–gas barrier was not thickened. Shunt does not
change during exercise but an existing shunt can contrib-
ute to more arterial hypoxemia because mixed-venous
PO2

decreases during exercise.

Cardiovascular System

Cardiac output increases up to 8-fold during exercise
in well-trained athletes; however, _VVO2

can increase 10- to
12-fold, so more oxygen must be extracted from the
blood during tissue gas exchange. There are also impor-
tant changes in regional blood flow to focus the circula-
tion on the metabolic demands of the muscles.

Cardiac Output

Cardiac output is increased during exercise by increa-
ses in both heart rate and stroke volume. Heart rate
increases in response to withdrawal of vagal (parasym-
pathetic) tone and increased sympathetic stimulation of
�1-adrenergic receptors in pacemaker regions of the
heart. Heart rate increases within seconds of the start of

exercise or even in anticipation of exercise. Heart rate
reaches steady state in 2 to 3 minutes at exercise rates
below the anaerobic threshold, in proportion to the
increase in _VVO2

. Heart rate at _VVO2
max can be estima-

ted for normal subjects as: frequency (beats/min)¼
220 – age (years).

Increased heart rate has a positive inotropic effect on
cardiac contractility due to the staircase (or Treppe)
mechanism (see Fig. 9 in Chapter 11), which increases
stroke volume. Sympathetic stimulation of �1-adrenergic
receptors on the ventricles also increases cardiac contrac-
tility and stroke volume. Stroke volume reaches the
maximum level at about 40% of _VVO2

max, so further
increases in cardiac output occur by increasing heart rate.

Myocardial oxygen consumption increases with heart
rate and stroke volume, and reaches its maximal level
during exercise. The myocardium extracts most of the
oxygen from the coronary circulation during exercise so
there is no extraction reserve (see later discussion). This
explains why exercise in patients with coronary artery
disease causes angina pectoris, a painful response tometa-
bolic changes in the myocardium when flow is limited.

An increase in cardiac output cannot be sustained
unless venous return also increases. Exercise increases
venous return by several mechanisms. Rhythmic contrac-
tions during exercise can create a so-called muscle pump,
which moves blood out of the veins past the one-way
valves (see Fig. 8 in Chapter 17). Decreased intrathoracic
pressure with large inspiratory efforts also promotes
venous return. Venoconstriction from sympathetic stimu-
lation of �1-adrenergic receptors in the veins causes
the venous return curve to shift upward, and arterial
vasodilation in exercising muscle beds (explained below)
further increases the slope of the venous return curve
(see Fig. 11 in Chapter 14). Finally, the increase in
venous return leads to increased stroke volume due to
the Frank-Starling mechanism, which is an increased
contractile response to increased cardiac filling (see Fig. 4
in Chapter 13).

Regional Blood Flow

Blood flow is redistributed during exercise away from
vegetative organs and toward actively exercising muscles
by both intrinsic (local) and extrinsic (reflex) mecha-
nisms. In isometric exercise, muscle blood flow may
actually decrease with compression of arteries and veins
in contracted muscles. In contrast, active hyperemia, or
an increase in blood flow, occurs in muscles during
dynamic exercise. Arterioles dilate in exercising muscles
in direct response to local metabolic changes (decreased
O2, increased CO2 and H+ ion), adenonsine, and nitric
oxide (NO). This local control of muscle blood flow
overrides the effect of sympathetic stimulation to
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vasoconstrict arterioles. Sympathetic activation of vaso-
constrictor pathways occurs in response to a central
command (i.e., feedforward signals) from the motor
cortex to medullary cardiovascular centers and from a
muscle chemoreflex. The muscle chemoreflex is a sympa-
thetic response to stimulation of small-diameter,
nonmyelinated sensory nerves in exercising muscles by
lactic acid and K+ ion. Arterial chemoreceptors may be
stimulated by H+ above the anaerobic threshold which
would be expected to produce a bradycardia and vaso-
constriction, as observed in the diving reflex. However,
the diving reflex is inhibited by increased ventilation, so
arterial chemoreceptors have no significant effects on the
cardiovascular system during exercise.

Changes in the distribution of blood flow during
dynamic exercise are shown in Fig. 4. Most of the cardiac
output is directed toward exercising muscle, including the
heart. The brain receives almost the same absolute blood
flow at rest and at exercise, so it represents a much
smaller percentage of the cardiac output during exercise.
However, other organs, such as the kidney and splanchnic
bed, actually experience decreased absolute blood flow.
Both renal mechanisms for correcting arterial acidosis
and gastrointestinal absorption of fuels are too slow to
make a significant difference in the acid–base balance or
metabolism during exercise. Sympathetic vasoconstric-
tion in these vascular beds explains the decreased flow;

hence, the redistribution of blood flow among organs
during exercise depends on an integrated response of
local and reflex mechanisms.

Arterial Pressure

Arterial blood pressure increases during exercise, but
the increase is much greater in isometric than in dynamic
exercise. During isometric exercise, the blood vessels are
clamped shut by sustained contractions, and resistance
increases. This leads to anaerobic metabolism and strong
stimulation of the muscle chemoreflex. Without the
benefits of local vasodilation in isometric muscle contrac-
tion, the net effect is an increase total peripheral resis-
tance and arterial pressure.

Duringdynamicexercise, theremaybeasmall (<20%)
increase in mean arterial pressure. Large increases in
cardiac output are accompanied by large decreases in
peripheral vascular resistance. Vascular resistance de-
creases because of local metabolites, causing vasodilation
and vasodilation of skin vessels to promote cutaneous
blood flow and heat loss. The fact that small increases in
arterial pressure occur has also been interpreted as a
resetting of the arterial baroreflex. A similar phenomenon
may happen in cardiovascular disease, when the arterial
baroreflex becomes less effective at reducing pressure in
response to baroreceptor stimulation.

5 L/min

Cardiac Output

25 L/min

FIGURE 4 Distribution of cardiac output during rest and maximal exercise, when cardiac output

increases from 5 to 25 L/min. (Adapted from Powers, SK, Howley, ET., Exercise physiol., 1997.)
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Tissue Gas Exchange

Although O2 delivery to muscle increases during
exercise, it does not increase as much as O2 demand so
O2 extraction increases. In healthy subjects, hemoglobin
oxygen saturation is already nearly 100% in arterial
blood, so the only alternative to increase O2 extraction is
to decrease venous oxygen levels. The magnitude of
decrease in venous O2 levels can be calculated from the
Fick principle (see Chapter 21):

_VVO2
¼ _QQðCaO2

� C�vvO2
Þ

The limits for decreasing venous oxygen levels are
discussed below.

Several factors facilitate tissue gas exchange when O2

extraction is increased during exercise. Increased blood
flow and muscular contraction result in continuous flow
in all of the capillaries in a muscle bed. Compared to rest,
when some capillaries are perfused only intermittently,
this decreases the diffusion distances for O2. Hematocrit
and hemoglobin concentration increase during acute
exercise, although contraction of the spleen to release a
reservoir of red blood cells is not as important in humans
as it is in dogs and horses. Increased temperature, CO2,
and H+ ion in exercising muscle will also decrease the
affinity of hemoglobin for O2, facilitating the unloading
of O2 in exercising muscle (Bohr effect; see Chapter 20).
Finally, myoglobin may act as a shuttle to facilitate O2

transport within myocytes, thereby improving oxygena-
tion near the venous ends of capillaries in muscles. Many
of these features are illustrated in Fig. 5 in Chapter 21.

LIMITATIONS OF EXERCISE

_VVO2

What is the physiological explanation for _VVO2
max?

This question has fascinated physiologists for over a
century. As explained in Chapter 18, O2 consumption
continues at maximum levels in isolated mitochondria
until PO2

is much less than that found in venous blood
(<5 Torr; see Fig. 2 in Chapter 18). This suggests
that the amount ofmitochondriamay determine _VVO2

max
in an individual, and it is certainly true that well-trained
athletes have higher mitochondrial densities in their
muscles. However, there is also evidence for gas exchange
limitations of maximal exercise. For example, increasing
inspired O2 levels can increase _VVO2

max in well-trained
athletes.

Recent evidence suggests that _VVO2
max occurs when

venous PO2
reaches a minimum that represents the

optimal match between cardiovascular O2 delivery and
O2 diffusion in tissue. When researchers observed that

P�vvO2
duringmaximal exercise is lower at altitude than it is

at sea level, they wondered why the muscles could not
reach the same low P�vvO2

values at sea level because this
would increase O2 extraction and increase _VVO2

max.
However, further reductions in P�vvO2

would reduce the
gradient for O2 diffusion into the muscle and decrease the
O2 flux. Venous PO2

is the critical value because it defines
the lower limit for the gradient driving diffusion of O2 out
of the capillaries during maximal exercise. At _VVO2

max,
the mitochondria consume every molecule of O2 so PO2

outside the capillaries is nearly zero. Increasing P�vvO2
to

enhance O2 diffusion would only decrease O2 extraction
and reduce _VVO2

because of the Fick principle.

Fatigue

Fatigue in muscles or other systems can limit exercise.
Muscle fatigue is a decrease in force production during
intense exercise, when ATP supply does not keep up with
ATP demand. Cellular mechanisms decrease ATP utili-
zation (leading to decreased force) tomaintainATP levels
and cellular homeostasis. An accumulation of inorganic
phosphate and hydrogen ions in muscle fibers interacts
with contractile proteins to reduce force production.
During prolonged exercise, neuromuscular fatigue may
result from a failure of excitation–contraction coupling,
which involves decreased release of calcium from the
sarcoplasmic reticulum. Arousal in the central nervous
system also affects the state of fatigue by facilitating
neural motor outputs, as can increased motivation.

Fatigue will also occur if _VVO2
is limited, as discussed

previously. Similarly, metabolic substrates can limit
exercise and cause fatigue. Phosphocreatine is the most
important substrate for intense exercise that lasts only a
few seconds. For exercise lasting less than 3 minutes,
most energy comes from anaerobic glycolysis, so lactate
buffering to control muscle and blood pH is also
important. During aerobic exercise lasting more than
an hour, glycogen stores in the muscle and liver are
important. Thermoregulation and maintaining body
fluids are also important for preventing fatigue during
long-term exercise.

TRAINING

Muscle

Endurance training at submaximal levels of _VVO2

increases the oxidative capacity of muscle without caus-
ing muscle hypertrophy. Muscle size does not change but
there are increases in the number of mitochondria and
enzymes for fatty acid oxidation, the citric acid cycle,
and the electron transport chain. Capillary density and
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myoglobin also increase to enhanceO2 transport.Muscles
must be activated during training to undergo these
changes, so higher levels of _VVO2

are necessary to train
fast-twitch glycolytic fibers than slow-twitch oxidative
fibers. Activating fast-twitch fibers with heavy training
increases mitochondrial enzymes, and the fibers change
their biochemistry to a more oxidative pattern.

_VVO2
increases more rapidly after training because

there are more mitochondria and the metabolism of
glucose and free fatty acids increases faster. ADP does
not build up as quickly, resulting in less lactic acid and
better preservation of phosphocreatine stores. Increased
capillary density and perhaps membrane transporters
enhance the transport of free fatty acids from the circu-
lation into muscle. Transporters on mitochondrial
membranes improve the uptake of free fatty acids from
the myoplasm, and enzymes for fatty acid metabolism in
the mitochondria are increased. Glucose uptake is
enhanced by insulin-independent and -dependent trans-
porters, which remain elevated for several hours follow-
ing exercise and are upregulated in trained muscles.

O2 Transport

The respiratory system does not show significant
changes with training. This is consistent with the observa-
tion that _VVO2

max is not limited by respiratory factors
under most conditions (see above); however, important
cardiovascular and tissue changes occur with training to
support increased O2 transport. Cardiac output increases
with training and can achieve levels of up to 35 L/min
during maximal exercise with normal right atrial pres-
sures in a well-trained individual. This occurs primarily

from an increase in stroke volume, with increased end-
diastolic volume (preload) and decreased arterial pres-
sure (afterload). Heart rate is lower after exercise training
and does not have to increase as much to achieve the
same cardiac output. This may involve downregulation
of adrenergic receptors on the heart from high levels of
catecholamines during exercise. Heart rate recovers more
rapidly after exercise in trained athletes because it is not
as high during exercise as in untrained people.

Arterial pressure is lower at a given work rate after
training, in part because of increases in the cross-
sectional area of the vascular bed. Formation of new
capillaries is stimulated by vascular endothelial growth
factor (VEGF) with exercise training. Increased vascu-
larity increases total blood volume and decreases diffu-
sion distances for O2 in muscle. Myoglobin levels also
increase with training which facilitates O2 diffusion
within muscles. Together these changes promote tissue–
O2 exchange so O2 extraction is increased by muscle, and
the arterial–venous O2 difference increases.

The net result of these changes in O2 transport,
metabolism and muscle function is, on average, a 15%
increase in _VVO2

with exercise training. People who have
relatively low _VVO2

levels will increase _VVO2
the most with

training; however, genetics explains from 40 to over 60%
of the difference in _VVO2

max among individuals. The
effects of training depend on duration and intensity, and
an effective regimen is exercising large muscle masses
(e.g., running) at 50 to 75% of _VVO2

max for 20 to 60
minutes, 3 to 5 times per week. Training does not change
the amount of muscular work done for a given _VVO2

, but it
does increase _VVO2

max; hence, any given workload occurs
at a lower percentage of _VVO2

max after training.

940 Training
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KEY POINTS
� Heart failure is a condition in which the heart is

unable to adequately propel blood through the
circulation.

� The cardinal sign of heart failure is elevated
venous pressure on the side of the heart that is
failing. If both sides are failing, venous pressure
rises on both sides.

� Increased venous pressure causes distension
of the veins and edema (venous congestion).
Pulmonary edema can occur quickly, some-
times with fatal consequences.

� Compensations such as increased venous
pressure may keep the cardiac output normal
in mild failure; however, the ability to increase
cardiac output (reserve) is lost.

� An abrupt increase in venous pressure can
cause the heart to dilate, which further weak-
ens it due to the law of LaPlace.

� Increased workload causes the heart to hyper-
trophy; hypertrophy invariably leads to failure.

� In circulatory shock, an inadequate cardiac out-
put causes damage to the organs.

� Causes of shock include low blood volume, loss
of autonomic tone, and impaired cardiac function.

� Injury to the periphery occurs in a progressive
manner when the cardiac output is reduced. As
injury continues, the capillaries become perme-
able to plasma proteins which causes fluid loss
into the tissues. Decreased circulating volume
causes decreased venous filling of the heart
and a further fall in cardiac output.

� Signs of shock include pale, cool skin; oliguria;
thirst; and mental confusion.

� Treatment is directed at restoring the cardiac
output as soon as possible, often with fluid
resuscitation.



This chapter examines two commonly encountered
clinical disorders in an attempt to illustrate how the
cardiovascular system is governed by underlying physio-
logical principles. The first example is heart failure, where
the ability of the heart to pump blood is compromised.
The second example is circulatory shock, where cardiac
output is inadequate to meet the needs of the body. These
two examples are often interrelated, as the first can cause
the second; hence, both are discussed within a single
chapter.

HEART FAILURE

Heart failure is a condition in which the ability of the
heart to propel blood through the circulation has been
compromised. Heart failure can be acquired in a number
of ways, including loss of muscle mass through
myocardial infarction, elevated workload, or myopathic
processes, including infection. In each of these cases, the
end result is the same: decreased stroke volume for any
given filling pressure—decreased contractility.

The term congestive heart failure actually describes a
symptom complex that encompasses all conditions of
venous congestion of cardiovascular origin regardless of
whether the myocardium is depressed or not. Congestive
heart failure can occur with valve dysfunctions and even
the high cardiac output states of beriberi and over-
transfusion. The current discussion, however, is limited

to only those conditions in which the contractility of the
heart is depressed.

Elevated Venous Pressure: The Cardinal Sign

of Heart Failure

As was explained in Chapter 14, a decrease in
contractility moves the cardiac function curve down and
to the right, as shown in Fig. 1. The immediate effect is
a rise in venous pressure and a decrease in cardiac
output. The decreased cardiac output causes these
patients to have the characteristic symptoms of a
limited capacity for physical activity and chronic
fatigue. A rise in venous pressure is a key feature of
the failure syndrome and is the most prominent clinical
sign of a failing heart. The elevated venous pressure
distends the veins and thus raises the capillary pressure,
leading to fluid filtration into the tissue. This combina-
tion is often referred to as venous congestion. In fact, the
edema from the venous congestion may be more of a
threat to the patient than the reduced cardiac output.
There are two sides to the heart, and either may fail
independently. Venous pressure rises in the side of the
heart that is failing; thus, if the left ventricle fails, then
pressure will be elevated in the pulmonary veins. If the
right heart is failing, systemic venous pressure will be
elevated. If both chambers fail together, as in myopathic
diseases, then both systemic and pulmonary venous
pressures may rise equally.
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FIGURE 1 The venous function curve and the cardiac output curve are co-plotted for a normal and a failing

heart. The starting cardiac output is given by point A. As the heart fails, the cardiac output falls and the venous

pressure rises (point B). Sympathetic reflexes constrict the veins and further increase venous pressure (point C). The

kidneys retain fluid to increase the blood volume; in this case, they were able to restore the cardiac output to the

resting level (point D) but with a further increase in venous pressure to 13 mmHg. Although this patient’s cardiac

output would be adequate at rest, he would be unable to increase his cardiac output during physical activity.
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When the left ventricle fails, pulmonary edema can
become a life-threatening complication. The alveoli can
quickly fill with edema fluid, causing the patient to liter-
ally drown in his own transudate. Pulmonary edema
becomes likely only when left atrial pressure exceeds 25
mm Hg. But, the analysis in Fig. 1 would suggest that a
decrease in contractility could never increase the venous
pressure above the mean circulatory filling pressure of 7
mm Hg. Three factors, however, can cause the pressure
to become much higher. The first is the anatomic
arrangement that puts the left and right heart in series
with each other. Imagine that the heart is suddenly
failing because a blood clot has formed in a coronary
artery supplying a large portion of the left ventricle. In
that case, the left ventricle will be depressed while the
right ventricle is relatively unaffected. The right heart will
then force blood through the pulmonary circulation
and into the left atrium, causing the diastolic pressure
(preload) of the left ventricle to continue to rise beyond
the mean circulatory filling pressure until the stroke
volume again equals that from the right heart. Under
those conditions, left atrial pressure can exceed 25 mm
Hgwithin seconds, even though systemic venous pressure
may have changed only slightly.

The second process that elevates venous pressure
involves the reflex response to lowered arterial pressure.
As predicted by Fig. 1, cardiac output will fall with
failure and so will arterial pressure. The baroreceptors
will sense the falling pressure and activate the sympa-
thetic nerves, causing an intense venous constriction that
raises the mean circulatory filling pressure and hence
venous pressure. The sympathetics also stimulate the
heart, causing the right ventricle to beat even more
strongly.

The third factor involves the long-term adaptation to a
reduced cardiac output. In Chapter 15, we learned that
the kidney is the long-term controller of blood pressure
and does so by adjusting blood volume. A chronically
low cardiac output reduces arterial pressure and will
cause fluid retention by the kidney. In a healthy indivi-
dual, fluid retention would stop when the cardiac filling
pressure has been sufficiently increased to restore the
cardiac output. In the patient with heart failure, however,
that mechanism may be ineffective at restoring cardiac
output. Rather, the increased blood volume will only
shift the venous function curve further to the right (as
shown in Fig. 1) and raise venous pressure to dangerous
levels.

Estimation of Venous Pressure

Systemic venous pressure is relatively easy to estimate
by observing the filling of the jugular veins. The external
jugular veins in the neck can be visualized where they run

from the clavicle to the angle of the jaw. The clavicle is
10 to 15 cm above the heart, and normally the venous
pressure is not enough to support that large a column of
blood. As a result, the jugular veins in the neck of a
healthy person should be collapsed in the upright posture.
As venous pressure rises, the jugular veins are seen to be
filled over more and more of their length. Systemic
venous pressure can be accurately estimated by simply
calculating the hydrostatic column from the level of the
atrium to the level to which the jugular veins are filled.

Even mild congestion of the pulmonary veins can be
detected with a chest x-ray and is seen as opacification of
the hilar regions as fluid accumulates in the tissues.
Pulmonary venous pressure is not so easy to measure
because it is technically very difficult to position a
catheter in the pulmonary veins; however, pulmonary
venous pressure is an important indicator both of the
degree to which the left ventricle has been compromised
and of the possibility of a catastrophic pulmonary edema.
Therefore, monitoring pulmonary venous pressure in the
critically ill patient is often vital. Pulmonary venous
pressure can be measured indirectly by insertion of a
Swan–Ganz catheter and measuring the pulmonary wedge
pressure. The Swan–Ganz catheter has an inflatable
balloon near its tip and is inserted into a peripheral vein
and advanced into the right atrium. When partially
inflated, the balloon acts as a sail and the flowing blood
literally pulls the tip of the catheter through the right
ventricle and into the pulmonary arteries. The catheter is
then advanced into a small pulmonary arterial branch.
When the ballon is inflated it occludes the vessel,
stopping the blood flow. If there is no flow through the
occluded blood vessel, then there will be no pressure
drop across it. Thus, the pressure at the tip of the catheter
will suddenly drop to a pressure approximating that at
the distal end of the occluded vascular bed, the left
atrium.

Compensations in Heart Failure

When the failure is mild, a combination of sympa-
thetic stimulation and fluid retention may be enough to
completely restore the cardiac output to normal. When
the patient is resting, the only indication that failure is
present would be an elevated atrial pressure. This
condition is called compensated failure. Such a compen-
sation, however, is at the expense of the reserve of the
heart, and as a result the ability of the heart to increase
cardiac output during exercise would be compromised. In
some patients, the decrease in contractility is so severe
that no amount of sympathetic stimulation or increased
atrial pressure can restore the cardiac output, in which
case the cardiac output even at rest will be inadequate.
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Fluid retention will continue, even though further
elevation of atrial pressure actually decreases the cardiac
output and causes a positive-feedback spiral of deteriora-
tion. Heart failure in this case is said to be decompensated.

The Dilated Heart

The heart is relatively intolerant of a chronically
elevated diastolic pressure and can respond by a slippage
of the mechanical attachment of the ventricular muscle
cells to each other at the intercalated discs. This process
can occur in a matter of hours after the sudden appear-
ance of an elevated preload and will cause an increase in
diameter and decrease in wall thickness of the ventricular
lumen. Such a heart is said to be dilated. The actual mass
of the dilated heart is unchanged, unlike the case of
hypertrophy, for which the mass is increased. Because of
the Law of LaPlace (see Chapter 13), a dilated heart is at
a severe mechanical disadvantage, and dilation is there-
fore a serious complication for the failing heart.

Hypertrophy of the Heart Invariably

Leads to Failure

We have already explained how coronary artery
disease can lead to failure by causing infarction (cell
death) of part of the ventricular muscle when a coronary
artery becomes occluded. Because cardiac muscle does
not regenerate, such a lesion will be permanent. Another
common source of heart failure is ventricular overload.
Like any muscle, the heart tries to adapt to an increased
workload by hypertrophy of its individual muscle fibers.
Although such an adaptation is usually successful in
skeletal muscle, it can lead to disaster in the heart.

Hypertrophy of the heart is undesirable for several
reasons. First, the heart is dependent on the venous
pressure to stretch the fibers during diastole, and
the hypertrophied heart has a thickened wall, which
decreases its diastolic compliance; such a condition is
illustrated by a shift in the diastolic compliance curve, as
shown in Fig. 2. The hypertrophied heart requires an
elevated venous pressure to achieve a normal stroke
volume. Indeed, diastolic dysfunction may become the
primary defect in some heart failure patients.

A second problem is that the remodeling of the muscle
cells to contain more myofibrils often results in inferior
muscle. Although the exact cause of this lesion is poorly
understood, it may involve expression of different iso-
forms of contractile proteins that replace those normally
present in the heart. A third problem is that the heart
has a very high oxygen requirement and the coronary
circulation does not seem to develop in proportion to the

increased muscle mass. As a result, such a heart may
always be starved for oxygen and therefore be ischemi-
cally depressed.

Hypertrophy Is an Inappropriate Response

to an Elevated Workload

When the heart contracts against an increased pres-
sure, as occurs with hypertension or an obstructed out-
flow tract (e.g., stenosis of the aortic valve), the growth
appears to occur inward, tending to obliterate the ventri-
cular lumen. This process normalizes the stress on the
individual fibers by thickening the ventricular wall. Such
a pattern of hypertrophy is termed concentric hyper-
trophy (Fig. 3). Stretch receptors in the muscle cells detect
when the fibers are under an elevated load and stimulate
signal transduction pathways involving protein kinases
to increase the production of new contractile proteins
within minutes of the onset of the stretch. Angiotensin II
has also been implicated in contributing to the remodel-
ing process, as its receptors stimulate the protein kinases
as well. Drugs that block the action of angiotensin II
are particularly effective in patients with hypertension
because they not only reduce the blood pressure but also
directly interfere with the hypertrophy process within the
heart. The thickened ventricular wall of the concentri-
cally hypertrophied heart decreases diastolic compliance
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and the small lumen limits the stroke volume; thus, a total
compensation cannot be achieved by hypertrophy. If the
underlying cause is not corrected, such a heart will
eventually experience a positive feedback spiral to failure,
leading to the eventual death of the patient.

When the heart ejects against a normal pressure but
has an elevated stroke volume, it responds by keeping the
wall thickness relatively constant but increasing the
diameter of the lumen. Such a pattern is termed eccentric
hypertrophy (see Fig. 3). Generally, this pattern of hyper-
trophy is better tolerated because the diastolic compli-
ance is not lost. In fact, a mild eccentric hypertrophy is
often seen in athletes and causes no serious problem.
Whenmoderate to severe eccentric hypertrophy occurs in
response to a regurgitant aortic or mitral valve, however,
the heart will progress to failure. When failure does occur
in such a heart, it is difficult to treat. Unlike the case
with the heart that hypertrophies in response to a high
pressure, correcting the regurgitant valve usually increa-
ses rather than decreases the pressure against which
the heart must eject, which will exacerbate the failure
condition. As a result, the condition must be corrected
before the heart becomes too weakened.

Heart failure can occur in the absence of an elevated
workload, as occurs in myopathic conditions. In these

cases, there is a progressive weakening of the heart; in
severe cases, the only effective treatment may be a heart
transplant. Genetic defects that cause the heart to make
one ormore defective proteins are now known to underlie
some of the cardiomyopathies.

Treatment of the Failing Heart

Treatment of heart failure is directed to correction of
the two major problems associated with failure: venous
congestion and reduced cardiac output. Systemic venous
congestion can cause renal and liver damage as well as
discomfort. The threat of pulmonary edema from pulmo-
nary congestion has already been discussed. Diuretics
and reduced salt intake can reduce the accumulated blood
volume and venous congestion even though these
treatments may actually lower the filling pressure of the
heart and thus the stroke volume. One of the oldest
cardiac drugs is digitalis, which increases the contractility
of the heart by causing the muscle cells to accumulate SR
calcium (see Chapter 11). Increasing contractility with
digitalis increases the cardiac output and lowers the
venous pressure. Digitalis in the absence of a diuretic will
often cause a brisk diuresis, as the kidney detects the
rising cardiac output. Although digitalis and other
cardiac stimulants can improve the exercise tolerance in
patients with mild failure, they have had little effect on
prolonging their lives. Furthermore, in advanced failure
these treatments have little beneficial effect.

Recently, beta-adrenergic receptor blockers have been
tried in these patients with some success. The actual cause
of the improvement is not entirely known but is in
part related to reduced heart rate, which improves
cardiac filling. Some of the benefit may also derive
from increased diastolic compliance of the ventricles.
Because of the chronically elevated sympathetic tone in
these patients and the constant stimulation, the beta-
receptors of the heart are downregulated, which blunts
the effect of norepinephrine in the ventricle. It is thought
that in the presence of low-dose beta blockade the
receptors will again proliferate. Beta-receptors will then
only be stimulated under conditions of elevated physical
activity when enough norepinephrine is released to
competitively overcome the beta-blocker. Although
contractility at rest may be somewhat depressed, the
reserve of the heart is actually increased.

Currently, the most promising treatment for heart
failure is the use of angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
inhibitors. ACE inhibitors not only lower the blood
pressure and increase cardiac output but also interfere
with thedetrimental remodeling that occurs in the stressed
heart. The important role that angiotensin II plays in the
cellular changes that occur in hypertrophy and failure is
only beginning to be understood.

Eccentric
hypertrophy

Concentric
hypertrophy

Normal
heart

FIGURE 3 Transverse section of three ventricles, one normal and

two hypertrophied. Chronic pressure overload causes a remodeling of

the heart, called concentric hypertrophy, in which the heart has a thick

wall and small lumen. Chronic volume overload leads to eccentric hyper-

trophy, in which the diameter of the lumen is increased along with the

muscle mass.
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CIRCULATORY SHOCK

Shock Is Caused by an Inadequate

Cardiac Output

The beginning student often erroneously believes that
the heart is the sole determinant of cardiac output. In
Chapter 14, we learned that the peripheral circulation
also plays an important governing role in the circulation.
The peripheral circulation controls the filling pressure
of the heart as well as its afterload, two major determi-
nants of the stroke volume. This interaction between the
heart and the periphery is vividly illustrated by the shock
syndrome. In its simplest form, circulatory shock can
occur whenever the cardiac output is inadequate to meet
the needs of the periphery. If this continues, the periph-
eral tissues will incur ischemic injury that will trigger a
vicious cycle of events leading to circulatory collapse; this
sequence of events is outlined in Fig. 4. Although war has
been the scourge of mankind over his entire recorded
existence, one benefit of war has been to provide phy-
sicians with large numbers of patients in hemorrhagic
and traumatic shock to study. As a result, most of the
advances in treatment have occurred during such
conflicts. To illustrate how far our ability to treat
circulatory shock has progressed, at the start of World
War I the mortality rate for patients with a fractured
femur was 70%, with virtually all of these deaths being
due to circulatory shock. A death from such a fracture in
a young man would be rare today.

The Causes of Circulatory Shock Are Many

Themain causes of shock include: (1) inadequate circu-
lating volume, as occurs in hemorrhage, burns, or sepsis;
(2) loss of autonomic control of the vasculature, as occurs
in central nervous system (CNS) lesions; (3) impaired
cardiac function; and (4) elevated peripheral demand, as
occurs in sepsis. In the first case, a reduced blood volume
lowers cardiac output by reducing ventricular filling
pressure. In the second case, loss of vascular tone causes
venous pooling and arteriolar dilation, which again
reduce the ventricular filling pressure. In the third case,
the heart itself is the impediment to the circulation of
blood, and in these patients the filling pressure is often
elevated. In the fourth case, the cardiac output and filling
pressure may be normal but cannot meet the elevated
requirements of the periphery.

Circulatory Shock Is Progressive

After World War II, Carl Wiggers simulated hemor-
rhagic shock in dogs by connecting a large bottle to the
femoral artery of an anesthetized dog with a length
of flexible tubing. If the bottle was suspended 136 cm
above the heart, the dog’s blood pressure (100 mm Hg)
would be just enough to push blood up the tubing to the
reservoir but little would enter. If the reservoir was
lowered to 54 cm above the heart, blood quickly flowed
out of the dog and into the reservoir. This continued
until enough blood had been shed to lower the mean
arterial pressure to 40 mm Hg. It was noted that after
several hours of this hypotension the blood would begin
to flow out of the bottle and back into the dog. When
all the blood had returned, the arterial pressure then
began to decline and the dog quickly died. This pro-
gression of injury in which the animal required more and
more volume just to maintain a pressure of 40 mm Hg
was referred to as decompensation. The decompensation
phase is due to injury to the peripheral vascular beds from
a prolonged period of inadequate blood flow. During the
compensated phase, the cardiovascular reflexes attempt to
maintain the circulation by vasoconstriction of the sys-
temic arterioles and veins and stimulation of the heart.
During decompensation, vascular tone actually falls
below normal because of autoregulatory escape from the
sympathetic constriction and production of vasodilatory
cytokines by the ischemically injured peripheral tissues.
These substances include histamine, kinins, nitric oxide,
tumor necrosis factor, prostaglandins, and interleukins. As
will be seen later, an increase in capillary permeability
will also cause fluid to shift into the extravascular space.

Wiggers also noted that after a period of hypotension
the bottle could be elevated to restore the cardiac output
and blood pressure. If the deficit in cardiac output had
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FIGURE 4 A flow diagram showing the chain of events that occur in

the failing heart.
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been mild, then the dog would recover uneventfully. If
the deficit had been severe, however, a normal arterial
pressure could not be maintained for long and the dog
would again become hypotensive and eventually die. This
was termed the irreversible phase of shock. Of course,
what was irreversible yesterday may be reversible today,
for the management of the shock patient has steadily
improved over the years.

Blood Pressure Is an Unreliable Indicator

of the Shock State

In the preceding example the arterial pressure was
forced to fall as the dog was bled. Similarly, the arterial
pressure invariably falls in the decompensated phase of
circulatory shock. Unfortunately, that observation has
erroneously caused many to equate shock with hypoten-
sion. It must be stressed that an inadequate cardiac
output rather than a low blood pressure is the primary
lesion in this syndrome. Because the body has many
mechanisms for defending the blood pressure (barore-
flex, renin–angiotensin system, carotid bodies, anti-
diuretic hormone, etc.), the body will meet a sudden
drop in cardiac output with an intense peripheral
vasoconstriction that may temporarily maintain the
blood pressure. The signs of reduced cardiac output can
still be seen, however, and will include pale, cold skin as
well as low urine production (oliguria) due to reduced
renal blood flow. The circulating catecholamines will
cause sweating even though the skin is cold. The patient
will often complain of thirst as the CNS tries to increase
fluid intake in an attempt to restore blood volume. Not
all shock states exhibit reduced cardiac output. A good
example is septic shock (infection), where the oxygen
requirements of the body are increased due to the fever
and circulating toxins. In the case of sepsis, a cardiac
output within normal limits may still be inadequate to
meet the high nutritional needs of the periphery.

The Body Tries To Defend the Heart

and the Brain

Although most of the peripheral vasculature may
reflexively be vasoconstricted, in the early phases of
shock the cerebral and coronary circulations are excep-
tions. These two vital organs retain their normal auto-
regulation. As blood pressure eventually falls, however,
they too will be affected. Confusion and impaired reason-
ing are often the first signs of inadequate perfusion of the
brain. Subendocardial ischemia may be apparent with
depressed ST segments in the electrocardiogram as
perfusion to the heart is compromised. Myocardial

ischemia will occur if blood pressure falls below 50 mm
Hg and at even higher pressures if coronary artery disease
is present. If the hypotension is severe, myocardial
ischemia can depress the heart, which will further lower
the blood pressure. Once this positive feedback situation
begins, the circulation can collapse suddenly. Injury to
other organs can be more insidious. Reduced blood flow
to the renal cortex for more than a day can result in death
of cortical tissue and renal failure. Furthermore, an
increase in pulmonary capillary permeability often
results in adult respiratory syndrome (ARDS), character-
ized by poor oxygenation of the blood and reduced
pulmonary compliance. ARDS currently accounts
for most of the late deaths in otherwise successfully
resuscitated patients.

Fluid Resuscitation Has Become the

Mainstay of Therapy for Shock

With the exception of cardiogenic shock, the primary
reason for inadequate cardiac output in the shock patient
is low ventricular filling pressure. As a result, volume
expansion, often referred to as resuscitation, has been the
most successful treatment. Volume expanders fall into
three categories: whole blood; cell-free fluids that have a
colloid included, such as plasma; or colloid-free fluids,
such as lactated Ringer’s solution. Surprisingly, admin-
istration of colloid-free fluids has yielded the best out-
comes. As injury to the peripheral circulation increases,
the capillaries become very permeable to the plasma
proteins, the colloids that are responsible for osmoti-
cally pulling water back into the capillary lumen (see
Chapter 16). The failure of the capillaries to restrict the
movement of plasma proteins causes massive pooling of
fluids in the interstitial spaces. As a result, the colloid
becomes ineffective and lactated Ringer’s (basically, salt
water with some lactic acid added as a nutrient) is
just as effective in expanding the patient’s blood
volume. The body can tolerate dilution of the blood to a
hematocrit as low as 20% without serious consequences.
As would be expected, fluid resuscitation causes
extensive peripheral edema in these patients, but the
benefits of increased cardiac output far outweigh any
consequence of the swelling.

Current research in shock therapy is focusing on the
role that many of the circulating cytokines play in the
shock state. It may be that selective blockade of some of
them, such as nitric oxide or tumor necrosis factor, may
further improve current therapy. Another important field
of investigation involves an attempt to understand
why the capillaries become so permeable to macromole-
cules and how this could be reversed. Mechanical
attempts at increasing venous return, such as inflatable
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pants or simple elevation of the legs, have had a minor
clinical impact. The amount of blood that can be
translocated to the thorax by these devices is small
compared to what can be accomplished with simple fluid
resuscitation.

Specific Forms of Shock

In its most severe form, heart failure can cause
cardiogenic shock. When the cardiac output becomes
too low, ischemia in the periphery occurs which begins
the downward spiral associated with the shock state.
What makes cardiogenic shock so difficult to treat is
that often the primary lesion itself is often irreparable,
as in myocardial infarction or end-stage heart failure.
Cardiogenic shock can also result from the abrupt
appearance of a valve lesion or filling of the pericardial
space with fluid that constricts the heart and opposes
diastolic filling (pericardial tamponade). Fluid resuscita-
tion will obviously be less effective in cardiogenic shock,
although further elevation of preload may still improve
cardiac output in selected patients. A Swan–Ganz
catheter is often used to make sure that only enough
fluid is added to achieve an optimal ventricular filling
pressure.

As mentioned earlier, hemorrhage reduces blood
volume and sepsis causes peripheral pooling of fluids.
In burn patients, fluid is lost at the site of the burn where
raw tissue is exposed. In traumatic shock with extensive
blunt tissue injury, internal hemorrhage and the release
of toxic substances from the necrotic tissue cause
vasodilation and peripheral pooling of blood.

Neurogenic shock may be caused by spinal cord or
brain injury. It will be recalled that peripheral vascular

control by the CNS is accomplished by varying the tone
of the sympathetic nerves that constrict the peripheral
vasculature (Chapter 17). Because the sympathetic nerves
are unopposed, dilation is accomplished simply by reduc-
ing sympathetic tone. The sympathetic nerves course
through the spinal cord; hence, transection of the cord
will cause a profound vasodilation that will persist for
weeks following the event. Hypotension due to a reduc-
tion of both filling pressure and peripheral resistance
will occur immediately after the lesion, and the shock
syndrome will soon follow unless aggressive resuscita-
tion is instituted. Anaphylactic shock can occur when an
antigen–antibody reaction occurs in the circulation.
An example would be transfusion with an incompatible
blood type. The reaction stimulates mast cells in
the tissues to secrete histamine and related substances
that cause vasodilation and increased capillary per-
meability. In these conditions, the hypotension can be
so severe that circulatory collapse occurs within
minutes.
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Diabetic Ketoacidosis

STANLEY G. SCHULTZ

The word diabetes derives from the Greek, diabaino,
meaning ‘‘passing through’’ or ‘‘too swift a passage of the
matter that is drunk.’’ It is used today to describe the
condition of excessive production of urine or polyuria.
As discussed earlier (Chapters 28 and 41), there are two
forms of diabetes. One is diabetes insipidus, which results
from impaired secretion or production of the antidiuretic
hormone (ADH) due to injury to the hypothalamus or
supraoptic nucleii. Diabetes insipidus can also, rarely, be
due to impaired function of ADH receptors in the renal
distal nephron and is then referred to as nephrogenic
diabetes insipidus. The word insipidus refers to the fact
that in this affliction the urine tastes bland or insipid. The
other form of diabetes is diabetes mellitus, which may
arise from a lack of insulin secretion due to autoimmune
destructionofpancreatic�-cells (so-called type Ior insulin-
dependent diabetes mellitus) or from insulin resistance of
target organs (so-called type II or noninsulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus). Some years ago, the former was
referred to as juvenile and the latter as adult-onset diabe-
tes mellitus, but, with the increasing incidence of obesity
among teenage children, this distinction has become
blurred and is no longer in use. In 1679,Dr.ThomasWillis
reported that urine from patients afflicted with this illness
(which he referred to as the ‘‘pissing evil’’) tasted ‘‘honey-
like’’; hence, the descriptor mellitus (from mellifluous).

Prior to 1921, severe insulin-dependent diabetes
mellitus was a lethal disease, with many of the afflicted
dying in a state of severe ketoacidosis. In that year,

Frederick Banting and a medical student, Charles Best,
isolated insulin from canine pancreas during a summer
research project, the likes of which will probably never be
seen again. In 1923, Banting and, ironically, Macleod
(the chairman of the department who made available the
laboratory space and the use of eight dogs for the historic
experiments) shared the Nobel Prize for this life-saving
contribution. Today, thanks to this monumental work,
severe ketoacidosis can be avoided and managed.

In order to appreciate diabetic ketoacidosis, we will
analyze the case of a patient, U.T., who was first hospital-
ized at the age of 20 years. For several weeks before this
hospitalization she had been under considerable acade-
mic and financial stress; she was working long hours and
oftenskippedmeals.Duringtheweekprior toherhospital-
ization, she lost several pounds of weight and noted a
marked increase in thirst and in fluid intake (polydipsia).
She would awaken several times per night to void
(polyuria). In the days prior to admission, she became
increasingly weak, lethargic, and dizzy whenever she tried
to stand. She collapsed on several occasions trying to
get to the bathroom. She also became nauseated and
vomited twice.

On admission to the university infirmary, U.T. was
found to have a blood pressure of 90/60 mm Hg when
supine, which fell to 65/45 mm Hg when she stood up
briefly. Her pulse was 120/min supine and increased to
140/min upon standing.Her respirationswere deep and at
30/min, and an alert intern detected the odor of acetone
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on her breath. Her skin was cold and clammy and
demonstrated decreased turgor; her mucous membranes
were dry. Urinalysis revealed high levels of glucose and
ketone bodies. When she was transferred to the regional
medical center hospital, the laboratory data given in
Table 1 were obtained. U.T. was suffering from previ-
ously undiagnosed insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus,
and to understand her condition we must understand the
consequences of insulin deficiency on body metabolism.

As discussed in Chapter 41, insulin is an anabolic
hormone released from pancreatic �-cells, in part in
response to a meal and a subsequent elevation of plasma
glucose and amino acid levels. One of the functions of this
hormone is to promote the insertion of the carrier for
sugars, GLUT4, into the plasma membrane from intra-
cellular stores which permits the energy-independent
facilitated uptake of glucose by muscle and adipose tissue
(see Chapter 41). Insulin also stimulates glycogenesis and
inhibits gluconeogenesis. It follows that, in the absence of
insulin, the major body mass of tissue is incapable of
consuming glucose, and both glycogenolysis and gluco-
neogenesis are promoted. This leads tomarkedly elevated
plasma glucose levels (hyperglycemia) (‘‘Water, water
everywhere, but not a drop to drink!’’).

Starved of glucose, the cells turn to lipids as a source
of energy. Lypolysis is stimulated, leading to hyperlipe-
mia and flooding of the liver with free fatty acids.
AcetylCoA is produced in abundance, which, as discussed
in Chapter 41, leads to the formation of acetoacetic acid,
�-hydroxybutyric acid, and acetone. Both acetoacetic

acid and �-hydroxybutyric acid are weak acids that
readily dissociate at physiological pH, leading to a
metabolic acidosis; note that U.T.’s plasma pH was at
the perilously low level of 7.1. Finally, insulin stimulates
protein synthesis and inhibits protein degradation. In
the absence of insulin, the reverse takes place, leading to
severe protein catabolism, wasting, aminoacidemia,
and elevated blood urea nitrogen.

The clinical picture of diabetic ketoacidosis arises
from the combination of three pathophysiological condi-
tions resulting from these metabolic derangements:
(1) impaired renal ability to elaborate a maximally
concentrated urine in spite of a hypertonic plasma and
markedly elevated plasma levels of ADH, (2) metabolic
acidosis, and (3) markedly increased solute load that
must be excreted. The end result is diuresis, volume
depletion, electrolyte imbalances, and life-threatening
acidosis. We will consider the renal disturbance first.

As discussed in Chapter 26, glucose is freely filtered at
the glomerulus and is then reabsorbed by a Na-coupled,
carrier-mediated process located in the proximal tubule.
As with all carrier-mediated reabsorptive processes, glu-
cose reabsorption is characterized by a tubular maximum
(Tm). Normally, the filtered load (glomerular filtration
rate [GFR] � plasma glucose concentration) is well
below the Tm so that all filtered glucose is reabsorbed in
the first few millimeters of the proximal tubule. If, as
in the case of U.T., the plasma glucose concentration is
900 mg/dL (= 9 mg/mL) and assuming that the initial
GFR is 120 mL/min, then U.T.’s filtered load of
glucose is 1080 mg/min (GFR � plasma glucose con-
centration). If her Tm for glucose reabsorption initially
is the normal 375 mg/min, then 705 mg/min (1080 � 375
mg/min) is not reabsorbed and must be excreted in
the urine. This amounts to about 1000 g/day, or about
2 lb/day.

Now, as discussed in Chapter 26, the presence of a
nonreabsorbable solute in the ‘‘leaky’’ proximal tubule
results in the retention of its osmotic equivalent of
water and, in turn, a reduction in the fractional
reabsorption of Na, urea, and water by the proximal
tubule. Thus, more volume enters the descending limb
of the loop of Henle and this, in turn (see Chapter 27),
results in a washout of the hypertonic renal medulla
normally established by the countercurrent mechanism.
In short, because of the reduced fractional reabsorption
in the proximal tubule, due to the presence of glucose
that could not be reabsorbed, the ability of the kidney
to elaborate a maximally hypertonic urine-that is, to
maximally concentrate filtered solutes-is reduced, and
the osmolarity of the final urine may approach isotoni-
city with the plasma.

It should be noted that U.T.’s plasma level of ADH
was very high because the enormous concentration of

Table 1 Laboratory Data for Patient U.T.

Patient U.T. Normal

Arterial blood pH 7.1 7.35–7.45

PO2 105 85–95 mm Hg

PCO2
21 40 mm Hg

Venous blood

(plasma)

Hematocrit 50 38–44%

Glucose 900 80–120 mg/dL

Na+ 130 138–145 mEq/L

K+ 6.0 3.5–5.0 mEq/L

Cl– 88 95–105 mEq/L

HCO�3 6.3 24–26 mEq/L

Albumin 6 3.0–4.0 g/dL

Blood urea

nitrogen

60 5–20 mg/dL

Creatinine 2.5 0.8–1.4 mg/dL

Osmolality 360 285–305 mOsm/L

Renin 3 0.5–1.0 units

ADH 15 1.0–10 ng/L

Urine Glucose 600 0 mg/dL

Osmolality 500 100–1200 mOsm/L

Creatinine 26.2 50–150 mg/dL

Flow rate 240 40–100 mL/hr
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glucose (50 mM) rendered her plasma hypertonic; thus,
the wall of the distal nephron was maximally permeable
to water. The submaximal final urine osmolarity is prima
facia evidence of the washout of the countercurrent
multiplier system.

Now, the molecular weight of glucose is 180. Thus, the
rate of solute excretion due to glucose alone is about
4 mOsm/min (705 mg/min divided by 180 g/mol), or
about 5750 mOsm/day. If the normal concentrating
ability is 1200 mOsm/L, then this amount of glucosemust
be accompanied by 4.8 L/day of water; however, if, as
for U.T. (see Table 1), concentrating ability is reduced
to 500 mOsm/L, then the minimum urinary volume is
10 L/day. Thus, an enormous amount of urine is required
just to rid the body of nonreabsorbed glucose, and, as
we will soon see, this is just the beginning.

As noted previously and discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 41, the excessive breakdown of adipose stores
and metabolism of lipids result in the production by
the liver of large amounts of acetoacetic acid and �-
hydroxybutyric acid. Both dissociate at physiological
pHs to yield the anions acetoacetate and �-hydroxybu-
tyrate, respectively, as well as H+, which results in
a metabolic acidosis. The respiratory response to the
decline in plasma pH, sensed largely by peripheral
chemoreceptors (Chapters 20 and 31), is an increase in
minute volume due to increased respiratory rate and tidal
volume (‘‘Kussmaul’’ breathing), leading to a decline in
plasma PCO2

(see Table 1) and partial compensation for
the decline in pH. But, the lungs cannot rid the body of

excess H+. That task remains for the kidneys and is
accomplished in the proximal tubule by acceleration of
the apical membrane Na+–H+ exchanger, leading to a
complete reabsorption of filtered HCO�3 and in the distal
nephron by acceleration of the apical membrane H+

pump. But, because neither of these carrier-mediated
processes can, for energetic reasons, continue to extrude
H+ from the cell when the luminal pH falls below 4
(approximately a 10,000-fold H+ gradient across the
apical membranes), the urine must be buffered if it is to
accommodate much H+. Thus, buffers are elaborated
initially in the form of titratable buffers (i.e., H+ bound
with other anions to form weak acids). The anions in this
case are phosphate and sulfate derived from the break-
down of cell proteins and, most importantly, acetoacetate
and �-hydroxybutyrate. If the acidosis persists, NH3

derived from the deamination of glutamine will contri-
bute to the buffering capacity of the urine in the form of
a nontitratable buffer (see Chapter 31).

But, while titratable and nontitratable buffers serve
to assist, vitally, in ridding the plasma of H+, they add to
the renal solute load that must be excreted. Thus, in
addition to glucose, we have these buffers and a greater
than normal quantity of urea due to enhanced muscle
breakdown. All in all, the obligatory solute load that
must be excreted is huge while the renal concentrating
ability has been compromised. This results in a diuresis
that may exceed 12 L/day and, if unmatched by fluid
replacement, can lead to hypovolemia, circulatory
collapse, and death.
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KEY POINTS
� Homeostatic adaptations in pregnancy provide

for the needs of the developing fetus while
preserving the ability of the mother to adjust to
changing environmental demands.

� Signals from the conceptus adjust the set-
points of feedback mechanisms that govern
cardiovascular, renal, and respiratory functions.

� Bidirectional exchange of gases and metabo-
lites between fetal and maternal blood takes
place across the large surface area of the
placental villi.

� The uteroplacental circulation receives about
20% of the maternal cardiac output.

� Hormonal signals from the developing placenta
decrease the sensitivity of vascular smooth
muscle to vasoconstrictor agents and lower
peripheral resistance and arterial pressure.

� Resting maternal cardiac output increases by
50% as a result of decreased peripheral resis-
tance and increased blood volume.

� Activation of the renin–angiotensin–aldosterone
system results in sodium retention and expan-
sion of plasma volume.

� Increased osmoreceptor sensitivity leads
to increased thirst and decreased plasma
osmolality.

� The increase in plasma volume dilutes erythro-
cyte and albumin concentrations, thus decreas-
ing the hematocrit and colloid osmotic
pressure.

� Decreased glomerular arteriolar resistance
increases renal blood flow and glomerular
filtration.

� High blood levels of progesterone increase
chemoreceptor sensitivity to carbon dioxide
and increase inspiratory drive.

� Hyperventilation decreases alveolar and
plasma PCO2 and increases blood pH.

� Decreased PCO2 in maternal blood facilitates
placental gas exchange.



OVERVIEW

Chapter 47 describes the major endocrinological
aspects that govern the initiation,maintenance, and termi-
nation of pregnancy. Supporting the growth and devel-
opment of the fetus imposes significant challenges to
maternal homeostasis and requires adjustments in the
function of virtually every organ system. In this chapter,
we consider the responses and adaptations of cardiovas-
cular, renal, and respiratory systems to the demands of
pregnancy. Such adaptations must accommodate the
metabolic needs of the fetus while preserving the ability
of themother tomake homeostatic adjustments to chang-
ing environmental demands. At the same time, physio-
logical changes that take place during pregnancy must
also prepare the mother to withstand the arduous birth-
ing process and to provide sustenance for her newborn
baby. Many of these adjustments are orchestrated by the
placenta through the release of hormones and other
bioactive substances into the maternal circulation. It is
important to note that all of the regulatory and feedback
mechanisms that maintain homeostasis in the nonpreg-
nant woman remain operative during pregnancy, but the
sensitivity to physiological signals or the set-points of
feedback systems are modified. Some changes in mater-
nal physiology in the late stages of pregnancy are adapta-
tions to the physical presence of the expandedmass of the
gravid uterus.

CHALLENGES TO MATERNAL HOMEOSTASIS

In the approximately 265 days that elapse between
fertilization and delivery of a full-term infant, the mother
provides all of the resources required to transform a
single pluripotential cell into a complete new individual
comprised of more than 600 billion highly specialized
cells and weighing about 3.5 kg. Demands on maternal
homeostasis to support these remarkable events are not
constant but change as pregnancy progresses. Through-
out the pregnancy her homeostatic control mechanisms
ensure a hospitable environment of constant tempera-
ture, oxygen supply, waste disposal, and availability of
nutrients, minerals, and vitamins. In addition, she sup-
ports growth and development of the placenta and its
extraordinary metabolic activity. To house the growing
fetus and placenta, her uterus grows from around 50 g to
more than 1 kg and from about 7 cm to more than 40 cm
in length. It also acquires the contractile capacity required
to expel the baby at term. Her breasts grow and develop,
and she increases her fat stores in anticipation of provid-
ing nourishment for her newborn child. The overall cost
to the mother in increased energy expenditure is about
85,000 calories (�300 Cal/day), which must be derived

from the diet or fat reserves. Of this, only about one-third
is consumed by the fetus to support biosynthetic and
metabolic activities. About one-third is consumed by the
placenta to support biosynthetic and transfer processes,
and much of the remainder fuels the additional workload
imposed on the heart, respiratory muscles, and kidneys.

Pregnancy is traditionally dated from the time of the
last menstrual period, although ovulation and fertiliza-
tion occur about 2 weeks later. In describing the progress
of pregnancy, it is customary to consider the nine months
of gestation in three-month intervals, or trimesters. Fetal
growth progresses exponentially at a rate of about 1.5%
each day until about the middle of the third trimester,
when it may slow somewhat (Fig. 1). By the end of the
first trimester, the fetus attains only about 2% of its size
at birth. Consequently, its metabolic needs are small in
the first trimester, and maternal resources are directed
toward fueling the rapid growth of the placenta and
establishing the infrastructure that will support fetal
development in the second trimester and, especially, the
third trimester, when the bulk of fetal growth takes place.
Metabolic demands of the early weeks are dominated by
requirements of the rapidly expanding syncytiotropho-
blast and formation of the placenta, which is not complete
until about the 12th week. While placental growth slows
as pregnancy progresses, its biosynthetic and nutrient
transfer activities persist and intensify as term approa-
ches. Even at term, when its mass is less than 15% of that
of the fetus, the placenta consumes about 40% of the
oxygen extracted from the uterine circulation. Per gram
of tissue, the placenta consumes oxygen at about the
same rate as the adult brain. About 30% of placental
oxygen uptake is consumed in maintaining the ionic
gradients that support solute transport, and another 30%
is consumed in protein synthesis.

THE PLACENTA

The placenta is a complex organ that (1) anchors the
developing fetus to the uterine wall; (2) provides the
maternal/fetal interface for the exchange of nutrients,
respiratory gases, and fetal wastes; and (3) directs mater-
nal homeostatic adjustments to meet changing fetal
needs by secreting hormones and other substances into
the maternal circulation. It is a disc-shaped organ that
measures about 22 cm in diameter and has an average
thickness of about 2.5 cm at the end of pregnancy. The
surface facing the developing fetus is called the chorionic
plate. It is penetrated near its center by the umbilical
artery and veins, which branch repeatedly to perfuse the
functional units, the tree-like placental villi, with fetal
blood. The villi are rooted in the chorionic plate and
extend toward the basal plate, which is comprised of
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maternal decidual cells (see Chapter 47) and extravillous
syncytiotrophoblast. The mature placenta contains 60 to
70 villous trees, each of which, through repeated branch-
ing of the secondary and tertiary villi, gives rise to more
than 100,000 intermediate and terminal villi. The villi,
whose combined length is estimated to be 90 km, contain
increasingly finer branches of arterioles and venules that
terminate as clusters of grape-like outgrowths comprised
largely of sinusoidal dilated capillaries. The entire villous
tree is ensheathed in a continuous layer of syncytiotro-
phoblast, which overlays a discontinuous layer of the
cytotrophoblastic cells. The chorionic plate is fused at its
edges with the basal plate to form a hollow cavity, the
intervillous space, which is perfused with maternal blood
that enters through multiple spiral arteries that branch
off the radial arteries in the myometrium and exits by way
of the uteroplacental veins (Fig. 2).

Maternal and fetal blood do not mix or come in direct
contact. Exchange of nutrients and gases takes place
principally in the terminal villi across a diffusion barrier
comprisedof a layer of syncytiotrophoblast, basal lamina,
and endothelial cells. By late pregnancy, the diffusion
barrier thins to about 5 mm and has a surface area of
about 12 m2. The multifunctional syncytiotrophoblast,
which is richly endowed with ion channels, transporters,
and exchangers, is the site of both active and passive
exchange processes. Bulk movement and mixing of blood
in the intervillous space tends to flatten concentration
gradients between umbilical venous and maternal blood.

In addition, a relatively high proportion of placental
surface is not available for exchange, creating a sizeable
dead space. Consequently, high rates of blood flow are
needed to compensate for the relative inefficiency of
exchange.

The syncytiotrophoblast is also endowed with versa-
tile biosynthetic capacity and is the source of the placen-
tal peptide and steroid hormones (see Chapter 47). Large
amounts of progesterone, estrogens, human chorionic
gonadotropin (hCG), human placental lactogen (hPL),
and other secretory products are released by the syncy-
tiotrophoblast directly into the intervillous space and
hence thematernal circulation. These placental hormones
are largely responsible for orchestrating adjustments in
maternal physiology as pregnancy progresses.

THE MATERNAL CIRCULATION

Adequate perfusion of the placenta is an indispensable
condition for normal growth and development of the
fetus. Any sustained reduction in placental perfusion
results in a condition called intrauterine growth retarda-
tion (IUGR) and may cause premature delivery or deliv-
ery of an undersized baby at term. Adjustments in the
maternal cardiovascular system enable this critical need
to be met without compromising its capacity to respond
to the changing demands and challenges of the mother’s
day-to-day life in an often taxing environment.
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FIGURE 1 Fetal growth during gestation. The shaded area indicates the range of weight of 95% of fetuses.
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To accommodate the required high rates of placental
perfusion, maternal cardiac output increases by about
50% at rest. This sustained high output is made possible
by a profound decrease in total peripheral resistance and
a 50% expansion in blood volume.

Uterine Blood Flow

Blood flow to the uterus increases from about 50 to
100 mL/min in the midluteal phase of the menstrual
cycle to more than 1 L/min in the third trimester. At
term, uterine blood flow, of which more than 80% is
directed to the placental implantation site, accounts for
about 15 to 20% of the cardiac output. Increased flow
begins shortly after implantation, before formation of
the placenta is complete, and rises progressively in paral-
lel with expansion of the uterine mass. Decreased resis-
tance of the small myometrial arteries that lie under and
around the implantation site is evident as early as the
fifth week and well before similar changes are seen in
larger arteries. These early changes are thought to reflect
invasion of the spiral arteries by the syncytiotrophoblast
and their consequent dilatation. In animal studies, the

absence of autoregulation, as indicated by the lack of
reactive hyperemia following a brief arterial occlusion,
suggests that arterioles in the gravid uterus may be
maximally dilated under basal conditions. The decrease
in resistance is so pronounced that some investigators
refer to the uteroplacental circulation as an arterio-
venous shunt.

It may be recalled from the discussion in Chapter 47
that concentrations of estrogens and progesterone in
maternal blood plasma increase steadily and dramati-
cally as pregnancy progresses. Evidence from both
animal and human studies indicates that estrogens have
vasodilatory effects and decrease vascular resistance,
especially in the uterus, which is particularly sensitive to
this hormonal effect. Estrogens also markedly lower
sensitivity of the uterine vasculature to vasoconstrictor
agents. Extensive studies of uterine blood flow have been
made in pregnant sheep, which have been studied as
models for human pregnancy. Infusions of physiologi-
cally relevant amounts of angiotensin II or norepineph-
rine produce little effect on uterine vascular smooth
muscle or uteroplacental blood flow, although at the
same concentrations these agents cause significant
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constriction of extrauterine vasculature and increased
systemic blood pressure. In fact, infusion of angio-
tensin II into pregnant ewes actually increases uterine
blood flow as a consequence of increased systemic blood
pressure. Precisely how the uterine vasculature becomes
desensitized to pressor agents has not been established,
but some evidence suggests that ovarian and placental
hormones stimulate local production of vasodilator
agents, including nitric oxide and prostacyclin (PGI2).

Changes in Cardiac Output

A striking increase in cardiac output is seen within the
first 6 weeks of pregnancy. Cardiac output in a typical
55-kg woman increases from about 4.8 L/min before
fertilization to more than 7 L/min after the first trimester
and remains elevated until delivery. The increase in
cardiac output is accompanied by a modest decrease in
mean blood pressure resulting primarily from a decline in
diastolic pressure. This decrease in blood pressure is seen
despite a 50% increase in blood volume and persists until
about the middle of the second trimester when blood
pressure gradually rises to about or perhaps slightly
above the prepregnant level. The increase in cardiac
output and the decrease in arterial blood pressure result
from a pronounced decrease in total peripheral resistance
(Fig. 3).

Vascular Resistance

The decrease in total peripheral resistance is far
greater than can be accounted for by the low resistance
of the uteroplacental circulation. There is a widespread
decrease in tone of arterioles and larger arteries of the
mesenteric, limb, cutaneous, and especially the renal (see
below) circulations. Overall vasoconstrictor responses
to administered angiotensin II and norepinephrine are
attenuated, but to a considerably lesser extent than in
uterine arterioles. It is important to note, however, that
despite the overall decrease in vascular tone, local and
systemic vascular regulatory responses remain operative.
Reflex adjustments to changes in posture and to the
requirements of exercise are only mildly compromised.
Despite changing environmental demands, baroreceptor
reflexes maintain blood pressure constant, but at a lower
set-point.

The basis for the decrease in vascular resistance is a
topic of active research. Clearly, the developing embryo
must send out some signals to bring about these changes
in vascular tone. Infusion of estrogens in nonpregnant
human and animal subjects acutely decreases vascular
resistance and produces changes that are similar, though
less pronounced, to those seen in normal pregnancy.
Human vascular endothelial cells express estrogen

receptors and, in response to estradiol, rapidly increase
their production of vasodilating agents such as nitric
oxide and PGI2 (see Chapter 40). Other studies suggest a
similar role for progesterone, alone or in the presence of
high levels of estrogens. Most recently, studies in rodents
have focused on the vasodepressor effects of another
ovarian hormone, relaxin (see Chapter 47). Relaxin is a
small peptide that is secreted by the corpus luteum
throughout pregnancy. Its concentrations in blood
increase in the early days of pregnancy in response to
human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG) secreted by the
implanting embryo (see Chapter 47). Administration of
relaxin to rodents reproduces many of the changes in
renal and mesenteric blood flow seen in early pregnancy.
In these animals, relaxin stimulates endothelial cell
production of nitric oxide, especially in the renal and
mesenteric vascular beds, but comparable data are not
yet available for humans.
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Cardiac Performance

Cardiac output increases as a result of increases in
both heart rate and stroke volume (Fig. 4). The accel-
eration of heart rate is evident a few weeks earlier than
the increase in stroke volume and continues to increase
gradually until term. The acceleration of heart rate is
probably driven by the combined effects of increased
venous return, increased blood volume, and decreased
arterial pressure. Venous return is increased as a result
of decreased arteriolar resistance and increased blood
volume (see below). Although increased compliance of
the great veins accommodates the increase in volume with
little change in central venous pressure, stretch receptors
in thewalls of the vena cava and right atriumare neverthe-
less activated and send afferent signals to the vasomotor
center, which responds with sympathetic stimulation of
the sinoatrial node. This classical Bainbridge reflex
(see Chapter 14) accelerates heart rate without increasing
arteriolar tone. Decreased activation of baroreceptors in
accordance with the decline in arterial pressure probably
results in additional impetus to heart rate through
decreased vagal inhibitory tone. Studies of baroreceptor
reflex responses indicate that parasympathetic input to
the heart is diminished in pregnant women. It is also

likely that hormones of pregnancy act directly at the level
of the vasomotor center in the brain to adjust regulatory
set-points.

Stroke volume increases steadily in the first half of
pregnancy and thereafter remains constant until late in
the third trimester, when it falls somewhat. It may be
recalled (see Chapter 13) that stroke volume is deter-
minedby cardiac contractility, diastolic volume (preload),
and aortic pressure (afterload). Compliance of the heart
and aorta increases because of changes in physical pro-
perties of the extracellular matrix, a phenomenon called
remodeling. Such remodeling is thought to occur in
response to the high circulating levels of estrogens and
progesterone. Increased compliance lowers resistance to
ventricular filling and results in increased diastolic
volume without a corresponding increase in pressure.
Indeed, pregnancy produces a mild increase in heart size
without a change in thickness of the ventricular walls.
Increased aortic distensibility coupled with decreased
peripheral resistance reduce afterload. Because the
ejection fraction remains relatively constant throughout
pregnancy, end diastolic volume increases and heart size
is increased. Myocardial contractility per se is little
changed, but force and speed of ventricular contraction
increase in accordance with the Frank–Starling relation-
ship (see Chapter 13).

BLOOD VOLUME

Blood volume starts to expand before the fourth week
of pregnancy and continues to increase until the middle
of the third trimester, when it is about 40 to 50% above
the prepregnant level (Fig. 5). Although the amount of
added volume varies widely from woman to woman, the
increase is consistent for each woman in each of her preg-
nancies and is greater in twin than in single pregnancies.
Both plasma and red cell volumes increase, but the
plasma volume expands by 50%, while the red cell mass
increases by only 20 to 30%. Consequently, the hema-
tocrit declines from about 45% to about 35%, producing
the so-called anemia of pregnancy. It is not known why
expansion of the red cell mass fails to keep pace with the
increase in plasma volume. Erythropoietic capacity of
bone marrow is not the limiting factor. Further enhance-
ment of red blood cell production is seen after hemor-
rhagic injury. Similarly, red blood cell production
increases further in pregnant women in response to the
decrease in oxygen tension (PO2) encountered with a
change in residence from sea level to high altitudes.
Pregnancy thus does not interfere with the operation of
basic regulatory mechanisms that govern erythropoiesis.
Concentrations of erythropoietin (see Chapter 23) in
blood plasma increase only modestly during pregnancy.
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It is possible that increased renal blood flow partially
compensates for decreased hematocrit in maintaining
renal interstitial PO2 so that erythropoietin-secreting
cells are only mildly stimulated. Alternatively, the PO2

sensitivity of these cells may be decreased by the
hormones of pregnancy, so that the set-point for
regulation of red cell formation is adjusted downward.

Expansion of the blood volume also dilutes the plasma
proteins. The concentration of albumin declines by about
30%. Because albumin is the most abundant plasma
protein and the major colloid osmolyte, plasma oncotic
pressure also decreases by about 30%. Synthesis of
albumin and some other hepatic proteins is thought to be
regulated by plasma oncotic pressure; a decrease in

oncotic pressure sensed by hepatocytes activates tran-
scription of the albumin gene. Once again it appears that
the sensitivity of a regulatory mechanism is reduced by
some actions of hormones of pregnancy. Hepatic protein
synthetic capacity is not compromised, as evidenced by
increased production and secretion of some globulins,
fibrinogen, and clotting factors.

The changes in vascular volume and in levels of red
blood cells and albumin would be considered pathologi-
cal in nonpregnant women, but are normal in pregnancy
and appear to result from adjustments to the set-points of
normally operating feedback regulatory systems. The
adaptive advantages of decreased circulating levels of
albumin and red blood cells are not known; however, the
combined effect of the lower red cell mass and the
lower protein content is a decrease in blood viscosity
(see Chapter 10) which contributes in at least aminor way
to the overall decrease in peripheral resistance shown
in Fig. 3. It should be emphasized that, although the
hematocrit declines in pregnancy, the total red cell mass
increases significantly and may therefore lessen the
postpartum impact of the inevitable loss of about 500
mL of blood at delivery.

SODIUM BALANCE

For plasma volume to increase, sodium and water
intake and retention must also increase. Hormonal
signals to increase sodium conservation are amplified
(Fig. 6) early in pregnancy, at about the same time that
peripheral resistance begins to decline. It is not known
if these events are causally related or are independent
responses to signals originating in the fetus. In all, about
900 to 950 mEq of added sodium is retained during
gestation. This amount corresponds at term to about
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Clinical Note

Measurement of Blood Pressure

It is noteworthy that measurements of blood
pressure and cardiac output made in the late
stages of pregnancy are very much dependent
upon maternal position when the measurements
are made. The gravid uterus, which occupies a
volume of 6 to 7 L, compresses the vena cava
and to a lesser extent the abdominal aorta when
the subject rests on her back in the supine
position. The gravid uterus may thus physically
decrease venous return and cardiac output
and cause a fall in systemic arterial pressure.

Similarly, when the woman is standing upright,
the gravid uterus compresses the femoral veins
and interferes with blood flow from the lower
extremities to the vena cava. The resulting decline
in venous return produces a decline in cardiac
output and a fall in blood pressure. Because
baroreceptor responses are blunted, the fall in
blood pressure may cause some women to faint
after prolonged standing or a sudden change in
posture. Reliable assessment of blood pressure
is usually made with the woman lying on her
left side.
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6.5 L of extracellular fluid, of which only about half is in
the fetus, placenta, and amniotic fluid. The remainder is
distributed between maternal vascular and interstitial
fluid compartments at a ratio of about 1:3.

The increase in sodium retention over the course
of gestation is remarkable when pregnancy-induced
changes in renal hemodynamics are also considered.
Resistance of the renal vasculature declines to a greater
extent than the decrease in total peripheral vascular
resistance discussed previously. It may be recalled that
the afferent and efferent glomerular arterioles are the
major sites of resistance to blood flow in the kidneys (see
Chapter 24). Decreased resistance in these vessels results
in a greater than 50% increase in effective renal plasma
flow (ERPF). Glomerular capillary pressure changes
little from the nonpregnant state because resistance is
reduced in both the afferent and the efferent glomerular
arterioles. Increased flow through the glomerular capil-
laries at constant hydrostatic pressure and decreased
colloid osmotic pressure results in a greater than 50%
increase in the glomerular filtration rate (GFR) (see
Chapter 24). Consequently, the filtered load of sodium
increases from about 20,000 to about 30,000 mEq/day,
and reabsorptive mechanisms of the renal tubules are
therefore faced with an additional load of 10,000 mEq of
sodium just to maintain sodium balance. Their task is
made even more difficult by the natriuretic effects of high
concentrations of progesterone, which, at high concen-
trations, may compete for binding to the mineralocorti-
coid receptor. Nevertheless, a net retention of sodium
averaging 3 to 5 mEq of sodium per day between the 8th
and 20th weeks must take place to account for the
expansion of plasma volume.

The hormone directly responsible for sodium reten-
tion is aldosterone (see Chapters 29 and 40), the concen-
trations of which increase steadily in plasma throughout
pregnancy to levels that are far above those seen in
nonpregnant women (Fig. 6). Although nonpregnant
individuals escape from the sodium-retaining effects of
prolonged elevations in aldosterone concentration (see
Chapter 40), increased sodium retention is sustained
throughout pregnancy. Angiotensin II is the principal

Clinical Note

Edema

It should be noted that decreases in arteriolar
tone and plasma colloid osmotic pressure change
the balance of forces across the capillaries in
favor of increased net filtration and expansion
of interstitial fluid volume (see Chapter 16).

Consequently, pregnant women are prone to
edema, especially in the legs. In late pregnancy,
when the gravid uterus compresses the femoral
veins and increases venous pressure in the legs,
the tendency for net filtration and the accumula-
tion of extravascular fluid is exaggerated.
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stimulus for aldosterone secretion. Its production
depends upon secretion of renin by the juxtaglomerular
cells of the kidney (Chapters 27 and 40) and the avail-
ability of its precursor, angiotensinogen. Hepatic secre-
tion of angiotensinogen is stimulated by high circulating
concentrations of estrogens. Increases in angiotensino-
gen concentration lead to increases in angiotensin
formation over the range of physiologically relevant
concentrations of renin.

In men and nonpregnant women, the effective blood
volume is the regulated variable in the control of renin
secretion. Changes in blood volume are sensed by stretch
receptors in the walls of great veins in the chest, the atria,
and the carotid sinuses, by pressure or stretch receptors in
the afferent glomerular arterioles, and by sodium chlo-
ride receptors in the maculae densae of the renal tubules
(see Chapter 29). It seems paradoxical that renin secre-
tion continues to increase throughout pregnancy despite
sustained and increasing expansion of vascular volume
and the increased delivery of sodium chloride to the distal
tubules that results from the increase in GFR. It is
possible that decreased stimulation of pressure receptors
due to the decrease in arterial pressure and the increase in
compliance of the thoracic vasculature is interpreted by
the vasomotor center as a decrease in vascular volume.
The physiological response to such an interpretation is
increased sympathetic stimulation of the renin-secreting
juxtaglomerular cells. Alternatively, hormones of preg-
nancy may decrease the sensitivity of these stretch
receptors or act directly at the hypothalamic level to
adjust the set-point for volume regulation. In any event,
secretion of renin by the kidneys during pregnancy is not
autonomous and is adjusted upward or downward by
the same physiological control mechanisms that are
operative in nonpregnant women (Fig. 7). For example,
the decrease in central venous volume that occurs upon
rising from a recumbent to a standing position causes
renin secretion to increase in pregnant as well as non-
pregnant women. Similarly, renin levels decline after
sodium loading and increase upon sodium deprivation
whether or not the test subject is pregnant. Thus, the
renin/angiotensin system continues to regulate vascular
volume throughout pregnancy, but at a higher set-point.

OSMOREGULATION AND THIRST

Retention of sodium is accompanied by retention of
water because sodium is the principle osmolyte in extra-
cellular fluid and osmolality of plasma is a tightly control-
led variable (see Chapter 28). Increases or decreases in
sodium retention are paralleled by changes in water con-
servation by the kidney in order to maintain constant
osmolality of the plasma and hence the extracellular fluid.

Hypothalamic osmoreceptors monitor plasma osmolal-
ity and signal secretion of arginine vasopressin (AVP)
when osmolality increases. AVP signals the kidneys to
conserve water by mechanisms described in Chapter 28,
but water conservation can only maintain osmolality
constant when water intake is adequate. When plasma
osmolality increases, osmoreceptors also signal thirst and
drinking behavior and thus coordinate water intake and
water conservation.

Under basal conditions the concentration of sodium
in the plasma of pregnant women is maintained at 3 to 5
mEq lower than that in plasma of nonpregnant women
(Fig. 8). Despite the nearly 10 mOsm difference, plasma
concentrations of AVP are quite similar in pregnant
and nonpregnant women, indicative of a change in the
relationship between osmolality and AVP secretion. The
seemingly inappropriately higher concentration of AVP
does not imply independence of AVP secretion from
plasma osmolality or breakdown of normal feedback
relationships. Pregnancy does not interfere with the
ability to respond normally to changes in osmolality
that follow periods of water deprivation or water
loading (Fig. 9). When plasma osmolality was increased
in pregnant and nonpregnant women by infusions of
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saline, plasma levels of AVP increased to a similar extent
in both groups with each increment in osmolality. While
the AVP concentrations changed in parallel in both
groups, at each concentration of AVP observed the
osmolality was nearly 10 mOsm/L lower in the pregnant
women. Pregnancy shifts the relationship between osmo-
lality and thirst to a similar extent. Thus, osmolal regula-
tion remains intact during pregnancy, but operates at a
lower set point.

The factors that bring about changes in sensitivity of
the osmoreceptor system have not been identified nor is
the underlying mechanism understood. A similar but
less pronounced shift in the relationship between AVP
secretion and plasma osmolality is seen in nonpregnant
women during the luteal phase of the menstrual cycle.
Progesterone, relaxin, or some other product of the
corpus luteum that continues to be secreted throughout
pregnancy may thus be responsible for adjusting osmo-
regulation. In nonpregnant individuals, the relationship
between AVP secretion and osmolarity changes with
changes in plasma volume. A leftward shift in the AVP/
osmolality relationship similar to that seen in pregnant
women occurs in hypovolemia (reduced plasma volume),
while hypervolemia tends to shift the relationship in the
opposite direction. Thus, it seems that the hypervolemia
of pregnancy appears as hypovolemia to the volume-
regulating mechanisms that govern AVP secretion.
Changes in the set-points for volume and osmolal regula-
tion cause regulatory centers to interpret the increase in

plasma volume and the decreased osmolality in preg-
nancy as normal and to defend these altered states.

When increased plasma volume is sensed by stretch
receptors in the right atrium in men and nonpregnant
women, secretion of atrial natriuretic factor (ANF)
increases (see Chapter 29). ANF combats volume expan-
sion by increasing urinary sodium loss, through direct
actions on the kidney and through inhibition of aldos-
terone production (see Chapter 40). Despite the 50%
increase in blood volume, only small, if any, increases
in plasma ANF concentrations are seen in normal preg-
nant women before the third trimester, when a modest
rise occurs. Pregnancy therefore appears to decrease the
sensitivity of the ANF-secreting cells to increased
volume. However, rates of ANF secretion increase or
decrease to similar extents in pregnant and nonpregnant
women in response to the variations in central venous
volume that result from changes in posture or saline
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infusions. Thus, as already described for renin and AVP,
control mechanisms that govern ANF secretion respond
normally to acute changes in volume but defend vascular
volume at a higher set point.

Figure 10 summarizes the cardiovascular and renal
changes produced in the first trimester and continued
throughout gestation.Hormonal signals arising in the tro-
phoblast and/or the ovary and acting directly on vascular
smooth muscle and the osmoreceptors initiate the series
of changes that ultimately increase placental perfusion.
It is likely, but not established, that these peripheral
effects are reinforced by complementary effects on regula-
tory centers in the brain. The adaptive value of most of
these changes appears to reside in ensuring adequacy of
uteroplacental perfusion while maintaining sufficient

circulatory reserve to service the needs of the mother.
The adaptive value of the increase in GFR is unknown,
but it may facilitate excretion of fetal wastes and dietary
toxins.

RESPIRATORY ADJUSTMENTS

Resting pulmonary ventilation is increased through-
out pregnancy. In the menstrual cycle, minute ventilation
is greater in the luteal phase than the follicular phase and
increases steadily after conception until delivery. By the
end of gestation, alveolar ventilation is about 40%
greater than the prepregnant rate. This change is brought
about by a 20% increase in tidal volume without a change
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Clinical Note

Preeclampsia

One of the leading complications of pregnancy
is a disorder of unknown etiology called pree-
clampsia (toxemia of pregnancy). Eclampsia is
the occurrence of convulsions, coma, and often
death following delivery. Preeclampsia is char-
acterized by hypertension, edema, and protei-
nuria. Inadequacies of uteroplacental blood

flow or perhaps immune incompatibilities of
mother and fetus have been associated with
preeclamptic-like symptoms. All of the signs and
symptoms of preeclampsia, which may or may
not develop to eclampsia, disappear with deliv-
ery. Most of the maternal cardiovascular and
renal adjustments discussed above do not occur
in preeclampsia.
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in frequency of inspiration. Despite rapid growth and
intensemetabolic activity of the placenta, little increase in
maternal oxygen consumption is evident before the end
of the first trimester, because the fetoplacental mass is so
small. Thereafter, oxygen consumption and CO2 produc-
tion increase steadily in parallel with increasing fetal mass
to reach a level that is about 20% above the nonpregnant
level (Fig. 11), but hyperventilation continues until the
baby is delivered. Because the rate of alveolar ventilation
exceeds the metabolic rate, alveolar PCO2 declines by
about 25% and remains at about 30 mm Hg for the
remainder of gestation, and PO2 increases by about 5%.
Consequently, arterial PCO2 declines from about 40 mm
Hg to about 32 mm Hg. The plasma bicarbonate con-
centration falls from about 27 to about 21 mEq/L, while
plasma pH increases from 7.40 to about 7.45. Arterial
PO2 increases slightly from about 103 to 107 mm Hg.

As already mentioned, the hyperventilation of preg-
nancy is achieved by a substantial increase in inspiratory
volume. Yet, as pregnancy progresses, growth of the
uterinemass might be expected to interfere with the range
of motion of the diaphragm and to interfere with expan-
sion of the lungs and breathing movements; however,
thoracic volume is maintained at almost the prepregnant
level by a change in shape of the chest. Even before the

uterine volume has fully expanded, the angle of the ribs
begins to widen, possibly because of relaxation of the cos-
tal ligaments, so that the diameter of the chest increases
by 5 to 7 cm. In fact, total pulmonary volume is decreased
only by about 5%, and the vital capacity is unchanged
(Fig. 12). The small decrease in total lung volume is
accounted for by a decrease in the functional residual
volume that results from the upward pressure exerted by
the abdominal contents. This change in functional resi-
dual volume increases the efficiency of alveolar ventila-
tion because inspired air is diluted with a smaller volume
of residual air in the alveoli. In line with their effects on
vascular smooth muscle, hormones of pregnancy also
relax airway smooth muscle, which increases the func-
tional dead space but significantly decreases airway
resistance.

The hyperventilation of pregnancy is attributable to
the high circulating concentrations of progesterone.
Ventilatory drive is also increased within a few hours
after progesterone is given to nonpregnant subjects of
either sex. It may be recalled (Chapter 22) that in the
presence of normal oxygen tension, PCO2 (and the closely
linked hydrogen ion concentration) is the variable that is
regulated by the respiratory centers. PCO2 in arterial
blood and in cerebrospinal fluid is monitored by arterial
chemoreceptors and chemoreceptors in the brain stem.
Progesterone increases ventilatory drive by increasing the
sensitivity of both central and peripheral chemoreceptors
to CO2. Although pregnant women are hyperresponsive
to increases in inhaled CO2, pregnancy does not reduce
their ability to adjust alveolar ventilation upward or
downward in response to changes in arterial or inspired
PCO2, indicating that normal feedback regulatory
mechanisms remain operative. Because of the heightened
sensitivity of the chemoreceptors, PCO2 at levels that
prevail in the nonpregnant woman stimulates ventilation
until enough CO2 is eliminated to establish a new steady
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state at a lower set-point. Progesterone also increases the
sensitivity of the chemoreceptors for PO2, but this change
is only evident in intense exercise or in hypoxic conditions
such as high altitude. Thus, as already noted for cardio-
vascular and renal homeostasis, a signal arising in the
ovaries andplacenta readjusts the set-point for a normally
operating negative feedback system.

Resetting the steady-state level of PCO2 in maternal
blood benefits the developing fetus by facilitating the
transfer of CO2 from the fetal to the maternal circula-
tion. PCO2 equilibrates rapidly across the placental
barrier by diffusion of CO2 in the form of the uncharged,
dissolved gas. Its rate of diffusion depends the steepness
of the concentration gradient between fetal blood in the
umbilical artery and maternal blood in the intervillous
space. By lowering the PCO2 in maternal blood, a steep
concentration gradient is created while allowing fetal
PCO2 and blood pH to be maintained at a level that is
favorable for rapid cellular growth and development.
The small increase in PO2 is of little consequence for
oxygen delivery to the fetus, because maternal hemo-
globin is already virtually saturated at the PO2 that
prevails in nonpregnant women. However, the rapid
rate of CO2 transfer across the placental barrier
and the resulting transfer of hydrogen ion increase the
rate of oxygen delivery to the fetus through operation of
the Haldane and Bohr effects (see Chapter 20). The
decrease in PCO2 in fetal capillary blood as it traverses
the terminal villi increases the affinity of hemoglobin for
oxygen, and hence its degree of saturation at the low
partial pressure of oxygen of intervillous blood. At the
same time, the increase in PCO2 in the intervillous space
facilitates the unloading of oxygen from maternal
hemoglobin. Simultaneously, the diffusion of CO2

across the placental barrier raises the pH of placental
capillary blood and lowers that of intervillous blood to
provide a similar effect on hemoglobin loading of
maternal and fetal blood.

Gas exchange across the placenta is analogous to gas
exchange in the lungs; the arterial supply to the placenta
is low in O2 and high in CO2; after equilibration with
maternal blood in the intervillous space, umbilical venous
blood has taken on O2 and delivered CO2. Table 1
presents normal values of oxygen, carbon dioxide, and
hydrogen ion concentrations in the maternal and fetal
circulations in late pregnancy. Although PO2 and CO2

equilibrate quickly across the placental barrier, partial
pressures of these gases in the umbilical veins differ
radically from values in the uterine artery and even the
uterine veins. Differences between uterine and umbilical
venous blood can be accounted for in part by the
relatively high rate of O2 extraction and CO2 production
by the syncytiotrophoblast and by the relatively large
areas of the placenta that are unavailable for exchange. It
is important to note that despite the low PO2 and the
metabolic activity of the syncytiotrophoblast, the oxygen
content of umbilical venous blood is quite similar to that
of maternal arterial blood. This is possible because of the
higher content of hemoglobin in fetal than maternal
blood and the greater affinity of fetal hemoglobin for
oxygen. It is also noteworthy that PCO2, bicarbonate,
and pH in umbilical venous blood are all in the same
range as found in arterial blood of nonpregnant subjects
(see Chapter 31).

OTHER ADAPTATIONS

Virtually all aspects of maternal physiology are
affected by pregnancy, although not all of the changes
may be adaptive. Consistent with what has already
been described for vascular and airway smooth muscle
and for the uterine myometrium (see Chapter 47),
contractile tone of smooth muscle throughout the
body is decreased by the high levels of ovarian and
placental steroid hormones and perhaps relaxin.

TABLE 1 Normal Values of O2, CO2, and pH in Maternal and Fetal Blood

Maternal Artery Uterine Vein Fetal Vein Umbilical Artery

PO2 (mm Hg) 95 38 30 22

HbO2 (% saturation) 98 72 75 50

O2 content (mL/dL)

O2 content (nM)

16.4

7.3

11.8

5.3

16.2

7.2

10.9

4.5

Hemoglobin (g/dL) 12 12 16 16

O2 capacity 16.4 16.4 21.9 21.9

PCO2 32 40 43 48

CO2 content (nM) 19.6 21.8 25.2 26.3

HCO�3 (mEq) 18.8 20.7 24 25

pH 7.42 7.35 7.38 7.34

Source: Longo LD. Respiratory gas exchange in the placenta. In: Fahri LE, Tenney SM, Eds., Handbook of physiology. Section 3: The respiratory

system, Vol. IV, Gas exchange, pp. 351–401. Bethesda, MD: American Physiological Society, Washington, D.C., 1987. With permission.
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Relaxation of smooth muscle has been noted through-
out the gastrointestinal and urinary systems. Receptors
for these hormones are widely distributed, and there is
growing evidence for their involvement in nitric oxide
production. Production of another potent smooth
muscle relaxant, PGI2, is also increased in many tissues
in pregnancy.
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Clinical Note

Gall Stones, Gastric Reflux, and Constipation

Decreased tone of the gall bladder results in
doubling of its volume in pregnancy and its
incomplete emptying in response to cholecysto-
kinin upon eating. Incomplete emptying may
contribute to the propensity of pregnant women
to develop gall stones. Decreased peristalsis and
decreased muscle tonedecrease esophageal pres-
sure, which, coupled with increased gastric pres-
sure due to compression produced by the gravid
uterus, favors gastric reflux and the heartburn

often associated with pregnancy. Decreased
motility of intestinal smooth muscle increases the
transit time of ingested foods and may increase
efficiency of nutrient absorption in the small
bowel. Prolongation of transit time in the large
bowel along with elevated blood levels of aldo-
sterone result in as much as a 60% increase in water
absorption compared to prepregnant levels. While
this effect may help to maintain the expanded
blood volume, it also accounts for the constipa-
tion encountered by many pregnant women.
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Index

A
A, see Adenine

AA, see Afferent arterioles

A bands, cardiac muscle cells, 179

Abdominal muscles, in breathing, 278,

318–319

Abducens nerve, extraocular muscles, 862

Absence seizures, 902

Absolute refractory period

action potentials, 86–87

heart, 181

Absorption, see also Reabsorption

balance with secretion, 555, 555f

calcium, 544–545

capillary fluid movement, 239

carbohydrates, 534–535

chloride by intestines, 551, 551f

definition, 466

fat-soluble vitamins, 544

fluid by leakey epithelia, 553f

fluid in peritbular capillaries, 348–349

glucose, galactose, fructose, 534f

intestinal, calcium, 681, 689

iron, 545f, 545–546

isosmotic volume absorption, 378

lipids, 540, 540f

pathway, 532–533

potassium, 547–548

proteins, 536–537f

sodium, 550f, 550–551

sodium chloride, 396f

solute pathway, 532f

transcellular and paracellular routes,

549–550

transport processes, 533

water, 548, 552f, 552–553

water-soluble vitamins, 543–544

Absorptive reserve capacity, 549

Accessory olfactory bulb, and vomeronasal

organ, 854

Accessory pathway, effect on PR interval,

198–199

Accessory respiratory muscles, 278

Acclimatization, high altitude, 327–329

Accommodation reflex, 828

Accomodation, action potentials, 87

ACE, see Angiotensin-converting enzyme

ACE inhibitors, see Angiotensin-converting

enzyme inhibitors

Acetylcholine

in acid secretion, 497

autonomic nervous system, 146

end-plate potential mechanisms, overview,

104

gastric secretion, 507f

iontophoretic application, 103f

iontophoric application, EPP comparison,

104f

neuromuscular junction, 102–104

pacemaker activity, 185

in pepsin secretion, 511

SA nodal cell effects, 185f

synthesis and degradation, 152f

Acetylcholine receptor

antagonists, 327

ligand-gated, structure, 105–106

model, 105f

myasthenia gravis, 120

Acetylcholinesterase, 103

Acetyl CoA carboxylase

function, 642

insulin effects, 651

ACh, see Acetylcholine

Achalasia, 485

Acid-base balance, blood

bicarbonate-pH diagram, 296–297

disturbance diagnosis, 297–298

Henderson-Hasselbach equation, 295–296

metabolic acidosis, 297

metabolic alkalosis, 297

respiratory acidosis, 297

respiratory alkalosis, 297

Acid-base balance, during exercise, 935–936

Acid-base balance, kidney

anion gap, 457

bicarbonate generation, 452–454

bicarbonate reabsorption, 451–452

buffer role, 448–450

clinical disturbance overview, 454–455

common disturbances, 458–461

metabolic acidosis, 456–457

metabolic alkalosis, 457–458

plasma bicarbonate overview, 450–451

pulmonary regulation of CO2, 450

respiratory acidosis, 455–456

respiratory alkalosis, 456

Acid-base status, steps 1 to 4, 459f, 460f

Acidemia, 454

Acid-labile subunit, 707

Acidosis

acid-base disturbances, 460

characteristics, 455–456

kidney effects, 334

plasma bicarbonate threshold, 452f

Acinar cells

pancreas, 514, 516f, 520f

salivary glands, 499

Acinus

characteristics, 265

pancreas, 514

primary saliva production, 497

salivary glands, 499

Acrosomal reaction, 759

ACTH, see Adrenocorticotropic hormone

Actin

biochemical interactions with myosin,

125–126, 138–141

overview, 124, 138

F-Actin, 239

Action potentials

absolute and relative refractory period,

86–87

accomodation, 87

cardiac cells, 180f

cardiac muscle, 179

compound, recording, 96f

contractile cell, 179f

extracellular recordings, 72

extracellular voltage creation, 188

giant squid axon, 77f

Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation, 78

intracellular recording, 73f, 73–74

ion channels underlying, specificity, 85

muscle cells, 135

muscle fibers, 865
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Action potentials (continued)

Naþ, 78f

Naþ and Kþ concentrations, 85–86

Naþ and Kþ conductance, 83f

nerve, 72, 73–74, 76–78

nerve, sketch, 78f

optic nerve, 72f

plateau phase, calcium channel role, 180

propagation, basic principles, 89–90

repolarization, voltage-dependent

potassium conductance role, 83–85

sciatic nerve, 792f

sequence of steps, 90f

skeletal muscle, shock response, 130f

sodium hypothesis, 76–78

sound intensity, 845

tetraethylammonium, 85f

threshold, 86

Activation gate, 180

Active hyperemia

blood flow, 247

definition, 223

in exercise, 937

Active reabsorption, Naþ cotransport, 385f

Active sleep, see Rapid eye movement sleep

Active solute transport, proximal tubule,

379–380

Active transport

absorption, 533

ions, criteria, 48–49

overview, 59–60

primary type, 38, 60

secondary type, 60–62

Active zone, neuromuscular junction, 99

Activins, in testicular function, 733

Adaptation

to cold environment, 930–931

dietary regulation, 532

to hot environment, 928–930

light, 811

maternal, see Maternal adaptation

during pregnancy, 965–966

receptors, 21

Addison’s disease

characteristics, 609

nephron ion transport, 399

Adenine

in complementary base pairing, 14f

DNA structure overview, 13

Adenohypophysis, 574

Adenosine, blood flow regulation, 248

Adenosine diphosphate

in exercise, 934

thyroid hormones, 599

Adenosine triphosphate

crossbridge cycling, 135

cytoplasmic calcium cycling, 135

in exercise, 933, 934

glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation,

135–136

muscle resting and action potentials, 135

short-term maximal exercise effort, 671

smooth muscle, 143–144

in smooth muscle contraction, 481

thyroid hormones, 599

Adenylyl cyclase, cardiac muscle, 184

ADH, see Antidiuretic hormone

Adipose tissue

carbohydrate and lipid metabolism, 647f

fuel storage issues, 673

insulin effects, 646–648

metabolic hormones, 665–666

ADP, see Adenosine diphosphate

Adrenal cortex

adrenal steroid hormones in blood, 615

adrenocortical hormones, 609–612

fetal, in pregnancy, 765–766

hormone metabolism and excretion, 615

hormone synthesis, 612–615

hyperfunction, 620

overview, 609

steroidogenesis, 613f

stress effects, 626–627

Adrenal gland

adrenal cortex, 609–615

adrenal medulla, 630–635

glucocorticoids, 619–630

histology, 609f

mineralocorticoids, 615–619

morphology, 608–609

negative feedback with pituitary gland, 630

overview, 608

Adrenal medulla

blood pressure control, 231

epinephrine and norepinephrine

biosynthesis, 632f

medullary hormones, 632, 633–635

overview, 630–631

regulation, 635

storage, release, metabolism, 632–633

Adrenal steroid hormones

blood, 615

structures, 609f

Adrenergic receptor, 148

�-Adrenergic receptor

autonomic nervous system, 149

lungs, 327

�-Adrenergic receptor

autonomic nervous system, 149

lungs, 327

salivary gland regulation, 502

�1-Adrenergic receptors

cardiac muscle, 184

in exercise, 937

Adrenocortical hormones

aldosterone synthesis, 614–615

biosynthesis, 610

biosynthetic pathway, 611f

18-carbon series, 612

19-carbon series, 612

21-carbon series, 611–612

derivation, 609–610

pregnenolone as precursor, 610–611

synthesis regulation, 612–615

Adrenocorticotropic hormone

in aldosterone secretion, 400

in aldosterone synthesis, 614

effects, 612–614

function, 577, 608

glucocorticoid secretion regulation,

627–630

plasma concentrations, 629f

responding system modulation, 569

secretion, 631

secretion regulation, 628f

in steroidogenesis, 613f

stress effects, 626–627

Adrenocorticotropinss, 577–578

Adrenogenital syndrome, 630

Adsorption, 281

Adult respiratory distress syndrome

characteristics, 313, 947

overview, 230

Aerosols, 273

Affective aggression

neuronal pathways, 901f

Papez circuit, 899

Afferent arterioles

characteristics, 345

glomerular capillary tuft, 345f

kidney, 333, 335

NaCl effect, 355f

pressure increase, 354

relative resistance changes, 357f

resistance, 348f, 356–357, 434f

Afferent fibers, 790

Afferent input, 316

Afferent taste fibers, 849

Affinity receptors, 21

Afterload

definition, 207

isotonic contraction, 132

Age

body weight and fat changes, 674f

growth hormone effects, 709, 710f

Aggression

neuronal pathways, 901f

Papez circuit, 899

Agonists, 19

Agouti-related peptide, 677f

Agouti-related protein, 677

AGRP, see Agouti-related protein

Airway resistance

definition, 277

dynamic compression, 285–287

measures, 284–285

physical determinants, 283–284

physiologic determinants, 285

reflexes, 324

ventilation distribution, 287–288

Airways

air flow resistance, 284f

cellular structure, 265f

closure in breathing, 280

conductance, 285

conducting, cross-section, 274f

defense mechanisms, 273–274

dynamic compression, 286f

functional zones, 264f

lung branching, 262f

reflexes, 323–327

respiratory system, 264–266
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AKAPs, see A kinase anchoring proteins

A kinase anchoring proteins, 32–33

Akinesia, 885

Albumin, 595

Alcohol, gastric secretion effects, 509

Aldosterone

ARDN effects, 442f

arterial pressure regulation, 233

continuous administration, 616f

corticosterone precursor, 611–612

function, 607, 608

kidney effects, overview, 616–618

in Naþ excretion, 430–432

in nephron ion transport, 398–400

nonpregnant women, 961f

during pregnancy, 960, 960f

in reabsorption, 392

renal action mechanisms, 617f

salivary gland regulation, 502

secretion, 619, 619f

synthesis, 614f, 614–615

Aldosterone receptors, 400

Aldosterone-responsive

distal nephron

aldosterone effects, 400f

characteristics, 397

ion transport, 398

Kþ, aldosterone, pH, 442f

Kþ secretion, 442–443f

Kþ transport, 441–442

Naþ excretion, 435

various cells, 392

Aldosteronism, 401

Alkalemia, 454

Alkaline tide, 505

Alkalosis

acid-base disturbances, 460

characteristics, 456

plasma bicarbonate threshold, 452f

proton transport, 403f

Allergic reactions, 243

Aloe nasi, 278

Alpha cells, 638

�-conditioning, 910

Alpha motor neurons

characteristics, 863–864

skeletal muscle, 133

Alpha rhythms, 903

ALSO, see Acid-labile subunit

Alveolar gas equation, 302

Alveolar pressure, 270

Alveolar ventilation, 301–302

Alveoli

characteristics, 264

definition, 259

mammary, components, 769f

respiratory system-environment interface,

261

ventilation-perfusion mismatching,

310–312

Alzheimer’s disease, 917

Amacrine cells

characteristics, 815

retinal processing, 812

Ambient temperature and pressure saturated,

264

AMH, see Anti-müllerian hormone

Amino acids

insulin regulation, 654

reabsorption in proximal tubule, 386–387

Ammonia, peptic ulcer, 513

Ammonium, excretion in urine, 455f

Ampulla, fertilization, 758

Ampullary crest, 833

Amygdala

in emotion, 899

and hypothalamus, 897

olfactory cortex, 852

�-Amylase, 533f

Amylin, 644

Anaerobic threshold, 934

Anal canal, 493–494

Anal sphincters, 494f

Anaphylactic shock, 948

Anaphylaxis, 244

Anatomic dead space, 301

Anatomic shunt, 269

Androgens

biosynthetic pathway, 612f

function, 608, 609

in growth, 715

Androstenedione, 612

Anemia

blood-oxygen equilibrium curves, 291

pernicious anemia, 543

Anemia of pregnancy, 958

Anencephaly, 786

ANF, see Atrial natriuretic factor

Angina, 249

Angina pectoris

in exercise, 937

overview, 213

Angiogenic factors, 251

Angiotensin

function, 608

in Naþ excretion, 430–432

Angiotensin-converting enzyme

lung, 276

renin-angiotensin system, 352

Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors

failing heart treatment, 945

hypertension, 234

renin-angiotensin system, 353

Angiotensin I, 232

Angiotensin II

aldosterone synthesis

stimulation, 614f

blood pressure control, 232

effects, 344

kidney, 333

lung, 276

during pregnancy, 960–961

production, 353f

uterine blood flow, 956–957

Angiotensinogen

blood pressure control, 232

during pregnancy, 960f

Angular acceleration, 833

Animal studies, learning and memory

behaviors and neural circuits, 910–911

classical conditioning mechanisms, 913

operant conditioning, 913

sensitization in Aplysia, 911–913

Anion gap, acid-base balance, 457

Annulospiral ring, 868

ANP, see Atrial natriuretic peptide

ANS, see Autonomic nervous system

Anterior pituitary gland

feedback control, 581–582

glycoprotein hormones, 575–577

hormone secretion, 581f

hypophysiotropic hormones, 579–581

physiological overview, 575

regulation overview, 578–579

Anterior pituitary hormone, 581f

Anterior semicircular canals, 833

Anterograde amnesia, 906

Anterolateral funiculi, 872

Anterolateral pathway

function, 802

overview, 802

Antidiuresis, 410

Antidiuretic hormone

cellular action, 409–410

in diabetes insipidus, 949

distal convoluted tubule, 392

effect on aquaporin-2, 410f

function, 405

increase in plasma, 413f

loop of Henle, 395–396

overview, 409

plasma osmolality effect, 411f

posterior pituitary, 582, 583

release, 230, 409f

salivary gland regulation, 502

secretion, 408–412, 584f

secretion regulation, 584f

urine effects, 410f

Antifertility drugs, 755

Anti-müllerian hormone

function, 720

reproductive duct development, 729

signaling pathway, 730f

Antiport, 62

Antipyrine, 8

�1-Antitrypsin, 283

Antrum

formation, 740

as stomach part, 503

Anvil, see Incus

Aorta

capacitance changes, 171f

pressure at three sites, 169f

stroke volume and

pressure, 170f

various ages, 170f

Aortic baroreceptors, 228

Aortic bodies, 231

Aortic body chemoreceptors, see Arterial

chemoreceptors

Aortic pressure, 208

Apical membrane, 548
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Aplysia

behaviors and neural circuits, 910–911

long-term sensitization, 912–913

short-term sensitization, 911–912

tail-siphon withdrawal reflex, 911f

Apnea

cause, 324

treatment, 328

Apneic carbon dioxide threshold, 322

Apneusis, 318

Apolipoprotein, 281

Apoproteins, 542

Apoptosis, 20

Appetite

fuel for exercise, 935

hypothalamic control, 674–675

Apraxia, 879

Aquaporin-1, 378

Aquaporin-2, 410f

Aqueous humor, 828

Arachidonic acid

function, 622

lung, 276

metabolites, 26, 622, 623f

ARDN, see Aldosterone-responsive distal

nephron

ARDS, see Adult respiratory distress

syndrome

Arginine vasopressin

glucocorticoid secretion regulation,

627–630

posterior pituitary, 582, 583–584

during pregnancy, 961–963

Aromatization, 612

Arrestin, 811

�-Arrestin, 22–23

Arterial baroreceptors, 423

Arterial capacitance, 217

Arterial chemoreceptors

function, 315

ventilatory responses, 320–321

Arterial pH

Henderson-Hasselbach equation, 295

ventilatory response, 322

Arterial pressure

blood flow relation, 247f

definition, 158

in exercise, 938

long-term regulation, 232–233

during pregnancy, 957f

pulsatility, 169–171

regulation overview, 226

sympathetic maintenance, 227f

and urine output, 233f

venous comparison, 217f

venous pressure relationship, 216–218

Arterial pressure sensors, 227

Arterial vasodilation, 937

Arterial-venous oxygen, 306

Arteries

kidney, 333

pulmonary, circulation, 268

Arteriolar tone, 220

Arterioles

afferent, see Afferent arterioles

efferent, see Efferent arteriole

metarterioles, 236

in microcirculation, 236

Arteriovenous anastomoses, 254

Arteriovenous shunt, 956

Ascending vasa recta, 336

Ascorbic acid, see Vitamin C

Aspiration, 324

Asthma, 313

Astigmatism, 828

ATP, see Adenosine triphosphate

ATPase, 62

Hþ/Kþ-ATPase

intercalated cells, 403

Kþ transport, 441

peptic ulcer, 513

Naþ/Kþ-ATPase

in absorption, 533, 534–535

ascending limb of loop of Henle, 395

bile acids, 525

characteristics, 374

distal convoluted tubule, 397

gastric secretion, 505

Kþ distribution, 439

nephron ion transport, 399

pancreatic secretion, 515

in protein digestion, 537

salivary secretion, 501

stomach, 504

ATPS, see Ambient temperature and pressure

saturated

Atrial natriuretic factor

in aldosterone synthesis, 614–615

during pregnancy, 962–963

Atrial natriuretic peptide

blood pressure control, 232

Naþ excretion, 432–433

Atrial systole, 203

Atrial tachycardia, 199

Atrioventricular bundle, 177

Atrioventricular node

action potential spreading, 190

in heart blocks, 197–198

location, 177

Atrioventricular valves, 202

Attenuation reflex, 843

Auditory canal, 840

Auditory organ, 832f

Auditory systems

central auditory pathways, 843–844

cochlea, 840–841

Organ of Corti, 841–842

pitch perception, 845–846

sound amplification and attenuation,

842–843

sound and frequency, 840

sound intensity, 845

sound localization, 846–847

sound transmission, 840

Augmented limb leads, 194–195

Augmented unipolar lead, 195

Autoassociation networks

graceful degradation, 917

recognition memory, 916f

Autocoids, 20, 356

Automatic bladder, 340

Autonomic ganglia, 146, 779

Autonomic nervous system

complexities, 153–154

divisions, 146, 147f, 897–898

enteric division, 152–153, 465

extrinsic branches, 468f

lungs, 326–327

modulatory nature, 898

neurotransmission, 149–152

neurotransmitter effects, 149

overview, 146

pacemaker modulation, 185–186

related emotions, 898–899

thyroid hormones, 598

transmission across synapses, 146–149

Autonomic reflexes, 152

Autoregulation

afferent arteriole pressure, 354

colloidal osmotic pressure, 354

definition, 344

glomerular filtration rate, 353

renal, mechanisms, 344

RPF and GFR, 354f

tubuloglomerular feedback, 354–356

Autoregulatory escape, 946

Auxotonic beat, 209

AVAs, see Arteriovenous anastomoses

AV bundle, see Atrioventricular bundle

AV node, see Atrioventricular node

Avogadro’s law, 264

AVP, see Arginine vasopressin

Axial muscles, 864

Axial streaming, 166

Axons

electrical activity recordings, 94f

giant squid, 77f

myelinated axons, 93, 93f

preganglionic axons, 146

reflex, 326

single, extracellular recordings, 94–95

B
Bainbridge reflex, 230

Baroreceptor reflex

definition, 225

importance, 229

overview, 227–228

Baroreceptors

definition, 223, 225

dynamic range, 229f

in heart failure, 943

mean arterial pressure changes, 230f

reflex, 228

as stretch receptors, 423

Basal cells, 850

Basal ganglia

anatomy, 882f

brain vesicle development, 780

cerebellum connection comparison, 891f

components, 881–882
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descending motor tracts, 876

dysfunction, 885

motor loop, 882, 883f, 885, 887

Basal lamina, 739

Basal metabolic rate, thyroid hormones, 599

Basal plate, placenta during pregnancy, 954

Base deficit, 296

Base excess, 296

Basement membrane

airways, 265

transcapillary solute exchange, 237

Base pairs, DNA structure overview, 13

Basilar membrane

cochlea, 840

function, 841

structural characteristics, 839

structure and function, 844f

Basket cells, 895

B cells, 275

Behaviors, simple animal studies, 910–911

Bernoulli principle, 161

Bernstein’s hypothesis, 75

Beta-adrenergic receptor blockers, 945

Beta cells

function, 638

insulin regulation, 654–655

Beta rhythms, 903

Bicarbonate

acid-base disturbances, 458–461

ammonium excretion in urine, 455f

anion gap, 457

CO2 in blood, 293

in excretion rate, 451f

generation by distal nephron, 452–454

metabolic acidosis, 456–457

metabolic alkalosis, 457

pancreatic secretion, 518f

plasma, alkalosis and acidosis, 452f

reabsorption, 451–452

renal regulation, 450–451

respiratory alkalosis, 456

return, 451f

secretion, 551f

transport in collecting duct, 454f

Bicarbonate-pH diagram, 296f, 296–297

Bicuculline, 116

Bilary system

bile acids, 521–523

bile pigments, 523

cholesterol, 523

liver histology, 523–524

overview, 521, 521f

phospholipids, 523

Bile

bile acids, 521–523

cholesterol, 523

concentration in gall bladder, 526–527

expulsion from gall bladder, 527–528

liver, 524f

phospholipids, 523

pigments, 523

secretion, 498, 520–521, 523–526, 528

Bile acids

as bile component, 521–522

bile salt properties, 522

critical micellar concentration, 522–523

enterohepatic circulation, 498, 524

solubility, 522

synthesis, 498

Bile pigments, 523

Bile salts, 522

Bilirubin

as bile component, 523

bile secretion, 525

excretory pathways, 526f

Bilirubin glucuronide, 523

Binocular zone, 817

Biogenic amines, 276

Biotin, absorption, 544

Bipolar cells

function, 807

as local edge detectors, 815

receptive field properties, 816f

retinal processing, 812

Bitter taste, 857

Bladder

neck, micturition, 339

pressure vs. volume, 340f

schematic illustration, 338f

Blastocysts, 762f

Blind spot, 817

Blink reflex, 806

Blob region, 825f

Blood

acid-base balance, 295–298

adrenal steroid hormones, 615

carbon monoxide, 292

CO2 forms, 293–294

CO2 and O2 reactions, 295f

CO2 overview, 292

glucose concentration, 565f

growth hormone concentration, 709f

leptin, 676f

overview, 165–166

oxygen, 290–292

oxytocin concentration, 771f

prolactin, 773–774

sludging, 166

thyroid hormones, 595

viscosity vs. hematocrit, 166f

Blood-brain barrier

central chemoreceptors, 319

definition, 251

Blood-buffer line, 296

Blood-carbon dioxide equilibrium curves,

294–295

Blood flow

arterial pressure relation, 247f

cardiac cycle, 250f

cerebral, and CO2, 252f

cerebral circulation, 251–252

contracting skeletal muscle, 253f

coronary circulation, 249–251

cutaneous circulation, 254, 926

distribution, 159f

extrinsic control, 248–249

fetal circulation, 254–255

gravity effects, 310f

hand, during exercise, 254f

medullary hyperosmolality, 416–417

ovaries, 748

pulmonary capillaries, 270f

pulmonary compartment model, 309f

pulmonary control, 272

pulmonary distribution, 271–272

regional, in exercise, 937–938

regulation, 246–248

renal, see Renal blood flow

renal vasculature, 344–346

skeletal muscle circulation, 252

splanchnic circulation, 253–254

uterine, during pregnancy, 956–957

zone model, 271f

Blood gas, 316

Blood glucose

hormone interactions, 663f

long-term regulation, 664–665

minute-to-minute regulation, 664

overview, 663–664

Blood hormones

changing levels, 562

concentration changes, 562f

concentration and pregnancy, 761f

degradation, 562

immunoassays, 563–564

measurement overview, 562–563

during ovarian cycle, 752

overview, 561

protein binding, 562

Blood-oxygen equilibrium curve

arterial and mixed-venous points, 306f

CO and anemia effects, 294f

modulation, 291–292

overview, 291

pH and CO2 pressure effects, 292f

Blood pressure

arterial, autoregulation, 354f

cardiac cycle, 250f

cerebral ischemia control, 231

chemoreceptor control, 231

as circulatory shock indicator, 947

endothelial control mechanisms, 232

hormonal control, 231–232

measurement, 959

neural effectors for control, 226–227

renin secretion, 432f

volume-related regulation, 233

Blood-testis barrier, 722

Blood urea nitrogen concentration

characteristics, 364

definition, 368–370

passive reabsorption, 382

plasma osmolality, 407–408

Blood vessels

behavior, 166–167

forces in wall, 171

kidney, 335f

liver, and bile, 524f

pressure differences, 168–169

Blood volume

cardiac output effect, 219

during pregnancy, 958–959
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in pressure regulation, 233

Blunting of the hypoxic ventilatory response,

see Hypoxic desensitization

B lymphocytes, 625

BMR, see Basal metabolic rate

Body

Ca2þ distribution, 680–681

circulatory shock defense, 947

mass balance, 362–363

O2 uptake and CO2 elimination, 260f

whole, mass balance, 363f

Body composition, 708–709

Body fat

and blood leptin, 676f

as fuel storage, 673

Body fluid compartments

alterations, 8–9

contact with outside world, 4–5

ionic composition, 5–6

osmolarity and pH, 6

sizes, 5f, 6–8

volume measurement, 7f

Body fuels, 660–661

Body heat loss, 921

Body temperature

cold environment adaptation, 930–931

conduction, 923–924

convection, 925

evaporation, 924–925

feedback regulation, 928f

fever, 931–932

heat and cold responses, 927–928

heat production regulation, 927

hot environment adaptation, 928–930

normal variations, 923

and progesterone, 751

radiation, 924

regulation, 599–601, 922–923

skin temperature regulation, 926

sweat production regulation, 926–927

total heat exchange, 3, 925–926

Body temperature and pressure saturated, 264

Body water balance

division among compartments, 3

ECF volume depletion, 411–412

glucocorticoids, 621

osmoreceptors, 408–409

outside world contact, 4

overview, 406–407

plasma osmolality, 407–408, 410–411

vasopressin, 409–410

volume determination, 8

volume measurement, 7f

Body weight

change with age, 674f

energy expenditure, 674f

Bohr effect

blood-oxygen equilibrium curves, 291

dead space, 302

in exercise, 939

physiologic dead space calculations, 314

Bombesin

characteristics, 476

gastric secretion cephalic phase, 508

Bone

calcitonin action, 692

calcium, 681–684

1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol action, 696

parathyroid hormone action, 687–688

Bone membrane, 682–683

Bowman’s capsule, 335

Bowman’s glands, 850

Bowman’s space

definition, 343

glomerular filtration barrier, 350

hydrostatic pressure, 348

kidney, 333

Boyle’s law, 264

Bradykinesia, 885

Bradykinin

in GT balance, 434–435

in saliva, 501

Brain, see also specific brain regions

anterolateral path, 804f

Brain stem

autonomic control centers, 148f

eye movement, 827f

gaze centers, 862

lateral funiculus, 876

respiratory centers, 317f

reticular-activating system, 897

reticular formation, 806

superior colliculus and frontal eye fields,

862

Brain vesicles, 780–781

Branchiomeric arches, 863

Branchiomeric muscles, 862–863

Breast disease, 750

Breathing control

compliance, 279–280

functional residual capacity determinants,

281–283

integrated ventilatory responses, 327–330

lung and airway reflexes, 323–327

lung volume, pressure, flow, 285f

mechanical work, 288

oxygen cascade, 300f

respiratory muscles, 278

respiratory system static mechanics,

278–283

surface tension, 280–281

ventilation, 316–319

ventilatory responses, 319–323

Breathing muscles, 318f

Brightness, 821

Bronchial C-fibers, 326

Bronchial circulation

overview, 268–269

shunts, 309

Bronchial smooth muscle

in airway resistance, 285

airways, 265

Bronchoconstriction

asthma, 313

treatment, 327

Bruits, 164

Brush border

in digestion, 530

membrane structure, 529

BTPS, see Body temperature and pressure

saturated

Buffer nerve, 229

Buffers, in acid-base balance, 448–450

Bulk flow, respiratory system, 263

Bumetanide, loop of Henle, 395

BUN, see Blood urea nitrogen concentration

Bundle branches, 196

Bundle of His, see Atrioventricular bundle

Burns

permeability edema, 243

shock, 948

C
C, see Cytosine

CH2O, see Free water clearance

Cosm, see Osmolal clearance

Caffeine, 509

Calcarine fissure, 820

Calcitonin

biosynthesis, secretion, metabolism, 691

Ca2þ regulation, 680, 698f

cells of origin, 691

physiologic actions, 691–693

in pig plasma, 694f

secretion regulation, 693

Calcitonin gene related peptide

characteristics, 691

mRNA splicing, 692f

Calcitriol, see 1,25-Dihydroxycholecalciferol

Calcitropic hormones

hypercalcemic challenge response, 698

hypocalcemic challenge response, 698

Calcium

absorption, 544–545

in actin-myosin interactions, 138–139

body distribution, 680–681

bone, 681–684

calcitonin, 691–693

calcitropic hormones, 698

cytoplasmic, cycling, 135

daily balance, 682f

effect on gastric secretion, 509

excitation-contraction coupling, 182–183

exocytosis, 35

handing in cardiac cells, 182f

hormones affecting balance, 698–699

insulin regulation, 655

intestinal absorption, 681

intestinal transport, 696f

intracellular levels, 139f

kidney, 443–445, 684–685

neurotransmitter release, 107f

overall regulation, 698f

parathyroid glands and hormone, 685–686

parathyroid hormone actions, 687–689

parathyroid hormone mechanisms, 687

parathyroid hormone processing, 686–687

phosphorous balance, 685

PTH and calcitonin concentrations, 694f

PTH secretion regulation, 690–691

reabsorption, 437
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distal nephron, 689f

nephron, 444f, 445f

parathyroid hormone actions, 689

regulation overview, 680

removal from cytosol, 183

in renal failure, 445

second messenger concept, 25–26

skeletal muscle, shock response, 130f

smooth and striated muscle, 139f

in striated muscle, 126–127

in synaptic transmission, 107f

in transmitter release, 106–110

vitamin D, 693–697

Calcium channels

action potential plateau phase, 180

intracellular messengers, 184f

Calcium pump, 183

Calmodulin

in actin-myosin interactions, 139

second messenger concept, 25–26

Cambrian sea, 4

cAMP, see Cyclic adenosine monophosphate

Cancellous bone, 682

Candidate hormones

characteristics, 474–475

function, 470

Cannon-Bard theory, 899

Capacitance

arterial and venous, 217

definition, 167

membrane, propagation velocity, 91

Capillaries

cross section schematic diagram, 237f

fluid movement across, 239

glomerular, see Glomerular capillary

glomerular capillary tuft, 345f

isosmotic capillary plasma, 417f

juxtacapillary receptors, 326

peritubular capillary, 333, 335, 348–349,

434f

precapillary sphincter, 236

pulmonary capillary, 269, 270f, 303f, 304f,

304–305

renal capillary, 365f

transcapillary solute exchange, 237–241

Capillary exchange

interstitial edema, 242–244

lymphatic drainage system, 241–242

lymph flow and interstitial forces, 242–244

microcirculation, 236–237

transcapillary solute exchange, 237–241

Capillary filtration

lymph flow and interstitial forces, 242

permeability, 239–240

Capillary fluid shift mechanism, 233

Capillary hydrostatic pressure, 239

Capillary pressure, 347

Capillary transit time, 304

Capillary wall

hydrostatic forces, 240

osmotic forces, 240–241

Capping receptors, 21

Carbamino compounds, 293

Carbohydrates

absorption, 534–535

assimilation abnormalities, 535

digestion, 533–534f

in exercise, 933, 934

metabolism, 601, 647f, 648f

overview, 533

Carbon dioxide

acid-base balance, 448–450

alveolar ventilation equation, 301

blood, 292, 293–294

blood and tissues, 295f

and cerebral blood flow, 252f

diffusion limitation effects, 314

elimination from body, 260f

exchange, 312, 314

hypoventilation effects, 314

during pregnancy, 964f, 964–965

pulmonary regulation, 450

retention in chronic lung disease, 330

ventilatory responses, 321–322

Carbonic anhydrase

arterial chemoreceptors, 321

CO2 in blood, 293

gastric secretion, 505

Carbon monoxide, 292

18-Carbon series, adrenocortical hormones,

612

19-Carbon series, adrenocortical hormones,

612

21-Carbon series, adrenocortical hormones,

611–612

Cardiac accelerator area, 227

Cardiac cells

action potentials, 180f

calcium handling, 182f

excitation origination, 176–177

gap junctions, 177–179

ionic flux, 181–182

Cardiac center, 227

Cardiac cycle

associated events, 203f

blood flow and pressure, 250f

overview, 202–203

phases, 204f

Cardiac depressant, 234

Cardiac function curve

cardiac output change, 218–221

exercise effects, 223

intrathoracic pressure effects, 221

and vascular function curve, 218f

venous pressure, 218

Cardiac glycosides, 432–433

Cardiac inhibitory area, 227

Cardiac muscle

action potentials, 179

catecholamines, 184

diversity and specialization, 179–180

excitation, 128

excitation-contraction coupling, 127

failure, 210

mechanical response in vitro, 132–133

mechanical response in vivo, 134

mechanical responses, 133f

similarity to other muscles, 176

sodium pump inhibition, 184–185

stimulation frequency, 183–184

Cardiac output

in circulatory shock, 946

definition, 159

distribution, 246f

in exercise, 937, 938f

function curve changes, 218–221

in heart failure, 942f

heart rate effect, 221–222

during pregnancy, 957, 957f

regulation, 222–223

venous pressure, 216–218

Cardiogenic shock, 948

Cardiovascular system

blood flow distribution, 159f

blood vessel wall forces, 171

in exercise, 937

flow and volume distribution, 171–172

gravity effects, 172–174

overview, 158–159

oxygen transport, 306–307

during pregnancy, 963f

pressures, 168, 203–204

pressures and resistances, 168

pulsatility of arterial pressure, 169–171

Carnitine acyl transferase, 642

Carotid baroreceptor reflex, 227

Carotid baroreceptors, 225

Carotid bodies, 231

Carotid body chemoreceptors, see Arterial

chemoreceptors

Carotid sinuses, 227

Carotid sinus reflex, 228f

Carrier-mediated membrane transport, see

also Diffusion

active transport, 59–62

characteristics overview, 57–58

facilitated diffusion, 59

model, 59f

nature of carriers, 58

overview, 57

CART, see Cocaine and amphetamine

regulated transcript

Cartilage, airways, 265

Catecholamines

cardiac muscle, 184

characteristics, 631

degradation, 633f

pacemaker activity, 186

SA nodal cell effects, 186f

storage, 632–633

vascular responsiveness, 626

Cation channels, second messenger concept,

25

Caudad area, motility, 487–488

Cauda equina

brain vesicle development, 781

spinal cord, 799

Caudate, 881

Caveolae receptors, 21

Cavital digestion, 531

CBG, see Corticosteroid binding globulin

CCK, see Cholecystokinin
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Cecum, 492–493

Cellular communication, 20f

Cellular function

gene expression regulation, 12–17

protein degradation, 17

protein function regulation, 17–18

specialization overview, 12

Cellular responses

examples, 20

target cells, see Target cell responses

Cell volume, 67–70

Center receptive fields, 815

Central apneas, 327

Central auditory pathways

composition, 844

relay nuclei, 843–844

structure, 846f

Central chemoreceptors

function, 315

ventilatory responses, 319–320

Central command

regional blood flow, 938

ventilation and acid-base, 935

Central gustatory pathways

innervation, 858

processing, 858–859

Central gyrus, 877

Central nervous system

in esophageal motility, 485

long-term potentiation, 913

metabotropic receptor-produced synaptic

potentials, 117–121

postsynaptic mechanisms, 114–117

salivary gland regulation, 502f

synaptic potential mechanisms, 113

synaptic transmission, overview, 112

thyroid hormones, 597–598

Central pattern generator, 317

Central sensory pathways, 798

Central vestibular pathways

characteristics, 836–838

schematic diagram, 837f

Central visual pathways

left and right visual hemifields, 817–820

overview, 815–817

retinal projections, 820

Centromedian nucleus, 882

Cerebellar ataxia, 895

Cerebellar cortex, 894f

Cerebellum

anatomy, 892f

basal ganglia connection comparison, 891f

cellular circuits, 890, 895

cerebrocerebellum, 890

connections, 889–890

descending motor tracts, 876

in eye movement, 829

spinocerebellum, 890

vestibulocerebellum, 890

Cerebral aqueduct, 781

Cerebral circulation, 251–252

Cerebral cortex, 819f

Cerebral ischemia, 231

Cerebral spinal fluid

central chemoreceptors, 319

circulation, 783f

Cerebrocerebellum

characteristics, 890

connections, 893f

Purkinje cells, 889

Cerebrospinal fluid

brain vesicle development, 781

nervous system, 779

Cervical segment, 799

CF, see Cystic fibrosis

C-fibers, 326

CFTR, see Cystic fibrosis transmembrane

conductance regulator

cGMP, see Cyclic guanosine monophosphate

CGRP, see Calcitonin gene related peptide

Chagas’ disease, 495

Chaperones, 16–17

Characteristic frequency, in pitch perception,

845

Charged solutes, 37

Chemical force, diffusion potential, 47

Chemical senses

gustatory system overview, 854–855

olfactory bulb, 852

olfactory cortex, 852–854

olfactory receptors, 850–852

overview, 849–850

Chemical signals

definition, 19

exocytosis, 34–35

message clearance, 35

overview, 33

secretory granules and vesicles, 33–34

Chemical synapses

cytoplasmic discontinuity, 98

end-plate potential, 99–101

neuromuscular junction, 98–99

Chemical thermogenesis, 927

Chemical transmitters

Ca2þ role in release, 106–110

neurotransmitters, see Neurotransmitters

Chemoreceptor cells

CO2 changes, 319f

pressure sensitivities, 320f

Chemoreceptors

blood pressure control, 231

function, 795–796

as nociceptors, 794

in reflexes, 324

respiratory reflexes, 324f

ventilation control, 316

Chenodeoxycholic acid, 522

Chest exploration, unipolar leads, 194

Chewing reflex, 481–482

Chief cells, see Glomus cells

Chloride

absorption by intestines, 551, 551f

bile concentration, 526

fluid compartment ionic composition, 5

pancreatic secretion, 514–515

in saliva, 500

secretion, 553f

Chloride shift, see Hamburger shift

Cholecalciferol, 693

Cholecystokinin

caudad area motility, 488

characteristics, 472

dietary regulation, 532

function, 470

gastric emptying, 488–489

lipid digestion, 538

orad area motility, 487

pancreatic secretion, 517–518

in receptive relaxation, 486

structure, 473f

Choleretic substances, 524

Cholesterol

bile, 523, 525

conversion to pregnenolone, 610f

digestion, 538

gallstones, 527

processing, 541

Cholesterol ester hydrolase, 539

Cholic acid, 522

Cholinergic receptors, 148

Chorionic gonadotropin, 723

Chorionic plate, 954

Choroid plexus

brain vesicle development, 781

development, 783f

Chromaffin cells

characteristics, 631

chemical signals, 33

Chromatic aberration, 824

Chromosome, 13

Chronic lung disease, 329–330

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

characteristics, 313

definition, 329–330

Chylomicrons

formation, 540f, 541–543

function, 530

lipid absorption, 540

Chyme, 510

Chymotrypsinogen, 536

Cilia, airway defense mechanisms, 274

Ciliary ganglion, intrinsic eye muscles, 827

Ciliary tufts, 852

Ciliated cells, 265

Cingulate cortex

in emotion, 899

and Papez circuit, 897

Cingulum, see Cingulate cortex

Circadian rhythm, 629

Circulation

bronchial circulation, 268–269, 309

cerebral circulation, 251–252

coronary circulation, 249–251

cutaneous circulation, 254

enterohepatic circulation, 498, 524, 598

fetal circulation, 254–255f

maternal, see Maternal circulation

microcirculation, 236f, 236–237

model, 216f

pulmonary, see Pulmonary circulation

splanchnic circulation, 253–254

systemic circulation, 159
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Circulatory shock

blood pressure as indicator, 947

from cardiac output, 946

causes, 946

fluid resuscitation, 947–948

heart and brain defense, 947

progressiveness, 946–947

specific forms, 948

Clara cells, 265–266

Classical conditioning

�-conditioning comparison, 910

example, 909f

types, 909–910

Clearance

basic concept, 366–367

definition, 361

endogenous substances, 367

inulin, 366f

Clicks, 201

Climbing fibers, 895

Closest fit theory, 52

CM, see Centromedian nucleus

CNS, see Central nervous system

CNT cells, see Connecting tubule cells

Cobalamin, see Vitamin B12

Cocaine and amphetamine regulated

transcript

leptin in fuel storage, 677

negative feedback control, 677f

Cochlea

basilar membrane function, 841

characteristics, 839

components, 840

oval window function, 841

structure, 843f

Cochlear amplification, 843

Cochlear nerve, lesions, 838

Codon, RNA processing overview, 14

Cold, responses to, 927–928

Cold-induced tissue damage, 930

Cold receptors, 793

Colipase, lipid digestion, 539

Collagen, in breathing, 280

Collateral vessels, coronary circulation, 251

Collecting lymphatics, 242

Colloidal osmotic pressure

afferent and efferent arteriolar resistance

changes, 356–357

autoregulation, 354

definition, 343

effect on junctional complexes, 379f

glomerular capillaries, 348, 349f

glomerular filtration barrier, 350

glomerular ultrafiltration, 346–347

Colon

Kþ secretion, 552f

mass movement, 493f

Color-opponent pathways, 824–826

Color-specific blobs

characteristics, 821

orientation-specific columns, 821

Color vision

color-opponent pathways, 824–826

cone photopigments, 821–824

Colostrum, lactation, 770

Columns of Corti, 842

Common bundle, see Atrioventricular bundle

Compact bone, see Cortical bone

Compensated metabolic acidosis, 297, 457

Compensated metabolic alkalosis, 297

Compensated respiratory acidosis, 297

Compensated respiratory alkalosis, 297

Compensation

in circulatory shock, 946

premature heart contractions, 199

Competitive inhibition, carrier-mediated

transport, 58

Complementary base pairs, DNA structure

overview, 13

Complete heart block, 178, 198

Compliance

in breathing, 279–280

definition, 277

pressure-volume relationship, 206

Concentric hypertrophy

definition, 944

heart structure, 945f

Conditioned stimulus, 909

Conditioned stimulus-unconditioned stimulus

interval, see Interstimulus interval

Conductance catheter

end-systolic pressure-volume relationship,

212

pressure-volume relationship, 212f

Conductile cells, 176

Conducting zone, 265

Conduction

in body temperature regulation, 923–924

definition, 921

myelinated axons, 93

Cones

cellular features, 811f

function, 807

photopigments, 821–824f

specialized features, 809–810

Congenital nephrotic syndrome, 351

Congestion, in heart failure, 942

Congestive heart failure

digitalis treatment, 184

heart failure comparison, 943

Conjugate movements, eye, 829

Connecting peptide, in insulin processing, 644

Connecting tubule cells

aldosterone effects, 400f

aldosterone receptors, 400

aquaporin-2 insertion, 410f

Ca2þ reabsorption, 445f

distal convoluted tubule, 392

kidney, 337

Kþ secretion, 443f

Kþ transport, 441–442

Naþ reabsorption and Kþ secretion, 398f

transport, 396–397

vasopressin cellular action, 409–410

Consensual pupillary light reflex, 828

Conservation of mass, respiratory system, 263

Consistent volume units, Naþ concentration,

362

Consolidation, in learning and memory, 906

Constipation

gastrointestinal motility, 495

large intestine motility, 494

during pregnancy, 966

Contact digestion, 531

Contractile cells

action potential phase, 179f

definition, 176

tetrodotoxin effect, 180f

ultrastructure, 178f

Contractility

assessment, 210–212

cardiac muscle, 133

cardiac output effect, 218–219

stroke volume effect, 208

velocity-related indices, 211

Contraction, skeletal muscle

and contraction, 134f

shock response, 130f

Contralateral hemiplegia, 830

Convection

in body heat regulation, 925

in body temperature regulation, 923

effect on heat loss, 925f

as gas exchange principle, 300

respiratory system, 263

Converting enzyme, 344

COP, see Colloidal osmotic pressure

COPD, see Chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease

Corona radiata, 741

Coronary circulation regulation, 249–251

Corpus callosum, 820

Corpus luteum

characteristics, 741

function, 748

Corpus striatum, 881

Cortical bone, 682

Cortical cells, receptive field properties, 822f

Cortical collecting duct

kidney, 337

transport, 396–397

Cortical ocular dominance columns, 820–821

Corticobulbar tract, 879

Corticofugal projections, 875f

Corticosteroid binding globulin, 615

Corticosterone, 611–612

Corticotropin-releasing hormone

anterior pituitary control, 582

function, 580

glucocorticoid secretion regulation,

627–630

in parturition, 767–768

Corticotropin-releasing hormone binding

protein, 768

Cortisoid, 667

Cortisol

anti-inflammatory actions, 625f

in 21-carbon series, 612

function, 607, 608

glucose effects, 665f

plasma concentrations, 629f

production block, 631f
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Cortisol-cortisone shuttle

mineralocorticoid specificity, 618

schematic diagram, 612f

Cortisone

in 21-carbon series, 612

in rat growth, 718f

Cough reflex

characteristics, 324

elicitation, 806

Countercurrent exchange

characteristics, 417

definition, 406

vasa recta, 417f

Countercurrent multiplication system

characteristics, 417–419

loop of Henle, 406, 418f, 419f

COX, see Cyclooxygenase

C peptide, see Connecting peptide

Cranial nerve III, see Oculomotor nerve

Cranial nerve IV, see Trochlear nerve

Cranial nerve V, see Trigeminal nerve

Cranial nerve VI, see Abducens nerve

Cranial nerve VII, see Facial nerve

Cranial nerve VIII, see Cochlear nerve

Cranial nerve IX, see Glossopharyngeal nerve

Cranial nerve X, see Vagus nerve

Cranial nerve XII, see Hypoglossal nerve

Cranial nerves

eye movement, 826f, 827f

eye muscle innervation, 826–827

CRE, see Cyclic adenosine monophosphate

response element

Creatinine balance

GFR determination, 367

overview, 369

CREB, see Cyclic adenosine monophosphate

response element binding protein

CRH, see Corticotropin-releasing hormone

CRH-BP, see Corticotropin-releasing

hormone binding protein

Cribriform plate, 852

Critical micellar concentration, bile salts,

522–523

Critical opening pressure, 279–280

Crossbridge cycling

events, 126f

muscle cells, 135

striated muscle, 125

Crossed-extensor reflex

characteristics, 872

circuitry, 871f

Cryptorchidism, 732

Crypts

in digestion, 530

Naþ and Cl- secretion, 553f

schematic diagram, 530f

CS, see Conditioned stimulus

CSF, see Cerebral spinal fluid

Cumulus oophorous, 741

Cuneate fasciculus, 801

Cuneate nucleus, 801

Curare

end-plate potential, 101f

neuromuscular junction studies, 100

Current of injury, myocardial ischemia,

196–197

Cushing reaction, blood pressure control, 231

Cushing’s disease

characteristics, 620

diabetes mellitus, 668

Cutaneous circulation, 254

Cyclic adenosine monophosphate

Aplysia short-term sensitization, 912

cardiac muscle, 184

effects, 25f

growth hormone regulation, 713

hormone synergy and attenuation, 571

insulin effects, 650–651

insulin regulation, 656

metabotropic receptors, 118, 121

production, 852

in PTH function, 687

renin-angiotensin system, 352

responding system modulation, 569

salivary gland regulation, 502

as second messenger, 24–25

structure, 24f

in testicular function, 723

thyroid function regulation, 593–594

Cyclic adenosine monophosphate-dependent

protein kinase, see Protein kinase A

Cyclic adenosine monophosphate response

element, 25

Cyclic adenosine monophosphate response

element binding protein

activation, 711–712

second messenger concept, 25

Cyclic guanosine monophosphate

in photoreception, 28f

in phototransduction cascade, 810–811

Cyclooxygenase

and glucocorticoids, 624

in prostaglandin production, 622

Cysteinuria, 538

Cystic fibrosis

characteristics, 275

pancreas conditions, 519

Cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance

regulator, 275, 553

Cytochrome P450, in testicular function,

723–724

Cytokines

cellular activity coordination, 19

in fever, 931

and glucocorticoids, 623–625

in hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis

control, 631f

in inflammation, 622

Cytosine

in complementary base pairing, 14f

DNA structure overview, 13

Cytosol, Ca2þ removal, 183

Cytotrophoblast, 760

D
DAG, see Diacylglycerol

Dalton’s law, 263

Dark current, 810

dB, see Decibels

DCT cells, see Distal convoluted tubule cells

Dead space

alveolar ventilation, 301–302

anatomic dead space, 301

Bohr’s dead space, 302

calculations, 314

ventilation, 268

ventilation-perfusion mismatching

measurement, 312

Decerebrate rigidity, 836

Decerebration, 836–837

Decibels, 840

Declarative memory

characteristics, 906

definition, 905

Decompensation, in circulatory shock, 946

Deflation reflex, pulmonary stretch receptors,

326

Defribrillator, 200

Dehydration, body fluid compartment size, 8

Dehydroepiandrosterone

in 19-carbon series, 612

function, 613

Dehydroepiandrosterone sulfate ester, 766

Delayed-response tasks, 880

Delta cells, 638

Delta rhythms, 903

Dentate nucleus, 890

Deoxycholic acid, as bile component, 522

Deoxyribonucleic acid, see DNA

Depolarization

Naþ permeability relationship, 79f

neurotransmitter relationship, 106f

progression, 193f

Dermatome

definition, 797

spinal cord, 799

Descending colon motility, 493

Descending motor tracts

lateral corticospinal tract, 875–876

medial vestibulospinal tract, 872

medullary reticulospinal tract, 874–875

reticular formation, 874

tectospinal tract, 872, 874

vestibulospinal tract, 872

Descending vasa recta, 336

Desensitization receptors, 21

Desmosomes, 178

Detrusor muscle, 338

Dex, see Dexamethasone

Dexamethasone, 571f

�-Dextrinase, see Isomaltase

Dextrins, 533–534

DHEAS, see Dehydroepiandrosterone

Diabetes

definition, 949

gastrointestinal motility, 495

Diabetes insipidus

characteristics, 949

nephrogenic diabetes, 421

posterior pituitary, 583

urine, 420–421
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Diabetes mellitus

cause, 949

Cushing’s disease, 668

noninsulin-dependent diabetes, 949

type I, 949

type II, 651

Diabetic autonomic neuropathy, 152

Diabetic ketoacidosis

clinical picture, 950

diabetes definition, 949

glucose, 950–951

insulin, 950

patient U.T., 949–951

Diacylglycerol

aldosterone synthesis, 614

Aplysia short-term sensitization, 912

formation, 27f

in glucocorticoid secretion, 628

in oxytocin actions, 771

second messenger concepts, 26

signal transduction, 26f

Diaphragm, 278

Diarrhea

carbohydrate assimilation, 535

large intestine motility, 494

opiate treatment, 476

overview, 554

Diastole

in cardiac cycle, 202

definition, 201

Diastolic compliance, 208–209

Diastolic dysfunction, 209

Diastolic pressure

definition, 204

in pulse pressure, 169

Dicrotic notch, 204

Diet

digestion regulation, 532

major fat classes, 539f

Diffuse interstitial pulmonary fibrosis, 313

Diffuse modulatory systems

anatomy, 903f

definition, 897

neurotransmitters, 901–902

reticular-activating system, 902–903

Diffusing capacity, 305–306

Diffusion, see also Carrier-mediated

membrane transport

airway defense mechanisms, 274

electrolytes

diffusion potentials, 45–48

ion active transport, 48–49

overview, 44–45

facilitated diffusion, 38, 59, 533

Fick’s law of diffusion, 41, 263, 304, 307

flux and concentration relation, 58f

as gas exchange principle, 300

ions, 49–53

limitations, 299, 304, 308, 314

membrane pores, 43–44

nonelectrolytes, 40–41

osmosis differences, 53–54

overview, 302–303

oxygen pathway, 303–304

pulmonary capillary changes, 304–305

respiratory system, 263

restricted, membrane pores, 43–44

restricted diffusion, 43–44

selective barriers, 41–43

transcapillary solute exchange, 238

uncharged solutes, 44

Diffusion-limited gases, 305

Diffusion potentials

definition, 37

generation, 46f

ion diffusion, 52

origin, 45–48

Digestion

carbohydrates, 533–534f

definition, 466, 529

developmental changes, 531–532

dietary regulation, 532

lipids, 538–540

overview, 531

proteins, 535–537f

structural considerations, 530–531

Digestive enzymes, 498

Digitalis

failing heart treatment, 945

sodium pump inhibition, 184

1,25-Dihydroxycholecalciferol

biosynthesis, 695f

bone actions, 696

in Ca2þ balance, 443, 680, 696f, 698f

intestinal action, 695–696

kidney, 333, 337, 696

overview, 693

parathyroid gland actions, 696–697

production regulation, 697

synthesis and metabolism, 693–695

L-Dihydroxyphenylalanine

biosynthesis, 632

Parkinson’s treatment, 885

Diiodotyrosine

formation, 591

secretion, 592–593

storage, 592

Dilation, heart failure, 212

Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine, 280–281

Diplopia, 829

Dipole

formation, 45f

volume conductor, 188

Direct pupillary light reflex, 828

Discontinuous systems, nonelectrolyte

diffusion, 41

Disinhibition, basal ganglia

motor loop, 885

Distal convoluted tubule cells

kidney, 337

NaCl reabsorption, 397

transport, 396–397

water impermeability, 392

Distal muscle motor neurons, 864

Distal nephron

bicarbonate generation, 452–454

definition, 451

PTH in calcium reabsorption, 689f

Distention, pulmonary vascular resistance,

270

Distribution coefficient, see Partition

coefficient

DIT, see Diiodotyrosine

Diuresis, 419–420

Diuretics

effect on potassium balance, 399

failing heart treatment, 945

Diving reflex

cause, 324

in exercise, 938

DNA

composition, 13f

structure overview, 13

Donnan distribution, see Gibbs-Donnan

equilibrium

Donnan equilibrium, see Gibbs-Donnan

equilibrium

DOPA, see L-Dihydroxyphenylalanine

Dopamine

in diffuse modulatory systems, 901–902

function, 580

in GT balance, 434–435

Dopaminergic nigrostriatal pathway, 881

Dorsal column-lateral lemniscal pathway,

803f

Dorsal columns, spinal cord, 800

Dorsal horns, spinal cord, 800

Dorsal nuclei, central auditory pathways,

843–844

Dorsal root ganglia

central sensory pathways, 798

peripheral nervous system overview, 781

Dorsal roots, 798

Dorsal spinal rootlets, central sensory

pathways, 798

Dorsal sulcus, 800–801

Double Nernst equation, 65–66

Double-opponent cells, 824–825

Downregulation receptors, 21

DPPC, see Dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine

Dub, as second heart sound, 205

Ductuli efferentes, 722

Ductus arteriosus, fetal circulation, 255

Ductus venosus, fetal circulation, 255

Duodenal ulcer, 512

Duodenum

intraluminal pressure, 490f

lipid digestion, 538–540

pancreatic bicarbonate, 518f

Dynamic compression, see Expiratory flow

limitation

E
E, see Epinephrine

EA, see Efferent arteriole

Eardrum, see Tympanic membrane

Eccentric hypertrophy

definition, 945

heart structure, 945f

E-C coupling, see Excitation-contraction

coupling
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ECF volume, see Extracellular fluid volume

ECG, see Electrocardiogram

ECL cells, see Enterochromaffin-like cells

Ectopic focus, in premature heart

contraction, 199

Edema

characteristics, 235, 243, 260

definition, 243

in exercise, 937

extracellular fluid volume, 425, 426

in heart failure, 942–943

lung fluid balance, 273

overview, 242–244

during pregnancy, 960

Edinger-Westphal nucleus, 827

EDRF, see Endothelial-derived relaxing

factor

EEG, see Electroencephalogram

Effective renal plasma flow, during

pregnancy, 960

Effector, 20

Efferent arteriolar resistance

effect on RPF and GPR, 356–357

Starling forces, 434f

Efferent arteriole

characteristics, 345

glomerular capillary tuft, 345f

kidney, 333, 335

relative resistance changes, 357f

resistance changes, 348f

Efferent fibers, sensory receptors, 790

Efferent output, ventilation control, 316

Efferent pathways, rhythmic breathing,

318–319

Efficiency, in breathing, 288

Eggs, see Ova

Eicosanoids, see Arachidonic acid,

metabolites

eIF-2, see Eukaryotic initiation factor-2

Ejection fraction

contractility assessment, 211–212

definition, 202

Ejection loop

actual ejection, 210f

aortic pressure effect, 209f

contractility effects, 208f

decreased compliance effect, 210f

oxygen consumption prediction, 213f

plot on pressure-volume graph, 207

stroke volume calculation, 207

venous filling pressure effect, 209f

Elastance, 279

Elastin, in breathing, 280

Electrical force, diffusion potential, 47

Electrical impulses, in fibrillations, 199–200

Electrical potential

channel current relationship, 52f

nephron epithelial cells, 375

Electrical rhythm, gastric motility, 487

Electrical synaptic transmission, mediation,

98

Electrocardiogram

action potentials and extracellular voltages,

188

atrioventricular node in heart blocks,

197–198

augmented limb leads, 194–195

chest exploration with unipolar leads, 194

disease effect on mean electrical axis,

195–196

electrode attachment to patient, 191

fibrillation, 199f, 199–200

heart electrical event correspondence,

189–190

heart rhythm changes, 197

intervals as times, 190–191

12-lead placements, 192f

left bundle branch block, 196f

lower left quadrant normal axis, 194

major waves, 190f

myocardial ischemia, 196–197

premature heart contractions, 199

PR interval shortening, 198–199

segments as voltages, 190–191

thorax as volume conductor, 188–189

various tracings, 198f

vectors from limb leads, 191

ventricular hypertrophy, 195f

Electrodes, attachment to patient, 191

Electroencephalogram, reticular-activating

system, 902–903

Electrogenic ion pumps, 66

Electrolytes

bile secretion, 525–526

diffusion overview, 44–45

diffusion potentials, 45–48

gastric juice, 505

ion active transport, 48–49

in saliva, 500

Electron micrograph

glomerular filtration barrier, 351f

pulmonary capillary, 303f

scanning, see Scanning electron micrograph

synaptic contact, 100f

ventricular muscle, 177f

Elephantiasis, 244

ELISA, see Enzyme-linked immunosorbent

assay

Elongation factors, 15

Emmetropia, 828

Emotion reward pathway, 899, 901

Emotions

autonomic nervous system, 898–899

neuronal circuits, 898f

Papez circuit, 899

Emphysema, 283

Emulsifying agents, 538

Emulsion

bile salts, 522

lipid digestion, 538

e-NANC, see Excitatory nonadrenergic

noncholinergic system

End-diastolic volume

definition, 203

ejection loop, 207

Endochondral ossification, 705

Endocrine system, see also Hormones

cellular activity coordination, 19

kidney functions, 337–338

overview, 560

physiology objectives, 560f

Endocytosis, 34

Endolymph

cochlea, 840

hair cells, 833

Endometrium, 742, 750f

Endopeptidases, 535–536

Endorphin, 794

�-Endorphin, 577
Endorphin receptors, 794

Endosomes, 35

Endothelial cells, 232

Endothelial-derived relaxing factor, 293

Endothelin, 358–359

Endothelin-1, 232

End-plate potentials

acetylcholine hypothesis, 102

acetylcholine iontophoresis, 103–104

and ACh iontophoric application,

comparison, 104f

chemical synapses, 99–101

curare effects, 101f

ionic mechanisms, 104–106

miniature, see Miniature end-plate

potentials

myasthenia gravis, 120

neostigmine effects, 103f

propagation, 101, 102f

End pressure, hemodynamic system, 161

End-stage renal disease

characteristics, 350

overview, 334

End-systolic pressure-volume relationship

contractility assessment, 212

definition, 202

End-systolic volume, 204

Energy balance

hemodynamic system, 160

muscle cells, 135–136

smooth muscle, 143–144

Energy expenditure, body weight

relationship, 674f

Energy metabolism, see Fuel metabolism

Enhancers, gene transcription overview, 14

Enkephalins, 476

ENS, see Enteric nervous system

Enteric nervous system

function, 465

overview, 152–153

Enterochromaffin-like cells

gastric secretion, 506

paracrines, 475

Enterocytes

in digestion, 530

lipid transport, 540–541

Enterogastrones

characteristics, 475

gastric acid inhibition, 510

Enteroglucagon, 475

Enterohepatic circulation

bile acids, 498, 524

thyroid hormones, 598
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Enterokinase, 536

Enterooxyntin, gastric secretion, 506, 509

Environment

body heat exchange, 923f, 923–925

cold, adaptation, 930–931

convection effect on heat loss, 925f

hot, adaptation to, 928–930

total heat exchange, 925–926

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay, 563

Eosinophil chemical signals, 33

Epididymis, 722

Epiglottis, 273

Epilepsy

characteristics, 786

seizures, 902

Epinephrine

adrenal medulla, 631

biosynthetic sequence, 632f

cardiac muscle, 184

effect on free fatty acids, 571f

glucose effects, 665f

glycogen phosphorylase activation, 570f

hypoglycemic response, 634f

push-pull mechanisms, 572f

Epipharynx reflex, 324

Epiphyseal plates

characteristics, 705

tibia, diagram, 705f

Epiphyses, 705

Epithelial cells

airways, 265

alveolar cells, 266

colonic, Kþ secretion, 552f

junctional complexes, 373f

myoepithelial cells, 499f, 769

nephron collecting duct, 402f

nephrons, 371, 373, 374f, 374–375

stomach, 503

Epithelium

GI tract, water absorption, 552f

leaky, fluid absorption, 553f

EPOC, see Excess post-exercise oxygen

consumption

EPP, see End-plate potentials

EPSP, see Excitatory postsynaptic potential

Equal pressure point, 286

Equilibrating carrier systems, 59

Equilibrium potential, Bernstein’s hypothesis,

75

ERPF, see Effective renal plasma flow

ERV, see Expiratory reserve volume

Erythropoietic reserve, 307

Erythropoietin

blood-oxygen equilibrium curves, 291

kidney, 333, 337–338

Esophageal motility, 485

Esophageal peristalsis, 483f

Esophageal pressure

measurement, 279

during swallow, 484f

Esophagus

and heartburn, 486

material movement overview, 482–485

stomach receptive relaxation, 485–486

ESRD, see End-stage renal disease

Essential hypertension, 234

Esterification, 646

Estradiol

function, 738

during menstruation, 752f

production, 744–745

Estrogen

biosynthesis during pregnancy, 766f

biosynthetic pathway, 612f

function, 742–743

in growth, 715

and placental steroid hormones, 767f

in pregnancy, 765

in sperm transport, 759f

synthesis, 747f

ET-1, see Endothelin-1

Eukaryotic initiation factor-2, 649

Evaporation, in body temperature regulation,

923, 924–925

Excess post-exercise oxygen consumption,

934

Exchange vessel, 237

Excitable membranes, extracellular

recordings, 93–96

Excitation-contraction coupling

calcium ions, 182–183

cardiac muscle, 127

in fatigue, 939

skeletal muscle, 127

Excitatory nonadrenergic noncholinergic

system, 327

Excitatory postsynaptic potential

definition, 113

ionic mechanisms, 114

ionotropic receptors, 119f

and long-term potentiation, 913–915

metabotropic receptors, 118, 119f

Excretion

adrenal cortex, 615

ammonium in urine, 455f

bicarbonate, 451f

in hypervolemia, 435f

inulin, 366f

phosphate, parathyorid hormone, 689

rate, 361

sodium ion

GFR changes, 429–430

integrated control, 435–436

mechanism overview, 428

natriuretic hormones, 432–433

renin, angiotensin, aldosterone, 430–432

urate, 389–390

urea flow, 364

Exercise

arterial pressure, 938

cardiac output, 937, 938f

cardiac and vascular function curves, 222f

cardiovascular system, 937

effect on cardiac and ventricular function

curves, 223

fuels, 934–935

hand blood flow, 254f

hormonal interactions, 671–673

limitations, 939

lungs pressure and volume, 936f

metabolism overview, 934

overview, 934

prolonged moderate, insulin and hormones,

672f

regional blood flow, 937–938

respiration, 936–937

respiratory effects, 935, 936f

tissue gas exchange, 939

training, 939–940

ventilation, 935f

ventilation and acid-base, 935–936

Exercise hyperpnea, 935

Exocytosis

chemical signals, 34–35

schematic diagram, 35f

transmitter vesicles, 110f

Exogenous pyrogens, 931

Exon, RNA processing overview, 14

Exopeptidases, 536

Experience, in learning

and memory, 906

Expiration

definition, 277

schematic diagram, 278f

Expiratory flow limitation

airways, 285–287

in exercise, 936

Expiratory intercostal muscles, 318–319

Expiratory reflex, 324

Expiratory reserve volume, 266

Expired ventilation, 267

Extensor muscle motor neurons, 864

External environment, cellular activity

coordination

overview, 18

physiological signals, 19–20

receptor characteristics, 20–21

target cell responses, 20

External genitalia, male, 729–730

External intercostal muscles, 278

External urethral sphincter, 339

Extinction, in classical condition, 909

Extra-alveolar vessels, 270

Extracellular bone matrix, 682

Extracellular electrodes, 188

Extracellular fluid compartments

division, 3

Kþ distribution, 438f, 439

outside world contact, 4

potassium balance, 438–439

size, 8

volume measurement, 7f

Extracellular fluid volume

body Naþ, 423

daily Naþ intake and output, 425

edema, 425, 426

effect on vasopressin secretion, 411–412

functional hypovolemia, 435f

Naþ reabsorption, 427–428

nephron ion transport, 399

overview, 424–425

plasma vasopressin response, 413f
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Extracellular fluid volume (continued)

renin secretion, 432f

sensing, 428

Extracellular recordings

nerve action potentials, 72

nerve bundle, 95–96

overview, 93

single axon, 94–95

Extracellular voltages, 188

Extraction reserve

cardiovascular oxygen transport, 306

in exercise, 937

Extramural reflex, 508

Extraocular muscles

innervation, 862

schematic diagram, 826f

Extra-pyramidal system, 882

Extrasystole, 199

Eye, see also Visual system

chromatic aberration, 824f

horizontal section, 809f

movement, cranial nerves and brain stem,

827f

muscles, cranial nerve innervation, 826–827

nerves and muscles, 826f

structure, 808–809

F
FABPs, see Fatty acid-binding protein

Facial nerve, in taste, 858

Facilitated diffusion

characteristics, 533

definition, 38

overview, 59

Facilitatory neurons, Aplysia short-term

sensitization, 911

Fahraeus-Lindquist effect, 166

Fallopian tubes, 742

Fasciculus, dorsal spinal column, 801

Fastigial nucleus, spinocerebellum, 890

Fasting

blood constituents, 672f

IGF-I and GH effects, 712f

leptin concentration, 676f

metabolic hormones, 671f

metabolism regulation, postprandial

period, 669–671

substrate turnover, 670f

Fast-twitch muscle fibers, 865

Fat

and blood leptin, 676f

as body fuel, 661

change with age, 674f

dietary, major classes, 539f

digestion, 538

in exercise, 934, 935

as fuel storage, 673

function, 659

major classes, 539f

problems as fuel, 661

stored, regulatory system, 675f

Fatigue, in exercise, 939

Fat-soluble vitamins, 544

Fatty acid-binding protein, 541

Feedback control

anterior pituitary function, 581–582

body temperature, 928f

negative, see Negative feedback control

positive, see Positive feedback control

thyroid hormone secretion, 603f

tubuloglomerular feedback, 344, 354–355

Feedforward mechanisms, in exercise, 935

Feeding

leptin concentration, 676f

postabsorptive period, 669

postprandial period, 668–669

Female reproduction

associated structures, 742f

blood pattern, 752

corticotropin-releasing hormone role,

767–768

cycle regulation, 751–752

development, 729f

estrogens, 765

fetal adrenal cortex role, 765–766

folliculogenesis, 739–742

FSH and LH effects

cellular actions, 746

corpus luteum formation, 746–747

corpus luteum function, 748

estradiol production, 744–745

follicular development, 745–746

oocyte maturation, 747

ovarian blood flow, 748

overview, 743–744

ovulation, 746

secretion, 753–755

gamete transport, 758–759

human chorionic gonadotropin, 762–764

human chorionic somatomammotropin,

764–765

implantation and placenta formation,

760–761

lactation

mammary gland growth and

development, 770

milk production, 770

neuroendocrine mechanisms, 770–771

ovarian cycle resumption, 774

overview, 769–770

prolactin in blood, 773–774

prolactin mechanism, 770

prolactin regulation, 773

prolactin secretion control, 771–773

ovarian hormones, 742–743, 748–751

ovaries, 738–739

overview, 738, 758

oviduct role, 759–760

oviducts and uterus, 742

oxytocin role, 768–769

parturition, 767

pattern in blood, 752

placental hormones, 761–762

progesterone, 765

progesterone and estrogen in pregnancy,

766–767

timing, 755–756

Fertilization

gamete transport, 758–759

oviduct role, 759–760

Fetal hemoglobin, oxygen, 290

FEV, see Forced expiratory volumes

Fever

in body temperature regulation, 931–932

definition, 922

production, 931f

FF, see Filtration fraction

FFA, see Free fatty acids

Fibrillations

from electrical impulses, 199–200

electrocardiogram, 199f

Fick’s law of diffusion

carbon dioxide exchange, 312, 314

cardiovascular oxygen transport, 306

nonelectrolytes, 41

pulmonary capillary, 304

respiratory system, 263

in tissue gas exchange, 939

tissue gas exchange, 307

Fight-or-flight mechanism, 151

Filariasis, 244

Filtered load, 392

Filtration

capillary fluid movement, 239

lung fluid balance, 273

Filtration coefficient

capillary fluid movement, 239

lung fluid balance, 273

Filtration equilibrium, glomerular capillaries,

348

Filtration fraction

calculation, 346

definition, 343

glomerular capillaries, 349f

Filtration pressure, glomerular capillary

plasma flow, 349f

Filtration rate, 361

Fimbriae, 742

First-degree heart block, 198

First heart sound, 204

First-order sensory afferents, central sensory

pathways, 798

Fixed acids, blood, 295

Flavor, olfactory cortex, 854

Flexor muscles, motor neurons, 864

Flocculonodular lobe, vestibulocerebellum,

890

Flood, distribution in vascular system,

171–172

Flow, resistance

Ohm’s law, 163–164

overview, 161–163

series and parallel circuits, 164–165

Flow-volume loops, 286f

Fluid absorption, peritbular capillaries,

348–349

Fluid-mosaic membrane, 39–40

Fluid-mosaic model, 40f

Fluid movement, across capillary, 239

Fluid resuscitation, for circulatory shock,

947–948
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fMRI, see Functional magnetic resonance

imaging

Folds of Kerckring, 530

Folia, cerebellum, 890

Folk acid, absorption, 544

Follicles

development, 740f-741f, 745–746, 749f

luminal microvilli, 593f

ovarian, characteristics, 738

thyroid gland, 588

Follicle-stimulating hormone

cellular actions, 746

estradiol production, 744–745

feedback control sites, 754–755

follicular development, 745–746

function, 575–576, 719

gonadotropin secretion, 754

during menstruation, 752f

negative feedback aspects, 753–754

overview of effects, 743–744

positive feedback aspects, 754

reproductive cycle timing, 755

in testicular function, 724–726, 731–732

testis actions, 725f

Follicular phase, 743–744

Folliculogenesis, 739f

Follistatin, in testicular function, 733

Food intake, hypothalamic control, 674–675

Foramen of Monro, brain vesicle

development, 780

Foramen ovale, fetal circulation, 255

Forced expiratory volumes, as airway

resistance measure, 285

Force-velocity relationship, isotonic

contraction, 132

Fourth heart sound, 205

Fovea, 807

Foveal pit, eye structure, 808

Fowler’s method, dead space measurement,

268f

Fractional reabsorption, proximal tubule, 382

Franklin, Benjamin, early membrane biology,

38–39

Frank-Starling law

in exercise, 937

overview, 205–206

FRC, see Functional residual capacity

Free cytosolic calcium, role in actin-myosin

interactions, 138–139

Free fatty acids

in exercise, 935

fasting, 669–671

in glucose-fatty acid cycle, 662–663

growth hormone regulation, 710

hormone effects, 571f, 666f

muscle, 666

problems as fuel, 661

sustained aerobic exercise, 672–673

Free nerve endings, in nociceptors, 794

Free water clearance

definition, 406

measurement, 412–414

negative example, 416f

positive example, 416f

Frequency, 840

Frontal eye fields

definition, 829

function, 862

Frost bite, 930

Fructose, 534, 534f

Fructose-1,6-bisphosphate

function, 641

metabolism, 641f

Fructose-2,6-bisphosphate

in fructose-1,6-bisphosphate metabolism,

641f

function, 641

FSH, see Follicle-stimulating hormone

Fuel metabolism

blood glucose concentration, 663–665

body fuels, 660–661

in exercise, 934–935

feeding and fasting, 668–671

fuel storage, 673–678

glucocorticoid effects, 619–621

glucose-fatty acid cycle, 662–663

hormonal interactions during exercise,

671–673

hormonal regulation, overview, 660

metabolic hormone actions, 665–668

Fuel storage, long-term regulation

appetite and food intake control, 674–675

leptin, 675–677

overview, 673–674

Functional hyperemia, see Active hyperemia

Functional hypovolemia

characteristics, 429

definition, 428

sodium ion and ECF volume, 435f

Functional magnetic resonance imaging,

memory studies, 907

Functional polarity, kinocilium, 833

Functional residual capacity

definition, 277

determinants, 281–283

dynamic compression of airways, 286

lung volumes, 266

measurement, 266f, 267f

pulmonary stretch receptors, 325–326

ventilation differences, 287f

Furosemide

hypertension, 234

loop of Henle, 395

G
G, see Guanine

GABA, see Gamma aminobutyric acid

Gag reflex, 806

Galactose, 534, 534f

Gall bladder

bile concentration, 526–527

bile expulsion, 527–528

bile secretion, overview, 520–521

filling, 526

Gall stones

characteristics, 527

during pregnancy, 966

Gametes, 758–759

Gamma aminobutyric acid

inhibitory postsynaptic potentials, 116

olfactory bulb, 852

rhythmic breathing, 318

Gamma loop system, 867, 869–870

Gamma motor neurons, 869f, 870

Ganglion cells

cortex blob region, 825f

function, 807

receptive field properties, 816f

retinal processing, 812

Gap junctions

heart muscle cells, 177–179

smooth muscle cells, 480

Gas exchange

definition, 259

in exercise, 936–937

general principles, 300–301

limitations, 301

pulmonary, see Pulmonary gas exchange

tissue gas exchange, 300, 307, 939

Gastric acid

pH relationship, 510f

secretory process, 505–506

stimulation mechanisms, 509f

Gastric inhibitory peptide

characteristics, 474

function, 470

stomach caudad area, 488

Gastric juice, 505

Gastric motility

caudad area, 487–488

emptying, 488–489

orad area, 487

structure and innervation, 486–487

Gastric mucosa, 503–504

Gastric pacemaker, 487

Gastric reflux, 966

Gastric secretion

cephalic phase, 497–498, 508f

electrolytes, 505

gastric phase, 509f

gastrin release, 509

inhibition, 509–510

intestinal phase, 509

intrinsic factor, 511–512

mechanisms, 511f

mucus, 511

overview, 497, 502–503, 507–508

pepsin, 510–511

and serum gastrin, 512

stimulants, 506–507

stomach anatomy, 503

Gastric ulcer, 512

Gastrin

in acid secretion, 497

function, 470–472

gastric secretion, 507f

release mechanism, 510f

release regulation, 509

serum, and gastric acid secretion, 512

Gastrin cells, 503

Gastrin I, 471
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Gastrin II, 471

Gastrinoma, see Zollinger-Ellison syndrome

Gastrin-releasing peptide

characteristics, 476

gastric secretion cephalic phase, 508

Gastroileal reflex

definition, 494

function, 491

Gastrointestinal fluid, 412–413

Gastrointestinal hormones, 465

Gastrointestinal peptides, 468–469

Gastrointestinal smooth muscle

cell structure, 480

contraction, 480

Gastrointestinal tract

active hyperemia, 254f

bombesin, 476

candidate hormones, 474–475

cholecystokinin, 472

enkephalins, 476

gastric inhibitory peptide, 474

gastrin, 470–472

general structure, 466–467

histology of wall, 466f

hormones, 470

input vs. output overview, 548–549

intrinsic innervation, 467–468

motilin, 474

movement of material, 484

paracrines, 475

parasympathetic innervation, 467

peptides, 470f

regulatory mechanism integration, 476–477

secretin, 473–474

sympathetic innervation, 467

vasoactive intestinal peptide, 475–476

water absorption, 552f

Gaze centers, 829

G cells, see Gastrin cells

GDP, see Guanosine diphosphate

Gene expression

DNA structure, 13

posttranslation processing overview, 16–17

regulation overview, 12

RNA processing, 14

transcription overview, 13–14

translation overview, 14–16

Generator potentials

definition, 791

function, 831

Genetic potential, 703

Gene transcription, 13–14

Geniculate ganglia, 858

Genitalia, male, 729–730

Genital tract, male, testosterone effects, 727

Germ cells, 722f

Germinal epithelium, in testicular function,

724–726

Gestation

fetal growth, 955f

and progesterone, 743

prolactin, 774f

GFR, see Glomerular filtration rate

GH, see Growth hormone

GHK equation, see Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz

equation

Ghrelin, GH effects, 710

GHRH, see Growth hormone-releasing

hormone

Giant squid axon, 77f

Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium

condition development, 68f

membrane transport, 67–70

plasma proteins, 349–350

GIF, see Gastric inhibitory peptide

Gigantism, 703

GI tract, see Gastrointestinal tract

Globus pallidus, 881

Glomerotubular balance

changes, 433

peritubular factors, 433–434

renal nerves, 433

Glomerular capillary

in blood flow, 345–346

colloid osmotic pressure, 348, 349f

kidney, 333

plasma flow, filtration pressure, 349f

pressure, 347

Glomerular capillary tuft, 345f

Glomerular diseases, 350

Glomerular filtration

barrier, 349–352

capillary pressure, 347

characteristics, 344

colloid osmotic pressure, 348

fluid absorption in peritubular capillaries,

348–349

forces driving and opposing, 346–347

hydrostatic pressure in Bowman’s space,

348

overview, 346

Glomerular filtration rate

afferent arteriole resistance, 357f

afferent and efferent arteriolar resistance

changes, 356–357

autocrine and paracrine regulation,

358–359

autoregulation, 353–355

changes, 429–430

characteristics, 346

creatinine concentration as indicator, 368

creatinine as indicator, 367–368

definition, 343, 361

determination, 365–366

efferent arteriole resistance, 357f

inulin as indicator, 366f, 367

osmotic diuresis by mannitol, 383–384

overview of changes, 356

Pcr change, 368f

peritubular factors, 434

porostaglandins, bradykinin, dopamine,

434

during pregnancy, 960

proximal tubule, 375–376

regulation by RAS, 352–353

renal nerves, 357, 433

vasoactive hormones, 357

Glomerular ultrafiltration, 346–347

Glomerulonephritis, 350

Glomerulosclerosis, 350

Glomerulotubular balance, 423, 429

Glomerulus

characteristics, 336–337

kidney, 335

macromolecule filtration, 352f

olfactory bulb structure, 852

scanning electron micrograph, 346f

schematic illustration, 335f

Glomus cells

arterial chemoreceptors, 320

parathyroid gland, 686, 686f

stomach, 503

Glossopharyngeal nerve

arterial chemoreceptors, 320

in taste, 858

GLP-1, see Glucagon-like peptide 1

GLP-2, see Glucagon-like peptide 2

Glucagon

biosynthesis, secretion, metabolism, 639

characteristics, 637

gluconeogenesis, 641–642

glucose effects, 665f

glucose production, 565f, 640

glycogenolysis, 640–641

insulin comparison, 638

ketogenesis, 642–643

lipogenesis, 642–643

physiologic action overview, 639–640

secretion, 637, 639, 643f, 643–644

ureogenesis, 643

Glucagon-like peptide 1, 639

Glucagon-like peptide 2, 639

Gluco-amylase, 534

Glucocorticoids

anti-inflammatory effects, 621–622

arachidonic acid metabolites, 622

and cortisoid, 667

and cytokines, 623–625

energy metabolism effects, 619–621

function, 608, 609

glucose effects, 620f

in growth, 717–718

and immune response, 625–626

immunosuppressive properties, 626

inflammatory mediator release, 625

in injury response, 621

lung development, 621

lymphoid tissue effects, 626

mechanism of action, 627

prolonged exposure, 668

secretion, 627–630

secretion regulation, 627–630

in vascular responsiveness, 626

water balance, 621

Gluconeogenesis

characteristics, 619

definition, 640

Glucose

absorption, 534, 534f

in blood, see Blood glucose

as body fuel, 660

diabetic ketoacidosis, 950–951
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glucagon secretion, 643–644

glucocorticoid effects, 620f

hormone effects, 665f

insulin effects, 650f

insulin regulation, 655f

kidney handling, 385f

liver, 650–651

malic enzyme effects, 601f

metabolism pathways, 640f

negative feedback, 565f

plasma concentrations, 653f

problems as fuel, 661

production redundancy, 570f

reabsorption in proximal tubule, 384–385

sustained aerobic exercise, 672

tolerance, 668f

tolerance tests, 646f

transport effect of insulin, 647f

uptake in exercise, 935

Glucose-6-P, 648–649

Glucose-fatty acid cycle

function, 660

overview, 662–663

schematic diagram, 662f

Glucose-6-phosphate, 650

Glucose transporters and function, 647

Glucosuria, 386

GLUT, see Glucose transporters

GLUT-5, 534

Glutamate

excitatory postsynaptic potentials, 114

hair cells, 833

rhythmic breathing, 318

Glutamate receptors, 117f

Glycine, 318

Glycogen

as body fuel, 660–661

metabolism, PKA role, 641f

storage, 659

sustained aerobic exercise, 673

Glycogenolysis

basic process, 640–641

definition, 640

Glycogen phosphorylase

activation, 570f

glycogenolysis, 640

push-pull mechanisms, 572f

Glycogen synthase, 640

Glycolysis, 135–136

Glycoprotein hormoness, 575–577

Glycosides, cardiac, sodium pump inhibition,

184–185

Glycostatic effect, growth hormone, 667

Glycosuria

characteristics, 386

insulin role, 645

GnRH, see Gonadotropin-releasing hormone

Goblet cells

airways, 265

in digestion, 530

Goiter, 588

Goldman equation, see Goldman-Hodgkin-

Katz equation

Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation

action potential, 78

end-plate potential mechanisms, overview,

104

membrane potential, 76

membrane potential graph, 76f

Golf, see G-protein in olfactory receptors

Golgi complex, 516

Golgi tendon organs

characteristics, 870

function, 867

organization, 868f

organization and innervation, 870f

in proprioception, 795

Gonadal hormones, 715–717

Gonadotropin

and antifertility drugs, 755

secretion control, 754

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone

anterior pituitary control, 581–582

deficiency, 732

function, 579–580

in lactation, 774

release, 720

in reproductive cycle timing, 755–756

secretion in pubertal boy, 734f

in testicular function, 731–732

Gonads, leptin effects, 678

Gorter-Grendel model, 39

G-protein-coupled receptors

activation, 23f

schematic diagram, 22f

signal transduction

complexities, 27

desensitization and downregulation,

22–23

ion channels, 26–27

isoforms, 23–24

overview, 21–22

second messenger concept, 24–26

G-protein in olfactory receptors, 852

G-proteins

gp130, 29

signal transduction, 23–24

Gracile fasciculus, 801

Granule cells

olfactory bulb structure, 852

renin-angiotensin system, 352

Granulocyte, chemical signals, 34

Granulosa cells

characteristics, 739

in estrogen synthesis, 747f

proliferation and differentiation, 749f

Graves’ disease, see Hyperthyroidism

Gravity

blood pressure effects, 173f

cardiovascular system effects, 172–174

ventilation and blood flow, 310f

Grb2, see Growth factor binding protein 2

Group Ia afferents, 868

Group II afferents, 868

Growth

fetal, during gestation, 955f

glucocorticoids, 717–718

gonadal hormones, 715–717

growth hormone and IGF-I roles, 707f

hormonal regulation, 702f

insulin role, 714–715

intrauterine retardation, 955

mammary glands, 770

neural tube, 782f

overview, 702

rat, cortisone effect, 718f

skeleton, growth hormone effects, 704–705

thyroid hormones, 713–714

Growth factor binding protein 2, 30

Growth factors, cellular activity coordination,

20

Growth hormone

age effects, 709, 710f

anterior pituitary control, 582

blood concentration, 709f

body composition effects, 708–709

cAMP in regulation, 713

deficiency causes, 711

effect on free fatty acids, 571f

fasted men, 712f

fasting, 669–671

function, 577

glucocorticoids, 717

gonadal hormones, 717

human, see Human growth hormone

and human chorionic

somatomammotropin, 764

hyperthyroidism, 714f

hypoglycemia, 711f

hypothyroidism, 713f, 714f

IGF properties, 707–708

leptin in fuel storage, 675–676

mode of action, 704

muscle, 666–667

overview, 701–703

pancreatic islets, 667–668

plasma concentration in normal boys, 716f

prolonged exposure, 668

role in growth, 707f

secretion regulation, 709–711f

in skeletal growth, 704–705

somatomedin hypothesis, 705–707

somatotrope actions, 711–713

synthesis, secretion, metabolism, 703–704

thyroid hormones, 713–714

triiodothyronine role, 714

in triiodothyronine secretion, 714

Growth hormone receptor, 770

Growth hormone-releasing hormone

anterior pituitary control, 582

function, 580

GH effects, 710

hypo- and hyperthyroidism, 714f

somatotrope actions, 711–713

GRP, see Gastrin-releasing peptide

GT balance, see Glomerulotubular balance

GTP, see Guanosine triphosphate

Guanine

in complementary base pairing, 14f

DNA structure overview, 13

Guanosine diphosphate, 22

Guanosine triphosphate, 22
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Gustatory system

basic taste overview, 855

bitter taste, 857

central pathways, 858–859

function, 849

overview, 854–855

salt taste, 857

sour taste, 857

sweet taste, 857

umami taste, 857

H
Habituation

characteristics, 909

definition, 908

Hair cells

function, 831

inner auditory, function, 839

Organ of Corti, 841–842

outer auditory, function, 839

structure and function, 832–833

tonotopic organization, 841, 845

vestibular, structure and function, 834f

Hair follicle receptors, 792

Haldane effect, 294

Hamburger shift, 294

Hammer, see Malleus

Hartnup’s disease, 538

Hastings-Davenport diagram, see

Bicarbonate-pH diagram

Haustra, 492

Haversion canal, 682

HbF, see Fetal hemoglobin

HbS, see Hemoglobin S

hCG, see Human chorionic gonadotropin

HCO�3
acid-base balance, 448–450

bile concentration, 526

bile secretion, 526

intercalated cells, 400–403

nephron, 380f

pancreatic secretion, 514–515f

reabsorption in proximal tubule, 380–382

in saliva, 500

Hcrit, see Hemotocrit

hCS, see Human chorionic

somatomammotropin

HDL, see High-density lipoproteins

Head, somatosensory pathways, 802

Heart

cardiac cycle events, 203f

circulatory shock defense, 947

conduction system structure, 176f

dilation, 944

electrical events, ECG correspondence,

189–190

hypertrophy, 945f

ischemic region, 197f

lower left quadrant, normal axis, 194

oxygen consumption, systolic pressure-

volume area index, 213

performance during pregnancy, 958

periphery interactions, 218

premature contractions, 199

as reciprocating pump, 202

tetanization prevention, 180–181

Heart blocks

atrioventricular node, 197–198

complete, 178

Heartburn, esophageal association, 486

Heart failure

chain of events, 946f

circulatory shock, 946–948

compensations, 943–944

congestive type comparison, 943

definition, 941

digitalis treatment, 184

dilated heart, 944

heart failure comparison, 943

hypertrophy cause, 944

overview, 208–210

treatment, 945

venous function curve, 942f

venous pressure elevation, 942–943

venous pressure estimation, 943

Heart muscle cells, see Cardiac cells

Heart rate

cardiac output effect, 221–222

changes during pregnancy, 958f

control by pacemaker cells, 185

variance, 221f

Heart rhythm, electrocardiogram detection,

197

Heart sounds, 204–205

Heat collapse, see Heat exhaustion

Heat exchange

body with environment, 923–924

heat production regulation, 927

skin temperature regulation, 926

sweat production regulation, 926–927

Heat exhaustion

characteristics, 929

definition, 922

Heat input, balance, 922f

Heat loss, convection effects, 925f

Heat output, balance, 922f

Heat production

balance, 922f

definition, 921

regulation, 927

Heat receptors, 792–793

Heat response, 927–928

Heat shock proteins, steroid hormone

receptors, 31

Heat stroke

characteristics, 929

definition, 922

Helicobacter pylori, peptic ulcer, 513

Helicotrema, cochlea, 840

Hematocrit

and blood viscosity, 166f

definition, 166

in exercise, 939

Hemiballismus, 885

Hemoconcentration, 615

Hemodynamics

definition, 159

historical perspective, 158

pressure-velocity relationship, 160–161

Hemoglobin

adult, oxygen, 290

in exercise, 939

fetal, oxygen, 290

oxygen, 290

oxygen pathway in diffusion, 303

Hemoglobin S, oxygen, 290

Hemorrhage, 221

Hemotocrit, 291

Henderson-Hasselbach equation

acid-base balance, 449

blood acid-base balance, 295–296

Henry’s law, 263

Hepatocytes

bile secretion, 524f

glucose metabolism, 650f

lipogenesis effects of insulin, 651f

Heptahelical receptors, see G-protein-coupled

receptors

Hering-Breuer reflex, 325

Hering’s nerve, see Sinus nerve

Hertz, 840

Heterologous desensitization receptors, 21

Hexokinase, 648

hGH, see Human growth hormone

Hiccup, 324

High altitude

acclimatization, 327–329

sleep apnea, 328

High-density lipoproteins, 543

Hippocampus

in emotion, 899

olfactory cortex formation, 852

Hirschsprung’s disease, 495

Histamine

in acid secretion, 497

in circulatory shock, 946

gastric secretion, 507f

lung, 276

pulmonary irritant receptors, 326

Hives, 244

Hodgkin-Huxley hypothesis, 85

Homeostasis

concept introduction, 158

definition, 4, 361

maternal, challenges, 954

Homer’s syndrome, 830

Homologous desensitization receptors, 21

Horizontal canals, 833

Horizontal cells

characteristics, 815

retinal processing, 812

Horizontal gaze center

eye, 829

function, 862

Hormone receptors

association wth JAK, 31f

regulation, 568f

Hormone response elements, 31

Hormones, see also specific hormones

action overview, 566–567

blood, 561–564
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blood glucose interactions, 663f

blood pressure control, 231–232

calcium balance effects, 698–699

cellular activity coordination, 19

concentration-response relationship, 567f

in female reproduction

blood pattern, 752

corticotropin-releasing hormone role,

767–768

cycle regulation, 751–752

estrogens, 765

fetal adrenal cortex role, 765–766

FSH and LH secretion, 753–755

gamete transport, 758–759

human chorionic gonadotropin, 762–764

human chorionic somatomammotropin,

764–765

implantation and placenta formation,

760–761

ovarian hormones, 742–743, 748–751

overview, 738, 758

oviduct role, 759–760

oxytocin role, 768–769

parturition, 767

pattern in blood, 752

placental hormones, overview, 761–762

progesterone, 765

progesterone and estrogen in pregnancy,

766–767

timing, 755–756

in female reproduction, FSH and LH

effects

cellular actions, 746

corpus luteum formation, 746–747

corpus luteum function, 748

estradiol production, 744–745

follicular development, 745–746

oocyte maturation, 747

ovarian blood flow, 748

overview, 743–744

ovulation, 745–746

in female reproduction, lactation

mammary gland growth and

development, 770

milk production, 770

neuroendocrine mechanisms, 770–771

ovarian cycle resumption, 774

overview, 769–770

prolactin in blood, 773–774

prolactin mechanism, 770

prolactin regulation, 773

prolactin secretion control, 771–773

fuel metabolism regulation, overview, 660

gastrointestinal tract, 470

growth encoding gene, 702f

in male reproduction

germinal epithelium, 724–726

Leydig cells, 723–724

overview, 720

sexual differentiation, 728–730

testes, 720–722

testicular function regulation, 731–734

testicular overview, 722–723

testosterone role, 726–728

testosterone secretion and metabolism,

726

metabolic, see Metabolic hormones

pregnancy, plasma levels, 763f

prolonged moderate exercise, 672f

in regulation, 466

release, 469

responding systems

attenuation, 571–572

modulation, 567–569

push-pull mechanisms, 572

redundancy, 570–571

reinforcement, 569–570

synergy, 571–572

secretion, 560–561, 564–566

short-term maximal exercise effort,

671–672

sustained aerobic exercise, 672–673

synthesis, secretion, metabolism, 560–561

Hormone-sensitive lipase, 646

hPL, see Human placental lactogen

HSD, see 11-Hydroxysteroid

dehydrogenase

5-HT, see Serotonin

Hue, 821

Human chorionic gonadotropin

characteristics and functions, 762–764

function, 576–577

maternal responses, 763f

during pregnancy, 955

vascular resistance, 957

Human chorionic somatomammotropin

characteristics and function, 764–765

function, 577

Human growth hormone

lipolysis effects, 571f

pituitary dwarfism treatment, 708f

Human placental lactogen

function, 577

during pregnancy, 955

Huntington’s chorea, 885

H wave, 204

Hybrid network model, 318

Hydralazine, hypertension, 234

Hydrocephalus, 786

Hydrochloric acid

gastric function, 502

gastric parietal cells, 506f

Hydrodynamics, 160

Hydrogen bonds, in complementary base

pairing, 14f

Hydrolysis

protein function overview, 18

starch by �-amylase, 533f

Hydrostatic columns, cardiovascular system,

172–174

Hydrostatic edema, 243

Hydrostatic forces, capillary wall, 240

Hydrostatic pressure

Bowman’s space, 348

capillary fluid movement, 239

glomerular filtration, 347f

oncotic pressure comparison, 243f

overview, 159

Hydrostatics

definition, 157

overview, 159–160

17-Hydroxycorticosteroids, 615

11-Hydroxylase, 631f

21-Hydroxylase, 631f

11-Hydroxysteroid dehydrogenase

in 21-carbon series, 612

deficiency problems, 618

Hyperalgesia

example, 795f

prostaglandins, 622

Hypercalcemia response, 698

Hypercapnia, 297

Hypercapnic ventilatory response, 321

Hypercholesterolemia, 602

Hypercolumns

characteristics, 820–821

M and P pathways, 822f

Hyperemia

active, GI tract, 254f

active, phenomena, 247f

reactive, phenomena, 248f

Hyperglycemia, 645–646

Hyperkalemia

characteristics, 615

characteristics and treatment, 440

kidney effects, 334

nephron ion transport, 399–400

Hyperopia, 828

Hyperosmotic plasma, 412f

Hyperpnea, 935

Hyperprolactinemia, 772, 774

Hypertension

blood pressure control, 232

characteristics, 234, 354

in heart failure, 209

salt-sensitive type, 427

Hyperthyroidism

characteristics, 594

contractility assessment, 210

growth hormone, 714f

Hypertrophy

from elevated workload, 944–945

experimental data, 944f

in heart failure, 209, 944

left ventricle, 196

ventricle, ECG, 195f

Hyperventilation

definition, 301

during pregnancy, 964

Hypervolemia

cardiac output effect, 219

cardiovascular state, 220f

Naþ and water excretion, 435f

Hypocalcemia

characteristics, 680

response, 698

Hypoglossal nerve

in breathing, 278

rhythmic breathing, 319

tongue, 863

Hypoglycemia

characteristics, 619, 665
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Hypoglycemia (continued)

epinephrine and norepinephrine,

634f

glucagon secretion, 643

growth hormone, 711f

hormonal responses, 664f

Hypoglycemic coma, 646

Hypokalemic metabolic alkalosis, 505

Hyponatremia

characteristics, 413, 615

from gastrointestinal

fluid loss, 412–413

Hypo-osmotic plasma response, 412f

Hypoparathyroidism, 687

Hypophysiotropic hormones, 579–581

Hypotension, 425

Hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, 631f

Hypothalamic pulse generator, 731–732

Hypothalamic thirst center, 409

Hypothalamo-hypophyseal portal system,

574

Hypothalamus

appetite and food intake control, 674–675

brain vesicle development, 781

in emotion, 899

function, 897

and vomeronasal organ, 854

Hypothermia

characteristics, 930

definition, 922

Hypothyroidism, 713f, 714f

Hypoventilation

characteristics, 308

definition, 301

in hypoxemia, 299

O2 and CO2 effects, 314

Hypovolemia

associated hormones, 424

cardiac output effect, 219

characteristics, 413, 429, 615

definition, 428

functional, characteristics, 429

functional, definition, 428

response to, 424

shock, 253

sodium ion and ECF volume, 435f

Hypoxemia

definition, 307

hypoventilation, 299

shunt, 300

Hypoxia

characteristics, 260

high altitude acclimatization, 328

ventilation response, 323f, 330f

Hypoxic desensitization, 329

Hypoxic pulmonary

vasoconstriction, 272

Hypoxic ventilatory decline

definition, 323

high altitude acclimatization, 329

Hypoxic ventilatory response,

322–323

Hysteresis, 279

Hz, see Hertz

I
I bands, 179

IC, see Inspiratory capacity

ICCs, see Interstitial cells of Cajal

ICF, see Intracellular fluid compartment

Ideal alveolar-arterial pulmonary oxygen

difference, 301

Ideal gas law, respiratory system, 263–264

IgA, see Immunoglobulin A

IGFBPs, see Insulin-like growth factor-

binding proteins

IGF-I, see Insulin-like growth factor I

IGF receptors, see Insulin-like growth factor

receptors

IL, see Interleukins

Ileocecal sphincter relaxation, 480

Immune system

defense mechanisms, 275

response and glucocorticoids, 625–626

Immunoassays

function, 559

hormones in blood, 563–564

Immunoglobulin A, 499

Immunoreactive glucagon, 653f

Immunoreactive insulin, 653f

Impaction, airway defense mechanisms, 273

Implantation, and placenta formation,

760–761

Inactivation gate

channel blocking, 180

sodium channel, 82–83

i-NANC, see Inhibitory nonadrenergic

noncholinergic system

Incretins, 654

Incus, 840

I neurons, see Inspiratory neurons

Infant Hercules, 631

Infarction, 944

Inferior colliculus, 844

Inferior glossopharyngeal ganglia, 858

Inferior oblique muscle, 827

Inferior olivary complex, 895

Inferior penducle, 889

Inferior rectus muscle, 826–827

Inferior vagal ganglia, 858

Inferior vestibular nucleus, 837

Inferotemporal cortex, 821

Inflammation, 621

Inflammatory reactions, edema, 243

Inflation inhibitory reflex, 325

Infrasound, 840

Infundibulum, 574, 742

Inhibin

function, 738, 743

during menstruation, 752f

Inhibin B, 733

Inhibitory nonadrenergic noncholinergic

system, 327

Inhibitory postsynaptic potentials, 115–116

Initial collecting tubule, 337

Initiation factors, 15

Injury responses, glucocorticoids

anti-inflammatory effects, 621–622

overview, 621

Inner ear

sound transmission, 840

vestibular organ, 832f

Inner hair cells

function, 839

Organ of Corti, 842

Inner plexiform layer, 812

Inositol triphosphate system

in bitter taste, 857

role in actin-myosin interactions, 139

second messenger concepts, 26

signal transduction, 26f

Inotropic effect, in exercise, 937

INs, see Interneurons

Insensible water loss, 5

Inspiration

definition, 277

schematic diagram, 278f

Inspiratory capacity, 266

Inspiratory neurons, 318

Inspiratory reserve volume, 266

Insulin

abnormalities, 645–646

action overview, 644, 646

adipose tissue effects, 646–648

biosynthesis, secretion, metabolism, 644

blood glucose, 565f

characteristics, 637

diabetic ketoacidosis, 950

glucagon comparison, 638

glucose effects, 650f

glucose transport effect, 647f

in growth, 714–715

lipogenesis effects, 651f

liver effects, 649–651

mechanism of action, 651–653

muscle effects, 648–649

prolonged moderate exercise, 672f

protein turnover effect, 649f

secretion, 638, 644, 653–654f, 654–656

Insulin growth factor receptors, 29

Insulin-like growth factor-binding proteins,

707–708

Insulin-like growth factor I

body composition effects, 708–709

fasted men, 712f

plasma concentration in normal boys, 716f

somatotrope actions, 711–713

Insulin-like growth factor receptors, 29

Insulin-like growth factors

child treatment, 706f

properties, 707–708

Insulin receptor

model, 652f

signaling model, 652f

Insulin receptor substrates and

function, 652

Intensity

central sensory pathways, 798

definition, 839

as sound attribute, 844

Interaural intensity differences, 847

Interaural onset delay, 847

Interaural phase delay, 847
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Intercalated cells

kidney, 337

plasma bicarbonate concentration, 450

proton secretion, 400–403

Intercalated disc, 177

Intercalated duct, 499

Interdigestive secretion, 507

Interdigestive state, gastrin, 471

Interleukins

in circulatory shock, 946

effects, 624f

in fever, 931

and glucocorticoids, 623–625

Intermediate lobe, 574

Intermediate zone, lateral vestibular tract, 872

Intermediolateral column, blood pressure

control, 226

Internal capsule, pyramidal tract, 876

Internal environment

cellular activity coordination, 18–21

respiratory system interface, 261

Internal genitalia, 729f

Internal intercostal muscles, 278

Internal urethral sphincter, 339

Interneurons

Aplysia short-term sensitization, 911

synaptic transmission, 112

Interplexiform cells, 812–813

Interposed nucleus, spinocerebellum, 890

Interstimulus interval, 910

Interstitial cells of Cajal

definition, 481

in gastrointestinal motility, 495

small intestine motility, 490

Interstitial cells of Leydig, 720

Interstitial edema

in exercise, 937

lung fluid balance, 273

overview, 242–244

Interstitial fluid

major components, 6f

total body water, 3

Interstitial fluid compartment

ionic composition, 5

outside world contact, 4

size, 8

Interstitial fluid pressure

capillary wall, 240

definition, 235

junctional complex effects, 379f

lymph flow comparison, 242f

volume comparison, 240f

Interstitial forces, capillary filtration, 242

Interstitial pulmonary fibrosis, 283

Interstitial space, lung fluid balance, 273

Intervillous space, placenta during pregnancy,

955

Intestinal absorption

calcium, 681, 689

1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol action,

695–696

Intestinal secretory cells, apical membrane,

548

Intestinal transferrin, iron absorption, 545

Intestinal villi, 530f

Intestinointestinal reflex, 491

Intracellular canaliculus, 504

Intracellular compartment, 3

Intracellular fluid compartment

ionic composition, 5–6

Kþ distribution, 438f, 439

major components, 6f

outside world contact, 4

size, 8

Intracellular receptors, 31–32

Intracellular recording techniques

nerve action potential, 73–74

resting potential, 72–73

Intrafusal muscle fibers, 868

Intraluminal pressure

duodenum, 490f

stomach, 487f

Intramural reflex, 508

Intrathoracic pressure, 221

Intrauterine growth retardation, 955

Intrinsic eye muscles, 827–828

Intrinsic factor

gastric function, 502

gastric secretion, 511–512

vitamin B12, 544

Intron, RNA processing overview, 14

Inulin

characteristics, 361

clearance, 366f

definition, 365

excretion rate, 366f

GFR determination, 367

isosmotic volume reabsorption, 376

proximal tubule, 376f

Iodine

incorporation by thyroid, 591

thyroid trapping, 590

Ion channels

action potential plateau phase, 180

aldosterone-responsive distal nephron, 398

blocking by tetrodotoxin, 180

bursts, 50f

characteristics, 821

electrical potential relationship, 52f

event histogram, 51f

G-protein-coupled receptors, 26–27

inactivation, 82–83

inactivation recovery, 87f

intracellular messengers, 184f

ionotropic receptor-channel complexes,

116–117

measurement, 50f

overview, 49–52

plateau phase, 180

regulation, 53

second messenger concept, 25

selectivity determinants, 52–53

signal transduction, 28

structural and functional unit, 81f

structure, 80–82

three states, 82f

transepithelial voltages, 375

underlying action potential, specificity, 85

voltage-gated, structure, 80–82

Ion diffusion, biological channels, 49–52

Ion flux, across salivon, 501f

Ionic composition, major fluid

compartments, 5–6

Ionic flux, cardiac muscle cells, 181–182

Ionotropic receptor-channel complexes,

116–117

Ionotropic receptors

excitatory postsynaptic potentials, 119f

postsynaptic mechanisms, 114–117

Ion pumps, membrane transport, 67–70

Iontophoresis, acetylcholinesterase, 103–104

Ion transport

active, criteria, 48–49

aldosterone-responsive distal nephron, 398

nephron, aldosterone role, 398–400

Ipsilateral ophthalmoplegia, 830

IPSPs, see Inhibitory postsynaptic potentials

IP3 system, see Inositol triphosphate system

IRG, see Immunoreactive glucagon

IRI, see Immunoreactive insulin

Iron, absorption, 545–546

IRS, see Insulin receptor substrates

IRV, see Inspiratory reserve volume

ISF, see Interstitial fluid compartment

ISI, see Interstimulus interval

Isoelectric plane, 189

Isofrequency bands, in pitch perception, 845

Isomaltase

carbohydrate assimilation, 535

in digestion, 534

Isometric contraction

recording in vitro, 129f

skeletal muscle, 129–131

Isosmotic capillary plasma, hypothetical

equilibration, 417f

Isosmotic glucose solution, 9

Isosmotic saline solution, 9

Isosmotic volume absorption, 378

Isosmotic volume reabsorption, 375–377

Isotonic contraction, skeletal muscle, 131–132

Isotonic saline, infusion in body fluid

compartment, 9

Isotonic urea, infusion in body fluid

compartment, 9

Isovolumetric period of contraction, 203

IUGR, see Intrauterine growth retardation

J
JAK, see Janus kinase

JAK2, see Janus kinase 2

James-Lange theory, 899

Janus kinase

hormone receptor association, 31f

signal transduction, 28

Janus kinase 2, 704

Jaundice, 525

JG cells, see Juxtaglomerular cells

Joints, sensory receptors, 795–796

J point, 197

J-receptors, see Juxtacapillary receptors

Jugular veins, 943
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Junctional complexes

affecting factors, 379f

epithelial cells, 371, 373f

Juxtacapillary receptors, reflexes, 326

Juxtaglomerular apparatus

characteristics, 337

kidney, 333

Juxtaglomerular cells

angiotensin II production, 353f

blood pressure control, 232

renin-angiotensin system, 352

renin secretion, 430–431

Juxtamedullary nephrons

characteristics, 336

kidney, 333

K
Kf, see Ultrafiltration coefficient

KAc, see Potassium acetate

Kallikrein, 501

KE, see Kinetic energy

Ketogenesis

definition, 640

glucagon action, 642–643

Ketonemia, 645

Ketosis, 645

17-Ketosteroids, 615

Kidney

acid-base balance

anion gap, 457

bicarbonate generation, 452–454

bicarbonate reabsorption, 451–452

buffer role, 448–450

clinical disturbance overview, 454–455

common disturbances, 458–461

metabolic acidosis, 456–457

metabolic alkalosis, 457–458

plasma bicarbonate overview, 450–451

pulmonary regulation of CO2, 450

respiratory acidosis, 455–456

respiratory alkalosis, 456

aldosterone effects

aldosterone secretion regulation, 619

overview, 616–618

anatomical overview, 333, 334–335

arterial pressure control, 226

calcitonin action, 693

calcium, 443–445, 684–685

cortex, 333

cross section, 334f

1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol action, 696

endocrine functions, 337–338

glomeruli and nephrons, 336–337

glucose handling, 385f

Kþ transport mechanisms, 439–442

magnesium balance, 445–446

major blood vessels, 335f

mass balance, 363, 364f

micturition, 338–341

parathyroid hormone actions, 688–689

during pregnancy, 963f

renin-angiotensin system, 353

tubular cells, bicarbonate, 451f

vasculature, 335–336

Kidney stones, see Urinary tract calculi

Kinetic energy, hemodynamic system, 160

Kinins, 946

Kinocilium, 833

Krogh cylinder, 307

17-KS, see 17-Ketosteroids

L
Lactase, 531–532

Lactate threshold, in exercise, 934

Lactation

associated amenorrhea, 774

mammary gland growth and development,

770

ovarian cycle resumption, 774

overview, 769–770

oxytocin secretion, 771f

prolactin in blood, 773–774

prolactin regulation, 773

prolactin secretion control, 771–773

Lactoferrin, 499

Lactose intolerance, 535

Lamellar bodies, 280

Lamina propria, 466

Laminar flow

in airway resistance, 283–284

definition, 162

Laminin, filtration barrier, 351

Large intestine

anatomy, 492f

cecum and proximal colon, 492–493

chloride absorption, 551

descending and sigmoid colon, 493

motility control, 494–495

Naþ and Cl� secretion, 553f

potassium transport, 551–552

rectum and anal canal, 493–494

sodium absorption, 550f, 550–551

structure and innervation, 492

water secretion, 553–555

Larynx

airway defense mechanisms, 273

in breathing, 278

rhythmic breathing, 319

Latent heat of vaporization, 924

Lateral columns, spinal cord, 800

Lateral corticospinal tract

function, 879

spinal cord, 872

structure, 875–876

Lateral funiculus, 876

Lateral geniculate body, 818

Lateral geniculate nucleus

pathway projections, 820f

retinal projections to, 820

Lateral intercellular spaces, 371

Lateral lemniscus

in central auditory pathways, 844

structure, 801

Lateral rectus muscle, 826

Lateral strabismus, 830

Lateral vestibular nuclei, 872

Lateral vestibular tract, 872

Lateral vestibulospinal tract, 836

Law of electroneutrality, 45

Law of the intestines, see Peristaltic reflex

Law of Laplace

overview, 212–213

predictions, 280f

surface tension, 280

L cones, 822, 824

LDL, see Low-density lipoproteins

L-DOPA, see L-Dihydroxyphenylalanine

Learning

behaviors and neural circuits, 910–911

classical conditioning mechanisms, 913

definition, 905

definition and characteristics, 906

long-term potentiation, 913–915

operant conditioning, 913

sensitization in Aplysia, 911–913

Lecithins, 523

Left axis deviation, 196

Left heart pump, 157, 221

Left visual hemifield, 817–820

Length-passive force, skeletal muscle, 131

Lenticullar nucleus, 881

Lentiform nucleus, 881

Leptin

in blood plasma, 676f

fasting and refeeding, 676f

in fuel storage, 675

in leptin-deficient mouse, 675f

secretion, 677f

various effects, 678

Lesions

cranial nerve VIII, 838

in motor reflex abnormalities, 874

Leukotrienes, 276

Levator palpebrae muscle, 827

Leydig cells, 723–724

LGN, see Lateral geniculate nucleus

LH, see Luteinizing hormone

Liddle’s syndrome, 401

Ligand-gated acetylcholine receptor, 105–106

Ligands, 19

Light adaptation, 811

Limbic lobe, 899

Limbic structures, brain vesicle development,

780

Limb leads

augmented limb leads, 194–195

in neutral reference lead, 194

vector determination, 191

Linear conductor, thorax as, 188

Lingual lipase secretion, 499

Lipases, in exercise, 935

Lipemia, insulin role, 645

Lipid membrane, 42f

Lipids

absorption, 540

absorption and resynthesis, 540f

assimilation abnormalities, 542

digestion, 538–540

intracellular processing, 541–543

metabolism in adipose tissue, 647f
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metabolism in muscle, 648f

overview, 537

transport into enterocytes, 540–541

Lipogenesis

glucagon action, 642–643

insulin effects, 651f

Lipolysis, 571f

Lipoprotein lipase, 648

Lipotropins, 577

Lithocholic acid, 522

Liver

bile, 520–521, 523–524f

insulin effects, 649–651

metabolic hormones, 667

Living things, as open systems, 4

Lobuloalveolar ducts, in lactation, 769

Local edge detectors, bipolar cells as, 815

Locus coeruleus, 902

Long-term oxygen therapy, 330

Long-term potentiation

example, 914f

learning and memory, 913–915

Loop of Henle

ascending limb, NaCl absorption, 396f

body fluid osmolality, 406

characteristics, 336–337

countercurrent multiplication system, 418f

thick ascending limb

active NaCl reabsorption, 395f

NaCl reabsorption, 394f

transport, 393–396

thin ascending limb

NaCl reabsorption, 394f

transport, 393–396

thin descending limb

characteristics, 391

reabsorption, 393f

transport, 392–393

Loudness, 840

Low-density lipoproteins

chylomicron formation, 543

and estradiol production, 744

during pregnancy, 767

Lower airway reflexes, 324

Lower esophageal sphincter, 483–484

Lower motor neurons

driving forces, 867–868, 873f

location, 861

protective reflexes, 872

Low-pressure receptors, 229–230

LPH, see Lipotropins

LTOT, see Long-term oxygen therapy

LTP, see Long-term potentiation

LTs, see Leukotrienes

L-type calcium channels, 180

Lub, as first heart sound, 204

Lumbar segment, spinal cord, 799

Luminal digestion, 531

Luminal membrane, Naþ entry, 372

Luminal microvilli, 593f

Lung

airway branching, 262f

airway defense mechanisms, 273–274

airways, 264–266

autonomic nervous system, 326–327

biosynthetic functions, 276

chronic disease, 329–330

development, glucocorticoids, 621

diffusing capacity for oxygen, 304

fluid balance overview, 273

immune system defense mechanisms, 275

pressure and volume during exercise, 936f

reflexes, 323–327

relaxation pressure-volume curves, 283f

volume determination, 277

volume during pregnancy, 964f

volume overview, 266–267

Luteal phase, 744

Luteinization, 741

Luteinizing hormone

cellular actions, 746

in corpus luteum formation, 747

in corpus luteum function, 748

estradiol production, 744–745

feedback control sites, 754–755

follicular development, 745–746

function, 575–576, 719

gonadotropin secretion, 754

during menstruation, 752f

negative feedback aspects, 753–754

in oocyte maturation, 747

overview of effects, 743–744

plasma measurement, 734f

positive feedback aspects, 754

in pregnancy, 763

reproductive cycle timing, 755–756

secretory pattern, 731f

in testicular function, 723–725, 731–732

testis actions, 725f

Lymphatic bed, 240f

Lymphatic drainage system, 241–242

Lymphatic system

characteristics, 235

definition, 275

Lymph flow

capillary filtration, 242

and interstitial fluid pressure, 242f

Lymph nodes, 275

Lymphocytes, 275

Lymphoid tissue, 626

Lymphokines, 19

Lysosomes, 35

Lysozymes

airway defense mechanisms, 274

in saliva, 499

M
Macrophage colony stimulating factor, 684

Macrophages, 274

Macula

definition, 833

eye structure, 808

Macula densa

cellular effect of NaCl, 355f

characteristics, 337

Macular yellow, 824

Magnesium ion

fluid compartment ionic composition, 6

kidney, 445–446

Magnocellular pathways

characteristics, 574

function, 815

ganglion cell function, 808

Main sensory nucleus, 802

Male reproduction

development, 729f

germinal epithelium, 724–726

Leydig cells, 723–724

overview, 720

sexual differentiation, 728–730

testes, 720–722

testicular function regulation, 731–734

testicular overview, 722–723

testosterone role, 726–728

testosterone secretion and metabolism, 726

Malic enzyme, 601f

Malleus, 840

Maltose

carbohydrate assimilation, 535

digestion, 533–534

Maltotriose, 533–534

Mammary alveolus, 769f

Mammary glands

growth and development, 770

ovarian hormone effects, 750

Mannitol, 383–384

MAP, see Mean arterial pressure

MAP kinase, see Mitogen-activated protein

kinase

Mass action, 151

Mass balance

definition, 361

kidney, 363, 364f

nephron, 364f

clearance concept, 366–367

functioning nephrons, 368

GFR determination, 365–366

glomerular filtration rate indicators,

367–370

overview, 363–365

in total body, 362–363

whole body, 363f

Mass flow

definition, 361

equation, 362

Mass movement

cecum and proximal colon, 493

colon, 493f

definition, 480

Mast cells, 326

Maternal adaptation, during pregnancy

cardiac output, 957

homeostasis challenges, 954

osmoregulation, 961–963

overview, 954

placenta, 954–955

respiratory adjustments, 963–965

sodium balance, 959–961

thirst, 961–963

uterine blood flow, 956–957

vascular resistance, 957
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Maternal circulation

blood volume, 958–959

cardiac output changes, 957

cardiac performance, 958

overview, 955–956

uterine blood flow, 956–957

vascular resistance, 957

Maximal oxygen consumption

definition, 933

in exercise, 934, 939

Maximal pulse, skeletal muscle, 129

Maximum expiratory flow, 277

MCH, see Melanin concentrating

hormone

MCHC, see Mean corpuscular hemoglobin

concentration

M cones, 822

m-CSF, see Macrophage colony stimulating

factor

Mean arterial pressure

baroreceptor reflex, 227–229

cardiovascular system, 168

regulation overview, 226

Mean circulatory filling pressure, 217

Mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentration,

291

Mean electrical axis

disease effect, 195–196

ventricles, 191

Mean pressure, 169

Mechanical work, breathing, 288

Mechanoreceptors

characteristics, 790

as nociceptors, 794

in reflexes, 324

respiratory reflexes, 324f

somatosensory mechanoreceptors, 789

ventilation control, 316

visceral mechanoreceptors, 795–796

Medial dorsal nucleus, 853

Medial longitudinal fasciculus

pathway, 837

structure, 872

Medial longitudinal funiculus, 829

Medial rectus muscle, 826

Medial strabismus, 830

Medial vestibular nucleus

function, 837

in tract, 872

Medial vestibulospinal tract

characteristics, 837

orgination, 872

Medulla

kidney, 333

rhythmic breathing, 318

swallowing center, 482

in taste, 858

ventilation control, 316

Medullary collecting ducts, 396–397

Medullary hormones

biosynthesis, 632

physiologic actions, 633–635

Medullary hyperosmolality

blood flow, 416–417

countercurrent multiplication system,

417–419

numerical examples, 415

overview, 414–416

urea recycling, 419–420

Medullary hypertonicity, 422

Medullary reticulospinal tract

formation, 874–875

origination, 874–875

Megacolon, see Hirschsprung’s disease

Meiotic divisions, 721

Meissner’s corpuscles, 789

Meissner’s plexus, see Submucosal plexus

Melanin, leptin in fuel storage, 677

Melanin concentrating hormone, 677f

a-Melanocyte stimulating hormone

leptin in fuel storage, 676–677

negative feedback control, 677f

Melanocyte-stimulating hormones, 577

Mellitin, PLA2 resemblence, 622

Membrane biology, historical perspective,

38–39

Membrane capacitance, propagation velocity,

91

Membrane channels

ACh-sensitive, conductance measurement,

105f

synaptic transmission, 111f

Membrane currents, 53

Membrane digestion, 531

Membrane pores, restricted diffusion, 43–44

Membrane potential

Bernstein’s hypothesis, 75

Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation, 76

Kþ effects, 75f

smooth muscle, 140f

Membranes

bone, 682–683

brush border, 529

cochlea, 840

early membrane biology work, 38–39

electrogenic ion pumps, 66

extracellular recordings, 93–96

fluid-mosaic membrane, 39–40

function, 841

hair cell projection into, 833

intestinal secretory cells, 548

Naþ entry, 372

nonideal, osmosis, 55–57

origin, 64–66

osmosis, 55–57

partitioning, 42f

plasma, see Plasma membrane

Reissner’s membrane, 840

solute distribution, 66–67

in sound processing, 842

sound transmission, 840

structural characteristics, 839

structure and function, 844f

time constant measurement, 91f

transcapillary solute exchange, 237

Membrane transport

carrier-mediated, see Carrier-mediated

membrane transport

cell volume maintenance, 67–70

electrogenic ion pumps, 66

electrolyte diffusion, 44–49

Gibbs-Donnan equilibrium, 67–70

ion diffusion through biologic channels,

49–53

ion pumps, 67–70

membrane composition and structure,

38–40

Naþ-coupled, 61f

Naþ/Kþ pump, 62–63

nonelectrolyte diffusion, 40–41

osmosis, 53–57

pores and restricted diffusion, 43–44

pump-leak model, 63–64

selective barrier diffusion, 41–43

transmembrane electrical potential

differences, 64–66

uncharged solute diffusion, 44

Memory

anatomic localization, 906–907

associated brain structures, 907f

behaviors and neural circuits, 910–911

classical conditioning mechanisms, 913

declarative memory, 905, 906

definition and characteristics, 906

distribution, 916–917

input pattern, 915–916

nondeclarative, see Nondeclarative

memory

operant conditioning, 913

pattern recognition, 915

PET studies, 908f

recognition memory, 916f

sensitization in Aplysia, 911–913

types, 906

Menarche, 749

Menstruation

endometrial changes, 750f

FSH and LH effects

cellular actions, 746

corpus luteum formation, 746–747

corpus luteum function, 748

estradiol production, 744–745

follicular development, 745–746

oocyte maturation, 747

ovarian blood flow, 748

overview, 743–744

ovulation, 746

secretion, 753–755

hormonal control

blood pattern, 752

cycle regulation, 751–752

ovarian hormones, 742–743, 748–751

overview, 738

pattern in blood, 752

timing, 755–756

ovarian hormone role, 748–749

ovarian-pituitary interactions, 753f

MEPPs, see Miniature end-plate potentials

Mercury manometer, hydrostatics overview,

160

Merkel’s disks, 789

Mesangial cells, glomerular capillaries, 345
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Mesovaria, 738

Messenger RNA

alternative splicing, 15f

CGRP, 692f

RNA processing overview, 14

Metabolic acidosis

cause, 297

characteristics, 456–457

examples, 458

Metabolic alkalosis

acid-base balance, 457–458

cause, 297

examples, 459

Metabolic compensation, 297

Metabolic fuels

consumption, 661–662

glucose and fat problems, 661

Metabolic hormones

adipose tissue, 665–666

fasting, 671f

liver, 667

muscle, 666–667

overview, 665

pancreatic islets, 667–668

Metabolic pH, 296

Metabolic theory, 245, 248

Metabolism

adrenal cortical hormones, 615

adrenal medulla, 632–633

calcitonin, 691

carbohydrate and lipid, 647f

in exercise, 934–935

fasting, 669–671

feeding, 668–669

fructose-1,6-bisphosphate, 641f

fuel, see Fuel metabolism

glucagon, 639

glucocorticoids, 619–621

glucose, 650f

glucose pathways, 640f

glycogen, PKA role, 641f

growth hormone, 703–704

hormones, 560–561

insulin, 644

muscle carbohydrate and lipid, 648f

regulation overview, 660

somatostatin, 656

testosterone, 726

thyroid hormones, 595–597

carbohydrate, 601

lipids, 602

nitrogen, 602

oxidative metabolism, 599

temperature regulation, 599–601

thermogenesis, 599

thyroxine, 596f

vitamin D, 693–695

Metabotropic receptors

excitatory postsynaptic potentials, 119f

slow synaptic potentials, 117–121

Meta-rhodopsin II, 810

Metarterioles, 236

Methemoglobin, 290

N-Methyl-D-aspartate, 914–915

N-Methyl-D-aspartate receptor, 116–117

Micelles

lipid transport, 540–541

structures, 523f

Microcirculation

functional anatomy, 236–237

schematic diagram, 236f

Microelectrodes, 188

Micropinocytotic vesicles, 237

Microvilli, 530

Micturition

neural regulation, 340–341

overview, 338–341

Middle ear

sound transmission, 840

structures, 842f

Middle penducle, 889

Migrating motility complex, 487

Migrating myoelectric complex, 487

Milieu interieur

concept introduction, 158

constancy, 5

definition, 4

origin, 4

Milk ejection reflex, 771

Milk letdown reflex, 771

Milk lipase, 539–540

Milk production, 770

Mineralocorticoids

aldosterone effects on kidney, 616–619

function, 608, 609

physiological overview, 615–616

Miniature end-plate potentials

acetylcholine release, 108–109

graphs, 108f

Minimal volume of the lung, 282

MI pyramidal cells

characteristics, 879

electrophysiologic analysis, 879

function, 877

structure, 821

MIT, see Monoiodotyrosine

Mitochondria, cardiac muscle cells, 179

Mitogen-activated protein kinase, 30

Mitogens, 29

Mitotic divisions, 721

Mitral cells, 852

Mitral valve, 202

MLF, see Medial longitudinal funiculus

MNs, see Motor neurons

Modiolus, 842

Monocular zone, 817

Monoglyceride acylation pathway, 541

Monoiodotyrosine

formation, 591

secretion, 592–593

storage, 592

Mood, 898f

Mossy fibers, 895

Motifs, 17

Motilin

characteristics, 474

function, 470

Motility

definition, 466

esophageal, regulation, 485

gastric motility, 486–489

large intestine, 492–495

migrating motility complex, 487

small intestine, 489–492

Motor cortex

hierarchical arrangement, 879–880f

organization, 878f

primary, see Primary motor cortex

Motor end plate, 99

Motor ganglia, 784

Motor loop, basal ganglia

direct and indirect pathway connections,

883f

direct pathway, 882, 885, 887

indirect pathway, 887

major connections, 883f

Motor neurons

alpha neurons, 133, 863–864

Aplysia, 911

axial, proximal, distal muscles, 864

branchiomeric muscles, 862–863

expiratory muscle, 318f

extraocular muscles, 862

gamma motor neurons, 869f

lower motor neurons, 861, 867–868, 872,

873f

motor unit, 864–865

muscle fiber action potential, 865

pool, 864f, 865

postsynaptic potentials, 113f

responsiveness, 865

spinal cord, 863f

tongue, 863

upper, location, 861

Motor pathways, 786–788

Motor proteins, 843

Motor reflexes, 829

Motor unit

innervation, 864–865

skeletal muscle, 133

M pathway

functional organization, 822f

projections, 820f

mRNA, see Messenger RNA

MSH, see Melanocyte-stimulating hormones

�-MSH, see a-Melanocyte stimulating

hormone

MUA, see Multiple unit activity

Mucin, 274

Mucociliary transport, 274

Mucosa, in GI tract, 466

Mucous cells, stomach, 503

Mucous neck cells, stomach, 503

Mucus

function, 498

gastric function, 502

gastric secretion, 511

Müllerian ducts

characteristics, 719

development, 728

Multiple sclerosis, 837

Multiple unit activity, 732f
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Multiunit smooth muscle, 140

Murmurs, 201, 205

Muscarinic cholinergic receptors, 185

Muscarinic-cholinergic receptors, 148

Muscle

abdominal muscles, 278, 318–319

accessory respiratory muscles, 278

axial muscles, 864

branchiomeric muscles, 862–863

breathing muscles, 318f

bronchial smooth muscle, 265, 285

cardiac, see Cardiac muscle

chemoreflex in exercise, 938

detrusor muscle, 338

distal, motor neurons, 864

exercise training, 939–940

exercising vs. resting, 673f

expiratory intercostal muscles, 318–319

extensor, motor neurons, 864

external intercostal muscles, 278

extraocular muscles, 826f, 862

eye muscles, 826–827

fast-twitch fibers, 865

fatigue in exercise, 939

fiber, action potential generation, 865

flexor muscles, 864

gastrointestinal smooth muscle, 480

inferior oblique muscle, 827

inferior rectus muscle, 826–827

insulin effects, 648–649

internal intercostal muscles, 278

intrafusal muscle fibers, 868

intrinsic eye muscles, 827–828

lateral rectus muscle, 826

levator palpebrae muscle, 827

medial rectus muscle, 826

metabolic hormones, 666–667

multiunit smooth muscle, 140

orbicularis oculi muscle, 827

protein turnover, 649f

proximal, motor neurons, 864

pupillodilater muscle, 827

respiratory, overview, 278

rigidity, 874

sensory receptors, 795–796

skeletal, see Skeletal muscle

smooth, see Smooth muscle

spasticity characteristics, 874

static length, 868

striated, see Striated muscle

superior oblique muscle, 827

superior rectus muscle, 826–827

tarsalis muscle, 827

tensor tympani muscle, 843

thick and thin filament views, 125f

unitary smooth muscle, 140

Muscle cells

energy balance, 135–136

excitation, 127–128, 139–141

Muscle spindle

components, 867–868

definition, 867

gamma loop system, 869–870

gamma motor neurons, 869f

group Ia fibers, 868

group II fibers, 868

organization, 868f

in proprioception, 795

Muscularis mucosae, 466

MV, see Minimal volume of the lung

Myasthenia gravis, 120

Mydriasis, 830

Myelin, 790

Myelinated axons, 93

Myelinated pulmonary receptors, reflexes,

324

Myenteric plexus, 467

Myocardial ischemia

coronary circulation, 251

current of injury, 196–197

Myocardial oxygen consumption, 937

Myoepithelial cells

in lactation, 769

salivary glands, 499f

Myogenic mechanism, renal autoregulation,

344

Myogenic response, 354

Myogenic theory, 245, 247

Myoglobin

in exercise, 939

oxygen, 290

Myometrium, 742

Myopia, 828

Myosin

biochemical interactions with actin,

125–126, 138–141

overview, 124, 138

transcapillary solute exchange, 239

Myosin light-chain kinase, 138

Myotactic reflex

features, 112f

muscle spindle, 869

smooth muscle response, 142

Myotome, 864

N
N, see Norepinephrine

Naþ-Caþ exchange system, 183

Naþ/Kþ pump

cell model, 63f

function, 547

membrane transport, 67–69

overview, 62–63

partial reaction schematics, 62f

possible operation, 63f

pump-leak model, 63–64

salivary secretion, 501

Nasal continuous positive airway pressure,

apnea treatment, 328

Nasal CPAP, see Nasal continuous positive

airway pressure

Natriuretic drug, hypertension, 234

Natriuretic hormones

in hypovolemia, 424

Naþ excretion, 432–433

Near reflex, see Accommodation

reflex

Negative chronotropic effect, pacemaker

activity, 185

Negative feedback control

adrenal and pituitary glands, 630

aldosterone secretion, 619f

baroreceptor reflex, 228

FSH and LH secretion, 753f

glucocorticoid secretion, 628f

glucose production, 565f

hormone secretion, 564–566

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, 631f

leptin secretion, 677f

target cell responses, 20

testicular function, 732–733

ventilation control, 315, 316–317

ventilation by reflexes, 316f

Neglect syndrome, 880

Neocerebellum, see Cerebrocerebellum

Neoplastic breast disease, 750

Neospinothalamic tract, 802

Neostigmine, end-plate potential effects, 103f

Neostriatum, 881

NEP, see Neutral endopeptidases

Nephrin, filtration barrier, 351

Nephron

ARDN, see Aldosterone-responsive distal

nephron

Caþ reabsorption, 444f, 445f

characteristics, 336–337

collecting duct

epithelial cells, 402f

ion transport, aldosterone role, 398–400

proton and bicarbonate transport, 454f

proton secretion, 400–403

transport overview, 396–397

connecting tubule, 398–403

distal convoluted tubule, 396–397

distal nephron, 451, 452–454, 689f

epithelial cells, 371, 373, 374f, 374–375

Hþ and HCO�3 , 380f

juxtamedullary nephrons, 333, 336

Kþ reabsorption and secretion, 441f

mass balance, 364f

clearance concept, 366–367

functioning nephrons, 368

GFR determination, 365–366

glomerular filtration rate indicators,

367–370

overview, 363–365

Naþ reabsorption, 426

primary structural elements, 336f

solute movements, 365f

superficial, 333, 336

tubuloglomerular feedback, 355

urea reabsorption, 420f

Nernst equation

definition, 37–38

diffusion potential origin, 48

Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz equation, 76

ion active transport criteria, 48

ion diffusion through biologic channels, 52

transmembrane electrical potential

differences, 65–66

Nerve action potentials
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extracellular recordings, 72

intracellular recording, 73–74

sodium hypothesis, 76–78

Nerve bundle, extracellular recordings, 95–96

Nerves

abducens nerve, 862

buffer nerve, 229

cochlear nerve, 838

cranial nerves, 826f, 826–827f

electrical activity recordings, 95f

facial nerve, 858

free nerve endings, 794

glossopharyngeal nerve, 320, 858

hypoglossal nerve, 278, 319, 863

motor nerves, 318f

oculomotor nerve, 862

optic nerve, 72f

parasympathetic nerves, 502

phrenic nerve, 278

recurrent laryngeal nerve, 278, 324

renal nerves, 357, 433

sciatic nerve, 792f

sinus nerve, 227

somatic sensory nerves, 791f

spinal nerves, 798

stimulation, smooth muscle response, 142

superior laryngeal nerve, 278, 324

sympathetic nerves, 249f

trigeminal nerve, 797, 802

trochlear nerve, 862

vagus nerve, 320, 858

Nervous system

autonomic, see Autonomic nervous system

central, see Central nervous system

early developmental stages, 780

extrinsic and enteric integration, 469f

motor axis, 787f

parasympathetic system, 146, 148f, 897

peripheral system, 779, 781–784f

sensory axis, 785f

somatic nervous system, 146

sympathetic system, 146, 148f, 897

Net filtration pressure

capillary filtration, 242

capillary fluid movement, 239

Neural circuits, simple animal studies,

910–911

Neural crest cells, peripheral nervous system

overview, 781

Neural induction, early nervous system, 780

Neural plate, early nervous system, 780

Neural plexus, representation, 153f

Neural tube

early nervous system, 780

growth, 782f

Neurocrines

peptides as, 465

regulation, 466

release, 469

vasoactive intestinal peptide, 475–476

Neuroendocrine system

definition, 19

mechanisms, 770–771

Neurogenic shock, 948

Neurohormones, cellular activity

coordination, 19

Neurokinin 1 receptors, 318

Neuromuscular fatigue, in exercise, 939

Neuromuscular junction

skeletal, sketch, 99f

synaptic contact, 100f

synaptic transmission, 98–99, 101f,

101–102f, 103–104, 110–112

Neurons

cortex blob region, 825f

facilitatory neurons, 911

inspiratory neurons, 318

interneurons, 112, 911

motor, see Motor neurons

olfactory receptor neurons, 849

postganglionic neurons, 146

second-order sensory neurons, 798

sensory neurons, 868, 911, 912f

somatic sensory neurons, 797

upper motor neurons, 861

Neuropeptide Y

glucagon regulation, 643

leptin in fuel storage, 676

negative feedback control, 677f

Neurophysins, posterior pituitary, 583

Neurotransmission, ANS

patterns, 151–152

regulation, 149–151

Neurotransmitters, see also Chemical

transmitters

autonomic nervous system, 146

Ca2þ hypothesis, 107f

cellular activity coordination, 19

depolarization relationship, 106f

in diffuse modulatory systems, 901–902

effects in autonomic nervous system, 149

quantal nature of release, 109f

voltage-dependent release, 106

Neutral endopeptidases, blood pressure

control, 232

Neutral reference lead, by limb lead

connection, 194

Neutral stimulus, 909

Neutrophils, airway defense mechanisms,

274–275

Nexuses, smooth muscle cells, 480

NF-�B, see Nuclear factor kappa B

NF-�B inhibitor, see Nuclear factor kappa B

inhibitor

NFP, see Net filtration pressure

Niacin, see Nicotinic acid

Nicotinic acid absorption, 544

Nicotinic-cholinergic receptors, 148

Nicotinic receptors, 28

Nigrostriatal pathway

characteristics, 887

connections, 884f

Nitric oxide

blood flow regulation, 249

in circulatory shock, 946

RBF and GFR regulation, 358

scavenging by hemoglobin iron, 293

Nitrogen balance

blood urea concentration, 368

pituitary dwarfism, 708f

Nitrous oxide, intracellular receptors, 31

NMDA, see N-Methyl-D-aspartate

NMDA receptor, see N-Methyl-D-aspartate

receptor

NO, see Nitric oxide; Nitrous oxide

Nociceptive reflex, 872

Nociceptors, 789, 793–794

Nocturia, 413

Nondeclarative memory

basic tasks, 907–908

characteristics, 906

classical conditioning, 909–910

definition, 905

habituation, 909

operant conditioning, 910

sensitization, 909

Nonelectrolyte diffusion, 40–41

Nonideal membrane osmosis, 55–57

Nonmyelinated pulmonary receptors,

reflexes, 324

Nonparietal secretion, gastric juice, 505

Non-rapid eye movement sleep, 327

Nonspecific esterase, lipid digestion, 539

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, 358

Norepinephrine

adrenal medulla, 631

autonomic nervous system, 148, 150

biosynthetic sequence, 632f

cardiac muscle, 184

in diffuse modulatory systems, 901–902

hypoglycemic response, 634f

in junctional cleft, 151f

lung, 276

releaes and uptake, 150f

uterine blood flow, 956–957

Nose reflexes, 324

NPY, see Neuropeptide Y

NREM sleep, see Non-rapid eye movement

sleep

NSAIDs, see Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory

drugs

NTS, see Nucleus tractus solitarius

Nuclear bag fibers, 868

Nuclear chain intrafusal fibers, 868

Nuclear factor kappa B

in bone, 684

and glucocorticoids, 624

Nuclear factor kappa B inhibitor, 624

Nuclear receptors, 31

Nuclear receptor TR�, 603–604
Nuclear receptor TR�, 603–604

Nucleosomes, DNA structure

overview, 13

Nucleotide, 13

Nucleus tractus solitarius, 318

Nursing, prolactin concentration, 772f

O
Obstructive sleep apnea, 327

Ocular dominance layers, 808

Oculomotor nerve, extraocular muscles, 862
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Oculomotor system

accomodation reflex, 828

eye muscle innervation, 826–827

intrinsic eye muscles, 827–828

pupillary light reflex, 828–830

Odorant binding proteins

function, 849

olfactory receptors, 850

Odorant receptor proteins, 851

Odorant receptors, 849

Odorotopic map, 852

OFF channel

synaptic interactions, 814f

visual information, 813–814

17-OHCS, see 17-Hydroxycorticosteroids

Ohm’s law

in airway resistance, 284

definition, 157

overview, 163–164

pulmonary vascular resistance, 269

Oil-water coefficient, permeability coefficient

relation, 44f

OLF, see Ouabain-like factor

Olfactory bulb

neuronal circuits, 853f

structure and function, 852

Olfactory cortex

primary pathway, 852–853

secondary pathway, 853–854

third pathway, 854

Olfactory epithelium

molecular configuration, 851f

organization, 850f

Olfactory receptor neurons, 849

Olfactory receptors

characteristics, 850

G proteins, 852

odorant binding proteins, 850

odorant receptor proteins, 851

odorous molecules, 850

Olfactory system pathways, 854f

Omeprazole, peptic ulcer treatment, 513

OMI, see Oocyte maturation inhibitor

ON channel, visual information, 813–814

Oncotic pressure

characteristics, 243

hydrostatic pressure comparison, 243f

Oocyte maturation inhibitor, 747

Oocytes

characteristics, 738

maturation, 747

Open systems, living things as, 4

Operant conditioning, 910

Ophthalmoplegia, 829

Opiates, diarrhea treatment, 476

Opioid receptor, 794

Opsin, in phototransduction cascade, 810

Opsin kinase, 811

Optic chiasm, nerve fiber projection,

817–818

Optic nerve, action potentials, 72f

Opticokinetic nystagmus, 829

Optic tract, projection from, 818

Orad area, motility, 487

Oral rehydration therapy, absorption-

secretion balance, 555

Orbicularis oculi muscle, 827

Orbitofrontal cortex, 853

Organic acids

reabsorption in proximal tubule, 387

secretion in proximal tubule, 390

Organic bases, secretion in proximal tubule,

390

Organic nitrates, angina treatment, 249

Organification, 591

Organ of Corti

hair cells, 839, 841–842

structure, 845f

Orthostatic hypotension, 425

Osmolal clearance, 405–406, 413

Osmolarity, body fluid, 6

Osmoreceptors

blood pressure control, 231

characteristics, 405

vasopressin secretion, 408–409

Osmoregulation, during pregnancy, 961–963

Osmosis

apparatus determination, 54f

definition, 53

diffusion differences, 53–54

nonideal membranes, 55–57

as pressure response, 56–57

properties, 54–55

Osmotic diuresis

poorly permeant solutes, 383

production by mannitol, 383–384

Osmotic forces, capillary wall, 240–241

Osmotic pressure

apparatus determination, 54f

definition, 38, 54

glomerular filtration, 347f

nonideal membranes, 55–57

Osteoblasts

characteristics, 683–684

prathyroid hormone activation, 688f

Osteoclasts

differentiation, 684f

function, 684

prathyroid hormone activation, 688f

Osteocytes

bone, 682

characteristics, 683–684

Osteoid composition, 682

Osteomalacia, 693

Osteon, 682

Osteoporosis, 699

Otolithic membrane, 833

Otolith organs, 833–835

Ouabain-like factor, 433

Outer auditory hair cells, 839

Outer hair cells, Organ of Corti, 842

Outer plexiform layer, retinal processing, 812

Outer segment, cone, 809

Ova, 738

Oval window

cochlea, 840

function, 841

sound transmission, 840

Ovarian cycle

blood hormone patterns, 752

and lactation, 774

Ovarian follicle, 738

Ovarian hormones

biosynthesis, 745f

mammary gland effects, 750

mechanism of action, 751

in menstruation, 748–749

reproductive tract effects, 748

types, 742–743

various effects, 750–751

Ovarian-pituitary interactions, menstrual

cycle, 753f

Ovaries

blood flow, 748

characteristics, 738–739

developmental stages, 739f

Overton’s law, 43

Oviducts

characteristics, 742

role, 759–760

Ovulation

FSH and LH roles, 746

induction, 755f

rabbit, 741f

Oxidative metabolism, thyroid hormones, 599

Oxidative phosphorylation, muscle cells,

135–136

Oxygen

alveolar gas equation, 302

arterial-venous oxygen, 306

blood-oxygen equilibrium curve, 291–292f,

294f, 306f

blood and tissues, 295f

differentiation, conductance, 302–303

diffusion limitation effects, 314

hemoglobin, 290

hypoventilation effects, 314

ideal alveolar-arterial pulmonary oxygen

difference, 301

long-term therapy, chronic lung disease,

330

lung diffusing capacity for oxygen, 304

pathway in diffusion, 303–304

pulmonary, capillary changes, 304–305

uptake in body, 260f

Oxygen-blood equilibrium curve, 292

Oxygen cascade

overview, 260–261

sea level breathing, 300f

Oxygen consumption

definition, 933

ejection loop, 213f

excess post-exercise, 934

in exercise, 934, 939

heart, systolic pressure-volume area index,

213

maximal, definition, 933, 934, 939

myocardial, in exercise, 937

during pregnancy, 964f

sensitivity, 261f

thyroxine effects, 600f

Oxygen debt, in exercise, 934
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Oxygen deficit, in exercise, 934

Oxygen delivery, 306

Oxygen supply, 306

Oxygen tension, during pregnancy, 958–959,

964

Oxygen transport

cardiovascular, characteristics, 306–307

exercise training, 940

gas exchange principles, 300–301

overview, 300

Oxyntic gland

mucosa as stomach part, 503

structure, 503f

Oxyphil cells

function, 686

parathyroid gland, 686f

Oxytocin

blood concentration, 771f

cellular actions, 771

during lactation, 771f

in parturition, 768–769

posterior pituitary, 582, 583–584

secretion, 566f, 583f

P
Pcr, see Plasma creatinine concentration

Pacemaker cells

autonomic nerve modulation, 185–186

heart rate control, 185

Pacesetter potentials, gastric motility, 487

Pacinian corpuscles

characteristics, 789, 793f

location, 790

PAG, see Periaqueductal gray matter

PAH, see Para-aminohippurate

Pain

neuronal pathways, 804f

referred pain, 796, 796f

regulation, 794

sensory receptors, 790

Pain-gating mechanism, 794

Pain receptors, 793–795

Paired helical filaments, in Alzheimer’s

disease, 917

Paleospinothalamic subdivision, 802

Pancreas

functional anatomy, 514

schematic diagram, 514f

Pancreatic islets

cell arrangement, 639f

glucagon actions, 639–643

glucagon biosynthesis and secretion, 639

glucagon secretion regulation, 643–644

insulin actions, 644–651

insulin biosynthesis, secretion, metabolism,

644

insulin mechanisms, 651–653

insulin regulation, 653–656

metabolic hormones, 667–668

morphology, 638

overview, 638

somatostatin regulation, 656

Pancreatic juice, ions and secretory rate, 514f

Pancreatic lipase, lipid digestion, 539

Pancreatic polypeptide

characteristics, 474

effects, 638

function, 638

Pancreatic proteases, 536f

Pancreatic secretion

aqueous component, 514–515

cephalic phase, 498, 517, 517f

characteristics, 498

enzymatic component, 515–517

gastric phase, 517

HCO�3 , 515f

intestinal phase, 517–518f

meal response, 518

pancreas anatomy, 514

potentiation, 519–520

Pancreatitis, 516, 519

Pancreozymin, 470

Paneth cells, 531

Panhypopituitarism, 703

Pantothenic acid absorption, 544

Papez circuit, 897, 899, 900f

Para-aminohippurate, 389, 389f

Parabolic velocity profile, 162

Paracellin, in Mg2þ balance, 446

Paracellular route

absorption, 549–550

characteristics, 547

nephrons, 373

Paracellular transport, 533

Paracentral lobule, in primary motor cortex,

877

Paracrines

characteristics, 475

definition, 19, 356

kidney, 338

RBF and GFR, 358–359

in regulation, 466

release, 469

types, 465

Paradoxical splitting, 205

Parafollicular cells, 691

Parallel circuits, flow resistance, 164–165

Parasympathetic cardiac efferents, blood

pressure control, 226

Parasympathetic nerves, salivary gland

regulation, 502

Parasympathetic nervous system

characteristics, 146

overview, 148f

pleasurable feelings, 897

Parasympathetic stimulation, 176

Parathyroid gland

1,25-dihydroxycholecalciferol action,

696–697

function, 685–686

Parathyroid hormone

biosynthesis, storage, secretion, 686–687

bone actions, 687–688

calcium absorption regulation, 545

calcium balance, 443

in calcium regulation, 698f

cAMP role, 687

function, 679, 685–686

hypercalcemic challenge response, 698

hypocalcemic challenge response, 698

intestinal absorption effects, 689

kidney actions, 688–689

mechanism of action, 687

osteoclast and osteoblast activation, 688f

phosphate excretion, 689

phosphate reabsorption, 388

in pig plasma, 694f

proximal tubule cell effects, 690f

in renal failure, 445

secretion regulation, 690–691f

Parathyroid hormone related peptide,

686–687

Paraventricular nucleus

characteristics, 574

posterior pituitary, 583

Parietal cells

characteristics, 504f

chemical interactions, 507f

gastric secretion, 506–507

HCl production, 506f

stomach, 503, 504

Parietal secretion, gastric juice, 505

Parkinson’s disease, 885

Partial hydrolysis, protein function overview,

18

Partial pressure, respiratory system, 263

Partition coefficient, selective barrier

diffusion, 42

Parturition

corticotropin-releasing hormone role,

767–768

overview, 767

oxytocin role, 768–769

positive feedback cycles, 769f

Parvocellular pathways

function, 815

ganglion cell function, 808

Passive-length tension, see Length-passive

force

Passive reabsorption

characteristics, 372

proximal tubule, 379, 382–384

Passive solute transport, proximal tubule,

379–380

Passive transport, diffusion through selective

barriers, 43

Patch-clamp technique

ion diffusion through biologic channels, 50

Naþ permeability regulation, 80

Patient H.M., memory studies, 907

Patient U.T., diabetic ketoacidosis,

949–951

Pavlovian conditioning, 909–910

PDGF receptor, see Platelet-derived growth

factor receptor

PDH, see Pyruvate dehydrogenase

PE, see Potential energy

Peduncles, cerebellum, 889

PEEP, see Positive end-expiratory pressure

Pendrin, 591

PEP, see Phosphoenol pyruvate
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Pepsin

gastric function, 502

gastric secretion, 510–511

Pepsinogen, gastric function, 503

Peptic cells, stomach, 503

Peptic ulcer, 512–513

Peptide hormones, storage, 559

Peptides

GI tract, 470f

lung, 276

reabsorption in proximal tubule, 387–388

Peptide YY, 474–475

Periamygdaloid region, olfactory cortex, 852

Periaqueductal gray matter, 794

Pericardial tamponade, 948

Periglomerular cell, olfactory bulb structure,

852

Perilymph, cochlea, 840

Periosteum, 682, 705

Peripheral nervous system

composition, 779

organization, 784f

overview, 781–784

Peripheral proteins, fluid-mosaic membrane,

40

Peripheral resistance, during pregnancy, 957f

Peristalsis

neural pathways, 483f

secondary peristalsis, 485

Peristaltic reflex, 491

Peritubular capillary

fluid absorption, 348–349

kidney, 333, 335

Starling forces, 434f

Peritubular factors

function, 424

in glomerotubular balance, 433–434

proximal tubule, 378

Permeability

capillary filtration, 239–240

Naþ, depolarization relationship, 79f

sodium permeability, 78–80

Permeability coefficients

diffusion through selective barriers, 42

oil-water coefficient relation, 44f

Permeability edema, 243

Pernicious anemia, vitamin B12, 543

Pes, see Esophageal pressure

PET, see Positron emission tomography

Pfeffer’s postulate, 38

PG, see Prostaglandins

PGI2, see Prostacyclin

pH

ARDN effects, 442f

arterial pH, 295, 322

bicarbonate-pH diagram, 296f, 296–297

body fluid, 6

diabetic ketoacidosis, 951

gastric acid relationship, 510f

metabolic pH, 296

respiratory pH, 296

saliva, 500

Phagocytosis, airway defense mechanisms,

274

Pharyngeal peristalsis, neural pathways, 483f

Pharynx

airway defense mechanisms, 273

in breathing, 278

reflexes, 324

rhythmic breathing, 319

Phase-lock coding, in pitch perception,

845–846

Pheromones, and vomeronasal organ, 854

PHFs, see Paired helical filaments

Phopholipid synthesis, 541

Phosphate balance

excretion, parathyorid hormone, 689

reabsorption in proximal tubule, 388, 388f

in renal failure, 445

Phosphatide acid pathway, lipid processing,

541

Phosphatidyl 4,5-bisphosphate, in DAG

formation, 27f

Phosphatidylinositol-3, in insulin mechanism,

652–653

Phosphatidylinositol bisphosphate, 24f

Phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase signaling, 30

Phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-trisphosphate

signaling, 30

Phosphocreatine, in exercise, 934

Phosphoenol pyruvate

function, 641

regulation by PKA, 642f

Phosphoenol pyruvate carboxykinase

synthesis, 641–642

Phosphoenol pyruvate carboyxlase, insulin

effects, 651

Phosphofructokinase, 641

Phospholipase A2

in arachidonic acid release, 622

lipid digestion, 539

Phospholipase C, in DAG formation, 27f

Phospholipids

bile, 525

as bile component, 523

digestion, 538

fluid-mosaic membrane, 39

layers, 39f

Phosphorous

balance, 685

daily balance, 685f

Phosphorus balance, pituitary dwarfism, 708f

Phosphorylase kinase, glycogenolysis, 640

Phosphorylation

oxidative, muscle cells, 135–136

proteins, 18f

role in protein regulation, 17–18

tyrosines, 30f

Photomicrograph, thyroid gland, 692f

Photopigments, cones, 821–824

Photoreception, cGMP role, 28f

Photoreceptor cells

eye structure, 808

function, 807

Phototransduction cascade

overview, 810–812

rods, 812f

Phrenic nerve, in breathing, 278

Physically dissolved carbon dioxide, in blood,

293

Physiologic dead space

alveolar ventilation, 301–302

calculations, 314

ventilation, 268

ventilation-perfusion mismatching

measurement, 312

Physiologic shunt, ventilation-perfusion

mismatching measurement, 312

Physiologic splitting, 205

Physiologic stimulus, ventilation control, 316

Phytoestrogens, 751

PI-3, see Phosphatidylinositol-3

PI-3 kinase, see Phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase

Picrotoxin, inhibitory postsynaptic potentials,

116

Pigment stones, 527

Piloerection, 926

Pinna, 840

Pinocytosis, 533

PIP3, see Phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-

trisphosphate

Pitch

definition, 839

perception, 845–846

as sound attribute, 844

Pituitary dwarfism

characteristics, 703

human growth hormone treatment, 708f

Pituitary gland

anterior, see Anterior pituitary gland

growth hormone, 577

midsagittal section, 574f

morphology, 574–575

negative feedback with adrenal gland, 630

overview, 574

posterior

physiological overview, 582–583

regulation, 583–584

prolactin, 577

vascular supply, 575f

PKA, see Protein kinase A

PKC, see Protein kinase C

PLA2, see Phospholipase A2

Placenta

adaptation in pregnancy, 954–955

formation, 760–761

Placental hormones

human chorionic gonadotropin, 762–764

overview, 761–762

Placental villi

implantation, 760

placenta during pregnancy, 954

structures, 956f

Plasma

ACTH concentrations, 629f

alkalosis and acidosis, 452f

antidiuretic hormone, 413f

calcitonin, 694f

cortisol concentrations, 629f

glucose concentrations, 653f

hormone levels during pregnancy, 763f

hyperosmotic plasma, 412f
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hypo-osmotic plasma, 412f

immunoreactive glucagon concentrations,

653f

immunoreactive insulin concentrations,

653f

isosmotic capillary plasma, 417f

luteinizing hormone measurement, 734f

major components, 6f

parathyroid hormone, 694f

during pregnancy, 959f

renin during pregnancy, 960f

testosterone, 734f

total blood volume, 7

total body water, 3

tubular fluid/plasma concentration ratio,

380f

ultrafiltration, 344

vasopressin response, 413f

volume measurement, 7f

Plasma creatinine concentration

change, 368f

as GFR indicator, 368

overview, 369

Plasma flow

effective renal plasma flow, 960

glomerular capillary plasma flow, 349f

renal plasma flow, 343, 354f

Plasma membrane, signal transduction

cGMP, overview, 27–28

G-protein-coupled receptors

complexities, 27

densensitization and downregulation,

22–23

ion channels, 26–27

isoforms, 23–24

overview, 21–22

second messenger concept, 24–26

receptor channels, 28

tyrosine kinase, 28–30

Plasma osmolality

antidiuresis, 410

effect on vasopressin and thirst, 411f

estimation, 407–408

during pregnancy, 962f

in vasopressin secretion, 410–411

Plasma protein, lung fluid balance, 273

Plasma renin, nonpregnant women, 961f

Plasma renin, during pregnancy, 960f

Plasma volume, size measurement, 6–8

Platelet-derived growth factor receptor, 29

Plethysmograph

characteristics, 267

FRC measurement, 267f

PMA, see Premotor area

Pneumothoraxal residual capacity, 282

PO2, see Oxygen tension

Poiseuille’s equation

basic equation, 163

definition, 157

Polarity, kinocilium, 833

Polarization, membrane transporters, 374

Polydipsia

differential diagnosis, 421

insulin role, 645

Polymodal receptors, as nociceptors, 794

Polyphagia, insulin role, 645

Polysomes, translation overview, 16

Polysynaptic flexor reflex circuitry, 871f

Polyuria, 421

POMC, see Pro-opiomelanocortin

Pons

rhythmic breathing, 318

ventilation control, 316

Pontine respiratory group, 318

Pontine reticular tract

formation, 874

origination, 874

Population movement, MI pyramidal cells,

879

Population responses, 849

Positive chronotropic effect, pacemaker

activity, 185

Positive end-expiratory pressure, artificial

ventilation, 313

Positive feedback control

hormone secretion, 566

oxytocin secretion, 566f, 583f

parturition, 769f

target cell responses, 20

Positive inotropic effect, 183

Positive staircase effect, 183

Positron emission tomography

memory localization analysis, 908f

memory system studies, 907

Post-central gyrus, 806

Posterior canal, 833

Posterior commissure, 828

Posterior pituitary gland

physiological overview, 582–583

regulation, 583–584

Posterolateral fissure, vestibulocerebellum,

890

Postganglionic neurons, 146

Postsecretory transformation, hormones, 561

Postsynaptic potential

definition, 113

ionotropic-mediated, general features,

116–117

Post-tetanic potentiation, 913

Posttranslational processing

examples, 16f

overview, 16–17

Potassium

absorption, 547–548

aldosterone-responsive distal nephron, 398

ARDN effects, 442f

balance effect of diuretics, 399

concentration during action potentials,

85–86

distribution, 439

fluid compartment ionic composition, 6

gastric juice, 505

gastric secretion, 505

intestinal transport, 551–552

intracellular and extracellular fluid

compartments, 438f

membrane potential effects, 75f

and Naþ conductance changes, 83f

nerve action potential, 83f

pancreatic secretion, 514–515

reabsorption, nephron, 441f

renal transport mechanisms, 439–442

in saliva, 500

secretion, 398f, 441f, 442–443f, 552f

voltage-dependent conductance, in action

potential repolarization, 83–85

Potassium acetate

diffusion potentials, 45–46

hypothetical cell, 64f

Vm origin, 64

Potassium balance

overview, 438–439

pituitary dwarfism, 708f

Potassium channels, 821

Potassium chloride, hot environment

adaptation, 929

Potential differences

nephron epithelial cells, 375

transmembrane electrical, 64–67

Potential energy, hemodynamic system, 160

Potentiation

gastric secretion, 507

hormones, 571

long-term, see Long-term potentiation

pancreatic secretion, 519–520f

P pathway

functional organization, 822f

projections, 820f

PR, see Progesterone receptors

Pre-Bötzinger complex, 317

Precapillary sphincter, in microcirculation,

236

Predatory aggression

neuronal pathways, 901f

Papez circuit, 899

Preeclampsia, during pregnancy, 963

Preferential reabsorption, proximal tubule,

379

Prefrontal region, sensory association area,

880

Preganglionic axons, 146

Pregnancy

adaptations, 965–966

aldosterone changes, 960f

angiotensinogen changes, 960f

blood volume, 958–959

cardiovascular and renal changes, 963f

changes, 957f

estrogen biosynthesis, 766f

estrogen role, 765

fetal adrenal cortex role, 765–766

heart rate and stroke volume, 958f

hormones, plasma levels, 763f

human chorionic gonadotropin, 762–764

human chorionic somatomammotropin,

764–765

lung volume, 964f

maternal adaptations

homeostasis challenges, 954

osmoregulation, 961–963

overview, 954

placenta, 954–955
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Pregnancy (continued)

sodium balance, 959–961

thirst, 961–963

maternal circulation

cardiac output changes, 957

cardiac performance, 958

overview, 955–956

uterine blood flow, 956–957

vascular resistance, 957

placental hormone overview, 761–762

plasma osmolality and AVP, 962f

plasma and red cell volume, 959f

plasma renin changes, 960f

progesterone and estrogen, 766–767

progesterone role, 765

respiratory adjustments, 963–965

and steroid hormone concentrations, 761f

ventilation, oxygen consumption, CO2,

964f

Pregnane, 610

Pregnanediol, as urine metabolite, 743

Pregnenolone

from cholesterol, 610f

as steroid hormone precursor, 610–611

Preload

definition, 207

isotonic contraction, 132

Premature atrial contractions, from ectopic

foci, 199

Premature ventricular contraction, from

ectopic foci, 199

Premotor area, 879

Preoptic anterior hypothalamus, 922

Preproglucagon processing, 639f

Preprohormone synthesis, 561

Preproinsulin, post-translational processing,

644f

Prepuberty, testicular function, 733–734

Presbyopia, 828

Pressure, see also specific types of pressure

definition, 157

velocity relationship, 160–161

Pressure detector, Pacinian corpuscles as, 792

Pressure flow autoregulation, blood flow,

246–247

Pressure natriuresis, 424, 430

Pressure-volume curveal residual capacity,

281

Pressure-volume relationship

ejection loop on graph, 207

lungs during exercise, 936f

ventricle, 206

PRG, see Pontine respiratory group

Prima facia, diabetic ketoacidosis, 951

Primary active transport

definition, 38

overview, 60

Primary auditory cortex, in central auditory

pathways, 844

Primary gustatory cortex, 858

Primary hyperalgesia, 795

Primary motor cortex

brain vesicle development, 780

structure, 877–879

Primary olfactory cortex, 852

Primary peristaltic contractions

characteristics, 484

function, 479

Primary plexus, 574

Primary saliva, 497

Primary sensory pathways, 798

Principal cells

aldosterone effects, 400f

aldosterone receptors, 400

aquaporin-2 insertion, 410f

distal convoluted tubule, 392

kidney, 337

Kþ secretion, 443f

Kþ transport, 441–442

Naþ reabsorption and Kþ secretion, 398f

transport, 396–397

vasopressin cellular action, 409–410

Prinicipal sensory nucleus, 802

PR interval

accessory pathway effect, 198–199

heart blocks, 197–198

PRL, see Prolactin

PRL inhibitory factor, see Prolactin

inhibitory factor

Procarboxypeptidases, 536

Proelastase, 536

Progesterone

and body temperature, 751

in 21-carbon series, 611

function, 738, 743

implantation, 760–761

during menstruation, 752f

in pregnancy, 765

synthesis by trophoblast, 764f

Progesterone receptors, 751

Prohormone convertases

function, 578

in insulin processing, 644

Prohormone synthesis, 561

Prolactin

anterior pituitary regulation, 578–579

around-the-clock concentrations, 773f

in blood, 773–774

cellular event impact, 773f

function, 577

during gestation, 774f

mechanism of action, 770

during nursing, 772f

secretion control, 771–773

Prolactin inhibitory factor, 580

Pro-opiomelanocortin

function, 578

in glucocorticoid secretion, 628–630

leptin in fuel storage, 676–677

proteolytic processing, 578f

Propagation velocity

action potentials, basic principles,

89–90

conduction in myelinated axons, 93

relationship with time and space constants,

92–93

space constant, 91–92

time constant determinant, 90–91

Proprioceptive information, sensory

receptors, 790

Proprioceptors, 789, 795

Prosopagnosia, 821

Prostacyclin

RBF and GFR regulation, 358

uterine blood flow, 957

vascular resistance, 957

Prostaglandin E2, 333, 338

Prostaglandin I2, 333, 338

Prostaglandins

in circulatory shock, 946

in GT balance, 434–435

hyperalgesia, 622

lung, 276

RBF and GFR regulation, 358

Prostate-specific antigen, 727

Protein hormones, 559

Protein kinase A

cardiac muscle, 184

in fructose-1,6-bisphosphate metabolism,

641f

functional cycle, 642f

in glycogen metabolism, 641f

PEP regulation, 642f

second messenger concept, 24–25

Protein kinase C, Aplysia short-term

sensitization, 912

Protein kinases, role in protein regulation, 17

Protein phosphatases, 18

Proteins

absorption, 536–537

A kinase anchoring proteins, 32–33

apoproteins, 542

assimilation abnormalities, 538

binding function, 559

blood hormone binding, 562

as body fuel, 661

digestion, 535–536

digestion and absorption, 537f

in exercise, 934

function regulation, 17–18

G-proteins, 23–24, 29

heat shock proteins, 31

high-density lipoproteins, 543

insulin-like growth factor-binding proteins,

707–708

leader sequence, 34f

low-density lipoproteins, 543, 744, 767

motor proteins, 843

odorant binding proteins, 849, 850

odorant receptor proteins, 851

overview, 535

peripheral proteins, 40

phosphorylation, 18f

phosphorylation role in regulation, 17–18

reabsorption in proximal tubule, 387–388

small proteins, 387

uncoupling proteins, 599, 601

Protein turnover, insulin effect, 649f

Proteinuria

characteristics, 350

from small proteins, 387

Proteoglycans, filtration barrier, 351–352
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Proteosome, role in protein degradation, 17

Protons

diabetic ketoacidosis, 951

gastric juice, 505

nephron, 380f

proximal tubule secretion, 372, 380–382

secretion, 400–403, 451f

secretion by intercalated cells, 400–403

transport in collecting duct, 454f

Proximal colon, 492–493

Proximal convoluted tubule, 336

Proximal muscle motor neurons, 864

Proximal tubule

active and passive solute transport,

379–380

basic function, 371

glomerulus, 346f

HCO�3 reabsorption, 380–382

inulin, 376f

isosmotic volume reabsorption, 375–377

Kþ distribution, 440

kidney, 333

organic acid and base secretion, 390

overview, 372–373

para-aminohippurate secretion, 389, 389f

passive reabsorption, 382–384

peritubular factors, 378

proton secretion, 380–382

reabsorption, 377f

saline solution infusion, 379

salt and water reabsorption, overview, 375

scanning electron micrograph, 376f

secondary active reabsorption

amino acids, 386–387

glucose, 384–385

organic acids, 387

overview, 384

phosphate and sulfate, 388, 388f

proteins and peptides, 387–388

secretion, 372, 380–382, 388–390

TF/P, 380f

transepithelial osmolality, 378f

transepithelial voltage, 377f, 377–378

urate secretion, 389–390

water and solute reabsorption, 378

Proximal tubule cells, PTH effects, 690f

PSA, see Prostate-specific antigen

Pseudohypoparathyroidism, 687

PSP, see Postsynaptic potential

PSR, see Slowly adapting pulmonary stretch

receptors

PT, see Proximal tubule

PTH, see Parathyroid hormone

PTHrP, see Parathyroid hormone related

peptide

Ptosis, 829

PTP, see Post-tetanic potentiation

Pulmonary artery circulation, 268

Pulmonary circulation

blood flow control, 272

blood flow distribution, 271–272

bronchial circulation, 268–269

definition, 159

lung fluid balance, 273

vascular pressures, 269

vascular resistance, 269–271

Pulmonary edema

characteristics, 260

in heart failure, 942–943

Pulmonary gas exchange

alveolar ventilation, 301–302

capillary oxygen changes, 304–305

cardiovascular oxygen transport, 306–307

diffusing capacity measurement, 305–306

diffusion- and perfusion-limited gases, 305

diffusion limitations, 308

diffusion overview, 302–303

hypoventilation, 308

overview of limitations, 307

oxygen pathway, 303–304

shunts, 308–309

tissue gas exchange, 307

ventilation-perfusion mismatching,

309–310

ventilation-perfusion ratio, 309–310

Pulmonary irritant receptors, reflexes, 326

Pulmonary oxygen, capillary changes,

304–305

Pulmonary resistance, 285

Pulmonary stretch receptors, reflexes,

324–326

Pulmonary surfactant

definition, 277

surface tension, 280

Pulmonary vascular pressures, 269

Pulmonary vascular resistance, 269–271

Pulmonary veins, circulation, 268

Pulmonary venous pressure, ejection loop,

207

Pulmonary wedge pressure, Swan-Ganz

catheter, 943

Pulse pressure, 169

Pump-leak model, membrane transport,

63–64

Pupillary light reflex, 828–830

Pupillodilater muscle innervation, 827

Purkinje cells

cerebellum, 890

in cerebrocerebellum, 889

in spinocerebellum, 889

spinocerebellum, 890

in vestibulocerebellum, 889

Purkinje fibers, 177

Push-pull mechanisms

endocrine system, 560

epinephrine, 572f

glycogen phosphorylase, 572f

hormones, 572

Putamen, 881

PV, see Plasma volume

PVC, see Premature ventricular contraction

PVR, see Pulmonary vascular resistance

P wave, 190

Pyloric gland mucosa, 503

Pyloroplasty, 489

Pyramidal cells, see MI pyramidal cells

Pyramidal tract, 875–876

Pyrexia, see Heat stroke

Pyridoxine, see Vitamin B6

Pyrogen, 625

Pyruvate dehydrogenase, 663

Q
QRS complex, 190

QT interval, 190

Q wave, 190

R
RACKs, see Receptors for activated C kinase

Radiation

in body temperature regulation, 923, 924

definition, 921

Radioimmunoassays

competing reactions, 564f

hormones in blood, 563

RANK ligand

in bone, 684

parathyroid hormone action on bone,

687–688

Raphe nucleus, 902

Rapid ejection phase, 203

Rapid eye movement sleep

characteristics, 328

definition, 903

extraocular muscles, 862

Rapid filling phase, 204

Rapidly adapting pulmonary stretch

receptors, reflexes, 326

RAR, see Rapidly adapting pulmonary

stretch receptors

RAS, see Renin-angiotensin system

Rate detectors

Pacinian corpuscles as, 792

sensory neurons as, 868

RBF, see Renal blood flow

RDS, see Respiratory distress syndrome

Re, see Reynolds’ number

Reabsorption, see also Absorption

bicarbonate, 451–452

calcium, 437

distal nephron, 689f

nephron, 444f, 445f

parathyroid hormone actions, 689

characteristics, 372

definition, 344, 362

HCO�3 in proximal tubule, 380–382

Naþ along nephron, 426

Naþ by CNT and principal cells, 398f

NaCl in ascending limb of loop of Henle,

394–396

NaCl in DCT cells, 397

Naþ cotransport, 385f

passive, characteristics, 372

potassium, nephron, 441f

proximal tubule, 375–377f, 379, 382–384

amino acids, 386–387

glucose, 384–385

organic acids, 387

osmotic diuresis, 383–384

overview, 382–384
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Reabsorption (continued)

phosphate and sulfate, 388, 388f

proteins and peptides, 387–388

renal Naþ, 425–428

role in water reabsorption, 378

sodium, see Sodium reabsorption

sodium chloride, 391

sodium in nephron, 374f, 374–375

solute, in water reabsorption, 378

thin descending limb, 393f

urea, 364

urea in nephron, 420f

Reactive hyperemia, 247

Rebreathing method, 321

Receptive fields, 807–808, 815

Receptive relaxation, stomach, 479, 485–486

Receptor channel signal transduction, 28

Receptor-mediated endocytosis, 21

Receptors for activated C kinase, 33

Receptor tyrosine kinases, 28

Reciprocal reflexes, 870–872

Reciprocating pump

heart as, 202

schematic representation, 202f

Recognition memory, 916f

Recruitment

excitatory postsynaptic potentials, 114

pulmonary vascular resistance, 270

Rectosphincteric reflex, 493

Rectum

motility, 493–494

recorded pressures, 494f

Recurrent laryngeal nerve

in breathing, 278

in reflexes, 324

Red cells, 959f

Red-sensitive cone, 809

Redundancy

endocrine system, 560

glycogen phosphorylase activation, 570f

hepatic glucose production, 570f

hormones, 570–571

Reentrant heart rhythm, 181

Referred pain

characteristics, 796

instances, 796f

Reflection coefficient

capillary fluid movement, 239

definition, 38

determination, 56f

osmosis across nonideal membranes, 56

Reflexes

accommodation, 828

attenuation, 843

autonomic nervous system in lungs,

326–327

autonomic reflex, 152

Bainbridge reflex, 230

baroreceptor, 225, 227–229

blink, 806

bronchial C-fibers, 326

carotid baroreceptor, 227

carotid sinus, 228f

chewing, 481–482

complex visual motor reflexes, 829

consensual pupillary light reflex, 828

cough, 324, 806

crossed-extensor reflex, 871f, 872

deflation, 326

direct pupillary light reflex, 828

diving, 324, 938

expiratory reflex, 324

extramural reflex, 508

gag, 806

gastroileal reflex, 491, 494

Hering-Breuer reflex, 325

inflation inhibitory reflex, 325

intestinointestinal reflex, 491

intramural reflex, 508

juxtacapillary receptors, 326

lung and airway overview, 323–324

milk ejection, 771

milk letdown, 771

motor reflexes, 874

myotactic reflex, 142, 869

negative feedback ventilatory control, 316f

nociceptive reflex, 872

nose and upper airways, 324

peristaltic reflex, 491

polysynaptic flexor reflex, 871f

pulmonary irritant receptors, 326

pulmonary stretch receptors, 324–326

pupillary light reflex, 828–830

reciprocal reflexes, 870–872

rectosphincteric reflex, 493

respiratory reflexes, 324f

reverse myotactic reflex, 870

scratch, 872

sneeze, 324

sniff, 324

stretch, 112f

swallowing, 324

vagovagal reflex, 467–468, 486, 508

ventilation control, 316–317

Reinforcement

endocrine system, 560

hormone responding systems, 569–570

Reissner’s membrane, 840

Relative refractory period

action potentials, 86–87

heart, 181

Relaxin, 743

REM sleep, see Rapid eye movement sleep

Renal artery, 333

Renal blood flow

afferent arteriole resistance, 357f

afferent and efferent arteriolar resistance

changes, 356–357

autocrine and paracrine regulation,

358–359

autoregulation, 353–355

definition, 343

efferent arteriole resistance, 357f

measurement, 389

overview of changes, 356

redistribution, 359

regulation by RAS, 352–353

renal nerves, 357

vasoactive hormones, 357

Renal capillaries, 365f

Renal compensation, see Metabolic

compensation

Renal glucosuria, 386

Renal nerves

in glomerotubular balance, 433

RBF and GFR, 357

Renal osteodystrophy, 697

Renal plasma flow

autoregulation, 354f

definition, 343

Renal plasma glucose threshold, 385

Renal vasculature

blood flow overview, 344–345

glomerular capillaries, 345–346

Renal vasoconstriction, NSAIDs, 358

Renal vein, 333

Renin

angiotensin II production, 353f

blood pressure control, 232

exocytosis, 34

function, 607, 608

in Naþ excretion, 430–432

release, 344

renin-angiotensin system, 352

secretion, 432f

Renin-angiotensin system

blood pressure control, 231

overview, 352–353

Renovascular hypertension

blood pressure control, 232

characteristics, 354

Repolarization, action potentials, voltage-

dependent potassium conductance role,

83–85

Repressors, gene transcription overview, 14

Reproduction, see Female reproduction;

Male reproduction

Resetting of the arterial baroreflex, 938

Residual volume, lungs, 266

Resistance

airway, see Airway resistance

cardiovascular system, 168

efferent arteriolar resistance, 356–357, 434f

flow

Ohm’s law, 163–164

overview, 161–163

series and parallel circuits, 164–165

peripheral, during pregnancy, 957f

pulmonary resistance, 285

pulmonary vascular resistance, 269–271

tissue, 285

total peripheral resistance, 168, 216, 220

vascular resistance, 957

Respiration

adjustments during pregnancy, 963–965

in exercise

arterial pressure, 938

cardiac output, 937

cardiovascular system, 937

gas exchange, 936–937

overview, 935

pulmonary mechanics, 936–937
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regional blood flow, 937–938

tissue gas exchange, 939

ventilation and acid-base, 935–936

Respiratory acidosis

cause, 297

characteristics, 455–456

plasma bicarbonate threshold, 452f

Respiratory alkalosis

cause, 297

characteristics, 456

plasma bicarbonate threshold, 452f

Respiratory distress syndrome

glucocorticoids, 621

overview, 282

Respiratory failure, chronic lung disease, 330

Respiratory muscles, 278

Respiratory quotient, 302

Respiratory rhythm

efferent pathways, 318–319

generation, 317–318

Respiratory system

airway defense mechanisms, 273–274

airways, 264–266

blood flow control, 272

blood flow distribution, 271–272

bronchial circulation, 268–269

environment interface, 261

in exercise, 933, 936f

frequency of ventilation, 267

immune system defense mechanisms, 275

lung biosynthetic functions, 276

lung fluid balance, 273

lung volumes, 266–267

oxygen cascade, 260–261

pH changes, 296

physical and chemical principles, 262–264

pulmonary vascular pressures, 269

pulmonary vascular resistance, 269–271

reflexes, mechanoreceptors and

chemoreceptors, 324f

static mechanics overview, 278–279

transmural pressure, 279f

ventilation, 267–268

Respiratory zone, 265

Responding systems, hormones

attenuation, 571–572

modulation, 567–569

push-pull mechanisms, 572

redundancy, 570–571

reinforcement, 569–570

synergy, 571–572

Response elements, second messenger

concept, 25

Resting potentials

intracellular recording, 72–73f

ionic mechanisms, 74–75

muscle cells, 135

Restricted diffusion, membrane pores, 43–44

Retention, 909

Rete testis, 720

Reticular-activating system, diffuse

modulatory system, 902–903

Reticular lamina, 842

Retina

cellular anatomy, 813f

cellular organization, 810f

fundoscopic view, 818f

ON and OFF channels, 814f

pathway projections, 820f

projections, 820

11-cis Retinal, 810

Retinal pigment epithelium, 807, 810

Retinal processing

center vs. surround receptive

fields, 815

magnocellular and parvocellular pathways,

815

ON and OFF channels, 813–814

overview, 812–813

Retinotopic map, 852

Retinotopic organization, 808

Retrieval, in learning and memory, 906

Retrograde amnesia, 906

Reversal potential, see Zero-current

potential

Reverse myotactic reflex, Golgi tendon organ,

870

Reverse stress relaxation, smooth muscle

response, 142

Reward system, 902f

Reynolds’ equation, 164

Reynolds’ number, 284

Rheogenic ion pumps, see Electrogenic ion

pumps

Rhodopsin, 809

Riboflavin, see Vitamin B2

Ribosomal RNA translation, 14–16

Rickets, 693

Right axis deviation, 196

Right heart pump, 157, 221

Right-to-left shunt, 308

Right ventricle, 209–210

Right visual hemifield, 817–820

RNA

CGRP, 692f

gene transcription, 13–14

processing overview, 14

transcription, 15f

translation, 16f

tRNA, 14–16

RNA polymerase II, 14

Rods

cellular features, 811f

function, 807

phototransduction cascade, 812f

specialized features, 809–810

Rotational acceleration, semicircular canals,

833

Round window, cochlea, 840

RPE, see Retinal pigment epithelium

RPF, see Renal plasma flow

RQ, see Respiratory quotient

R-R interval, 191

Ruffini’s corpuscles, 790

Ruffini’s endings, 789, 793f

Ruffled border, 684

RV, see Residual volume

Ryanodine receptors, 183

S
Saccades, 829

Saccule

characteristics, 833–835

function, 831

structure, 836f

Sacral segment, spinal cord, 799

Saline solution, infusion in proximal tubule,

379

Saliva

functions, 499

inorganic composition, 500–501

ion concentrations, 500f

Naþ/Kþ-ATPase, 501

organic composition, 501

overview, 498

production, 497

transport mechanisms, 501f

Salivary glands

anatomy and innervation, 499–500

ducts, 499

regulation, 502f

secretion regulation, 502

Salivon

ion and water flux, 501f

schematic diagram, 499f

Salt

reabsorption in proximal tubule,

375–378

taste overview, 857

Salt-sensitive hypertension, 427

Sandwich-type assays

hormones, 564f

hormones in blood, 563–564

SA nodal cells

ACh effects, 185f

catecholamine effects, 186f

SAR, see Slowly adapting pulmonary stretch

receptors

Sarcoendoplasmic reticulum Ca2þ-ATPase,

183

Sarcomere

organization, 124f

striated muscle, 125

Sarcoplasmic reticulum

cardiac muscle cells, 179

skeletal muscle, 127f

Sarcotubular network, 179

Saturation, 821

Saturation kinetics, carrier-mediated

transport, 57

Scala media, cochlea, 840

Scala tympani, cochlea, 840

Scala vestibuli, cochlea, 840

Scanning electron micrograph

collecting duct epithelial cells, 402f

glomerular capillary tuft, 345f

glomerulus, 346f

luminal microvilli, 593f

proximal tubule, 376f

Sciatic nerve, action potentials, 792f

Scratch reflex, 872

Secondary active cotransport, 61

Secondary active countertransport, 61
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Secondary active transport

absorption, 533

definition, 38

overview, 60–62

Secondary bile acids, 522

Secondary hyperalgesis, 795

Secondary peristalsis, 485

Secondary sexual characteristics, 727–728

Secondary somatosensory cortex, 806

Second-degree heart block, 198

Second heart sound, 204–205

Second messengers

arachidonic acid metabolites, 26

basic concept, 24

calcium and calmodulin, 25–26

cyclic AMP system, 24–25

DAG, 26

IP3 system, 26

metabotropic receptors, 118

Second-order sensory neurons, 798

Secretin

characteristics, 473–474

family membrane structures, 474f

function, 470

in pancreatic secretion, 498

pancreation secretion, 518

Secretion

autocrine secretion, 19

balance with absorption, 555, 555f

definition, 362, 466, 532

gastric, see Gastric secretion

interdigestive secretion, 507

nonparietal secretion, 505

pancreatic, see Pancreatic secretion

parietal secretion, 505

Secretory canaliculus, 504

Secretory cells, apical membrane, 548

Secretory granules, 33–34

Sedimentation, airway defense mechanisms,

274

Seizures, 902

Selective estrogen receptor modulators, 751

Sella turcica, 574

Semicircular canals

characteristics, 833

paired responses, 835f

structure, 836f

Seminal vesicles, 722

Seminiferous tubules, 720

Sensitization

characteristics, 909

definition, 908

Sensory association area, motor cortex, 880

Sensory cortex

brain vesicle development, 780

organization, 878f

Sensory ganglia

location, 779

peripheral nervous system overview, 784

Sensory neurons

Aplysia, 911

molecular events, 912f

as rate detectors, 868

Sensory pathways, 784–786

Sensory receptors

general properties, 790

in muscles, joints, visceral organs, 795–796

SERCA, see Sarcoendoplasmic reticulum

Ca2þ-ATPase

Series circuits, flow resistance, 164–165

SERMS, see Selective estrogen receptor

modulators

Serosa, in GI tract, 466

Serotonin

in diffuse modulatory systems, 901–902

lung, 276

in short-term sensitization, 911

Serpentine receptors, see G-protein-coupled

receptors

Sertoli cells, 720

Serum albumin

fluid compartment ionic composition, 5–6

isosmotic saline solution, infusion, 9

size measurement, 7

Serum gastrin, 512

Set-point

heat and cold responses, 928

mean arterial pressure, 227

Sex-hormone-binding globulin

and ovarian hormones, 743

testosterone, 726

Sexual characteristics, 727–728

Sexual differentiation, male

external genitalia development, 729–730

internal reproductive ducts, 728–729

overview, 728

postnatal development, 730

SGLT-1, in absorption, 534

SH2 domains, see Src homology 2 domains

Sham feeding, gastric secretion cephalic

phase, 508

SHBG, see Sex-hormone-binding globulin

Sheath cells, see Sustentacular cells

SHGB, see Sex-hormone-binding globulin

Shivering, 927

Shock

anaphylactic shock, 948

cardiogenic shock, 948

circulatory, see Circulatory shock

hypovolemic shock, 253

neurogenic shock, 948

permeability edema, 244

resulting skeletal muscle forces, 130f

Shunt flow, compartment model, 309f

Shunts

arteriovenous shunt, 956

bronchial circulation, 269

carbon dioxide effects, 314

in hypoxemia, 300

pulmonary gas exchange, 308–309

right-to-left shunt, 308

ventilation-perfusion mismatching

measurement, 312

Side pressure, hemodynamic system, 161

SIDS, see Sudden infant death syndrome

Sigh, 324

Sigmoid colon motility, 493

Signal transduction

cyclic GMP, overview, 27–28

G-protein-coupled receptors

complexities, 27

densensitization and downregulation,

22–23

ion channels, 26–27

isoforms, 23–24

overview, 21–22

second messenger concept, 24–26

IP3 and DAG, 26f

receptor channels, 28

simultaneous signal integration, 32–33

tyrosine kinase, 28–30

SII, see Secondary somatosensory cortex

Single breath method

description, 305

nitrogen test, 288

ventilation, 268

Sinoatrial node

definition, 176

heart activation sequence, 189

Sintered glass disk, diffusion, 41–42

Sinus nerve, arterial pressure sensors, 227

Sinus node, see Sinoatrial node

Sinusoids, in bile secretion, 524

Skeletal muscle

attachment, 124f

attachment and contraction, 134f

circulation regulation, 252

contracting, blood flow, 253f

excitation, 127–128

excitation-contraction coupling, 127

isometric contraction, 129–131

isotonic contraction, 131–132

length-isometric forces relationship, 131f

load vs. velocity, 132f

mechanical response in vivo, 133–134

sarcoplasmic reticulum, 127f

schematic view, 138f

shock response, 130f

transverse tubules, 128f

Skeletal neuromuscular junction, synaptic

transmission, 110–112

Skeletal system

growth hormone effects, 704–705

growth vs. maturation, 598

thyroid hormones, 597

Skin

sensory projections to spinal cord, 801f

somatic sensory nerves, 791f

temperature regulation, 926

Sleep

NREM, 327

REM, 328, 862, 903

ventilatory efforts, 325f

Sleep apnea

cause, 324

high-altitude, 328

obstructive type, 327

Slowly adapting pulmonary stretch receptors,

reflexes, 324

Slow synaptic potentials, 117–121

Slow waves

gastric motility, 487
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small intestine, 490f

SMA, see Supplementary motor area

Small intestine

absorptive cells, 549f

calcium absorption, 544–545

chloride absorption, 551

fluid volumes, 548f

iron absorption, 545f

motility control, 490–491

movements, 489–490

Naþ and Cl� secretion, 553f

potassium transport, 551–552

slow waves and spike potentials, 490f

sodium absorption, 550f, 550–551

structure and innervation, 489

vomiting, 491–492

water secretion, 553–555

Small proteins, in proteinuria, 387

Smell

olfactory bulb, 852

olfactory cortex, 852–854

olfactory receptors, 850–852

Smooth muscle

actin-myosin biochemical interactions,

138–141

in airway resistance, 285

airways, 265

basic contractive unit, 138

calcium regulation, 139f

cell structure, 480

contractile recordings, 143f

contraction, 480

contraction steps, 481f

energy balance, 143–144

excitation, 140

gastrointestinal, see Gastrointestinal

smooth muscle

isometric forces, 141f

length-force relationship, 141f, 142f

mechanical response in vitro, 141

mechanical response in vivo, 141–143

membrane potential, 140f

schematic view, 138f

Smooth muscle cells, 480

Smooth pursuit movements, eye, 829

Sneeze reflex, 324

Sniff reflex, 324

Snoring, 324

SNs, see Sensory neurons

Sodium

absorption by intestines, 550f, 550–551

action potential vs. extracellular

concentration, 78f

bile concentration, 526

concentration during action potentials,

85–86

conductance changes, 80f, 81f

cotransport, active reabsorption, 385f

daily intake and output, 425

depolarization-permeability relationship,

79f

excretion

GFR changes, 429–430

in hypervolemia, 435f

integrated control, 435–436

mechanism overview, 428

natriuretic hormones, 432–433

renin, angiotensin, aldosterone, 430–432

fluid compartment ionic composition, 5

functional hypovolemia, 435f

gastric juice, 505

gastric secretion, 506

and Kþ conductance changes, 83f

luminal membrane, 372

mass flow, 362

nerve action potential, 76–78, 83f

osmotic diuresis, 384

pancreatic secretion, 514–515

pituitary dwarfism, 708f

during pregnancy, 959–961

reabsorption along nephron, 426

reabsorption by CNT and principal cells,

398f

renal, reabsorption, 425–428

in saliva, 500

secretion, 553f

total body output, 427f

Sodium channels

aldosterone-responsive distal nephron, 398

blocking by tetrodotoxin, 180

inactivation, 82–83

inactivation recovery, 87f

structural and functional unit, 81f

three states, 82f

transepithelial voltages, 375

voltage-gated, structure, 80–82

Sodium chloride

absorption in loop of Henle, 396f

ascending limb of loop of Henle, 394f,

394–396

effect on macula densa cells, 355f

ingestion per day, 363

reabsorption, 391, 397

tablet ingestion, 9

thin descending limb, 393

Sodium ion/proton antiporter

characteristics, 381

function, 372

reabsorptive processes, 384

Sodium permeability

basic concept, 78–79

concept test, 79–80

molecular basis for regulation, 80

Sodium pump, inhibition by cardiac

glycosides, 184–185

Sodium reabsorption, in nephron, 374f,

374–375

Solute exchange

filtration, 239–240

fluid movement across capillary, 239

hydrostatic forces, 240

osmotic forces, 240–241

pathway and mechanism overview, 237–239

uncharged solutes, 44

Solute transport

charged solutes, 37

proximal tubule, 379–380

Somatic sensory nerves, skin, 791f

Somatic sensory neurons, 797

Somatomedin hypothesis, growth hormone,

705–707

Somatosensory cortex

location, 797

modular organization, 805f

thalamic projections to, 806

Somatosensory mechanoreceptors, 789

Somatosensory pathways, head region, 802

Somatostatin

biosynthesis, secretion, metabolism, 656

characteristics, 475

effects, 638

function, 580

gastric secretion, 507

GH effects, 710

physiologic actions, 656

secretion, 656

somatotrope actions, 711–713

Somatotopic organization, sensory pathway

overview, 786

Somatotrope, GHRH, somatostatin, IGF-I

actions, 711–713

Somatotropin release-inhibiting factor, 580

Sound

amplification and attenuation, 842–843

audible wave characteristics, 841f

definition, 840

intensity, 845

localization, 846–847

transmission in middle and inner ears, 840

Sour, 857

Space constant

measurement, 92f

propagation velocity, 91–92

propagation velocity relationship, 92–93

Spare receptors, 568, 569f

Spatial summation, ionotropic receptors, 115

Specific compliance, 279

Specificity receptors, 21

Spermatocytes, 720

Spermatogenesis, 720

Spermatogonia, 720

Spermiogenesis, 721

Sperm transport, estrogen role, 759f

Spike potentials

in contractions, 480

small intestine, 490f

Spina bifida, 786

Spinal cord

internal structure, 800f

lateral corticospinal tract, 875–876

medial vestibulospinal tract, 872

medullary reticulospinal tract, 874–875

motor neurons, 863f

organization, 798–800

organization and structure, 799f

reticular formation, 874

sensory projections from skin, 801f

tectospinal tract, 872, 874

vestibulospinal tract, 872

Spinal nerves, 798

Spinal segment, 798

Spinal tap, 781
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Spinal trigeminal nucleus, location, 802

Spinocerebellum

characteristics, 890

connections, 893f

Purkinje cells, 889

Spinothalamic pathway, 802

Spiral ganglia

characteristics, 841

and Organ of Corti, 839

Spirometer, volume measurement, 266f

Splanchnic circulation, 253–254

Spleen, in exercise, 939

Spliceosome, RNA processing overview, 14

Squamous cells, 266

SR, see Sarcoplasmic reticulum

Src homology 2 domains, 29

SRIF, see Somatotropin release-inhibiting

factor

Staircase mechanism

in exercise, 937

positive effect, 184f

Standard temperature and pressure dry, 264

Standing osmotic gradient, bile

concentration, 527

Stapes, 840

Starch, hydrolysis by a-amylase, 533f

Starling forces

afferent and efferent arteriolar resistance,

434f

proximal tubule, 378f

Starling resistors, 272

Starling’s law

equation, 239

lung fluid balance, 273

Static muscle length, group II afferents, 868

Steady-state DLCO method, 305

Steatorrhea, 531

Stellate cells

cerebellum, 895

receptive field properties, 822f

Stereocilia

function, 831

structure and function, 832

Stereopsis, 820

Steroid hormone receptors, 31

Steroid hormones

action, 32f

characteristics, 559

intracellular receptors, 31

and pregnancy, 761f

Steroidogenesis, adrenal cortex, 613f

Steroids

function, 608

testicular, biosynthesis, 724f

Stigma, 741

Stimulating electrode, intracellular recording,

73

Stirrup, see Stapes

Stomach

active transport, 504

anatomy, 503f

caudad area, 487–488f

divisions, 486f

gastric mucosa, 503–504

intraluminal pressures, 487f

lipid digestion, 538

orad area, 487

parietal cells, 504

receptive relaxation, 479, 485–486

structure and innervation, 486–487

STPD, see Standard temperature and

pressure dry

Strabismus, 830

Stress, adrenal cortical effects, 626–627

Stress failure, pulmonary vascular pressures,

269

Stress-relaxation mechanism

blood pressure regulation, 233

smooth muscle response, 142

Stretch receptors

characteristics, 423

ECF volume sensing, 428

Stretch reflex, see Myotactic reflex

Striated duct, salivary glands, 499

Striated muscle

actin-myosin biochemical interactions, 126

basic contractile unit, 124–125

calcium regulation, 139f

calcium role, 126–127

mechanical response in vitro

overview, 128–129

skeletal muscle, 129–132

mechanical response in vivo, skeletal

muscle, 133–134

Striola, 835

Stroke volume

affecting factors, 208–209

calculation from ejection loop, 207

changes during pregnancy, 958f

Strychnine, 116

ST segment, 190, 197

Subarachnoid space, 781

Submucosal plexus, 467

Subsarcolemma cisternae, 179

Substance P, 318

Substantia nigra, 882

Subthalamic nucleus, 882

Suckling, 771f

Sucrase

carbohydrate assimilation, 535

in digestion, 534

Sudden infant death syndrome, 328

Sulfate, reabsorption in proximal tubule, 388

Summation, skeletal muscle, 130

Sunshine vitamin, 693

Superficial nephrons

characteristics, 336

kidney, 333

Superior colliculus

function, 862

tectospinal tract origination, 872

Superior laryngeal nerve

in breathing, 278

in reflexes, 324

Superior oblique muscle, 827

Superior olivary nucleus

in central auditory pathways, 844

function, 839

Superior penducle, 889

Superior rectus muscle, 826–827

Superior vestibular nuclei, 837

Supplementary motor area

function, 877

location, 879

Supramaximal pulse, 129

Supraoptic nucleus

characteristics, 574

posterior pituitary, 583

Surface epithelial cells, stomach, 503

Surface tension, in breathing,

280–281

Surround receptive fields, 815

Sustentacular cells

arterial chemoreceptors, 320

olfactory receptors, 850

Swallowing center, 482

Swallowing reflex

cause, 324

chewing, 481–482

esophageal pressure, 484f

pharyngeal phase, 482

Swan-Ganz catheter

pulmonary wedge pressure, 943

usage, 948

Sweat production, 926–927

Sweet, 857

Sympathetic cardiac efferents, 226

Sympathetic chain, blood pressure control,

226

Sympathetic dilator fibers, 226

Sympathetic efferent fibers, 226

Sympathetic nerves, vascular resistance

response, 249f

Sympathetic nervous system

anxiety feelings, 897

characteristics, 146

overview, 148f

Sympathetic stimulation, 176

Symport, 62, 384

Synapses

autonomic nervous system, transmission,

146–149

chemical synapses, 98–101

Synaptic cleft, 98

Synaptic delay, 98

Synaptic facilitation, 911

Synaptic junctions, 98f

Synaptic potentials

excitation, inhibition, integration, 113

fast and slow, 118f

ionotropic receptors, 114–117

slow, production by metabotropic receptor,

117–121

Synaptic transmission

Ca2þ role, 107f

central nervous system

overview, 112

postsynaptic mechanisms, 114–117

synaptic potential mechanisms, 113

intracellular recording, 73–74

membrane channels, 111f

at neuromuscular junction, 98–99
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neuromuscular junction, acetylcholine

hypothesis

acetylcholinesterase role, 103

iontophoresis, 103–104

overview, 101–102

skeletal neuromuscular junction, sequence

of events, 110–112

types, 98

Syncytiotrophoblast, 955

Systemic circulation, 159

Systemic venous pressure, ejection loop, 207

Systole

in cardiac cycle, 203

definition, 201

Systolic pressure

definition, 204

in pulse pressure, 169

Systolic pressure-volume area index, 213

T
T, see Thymine

T3, see Triiodothyronine

T4, see Thyroxine

Tm, see Transport maximum

Target cell responses

cellular activity coordination, 19

responses, 20

Tarsalis muscle, 827

Taste

basic types overview, 855

transduction mechanisms, 856f

Taste buds

cellular constituents, 855f

central projections, 858f

taste receptor clusters, 855

Taste receptors, 855

TBG, see Thyroxine-binding globulin

TBV, see Total blood volume

TBW, see Total body water

T cells, 275

TEA, see Tetraethylammonium

TeBG, see Testosterone-estrogen-binding

globulin

Tectoral membrane, 842

Tectospinal tract, 872

Tectum, 872

Temporal summation mechanism, 114–115

Teniae coli, 492

Tensor tympani muscle, 843

Tentorium, 889

Terminal lymphatics, 241

Testicular feminization, 730

Testicular steroid biosynthesis, 724f

Testis

architecture, 722f

FSH and LH actions, 725f

function overview, 722–723

germinal epithelium, 724–726

GnRH and hypothalamic pulse generator,

731–732

histological section, 721f

Leydig cells, 723–724

negative feedback regulators, 732–733

prepuberty, 733–734

Testosterone

in 19-carbon series, 612

function, 720

male genital tract effects, 727

mechanism of action, 726–727

plasma measurement, 734f

secondary sexual characteristics, 727–728

secretion and metabolism, 726

short stature boy, 717f

Testosterone-estrogen-binding globulin, 743

Tetanic contraction, skeletal muscle, 130

Tetany, 120, 681

Tetraethylammonium

action potentials, 85f

ion channel specificity, 85

voltage-dependent release of

neurotransmitter, 106

Tetrodotoxin

action potential plateau phase, 180

in contractile cell, 180f

effect on acetylcholine iontophoresis, 103

ion channel specificity, 85

voltage-dependent release of

neurotransmitter, 106

TF/P, see Tubular fluid/plasma concentration

ratio

Thalamic projections, 806

Thalamus

anatomy, 882f

brain vesicle development, 780–781

in emotion, 899

Thebesian vein shunts, 309

Theca cells, in estrogen synthesis, 747f

Theca folliculi, 739

Theca interna, 739

Thermal conductivity, heat exchange with

environment, 924

Thermal receptors, 794

Thermal sensations, sensory receptors, 790

Thermogenesis, thyroid hormones, 599

Thermogenin, temperature regulation, 601

Thermoreceptors

characteristics, 789

function, 795–796

heat and cold responses, 927

overview, 792–793

pain receptors, 793–795

Theta rhythms, diffuse modulatory systems,

903

Thiamine, see Vitamin B1

Third-degree heart block, 198

Third heart sound, 205

Thirst

plasma osmolality effect, 411f

during pregnancy, 961–963

Thoracic segment, spinal cord, 799

Thorax, as volume conductor, 188–189

Threshold

action potentials, 86

intracellular recording of action potentials,

74

Thrill, 205

Thromboxanes, lung, 276

Thymine

in complementary base pairing, 14f

DNA structure overview, 13

Thyroglobulin

in follicle, 588

synthesis, 590–591

Thyroid gland

gross anatomy, 589f

histology, 589f

morphology, 588–589

overview, 588

photomicrograph, 692f

secretion, 587

therapy in child development, 599f

TSH effects, 593–594

Thyroid hormones

autonomic nervous system, 598

autoregulation of synthesis, 594–595

biosynthesis overview, 590

biosynthesis and secretion, 591f

blood, 595

central nervous system, 597–598

coupling, 591

deficiency in infants, 598

in growth, 713–714

iodine incorporation, 591

iodine trapping, 590

lipid metabolism, 602

mechanism of action, 603–605

metabolism, 595–597

nitrogen metabolism, 602

overview, 589–590, 713–714

oxidative metabolism, 599

secretion, 591f, 592–593, 602–603f

skeletal system, 597

storage, 592

structures, 590f

temperature regulation, 599–601

thermogenesis, 599

thyroglobulin synthesis, 590–591

treatment effects, 605f

Thyroid-stimulating hormone

effect of thyroid hormone treatment, 605f

effects, 593–594

function, 575–576

secretion, 587, 592, 602–603, 605f

Thyroid-stimulating immunoglobulin, 594

Thyroperoxidase, 591

Thyrotrope, thyroid hormone effects, 604f

Thyrotropin-releasing hormone

effects on thyrotrope, 604f

function, 579

secretion, 588, 602–603

Thyroxine

characteristics, 590

derivation, 587

effect on thyrotrope, 604f

fasting, 670

intramolecular formation, 592f

mechanism of action, 603–605

metabolism, 595–597

in oxygen consumption, 600f

secretion, 592, 602–603

serum radioactivity loss, 595f
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Thyroxine-binding globulin, 595

Tibia

epiphyseal plate, diagram, 705f

thick ground section, 683f

Tidal volume

effectiveness, 302f

lungs, 266

measurement, 267f

Tight junction airways, 265

Time constant, propagation velocity, 90–93

Tissue gas exchange

characteristics, 307

definition, 300

in exercise, 939

Tissue resistance, 285

Tissues

CO2 and O2 reactions, 295f

cold-induced damage, 930

TLC, see Total lung capacity

T lymphocytes, 625

TNF, see Tumor necrosis factors

Tongue

innervation, 863

in swallowing, 482

Tonotopic map

basilar membrane, 839

function, 852

hair cells, 841, 845

Total blood volume, 7

Total body water

division among compartments, 3

outside world contact, 4

volume determination, 8

Total heat exchange with environment,

925–926

Total lung capacity

definition, 266, 277

dynamic compression of airways, 286

Total peripheral resistance

cardiac output effect, 220

cardiovascular system, 168

venous pressure, 216

Touch, 790

Touch receptors, 790–792

TPR, see Total peripheral resistance

Trabecula, 683f

Trabecular bone, see Cancellous bone

Trachea, 264

Training, exercise

muscle, 939–940

oxygen transport, 940

Transcapillary solute exchange

filtration, 239–240

fluid movement across capillary, 239

hydrostatic forces, 240

osmotic forces, 240–241

pathway and mechanism overview, 237–239

Transcellular fluid compartment, outside

world contact, 4

Transcellular route

absorption, 549–550

characteristics, 547

nephrons, 373

transcapillary solute exchange, 237

Transcortin, see Corticosteroid binding

globulin

Transcription factors, 14

Transducer, 20

Transducin, 810

Transepithelial osmolality, proximal tubule,

378f

Transepithelial voltages

nephron epithelial cells, 375

proximal tubule, 377f, 377–378

Transfer factor, 306

Transferrin, 545

Transfer RNA, 14–16

Translation

definition, 14

overview, 14–16

RNA, 16f

Transmembrane electrical potential

differences

electrogenic ion pumps, 66

origin, 64–66

solute distribution, 66–67

Transmitter-gated ion channels, 28

Transmural pressure, 269–270

Transport maximum

amino acids, 386

definition, 372, 385

organic acids, 387

phosphate and sulfate, 388

proteins and peptides, 387–388

Transthyretin, 595

Transverse tubules, skeletal muscle, 128f

Trehalase, 534

Treppe mechanism, see Staircase mechanism

TRH, see Thyrotropin-releasing hormone

Tricuspid valve, 202

Trigeminal ganglia, 802

Trigeminal motor nucleus, 862–863

Trigeminal nerve

function, 802

somatosensory information, 797

Triglyceride, see Fat

Triiodothyronine

carbohydrate metabolism, 601

characteristics, 590

derivation, 587

fasting, 670

in growth hormone actions, 714

malic enzyme effects, 601f

mechanism of action, 603–605

metabolism, 595–597

secretion, 592, 602–603

serum radioactivity loss, 595f

temperature regulation, 600–601

Trimesters, 954

tRNA, see Transfer RNA

Trochlear nerve, 862

Trophic factors, 780

Trophoblast

implantation, 760

progesterone synthesis, 764f

Tropic factors, 780

Tropomyosin, 126

Troponin, 126

Trypsin, 536

Trypsinogen, 536

TSH, see Thyroid-stimulating hormone

TSI, see Thyroid-stimulating immunoglobulin

TTR, see Transthyretin

T-tubule system, 179

TTX, see Tetrodotoxin

Tubular fluid/plasma concentration ratio,

380f

Tubular myelin, 281

Tubuloglomerular feedback

autoregulation, 354–355

renal autoregulation, 344

Tubulovesicles, stomach, 504

Tufted cells, olfactory bulb structure, 852

Tumor necrosis factors

bone, 684

in circulatory shock, 946

in fever, 931

and glucocorticoids, 623–624

Turbinates, airway defense mechanisms, 273

Turbulent flow

in airway resistance, 284

definition, 162

Two-component theory, gastric juice, 505

Tx, see Thromboxanes

Tympanic membrane, sound transmission,

840

Type I alveolar epithelial cells, airways, 266

Type II alveolar epithelial cells, airways, 266

Tyrosine kinase

in insulin action, 652

insulin interaction, 637–638

role in protein regulation, 17

Tyrosine-kinase-associated receptors, 28

Tyrosine-kinase-dependent receptors, 29f

Tyrosine phosphatases, 18

Tyrosine phosphorylation, 30f

U
U, see Uracil

Ubiquitin, 17

Ubiquitin-proteosome proteolytic pathway,

17

UCP, see Uncoupling proteins

UF, see Urine flow

Ultrafiltration

definition, 343

plasma, 344

Ultrafiltration coefficient

definition, 343–344

filtration barrier, 352

glomerular filtration, 347

renal nerves, 357

Ultrasound, 840

Ultraviolet light, 679

Umami, 857

Uncharged solute diffusion, 44

Unconditioned stimulus, 909

Uncoupling proteins

temperature regulation, 601

thyroid hormones, 599

Unipolar leads, chest exploration, 194
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Unitary smooth muscle excitation, 140

Unstressed volume, 167, 217

Upper airways

collapse prevention, 324

defense mechanisms, 273

reflexes, 324

Upper esophageal sphincter, 483–484

Upper motor neurons, 861

Upregulation receptors, 21

Uracil, 13–14

Urate, 389–390

Urea

nephron reabsorption, 420f

recycling, 419–420

Ureogenesis

definition, 640

glucagon action, 643

Ureter, 333

Ureterovesicular valve, 338

Urethra, 722

Urinary tract calculi, 339

Urinary tract infection, 341

Urine

ammonium excretion, 455f

and arterial pressure, 233f

diabetes insipidus, 420–421

dilution ability, 421–422

dilution without vasopressin, 411f

medullary concentration, 421–422

vasopressin levels, 410f

Urine flow, 382–383

Urine osmolality, 391

Urobilinogen, 525

Urodilatin, 432

US, see Unconditioned stimulus

Uterine cervix, 742

Uterus

blood flow during pregnancy, 956–957

characteristics, 742

structure, 742f

UTI, see Urinary tract infection

Utricle

characteristics, 833–835

function, 831

structure, 836f

V
VE, see Expired ventilation

VT, see Tidal volume

VA, see Ventral anterior nucleus

Vagal nuclei, 226

Vagal tone, 937

Vagovagal reflex

gastric secretion, 508

gastrointestinal tract, 467–468

in receptive relaxation, 486

wipe reflex, 872

withdrawal reflex, 872, 911f

Vagus nerve

arterial chemoreceptors, 320

in taste, 858

van’t Hoff’s law, 55, 56

Vasa recta, 417f

Vascular endothelial growth factor, 940

Vascular function curve, 217f, 217–219f

Vascular resistance, during pregnancy, 957

Vas deferens, 722

Vasoactive hormones, RBF and GFR, 357

Vasoactive inhibitory peptide, 772

Vasoactive intestinal peptide

characteristics, 475–476

glucagon regulation, 643

lungs, 327

Vasocontrictor region, 227

Vasodilator

definition, 227

hypertension, 234

Vasomotor center

arterial pressure sensors, 227

baroreceptor reflex importance, 229

characteristics, 225

low-pressure receptors, 229–230

neural integration, 227

Vasomotor tone

definition, 225

vasomotor center, 227

Vasopressin, see Antidiuretic hormone

VC, see Vital capacity

Vector cardiography, 191

VEGF, see Vascular endothelial growth

factor

Velocity

definition, 157

force-velocity relationship, 132

parabolic velocity profile, 162

pressure relationship, 160–161

propagation, see Propagation velocity

related indices of contractility, 211

Venoconstriction

cardiac output effect, 219

in exercise, 937

Venodilation, 219–220

Venous admixture shunts, 309

Venous capacitance, 217

Venous congestion, 942

Venous filling pressure, 208

Venous function curve, 218–221

Venous pressure

arterial comparison, 217f

arterial pressure relationship, 216–218

in cardiac output, 216

cardiac output relationship, 217–218

elevation in heart failure, 942–943

estimation, 943

heart failure, 942f

periphery-heart interactions, 218

Venous return

definition, 159, 216

in exercise, 937

Venous tone, 219–220

Ventilation

definition, 259

distribution, 287–288

efferent pathways, 318–319

efforts during sleep, 325f

in exercise, 935f, 935–936

gravity effects, 310f

hypoxic response, 323f, 330f

negative feedback control, 316f

overview, 267–268

during pregnancy, 963, 964f

pressure changes over time, 329f

reflexes and negative feedback, 316–317

rhythm generation, 317–318

Ventilation-perfusion ratio

between alveoli, 310–312

carbon dioxide effects, 314

characteristics, 309–310

pulmonary gas exchange, 309–310

role in disease, 300

Ventilatory acclimatization, 328–329

Ventilatory reserve, 307

Ventilatory responses

arterial chemoreceptors, 320–321

arterial pH, 322

carbon dioxide, 321–322

central chemoreceptors, 319–320

chronic lung disease, 329–330

high altitude acclimatization, 327–329

hypoxic ventilatory response, 322–323

Ventral anterior nucleus innervation, 882

Ventral corticospinal tract, 879

Ventral horns, 800

Ventral nuclei, 843–844

Ventral posterolateral nucleus, 801

Ventral respiratory group, 318

Ventral roots, 798

Ventricles

development, 783f

electron micrograph of muscle, 177f

function curve, 211f

generated potentials, 189f

left-right coordination, 209–210

nervous system, 779

pressure-volume plot, 207f

pressure-volume relationship, 206

Ventricular fibrillation, 199

Ventricular function curves, 210–211, 218,

223

Ventromedial pathway, spinal cord, 872

Ventroposterior medial nucleus, 802

Venule, microcirculation, 236–237

Vergence movements, eye, 829

Vertical gaze center, 862

Vertigo, cranial nerve

VIII lesions, 838

Vesicles

brain, 780–781

chemical signals, 33–34

micropinocytotic vesicles, 237

seminal vesicles, 722

tubulovesicles, 504

Vessels

blood, see Blood vessels

collateral vessels, 251

exchange vessel, 237

extra-alveolar vessels, 270

Vestibular ganglion, 836

Vestibular hair cells, 834f

Vestibular nuclei, 836–838

Vestibular nystagmus, 829
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Vestibular organs

function, 831

inner ear, 832f

Vestibular system

nuclei and central pathways, 836–838

otolith organs, 833–835

semicircular canals, 833

Vestibulocerebellum

characteristics, 890

connections, 893f

Purkinje cells, 889

Vestibuloreticular pathway, 837

Vestibulospinal tract

composition, 872

function, 837

Villi, 530f

VIP, see Vasoactive inhibitory peptide;

Vasoactive intestinal peptide

Visceral mechanoreceptors, 795–796

Visceral organs sensory receptors, 795–796

Visceral pain, see Referred pain

Visceral sensory fibers, 789

Visual agnosias, 823f

Visual cortex

blob region, 825f

color-specific blobs, 821

cortical ocular dominance columns,

820–821

higher visual processing, 821

M and P pathways, 822f

orientation-specific columns, 821

pathway projections, 820f

Visual processing, 821

Visual system, see also Eye

central visual pathways, 815–820

cerebral cortex, 819f

color vision, 821–826

field deficits, 817f

oculomotor system, 826–830

overview, 808

phototransduction cascade, 810–812

retinal processing, 812–815

rod and cone photoreceptors, 809–810

visual cortex, 820–821

Vital capacity, 266

Vitamin A absorption, 544

Vitamin B1 absorption, 543

Vitamin B2 absorption, 543

Vitamin B6 absorption, 543

Vitamin B12 absorption, 543–544

Vitamin C absorption, 544

Vitamin D

absorption, 544

calcium absorption regulation, 545

intracellular receptors, 31

Vitamin D3, see 1,25-

Dihydroxycholecalciferol

Vitamin E absorption, 544

Vitamin K absorption, 544

Vitamins, 543–544

Vitreal chamber, 828

Vitreous humor, 828

Vm, see Transmembrane electrical potential

differences

VO2 max, see Maximal oxygen consumption

VNO, see Vomeronasal organ

Vocal cords, airway defense mechanisms, 273

Voltage

dependence of neurotransmitter release,

106

extracellular, action potentials, 188

nephron epithelial cells, 375

proximal tubule, 377f, 377–378

segments as, 190–191

sensitivity, calcium and calmodulin, 25–26

Voltage-clamp technique

apparatus diagram, 79f

voltage-dependent sodium permeability

test, 79–80

Voltage-dependent calcium channels, 180

Voltage-dependent sodium permeability

basic concept, 78–79

concept test, 79–80

Voltage-gated fast sodium channels, 180

Voltage-gated sodium channel, 80–82

Volume conductor, thorax as, 188–189

Volume flow, see Osmosis

Volume receptors, 230

Vomeronasal organ, 854

Vomiting and characteristics, 491–492

VPL, see Ventral posterolateral nucleus

VPM, see Ventroposterior medial nucleus

VRG, see Ventral respiratory group

W
Wakefulness, 322

Water

absorption, 548, 552f, 552–553

bile secretion, 525–526

excretion in hypervolemia, 435f

flux across salivon, 501f

hydration shell, 52f

impermeability in distal convoluted tubule,

392

insensible loss, 5

intake-output balance, 5f

intestinal secretion, 553–555

pure, rapid infusion, 9

quantity to drink, 408

reabsorption in proximal tubule, 377f

reabsorption in thin descending

limb, 393f

vapor pressure, respiratory system, 263

Weber’s syndrome, 830

Weight loss, 645

Wheals, 244

Wilhelmy balance, 281f

Wipe reflex, 872

Withdrawal reflex, 872, 911f

Wolffian ducts, 719, 728

Wolf-Parkinson-White syndrome, 198

Workload, in hypertrophy, 944–945

Y
Y wave, 204

Z
Z bands, 179

Zero-current potential, 52

Zollinger-Ellison syndrome

characteristics, 473

gastric acid and gastrin, 512

Zona fasciculata

adrenocorticotropic hormone, 612

function, 608

steroidogenesis, 613f

Zona glomerulosa

aldosterone synthesis, 614

function, 608

Zona pellucida

characteristics, 739

oviducts, 759

Zona reticularis

adrenocorticotropic hormone, 612

function, 608

Zonula occludens

in absorption routes, 549

characteristics, 547
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